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To-night her mind was too fuU of personal things to permit of strict attention to the text
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Aurora the Magnificent

By GKRTRUDE HAI.L
Autlior of " The Truth about Camilla," etc.

Illustrations by Gerald Leake

Chapter I

NEAR sunset, one day in early Oc-

tober, not too long ago for some of

us to remember with distinctness, Mr.

Foss, United States consul at Florence,

Italy, took a cab, as on other da_vs, to the

Porta Romana. Here, where the out-of-

town tariff comes into effect, he paid his

man, and set out to walk the rest of the

way. thus meeting the various needs he

felt: that for economy,— he was a family

man, with daughters to clothe,— that for

exercise,— his wife told him he was grow-

ing fat,— and the need in general for an

opportunity to think. He had found that

walking aided reflection, that walking in

beautiful places started the spring of apt

and generous ideas. Though in his mod-

est way a scholar, he v.as not as yet an

author, but Florence had inspired him

with the desire to write a book.

Just beyond the Roman Gate begins the

long Viale dei Colli,—Avenue of the

Hills,— which climbs and winds, broad,

shady, quiet, between lines of gardens and

villas, occupied largely by foreigners, to

the Piazzale, whence Michelangelo's

boyish colossus gazes with a slight frown

across Florence, outspread at his feet. Mr.
Foss, as he mounted the easy grade and

noted with a liking unabated after years

the pleasantness of each habitation

glimpsed through iron railings and em-

bowering green, thought how privileged

a person should feel, after all, whose af-

fairs involved residence in Italy.

But his mind from this point wandered

to more perplexing subjects, and, absorbed,

he hardly saw the posts of his own carriage

gate; he passed unnoticing between his

flower-beds, up his stone steps, and came

to himself only when, rubbing the hands

he had just washed, he entered the dining-

room and saw his wife.

"Where are the girls?" he asked e^en

before kissing her, for the most casual eye

must be informed by the blank look of the

table that instead of being laid for half a

dozen as usual, it was prepared for a

meager two.

Mrs. Foss was fond of sitting in the

dining-room, which had a glass door into

the garden on the side farthest from the

road. There she read her book while

waiting for dinner-time and her husband.

The good gentleman did not always come

directly home from his office. He had the

love of dropping into dim churches, of

loitering on bridges, of fingering the junk

in old shops, but he was considerately

never late for dinner.

Copyright, 1916, by THE CENIURY Co. All rights reserve
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Mrs. Foss rose to receive her husband's

salutation, and while answering his ques-

tion, settled herself at the table; for she

had caught sight of a domestic peeping in

at the door to see if the masters were there

to be served.

"Leslie and Brenda went to call on the

Hunts," she gave her account, "and pres-

ently the Hunts' man came with a note

from Mrs. Hunt, asking if the girls could

stay to dine and go to the theater with

them afterward."

"And where 's Lily?"

"She, too, is off having a good time.

Fraulein was invited by some German
friends who were giving a Kinder-sinfotiic.

Awful things, if you want my opinion.

She asked if she might go and take Lih

.

and the poor child was so eager about it I

thought I would just for once let her sit

up late. She has so few pleasures of the

kind
!"

It was after her husband and slie had

emptied their soup-plates in companionable

silence that, leaning back to wait for the

next course, she asked her regular daily

question

:

"Well, anything new? Anything inter-

esting at the consulate?"

Mr. Foss seemed in good faith to be

searching his mind. Then he answered

vaguely

:

"No; nothing in particular." Then all

at once he smiled a smile of remembrance.

"Yes, I saw some Americans to-day." He
nodded, after an interval, with an appear-

ance of relish. "The real thing."

"In what way, Jerome? But, first of

all, who were they?
'

"Wait a moment. I stuck their cards

in my pocket to show you. They came to

see me at the consulate. No, they are in

my other coat. One of them was Mrs.

Something Hawthorne, the other ]\Iiss

Estelle Something."

"What did they want?"

"Everything— quite frankly everything.

They have grown tired of their hotel

;

they speak nothing but English and don't

know a soul. They came to find out from

me how to go about getting a house and

servants, horses and carriage."

"Did they think that was part of a con-

sul's duty?"

"They did n't think. They cast them-

selves on the breast of a fellow-country-

man. They caught at a plank."

"A house, horses. They are rich, then."

"So one would judge. Oh, yes, they 're

rich in a jolly, shameless, old-fashioned

American way."

"Well, it 's a nice way." ]\Irs. Foss

added limitingly : "When they 're also

generous. One has noticed, however, has

n't one,"— she seemed on second thought

to be taking back something of her ap-

proval,— "a certain reticence, as a rule,

with regard to the display of wealth in

people of any real culture?"

"These are n't. my dear. It 's as plain

as that they 're rich. And, for a change,

let me whisper to you, I found it pleasant.

Not one tiresome word about art did they

utter in connection with this, their first,

\ isit to Italy."

"I can see you liked them, but what you

have so far said does n't entirely help me
to see why. Rich and ignorant Americans,

unfortunately— A light breaks upon

me! They were pretty!"

A twinkle came into the consul's e^es,

looking over at liis wife, as one is amused

sometimes by a joke old and obvious.

His pause before answering seemed

filled with an effort to visualize the per-

sons in question.

"Upon my word, Etta, I could n't tell

you." He laughed at his inability.

"By that token they were not beauties,"

said the wife.

"It seems likely you are right. At the

same time"— he was still mentally regard-

ing his visitors— "one would never think

of wishing them other than they are."

"Describe them if you can. What age

women ?"

"My dear, there again you have me.

Let us say tliat they are in the flower of

life. One of them, so much did I remark,

was rather more blooming than the other.

Perhaps she was younger."

"The miss?"

"The married one. But perhaps it

was onh the difference between a rose
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and—" he searched— "let us say a buncli

of mignonette. The rose— here I believe

I tread safely on the road of description—
had of that flower the rounchiess and

solidity, if nothing else."

"Stout?"

"We will call it well developed, nobly

planned. But what would be the good of

telling you the color of these ladies' hair

and eyes had I noticed it? It will help

you much more effectively to pick them

out in a crowd to be told they are very

American."

"Voices, too, I suppose."

"Of course. You don't strictls' mean

high and nasal, do you ? All I can say

with any positiveness is that one of them

had what I will call a warm voice—

a

voice, to make my meaning quite clear,

like the crimson heart on a valentine."

"I am enlightened. Was it the mignon-

ette one?"

"No; the hardy-garden rose."

"And what did she say to you in her

warm crimson voice?"

"I have told you. She called for help."

"You said, I hope, that your wife and

daughters would be very happy to call on

them and be of use if the^" could."

"I did."

The time-tried, well-mated friends

were looking over at each other across the

table, not expressing any more than at all

times the quiet, daily desire of each to

further the interests and comforts of the

other.

"Where are they staying?" the lady

continued to question.

"Hotel de la Paix."

"And they ha\e n't any letters, intro-

ductions, addresses, anything?"

"Apparently not."

"Where are they from?"

"Let me see. Did they mentio;i it?

i\I\- dear, if thev did. I don't recall it."

"New^'ork?"
"No. If I am to guess, I should n't

guess that."

"Out West?"
"H-m, they might be. No, I guess they

're'\'ankees."

"Boston?"

"If so, not aggressively. Where do most

people come from? There 's nothing very

distinctive about most."

"Perhaps it will be on their cards."

Then the Fosses talked of other things.

Hut when Mrs. Foss, after dinner, went

up-stairs for her scarf,— it was too cool

now to sit out of doors in the evening

without a wrap,— she remembered the

cards, and took them out of her husband's

pocket.

"Miss Estelle Madison," she read.

"Mrs. Aurora Hawthorne." There was

nothing else. She continued a little longer

to look at the bits of pasteboard in her

hand. "Well-sounding names, both of

them— like names in a play. Mrs. Au-

rora. She 's a widow, then." Mrs. Foss

considered, "Or else divorced."

CHAPTER II

Upox a day not much later in the month
a certain young man in Florence asked

himself what one is to do with a day when
nothing that has been invented seeins

enough fun to pay for the bother ? He
stood in the middle of the floor, with his

hands over his face, the ends of his fin-

gers pressing back his eye-balls, and got

in his throat a taste of the bitter waters

which he felt as a perpetual pool in the

center of his heart. Next minute he

sneered at himself, like a schoolmaster at

a bo}- who blubbers, and without further

paltering put on his hat, took up a Aery

slender cane with a slender grasp of acI-

low i\or\-, and ran down the long stairs

of his house to the street.

"Air and exercise, air and exercise!"

This prescription he repeated to himself,

and, surely enough, in a quarter of an

hour felt better.

He was on Via Tornabuoni. He halted

before a shop to look at a display of

jewelry, wondering that there should be

fools enough in the whole world to sup-

port one such dealer in turquoise trinkets

that at once drop out their stones, crude,

big mosaics, and everlasting little compo-

sition-silver copies of the Strozzi lantern.

He turned towr.rd the ri\er. and had
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not followed the Lungarno for more than

ten yards before it was with him as when,

looking out of the window in despair at

the weather, we see a break in the clouds.

His step took on alertness ; his face lighted

in the very nicest way.

The young lady on whom his eyes were

fastened from afar did not see him. She

came at her usual step, a happy mean be-

tween quick and slow, accompanied by a

hatless serving-woman carrying a music-

roll. She looked rather shut in herself,

rather silent; not really proud and cold,

but proud and cold as the feeling and

modest and young have to look if they are

to keep their sacred precincts from the in-

trusions of curiosity.

She did not recognize the young man
till he was almost near enough to touch

her, and she had heard her name called,

"Brenda!"

Then her face sliowed a genuine, if

moderate, pleasure.

"Gerald!"

"What are you doing?" he asked, with

the freedom of a familiarity reaching back

over long years. He shortened his step to

keep time with hers, which she at the same

moment lengthened.

"I have been for my singing-lesson."

"And where are you going?"

"Home."
"I have n't seen you for ages."

"You have n't come. One never sees

you, one never meets you anywhere any

more."

Her English was different from the or-

dinary in having occasional Italian turns

and intonations. His partook of the same

defect, but in a lesser degree.

"But I have come," he stood up for

him.self, "and you were all out except

Lily. Did n't she tell you I was there?

We had a long talk. How are they all?"

"Well, thank you. At least. I suppose

they are well." She gave a slight laugh

at the humor of this. "You could hardly

imagine how little I see of tliem."

"What has happened?"

"They have been going around with

some new people, some Americans. They
have been lielping them to shop, ami

showing them the way one does things

over here. Mother, you know, is always

so ready."

"Your mother is a dear."

"Leslie is just like her. But I am sure

tliey both enjoy it, too. They have not

been home to lunch for a week."

"And you?"

"Oh, I am not needed where there are

already two who do the thing so mucli

better than I could. I have not even seen

the people. My day is very full, you

know. Piano- and singing-lessons, and I

am painting again this winter, with Gal-

letti, and I am going to a course of con-

ferenze on Italian literature. That in-

volves a lot of reading. There are, be-

sides, the other, the usual things, the
—

"

Her voice stuck ; then, as she went on,

deepened with the depth of a suppressed

impatience. "I wish one might be al-

lowed not to do what is meant for pleas-

ure unless one takes pleasure in it. But

going to teas and parties is apparently as

much a duty as school or church. Mother

and Leslie at least seem to think it so for

me."

"I see their point, Brenda dear, don't

you ?" He was not looking at her as with

a gentle brotherliness he spoke this.

"You don't go to many parties your-

self, Gerald."

"I am afraid nothing I do is fit to be

an example to anybody. But it does n't

matter about me. About you it does.

With the life that lies before you— "

"Who can possibly know what m\ life

will be?" the girl asked quickly, almost

roughly.

"True. Brenda. I dare say I am talk-

ing like a fool." He left off. wonder-

ing that for a moment he should actually

have been speaking on the side of con-

vention.

They walked a {^w rods in silence.

They had crossed the bridge, and were

headed for Porta Romana, tlie hand-

maiden trotting in their tracks, when at a

corner Gerald stopped, and, as if to

change the subject, or to regain fa\or by

a felicitous suggestion, said :

"Do you remember my telling you of
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an old painting I came upon in a little old

church on this street? Sctiola di Giotto,

they call it, but the thing is undoubtedly-

Sienese. Have you the time? Shall we
take a moment to see it?"

"I should be glad. If ^ou will walk

home with me afterward. Gerald, I might

tell Gemma she can go."

There was an exchange of Italian be-

tween the young lady and the maid, after

which the latter turned, and with a bus>-,

delighted effect about the rear view of her

walked back across the bridge to spend

her gift of an hour in what divertisements

we shall never know.

The church was closed. Gerald pulled

the bell-handle of the next door. A priest

opened to them, and, seeing at a glance

what was wanted, guided them through a

whitewashed corridor to a living-room

where a crucifix hung on the wall and the

table had a red cloth ; by this into a dim

and stony sacristy, whence they emerged

into the back of a darkling little church,

with shadowy candlesticks and kneeling-

benches, the whole full of a cold, complex

odor of old incense and old humanity and.

one could fancy, old prayers.

The priest brought a lighted taper and,

crossing to one of the side altars, held it

near the painting, which was all that well-

dressed people e\er came for o\itside of

hours.

The reddish light trembled over the fig-

ure of a majestic virgin, in the veil and

mantle of a princess, bearing the palm of

martyrs in her hand. It was a very sim-

ple and noble face, beautiful in a separate

way, which not every one would perceive,

so little in common had it with the pres-

ent-day fair ladies whose photographs are

sold.

Gerald had taken the light from the

priest's hands and was lifting, lowering,

shading it, experimenting, to bring out all

that might still be seen of the withdrawn
image on its faintly glinting field of gold.

His face was keen with interest ; the love

of beautiful things in this moment of sat-

isfaction smoothed away from it every line

of dejection and irritability.

Brenda was examining the picture with

an attention equal to his, but. if one might

so describe it, of a different color. Her
admiration got its life largely from Ger-

ald's, whose tastes in art she was in the

habit of adopting blindfold. Of this,

however, she was not aware, and gazed,

doing good to her soul by the conscious

and deliberate contemplation of a master-

piece.

"Do }ou remember a great calm, white

figure in the communal palace at Siena,"

Gerald asked, "with other figures of \'ir-

tues on the same wall? Does n't this re-

mind you of them ?"

Brenda answered abstractedly

:

"Yes," and continued to look. "How
amazing they are!" she fervently ex-

claimed. He supposed she meant the

saint's hands or eyes, but she explained,

"The Italians."

He did not take up the idea either to

agree or to dispute ; his mind was busy

with one Italian only, the painter of the

picture before him.

The young girl's interest flagged sooner

tlian his own ; he felt her melt from his

side while he continued seeking proof in

this detail and that of the painter's iden-

tity.

AVhen he turned to find her and to fol-

low, she was kneeling on one of the

wooden forms, her gloved hands joined,

lier face toward the high altar.

He approved the courtesy of it, done,

as he knew, in order that the priest, who
stood aside, waiting for them to finish,

should not think these barbarians who
came into his church to see a work of art

had no respect for his shrines and holies.

Having returned the light to the priest.

Gerald himself, while waiting for Brenda,

took a melancholy religious attitude, his

hat and cane held against his breast, and

sent his thoughts gropingly upward,

where the solitary thing they encoimtered

was his poor mother in heaven. Heaven

and the changes undergone by those who
enter there he could never make very real

to himself. He thought of her as she used

to be, affectionate and ill.

At the stir of Brenda rising from her

knees he, too, stirred, ready to depart.
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She was bowing to the altar, making an

obeisance so deep, so beautifully reverent,

that the priest could never have guessed

she was not a Catholic. After it she still

stood a moment, looking toward the sanc-

tuarj', like one with last fond words to

say after the farewell, and this excess of

either regard for the priest's feelings or

else a devoutness he had not suspected in

her quickened Gerald's attention. And
there in the dimness he saw, what he had

not seen in the broad light of day, that

his friend's little face, which had pre-

sented the efifect of a house with all the

blinds drawn down, was lighted up be-

liind the blinds— oil, lighted as if for a

feast

!

He felt himself at sea. He had thought

he knew the circumstances. Some part,

of course, nobody could know unless

Brenda chose to tell them. But what rea-

son there should be for positive joy—
A suspicion flashed across his mind. He

looked at her more closely, and put it

away.

She might have been the wisest of the

virgins, the one who before any other

heard the music of the bridegroom and

was first to light her lamp. She stood as

if listening to his footsteps.

Gerald, who had the power to detach

himself and at will see persons as if he

looked at them for the first time, saw
Brenda for a moment as a thing solel\- of

form and color, a white shape against a

ground of gloom, and took new account

of the fact that the little girl who had had

pigtails when he first knew her, and gone

to the Diaconesse with lunch-basket and

satchel of books, had from one season to

the next, stealthily, as it were, and while

his back was turned, become beautiful.

More than that. He was looking at

Brenda— he recognized it with a pulse of

exquisite interest— in her exact and par-

ticular hour. He had surprised a rose at

its moment of transition from bud to

bloom, that delicate and perfect moment
when the natural beauty which women
and fruits and flowers have in common,
reaching its height, hangs poised— for

such a pitifully short time, alas!— before

it changes, if not declines, to something

less dewily fresh, less heart-movingly im-

touched, less complete.

The artist could not long in this case be

regarding the girl as part of a picture;

his human relation to the owner of that

lifted profile brought him back to won-

dering in what the quiet ecstasy it

breathed could have its source. He was

touched by it, by the whole character of

her face at that moment, with its strength

so nullified by gentleness.

When the will is strong and nature

sensitive, what arms has youth with which

to prevail? What but the power to keep

still and hold on ? Nothing was in Bren-

da's face so marked as that power, except,

in this moment of undisguise, while she

thought herself unwatched, its singular

happiness, a mingling of tenderness, dedi-

cation, hope.

Now for the second time she curtseyed

to the altar. The priest moved, Gerald

moved, all three passed up the aisle, to a

faint chink of coins in Gerald's pocket

where he groped for a fee. At the main

altar the priest dipped a rapid genuflexion.

As soon as they were outside Brenda

began to talk about the picture, to ask

questions, as if the art of the Italians had

been of all things nearest to her heart,

and Gerald was drawn into holding in

the street while they walked a sort of

conferenza, or lecture, on the primitives.

Brenda was in the midst of an entirely

pertinent remark when her voice softly

died, like the flame of a candle sucked out

by a draft or like a music-box run down.

Gerald, looking round for the end of her

sentence, saw that she had sighted an ac-

quaintance on the other side of the street.

She nodded, without a smile, slowly.

Just so must Beatrice have bowed in these

same streets of Florence when she passed

the dreamy, passionate youth through

whom we are acquainted with her name.

Gerald's eyes traveled across the way

to see who might be the recipient of the

lady's most sweet salute, and hurriedh'

uncovered to an officer of the Italian army

who, holding his hand to his cap, stood at

attention till the two had passed.
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Was the man pale or was it that Gerald

had never hefore noticed, meeting him

indoors and at evening, how strongly the

black of his mustache and brows con-

trasted with his skin ? The suspicion that

had for a moment troubled Gerald in

church returned as a stronger infection.

Had Brenda expected tliis? Did they

concert such meetings?

He might have said to himself that a

tryst which consisted in crossing glances

from opposite sides of the street was very

innocent. In a moment he did see that

as the villas fuori la porta must be reached

through the porta, a lover whose lady

lived on Viale dei Colli might without pre-

vious arrangement hope for a glimpse of

her by walking in its neighborhood.

"Go on with the Sienese masters, Ger-

ald," she bade him, collected 1\-. "I am
listening, and learning a lot."

As they passed under the great arch of

the Roman Gate, Gerald was saying mod-

estly :

"I don't know anything about them,

really. I 've just been impressed by a thing

or two. This Lorenzetti, for instance—

"

And so on up the vialc to the house.

In the drawing-room they found Airs.

Foss and Leslie, who, just home from

town, tired and thirsty, had liad tea

brought to them, and were strengthening

themselves before e\en taking off their

hats.

Their welcome to Gerald was mingled

with reproaches of the sort that flatters

more than it hurts.

"It 's perfect ages since we saw you.

We thought you had forgotten us. \Vhat

ha\e you been doing this long, longtime?"

"It is you, who are never at home, my
dear friends," Gerald took his turn. "I

was here a fortnight or so ago. Did n't

Lily tell you? Of course she told 30U.

and you have forgotten, so it 's I, prop-

erly, who should be calling names."

"Have you been quite w^ell, Gerald?"
Mrs. Foss asked in her maternal voice,

after a m.ore careful look at him.

"Certainly."

.
"I am glad you have come. I have

been on the point more than once of send-

ing for you, but the days fly so! We have

been busy, too."

She had poured cups of tea for Gerald

and Brenda. All four were seated and

refreshing themsehes.

"Have you had a tiring day?" i^renda

asked her mother, somewhat as if she were

tired herself at the mere thought of such

a dav as she supposed her n'.other to have

had.'

"No," Mrs. Foss answered briskly;

"it 's rather fun. I don't mean that one

does n't get tired after a fashion. Has
Brenda told 30U, Gerald, how we have

lately been occupied?"

"Some new people, I think she said."

"Yes, some nice, funny Americans."

"Funny, you say?"

"I say it fondly, Gerald. Let me tell

\ou a little about them, and you will see

what I mean. They are going to spend

the winter here and wanted a house.

\Vhat house do you thini: they selected?"

"You reall\- must n't set me riddles,

Mrs. Foss."

"For years we lia\e seen it every time

w^' dri\e to the Cascinc, and seen it with

a certain curiosity— always deserted, al-

ways with closed blinds, in its way the

r.iost beautiful house in Florence."

"The most— I can't think what house

you mean."

"(^f course not, \\ith your tastes. But

imagine some nice, rich Americans, with-

out either art education or the sm.'dlest

affectation of such a thing, and ask your-

self \\hat tlie.N would like. Why. a

big, square, clean-looking, new-looking,

wealth\-looking house, of course, set in a

nice garden, with, at the end of the gar-

den, a nice stable. I was thankful to find

the place had been kept up."

"But is there— on the Lungarno. ch"d

you say?"

"It is that liouse we lia\e called the

Hauglity Hermitage, Gerald," Brenda

helped liim.

"Oh. that! But surel\- one does n't li\e

in a house like that !

"

"^our excellent reason? " inquired Les-

lie.

"I don't know."— lie hesitated,— "but
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surely one does n't li\e in a house like

that!"

They had to laugh at the expression

brought into his face by his sense of a

mysterious incongruity.

"No," he went on with knitted brows

to reject the idea; "a house like that— one

does n't come all the way from America

to live in a house which has no more at-

mosphere than that!"

"Ah, but that 's the point, Gerald,"

said Mrs. Foss. "What you call atmo-

sphere these people avoid as they would

an unsanitary odor. Atmosphere ! What
would you say if you saw the things Les-

lie and I have been helping them to bu>

and put into it ! I love to buy, you know,

even when not for myself. I thought with

joy, 'Now I shall at least go through the

form of acquiring certain objects I have

lusted after for years.' Delightful old

things Jerome has discovered in anti-

quarians' places, and that we shall never

be able to afford. Do you think I could

persuade them to take one of these? I

represented that the worm-holes could be

stopped up and varnished over, that the

missing bits of inlay, precious crumbs of

pearl and ivory, could be replaced, the

tapestries renovated. In vain. They
want everything new— hygienically new,

fresh, and shining. And Gerald, preju-

dice apart, the idea is not without its good

side. The result is not so bad as j'ou may
think. Why, after all, should my taste,

your taste, prevail in their house, v.'ill you

tell me?"

"For no reason in the world. This lib-

eral view comes the easier to me that 1

do not expect ever to see the interesting

treasures you may have collected from

Peyron's and Janetti's."

"If it were no worse than that!" put

in Leslie, and laughed a covered laugh.

Mrs. Foss explained, after a like little

laugh of her own.

"You see, things that ue have seen till

we have utterly ceased to see them, the

things that nobody who really lives in

Florence ever dreams of buying, are new
to these people. They love them. As a

result, you can guess. There will be in

their apartments alabaster plates with pro-

files of Dante and Michelangelo on a

black center. There will be mosaic tables

with magnolias and irises. There will be

Pliny's doves. Think of it! There will

be green bronze lamps and lizards—"

"And the fruit— tell about that,

Mother!" Leslie prompted.

"There will be on the side-board in the

dining-room a perpetual dish of magnifi-

cent fruit, marble, realistic to a degree.

You know the kind."

"And you could stand by and let them

—you and Leslie!" spoke Brenda, in an

astonishment almost seriouslv reproach-

ful.

"My dear," Leslie took up their com-

mon defense, "one's feeling in this case is:

What does it matter? A little more, a

little less; it all goes together. When
they have those curtains, they might as

well have that fruit."

"At the same time, my dear children,

let me tell you that the effect is not dis-

pleasing," insisted Mrs. Foss. "Such at

least is my humble opinion. In its way
it 's all right. They are people of a cer-

tain kind, and they have bought what the^'

like, not what thev thought thev ought to

like."

"They are awfully good fun." Leslie

started loyally in to make up for anything

she had said which might seem to savor of

mockery or dispraise. "One enjoys being

with them, if they are n't our usual sort.

They are in good spirits, really good—
good spirits with roots to them. And
that 's such a treat these days!"

From which it was supposable that Les-

lie had been living in circles where the

gaiety was hollow. The suggestion did

not escape Gerald. But, then, Leslie, just

turned twenty-four, was rather given to

judging these days as if she remembered

something less modern, an affectation

found piquant by her friends in a particu-

larly young-looking, blonde girl with a

short nose. Gerald might have hoped that

her sigh meant nothing had not Leslie,

awake to the implication of her remark as

soon as she had made it, gone hurriedly

on to call attention awa^ from it.
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"Yes, it 's pleasant to be with them.

It "s a change. The world seems simple

and life easy. Life is easy, with all that

money. Besides, Mrs. Hawthorne really

is something of a dear. After all, if peo-

ple make much of one. one is pretty sure

to like them. Ha\'e n't vou found it so,

Gerald ?"

"I don't know. I am trying to remem-

ber if there is anybody who has made

much of me."

"Me have made much of you."

"And don't think I temperately like

you. I adore you all, as you well know.

You 're the only people I do. By that

sign there has been nobody else kind

enough to make much of me."

"You 're so bad lately, Gerald ; that 's

why," Mrs. Foss affectionately chid him.

"You never go anywhere. You neglect

your friends. What have you been doing

with yourself ? Is it work?"

"No; not more than usual. I work, but

I 'm not exactly absorbed— obsessed by it."

"But it won't do, Gerald dear; it won't

do at all." Mrs. Foss addressed him anx-

iously, between scolding and coaxing.

"Shake yourself, boy! Force yourself a

little; it will be good for you. Make
yourself go to places till this mood is past.

What is Bad humor, spleen, hypo-

chondria? It does n't belong with one of

your age, Gerald. We miss you terribly,

dear. Here we have had two of our Fri-

days, and you have not been. And we
have always counted on you. Oh, here 's

Lily. Why did n't you tell us, Lily, that

Gerald had come to see us when we were

out?"

A long-legged, limp-looking little girl

with spectacles had come in. A minute

before she had been passing the door on

her way to walk, and catching the sound

of a male voice in the drawing-room, in-

sisted upon listening till she had made
sure whose it was. At the name Gerald

she had pulled away from her governess

and burst into the drawing-room.

She stood still a moment after this im-

pulsive entrance, and the governess turned

toward Mrs. Foss a face that, benign and

enlightened though it was, called up the

memory of faces seen in good-humored

German comic papers. The expression of

her smile said to the company that she

was guiltless in the matter of this inva-

sion. Could one use severity toward a

little girl who suffered from asthma and

weak eyes?

Lil\-, after her pause, went half shyly,

half boldly to Gerald. He did not kiss

her,— she was ten years old,— but placed

an arm loosely around her as she stood

near his knee.

"Did you forget it, Lily?"

"No, Mother, I did n't forget, but I

never thought to speak of it. ^ ou did n't

tell me to, did you, Gerald?"

"No; we had so much else to talk

about."

"Gerald, "— Lily lowered her voice to

make their conversation more private,

—

"will you be the cuckoo?" As he gazed,

she went earnestly on : "We can't find

anybody to do the cuckoo. I am going to

be the nightingale. Frjiulein is going to

be the drum. Leslie is going to be the

If'achtel. Mother is going to be the tri-

angle. Brenda will play the piano. Papa

says that if he is to take part he must be

the one who sings on the comb and tissue-

paper. But I am afraid to let him. You
know he has n't a good ear. That leaves

the cuckoo, the comb, and the rattle still

to find before we can have our Kinder-

sinfonie. ^Vhich should you like to be,

Gerald?"

"What an opening for musical talent!

But, my dear little lady, I 'm not a bit of

good. I can't follow music by note any

more than a cuckoo. I am so sorry."

"But, Gerald, all you have to do is—"

"I have told you, Lili," said the gov-

erness in German, "that we would take

the gardener's boy and drill him for the

cuckoo. Come now quickly, dear chihl

;

we must go for our walk."

The casual, unimportant talk of ordi-

nary occasions went on after the interrup-

tion. Gerald left the Fosses, warmed by

his renewed sense of their friendship, and

believing that he should go very soon

again to see them. But he did not, and

his feeling of shame was more definite
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than his gratitude when
ceived a note from Mrs.

ever, asking him to dine.

le in time re-

Foss, kind as

CHAPTER HI

There was dancing at the Fosses' on two

Fridays in the month. It was their con-

tribution toward the gaiety of the winter.

They did not often give a formal dinner,

and when such an entertainment appeared

to be called for from them, planned it

with forethought to make it serve as many
ends as it would. E\ery careful house-

wife will understand.

It was with Leslie tiiat Mrs. Foss

talked such matters over. The eldest

daughter was so sufficient as adjutant that

one did not inquire whether Brenda would

have been useful if needed. The latter

took no part in the domestic councils

which had for object to decide who should

be asked to dinner and of what the dinner

should consist.

The question of whom to invite to meet

Professor Longstreet had taken Mrs. Foss

and Leslie time and reflection. The Fosses'

only son had a great regard for this man,

one of the faculty during his period at

Harvard, and now that the travels of tlie

professor's sabbatical year brought him to

Florence, the family was anxious to enter-

tain him as dear John, studying medicine

in far-off Boston, would have wished.

The professor was engaged upon a new
translation of the "Divine Comedy." The
guests had therefore better be chosen

among their literary acquaintance, thought

Mrs. Foss. But Leslie was of the opinion

that they would do better to make the

requisite just any gift or grace, and keep

an eye on having the company compose

well and the table look beautiful.

When she reminded her mother that a

dinner was owing the Balm de Brezcs. and

that this would be a chance to pay the

debt, Mrs. Foss objected. "But I want to

ask Gerald. I felt sorry for him last tiim-

he came. We must look after him a little

bit, you know."

Leslie did not show herself in any wise

disposed to set aside Gerald's claim, hut

expressed the idea that Gerald probably

would not mind meeting the De Brezes

now. After all, the memories sweet and

sour associated with them had had time to

lose their edge. And they could be seated

at the opposite end of the table.

It was finally decided to ask the Balm
de Brezes, Gerald, the Felixsons, Miss

Cecilia Brown, and Gideon Hart, all in-

telligent, all people who could talk. It

was further frugally resolved to have the

dinner on a Friday and let it be followed

by the usual evening party, thus making

the same embellishment of the house do

for two occasions, as well as augmenting

their visitors' opportunity to make ac-

quaintance with the Anglo-American col-

on\' in Florence.

All had been going so well, the guests

were in such happy and talkative form,

that the minor matter of taking food had

dragged, and the diners were not ready to

rise when a ser\ant whispered to Mrs.

Foss that the first e\ening guest had ar-

rived.

Mrs. Foss's eyes found those of Leslie,

who understood the words soundlessly

framed, and excused herself from the

table.

In the garnished and waiting drawing-

room, lighted with candles, like a shrine,

and looking vast, with the furniture taken

out of the way, she found the Reverend

Arthur Spottiswood, of whom it was not

easy to think that eagerness to dance had

driven him to come so sharply on time.

He looked serious-minded, almost somber,

and Leslie, though prepared to be viva-

cious with peer or pauper, found it all

dutv and little fun to make con\ersation

with him until the next arrival should

come to her relief. The gentleman was

Brenda's adorer, but Brenda would ne\er,

if slie could help it, let him lia\e one

moment with her.

The Satterlees were next to arri\e,

mother with son and daughter., and Leslie

was warm as never before in her welcome

to them. The hired pianist had come, he

was unrolling his sheets of dance-music

and rolling tliem the contrary wa\ . Mr.



After it she still stood a moment, lookiiiir toward tlie sanctuary
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Hunt, the English banker, with his wife

and daughters, now came ; and Maestro

Vannuccini with his signora on his arm

;

and several glittering young officers with

stripes of various colors down their trouser-

legs; and Landini, Hunt's partner; and

Charlie Hunt, the banker's nephew.

Charlie, bold through long acquaint-

ance, asked, "Where are the others?"

Leslie told him, whereupon the joung

man said "Oh!" and his "Oh!" sounded

blank, whether because it was apparent to

him through her answer that there had

been indiscretion in his question, or be-

cause he wondered at there being a dinner-

party in this house and he not asked to it.

Leslie paid no attention, for at that mo-

ment the diners were beginning to appear.

Mrs. Foss, coming into the drawing-

room, felt a glow of pleasure at the scene

meeting her eyes. The occasion, the suc-

cess of it, had lifted life for her above its

usual plane. She could feel how blessed

she was in ways she did not sufficiently

consider on common days when common
cares blinded her. It was a beautiful

home, this of hers; here was a beautiful

room, with its mirrors and flowers and

candle-light and happy guests. She smiled

at everybody and everything with a brood-

ing sweetness.

The pianist had struck up a polka. One
still danced the polka in those days, and

the schottische and the dear old lancers,

though the waltz was already the favorite.

The floor was at first sparsely, then ever

more thickly, sown with hopping and re-

volving couples. Hunt, one arm curled

around a young waist in pink muslin, had

enough of his mind to spare from the

amount of talk one has breath for while

dancing to continue in a line of thought

started by an annoying little smart where

a shred of skin had been rubbed ofi his

vanity when he saw Gerald come from tlie

dining-room. He mentally looked at him-

self and looked at Gerald, and after com-

paring the pictures felt his astonishment

increase. He could admit, as an excuse

for inviting Gerald instead of himself, that

Gerald was an artist, and this dinner had

presumably been planned w ith the idea of

having it literary-artistic. But then— an
artist! Gerald w^as so little of one. One
might, furthermore, grant that it did not

matter that a man should be agreeable in

appearance. But Gerald was not even

agreeable in disposition ; he did not try to

make himself agreeable. ^Vhat did the

Fosses see in him?

The music had worked through a

mighty flourish to a banging final chord.

Hunt escorted his lady to a chair, took the

fan from her hand to fan her with,— him-

self a little, too,— and while talking let

his dark eye stray from her and go roving,

as was the habit of his eye.

It plunged through an open door into

the quietly lighted library, where the con-

sul and his distinguished guest and a few

more of the older or staider people had

withdrawn from the tumult and were hav-

ing smokes and conversation.

Bertie Bentivoglio came to ask the girl

in pink to dance WMth him. From the

chair she left empty Charlie moved nearer

to the library door, of half a mind to join

the group in there. But Gerald, upon

whom Leslie had impressed it that he must

do his duty and let there be no wall-flow-

ers, came to the door. Whereupon Charlie

changed his mind and after saying "Hello,

Gerald!" turned again, and the young

men stood looking over the scene side by

side, two figures contrasting in reality

nearly as much as they did in Charlie's

mental image of them for purposes of com-

parison.

Any Rosina who sold buttonhole bou-

quets at the theater door could have seen

that Charlie was handsome, with his pale,

brown smoothness and regularity of fea-

ture, the pretty mustache accentuating

an4 not concealing the neat and agreeable

niodld of his lip, the fine whiteness of his

teetli, his ci\ili/.ecl and silken look alto-

gether. The defects of his face, if one

could call them that, (h'd not appear at

first gknce or c\en at second. His loie-

liead had begun to gain on his hair, it

ran up atthe sides in two points; and his

slighth » ient eyes were brown in the

same '. . a horn button or a l)it of

chestrit( ii.«ja is brown,— while some e^es
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that we remember were brown like wood-

land pools with autumn leaves at the bot-

tom ! He did not look English, yet did

not look quite Italian either. He was in

fact both, and the thing evenly balanced.

The banker Hunt's brother had married

an Italian, and Charlie had been born in

Italy and hardly ever stirred out of it ; on

the other hand he had found his society

largely among the English and Americans

in Florence.

As he stood there, conforming grace-

fully to a recognized canon of manly

beauty, his neighbor Gerald, who would

not have been noticed one way or the other

for his looks, yet from being beside him

took on an indescribable effect of eccen-

tricity. The bone showed plainly around

his eye-sockets and at the bridge of his

nose. One eyebrow became different from

the other the moment he regarded a thing

analytically; and when he smiled, those

who noticed such things could detect that

nature had marked him for recognition:

there showed beneath his mustache three

of the broad front middle teeth whereof

two are the common portion. For the re-

mainder, a slight beard veiled the char-

acter of his chin and jaw and a little dis-

guised the thinness of his throat. Above

a large forehead his dark hair rose on end

in a bristling bank, like that of most

Italian men at the time. He looked soli-

tary, unsociable, critical, but not alto-

gether imgentle. His forehead was full

of the suggestion of thoughts, his gray-blue

eyes were full of the reflection of feelings,

that you coidd be comfortably sure he

would not trouble you with.

"Well, Gerald, what are you doing

with 3-ourself these days?" asked Charlie

as they stood looking on, delaying to s-^f^k

partners for the dance. "Immortal mas-

terpieces?"

This innocuous playfulness somehow
jarred. Gerald looked down at Charlie

from the side of his eye,— he ws by a

couple of inches or so the taller,— then

asked in his turn, a little cru'-tilv:

"Do illv w;

.. "Why, no, my dear fell

that 's your reply. It was

n t, if

..tv. I

was only showing an amiable interest."

His tone conveyed that he had intended

no offense and refused to take any ; the

disagreeableness should be all on the same

si.le.

"Thank \ ou for the interest. I am
doing much as usual," (lerald answered,

placated.

"Who is this professor from America

whom the very select are invited to meet ?
'

Charlie asked after an interval, as if they

had been on the best of terms again.

The playfulness again was innocent,

again might have been regarded as almost

an attempt to flatter ; nevertheless it again

jarred upon Gerald. It was by an effort

that he answered, soberly and literally,

without betraying that the point of irony

had irritated him, as, he did not doubt, it

Mas meant to irritate.

"Another translation of Dante?"

Charlie made merry, when Gerald had

finished telling as much as he knew about

the professor. "I tell you what— I will

set myself to translating the 'Divine

Comedy' ! It will give me distinction, and

then— it 's very simple— I will never show

my translation
!"

There was surel\- no harm in this. It

was just stupid. Charlie's esprit was

never of any fineness. He and Gerald

had known each other from the days when
both went to M. Demonget's school,

whence, without having been friends, they

had emerged intimates. Charlie was right

in thinking of himself as standing in a rela-

tion to Gerald that made him free to ex-

pose ideas in their undress. And yet it

was on this evening and this occasion that

Gerald said to himself for the first time

definitely that he did not like Charlie

Hunt. An antipathy existing perhaps

from the beginning had risen to the point

where it crossed the threshold of con-

sciousness. No, he neither liked nor

thought w^ell of him.

Gerald cast his eyes more particularly

about him in search of a partner. Charlie's

eyes too were wandering over the small

and scattered number of ladies still a\ail-

able to late comers.

Both of them knew e\"ery one present.
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Gerald singled out and started on his way
toward a slender, faded woman in gar-

ments of ivory lace, who, seated near

Mme. V'annuccini in the far corner of the

room, was devoting herself to conversa-

tion as if she really had not cared to

dance. Charlie followed him.

The approach of a stormily whirling

couple, waltzing all' italuina, and then an-

other and still another, forced them to

suspend their journey. While they pru-

dently waited, "Who is that?" came from

Charlie in a voice of acute curiosity.

Gerald, after half a glance at him,

mechanically looked in the same direction.

There stood, indeed, at the door opening

from the reception-room an unknown, a

real and striking unknown, in a Paris

dress and diamonds and a smile.

Gerald did not take the trouble to an-

swer Charlie; to himself he said tliat tliis

was perhaps ^Irs. Hawthorne, tlie Fosses'

new friend.

^Irs. Foss had hastened to meet her.

Leslie, disengaging herself from a partner,

left him standing in the middle of the

room while she hastened like^vise. It must

be Mrs. Hawthorne.

Gerald took back his eyes, and con-

tinued on his way. But Charlie, always

ali\'e to the possibilities of a new acquaint-

ance, always eager to be first in the field,

dropped Iiis own quest. AVith an air of

nonchalant abstraction he went to stand

in the neighborhood of the new arrival,

conveniently at hand for an introduction.

He saw then that there were two fine new-

birds; the light and size of the one had at

first obscured the other, though she, too.

had on a Paris dress and diamonds and a

smile.

As lie had known she \\ould do, Mrs.

Foss after a moment looked aboiit her for

men to introduce. And there he was.

Mrs. Hawthorne. Aliss Madison.

Leslie had at the same moment brouglit

up Captain Viviani, ^\-l-.o spoke a little

English, and liked very much to practise

it ^\ith the charming American ladies, as

he told them.

Mrs. Foss lingered awhile, helping the

progress of the acquaintance by bits of

elucidation and compliment, then, when
the thing was under way, withdrew so

adroitly that she was not missed. A young

man, coming up to importune Leslie for

a promised dance, was allowed to carry

her off; Miss Madison, assured by the

capitano that he could dance the Ameri-

can \\altz, trusted herself, though a little

doubtfully, to his arms; and Charlie was

left with Mrs. Hawthorne.

"Shall we take a turn?" he offered.

"Me ?" The lady gave him a look side-

wise from a dewy blue e}'e, as if to see

whether lie were serious. He perceived

tiiat she \\\x\\ effort kept her dimples from

denting in. He could not be sure what

the joke was. But she Avent on, as if

there had been no joke: "I was brought

up a Baptist. ^.ly pa and ma considered

it wicked to dance, so would never let me
learn. It does n't look very wicked to

me."

She watched the dancers with earnestly

following e\es, preoccupied, he supposed,

with the moral aspect of their embraces

and gA'rations.

"It looks easy enough," she said, v/ith

; uppressed excitement, immensely fas-

cinated. "I should think anybody could

do that, "^'ou hop on this foot, 30U slide,

you hop on that foot, you slide. I belie\e

I could do it. No, no, I must n't let my-
self be tempted. I don't want to be a

sight." Her voice had wa\ered ; it sud-

denly came out bold. "My land!'' she

exclaimed full-bloodedly, "there goes a

woman wlio 's not a bit slimmer than me

!

Look here, let 's try. Not right before

e\erybody. I see a side room where it 's

nice and dark. Come on in there." As,

hardl\- nuiffling a gleam of peculiar and

novel amusement, he escorted her toward

the room indicated, she reassured him,

"I 'm big, but I 'm light on my feet."

Charlie was afterward fond of telling

that he had taught ?ilrs. Hawthorne to

dance. But th.e single lesson he gave her

did not of a truth take her beyond tlie

point where, holding hands with him, like

children, and counting one-two-three, sl;e

tried hopping on this foot, then on the

other. Foi- Mrs. I'^oss. who seemed to
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ha\e specially at heart that the new peo-

ple should enjoy themselves, in her idea of

securing this end brought one person after

the other to he introduced.

How carefully selected these were, or

how diplomatically prepared, the good

hostess alone could know.

"Oh, I 'm having such a good time!"

Mrs. Hawthorne sighed from a full and

liappy heart, later in the evening, ha\ ing

gone to sit beside her hostess on the little

corner sofa which that tired woman had

selected for a moment's rest. The dan-

cing was passing before them. "It 's tlie

loveliest party I ever was to. What de-

lightful friends you have, IVIrs. Foss, and

what a lot of them! Mrs. Foss,"— her

attention had veered,— "do look at that

little fellow playing the piano! Is n't he

great! But is n't he comical, too! I 'vc

been noticing him all the evening. He
fascinates me. I ne\er heard such splen-

did playing."

Mrs. Foss looked over at the little Ital-

ian, the unpretentious musical hack whom
one sent for w'hen there was to be dan-

cing, and paid— it was all he asked— so

very little. Her eyebrows went up a point

as she smiled.

"I will tell Signor Ceccherclli what

you say," she amiably promised. "I am
sure it will please him."

Leslie, whose responsibilities kept her

from dancing her young fill at her own
parties, sought Mrs. Hawthorne still later

in the evening.

"No, you don't!" Mrs. Hawthorne
laid a hand on her arm when she seemed

near dashing off to bring somebody else

to present. "\'ou 've done the social act

till you ought to be tired, if you are n't.

Sit here by me a moment and take it eas}-.

This party does n't need any nursing.

It 's the loveliest party I ever ^^•as to."

Leslie looked off in front of her to

verify the statement, and unreluctantly

settled down on the little sofa to rest

awhile. She liked Mrs. Hawthorne.
Now, as they chatted, she said to herself

again that if Mrs. Hawthorne's homeli-

ness of phrase was not a simple thing of

l^layfulness. a disclaimer of the affecta-

tion of elegance in talk as stilted, bump-
tious, unsuited to a proper modesty, it

could very well pass for that. Mrs.

Hawthorne seldom expressed herself quite

seriously. As she seldom looked serious

either, one could hardly hear her say it

was the loveliest party she ever was to

without suspecting her of a humorous in-

tention. With her bearing of entire dig-

nity, her honest handsomeness, her air of

secure and generous wealth, she was truly

not one whom the ordinary public would

feel disposed to seek reasons for excluding.

Leslie and her mother had refrained from

presenting to her particular persons in the

company. All remarks heard from those

who had been presented led to an almost

certainty that the new Americans were a

success.

"Do look at Estelle!" exclaimed Mrs.

Hawthorne. "She 's been dancing one

(lance after the other, and sits there now
looking cool as a cucumber. I would have

lier life if it could m«fke me into a bone

like her. Miss Foss,"— she was diverted

from the envious contemplation of Estelle,

— "who is that lovely girl over there?"

"Which one? There are so man\' to-

night!"

"The \\hitc one with the knob of dark

hair down in lier neck. An Italian, I

guess. Rather small. See who I mean ?

There. She 's going to speak to the little

fellow at the piano."

Leslie looked, but did not at once an-

swer. The girl in white was indeed

strangely, at this moment poignantly,

lovely. Some intensity of repressed feel-

ing made her cheek of a white-rose pallor,

and her dark eyes, those spots of velvet

shadow, mj'steriously deep.

"It is my sister Brenda," said Leslie.

"How singular vou should not recognize

her!"

"I '\e ne\er met her, my dear. You
don't remember. The time I came to tea

she was in town taking a music lesson.

The time I came to dinner she was in bed

\\ ith a headache. Well, well, she 's not

a bit like the rest of you, is she? I took

her for an Italian."

"She was onh' twehe when we came
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over here, it has somehow molded her. I

was seventeen ; too old, I guess, to change.

Brenda is going back to America before

long, to be with our aunt, father's sister,

for whom Brenda was named. And Italy

has been her home so long, all her friends

are here. It 's no wonder she does n't

look exactly light of heart."

"No, poor child
!"

Mrs. Hawthorne suddenly pressed

closer, and with a little chuckle grasped

Leslie's knee, by this affectionate touch to

make herself forgiven for the disrespect

about to be shown.

"And who 's Stickly-prickly ?"

Leslie had to laugh, too. Impossible

not to know which one was meant of all

the people in the direction of Mrs. Haw-
thorne's glance. He was leaning against

the wall between two chairs deserted by

the fair, looking off with a slightly mourn-

ful indifference at everything and at noth-

ing. His mustache ended in upturned

points, his beard was pointed, his hair

stood up in little points. He gave the im-

pression besides of one wliose ner\ous

temper put out porcupine shafts to keep

you off.

"It 's one of our very best friends, Mrs.

Hawthorne. Dear old Gerald! Mr.

Eane. Shall I go get him and bring him

over?"

"No, don't. I should be scared of lu'm."

"Let me! His prickles are liarmless.

He has heard us speak of \ ou so mucli

!

See. he is looking o\er at us wistfully, in

a way that plainly suggests our course.

Herfe comes Charlie Hunt, who \v\\\ keep

you amused w^hile I fetch Gerald : then

we will go in together and have an ice."

Charlie Hunt, modern moth without

fear or shyness, but with a great deal of

caution, was indeed returning for the

third or fourth time to Mrs. Hawthorne's

side, drawn by the sparkle of eyes and

tresses and smiles and diamonds. He
dropped into the seat vacated by Leslie,

addressed Mrs. Hawthorne as if they liad

been friends for at least weeks, and made
conversation joyfully easy by getting at

once on to a playful footing.

Leslie meanwhile steered her course

in the direction of Gerald. Her eyes were

naturally turned toward the object of her

search ; some intention wnth regard to him

was probably apparent in her look. As if

he had not seen it, or as if, having seen it,

he scented in her approach some con-

spiracy against his peace, Gerald in a mo-

ment during which her eye was not on

him quietly vanished.

?ilissing him, Leslie looked about in

some surprise, then entered the door by

which inevitably he must have passed.

She gave a glance around the library;

Gerald did not seem to be there. Gerald,

acquainted with the house, knew the door,

of course, of the kind frequent in Italian

houses, the little door indistinguishable

from the wall, by which one could leave

the library, and after crossing the landing

of the kitchen stairs, reach the dining-

room. Leslie did not think the matter of

sufficient importance to pursue the chase

farther.

The dining-room, though large, would
not permit all the couples to enter at once,

so ices and cakes were borne from the ta-

ble by cavaliers to expectant ladies in the

antechamber, on tlie stairs, and in the

farther rooms.

Mrs. Hawthorne and Miss Madison,

with Charlie Hunt and the American doc-

tor, lingered on in the corner where, with

the migration of so many to the ball-room,

all four had been able to secure chairs.

Miss Madison had been finding exhila-

ration and delight this evening in dancing,

and when presently the alluring strains of

a waltz came floating to their ears, slie

looked at Dr. Chandler, and he in the

same manner looked at her ; whereupon

she rose, as if words had been exchanged,

took his arm, and they deserted for the

ball-room. Charlie Hunt was left en-

sconced in an intimate nook alone with

Mrs. Hawthorne
But he had hardl.\- a moment in which

to enjoy the feeling of advantage this ga\e

him before lu's cousin Francesca came
looking for him. They were going, she

said, l-'ather was sleepy, and mother said

they must go. If he A\anted a lift home,

he nuist hurry up. Charlie had come with
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them, on the box near the driver, there

being five already inside the landau.

Having delivered her message, Fran-

cesca had gone to put on her things, and

Charlie, after expressions of regret over

the inevitable, asked Mrs. Hawthorne

whither she would wish to be taken before

he left.

Let him not bother, she answered ; she

could find her friends without help.

They separated. Walking slowly, she

looked for faces of acquaintances. She

glanced in at the ball-room door. They
were dancing still, but not nearly so

many. She turned into the reception-

room, whence she could reenter the ball-

room at the other end without danger of

collision, and reach that comfortable blue

satin sofa, now standing empty.

She had sat a minute, unconsciously

smiling to herself, because the sensations

and impressions of the evening were all so

pleasant, when something occurred to her

as desirable to be done. She rose to carry

out her idea.

The dancing had stopped ; the floor was

clear except in the neighborhood of the

walls, where couples stood or sat recover-

ing breath and coolness. She started to

cross the long room. Her mind was en-

tirely on her idea, and she did not at first

feel herself to be conspicuous. But all the

eyes in the room, before she had gone half

her way, were fastened upon her, a natu-

ral and legitimate mark. One might now
without impertinence have the satisfaction

of a good look at the newly come Ameri-

can who had taken the big house on the

Lungarno ; the women might study the

fashion of her hair and dress.

She was smiling faintly, but fixedly; she

smiled, indeed, all the time, as if smiles

had been an indispensable article of wear

at a party. Her agreeably blunted fea-

tures and peachy roundness of cheek be-

longed to a good-humored, unimposing

type, which took on a certain nobility in

her case from being carried high on a

strong, round neck over a splendid broad

breast, partly bare this evening, and seen

to be white as milk, as swan's-down, as

pearl.

If one had tried to define the look

which left one so little doubt as to her

nationality, one would perhaps have said

it was a combination of fearlessness and

accessibility. She feared not you, nor

should you fear her; she counted on your

friendliness; you might count on hers.

She was a person simple in the main.

The colors she had selected to wear ac-

corded with the rest, showing little in-

tricacy of taste. The two silks composing

her dress were respectively the blue of a

summer morning and the pink of a rose.

From cushioned and dimpled shoulders

the bodice tapered to as fine a waist as a

Paris dressmaker had found possible to

bring about in a woman who, despite a

veritable yearning to look slender, cared

also for freedom to breathe, and, as she

said with a sigh, guessed she must make
up her mind to be happy without looking

like a toothpick.

Mrs. Hawthorne's front hair was
clipped and twisted into little curls, her

back locks, drawn to the top of the head,

were disposed in silken loops and rolls, at

the top of which, like a flag planted on a

hill, stood an aigret, a sparkle and two

whiffs.

She had taken off her long white gloves

to eat a cake, or cakes ; she was carrying

them loosely swinging from one dimpled

hand.

In the middle of the room self-con-

sciousness overtook her. With the awak-

ening sense of eyes upon her, she looked

first to one side, then to the other. Her
smile broadened while growing by just a

tinge sheepish ; she seemed to waver and

consider turning from her course and fin-

ishing her journey close along the wall,

like a mouse. She finally did not, nor yet

hurried. She made her smile explain to

whoever was looking on that a person was

excusable for making this sort of mistake,

that it hurt nobody, that one need not and

did not care; that she was sure they did

not like her any less for it; they would

not if they knew how void of offense

toward them all was her heart; that hav-

ing exposed herself to being looked at, she

hoped they liked her looks.
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So she was earning it off, and her

smile only a little self-conscious, only a

shade embarrassed, when from among the

men standing near the library door, for

which she was directly making, there

stepped out one to meet her, not unlike

a slender needle darting toward a rounded

magnet as it comes into due range.

More sensitive than she, feeling the

situation much more uncomfortably for

his countrywoman than she felt it for her-

self, a foreign-looking fellow, who had

not quite forgotten that he was an Amer-

ican, after a moment's hard struggle

against his impulse hastened forward to

shorten for her that uncompanioned

course across the floor under ten thousand

search-lights.

"I 'm looking for somebody," said Mrs.

Hawthorne, with the smile of a child.

The voice which had made one man
think of the crimson heart on a valentine

reminded this other of rough velvet.

He showed his eccentric three front

teeth in a responding smile that had a

touch of the faun, and asked whimsically

:

"Will I do?"

"Help me to find Mr. Foss, and j'ou '11

do perfectly," she said merrily. "I have

n't seen him, more than just to shake hands

this whole evening, and I do want to have

a little talk before I go."

"If I am not mistaken, we shall find

him in the library." He offered his arm.

"1 may have appeared to be doing some-

thing else, Mrs. Hawthorne, but I have

really been looking for you the last hour,"

said the consul when he had been found.

"I wanted to have a little talk. How are

you enjoying Florence ?"

"Oh, we 're having an elegant time,

thanks to that dear wife of yours and that

dear girl, Leslie. I don't know what we
should have done without them and you."

"But the city itself, Florence, does n't

it enchant vou?"

"We-ell, yes.

no. That 's it.

N-n-n-no. Yes

You want me to tel

and

the

truth, don't you? Some of it does, and

some of it does n't. Some of it, I guess,

will take me a long time to get used to.

It 's terril)l\' different from what we ex-

pected—I, in particular. You see, I came

here because an old friend used to talk so

much about it. Florence the Fair! The
City of Lilies! He said Italy was the

most beautiful country in the world, and

Florence the most beautiful city in Italy.

So my expectations were way up. . . .

Oh, I don't know; it 's hard to tell."

"Mrs. Hawthorne, hear me prophesy,"

said Mr. Foss. "In six months you will

love it all. It 's the fate of us who come

here from new countries. It will steal in

upon you, grow upon you, beset and besot

you, till you like no other place in the

world so well."

"Will it? Well, if you say so. The
judge— the friend I was speaking of

—

said so much of the same kind that the

minute I thought of coming to Europe,

right after I 'd said, 'I '11 go to Paris,' I

said to myself, 'I '11 go to Florence.'
"

"Mrs. Hawthorne, we must take you

in hand. Be it ours to initiate you. Come,

what have you been to see?"

"Treasures of art? We have n't had

time yet. We 've been getting a house fit

to live in. When you asked me how I

liked Florence, I ought to have begun by

that end. I love my house, Mr. Foss. I

love my garden. I love the Lungarno.

And the Casheeny. And Boboly. And
the drive up here. And the stores! I

positively dote on those little bits of stores

on the jeweler's bridge."

"Well, well, that 's quite enough to

begin with."

"Now that we 're going to have some

time to spare, we mean to go sight-seeing

like other folks."

"How I wish, dear Mrs. Hawthorne,

that I were not such a busy man ! But
—

"

Mr. Foss had a look of bright inspiration

— "should I on that account be dejected?

Here is Mr. Fane
—

"

He turned to Gerald, who, after bring-

ing up Mrs. Hawthorne, had stood near,

a silent third, waiting to act further as her

escort by and by. Meanwhile he had been

listening with a varied assortment of feel-

ings and a boundless fatigue of spirit.

"— Mr. Fane," said the consul, "who is

not nearh so bus\ a man as I, and is the
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most sympathetic, well-informed cicerone

you could find. When we wish to be sure

our visiting friends shall see Florence un-

der the best possible circumstances, we
turn them over to Mr. Fane."

Gerald's face struggled into a sourish

smile, and he bowed ironical thanks for

the compliment. Lifting his head, he

shot a glance of reproachful interrogation

at the consul. Was his friend doing this

humorously, to tease him, or was the man
simply not thinking?

The consul looked innocent of any sly

intention ; he was all of a jocund smile

;

the consul, who should have known better,

wore the air of doing him a pleasure and

her a pleasure and a pleasure to himself

;

the air of thinking that any normally con-

stituted young man would be grateful for

such a chance.

"I shall be most happy," said Gerald,

with irreproachable and misleading polite-

ness.

Mrs. Hawthorne turned to him readily.

"Any time you say. Let me tell you

where we live."

CHAPTER IV

The room in which Mrs. Hawthorne
went to bed an hour or two after taking

leave of the dwindling company at Villa

Foss was large and luxurious. Its windows

were enormous, arched at the top and

reaching the floor. A wrought-iron rail-

ing outside made them safe. In the angle

of the wall between two of them— it was
a corner room— stood a mirror nearly the

size of the windows, in a broad frame of

carved and gilt wood, resting on a marble

shelf that supported besides two alabaster

vases holding bunches of roses.

In the corner opposite to the mirror and

placed "catty-corner," as the occupier

worded it, stood the stateliest of beds, up-

holstered and draped in heavy watered

silk of a dull, even dingy, yellow. Its

hangings were gathered at the top into

the hollow of a great gold coronet,

whence they spread and fell in folds that

were looped back with silk cords. The
walls were covered bv that same texture

of dull gold, held in place by tarnished

gilt mouldings.

Mrs, Hawthorne had wanted all this

dusty and faded splendor removed,— it

seemed to her the possible lurking-place of

mice or worse,—but the agent would not

hear of it. The noble landlord was not

really eager to let.

So JVIrs. Hawthorne, to brighten the

room despite it, for she wished to keep it

for her own, having taken a fancy to the

fresco overhead,— that fascinating chariot

driven among clouds by a radiant youth

surrounded by smiling, flower-scattering

maidens,— Mrs. Hawthorne to "gay up"

the room, as she said, had hung windows
and doors with draperies of her favorite

corn-flower blue, and covered the chairs

with the same. On the floor she had

stretched a pearl-gray carpet all aglow

with wreaths of roses tied with ribbons

of blue; and over the carpet— at the bed-

side, before the dressing-table, in front of

the fireplace— laid down white bearskins.

To cover further the yellow silk, she

had hung in one panel of it a painting of

the "Madonna della Seggiola," in an-

other, Carlo Dolci's "Angel of the An-
nunciation," and in another. Carlo Dolci's

Magdalen clasping the box of ointment-
all works of art bought in Via dei Fossi.

in great gilt-wood frames, like the mirror.

There was just one thing in all the

room that looked poor, workaday. It was
on the small table at the head of the bed.

beside the candlestick and match-safe, a

black book, the commonest kind of Bible,

such a Bible as is dispensed by those who
have to furnish the sacred writings in

large numbers— Sunday-schools, for in-

stance.

It was in fact a Sundaj'-school prize

that now lay on the night-stand, in what

the sober volume presented to a pious lit-

tle girl must have thought strange com-

pany. Cover to cover with it, cheek by

jowl, lay a book on etiquette.

It was for the Bible, however, that

Mrs. Hawthorne reached after she had

got into bed. She found her place. She

read in it every night before sleeping, to

keep a promise made long ago, and avoid
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the reproaches of a person gone from this

earth, but who still, she never questioned,

could be pleased or displeased with her

actions.

She did not always tr}' to understand

or follow ; when she was sleep}' she read

merel.v with her eyes. To-night her mind

was too full of personal things to permit

of strict attention to the text.

There was a stir. Both doors of her

room were open ; the little unobtrusive

one into the dressing-room for air,— the

window there stood wide open through

the night,— the large one into the sitting-

room so as to leave a free road to Miss

]\Iadison's room beyond. Through this

now slipped a slender form in a soft, fur-

bordered wrapper, her front locks done up

in curling-kids.

"You in bed?"

"Yes; I 'm just reading my chapter."

"Livvy gone?"

Livvy, or Miss Deliverance Jones, was

the maid they had brought from America,

a New York negress of the most faintly

colored complexion, with hair mysteri-

ously blond.

"Yes, she 's gone."

"I 'm not a bit sleepy, are you? I 'm

too excited. Let 's talk."

She climbed on to her friend's bed,

gathered her knees to her chin, and

hugged them, with the effect of hugging

to herself a great happiness.

Mrs. Hawthorne closed her Bible and

put it aside. The single candle by which

she had been reading showed the shining

mirthfulness of the eyes with which the

two regarded each other.

"Was n't it fun?"

"Oh, was n't it!"

They spoke softly, whether because the

suggestion of the late hour was upon

them, or they thought, without thinking,

that Livvy might still be near. They
whispered like school-girls who have come

together in forbidden fun.

"I never did have such a good time."

"Nor I, neither. O Hat, is n't it fun!"

"Is n't it, just!"

"See here, Hat, you 've got to teach

me to dance. I was almost crazy this

evening, I wanted so to be dancing with

the rest. Where d' you learn?"

"I went to dancing-school, my dear."

"No! Did you?"

"Yes, I did; all one winter. What
are you thinking about? I 've been to

parties in my life. Not many, but I 've

been. There was the Home Club party
—

"

"Yes, of course. I remember how I

teased once to go to the Home Club

party ; but ma would n't let me. I had n't

anything to put on, anyhow. To think

I 've alwaj's yearned so to have a good

time, and now I 'm having it! O Hat,

was n't it lovely! That 's a mighty nice

house of the Fosses'. How good it looked,

all fixed up ! The flowers and candles,

one room opening into the other, every-

thing just right. Hat, Mrs. Foss is the

finest woman I ever knew, and in my
opinion makes the most elegant appear-

ance. She 's the one I 'd choose to be like

if I could. Just watch me copy-cat her.

You '11 see. 'My dear Mrs. Hawthorne,

pray don't speak of the trouble! It 's

been nothing but a pleasure. Be sure j'ou

call upon us whenever we can be of the

smallest service.'
"

"You 've caught her, Nell, you silly

thing. Down to the ground."

"I 'm going to pattern after her till it

comes natural. How sweet they all are

!

How kind they 've been!" Mrs. Haw-
thorne grew dreamy.

"Your dress, Nell, was a perfect suc-

cess," the other ran on
—

"perfect. How
did you think mine looked ? I '11 tell 30U

a compliment I got for you, if you '11 tell

me one you got for me. If not, I '11 save

it up in my secret breast till you 're ready

to make a trade."

"To think," said Mrs, Hawthorne,

still engrossed by her dream of absent and

begone tlu'ngs, "that we 're the same little

girls— and one of them barefoot!—who
used to play house together on Cape Cod,

and pin on any old rag that would tail

along the ground, and play ladies!"

"Nell— I 'm so afraid of forgetting and

calling you Nell that every time I catch

myself near doing it I can feel the cold

sweat break out on my brow."
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"What would it matter? We are n't

impostors, Hat. We 're just having fun,

and don't want our real names to queer

it. If they should slip out when we are

n't thinking, thej^ 'd simply sound like

nicknames we 've got for each other. But

they won't slip out. I 'm too fond of

calling you Estelle. Don't you love to

call me Aurora? Hat, how did I be-

have, far as you could see?"

"Nell, if I had n't known j'ou, and had

just been seeing you for the first time, I

should have said to myself: 'What a fine,

good-looking, beautifully dressed, refined,

and ladylike woman that is! Wish t' I

might make her acquaintance.' And what

would you have said, if you 'd seen me,

never having met me before?"

"I should have said : 'What a bright,

smart, intelligent, and rarely beautiful

girl ! So well dressed, too, and slender as

a worm ! A queen of society. I do like

her looks! She 's the spittin' image of my
little friend Hattie Carver, the school-

marm in East Boston, that I used to

know!' Go ahead. Hat; what was it?"

"Sure, now, you 've got one for me?"

"Sure."

"It was What 's-his-name, the English

fellow we see every time we go in to

Cook's— Mr. Dysart. Leslie says he

comes of a very good family. He said to

me, 'How very charming Mrs. Haw-
thorne is looking this evening!'

"

"Hattie, that man 's a humbug, that

man 's leading a double life. He said to

me, 'How very charming Miss Madison

is looking this evening!' He did."

"Go 'way! You 're making it up."

"No, I ain't! Stop, Hattie! I know:

I atn not. Confusion upon it ! You 've

made me so nervous when I talk that I

can't say ain't without jumping as if I 'd

sat on a pin !"

"Nell Goodwin, look me square in the

eye. How many times did you say ain't

at the party this evening?"

"Not once; I swear it. I was looking

out every minute. 'I am not,' I said ; 'We
are not,' I said; 'He does n't,' I said; 'He

is n't,' I said. There! Between you 'n'

( To be

I, Hat, it 's a dreadful nuisance, keeping

my mind on the way I talk. What 's the

matter with my natural way of talking?"

"It 's all right at home, Nell, but it 's

different over here. They 're a different

kind of people we 're thrown with."

"This pernickety way of talking never

sounds cozy or friendly one bit. Oh, do

you say so? 'Between you and I' is n't

correct? But I thought j'ou said— no,

don't explain, not at this time of night,

Estelle. You know all those sorts of

things, my dear Estelle, because you 're

paid by the Government to know them. I

don't; but I know lots and lots of things

that are a sight funnier."

She grabbed one of the pillows and

Hung it at her friend, who flung it back at

her; and the simple creatures laughed.

Aurora re-tied in a bow the blue rib-

bon that closed the collar of her night-

gown, and settled back again, with her

arms out on the white satin quilt, flowered

with roses and lined with blue. The two

braids of her fair hair lay, one on each

side, down her big, undisguised bosom.

"You heaping dish of vanilla ice-

cream !" said Hattie.

"You stick of rhubarb !" said Nell.

"Stop, Hat! Behave! Do j^ou suppose all

the people we 've invited to come and see

us will come?"

"Doctor Chandler will come. And the

Hunt girls will come. And Madame
Bentivoglio I guess wn'U come."

"Yes, and the Satterlees I 'm sure will

come. And Mrs. Seymour and her daugh-

ter that I said I 'd help with the church

fair. And the minister-what was it?—

Spottiswood."

"And won't the Mr. Hunt come that

you were having such a good time with?"

"Yes, he '11 come. He '11 come to-

morrow, I should n't wonder. Then that

thinnish fellow with the hair like a

hearth-brush— did vou meet hir Ml
Fane, a great friend of the Fosses. He 's

coming to take us sight-seeing." She

yawned a wide, audible yawn. "I only

hope there '11 be some fun in it. Con-

found you. Hat, go to bed
!"

continued )



And the end uf their wuik was a smashed city

The Story of the Irish Rebellion

By ST. JOHN G. ERVINE
Author of "Mrs. Martin's Man,'' "Alice and the Family," etc.

ON Easter Sunday, after an absence

of several weeks, I returned to Dub-

lin from England, and in the evening I

walked down to the Abbey Theater to ob-

tain my letters. There was an air of fes-

tival in the town, for the rigors of Lent

were at an end, and people were making

ready for such merriment as is possible in

time of war to those whose men are in

very present danger in Flanders and

France ; and as I crossed O'Connell

Bridge and stood for a moment or two to

look at the high reaches of golden sky

which are everywhere visible in Dublin

it seemed to me that the "peace . . .

which passeth all understanding" had set-

tled on this old, distracted city. There

had, indeed, been murniiirs and nuitter-

ings and marches of drilled men, and now
and then one met an anxious official, full

of foreboding, who spoke desperately of

danger; but these were disregarded. One
had stood on the pavement to watch the

volunteers go by, and had treated them

lightly. How could that tattered collec-

tion of youths and boys and hungry-look-

ing laborers ever hope to stand against the

British army

!

One saw them, on St. Patrick's day,

marching up Westmoreland Street to Col-

lege Green, some of them dressed in a

green uniform that, except in color, was

a replica of the khaki imiform of the Brit-

ish soldier. Most of them had no uni-

form, and their cheap, ready-made clothes

had an cxtraonlinarih uinvarlike look
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that was made almost ridiculous by the

bandoleers and the long, obsolete bayonets

and the heavy, out-of-date rifles they car-

ried. The mind, remembering tales of

France and Flanders and the Dardanelles,

of guns that fired shells a ton in weight

for many miles, of an extraordinary com-

plicity of invention whereby men may be

slain by men who have never seen them—
the mind, remembering these things, found

something supremely comical in the spec-

tacle of young clerks and middle-aged la-

borers steeling their hearts and fitting

their bodies with the worn-out implements

of war in the hope that they might so dis-

turb the British race that all they desired

would instantly be conceded to them.

It is easy now to pitch blame on Mr.
Birrell and to say that he should have

known this and that he ' should have

known the other; but I doubt whether

many men, seeing the procession of vol-

unteers on St. Patrick's day, would have

felt any alarm. At most, one imagined,

there would be a brawl in the streets,

quickly and easily suppressed by a little

force of police.

Such was my mood on Easter Sunday

when, coming away from the Abbey The-

ater, I encountered, on Eden Quay, a

company of volunteers marching toward

Liberty Hall. They had been, I think, in

the mountains all day, drilling and march-

ing, and now, tired and hungry, were

nearly at the end of the day's work, in a

moment or two to be disbanded for the

night. They were just such a company of

men and bojs as I had been accustomed

for months past to see parading about the

streets : middle-aged, spare-looking labor-

ers in whom the brutalities of the 191

1

strike had left deep bitterness ; young

clerks and shop assistants and school-

teachers, full of generous ideals and emo-

tions that were unchecked by the disci-

pline of wide knowledge and experience

;

and boys, vaguely idealistic and largely

thrilled by the desire for romantic enter-

prise and the hope of high happenings.

And wnth them, as intent and eager as the

men, were a few women and little girls.

I stood on the pavement to watch them

go by. The captain of the company was
a man I had known slightly, a modest,

quiet, kindly man of honest desires, called

Sean Connolly, unrelated, save in the

comradeship of arms, to James Connolly.

I nodded to him, and he waved his hand

to me. The next day he was dead, killed

in the street fighting for some ideal that

dominated and bound his mind. I remem-
ber, too, seeing the Countess Marckevitz

in the ranks that Sean Connolly com-

manded. I had met her twice very casu-

ally and did not recognize her in the half-

light of the evening, but some one stand-

ing by said, "That 's the countess," and I

looked, and saw a tired woman who would

never admit that she was tired, stumping

heavily by in a green uniform, oblivious

of the comments, many of them of mock-

ery, that the onlookers were making.

It is not my business here to explain the

rebellion or to describe the causes of it.

An adequate explanation would fill too

much space, and the causes of it vvere

varied. Some of the volunteers were men
belonging to the citizen army which had

been formed in 191 1 by James Larkin

and James Connolly and Captain White,

the son of Sir George White, the defender

of Ladysmith, during what was probably

the most brutally conducted strike (on the

part of the emploj-ers) in the history of

industrial disorder. I have no knowledge

of what w\is in these men's minds, but I

do not doubt that the rebellion meant to

them less of an opportunity to establish

an Irish republic than an opportunity to

avenge their outraged humanity. Others

were men who remembered, no doubt,

that the gun-running practised by their

side was treated with a severity that ended

in death, whereas the gun-running prac-

tised by the followers of Sir Edward Car-

son was treated as an admirable exploit.

Others, again, and these were the major-

ity, were men who loved Ireland and

sought to set her free. If one were to

set out to apportion blame for the rebel-

lion, one would find that it must be dis-

tributed over so many people that in the

end one could onlv sav, "We are all to
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blame; we Irish people, old and young,

are all at fault."

But while one does not set out to ex-

plore the causes of the rebellion, one may

briefly say that the origin of the volun-

teers lay in the necessity which some Irish-

men felt for an effective defense against

the volunteers who had been created in

Ulster by Sir Edward Carson. The ex-

tent of that necessity was made plain

when what is called the Curragh Camp
incident happened. On that occasion a

number of officers refused to obey an or-

der (so it is said) to proceed to Belfast

and keep the Unionist volunteers in con-

trol. I do not believe that any reputable

Irishmen wished to see the Ulster volun-

teers terrorized or put to death by British

soldiers; but the incident set a number of

Nationalists wondering what sort of de-

fense they would have if the Ulster vol-

unteers made an attack on them. The
temper of the soldiers at the Curragh in-

dicated that they could hope for little help

from that quarter, and there was no other

defense, apart from the police. So they

set up volunteers of their own, under the

leadership of John McNeill, a professor

at the National University. The purpose

of these volunteers was, first, to defend

themselves against attack, and, secondly, to

make a display of force if Home Rule was

not conceded to Ireland. After the out-

break of the war this purpose was ex-

tended to prevent the imposition of con-

scription on the Irish people.

The reader, remembering these pur-

poses of the volunteers, may now wonder

why the rebellion took place, seeing that

an attack on the Nationalists was not

made by the Ulster volunteers, that Home
Rule had in law been conceded to Ire-

land, and that the Irish people were ex-

pressly excluded from the scope of the

Military Service Act. The answer to

such speculation is that the great majority

of the Irish volunteers firmly believed

that the Home Rule Act would be an-

nulled after the war. They were con-

vinced that the Liberal government would
quit office on the conclusion of peace, and

be succeeded by a Conservative govern-

ment, which would make as little of the

Home Rule Act as the Germans made of

the treaty guaranteeing the neutrality of

Belgium ; and they were confirmed in this

belief by the tone of an obstinate English

newspaper. A further factor was the

treatment of the Irish regiments in Gal-

lipoli, where, although they bore the brunt

of the fighting, they were disregarded by

the commanders in a thoroughly incom-

prehensible manner. One of the strange

features of the Gallipoli campaign is the

fact that Admiral de Robeck forgot to

mention the names of the Irish regiments

which took heroic part in landing on the

peninsula, although he remembered to

mention the names of all the other regi-

ments concerned in it!

The causes, then, which led up to the

rebellion were many and varied, but the

dominant cause was this suspicion that

once again the English Government was

about to betray the Irish people. I be-

long to a school of Irish Home-Rulers

who believe that the destinies of Ireland

and England in the world are as insepara-

ble as the waters of the Lif^ey and the

Mersey in the Irish Sea, and I do not be-

lieve that these suspicions of English per-

fidy were justified ; but I can readily un-

derstand why men of an impatient tem-

perament, in whose minds the wrongs of

their country had made an indelible im-

pression, were quick to suspect treachery

where they should have seen only the pet-

ulance of irresponsible and impotent poli-

ticians and journalists.

When the history of the Irish rebellion

is written I suppose people will notice

particularly how completely it surprised

every one, even the officials who had fears

of its happening. I do not imagine that

any of that company of volunteers whom
I saw on Easter Sunday evening had the

slightest idea that there was to be a re-

bellion on the following morning. I know
that the Countess Marckevitz was not

aware of the proposed outbreak until it

actually began, and I know of one volun-

teer who did not know of what was about

to take place until he heard the sound of
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Sir Roger Casement, who was hanged in August for his part in the rebellion

rifle-fire. It is obvious that the strictest

secrecy as to intention had to be preserved,

otherwise the plan would have been be-

trayed. A secret which is committed to

several thousand persons ceases to be a

secret. The Irish secret service knew that

a rising had been planned, but they did

not suspect that it would take place so

soon. Indeed, at the very moment when
the rebellion began a council was actually

being held in Dublin Castle to determine

what steps should be taken to cope with

the insurrection when it took place. The
secret service, I understand, expected the

attempt at rising to be made on Whit
Monday. The result was a state of un-

preparedness that is almost incredible.

General Friend, who was in charge of the

troops in Ireland, had left the country on

Easter Saturday, and was in England

when he heard the news of the outbreak.

The lord lieutenant had arranged to pay

25
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a visit to Belfast on official affairs, and

was making ready to start when the news

came to the viceregal lodge that the Sinn

Feiners had revolted. There was a race-

meeting at Fairy House, and many of the

officers and soldiers were there. Very few

troops were stationed in Dublin, and

many men were on leave. It is said in

Dublin that if the rebels had known, they

could have taken Trinity College and the

headquarters of the Irish command with

ease, there were so few persons on the

premises to defend them. Easter Monday
is a bank-holiday, and therefore the shops

and business offices were closed.

That was the state of Dublin when

suddenly a small body of armed men came

out of Liberty Hall and marched along

Abbey Street into O'Connell Street and

thence to the general post-office. Simul-

taneously other men marched to strategic

points such as Westland Row railway sta-

tion and the road leading to Kingstown,

along which troops from England would

be obliged to pass. Another company of

men set off to take Dublin Castle, where

some harassed officials, as I have stated,

were wondering what they should do to

cope with the rebellion that they believed

to be likely to take place on Whit Mon-
day. The Countess Marckevitz led a

company of men and boys and women and

girls to St. Stephen's Green and the Col-

lege of Surgeons. Considerable know-

ledge of strategy was displaj^ed by the

rebels, together with some strategic inepti-

tude. It w^as, for example, extremely

foolish to seize St. Stephen's Green Park,

which was exposed on every side to attack,

and had to be abandoned on Easter Tues-

day, when the soldiers arrived and began

operations.

All the men were disposed at the points

of vantage, and about eleven o'clock on

the morning of Elaster Monday the rebel-

lion began. The post-office was seized,

St. Stephen's Green Park was occupied,

the College of Surgeons was entered, and

private houses on roads of consequence

were taken. The attempt to seize Dublin

Castle failed after the policeman on guard

outside it was murdered; and the rebels

then took the offices of the Dublin "Daily

Express," which are near the castle, and

ejected the reporters and staff from it.

There was to be a matinee at the Abbey
Theater on Easter IVIonday. We were to

produce Mr. W. B. Yeats's little vision

of Ireland, "Kathleen ni Houlihan," to-

gether with a new play by a new author,

"The Spancel of Death" by Mr. T. H.

Nally. There is something odd in that

conjunction of plays, something almost

anticipatory of what was about to happen
;

for Kathleen ni Houlihan, the poor old

woman, is the figure of Ireland dispos-

sessed and calling to her children to regain

her inheritance for her.

"What is it you want?" the young man
sa3'S to Kathleen, the daughter of Houli-

han, when she comes to his home on the

evening of his marriage.

"My four beautiful fields," she an-

swers, "and the hope of driving the

stranger out of my house."

I had gone down to the theater from

my home in St. Stephen's Green about

nine o'clock that morning so that I might

deal with my correspondence before the

matinee began, and while I was working

in my office a stage-hand came to me and

said that he thought we would not be able

to hold a performance. I said "Why?"
He replied:

"I think there 's a rebellion or some-

thing on. The Sinn Feiners are out."

I laughed.

"Listen!" he said, and I listened. I

could hear distinctly the dull sound of

rifle-firing.

"Oh, that 's only some one skylarking,"

I answered. But it was n't sk3darking.

A man came into the theater while I

was wondering about the thing. He was

pale and agitated.

"I 've just seen a man killed," he said

brokenly.

"Is it true?" I interrupted.

He nodded his head.

"I was outside the castle," he went on.

"The policeman went up to stop them,

and one of them put up a rifle and blew

his brains out. The imfortunate man!"
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"But— but what 's it for?" I asked

feebly. "What 's it all about?"

"God knows," he answered.

I went to the front of the theater and

looked into the street. I could see little

knots of men and women and children at

the corners of the streets which run at

right angles to O'Connell Street, and

every now and then some one, suddenly

alarmed, would run away. There was a

heavy feel in the air, that curious physical

sensation of waiting for something to oc-

cur which precedes all dreadful events,

and, disturbing it ominously, the flat rat-

tle of distant rifles.

There were no policemen anywhere.

Mysteriously and swiftly, the whole of

the Dublin Metropolitan Police had van-

ished from their beats.

"Well, this is damned funny!" I said.

There is a wide lane at the side of the

Abbey Theater which runs parallel to the

Liffey and ends at the side of Liberty

Hall. While I was standing outside the

theater, wondering whether I ought to

abandon the performance or not, I heard

shouting and the rumble of heavy carts,

and looking up the lane, I saw a proces-

sion of wagons approaching me. Each

wagon was piled high with cauliflower,

and was guarded by armed youths. I

began to laugh again. There was some-

thing irresistibly comical about those

wagon-loads of cauliflower, the commis-

sariat of the rebels. We had not yet real-

ized that serious things were about to

happen, and so we made jokes! There
were funny descriptions of interminable

meals of cauliflower— breakfasts, dinners,

teas, and suppers of cauliflower. I re-

membered how sick the soldiers in France

and Flanders became of plum and apple

jam, and I wondered how long it would
be before the rebels became bored with

cauliflower.

People turned up at the door of the

theater, unaware that anything had hap-

pened. Some of the players, unable to

catch a tram, came to the stage-door be-

wildered.

"What 's up?" they said, and I an-

swered jocularly:

"Oh, don't you know? There 's a re-

bellion on, and we 're all republicans

now!"

In every tragical happening there is an

element of the ridiculous, and it is tlie

business of the artist to strip the ridicu-

lous from the tragical, and leave only the

essential tragedy. The realist, such a real-

ist as Mr. Bernard Shaw, insists on show-

ing everything, the ridiculous and the

tragical ; and so it is that one is puzzled

by disturbing laughter in so beautiful a

play as "Androcles and the Lion." There
was much that was ridiculous in the Dub-
lin rebellion, and all who lived through

it can tell many funnj' stories. I think

now of the woman who telephoned to me
at the theater to inquire about a friend.

"What 's up?" she asked w-hen I had

told her that her friend had left the thea-

ter to go home, and when I told her that

a rebellion was "up," she exclaimed: "Oh,

dear ! What a day to choose for it

!

Easter Monday ! The people won't enjoy

themselves a bit!"

I told the attendants to shut the thea-

ter, and went into O'Connell Street.

Crowds of people were wandering up and

down or standing about in an expectant

manner. All round me I could hear men
and women asking the question which was

general that day in Dublin, "What 's it

for?"

I looked across the street, and saw that

the windows of the post-office had been

broken. Furniture and sacking were piled

behind every window, and stretched on

top of these were boys wath rifles, lying

there, waiting. Some of the rebels were

distributing bills, in which the heads of

the provisional government announced the

establishment of an Irish republic. Some
one began to deliver an oration at the base

of the Nelson pillar, but the crowd had

no taste for oratory, and it did not listen

long. There were two flags on the top

of the post-office, a green one, bearing the

words "Irish Republic," and a tricolor of

orange, white, and green ; and that was

all. One saw volunteer officers, carrying

loaded revolvers, passing about their du-
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ties, instructing pale boj^s who were act-

ing as sentinels; and when one saw how
young they were, there came again into

the mind that sense of the ridiculousness

of it all, and one thought, "This is all

very well, this playing with rebellion and

establishing a republic; but wait—just

wait until the police catch you at it!"

One thought of them as boys who had let

their lark run away with their wits. All

this joking had gone too far, and pres-

ently there would be trouble, and some

sorry people would be mumbling excuses

to a magistrate. It was as if boys, letting

their imaginations feed too fat on penny

dreadfuls, had forgotten that they were

only pretending to be wild Indians at-

tacking Buffalo Bill, and had suddenly

scalped a companion or halved his skull

with a tomahawk.

"It '11 be over when dinner-time

comes," some one said to me. We were

all extraordinarily lacking in prescience.

We still thought of this thing as a kids'

rebellion, a school-boys' escapade. "Silly

young asses!" people were saying; "they

'11 only get into trouble."

I got tired of hanging about O'Connell

Street, and so I went home. At the top

of Grafton Street I crossed over to the

park, and saw that the gates were closed,

and barricaded rather ineffectively. A
man was standing inside the gates, holding

a rifle, and looking intently down Grafton

Street. Some girls were chaffing him, and

asking him if he was not scared to death,

and what would his mother say if she

could see him, and was he not afraid that

she would give him a beating. But he

paid no heed to their chaff, though now
and then, when some one obscured his

vision of the street, he gruffly ordered

them away and, if they did not move speed-

ily, threatened to shoot them. "G' long

with you!" they would say, still chaffing,

but a little uncertain. After all, he might

shoot.

I walked along the side of the green

toward the Shelbourne Hotel. Inside the

railings I could see boys digging trenches

and throwing up heaps of earth for shel-

ters. Other boys were stretched on the

turf, with their fingers on the triggers of

their rifles, and they, too, like the boys

at the post-office, were waiting. I heard a

man say to one lad who was digging into

the soft earth:

"What in the name of God are you

doln' there?" and the lad replied:

"I don't know, I 'm supposed to be

dlggin' a trench, but I think I 'm diggin'

my grave."

It is said, and I believe it to be true,

that none of these lads knew what was to

happen that day. Some of them had come

up from the country to take part, they

imagined, in an ordinary demonstration,

a route march. It is said of some of them

who were deputed to capture Westland

Row station— their task was not told to

them until they had reached the station

—

that when they heard what was to be

done, they sent for a priest, made their

confessions to him, and received the host.

They told the priest that they were igno-

rant until that moment of what was about

to take place, and he advised them to

drop their rifles and uniforms when dusk

came and go to their homes.

"Oh, no," they answered ; "we joined

this thing, and we ought to go on with

it." There was much of that kind of

young chivalry that week In Dublin. I

doubt whether many of the volunteers

funked when the moment came, although

they must have felt that they had been

led into something like a trap.

At the Shelbourne Hotel there was a

barricade across the street, composed of

motor-cars and vans that had been taken

from their owners by the volunteers. In-

side the green there was much movement
and hurrying to and fro. At each gate

there was a small group of armed sentries,

who challenged every vehicle that passed.

If the vehicle was found to be above sus-

picion, it was allowed to pass on. If the

driver of It failed to halt when challenged

several times, he was fired on.

I went into the house where I was liv-

ing. It overlooks the green, and from my
bedroom I had as clear a view as was
possible to any one. I saw women walk-

ing about Inside the green, and I saw three
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little girls who cotikl not have been more

than fifteen years of age running busily

about. They were members of the

Countess Marckevitz's corps of Girl

Guides and they were acting as mes-

sengers. On the opposite side of the

green I could see the tricolor of the repub-

lic floating over the College of Surgeons.

A man came to see me.

"Will there be a performance at the

Abbey to-night?" he said, and I answered:

"I don't know. You 'd better turn up.

anyhow. Perhaps it will be all over by

eight o'clock." I was told later that the

D'Oyley Carte Opera Company, who

were to begin a fortnight's engagement

at the Gaiety Theater that day, did not

abandon their intention until a few min-

utes before the hour at which the per-

formance was due to begin.

After tea I walked round the park. On
one side of the green, near the Unitarian

church, there was a pool of congealed

blood. I almost sickened at the sight

of it. On this spot a second policeman

had been murdered. I use the word

"murdered" intentionally. It is, I think,

true to say that the rebellion was con-

ducted by its leaders as cleanly as it is
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possible to conduct any rebellion, and

many high and chivalrous things were

done by them and their followers. They
strove to fight, as closely as they could, in

accordance with the laws of civilized war-

fare. But the killing of these policemen

at the castle and the Unitarian church

were acts of murder, for these civil ser-

vants were unarmed, defenseless, while

their opponents carried loaded rifles. I

believe, indeed, that much of what we call

atrocity in warfare, civil or international.

Is largely the result of fright and nervous

strain, the panic act of men who are "rat-

tled" ; and It is very probable that the

murder of the policemen was due to an

attack of nerves. But whatever the cause

of It may have been. It stained a singu-

larly clean record. The behavior of the

rebels to their prisoners was exemplary.

An old colonel who was In their hands

for the better part of a week subsequently

stated that he had been treated with ex-

ceptional kindness, and a subaltern who
was Interned in the post-office asserted

that his captors were very considerate to

him.

It was while I was looking at the pool

of congealed blood that I saw Francis

Sheehy Skeffington. I had known him

fairly well for some time. He was a man
of immense energy and vitality. Once he

walked from Dublin into WIcklow and

back, covering fifty miles in one day. His

honesty was superlative, and his courage

was leonine. I think of him as a man
overruled by Intellect. He was governed

by logic, and he seemed Incapable of un-

derstanding that life Is a wayward thing,

that men are moody, that humanity can-

not be scheduled or set out in terms of

an equation ; and this submission of his to

intellect robbed him of any capacity to act

practically In affairs. Had he been a witty

man, he would have resembled Bernard

Shaw. But he was not a witty man ; he

was almost totally devoid of a sense of

humor. I think, too, he was completely

devoid of any feeling for tradition, any

sense of reverence. Once when I was
living In a Welsh village I met him. I

went with him one day to see a cromlecli

outside the village, and when we reached

It, he looked at It for a few moments, and

then, to my disgust, took a bill out of his

pocket and stuck It into a crack in the

stones. "I may as well do a little propa-

ganda," he said. The bill had "Votes for

Women" on it. But when all the small

Irritations one had in his presence were
accounted for, there remained this, that

he was a man of great Integrity and cour-

age, and men of Integrity and courage are

so rare In the world that It Is a calamity

to have lost this man In the miserable way
in which he was lost.

He came up to me, and we talked about

the rebellion. I was full of anger, be-

cause I saw In it the wreck of the slowly

maturing plans for the better ordering

of Irish life; but his emotion was dif-

ferent.

"I 'm against all this fighting," he said.

"More and more I am inclining tow.ard

the Tolstoian position." He spoke of the

rebellion as "folly, but it 's noble folly,"

and declared that it was a hopeless enter-

prise. He went off, walking In that ha-

bitual quick, nervous way of his, which

seemed to indicate that he could never

walk with sufficient swiftness. I went
home, and sat In the window, looking out

on the park and the passing people. The
dusk gathered about the trees in the green,

and a film of blue mist enveloped us. Be-

hind the College of Surgeons, which faced

my side of the green, the setting sun sent

shafts of golden light shimmering up the

heavens. There was hardly any wind, and

the tricolor on the college fluttered list-

lessly. The evening became quiet. The
crowds which had moved about the city

all day in a holiday mood, treating the

rebellion as a jolly entertainment provided

by benevolent persons for their amuse-

ment, had dispersed to their homes, carr}'^-

ing with them not the mood of merriment,

but the mood of alarm, of anxious antici-

pation.

One could hardly have felt otherwise

then. All day the rebels had been In pos-

session of the city. The Government
seemed to have thrown up the sponge.

There was not a policeman to be seen, or
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a soldier or any person in authority. At
ten o'clock that morning there had been

a Government and policemen and sol-

diers; at eleven o'clock all these had dis-

appeared. There was looting in O'Con-
nell Street, some of it extraordinarily ludi-

crous. There was one looter who had

stolen a dress-suit from a shop near

O'Connell Bridge. He went into an

abandoned tram-car, stripped his rags off,

and then put on the dress-suit. When he

reappeared, swaggering up and down the

street, he was wearing brown boots, a

dress-suit, a Panama hat, and he was car-

rying a lady's sunshade. The rebels tried

to prevent looting. I saw them making

the attempts; but their efforts were inef-

fectual, and all that day (Monday) and

all Tuesday the looting went on ridicu-

lously.

Although the Government had mysteri-

ously vanished, and there were no police-

men to arrest looters, one did not feel that

victory was with the rebels, nor did they

themselves think victory was with them.

That anxious, waiting look had marked
the rebels' faces all day, and now some-

thing of dread came to the larking crowd

;

and as the night fell, the jokes ceased, the

laughter died out, and silence came. At
seven o'clock the streets were nearly

empty. I looked out of my window and

saw shadow-shapes moving swiftly home-

ward, huddling close to the houses. The
rebel sentries still guarded the gate of the

green which faced toward Merrion Street,

and through the gloaming I could detect

the figures of boys and women hurrying

about their business in the camp. A cab

came down the east side of the green, and

the sentries challenged the driver; but he

would not stop, though they called

"Halt!" a dozen times. Then they fired

on him. The horse went down instantly,

and the driver, abandoning it, leaped from

the box of his cab and flew down Merrion

Street. The poor beast, sprawling on its

haunches, tried to struggle to its feet, but

fell back as often as it rose. While it lay

there, struggling and kicking, a motor-car

came down that side of the green, and the

driver of it, too, was challenged, and he,

also, refused to halt, and again the sen-

tries fired. I was leaning out of the win-

dow to see what happened, and I laughed,

for the man who was in the car with the

driver yelled out the moment he was hit:

"Oh, I 'm dead! I 'm dead!"
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The car stopped suddenl}-, grating

harshly on the roadway, so that one's

blood curdled for a few seconds. Then

the wounded man was taken out. The
sentries gathered round him. "Why did

n't you stop when you were told ?" they

said reproachfully, and added, "Take him

to Vincents'," the hospital a little way up

the street. While they were supporting

him toward the hospital, the man went on

moaning: "Oh, I 'm dead! I 'm dead!"

It was the worst imitation of death I had

ever witnessed. They did not take him

to Vincents'. They changed their minds,

and took him into the green and treated

him there. His wound was obviously

slight; he could not have yelled so lustily

or have walked so well as he did if it had

been serious. There was no dignity in

him, only a foolish bravado that speedily

turned to squealing; and so one laughed

at him.

After that there was a queer silence in

the green. In the distance one heard oc-

casional rifle-firing, but here there was

this ominous quietness. It became diffi-

cult to see, and so I closed the shutters

;

but before I did so, I looked toward the

wounded horse. It was lying in the mid-

dle of the street and was not making any

movement. "Thank God, it 's dead!" I

said to myself, and then I drew the shut-

ters to.

There was a dreadful feeling of strain

in the house, and I moved about restlessly.

I got out the manuscript of a play on

which I am working and began to revise

it, but I could not continue at it long. I

tried to read a book by H. G. Wells,

called "An Englishman Looks at the

World." I had opened it at the chapter

entitled "The Common Sense of War-
fare," but I found that the war outside

proved conclusively that there is no com-

mon sense in warfare, so I put the book

down and tried to play a game of patience.

I plaved three games, and then I went to

bed.

'

I slept in short dozes that were more
exhausting than if I had not slept at all.

The desultory rifle-fire had increased dur-

ing the night, and it seemed to me that

shooting was proceeding from the Shel-

bourne Hotel. At four o'clock I got up

and looked out of the window, I was
sleeping in the front of the house, and I

had left the shutters of my bedroom open.

It was not quite light enough for me, who
have poor sight, to distinguish things

clearly, but I could see a huddled heap

lying in front of the gate where the sen-

tries had been a few hours before. And
the horse was not dead. Vv^hile I looked,

it made a feeble struggle to rise, and then

fell back again. "Wliy don't they kill

it?" I said to myself, and I went back to

bed. But I did not sleep. There were

people moving about in the next room,

fidgeting and fidgeting. I got up and be-

gan to dress, and while I was doing so I

heard the sound of heavy boots on the

pavement below, echoing oddly in that

silence ; and then I heard shots, followed

by a low moan.

One's mind works in a queer way in

moments of unusual happening. I knew
that some one had been shot in the street

outside my home, and if I had been asked

before the thing happened what I should

be likely to do, I think I should never

have guessed correctly. I stood there

counting the dying man's moans. He
said, "Oh!" four times, and then he died.

I went to the window and looked out.

It was now about six o'clock, and I could

see plainly. The huddled heap outside the

gates of the green was the body of a dead

Sinn Feiner. The horse in the roadway

was now quite still. Just off the pave-

ment, in front of the door of my home,

lay the body of an old man, a laborer, evi-

dently, who had been stumping to his

work. I suppose he had not realized that

the rebellion was a serious one, and had

started off on the usual routine of his life

;

and then Death had caught him suddenly

and stretched liim in the road in a strangely

easy attitude.

I came down-stairs, and the maids gave

me breakfast, apologizing because there

was no milk. It seemed to them that one

could not drink tea without milk. These

minds of ours are amazing instruments.

Outside the door la\- the body of an old
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man ; a little farther off, wearing a fawn-

colored overcoat, lay the body of a dead

Sinn Feiner ; at the corner of the street a

horse had died in pain ; and we were won-

dering about milk. Had the milkman

funked?

I THINK it was between eight and nine

o'clock that the ambulance came and took

away the two dead men. The horse was

dragged, I do not know how, to the pave-

ment, and it lay there, offensive to eye and

nostril, for a week. People came to one

and said, "Have you seen the dead horse?"

In Avhatever way conversation began, al-

ways it seemed to end with that question,

"Have you seen the dead horse?"

I remember now standing with a friend

on the stairs, so that my eyes were on a

le\'el with the fanlight over the hall-door,

and looking into the bushes just inside the

green railings. I could see a young Sinn

Feiner, rifle in hand, crawlmg on the

ground ; and then the soldiers in the Shel-

bourne saw him and let a volley at him,

and he rose and ran, and we saw him no

more.

Later on people came out of their houses

and began to walk about. No one. was al-

lowed to cross the road to look into the

green, and it was mipossible to say

whether any Sinn Feiners remained in it.

The foliage obscured the view. There

were rumors that many of the Sinn Fein-

ers had been killed in the night, and that

those who remained had fled from the

green and taken refuge with their com-

rades in the College of Surgeons; but

there was no confirmation of these ru-

mors, and it is doubtful whether they were

true.

Toward ten o'clock the streets filled.

A few soldiers had been smuggled b\- back

ways into the Shelbourne Hotel, and these

commanded St. Stephen's Green. Other

soldiers, few in number, were stationed in

various parts of the cit}- ; but to all intents

and purposes Dublin was as completely in

the hands of the rebels on Easter Tuesday
as it was on Easter Monday.

I went down to O'Connell Street and

found that during the night the Sinn
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Feiners had been busy. Each of the streets

running at right angles to O'Connell

Street was barricaded, in most instances

ineffectively. Barbed wire was stretched

.'icross O'Connell Street in such a way as

to form a barrier on each side of the gen-

eral post-ofiice. And on Tuesday, as on

Alonday, one saw the pale, "rattled," and

\'ery tired-looking young rebels preparing

for attack. On the other side of tlie

barbed wire, beyond the Nelson pillar,

were some dead horses that had been killed

while being ridden by soldiers- One heard

rumors of desperate fighting in other parts

of Dublin. Some of the veterans' corps,

who had been drilling in the mountains

on Monday, had been shot dead by Sinn

Feiners when returning home in the eve-

ning. The lord lieutenant, the rumor

fan, had been taken prisoner, and was now
immured in Liberty Hall. The wildest

talk was being uttered. It was said that

the pope had committed suicide on hear-

ing of the rebellion. It was said that

Archbishop Walsh, the Catholic Arch-

bishop of Dublin, had killed himself. It

was said that the Orangemen were march-

ing on Dublin in support of the Sinn

Feiners.

It was on Easter Tuesday that the

worst looting took place. ]\Ien and wo-

men and children surged up from the

foulest slums in Europe and rifled the

shops, stripping them almost bare. Some
harsh things have been said about the loot-

ing, perhaps no harsher than ought to

have been said, but I doubt whether in

similar circumstances in any city in the

world there would have been so little

looting as there was in Dublm on those

two dajs. One tries to imagine what

London would have been like if it had

suddenly been completely abandoned for

two days to the mercy of the mob. I think

a Whitechapel mob would have sacked

London in that time.

While I was standing in O'Connell

Street, Francis Sheehy Skeflirngton came

up to me. He had half a dozen walking-

sticks under his arm, and he said to me:

"I 'm trying to form a special constabu-

lary to prevent looting. You '11 do for
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one," and he offered a walking-stick to

me. I looked at the stick and I looked at

the looters, and I said, "No." It was

characteristic of "Skeffy," as he was called

in Dublin, that he should behave like that.

The pacifist in him would not permit him

to use force to restrain the looters, though

one might have thought that the logician

in him would have regarded a walking-

stick as a weapon ; but the hero in him

compelled him, for the honor of his coun-

try, to do something to restrain them. On
the previous day he had harangued them

from the top of a tram-car, reminding

them that they were Irish, and bidding

them not to loot for the sake of Ireland's

honor; and they had stopped looting— un-

til he had gone away. To-day his proposal

was to overawe them with walking-sticks.

Here indeed, I could not but think, was

Don Quixote charging the windmills yet

another time!

I imagine that he was unsuccessful in

his efforts, for later on in the afternoon I

saw him pasting slips of paper on the walls

of O'Connell Bridge. The slips bore an

appeal to men and women of all parties

to attend the offices of the Irish Suffrage

Society in Westmoreland Street and en-

roll themselves as special constables to

maintain order. I never saw Francis

Sheehy Skeffington again. That evening

he was taken by a lunatic officer and shot

in Portobello Barracks.

By this time the soldiers in Dublin liad

been reinforced, and troops were already

hurrying from England. All that eve-

ning, as far as I could see, there was no

stir in the green ; but the firing was

heavier than on the previous day, and all

over the city there was a persistent bang-

ing of bullets. The windows on the

ground floor of the Shelbourne were full

of bullet-holes, and the wall of the Alex-

andra Club on the west side of the green

was covered with the marks of bullets.

That afternoon I had seen a dead Sinn

Feiner lying inside the gate of the green

that looks down Grafton Street, lying face

downward in a hole in the earth, and I

wondered whether he was the man I had

watching,seen the day before, intently

while the girls chaffed him.

And while I was peering through the

railings at the dead man, some one came
up and said to all of us who were there:

'Toor chap ! Let 's get him out and

bury him!" There were three women
from the slums standing by, and one of

them, when she heard what he said, rushed

at him and beat him with her fists and

swore at him horribly.

"No, you '11 not get him out," she

Aelled. "Let him lie there and rot, like

the poor soldiers!"

That speech was typical of the general

attitude of the Dublin people toward the

Sinn Feiners. Popular feeling was dead

against them. Here was a singular re-

bellion. Indeed ! ^len had risen against

a power which they could not possibly

beat in behalf of people who did not wish

for their championship! Wherever I went
in Dublin in the first days of the rebellion

I heard the strongest expressions of ha-

tred for the Sinn Fein movement. There
was a feeling of remarkable fury against

the Countess Marckevitz, remarkable be-

cause this lady had spent herself in feed-

ing and succoring poor people during the

igil strike, and one would have imagined

that some feeling of gratitude would have

saved her from the insults that were ut-

tered against her. A strange, incalculable

woman, born of an old Irish family, she

had thrown herself into all kinds of for-

lorn hopes. It was said of her that her

most ardent desire was to be the Joan of

Arc of Ireland, that she might die for her

country.

Ox Easter Tuesday night, about ten

o'clock, the soldiers on the top floor of the

Shelbourne began to use machine-guns,

and the fire from them went on, I think,

for an hour. Up to then we had iieard

only the sound of rifles, and it was a very

unimpressive sound. If this was war, we
thought to ourselves, then war is an un-

commonly dull business. We became

bored by bullets. When the surprise of

the rebellion was over, most of us became

irritable. We could not get .-ibout our
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ordinary affairs, we could not take our

customary pleasures, and tlie rebellion it-

self had become flat.

But the rattle of machine-guns made us

all sit up. The marrow in our spines

seemed to be crawling about in search of

a hiding-place. I do not know to what

to compare the sound that a discharging

machine-gun makes. Some one said to me
that it resembles the noise of a lawn-

mower which has been turned upside

down ; but to me it sounded like the noise

made by a stick which is drawn rapidly

along railings. One sat there, frankly

afraid, and imagined a perpetual flow of

bullets pouring across the green, killing

and woundmg and terrifying. One won-
dered, too, whether the wooden shutters

were stout enough to keep out ricochetting

bullets. The sensible thing to do, of

course, was to keep to the back of the

liouse, or, at all events, as far from the

front windows as possible ; but one does

not do the sensible thing in such times.

Instincti\ely, one rushed to the window to

look out when a shot was fired, as instinc-

tively as the crowds in London, despite

official warnings, rush into the streets to

look at the Zeppelins. The overmaster-

ing desire to see what is happening will

draw the most craven to the scene of dis-

aster, and that accounts, no doubt, for the

fact that people went every day to "see the

fighting" in Dublin, and could not be

persuaded to keep indoors until the re-

bellion had been suppressed.

That night, that Easter Tuesday night,

was, I think, the worst of all the nights.

It was the first time we had heard the

noise of machine-guns, and it was the only

night that a lengthy spell of firing took

place in that part of the city. If rebels

remained inside th'e green, their terror

must have been akin to madness. I w^on-

dered vaguely what had happened to the

three little girls whom I had seen busy
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there on Monday. I suppose they had

been sent away on Monday, but if they

had endured the rake of that fire—

I CANNOT remember now on what day

the great fire of Dublin began. I think it

was on Thursday. There were rumors

that the Helga had come up the Lif^ey

and shelled Liberty Hall, and I was told

that the Abbey Theater was lying in

ruins; but it was impossible to get near

O'Connell Street or obtain any reliable

information as to what had happened.

There were soldiers on the roof of Trin-

ity College, commanding the general post-

office and also the rebel strongholds in

Dame Street, and the fire from their rifles

and machine-guns made the approach to

O'Connell Bridge a no-man's-land. One

went down to the firing-line every day.

and repeated all the rumors that one had

gathered on the way.

And then the fire began. I stood at the

window of my bedroom and looked at a

sky that was scarlet with flame. The
whole of O'Connell Street and many of

the contiguous streets were like a furnace,

roaring and rattling as roofs fell in a

whirlpool of sparks that splashed high in

the air. The finest street in Europe was

consumed in a night.

All this was in the center of the city.

In outlying places fierce fighting con-

tinued, and many men on both sides were

killed and wounded ; but of these things

I knew nothing beyond what I subse-

quently read in the newspapers. I was

bound inside the city, just beyond the zone

of flames, and here there was little firing

left. I could still see the republican flag

floating over the College of Surgeons, but

those who were inside the college were

keeping very still. Now and then the sol-

diers in the Shelbourne fired spasmodi-

cally, and we could hear the sound of

heavier and more regular firing farther

off ; but for us, there was chiefly the flames

flowing skyward from O'Connell Street.

Almost one was glad that the looters had

secured some of the stuff that would other-

wise have been fuel in that terrible fire.

No one can tell what caused the fire.
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Some say that it was started by looters,

either intentionally or accidentally, and

some say that it was caused by the explo-

sion of shells or ammunition. It is, I

think, more likely that a careless looter

began it.

In a few da^s Dublin became a city of

nurses and doctors and ambulances.

AVherever one went, one saw men with

Red Cross badges on their sleeves, hurry-

ing continually. Motor-cars, with large

Red Cross flags flying at their sides,

rushed about the town, laden with nurses

and doctors and medical students, and

every now and then an ambulance came

swiftly to a hospital door, and some

wounded man or woman or child was car-

ried from it.

On the Saturday following the begin-

ning of the rebellion I walked out of

Dublin to see a friend, and when I was

returning in the evening I heard that some

of the rebels had surrendered. A man
came along the road, riding a bicycle furi-

ously, and as he passed he leaned forward

a little and shouted, "They 've surren-

dered !" and then went on. We had been

heavy in our minds until then. The re-

bellion was getting on our nerves, and we
were pessimistic about the future of Ire-

land. News had come to us, too, that a

friend, a man of unique value to Ireland,

had narrowly escaped death by accidental

shooting. He had miraculously escaped

all injury, but the shock of his danger

hurt our spirits. And then came the news

of the surrender, and suddenly the heavi-

ness lifted. We doubted the truth of the

news, but even in that state of dubiety

there was relief. It seemed to us that the

air became clearer, that there was a no-

ticeable look of recovered happiness every-

where. When we came to the outer sub-

urbs of the city we saw groups of people

standing at corners, talking animatedly.

"It must be true," we said, and hurried

to join one of the groups; but as we hur-

ried we heard the dull noise of rifles being

fired, and the joy went out of us, and our

pace slackened.

But the news nuts true. Some of the
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place as coolly as If he were going for a

stroll of a summer evening. P. H. Pearse

was rather "rattled," and his head rolled

from side to side. He was. perhaps, a

more emotional man than Thomas Mac-
Donagh, and he was frightfully tired.

I never saw P. H. Pearse, but I met

Thomas MacDonagh once. He was in-

terested in the Independent Theater of

Ireland, and one evening I went to the

tiny theater in Hardwicke Street to see

some performances he and his friends

were giving there. I had only lately come

to Dublin, and I knew none of the people

connected w^ith the Independent Theater.

A friend introduced me to Thomas Mac-
Donagh. I remember him chiefly as a

man who smiled very pleasantly. There

was a look of great gentleness about him.

He sat beside my friend for a while, and

I v/as so placed that I saw his face easily.

He was a man of middle height and

slender build. His high, broad brow was

covered with heavy, rough, tufty hair that

was brushed cleanly from his forehead and

cut tidily about the neck, so that he did

not look unkempt. His long, straight

nose was as large as the nose of a success-

ful entrepreneur, but it was not bulbous,

nor were the nostrils wide and distended,

as are the nostrils of many business men.

It was a delicately shaped and pointed

nose, with narrow nostrils that were as

sensitive as those of a race-horse : an ad-

venturous, pointing nose that would lead

its owner to valiant lengths, but would

never lead him into low enterprises. His

eyes had a quick, perceptive look, so that

he probably understood things speedily,

and the kindly, forbearing look in them

promised that his understanding would

not be stiffened by harshness, that it

would be accompanied by sympathy so

keen that, were it not for the hint of

humor they also had, he might almost

have been mawkish, a sentimentalist too

easily dissolved in tears. His thick eye-

brows clung closely over his eyes and gave

him a look of introspection. that mitigated

the shrewdness of his pointing nose.

There was some weakness, but not much,

in the full, jirojecting lower lip aiul the

slightly receding chin that caused his

short, tightened upper lip to look indrawn

and strained ; and the big, ungainly, jut-

ting ears consorted oddly with the serious

look of high purpose that marked his face

in repose. It was as though Puck had

turned poet and then had turned preacher.

One looked at the fleshy lower lip and the

jutting ears, and thought of a careless,

impish creature; one looked at the shapely,

pointing nose and the kindly, unflinching

eyes, and thought of a man reckless of

himself in the pursuit of some fine pur-

pose.

When the news of his execution was
proclaimed, a woman wept in the street.

"Ah, poor Tom MacDonagh," she said.

"And he would n't have hurt a fly!"

I do not know what dream these men
had in their minds, but this much is cer-

tain, there w^as nothing unclean or mean
about their motives. I think they were

foolish men, and I think they did incalcu-

lable harm to their country; but whatever

was their belief, they were prepared to

suffer the hardest test for it— the test of

death.

"We did not come here to surrender,"

some of the rebels said to an envoy, carry-

ing a white flag, who came to demand
their surrender; "we came here to die."

And when their stronghold was subse-

quently taken, only one man out of twen-

ty-three was still ali\e, and he died soon

afterward.

The rebellion was virtually over on the

Saturday following Easter Monday, but

for the best part of the succeeding week

there was still some difficult work to be

done in rounding up the snipers who had

taken to the roofs of houses. In places

like Merrion Square they were virtually

immune from discovery. They could run

along the roofs, hidden by parapets, and

fire on the troops with the minimum
chance of detection ; but their position was
a hopeless one. Death or discovery was
ine\'itablc, and in a few days tlie last of

the snipers was taken.

About the middle of the second week 1

was able to get across O'Conticll Hricb^c
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into O'Connell Street. The official name
of O'Connell Street is Sackville Street. A
soldier told me that Ypres was not much
worse than O'Connell Street was. An
American lady who had seen Louvain said

that that town was not more battered

and broken than the heart of Dublin.

One saw a huddle of torn walls and

twisted girders and rusty rails and stones

and ashes. I went hurriedly to Marl-

borough Street, and found that the Abbey

Theater had marvelously been untouched,

though the houses immediately facing it

were in ruins. The Royal Hibernian

Academy, where an exhibition of pictures

was being held, was a heap of cinders.

One had to walk warily because the

ground was co\ered with hot ashes, and

if one was not careful, one sank into them

and was burned.

One wall of a house near the theater

still stood, and it contained the fireplace.

There was a kettle sitting on the hob, and

on the mantelpiece were two delf orna-

ments, uninjured, and a clock ; and by the

side of the fireplace a photograph frame

was hanging, a little askew. . The post-

office was gutted ; the Imperial Hotel and

the offices of the "Freeman's Journal"

were level with the street. One looked

around that pitiful pile of broken shops

and houses, at the broken wires and

burned-out tram-cars and shattered walls,

and wondered what was to be the end of

it all. High-minded men had led roman-

tic boys to a futile enterprise, and the end

of their work was a smashed city and a

ruined population.

Thomas MacDonagh, they say, was

urgent against the rebellion, and so was

The O'Rahilly, but the voting went

against them, and they submitted to that

overruling and joined their friends. The
O'Rahilly was killed in the fighting at the

post-off.ce. Thomas MacDonagh died,

as he had lived, with a high heart. So

did they all.

OxE thinks of three big rebellions in Ire-

land and of their failures. The first failed

because there were no leaders good enough

for the followers thev had ; the second

failed because the followers were not

good enough for the leaders they had.

In this third rebellion leaders and follow-

ers were worthy of one another, match-

less in spirit and devotion ; but they had

not the people behind them, and they had

to fight an immeasurably superior force.

And the third rebellion is, we pray, the

last rebellion. MacDonagh and Pearse

and all who followed them had found

their highest aspiration in the desire to

die for Ireland. There are other Irish-

men who turn away from that ambition

and look hopefully to a harder fight in

which they shall spend themselves not in

the hope of dying for Ireland, but in the

hope of living for her.

That fortnight of ruin and rebellion

was passed in sunshine and sweet moun-

tain airs. One looked at the trees in St.

Stephen's Green, and saw them spreading

out their fresh foliage, and wondered how
men could be content to lurk in their

shade with loaded rifles in their hands.

Now and then the wild fowl in the lake

cluttered in fright ; but mostly they flew

about their domain, untroubled by the

hatreds of humans. The warmth of

spring was everywhere except in human
things ; and when the rebellion was over,

suddenly the skies slackened, and there

was heavy rain for three days. The end

of all that misery has not yet come. A
man said to me that MacDonagh had no

hope of a military success, but that he had

every hope of a spiritual success. One
wonders, and, wondering, thinks that so

much devotion and generosity of ideal

and high purpose might more worthily

have been used. There is an old. ignoble

phrase which has often been bandied

about by Irish politicians: England's ne-

cessity is Ireland's opportunity. It is

hardly an exalted sentiment even when

one allows for the circumstances of Irish

history, and it is the tragedy of this re-

bellion that noble-minded men sought to

prove the truth of a mean phrase. Per-

haps in a different way than that for which

they hoped their ideal may be achieved,

and Ireland yet come to unity, joined in

honorable friendship with En^rland.
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Jean Webster

THE career of Jean Webster McKin-
ney, who died last June on the day

that her little daughter was born, was re-

markable for its steady, sure progress.

Mourned by hundreds of thousands, her

great personal charm, her warm sympa-

thies, and above all her penetrating sense

of iiumor made her toward the last a very

potent influence in semi-public life. Abso-

lutely the artist, j^et absolutely without

the usual vagaries of the artistic tempera-

ment, and possessed "of an indomitable

will, only her untimely death prevented

her from reaching her goal— a place in

the front rank of American writers.

In all her busy, happy years she realized

more completely than most of us the lines

of Henley's poem : to the very end she was

indeed the master of her fate. As a small

child she began to shape her course, to

manage her own affairs. Her real name
was Alice Jane Chandler Webster, the

Jane being after the m.other of her great-

uncle, Mark Twain. At boarding-school

her room-mate was also named Alice, and,

to avoid confusion, Alice Webster was

asked to take her second name. Girl-like,

she objected to the plainness of Jane, and

so then and ever after she called herself

Jean Webster.

Having chosen her own name, it was
not long after that she began more or less

consciously to work toward a literary

career. It is recorded that Mark Twain
as a boy of ten held spellbound his entire

family with the simple narrative of his

small adventures. Jean Webster seems to

have had in common with her uncle this

same gift of narration. Her letters from

hoarding-school and later from Vassar

were the delight of her parents, and it was
natural that the English courses should

claim her chief interest.

It was the daily theme, invented, I be-

lieve, by Barrett Wendell of Harvard,

that gave her her first real opportunity to

develop her natural gifts, and in recogni-

tion of them the young freshman was

appointed local correspondent to a Pough-

keepsie paper. She very nearly lost this

coveted position through a practical joke.

Upon the occasion of a visit by a noted

astronomer, some fanciful information

about him, imparted to her by a guileful

junior, created a considerable stir when
duly published. Jean Webster swallowed

her chagrin, and turned the incident into

a short story that was published in a

monthly magazine. Other stories of col-

lege life followed, and at the end of her

senior year she collected them and offered

the manuscript for book publication. This

\olume was soon published under the

title of "When Patty Went to College,"

and stands to-day as the best volume of

undergraduate stories that have emanated

from a woman's college, a book notable

for its spirit of youth and for its shrewd

and humorous observation.

At this time Jean Webster was living

with her mother in the family home at

Fredonia, New York. While negotiations

for her first book were pending, she

packed her bag and came to New York.

She never went back. Like many other

young writers, she found both her oppor-

tunity and her inspiration in that "step-

mother" of American cities, and hence-

forth she was a part of its life.

In those early days she spent most of

her summers abroad, and Italy became the

land of her heart's desire. Its great charm

for her is reflected in three of her later

works: "Jerry, Junior," "The Wheat
Princess," and an unpublished comedy,

"The Pigs of Palestrina."

Two factors in her success as a writer

were her native wit and her genius for

hard work. Though all her little com-

edies have the spontaneous air of being

"dashed of¥," they were the product of

months of painstaking labor and much re-

vision. While she was writing her famous

"Daddy-Long-Legs" at a friend's home in

Greenwich, Connecticut, she spent her

leisure moments in talking with an Italian

boy named IVIario who worked about the

house. They usuall\ talked of Italy and
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in his native tongue. Once he was asked

if he had ever read one of Miss Webster's

stories. He said he had. Which one?

Why, the one she put in the scrap-basket

!

These were the discarded chapters of

"Daddy-Long-Legs" ; for it was this au-

thor's practice enormously to over-write a

story and then cut it to what she deemed

its proper proportions, a rare trait in these

days of so much per word. So Mario

had the honor of reading some passages in

the careers of Daddy and Judy that no

one else will ever see.

Jean Webster's large-hearted interest

in humanity was always the actuating mo-

tive of her pen. There is a pretty play

of sentiment in everything she wrote, but

her wholesome sense of humor always

saved her from sentimentality, and no

writer of our time was more skilful than

she in those pleasing contrasts of humor
and pathos that are characteristic of mod-

ern American fiction.

Jean Webster was in no sense a re-

former. "Daddy-Long-Legs" was the

spontaneous creation of her brain, in-

spired, no doubt, by her passionate love of

children. As a play, even more than in

book form, it did more good than a

thousand tracts in pointing the need of

institutional reforms. Its effect was so

immediate and so wide-spread that the

author found herself at the center of a

reform movement. As a result she wrote

her last published work, "Dear Enemy,"
which, beneath the light, engaging love-

story that plays about the surface, presents

the last word in the care of dependent

children— a book destined to do more ef-

fective service in behalf of these unfortu-

nates than all the treatises yet published.

Such is the magic of personality when
combined with a seeing eye and a singing

pen. The names of her characters, whim-

sically enough, she usually chose from the

telephone-book, but the characters them-

selves were always taken from life both in

her fiction and in her play-writing.

She had evolved a thorough technic ; she

was master of the tools she wrought with

;

and at the time of her death she lacked

only complete maturity of mind and ex-

perience to achieve the great things she

was potentially capable of. As it is, what

she has left us will stand the test of time.

I believe, as the best of its kind.

Only a few intimates know of the wide

benefactions and the generous giving of

time and thought that filled the days of

her busy life. But those who have caught

in her writings the friendliness and good

humor of her attitude toward life will not

be surprised to know that she lived as she

wrote. And there is poignant pathos in

the fact that this sturdy optimist who did

so much in her later years for the cause of

childhood should at the last have given

her life for a little child. D. Z. D.

To
J.
W.

By RUTH COMFORT MITCHELL

JEAN WEBSTER went in golden, glowing June,

Upon a full-pulsed, warm-breathed, vital day.

With rich achievement luring her to sta}'.

Putting her keen, kind pen aside too soon

In the ripe promise of her ardent noon.

Yet, sturdy-souled and whimsical and gay,

I think she would have chosen it that way.

On the high-hill note of her life's clear tune.

And while gray hearts grow green again with mirth,

And wakened joy and beauty go to find

The small, blue-ginghamcd lonely ones of earth.

While charm and cheer and color work their will

In the glad gospel that she left behind.

She will be living, laughing with us still.
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New England, the National Wallflower

By ROLLIN LYNDE HARTT
Illustrations by Lester G. Hornby

BY reputation a blue-stocking, an aristo-

' crat, a saint, and withal a prude,

New England sits alone, the national

wallflower. She has ceased to belong.

Paris boasts a "Grand Hotel of the Uni-

\erse and of the United States"; by the

same token, behold "the United States of

America and of New England
!"

Yet Frenchmen love their Bretons, who
are the New-Englanders of France, an

elder race recalling a dim past and inhab-

iting a remote corner province; and Amer-
icans at least love the province peopled by

their own New-Englanders. Delightful

it is, with its unpainted farm-houses, eave-

Ic'ss or gambrel-roofed and mossy ; its an-

cient, pillared white churches; its tomb-

stones, leaning awry; its well-sweeps and

old oaken buckets; its stone walls; its

winding lanes and roatlsides blue with

chicory ; its pointed firs and wine-glass

elms ; its mountains, cool and luscious,

reechoing the song of cascading brooks

;

its shores, a tumble of red rocks or white

with shell-strewed sand. As a Brittany.^

perfect. Every prospect pleases ; but, alas

!

the American goes on to add ungener-

ously, "and only man is a 'native.'
"

Now, it is relatively a simple matter for

Frenchmen to love Bretons. No French-

man thinks of judging a Breton by French

standards. Radical, self-confessed differ-

ences of blood, speech, tradition, custom,

and even costume separate Jean from

Jehan, and, consequently, draw them to-

gether. Between Americans and New-
Englanders no such binding barriers exist.

A New-Englander looks like an Ameri-

can, dresses like an American, frequently

acts like an American, and almost talks
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like one. In the "native" an American

feels that he sees a caricature of himself.

This misguided being, so strangelj^ re-

sembling him, believes In "plain living

and high thinking," considers a professor

of philosophy an attractive person, "ap-

plauds anything that 's called a sonata,"

goes unblushingly to a Unitarian meeting-

house, and, when he dies, leaves seventy-

four dollars, twelve thousand musty vol-

umes, and an autograph letter from Ibsen

to Browning— or so the American fancies.

Why ? It is difficult to guess.

Every spring and again every autumn,

Americans, obsessed with that fallacious

prepossession, pour across New England.

From what they see, and with their ge-

nius for overlooking the distinction be-

tween facts and truths, they might as logi-

cally think New England illiterate.

Tramps, pensioners, curmudgeons, and in-

digent space-writers overrun her grandest

library. Italians, not New-Englanders,

most prize Boston's Museum of Fine

Arts. Her Boston Opera Company per-

ished of inanition. New England villages

breathlessly await the next novel by Mr.
Harold Bell Wright, Hearst newspapers

thrive. Her favorite artist, so an outsider

m.ight suspect, is the creator of "Mutt and

Jeff," her favorite actor Mr. Charles

Chaplin. The boldest defense of the Rev-

erend Billy Sunday is signed by a distin-

guished Unitarian. Another, when con-

sulted regarding the future of Unitarian-

ism in New England, declares, "It will be

extinct in fifty years." Meanwhile, she

has her Elijah II, her Holy Rollers, and

sects that keep watch for the end of the

world.

This, if one naively substitutes facts for

truths, is the reality back of the mythical

New England, whose "much learning

hath made her mad," though some. Dr.

Rainsford among them, attribute her sup-

posed lunacy to pie, doughnuts, boiled din-

ner, and baked beans. By recalling mani-

festly unrepresentative menus, I might

feign to support that theory. At break-

fast, in a V^ermont farm-house, I experi-

enced apple-pie seasoned with catnip. In

a Massachusetts farm-house the habitual

Sunday breakfast was oyster-stevv'. Beans

abound, and beans particularly virulent

;

no authentic New England baked bean

has ever yet migrated. Moreover, there

is "the clam before the storm." Hence

that remarkable definition of New-Eng-
landers as "an insane race to whom Amer-
icans intrust the higher education of their

young."

Although New England, while unde-

niably well educated as a whole, is incura-

bly sane and sensible as a whole, Ameri-

cans are in for a few shocks, nevertheless.

I have personally met the New-Englander

who enriched the literature of his country

with a volume compounded of laundry-

lists, astrology, board-bills, and remarks

on the fourth dimension ; also the New-
Englander who reverses the stars and

stripes as a flag for the "Nu Tru Ju" na-

tion, of which he is the founder. In every

New England city half a dozen of these

harmless originals roam at large. Has the

West such lunatics? Has the South? Yes,

caged. In New England, where wealth

is several generations old, it now and then

happens that a family can support an im-

fortunate at home and give hirn his free-

dom. This explains. It explains com-

pletely.

But what, pray, accounts for the New
England intellect as betrayed by its

tongue The broad a dominates. The
final r, silenced where it belongs, recurs

where it does not; witness "lawr and

awda." Vermont talks "caow." Maine

talks "paultics." Quincys are "Quinzys"

;

Pierces, "Purses." Saco is "Sawco."

Billerica becomes "Bill Ricka" and on in-

timate acquaintance "Bill Ricky." One
speaks of a "horse and team." Says the

ashman, "I bang the barrel down, like

this, on the edge of the team." A long,

lean, melancholy omnibus is a "barge."

A "lumper," discussing the collapse of a

wrecked vessel, declares, "She lasted

quick." In rural New England clever

means "not o\er 'n' above bright." One
ends by quoting the Earl of Pawtucket:

"Do you suppose these people knoiu they

're foreigners?"

Foreigners they are by inheritance—
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transplanted Britons, with tongues still

hyphenated. That dangerous Angloma-
niac, Noah Webster, prescribes the broad

(t. "Caow" is Cockney. "Down in

Maine" (whereas the map suggests "up")
recalls the "down" train ; in place of

"away from London," read "away from

cd white chuiche>
"

Boston." For the rest, the New-Eng-
landers' provincialism in speech bears wit-

ness to their former occupations, seafaring

especially. Take a group of six whole

States anywhere, make a business of col-

lecting odd locutions, and I dare say you

will find as many there as in New Eng-
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land, while I doubt if you will find any-

thing like the same number of people who
speak good English. As for the English

of the Back Bay, it delightfully recalls

that of Westminster Abbey, the London

stage, and the Houses of Parliament,

though a marked difference remains. To
my ear, the Back Bay. speaks more charm-

ingly. So I acquit New England of ver-

bal affectation and perversity, just as I

acquit her of wholesale madness and un-

pardonable over-intellectuality. Chicago,

not Boston, "made culture hum."

With equal cordiality I acquit New
England of aristocratic exclusiveness. No
one has "wanted to know who my grand-

father was." Far from indicating a wor-

ship of ancestors, the "Transcript's" gen-

ealogical page indicates a tardy and un-

excited reaction against a long neglect of

ancestors even in the district peppered

over with tablets, statues, monuments, and

memorial edifices. Unearthing an ances-

tor at the Genealogical Library, one no

more boasts of him than a Virginian

boasts of belonging to a "grand old South-

ern family." Why, bless 'em! they all do.

Nevertheless, there is some pertinence

in the observation that a New-Englander

dreads being "introduced to any one he

has not already met," and squirms when a

stranger approaches. In hotel lobbies,

what silence! Address a New-Englander

across a restaurant table, and. nine chances

in ten, you salute a box-turtle. But there

are abundant reasons for this. All the

adventurous New-Englanders went West.

Pioneer life, which breeds a sense of in-

terdependence among mortals and there-

fore a free-and-easiness sometimes indeli-

cate, vanished from New England gen-

erations ago. A stationary population re-

moves the impulse to court new friends

lest old friends move away. A New-Eng-
lander finds it an undertaking to keep up

with those he already has. Yet see how
these "exclusive" New-Englanders behave

if you take along an Airedale or a fine four-

year-old boy. Actually, they pick you up.

Shyness, not pride, makes them appear

cold. "Their faces are masks," said a

San-Franciscan, unjustly enough; later
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on came the fire, and San Francisco

thanked Heaven for warm hearts in New
England. "They lack bounce," said "Cy-

clone" Ellis, who has since been fairly

lionized for his ebullience, his originality,

and his captivating, cantankerous Wild-

Westernism. New-Englanders adore fla-

^'or. Not long ago there arrived in Bos-

ton a gentleman brigand, with cavalry

legs, a sombrero, a Belgravia accent, and a

habit of barking, "Caramba !" "Me plan,"

he explained, "is to take Bolivia, smash

Ecuador, move upon Peru, and South

America is mine. I shall not be king, but

I shall be the power behind the throne."

Once I heard him remark, "When I see a

pretty girl in a window, I simply buy the

house." A questionable person, very; yet

New-Englanders, for the sheer prank of

it, clasped him to their bosoms, wined him,

dined him, and bewailed his too sudden

departure. Secure in their positions, they

could afford to. For real "exclusiveness,"

armed to the teeth and shaking in its

boots, apply to the parvenus of Middle

Western cities ; for real democratic cor-

diality, to New-Englanders of blue blood,

a formal exterior, and some remnant of

the celebrated New England conscience.

"Ah, that conscience!" sighs the Amer-
ican. "How Puritanical!" Mistaking

facts for truths, he finds evidence unlim-

ited. In Massachusetts, cow-boy swear-

words deleted by censor from a play by

Mrs. Beulah Dix Flebbe. At New Eng-

land book-stores no Boccaccio. At her

picture-shops grim memories of Bougue-

reau and of a dealer heavily fined. In a

minor city the Y. M. C. A. debating, "Is

bowling a Christian game?" In Connec-

ticut hardly a train on Sunday. And yet,

if I myself may substitute facts for truths,

there is hope for the New-Englanders de-

spite all this. Under pressure, they make

capital smugglers and nimble enough tax-

dodgers. Few surpass a New Hampshire

farmer at "deaconing" a "caow." Here

and there some scapegrace New-Eng-
lander turns bandit. Observing the streets

of Boston, a philosopher gasped, "I'hese

people seem morbidly Puritanical about

everything but their vices."
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New England laughs when \ ou quote

from the school-girl's composition, "Dur-
ing that year Whittier made many fast

friends. The fastest of these were Alice

and Phirhe Cary." ^'et are lier daugli-

ters all Alices and Phcrbes ? One, alas!

turned a somersault in Copley Square.

Another kicks the chandelier. Two more

disguised themselves as old ladies and vis-

ited burlesque shoA\s. A poetess (name
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omitted) smokes a pipe. At the shore a

Puritan maiden appeared in the one-piece

shocker worn b}' Troiiville demi-mon-

daines. Sajs an acquaintance of mine, "I

was quite a prig in the West, but New
England has taken it out of me."

I report these highly exceptional phe-

nomena because belief in a frightfully

overworked pervasive New England con-

science is a sorrow to many and dies hard.

Mrs. Wiltshire of Pittsburgh, who has a

villa in New England, sends napkins to

be laundered as soon as they have been

used once. Mrs. Abner Sykes, her New
England laundress, irons them without

washing, and returns them with bill. Tell

this to Mrs. Wiltshire, and it will not

alter her idea of the New England con-

science. Summer boarders cling tena-

ciously to that idea, fleeced though they

are. It is an idee fixe, originating, per-

haps, in the fame of New England re-

formers. Some queer, queer reformers she

has at present. In spare moments I my-

self have reformed things, so I can speak

freely.

After signing, but not reading, a peti-

tion, a reformer beheld it next morning in

the newspaper, where it began, "We, the

parents of colored children." Reformers

still belaud prohibition; how wisely you

may judge by a recent despatch from
Portland, Maine: "As the Republican

state convention is in session here, the

mayor has ordered the chief of police to

close all saloons at five p.ai." When a

distinguished anti-imperialist was chidden

for possessing few facts concerning the

Philippines, he replied : "We don't go

much on facts. AVe flatter ourselves that

^\•e have got hold of some eternal princi-

ples."

In his autobiography the late Charles

Francis Adams, who magnificently repre-

sented New England in the uprightness

of liis character, and misrepresented it

outrageously with his pen, quotes a letter

in which Lowell observed, "The Adamses
ha\e a genius for saying even a gracious

thing in an ungracious way." Instead of

resenting it, Mr. Adams returned thanks

for the moral and esthetic gratification it

afforded, and there are reformers, I sus-

pect, wlio glory in their "disagreeable

goodness." W^hen a new administration

comes in, they "hope for the worst."

Cheerfully they protest, "Whatever is, is

wrong." Forgive them. They inherit re-

form from bygone generations. It runs

in their blood. By comparison, it runs

thin ; hardly a _;':rcat social movement but

originated in New England, hardly a

Well-sweeps and old uaken buckets
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great social movement but has progressed

more triumphantly outside New England

tlian within it. So a quest of the New
England conscience leads to Oklahoma or

Kansas, if reform gives the clue, and truth

to tell, reform is of many clues the least

enlightening. I know a hundred better;

let me cite only one.

Not long ago a transplanted Westerner

in New England went insane, developing

a homicidal tendency along with others as

unpleasant. Thereupon a New England

Unitarian took the lunatic into his own
house. They w^ere friends, it is true, but

not intimates. No special responsibility

prompted the measure. It was an affair

of gratuitous, deliberate, and, as the world

views such things, wholly uncalled-for

benevolence. Nothing I have ever ob-

served in New England has seemed so rep-

resentative of the New England character

at its best. Show me a New England

conscience, and I will show you a sensi-

tiveness to obligation and a courage in

fulfilling it that are rare upon earth and

as splendid as rare. The same Lowell

who twitted the Adamses wrote else-

where, 'Taith in God, faith in man, faith

in work— this is the short formula in

which we may sum up the teachings of the

founders of New England." Multitudes

are still loyal to those teachings. Charities

teem in New England. So do all good

deeds. If occasionally her reformers seem

a bit wrong-headed, their hearts are right.

Watching New England for twenty-

eight years, what have I seen? A blue-

stocking? The lady who reads Plato in

trolley-cars and whose favorite amuse-

ment is puttering with calculus came to

New England from Iowa. An aristocrat?

On the contrary, a democrat. A prude?

The national uprising against "Une mati-

nee de Septembre" originated not in New
England, but in "gay" New York. A
saint ? Yes, there is sanctity in New Eng-

land, if by sanctity you mean devotion to

the fine, brave, wholesome ideals of

Minnesota, Maryland, Ohio, or Missouri.

Also, there is villainy, just as everywhere.

There is less ignorance than elsewhere.

There is vulgarity, a trace of it. Where
is there not? Take her "by and large,"

as the New-Englanders say, and you find

her—American. Strange, then, that a

race that fought and bled to vanquish se-

cession should have secession thrust upon

them! It amounts to that. Outsiders
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they are, aliens in their own country.

New England's "barefoot boy with cheek

of tan" no longer hopes to be President.

America no longer considers New Eng-

land. To the West she represents the

"effetest East." To the South she is occa-

sionally a plague, the rest of the time a

m} th. Only by courtesy, not to say chiv-

alry, do we include her in "the United

States of America and of New England."

Then is hers a painful plight, and are

Americans justified in intoning, "From
battle, murder, sudden death, and being a

New-Englander, good Lord, deliver us"?

For her own part, she is "nicely, thank

you," unaware of her isolation, and, in the

main, unaware of America. At intervals

she visits an overgrown trading-post called

New York. Twice in a lifetime she ^•isits

Washington. Occasionally she is re-

minded of the West by the arrival of Mr.

Bryan or "loi Ranch" or dividends from

some canon, gulch, or coulee in Nevada.

To paraphrase her playful humorist, "Ig-

norance of America is one of the branches

taught in New England's public schools."

When she thinks of America, as happens

now and then, she marvels at its extreme

provincialism. One might imagine her a

suburb of Europe, facing east, not west.

She goes abroad because she believes in

"seeing her own country first." Far from

considering herself a Brittany, lost in a

forgotten corner of America, New Eng-

land has rather the sensation of being a

Britain, apart from the mainland, praises

be! and "a durn sight" better. Happy
New England ! When I asked an Eng-

lish girl how it felt to be English, she

said with warmth, "It feels jolly good."

So here. And yet New-Englanders

have their anxieties, some merely illusory,

some based upon conditions little short of

alarming. With age comes decay. After

ten generations a community begins to

fear that "the stock has run out," and in

certain districts of rural New England it

would appear that precisely this has be-

fallen. It is less a question of abandoned

farms than of abandoned farmers. While
no one pretends that such instances are at

all broadly representati\e, there are fish-

ing villages where in forty years no mar-
riage has occurred, and farming villages

where couples separate without divorce

and form new alliances without the aid

of clergy. Here and there inbreeding re-

sults in deformity, idiocy, and criminality.

This has gone so far that the problem to-

day is, "How to protect the cities against

the country?"

Says President Hyde, "Poor land and

rich water make New England a manu-

facturing community." Her hill towns,

now decadent, ought never to have been

built. Those rocky, infertile upland fields

forbade the use of agricultural machinery

and presupposed slave labor; that is, boys

compelled to work for their fathers with-

out hire. When that ceased, ruin began,

increasing as the West outrivaled New
England in raising cattle, sheep, hogs,

corn, wheat, and what-not besides. Rail-

roads developed her valleys, depleting her

hills. Great towns grew up, and thither

fled her peasantry. In formerly prosper-

ous rustic hamlets the weak and stupid

remained, to breed a race of poor whites.

This continues, though optimists have

pointed to many a hill town still thriving,

and feign to believe that modern innova-

tions— bicycles, trolley-cars, automobiles,

telephones, graphophones— wn'll somehow

rescue the others.

But what New England faces is not de-

cadence, primarily; it is transition. "If

you will have an omelet," said Napoleon,

"you must break some eggs," and when
poor land and rich water turn a vast farm

into a vast mill, some incidental tragedies

will occur. For a time, that is; then ap-

plied ingenuity steps in, A federation of

railroad presidents, bankers, governors,

economists, and industrialists has recently

undertaken to mend the broken eggs. If

poor land exists, so does rich land, with a

hopeful outlook for intensive farming.

Why dread transition? Like Henry

James, New' England is "all transitions,'"

and has mostly braved it through.

At New Bedford, note the familiar car-

toon : two pictures; a group of whalemen,

a group of mill operatives; caption, "Spin-

ning Yarns, Old Style; Spinning >':irns,



" Graveyards still cumber the busine

New Style." Salem, once a port, is now
a factory. Boston, enriched by its East

India trade, has seen a richer trade sup-

plant it. Along the coast of Maine ship-

building has declined, yet the lobster has

risen in price from a nickel to sometimes

a dollar, and the sea is "red with him,"

while the shore is green with suminer

;s portion of a New England city
'"

hoarders. In Gloucester, where Kipling's

"captains courageous" have turned Nova-

Scotian or Portuguese, New-Englanders

find better jobs on land.

This racial transition, as noticeable

elsewhere in New England, what will it

make her? New France? New Pales-

tine? New Erin? Whole towns seem

:)1
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French-Canadian. Sa\'e for Scotch-Cana-

dian trained nurses, New England would

die of her "never-get-overs." Hebrews in-

crease and multiply ; one hears of "Har-

vard Jewniversity." If Germans are rare,

Italians, Poles, Greeks, Armenians, and

Syrians abound. The Children's Settle-

ment in Boston attracts twenty-two dif-

ferent nationalities. Alien anarchists,

hunted out of Paterson, New Jersey, took

refuge in New England. Lawrence is a

foreign legion, a Midway, a Babel; its

device, "No God, no country." Thus far,

however, only the Irish have come as con-

querors. They are everywhere; as my
friend Terence would say, "All the harps

from here to heaven, an' divil a native

dares touch wan av thim."

Of necessity Boston's mayor is Irish.

Among the stateliest new churches in

New England many are Catholic. The
lovely new English Gothic tower on Uni-

versity Heights surmounts an Irish col-

lege. Socially, a vague barrier separates

cultivated Irish families from cultivated

New England families ; it is vanishing

;

soon it will be no more. Once cross it,

and you find the Irish spirit not only buoy-

ant, but modest. In an old New England

town, while dining with an Irish house-

hold, I spoke of my adventures in the

steerage during a penniless trip abroad

years ago. "Don't mention the steerage!"

cried my hostess. "Jt\' 're too near it!"

There, in her dignified mansion, with all

her cultivation and brilliancy and charm,

she could say tluit!

New Erin is not impending. It has

arrived. Yet, although stimulated some-

what by Irish jollity and pluck and tor-

mented somewhat by Irish politicians.

New England remains unchanged. Them-
selves conquered, the conquerors have be-

come New-Englanders, and here and

there the most devout conservators of

beans and the broad (i.

But meanwhile a subtler invasion pro-

ceeds from New York City. If Rhode

Island has its Newport, the New Eng-

land hills have a dozen. There are Bos-

tonians whose dream is to dance in pink

coats at a hunt ball. A new aristocracv,
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with Fifth Avenue ideals, has sprung up

alongside the old aristocracy of blue blood.

Nor is this all. New York magazines

and newspapers, New York plays, and

New York fashions tend gradually to un-

dermine New England traditions. Comic
weeklies published in New York ridicule

New England. Read once, the jokes

prompt only some such retort as "You
think so, do you? Then the laugh is on

you." Read a hundred times, they breed

a definite uneasiness. Moreover, rene-

gade New-Englanders return from "the

city," and jeer New England's conserva-

tism. That cuts. It is dangerously near

"twitting on facts."

True, New England's old-fogy stone

walls are fast coming down, to make villas

for outsiders. Her ancient farm-houses

catch fire and are not rebuilt. Her an-

cient stage-coaches are being replaced by

motors. The village "store," once

crammed with everything from Bunker

Hill chocolate-drops to beaver hats de-

moded in the days of Daniel Webster, has

fallen victim to the mail-order atrocity.

But deer now and then invade her towns.

Rattlesnakes still lurk in her hills. Not
long ago an owl spent a happy week on

the flagstaff over Boston's city hall. Here

and there a town-crier survives. Here

and there a great, swollen population re-

mains a village, with "stXtctinen" and an

annual town-meeting. Cambridge has not

yet outgrown its countless, clamorous fire-

bells. Graveyards still cumber the busi-

ness portion of a New England city.

These picturesque antiquities, all told, are

a shock and a grief to strangers visiting

New England. Oh, logical strangers!

Having come for glimpses of Plymouth

Rock, Concord, Lexington, and the House
of Seven Gables, they rail at a New Eng-

land somewhat less than up to date and

"classy." Logic or no logic, it strikes

them that New England, the home of re-

formers, is of all American or pseudo-

American communities the one most need-

ing reform.

Well, perhaps. She treasures some

comical enough railways, some scandalous

prisons, and. in .Massachusetts, a s\stem
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permitting an occasional outlandish quack tant," she displays "the caution of her

to practise medicine. She denies her wo- convictions." These are few, the chief

men the vote, is in doubt as to coeduca- being, "Better safe than sorry."

tion. In business as "near" as she is "dis- For an American to settle in New Eng-
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land may seem about as placid an adven-

ture as adopting a maiden aunt, but I

shall not defend my course by citing the

specious fling, "In New England the main

thing lacking is New England." Ohio,

Minnesota, Iowa, and the far Northwest,

so one hears, have communities more

"New Englandy" than Massachusetts it-

self. All her life my grandmother was an

intense New-Englander, having been ex-

posed England for the first time

at the age of eighty-seven. Yet if there are

colonists more loyal than the king, his

Majesty is not on that account a traitor.

"Gumption," humor, "hoss-sense," and

principle, with a saving dash of the Old
Nick, still thrive in New England. To
these add versatility. She wins base-ball

pennants and literary prizes, is m,ore and

more a factory, more and more a park,

more and more a school. Among her

notables, what variety! A Charles W.
Eliot and a John L. Sullivan ; a Brandeis,

a Lodge, a Lawson, a Gelett Burgess.

She is all ages; where four New-England-

ers meet, four centuries may also meet.

For, while there are natives living in the

days of Increase Mather, of John Han-

cock, of Tom Reed, or of Ralph Adams
Cram, not a few inhabit the twenty-first

century. Anywhere in New England

talk enlists contributions from Heaven

knows how many different periods. Often

they unite in the same person, here a Puri-

tan, there a Bohemian, in spots a Briton,

with traces of the scholar, the philistine,

and the wag; he is a moral and intellec-

tual condensed vaudeville. I love -him.

To an outsider the past speaks loudest.

The native, however antiquated tempera-

mentally, regards it but little. When
Ponkahassett announces its two-hundred-

and-fiftieth anniversary, he exclaims,

"Where in creation is Ponkahassett?"

When a tootle of trumpets from the bel-

fry at "Brimstone Corner" makes pedes-

trians glance up, they mutter perplexedly,

"Is it a hundred years since something?"

In New England the historic is a kind of

stage scenery, a genial background for liv-

ing figures. Barring the flies that come

down its immense chimneys, I enjoyed my

century-old house; as a student, I enjoyed

idling in Thanatopsis Glen; later on, it

was pleasant to stroll past a mansion

\\here Dr. Smith wrote "My Country
't is of Thee" and another where Mrs.

Stowe wrote "Uncle Tom's Cabin," or

to look out on Lowell's "Elmwood" or on

the Old South Meeting-house. New
England's May baskets, her Christmas

waits and Christmas candles, her Hallow-

e'en witches, her "licensed victuallers,"

and her "Private Ways, Dangerous," her

immemorial proverbs and counting-out

rhymes, her family crests, her "shag" cats

descended from Persian Tabithas brought

home by ancient mariners long dead, her

steamboats named for Puritan worthies

and characters in Longfellow— fascinat-

ing, all that. But I soon ceased to think

New England a class in archaeology. She

is too sizzling a caldron of modern, not to

say ultra-modern, American ideas, and

some without kindred, date, or country.

A Danish baron (of whom the less told,

the better) once remarked to me: "I un-

derstand your liking for New England.

I, too, prefer to live in another country

near my own," yet I withheld the ex-

pected "Amen." True, New England is

near America. Moreover, Americans

flock there, "city" people stoutly repeating

"N' York 's the place," plainsmen grum-

bling because hills "shut them in" and the

sea "wiggles and makes them nervous,"

Southerners out of temper with the one

Boston hotel that would lodge the maker

of Tuskegee. To them New England

seems foreign, whereas of all communities

it is the most compendiously American,

summing up America's whole past, illus-

trating its whole present, so that every

American impulse leaves somewhere its

mark upon New England's mind and

character. Never once have I felt like an

expatriate. And I notice among scoffers

a vague envy of the native. Have they

an uncle by marriage whose second cousin

thrice removed possessed a great-grand-

father who was born in New England ?

The scandal is not concealed.

Step up, gallants! The national \\all-

flower is past her first youth, I grant \()ii.
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walls and windint' lanes'

hut there is ginger in her still. A New-

England dame, eightj-two jears old, and

lately relieved of lifelong responsibilities.

is now learning to swim. Have no fear.

The alleged, "blue-stocking, aristocrat, and

prude" will be slangy at times and hail-

fellow-well-met and more or less a terror.

She is everything, plus everything else,

and in addition a thing utterly elusive.

In the ateliers of the Quartier Latin

you will hear that an American painter

once gathered his fellow-artists around

him and batle them name the defect in his

picture. They studied it, debated it. ap-

plied this test and that, but reached no

verdict until finally one of them cried out

:

"Ah, I have it! It lacks a certain Genesee

squaw." In New England, the "certain

Genesee squaiv" is the chief of many vir-

tues. You value New-Englanders less for

what they know than for what they have

forgotten, less for what they say and do

than for their frequent mastery of the fine

and delicate art of being. In New Eng-
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land at her best \ou find an atmosphere

of autumnal mellowness and completion

deliciously satisfying to the affections, yet

teasing the intellect by defying it to arrive

at precise definition. It has been my prW-

ilege to know New-Englanders of whom
the world was not worthy. Still less wor-

thy am I to w^rite their epitaphs.

I have summered the New-Englanders

and wintered them ; the> wear. I have

fought with them, and made it up. I have

tried Montana— Paris, too— and been

willing to return. Nowhere am I freer.

One can spend little or much, dress as he

chooses, know whom he will, devour beans

or spurn them, dig potatoes, clams, or

Greek roots, and be "a man for a' that"

among friends somewhat slow to take

hold, but incapable of letting go. As

warm-hearted as the Montanians, they are

as liberal ; at moments I have come near

saying, ''The further East you go, the

further West you get." I love the West.

I love the South. Accident, not choice,

brought me to New England. In her own
quaint phrase, I "like here."

In (Gloucester, where Kipling's 'c:i[)tains cuuiuyeous ' lune turiu'd

Xova-Scotian or Portuguese"



What is National Spirit?

By JAMES HARVE\ ROBINSON
Author of " Mediaeval and Modern Times,' ^ew Mistory, etc.

IF one looks up the word "nationality"

in the most recent edition of the "En-

cyclopicdia Britannica," he finds twelve

lines about a "somewhat vague term" used

in international law. He will also find a

little about national anthems, more about

national workshops, and most about na-

tional debts. Beyond this his curiosity

w ill remain unsatisfied.

Suddenly, in August, 1914, this neg-

lected term assumed a terrible signifi-

cance. Previously the spirit of nationality-

had been accepted as on the whole a noble

thing, although, like other noble things,

it appeared to be a nuisance at times; but

when all the chief states of Europe rushed

at one another's throats in the name of

nationality, all thoughtful outsiders began

to wonder whether the current favorable

estimate of the emotion could be right

when it gave rise to such unprecedented

woes. Those who had come to regard

war as a form of criminal stupidity un-

worthy of our age could not but question

tlie excuses offered by nationality for per-

petuating armed conflicts between civi-

lized peoples. If nationality causes war,

they argued, then nationality must be a

wicked thing, which should be got rid of

altogether, or so far modified as to lose its

ugly traits. But, on the other hand, the

national spirit is only patriotism in its

modern form, and we have been taught

from infancy that no sentiment can more

safely be encouraged, since none is wor-

thier of man or more pleasing to God,

than love of country. All national an-

thems substantiate this.

There is, however, nothing exceptional

in this case of a cherished emotion which

produces fearful disasters. Patriotism re-

sembles religion and love in this respect.

To tile candid historical student the evil

vv^orkings of religion are, to say the least,

far more conspicuous and far more read-

ily demonstrated than its good results.

And as for love, St. Paul's eulogy in l

Corinthians, 13, might fairly and squarel\-

be reversed, since we observe in practice

that love is unkind, vaunting itself and

seeking its own, provoked on the slightest

pretense; that it readily imagines all evil,

bears little, and behaves itself most un-

seemly.

National feeling is obviously only a

conspicuous instance of those corporate en-

thusiasms which are spontaneously gener-

ated so soon as one recognizes himself to

be a member of a group. Whether one

belongs to the French Institute, is a

Daughter of the Revolution, a brakeman

on the B. & O., a delegate to the Eu-

charistic Congress, is rooting for Harvard,

or ascending his genealogical tree, he finds

his personality agreeably expanding. Pal-

try, diffident, and discontented "I" be-

comes proud and confident "We." So

precious is this extension and exaltation

of our individual life and achievement

that it is commonly quite uncritical. We
do not ordinarily ask what merit of ours

led to our admission to the group, or what

we are doing as a member to justify our

taking credit to ourselves for what our

fellow-members may accomplish. We
share honor and dishonor, success and fail-

ure, remote as we may be personally from

any influence in bringing them about.

Man is invincibly social in his make-up,

and his craving for group gratifications

and loyalties is so urgent that nothing

seems to him more noble in his nature

than his corporate joys and sorrows.

The reason that we are invincibly so-

cial in our aspirations appears to be a

very simple one. By a process extending

through hundreds of thousands of years

the uncompanionable people have been

largely eliminated by what is known in

biology as natural selection. While we
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know nothing of the social life of our

paleolithic ancestors except by inferences

from the habits of modern savages, it is

safe enough to assume that they lived in

groups ; for it seems as if otherwise they

could not have survived or have developed

the beginnings of civilization, since civili-

zation is essentially a product of group

efcistence. For various reasons it is also

safe to assume that the groups engaged in

sufficiently constant and bloody warfare

with one another to forward a process of

selection which would in the long run

favor the survival of those groups in

which the cooperative spirit happened to

be best developed and the extinction of the

groups which proved deficient in those

qualities which hold men together in a

common enterprise.^

Whatever we think of war, I do not

see how we can possibly get away from

the fundamental historical fact that we
are all descended from a long line of sav-

age ancestors who fought well and liked

to fight. Modern nations are sprung from

groups which developed those social char-

acteristics of cooperation and loyalty

which made for successful attack and de-

fense; for this was as essential to their

survival and the propagation of their kind

as getting enough to eat. This will seem

very disheartening to some readers, but it

is only another way of saying that, his-

torically, cooperative pugnacity has played

a decisive role in making us by nature a

kind of animal given to ready and enthu-

siastic social organization.

Man is then a uarring animal, but this

does not mean that he is by nature a fight-

ing animal. As Dr. Frederick Woods
has recently emphasized, the individual

fighting instinct is, from a social point of

view, opposed to the gregarious warring

instinct. The quarrelsome man who read-

ily resorted to personal violence would be

1 Professor V^eblen, "The Instinct of Workman-
ship," p. 123, urges wit-h force that the old assumption

that human tribes have from the first been engaged in

chronic warfare cannot be satisfactorily proved, and that

the progress of civilization presupposes sufficiently peaceful

conditions to generate it. I express myself guardedly on

this point, and do not wish to exaggerate the influence ot

war, which is after all but one aspect of our complex gre-

garious nature.
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promptly recognized as a nuisance. "The
natures that have not been willing to

adapt themselves to the environment of

groups have been weeded out."- Miscel-

laneous and informal killing within the

group could not be tolerated without re-

ducing the chances of the group's victory

in the next conflict with its neighbors. I

think that this distinction will bring con-

solation to many who are conscious of the

most pacific attitude toward their fellows.

Men are ordinarily peaceful within their

group, or at least do not exhibit their in-

dividual pugnacity in any deadly form

;

but let the ancient, inherited group spirit

be aroused, and the most highly cultivated

men will rush to arms, encouraged by the

most highly cultivated women.
Defense of one's group is accordingly a

human instinct, not a matter of culture,

as are most things we call "human na-

ture." "The instinct is there simply be-

cause it is an instinct and therefore like

all instincts inherited in the germ-plasm

of the race. It matters not whether a

man's immediate ancestors did or did not

actually take part in warfare."'" Most
modern biologists hold out no hope of les-

sening the strength of the gregarious war

instinct, for it would still be there in un-

diminished force should generations pass

without indulging in war. Our attitude

should be that of full appreciation of the

intimate and original connection between

group cooperation, so precious and indis-

pensable to man, and the instinct to defend

the group or advance its interests by vio-

lence, which is ^^ar.

II

We did not start out to discuss war,

but nationality. But it is the present great

war that has forced nationalit)^ on our

attention, and the reason for this is now
apparent. The group spirit shows itself

in two directions: within the group it is

marked by friendly cooperation and loy-

alty, by an exaggerated esteem of the

group's achievements and delight in re-

: Woods a

luction.

•\h\A., p.

Is W. Dii ig-'
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calliiifi; that one is a member of it; but all

these traits are tremendously intensified

by conscious rivalry with other groups,

especially by actual or apprehended at-

tacks from without. Patriotism is made

up of two quite different things, love of

one's country and dislike and deprecia-

tion of foreign peoples. Unhappily, the

latter is the more vivid and luireasoning

sentiment when once aroused. A man
who exhibited no public spirit and con-

sistently dodged his taxes in times of peace

might find himself hurrying off to the

trenches at the bugle's sound, urged on by

an innate property of his nature of which

he himself had not suspected the existence.

The war-dance is in our blood. And this

is no mere figure of speech, but a well-

authenticated scientific conclusion, backed

up by adequate historical and anthropo-

logical observation. As Mr. Max East-

man points out: "The disposition of Eu-

ropean people, grouped in nations, to

wage war when their nation is threatened,

and to believe it threatened upon a very

light excuse, seems to be fixed in the ner-

\()us tissue, like self-preservation itself.

Men who would not contribute a peace-

able eight cents to the public weal, drop

their cash, credit, and commercial pros-

pects and go toss in their lives like a song

at the bidding of an alien abstraction

called the state." We should never un-

derstand this did we not realize that this

abstraction called the state, alien as it may
seem to most of our every-day interests

and longings, is the modern equivalent of

the tribal group in which our hunting an-

cestors formed the nature which they

transmitted to us, their descendants.

On the surface, nationalism, as we meet

it to-day, is a highly sophisticated product

of theories and assumptions about racial

characteristics of particular peoples as de-

duced from their supposed innate temper-

aments, their past achievements in war,

literature, art, religion, and commerce.

Underlying it, however, is the never-dy-

ing primitive impulse of tribal solidarity

to which it can be traced back step by step,

a crude, uncritical, instinctive thing,

shared in all probability by all the peoples

now existitig on the face of the globe,

whatever their stage of civilization, com-

mon to Bushmen and aboriginal Austra-

lians and to Germans, French, and Eng-

lish of the most highly educated classes.

But the fact that nationalism is a mani-

festation of a compelling instinct in no

way detracts from the interest and impor-

tance of its historical development. Like

the still more ancient and compelling sex

instinct, it shows itself in manifold ways,

and may be subjected to a process of "sub-

limation," such as is recommended in our

efforts to reduce and control the demoral-

izing results of sexual attraction.

Patriotism, the love of one's terra pa-

tria, or natal land, is a recent thing. Dur-
ing far the greater part of his existence

man has wandered over the earth's face

as a hunter and can hardly have had any

sweet and permanent associations with the

tree or rock under which he was born.

But the forerunners of territorial emotion

were the group loyalties of the tribe,

clan, family, and totemistic group, in

whatever order and with whatever pecu-

liarities these may have originated and

come to exist side by side. Even when,

ten thousand years ago, agriculture began

to hold men to one spot until a crop could

be garnered, there were still many rea-

sons beside ancient habit for keeping them

moving.

The first records of emotions which

may properly be called national are to be

found in the Old Testament. The twelve

confederated tribes of Israel (or at least

what was left of them after the exile) in

Judea and the diaspora possessed a lively

and varied conviction of common inter-

ests, a common origin, and a glorious fu-

ture. The Greek towns and their colo-

nies, scattered as they were, had not only

their local patriotism, but a general feel-

ing of superiority' and a certain theoreti-

cal solidarity indicated by the comprehen-

sive name Hellenes. Of the love of coun-

try the Roman writers have much to say.

Cicero declares that of all social bonds

those that unite each of us with the com-

monwealth are the dearest and strongest.

"Parents are dear, children are dear, as
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are our relatives and friends; but our fa-

therland embraces in itself all our love

for every one" ("De officiis," I, xvii, 57).

The writings of the Stoics, together with

some passages in the later Hebrew proph-

ets, afford us the earliest conscious protests

against patriotism. The vast extension of

the Roman Empire and the incoming of

cosmopolitan religions, such as Mithraism,

proselyting Judaism, Neoplatonism, and

Christianity, must have undermined the

older patriotism which had grown up in

the city states, for this could not fail to

suffer from the rivalry of these more in-

clusive competing loyalties.

The Middle Ages had their special

group loyalties, corresponding to the

manor and the monastery, the commune
and the gild, together with the supreme

mystical entity of the Holy Catholic

Church. The shifting feudal combina-

tions and the weakness of the kings must

have left little scope for anything corre-

sponding to modern national feeling.

There is, so far as I know, no history

of nationalism. If there were, it would

have to take into account, by way of in-

troduction, and among other things, the

somewhat obvious examples of the mani-

festations of the group spirit which I have

been hastily reviewing. The next step

would be to trace the development of the

modern national state. This we are wont

to distinguish and set off from the fiefs

and towns of which it was gradually com-

pounded, from the cosmopolitan Roman
Empire, and from the ancient city states,

as well as from what we rather vaguely

call the Oriental despotisms. It is clear

that our present national emotions have

to do with the national state, but I am in-

clined to think that the state came first

and then the emotion. For, if we neglect

anomalous Switzerland and perhaps Hol-

land, the national states have all grown
up about a dynasty. Instead of national

feeling, we have to reckon with the sub-

jects' loyalty to their king. Backed by

their faithful subjects, the kings fought

one another for increased territory. They

did not advance national or racial claims,

but put forward the rights of birth or of

feudal succession. Regardless of race and

language, the English kings subjugated, or

sought to subjugate, Wales, Scotland, Ire-

land, and the whole of western and south-

ern France. The French kings laid claim

to England, and at times sought to ex-

tend their dominion over the western Ger-

man regions and over northern and south-

ern Italy. The rulers of Spain held Por-

tugal for a time, as well as portions of

southern Italy. The German Hapsburgs

have always shown themselves singularly

indifferent to race, language, and histori-

cal traditions in building up the mongrel

empire over which they now hold sway.

Religious schisms have from time to time

offered excuses for territorial aggrandize-

ment. The doctrine of the balance of

power has had its influence, and the

French kings have urged that of "natural

boundaries," geographical, however, rather

than racial. So it would seem that the

national spirit has not been conspicuous

among the various forces which have pro-

duced the modern system of states. Down
to the end of the eighteenth century race,

language, and common traditions were

not much considered in the actual and at-

tempted redistributions of territory, and

they have often enough been neglected

since that time. So I conclude that what-

ever forces may have served to generate

the national state, the national spirit can

scarcely be one of them;^ things happened

the other way round : large states having

come into existence through the enter-

prises of monarchs and their ministers,

due, perhaps, to altering economic condi-

tions, these larger territorial states have

served to stimulate the ancient and ever-

abiding instinct of tribal solidarity in a

novel manner, with novel justifications.

I am impressed, however, with the great

complexity of the whole situation, which

I make no pretense of analw.ing. 1 ()nl\-

want to point out a few historical facts

which will have to be considered in at-

lln the case of the final unification of Germany and

Italy, which toolc place in 1870-71, there can be no doubt

that national spirit played an important role.
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temptinti; to trace the dtn elopnieiit of na-

tionalism as we now know it.

So long as states were composed of sub-

jects rather than of citizens, the modern

emotions of nationality could scarcely de-

velop. Nationality, in our meaning of

the term, is a concomitant of another mis-

tical entity, democracy. The French

Revolution began, it is true, in a period

of philosophic cosmopolitanism,— since

that was the tradition of the philosophcs.

— and the French armies undertook to

liberate other peoples from their tyrants

in the name of the rights of tnan. not of

nations. But Napoleon, in a somewhat

incidental and left-handed fashion, did so

much to promote the progress of both

democratic institutions and of nationality

in western Europe that he may, in a

sense, be regarded as the putative father

of them both. His plebiscites were empty

things in practice, but they loudly acknow-

ledged the rights of peoples to decide on

vital matters. He was a friend of consti-

tutions— so long as he himself made them.

Then his attempt to seat brother Joseph

on the Spanish throne produced a really

national revolt, and led to the Spanish

constitution of 1812 and all its later re-

vivals and imitations. In Italy he stirred

a desire for national unity and the expul-

sion of the foreigner which had been dor-

mant since the days of Machiavelli's hope-

less appeal. He is the founder of modern

Germany. He succeeded in a task which

had baffled German emperors from the

days of Otto the Great; for in 1803 he so

far consolidated her disrupted territories

that the remaining states, enlarged and

strengthened, could in time form a strong

union and become a great international

power. His restrictions on the size of the

Prussian army after his victory at Jena

suggested to Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, and

Boyne a subterfuge which made Prussia

the military schoolmaster of Europe, and

is now costing millions of lives offered up

in the cause of nationality.

Not only was Prussia modernized by

the abolition of serfdom and the old

class system, but the first golden-mouthed

spokesman of nationality was summoned

from liis philosophic speculations to cele-

brate the glories of Deutschthum. In the

fourth and fifth of his never-to-be-forgot-

ten addresses delivered after the battle of

Jena, Fichte deals with the salient difrer-

cnces between the Germans and the other

peoples of western Europe. That portion

of the Germans who have remained in

their original dwelling-place possess, he

contends, an autochthonous strength and

potentiality which assures them a natural

supremacy. As an I'rvolk they have an

Irsprache which can trace its unbroken

history back to the first uttered syllable.

The German speech alone has from the

beginning been a spontaneous outpouring

of natural power ; in comparison with it

all other western European languages are

mere corrupt makeshifts. They are dead

things compared with the ever-living Ger-

man, with its roots deep in the original

soil from which it sprang. Zwischen Le-

ben und Todt findet gar keine Fergleich-

ung statt. Since language makes the man
rather than man the language, the studious

German can master the other languages

of Europe so that he understands them

better than those who have spoken them

from childhood ; he can comprehend the

foreigner better than the foreigner under-

stands himself. But the foreigner can

hope to understand a German only by

most painfully acquiring his language, and

no alien will succeed in adequately trans-

lating German in its deeper meanings.

This original language, with its funda-

mental adaptation to express fully all

thoughts and aspirations, is the firm bond

which holds the Germans together and

gives the nation a profound unity and un-

derstanding. They alone have the true

earnestness and purpose that are essential

to realizing a system of national educa-

tion which will result in the highest mo-

rality (reine Sittlichkeit) . Unlike other

nations, its leaders impart all their dis-

coveries to the people at large instead of

using their superior ability to exploit the

people as a blind instrument for the pro-

motion of their own selfish ends. Thanks
to their language and all that it implies,

the Germans can look forward to \istas of
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future progress, whereas other peoples can

do no more than cast their eyes back to

golden ages which can never recur for

them.

The claims which Fichte makes for in-

herent German superiority were carried

somewhat further in some directions by

Hegel in his celebrated "Philosophy of

History," based upon a series of lectures

first delivered at Berlin during the winter

semester of 1822-23. He describes the mi-

grations of the world spirit which found

its first incarnation among the ancient

Persians, then sought its completer reali-

zation among the Greeks and Romans,

and finally settled permanently, so to

speak, among the Germans. To them,

Hegel says in his characteristic manner,

it assigned the role not merely of possess-

ing the idea of freedom, "but of produc-

ing it in free and spontaneous develop-

ments from their subjective self-conscious-

ness." "The German spirit," he claims,

"is the spirit of the new world. Its aim

is the realization of absolute truth as the

unlimited self-determination of freedom."

The Germans possess, moreover, a pe-

culiar national and seemingly untranslata-

ble quality, Gemi'ith. This the philoso-

pher luminously defines as that "undevel-

oped, indeterminate totality of spirit in

reference to the will, in which satisfaction

of soul is attained in a corresponding gen-

eral and indeterminate way." I infer that

he is speaking of something nice and that

the tribal instincts of his audience glowed

with complacency in the assurance of its

possession. A Frenchman has pointed out

a German trait which Hegel does not

mention, but upon which he always re-

lied ; namely, that in Germany the pa-

tience of the reader is always expected to

outrun the obscurity of the writer. Like

Fichte, Hegel assigned to the Germans a

peculiar power of leavening the whole lump
in which any of their race happened to he

placed.

It is impossible here to give further il-

lustrations of the manner in which Ger-

man confidence in German destiny and

Kultur have been fostered. I suspect that

no other nation equals the Germans in the

Grihidlichkiit and Plannuiss'ujkeU with

which the spirit of nationality has been

cultivated and wrought into education by

intellectual leaders.

In France a less turbid, but perhaps

equally wide and deep, stream of national

self-assurance could be traced if there

were time. It would be hard to outdo

Nisard's statement that in his effort to

portray the French spirit he finds himself

almost depicting reason itself. Honor and

glory, wit and clarity— these are always

conspicuous among the characteristics

which French writers discover in a pre-

eminent degree among their fellow-coun-

trymen.

But it is not my intention to call the

roll of European peoples, big and little,

who either have achieved political inde-

pendence, like the English, Spanish, Ital-

ians, and Russians ; or who, like the Poles,

Bohemians, Croatians, and the discon-

tented among the Irish, aspire to do so in

the name of nationality. The histories of

the various national spirits might of course

be written. They would serve to amuse

and sadden the philosophic reader. I ven-

ture to forecast that the theories of na-

tional peculiarities w^ould be found to be

conflicting and mutually exclusive, that

they would be based upon many a histori-

cal mistake and distortion, upon insolent

suppressions and arrogant exaggerations.

They would possess exactly the same

\alue as does a blind and ardent lover's

description of his mistress. Singing the

praises of one's tribe is the natural pastime

of a boastful savage. "When Caribs were

asked whence they came, they answered

:

'We alone are people!' The meaning of

the name Kiowa [|an Indian tribe now
settled in Oklahoma] is 'real or principal

people.' The Lapps call themselves 'men'

or 'human beings.' . . . The Tunguses

call themselves 'men.' As a rule it is

found that nature people call themselves

'men.' Others are something else— per-

haps not defined— but not real men." ^

The word Deutsch, according to Grimm,

had this meaning originally, and it is

amusing to note a certain complacency in
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German writers who point this out. Tlie

Franks, from whose name the French de-

rive theirs, appear to have thought the\

were "the free."

workings of tlie tribal spirit as the\- e\-

liihit themselves in tlie present Furopcan
(.-onHict.

We have all been shocked by the readi-

ness with which even intellectual persons,

especially German professors, lapsed, un-

der the stress of war, into the frame of

mind of a Carib or Laplander. But this

and other recent occurrences only pro\e

that we have expected too much. Our
ancient tribal instinct evidently retains its

blind and unreasoning characteristics de-

spite the fact that we are able nowadays,

by means of newspapers, periodicals, rail-

roads, and telegraphs, to spread it over

vast areas, such as are comprised in mod-

ern states like Germany, France, Russia,

and the United States.

When, by taking thought, exceptional

persons come to realize the facts which

we have been recalling and succeed in

transcending the Carib point of view, their

task is that of convincing their fellow-

countrymen that all men are really men.

Here they meet the great obstacle of dif-

ference in language, which cuts peoples off

from one another. Then the diplomatic

relations of modern states are inherited

from the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies when the diplomats were agents of

monarchs, scheming for territorial gains.

Moreover, to most of our fellow-men, pa-

triotism is a word that still falls most

sweetly on the ear. It may seem a crimi-

nal abomination in other tribes, but is a

most precious thing as we contemplate it

in our own. Many seemingly thoughtful

people resent even an analysis of it into

primitive pugnacity and gregariousness re-

inforced by "baby love" of one's earliest

environment and associations, together

with that agreeable sense of exaltation

which, as has been pointed out, the group

spirit engenders. Many educated persons

are temperamentally indisposed to analyze

cherished convictions and sanctified emo-

tions. There are, nevertheless, certain

•considerations that may serve to cheer

those who are cast down by the primitive

The chief quarrel with patriotism is its

innate tendency to precipitate war with

other groups upon the most trivial pre-

tenses. It is, in short, touchy and ugly in

its most constant and characteristic mani-

festation. So long as war was accepted

b> every one as man's noblest preoccupa-

tion, this would naturally be no objection

to patriotism. War might even be de-

graded to the status of a necessary evil

without leading to any criticism of patri-

otism, but if warfare is to be viewed as a

wholly gratuitous abomination, the way
will be opened for a recognition of the

common nature and interests of humanity

which it is the chief business of patriotism

to forget or obscure. Both the Stoics and

the Christians accepted in principle the

brotherhood of man, but so far as I know
this doctrine never checked a war, secular

or religious; and it is only in modern

times that two or three Christian sects,

bitterly persecuted and maligned by the

majority of Christians, have stood out

against war on principle, the Anabaptists,

the gentle Socinians, and, abo\e all, the

Quakers.

When, in 1726, V^oltaire visited Fng-

land, he was charmed with the simple re-

ligious beliefs of the Quakers and espe-

cially with their denunciation of war.

His "Letters on the English," published

immediately upon his return to France,

introduced his readers to the Society of

Friends and their pacifist doctrines. I

am inclined to think that anti-militarism

as a distinct and growing sentiment ma\'

be said to date from this time. So it has

not yet had two centuries in which to de-

\ elop plans and devices for countervailing

man's inbred bellicosity. The French

philosophes of the eighteenth centur\

often prided themselves on being citizens

of the world. The>- lauded the institu-

tions of the English, Persians, Chinese,

or Fiji Islanders as superior to those of

their native land. Their influence af-
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fected other European peoples. Voltaire

was invited to sojourn at the court of Ber-

lin, and it must fill modern German pa-

triots with chagrin to recollect that the

works of their greatest ruler are written

entirely in French. Catharine of Russia

showed the same eagerness to avail her-

self of French thought as did Frederick

the Great,

The development of the national spirit

in the early part of the nineteenth century

served to eclipse for a time the rather

theoretical cosmopolitan tendencies of the

eighteenth. But the progress of mechan-

ical invention was rapidly furnishing new

and substantial arguments against tribal

isolation by binding the whole world to-

gether with railroads, steamship lines, and

telegraphs. This in turn produced an un-

precedented amount of intercommunica-

tion and interdependence and a vast net-

work of commercial and financial rela-

tions, embracing all countries, civilized

and uncivilized. This is admirably illus-

trated by a recent writer who has com-

piled lists of international congresses, con-

ferences, and associations. These have

been organized to consider matters whicli

were regarded as of international impor-

tance, such as slavery, monc}', postal ser-

vice, copyright, opium trade, fur seals,

standard of time, bull-fighting, Grego-

rian chants, and maps of the world. Un-

official conferences have been held by

those interested in the grain trade, liats,

shoes, printing, glass-blowing, Alpine gar-

dens, indecent pictures, rhinolaryngology,

and protection against hail. "Intellectu-

als," abstinent priests, short-hand writers,

feminists, anti-vivisectionists, theosophists,

and pigeon fanciers have found their needs

of mutual solace and support transcending

the borders of their particular states.

Such congresses and conferences occurred

rarely before 1870. Their ever-increasing

frequency since the opening of the present

century is probably the most striking in-

dex of the strengthening sense of interna-

tional solidarity.^

The first peace conference was held in

1899. The Hague Tribunal, organized

in the same year, included representatives

of forty-one states. Here we have a di-

rect attack on the problem of reducing the

chances of war. It is noteworthy that the

Hague Conference did not have the nerve

to make questions of national honor mat-

ters subject to arbitration. Yet it is just

this particular kind of excuse for war
^\'hich should be most carefully considered

before mobilization.

It is not the purpose of this article to

offer suggestions as to means for control-

ling and sublimating the ancient instinct

of patriotism. I am inclined, however,

to think that any one who really acknow-

ledged and believed in the bottom of his

heart all the things which I have been re-

calling would scarcely be swept off his

feet by a wave of national emotion. If

that be true, then much can be accom-

plished through education. Of course the

native tendency cannot be eliminated, but

rival corporate enthusiasms can be estab-

lished to compete with the old, crude

tribal solidarity'. If tliere were a general

realization of tlie cooperative nature of

civilization and of the incalculable debt of

each generation to all preceding genera-

tions back to the \ery beginnings of hu-

man culture, it would serve to chasten our

national conceit. To the modern histori-

cal student, somewhat familiar with man's

long past and aware of the possibilities

of the next five hundred thousand years,

national arrogance appears well nigh as

farcical as the pomposity of an indixidual

man.

1 Faries, "The Rise of Internationalism," 1915,
Appendix.
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The Persistent Little F'ool

Hy VA N N \' K E M B L E JOHNSO N
Autluir of "They Both Nfcded It," "The Master of his F.ite, " etc.

Illustrations by George Wright

A WILD, soft rush as of some one slid-

ing down the baluster-rail, a faint

u hir as of quail rising from green coverts.

a presence not to be ignored in the door-

way
Hobson, taking his afternoon case on

the porch, threw Mrs. Roderick Ivor, his

hostess, and third cousin on the mother's

side, a glance of pained astonishment as he

rose to greet her niece Bina, his fourth

cousin, also on the mother's side.

"Why, this is a pleasant surprise, Bina,"

said Hobson, gloomily. "I thought you

would n't be here before August. You '\e

grown a lot. I suppose }ou still think you

want to be a trained nurse, hey?"

Bina was seventeen. She possessed to

o\erfiowing all the glow, the color, the

music, of that incomparable age. She

came forward and put out her hand with

a touching mixture of womanly assurance

and girlish timidity.

"How do you do. Cousin Hobson?"

said Bina, with the utmost propriety.

Hobson proffered his nice, comfortable

chair to Bina. He seemed about to cry.

He was reflecting on the fact that he, a

poor, city-distracted genealogist, had come

to Cedarclif^ hoping to find there peace and

quiet wherein to complete his great work.

"The Harrison Family."

"Pen 's crazy to see >ou, Bina," it came

to him to say ;
"1 believe he 's down by the

creek hunting you up."

"Oh." cried Bina, eagerly, "did you

bring little Pen with you, Cousin Hob?"
She turned her face, brimming Avith

color and light, on them for a brief mo-

ment as she ran down the steps. Her
smooth hand slione rosy in the sunlight as

she flung it up to hail Cousin Hob's little

boy.

He came tearing, almost as vi\id a

thing as Bina herself, all red cheeks,

bronze curls, and naked brown legs and

arms. Hobson and Kathy watched him

embracing Bina with rapture, two crea-

tures of deeper kin than that created by

simple family tics. After a long moment
of suspense for Hobson, little Pen drew

Bina toward the creek. She threw them

a longing glance as she went. She loved

to talk with Cousin Hobson ; but how
sweetly she went to play with Cousin Hob-

son's little boy instead!

Hobson grinned, and sank back in his

nice, comfortable chair with a sigh of re-

lief mingled with apprehension.

"I "11 ha\e your writing things taken to

the office," said Bina's thoughtful Aunt
Kathy.

"^Vhat good would that do?" asked

Hobson. Still, he considered the sugges-

tion, and said presently, "Well— suppose

you do, Kath."

Kathy said soothingly

:

"Poor old Hob! But never mind; she

won't be here next svnnmer to upset you."

Hobson sat erect.

"Do \ou mean that her mother has con-

sented to let that child enter a hospital?"

Kathy nodded.

"An innocent child— it 's indecent. It

should n't be allowed."

'Oh. goodness. Hobson : cried Kath\

".M.Vi' I come in?" asked Bina next morn-

ing.

Hobson, from his place at Ivor's desk

in the ancient, octagonal brick office near

the creek, blinked up at the peeping

brightness that was Bina's face; then he

leaned back and removed his eye-glasses.

"Have you got me in the book?" asked

Bina, advancing jo\ousl}-.

"Could I keep }ou out of it?" asked

Cousin Hobson, with the deadliest pes-

simism.

65
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"Oh, do show me!" cried Bina. "Do
let me see, Cousin Hob!"
With an ill-considered and desperate

gesture he snatched pages and pages of his

precious "Harrison Familj" (his mother

had been a Miss Harrison) out of Bina's

grasp. She stood still. The suns clouded

over in her gray e_ves ; her eager hands

dropped dead ; her color stormed.

Hobson felt like the meanest man he

had ever heard of. He pretended to be

searching among the sheets he had rescued.

"Here you are," he said, affecting

heartiness. "You come in here."

With precision and lucidity he ex-

plained the position of the tiny, fluttering

leaf which represented Bina on the wide-

spreading Harrison family tree.

He was effusively kind, to make up for

having been a brute. Bina immediately

came on in and settled herself among the

vine shadow's flecking the window-seat.

Past eleven, too late to be of any real

assistance, his young cousin, Roderick

Ivor, Jr., wandered by with his new set-

ter pup, and, in response to an implor-

ing glance from Hobson, invited Bina to

come and play with the pup. Hobson

looked after them as he settled the glasses

back on his fine Roman nose.

"Persistent little fool!" he said. He
bent to salvage the wreck of his morning.

Scarcely waiting to get Bina outside the

ofl[ice, Roddy asked in a matter-of-fact

tone:

"Why don't you let old Hob alone?"

"But I love to talk to persons older

than mj'self," said Bina. "All my best

friends are older than myself. My very

best girl friend is thirty-six years old."

"I would n't bother Hob too much,

though," said Roddy, staring. "He came

down here to be quiet, you know, and

finish his genealogy."

Roddy's tone evinced that respect for

literature, as applied to famil}- history.

proper to his twenty years.

"Did you ever know," asked Bina, not

appearing to hear a word Roddy said,

"that we had a doctor in our family, oh,

about two hundred years ago, who kept a

private graveyard for his patients?"

"Hob 's stringing you."

"He 's not. He showed it to me in the

book. It was really all right. Persons

came to him in their carriages from a

hundred miles around. And when they

died, as of course some of them did, he

just used to bury them in his graveyard to

save their families a whole lot of trouble,

^"ou can see for yourself that it would,

Roddy— in those days."

"All I say is," said Roddy, "that, rela-

tive or no relative, no doctor with a pri-

\ate graveyard could ever have had ?ny

patronage."

Bina continued enthusiastically:

"And we had another doctor, an aw-
fully young one, who cut off a man's leg

when there was n't the least need of it just

because he was perfectly crazy to try a

fine set of instruments he 'd won for a

prize. He told the man about it a long

time afterward, and they both thought it

a great joke."

"I hope," said Roddy, in his best elder-

brother manner, "that you did n't think it

a great joke, Bina?"

"No— just a 1-little one," murmured
Bina, with a deprecating, sidewise glance.

She struggled with laughter.

"Bina," said Roddy,— twin elder broth-

ers could not have said it more gravely or

affectionately,— "you are a splendid girl,

but you are too flippant about serious

things. I don't like it in you." He
stooped, picking up a stick and throwing it

for the puppy to bring.

Bina appeared rebuffed. They walked

along in silence. Presently Roddy looked

at her. She met the look with an eager,

wistful smile.

"But I '\e no business preaching to

\ou," said Roddy, coloring a bit. "It 's

just because \ou arc splendid, and I think

the world of >ou, that I 've got the nerve

to do it." He added, sniffing, "Smells

good, does n't it?"

Delectable odors were floating toward

them from the kitchen, where Miss Lizzie,

the housekeeper at Cedarcliff these twenty

years, sampled a kettle of blackberry-jam.

Roddy's sister Mary sat in a stately pose

on a flour barrel and stirred and stirred.
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The sunshine spilled brilliantly on the

brass rim of the big kettle and along the

freshly scoured white boards of the floor.

On a napkin in the window-seat reposed

a fresh baking of salt-rising bread.

"No, you don't, darling!" said Rodd>

.

He whisked off the second napkin, which

Miss Lizzie was carelessly casting over

her baking, and glanced around. "Where

's some butter?"

"Don't be such a kid, Roddy!" said

Mary. "That bread is for to-morrow.''

"And jam," said Roddy.
"/ would n't humor them that wa\-,

Miss Lizzie," said Mary.

"There, Honey," said Miss Lizzie to

Roddy.

"And do go away with it," said ALary,

"before you get crumbs all over the floor."

"Murry," said Rodd> , "you are getting

to be a regular Miss Prim."

"I 'd rather be a Miss Prim than a

baby," said Mary. She said it with an

eye on Bina, who stood munching bread

and jam and gazing with absent-minded

rapture into the bubbling depths of

the kettle. Tiny dark-red craters ap-

peared and disappeared fascinatingly as

Mary's stirrer advanced and receded.

Faint red reflections glowed and faded.

The beautiful odor grew so thick you

could have sliced it.

"Let me stir!" begged Bina, suddenly.

Mary pretended not to hear.

Bina's warm, insinuating hand curled

gently just above Mary's on the long han-

dle of the stirrer.

"Please, Bina!" said IVLiry, coldly. She,

too, glanced imploringly at Roddy ; but

Mary was not a distracted visiting gene-

alogist. With a wicked grin, Roddy

walked off.

"I wish jou would n't persist, Bina,"

said Mary, still more coldly.

"What harm can the child do?" asked

Kathy, strolling through on her way in

from a morning walk.

There it was again, thought Marj,

looking after her vanishing mother. Bina

did n't act in the least like company; but

if \ou did n't treat her like company, older

persons took that tone with you.

While she thought thus, licr hold on

the handle involuntarily relaxed, and it

was delivered into Bina's hands.

Bina invented a childish dance for her-

self as she retreated and advanced with

the stirrer. She lunnmed an air to do

the dance by.

"If you nil! stir, Bina," said Mary,

"get up on the barrel and stir properly."

Bina obediently clambered up on tlie

barrel.

"It 's getting thick now," said Mary.

"If you stop stirring for a moment it 's

liable to burn."

"Murry," called Roddy from the yard,

"Geoff wants you on the 'phone."

Mary blushed slowly and with dignity.

"Run along. Mistress Alary," sang

Bina.

Miss Lizzie had gone down into the cel-

lar to look up jars, and Mary hated to

leave Bina alone with the jam. She moved

reluctantly toward the door, looking back

the while.

"Bina," she began.

"Murry," mocked Bina.

"All the same," warned Mar\-, "don't

you let anything liappen to my jam, Bina

Harrison."

Mary was gone for a considerable time.

As she hung up the receiver she was aware

of a faintly different smell in the air. She

stalked to the kitchen, scorning to hurry;

besides, the mischief was done.

Bina looked up at Mary like a scared

little girl as she stood her ground to be

scolded.

"You iL'oiild be a persistent little fool,

Bina," said Mary. There was that in her

tone which sent Bina shivering out into

the July sunshine.

Later Roddy came on Bina moping in

the old school-room in the yard. She leaned

her elbows on a scarred deal table, and

gazed disconsolately on the cracked and

peeling globe which still had place there.

"Oh," said Roddy, "docs the world

look tliat bad to her?"

He pushed away the globe, sat on the

table edge, and patted her shoulder.

"How did it happen?" he asked in a

comforting tone.
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"I got to thinking out a patent stirrer,"

confessed Bina, unhappily ; "one you could

wind up, and set going while }'0u read.

And I guess I must ha\e stopped stirring

— for just a minute."

Roddy's head went back. His empty

masculine mirth echoed to Mary, ver\- hot

just then as she scraped the kettle. What
made the whole thing the more inexcus-

able was that the jam was not really badly

burned; just enough to spoil it, that was

;dl. Some persons would have poured it

into jars all the same. Mary thanked

Heaven she was not one of these. Irked

by Roddy's continuing laughter, she looked

across the yard to the old school-room, and

wondered how a girl could live seventeen

Nears and a boy twenty and yet have as

little common sense as Roddy and Bina.

"I SEE father down at the pasture," said

Roddy. "Shall we go and have a look at

June-bug, too?"

They strolled together to the pasture,

where Bina leaned over a bar and made

instant friends with June-bug, the little

brown mare with the temper.

"I don't believe she 's bad-tempered at

all," said Bina. She swung herself up on

tl'.e bar, and put out a coaxmg hand.

"Are you so wicked as all that, June-

bug?" asked Bina, caressingly.

June-bug appeared to shake

She came nearer and nibbled

pink fingers.

"/ don't believe a word of it," said Bina

to June-bug. She turned to Roderick I\or,

Sr."

"Oh, Uncle Rod, do let me ride her

this evening. See, we '\ e fallen in love

with each other."

"Not safe for )ou," said I\or. He
smiled at her indulgently. Horsemanship

was not Bina's chief accomplishment.

"Do take my part, Rodd\ . See how-

she loves me."

"Bina," said Roddy, "in ever}' situation

of this sort there should always be at least

one disinterested observer— for witness

later on." I\or and Roddy grinned at

each other.

"Old Lil 's safer for \ou," said Ivor.

her head,

at Bina's

"I '11 tell .\ou what. Uncle Rod," said

Bina, not appearing to hear a word I\or

was saying. "Let 's get her up to the

house, and I '11 ride her around the lawn.

If she does n't beha\t', 1 won't ask vou

again."

l\()r walked firmly forth from the in-

closure.

Roddy watched him with interest, not

\et ready to bet on Bina. Ivor certainly-

looked very determined. Bina said noth-

ing more. She merel\ slipped down from

the bar, and hung on Uncle Rod's arm,

and looked up at him. Bina's eyes were
liquid. They pleaded as a baby's might

plead for the moon and the eternal stars.

And she onl\- wanted to ride a pretty

horse instead of an ugly one. It was a

desire that seemed reasonable to Ivor, who
would not have ridden old Lil himself

for five hundred dollars. He looked at

June-bug stretching her silken neck after

the departing Bina. There they were,

lovel\ feminine creatures imploring a fa-

\ or.

"What about it, Roddy?" asked Ivor,

suddenly.

Roddy turned away to conceal a smile

and get a bridle.

Mary and Kathy were on the porch as

the small procession approached.

"Papa," cried Mary, incredulously,

"}0u 're not going to let Bina ride June-

bug? Why, }ou would n't let iiw ride

her yesterday."

"Well, the}- 've taken a shine to each

other," said I\o:-, placatingly.

Mary presented a severe girlish profile

to her father as she walked into the house.

"Mary has entirely too pronounced a

manner for so young a person," said he,

reprovingly, to Mary's mother.

"Don't take it out on me," said that

astonishingly young and pretty lady.

In the enigmatic silence which ensued

Bina rode June-bug around the lawn sev-

eral times with entire success.

A prettier picture than Bina on June-

bug, with Roddy guarding at her stirrup,

it would be hard to conceive. Ivor's face

showed marked patriarchal pride in the

girl, the boy, and the brown mare.
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"That will do," he called to them pres-

ently, and Bina trotted up, glowing like

a rose in full sunshine.

"Still," said Ivor, "I think I 'II escort

you myself this evening, Rina."

Over the red road througli the green hills

rode Bina and Ivor. To an observer

from a point of vantage the July sun

would have turned Ivor's white flannels

into silver and Bina's gray habit to a rich

purple, and have set both figures, on their

little black shapes of horses, as sharpl.\-

against the strange, scarlet effect of the

road as if they had been but cut-out paper

dolls. To such an observer it would have

seemed odd and pretty to see them moving

rapidly along through the many-shaded

green of wood and field.

But to themselves Bina and Ivor ap-

peared life-size, and each the center of a

imiverse.

"Oh," exclaimed Bina, "do sec those

early black-ejed Susans!"

She whisked June-bug into a fence-cor-

ner, and half rose in her stirrup to get a

better view of the creek-bank of black-

eyed Susans.

"Look out!" shouted Ivor.

He wheeled his beautiful Bon away
from June-bug's wicked newly shod little

heels, but not quite in time.

Bina gazed dismayed at an ugly gash on

Bon's ebony foreleg, from which blood

was welling slowly. Ivor dismounted, and

swore not altogether beneath his breath.

"It 's back home for you, Bina," he said

grimly.

Bon, out of pure malice, it seemed to

Bina, presently began to limp. Ivor got

off and led him. Bina drooped after. As
they came up the lawn, Mary, at her win-

dow, took them in ironically.

Ivor jumped Bina to the ground and

led Bon stableward. Bina followed un-

noticed, and stood at the stable doorway
watching Ivor as he tended the woimd.

"I 'm so sorry about it," she said.

"It was my fault," said Ivor, glancing

up. "I 'd no business trusting that little

devil. Don't you bother, child."

She stepped forward, uttering a cry.

"It looks ugly, of course; but just so

it does n't leave a scar— run along, Bina."

He began winding a bandage in what

seemed a fearfully fumbling way to the

future trained nurse. Her fingers reached

out of their own volition.

"Do let me do that for \ou, Uncle

Roderick!" she pleaded passionately.

She had actually laid a hand on Bon's

wincing foreleg when Ivor, pale with im-

patience, took her firmly by the shoulders

and faced her toward the house.

"Bina," he said, "don't be a persistent

little fool."

Bina was extremely subdued for several

days. She wore a meek, blue lawn dress

with wide, white Priscilla collar, and did

crochet-work. One afternoon she sat on

the porch steps with little Pen and Roddy.

Little Pen blew at a blue balloon until his

red-brown cheeks looked like the cheeks

of a portly cherub. Bina listened dream-

ily to Cousin Polly Winston, who had

driven over that morning, and who was

conversing with Cousin Hobson on his fa-

vorite subject. Cousin Polly was a left-

over in the refrigerator of Life. Life did

not like to throw her away, but did n't

in the least know what to do with her.

Her parted hair was the neatest thing in

the county, and her spine the straightest,

and she considered every reference to real-

ity to be unrefined, if not improper. She

wa^ precisely the person to be interesting

to a genealogist, and Cousin Hob was hav-

ing a good time.

"She comes in?" he asked in an excited

tone.

"She was your Step-aunt Sarah's first

cousin on her father's side; not your Step-

aunt Sarah Dallas, Hobson, but )our

Step-aunt Sarah Aftonbury."

Hobson's face lighted. It seemed illu-

minating to him. Hut Roddy, though, as

has been indicated, respecting his fore-

bears, jumped up somewhat abruptly and

strolled stableward. Bina felt deserted.

She seized the blue balloon, now expanded

to unbelievable proportions, and tossed it

after Roddy. Whirling about, he tossed

it back. Spa/if/f Rina sent it soaring, mid-
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night blue against a pale-blue sky. It

hovered among the branches of a young

maple for a breathless moment before

Roddy, with a beautiful leap into the air,

had it back to Bina. The little blue dress,

no longer meek, swirled about Bina as she

ran out on the lawn with the blue balloon

held high in air for a toss.

All this time the experienced little Pen

was tugging at her skirts and shrieking:

"Give it back to me! You '11 burst it.

You hit it too hard. Oh, I want my bal-

loon, Bina !
"^ ou and Roddy will burst

my balloon, Bina
!"

'Snap!

He stooped, weeping bitterly, and

picked up a scrap of black rubber from

the grass at Bina's feet. Bina swooped to

him with open arms.

"O Pen, I 'm so sorrj- ! I would n't

have broken it for anything— not for any-

thing."

"You icoiild play with it!" wailed Pen,

loudly. He pulled away from Bina.

Roddy grinned. Little Pen was only five.

He did the best he could with his limited

vocabulary; but, oh, how the poor child

needed a word of three syllables just then

!

"Stop that howling, son!" called the an-

noyed Hobson.

"Bina broke my balloon," shrilled little

Pen.

"Well, what if she did?" said Hobson,

heartlessly, and went on tossing his own
apparently unexplodable old balloon for

Cousin Polly's return. Little Pen sub-

sided into low, but sustained, laments.

"Stow it. Pen!" said Rodd) •I '11

bring you a pocketful of balloons when I

go to town Thursday."

The pocketful of balloons could not

have seemed farther away to little Pen if

Halley's Comet had promised to bring

them the next time it came around. He
flung himself to the ground and sobbed in

the most terrific hopelessness.

AVith a glance at Bina's stricken face.

Roddy continued his interrupted progress

stableward.

"Where 3'ou going?" asked Ivor, meet-

ing him near the river-landing some fif-

teen minutes later.

Roddy looked funnily self-conscious.

"Oh, across," he said.

"Girl?" queried Ivor, teasingly. He
liked to see the big boy blush. But this

time Rodd}' merely looked a bit annoyed.

Then he smiled back.

"Yes," he said. I\or reined in liis horse

for a moment that he might enjoy the

splendid sight of Roddy riding on.

Roddy did not get back until after one.

"See here, you," Ivor hailed him from

his room off the back porch— "you be in

by twelve after this." His tone was sharp.

"Sorry, sir." said Roddy. "All right,

sir." He came on in and talked a bit, to

show that he was n't sulky about being

called down. When he continued up-stairs

he paused half-way down the hall and pro-

duced from his pocket a small packet,

which he hung like a May-basket to Bina's

door-knob.

He descended rather late next morning

to find the breakfast-table deserted. Out-

side, Pen played gloriously with a scarlet

balloon ; within, Bina ran and hugged

Roddy.

"You 're clioking me," said Roddy.

"Do you suppose there are any hot biscuits

in the kitchen, Bina?"

Mary glanced up from her t.nving as

Bina ran off to see.

"You spoil those children dreadfull}-,

Roddy," said Mary. "I never heard of

anything so ridiculous as riding twenty

miles to buy a toy balloon."

"I did n't," said Roddy, imperturbabl\-,

"go to town to buy a toy balloon, Murry."

"May I ask what you did go for, then?"

inquired Mary, scornfully.

Kathy turned from where she arranged

Howers by the bright window.

"Why, to buy happiness, of course,"

said Kathy, in a charming matter-of-fact

tone. She threw Rodd

threw her back a kiss.

\ a rosemui

'What a pretty suit!" said Mary,

"Like it?" asked Rodd\ H(

about and about.

"Better than any you ever Jiad,, 1 do

wish the best-looking boy in the county

was n't mj- own brother."
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'Tiffle!" said Roddj, blushiiij^ violently.

The parlors were also in party trim. A
crowd of youngsters was due for a dance,

(jreoff's call had already echoed across the

ferry.

"Roddy 's scrumptious," said Bina. She

did the newest dance-step known in her

far-away home town as she approached

tile two. "And so are you, Mary."

Marj- gave her an indulgent smile, ex-

amining her appearance the while.

Bina held out her soft white skirts to

show herself off the better. She was as

brilliant as the rose-flushed moon of the

poets emerging from silver river mists.

All her edges were filmy rufHes.

"Run up and ask mama to fasten

tliose folds on the shoulder with her pearl

pin," said i\Lary. She added, being in a

normal girlish humor over the dance,

"You look good enough to eat, Bina."

"You look good enough to kiss," said

Bina. She gave ^lary a headlong em-

brace and ran up-stairs.

"Shut the door, darling," said Kath}-.

"How sweet you are to-night!"

"Mary said to fasten these folds with

}our pearl pin, Aunt Kathy." As she

spoke, Bina took up a trinket from the

dressing-table and tried it against her

folds, peeping around Kathy in the pier-

glass. "How would this do?"

"The catch is n't good, I 'm afraid,"

said Kathy.

It was a fine old cameo, a wedding gift

to Kathy's mother, a delicious Hebe offer-

ing a vine-garlanded cup to an entrancing

30ung god. Holding it to her shoulder,

Bina turned her head sidewise. She

looked the loveliest of little Greeks.

"It just suits," she yearned.

"I 'd hate to have it lost," objected

Kathy, seeking in vain for the pearl pin.

"Where can it have got to?" she won-

dered. "\'es, that suits you. Bina— if

only the catch were safe."

"Darling, sweet Aunt Kath, do let me
wear it!" begged Bina, dancing out of the

room. "I '11 be so careful. I '11 think

of it every single minute." She called this

last from the hall.

"Oh, well," said Kath^^ She smiled

\ exedh', listening to Bina's soft downward
rusli.

It was an extremely }oung crowd. To-

ward midnight they thought it would be

a lark to go down to the island and pre-

tend to raid Roddy's melon-patch.

It must ha\e been in the sand of the

island that Bina lost Kathy's beautiful

heirloom brooch.

At dawn Roddy and Bina went back

and searched until breakfast-time, but

Hebe and her god had apparently van-

ished away forever. After breakfast

Kathy hunted with Roddy. She was par-

ticularly fond of that cameo for a dozen

good reasons. When Kathy, too, gave it

up and returned to the house, Bina

watched for them, unseen in a porch cor-

ner.

"It 's too bad," Roddy was saying as

tliey slowly mounted the steps.

"It would never have happened," an-

swered Kathy, almost vindictively, "if

Bina had not been a persistent little fool."

She went on in, not noticing that Bina

was there. But Roddy deflected his course

toward the corner. Bina was hiding h^r

eyes in the crook of her elbow and wetting

her little pink gingham sleeve wnth bitter

tears Somehow she minded Aunt Kathy

more than any one else.

"Everybody calls me that," said Bina,

gaspingly.

"I don't call jou that," consoled Roddy.

"But you

—

will," sobbed Bina. A tear-

ing burst of tears ended speech on her part.

"You be in by sunset with your cousin."

said Ivor to Roddy.

"Sure," said Roddy. He gave a final

pull to the strap which fastened the lunch-

basket to his saddle-bow and called. "Come
along, Bina."

They rode off smartly. Morning rides

were tremendously becoming to the two.

They lighted Roddy up until he made one

think of the line.

And Phcfbus 'gins arise,

and they set Bina's rich hair rioting and

her eyes shining with some special joy

of life.
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She halted her mare in the mountain

creek, where it was wide and shallow and

musical over many-toned stones.

"I feel good as an angel this morning,"

said Bina.

Roddy felt that way himself, only, be-

ing a boy, he was n't so frank about it.

"But we must n't loaf too long," he

said, breaking the heavenly silence.

Hanging Rock was truly a place to go

to see. The mountain came together

as sharply as a shingle roof, with one edge

overlapping a lot. Hanging Rock itself

overlapped amazingly. You jumped to it

across a narrow chasm, and had the thrill

of risking your life every time you did it.

But risking their lives at Hanging Rock

was so old a story to the county people

that they made nothing of it. Bina and

Roddy sprang lightly over the chasm,

splashing up the water in the natural bird

fountain hollowed out in the top of the

rock by the ages and the ages, and poised

carelessly where a misstep would have

landed them a mile below on the top of

a pine forest, and said how pretty the

green-plaided landscape was, and pointed

out to each other the houses they recog-

nized— houses which looked near enough

to be picked up and small enough to be

carried home in Roddy's pocket.

Bina drew her deepest breath yet.

"O Roddy, would n't you just love to

live up here?"

"I 'd just love to have something to

eat," teased Roddy.

Roddy's watch had provokingly stopped,

and they got started home a trifle late on

that account. Bina continued as good as an

angel until, one third of the way down, she

insisted on exploring an unfamiliar road.

She danced her impish little Dolly mare

just ahead of Roddy's heavier mount. He
reached forth a restraining hand, and

Dolly broke into a lope. Now Dolly ran

if she thought another horse was trying

to catch up with her, and horsemanship

was not Bina's strong point. Roddy was

afraid to pursue. He followed in angry,

sober-gaited silence. It is astonishing how
time flies in these fooleries. When Bina

tired of mocking at Roddy it really was
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late. The road had long since ended. It

was not even a path now, or, rather, there

were multitudinous paths stretching in

every direction. A cloud-shadow men-

aced the forest. Faint thunders reverber-

ated. Bina and Roddy gazed at each

other.

"I 've not the least idea where we are,"

said Roddy. He added coldly, "I hope

it 's not anywhere near the Drop."

To ride over the Drop would be not

unlike riding off Hanging Rock. Bina

gazed fearfully about her.

"I 'd better lead the horses," said

Rodd}", peering into the darkening woods,

trying to get the right direction. One
might wander all night among those

folded ridges rippling along the backbone

of the mountain. They wandered until

ten o'clock or thereabout, Roddy guessed.

It was pitch dark, a cloudy dark without

stars, when he halted and looked back at

the blur that was Bina on Dolly.

''We '11 have to camp for the rest of

the night," said Roddy. He said it with

careful kindness of manner, but if he had

known the truth about Bina he might not

have been so considerate. Bina had always

wanted to spend a night in the mountains

under thrilling conditions. Despite her

conscious guilt, she could not help hum-

ming happily as she helped gather twigs

for a fire. When it blazed up. she sat by

it and thought contentedly that it would

n't be daylight for hours and hours. And
she had all that time, with the romantic,

leaf-embroidered darkness clasping them

about, in which to have a confidential talk

with Roddy. She meant to tell him of her

ambitions, meant to listen to his. Perhaps

he would even confide in her concerning

the beautiful Miss Marye, who had

treated him so badl\- the summer before;

she had had hints here and there as she

ho\ered on the edges of family conclaves.

She glanced across the firelit space at

Roddy, clasping his knees and staring off

into the forest. It might have been a mere

effect of light, but she had never before

noticed how much alike Roddy and Mary
really were.

"Roddy," slie began timidly.
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He gave a start.

"1 '11 tell you what," he said as Bina

failed to follow up her opening, "I '11 just

pull together a lot of these dry leaves, and

make you up a bed, Hina. \'ou '11 go to

sleep in a jiffy in this air, and it will be

morning before you know it."

Bina said not a word. She merely

watched Roddy with a hopeless feeling.

He heaped the leaves very neatly. Robins

could not have arranged them in a more

professional manner. Over the heap,

which horridly suggested a woodland

grave to Bina, he spread the gay saddle-

blankets. He then pulled off his coat and

tossed it to her.

"Button that around }ou, Bina," he said

in the tone of a conscientious nurse. "It

gets cold toward morning."

There ensued half an hour of intense

silence, bewildered on Bina's part. Roddy

merely did not feel like talking, and was

grateful to Bina for keeping quiet.

As he stared so steadily ahead, he was

neither admiring the stars,- which now
glinted through an opening in the clouds,

nor the effects of firelight among the

leaves. He was reflecting on the scrape

Bina had got him into with Ivor, who in

an old-fashioned way was exigent where

the women of his family were in question.

He knew perfectly well how he was go-

ing to appear to his father as a stupid

fellow who did n't know his own moun-

tains and who could n't take decent care

of a little girl. Wincing inwardly, Roddy

bent to throw more twigs on the fire.

"Better try to sleep, Bina," he advised.

"I— I don't want to go to sleep," said

Bina in a grieved voice. Her eyes

brimmed. Two tears rolled heaxily down
her cheeks,

"What do you want, then?" asked

Roddy in a puzzled way.

"To— to t-talk," quivered Bina.

"All right," said Roddy, making the

effort of his life to be reasonable and kind.

"All right." And after a wait he added,

"Why don't you go ahead?"

"I don't want to," said Bina, almost

\ iolently. She lay back on the bed of

leaves and gazed up at the chilly stars.

which seemed not quite so far away as

Roddy.

Rodd\ kept casting thoughtful glances

at Bina. He concluded that she was tired,

and nervous about being lost, and that the

sooner she got off to sleep the better for

them both. He drew a long breath of

relief when her soft, reguhir breathing

convinced him that she was off at last. He
went back to his own thoughts, and for

the most part forgot the little curled-up

figure opposite. Toward morning he must

have dozed, head on arms, for he roused

at some breaking of bushes, and looked, to

find his horse gone. As he stood glancing

about him, a barking of dogs assailed his

ears. He climbed a small ridge to the

right and saw that it came from a cabin

close at hand— old Chittum's cabin.

Roddy got red all to himself there in the

stealing dawn. Had they ridden on for

ten minutes they w'ould have reached the

cabin and have been put in their way.

Everything was conspiring to make him

look like a perfect fool.

"Dolt!" he muttered to liimself.

"Chump!"
He turned at a sound to see Bina peep-

ing at him like a dryad newly emerged

from her oak.

"What in the world are you talking to

yourself for, Roddy?" asked Bina.

Without replying, Roddy descended the

little ridge and saddled Dolly and put

Bina into her saddle.

"My horse got loose," he told her then.

He added, "See if there is n't an apple for

your breakfast in one of my pockets there."

Bina found the apple, broke it in half,

and proffered one of the halves to Roddy.

He colored with annoyance and made a

\ exed gesture of rejection. With a swing

of the arm which expressed many emo-

tions, Bina flung both halves high and far.

One fell short of the world's edge and

lolled back toward them. Roddy picked

it up and gave it to Dolly.

As they neared the highway, they

sighted Roddy's white horse a mile ahead.

Beyond him appeared some sort of proces-

sion of which they failed to sense the sig-

nificance. Thev slid on down.Roddv lead-
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ing Dolly at arm's-length. At the open-

ing into the main road they met the pro-

cession. Roddy flared scarlet as he took

it in.

Ivor headed it, in the cart, with his gun

between his knees; there had been tales of

bears seen in the mountains not long be-

fore. Behind rode half the neighborhood,

it seemed to Roddy, though there were

only a few youngsters who had ridden

over to Cedarcliflf the evening before for

an impromptu frolic. The dogs and Rod-

dy's captured mount made a tail to the

procession, which dissolved and gathered

about Bina and Roddy.

A look from I\or brouglit Roddy to

the side of the cart.

"I thought >ou could be trusted to take

care of a girl," said Ivor. His contemp-

tuous tone carried cruelly.

Roddy turned away, white to the

clamped lips, from which wild horses could

have dragged no explanation after that

injustice from Ivor. Every one talked

kindly and loudly and all together. Rod-

dy's eyes were hard as he watched them

put Bina into the cart and give her a

spectacular and totally unnecessary sip

of brandy. He held his head high as he

went to get his horse from Geoff.

"It was every bit my fault. Uncle Rod-

erick," Bina was saying. Her voice came

clearly.

"That 's all very well nou," said

Geoff, scornfully. But Roddy was n't

going to tell Geoff anything. Not even

when they had quite separated themselves

from the procession and fallen far behind

was he going to tell Geoff anything.

Geoff glanced at Roddy's profile. He
had never before noticed how much alike

Roddy and Mary were.

"Still," said Geoff, 'S\-liat 's a fellow

to do about it?"

Roddy did look at liim tlien gratefull\'

and jeeringly.

"First aid to an idiot," said Roddy.

"Thank you, Geoff."

Late that evening, as he wandered in

the back way from having a solitary row

on the creek, his father hailed him.

Roddy came and stood at attention just
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within Ivor's door. His hard look had

been replaced by a patient one.

"I thought I told you to be in by

twelve every night," said Ivor, glancing

up at his old clock, always the best part

of an hour fast, to put it without exagger-

ation. "Staying out all night seems to be

getting a habit with you."

If Roddy had been a girl his lips would

have quivered at this shameless unfairness.

There was a perceptible pause before he

answered

:

"Sorry, sir. It sha'n't happen again."

He went on out. disdaining the slightest

glance at the lying, leering clock-face.

At the head of the steps Bina rose up

before him, and clasped his arm with both

her eager hands.

"Rodd}'," said Bina, "I world n't blame

\ou a bit for saying— it— to me now."

Her voice quivered.

"I don't want to say it to you, dear,"

said Roddy. "You meant no harm, I

know. For goodness' sake, go to bed!"

"I told Uncle Rod it was all my fault;

but he would n't listen to a word from

me. He is perfectly unreas— "

'Sh-h id Roddv. His e\es on her

flushed, remorseful, adorable face were

jesting, sweet. "I forgive >ou," said

Roddy.

He took her by the shoulders and turned

her bedward.

Little Pen was lonesome that hot. windy

August afternoon. His father, never a

person to be depended on for companion-

ship, pounded away on the type-writer in

the oflRce. Bina sat in the oflJice door, and

read her great-grandmother's love-letters,

taking them one by one from an inex-

liaustible }ellow bundle on lier knees.

Into her absorption Pen could pry no

wedge of a plea to come and play. Uncle

Rod was off somewhere. Aunt Kathy and

Mary had driven to town that morning.

Miss Lizzie had gone visiting.

But e\ en as little Pen stood in the mid-

dle of the lawn and looked hopelessly

about him he caught sight of the orange

edges of Roddy's jersey under the willows

bv the creek.
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Go on !
' she ordered Wayne. She looked like a young L'lotho darini

Atropos to use lier shears on Roddy's thread of life
"
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Rodd\"Take me in swimming,

shrieked. He tore at the buttons of his

blue Dutch waist as he ran.

It was splendid sport to get on Roddy's

back, and feel him forging strongly up the

creek with you, thought Pen ; all the bet-

ter sport if you were really afraid a bit.

"Now you do exactly as I tell you,"

said Roddy, taking him on board. Little

Pen promised faithfully that he would do

exactly as Roddy told him.

In the long, quiet stretch of water be-

tween the house and the old disused water-

mill Pen had a good time. He pretended

all the way that Roddy was a whale carry-

ing him far out to sea, ne\er to be seen

again by the neglectful Bina.

"Here, you," said Roddy, turning about

to go back, "don't squeeze me like that!"

Pen's arms relaxed. He pretended now
that he had relented, and ordered the

whale to take him home because Bina was

crying.

Suddenly he slipped and grabbed tighter.

"Don't hold me by the neck. Pen!" said

Roddy, hurriedly and urgently. "Catch

me under the arms—-^«/V^.'"
Pen got rattled by Roddy's strange

tone, and hugged the tighter.

Like all good swimmers, Roddy had

imagined that he alone of all the world

was immune against drowning; but he

changed his mind with horrible sudden-

ness as he sank with little Pen's arms in a

strangle-hold around his throat. When
he rose he was making a frantic effort to

free himself. All at once, at a shout from

the bank, the child's arms loosed, and

somewhere in the deep liole by the big

rock Roddy lost the incubus which had

dragged him down for the second time.

But on again reaching surface he clawed

ineffectively at air, and his breast and his

brain were bursting. The third time

Roddy came up a rope lay floating across

his face ; but though he would have been

grateful for it earlier in this game of life

and death, he felt quite comfortable and

contented now, and he did n't want their

silly old rope. As he sank peacefully for

the last time he kept noticing the rope

s\\ :i\ing in the water abo\e liis face.

After he got little Pen out, Hobson
dived again after Roddy. Some one from

the stables had come by then, and between

them they carried Roddy to the office.

Half an hour later Hobson and the

cousin doctor, whom Bina had been able

to summon quickly, straightened up and

stood looking at the inert figure prone on

the floor over the old cushion ofif the

lounge. The arms dangled. The bright

head sank. It seemed asking piteously to

be let alone. Their cessation of effort

made an ominous hush in the room, which

roused Bina from her still pose in the

doorway.

"You are not going to give up yetf"

she cried, turning on them. Her incredu-

lous tone made them stoop instantly, and

pretend that they had never thought of

giving up.

She watched them nov.-, suspicious of

their every movement. Sometimes she

looked from the door, hoping to see Ivor,

whom a bo}' had gone to find ; but mostly

she fastened her intent gaze on that inert

figure, so strangely Roddy. Only the daz-

zling dark head had any semblance of life.

The eyelashes brushed marble. The lips

breathed no more than the lips of a statue.

The temples were faint hollows in pale

stone.

"Let me rub a while," said Bina to

Hobson, noting his air of exhaustion.

"I 've strong wrists."

"Let her," nodded Wayne to Hobson.

Bina looked steadily from the window-

in front of her as she strove, trying to

draw back to Rodd_\' one little breath of

that life all about them, in the sun-

flooded air, in the carelessly onward-

flowing water, in the wide, beloved land-

scape, wherein vivid memory images of

Roddy and Bina moved as she looked.

They rode through cool forests, walked

quietly in flower-edged meadows, stood

dumbly together on' high mountain places,

and grew toward heaven as they gazed, or

pla\ed, like the children they were, on old

stretches of shadowed lawn. Yet all the

while she \\as intensely aware of that

inertness \\'\x\\ which her will strove

blindlv.
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When next she glanced around, Ivor

had taken Wayne's phice o\er Roddy. He
was asking Hobson about it, and Hobson

^\•as telling him in low tones, as if Roddy

were dead.

Presently Hobson relie\cd I\or. Now
that he was inactive, Ivor had time to

despair. He kept taking out his watch.

After a while he went to the door to

listen. It was growing late, and he ex-

pected momently to hear .Mary's call at

the ferry.

On turning back into the room he got

the full effect of the tormented helpless-

ness of the prone young body. The bril-

liant August afternoon sunlight poured

over it. The wind lifted its shining hair.

Hut it was a dead thing for the sunlight

to pour along, for the wind to play with.

It was a desecrated thing whereon blun-

dering grief destroyed the dignity of

Death's dreadful handiwork.

Ivor strode forward with an arresting

gesture.

"I can't bear that any longer," lie said

in a choked voice.

Hobson and Wayne exchanged glances,

and Wayne stood up.

"Well, we "ve been at it for an hour

and a half now," said Wayne. He would

speak in that hushed way, as if Roddy

were dead.

Bina ran and caught Ivor's arm.

"Go on!" she ordered Wayne. She

looked like a young Clotho daring Atropos

to use her shears on Roddy's thread of life.

Again Hobson and Wayne exchanged

glances.

"Get Ivor out of here, then." muttered

Wayne.
"You won't stop?" asked Bina. \Vayne

promised Bina that they would not stop.

Ivor went with Bina dazedly. He was

mulling over the last week in his miser-

able mind. He had not given Roddy a

decently kind word since the Hanging

Rock episode. He felt that he might stand

what was happening better if he had not

been so unjust to Roddy, his one good

boy. Yet he knew, and could not help

feeling that Roddy, too, had known, the

injustice to be only the expression of an

exacting love and pride— Where was the

poor child taking him?

He glanced, bewildered, about the old

school-room. Still mothering him M'ith

an arm, Bina was taking down a battered

school-book. She opened it deftly with

her free hand to a page picturing drowned

manikins being restored to consciousness.

"Do not give up hope," read Bina, look-

ing up in Ivor's face to see if he was

listening. '^Kccp up artificial respiration

for three hours, if necessary, for persons

hiree been revised after shoicinc/ no signs

of life for that length of time."

Bina was saying this by heart, still

looking anxiously up in I\or's face. Ivor

made a shamed and fearful effort to get

hold of himself. He could not help hop^

ing again.

"I see," he said. "Let us go back. I

won't make a fool of myself again. It

was— just— watching them at him."

Bina understood that. Her arm around

Ivor shook.

When they returned Hobson was stand-

ing, watch in hand. He put it in his

pocket with a guilty start, and took

AVayne's place at the lifting, while Ivor

again knelt and rubbed, always upward,

to get the blood back to the heart. I\or

tried not to think. It was indeed easy not

to think, with his heart bursting within

him, as if he drowned and suffocated in

sorrow.

The sunlight turned pink, and slid with

strange suddenness off Roddy and on to

Hobson's manuscript, which the wind,

now laid, had blown to the floor. In the

thick, hot sunset silence they heard Mary's

call at the ferry.

"Oh, my God!" said Ivor. His hands

dropped with a gesture which yielded.

He rose, and stood looking across the

river. And Roddy had promised never to

gi\e Ivor and Kathy any more trouble.

^Vith a stealthy glance at Bina, Wayne
straightened on his knees, and shook his

cramped wrists. Hobson stooped and

picked up his manuscript, though he did

not in the least know that he did this.

Nor did he know that a subconscious de\il

in his brain was whispering, "d. Roderick
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Ivor, Jr., August 22, 19— ." Hobson

gave a violent start, and threw the manu-

script from him in amazed horror. As it

fluttered down, Wayne got to his feet, and

moved to Ivor's side.

For the moment the figure on the floor

lay deserted. An advancing shadow stole

away even the brightness from the hair.

Very quietly Bina went and stood near,

gazing down, her hands clasped laxly,

touched for the first time with the utter

hopelessness which obsessed the men.

Then her heart cried once more that it

could not be, and she fell to her knees and

began to lift at Roddy herself. Her arms

felt pulled from their sockets. Her long

hair came down and got in her eyes and

tier way. She panted with supreme effort.

Finally her tears of helplessness streamed.

"Oh, I 'm not strong enough!" she

gasped, looking up at the group of men
standing darkly in the doorway.

Ivor left the group witli a sudden

movement of resolution.

"Get up!" he said gently to Bina.

And it appeared to Ivor as he again

began lifting that there was some differ-

ence, some resistance, some lack, however

slight, of that terrible inertia which so

destroyed his power of hoping. His start-

led glance said

stooped quickly.

"By George!'

rang.

Ten?" said Wavne. "Oh, he all

this to AVayne, who

:d Wa\-ne. His tone

When Roddy opened his eyes from

where they had put him on the old lounge,

his first thought was that a strand of

Bina's hair, as she bent, helping to wind

hot blankets about him, was Hob's silly

old rope. Then her face, wet with joyful

tears, came clear, and he spoke a word

weakl\-.

right. Go get him, Bina."

As Bina ran to get little Pen, Roddy
looked about him. Absurdly enough,

c\ery one seemed on the verge of tears.

"What 's it all about?" asked Roddy
in a more natural tone.

They told him.

"Tzco hours and a half— stuff!"

Then his eyes took in the late slant of

sunliglit on the floor, and filled with be-

lated comprehension.

"And you kept at me all that time?"

he said in a quite diflferent tone.

The three men stole glances at one an-

other. They were abashed by that praise

of high wonderment in Roddy's voice and

look.

Roddy kept watching them. It seemed

to him that the three of them had a look

in common, a queer, shamefaced expres-

sion. And what was Hob mumbling about

Bina ?

A great light blazed in on Roddy. He
grinned angelically.

"Oh, I believe you," he said; "/ believe

\ou. 1 '11 bet old Wayne would n't have

kept at me any two hours and a half if it

had n't been for Bina."

He struggled feebly with Ivor's arms

and the wound blanket, and managed to

sit up as Bina entered, lugging little Pen.

"Come here," said Roddy, reaching out

both hands to her, "and get the compli-

ment of your life."

He drew her down until her long

brown hair bathed their clasping hands.

His lifted eyes shone with deep, spiritual

mischief.

"Bina," said Roddy. He found that his

\'oice was not quite steady. He waited a

moment before going on. "Bina, \ou are

a persistent little fool."
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WHEN I reached Cochabamba^ noth-

ing was more certain than that I

should continue my tramp down the

Andes through Sucre and Potosi into the

Argentine. But plans do not always keep

well in so warm a climate. As I sat

musing one afternoon on the "gringo

bench" in a shady corner of the main

plaza, Sampson, the cockney miner with-

out a mine, cut in

:

"Why don't you shoot across Bolivia

through Santa Cruz to the Paraguay

River, and down that to Asuncion and

B. A. ? Then you 'd really be doing some-

thing new."

The idea sprouted. I suddenly discov-

1 Cochabamba is almost in the center of Bolivia ; Mr.
Franck's easterly walk thence to Brazil was of six hun-
dred miles.

—

The Editor.

ered that I was weary of high altitudes

and treeless punas, of the drear sameness

of the Andes I had followed from Bogota,

in the far-distant north. The montatia

promised a new type of people, a new
style of life; and a knowledge of South

America would be only half complete

without including in the itinerary the im-

mense hot lands and river-webbed wilder-

ness spreading eastward from the Andes.

To these arguments there was added an-

other even more potent. When I began

to make inquiries I learned that the trip

was "impossible." ]\Iy informants even

quoted letters recently received to prove

it. The last hundred leagues would be

entirely under water, and the Indians

of the Monte Grande would take care

that I should not get so far; to say noth-

81
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ing of miles of chest-deep mud-holes, wild

animals, and clouds of even more savage

insects, and many days without food or

human habitation. That settled it. The
impossibility of tramping the Andes had

long since faded away, and with it half

the charm of the journey. I decided to

strike eastward in quest of the Paraguay.

"I would n't mind tackling it myself,"

said Tommy Cox, when I carried my
decision to the "gringo bench" that after-

noon. "I 'm badly needed in B. A.; but

I 'm stony broke. Of course if you could

carry a steamer-trunk-size man as excess

baggage—"
I concluded I could, though I was not

overstocked with bolivianos, and the near-

est possible source of supply would be

Buenos Aires. Tommy was to carry his

proportionate share of such baggage as I

could not throw away, including the tin

kitchenette and the half-liter of forty per

cent, alcohol that went with it, if experi-

ence proved I could trust him with that,

leaving me a moderate load. We should

have bought a donkey or an Andean pony

and saved turning ourselves into pack-

animals but for two reasons: first, because

such a purchase would have relieved me
of about all the billetes I had left, and

secondly, because no four-footed animal

could have endured the journey.

It was mid-December when we swung
on our packs in Punata, at the end of

the toy railroad that screeches a little

way eastward from Cochabamba. Tommy
carried his share in the half of a hectic

table-cloth tied across his chest, as an In-

dian woman carries her latest offspring.

Though Canadian born, he was a Liver-

pool dock walloper in accent and appear-

ance, wearing a heavy cap, a kerchief a la

Whitechapel about his neck, and could

not be induced to be seen publicly without

a heavy winter waistcoat,— that is,

"w'stco't,"—whatever the tropical tem-

perature. He had given Cochabamba an

opportunity to show its gratitude at his

departure, but the fourteen bolivianos of

his last eleemosynary gleanings would

barely keep him in cigarettes during the

journey. His only personal possession

was a large, sharp-pointed, proudly

scoured trowel ; for Tommy was by pro-

fession a bricklayer and mason. This gen-

eral convenience, weapon, sign of caste,

and hope of better days to come, he wore
through the band of his trousers, as a

Bolivian peon carries his long knife, and

the services it performed were without

limit. I never was more nearly minded to

throw my kodak into a mud-hole than

when it failed to catch Tommy solemnly

eating soft-boiled eggs with the point of

his faithful trowel.

For the next seven or eight days the

going was not unlike that down the

crest of the Andes, though gradually

growing lower as the endless ridges calmed

down slowly, like the waves of some tem-

pestuous sea. The meanness of the

Bolivian as contrasted with the sometimes

kindly rural Peruvian was daily in evi-

dence. At Duraznillo, for instance, a

short day beyond Totora, chief city of

that region, there was a public "rest-

house" that had once been an adobe

chapel ; but the local "authority" to

whom my government papers were ad-

dressed successfully kept himself among
the missing, as often happened in the

towns of the Andes. It was December

21, the longest day of the Bolivian year,

and the sun had not yet set when I boiled

oatmeal in the water Tommy brought

from a stagnant pool not far away. As
the shades of night spread at last, the

cement, or, more exactly, baked mud
divans of the bare adobe room looked ever

harder and less inviting, and in nosing

about we were astonished to come upon

several imported mattresses covering a

pile of adobe bricks on the back corrcJor

of the chief, and apparently iminhabited,

house of the village. Still, it was pos-

sible that the "authority" would come out

of his hiding, and we lolled patiently, if

road-weary, in the moonlight.

We had waited until perhaps nine,

though, without a watch, it seemed hours

later, when patience evaporated, and we
slipped through a hole in the mud fence,

each to embrace a mattress. It may be

that a trap had been laid for us. As we
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approached the wall again an unusually

large half-Indian wrapped in a poncho

loomed up in the darkness on the other

side and bellowed in an authoritative

voice

:

"What are you doing inside that wall?"

Now, I do not like any man to address

me in that tone, least of all a South Amer-

ican Indian, for it is neither good training

for his own primitive character nor ad-

vantageous to other gringos who may
come in contact with him later. Where-

fore I drew up to my full height, which

did not overtop this extraordinarily large

Indian by more than an inch or two, and

shouted back at him

:

"Speaking to me, Indio?"

"I am corregidor of Duraznillo, also

guardian of this house."

"Indeed! Then you are the very fel-

low we have been looking for these last

five hours. You will kindly lend us two

mattresses to sleep on."

"I will not lend you one mattress to

sleep on. What are you doing—"
His belligerent attitude showed his

blood was Aymara rather than that of the

meek Quichua; but to have bowed to his

will would have been proportionately as

fatal as for a lion-tamer to quail before

his pets. I thrust my chin in his face and

echoed his own tone

:

"And where have you been hiding your-

self ever since we got here? I have a

letter for you from the Government, my
man."

"Huh!" he snorted, with a crude at-

tempt at sarcasm. "Let 's see that letter

from the Government."

"It is in my pack in the chapel any time

you want to come for it."

"Bring it over here."

"Since when have caballeros run after

Indians to show them govermment orders?

Are you going to lend us two mattresses?"

"Nor one!"

"Tommy, chuck over those mattresses."

He did so with trembling hands, for

something had given him an unwholesome

respect for "authorities." The corregidor

followed at our heels, bellowing occa-

sionally, as we carried our finds into the

ex-chapel and spread one on each of the

adobe couches. Not long after a stocky

youth and a woman with a flickering

candle appeared in the doorway, and the

Indian again demanded my papers.

"Can you read?" I asked, sending an-

other shiver of rage down his spine.

"I can." he snarled, which he could, to
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the extent of spelling out the order from

the prefect of Cochabamba at about a line

a minute.

"Very well," he growled at last ; "but

you are to ask for things, not take them."

"From a corrcgidor that hides him-

self?"

"And the prefect orders that we furnish

what you need at a just price/' he added

triumphantly.

"Exactly."

"Then you will pay two bolivianos

each for the use of the mattresses."

"Very well; but you will first make

out a receipt for that amount that I can

send back to the prefect."

It was not the first time I had played

this unfailing card against an Andean

"authority" attempting extortion. He
knew he was beaten ; for though he could

read, after a Bolivian fashion, he prob-

ably could not write, and moreover would

not dare let such a paper reach the pre-

fect. He faded away into the night and

was heard no more, though I was not so

certain of his Aymara blood as not to

prop against the half-open door a heavy

beam that would have seemed of lead to

any one attempting to sneak in upon us

asleep.

But I was disturbed only once. Some
time in the darkest hours I was for a long

while half aware of some hubbub, and at

last woke entirely. The tropical sun

seemed to have gone to Tommy's head,

for he was tossing back and forth on his

couch, beating the wall with his precious

trowel and shouting at the top of his

voice

:

"Mortar! mortar! How in can

I lav bricks if you don't keep me in mor-

tar?"

All the blazing day that followed we
tramped stonily between ever-lower cac-

tus-grown hills, the rare huts huddled in

scant patches of shade now of mere open-

work poles. To sleep in them was far

less inviting than in the open jungle. The
first gnats and giant-jawed insects we
were doomed to endure more and more

as we advanced to the eastward began to

annoy us. For hours only the mournful
note of the jungle dove broke the silence.

But as scrub trees thickened, bird life be-

came more numerous ; bands of parrakeets

screamed by overhead, and now and then

appeared a parrot and his mate, forerun-

ners of many to come.

But the Andes did not subside so easily.

Next morning the trail shook off the river

and struck upward through dry hills, only

to drop again headlong into another

cafion, with a muddy, lukewarm brook

snaking through it. Rarely among the

spiny scrub trees we came upon a miser-

able hut of poles and sticks, in each of

which lounged a dozen or more of the

mongrel people of the region. Rancho
was being cooked in one such, and though

the natives showed no joy or any other

species of activity at our presence, when
the meal was ready, a tin wash-basin of

rice, charqui, and pepper stew was set on

the ground before us, and a wooden spoon

was silently handed to each of us. There

was of course no bread, but a gourd bowl

of mote, or shelled ripe corn boiled soft,

was added for our friendly competition.

This was one contest in which Tommy
was easily my superior. The languid yel-

low woman would not accept payment for

the food, though she did readily enough

for the chicha we had drunk, recalling to

my companion far-off memories of "free

lunch," so that several times during the

blazing afternoon I heard his sheet-iron

voice torturing the wilderness behind me
with his own version of a one-time Broad-

way favorite:

"Stake me back to New York town— "

Several times every day we sweated to

a lofty hilltop and stretched out in the

welcome breeze, with range back of blue

range spreading away into ever-bluer dis-

tance. Between the ridges we undulated

over half-sandy country, completely de-

serted. At a scattered cluster of jungle

huts that we came upon one afternoon a

band of drunken half-Indians, male and

female, were celebrating the customary

wake in and about a hut where a baby

had died. The corpse of the angelito lay

pale-yellow and half naked on a crude.
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of its head, its nostrils stuffed with cot-

ton, while in and about the premises rolled

maudlin, fishy-eyed half-breeds only too

glad of any excuse for consuming gallons

of overripe chicha. The priest's assurance

that baptized infants go directly to heaven

makes such a death almost cause for rejoic-

ing among the ignorant population of Bo-

livia, even if it leads to nothing worse

than passive infanticide.

One morning not long afterward we
came out on the wonderful vista of tropical

South America, a world of dense-wooded

hills spreading out in every direction to

the purple haze of distance, the unbroken

green sea of the montafia, rolling and

more nearly hilly than I had expected,

stretching endlessly away as far as the

world was to be seen. We had come to

the edge of the Andes at last.

Bananas and palms appeared, and in-

sects bit us from hair to ankles. Dense
woods crowded the trail, heavy in sand,

close on each hand. That care-free atti-

tude of the tropics came upon us, for the

first time bringing fuir realization of the

strain on the system of living and tramp-

ing two or three miles up in the air.

Night now had no terrors, for we could

lie down anywhere ; and if food was

scarce and tasteless, complaint was too

troublesome to be indulged in in so apa-

thetic a climate. Fruit of all kinds grew,

— plantains, bananas, melons, oranges

green in color, papayas— and eggs, but

could rarely be had. A warlike attitude

might have obtained more, but that is in-

digenous to the bleak highlands rather

than to the lazy tropics. Anyway, through

it all Tommy would have hung on my
coat-tail, had I worn one, shuddering in

his English laboring-class voice: "Don't!

Oh, don't tyke it! The police!" But

once anything had been obtained, he would

have made way with it so rapidly that I

should have caught little more than the

vagrant aroma. The craving for sweets

was alarming. We ate great chunks of

the crude first product of the crushed

sugar-cane, here called t/npanisado, and

fifteen minutes after the best meal of the

journey we would have jumped to accept

an invitation to a fifteen-course dinner,

had any such been Imminent.

Beyond La Guardia the country was

more open, and the deep sand trail in

which the constant slap of our feet

sounded monotonously led across half-

open meadows, with single trees and graz-
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ing cattle here and there. In time the

forest opened out so that a breeze drifted

across to temper the midsummer heat.

The way lay so straight across the floor-flat

country that the line of telegraph-poles

looked like a single one clear to the hori-

zon. There were many huts now, roofed

and even entirely made of palm-trees.

The jungle ahead was so flat and green,

and banked by clouds beyond, that one

constantly had the feeling that the sea

was about to open up ahead. Ponderous

ox-carts crawled by noiselessly through

the deep sand, solid wooden wheels behind

three and even four pairs of drowsy oxen-

Once in passing a hut I was startled by

a cry of "Se vende pan !" and went in to

buy of two females whose faces were a

patchwork of gnat-bites some tiny, soggy

biscuits at a price still to be wondered at

when one knew that the flour came all the

way from Tacoma, and paid duty not only

to enter the republic, but every depart-

ment. Everything moved leisurely now,

even the breeze, as is proper and fitting to

the tropics, where even the white man
finds it a task to wash ; and a week's lack

of shave veiled our sun-toasted features.

We loafed languidly on, yet though there

were other evidences that we were ap-

proaching a city, there were no more vis-

ible signs of it than in approaching Port

Said from the sea.

At last, so gradually that we were

some time in distinguishing it from a tree-

top, a dull-colored church tower grew up

down the green lane just in line with the

vista of telegraph-poles, and finally, amid

gusts of Scotch mist and under heavy

skies, we drifted inertly into a sand-paved,

silent, tropical city street, past rows of

languid stares, and on the last afternoon

of the j^ear, with Cochabamba 335 miles

behind us, we sat down dripping and sun-

burned in the central plaza of Santa Cruz

de la Sierra.

The capital of all the vast tropical de-

partment of eastern Bolivia owes its fame

largely to its isolation. Far away one

hears much of it ; once there, one finds

little. Like the eminent men of many
secluded corners of South America, it is

important only through the exceeding un-

importance of its neighbors. Tommy had

heard so many stories of the unrivaled

generosity of the Crucenos that he was
astonished to get clear to the plaza with-

out being invited from some doorway to

come in and make his home there. It is

a city of silence. Not only its bare feet,

but its primitive ox-carts, make not a

sound in the sand streets. There is no in-

dustry to add its strident voice, and every

street fades away at each end into the

trackless, whispering, jungled montana.

In this rainy season, which begins in

earnest with the new year and lasts

through April, it had many muddy pools

and ponds, along the edges of some of

which the streets crawled by on long

heaps of the skulls of cattle, bleached

snow-white by the sun. The larger ponds

were almost lakes, and carried the mind
back to Kandy, Ceylon. Frequently the

streets were flooded deep for an hour or

more until the thirsty sand had drunk up

the tropical deluge. For these eventuali-

ties the town has a system of its own. At
every street corner four rows of weather-

blackened piles protrude a foot or more

above the sand, and along these stepping-

stones the shod minority passes from one

roofed sidewalk to another.

The houses invariably consist of a large

room, by day opening directly on the porch

sidewalk, though the best of them are

rather bare in appearance despite a small

forest of frail cane chairs, black in color,

as the best provided cruceno family is not

rich by our standards. From the dull

whitewashed mud walls protrude several

pairs of hammock-hooks, for beds are vir-

tually unknown in Santa Cruz. Many
have a little hand sewing-machine set on

or near the floor, and all but invariably a

few crude wooden tubs of bananas, tropi-

cal fruits, soggy bread cakes, and native

sugar of all kinds except refined white sit

near the door ; for there are few even of

the "best families" that do not patch out

their existence with a bit of amateur shop-

keeping.

The rumors that seep up out of Santa

Cruz of her beautiful pure-white types
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are largeh^ of artificial propagation. It is

true that she has a larger percentage of

Spanish blood than an,v other Bolivian citj'

;

but this is rarel}^ found in its unadulterated

form. A mongrel mixture is all but gen-

eral, thanks largely to a lack of social

tautness and to the overstock of one sex,

due chiefly to the young men going down
into the rubber districts of the Beni and

not so frequently returning, that makes

the percentage of Criicenos born out of

legal wedlock high even for Bolivia.

Here Tommy fell victim to that loath-

some ailment popularly known as "cold

feet." An attack of fever and the nebu-

lous promise of occupation for his trusty

trowel may have been among the causes,

but the inoculation was chiefly due to the

replies to our inquiries about the road

ahead. These were not exactly reassur-

ing. There is one of the sand streets of

Santa Cruz de la Sierra that does not run

out to nothing in the surroimding jungle,

but dwindles to what is locally known as

the "camino de Chiquitos," and pushes on

to the eastward more than four hundred

miles to the Paraguay, forming an impor-

tant, but little known, exit from Bolivia

n of Chiquitos

since she has been cut off from the Pacific.

But "road" in this case does not mean any-

thing like a traveled route. For the first

week travelers must carry all supplies

;

stories were legion of the unending pest

of insects, of the danger of snakes and

"tigers"; the route was said to abound in

chest-deep mud-holes and mile-long

swamps, and in this rainy season the last

twenty leagues or more nearest the Para-

guay was commonly completely inundated.

Moreover, beyond the Rio Guapay, a day

east of the capital, stretched the famous

Monte Grande, the densest of unbroken

forest, where roam a tribe of wild Indians

that, seated, shoot with their feet a six-

foot arrow of chonta, or black-palm, from

a bow of the same material, with such

force that it passes entirely through the

body of the victim. This was said to be

quite unpleasant. Nor could this infor-

mation be treated as an idle rumor, for

we had only to drop in on any one of sev-

eral men in town, some gringos among
them, to see relics of recent attacks in

which even horsemen traveling in parties

had been lost.

The first indispensable requirement of

preparation was to get a cloth hammock,
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with a mosquUero of a material finer than

cheese-cloth as a protection against tiny,

but powerful, gnats; for the onlj' sleeping-

place on most of the journey was that

which the traveler carried with him. In

addition I must hacer tapeque, as they say

in Santa Cruz, or "pack" a bag of rice of

ten pounds and a few sheets of charqui, or

sun-dried beef. Add to this the indispen-

sable clothing, sealed tins of salt and

matches, kitchenette, photographic and

writing materials, and various unavoidable

odds and ends and it will be readily under-

stood why I staggered heavily across town

on January 8 to begin the longest single

leg of my South American journey.

But it was my good fortune to find an-

other traveler bound in the same direc-

tion. Heinrich Konanz, born in Karls-

ruhe, had served the last of his three years

of military service in the expedition

against the Chinese Boxers, and had since

worked as a carpenter in China and Cali-

fornia until he had concluded to seek a

permanent home as a colonist in some re-

gion where population was less numerous.

He was largely innocent of geography,

spoke habitually a painful cross between

his once native tongue and what he fan-

cied was English, with a peppering of Chi-

nese, and knew virtually no Spanish. The
mule that had carried him from Cocha-

bamba he found it necessary to turn into

a pack-animal for the tools, provisions, and

materials purchased in Santa Cruz, and

was to continue on foot. He had placidly

been making plans to push on alone until

suddenly rumors reached him in his own
tongue of the Monte Grande and its play-

ful Indians. His first inclination was to

return to Cochabamba ; but his hotel room

was heaped with the supplies sold to him

by his wily local fellow-countrymen, who
would not take them back at a fourth of

the original cost. In the end he made a

virtue of necessity, added a new rifle to

the revolver and shot-gun he already car-

ried, and found room on his mule for the

heavier of my baggage in return for the

reassurance of my company.

It was a brilliant day when I shoul-

dered the German's rifle, mv own revolver

well oiled and freshly loaded, and led the

way out of town. Mud-holes along which
we picked our way on rows of whitened

cattle skulls soon gave place to a great

pampa, with tall, coarse grass and scat-

tered trees, across which lay a silent sand

road so utterly dry that we had already

suffered considerably from thirst before

we reached at noon the first "well," a

slimy mud-hole in a clump of trees. In

the afternoon the forest closed in tightly

about us except for the deep-sand cart-

road, with frequent long stretches of

watery mud. Twice during the day we
met a train of heavy, crude ox-carts

roofed with sun-dried hides that recalled

the "prairie schooners" of pioneer days,

eight oxen -to each, creaking slowly west-

ward. Soon all the forest about us was

screaming like a dozen suffragette meet-

ings in full session, and fancying the up-

roar came from edible wild fowls, I

crept in upon them rifle in hand. To my
surprise, I found a band of small monkeys

in a huge tree-top shrieking together in a

sort of incessant Greek chorus. A monkey

steak would have been highly acceptable,

and I fired my revolver into the branches.

Instantly there fell, not the ingredients of

a sumptuous evening repast, but the most

absolute silence. The little creatures did

not flee, however, but each sprang a limb

or two higher, and watched my slightest

movement with brilliant, roving eyes.

We pushed on through incessant forest,

punctuated with mud-holes. On the after-

noon of the second day a yellow youth

overtook us and asked if we needed a

pelota. We did, and he stopped at a hut

some distance on, to reappear carrying on

his head an entire ox-hide, sun-dried and

still covered with the long red hair of its

original owner, folded like a sheet of writ-

ing-paper. For a mile or more he plodded

noiselessly behind, until suddenly the no-

torious Rio Grande, or Guapay, opened

out before us. It was a yellow-brown

stream as wide as the lower Connecticut,

flowing swiftly northward to join the Ma-
more and Madeira on their way to the

Amazon. We splashed half a mile or

more up along its edge to offset the dis-
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tance we should be carried

down-stream before striking a

landing opposite. Here two

brown men, completely naked

but for a palm-leaf hat securely

tied on, relieved the youth of

his burden and set to turning it

into a boat. These pelotas de

cuero (leather balls) are the

ferries of all this region, being

transportable, whereas a wooden

boat, left behind, would be

stolen by wild Indians. Around
the edge of the hide were a

dozen or more loop-holes

through which was threaded a

cord that drew it up in the

form of a rude tub. To obtain

firmness, the hat-wearers laid a

corduroy of sticks in the bot-

tom, then piled our entire bag-

gage into it, set the German
atop, and dragged it down the

sloping mud-bank into the wa-

ter, while the youth coaxed the

mule into the stream and swam
with it to the opposite shore.

This would have seemed load

enough and to spare, but when
I had fulfilled my duties as

official photographer of the ex-

pedition, I, too, was lifted in, as they no

doubt would have piled in Tommy also,

had he been with us, and away we went,

easily five hundred pounds, speeding down
the hurrying yellow stream, the naked

pair first wading, then swimming beside

us, clutching the pelota, the gunwales of

which were in places by no means an inch

above the water. Had the none-too-stout

cord broken, the hide must instantly have

flattened out and left us for an all-too-

brief moment, like passengers on the magic

carpet of Oriental fairy-tales.

Before and high above us, where the

craft was coaxed ashore, stretching like an

endless green, giant wall farther than the

eye could follow in either direction, stood

an impenetrable forest, the famous Monte
Grande, or "Great Wilderness," of Bo-

livia. Here was the chief haunt of the

wild Indians of the penetrating arrow, a

Hughtie " Powell, who immigrated from Texas
as children and live as Bolivian peons

region otherwise absolutely uninhabited,

through which the endless "road" squeezes

its way for hundreds of miles without a

break and almost without a shift of di-

rection. We swung our hammocks under

saplings in the extreme edge of it, for the

journey through the Monte Grande is

fixed in its itinerary, by the sites of the

four "garrisons" maintained by the Bo-

li\'ian Government some five leagues

apart as a theoretical protection against

the nomadic Indians.

In the morning we deplojed in cam-

paign formation. With our revolvers

loose in their holsters, the German
marched ahead with his shot-gun. closely

followed by his affectionate "mool," while

I brought up the rear with the new Win-
chester. This was the place of honor and

most promise, for the Indians do not face

their intended victims, but spring from
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behind a tree to shoot the traveler in the

back, and jump back out of sight again.

But this was not our luck}^ daj% for

though I glanced not infrequentl}' over

my shoulder, I did not once catch even a

kodak-shot at one of their feather clouts.

But if the savages failed us, there were

other things to make up for them. Every

instant of the day we were fighting

swarms of gnats and mosquitos, and

though the sun rarely got a peep in upon

us, the heavy, damp heat that pervaded

even the shade of the unbroken forest

walls above kept us half blinded with

the salt sweat in our eyes. The region

being utterly flat, the waters of the rainy

season gather in the faintest depression,

which passing ox-carts churn into a slough

beyond description, while the barest sug-

gestion of a stream inundates to a swamp
the entire surrounding region. All day

long mud-holes, often waist-deep for long

distances, completely occupied the narrow

road. In the first miles we sought, in our

inexperience, to escape these by attempting

to tear our way around them through the

forest, but so dense was this that passage

was commonly impossible and forced us to

turn back and take to wading. Now and

then we slipped into unseen cart-ruts and

plunged to the shoulders into noisome

slime.

At sunset we waded through a barred

gate into the pascana, or tiny natural

clearing, of Canada Larga, the first of the

fortines with which Bolivia garrisons the

Monte Grande. Five miserable thatched

huts, some without walls and the others

of open-work poles set upright, were oc-

cupied by half a dozen boyish conscripts in

faded rags of khaki and one slattern fe-

male. Our government order called upon

the commander to "give us all facilities,

wood and water, and sell us supplies pro-

vided they had any." But the Govern-

ment had so long forgotten their existence

that the soldiers themselves had barely a

scant ration of rice, which each cooked

in his own tin pot lest a fellow rob him

of a grain or two. They were too apa-

thetic to dig a well or plant anything,

however heavilv time hung on their hands,

preferring to starve on half-rations and to

choke in the dry season and to drink liquid

mud in the wet.

The gnats quickly got wind of the ar-

rival of fresh supplies and attacked us in

veritable platoons. Known to the natives

as jejenes, they are almost invisible, yet

can bite through a woolen garment so

effectively that the mosquito's puny efforts

pass entirely unnoticed in comparison, and

leave a tiny red spot that itches cruelly for

days to come. In no circumstances did

they give a moment of respite. We could

not leave of¥ fighting them long enough to

lift a kettle of^ the fire without a hundred

instantly stinging us in as many spots, and

to lie in a hammock was next to impos-

sible, as they soon found their way through

the 7nosquitero even when they did not

bite up through the bottom of our swing-

ing beds. Born though they were in this

region, or at least accustomed to the pests

for a year or more of military service, the

soldiers one and all ate their food march-

ing constantly up and down the "parade-

ground," striking viciously at themselves

with the free hand.

Day after day we slushed on through

endless forest and mud swamps, halting

every night at one of the "fortresses,"

each of which grew worse, if possible, as

the distance from the capital increased.

Frequently after walking all day we paced

back and forth half the night in vain at-

tempts to escape the torturing jejenes, and

continued in the morning with an all but

unconquerable tendency to fall on our faces

from sleepiness while in full march. On
the afternoon of the fifth day beyond the

Guapay, we sighted a little wooded hill

bulging slightly above the forest ahead,

and at nightfall took possession of a (/al-

p6n, oi- roof on legs, in the hamlet of El

Cerro, the first suggestion of civil habita-

tion. But the long-anticipated feast was

scanty. El Cerro had little to sell and less

desire to sell it. Konanz was so worn out

that he threw himself down supperless

without even swinging his hammock, and

only after a long hut-to-hut canvass did I

coax a native to sell a pound of freshly

killed beef and an empanisado, or huge
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block of crude, dark-brown iinpurified

sugar. It was tbe second day thereafter

that I got Konanz started eastward again.

From EI Cerro the landscape changed,

lea\ I'ng the dense Monte Grande, with

its glue-like loam, behind, and showing the

first palm-trees and frondous vegetation

characteristic of Chiquitos. The forest

thinned somewhat, and birds large and

small, from herons to parrakeets. enliv-

ened the often-flooded wilderness. The
road was wider, so that the sun beat in

upon us incessantly, and though we paused

to drink from any cart-rut or stagnant

swamp pool and to wash the sweat out of

our eyes, these quickly filled again. Twice
we halted at collections of huts for the

night, but commonly reached only some

gnat-inhabited pascana, these small natu-

ral clearings being so important on the

trans-Bolivia route that each has a name
solemnly engraved on the map of the

republic. The natives built all-night

smudge-fires before the small open doors of

their mud huts, forming a curtain of smoke

through which few gnats passed. All

the night through they swung Incessantly

in their hammocks. What secret process

the people of this region have to keep

swinging while to all appearances they are

sleeping soundly I was never able to learn ;

but more than once I watched a full hour

their constant movement, lying all but on

their backs, one bare leg hanging over the

leg of the hamaca, as if these children of

the wilderness had long since solved the

problem of perpetual motion that civiliza-

tion has so far sought in vain. The early

Spaniards named the region Chiquitos be-

cause the low doors as a protection against

insects and other pests forced the inhabi-

tants to make themselves chiquitos (tiny)

to crawl through them.

One day late in January we left the

main road and struck off by a trail

through a half-open country to visit the

ranch of Henry Halsey, an American
dwelling in complete isolation in almost

the exact geographic center of South

America. The day was brilliant, and I

let the German and his mule draw on

ahead until they w^ere lost to view. That
morning we had hung on the pack a whole
bunch of the fat, silky little bananas of

the region. Gradually hunger intruded

itself through my dreams, and almost at

the instant it grew tangible a fresh ba-

nana appeared in the trail before me. For
an hour or two I came upon one of them
as often as hunger returned, as nicely pro-

portioned to my requirements as manna
to the Israelites. But hour after hour

passed without a sight of Konanz. He
was not accustomed to lead the wav
for so prolonged a period, and I pushed

on more rapidly, not entirely free from

visions of savages falling upon him. The
sun stood high overhead, casting down its

ra^s like the contents of an overturned

melting-pot, w'hen I at last sighted him

some distance ahead. He lay. running

with sweat and panting, in the scant shade

of a bush, to another of which the mule

stood tied, eying him suspiciously. It was
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gathered breath tosome time before he

relieve my anxiety.

"O j'ou mool!" he gasped at

last, shaking his fist at the animal so sav-

agely that it all but tore itself loose. "Ven

I don't haf to carry der pack I right avay

now shoot you through der head. \'ou

Expurgated of its adjectives, his bitter

tale ran that, having been beaten and

kicked during all the loading that morn-

ing, the animal had suddenly taken fright

when the German started up from a log

on which he had rested a moment and had

run away. For hours he had pursued

her, losing sight of her entirely, and track-

ing her only by the trail of bananas she

had dropped at intervals for my benefit.

Finally, frightened no doubt at finding

herself completely alone in the trackless

wilderness, "she come valking pack

against me, chust like a vomans, py Gott

;

rhunned avay, an' den gum schneaking

pack pegause she haf to haf der home un'

der master. Oh, you
—

"

Beyond the rancho of Pablo Rojo the

pampa gave place to luontc, dense jungle

and tangled growth som.e ten feet high,

not tall enough to shade us from the blaz-

ing afternoon sun, yet high enough to cut

us off in the trough-like trail from every

breath of breeze until our tongues and

throats were parched and as dry as charqui,

and the sand burned our feet through our

worn shoes. Konanz could only be coaxed

along a mile at a time, but the sun was

still above the horizon when the endless

jungle was broken by the welcome sight

of a thatched house set in corn and ba-

nanas, before which were working three

apparent natives in long-uncut hair and

beards, barefoot, in leather jojotas, and

with the native dress of two thin and

faded cotton garments, topped by sun-

faded straw hats of local weave.

But all were Americans, Halsey himself

and two of the sons of a couple that had

immigrated to Chiquitos from Texas not

long after the Civil War. These youths

were as truly peons as any of the natives,

subject to the same "slavery" of all the

region, in that they took an advance in

hiring out, and continued to get them-

selves deeper and deeper into debt to their

employer. One was then "working out"

a rifle and the other a saddle-steer. Born
in the region, they had all the diffidence

of the native peon, spoke English, of the

"white trash" sort, only when forced to,

lamely and without self-confidence, and

ending every sentence with an appeal to

their aged and bedraggled old mother,

"Ain't thet right, Maw?"
Four days I swung in my hammock un-

der one of the great trees of Halsey's es-

tate, reading belated magazines of the

light-weight order, the neurotic artificial-

ity of which seemed particularly ridicu-

lous against this background of primitive

nature. It was easy to understand how
even tlie white man can drop out of the

race here in the perfect tropics and let life

drift on without him. Halsey pointed out

the beginning of a trail that led some fif-

teen miles back to the Bolivian cross-coun-

try road, and I prepared to push on alone;

for the German would go no farther, but

planned to explore the country round

about until he found a spot worth settling

upon as soon as the fever that now racked

his bones daily had left him.

The faint path through thick prairie-

grass and low bush died out even sooner

than I had feared. I pushed on in the

direction I knew I must go, south and a

shade east. A big wooded bluff standing

above the jungle landscape like the Irish

coast from the sea gave an objective point.

But to keep a due course in the track-

less jungle is not so easy as to set it. I

was soon among heavier bushes that cut

down my progress as a head wind cuts

that of a sailing-vessel, then head high in

undergrowth that made every step a strug-

gle, then in thick forest, with the densest

jungle overrunning everything and

snatching, clinging, tearing at me for all

the world like living beings determined to

stop my advance at any cost. Vines in-

wrapped my head, chest, waist, and feet at

every step, requiring as often a wild strug-

gle to tear my way through ; countless

thorns and brambles gashed and rended
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my sweat-rotted clothing; a bush reached

forth and snatched a sleeve out of my
shirt; wild pineapple-leaves tore at my
legs, laying bare my knees through my
breeches; the entangled growth poured

blinding sweat into my eyes, broke my
boot-laces, and treacherously tripped me,

so that I fell, smashing headlong into jun-

gle bushes where no one knew what might

be sleeping or lurking. Every such plunge

left me so breathless from the incessant

struggle that I was several minutes gath-

ering strength to crawl to my feet and

tear my way onward. The scent of wild

animals was pungent, and signs of their

passing and lairs were frequent, but not

one did I see or hear. Now and then I

fell into a short path or the recent sleep-

ing-place of some beast. Half dead with

thirst, noon found me still fighting nature

with might and main and with the grow-

ing conviction that I should still be strug-

gling when night came upon me. The
blue headland of Ypias had long since been

lost to view, and I found I was indeed

going around in a circle, like the heroes of

fiction, until I drew out my compass and

insisted that nature let me through the

way it indicated.

At last, when thirst seemed no longer

endurable, I broke out into a small space

clear of jungle, though the giant grass

made the going alinost as laborious, and

finding a small swamp in its center, I

threw myself down to drink half dry the

first pool of it. From it radiated in all

directions through the tall grass the paths

by which the wild animals came down to

drink, and every inch of the wet sand was

marked with their footprints, as fresh as

if they had that moment passed. I rec-

ognized those of the deer, the heavy anta,

the cat-clawed jaguar, while those of at

least a score of smaller species were plainly

visible.

To cut short an endless story, I tore on

all the blazing afternoon, hunger com-

pletely lost beneath the weight of a thirst

like a raging furnace within me. Then
suddenly, toward sunset, when I had con-

cluded the jungle had no end, I fell out of

it into a broad, sandy road, sprawling on

hands and knees, for it was worn several

feet deep into the sandy soil of the dense

wilderness through which its way had

been chopped. It soon brought me to the

uninhabited pascana of Ypias.

Luckily the rains had been delayed, or
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I might have been held for months in the

hilltop hamlet of Santiago until the floods

common to the twenty leagues or more

west of the Paraguay subsided. As it was

we passed day after uninhabited day

through the same succession of mud-holes

and clouds of jejenes, swinging our ham-

mocks at night in tiny pascanas. I say "we"

because I had fallen in with two Ameri-

can surveyors, returning from Santiago,

mounted on huge mules, the extra one of

which I bestrode. But such a route was

harder mule-back than afoot. On the last

morning we awoke at two to find the

moon brilliant, and pulling on our soggy

garments, we pushed eagerly on. On the

right the Southern Cross stood forth

brightly whenever a fleck of cloud veiled

the moon. Away in the forest monkey's

wailed their everlasting plaint. Great

masses of green vines, covering irregular

giant bushes, looked like German castles

in the moonlight. The first flush of dawn
showed in the V-shaped opening ahead the

shoulders of the advance horseman cutting

into the paling sky. Then day "came up

like thunder" out of the endless wilder-

ness, and somehow it seemed wasteful to

keep the moon still burning after the trop-

ical sun had flooded all the scene. Tall,

slender palms, all possible forms of trees,

festooned and draped with vines in fan-

tastic web and lace effects, stood out

against the sky. Masses of pink morning-

glories soon shrunk under the sun's glare

;

lively, brown moor-hens, flicking their

black tails saucily, foraged about mud-
holes and flew clumsily, like chickens,

with little half-jumps, as we passed. Be-

yond the pascana Tacuaral, with its

myriads of slim tacuara palms, the coun-

try that should have been flooded at this

season was waterless, though our thirsty

animals all but fell down in the enormous

sun-dried cart-ruts in the road. Hour
after sun-baked hour we jogged on. An
occasional hut with a banana-grove ap-

peared in a tiny place shaved out of the

hirsute forest ; in mid-afternoon we sighted

through the heat rays ahead a wide street,

with red-tiled buildings and open water

bej'ond, backed far away by more low

wooded ridges, and the Port of Suarez

and the end of Bolivia was at hand. It

was two months to a day since Tommy
and I had set out from Cochabamba.

Dawn was just beginning to paint red

the humid air between jungle and sky

across the lagoon of Caceres, formed by

the river Paraguay, when I descended to

its edge and by dint of acrobatic feats of

equilibrium managed a bath and left in

the mud and slime, like fallen and aban-

doned heroes of many a campaign, the

remnants of my tramping garb. As I

climbed the bank new-clad, there persisted

the subconscious feeling that I had heart-

lessly left behind some faithful friend of

long standing. The gasolene launch

chugged more than two hours across the

muddy lagoon until there rose from the

jungle, on a bit of knoll, the modern city

of Corumba, in the State of Matto Grosso,

Brazil, to the residents of which the ap-

pearance of a lone traveler from out the

ferocious wilds and haunts of hugres

beyond the lagoon that ends their world

was little less wonder-provoking than the

arrival of one from a distant planet. Here

at last was civilization—expensive civiliza-

tion—and steamers every few da\s to

Asuncion and Buenos Aires.

^M^
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LAST week I chanced to read in a Cin-

^ cinnati paper that Mrs.— well, it

does not matter about her present name

;

she was Olivia Mist when I knew her

—

had "thrown open the spacious saloons of

her large and handsome residence" to an

audience who listened while an eminent

P^nglish author discoursed about Post-im-

pressionism, Cubism, the gasping school in

poetry, the Russian novel, with a side

glance at Ernest Dowson, Aubrey Beards-

ley, and others of the eighteen-nineties. I

was interested by this announcement, but

hardly surprised. Still, I permitted my-

self a little sardonic smile at Olivia, out

there in her "spacious saloons," and this,

when you have read my account, you will

agree I had a perfect right to do.

I have a passion for places which have

a "season" out of the season. There, if

anj^where, j'ou touch romance and you see

ghosts. You see all the history of a crowd

that has vanished and the fate of a crowd

that has not yet arrived. You stroll

through the empty casino, and come upon

a lady's glove, a faded flower, a torn

dance-card, an odd playing-card, a bill of

fare, a concert program, left there to be

swept away to the dust-heap. Signs and

announcements, meant for crowds on the

beach or promenade, or on the alley-walk

leading to the spring, stare blindly and

impotently at the solitary passenger. In

front of the theater the placard of a

troupe of actors who came and vanished

two months ago is lashed by the drehry

winter rain. All the places which are so

much sought after, which cost immense

sums to reach in the season, are now wide

open to the pensive stroller. He can now

lounge in the paddock of the race-course

for hours if he wishes, undisturbed by any-

thing but the wind howling round the

grand stand ; and on some day when the

caretaker is airing the theater, he can seat

himself comfortably in the principal box

and watch the ghosts of old actors per-

form fantastically.

I have always had this passion ; I have

it now ; and if my shade inhabits any-

where, it will doubtless be at some San

Sebastian or Trouville or Atlantic City

—

though I hope not Atlantic City—out of

the season. In the middle of the eighteen-

nineties, when I was still what may be

called a youth, this passion of mine al-

ready burned with a "hard gem-like

flame," and I carefully tended it. So it

was that I was led to Mont Dore, in the

Puy-de-Dome, at the end of October,

when everybody had gone, and the Hotel

Sarciron was on the point of closing. I

settled down to stay as long as the hotel

people were disposed to keep me— to main-

tain a chef, a head-waiter, a page, and

three or four chambermaids all for my
benefit.

As a matter of fact, I was very little in

the hotel. I went to hotels from a timid-

ity in dealing with life, and a kind of help-

lessness in solving problems of residence,

arising from the tradition that if you ar-

rived at a place where you were unknown,

you ought to make at once for the leading

hotel. I had been taught that in any place

below the leading hotel you were likely to

be robbed, or poisoned by bad food, or

catch infectious diseases. But there was
always some feeling of shame inside me
as I entered the safe portals of the large

hotel, as if I had condescended to a de-

grading compromise, because the large ho-

tel somewhat conflicted with the artistic

scheme of life then pursued. That postu-

lated the tavern and the cafe as the only

possible habitat for the true artist when
on his travels; just as it postulated, as the

only possible alternative to the society of

95'
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artists, the society of circus-people, and

failing them, of tramps and even of crim-

inals. It also postulated a mistress, an-

other piece of artistic baggage in which I

was shamefully lacking. Many of the

artists I admired resided, from choice

rather than from necessity, in some sun-

less, rat-ridden house in a narrow, smelly

street ; and after I had climbed innumer-

able stairs, meeting with a fresh smell on

every landing, I used to gaze uneasily at

those I had come to visit, apprehensive

lest at any moment they should tumble

down at my feet, felled by some dread

malady arising from unsanitary dwelling.

They, on the other hand, I felt, regarded

me with some disdain as one who, dwell-

ing amid the gilt and marble of the mod-

ern hotel, could not possibly do anything

worth while. Remember, I speak of the

eighteen-nineties. Nowadays it is the

other way about. But at that time this

feeling was very rigid. If poets or paint-

ers had relatives— mothers or aunts or

suchlike—who lived in opulent conditions,

they did their best to conceal them. It

almost labeled a man as an amateur at

once if it came out that his uncle had a

country estate or that his aunt was the

wife of a wealthy lawyer.

In the same way there was only one

excuse for living in luxurious quarters,

and that was to be in debt. There was

something daredevil and Balzacian about

that which tended to enhance a man's

artistic qualities. But at a hotel j^ou can-

not very well be in debt ; they won't allow

it. Very well then.

So I generally shunned the hotel I hap-

pened to be staying at except to swallow

occasional sullen meals there and to go to

bed. In a city, if any prepossessing lady

happened to be stepping out of the hotel

at the same time that I was, I would walk

as close to her as I could, so that any of

my friends who might be passing would

take the impression that I had been in

there reveling, and I would thus find

grace in their sight. But no prepossessing

lady, no lady at all, in fact, seemed to be

in the hotel at Mont Do re when I arrived

there. And none of my acquaintance, ar-

tistic or other, was likely to be in Mont
Dore at the end of October.

Nevertheless, I sought out a cafe in

which to spend most of my waking hours.

I found one up a little street, paved with

cobbles, which ended in a stable for cattle.

Grass grew between the cobbles, and the

afternoon sun used to fall very sweetly in

the quiet place. There were about four

tables in the little cafe, and the floor was

sanded. I usually had it entirely to my-

self ; the owners were elsewhere about

their business. In fine weather the door

stood wide open. Occasionally some

farm-hand from the mountains would

come in, bid me good day, go to the coun-

ter, and after drinking off a glass of wine

that he had poured from one of the bot-

tles, put down the price, and go his way.

As the sunlight stole across the floor, and

touched the old gray cat dozing in a chair

and the geraniums in pots in the windows,

a tinkle of bells would be heard, and the

cows coming down from the mountains

would go by, driven by a barefoot girl

holding a long stick. Now and then one

of the cows would stop and put her moist

nose round the door, and give me a half-

friendly look from her wide, distrustful

eyes. The chickens, too, which on and ofiE

all day were seeking treasure between the

cobbles, would sometimes venture over the

threshold and stroll across the floor. I

had orders from the goodwife to drive

them out, but it was too much trouble.

Oh, place divine! Give me to live, to

dream away my days, in that or a like

quiet place! Grant me this, and all the

fame and notoriety in the world anybody

else can have for me.

The sun-shadows would turn yellow

and gold, and then die on the floor. The
clock in the corner, after incredible wheez-

ing, would clamp out five o'clock. The
cat would rise, stretch herself back and

forth, and walk off daintily. And I too

would put the finishing touches on a poem

called, perhaps, "City Fever," and take

myself peacefully back to the hotel, paus-

ing now and then to watch the shadows

muffling the mountain-tops. But it was

another iron rule in my school of art not
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to take poetical inspiration from rural

scenes or vegetables, or from anjthing, in

fact, which had not been touched to a dif-

ferent beauty by artifice.

One afternoon, seated thus placidly in

the little cafe, listening to the bells softly

tinkling as the cows and the goats came

home, I was aroused by a most unexpected

occurrence. A joung lady of the foreign-

tourist type— quite the last kind of per-

son I should have expected to see there

—

rushed into the room, and stood panting

and terrified in the middle of the floor.

" J'aii'che!" she shouted. " Ally-von-

song." She glared at me imperiously.

" Comprenny-vool''"

"Perfectly," I replied as 1 rose. "What
is it you want done?"

"Oh, you speak English?" Consider-

able relief was in her face. "I 'm really

glad. I speak English m3'self."

Her accent, however, was decidedly

American.

"Those cows," she went on hurriedly,

"are coming up the street. They 're quite

wild. They re as dangerous as they can

be. Can't you send for the police?"

I assured her that the cows were quiet.

Even as I spoke, the cow that was accus-

tomed to say how d' ye do to me put her

head in at the door. Immediately the girl

shrieked.

"Quiet! It 's a mad bull!"

I shooed at the cow, which regarded

me with pained astonishment at this ex-

hibition of bad manners. Thereupon the

little cow-driver came along and hit her

a resounding thwack on her flank with the

long stick. For an instant the cow gazed

at me in deep reproach, and then moved
slowly on, with less faith in humankind
than ever.

"It 's an outrage," said the young lad\

.

"The law would not allow it anywhere
else but in France. Wh\ , in America if

a cow did that— "

Words failed her. She was now reco\-

ering her poise, and felt it was time to

give an eye to her dignity.

"I am not afraid of quiet cows," she

said deliberately ; "but all French cows are

mad, like most of the people."

Then she asked me the shortest way to

the Hotel Sarciron.

"I am going there myself," I said, gath-

ering up the leaves of a story I was trying

to write about a worn sinner who lived

in a tower beside a graveyard.

Before we had gone far, a voice called

"Olivia!" and we saw a white-haired and

extremely dr3'-looking lady standing in the

door of a hardware shop across the street

beside the amiable proprietor, who smiled

widely and made reassuring signs to us.

"Why, Olivia Mist," repeated the lady,

querulously, "wherever did you get to?

I 've been just frightened to death."

"That 's my aunt," said Olivia.

"When we saw the cows coming we ran

in different directions. I 'm glad she 's

safe."

At dinner that evening the head-waiter,

imagining that with only ourselves in the

hotel three compatriots would like to be

friendly, had placed my table near that of

Miss Mist and her aunt. We met, how-

ever, as perfect strangers. I do not know
whether Olivia desired to talk to me or

not ; but I at least had no idea of allowing

my reveries about the haggard sinner in

the tower to be disturbed by the gabble

of females. Except for some objection

that Olivia made to the head-waiter about

one of the dishes,— a rather lengthy ob-

jection which at one point seemed like

brightening into a row,— the meal pro-

ceeded in silence. They left the dining-

room first, and I could |iear Olivia's voice

at the other side of the hotel shouting at

her deaf aunt. The word "cow" came

to me very clearly.

Later I was obliged to go into the read-

ing-room. It was the inevitable reading-

room of a French hotel, one of those

rooms which seem to be never aired, with

an atmosphere as special as a church, and

furnished with fragile plush-and-gilt

chairs and a huge table covered with a

great munber of newspapers devoid of in-

terest. There I found them both again,

looking, as it seemed to me, a little for-

lorn. The aunt was sewing; Olivia was

reading a copy of a Paris New York pa-

per several days old. Two Tauchnitz
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volumes were on the table beside her. I

felt that in common decenc\- I must speak.

1 asked her if she felt any ill effects from

her panic that afternoon.

Americans are popularly supposed to be

sociable and easy of access. In this respect

thej' are sometimes compared favorably

with the English. My experience, how-

ever, leads me to doubt whether this char-

acteristic is uppermost when they fall in

with their own countrypeople in foreign

parts. They seem to be afraid that one

does not know their precise importance,

or that one does. Here we were, the onl\'

foreigners in a small town, thrown to-

gether in the same hotel, yet we chose to

address each other with extreme stif¥ness

and even with an undertone of hostility.

Not the aunt, poor dear,— her infirmity

prevented anything like social intercourse,

— but if the head-waiter, who spoke very

fair English, happened to overhear Miss

Mist and me, he must have come to the

conclusion that there was some hidden

cause of rancor between us.

They had come to Mont Dore so that

lier aunt could take the waters. Wh}'

they had come so late in the season she did

not explain. I believe that the place she

first encountered me had something to do

with the frigidity of her address. She

was by no means sure that I was a fit

person to unbend to. Before long she in-

quired shamelessly what my business was.

I replied with some consequence that I

was an author. In those days a few rags

of hierarchy still fluttered about this pro-

fession.

"And are you on a holiday?" pursued

IMiss Mist.

"Holiday? Nothing of the kind."

"Oh," she said detachedly, "I thought,

seeing where you were this afternoon— I

guess you don't do much work here."

"On the contrary," I replied with some

heat. Although I thoroughh despised her,

I thought it worth while to explain m\

theory of places to work in. She listened

with a most irritating smile of pit>- and

contempt.

"I guess it is only bums and loafers,"

she said at last, "who hang about saloons.

It 's pretty nuicii the same in all ccnintries,

believe me. You won't find great writers

— the really important, I mean— in such

places." She took up one of the Tauch-

nitz volumes. "You would n't be likely

to find William Black or Mrs. Henry

^Vood or E. P. Roe in a saloon."

Although I wanted to get away, I

would at that time have started a dispute

with St. Paul himself if he had put for-

ward these names as masters of literature.

"I dare say," I said with utter disdain;

"but how can anything be inferred from

what such people do ? They are not

artists."

She stared at me.

"No, of course not. I guess you don't

know much. They are authors."

"Yes," I replied dr\l\ ; "that is just

where it is."

"However did you get it into your

head," she continued, "that Mrs. Henry

Wood and William Black w^ere painters?

Do vou know any of the great authors?

Do you know Conan Doyle or Mrs. Hum-
phry Ward or Marie Corelli?"

I answered briefly that I did not. In-

side me I felt rather ashamed that I had

to deny all acquaintance with these lights

of English literature. By way of getting

the balance a little more even, I informed

her rather pompously that I had seen Max
Beerbohm in the High at Oxford.

"Who is he?" asked Olivia. "I 've

never heard of him."

I mentioned Arthur Symons, Aubrey

Beardsley. Ernest Dowson. I also men-

tioned the "Yellow Book." At this last a

gleam of intelligence came into her face.

"Oh, yes, that s the thing all the pa-

pers in England and New York laugh at.

I 've seen that name ; I 've seen jokes

about it. It must be a pretty mean little

affair. I don't think," she added with a

tight smile, "that an\ of the great authors

would \vrite for that, would they?"

I could not honestly say that they

would, for this was in the good period of

the "\ ellow Book"— the Beardsley

period. Instead, 1 observed that there

might be different opinions about the great

authors.
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"Well," she drawled, "you don't seem

to know them, anyway. Come on, Aunty ;

it 's bedtime."

After that I avoided her for a few

daj'S. I persuaded the head-waiter to put

my table at the other end of the room

;

and across the wide space Miss Mist and

I self-consciously ignored each other.

Then one afternoon I met her face to face

in the hotel entrance as she was coming

out and I was going in.

"Well," she said, "have you been at the

saloon again?"

Although she neither liked nor approved

of me, it was evident from this that she

had given me some thought. I answered

gruffly that I had.

"In America," she said, "there are mil-

lions of j'oung men who never put their

foot in a saloon and are leading perfectly

pure lives
—

"

"And reading E. P. Roe," I put in

morosely.

She colored, and looked at me with a

little surprise, a little uncertainty, too, I

thought.

"Now, who do you call a great li\'ing

novelist, I wonder."

Her tone was mocking and condescend-

ing, intended to convey that no wisdom

could possibly come from such a silly

young ass as I; but underneath it I per-

ceived a real curiosity.

"Well," I said slowly, "there are

(jeorge Meredith, Thomas Hardy, Henry

James
—

"

"Wait a minute." She took a silver

pencil from her belt and wrote these names

down inside the cover of her Tauchnitz

volume. "I may look at their books some

time," she said, "just to see what your

opinion is worth."

A few days later I missed them at

lunch, and was told they had gone to

Paris.

It must have been quite two years after-

ward that I w^as taken, on one of those

June days when London is the most beau-

tiful city in the world, to lunch at a

ladies' club somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of Berkeley Square. I think. When

we entered the dining-room, my friend

stopped to talk to an acquaintance at a

table where there was a large luncheon

party. I have an excellent memory for

faces, and I found myself looking with

some attention at another of the guests.

Where had I seen that face before? Then
the little gray town of Mont Dore, ba-

sined in the harsh Auvergne Mountains,

with the large empty hotel at the end of

the season, suddenly came back to me.

It was— surely it must be Olivia Mist!

But how changed ! So changed that there

was every excuse for my failure at first to

recognize her. Instead of a very dowdy
girl whose good looks were killed by ugly

clothes made in some small American

town, and by particularly repellent pro-

vincial manners, she might now really and

truly be called the pink of fashion in all

the force of that phrase. She was dressed

very well indeed, and looked extremely

pretty, even handsome. She was evidently

very much at her ease, and appeared as if

she was enjoying life. I believe she knew

me from the first ; she glanced at me
quickly once or twice. Finally she decided

to recognize me.

"How do you do?" she said. "Did n't

I see you at Mont Dore when my aunt

was taking the waters there?"

I replied that she did, and added that

we had had some conversations upon liter-

ary topics.

"Here is a man," said Olivia, blandly,

turning to her neighbor, a very well-

known actress, "who had never heard of

George Meredith till I told him."

At this point my friend moved on to

our own table, and I bowed to Olivia

without another word. I could hardly

have spoken: I was too flabbergasted. My
friend mentioned to me the names of some

of those in Olivia's party. They were

rather a celebrated lot, the kind of people

whose names are wont to be seen in the

newspapers.

Afterward in the smoking-room, as I

was standing alone while my friend was

writing a note, Olivia, from the far side

of the room, where she was sitting with

another lady and a man, beckoned to me.
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and I went over to her. There was con-

siderably more graciousness in her manner

to me now than there had been a little

while ago; perhaps she was reassured by

the name of the member I had come in

with.

"We have just been tiiis morning to an

exhibition of Max Beerbohm's caricatures.

They are awfully interesting. Do you

know about him?"

"No," I said. "Not in the least."

Olivia exclaimed.

"Oh, but you ought to. You are quite

behind the times not to. So awfully in-

teresting."

She proceeded to give me her views on

the arts. She had covered a good deal of

ground since the Mont Dore days, but I

was no more abreast of her now than I

had been then. She had reached John

Lane, so to speak, while I was at Leonard

Smithers. For the "Yellow Book" in the

post-Beardsley period she had praise, but

the "Savoy," she thought, should be sup-

pressed by the police, for all the world

like those cows at Mont Dore. The gen-

tleman who was sitting there agreed with

her. She no longer spoke of William

Black and Mrs. Henry Wood. For them

she substituted George Meredith and

Mrs. Craigie. She asked me if I had read

"Tess of the D'Urbervilles."

"I have not," I replied. "The only

novelist I can stick is E. P. Roe."

Olivia uttered a cry of horror.

"That quaint American person ! You
must know that we never mention him

even at home. He is not a bit of an

artist."

I wondered how far she had really got,

and just how much she was able and will-

ing to stand.

"Do you know Hubert Crackanthorpe's

stories?" I asked casuall\-.

"Crackanthorpe?" she repeated. She

paused, and then said, "I seem to know
him."

"Do let me lend you his book," I urged.

And I sent it to her hotel that same

afternoon.

That settled it. A few da\s later the

Crackanthorpe volume came back with an

acidulous little note. I forget now the

contents of the note, and I am sorry I do.

I can only recall the final sentence, which

was to the eiifect that Crackanthorpe's

book was a book no gentleman would

write and no gentleman approve of, and

that it could have no circulation in the

society of real ladies and gentlemen. It

was a very scathing note indeed.

Since I read the notice in the Cincin-

nati paper a few days ago, I have been

tempted to send her the Crackanthorpe

\olume again. She has got to him by

now. But, alas! I, too, have moved. I

am nearer to William Black and Mrs.

Henry Wood than I was then ; I can even

toy with E. P. Roe. Olivia is far more
advanced and modern than I am at pres-

ent. She would force on me new painters

and poets and prose writers who do not

interest me at all, who, in fact, give me
the creeps far worse than E. P. Roe used

to do. She would hurl at me people who
may perhaps some day be great geniuses,

but who are in the meantime pretentious

and tiresome. But even if they be authen-

tic geniuses, I have no desire to add to

my stock of geniuses. What is the use?

Beardsley is a good enough artist for me,

Symons a good enough critic, Dowson
a good enough poet, Crackanthorpe a good

enough tale-teller. To the persuasions

and incantations of Olivia I could reply

only as the pagans in St. Augustine's time

used to reply to the Christians: "Why
trouble? Why follow us about? We
don't want to be saved."
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CONSTANCE LADY WHITTLE-
MERE lives in a huge, gloomy house

in the very center of Mayfair, has a ma-

jestic appearance, and is perfectly ready

for the day of judgment to come whenever

it likes. From the time when she learned

French in the school-room— she talks it

with a certain sonorous air, as if she w^ere

preaching a sermon in a cathedral— and

played Diabelli's celebrated duet in D
with the same gifted instructress, she has

always done her duty in every state of

life. If she sat down to think, she could

not hit upon any point in which she has

not invariably behaved like a Christian

and a lady, particularly a lady. Yet she is

not exactly pharisaical ; she never enumer-

ates even in her own mind her manifold

excellencies, simply because they are so

much a matter of course with her. And
that is precisely why she is so perfectly

hopeless. She expects it of herself to do

her duty and behave as a lady should be-

have, and she never has the smallest mis-

giving as to her complete success in living

lip to this ideal. That being so, she does

not give it another thought, knowing quite

well that whoever else may do doubtful or

disagreeable things, Constance Whittle-

mere will move undeviatingly on in her

flawless courses, just as the moon, without

any diminution of her light and serenity,

looks down on slums or battle-fields,

strew^n with the corpses of the morally or

physically slain. And Lady Whittlemere,

like the moon, does not even think of say-

ing. "Poor things!" She is much too

lunar.

At the age of twenty-two (to trace her

distressing history) her mother informed

her, at the close of her fourth irreproach-

able London season, that she was going to

marry Lord Whittlemere. She was very

glad to hear it, for he was completely

congenial to her, though even if she had

been ver>- sorry to hear it, her sense of

duty would probably have led her to do

as she was told. But having committed

that final act of filial obedience, she real-

ized that she had a duty to perform to

herself in the person of the new Lady

Whittlemere. and climbed up on a lofty

foursquare pedestal of her own. Her

duty toward herself was as imperative as

103
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her duty toward Miss Green had been,

when she learned the Diabelli duet in D,

and was no doubt derived from the sense

of position that she, as her husband's wife,

enjoyed. Yet perhaps she hardly "en-

joyed" it, for it was not in her nature to

enjoy anything. She had a perfectly clear

idea, as always, of what her own sense

of fitness entailed on her, and she did it

rigidly. "The thing," in fact, was her

rule in life. Just as it was the thing to

obey her governess and obey her mother,

so, when she blossomed out into wifehood,

the thing was to be a perfect and complete

Lady Whittlemere. Success, as always, at-

tended her conscientious realization of this.

Luckily,— or unluckily, since her hope

of salvation was thereby utterly forfeited,

— she had married a husband whose gen-

eral attitude toward life, whose sense of

duty and hidebound instincts, equaled her

own, and they lived together after that

literal solemnization of holy matrimony in

St. Peter's Eaton Square for thirty-four

years in unbroken harmony. Both had an

unswelled sense of their own dignity,

never disagreed on any topic under the

sun, and saw grow up round them a copi-

ous family of plain solid sons and comely

daughters, none of whom caused the pa

ents a single moment's salutary anxiet\

The three daughters, amply do\A

ered, married into stiff mahogan^

families at an early age, and the

sons continued to prop up the con

servative interests of the nation b\

becoming severally a soldier, a

clergyman, a member of Parlia-

ment, a diplomatist, and they

took into all these liberal walks

of life the traditions and pro-

prieties of genuine Whittle-

meres. They were all honor-

ables and all honorable and all

dull and all completely aware

of who they were. Nothing co

been nicer.

For these thirty-four years, then 1

Whittlemere and her husband lived

gether in harmony and exquisite, expen-

sive pomposity. Had Genesis been one of

the prophetical books, their existence

might be considered as adumbrated by

that of Adam and Eve in the garden of

Eden. Only there was no serpent of any

kind, and their great house in shelter of

the Wiltshire downs had probably a far

pleasanter climate than that of Mesopo-

tamia. Their sons grew up plain, but

strong, they all got into the cricket eleven

,at Eton, and had no queer, cranky lean-

ings toward vegetarianism, like Abel, or

to homicide, like Cain ; while the daugh-

ters, until the time of their mahogany
marriages, grew daily more expert in the

knowledge of how to be Whittlemeres.

Three months of the year they spent in

London, three more in their large prop-

erty in the Highlands of Scotland, and the

remaining six were devoted to home life at

Whittlemere, where the hunting season

and the shooting season, with their large,

solid parties, ushered in the old English

Christmas, and were succeeded by the

quietness of Lent. Then after Easter the

whole household, from majordomo to

steward's room-boy, went second-class to

London, while for two days Lord and

Lady Whittlemere "picnicked," as they

• He was cnnipleldy -.'
\\\\v^'- .1^

congenial lu her "
-"'''A m1)

" ^
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called it, at Whittlemere, with only his

lordship's valet and her ladyship's maid

and the third and fourth footmen and the

first kitchen-maid and the still-room maid

and one housemaid to supply their wants,

and made their state entry in the train of

their establishment to Whittlemere House
Belgrave Square, where they spent ^lay

June, and July.

But while they were in the country,

distraction consequent on hunting

or shooting parties diverted them

from their mission in life, which was
to behave like Whittlemeres. About
two hundred and thirty years ago,

it is true, a certain Lord Whittle-

mere had had "passages," so to

speak, with a female who was not

Lady Whittlemere, but since then

the whole efforts of the family had

been devoted to wiping out this de-

plorable lapse. Wet or fine, hunt-

ing and shooting notwithstanding,

Lord Whittlemere gave audience

every Thursday to his estate-man-

ager, who laid before him accounts

and submitted reports. Nothing di-

verted him from this duty, any more
than it did from distributing the

honors of his shooting lunches

among the big farmer-tenants of the

neighborhood. There was a regular

cycle of these, and duly Lord Whit-

tlemere and his guests lunched (the

lunch in its entirety being brought out in

hampers from the house) at Farmer

Jones's and Farmer Smith's and Farmer

Robertson's, complimented Mrs. Jones,

Smith, and Robertson on the neatness of

their gardens and the rosy-facedness of

their children, and gave each of them a

pheasant or a hare.

Similarly, whatever highnesses and

duchesses were staying at the house. Lady

Whittlemere went every Wednesday

morning to the mothers' meeting at the

vicarage, and every Thursday afternoon

to pay a call in rotation on three of the

lodge-keepers' and tenants' wives. This

did not bore her in the least; nothing in

the cold shape of duty ever bored her.

Conjointly they went to church on Sun-

Nothing in the cold shape of duty ever bored her "

da}- morning, when Lord ^Vhittlenlere

stood up before the service began and

prayed into his hat, subsequently reading

the lessons, and giving a sovereign into the

plate, while Lady Whittlemere, after a

choir practice on Saturday afternoon,

played the organ. It was the custom for

the congregation to wait in their pews till

they had left the church, exactly as if it

was in honor of Lord and Lady Whittle-

mere that they had assembled here. This
impression was borne out by the fact that

as the family walked down the aisle the

congregation rose to their feet. Only the

footman who was on duty that day pre-

ceded their exit, and he held the door of

the landau open until Lady Whittlemere

and three daughters had got in. Lord
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Whittlemere and such sons as were pres-

ent then took off their hats to their wife,

mother, sisters, and daughters and strode

home across the park.

And as if this was not enough propriety

for one day, every Sunday evening the

vicar of the parish came to dine with the

family directly after evening service. He
was bidden to come straight back from

even-song without dressing, and in order

to make him quite comfortable, Lord

Whittlemere never dressed on Sunday

evening, and made a point of reading the

"Guardian" and the "Church Family

Newspaper" in the interval between tea

and dinner, so as to be able to initiate

Sabbatical subjects. This fortunate

clergyman was permitted to say grace botli

before and after meat, and Lord Whittle-

mere always thanked him for "looking in

on us." To crown all, he invariably sent

him two pheasants and a hare during the

month of November and an immense cin-

namon-turkey at Christmas.

In this way Constance Whittlemere's

married life was just the flower of her

maiden bud. The same sense of duty that

had inspired her school-room daj^s presided

like some wooden-eyed Juggernaut o\ ei

her wifehood, and all the freedom ftoni

any sort of worry or anxiety for these

thirty-four years served only to give her a

shell to her soul. She became rounded

and water-tight, she got to be embedded

the jelly of comfort

and security and curt-

seying lodge-keepers"

wives, and "yes-my-

lady" Sunday-schools.

Such rudiments of hu-

manity as she might

possibly have once been

possessed of shriveled

like a barren nut-

kernel, and when at the

end of these thirty-four

years her husband died,

she was already too

proper, too shell-bound,

to be human any longe

death was an extremeh' satisfactor\' sort of

death, and there was no sudden stroke, or

any catching of vulgar disease. He had a

bad cold on Saturday, and, with a rising

temperature, insisted on going to church

on Sunday. Not content with that, in the

pursuance of perfect duty, he went to the

stables as usual on Sunday afternoon, and

fed his hunters with lumps of sugar and

carrots. It is true that he sent the second

footman down to the church about the

time of even-song to say that he was ex-

ceedingly unwell, and would have to

forego the pleasure of having Mr. Armine
to dinner, but the damage was already

done. He developed pneumonia, lingered

a decorous week, and then succumbed.

All was extremely proper.

It is idle to pretend that his w'lie felt

any sense of desolation, for she was im-

pervious to everything except dignity. But
she decided to call herself Constance Lady
Whittlemere rather than adopt the ugly

name of dowager. There was a magnifi-

cent funeral, and she was left very well

off.

Le roi est iiiort; vive le roi: Captain

Lord Whittlemere took the reins of gov-

ernment into his feudal grasp, and his

mother, with four row^s of pearls for her

son Lady
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life, two carriages and a pair of carriage-

horses, and a jointure of six thousand

pounds a year, entered into the

most characteristic phase of her

existence. She was fiftj'-six

years old, and since she pur-

posed to live till at least eighty,

she bought the lease of a great

chocolate-colored house in \lny-

fair, with thirty years to run.

for it would be very tiresome to

have to turn out at the age of

seventy-nine. As befitted her

station, it was very large and

gloomy and dignified, and had

five best spare bedrooms, which

were just five more than she

needed, since she never asked

anybody to stay with her except

her children's governess, poor

Miss Lyall, for whom a dress-

ing-room was far more suitable :

Miss Lyall would certainly be

more used to a small room than

a large one. She came origi-

nally to help Lady Whittlemere

to keep her promise as set fortli in the

"Morning Post" to answer the letters of

condolence that had poured in upon her

in her bereavement ; but before that gi-

gantic task was over, Lady Whittlemere

had determined to give her a permanent

home here, in other words, to secure for

herself some one who was duly aware of

the greatness of Whittlemeres and would

read to her or talk to her, drive with her,

and fetch and carry for her. She did not

purpose to give Miss Lyall any remunera-

tion for her services, as is usual in the case

of a companion, for it was surely remu-

neration enough to provide her with a

comfortable home and all fovmd, while

Miss Lyall's own property of a hundred

pounds a year would amply clothe her

and enable her to lay something by. Lady

Whittlemere thought that everybody

should lay something by, even if, like her-

self, nothing but the total extinction of

the British Empire would deprive her of

the certainty of having six thousand

pounds a year as long as she lived. But

thrift being a duty, she found that five

variably drove fui

for an hour and :i

thousand a ^ear enabled her to procure

every comfort and luxury that her limited

imagination could suggest to her, and in-

stead of spending the remaining thousand

pounds a year on charity or things she

did not want, she laid it by. Miss Lyall,

in the same way, could be neat and tidy

on fifty pounds a year and lay by fifty

more.

For a year of mourning Constance

Whittlemere li\ed in the greatest seclu-

sion, and when that year was out she con-

tinued to do so. She spent Christmas at

her son's house, where there was always

a pompous family gathering, and stayed

for a fortnight at Easter in a hotel at

Hastings for the sake of sea breezes. She

spent August in Scotland, again with her

son, and September at Buxton, where, fur-

ther to fortify her perfect health, she

drank waters, and went for two walks a

day with Miss Lyall, whose hotel bills she

of course was answerable for. Miss Lyall

similarly accompanied her to Hastings,

but was left behind in London at Christ-

mas and during August.
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They then had the tea, with the cake

the scones, from the still-room "

A large establishment was of course

necessary in order to maintain the Whit-
tlemere tradition. Half a dozen times in

the season Lady Whittlemere had a din-

ner-party, which assembled at eight, and

broke up with the utmost punctuality at

half-past ten, but otherwise the two ladies

were almost invariably alone at breakfaGt,

lunch, tea, and dinner. But a cook, a

kitchen-maid, and a scullery maid were

indispensable to prepare those meals ; a

still-room maid to provide cakes and rolls

for tea and breakfast; a butler and two
footmen to serve them ; a lady's maid to

look after Lady Whittlemere; a steward's

room-boy to wait on the cook, the butler,

and the lady's maid ; two housemaids to

dust and tidy ; a coachman to drive Lady
Whittlemere; and a groom and a stable-

boy to look after the horses and carriages.

It was impossible to do with less, and thus

fourteen lives were spent in maintaining

the Whittlemere dignity down-stairs, and

Miss Lyall did the same up-stairs.

With such an establishment Lad.\^

Whittlemere felt that she was enabled to

do her duty to herself and keep the flag

of tradition flying. But the merest t> ro

in dignity could see that this couhl not In-

done with fewer uphcjUlcrs, and sometimes

Lady Whittlemere had grave

doubts whether she ought not

to have a hall-boy as well. One
of the footmen or the butler of

course opened the front door as

she went in and out, and the

hall boy, with a quantity of but-

tons, would stand up as she

passed him with fixed set

face, and then presumably sit

down again.

The hours of the day were

mapped out with a regularity

borrowed from the orbits of

the stars. At half-past nine

preqisely Lady Whittlemere

entered the dining-room,

where Miss Lyall was wait-

mg for her, and extended to

ler companion the tips of

four cool fingers. Breakfast was eaten

mostly in silence, and if there were any

letters for her (there usually were not),

Lady Whittlemere read them, and as soon

as breakfast was over answered them.

After these literary labors were accom-

plished, Miss Lyall read items from the

"Morning Post" aloud, omitting the lead-

ing articles, but going conscientiously

through the smaller paragraphs. Often

Lady Whittlemere would stop her.

"Lady Cammerham is back in town, is

she?" she would say. "She was a Miss

Pulton, a distant cousin of mv husband's.

Yes, Miss Lyall?"

This reading of the paper lasted till

eleven, at which hour, if fine, the two la-

dies walked in the Green Park till half-

past. If wet, they looked out of the win-

dow to see if it was going to clear. At

half-past eleven the landau was announced

(shut if wet, open if fine) and the\ droxe

round and round and round and round

the park till one. At one they returnea

and retired till half-past, when the butler

and two footmen gave them lunch.

"Any orders for the carriage, my
lady?" the butler would ask. And every

day Lady Whittlemere said :

"The brougham at half-past two. Is

there anywhere particular you would like

to go, Miss Lyall?"
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Miss Lyall .'ilu'a^s tried to summon up

her courage at this and say that she would

like to go to the Zoological Gardens. She

had done so once, hut that had not been

a great success, for Lady Whittlemere had

thought the animals very strange and

rude. So since then she always replied

:

"No, I think not, thank you, Lad\-

Whittlemere."

They invariably dro\e for two hours

in the summer and for an hour and a

half in the winter, and this change of

hours began when Lady Whittlemere

came back from Harrogate at the end of

September, and from Hastings after

Easter. Little was said during the drive,

it being enough for Lady Whittlemere to

sit very straight up in her seat and look

loftily about her, so that any chance

passer-by who knew her by sight would

be aware that she was behaving as befitted

Constance Lady Whittlemere. Opposite

her, not by her side, sat poor. Miss Lya

ready with a parasol or a fur boa or a

cape or something in case her patroness

felt cold, while on the box beside Bran-

don, the coachman, sat the other footman

who had not been out round and round

and round the park in the morning, and

so in the afternoon went down Piccadilly

and up Regent Street and through Port-

land Place and round and round Regent's

Park, and looked on to the back of the

two fat, lolloping horses, which also liad f^
not been out that morning. There they

^J;^

all went, the horses and Brendon and /^ ^
William and Miss Lyall, in attendance '^ \ z, '^

on Constance Lady Whittlemere ^^ ^ '
^

dreary and pompous and expen-

sive and joyless a carriage-load

as could be seen in all London

with the exception perhaps of the

Black Maria.

They returned home in time

for Miss Lyall to skim through

the evening paper aloud, and

then had the tea, with the cakes

and the scones, from the still-

room. After tea Miss Lyall read for two

hours some book from the circulating-

library, while Lady Whittlemere did

wool-work. These gloomy tapestries were

made into screens and chair-seats and

cushions, and annually- one (the one begun

in the middle of November) was solemnly

presented to Miss Lyall on the day that

Lady Whittlemere went out of town for

Christmas. And annually she said:

"Oh, thank you, Lady Whittlemere.

Is it really for me?"
It was; and she was permitted to have

it mounted as she chose at her own ex-

pense.

At 7:15 I'.M. a sonorous gong echoed

through the house ; Miss Lyall finished the

sentence she was reading, and Lady Whit-
tlemere put her needle into her work, and

said it was time to dress. At dinner,

though both were teetotalers, wine w^as

offered them by the butler, and both re-

fused it, and course after course was pre-

sented to them by the two footmen in

white stockings and Whittlemere livery

And tliere she pl.iyed Patience till
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and worsted gloves. Port also was put

on the table with dessert, this being the

bottle which had been opened at the last

dinner-party ; and when Lady Whittle-

mere had eaten a gingerbread and drmk
half a glass of water, they went not into

the morning-room, which they had ir;ed

during the day, but to the large drawing-

room up-stairs, with the Louis Seize fur-

niture and its cut-glass chandeliers.

Every evening it was all ablaze with

lights, and the fire roared up the chimney

;

the tables were bright with flowers, and

rows of chairs were set against the wall.

Majestically Lady Whittlemere marched

into it, followed by Miss Lyall, and there

she played Patience till 10:30, while Miss

Lyall looked on with sycophantic congrat-

ulations at her success, and murmured
sympathy if the cards were unkind. At

10:30 Branksome, the butler, tlirew open

the door, and a footman brought in a tray

of lemonade and biscuits. This refresh-

ment was invariably refused by both la-

dies, and at eleven the house was dark.

Now, the foregoing catalogue of events

accurately describes Lady Whittlemere's

day, and in it is comprised the sum of the

material that makes up her mental life.

But it is all enacted in front of the back-

ground that she is Lady Whittlemere.

The sight of the London streets, with their

million comedies and tragedies, arouses in

her no sympathetic or human current; all

she knows is that Lady Whittlemere is

driving down Piccadilly. When the

almond-blossom comes out in Regent's

Park, and the grass is young with the

flowering of the spring bulbs, her heart

never dances with the daffodils; all that

happens is that Lady Whittlemere sees

that they are there. She subscribes to no

charities, for she is aware that her hus-

band left her this am.ple jointure for her-

self, and she spends such part of it as she

does not save on herself, on her food, and

her house and her horses and the fifteen

people whose business it is to make her

quite comfortable. She has no regrets

and no longings, because she has always

lived perfectly correctly, and does not

want anything. She is totally without

friends or enemies, and she is never sur-

prised or enthusiastic or vexed. About

six times a year, on the day preceding one

of her dinners. Miss Lyall does not read

aloud after tea, but puts the names of her

guests on pieces of cardboard, and makes

a map of the table, while the evening be-

fore she leaves London for Hastings or

Scotland she stops playing Patience at ten

in order to get a good long night before

her journey. She does the same on her

arrival in town again to get a good long

night after her journey. She takes no

interest in politics, music, drama, or pic-

tures, but goes to the private view of the

academy as May comes round because the

thing recommends it. And when she

comes to die, the lifelong consciousness of

the thing will enable her to meet the King

of Terrors with fortitude and composure.

He will not frighten her at all.

And what on earth will the recording

angel find to write in his book about lier?

He cannot put down all those dri\'es

round the park and all those games of Pa-

tience, and really there is nothing else.



The Agricultural Revolution

By CARL V ROD MAN
Assistant Sf^rctary of Agriculture

AGRICULTURE, though one of the

^ oldest of the arts, is the youngest of

the sciences. Less than two years ago, for

the first time, the American Academy for

the Advancement of Science admitted

agriculture into the family circle by giv-

ing it a place on its program and in its

organization. Thus agriculture has be-

come a sort of modern Cinderella. For

thousands of years the servant and drudge

of civilization, at last she has foimd the

magic slipper and is making her debut as

a veritable and acknowledged princess, a

royal dispenser of bounty and happiness.

As a result of recent scientific and eco-

nomic developments along agricultural

lines, we are to-day in the midst of an

agricultural revolution that seems des-

tined to be as significant and as far-reach-

ing in its effects upon civilization as was

the industrial revolution of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. In the light of

these developments, agriculture appears

not only as the youngest of the sciences,

but also as the most important.

What this new science will do for the

world ultimately it would be inexpedient

to attempt to prophesy. Therefore I shall

endeavor to confine myself to a discussion

of what the new agriculture mux confi-

dently be expected to do for this countr\-

in the near future; that is. when our

farmers in general have learned to make a

profitable application of the principles of

scientific agriculture that already have

stood the test of experience. From data

as unquestionable as the multiplication ta-

ble we may aflRrni that the new agriculture

will accomplish certain definite results

:

First, it will show the farmer how to

increase his yields of standard crops any-

where from twenty-five to one hundred

per cent., and, what is almost equally im-

portant, the percentage of such possible

increase as will yield him a maximum

profit.

Second, it will show the farmer how to

market his produce to better advantage

while at the same time reducing the rela-

tive cost of farm produce to the consumer.

Third, it will show the farmer how to

make his purchases more advantageously.

Fourth, upon a solid foundation of in-

creased yields, increased profits upon what

he has to sell, and lower costs for what he

has to buy, it will enable the farmer to

build a splendid superstructure of more

intelligent, more enjoyable, and more pur-

poseful living.

It is indeed highly important that the

farmer learn the agronomic lesson of how

to increase his } ields and the economic and

business lesson of how to buy and sell to

advantage, but in a larger sense these mat-

ters are important only as stepping-stones

to a realization of the higher possibilities

of life. A scientific success has little im-

portance to the farmer unless it can be

made the basis for a business success, and

a business success in turn has little real

significance unless it can be translated

into terms of life. I know farmers who
have broad fields, great herds, huge barns,

and large bank-accounts, but whose suc-

cesses end right there; who live narrow,

dull, purposeless lives— lives devoid of

aspiration, happiness, or public spirit.

The wealth of such men is like much of

the fertility in our soil : it is not available.

These men need instruction in the art of

living as much as their less-prosperous

neighbors need instruction in the art of

growing and marketing crops. For, after

all, it is only the wealth that we dominate

and dedicate to some useful or noble pur-

pose that we can be said actually to pos-

sess. All other wealth that stands to our

credit is either inert or actively sinister,

and in the latter event it often gains the

upper hand and finally conies actually to

possess us.

The agricultural possibilities that open

111
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out before the American farmer in bewil-

dering profusion are for the most part yet

unrealized. The lot of the up-to-date,

scientific, and businesslike farmer has im-

proved greatly during the last few years.

but the lot of the average farmer still

leaves much to be desired, still lacks much
that has been chronically lacking to the

tiller of the soil for thousands of years.

On a western Iowa farm there was a

5'oung boy who plowed corn and did di-

vers other things from dawn to dusk.

When asked w^hat he got for all his hard

work, a momentary fire of revolt flared

up in his brain, and he said : "Get? Get?

Nothin' if I do, and hell if I don't."

That boy summed up in one terse

phrase the annals of husbandry for all the

centuries before the advent of the science

of agriculture. He is Millet's "Man with

the Hoe" before he grew up. From time

immemorial civilization has rested on the

broad shoulders of the agricultural work-

ers of the world, but before their eyes has

opened up no vista of opportunity or of

hope for them or for their children.

Theirs has been the bitter choice between

a life of unending drudgery on the one

hand and the hell of starvation on tlie

other.

In the last half-centur}- the Department

of Agriculture has spent some two hun-

dred and fifty million dollars largely in

research and experiment, to the end that

American agriculture might be put on a

high plane of efficiency. The results of

this research and experiment have been

agronomy and animal industry, a vast, but

largely undigested and uncoordinated,

mass of information about how to grow
crops and "critters." During this entire

period the department has been accumu-

lating and hoarding a vast store of facts

about how to increase production.

Thus during the first fifty years of its

existence the department was chiefly a bu-

reau of scientific research that gave the

farmer from time to time an assortment

of miscellaneous scientific information that

he might or might not be able to utilize

to ills financial advantage. Unfortunately,

a world of practical problems that de-

stroy the farmer's peace of mind and in-

volve the success or failure of his business

— namely, his business and economic prob-

lems—were virtually ignored. In other

words, for the first fifty 5^ears of its life

the department hopped along on one leg,

the scientific leg. Happily, during the last

three j^ears a miraculous thing has hap-

pened : the department has grown another

leg, the leg of business and economic effi-

ciency. Now it begins to walk, and we
confidently expect in the near future to

see it going forward with giant strides.

During the last three years, for the

first time in its history, the Department

of Agriculture has had at its head an econ-

omist. Under the direction of Secretary

Houston it has achieved a new point of

view and a new conception of its mission.

For half a century the department has

used its utmost endeavors to show the

farmer how to fight the chinch-bug and

the army-worm, the cattle tick and the

Hessian fly and other insect pests, but had

not even so much as attempted to show

him how to protect himself from the

yearly toll levied upon the fruits of his

toil by sucli human pests as the usurer,

commercial pirates posing as legitimate

middlemen, and the other business para-

sites of the agricultural world.

The. farmer who makes two blades of

grass grow where only one grew before

may be a good agronomist, but if he can-

not sell his second blades at a profit, he is

a poor farmer. In other words, farming

is primarily a business, ^'^ery few practi-

cal farmers till the soil to demonstrate

principles of agronomy. They produce

crops to live rather than live to produce

crops. Even more than large production

they want profitable production. Upon

the realization of this fundamental fact

is founded the agricultural renaissance

\\hich recently has been begun.

It seems strange that a fact as simple as

this should have been overlooked for many
years. Every farmer, at one time or an-

other, has been brought face to face with

the paradox of big crops and small re-

turns. He has often been forced to the

conclusion tliat the larger crops you raise
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to boost or depress the market at willthe less money you make. And statistics

all too frequently have backed up this con-

clusion. In 1912, for example, the coun-

try produced 677,758,000 more bushels of

corn than in 19 13, and yet the farmers

received $171,638,000 less. In 1906 a

vi'heat crop 101,174,000 bushels lar<2;er

than that of 1907 brou.silit $64,104,000

less. In 1906 the corn crop, too, was un-

usually large,-— more than 150,00(^,000

bushels larger tb.an in 1909,^ and it

brought the farmers $500,000,000 less.

In order to find a solution for this and

a host of other problems in agricultural

economics that involve the farmers' finan-

cial success or failure, the present admin-

istration created a new bureau, called the

Office of Markets and Rural Organiza-

tion. It has been in operation only two

years, and has not yet solved any large

number of these problems, but the very

fact of its creation, the fact that the De-

partment of Agriculture at last has under-

taken the stupendous task of charting for

the farmer the treacherous and tempestu-

ous economic sea and of pointing out to

him the shoals and reefs, the tides and un-

dertows which have brought shipwreck to

many thousands in the past, is a matter of

historic moment. It will take years to

get this work satisfactorily in hand, but

it is a momentous achievement to have be-

gun it. Some people have criticized the

Office of Markets and Rural Organiza-

tion for not having roiinded out its life-

work during its teething period. It would

be almost as intelligent to belittle the

work of Columbus because, having dis-

covered America, he failed to populate

and develop it.

In addition to the creation of the OfHcc

of Markets and Rural Organization in

the Department of Agriculture, Congress

has passed a number of laws, and is now
in process of passing several more, dealing

with the fanners' economic and business

problems. Among these may be men-

tioned the Cotton Futures Act. Before

this law went into effect the producer

was virtually at the mercy not only of the

local buyer, but also of the big operators

on the cotton exchanges, who were able

or

through the exertion of undue influence

within the exchange. Since the act be-

came effective, such manipulation would

in\()l\e the control of the price of cotton

on the leading future exchanges of the

country, a manifest impossibility. The
establishment of official cotton standards

for grade, pronuilgated under the pro-

visions of this act, has worked also to the

decided advantage of the producer, since

it gives a definite basis for bargaining,

whereas under the old system, with its

multiplicity of standards, the grade was

frequently a matter of guesswork, with

the buyer in the habit of guessing to pro-

mote his own ends.

The Warehouse Bill, w^hich was re-

cently attached as an amendment to the

appropriation bill for the Department of

Agriculture, will probably become a law

within a few days. The purpose of this

measure is to enhance the value of ware-

house receipts in order to facilitate the

obtaining of loans thereon, and thus en-

able the farmers to market their crops

more slowly, thereby securing better and

more even prices for their commodities.

This act was designed originally to apply

solely to cotton, but it has been broadened

to cover virtually all the other leading

staple and non-perishable agricultural

products, and its enactment will greatly

aid in the equitable disposition of our

chief farm products.

A matter of great importance to the

grain farmer is the recent establishment

of official grades for corn. This action is

to be followed up as fast as practicable by

the establishment of grades of wheat and

other cereals. Moreover, there is now
pending in Congress a bill which has

passed the House and has been favorably

reported by the Senate agricultural com-

mittee providing for Federal regulation

of state grain inspection. This will pro-

vide farmers' elevators, individual farm-

ers shipping in car-load lots, and groups of

farmers shipping in car-load lots, the right

of appeal to a Federal official whenever

they feel that state grain-inspectors have

not given them a square deal.
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Another law of interest to farmers and

consumers alike is that granting the sec-

retary of agriculture authority to provide

the same inspection for imported meats as

for domestic meats.

Among the important measures in the

interest of the farmer now pending in

Congress that probably will be enacted

into law during the present session, the

most important is the so-called Rural

Credits Bill, pro\iding for the establish-

ment of a system of land banks. This law

does not attempt to provide additional

personal credit facilities for farmers. That

is a distinctly different problem, and one

which ought to be and no doubt will be

taken up by Congress at its next session.

The Rural Credits Bill has a definite ob-

ject, to furnish tlie farmer ha\ing the

proper security to offer, first, more money,

secondly, money on longer time loans, and

thirdly, money at a lower rate of interest

than he has been able to get it in tlie past.

Every farmer will realize the vital im-

portance of these three features of the bill.

Every farmer will realize tliat a bill wlu'ch

furnishes liim with these three tilings is

an invaluable single step in the direction

of a complete system of rural credits.

Another highly important piece of leg-

islation now pending in Congress is the

Good Roads Bill. If enacted into law,

this measure will do more to provide our

country with good roads than has all past

legislation on tliat subject put together.

This is a matter of primary economic im-

portance to the farmer. At present it

costs the average farmer more to liaul his

produce to his local market than to ship it

to the nearest terminal market. The

heaviest tax he pa\s is the penalty extorted

from him for having bad roads.

Another recent achievement of prime

importance has been the working out of a

system of direct retail distribution to the

farmer of the accumulated results of the

scientific research of the last half-century.

While each of tlie older bureaus of the

department has many years of honest and

invaluable research work to its credit, in

tlie main little has been done until re-

centl> toward putting the results of the

work of the department's scientific men
before the farmer properly condensed, cor-

related, and couched in terms easily un-

derstood. Fewer than a dozen }ears ago

the Department of Agriculture was al-

most as far removed from actual contact

with the masses of our farmers as the

State Department or the Coast and Geo-

detic Survey. No wide-spread, continu-

ous, and systematic efiort has yet been

made to carry agricultural education to

the farmer by word of mouth or by dem-

onstration : the Otlice of Farm Manage-
ment u as a minor appendage of one of the

filder bureaus; the publications of the de-

partment were lucky if they escaped being

still-born, so little was the effort made to

popularize them and to interest the farm-

ers in them by means of the press. It is

difficult to realize that a major govern-

ment department, established for the spe-

cific purpose of informing the people,

spending millions of dollars of the people's

money e\ery \ear for research work, could

e\er lia\ e been so indifferent to the prac-

tical application of the results of its re-

search as the Department of Agriculture

seemed to be until a few years ago. ^'et

one has only to glance o\er the current

list of farmers' bulletins to find evidence

of that seeming indifference.

Many of the so-called farmers' bulletins

are really technical papers. Much of the

information published on \itally impor-

tant practical problems is scattered about

in so many bulletins as to be entirely un-

get-at-able by the average farmer. The
teachings of the department with regard

to a number of the most vital farm prob-

lems ha\e not been properly differentiated

regionally and special bulletins prepared

for the different important agricultural

regions in the United States. Some of the

most fundamental features of every-day

farming have been almost entirely ignored.

Indeed, here and there appears a most

astonishing hiatus. For example, we find

listed a bulletin on guinea-pigs, but no

satisfactory popular bulletin on the rear-

ing of the colt; a treatise on sil\er-fo\

farming, but until this year no farmers'

bulletin containing all the available prac-
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tlcal information on the feeding of the

dairy cow ; a compendium of information

on raising pheasants, but no thoroughly

worked out popular bulletins on possible

profitable rotations of crops for each re-

gion ; a bulletin on Natal grass, but no

simple, concise instructions covering tlie

important subject of timothy as a hay crop.

Thus, even to-day, with the agricultural

renaissance well on foot in many respects,

the department still labors under an em-

barrassing handicap in the matter of sim-

ple, concise bulletins on fundamental

farming operations. But this situation is

being remedied as rapidly as possible. The
best brains in the department are now be-

ing devoted to the preparation of concise

popular bulletins on the essentials of prac-

tical farming. However, it takes time to

produce simple, concise bulletins, much

more time than it takes to produce techni-

cal, verbose bulletins, and as a conse-

quence the available practical literature of

the agricultural renaissance is as yet

meager.

Another step in this same direction was

the creation in 191 3 of the Office of In-

formation. This office summarizes and

popularizes for newspapers and periodi-

cals the various bulletins issued by the

department. It also gives to the farmers

of the country, through the daily and

weekly press, all available information on

such critical situations as threatened in-

jury to seed corn by frost, or the appear-

ance in a given region of the Hessian fly

or other insect pests. As a result of re-

cent efforts to popularize the teachings of

scientific agriculture, the total output of

farmers' bulletins increased from 9,680,-

850 for the fiscal year ending June 30.

1914, to 14,795,000 for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 191 5.

An even more important popular edu-

cational movement has been instituted b\-

means of the Smith-Lever Bill. This bill

has set in motion a plan which within a

few years will place in every county in the

United States that is willing to cooperate

with the State and Federal governments

an agricultural county agent, an ofl'icial

who is really a species of deputy secretar\^

of agriculture. This work is modeled on

the agricultural demonstration work

started several years ago by the late Sea-

man A. Knapp in the Southern States, and

w ithin a very few years will result in an

annual expenditure of anywhere from ten

to twenty million dollars, and is planning

to bring the latest and most successful sci-

entific methods directly to the door of the

American farmers. This is the greatest

university extension campaign the world

lias ever seen. It is learning democra-

tized, learning brought out of the labora-

tories and the libraries, out of the experi-

ment fields and the bulletins, adapted to

local conditions, mixed with horse-sense

and business gumption, and explained to

the individual farmer by a man who lives

in his community and understands inti-

mately the needs both of its soil and of

its people.

I was told the other day by a banker

from central New York that in two short

years one of our county agents located in

his county had done more for the farmers

of that county than the entire Department

of Agriculture had done during the fifty

years preceding. This same miracle is be-

ing wrought to-day in over a thousand

counties in this country, though the

Smith-Lever Bill is not vet three rears

old.

The business of the county agent, who
must of course have practical as well as

theoretical knowledge of farming in its

various aspects, is to get in personal touch

with the farmers of his district, to secure

the cooperation of the more progressive

among them in practical demonstrations

of new and profitable methods of farm

operation, and to offer concrete sugges-

tions and practical assistance to the farmer

or to the community whenever opportu-

nity presents itself. In his efforts to an-

swer the questions and supply the needs

of the farmers of his county, he has not

only his own knowledge and experience

to draw upon, but can as well invoke the

aid of any of the numerous experts in the

state experiment station, the state agricul-

tural college, or the Department of Agri-

culture. He is thus able to focus upon
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an\' given local problem all the latest

available agricultural information of the

entire nation.

There are women county agents, too—
hundreds of them. These women, work-

ing under the home demonstration branch

of the department, are doing a great work,

especially among women and children of

the mountain districts of the South.

Thus in a number of wa\ s the Go\ern-

ment is trying to help the farmer to in-

crease his legitimate profits. The future

of American agriculture hangs upon that.

Not until the average farmer makes an

income comparable with his endeavor and

in keeping with liis contribution to the

well-being of society will he be in a posi-

tion to enter into his own as regards the

larger issues of life. Purely sociological

problems begin \\here economic problems

end, hence the \ital importance of first

solving the farmers' economic problems if

we would lay a foundation from which to

work out a solution of his higher prob-

lems. Tims a discussion of the funda-

mentals of the new agriculture becomes

largely a discussion of the problem of how
to make the science of agriculture boost

the business of farming.

The capital that the average farmer has

invested in this country now pays him a

return, in addition to the mere wages he

gets for his labor, of anywhere from noth-

ing to five per cent, per annum. If the

apostles of the new agriculture could not

promise the farmers any larger returns

than that on the additional capital they

are advising him to in\est, it is hardly

probable that their new gospel would

strike any responsive chord in the farmer's

heart. However, it has been demonstrated

repeatedly- that for the additional capital

which the farmer is advised to put into

lime, phosphate, or potassium, into better

seed, pure-bred bulls and boars, into silos,

tile, ;uid hog-tight fence, he can realize

not onl\ the fi\e or six per cent, that farm-

ers ordinarily hope to get on their money,

but the ten or fifteen per cent, that busi-

ness men usually expect on their in\est-

ments, or e\en considerably more.

l\ike, for example, the results of farm

demonstrations carried on under the di-

rection of one of our count}" agents in

New "^I'ork. I'here fifteen field tests,

made in igis. showed a profit of 169 per

cent, on an in\estment in limestone and

acid phosphate used on oats, without

charging any of the cost of application to

future crops. It is estimated that if onl\-

t\\enty-fi\e per cent, of the farmers who
grow oats in that county would follow

this practice, tlie oat crop of the county

^\•ould increase in \ alue $87,000 in a year.

On one farm in that county the increase

in one crop of hay attributable to an ap-

plication of lime yielded a profit of 237
per cent, on in\estment in lime. These

di\idends are exceptional, since they rep-

resent the initial gain due to the applica-

tion of fertilizers to comparatively neg-

lected land, but they serve to indicate the

tremendous possibilities of legitimate prof-

its from applied scientific agriculture.

Another way to increase the farmer's

profits is by grading his crops so as to give

the consumer a better and more attractive

product. As an illustration of the advan-

tages to be derived from this process, take

the stor\- of the potato-board. A year or

so ago a county agent representing the

department went before the farmers of a

county in southern New York exhibiting

a board about six inches wide and two and

a half feet long, containing oblong holes

of different sizes. This board was a sort-

ing apparatus for grading the potato crop.

Before it was introduced most farmers

used to sell their potatoes in much the

same fashion that coal dealers sell "run-of-

the-mine" coal, hit or miss, the big potatoes

with the little ones. They receive prices

depending upon the obviousness of the per-

centage of the little potatoes and the whim
of the bu\er. As a result of proper grad-

ing, they now sell their big standard-

shaped potatoes at a top-notch price to the

metropolitan hotels, getting virtually as

nuich for that one grade as they used to

get for the entire crop, and ha\ ing the

small and odd-shaped tubers left for less-

exacting markets, for home use, or for

seed.

The profits of the farmer can also be
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(1 marketing of his products may beincreased bj' various other legitimate de-

vices for increasing the efficiency of his

marketing methods. For example, in the

past a large proportion of the poultry of

this country was shipped to market ali\c.

The result was a heavy transportation

charge, heavy shrinkage en route, and

other attendant evils, such as deteriora-

tion in the quality of the poultry. The
Department of Agriculture worked out

an entirely new system, in accordance

with which the poultry is killed and

chilled before shipping. The new method

improves the quality of the product for

the consumer, prevents an}' loss of weight

in transit, and cuts down the cost of trans-

portation. Thus the farmer is enabled to

get a larger price for his product, the con-

sumer is required to pay no more than

before for the same quality of poultry,

and the middleman who performs a useful

social function is allowed to receive his

legitimate profit as before. No one is in-

jured, and every one connected with this

industry is benefited.

One of many possible illustrations

of the financial advantages to be derived

from the standardization of crops is the

case of the cotton crop of Caldwell

County, Texas. For a number of years

nearly all the farmers there have grown
Triumph cotton, a variety which origi-

nated in that county. As a result there is

a great demand for the pure-strain Tri-

umph cotton-seed from that county at an

average price of a dollar a bushel, or two

or three times the ordinary mill prices

paid for ordinary cotton-seed. Every year

for the last ten years there has been

shipped from the town of Lockhart from

250 to 500 car-loads of this seed destinetl

for distribution throughout five or six

neighboring States. In addition to the

handsome profit made on this seed, the

fact that virtually only one variety of cot-

ton is grown in that coimty has enabled

farmers there to obtain a premium for

their cotton also, owing to the fact that

cotton of a uniform quality can always be

secured th-ere in large lots.

As another illustration of the value to

the farmer of efficiency in the handling

cited the revolution in methods of picking

and packing that has taken place in the

orange and lemon industry of the Pacific

Coast. Until 1905 the annual decay of

oranges and lemons in transit often

amounted to a million and a half dollars

per annum. The cause of the trouble had

been believed to be due to lack of icing

and to other abuses in the transportation

service; but after a careful investigation

the Department of Agriculture discov-

ered, to the surprise of everybody, that it

was due to improper handling of the fruit

in picking and packing. As a result the

fruit is now usually picked by associations

of trained gangs of labor paid by the day

rather than by the box, care in handling

rather than speed being the object aimed

at. The depreciation of oranges in transit

prior to the investigations of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture amounted to from

twenty to fifty per cent, of the crop. Now
the California Fruit Growers Exchange

reports that the loss is not over one to two

per cent, annually. When we consider

that the California orange crop is valued

at twenty-five million dollars a year, it

becomes clear how important this one im-

provement in the method of handling the

fruit has been to producer and consumer

alike.

Such illustrations could be multiplied

almost without limit. One of the ad-

mirable features of this method of build-

ing up the prosperity of the farmer is that

it is not done at the expense of any other

legitimate, interest. It is a creative, not a

predatory, process, one that works a di-

rect benefit to the farmer and an indirect

benefit to the entire community. Effi-

cienc}- in crop handling and crop distribu-

tion and marketing is just as important to

the farmer, to the business man, and to

the consumer as is efficiency in crop pro-

duction. As a matter of fact, it is gener-

ally believed by many agriculturists that

more than fifty per cent, of the cost to the

consumer of farm products is added after

these crops are grown, or, in other words,

that it costs more to handle and market

farm products than to raise them.
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When the problem of securing higher

prices to the farmer for his products is dis-

cussed, most people at once jump to the

conclusion that this can be done only by

eliminating in whole or in part the profits

of the middleman, or by increasing the

cost of farm produce to the consumer.

Wherever the charges of the middleman

are excessive or illegitimate, the\' can and

will be either reduced or eliminated ; but

where the middleman is performing a nec-

essary economic function for a legitimate

profit, that profit cannot be tampered with

unless the farmer stands ready to perform

the same function for himself with equal

efficiency and at less cost. The Depart-

ment of Agriculture is not attempting to

make the honest middleman the "goat" of

our present cumbersome, costly, and thor-

oughly antiquated s\stem of marketing

farm products. Tliat some nu'ddlemen

take advantage of the farmer is common
knowledge. That some farmers also "do

their durndest" to take ad\antage of one

another, of the middlemen, and of the

consuming public is also common know-

ledge, although it is only fair to add tliat

the percentage of successful exploiters

among business men is larger than it is

among farmers. The Department of

Agriculture is endeavoring, first of all, to

do a constructive piece of work that will

eliminate these evil practices. It is trying

to get the maximum of scientific efficiency

into the distribution as well as into the

production of farm products. As a result

of a proper organization of the marketing

end of the farmer's work, those middle-

men and farmers who are not on the

square gradually, but inevitably, will be

penalized out of business.

In the past most people labored under

the mistaken notion that the best and per-

haps the only practical way to acquire

w ealth was to take it away from some one

else. The axerage middleman believed

that the rate of his dividends depended

primarily on the measure in which he

could reduce the profits of the farmer

and add to the price that the consumer

could be imiuccd to pa\ . In other words,

until \cr\- recenth farmers and business

men alike have been led astray by the

primitive, predatory economic conceptions

of the nomad and the cave-man. This

conception was the outgrowth of the eco-

nomic conditions of life on our planet

some thousands of years ago, when eco-

nomic advantage was to be gained only by

outfighting or outwitting one's fellow-

men. But our slowly developing civiliza-

tion is a result of the gradual dawning on

the minds of men, and the gradual incor-

poration into laws and institutions, of a

new and inspiring truth, namely, that it is

easier to gain wealth by cooperating to

increase the productivity of nature and of

human labor than it is by devoting our

energies and abilities to the lamentably

wasteful and harmful game of exploiting

one another.

If the new science of agriculture and

the movement toward scientific business

efficiency can be developed in the light of

this truth, capital and labor will become

so much more productive than ever before

that there will be plenty and to spare for

every one who is willing to perform a real

economic service to society for a legitimate

remuneration. It is high time for both

farmers and business men to learn that it

is more profitable to work together for

their common interests than to squabble

with one another over conflicting inter-

ests, real or imaginar\'. This means co-

operation.

The true spirit of cooperation is the

most vital need of the day in the agricul-

tural world, and indeed in the world at

large. Without that spirit no considera-

ble advance along the lines of the new
agriculture is possible. Here and there a

person will be able to apply some of its

teachings on his own hook, but nobody

can carry into effect all or even a majority

of those teachings unless he is able to work
together with his neighbors in some of the

many possible varieties of cooperative com-

munity effort. The cooperative spirit is

as necessary to the realization of the pos-

sibilities of the new agriculture as is ce-

ment or mortar to the erection of a gigan-

tic edifice of brick or stone. I believe that

this spirit will pre\ail, that wen now it is
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but none, so far as I know, where it exists

in the {leji;ree in which it exists here.

prevailing, and that we are on the th.resh-

old of a new and more splendid epoch.

It is not easy to convey with words a

sense of the splendor of the vistas that

open up as a result of the transforming

influence of these new forces upon rural

life. It is easy, indeed, to see how in-

"creased efficiency in farm operations, gen-

uine cooperation in rural community life,

and wide-spread organization for the dis-

tribution of farm products may have a

tremendous bearing upon the current of

American life, urban as well as rural. It

is not so easy, however, to set forth specifi-

cally all that these things seem to fore-

shadow. In the light of what already has

been undertaken we may dimly project a

vision of a new civilization, a more natu-

ral and clement civilization than this, a

civilization admittedly agrarian and which

glories in the fact that its roots arc

in the soil, a civilization in which the es-

sentiality and dignity of agriculture are

realized by those who follow it, and rec-

ognized and respected by those who fol-

low subsidiary vocations,— as, indeed, all

other vocations are,— a civilization in

which the wholesome strength of the soil

will avail to heal the canker of unbridled

industrialism.

I am quite aware that all this sounds

chimerical, that these are, after all, mere

generalities, glittering or otlierwise. Let

me be more specific.

I have in mind a certain town in the

Middle West. This town, to the casual

observer, is like many another prairie

town of its type. It has no unique beauty

of situation or of architecture. Its ele-

vator looks like the average elevator ; its

depot is painted the same color that other

depots on the same line are painted ; its

stores have more or less ugly fronts of

brick or frame or stamped steel, as the

case may be, just as have the business

blocks of hundreds of other little Ameri-

can towns. But this town, in the essen-

tials of its economic life, is unique, wholl\

different from an\- other town that I

know of. There are indeed a few other

towns in this country where there are

manifestations of this difference in kind,

This is the essence of the difference:

tlie chief store of the town, the elevator,

and the creamery are owned jointly by

the farmers of the community and oper-

ated cooperatively for the benefit of the

entire community. The bank is controlled

by the farmers of the community and run

on a basis as nearly cooperative as the

state laws will allow. The store in ques-

tion dominates the general merchandise

trade of the community. It is big and di-

verse, "handles everything from a needle

to a threshing-machine," its manager will

tell you with pardonable pride. Gro-

ceries, drugs, clothing, hardware, farm

implements, virtually everything needed

on farm or in home, may be bought at the

farmers' store. The elevator handles not

merely the grain of the farmers of the

community, but also coal, feed, flour, fer-

tilizer, hay, salt, and other bulky com-

modities.

These enterprises, including the cream-

ery, are run on a straight cooperative

basis. The system followed is virtually

the Rochdale system, which has been ap-

plied successfully throughout the British

Isles. Take the store, for example. Every

stock-holder is allowed to buy one hun-

dred-dollar share, and no more, which

gi\es him one vote in the management of

the affairs of the enterprise. He gets six

per cent, interest on this investment, and

in addition a dividend on all his individ-

ual transactions with the store. He pays

the current market price for everything

he buys, but gets back as a periodical re-

bate ten per cent, profit on his purchases.

Thus he gets his groceries and other sup-

plies at virtually wholesale rates, and at

the same time the store escapes the odium
and enmity that are wont to embarrass the

cooperative concern that cuts rates. Fur-

thermore—and this is as important as any

other feature of the plan— the non-mem-
ber who buys of the cooperative store gets

soiuething in the way of a bonus, too, five

per cent, on all purchases. Thus interest

in the cooperative ideal is fostered.

This is agrarian democracy of a high
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type, simple, effective community organi-

zation for buying and selling. Everybody

involved is personally concerned in the

conduct of the business. Every division

of profits saved is an object-lesson in eco-

nomics ; every meeting of stock-holders is

an object-lesson in sociology. There is

hope for democratic civilization in such

organization.

However, communities like this are

rare in the United States, not from any

logical necessity, but because of psycho-

logical reasons. When one hears of new

potatoes being sold by the Long Island

producer at tw^enty-five cents a barrel, and

resold to the consumer in New York Cit\

,

only a few miles away, at thirty cents for

a small basket, or when one hears of ap-

ples rotting on the ground on farms a few-

miles from Boston, and the same quality

of apples selling to the consumer in Bos-

ton at fancy prices, one is apt to jvmip to

the conclusion that there must be some

simple and effective device for preventing

such appalling commercial incongruities.

But there is not, and never has been, any

such device. Successful cooperative effort

involves a combination of several equally

necessary factors. As I have said before,

tlie most important of these factors are

psychological.

If the people in a gi\'en community

have the cooperati\e spirit, if they appre-

ciate the permanent economic benefits as

well as the temporary financial benefits to

be derived from cooperation, and if they

are interested in the social and moral ben-

efits that are certain to come in the train

of a cooperative movement, their chances

of success are excellent. If to this ap-

preciation of the higher possibilities in-

volved in a genuine cooperative movement
tliere be added the element of determina-

tion or a willingness, when necessary, as it

sometimes is necessary, to sacrifice tempo-

rary personal advantage to permanent per-

sonal and community well-being, the

movement has a vastly better chance of

success.

Eor a year ind a half the Department
of Agriculture has been carrying on the

most scientific and painstaking first-liand

study of the cooperative movement ever

undertaken in the United States. While
the department's investigations are not }"et

complete, certain basic facts stand out in

clear relief:

First, there are certain vitally impor-

tant things that a cooperative marketing

society can do for its members better than

they can do for themselves. It can as-

semble berries, garden produce, or what-

ever its specialty may be, in sufficiently

large quantities to have them properly

graded and shipped in refrigerated car-load

lots by freight instead of by express, and

at a comparatively slight cost it can make
it worth while for some first-class distrib-

uting and selling agency to dispose of

them at top prices.

Second, necessity, which is tlie motlier

of invention, is also, in the vast majority

of cases, the mother of cooperation. Ex-

perience sliows tliat as long as farmers are

able to make a fairly good profit market-

ing their own products they are inclined

to go it alone. Serious financial difficul-

ties usually have to be experienced before

they become convinced that going it alone

is not good business.

Third, cooperation is not a magical

word that transmutes stupidity and in-

efficiency into success. Business ability is

as essential to successful co(")perative ef-

fort as to any other form of business en-

terprise.

Fourth, the surest road to success for a

cooperative marketing organization is

along the line of a highly specialized busi-

ness handled as well as is humanly possi-

ble. A cooperative society that does a

general business is apt, with fatal results,

to neglect necessary details in tlie han-

dling of perishable commodities.

Fifth, small cooperative societies which

do not do a large enough business to en-

able them to employ skilful marketing

agents at terminal points generall\- find it

hard sledding unless they are able to con-

nect up with some central cooperative sell-

ing agency such as the Ozark Fruit

Growers Association and allow it to dis-

tribute and sell their produce for them.

Sixth, lack of sufficient capital has been
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a prolific source of dandier and disaster to

cooperative associations. It is a serious

blunder to attempt to start a cooperati\e

enterprise without sufficient permanent

capital to see the infant society success-

fully through its teething period ; more-

o\er, members must be willing to allow

the association a reasonable commission or

expense assessment, in order that it may
thrive and develop properly and pro\ide a

reserve fund against lean years.

Seventh, very few States in the Union

have satisfactory laws providing for the

organization of cooperative societies.

This is a serious handicap to the coopera-

tive movement, and one which the Fed-

eral department is doing its utmost to

remedy. For more than a year our ex-

perts have been working in conjunction

with economists, lawyers, and cooperati\e

managers from the different States in the

Union in an attempt to draw up a model

state law providing for the incorporation

of cooperative societies on a sound finan-

cial basis.

While detailed figures are not yet avail-

able as to the extent of the cooperative

movement among American farmers, it is

probably safe to say that despite all the

handicaps of the past, cooperative agri-

cultural organizations in this country are

doing over a billion dollars' worth of busi-

ness a year. Manifestly this is only a be-

ginning, as the movement in the United

States is still in its infancy ; but I think it

will be generally recognized that it is a

lust\ infant, possibly an infant Hercules.

In the past farmers have regarded co-

operation as merely a means of protection

from the wiles of the middleman, but it is

destined to be something of vastly greater

moment than that. By means of cooper-

ative effort the farmer not only can pro-

tect himself from the superior business

ability of sinister business organizations,

but, what is of greater importance, can

increase his own efficiency enormously

both as a scientific farmer and as a busi-

ness manager, to the ultimate benefit of

every one concerned.

Moreover, before the farmers in tlie

country or the business men in the towns

can obtain the maximum benefit from our

impro\ed agricultural methods, farmers

and business men must learn to cooperate

for their mutual adxantagc. There are

some farmers to whom this will sound like

advising the lamb to lie down with the

lion. They will ha\c a fear that in case

It is done, it will not be long before the

lamb will be inside the lion. Indeed, for

a long time there has been a wide-spread

suspicion on tlic part of the farmer that

the city business man regarded the farm-

ers \ery much as the farmers regard their

sheep, as creatures to be sheared, and oc-

casionally even to be skinned. In the past

this suspicion has not been without foun-

dation, but the more enlightened among
our business men are coming to see that

their future welfare is indissolubly bound

up with the welfare of the fiarmer, and

that it is not only good morals, but good

business, to help the farmer not only to

make a scientific success of crop produc-

tion, but to make as well a business suc-

cess of crop disposition.

That there are and will continue to be

middlemen who are unscrupulous can be

taken for granted, that there are and will

continue to be farmers who are likewise

minded is beyond dispute; but that the

more intelligent business men and farmers

are rapidly learning that they have more

interests in common than interests that

conflict no longer admits of a doubt. The
progress toward closer cooperation be-

tween the farmer and the business man
depends more largely than upon any other

single factor upon the attitude taken by

the business man toward the farmer in

this better farming movement. If the

business man will recognize that this

movement for the new agriculture is pri-

marily a farmer's movement, and that the

business man can help and not hinder this

movement only in so far as he learns to

play second fiddle to the farmer, to back

up the farmer, to offer the farmer advice

and assistance, without in any way at-

tempting to control the farmer or the

farmer's organization, then rapid progress

can be made. If, howe\er, the business

man attempts to get control of this move-
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ment and exploit it by any political or busi-

ness manipulation, and attempt to dic-

tate who the officers of farm organizations

shall be or what their policies shall be,

they will cut off the limb on which they

are sitting.

It is obvious that in the near future the

farmers are going to do cooperatively a

number of things which to-day are done

for them by the business men of the towns.

The movement in this direction is inevi-

table and irresistible. It is every day

gaining in momentum. The wise business

man will recognize this fact and trim his

sails accordingly. If he is engaged in an

elevator business or a creamery business,

and it becomes apparent that the farmers

of the neighborhood are about to assume

that function of the community, he will

do well to'say frankly to them: "If you

think you can handle this business better

and more economically than I can, I will

sell it to you in a friendly way. There

are plenty of other places where I can

utilize my capital and trained business

ability advantageously." That will be

good business, for it is folly to fight the

inevitable.

If the business men will take this atti-

tude, they and the farmers will prosper in

the future as neither of them has pros-

pered in the past, and the entire nation

will prosper with them. I have spoken to

bodies of business men in a number of our

States, and I find that more and more this

reasonable and sympathetic spirit is gain-

ing headway among them. They recog-

nize that if the American people pull to-

gether, there will be prosperity enough to

go around ; but that if we squabble and

squirm, each one striving for a mean per-

sonal advantage at the expense of his fel-

lows and the community in general, there

will be very little real and abiding pros-

perity for anybody.

There has been circulated a deal of elo-

quent misinformation as to the supposed

identity of interest between various com-
mercial and industrial groups—between

the farmer and the railroads, for example,

or the farmer and the banks, the stock-

yards and \-arious other corporate interests
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with which of necessity he must do busi-

ness. That there is a community of in-

terest between the farmer and these inter-

ests does not admit of a doubt, but that

there is an identity of interest does not

follow. After the farmer, the railroad,

the bank, the commission man, the store-

keeper, have worked together for their

common advantage as far as they know
how in the light of the old ideals, there is

still left a twilight zone of opportunity

where some men by stealth or craft can

still profit at the expense of others. It is

this commercial war zone that the spirit

of cooperation is gradually encroaching

upon.

The supposition that natural economic

law will prevent all illegitimate profits is

one of the strangest delusions ever har-

bored in the minds of intelligent men.

Despite economic laws, reinforced by

man-made laws, the cunning and un-

scrupulous sometimes gain larger profits

than do men who conduct their business

in a strictly legitimate way. If a man's

controlling ambition in life is to pile up

unearned millions regardless alike of pri-

vate rights and public welfare, one could

not truthfully tell him that the quickest

way to the realization of this sordid dream
always lies along the paths of legitimate

business enterprise. We may as well rec-

ognize frankly and fully the wide gulf

that yawns between men who are trying

to earn money and men who are trying

by hook or crook to possess themselves of

money that other men have earned.

The paramount issue before the Amer-
ican people to-day is not the' tariff or cor-

poration control or any of those other po-

litical or economic problems which news-

papers and politicians discuss glibly ; the

real issue is not political or even economic.

It is moral.

Is the iiulixitlual citizen \\illiiig to pro-

chice all the wealth lie accjuircs and to

work and vote to render it impossible

lienceforth for any one, by any financial

hocus-pocus, to acquire wealth that others

have produced? That 's the issue. Along
that line will be fought the battle for con-

trol of that twilight zone in business
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where "dog cats dofi" is still too often the

rule. When a coherent and masterful

maj()rit\ of our people "L'ets" the full si<:-

nificance of this issue and insists that he

who produces more than he acquires is a

puhlic henefactor, hut that he who ac-

quires more than he produces is an eco-

nomic parasite, then means will he found

of ridding our civilization of the jireda-

tory business type, and of giving each per-

son the full product of his toil of brawn

or brain. It is to this end that all the

beneficent social forces of our day are

trending.

Regulated competition is imquestiona-

bly better than irresponsible and \mcon-

trolled competition. Moreover, by the

slow, sure means of experience, Federal

and state control of business is becommg
at once more elastic and more effective.

Hut no perfecting of the mechanism of

such control can e\er overcome the in-

herent limitations of this method of pro-

moting social and economic justice. To
realize the higher possibilities of ci\ili/.a-

tion fuller recourse must be had to the

principle of cooperation.

As far back as history goes we find civ-

ilization developing as fast as and no

faster than men have developed the ca-

pacity to work together with their fellow-

men to a common end. The day of hy-

brid, in\oluntary cociperation by means

of sla\ery, serfdom, or economic exploita-

tion is past. As President Wilson has in-

dicated, the time is ripe for a cooperation

that is not exclusi\e or oppressive, but

rather inclusixe and beneficent, founded

on the principle of the open door, and dis-

pensing its profits among all who partici-

pate in its activities according to the meas-

ure of such participation.

Manifestly, one of the best ways to de-

\elop this spirit of co(")peration during

our present transition period is for the

business man and the farmer to get to-

gether in spirit and in purpose, to forget

old antagonisms, and, as far as possible,

to infuse into the present era something

of the creative, beneficent spirit of the fu-

ture. Thus the business man who is on

the square and anxious for better things

should not only refuse to make common
cause with business men who stand for

the ethics of the jungle, but should line

up actively with like-minded men among
all classes of his fellow-citizens in an en-

deavor to bring about a general realiza-

tion of the fact that our maximum of na-

tional efficiency and prosperity can come

only when every citizen, business man as

well as farmer or wage-earner, is able to

feel that his success will be in proportion

not to his craft and Machiavellian ability-

to outwit and spoil his fellow-men, but

rather in proportion to the intelligence,

determination, and industr\' that he puts

into producti\e work.

Driven

W
By LOUIS UN lER MEYER

HAT swords have clashed between us! 'Ses,

WMiat blows, forgotten and forgi\ en !

\Vith what a storm of stubbornness

We thought ue dro\e, when we were tlrixen!

Down to what wars we two have gone

Toward peace, that cool and quiet splendor!

And shall we still go fighting on

After the idtimate surrender?

Well, let it whirl about our li\es

Through breathless days and tluuulering weather;

I do not fear, whatever dri\es,

As long :is we are {lri\en together.
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IT 'S not that people change," said Pe-

ters, suddenly; "they just look at life

one day with what painters call a fresh

eye and see for the first time real values

and proportions." He flung this at me
with violence, as if he were called upon to

contradict a very stupid remark of mine.

We had been sitting on the narrow bal-

cony of my fourteenth-story hotel room,

smoking in silence for an hour or more.

There was nothing at that height to

break the sweeping line of the Palisades

to the west of us but one tall building,

topped by a water-tank, on spidery legs,

as black as a witches' caldron against the

sky. And between the thicket of chimney-

stacks below and the bluffs beyond, the

dim river lay like mist in a valley.

"It is n't always a great experience.

Love or anguish does n't necessarily do

the trick," he went on savagely. "Often

it 's a thing that touches us only remotely
;

some one else's tragedy— not close enough

for us to see distinctly. Well, we follow

it up, and squint our eyes trying to get

the focus. Suddenly we see it plain, and

we see life, too, for the first time since

we were born."

He pointed to the west, where Venus

shone, a white point pricked in a sky deeply

and luminously blue. "I 've a case in mind

now. I never look at the stars without

thinking of an hour in a kitchen— a kit-

chen in Gramercy Park it was. I had

gone down to the north shore one hot

glittering day last June, with a crowd of

acquaintances, for an affair rather inap-

propriately called a housewarming. It

was the usual sort of thing— music, a mar-

quee on tlie lawn for dancing, pretty wo-

men in sharply tinted gowns, food, and

clamor. 1 was n't amused. I was irri-

tated by the too-muchness of tlie whole

place; the house was too big, the \eran(las
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were too wide, the drives too broad. Cer-

tainly too much of everything for this

middle-aged, childless couple who had

opened their doors to a multitude.

"One hates spaciousness that 's meant

to be impressive. If a family decides to

make the driveway large enough for the

big car to pass the pony-cart comfortably,

the result is somehow all right. But that

sort of thing

—

"I was dragged about to inspect stables

and dairies, squash-courts and tennis-

courts, and finally the swimming-pool,

where I eluded the party. This imitation-

marble pool was filled with water as green

as if it had been colored, was flanked by

pseudo-Greek benches and stupid little

trees in tubs, poor shrubs, box or privet

or what-not. Cropped in the form of

cheeses and cones, they looked as if

they 'd come out of molds; as if they 'd

been so cruelly used that they 'd not dare

to send out another shoot as long as they

lived. And all this, mind you, within

plain sight of the good salt sea.

"Well, we all know which is the pet

god of this age: here was a new and

costly temple, and now his votaries were

going through noisy rites, bowing the

knee before Henrietta's black bath-room,

with its sunken tub and dolphin faucets

;

uttering shrill pieans in the living-room,

which was full of the poisonous colors the

new decorators are using.

" 'There is n't an antique or a period

room in the house," I heard Henrietta sa\-

proudly, and I caught a glimpse of a

checkered floor and a green couch piled

with cushions in nightmare sluipes

—

strange cushions inviting dreadful dreams.

And Henrietta herself! Here was a

healthy, homely, capable woman housed as

softly as Caligula's horse. She 'd as uuich

be\()ml her needs and normal desires as



that odious animal, with his cr\stal and

i\ory manger.

"All this to explain why I went iinall\

in search of the kitchen gardens, longing

for the sight of a row of honest cahhages.

and found there a real human being who
had a tale to tell. No, not a kitchen-maid

with a tearful romance. Romance is

either dark or bright, and you know 1 'ni

interested in half-tones. No, this was a
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young lady who 'd had enough of Henri-

etta's housewarming, and I found her sit-

ting in the shade of a smoke-bush, at the

foot of the vegetable garden, as still as

any image. Presently she looked up at me

from under one of those enormous hats

that let the sun splash through the brim

and spatter the face with light. I had

seen her before somewhere, and I made a

remark about the view as I tried to place

her. She was pretty enough and young-

ish ; I could n't tell how young. Be-

tween twenty-five and thirty-eight women
look about the same nowadays. She had

the usual slim figure, smooth face, and

tired eyes, a familiar type in the East

;

but there was about her something differ-

ent, an expression wistful and puzzled,

tired, and at the same time eager. She

looked tired not because of having had

too much of everything, but of never hav-

ing had at all the things she wanted and

did n't know how to look for. Then I

realized that she was saying: 'You used to

know me when I was little. I was Jessica

Tatum.' And I remembered a quiet,

rather colorless little girl of ten. Perhaps

she had seemed mousy only because of the

\iolent conditions that surrounded her;

no child's personality makes itself heard

in the din of slamming doors and tearful

recriminations.

"I had known the parents well, hand-

some, hot-tempered, spoiled )oung crea-

tures who quarreled violently. I think

they even threw things at times; but they

were so charming that people did n't

mind. Of course it could n't have lasted

forever, but they both died when Jessica

was a child. They had left each other

several times, and once they had come to

me with tears and vociferous complaints.

I did what I could ; of course it was n't

possible to bring about a lasting peace. I

don't think they wanted it really. To
some natures trouble acts as a stimulant,

and, just as drunkards react only to enor-

mous quantities of alcohol, so such people

live in an atmosphere that would kill an.\-

ordinary mortal.

"After tlie\ died somebody, I 'd for-

gotten whom, took the child and brought

her up and out. Then she had married,

I remembered vaguely that it was the sort

of marriage about which people added

some word of explanation, and I had for-

gotten, if I ever knew it, her husband's

name and why they had granted him a

distinctly qualified approval.

"All this came back to me in an instant

as I sat down beside her on the grass, and

I said:

"'Of course, of course; only your

hair was much lighter in those days, and

where are your freckles? Well, what has

life done to you, and what, my dear, have

you done with life in all these years?'

"She hesitated and looked at me so

thoughtfully that I felt the way 30U do

when you say 'How are \'ou?' to an ac-

quaintance and he begins to tell you how
he is. I thought she was going to bore

me with names and dates, but after a long

pause she brought out

:

" 'I don't know. I 've never thought

about life at all before last week, and now
everything seems different. I don't know
what to do.'

''I looked at her sharply. I cannot en-

dure the person who makes a morbid study

of her inhibitions. But Jessica did n't

apparently consider herself a 'case,' and

she was honestly troubled.

"I asked her if she 'd rather be alone.

She shook lier head at that, and said plain-

tively :

" 'I don't seem to lia\ e happy things in-

side me to keep me company when I 'm

by myself. It never makes me lonely to

watch a crowd of people having a good

time, but it makes me awfully desolate

to see one person going off by himself with

a contented, turned-in look. You had that

look when 30U came down here a minute

ago.'

"She was very appealing as she sat

there under the rosy, umber cloud of the

smoke-bush, hugging her knees and look-

ing up at me anxiously. One saw that

her distress was not immediate ; I thought

it seemed sufficiently remote to make it

safe to stay and talk without having pres-

ently to jump up and minister in some

way to her comfort or happiness. And I



said encoura<2;inji;l\-, as if she were still a

child :

" 'Well, well, we '11 ha\e a good talk;

j'ou must give me an account of your-

self,' She shook her head again.

" 'You won't be interested if we talk.

I ha\ e n't got any theories about things.

I bore people ; the\- expect me either to

agree or contradict. They don't much
care which. I ha\e n't got any ideas about

how society should be put in order or

what is wrong. I 'm not even sure, as

127
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they all seem to be, that the world is all

wrong.' Then she repeated, 'I 've never

thought about life at all before last week.'

"While I was wondering whether I

should urge her to tell me what had

changed the complexion of her universe,

she blurted out, as if she feared her cour-

age might fail

:

" 'I wish I could tell you about it. If

I told my husband, he 'd think me crazy ;

if I told any of my friends, they 'd run

around asking, "Oh, have you heard about

Jessica's electrician?" The>- 'd make a

joke or a scandal out of it. May I tell

you?' And then as I nodded, 'How funny

that I should tell you here!'

" 'You mean it 's comic to be driven

to kitchen-middens to talk?'

" 'Oh, not only that, but, you see, this

thing happened in the kitchen— in my kit-

chen the other night, and now I 'm telling

you about it in a vegetable garden!' We
smiled at each other then, and I assumed

the attentive immobility of your true lis-

tener.

"She told her tale without the slight-

est affectation. No interpolations or ex-

planations or opinions of her own ; I

always prefer to supply that sort of thing

in my telling. Anything that impressed

her she repeated as she had heard it, word

for word. It was n't, of course, the sort

of story that would have satisfied a jury;

not explicit or detailed enough, and not

especially coherent. It was just real ; an

accurate report would have left one quite

cold. That 's the difference between real-

ity and actuality. There 's nothing, you

'11 admit, so ludicrousl\' stationary as a

snap-shot of a person running or walking.

That foot thrust forward in the act of

taking a step seems turned to stone. Ha\c

n't you noticed it.'' In order to gi\ c a

sense of real motion the literal image of a

moving being won't do. It 's the same

way with a tale.

"I got the core of tiie whole thing from

her telling then, but I built it out a bit

later after a walk about tlie little park

and a talk with an old telescope-man in

Fourteenth Street, a strange old chap with

a face as round as a moon and roughh-

pitted, like the moon's surface in a photo-

graph.

"I '11 give 3'ou the tale, if you like, just

as I have it now in my head.

"Jessica and her husband had been out

walking in the park with their two chows.

It was a June evening, about ten o'clock.

They had left their door ajar, as they often

did in warm weather, and Jessica had run

in ahead to telephone. All the servants

had gone to bed but one maid, who was
dozing in the pantry. Jessica called to

her that she would close the doors, and

sent her off to bed. Now, the telephone

on that floor was in a corner between the

dining-room and the basement stairway,

\ ery dark and inconvenient, the 'phone

on a high shelf, no chair, and close to it,

so close that one Mas always knocking

things off it, stood a clothes-tree bulgy

with mackintoshes and sweaters and rough

coats. Every household, imless it 's domi-

nated by a domestic-efficiency expert, has

some such corner. One says, 'I really

must get at this and do so and so,' but one

does n't.

"The wire was busy, and as Jessica

waited, she tried to push the clothes-tree

farther into the corner. It would n't

budge, though she pushed with all her

might, and then a \oice, very low and

very anxious, came from behind it, 'Please

don't be frightened!'

"Well, she was frightened, and she

stepped back quickly, knocking the tele-

phone off tlie shelf. It struck her hand

as it fell, and she must ha\c uttered a cry,

for the \oicc went on in an urgent whis-

per :

" 'I 'm so sorry! Dnu't be frightened!

Let me sta\' here for a few minutes.

Please!'

"She stood half jiaralvzed with fear,

her eyes fixed on the shrouded rack. A
hat had been perched on the top of it, and

it looked for all the world like an o\er-

(Iressed scarecrow. The xoicc, the plain-

ti\e whisper, seemed to come out of this

bulky bo(l\, aiul she half expected to see

the thing lurch forward, waving all its

horribly empty sleeves in her face. And
at her feet, as if issuing from the bowels



of the earth, sounded the faint, insistent,

impersonal query of the telephone opera-

tor: 'Number, please! Number, please!

Number, please!' Then her liusband

came in with the dogs,— the poor things

had been named Pell and Mell,— and one

of them— ^lell it was—came scampering

through the hall. Jessica caught her b\

the collar and said sharply: 'Down, Mell !

Quiet! It 's all right!'

"Do you know chows? They 're \ ig-

orous, amiable, well-behaved animals, nut

too sensitive or imaginative, and not at all

suspicious, and they 're so well balanced

they 're not always making a bid for ap-

probation like most dogs. This one sniffed

about for a minute, whined interroga-

tively, and thep squatted close to the wall,

waiting for developments. She knew
something was \\rong, but she took her

mistress's word for it that she would not

be held responsible.

"Well, there Jessica crouched in the

corner liolding the dog by the collar.

Then came her husband's sleepy \oice,

'Coming. Jess?' and she found herself re-

pl\ ing carelessly

:

" 'I "11 be up later. Don't wait. I '\e

not got my number : then 1 must go

down and iind something for Mell. Poor

Mell! 30U shall have a bone in a minute!'

and she waited with a shaking heart until

she heard a door close on an upper floor.

She realized that she should have Hed

lL'9
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from the corner and left her husband to

deal with the intruder. She was not ven-

turesome, she had never knowingly taken

a risk in her life ; but there had been a

qualit}', something, in that whispered ap-

peal that she could not resist. Twice she

tried to speak ; then came a strange tone,

flat, expressionless. She hardh' recognized

her own voice

:

" 'I am going down into the kitchen ;

you may come with me. I am not fright-

ened.' And to prove that she was not

afraid, she felt for the baluster and started

down the narrow stairway, pushing Mell

in front of her; and behind her came

clumsy, cautious footsteps and loud, anx-

ious breathing. She decided that this was

not a sneak-thief.

"Now, Jessica was n't a housekeeper of

the old school. She did n't know her way

about the kitchen. She had n't a notion

where to find the lights. She groped help-

lessly for a moment, and then said sternly

and almost defiantly

:

" 'Please strike a match!'

"A low voice answered

:

" 'I 've a pocket torch. I "11 find the

switch,' and in an instant the room was

flooded with light, and she was facing the

intruder across the kitchen table. He
stood there quietly, blinking, smiling tim-

idly, clutching his cap— a mere boy,

hardly more than two or three and

twenty, she thought. He looked so little

like a villain that she smiled back at him.

"'Now, what do >ou want? Are )ou

hungry ?'

" 'Hungry ? No ; but you promised your

dog a bone.' He stooped and patted

]\Iell, who was sniffing at his legs. 'Can

I sit down? I 'm played out.'

"Jessica nodded, and went to the ice-

box to find a bone. Then she stood listen-

ing for a moment in the doorway. K\ ery-

thing was quiet.

"The young man had seated himself in

the cook's rocking-chair by the stove. It

had a turkey-red cushion tied in the back

of it, and against it his face looked gray.

It was a thin, ugly, gentle face, hollowed

about the eyes and cheek-bones, and the

line from ear to chin was unnaturalh-

sharp. He had no coat, and his collar was
open at the throat; but there was not a

suggestion of the tramp about him. He
looked like a respectable young mechanic

tired after his day's work. Jessica slipped

into a chair, and leaned her elbows on the

table.

" 'What were you doing up-stairs? You
don't look like a burglar,' she said evenly.

"He shook his head.

" 'I did n't come to steal; I just saw
the door open and thought I 'd slip in and

hide somewheres until I got my bearings.

I felt as if the whole town was after me.

My wife—she fell off a roof a little while

ago. I pushed her off.'

"Jessica held her breath. For several

minutes there was no sound in the kitchen

but the crunch, crunch of the dog gnaw-

ing her bone under the table and a dis-

tressed, wheezing sputter in the sink-pipe.

"So this was a murderer, a wife-killer.

Could criminals look like this, timid,

tired, gentle? They were, she had always

thought, a class apart, shifty-eyed, leer-

ing, low-browed ruffians. Children and

dogs ran from them in a panic. Decent

people very rightly locked them out ; and

here she was talking to one in her own
kitchen, not a bit afraid of him! More
than that, she found herself saying:

" 'Oh, you poor soul!' And then as he

sat motionless, his head against the red-

cotton cushion, his eyes closed, she went

on, 'Oh, u'hat made you do it?'

"Presently he leaned forward in his

chair and began to speak. Of course, un-

der ordinary conditions the boy would

have been abashed to find himself alone

with this woman of another world, would

have stood before her awkwardly, stam-

mering, 'Yes, ma'am ; I don't know,

ma'am.' Now the violent shock of his

tragedy had anesthetized him to almost

complete unconsciousness of his surround-

ings. He was over the border-line, be-

yond constraint and embarrassment. As

he talked he relived moments of the brief

life of his passionate attachment, his dis-

illusion, his bewilderment, his pain. He
revealed himself in snatches as vivid, as

detached, as fragmentary as the ramblings
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of a man under ether. Some of the thin^^s

he said meant nothing to Jessica, hut she

understood that he was an electrician and

that, working in some small theater, he

had met and adored and married a girl

named Ruby. It is easy to picture the

type of chorus girl who calls herself Ruby,

is n't it? But she had evidently com-

pletely dazzled him. He kept repeating:

" 'I don't know— I don't know what it

was made her so wonderful,' and then:

'You know how, when you look at an elec-

tric bulb and it goes out, you see it plain

after it 's dark,— it fixes itself on Aour eye-

balls somehow,— and just before it fades

you see the loop of the wire, like a gilt

thread on black. Well, she was like that.

When she went out of the room or round

a corner I 'd see her for a full minute after

she 'd gone, and when she said good-by

I 'd hear good-by, good-by, good-by over

and over, sort of like an echo getting

fainter and fainter— hear it with my ears,

mind you, not imagination. What was it,

do you suppose, made her like that?'

"Jessica said something feeble about per-

sonality, but he did not hear her. He
went on

:

" 'We had a nice little place— three

rooms. I fixed it all up before we got

married. She loved red, and I bought

a lot of red cushions and a Morris chair

with a red-plush cover. I read some-

wheres in the paper that electricity had

contributed more to human happiness than

anything else in civilization. I told her

I 'd make electricity do her work for her,

so she 'd have it easy. I ran wires all

over the place, a reading-light by the sofa,

and hair-curling tongs and electric irons,

and a neat little toaster for the dining-

room table, a vacuum-sweeper, too ; and

at Christmas I fixed up a little tree with

colored bulbs on it. I thought she 'd

think it was fine, housekeeping like that.

She said she 'd rather live in a boarding-

house and have people to talk to ; I "m

not much of a talker. Well, I could n't

afford that. She knew I could n't.

" 'My! she was the prettiest thing ever

created. I could have sat and looked at

her all day long without saying a word.

She must have tluHight I was ugly as sin

;

she never looked at me.
" 'When it was hot I 'd take a couple

of chairs and a cushion up to the roof,

and I 'd fix some lemonade for her or

maybe 1 'd go out and get a pitcher of

beer. She 'd rock and rock faster and

faster and make the tin roof crackle and

snap. V'ou could see Broadway blazing

off to the west, and she 'd stare at the

lights. I 'd sit back and look up at the

sky— lights up there worth watching.

When I thought what a job it was to

build and keep going enough of a plant to

light New York, why I had a lot of re-

spect for the One who managed that great

old plant up there. It 's a great old

plant,' he repeated, his e\es fixed on the

drop-light over the kitchen table, as if it,

too, were a tiny, an infinitesimal part of

the solar system. And after a moment of

silence he brought out bitterly, 'There

she 'd sit rocking and humming to herself,

and whenever I 'd ask her a question,

she 'd give me a lie.

" 'She liked to go to the movies in Four-

teenth Street. There was an old fellow

on the street corner had a telescope. Every

time we 'd go down I 'd slip out and have

a look at the stars. Five cents a look he

charged ; he 'd talk just like a storekeeper,

as if the stars were his to sell.

"Good evening, sir, what will you

have to-night? \>nus, that lovely lumi-

nary, is not with us, but we have Jupiter,

as usual. I suppose you would not care

to have a look at Mars? He 's not so

showy through this telescope, but very nice

and homelike. No? Well, here is Jupi-

ter : this belted monarch of the skies has

tour attendant moons." Such a line of

talk you never heard.

" 'Sometimes Rub\ 'd go out at night

with friends, and I 'd walk down there

and listen to the old chap by the hour.

He certainl\ was hipped on Mars. Knew
all about life there; said the people were

enormous, but that an elephant there

would jump as dainty as a gazelle, and, the

gravity being so much less, they could dig

a canal as eas\- as a squirrel would dig a

hole to hide a nut; and everything being
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so slow and light, if a man fell off a roof

in Mars, he 'd just sort of flutter down
like a bit of paper. Even knew how long

it takes water to boil up there. Did you

ever?' He seemed lost in wonder at this

astonishing atom of information, then he

added: 'I mjself did n't want to think

about the stars like worlds. If I thought

of 'em as lights, I got a much clearer idea

of the whole system and the One who 's

running it.' He stiffened in his chair and

looked again at the drop-light as if it were

a symbol of some unimaginable force.

"The dog, having finished her bone,

came out from under the table, shook

herself, and trotted out into the hallway.

Somewhere in an adjoining house a bell

began to ring. The man got to his feet

painfully as if every muscle was cramped,

and looked about the kitchen, seeing it

for the first time.

" 'Well, I got to clear out,' he said

slowly; 'I don't know where to go, what

to do. I suppose I could make an end to

myself
;
perhaps that 's the thing to do.

I don't seem to have the heart to find a

way, but I suppose right here in this room

there are things I could use.' He turned

to a shelf in a corner by the stove and

read aloud the labels on a row of jars:

'Split peas, beans, rice, lentils, barley,

vermicelli.' Jessica wondered fearfully if

he would find some deadly poison there

on her pantry shelves. She seemed some-

how aware of death as a tangible pres-

ence in the room, and she felt a sudden

chill stronger than the icy breath that had

enveloped her when she opened the doors

of the refrigerator to look for a bone for

her dog.

" 'You must n't do that— you must

not!' she urged breathlessly, and she ran

over to him, put her hand on his arm,

tugged at his sleeve, forced him to face

her. 'It is n't necessary, it is n't right!

You 're good. You must go away. No-
body saw this thing; they '11 think it was

entirely accidental.'

"He shook his head.
" 'There was the janitor, a sneaky

Swede; I did n't like the way he looked

at Ruby. I told him I 'd wring his

• ' Very early the next morning she

and ]ieered through the park raili

Stringy neck for him if he laid

her again. 1 think he was up

went c lit

ngs'"

eves on

there to-
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night. I— I thoufiht I smelU'd his filrh\-

pipe. He 'd sneak up and skulk, about

behind chimne>s; twice I caught him

peeking out at us. I don't know if he

saw anything, it was all so quick. We
were sitting right by the edge of the roof,

and she tilted her chair sideways when I

jumped at her. She did n't scream. She

threw up her hands and tried to clutch

me as she toppled over. 1 stepped back.

I just let her go. That 's murder, is n't

it? And 30U know what was in my head

that minute? What that old fellow said

about a man falling ofi a roof in Mars.

1 had a sort of crazy idea that she 'd flut-

ter down, down as light as paper.'

" 'Never mind the janitor,' pleaded Jes-

sica. 'What can he do? Perhaps he did

n't see. Don't think of that. ^ ou must

get away and begin over again. Think of

this as a terrible dream.'

"She remembered that she had sent

down some money that evening to pay

for a package she expected in the morn-

ing, and she began to search frantically,

pulling out drawers, opening cupboards,

until she found it and thrust the bills into

his hands. Then as he still stood before

her, silent, bewildered, she went on insist-

ently :

" 'You must go away at once. You
can't stay here any longer. But I '11 give

you the key of the little park. It 's locked,

you know, and it has high railings round

it. It "s the stillest spot, the loneliest

place in the city. \'ou can sit under a tree

near the fountain, hidden from the street.

You can sit there all night and look at

Mars and decide where you '11 go. And
you will go on. Promise me, please!'

"She gave him the key. He looked at

it curiously, turning it over and over, and

then he looked at her and smiled timidl}'

as he had when they first faced each other

across the kitchen table.

"Well, she opened the basement door,

and out he went, still clutching his cap

and the key, to a few quiet hours; and

after she shut the iron grille he stood still

lor a minute in the areaway, with his head

thrown hack, looking up at the lights.

"That 's about all. I suppose you 'd

like to know what Ruby did that finally

drove her young husband to violence. He
did n't tell, you see. Jessica said he made

her feel that it was something way beyond

jealousy that moved him. Perhaps some-

thing in her that would not only kill his

lo\e, but her own loveliness as well. Who
knows."* Is it ever possible to put one's

fingers on the cause of a tragedy? Those

things are cumulati\e, of course; anger,

resentment, revenge, even righteous indig-

nation, all follow the same course, slowly

gathering momentum, moving with the in-

evitability of time itself. You can't retard

or evade the final crash, and you can't say

it was caused by so and so. You might

as well say that a mountain-goat stamped,

and brought about a landslide.

''And, anyway, Jessica was doubtful in

the end if he had intended what happened.

I think he did, myself; still—
"Poor Jessica! She crept up to bed that

night quaking in the grip of new emo-

tions. Suddenly in an eye's blink she

realized that humans are penned from

one another by purely imaginary barriers,

and she knew what death was ; she had

a \ague idea what love might be, and she

was at once timorous and eager to know
more.

"\'ery early the next morning she went

out and peered through the park railings.

She had no key to open the gate, but she

walked slowly around outside, looking into

every corner.

"There was no one there. And as she

looked, it seemed impossible that in the

night a despairing intruder had invaded

the snug inclosure, disturbing its green

quiet, its neat security.

"'Vou know the little park? It s in-

credibly fresh, incredibly neat. In the mid-

dle is a fountain presided over by a decor-

ous white nymph with a little hat on her

head and very \oluminous mid-\'ictorian

draperies; a sort of sublimated nurse-maid

in marble ; very suitable.

"Every night Jessica walks there witli

her husband and the two chows, and her

new thoughts."
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Bv A BRITISH OFFICER

THE major commanding 809th Bat-

tery R.F.A. picked his way in the

rain along the cabbage-patch, looking for

his dugout. It was two a.m. and a blind

moon, and all the dugouts looked the

same, little tunnels in the ground into

which one crept like a rabbit. The cab-

bage-patch was the major's own idea. In-

stead of digging along hedge-rows, where

the aeroplanes were accustomed by now to

look for signs of habitation, he had dug

boldly in the cabbage-patch in the middle

of the field, and replanted the cabbages on

the roofs of the dugouts. In aeroplane

photographs of the field the dugouts were

virtually invisible, and "what really is a

bit of luck," the major used to say, "there

are those two shell-holes on the edge of

the cabbages to divert attention." In the

dark the major peered into one of the dug-

outs, and switched on his electric torch.

A large, white porcelain bath was let in

flush with the ground. "Carey 's got that

bath, I see," he said to himself. "Good!"

The absurdity of a porcelain bath in a hole

in a field tickled him. "What a rum thing

this war is!" was the way he put it to

himself. A moment later he was in his

own dugout, had wriggled out of his gum-

boots, wound his wrist-watch, glanced at

his wife's photograph on the roof just

above him, and within thirty seconds of

pulling the blankets over him had passed

into deep, dreamless slumber. God bless

the sleep of all soldiers! Be sure they

have need of it.

"Message from brigade headquarters,

sir!" suddenly said a voice at the entry of

the dugout.

"Well, you 'd better read it out," said

the major, sitting up.

" 'Following received from Lieut. Les-

lie begins: Germans thickly collected each

side raikvay behind second barrier be-

1 This narrative, while It is a combination and

true, and the documents rcprodui

134

tween Y7 and Y8. All their communica-

tions are down by side of railway. Can
}outurnon? 405th Brigade.'

"

"Tell sergeant-major to carry on on

yesterday's register. Do that first. Then
call Mr. Drummond, and say I want to

see him at once. I shall observe from F2.

I will go up there at once and take the

trumpeter, and one telephonist will be

wanted for Mr. Drummond. Mr. Drum-
mond will probably be in F7. Tell my
servant to have some lunch strapped on to

my bicycle."

As he came out of his dugout the major

looked at his watch. It was four a.m., and

that odd sense of change which comes just

before the dawn was in the air. It was still

raining. A subaltern came up in the dark.

"Is that you, iVIajor?" he said.

"Good morning, Drummond," said the

other. "I wanted you. Leslie says

there 's a collection of Boches in Railway

Wood. I want you to go up to F7.

You 'd better tap into Leslie's wire. We
may as well go up together on the bic\ cles

as far as the cross-roads."

Field-artillery are not "entitled" to

bicycles in the British army ; but 809th

Battery had large ideas, and the sergeant-

major had a knack of "finding" things

that the battery wanted. They now
possessed over and above their "establish-

ment" eight bicycles; two limbered wag-

ons, made up from debris in the rubbish-

heaps of Ypres and painted regulation

color so as to escape the notice of inspect-

ing generals; fifteen miles of D3 telephone

wire, and two miles of captured German
wire,— this was better than the English

wire; they wished they had more of it,—

a motor-cycle, on which the subalterns

used to ride enormous distances, and re-

turn with bottles of Cointreau or cherry

brandy for the mess ; two acetylene lamps

;

a large supply of carbide; and, as already

rearrangement of actual facts, is substantially

ed are genuine.

—

Thf. EniroR.
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mentioned, a full-size porcelain bath "big

enough," as Captain Carey, who had con-

veyed it out of Ypres under the very nose

of the town major, said— "big enough for

six policemen."

The volume of the enemy's bombard-

ment had appreciably increased as the four

bicycles bumped and rattled through the

debris-strewed streets of Ypres.

"Why do they want to attack at Rail-

way Wood, sir?" said Drummond.
"They would n't be any better off if they

got through here, would they?"

"I expect the real attack is at Hooge
and Bellewarde," said the major, absently.

"We shall probably switch on to Hooge
before long. By the way, you know—

"

He proceeded to discuss the technic of

fire direction as it is being studied on

fifty battle-fields from the North Sea to

the Vosges.

Behind the two officers two other bi-

cycles could be seen through the darkness.

The rider of one of them, 07456 Trum-
peter Timothy Bradby, was profoundly

miserable. He was a tall, slight boy,

rather overgrown. Officially he was en-

tered on the pay-sheet of the battery as

eighteen j^ears old, and in general he

affected a fiercely virile demeanor and bit-

terly resented any reference to his age.

But at the moment there was no fierceness

left in him. Tired nature had relaxed the

lines of his face, and he looked—what in

point of fact he was— a few weeks short

of seventeen. He had not had much more

sleep than the major that night, and his

young body was crying aloud for it. His

hands, one of which grasped the handle-

bar of the bicycle, while the other steadied

the telephone equipment that was slung

round his shoulder to prevent its being

shaken to pieces, were numb with the

cold. Boy-like, he had lost his gloves, or,

as he himself was inclined to think, "some

barstard had pinched them." He hated

the early morning. He hated the rain,

which was trickling off his cap down in-

side the collar of his coat. He thought

this here "abroad" which they talked so

much about was a beastly place. As for

the war, it was the fair limit. Before

trench warfare was invented, the function

of the trumpeter was to gallop ahead with

the major to some commanding eminence,

where the major would shout, "Action

front!" and the guns would gallop up,

and unlimber in front of the foe. But
right at the outset of this war the major

had begun to train him as a telephonist.

That was all very well. It meant extra

pay as soon as ever he ceased to be rated

as a boy, and with any luck he would get

a bombardier's stripe early and have a sen-

sational rise to be a sergeant, perhaps to

be an officer, like so many others in this

here war. No, on second thoughts he

would rather not be an officer; but if they

offered him the job of battery sergeant-

major, he did n't mind if he took that—
"Come along, Trumpeter!" said the

major.

They had reached the cross-roads, and

the night was breaking up. At the side of

the road was the entry to a communication

trench. Down this the major and the

trumpeter turned, having first hidden

their bicycles in a shell-hole concealed

from the road by a fold in the ground.

For half an hour they plashed along in

the mud ; by the time they reached F2 the

dawn had broken. The bombardment

was at its height.

F2 was a ruined farm-house in the first-

line trenches. The building had been so

battered that only one corner of it was

standing; but by great luck this corner

was so placed that if one climbed up to

the roof and looked through the gaps in

the tiles, he commanded a view of half the

Ypres salient. Three beer barrels consti-

tuted the observer's platform. Up these

the major mounted, and very gingerly be-

gan to insert his telescope through the

special gap contrived for it. If the enemy

observers on the ridge two miles away

were to see a glint of sunlight on the lens

of the telescope as it moved, it wouJd in-

fallibly bring a shell to the farm-house.

This the major knew very well, because

he spent his days looking for similar op-

portunities to place his own shells. But

fortunately there was little sun as yet, and

perhaps the enemy observers were too bus\
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observing their own fire, which was now

intense. The attack at Railway Wood
had been launched and had been success-

ful. The British were now preparinji

their counter-attack.

"Through to the battery, sir," said the

trumpeter, who had been busy with his

telephone. "Brigade just sent through,

'AH artillery to keep fire east of ^'14,

Y17, Y20.'
"

"Just in time for the counter-push,"

said the major. "Very well ; say I will take

over now. All guns lift one hundred."

"The major says 'e will take over. All

guns lift one hundred."

For the next five hours the major did

not leave his telescope or the boy his in-

strument. The battery fired continu-

ously. Every time a gun fired, the

telephonist at the battery end reported

:

"Number One gun fired. Number

Two gun fired," and the trumpeter called

up to the major:

"Number One gun fired. Number

Two gun fired." Then the major called

down his directions:

"Number One gun ten degrees more

left. Number Two gun fifty minutes

more right."

In betw^een the constant interchange of

fire direction there were messages from

the brigade to be taken down. To pre-

vent confusion, the trumpeter wrote the

latter on slips of paper, with which he had

filled his pockets. When there was a lull

for half a minute, he lighted a cigarette,

but he never had the chance to smoke one

out. The counter-attack at Railwa\

Wood was successful, but at the moment

that the English re-occupied the lost

trench the Germans delivered a much

bigger attack, as the major had foretold

to Drummond, all along the line to the

south of the railway. The artillery fire

was at once switched southward. At 4 :30

the brigade telephoned

:

"Quicken up fire on Dead Man's Bot-

tom front, as our men seem to be coming

back."

The 809th and 8ioth batteries endeav-

ored to create a barrage of fire in front of

the threatened position. Sogth Battery

concentrated tlie fire of all six guns on

the ground in front of the Bellewarde

ridge, one of those slight elevations of

ground, ten yards difference of contour at

the most, for the possession of which each

side is prepared to kill the other in Flan-

ders. Ihe trenches were about two hun-

dred jards apart here, and the ruins of

Bellewarde Farm lay half-way between

the two. Half a dozen times in as many
minutes the German bombers dashed from

their trenches, about ten men at a time,

but each successive party was stretched

out by the artillery fire before it could

reach the farm.

The major had developed a habit of

talking aloud w^hile observing. It seemed

quite natural to the trumpeter, as indeed

did everything else that the major did, and

he paid little attention to it.

"What brave fellows they are!" the

major suddenly exclaimed. He remem-

bered \aguely— it was the first time his

thoughts had strayed that morning—how
the last time he was on leave in England

a woman had said to him

:

"I know for a fact their officers have to

beat the men with whips to get them to

attack. I was told it by an officer who
had been to the front."

"And whereabouts was your officer

friend?" the major had asked politely.

"Oh, Boulogne, I think." she had

replied.

The major brought his thoughts back

with a jerk; his eye had ne\er wandered

from the glass.

"Message, sir," the trumpeter was say-

ing from below. " 'To Sogth Battery.

Can you inform who now holds Belle-

warde Farm and lin(

From 405th Brigade.'

Y8, Yir, Y14

At ten o'clock the major for the first time

took his eye off the telescope. "You 'd

better get something to eat, Bradb\," he

said. "\'ou might have done worse work

than you did this morning; I think you

Icept the messages pretty clear."

Had any one else been present, the boy

would have scorned to show satisfaction

at the commendation of his superior of-
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ficer; as it was, he flushed with pleasure.

The major had never said words of praise

to him before. Indeed, the major rarely

spoke on subjects other than duty to any

of his men. They respected him im-

mensely, understood him through and

through, and thought him "a proper

officer." To Tim Bradby the major was

the central point of the firmament, round

which all other planets revolved. As he

put down the telephone-receiver and be-

gan to open a tin of bully-beef, he felt

repaid for any number of toilsome days

and sleepless nights.

The major had resumed his position at

the glass.

"Great mistake to tell them when they

do well," he was saying to himself; "they

always do worse afterward. That boy

had done good work this morning,

though," he added illogicallw

round. The telephone lay there. He
took up the receiver. "Battery! Bat-

tery! Is that you, Battery?" By a

miracle the line was not cut. "All guns

on Y14!"

His one thought now was to kill Ger-

mans while he could. He dropped the

receiver, and with great effort propped

himself against a fragment of wall that

was still standing. The telescope had dis-

appeared, but his field-glasses, which were

slung round him, were still unhurt, and

he was able to make out a party of the

enemy leaving their trenches for another

assault on Bellewarde Farm. The fire of

liis battery caught them as they left the

trench. He saw them fall. He reached

for the telephone again, lost his balance,

and fell. Another shell burst close by.

When he picked up the receix-er again, the

wire was cut.

Crash ! The sk}- rocked, and the ruins

of the farm seemed to rise up under them.

The major wa: swept off the beer barrels,

and fell in the wreckage of the building.

For a few seconds the debris flung into the

air by the shell's explosion continued to

fall, and by a sort of instinct the major

lay still. Then he raised his head.

"Trumpeter! Trumpeter!" he called.

"Have they hurt you?"

He crawled out of the wreckage. He
noticed that he could crawl only on his

right side. "Must have bruised myself

pretty badly on my left," he thought. At
first he did not know which way to look

for the trumpeter, as the destruction of

the observation-post had changed the

aspect of the site. Then he got his bear-

ings, and caught sight of the trumpeter.

The trumpeter's head had been crushed

into his neck, and was not to be seen

;

blood was spurting from the trunk. The
scraps of paper on which the boy had

written down the telephone-messages were

scattered over the body like a pall of

leaves.

The major was transformed by the

sight.

"Brutes! Brutes! Murderers!" he

shouted to the empty ruins. He looked

The desire to kill had gone from him

now. He felt that great weakness was

coming over him, and looking down at his

left leg, he saw that the blood was coming

from his thigh in thick jets. "That looks

like an artery," he said to himself, and

tried to bind the leg with his liandker-

chief; but with only one hand he could

not tie a knot, and after a while he ga\e

up the attempt. There was something

else he wanted to do, and it was getting

harder every minute to do anything. He
felt in his pocket for something to ^rite

with. He found a Signals and Messages

Book, and, what luck! there was a pencil

lying by the trumpeter. He rolled to the

pencil and picked it up. Then he wrote

two letters. The first was to his A\ife.

It was as follows:

Dearest:

Poor trumpeter was kilk'd bcsiJc nic by

a H. E. He was a real -ood boy. His

name is Bradby. [Here he felt for the

trumpeter's pa\-book| His number is

07456. Please find out about his people and

do what we can. (^ood-by, my dear. 1 think

\()U will know wh.at I am thiiikin;j; about

now. (jood-hy!

CliCIL,
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The second letter was as follows: he laid his head on the hod\ of tiu- tiuni-

Dear Battery: P^^^""'
'^'^^ ^7^^ ,°^

the trumpeter

jacket was

one of the b

for a pillow

„,.,, , rill 1
lacket was rough to his cheek, so he laid

Will whoever hnds this please send at- " - , , , i , i , , , • ,

one ot the bo\' s cold hands under his head
tached to my wife, Cloanden House, Wilts?

Trumpeter was doing verj- good work. I

meant to put him in for the D. C. M. Tell

hi'c npnnip Tnii British ofHcial (.oinniunique next
h,s people. C.AUKCH^M,

„„„.„|ns „,„ .s follow.:
Major.

Considerable artillery activity all along

When he had finished the letters he put our front. At one point east of Ypres the

them in the outside pocket of his service- enemy left his trenches, but did not succeed

jacket, where they would be seen. Then in obtaining a footing in our positions.

Anthony Cnindle

By JOHN DRINKWATER

Here lies the body of

Antliony Crundle,

Farmer, of this parish,

Ifho died in 1840 at the age of 82.

"He delighted in music."

R. I. P.

And of

Susan,

For fifty-three years his ivife.

Ifho died in i860, aged 86.

Anthony Crundle of Dorrington Wood
Played on a piccolo. Lord was he.

For seventy years, of sheaves that stood

Under the perry and cider tree

—

Anthony Crundle. R. I. P.

And because he prospered with sickle and scythe.

With cattle afield and laboring ewe,

Anthony was uncommonly blithe.

And played of a night to himself and Sue—
Anthony Crundle. eighty-tico.

The earth to till and a tune to play.

And Susan for fifty years and three.

And Dorrington Wood at the end of day.

May Providence do no worse by me—
Anthonv Crundle. R. L P. '
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Part JUL Chapter XIX

THE meetings of the Little Flock had

continued ever since the reappear-

ance of Dylks, and in the earlier spirit.

But the spring was broken, and since he

had said that the New Jerusalem would

not come down at Leatherwood, many had

lost not faith, but hope. Few could have

the hope of following him as far as far-off

Philadelphia, and sharing the glories

which he promised them there. For a pio-

neer community, the people were none of

them poor; some were accounted rich, and

among the richest were many followers of

Dylks. But most of the Flock were hard-

working farmers who could not spare the

time or the money for that long journey

()ver-the-]\Iountains, even with the pros-

pect of the heavenly city at the end. Yet

certain of the poorest set their houses in or-

der, and mortgaged their lands, and went

with the richest, when on a morning after

the last great meeting in the Temple the

Little Flock assembled for parting, some

to go and some to stay.

Nancy did not come with her boy for

the farewell. They had kissed each other

at the cabin door, and then he had run

light-heartedly away, full of wild expecta-

tion, to find Benny Kingston at the Cross

Roads and race with him to join the crowd

before the Temple, where the Little Flock

stood listening to the last words which the

Good Old Man would speak to them in

Leatherwood. Many wept ; Dylks him-

self was crying. The enemies of their faith

did not molest them except for a yelp of

derision now and then, and a long-drawn

howl from the Hounds, kept well back by

the Herd of the Lost, under the command
of Redfield. He stood in the chief place

among these, and at his right hand Mat-
tliew Hraile leaned on his stick.

When the last prayer had been said,

and they who were going had kissed, or

shaken hands with, those who were stay-

ing, and friends and foes had both scat-

tered, Braile said to the young man, whom
he now faced

:

"Well, that 's the last of him."

Redfield's jaw was still set from the

effort of seeing the affair through in as

much decency as he had been able to en-

force.

"It ain't the last of thc?n. But I reckon,

now he 's gone, they '11 behave themsehes.

None of the saints tliat are left will make

trouble."

"No, with Enraghty out of the way,

and that kind old fool Kingston, with his

example of mistaken righteousness, we can

get along fairly enough with the old dis-

pensation. Well, Abel," he called to Rev-

erdy, who was lounging about in the

empty space which the crowd had left, un-

willing to leave the scene of so much ex-

citement for the dull labors of the field,

"you thought you would n't go to see the

New Jerusalem come down, after all.

How 's the Good Old Man goin' to work

it without you ?"

"He 's had to work things 'thout me for

a good while now, Squire," Abel returned,

not with perfect satisfaction in the part

assigned him by the irony of the squire.

"Ever sence thar night at ]\Ir. Enraghty 's,

I been poortty much done with him. A
god that could n't help hisself in a little

trouble like that, he ain't no god for me."

"Oh, I remember. But what about

Sally? She did n't go with the Little

Flock, eitlicr?"

"I reckon me 'n' Sally thinks poortty

nuich alike about the Little Flock," Abel

said with as much hauteur as a man in liis
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bare feet could command. "We hain't

either of us ^ot any use for Little Flocks

any more."

"Well, I 'm glad of it. But I thought

she might have come to see them off."

Abel relented.

"Sally ain't very well this moinin'. Up
all night with the toothache." Redfield

had turned from them, and Abel now re-

marked : "I 7cas wonderin' whether I

could n't borry a little coffee from Mis'

Braile for breakfast. I been so took up

'ith all these goun's on that I hain't had

no time to go to the store."

"Why, certainly," the squire replied :

"and you 'd better come and have break-

fast with us on the way home. I came

down without mine, so as to see the An-

cient of Days ofif, and make sure of it."

"Pshaw, Squire, it don't seem quite

right to have you usun' them old Bible

sayun's so common-like."

"Well, Abel, perhaps it is n't quite the

thing. But you must make allowance for

my being in such high spirits. I have n't

breathed so free in a coon's age. I ivould

like to have stowed Dylks for a little while

in the loft with ours. But Mis' Braile

would n't hear of it. Well, we 've seen

the last of him, I hope. And now we 're

hearing the last of him." He halted Abel

in their walk at a rise in the ground where

they caught the sound of the hymn which

the Little Flock, following Dylks for a

certain way, were singing. " 'Sounds weel

at a distance,' as the Scotchman said of the

bagpipes. And the farther the better. I

don't believe I should care if I never heard

that tune again." They reached Braile's

cabin, and he said, "Well, now come in

and have something to stay your stomach

while you 're waiting for Sally to make

the coffee you 're going to borrow."

"No, I reckon not. Squire," Abel loy-

ally held out.

"Well, then, come in and get the coffee,

anyhow."

"I reckon that 's a good idea. Squire,"

Abel assented, with a laugh for the joke

at his cost. As they mounted the steps,

Braile stopped him at the sound of voices

in the kitchen.

A prevalent \oice was the voice of Sally.

"Well, just one sufy more, Mis' Braile.

You do make the best coffee! I believe in

my heart that it 's took my toothache all

away a'ready, and I suppose poor Abel "11

be goun' up home with some of that

miser'ble stuff he gits at the store, and

expectun' to find me there in bed yit. I

thought I 'd jest slip down and borry a

little o' yourn to surprise him with ; but

when I smelt it, I jest could n't hold out.

I don't suppose but what he staged to see

the Little Flock off, anyway, and vou say

Squire Braile went. Well, I reckon he

had to, justice o' the peace, that way. I 'm

thankful the Good Old Man 's gone, for

one, and I don't never want to see hide

or hair of him ag'in in Leatherwood.

There 's such a thing as gittun' enough of

a thing, and I 've got enough of strange

gods for one while."

Murmurs of reply came from Mrs.

Braile at times, but Sally mainly kept the

word.

"Well, and what do you think of Nancy
Billun's lettun' her Joey go off with the

Little Flock, her talkun' the way she al-

ways done about 'em? Of course he 's

safe with I\Ir. Kingston and Benny, and

they '11 bring him back all right, but don't

you think she 'd be afeared 'ut he might be

took up in the New Jerusalem when it

riz ag'in ?"

"Abel," the squire said, "I don't like

this. We seem to be listening. I don't

believe Sally will like our overhearing

her, and we ought to warn her. It 's no

use your stamping your bare feet, for they

would n't make any noise. I '11 rap my
stick on the floor." He also called out,

"Hello, the house!" and Sally herself

came to the kitchen door. She burst into

lier large laugh. "Well, I declare to

goodness, if it ain't Abel and the squire!

^Vell, if this ain't the best joke on tne!

Did you see Dylks off. Squire Braile?

And a good riddance to bad rubbage, /

saw"

HuGHEY Bl.ake, long-haired, barefooted,

and freckled, hung about the door of
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Nancy's cabin, where she sat with her lit-

tle girl playing in the weedy turf at her

foot. The late October weather was

sometimes hot at noon, but the evenings

were cool and the evening air was sweet

with the scent of the ripened corn and the

faint odor of the fallen leaves. The grass-

hoppers still hissed ; at moments the crick-

ets within and without the cabin creaked

plaintively.

"I just come," Hughey said, "to see if

you thought she would n't go to the Tem-
ple with me to-night. The Flock lets us

have our turn reg'lar tiow% and we 're

goin' to have Thursday evenin' meetin'

like we used to." In a discouraging si-

lence from Nancy he went on, "I 'm just

on my way home now, and I '11 git my
shoes there; and I don't expect to wear

this hickory shirt— and no coat— "

"Yes, I know, Hughey, but I don't be-

lieve it '11 be any use. You can try ; but

I don't believe it will. I reckon \ou 'd

find out that she 's goin' with Jim Red-

field, if anybody. She 's been off with him

'most the whole afternoon, gatherin' paw-

paws— he knows the best places; I should

think they could have got all the paw-

paws in Leatherwood by this time. You
know I 've always liked you, Hughey, and

so has her father, and you 've played to-

gether ever since you was babies, and you

've always been her beau from childern

up. There ain't a person in Leatherwood

that don't respect you and feel to think

that any girl might be glad to get you

:

but I 'm afraid it 's just your cleverness

and bein' so gentle-like
—

"

"Do you s'pose, Nancy," the young

man faltered disconsolately, "it 's had any-

thing to do with my not gettiii' her that

hair? I could "a' done it as easy as Jim
Redfield ; but to tear it right out of his

head, that way, I could n't; it went ag'in'

my stommick."

"I don't believe it 's that, Hughey. If

you must know, I believe it 's just Jim
Redfield himself. He 's bewitched her,

and she 's got to be bewitched by some-

body. If it ain't one, it 's another; it was

////// then, and it 's Jim now."

"I see," the young man assented sadh'.

"She ain't good enough for you; that 's

the truth, Hughe\-, though 1 say it, her

own kith and kin. I can't make you un-

derstand, I know; but she 's got to have

somebody that she can feel the power of."

"I 'd do anything for her, Nancy."

"That 's just it! She don't want that

kind of lovin', as you may call it. I don't

believe my brother 's a very easy man to

turn, but Jane has always done as she

pleased with him ; he 's been like clay in

the hands of the potter with her. Many
another girl would have been broken into

bits before now ; but she 's just as tough

as so much hickory. I don't say but what

she 's a good girl ; there ain't a better in

Leatherwood or anywheres. She 's as true

as a die, and tender as anything in sick-

ness, and 'u'd lay down and die where she

saw her duty, and 'u'd work till she

dropped if need be; but, no, she ain't one

that wants softness in her friends. \Vell,

she won't git any too much of it in Jim

Redfield. They 're of a piece, and she

Diay find out that she 's made a mistake,

after all."

"Has she— she hain't promised to marry

liim yit?"

"No, I don't say that. But ever since

that night at the Temple he 's been round

after her. He 's been here, and he 's been

at her father's, and she can't go down to

the Corners for anything but what he

comes home, helpin' her to bring it. '^'ou

seen yourself how he always gets her to

come home from meetin'."

"Yes," Hughey assented forlornI\.

"I 'm alwa\s too late at the door; he 's

with her before a body can git the words

out."

"Well, that 's it. I don't say she ain't

a good- girl, one of the very best, but she 's

hard, hard, hard; and I don't see what 's

e\er to break her."

The girl's voice came from round the

cabin, calling, "Honey! Honey! Honey!"

and the little one started from her play at

lier mother's feet, and ran toward the

voice, which Jane now brought with her

at the corner, and chuckling and jug-jug-

ging, birdlikc, for joy, tlircw herself at

Jane's knee;.
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"See what I brought jou, Honey. It 's

good and ripe, but it ain't half as good as

my Honey, Honey, Honey! " She put the

paw-paw into the child's hands, and mum-
bled her, with kisses of her eyes, cheeks,

hair, and neck. "Oh, 1 could cat you. cat

you
!"

She must have seen the yoimg fellow

waiting for her notice, but Nancy had to

say, "Here 's Hughey, Jane," before she

spoke to him.

"Oh, Hughey," she said not unkindh-,

but as if he did not matter.

He stood awkward, and Nancy judged

it best for all the reasons to add

:

"Hughey wants you to go to the Temple

with him to-night," and the young fellow-

smiled gratefully, if not hopefully, at her.

The girl stiffened herself to her full

height from the child she was stooping

over. She haughtily mounted the steps

beside Nancy, and without other recog-

nition of Hughey in the matter she said

:

"I Ve got company," and disappeared

into the cabin.

"Well, Hughey?" Nancy pityingly

questioned.

"No, Nancy," he replied, with a man-

ful struggle for manfulness, "I— I— it 's

meant, I reckon." and slunk away from

the girl's brutality as if it were his own
shame.

Nanc\' picked up her little one. and fol-

lowed indoors.

"Don't you talk to me, Aunt Nancy!"

the girl cried at her. "What does he keep

askin' me for?"

"He won't ask you any more, Jane,"

the woman quietly returned.

They joined in putting the little one to

bed. Then, without more words, Jane

kissed the child, and came back to kiss her

again when she had got to the door.

"Aunt Nancy, I hate you," she said as

she went out and left the woman alone.

Ever since Joey went away with the be-

lievers to see the New Jerusalem come

down in Philadelphia, Jane had been sleep-

ing at her father's cabin in resentful dut}

to his years and solitude. She got him

his breakfast, and left it for him before

she went to take her own with Nancv,

and she had his dinner and supper ready

for his return from the field ; but she did

not eat with him, and he was abed before

she came home at night.

Joey had been gone nearl\ a month, and

no word had come back from any of the

Little Flock who went with Dylks. It

was not the day of letters by mail ; if some
of the pilgrims had sent messages by the

wagoners returning from their trips Over-

the-Movmtains, they had not reached the

families left behind, and no angel-borne

tidings came to testify of the wonder at

Philadelphia. Those left behind waited

in patience rather than in anxiety ; where

life was often hard, people did not borrow

trouble, and add that needless debt to their

load of daily cares. Nancy said to others

that she did not know what to think, and

others said the same to her, and they got

what comfort they could out of that.

Now she did not light the little rag-

lamp which she and Jane sometimes sat

by with their belated sewing or darning

if they had not kept the hearth-fire burn-

ing. She went to bed in the dark, and

slept with the work-weariness which keeps

the heart-heavy from waking. She had

work in her tobacco-patch to do, as well

as in the house, where Jane helped her

;

she would not let the girl help her get the

logs and brush together on the clearing

which Laban had begun burning to enrich

the soil for the planting of the next year's

crop with the ashes.

She must have slept long hours when
she heard the sound of a cry from the dark

without.

"Mother! Mother! () Mother!" It

came nearer and nearer, till it beat with

the sound of a fist on the cabin door. In

the piecing out of the instant dream which

she started from, she thought, as that night

when Dylks called her, that it must be

Laban ; he sometimes called her mother

after the babv came, and now she called

back

:

"Laban! Laban!" But the voice said:

"It ain't father; it 's me. Mother; it 's

Joey!"

"Oh, dear heart!" she joyfully la-

mented, and Hung herself from her bed,
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and reeled, still drunk with slumber, and

pulled up the latch, and flung open the

door, and caught her boy to her breast.

"O Mother!" he said, laughing and

crying, "I 'm so hungry!"

"To be sure j'ou 're hungry, child ; and

I '11 ha\'e you your supper in half a min-

ute, as soon as I can rake the fire open.

Lay down on mother's bed there and rest

while I 'm gettin' ready for you. The baby

won't wake, and I don't care if she does."

"I s'pose she 's grown a good deal. But

I am tired," the boy said, stretching him-

self out. "Me 'n' Benny run all the way
as soon as we come in sight of the crick,

and him 'n' Mis' Kingston wanted, me to

stay all night, but I would n't. I wanted

to see you so much. Mother!"

"Did Mr. Kingston come back with

you? Or, don't tell me anything, don't

speak, till you 've had something to eat."

"I woon't. Mother," the boy promised,

and then he said: "But you ought to see

Philadelphy, Mother. It 's twenty times

as big as Wheeling, Benny says, and all

red brick houses and white marble steps."

Ke was sitting up and talking now; his

mother flew about in the lank linsey-wool-

sey dress she had thrown over her night-

gown in some unrealized interval of her

labors and had got the skillet of bacon

hissing over the coals.

"And to think," she bleated in self-re-

proach, "that I '11 have to give you rye-

cofiee! You know, Joey dear, there hain't

very much cash about this house, and the

store won't take truck for coffee. But

with good cream in it, the rye tastes 'most

as good. Set up to the table now," she

bade him when she had put the rye-coffee

with the bacon and some warmed-up pone

on the leaf lifted from the wall.

She let the boy silently glut himself till

he glanced round between mouthfuls and

said

:

"It all looks so funny and little in here

after Philadelphy."

Then she said

:

"But you don't say anything about the

New Jerusalem. Did n't it come down,

after all?" She smiled, but sadly, rather

than gladly, in her skepticism.

"No, Mother," the boy answered sol-

emnl\'. Then after a moment he said

:

"I got something to tell you. Mother.

But I don't know whether I had n't bet-

ter wait till morning."

"It 's 'most morning, now, Joey, I

reckon, if it ain't already. That 's the

twilight comin' in at the door. If you

would n't rather get your sleep first
—

"

"No, I can't sleep till I tell you now.

It 's about the Good Old Man."
"Did he— did he go up?" she asked

fearfully.

"No, Mother, he did n't. Some of them

say he was took up, but. Mother, / be-

lieve he was drownded
!"

"Drownded?" the boy's mother echoed.

"What do you mean, Joey? What makes

you believe he was drownded?"

"I seen him."

"Seen him?"

"In the water. We was all walkin'

along the river-bank, and some o' the

Flock got to complainin' because he had n't

fetched the New Jerusalem down yit, and

wantin' to know when he was goin' to do

it, and sayin' this was Philadelphy, and

why did n't he; and Mr. Kingston he was
tryin' to pacify 'em, and Mr. Enraghty

he scolded 'em, and told 'em to hesh up,

or they 'd be in danger of hell-fire: but

they did n't, and the Good Old Man he

begun to cry. It was awful. Mother."

"Go on, Joey. Don't stop."

"Well, he 'd been prayin' a good deal

off and on and actin' like he was n't in his

right senses sometimes, talkin' to hisself

and singin' his hymn— that one, you

know— "

"Never mind, Joey dear," his mother

said ; "keep on."

"And all at once he up and says, 'If I

want to, I can turn this river into a river

of gold,' and one o' the Flock, about the

worst one, he hollers back, 'Well, why
don't you do it, then ?' and Mr. Enraghty

—well, they call him Saint Paul, you

know— he told the other one to shut his

mouth ; and they got to jawin', and I

heard a rattlin' of gravel, like it was slip-
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pin' down the bank, and then there was

the Good Old Man in the water, hoUerin'

for help, and his hat off, floatin' down-

stream, and his hair all over his shoulders.

And before I knowed what to think, he

sunk, and when he come up, I was there

in the water puttin' out for him."

"Yes, Joey
—

"

"I can't remember how I got there

;

must 'a' jumped in without thinkin' ; he 'd

been so good to me all along, and used to

come to me in the night-time when he

s'posed I was asleep, and kiss me and cry.

But I 'd 'a' done it for anybody, any-

way, Mother."

"Yes. Go-"
"Some of 'em was takin' their shoes and

coats off to jump in, and some jest standin'

still, and hollerin' to me not to let him

ketch holt o' me, or he 'd pull me under.

But I knowed he could n't do that, becuz

I could ketch him by one arm and hold

him off,—me 'n' Benny 's practised it in

the crick,— and I swum up to him; and

he went down ag'in, and when he come

up ag'in his face was all soakin' wet, like

he 'd been cryin' under the water, and he

says, kind o' bubblin'— like this," the boy

made the sound. "He says, 'Oh, my son,

God help—bub-ub— bless you!' and then

he went down, and I swum round and

round, expectin' he 'd come up some-

wheres; but he did n't come up no more.

It was awful. Mother, becuz that did n't

seem to be the end of it ; and it was. Just

did n't come up no more. They jawed

some before they got over the mountains,"

the boy said reminiscently. "They had n't

brung much money; even Mr. Hingston

had n't, becuz they expected the Good
Old Man to work miracles, and make sil-

ver and gold money out of red cents, like

he said he would. All the nights we slep'

out o' doors, and sometimes we had to ast

for victuals; but the Good Old Man he

always found places to sleep, nice caves in

the banks and holler trees, and wherever

he ast for victuals they give plenty. And
Mr. Enraghty he said it was a miracle if

he always knowed the best places to sleep

and the kindest women to ast for victuals.

Do you believe it was. Mother?"

Nancy said, after an effort for her

voice

:

"He might have been there before, Joey

dear."

"Well, that 's so ; but none of 'em thunk

o' that. And what A^Ir. Enraghty said

stopped the jawin' at the time. It all be-

gun ag'in worse than ever when we got

almost to Philadelphy ; and he said some

of 'em must take the south fork of the

road with Saint Paul and keep on till they

saw a big light over Philadelphy, where

the New Jerusalem was swellin' up, and

the rest would meet 'em there with him

and Saint Peter. They said, 'Why could

n't we all go together?' And it was pretty

soon after that that he slipped into the

river. Stumbled on a round stone, I

reckon."

The woman sat slowly smoothing the

handle of the coffee-pot up and down, and

staring at the boy ; but she did not speak.

"Benny jumped in by that time, but it

was n't any use. Oh, I seen the ocean,

Mother! Mr. Hingston took me 'n' Benny

down on a boat; and I seen a stuffed ele-

phant in a show, or a museum, they called

it. Benny said it was just like the real

one in the circus at Wheeling. Mother,

do you believe he throwed hisself in?"

"Who, Joey?" she faintly asked.

"Why, the Good Old Man. That 's

what some of 'em said—them that was
disappointed about the New Jerusalem.

But some said he did fetch it down, and

they seen It, with the black horses and sil-

ver gates and velvet streets, and every-

thing just the way he promised. And the

others said he 'd fooled 'em, or else they

was just lyin'. And they said he 'd got to

the end of his string, and that was why he

throwed himself in, and when he got in,

he was scared of drowndin', and that was

why he hollered for help. But I belie\e

he just slipped in. Don't you. Mother?"

"Yes, Joey."

"Mother, I don't believe the Good Old
Man had a grea' deal of courage. All the

way Over-the-Mountains he 'd seem to

scare at any little noise, even in broad

daylight. Oncet, when we was goin'

along through the woods, a pig jumped
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out of some hazelnut bushes, and scared

him so that he yelled and fell down in a

fit, and the}' was a good while fetchin'

him to. Do you think he was God,

Mother?"

"No, Joey."

"Well, that 's what I think, too. If he

was God, he would n't been afeared,

would he? And in the night sometimes

he 'd come and git me to come and lay by

him where he could put his arm round my
neck, and feel me, like as if he wanted

comp'ny. Well, now, that was n't much

like God, was it? And when he thought

I was asleep, I could hear him prayin', 'O

merciful Saviour!' and things like that;

and if he was God, w^ho could he pray toF

It was n't sense, was it? Well, I just be-

lieve he fell in, and he was afeared he was

drowndin', and that 's why he hollered

out. Don't 3'ou, Mother?"

"Yes, I do, Joey."

"And you think I done right, don't you,

to try to help him, even if it was some

resk?"

"Oh, yes."

"I knowed it was so/zie resk, but I did

n't believe it was much, and I kind of

thought you 'd want me to."

"Oh, yes, yes," his mother said. "You
did right, Joey. And you 're a good boy,

and— Joey dear,"— and she rose from

the bench where she was sitting w^ith him,

— "I believe I '11 go and lay down on the

bed a minute. Bein' up so
—

"

"Why, yes. Mother. You lay down,

and I '11 clear up the breakfast, or supper,

if it 's it. It '11 be like old times," he said

in the pride of his long absence from home.

His mother lay down on the bed, with her

face to the wall, and he went very quietly

about his work so as not to wake the baby.

But after a moment he went to his mother

and whispered hoarsely: "You don't sup-

pose I could go and see Benny a minute.

after I !;ot dc It 'most broad

day, and I know he '11 be up, too."

"Yes, go," she said, without turning

her face to him.

He kept tiptoeing about, and when he

had finished, he stood waiting to be sure

whether she was sleeping before he opened

the door. Now she turned iier face and

spoke

:

'7oey?"

"Yes, Mother?" he whispered back, and

ran to her softly in his bare feet.

"Did you get to like him any better?"

He seemed not to take her question as

anything strange or to be in doubt of

whom she meant.

"Why, there in the water, at the very

last, when he kep' goin' down, I liked him.

Yes, I must have. But all along I felt

more like sorry for him. He seemed so

miser'ble all the time, and so— well—
scared."

"Yes." She had got the boy's hand,

and without turning her body with her

face, she held his hand in hers closely un-

der her arm. "Joey, I told you he was a

wicked man. I can't tell you any different

now, but I 'm glad you was sorry for him.

I am sorry, too. Joey— he was your fa-

ther." She pressed his hand harder.

"Goodness!" he said, but he did not suf-

fer himself to say more.

"He went away and left me when you

was a little baby, and he never come back

till he come back here. I never had any

word from him. For all I could tell, he

was dead. I never wanted him to be

dead," she defended herself to herself in

something above the intelligence of the

boy. "I married Laban, who 's been more

of a father to you than what he was."

"Oh, yes, ^lother!"

"When your r-eal father came here, I

made your true father go away." Now
she turned and faced her son, keeping his

hand tighter in hers. "Joey, I want to

iiave you go and tell him to come back."

"Right away, ^Mother?"

"Why, yes?" she said with question in

her answer.

"I thought maybe you 'd let me see

Benny first," he suggested a little wist-

fully.'

She almost laughed.

"You dear boy! Go and see Benny on

your way. Take him with you, if his

father will let him go. You 're both such

great travelers. Your father 's at the Wil-

kinses' vit. I reckon ; thev hain't finished
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their cider, I don't believe. Go
now."

The boy had been poising as if on

winged feet, and now he flew. He came

back to say at the door

:

"I don't believe I '11 want any break-

fast, Mother, we had such a late supper."

It was a thoughtful suggestion, and she

said, "No" ; but before her answer came,

he had flown again.

The baby woke, and she cooed to it, and

she went about the one room of the little

cabin, trying to put it more in order than

before. Some pieces of the moss in the

chinking of the round logs near the chim-

ney seemed loose, and she packed them

tighter. As she worked, she sang. She

sang a hymn, but it was a hymn of thanks-

giving.

The doorway darkened, and she turned

to see the figure of her brother black in

the light.

"I see, you 've heard the news," he said

grimly. "1 was afraid I might find you

making a show of mourning. / don't pre-

tend to any. I have n't had such a load

off me since that rascal first come back."

She answered resentfully:

"What makes you so glad, David? He
did n't come back to make you drive your

husband away
!"

"I was always afraid he might make me
kill him. He tried hard enough, and

sometimes I thought he might. But blessed

be the Lord, he 's dead ! They 're holding

a funeral for him in the Temple. The
news is all through the Creek. I suppose

j'ou know how Jane has fixed it up with

James Redfield. I feel to be sorry for

Hughey Blake; but he never could have

mastered her. She 's got an awful will,

Jane has. But James has got an awful

will, too, as strong as Jane
—

"

Nancy cut him short:

"David, I don't care anything about

Jane—now."

"No," he assented. "Where 's Joey?"
he asked, leaning inward, with his hands

resting on either jamb of the door.

"Gone for Laban."

"Well," David said, with something

like grudge, "you hain't lost much time.

But I don't know as I blame you," he re-

lented.

"I would n't care if you did, David,"

she answered.

Late in the long twilight of the early

spring day a stranger who was traveling

in the old fashion on horseback, with his

legs swathed in green baize against the

mud of the streaming roads, and with his

spattered saddle-bags hung over the pom-

mel before him, was riding into Leather-

wood. He paused in a puddle of the lane

that left the turnpike not far ol¥, and

curved between the new-plowed fields in

front of a double log cabin, which had the

air of being one of the best habitations of

its time, though its time was long past:

the logs it was built of were squared ; the

chimneys at each end were of stone ma-

sonry instead of notched sticks laid in cla^'.

Against the wall of the porch between the

two rooms of the cabin an old man sat

tilted back in his chair, smoking a pipe,

which he took from his mouth at sight of

the stranger's arrest.

"Can you tell me, please, which is my
way to the tavern, or some place where I

can find a night's lodging?"

The old man dropped his chair for-

ward, and got somewhat painfully out of

it to toddle to the edge of his porch.

"Why, there is n't a tavern, rightly

speaking, in Leatherwood now, thougli for

the backwoods we had a very passable one

once. I wish," he said after a moment,

"that we could offer you a lodging here;

but if you '11 light and throw your horse's

rein over the peg in this post, I would be

pleased to have you stay to supper with

us. My wife is just getting it."

"Why, thank you, thank 30U," the

stranger said. "I must n't think of trou-

bling you. I dare say I can get something

to eat at your tavern. I 've often been

over night in worse places, no doubt. 1 '\e

been traveling through your State, and

I 've turned a little out of my way to stop

at Leatherwood, because I 've been inter-

ested in a peculiar incident of your local

history."
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The two men perceived from something

in each other's parlance, though one spoke

with the neat accent of the countries be-

yond the AUeghanies and the other with

the soft slurring Ohio River utterance,

that they were in the presence of men dif-

ferent by thinking, if not by learning,

from most men in the belated region of a

new country.

"Oh, yes," the old man said with in-

stant intelligence, "the Leatherw^ood

God."

"Yes," the other eagerly assented. "1

was told at }'our county-seat that I could

learn all about it if I asked for Squire

Braile, here."

"I am Matthew Braile," the old man
said with dignity, and the stranger re-

turned with a certain apology in his laugh :

"I must confess that I suspected as

much, and I 'm ashamed not to have

frankly asked at once."

"Better light." The squire condoned

w^hatever offense there might have been in

the uncandor. "I don't often get the

chance to talk of our famous imposture,

and I can't let one slip through my fingers.

You must coiTje in to supper, and if you

smoke, I can give you a pipe of our yellow

tobacco afterward, and we can talk—"

"But I should tire you with my ques-

tions. In the morning—"
"We old men sometimes have a trick of

not living till morning. You 'd better

take me while you can get me."

"Well, if you put it in that way," the

stranger said, and he slipped down from

his saddle.

The old man called out

:

"Here, Abel!" and the figure of what

seemed an elderly boy came lurching and

paddling round the corner of the cabin,

and ducked his gray head hospitably to-

ward the stranger. "Give this horse a

feed while we 're taking ours."

"All right. Squire. Jest helpin' Sally

put the turkey-chicks to bed out o' the

cold, or I 'd 'a' been round at the first

splashin' in the road."

"And now come in," the squire said,

reaching a hand of welcome from the edge

of the porch to the stranger as he mounted

the steps. "Old neighbors of ours," he

explained Abel and the unseen Sally. "We
've known them, boy and girl, from the

beginning, and when their old cabin fell

down in the tail-end of a tornado a few

years back, we got them here in a new one

behind ours, to take care of them and let

them take care of us. They don't eat with

us," he added, setting open the kitchen

door, and ushering the stranger into the

warm glow and smell of the interior.

"Mis' Braile," he said for introduction to

his wife, and explained to her, "a friend

that I caught on the wing. I don't know
that I did get your name?"

"Manderville—T. J. Mander\'ille ; I 'm

from Cambridge."

"Thomas Jefferson, I suppose. Cam-
bridge, Ohio— back here?"

"^Massachusetts."

"Well, you did n't sound like Ohio. I

always like to make sure. Well, you must

pull up. Mother, have you got anything

fit to eat this evening?"

"You might try and see," Mrs. Braile

responded in what seemed their habitual

banter.

"Well, don't brag," the squire returned,

and between them they welcomed the

stranger to a meal that he said he had not

tasted the like of in all his Western travel.

It seemed that their guest did not

smoke, and the squire alone lighted his

pipe. Then he joked his w'ife.

"Mother, will you let us stay by the

fire here— it 's a little chilly outdoors, and

those young frogs do take the heart of you

with their peeping— if w-e don't mind >our

bothering round ? Mr. Manderville wants

to hear all about our Leatherwood God."

"He '11 hear more about him than he

wants to if he listens to all you tell, Mat-

thew," Mrs. Braile retorted.

"Oh, no; oh, no," the stranger pro-

tested, and the squire laughed.

"You wanted to know," he said, well

after the beginning of their talk, "whether

there were many of the Little Flock left.

\V\"11, some; and to answer your other

question, they 're as strong in the faith as

ever. The dead died in the faith ; the liv-

ing that were young in it in the late eigh-
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teen-twentles are old in it now in tlie iiist

of the fifties. It 's rather curious," the

squire said, with a long sigh of satisfaction

in the anomal,v, "but after the arrest of

Dylks, and his trial and acquittal before

this court,"— the squire smiled,—"when

he came out of the tall timber, and had

his scalp mended, and got into a whole

suit of Saint Peter's clothes, he did n't find

the Little Flock fallen off a great deal.

They were a good deal scared, and so was

he. That was the worst of the lookout

for Dylks— his habit of being afraid ; it

was about the best thing, too— kept him

from playing the very devil. There 's no

telling how far he might have gone if he

had n't been afraid— I mean, gone in per-

sonal mischief."

"Yes," the stranger assented. "And his

failure in all his miracles had no effect on

his followers?"

The squire laughed, with a rattling of

loose teeth on his pipe-stem.

"Why, he did n't fail, according to the

Little Flock; it was only the unbelievers

that disbelieved in the miracles. Even

those that went with him Over-the-Moun-

tains to see the New Jerusalem come down
got to having seen it as time went on,

though some had their doubts when they

first came back. Before they died, they 'd

all seen him go up in a chariot of fire with

two black horses and no driver. Nobody
but those two purblind ignorant boys that

tried to keep him from drowning, when
he fell into the river, could be got to say

that the heavenly city did n't come down
and suck him up. Why, seven or eight

years after he left there was a preacher

who was one of his followers came back

here and preached in the Dylks Temple

—

the old Temple burned down long ago

I
and was never rebuilt— preached the di-

vinity of Dylks, and said there was no true

religion that did n't recognize him as God.

As for Christianity, he said it was just a

hotchpotch of Judaism and heathenism.

He saw the Good Old Man go right up

into heaven, and said he was going to

come back to earth before long and set up

his kingdom here. He 's never done it,

and that slick preacher never came back.

either, after the first. He was very well

dressed, and looked as if he had been liv-

ing on the fat of the land, somewhere

among the faithful Over-the- Mountains,

I reckon. Knew where the fried chickens

roosted. Excuse me, Mother. She 's

heard that joke before," he explained to

their guest.

"I 've heard it too often to mind it,"

Mrs. Braile mocked back.

"Well, it seems to be new to our friend

here."

Mr. Manderville was laughing, but he

controlled himself to ask:

"And had the fellow no progressive doc-

trine, no steps of belief, no logical formu-

lation of his claims? He could n't have

been merely a dunderheaded, impudent

charlatan who expected to convince by the

miracles he did n't do?"

"Oh, no; oh, no. I did n't mean to im-

ply that," the squire explained. "He was

a cunning rascal in his way, and he had

the sort of brain that has served the pur-

pose of the impostor in all ages. He had

a plan of belief, as you may call it, which

he must have thought out before he came

here, if he had n't begged, borrowed, or

stolen it from somebody else. At first he

called himself a humble teacher of Chris-

tianity, but it was n't a great while before

he pretended to be Jesus Christ, who died

on Calvary. That did n't satisfy him

long, though. When he had convinced

some that he was Christ, he began to teach

that the Christ who was crucified, though

he was a ?-eal Messiah, was not a perfect

Messiah, because he had died and been

buried, and death had had power over him

just as it has over any mortal. But the

real Messiah would never taste death, and

he was that Messiah. Dylks would never

taste death, and as the real Messiah he

would be one with God, and in fact he

was the one and only God. These were

the steps, and the way to belief in the god-

head was clear to the meanest understand-

ing. The meaner the understanding the

clearer," the squire summed up, with an-

other tattoo on his pipe-stem. "You see,"

he resumed after a moment, "life is hard

in a new country, and anybody that prom-
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ises salvation on easy terms has got a

strong hold at the very start. People will

accept anything from him. Somewhere,

tucked away in us, is the longing to know
whether we '11 live again, and the hope

that we '11 live happy. I 've got fun out of

that fact in a community where I 've had

the reputation of an infidel for fifty years

;

but all along I 've felt it in myself. We
want to be good, and we want to be safe,

even if we are not good ; and the first fel-

low that comes along and tells us to have

faith in him, and he '11 make it all right,

why, we have faith in him, that 's all."

"Well, then," the stranger said, holding

him to the logic of the facts as he leaned

toward him from his side of the fireplace

and fixed him with an eager eye, "I can't

see why he did n't establish his supersti-

tion in universal acceptance, as, say, Ma-
homet did."

"I 'm glad you came to that," the squire

blandly submitted. "For one thing, and

the main thing, because he was a coward.

He had plenty of audacity, but mighty lit-

tle courage, and his courage gave out just

when he needed it the most. And perhaps

he had n't perfect faith in himself; he was

a fool, but he was n't a crazy fool. Then,

again, my idea is that the scale was too

small, or the scene, or the field, or what-

ever you call it. The backwoods, as

Leatherwood was then, was not the right

starting-point for a world-wide imposture.

Then, again, as I said, Dylks was timid.

He was not ready to shed blood for his lie,

neither other people's nor his own, and

when it came to fighting for his doctrine,

he was afraid ; he wanted to run. And, in

fact, he did run, first and last. No liar

ever had such a hold on them that be-

lieved his lie ; they 'd have followed him

any lengths: but he had n't the heart to

lead them. When Redfield and I got

hold of him, after he had tasted the fea^

of death there that week in the tall tim-

ber, he was willing to promise anything

we said. And he kept his promise; he

would n't if he could have helped it, but

he knew Jim Redfield would hold him to

it if he squeezed his life out doing it."

The stranger was silent, but not tippar-

ently convinced, and meanwhile he took

up another point of interest in the story

which he heard from the squire.

"And whatever became of his wife and

her 'true' husband?"

"Oh, they lived on together. Not very

long, though. They died within a week

of each other, did n't they. Mother?"

"Just a week," Mrs. Braile said, ani-

mated by the human touch in the discus-

sion. "They lived mighty happy together,

and it was as good a death as a body could

want to die. It was that summer when
the fever mowed the people down so.

They took their little girl wath them."

She sighed from a source of hidden sor-

row. "They all went together."

Braile took his pipe out and gulped be-

fore he could answer the stranger's next

question.

"And the boy, Dylks's son, is he liv-

ing?"

"Oh, yes." At the pleasant thought of

the boy the squire began to smile. "He
and Hingston's son took over the mill

from Hingston after he got too old for it,

and carried it on together. Hingston was

n't one that hung on to the faith in Dylks,

but he never made any fuss about giving

it up. Just stayed away from the Temple

that the Little Flock built for themselves."

"And is young Dylks still carrying on

the milling business?"

"Who? Joey? Qh, yes. He married

Benny Hingston's sister. Benny's wife

died, and he lives with them."

"And there ain't a better man in the

whole of Leatherwood than Joey Billings,

as we always call him," Mrs. Braile put

in. "He was the best boy anywhere, and

he 's the best man."

"Well, it 's likely to come out that way

sometimes," the squire said with tender

irony.

The stranger looked at his watch ; he

jumped to his feet.

"And you can't say," Mrs. Braile con-

tinued, with a certain note of indignation

as for unjust neglect of the pair, "but

what James Redfield and Jane has got

along very well together."

"Oh, yes, they 've got along," the squire
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asserted. "He 's got aloiiji; with her, and

she 's got along with the children— plenty

of them. I reckon she 's what he wanted,

and they 're what she did."

The stranger looked a little puzzled.

"That instinct of maternity," the squire

explained. "You may have noticed it in

women—some of them."

"Oh! Oh, yes," Mr. Manderville as-

sented.

"It was the best thing, or at least the

strongest thing, in Jane. I don't sa\-

anything against it, Mother," he said ten-

derly to his wife. "Jane was a good girl,

especially after she got over her faith in

Dylks, and she 's a good woman. At

least Jim thinks so."

Mrs. Braile contented herself as she

could with this.

"Nine o'clock! Mrs. Braile, 1 'm

ashamed. But you must blame your hus-

band partly. Good night, ma'am; good—
Why, look here. Squire Braile,"— he ar-

rested himself in offering his hand,— "how
about the obscure scene where Joe Smith

founded his superstition, which bids fair

to live right along with the other false

religions? Was Leatherwood, Ohio, a

narrower stage than Manchester, New
York? And in point of time the two cults

were only four years apart."

"Well, that 's a thing that 's occurred

to me since we 've been talking. Suppose

we look into it to-morrow? Come round

to breakfast— about six o'clock. One
point, though: Joe Smith only claimed to

be a prophet, and Dylks claimed to be a

god. That made it harder maybe."

Come, Captain Age

By SARAH N. CLEGHORN

COME, Captain Age.

With your great sea-chest full of treasure!

Under the yellow and wrinkled tarpaulin

Disclose the carved ivory

And the sandalwood inlaid with pearl.

Riches of wisdom and years.

Unfold the India shawl.

With the border of emerald and orange and crimson ami blue.

Weave of a lifetime.

I shall be warm and splendid

With the spoils of the Indies of age.
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The Fable of the Three Artists

By DEEMS TAYLOR

ONCE upon a time there were three

artists, a poet, a painter, and a mu-
sician. They lived in garrets, and every

night they sat around a table in a small

restaurant and discussed art. They had a

friend who sat with them, a philistine per-

son who worked on a newspaper ; they

tolerated him, for he was a good listener,

and often paid for the refreshments.

One night when they met the poet

seemed strangely excited. No sooner had

the other three taken their places than he

cried exultantly

:

"To-day I wrote my masterpiece! Lis-

ten!" And drawing a paper from his

pocket, he read as follows:

EROniLURD

Upwards
And yet ever in the dei&p night |

1 hardl) know.

Through wild, fnmniar forests
You~
And on 4th9 misty hill the curlew serepms.

1, too, Bometimes.
Luat and laughter—
Ah

you never tell me?Why did
Ah

•Ah

"Tremendous!" cried the painter. "My
congratulations, old fellow."

"A very moving piece of work," com-

mented the musician.

"But," said the philistine, diffidently,

"it has neither rhyme, rhythm, nor sense.

How can you call it poetry?"

"Who said I did?" retorted the poet.

"It is a word-painting."

And the philistine was silent. Though
the others sat late, talking of life and art,

he said nothing.
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Upon his face was a look of great be-

wilderment and dawning uneasiness.

The next night, when the friends met
again, the philistine seemed anxious to

atone for his tactless remark of the night

before. He insisted upon ordering and

paying for the finest dinner the restaurant

afforded, together with four bottles of the

best wine. So his friends forgave him,

for he was a decent sort, after all.

This time it was the painter who
seemed unduly restless. Finally he laid

a flat package upon the table, and spoke as

follows

:

"To-day I painted my masterpiece

!

Look!" And opening the package, he dis-

played a square of painted canvas. It

looked like this:

"Remarkable!" cried the poet. "My
congratulations, old fellow."

"A very interesting piece of work,"

commented the musician.

"But," stammered the philistine, "it is

ugly as the devil, and does n't look like

anything. How can you call it painting?"

"^Vho said I did?" retorted the painter.

"It is a color-symphony."

And again the philistine was silent.



Though the others sat late, discussing art,

he spoke no word.

His puzzled look had returned; he

seemed to ponder some intricate problem.

On the third night the musician was

late. While they waited, the philistine

apologized to the poet and the painter for

his lack of comprehension of their work,

and again ordered the dinner and the wine.

And again they forgave him. But the

philistine, though he cheered up some-

what, still seemed a little puzzled and un-

easy.

At last the musician burst into the res-

taurant. He was radiant, and waved a

manuscript in his hand as he rushed to the

table.

"I have just finished my masterpiece!"

he cried. "Listen!" And going to the

piano near by, he played tlie following:
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Oh, Shining Shoes!

By RALPH BF.RGENGREN

"Superb!" cried the poet and the painter

in unison. "Congratulations, old fellow."

"But," protested the philistine, "it has

neither melody nor rhythm, and the har-

mony sounds awful. How can you call it

music?"

"Who said I did?" retorted the musi-

cian. "It is a sound-poem."

The philistine seemed more puzzled

than ever. "Are n't you fellows getting

your trades mixed?" he murmured.

Forthwith the three arose indignantly

and left him, declaring that they could

waste no further time upon such a low-

brow.

IN a democracy it is fitting that a man
should sit on a throne to have his shoes

polished or, to use a brighter, gayer word,

shined. We are all kings, and this happy

conceit of popular government is nicely-

symbolized by being, for these shining mo-

ments, so many kings together, each on his

similar throne and with a slave at his feet.

The democratic idea suffers a little from

the difficulty of realizing that the slave is

also a king, yet gains a little from the fair

custom of the livelier monarchs to turn

from left foot to right and from right to

left, so that, within human limits, neither

shoe shall be undemocratically shined first.

Nor is it uncommon for the kings on the

thrones to be symbolically and inexpen-

sively served by yet other sovereign ser-

vants. Newspapers in hand, they receive

the reports of their high lord chancellors,

digest the social gossip of their realm, re-

view its crimes, politics, discoveries, and

inventions, and are entertained by their

jesters, who, I have it on the authority of

a current advertisement, all democratically

smoke the same kind of tobacco, "^'ou

know 'em all, the great fun-makers of

the daily press, agile-brained and nimble-

witted, creators of world-famed charac-

ters who put laughter into life. Such live,

virile humans as they must ha\e a li\e,

virile pipe-smoke." There are, to be sure,

some who find in this agile-brained and

nimble-witted mirth an element of pro-

found melancholy ; it seems often a de-

based coin of humor that rings false on

the counter of intelligence
;

yet at its

worse it is far better than many of the

waggeries that once stirred laughter in

medieval monarchs. The thought renders

then bearable, these live, virile humans,

that only a few centuries ago would ha\ e

been too handicapped by their refine-

ment to compete successfully with contem-

porary humorists.

But there are a good many of us, pos-

sessors of patience, self-control, and a

sponge in a bottle, who rarely enjoy this
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royal prerogative. We shine our own
shoes. Alone, and, if one may argue from

the particular to the general, simply

dressed in the intermediate costume, more

or less becoming, that is between getting

up and going out, we wear a shoe on our

left hand, and with the other manipulate

the helpful sponge. Sometimes, too anx-

ious, it polka dots our white garments,

sometimes the floor ; it is safe only in the

bottle, and the wisest shiner will perhaps

approach the job as an Adamite, bestrid-

ing, like a colossus, a wide-spread news-

paper, and taking a bath afterward. Or
it may be that instead of the bottle we
have a little tin box, wedded to its cover,

—how often have we not exclaimed be-

tween clenched teeth, "What man hath

joined together man can pull asunder!"—
and containing a kind of black mud, which

we apply with an unfortunate rag or with

a brush appropriately called the "dauber."

Having daubed, we polish, breathing our

precious breath on the luminous surface

for ever greater luminosity. The time

is passing when we performed this task of

pure lustration, as Keats might have called

it, in the cellar or the back hall, more

fully, but not completely, dressed, coatless,

our waistcoats rakishly unbuttoned or

vulgarly up-stairs, our innocent trousers

hanging on their gallowses, our shoes on

our feet, and our physical activity not

altogether unlike that demanded by a

home exerciser to reduce the abdomen.

Men of girth have been advised to saw
wood ; I wonder that they have never been

advised to shine their own shoes— twenty-

five times in the morning and twenty-five

times just before going to bed.

My own observation, although not con-

tinuous enough to have scientific value,

leads me to think that stout men are the

more inveterate patrons of the shoeblack-

ing-parlor,— Caesar should have run one,

— and that the present popularity of the

sponge in a bottle may derive from su-

perfluous girth. Invented as a dainty toi-

let accessory for women, and at first re-

garded by men as effeminate, it is easy to

see how insidiously the sponge in a bottle

would have attracted a stout husband ac-

customed to shine his own shoes in the

earlier, contortionist manner. By de-

grees, first one stout husband and then an-

other, men took to the bottle ; the curse

of effeminacy was lifted ; the habit grew
on men of all sizes. It was not a perfect

method,— it blacked too many other

things besides shoes and provided an un-

desirable plaything for baby,—but it was
a step forward. There was a refinement,

a je fie sais quoi, an "easier way," about

this sponge in a bottle, and, perhaps more
than all, a delusive promise that the stuff

would dry shiny without friction that

appealed to the imagination. Then began

to disappear a household familiar, that up-

holstered, deceptive, utilitarian, hassock

kind of thing which, when opened, re-

vealed an iron foot-rest, a box of black-

ing (I will not say how some moistened

that blacking, but you and I, gentle male

reader, brought water in a crystal glass

from the kitchen), and an ingenious tool

w^hich combined the offices of dauber and

shiner, so that one never knew how to put

it away right side up. This tool still

exists, an honest, good-sized brush carrying

a round baby brush pickaback, and I dare

say an occasional old-fashioned gentleman

shines his shoes with it; but in the broader

sense of that pernicious and descriptive

phrase it is no longer used "by the best

people." Of late, I am told by shopkeep-

ers, the tin box with the pervicacious

cover is becoming popular, but I remain

true to my sponge in a bottle ; for, unlike

the leopard, I am able to change my spots.

Looking along the ages from the van-

tage of a throne in the slioeblacking-par-

lor, it is a matter of pleased wonder to

observe what the mind has found to do

with the feet ; nor is the late invention of

shoe polish (hardly earlier than the Dec-

laration of Independence) the least sur-

prising item. For the greater part of his

journey man has gone about his businesses

in unshined footwear, beginning, it would

appear, with a pair of foot-bags, or foot-

purses, each containing a valuable foot,

and tied round the ankle. Thus we see

him, far down the vista of time, a tiny

figure stopping on his way to tie up his
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shoe-strings. Captivated with torin and

color, he exhausted his invention in shapes

and materials before ever he thought of

polish: he cut his toes square; he cut his

toes so long and pointed that he must

needs tie them to his knee to keep from

falling over them; he wore soles without

uppers,— alas! poor devil, how often in all

ages has he approximated wearing uppers

without soles!— and he went in for top-

boots splendidly belegged and coquettishly

beautified with what, had he been a lady,

he might liave described as an insertion of

lace. At last came the bootblacking-par-

lor, late nineteenth century, commercial,

practical, convenient, and an important

factor in civic esthetics. Not that the par-

lor is beautiful in itself. It is a cave with-

out architectural pretensions, but it ac-

complishes unwittingly an important mis-

sion : it removes from public view the man
who is having his shoes shined.

You know him, as the advertisement

says of the live, virile humans who niust

have the live, virile pipe-smoke ; but hap-

pily you know him nowadays chiefly by

effort of memory. Yet only a little while

ago average, kindly, well-intentioned men
thought nothing of having their shoes

shined in the full glare of the sun. The
man having his shoes shined was a com-

mon spectacle. He sat or stood where

anybody might see him, almost as immo-

bile as a cigar-store Indian and much less

decorative, with a peripatetic shoeblack

busy at his feet. His standing attitude

was a little like Washington crossing the

Delaware ; and when he sat down he was
not wholly unlike the picture of Jupiter

in Mr. Bulfinch's well-known "Age of

Fable." He had his shoes shined on the

sidewalk, congesting traflRc ; he had them

shined in the park, with the birds sing-

ing; wherever he had them shined he was
as lacking in self-consciousness as a bab\

sucking its thumb. Peripatetic shoeblacks

pursued pedestrians, and no sensitive gen-

tleman was safe from them merely be-

cause he had carefulh' and well shined liis

own shoes liefore he came out. Hut how
rarely iKnvadays do we see tiiis peripatetic

shoeblack ! Soon he will be as extinct as

the buffalo, and tiie shoeblacking-parlor is

his Buffalo Bill.

In the shoeblacking-parlor we are all

tarred with the same brush, all daubed

with the same dauber ; we have nothing,

as the rather enigmatical phrase goes, on

one another. Indeed, we hardly look at

one another, and are as remote as strangers

sitting side by side in a theater. Indi-

vidually, in a steady, subconscious way. 1

think we are all wondering how we are

going to get down when the time comes.

One will hop, like a great sparrow ; an-

other will turn round and descend back-

ward ; another will come down with an

absent-minded little wave of the foot, as

if he were quite used to having his shoes

shined and already thinking of more seri-

ous business; another—but this is sheer

nervousness and lack of savoir-faire— will

step off desperately, as if into an abyss,

and come down with a thump. Some-

times, but rarely, a man will fall off. It

is a throne—and perhaps this is true of all

thrones— from which no altogether self-

satisfactory descent is possible ; and we all

know it, sitting behind our newspapers, or

staring down on decadent Greece shining

at our feet, or examining with curious,

furtive glances those calendars the femi-

nine beauty of which seems peculiar to

shoeblacking-parlors, and has sometimes

led us to wonder whether the late Mr.
Comstock ever had his shoes shined.

And now, behold ! the slave-king at m>-

feet has found a long, narrow strip of

linen, not, I fear, antiseptic, but otherwise

suggestive of a preparedness course in first

aid to the injured. He breathes on my
shoes (O unhygienic shoeblack!), dulling

them to make them brighter with his striji

of linen.

It is my notice of abdication ; he turns

ilown the bottoms of my trousers. 1 do

not know how I get down from the

throne.
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FINANCE AND BANKING
I'he War and Foreign Trade

Hv H. V. CANN

IMPLANTED in nearly every man is

a strong desire to possess the fruits of

the labor of his fellow-men. To gratify

this longing, mankind from the earliest

times has been ready to barter, to steal,

or even to slay. Countless generations

have followed alternately one or more of

tliese methods. The first communities of

human beings satisfied their acquisitive in-

stincts by barter among themselves, and a

common effort against the lives and prop-

erty of other communities. But it became

plain even to those early raiders that a

continuing supply of the things they

wanted could be had only by an exchange

of services and not by violence. This con-

\iction, growing through the ages, seemed

gradually to be leading humanity away

from theft and slaughter until the rever-

sion in A.D. 1914 to primitive methods.

Coveting the products of distant lands,

men long ago braved the wilderness and

the desert and sailed the uncharted seas.

Things not greatly valued where they

were made or grown, but highly prized

elsewhere, were carried to far-off buyers,

first on beasts of burden, then in argosies;

and now modern trade crowds every

means of transportation— steamships, rail-

roads, and even submarines and air-craft.

Barter nowadays is on an enormous

scale, but no more than ever docs the con-

stantly increasing volume satisfy the appe-

tites, appease the curiosity, or lessen the

vanity and selfishness of the human fam-

ily. People in all lands display a common
weakness for imported goods. Many val-

ues depend not upon the service in\ ol\ ed

but upon capricious fashion.

When this country was young tiie John

Company captains and Hudson Bay fac-

tors sailed out of London to India and

Canada with cargoes of glass beads, col-

ored cloths, and muskets to barter in the

East for silks, spices, and pearls, and in

the West for furs. Indian women liked

beads and gaudy blankets ; English women
wanted silks and sables. On either side

there were no troublesome questions of

supply. The manufacture and transporta-

tion of goods placed the greater portion of

work upon the traders, but they laughed

at the simplicity and ignorance of the In-

dians in that exchange of services.

Ideas of values are even stranger to-

day. The labor of thousands of people

represented by several shiploads of goods

may be sent abroad in exchange for an old

painting or piece of tapestry. After great

toil, coal and flour are produced, and it

is not so unusual to see enough to warm
and feed a household many days bartered

for a quart of wine from a certain vine-

yard in France or a pound or two of to-

bacco leaves from a certain valley in Cuba.

Turning, however, from unprofitable

abstractions to a matter-of-fact view of

American exports, we see an almost invol-

untary development of business which has

placed the United States, for the time

being at least, in the leadership of the

world's trade. In a short twelvemonth

America moved from third to first place,

with a volume of exports far greater than

Britain's advantages ever secured or Ger-

many's intense and scientific efforts ever

achieved. From the first quarter of the

nineteenth century American exports be-

gan to grow at the rate of about fifty per

cent, every ten years. The movement was
stimulated by the revival of business after

the Civil War, but quieted down during

the ten years preceding 1896. After the

decision on the question of the gold stand-

ard, the great industrial and commercial

expansion which followed and the new-

markets which opened in colonial posses-

sions and protectorates caused a rapid

growth in the foreign trade. The per-

centage of manufactured goods sent abroad

became larger every year.

A normal growth continued until the
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autumn of 191 4. The country was then

recovering from the first shock and the

short but extreme depression caused by

the great war. Neutral markets, cut off

from their accustomed supplies, began to

buy here. Enormous demands for goods

and materials came from the warring na-

tions. An entire change came in the

character of the exports. Many of the

things sent abroad in normal times were

no longer w^anted. But food, clothing,

horses, motor-cars, metals, guns, and ex-

plosives could not be shipped fast enough.

In the thirty-six months before the war
exports amounted to $7,034,000,000.

These figures were exceeded in the two

fiscal years following the outbreak of the

war; the movement for that period totaled

$7,102,000,000, of which last year's pro-

portion was the world's-record-breaking

sum of $4,333,000,000, an amount nearly

equal to the combined figures of the five

years from 1891 to 1895 inclusive. No less

than seventj'-five per cent, of the whole

was sent to the Allies. Blockades cut off

the German market. England controlled

most of the ocean freighters and removed

them from usual trade routes for purposes

of the war. Such heavy increases oc-

curred in freight rates that shipments of

certain classes of goods were virtually

prohibited. These conditions, and in ad-

dition the congestion of freight at termi-

nals, inadequate loading facilities, scarcity

of labor and materials, and the strained

credit situation in South America and

elsewhere, undoubtedly kept the volume

of exports from reaching even more ex-

traordinary totals.

In recent years Norte Americanos have

followed the lead of the British and Ger-

mans in assiduous cultivation of Latin-

American markets. Pan-Americanism has

been carefully fostered by historic confer-

ences, associations, a flood of books and

pamphlets, and much speechmaking. Dis-

tinguished statesmen and many prominent

business men have made the long journey

through those interesting countries. Ex-

porters and manufacturers have been

given much gratuitous advice. All this

has resulted in a mutual increase in trade.

Thus far Latin America has the lion's

share of the increase. Considering the

heavy indebtedness of some of the govern-

ments and importers in South America,

their position must have been embarrassing

when European support was no longer

available. The loans and goods and mar-

kets furnished by the United States have

been a great help to South America dur-

ing a trying time.

The Russian, Italian, and Peninsular

markets are engaging a great deal of at-

tention at the present time. Very great

developments of benefit to America are

expected, particularly in Russia.

At the time of the last change in the

Government of Canada there was a lot of

political claptrap against trade with the

United States. Although the party re-

sponsible for that sentiment came into

power, the trade has grown faster than

ever. Canada still holds its place as the

second largest customer of the United

States, and is one of the safest, most con-

\enient, and most promising markets for

American goods. With a population of

fewer than eight million inhabitants, that

country buys more goods here than the

combined millions of people in Argentina.

Brazil. Chile, all the other South and

Central American countries, Mexico, and

Cuba.

Having sold to other countries since

July I, 1914, goods worth over seven bil-

lion dollars, the United States used some-

thing over half this enormous credit to

settle for things imported. With the bal-

ance it made at various times foreign loans

aggregating fifteen hundred millions, and

bought back American securities for a

similar amount. It was also able to keep

most of its own production of gold and to

collect from abroad about six hundred

millions as well. Many forecasts have

been made of the conditions that will con-

front American domestic and foreign

trade when peace is declared in Europe.

Some of these predictions are rather alarm-

( Contiuucii on page 54/oUou'ins)
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An Awkward Turn

By PHYLLIS BOTTOME
Author of "The Dark Tower"

Illustiations by /Arthur William Brown

SHE had made the great surrender;

she had gi\en up— it was probably

only for a short time; still, she had given

up— all that she had been trained to think

a woman must have. Her husband was

fishing in Norway, and she was in Corn-

wnW with the man she loved.

No one knew that she Avas there ; she

could go back if she grew tired of it, but

at present she was n't in the least tired of

it. She became surer each day that she

had been meant for the real things of life:

simplicity, love, ideal companionship, the

spiritual value of ideas.

Edward Lockett was full of ideas. His

tiny bungalow on the headland of the cliff,

with the rocks and the sea in the garden,

was one of them. A long time ago the

farm in which his wife lived, a mile away,

was another. He had not been able to

unite the two. His wife was one of those

capable women, without "sympathy, v.ho

fall by accident into marriages with liter-

ary men.

She made him comfortable, but it is a

great mistake to suppose that comfort is

all that a man of Edward Lockett's t\pe

needs. He needed a woman to make him

uncomfortable as well.

Rosamund fulfilled this further need.

When she first met him in London she

was tired of everything— of yachting, of

motoring, of the Russian dancers, even of

her dressmaker; for several years she had

been extremely tired of her husband. She

thought her life was very imreal, and she

assured Edward Lockett that there A\-as

nothing she found so unbearable as ini-

reality. f^dward Lockett believed her.

though there were moments when he had

his doubts.

The worst of these came after he had

inadvertently kissed her and she wrote

that they must part. "Petrarch and Laura

had done it," Rosamund wrote, "and they

must do it, too." Edward Lockett whis-

tled when he read about Petrarch and

Laura ; however, they did n't part.

There were inconveniences attached to

their situation, and the question was sim-

ply whether the inconveniences vvould

grow greater than the situation or the

situation become so absorbing as to over-

come the inconveniences.

In the first place, there was al\va\s Pe-

trarch and Laura to fall back upon, and

in the second, P^dward told her of his

bungalow by the sea. His wife never

came near it, and his daily attendant had

never spoken since the day she saw her

husband and two sons drowned before her

eves.

Copj right, KiiC, \>y THE Cextl'UY Co. All rights reserved.
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It was an intensely romantic idea.

Rosamund hesitated, because she was eight

and twenty and she had never yet been

romantic. It was like eating a new kind

of fruit and not being quite sure if it

would n't poison you. Edward, however,

assured her that it would n't. He had

experienced romances before, and he knew

that they were extremely nourishing ; he

always did his best work after them. He
did not tell her this, because the great

thing about romance is that it should n't

be in the plural. Still, perhaps she guessed

it.

They said it would be for ever : it had

already lasted a week. The weather was

wonderful for June ; the air was full of

the scent of the short wild thyme.

All night long they heard at the foot of

the lawn the summer music of the sea

;

all day the heavy bees blundered in and

out of the tiny garden. The narrow,

empty glen, with its soft-blue summit of

sky, was as much their own as if they had

made it, untenanted, serene, and brimful

of their love.

Rosamund was amazed at the immens-

ity of her own feelings. Of course she

had always said that love was the strong-

est force in the world ; but still it was a

little surprising that, with nothing going

on, she was n't in the least bored. It

seemed to her as if she and the earth and

Lockett had all been made for this one

perfect consummation.

Lockett was clever with her despite

their solitude ; she did not see too much
of him. He wrote for three hours every

morning, and when he joined her she had

to use all her skill to win him back from

his imaginary world. She said to him be-

fore she came there:

"Sha'n't I interfere with your work?"

And he answered

:

"The woman one loves always inter-

feres."

Hut he had taken ever}" precaution to

prevent her interference. When he had

finished writing he came out to her on

the rocks. This morning he seemed longer

than usual. The sea's soft, pearly blue

turned hard and Hat ; deep shadows fell on

the gray rocks; the air grew heavy and

drowsy with the summer noon. Rosa-

mund slept; she woke with a start at the

sound of sea-gulls laughing overhead.

They shook the silence out of the glen ;

but after they had passed it came back

again oppressively, as if it were the herald

of something uneasy and sinister. She

looked at her watch and sprang to her

feet. It was one o'clock; Edward had

never been so late before. It was Sunday,

and the woman who looked after the

house had cleaned up early and left them

for the day ; she must have passed close

by Rosamund while she slept.

The first change in a definite habit is

terrible to lovers. Rosamund felt as if

her perfect world had suddenly been

guilty of a flaw; but she was not a joung

girl to cry out at the signal for retreat.

Perhaps his work was harder than usual,

or perhaps, like herself, the drowsy sum-

mer stillness had -^ent him to sleep.

She crept noiselessly toward the win-

dow of the room where he wrote. At first

she still thought he was asleep. He was

sitting huddled up in an arm-chair by the

window, with his head fallen forward. It

was a very uncomfortable position in

which to go to sleep. Then he raised his

eyes, and she saw that he was in pain. He
looked like a creature caught in a trap:

his mouth was open ; there were blue lines

round it ; and his chest shook as if some-

thing had got hold of it and was dragging

it to and fro. But it was his eyes that

were most terrible, they were like nothing

Rosamund had ever seen. They were like

the eyes of some one who is drowning, and

cannot drown. They were fighting, but

they did not want to fight ; the struggle

was compulsory, and hopeless.

5he ran forward into the room and

bent over him. He moved then ; a strange

voice croaked at her:

"Don't! Air!"

She stepped back, half offended and half

terrified. His eyes seemed weighing her;

there was nothing in them but a kind of

violent prayer, neither recognition nor

acceptance of the presence that had stirred

him to passionate delight. In the same
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strange, tortured \oice he said. "Go— El-

len— quick
!"

Her brain registered the words, but it

was some time before she understood what

he meant. She had never had anything

to do with ill people before. In her world

there were always trained nurses, eau de

Cologne, and darkened rooms. If people

were in too much pain, >ou did not see

them.

The merciless summer sunshine poured

through the little bungalow, and the man
before her, dressed in his usual clothes,

helpless and expecting something from

lier, was presumably dying— dying in this

unsuitable, exacting way on her hands!

He had nothing whatever to do with

Edward Lockett. His face had changed

in a few hours; he looked like some old,

shivering wretch outside a public house on

;i winter's morning, come to the end of

his tether; only there was no ambulance

to drive up and take him away.

Ellen was his wife. It was manifestly

impossible that Rosamvmd could go up to

the farm and reveal herself to Mrs. Lock-

ett, the one person she must not meet.

Rosamund did not feel so aware of fear

now as she did of being aggravated, on

edge, utterly uncomfortable, and at a loss.

She wanted to put a cushion behind Ed-

ward's head, but she was afraid to toujh

was in Cornwall \\ith the man she loved"

him, he was shaken so ; she was afraid that

if she touched him he might break. Why
had n't he told her that he had attacks

like these? Surely there was something

he could take? Was n't there always

something that people could take ?

She asked him ; she spoke very calmly

and plainly. She felt vaguely that she

ought to speak in a whisper in a sick-room,

but this hardly resembled a sick-room.

Besides, his breathing was so loud that

he could n't have heard her if she had

whispered. His breathing was a most pe-

culiar sound ; it reminded her of the night-

jar they had listened to the evening be-

fore in the pines.

He moved his hand out toward the win-

dow in the direction of the farm. There

was a long silence except for the quick,

soft rattle of his breath. Lockett did not

look at Rosamund again ; he seemed taken

up with staring at one of his hands that

pulled unceasingly at the chair-co\er. A
peculiar dark shadow came o\ er his face,

like the deep noon shadows Rosamund
had just been watching on the rocks out-

side.

She became suddenly terrified. AVhat

she was afraid of was that he would go

on like this for hours without dying; she

would have given anything in the world

to see him die.
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She turned and ran out of the room

into the open sunshine. The little glen

lay there, serene and empty, like a lovely

golden trap. The silence pressed down
upon her, and she realized that she could

n't get rid of it. She could n't get rid of

anything ; she must act. She had never

been in a position before where one has to

act, when one can't ring a bell or send

for a servant or go into another room.

The nearest house was the farm, a mile

away.

There was nothing else for it; she must

sacrifice her reputation,. she must meet his

wife. She felt an intense relief at this

decision, and as she set off by the white

ribbon of road her mind became exalted

with a rush of ideas. She saw all that

she must say to this hard woman to melt

her and save the man she loved (the mo-

ment she was out of sight of Lockett he

was still the man she loved). Words
came to her with an ease and clarity which

was almost miraculous. She would be-

gin: "We are two women— " Far away

across the cliffs the church bells were ring-

ing. The sound of them reminded her of

her childhood. She used to think angels

rang them. Rosamund had always had

beautiful thoughts.

A woman stood at the gate in front of

her leading to the farm.

"This is private ground." the yovuig

woman said briefly. "What do you want?"

They looked at each other, and it oc-

curred to Rosamund that this was Lock-

ett's wife. Nothing else occurred to her

;

it was as if speech had ceased to exist.

The woman before her had evidently just

returned from church ; she was dressed in

black and had a prayer-book in her hand.

She was good-looking and had very thick

hair.

'What is it?'

"I

she repeated, frowning

uppose you want some-impatienth

thing?"

Then Rosamund heard her own voice;

it sounded strangely flat and weak.

"There 's a man down there at the

bungalow taken very ill," she gasped. "1

want help."

"Go back and set the big kettle to boil-

ing," said Mrs. Lockett. "I "11 be with you

in a few minutes." She hurriedl\' opened

the gate, gathered up her black skirts, and

ran swiftly along the path toward the farm-

house. Rosamund called after her, but the

woman did not stop or even turn her head.

The world was just as empty as it had been

before. It did not seem possible to Rosa-

mund to go back to the bungalow. Why
had n't she gone to Norway with her hus-

band ? Then this would never have hap-

pened. Nothing ever did happen in Nor-

way (that was why she had not gone

there, but she did not remember that

now), and certainly she would not have

been told to go back and boil a big kettle.

Nevertheless, there was a feeling in her

that she must go back. Perhaps Lockett

would be better or perhaps he would be

dead.

He was neither; he was just the same.

She heard as she approached the house the

same steady rattle of his breathing; she

did not dare go into the room, but through

the open window she saw the gray shadow

of his face. She hurried into the kitchen

and hunted for the big kettle ; the old wo-

man had left them a good fire. It took

an interminable, terrifying time to find

the kettle, and she was still looking for

the tap to fill it from when she heard the

swift approaching steps of Mrs. Lockett.

Mrs. Lockett knew where everything was.

She went at once to her husband, but she

called out in a businesslike way where

Rosamund would find the tap.

She hardly gave her time to fill the ket-

tle before she called her again. Rosamund

would have given any great, unreasonable

thing to have been spared going into the

room of the man she loved, but the wo-

man's voice took her coming profoundly

for granted. Rosamund had meant to

plead with her to forgive Edward, but she

found herself fully occupied in helping

•Mrs. Lockett move him to the sofa.

Mrs. Lockett was apparently not afraid

that he would break, but before she moved

him she had slit up his sleeve and given

him an injection. I'he strange sound of

his breathing altered a little. There were

great drops of perspiration on his face,
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wife wiped them methodically

away. Once she said, ''There, then,"

very quietly, as if she were speaking to a

child. He did not push her away or tell

her that he wanted air. He did not speak

to her at all, but his eyes looked less hope-

lessly urgent.

"As soon as the water boils, fill all those

bottles you '11 find under the dresser and

bring them in," said ^Irs. Lockett.

"There 's some oxygen in the scullery,

too ; I always keep some handy. Before

it gets too hot pour some of that water

into the cylinder; here it is in the cup-

board." Rosamund obeyed her. It oc-

curred to her now that Edward was n't,

after all, so- very ill. A moment later she

heard the bubbling sound of the oxygen.

The water took a long while to boil.

She sat on the edge of the kitchen table,

and felt very sorry for herself. Edward
ought to have warned her. She remem-

bered that he had once said that he had

something the matter with his heart, and

she had said, "What an awful nuisance!"

And he had said, "Yes, it is rather a nui-

sance," but he had n't gone on with the

subject. He had n't at all explained how
awful it might be for her.

She took the bottles in one by one.

Mrs. Lockett did not say that he was bet-

ter; she did not say anything at all. She

seemed always doing something, ver}-

quietly, and without the slightest sign of

hurr> ; and Edward was not breathing

nearly so loudly. He was lying much

lower on the cushions, but his face had a

strange, sunken look, and all his features

stood out with a curious sharpness. His

eyes were shut. Rosamund wondered if

he was asleep. She looked at her watch,

and found it was only three o'clock. It

seemed to her that time had literally stood

quite still.

Then she heard Mrs. Lockett's voice.

She was not talking to Edward ; she was

speaking to her.

"Have you had anything to eat?" asked

Mrs. Lockett. Then she added, "There

ought to be something in the larder."

Rosamund went into the larder. It

seemed to her as if the food would choke

her; but it did not choke her. After she

had eaten as w^ell as she could, she filled a

plate and took it out to Mrs. Lockett.

She hardly knew which of them was the

hostess, and she was afraid Mrs. Lockett

might be angry; but Mrs. Lockett merely

looked up and said, "I '11 eat later."

Time again stood still for half an hour.

Then Mrs. Lockett said through the open

door:

"It 's no use; the injections won't act."

Rosamund stared at her, she had been

so sure Edward was getting better; she

could hardly hear his breathing at all now.

Mrs. Lockett looked at her curiously,

then she said

:

"Would n't you like to come in and

sit the other side of him? He might know
you presently."

Rosamund hung her head ; she did not

want to go in. Mrs. Lockett still looked

at her; then she said gently, "It 's all

right now, you know; he 's not suffering."

Rosamund came in and sat down on the

other side of the sofa. The flowers on the

table shook in the light air; through the

windows she could hear the soft lap-lap-

ping of the little summer waves. This

time yesterday he had been writing her a

poem about their love. Their love? This

great possession seemed now like the for-

gotten hum of yesterday's gnat.

"You see, he might or he might not

come round again," said Mrs. Lockett.

"Anyway, we can't do any more. I sent

for the doctor up along, but he must be

out. Still, there 's nothing he could do if

he was here. When was he taken bad?"

"I don't know," stammered Rosamund.

"He was writing; he did n't come out,

and I came back and— and found him."

"Poor thing!" said Mrs, Lockett, but

she did not say to which of the two she

was referring.

Edward stirred a little ; the faint jerk-

ing of his chest stopped. "Now!" said

Mrs. Lockett, quickly. The two women
leaned forward. He raised his wide blue

eyes and stared straight in front of him.

"Clara," he said distinctly; then he fell

back, and his eyes wavered as if some-

thing that was in them was going away.
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"He 's gone," said Mrs. Lockett ; then

she added conscientious!}', "My name is

not Clara."

Rosamund covered her face with her

hands. She tried to faint ; but she could

not faint.

"You 'd better leave him with me,"

said Mrs. Lockett, kindly, "unless you 'd

like to help me lay him out."

Rosamund sprang to her feet and ran

to her room. She stood aghast and trem-

bling at the open doorway. It was her

room and his ; but it seemed all his now.

Then she forced herself into action ; she

drove her will power like an unwilling

horse.

It was terrible to pack her things in

that room, full of memory ; but it was

more terrible to stay there listening to

Mrs. Lockett's footsteps in the next room,

and doing nothing. It was strange how
the consciousness kept being forced back

on her that there is sometimes no alterna-

tive to terrible things.

The doctor came, and she held her

breath with a new fear. Surely Mrs.

Lockett would give her away? Force her

forward into some new position of shame

and exposure? Did n't the injured wife

always take her revenge? And yet even

while Rosamund stood there trembling,

she could n't see Mrs. Lockett playing the

injured wife.

The doctor pushed back his chair and

went to the door.

"Just such another attack as usual, I

suppose?" she heard him say, and Mrs.

Lockett's quiet, "Yes; more severe, but

the same kind."

"It was a mercy you happened to be

here with him."

Mrs. Lockett; "I 'm gladsaid"Yes

I came.
"

"Well, well."

into his trap, "1

Mrs. Lockett

^Vhen Rosam

said the doctor, getting

'm sorry for you."

iaid nothing,

luid rejoined her, Mrs.

Lockett had finished all that she had to a

do. She was sitting opposite the body

;

there was a curious, unseeing look in her

eyes.

Rosamund was afraid to speak ; it was

as if she was not sure which of them was

dead. It was the first time that she had

seriously acknowledged the existence of

Edward's wife. The woman who sat by

him now was his wife: there was a bond

between them deeper than a casual affinity.

They had not suited each other, but they

had gone deep into the law of possession,

and as Rosamund looked at them, living

and dead, it seemed to her as if they were

one being, and as if she had no place with

them at all.

Mrs. Lockett turned her head and saw

Rosamund.

"I 've sent for a cart for you," she said

quietly. "It will carry you to the junc-

tion in time for the London train." As

she spoke she drew a sheet forward and

covered Edward's face.

Rosamund heard the approaching

wheels from the farm ; her heart beat with

joy at the sound of her escape into free-

dom. Life had taken her measure, and

she knew that reality was not for her.

This was the end of romance.

Mrs. Lockett helped the carter lift

Rosamund's trunk into the trap.

"You 've got such little hands," she

said to Rosamund in explanation.

Then she stepped back quickly. It did

not seem to Rosamund as if Mrs. Lockett

wanted to touch her hand.

She got into the trap, and while tiie

driver seated himself, Mrs. Lockett mo\ed

toward her again.

She spoke in a low tone and Hushed a

little, like an anxious hostess who is afraid

a visit has not been a success. P'or the

first time that day she appeared a little

embarrassed and confused.

"I 'm sure I 'm very sorry," she said,

"things happened the way they did. Ed-

ward would have been sorry, too. It was

kward turn."
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Wheat-fields

Middle -Westerners and that Sort ot People

By ROLLIN LYNDE HARTT
Author of " New England, the National Wallflower," etc.

Ilitistrations by Lester G. Hornby

SIXTEEN years ago Professor Gran-

ville witnessed the outbreak of culture

in the Corn Belt, and was ideally the man
to discuss it. Readers of good books know
him well, though not as Granville, and

will understand my soliciting on behalf

of a Boston paper his "appreciation" of

the Middle West. Less Eastern than

Western, myself, I looked for a genial re-

sponse, as I had lately returned from the

Corn Belt glowing with enthusiasm.

After considerable delay carne the pro-

fessor's reply. It was written in his own
hand. It was signed with his full and

true name. This is what it said, "I love

and admire the Middle West, but Heaven
help the civilization of it!"

Clearly, some one had blundered, either

Granville, I, or the Middle West. After

sixteen years' reflection. I absolve the

Middle West. I absolved it then, despite

certain shocking enough things that I had

seen in that vast region.

A Middle-Western savant pronounced

Mr. Carnegie a more exalted genius than

Shakspere. A Middle-Western library

reserved space for art treasures, and filled

it with Christy posters. A celebrated

Middle-Western grande dame enlivened

a fancj'-dress ball in Chicago by exclaiiu-

ing, "Here comes my husband in the gar-

bage of a monk!" Worse, a Middle-

Western state superintendent of education

wore a diamond stud in a negligee shirt.

While discussing the cultural value of

Horace and Sophocles, this arch-peda-

gogue spat on the rug. I saw him. But

pray note what else I had seen: Middle-

Westerners standing up boldly for "the

swan of Avon" as against Mr. Carnegie:

Middle-Westerners laughing at Chicago's

Mrs. Malaprop; a Middle-Western li-

J69
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brarian (curator of Christys) allotting me
a private study, with private key, and the

services of a most capable young woman,

who ransacked literature in quest of every-

thing even distantly related to the matter

I happened to be investigating. As for

the arch-pedagogue, his scholarly defense

of classical learning would have satisfied

Mahaffy, Jowett, or the elder Arnold

himself.

Naturally, I was in no mere apologetic

mood regarding the Middle West when
I dictated that letter to Granville ; I was

excited. I had found villagers reading

"The Atlantic," Cleveland planning a

Place de la Concorde, Chicago acquiring

old masters. IMusic thro\e. Collegians

scorned to "pony" their Greek. Although

Mr. Howells had fled his native Ohio,

two Middle-Westerners, Mrs. Peattic

and Mr. Henry B. Fuller, ri\aled his fin-

ished grace. James Whitcomb Riley was

at the very height of his inspiration. In

Alpena, Alichigan, the cub reporter, who
served also as newsboy, memorized

Omar while trudging the sawdust streets.

Oh, well, prepossessions die hard, and

perhaps Granville remembered those

dowdy Middle-Westerners at the World's

Fair who gasped at nudes, and worshiped

that sentimental picture, "Breaking the

Home Ties"; or possibly he recalled Mrs.

Lease's declaration that Kansas ought to

raise "less corn and more hell"— not a

pretty remark, I confess. There is also a

chance— vague, at least— that he harked

back unconsciously to poor Washington

Irving's prediction that the Middle West
would "form a lawless interval between

the abodes of civilized man, like the wastes

of the ocean or the deserts of Arabia."

In any event, he had lately seen all that I

had seen— and "Heaven help the ci\ ili/a-

tion of it!"

What is he saying to-day? Detroit has

Whistler's "Peacock Room," Pittsburgh

the loveliest of Mr. Cram's (iothic

churches, Buffalo an art-palace that would

make a worthy abode for an Olympian

god if you could find an Olympian god

worthy to live in it. The Omaha Expo-

sition, the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

and the Pan-American were festivals of

beauty. The Corn Belt attracts Cahe
and Caruso. Mr. Crothers, "raised" in

Illinois, ranks with our most accomplished

essayists. Not long ago a poet lay in state

at the capitol in Indianapolis. Eastern

vmiversities complain that the Middle
West is enticing their ablest professors.

Every summer vacationists come east.

Does Granville find them less cultivated

— tlie majority— than Bostonians and

New-Yorkers ?

Still, the East retains a somewhat con-

descending attitude, and in its friendliest

moments speaks of the plainsmen as

"first-rate raw material," as if the ^Middle

AVest existed and had somehow a local

habitation and a name. The Middle

AVest itself is by no means so sure about

that. Although the prairies begin at Ba-

tavia. New. York, Buffalonians resent be-

ing termed iMiddle-Westerners. Omaha,
I should describe as imquestionably Mid-

dle-Western, yet there are Middle-West-

erners who repudiate Nebraska, and only

tepidly accept Kansas, while St. Louis and

Kansas City belong to the Middle West
according to some authorities, to the

South according to others as vociferous.

By general consent Minnesota belongs to

the Northwest. Howe\er, if }ou go half-

way from Portland, Maine, to Portland,

Oregon, all of IVIinnesota lies behind you.

In Chicago they say, "AVhy, man alive,

there 's nothing W^estern about us! This

is the interior." A dear soul in Montana
remarked to me: "How jolly to hear that

\ou came from the East! I 'm an East-

erner, myself. I lived in loway."

Where, then, is the Middle West? In

the words of the immortal Artemus, I an-

swer, "Nowheres— nor anywheres else."

So I can speak f reel\ ; with a kind of blan-

ket alibi conclusively established, no Mid-

dle-Westerner will be hit. Meanwhile

P^asterners cannot hide, though their nut-

shell epitomization of the Middle West

not onl\' challenges criticism, but teases

for it. Think of epitomizing those vast

spaces, those millions of Middle-\Vestern-

ers, heirs of so varied a past!

Their lands once belonged partly to the
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old Northwest Territory, partly to New
France. Migration tramped in mixed col-

umns ; also in parallel columns, each from

a different region. Take (^hio. She is

an ethnological layer-cake : New-England-

ers for frosting, then a Pennsylvania

Dutch stratum, then Virginians, West
Virginians, and Kentuckians, who greet

"you-all" with a hearty "Good e\ening"'

at two in the afternoon.

Moreover, the frontier summoned

as newsboy, memorized Omar
"

every conceivable stamp of character.

Cracked saints went along with cut-

throats, demireps, horse-thieves, and the

salt of the earth. The first explorers

burned to "explain hell to the savages."

Later arrivals were more directly atten-

tive to one another. In Illinois they en-

joyed a Mormon-hunt, killing the Prophet

Joseph and expelling his disciples. In

Michigan they engaged in a boundary dis-

pute with the Ohioans, and sprang to
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arms. In Kansas the early governors

barely got off alive, while fire-eaters from

Missouri fought with jayhawkers from

Connecticut. A pioneer wrote, "I. An-

drew H. Reeder, in danger of being mur-

dered by a set of wild ruffians and out-

laws who are below the savages in all \ir-

tues of civilization, ... in \\€\v of my
death, which may happen to-day or to-

morrow, make this last will and testa-

ment." But if the Middle West smelled

of tar and feathers and bristled witli

bowie-knives, pepper-box pistols, squirrel-

guns, and Sharpe's rifles, it also resounded

with hymn-tunes. Circuit-riders galloped

hitlier and yon. Slab churches popped

up. In Ohio a pious coterie, "lamenting

the deplorable condition of our perishing

world," renounced tea, coffee, meat, to-

bacco, and tight-lacing. Presently vio-

lence subsided. Fur-traders, Indian-

fighters, stump-grubbers, and hardy em-

pire-builders settled down to a humdrum
monotony punctuated with revivals.

It was easy then to heed Greeley's ad-

vice and go West. One reaped where oth-

ers had sown. The ambitious went ; like-

wise the discouraged. To-day, while )'our

Middle-Westerner may perhaps be de-

scended from a bravo who slept in a log

cabin and made his bed with a hoe, it is

as possible that he traces his lineage to

some third-assistant bookkeeper whose

services in Albany were "no longer re-

quired."

Furthermore, the chatter about ''first-

rate raw material ' raises the question,

"Material for what?" What, indeed.

Easterners:^ The Middle West, thank

you, Is not posing as a half-drilled imita-

tion of the East. Like Private McFadden,

it has "a shtep iv its own," and has forged

a civilization distinctively Middle-West-

ern. The thing is there. It is not fin-

ished ; no civilization ever is. Yet do you

call an Englishman raw because he is not

a Frenchman, never set up to be, and

would bhnv out his brains if he felt it

coming on? Methinks "raw," when ap-

ph'ed to ]\Tiddle-Westerners, betrays a

singular crudity in Easterners, who hark

back to a Middle ^Vest long since extinct

or judge the Middle West of to-day by its

speech.

"What vulgarians!" exclaimed a New-
Englander. "When they mean 'dawla,'

they say 'dollar,' and Elbert Hubbard

pronounced Ali Baba 'Alia Babba' ! They
fish in 'cricks,' smash baggage in 'deepos,'

fill lamps with 'coal-oil,' 'drop' eggs in-

stead of poaching them, eat 'pie-plant' for

rhubarb, and 'fried cakes' for doughnuts."

AVorse things happen ; beautiful foreign

names become "Deetroyt" and "Dum-
moyn," and in Boston a girl from the

Middle West glanced across the trolley-

car, read a head-line, blurted, "O Ma, the

Cam-pa-nyle has fallen!" and burst into

tears. Nothing I ever saw or heard more

completely explained "rawness." It is

merely rusticity. There was a Middle-

AVesterner who split rails and wrote the

Gettysburg address. Another could say

"Campanyle," and weep.

In the East rusticity occurs so seldom

that no one takes pains to understand it.

^'ou look out from your Pullman upon

cities, with brief interludes of rocky hill-

side, wild forest, and meadow-lands where

dwellings lie far apart. In the Middle

West it is the other way about. The
prairie grows wearisome in its endless, un-

remitted productivity. Cities \ou find,

but few and relatively small. For one

Chicago, dozens where the inhabitant

whispers, "Don't let on that I told you,

but this town is just a great, big over-

grown \illage." Retired farmers abound

there. In a state capitol m\- guide said,

"Every man here was born on a farm."

A magazine edited for conuiiunities of

two thousand souls each has a circulation

of two million. It is not cities that ha\e

prompted the phrase, "(^ut in the Middle

^Vest, where the people are," and the poli-

tician's cry of "Wait till the Middle West
has spoken!" It is the country.

Mining regions there are, and timbered

regions where "moss-back," "habitaw,"

and "lumber-jack" still flourish. Nor do

1 intend any slight to the cities. They
roar. In Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

and Buffalo black cinders grace my nose.

A collar lasts fifteen minutes, generally
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In the Middle West

less. But what are mining, logging, and

manufacturing, all told ? Islets of excep-

tion in an ocean of ride. Corn is king.

The hog, a corn-field on legs, made Chi-

cago. Scratch a Middle-Westerner, and

you find a farmer. Either he lives on a

farm or in a farming village or in a city

that was a farming village only yesterday.

To catch the most broadly typical Middle-

Westerners, drop ofi at some painfully

prosaic-seeming way-station where a grain-

elevator looms gaunt and hideous next to

the tracks and passenger says to passenger.

"How 'd you like to live in that town?"

Whereas life in "tJwt town" is a per-

fect sizzle of hilarities, festivities, jocosi-

ties, and cultural fandangoes. On Hal-

lowe'en youngsters patiently rearrange

gates and sometimes cows. A marriage

courts a \isitation "via the hay-ladder

route" and "an old-fashioned charivari."

Elks, Owls, Eagles, Woodmen, Red Men,
and Odd Fellows have badged every male.

A humorous organization, obviously, is

the Ancient and Honorable Horse-Thief

Detective Society ; not so the Young Old

Timers and those feminine enthusiasts, the

Elysians and the Sonatina Club. Lo

!

what reference works on Browning in

Elysium, what instructive papers at "the

Sonatina"! Wrote Mrs. "Lafe" Sawyer,

"The febrile imrest, the neurotic striving

of the hour all find their musical equi\ a-

lent in Richard Strauss." Additional fe-

licities rain in from outside. The porta-

ble roller-rink comes. Medicine troupes

bring comedians, acrobats, and sure cures

for "what ails you." Strolling players

erect a huge tent; in their own inspired

verbiage, "The show goes over big." For

a week every summer the populace of half

a country assembles for the feast of taber-

nacles and of reason known as a Chau-

tauqua. Never were there orators more

silver-tongued, yodelers more instructive,

fiddlers with longer hair, or vocalists more

divine! And how biddable! You mereh

organize a committee and write to the

National Lincoln System, jobbers in

sweetness and light.

Nevertheless, I should hardly advise

Professor Granville to take up his abode

in "that town." It abhors "frills." De-

spite its "automobile for each child," its

dapper, billboard-looking, ready-to-wear

young men, and its dames arrayed in ac-

cordance with the latest fashion number
of the woman's magazine, democracy

stalks unchecked. No one puts on airs.

Sa^'s a Middle-Western newspaper, "Our
idea of an ideal man is one who does n't

wear a wrist watch and carry a cane." A
cane is a symptom of frills, as troublous to

a plainsman as "the dying words of ^V''ard

MacAllister, 'Everything that can be

eaten with a fork must be.'
"

A few Middle-AVestern cities, to be

sure, have gone in desperately for frills.

Their clergy wear gowns. Silk hats in-

crease and multiply. A college commence-
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merit blazes with academic regalia. Do-

mestic architecture sings high tenor, not

to say falsetto. And behold the new pas-

sion for ancestors! "Ours came by the

first prairie-schooner." "Ours by the first

train." Tribal crests gleam resplendent,

while there rages an "exclusiveness" at

once bellicose and scared. Aristocracy

feels anything but secure when, save for

the dignity of old French families in De-

troit and St. Louis'and old Southern fami-

lies in Cincinnati, it bases its pretensions

on new-made wealth. Notice, please, I

am not telling which cities have gone in

desperately for frills. I am not holding

the Middle West responsible for those

cities. They belong a hundred and fifty

leagues east of the Atlantic seaboard. The
real Middle West excludes no one, not

even Granville.

Thanks to cut-rate excursions on Sim-

day, even the least adventurous Middle-

Westerners have "been about some."

Many tour the Grand Caiion. Many go

East, hungering for clam-chowder, fresh-

opened oysters, "broiled live," and a

glimpse of the Great White Way. Now
and then a Middle-Westerner feigns de-

light in Eastern scenery. It is a chival-

rous concession ; prairie-dwellers prefer

the prairie. I tramped the White Moun-
tains with an lowan. His indifference

was superb. A Kansan in New England

admitted that the East might perhaps be

"a fine country," but complained that it

"could not be seen." It was "all hidden"

under a malignant growth known as trees.

As for Eastern ways— ridiculous! A dis-

tinguished Middle-Westerner went home
and wrote a confession entitled "Rubber-

ing around the Hub," and concluding,

"All right for a visit, but li\e there— nit!

nit!"

Nothing Middle-Western tends to kin-

dle the fancy. In nature there is a blunt

and almost eager frankness. No mysteries

lurk in a prairie-land. Overhead the sky,

beneath it sheer realism. One lives in the

here and the now. Indians have fled, the

bison likewise, and even the prairie-dog.

As a rule, what was old, and therefore

suggestive, has either vanished of its own

accord or been ruthlessly demolished. St.

Louis destroyed its prehistoric mound.
Log cabins have perished. Quaint say-

ings, quaint customs, and quaint counting-

out rhymes, beloved by Eastern children,

failed to survive the stress of pioneer hard-

ship. Life sloughed them off, along with

all merely playful superfluities. Fact

reigned. It still reigns, even in fiction.

To commend a novel, declare, "It photo-

graphs a Middle-Western small town ; is

crowded with characters you instantly

recognize."

AVholly natural, this self-centered, self-

limited posture of farmers and farmers'

sons ; harmless, too, except in a crisis,

when they cannot think either internation-

ally or nationally. Talk of coast defense,

of a merchant marine, or of America's

duty in a \\-orld at war, and they are in

somewhat the mood of the philosopher

who said, "I object to going down cellar

at midnight without a candle to look for

a black cat that is n't there." AVhat a

hysterical race, the Easterners, to want

coast defense when there is no risk at all

that foreign dreadnoughts wmII bombard

the Aliddle West! How "sectional" of

the East to want ships when there is not

one drop of salt Avater in the entire Mid-
dle West ! How "narrow" to side fever-

ishly with the Allies in a war as remote

as a flood in China or a famine in India!

A Middle-Westerner could hardly imag-

ine the Allies. He could vividly imagine

Germans, having lived with Germans in

the Middle West, and liked them. So he

suspended judgment or ignored the whole

matter. That was easy. West of Buffalo

and outside Chicago the Middle-Western

press was printing only a column of war
news a day, sometimes less, and without

colossal head-lines. It was the Easterner

in me, not tlie Middle-Westerner, that de-

clared, "In 1014 America discovered the

\\orld."

Hius far the Middle West has discov-

ered only the Middle West, and is abun-

dantly satisfied. An lowan, Mr. Herbert

Quick, writes confidently, "In the grad-

ual ascent to the apex of perfections, in

uncovering the \'aried regions to His chil-



" Medicine troupes brin<:; comedians, acrobats, and sure cure

dren, the All-Father's masterpiece is

Iowa."

While there are Easterners who find a

certain "smugness" in this rapturous lau-

dation of Id petite pdtrie. I notice that

those same Easterners will sentimentalize

o\er Mistral's affection tor his native

Pro\ence. Whereas, Mistral was a fairly

late comer in Proxence. He had not made
ir. He had not seen it made. In the
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Middle West pioneers and sons of pio-

neers still glory in the fruit of their labors.

They made the Middle West. They have

not ceased making it, nor has the third

generation. What passes for smugness is

an incitement to further exertion. For

"Halleluiah !" read "Giddap !" In Middle-

Western parlance it is the outward sign

of an inward grace. The grace they call

"boost" ; its opposite, "knocking." Says a

Middle-Western editor, "Any man who
knocks the town he feels at home in Avould

find fault Avith his own mother's cherry-

jile."

In Cincinnati note the daily column.

"Cincinnati's Industries Grow." In

Springfield hear the phrases. "Onward
sweep" and "Forging ahead." In Wich-

ita observe how the disinterested real-

estate barons have set out to "make Wich-

ita known as the Hub of"— I forget just

what. From the window, as your train

pulls up at some severely monohippic

"tank town," read the notice, "This piece

X)i land free to any concern that will build

a factory here."

l\aught by his chamber of commerce,

the citizen \'olunteers information won-

drous, jo\ous, and effulgent. Welcome to

our city ! She boasts the biggest this in the

world, the largest that in the world, the

grandest the other in the world, and three

times her own population. Thinking in

italics, talking in capitals, he knows only

cosmic superlatives. One such town boasts

"the shortest mile-track in the world."

Chicago, when termed the wickedest of

cities, replied, "We 're bound to lead."

Chicago even brags of her suburbs— "with

one exception." Tliat is St. Louis! In

the usual prairie town tlie newspapers

never allow people to die. Instead, the\

"pass." Anything as depressing as a death

Mould be a form of applied "knocking."

Throughout the Middle West the citi-

zen niemorizes interminable statistics

proving the "onward sweep" of his com-

munity during the last three years, the

last fi\ e, the last ten. At this rate a mere

(luUard can calculate how suddenly it

w ill overhaul New York City and joggle

the universe. In six do/en particulars—
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he names them offhand— it has already

joggled Christendom and dismayed the

marts of Ormus and of Ind.

At first glance "boost" appears to ex-

hibit imagination, but it is in reality pro-

saic. It takes facts, then proceeds as in

multiplication. Nevertheless, it exhibits

sentiment, and America has as yet pro-

duced no more charmingly sentimental

creature than the plainsman. His sur-

roundings, his education, his religion, his

secretiveness, and his jocosity unite to kill

sentiment. Nothing can. Horrible

droughts may burn sentiment to a cinder;

plagues of locusts may devour it; floods

may drown it; tornadoes, misnamed "cy-

clones," may blow it flat. Invariably it

comes up smiling.

To be candid, these pranks of water,

wind, sun, and the "insect youth" amount
to relati\ely little. Locusts nibbled Kan-

sas bare once ; they are gone ; and while

an occasional hot wind scorches that

eventful region till farmers perceive

clearly that Congress is to blame, consider

the Kansas crops, how they grow, and the

Kansans, how they prosper. Dayton has

its flood, to be sure, and here and there a

\ illage that was on one bank of the

Mississippi yesterday is on the other bank

to-day; yet the average Middle-West-

erner never sees the "Big Muddy" or, for

that matter, the (^hio. Cyclones, when
by some rare chance they collide \\ith a

cit\". wreak liav oc incalculable ; as a rule,

thev waste their vivacitv in tlie rural

glades. All lu-s life a distinguished Mid-

dlc-\Vestern meteorologist has been ambi-

tious to get in with a cv clone. All his

life he has failed. There is a wistful mel-

nncholv about the man as he shows vou

otlier people's snap-shots of cyclones or re-

lates liis observations along a cvclone's

trail. Alas! the play of "Ca-sar" with (J^r-

sar left out -chickens defeathered on one

side only, straws stuck into oaken posts,

mud from Jones's swamp nicely plastered

over the First Baptist Church, a locomo-

tive standing on end in a rose garden and

a single rose left petal-perfect, but the

cyclone itself gone kiting. I^v liint of

liUich p.'itience I have found cyclone sur-
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vivors. Most Middle-Westerners ne\er

jiet that near a "green-bordered twister''

and its works. Quite uniformly serene,

they have leisure to sentimentalize.

They do it in college ; yes, despite co-

education, and despite their blatantly un-

sentimental attitude toward learning. No
Middle-Western university puts faith in

"atmosphere." No Middle-Westerner re-

gards culture as a prize to be obtained by

sniffing some zephyr from Parnassus. If

things must be learned, go learn them.

Indeed, the Middle ^Vest has illumineil

the dull lexicon of pedagogy with a new
and quite startling definition, ''Student:

one who studies."

In the East I have been told that "from

eighteen to twenty-two a boy is no good,

and college offers the best pound in which

to stable liim": in the Middle West,

never. Nothing so dumfounds a Middle-

Westerner as beholding the indifference

among Eastern imdergraduates. their hos-

tility toward the facultw their contempt

]77
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for a "grind," their general pose of "This

place would be all right were it not for

the curriculum." Some observers say

Middle-Western youngsters study because

they are in contact with embryo engineers,

physicians, and lawyers, to whom one

paragraph unlearned might eventually

mean a railway wreck, a patient invalided

for life, or a client hanged. Others trace

it to a sink-or-swim desperation, as the

average Middle-Western youngster has his

own way to make, and knows it. For my-

self, I call it an evidence of Middle-West-

ern straightforwardness and energy. On
a steamer a Middle-Westerner declared,

"I 'm taking the family abroad for cul-

ture, and, by George! we 're going to get

culture if we have to stay six months!"

I smiled at the six months, but respected

the by George! Culture is elusive. It

cometh not by observation. On the other

hand, it is equally true that it cometh not

by indifference and assuredly not without

work.

In F^irope and parts of the East a per-

petual well-spring of sentiment is the

church. Its mysticism and serene beauty

touch the heart with a refining tenderness.

As a rule, Middle-Westerners distrust all

that. Churchliness might replace spiritu-

ality with mere ecclesiastical estheticism.

At the one extreme they worship in build-

ings vaguely resembling opera-houses ; at

the other they court an informality the

last extreme of which has given us that

highly interesting Middle-Westerner, the

Rev. "Billj " Sunday.

A breezy person, undeniably. So are

they all— by repute. Hotel lobbies roar

with conversation. In a railway carriage

your ticket is your introduction. There

are Middle-Westerners who slap you on

the back after an hour's acquaintance.

Next day you rise to the dignity of "old

horse." Some pick you up, present their

cards, and relate their family histories. It

is a "low-church" custom handed down
from the pioneer days, when all were

strangers, hungering for sociability and

dependent upon one another for defense

against savages, wild beasts, and starva-

tion. To-day it seems to imply, "The less

form outwardly, the more warmth in-

wardly." I like it.

I could even wish it a shade franker.

I have a feeling that sentiment feeds on

expression, and the rashest Middle-West-

erner fears to express sentiment, and will

not suffer you to express it. The Eastern

husband of a Middle-Western woman be-

gan by addressing her as "Dear." She

made him stop. Your Middle-Western

friend, far from clasping you to his bosom,

"guys" you within an inch of your life.

Beware ! They are ferocious humorists,

the plainsmen. The Middle West pro-

duced Mr. George Ade, now a college

trustee, and Mr. Finley Peter Dunne. It

produced George Fitch. It produced Mr.
Julian Street, Mr. Booth Tarkington,

and, in an earlier day, the incomparable

Eugene Field. Fun gambols and frisks

out there so joyously, indeed, that senti-

ment, assailed by half a dozen other de-

structive forces at once, might well have

cut for cover. Instead, it rules. Never

be deceived by a Middle-Westerner's

hard-headed practicality or a Middle-

Westerner's prosiness or a Middle-West-

erner's jeers at sentiment. Underneath,

he is poetical.

Varied are his ways of proving it. John
Brown went forth from the Middle West,

alone— almost—-to free the slaves. A lit-

tle Middle-Western old lady undertook

to deliver humanity from intemperance—
with a little hatchet. Mr. Joe Chappie

advertised, "I will pay $10,000 for heart-

throbs," and the Middle West responded ;

Volume II has since appeared. Mr.

Bryan, with rainbows for timber, builds

a new heaven and a new earth ; until of

late, the Middle West has idolized Mr.
Bryan. Mr. Ford institutes a Children's

Crusade (of adult pacifists), and two

Middle-Western States have demanded
him for President. Mr. Nicholas \"achel

Lindsay preaches his gospel of beauty in

Middle-Western farm-houses; the farm-

ers relish it. Oh, they do such things and

they say such things on the prairie ! Bravo

!

Their hearts are right, and right tender.

Try them with "There. Little Girl, don't

Cr\'!" or "An Old Sweetheart of Mine,"
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even the defects of their qualities; for ex-

ample, of their progressiveness. The Spoon

River Anthologist has convinced himself

that the Middle West already shows

symptoms of decay
;

yet what is this I

read? "Ripon, Wisconsin, was down in

the public building bill for a $75,000 post-

office, but asked Congress to take back the

gift and apply the money to national de-

fense." The elder generation would hardly

have done that. In those perfect days a

Middle-Western senator wrote, "The
purification of politics is an iridescent

dream," adding, "The ten command-
ments and the golden rule have no place in

a political campaign." Only yesterday a

>'oung IVIiddle-Westerner told me his be-

lief that the young Middle West had lost

the fine, heroic hardihood of the pioneers.

He himself is the very personification of

hardihood, as good as his fathers, and in

many ways better.

What a paradox, this Middle West!
How self-deceived! How deceptive! It

appears to ache with monotonous, prosaic

unpicturesqueness: standardized cities,

standardized villages, standardized coun-

tr^'-side, standardized Middle-Westerners,

whose existence painfully lacks color. In

New England life wears a Puritan blue,

or so they say; in the South a patrician

purple; in the far West "any color as long

as it 's red" ; here, to the alien eye, no hue

whatever, or at best a torpid brown. Re-

cently a Middle-Westerner unpacked his

soul regarding why he adored the Middle

West. Said he (anonymously, because the

outburst seemed to him so ebullient), "I

own my house, I sport a Ford, and I go

to the theater twice a month, all on an in-

come of fifteen hundred dollars." Gam-
mon ! He loves the Middle West because

he loves Middle-Westerners. He loves

^Middle-Westerners because of their

boundless genius for sentiment. The most

prosaic of regions, theirs is the most ro-

mantic. The Middle West narrowly es-

capes quixotism. It has more than once

failed to escape. It is inartistic sometimes,

inarticulate often, and, like farmer-folk

the world over, of rarer make inside than

outside. It is never insincere except to-

ward itself. It is a little ashamed of its

leading virtue, and worships just tliat. Its

keenest interpreter was James Whitcomb
Rilev.



The Shepherd Who Stayed

THKODOSIA GARRISON

rHERE are in Paradise

Souls neither great nor ivise.

Yet souls who ivear no less

The croicn of faithfulness.

My master bade me watch the flock by night

;

My duty was to stay. I do not know
What thing my comrades saw in that great light.

I did not heed the words that bade them go.

I know not were they maddened or afraid

;

I only know I stayed.

The hillside seemed on fire; I felt the sweep

Of wings above my head ; I ran to see

If any danger threatened these my sheep.

^Vhat though I found them folded quietly.

What though my brother wept and plucked my sleeve.

These were not mine to leave.

Thieves in the wood and wolves upon the hill,

My duty was to stay. Strange though it be,

I had no thought to hold my mates, no will

To bid them wait and keep the watch with me.

I had not heard that summons they obeyed

;

1 onl\- know I sta^ed.

Perchance they will return upon the dawn
\Vith word of Bethlehem and why they went.

I only know that, watching here alone,

I know a strange content.

1 ha\e nut failed that trust upon me laid

;

1 ask no more— I sta\ed.



The Future of Poland

By HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS
Author of "The New Map of Europe," etc.

The Poles no longer have a common

country, but the.\ have a common language.

They will remain, then, united by the

strongest and most durable of all bonds.

They will arrive, under foreign domination,

to the age of manhood, and the moment they

reach that age will not be far from that in

which, emancipated, they will all be at-

tached once more to one center.

—

Talley-

rand, after his return from the Congress

of Vienna, 1815.

GREAT BRITAIN and France, as

well as Russia, Austria, and Prussia,

were signatories of the Treaty of Vienna,

and were bound by their signatures to en-

force its provisions. The first article of

the final act of the Congress of Vienna

declared solemnly, "The Poles, subjects

respectively of Russia, Austria, and Prus-

sia, will obtain national representation

and national institutions." Russia, in ad-

dition, undertook to preserve separate and

autonomous the kingdom of Poland,

which was to enjoy its own laws, lan-

guage, and constitution. During the hun-

dred years that Europe li\'ed under the

18?

regime established by the Congress of Vi-

enna, Russia, Austria, and Prussia con-

stantly and consistently regarded their in-

ternational obligation toward the Poles

as a "scrap of paper." British and French

diplomats of successive ministries never

lifted a finger to help the Poles to retain

those rights guaranteed to them at Vi-

enna. They were content to send notes

of mild remonstrance to Russia after the

disgraceful events of 1831 and 1863. and

to Austria when the republic of Cracow

was suppressed in 1846. It is only since

the beginning of the present war that the

surprising thesis has been developed in

London and Paris that a nation is ma-

terialistic and has no sense of honor when
it does not rush into war over questions

of principle and humanity which do not

vitally affect its own national interests, and

that it is a sign of weakness, pusillanimity,

and indecision for statesmen to send notes

!

Among enlightened liberals in all na-

tions, and especially in France, there has

been deep sympathy for the martyrdom

of Poland, and a desire to see her historic

wrongs righted. But during the decade
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preceding the outbreak of the European

War the Poles learned that they had no

friends anywhere among the nations. For

when Germany and Russia entered into a

new era of persecution, more formidable

than any experienced in the past, there

was no protest except from Austria- Hun-

gary, who had manifestly an ax to grind.

More than that, old friends in Great Brit-

ain and France, with an eye to concilia-

ting Russia, not only became indifferent

in the hour of trial, but even attempted to

justify, or at least condone, the crimes of

Russia. Long before the events of Au-

gust, 1 9 14, proved the reality of the

Triple Entente, the approaching Anglo-

Russo-French alliance was foreshadowed

by the way London and Paris journalism

handled the Polish question. If there is

one lesson for Americans in the European

War and the events which preceded it, it

is that we must write our own history and

do our own reporting. Otherwise we are

sure to be misinformed about what has

been done and is being done in Europe.

Prejudice, hopeless bias, insincerity, spe-

cial pleading are the order of the day

among European writers.

The violation of Russia's international

obligations to Poland and Finland have

been explained on the ground that the old

Russian policy was dictated by the bu-

reaucracy, and that all would be changed

when the will of enlightened Russian lib-

eralism began to make itself felt. The
institution of the Duma was hailed as the

beginning of a new era for Russia, just as

the reestablishment of Abdul-Hamid's

constitution 'was hailed as the beginning

of a new era for Turkey. There seemed

to be a curious failure, and there still is,

on the part of Occidental observers to

realize that the attempt to graft our con-

stitutionalism upon these two Oriental or-

ganisms could not bring forth the fruit

confidently predicted and immediately ex-

pected. The democracy of western Eu-

rope is a slow growth, born of Rome, the

Renaissance, and the Reformation, nur-

tured by the tears and blood of our an-

cestors through many generations, and

made secure through general education.

What can we hope for in eastern Europe

and Asia in less than a decade ?

Poland and Finland have fared far

\\'orse at the hands of Russia since the

Duma came into being than before. The
Russian liberals are nationalists of the

most virulent type, and they believe that

the full play of constitutionalism is possi-

ble only after the entire empire has un-

dergone thorough Russification. So they

have waged a bitter war against the Poles

by reducing Polish representation in the

Duma, by opposing local self-government

for municipalities, by refusing the Poles

the privilege of being educated in their

own language, and by searching for the

development of existing laws and the in-

\ention of new laws to ruin the Poles

economically. It is the fashion to-day to

hold up Austria-Hungary imder the Haps-

burgs as the shining example of the op-

pressor of small nationalities that have

been seeking to lead their own lives. Cer-

tainly none can deny the oppression of the

Slavic nationalities in the dual monarchy

by the German and Magyar bureaucrats

of Vienna and Budapest. I was in Agram,

the capital of Croatia, during that memo-
rable spring of 191 2, when the iniquity of

Austro-Hungarian oflficialdom was Iqid

bare before the world. Only three months

later I was in Helsingfors, the capital of

Finland, and it was while I was investi-

gating the Russian persecution of the

Finns that I read an "inspired" news arti-

cle from Petrograd which attempted to

justify the separation of the province of

Khelm from the kingdom of Poland.

Never, in the worst days of the iron heel,

had the old Russian despotism gone so

far as to impair the territorial integrity

of the Poland intrusted to Russia b\- the

Congress of Vienna.

During the last decade the Prussian

Government, also, without interference

from the imperial Reichstag, has carried

on a brutal and cynical war against the

Poles of Posnania and eastern Prussia.

The aim of German statesmen, like those

of Russia, has been to stamp out Polish

nationality by every possible means. Some
Socialists and a certain section of the
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Catholic Center protested in the Reich-

stag and in the press against Prussia's

anti-Polish measures, pointing out their

folly as well as their illegality; but the

great bulk of the German lawmakers pro-

fess the same narrow nationalism as the

Russian lawmakers. They are determined

to give no quarter to Poles who have the

misfortune to be German subjects until

they abandon their nationality and their

language. From 1848 until the outbreak

of the present war Germany has displayed

complete solidarity with Russia in her

treatment of the Polish question. The
dictum has been: 'Toland is dead. She

must never be resuscitated."

Of the partitioners, Austria alone gave

the Poles autonomy, and allowed them

freedom in the development of their na-

tional life and their national institutions.

Galicia has enjoyed a peculiarly fortunate

geographical and political position since

the formation of the dual monarchy in

1867. To keep the Bohemians in check,

to prevent the spread of Russian propa-

ganda, to forestall the possibility of the

German element being put in a minority

in the Vienna Reichsrath by a Panslavic

combination, Austrian statesmen have con-

sistently' curried favor with the Poles.

Thanks to the exigencies of Austrian in-

ternal politics, Galicia has become the

foyer of Polish nationalism, and from

Cracow and Lemberg has gone forth the

light that has kept alive and fostered the

hope of the ultimate realization of the

aspirations of the Polish people. Many
Poles have resented deeply what they call

the Galicians' indifference to, or, as it is

sometimes more strongly put, betrayal of,

the Pan-Polish ideal. But it is not be-

cause they refuse to put themselves in the

other man's place and to realize that he

who gets must give. It would be strange

indeed if the Galicians, comparing their

lot with that of Poles under the Roman-
offs and the Hohenzollerns, should re-

main uncompromising and unwilling, if

only for policy's sake, to give a certain

measure of loyalty and show a certain

measure of appreciation to the Hapsburgs.

But from an economic point of view the

Poles under the Hapsburgs have suffered

serious handicaps for which political au-

tonomy was only a partial recompense. If

ETHNOGRAPHIC
POLAND
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we believe in the principle that all sub-

jects of a state have a right to free and

unrestricted enjoyment of the advantages

accruing from membership in that state,

and are not to be discriminated against or

exploited for the profits of others, there

is ground for a serious indictment against

the Austro- Hungarian dual monarchy in

the treatment of the Poles, however fa-

\ored they may have been politicallj-.

Nearly one third of Austria's grain, more

than two fifths of her potatoes, one half

of her horses, and one fourth of her cattle

are raised in Galicia. Hungary and por-

tions of Austria specialize in the same

products, so that the agriculture and

stock-raising of Galicia are not essential

to the well-being of the empire. And by

refusing logical railways and canal con-

struction, Austria and Hungary have kept

Galicia in a position of inferiority for ex-

port of agricultural products and stock.

There has been equal malevolence in the

way Austria has blocked the development

of Galicia's salt to prevent competition

with Salzburg, and Galicia's coal and iron

to prevent industrial competition. Aus-

tria, enjoying free trade w'ith Galicia, has

forced her manufactured products upon

the Poles, and they have been powerless

to compel her to take from Galicia a full

equivalent in Galician products. Only

the discovery of petroleum, which is not

found elsewhere in the dual monarchy,

has enabled Galicia to prosper in the face

of artificial economic disad\antages.

From the point of view- of intention, and

in execution, the Russian exploitation of

Poland has been far worse. Since 1865,

Polish proprietors in Ruthenia and Lithu-

ania have been compelled to pay into the

Russian treasury a super-tax of ten per

cent, on their incomes. The kingdom of

185
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Polancl, with onl\' one fifteenth of the

population, has of recent years been

mulcted for nearly one fourth of the en-

tire revenue of the Russian Empire. Be-

sides supporting between two and three

hundred thousand foreign functionaries,

oppressors, and criminals, the Poles have

furnished a large part of the funds for Rus-

sia's activities in Siberia and central Asia,

for the money raised by taxes is not spent

in the country. The Poles, powerless to

legislate for themselves and to control the

expenditures of the tremendous taxes

wrung from them, have had to struggle

against the handicap of the most misera-

ble roads in Europe. In this day of in-

ternational commerce, when transporta-

tion facilities mean much, Russian Poland,

both in proportion to inhabitants and to

area, has fewer railways than any other

country in Europe. Taking wagon-roads

and railways together, Russian Poland

holds the lowest place among the civilized

countries of the world. Russian Poland

is perhaps also the only country of the

world where public primary education has

fallen of¥ in the last four hundred years.

The Russian exploiters, filling their treas-

ury with Polish money, maintained, ac-

cording to the census of 1912, only 4641

primary schools in Poland, wnth 282,000

pupils. This means one school for every

2750 inhabitants, while the rest of Russia

enjoys a school for every 1430 inhabitants.

In the same territory, in the year 1500,

the Poles had a primary school for every

2250 inhabitants. The most sweeping

suppression of public education in Poland

has come since the establishment of the

Duma. In 1906 nearly a thousand pri-

mary schools were closed in Poland m ith-

out explanation or justification. In the

kingdom of Poland, right down to the

opening of the present war, the regime of

bitter oppression continued. There was

no liberty of speech, of association, of

teaching, of press, and even the pri\atc

expression of one's opinion led to banish-

ment, imprisonment, or death.

Despite the ill will and incompetency

of the bureaucracy, Russian Poland has

prospered wonderfully from the industrial

point of view, and has gained steadily in

importance as a manufacturing country.

Warsaw has grown to over a million in-

habitants, and the growth of Lodz is com-

parable to fhat of the great industrial

cities of Germany, England, and America.

In their industrial life the people of Po-

land have benefited by the union with

Russia, for they have been able to develop

their manufactures with the view of sup-

pl\ing the needs of the greatest country

of Europe— a country in which industry

is far behind that of other nations. It is

not surprising that those who have bene-

fited by the open door to Russian markets

have been willing to submit to political

persecution and even to economic discrimi-

nation. What matters it if railway rates

are so arranged that freight from War-
saw to Moscow pays a considerably higher

tariff than freight from Moscow to War-
saw? As long as Russia cannot compete

with Poland in manufactures, the indus-

trial element in Poland is willing to grin

and bear this discrimination. But it is

not the same for agriculture, which is,

after all, the chief source of wealth of

every countrj^ Russian Poland is mar-

Aelously rich, and its inhabitants are as

industrious as any in the Avorld. They get

along. But how much better they could

do if they had a fair chance! Under Rus-

sian rule Poles have emigrated in great

numbers, and hundreds of thousands who
ought to have plenty to do at home must

go every year to Germany to find M'ork

at living wages.

From the purely material point of view

the Poles cannot claim to be badly off un-

der German rule. They have benefited

fully as much as the Germans themselves

b\' the prosperity of the German Empire

since its unification. Roads are good and

\\ell kept up. Railwaj'S are abundant.

The economic organization is superb.

One has only to study the figures of Po-

lish bank balances in Prussia to see that

the Poles have received their full share of

the prosperity which has come to Germany
in the last thirty years. More than this,

despite hostile legislation, they have per-

sonally enjoyed the protection and prl\ i-
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leges of the German laws. There are

schools for all in Prussian Poland. Po-

lish working-men share in the benefits of

enlightened German social legislation.

The press is free. For this reason Posen,

and not Warsaw, has become the center

for books, magazines, and newspapers in

the Polish language. German Poles have

everything but the right to be Poles and

govern themselves. The attitude of the

Prussian Jvmker to the Pole is very simi-

lar to that of the English Tory to the

Irishman : "You have the full dinner-pail,

^'our union with us is of enormous benefit

to 3'ou. Why, in the name of Heaven,

are 30U not satisfied ?"

Up to the outbreak of the war in 191 4,

Russia, Germany, and to a certain extent

Austria, ignored the possibility of the

resurrection of the Polish nation. They
had declared so repeatedly that the inde-

pendence of Poland was a chimera, that

"agitators" who kept alive the feeling of

nationality among their Poles were crimi-

nals and working against the best interest

of their people, that the rest of Europe,

the whole world, in fact, had ended by

believing that the Polish question was

dead. No more striking illustration of

this can be found than in the simple fact

that three years ago a writer could not

get published in a big newspaper, much
less in a leading magazine or review, any

article dealing with the possibility of the

resurrection of Poland. I know, for I

have tried. The invariable answer was

that there was no interest in the Polish

question or that the Polish question did

not exist.

But when the participants of Poland

came to blows among themselves, the

world awoke suddenly to the fact that the

Polish question was not dead, that the

Poles had kept alive through a century of

martyrdom their consciousness of race,

and that they were numerous enough to

have a decisive efFect upon the issue of the

war. How bitterly the Germans must

have rued the Prussian policy of antago-

nizing the Poles! \\Tiat an advantage

the Central Powers would ha\e enjoyed

had the Prussian Landtag shown toward

the Poles in the last decade the same lib-

eral spirit as the Austrian Reichsrath ! If

Germany and Austria-Hungar\' had been

able to get together at the very beginning

of the war, and had announced to all the

Poles that they intended to restore Poland

as an independent nation, Russia would

have been powerless to strike a blow on

the eastern front. But chickens came

home to roost for Germany immediately.

In view of the bitter Prussian persecution

during the last decade, how could the

Poles be expected to have more faith in

German promises than in the words of the

Grand Duke Nicholas? The Poles did

not know where they stood, and had little

reason to put any faith at all in the fair

promises of either side.

The first months of the war were a

period of enthusiasm, when clear, de-

tached thinking was virtually impossible

for any one. No man with red blood in

his veins could be really neutral. One
simply had to take sides, and the fact that

Russia was the ally of France, and that

the offensive movement of the Russian

armies relieved the pressure upon Paris,

was sufficient for men of liberal thought

throughout the whole world to do their

very best to accept and believe the Rus-

sian promises made to Poland in the

Grand Duke Nicholas's proclamation.

Even in August, 191 4, however, it was.

very difficult to take at face-value this

stirring appeal for Polish friendship. The
Russian change of heart lay imder the

natural suspicion of being due to expe-

diency and determined by the military exi-

gencies of the moment. This suspicion

grew w^hen the grand duke's promises

were not confirmed by an imperial ukase.

Then came the temporary Russian suc-

cesses in Galicia and the capture of Lem-
berg. Russia had her moment of great

opportunity. But instead of conserving

Polish liberties enjoyed under Austrian

rule in this historic Polish city, Russian

officials, military and civil, started right

in on the old policy of sweeping Russifi-

cation, and let the Poles understand

clearly that there was no hope of emanci-
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pation from Russia. It is not too much

to say that had Russia been successful in

her initial campaign and kept the Ger-

mans out of Poland, we should have heard

no more of the promises of August, 191 4.

Hard a blow as it was, then, to the

cause of the Allies, the entry of the Ger-

mans into Warsaw was a distinct step for-

ward for the realization of Polish aspira-

tions ; while the failure of the Russians to

capture Cracow and their debacle in

eastern Galicia could not be looked upon

by the Poles in any other light than as

rescue from a great danger.

I do not mean to infer by this that the

success of the Central Powers, if perma-

nent, would have resulted in the restora-

tion of Poland to independence or au-

tonomy. The decisive success of either

group of belligerents, //; a short war.

would have meant for the Poles merely

the passing from Scylla to Charybdis.

Victorious Germany would not have

needed to conciliate the Poles any more

than victorious Russia. In fact, had the

war lasted only one or two 3'ears, the

question of Poland and her aspirations

would easily and quickly have been for-

gotten in the peace conference. Had Ger-

many been victorious, no voice would have

been raised to compel her to settle the

destinies of central and eastern Europe in

any other way than in accordance with

her own selfish desires. Certainly a pro-

test in behalf of Poland would never have

come from the German people. Is not the

impotence of liberal sentiment in the im-

perial Reichstag to prevent the execution

of Prussian iniquitous measures in Pos-

nania during the last decade sufficient

proof of this? On the other hand, had

Russia been immediately and overwhelm-

ingly successful, could liberal public

sentiment in France and England have

forced the czar's government to do the

square thing by the Poles? We cannot

forget the remarkable words of Lord Cas-

tlereagh to the House of Commons after

his return from the Congress of Vienna

in 181 5. His comment upon the failure

to resuscitate Poland was simply this

:

"There was undoubtedly a strong feeling

in England upon the subject of indepen-

dence and a separate government of Po-

land ; indeed, there was, I believe, but one

feeling, and, as far as I was able, I ex-

erted mj'self to obtain that object." Noth-

ing was ever done for Poland, even at the

time of the events of 1831, 1846, and

1863, by the British Government and the

British people.

But now that the Great War has en-

tered its third winter, and the destinies of

Europe are still in the balance, the ques-

tion of Poland is more acute than ever

before, and Poland has at last her oppor-

tunity to reappear upon the map of Eu-

rope. Both groups of belligerents ha\e

come to the realization that complete and

overwhelming victory, even if they cherisli

the hope that it is still possible, will be

too dearly purchased by the indefinite con-

tinuation of straight fighting. They are

paying much more attention to scoring

moves by manoeuvers of diplomacy than

they did before the failure of the Verdun

and Sonime offensives. No field for con-

ciliation and bargaining seems more prof-

itable than that of Poland.

On the principle that when the whole

loaf cannot be obtained half a loaf is bet-

ter than nothing, tremendous pressure is

being brought \ipon Russia by France and

Great Britain to speak out plainly and

unreservedly on the question of the future

of Poland. It is being represented to

Russia that 'the errors which followed the

Galician victories of 191 4 be not repeated

after the Galician victories of 1916.

Above all, the Poles must be offered the

union, fully safeguarded, of Russia's Po-

lish territories with whatever Polish ter-

ritory may be wrested from Austria-Hun-

gary and Germany. Germany has reached

a similar conclusion in regard to the Poles,

and has taken advantage of the Austro-

Hungarian reverses at the hands of Rus-

sia and Italy to force the Austrians anil

Hungarians to reason. The Central Pow-

ers will undoubtedly establish an autono-

mous regime for reconstituted Poland in

the very near future. If, through the

stubbornness of Russia, the Allied Gov-
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erninents are foolish enough to allow

themselves to be anticipated in making

such an offer to the Poles, they will in

self-defense have to match the proposal of

the Central Powers. Otherwise, not only

will they antagonize the Poles, but they

will also alienate the sympathy of neutrals

and of the genuinely liberal elements of

their own electorates. For have they not

proclaimed from the housetops that they

are waging this war for the freeing of

oppressed and subject nationalities?

The Poles are undoubtedly placed in

an extremely embarrassing and delicate

situation. For nearly one and one halt

million Poles are fighting on opposing

sides, and another half-million of militan

age are within the spheres of influence of

the two groups of belligerents, and are

being called upon to take arms "against

the oppressor" in "liberating" armies.

What Sir Roger Casement did in Ger-

many is being done to-day among prison-

ers of war in all the prison camps of Eu-

rope. The invitation to treason (for it is

treason to fight wuth the enemy against

the nation of which one is a subject) is

being given to Poles everywhere. The in-

vitation is coupled with a threat. Both

sides tell the unhappy Poles that if they

do not now choose to "fight for Poland,"

the promises will naturally be withdrawn.

As Germany and Austria have the great-

est number of Polish prisoners and hold

\ irtually all of what is ethnographicalh

Polish territory, the danger is greatest to

Poles of Russian subjection who are at

present at the mercy of the Central Pow-

ers. There is only one way of safety, and

that is for the Poles to stick resolutely,

on technical grounds, to their present al-

legiance, and not to spoil the future by

acting for one or the other of the bel-

ligerent groups. The people of Russian

Poland may suffer at the hands of Ger-

many by such a stand, but they will not

lose in the long run. For if they are loyal

to Russia during this period of trial, the

self-respect of the Allies will never tol-

erate putting them back again under Rus-

sian slavery when the war is ended. Sim-

ilarly, after what has happened in Ire-

land, the English people cannot hold

against the Poles of (jalicia and Posnania

the fact that they remain loyal for the

duration of tlie war to Austria and Ger-

many.

All the world is longing for peace. We
must begin now to prepare for the difficult

task of making peace. A durable peace

can come only through the determination

of enlightened men throughout the whole

world to see that justice is done to every

race involved in the struggle. Otherwise,

another treaty of Vienna or of Berlin will

impose upon our children and our grand-

children a sacrifice of blood and treasure

and a burden of human suffering similar

to that which we are making and bearing

during these years of horror.

Foremost among the problems to be

solved is that of the future of Poland.

There is only one satisfactory solution—
the renascence of Poland as an indepen-

dent state. Lovers of justice and friends

of peace must work for this object with

all their heart and soul. To this end it

behooves us to establish a propaganda of

information, free from bias and preju-

dice, so that the reasons for this only safe

and just solution of the Polish problem be

put clearly before those who are fighting,

those who are paying the price of the

fighting, and those whose sympathy goes

out to the fighters and the sufferers.

There are four considerations that we
would do well to comprehend and ponder

over in connection with the future of Po-

land.

I. The reconstituted Polish state must

not be made subject in any way to Russia.

Notwithstanding the enormous amount

of ink that is being used these days to

prove that Russia is the "big sister" of the

Slavs, it is certainly not true in connec-

tion with the Poles, and it is doubtful if

it is true in connection with any Sla\ic

nation. We cannot bank on what Russia

some day may become. To-day she is far

behind other European nations in civili-

zation, and will remain so as long as

eighty per cent, of her population is illit-

erate. Her Government is a corrupt Ori-
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ental despotism. The blood of her people

is mixed, and the Asiatic strain is large

and recent. During the approaching

period of constitutional development her

leaders are bound to show a narrow and

fanatical nationalism, which makes impos-

sible understanding of or proper relations

with a subject nationalit}'. The Poles, on

the other hand, are a pure Slavic race who
have received their culture and laws and

religion from the West. They have noth-

ing in common with the Russians. As a

part of the Russian Empire they would

prove the same thorn in the flesh to the

Russians of the twentieth century as they

have been to the Russians of the nine-

teenth century. After the experiment of

the last hundred years it is unwise to yoke

together again two nations in a different

stage of development, of different back-

ground, and with different ideals, making

the more advanced nation the political in-

ferior of its social inferior. It may be

advanced that the "guaranty of Europe"

would protect autonomous Poland from

Russian bad faith and aggression. But is

hitter experience no teacher? In a great

political organism only the relative feeble-

ness of the predominant nationality safe-

guards the autonomy- of other nationali-

ties.

It is unsafe for the future of Europe to

increase the dominions of Russia toward

the west by the extension of the czar's

sovereignty over German and Austrian

Poland. This statement needs neither

amplification nor argument to thinking

man.

2. The reconstituted Polish state must

not be made subject in any way to Ger-

many.

Germany, with less excuse than Russia

(for she pretends to, and actually does,

enjoy a far higher degree of civilization

and enlightenment), has a black record

of arrogance toward and intolerance of

other nations whose legitimate aspirations

have stood in the path of her political and

commercial expansion. Her good faith

cannot be depended upon. If Poland,

either as a semi-independent or autono-

mous state, is placed under the tutehige

of Germany, the Germans will leave no

stone unturned to bind the Poles hand

and foot. Although the new Polish state

would have about fifteen million inhabi-

tants, it v/ould stand little chance of re-

sisting German aggression. For ninety

per cent, of the Poles follow agricultural

pursuits. Their industries and commerce

are almost entirely in the hands of Ger-

mans and Jews; so they would be power-

less to use the weapon of economic boy-

cott against Germany, and would gradu-

ally be assimilated by their powerful West-

ern neighbor. German statesmen and

publicists know this fatal weakness of Po-

land, which can be remedied only by a

wholly independent national life. The
Germans have studied their trump-cards,

and do not hesitate to undertake the man-

agement of a united Poland.

The suggestion that reunited Poland

be made a constituent member of the

Hapsburg dominions is equally inimical

to the realization of Polish aspirations.

The present war has irrevocably com-

mitted Austria-Hungary to a common
destiny with Teutonic Europe. Vienna

and Budapest will continue to act with

Berlin.

3. The boundaries of the reconstituted

state must be determined not on historical

grounds, but solely by conservative, un-

sentimental ethnological considerations,

and by sound economic and political con-

siderations.

In this the Polish question is similar to

many other questions that will come be-

fore the makers of the new map of Eu-

rope. The most perplexing problem of

forming national boundaries, of reconcil-

ing conflicting national aspirations, is that

of irredentism. Irredentism is a term used

to describe the desire of states which have

come into existence in the nineteenth cen-

tury to extend their boundaries so as to

include adjacent populations of the same

race and language and adjacent territories

which were in the past historically theirs.

Most of the later states that have ap-

lieared on the map of Europe are strongly

influenced by irredentism. Irredentism

is the cause of the antagonism and rivalry
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between the Balkan States. Inedentisni

is the cause of Italy's and Rumania's in-

tervention in the war. It is the disease

which has denatured the German people.

It is the rock upon which Poland may he

shipwrecked.

In solving irredentist difficulties, it is

important to keep two facts in mind : that

nationalism is a product of the nineteenth

century, and that the formation and evo-

lution of political organisms have been, and

always will be, influenced fully as much

by economic as by racial considerations.

In dealing with the Balkan problem one

must emphasize the cardinal fact that the

various races of the Balkan peninsula

were subjected to the Ottoman yoke cen-

turies before the feeling of nationality was

born in the European races. Therefore

any attempt to go back to tradition and

historic claims in the formation of a mod-

ern state is illogical and mischievous. The
Germans found this to their cost when
they annexed Alsace and Lorraine on the

ground of irredentism. They sowed the

seed for another war. Will Italy attempt

to saddle herself with a similar cause for

inevitable future conflict with Teuton and

Slav by trying to annex the territories at

the head of the Adriatic? Will Rumania

try to cross the Carpathians?

One reads the abundant literature of

Polish nationalists with misgiving and

sinking of the heart. Poland went to her

downfall as an independent nation by re-

fusing to recognize the loss of territories

on the west and northwest through the

working of economic laws, and by diffu-

sing her energies and making herself vul-

nerable to the extension of her political

system over eastern and southeastern ter-

ritories that could not be assimilated. In

the last generations of her existence she

went on the principle of all or nothing.

The result was two partitions and noth-

ing. It is altogether hopeless for the Poles

of to-day to believe that they can include

in their new Poland all their historic ter-

ritories. No cataclysm of defeat, which-

ever way the fortune of war turns, is go-

ing to compel Germany and Russia to

give up Silesia, the Prussian Baltic coast-

line, Lithuania, \'()lh\nia, and Podolia,

and it is doubtful if the Poles can make
good their claim to the eastern portion of

(jalicia. Even if economic and political

considerations do not militate against the

Polish claims to these territories, the hard

facts of present ethnological conditions

are not in favor of the Poles.

Many patriotic Poles who read these

words will think either that I am mis-

informed and an ignoramus or that 1 ha\ e

at heart no real sympathy with or under-

standing of Polish aspirations. The lim-

its of a magazine article do not permit

me to elaborate the arguments against un-

reasonable Polish irredentism. But how
can you argue with the man who, when
you point out to him that the population

of Dantsic is only four per cent. Polish,

replies, "We have been under the Ger-

man yoke: now they must taste ours"?

His mind is fixed not only upon imreali-

ties, but also upon impossibilities. Who
is going to force Russia and Germany to

give up historic Polish territories, and

some of them lost centuries before the first

partition ? Certainly not the Poles, or the

rest of Europe combined. Never in the

history of the world has it been more im-

perative for us all to face cold facts than

it is to-day. Irredentism, except where it

is a question of a homogeneous population

whose economic interests would be fa-

vored by union with the mother country,

has nothing in common with facts and

logic.

Possible independent Poland would in-

clude about two thirds of Posnania from

Germany; the kingdom of Poland, in-

cluding Khelm, from Russia; and Galicia.

excluding the eastern territory known as

Red Ruthenia, from Austria. It is con-

ceivable that the issue of the war may
compel or persuade the three partitioners

of Poland to yield these territories to an

independent Polish state.

4. The reconstitution of Poland as an

independent state is not only a wise po-

litical step in establishing a durable peace,

but is also an act of justice to one of the

largest and best races of Europe, which

has purchased the right to be free bv
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heroic sacrifices willingly made and by

the ability amply demonstrated to survive

and thrive through four generations of

persecution.

Poland is the best example of the wis-

dom of the buffer-state theory. Russia

and Germany, the largest and most pow-

erful states in Europe, have been endeav-

oring to expand each in the direction of

the other. The partition of Poland was

long held to be the bond that kept peace

between them, for they were partners in

crime. But their common frontier eventu-

ally brought them into conflict. German
statesmen and publicists have frequently

told me since the beginning of the war
that the underlying, as well as the direct,

cause of the present conflict w\as the ever-

present nightmare of the Panslavic "West-

ward ho!" and that the Germans were

fighting for European civilization against

Asiatic invasion. On the other hand Rus-

sian polemicists claim that the Teutonic

Dratig nach Osten is the basic cause of

the war from the point of view of their

particular national interest. If this is

true as far as the issue between Germany
and Russia is concerned, why not restore

Poland to her traditional historic post as

the defender of Slavs against Teutons,

and the outpost of Occidental Europe

against invasion from the East ?

The creation of an artificial buffer state

closely allied in race and sympathies with

one of the other of the rival powers or

too weak to resist her neighbors would be

a makeshift and a farce. But the Poles

are neither pro-German nor pro-Russian,

nor are they weak. In numbers, in brains,

in vitality, in wealth, in unity of spirit,

they are stronger to-day than ever in their

history, and as an independent nation

would very rapidly become the seventh

great power of Europe. In considering

the fitness of the Poles for independence

it is just as absurd to hark back to the

weakness and the faults of Poland of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as

to judge Germany and Italy of to-day by

the (lermans and Italians of two hundred

years ago. It is what the Poles are to-day

that counts. Poland was partitioned be-

fore the Poles became a nation. Their

birth as a nation has come in the period

of bondage. Now they are ready to break

the bonds, for they have arrived at that

age of manhood which Talleyrand prophe-

sied.

The Poles were once as enlightened

and cultivated a people as an}- in Europe.

They have come back to their former

place in Galicia. In Posnania they have

confounded every effort of German Kul-

tur and organization to assimilate them,

and in the face of Prussian Landtag,

Prussian officials, and Prussian school-

masters, they have gained in lands, in

wealth, and in knowledge of their own
language and literature since i8g6. In

Russian Poland economic and political

handicaps have brought an increasing de-

gree of superiority in wealth and culture

to their oppressors.

There are more Poles to-day in the

world than ever before, and their fecun-

dity is unrivaled. Their national feeling

was never deeper-rooted and more intelli-

gent. If a Pole tells you he is in favor

of autonomy under Germany or Russia or

Austria, he is lying for expediency's sake

or he is a Jew or he has some narrow self-

ish business interest stronger than patriot-

ism. The Poles want only one thing, and

that is independence. In this are they not

like every other nation worth its salt ?

Would you not despise them if they did

not long for that which you yourself hold

to be the most precious thing in the world ?

"Are you a patriot?" said Napoleon in

1810 to John Sniadecki, rector of the

University of Vilna.

"Sire," answered the rector, "from my
birtli I have learned to love my coimtry,

and her misfortunes ha\c only strength-

ened the love I bear for her." After an

additional century of Poland's nusfor-

tunes, her children, scattered over tlu"

whole world, would give the same answer.

And there are seven times as many of

tliem now as there M'ere then.



Christmas at Ikacebridgc Hall

Studies illustrating Washington Irving's "Old Christmas

Miide tor The Century

By George Wright

" He is a tolerable specimen of what you will rarely

meet with nowadays in its purity, the old

English country gentleman
"
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I rode for a long distance in one of the public coaches, on the day pr

ceding Christmas. The coach was crowded, both inside and out, with

passengers, who, by their talk, seemed principally bound to the

mansions of relations or friends to eat the Christmas dinner
"
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" It was a brilliant moonlight night, but extremely cold ; our

chaise whirled rapidly over the frozen ground ; the

post-boy smacked his whip incessantly
"



" The squire himself mingled among the rustics, and

was received with awkward demonstrations

of deference and regard"



" The village tailor, a pale fellow with

a retreating forehead and chin, who
played on the clarionet, and seemed

to have blown his face to a point

"

" The mirth of the company was

greatly promoted by the humours
of an eccentric personage whom
Mr. Bracebridge always addressed

with the quaint appellation of

Master Simon "
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" The company grew merrier and louder as their jokes grew duller. Master



Simon was in as chirping a hvimour as a grasshopper filled with dew



The parson said grace, which was not a short fiimiliar one,

such as is commonly addressed to the Deity, in these

unceremonious days; but a long, courtly, well-

worded one of the ancient school
"



Aurora the Magnificent

By GERTRUDE HALL
Author of " The Truth about Camilla," etc.

Illustrations hv (jeiald Leake

Synopsis of Chapters I-IV^—Two young American women, Mrs. Aurora Hawthorne

and Miss Estelle Madison, appear in Florence, Italy, and beg the good offices of Mr. Foss,

the American consul, in setting up an expensive establishment in the city. They have

money, no culture, but Aurora especially has a vast fund of kindliness, and the consul's

wife and eldest daughter assist them in their plans and introduce them into societv. At a

ball at the house of the consul, Gerald Fane, an unsuccessful young American artist, long

a resident of Italy, much against his own wish is drawn by the consul into offering to guide

Aurora about Florence.

It is clear from their conversation in pri\ ate that Aurora and Estelle are charming so-

cial impostors, and ha\'e not disclosed their true names and origin.

Chapter r

/\FTER the Fosses had helped the lessees

1\. of the Haughty Hermitage to make

it habitable ; found for them a coachman

who had a little French and, when told

what they desired to buy, would take

them to the proper shops
;
provided them

with a butler to the same extent a linguist,

through whom Estelle, who in Paris had

ambitiously studied a manual of conversa-

tion, could give her orders, they not un-

naturally became less generous of their

company.

But they were not permitted to make

the intervals long between visits. The
coachman wise in French was perpetually

driving his spanking pair to their gates,

delivering a message, and waiting to take

them down for lunch or dinner with their

joyfully welcoming and grateful friends.

It was not at all unpleasant. It was not

prized preciously,— there was too much of

it and too urgently lavished,—but the la\

-

ishers were loved for it bj' two women
neither drj^-hearted nor world-hardened.

Leslie fell into the way, when she was in

town and had time, of running in to Au-

rora's, where it would be cheerful and she

looked for a laugh.

Leslie, having reached, as she consid-

ered, years of discretion, thought fit to

disregard the Florentine rule that young

unmarried women must not walk In the

streets unattended. She had balanced the

two inconveniences, that of staying at

home unless some one could go out with

her, and that of being spoken to in the

street, and decided that it was less un-

pleasant to hear a strange young man
murmur as she passed, "Angel of para-

dise!" or "Beautiful -no grosser

insult had ever been offered her,— than to

be bothered by a servant at her heels. The
fact that she looked American and was
understood to be following the custom of

her own country secured her against any

real misinterpretation.

It was chilly, No\emberish, and within

the doors of F'lorentine domiciles rather

colder, for some reason, than in the open

air. The Fosses kept their house at a

more human temperature than most peo-

ple, but yet after years of Italy did not

warm very thoroughly: one drops into the

Avay of doing as others do, and grows ac-

customed to putting up with cold in \\\\\-

ter. Leslie often expressed the opinion that

in America people really exaggerate in the

matter of heating their houses. Neverthe-

less, just for the joy of the eyes and,

through the eyes, of the depressed spirit,

she was glad to-day of the big fire dancing

and crackling in Aurora's chimney-place.

l'J3
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The up-stairs sitting-room, where the

ladies generally sat, might look rather like

a day-nursery ; yet after one had accepted

it, with its chintz of big red flowers and

green foliage, its rich strawberry rug and

new gold picture-frames, it did seem to

brighten one's mood. How think grayly

amid that dazzle and glow an\ more than

feel cold before that fire?

Leslie held her hands to the blaze, and

with an amiable display of interest in-

quired of their affairs, the progress made

in "getting settled." There was still a

good deal to do of a minor sort.

Accounts were given her in a merry

duet ;
purchases were shown ; she was told

all that had happened since they last saw

her, who had called, whom they liad been

to see.

Casting about in her mind for further

things to communicate, Aurora was re-

minded of a small grievance.

"I thought your friend Mr. Fane was

going to come and take us sight-seeing,"

she said.

"Was it so arranged ?"

"So I supposed."

"And he has n't been?"

"Hide nor hair of him have we seen.'"

"I meant, has n't lie perhaps called

while you were out?"

"He has n't."

"Strange. It 's not like him to be rude.

But, then, he 's not like himself these

days. You must excuse him."

"What 's the matter with him? Is n't

he well?"

"He 's not ill in the usual sense. If

he were, we should make him have a doc-

tor and hope to see him cured. It 's worse

than an illness. He is blue— chronically

blue."

"Why?"
"Oh, he has reasons. But the same

reasons, of course, would not have made a

person of a different temperament change

as he has changed."

"I don't suppose you want to tell us

what the reasons are?" Very tentatively-

this was said.

"Why— ordinarily one would not feel

free to do so, but \ou are sure to hear
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about it before you have been here long.

In Florence, you know, everybody knows

everything about everybody else. Not al-

ways the truth, but in any case an inter-

esting version. Oh, it behooves one to be

careful in Florence if one does n't wish

one's affairs known and talked about. But

in the case of Gerald there was nothing

secret. Everybody knows him, everybody

knew when he was engaged to Violet Van
Zandt, everybody knows that she married

some one else."

"Oh, the poor boy!"

"It 's very simple, you see, as common-
place as possible. But it 's like the old

story of the poem : an old story, yet for-

ever new. And the one to whom it hap-

pens has his heart broken, one way or the

other."

"And she married some one else?"

Both Aurora and Estelle were craning

toward the speaker in a curiosity full of

sympathy.

"Violet," Leslie began, like a grown
person willing to indulge children with a

story, "is Madame Balm de Breze's sister.

You saw Madame de Breze that Friday

evening at our house. Violet is very like

her, only much younger and a blonde.

Amabel is— let us call things by their

names in the seclusion of this snug fireside

—Amabel is scrawny; Violet was ethe-

real. Amabel is sharp-featured ; \^'olet's

face was delicate and clear-cut. I say

zL'as, because she has grown much stouter.

We have known them since they first

came to Florence, and have been friends

without being passionately' attached.

They are Americans, but had lived in

Paris since V^iolet was a baby. They came

here, orphans, because it is cheaper. They
used to live on the top floor of a stony old

palace in Via de' Servi, where they painted

fans on silk, sending them to a firm in

Paris. Amabel did them e.\quisitel\'

;

shepherds and shepherdesses, corners of

old gardens, Cupids—Watteau effects,

veritable miniature work. The little sis-

ter was beginning to do them well, too

;

she painted only flowers. Amabel had no

objection to Violet marrying Gerald. He
was as far as possible from being a good
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match, but in those days both Amabel and

Violet seemed to live in an atmosphere

that excluded the consideration of things

from a vulgar, material point of view.

Violet and Gerald were alike in that, and

so very much alike in their superfine tastes

and ways of thinking. Gerald has an in-

come, simply tiny. You would hardly be-

lieve how small. We supposed that now
he would paint a little more than he ever

has done with the idea of pleasing the

general public and securing patronage.

They were to wait until she was twenty-

one, when a crumb of money in trust for

her would fall due. Then Amabel sur-

prises us all by marrying De Breze. Vio-

let of course lives with them, and with

them goes to Paris. And in Paris she be-

comes Madame Pfaffenheim. Tout

bonnement
!"

"Oh, the wretch, the bad-hearted

minx
!"

"No," said Leslie, reflectively. She

turned from the warmth of the fire and

let her eyes rest on the gray sky seen in

wide patches through the three great win-

dows, arched at the top and blocked at

the bottom by wrought-iron guards, that

admitted into the red-and-green room

such very floods of light
—

"no," Leslie re-

peated. "One is the sort of person one is.

The sin is to pretend. I don't believe

Violet knew the sort of person she was

until it came to the test. She thought,

very likely, that she was all composed of

poetry and fine sentiments and eternal

love. She was n't ; and there it is. When
she had the chance actually to choose, she

preferred money, a fine establishment,

luxury, and she took them. How ghastly

if, with that nature concealed in her, be-

hind the pearl and pale roses, she had

married poor Gerald! It 's much better

as it is, don't you agree with me? I call

him fortunate beyond words."

"Well, of course; that 's one way of

putting it."

"It 's his way. Gerald knows just how
fortunate he has been, and it 's exactly

that which makes him so miserable. At
first, you understand, he could lay the en-

tire blame on tlie De Bre/.c-s. But a

year or two ago she came to Florence with

Pfaffenheim on a visit to her sister. I

don't know how Gerald felt, whether he

tried to avoid her or tried to see her.

That he saw her, however, is certain. She

is perfectly happy, my dears, in her mar-

riage! And that she should love Pfaffen-

heim, or be proud of him, is inconceiva-

ble. So her happiness rests entirely upon

the fact of her riches and worldly conse-

quence."

"Say what you please, I call her a nasty,

mean thing!" exclaimed Aurora.

Leslie shrugged her shoulders, as if say-

ing, "Have it your way; but a more philo-

sophical view is possible."

"She was looking very beautiful," she

went on. "Much more beautiful than

before, but in such a different way ! From
diaphanous she has become opaque ; from

airy, solid. She brought a most wonder-

ful wardrobe and, kept in the background,

with her husband, two fat babies."

"I should think she would have been

ashamed to come back here."

"Oh, no ; not Violet. She was en-

chanted to show herself in her glory to

those who remembered her in the modest

plumage of her girlhood. Florence did

not really like it, because she affected to^

ward Florence the attitude of one who
comes to it from places immeasurably

grander. You would have thought Flor-

ence an amusing little hole where she long

ago, by some accident, had spent a month

or two. She found us quaint, provincial,

old-fashioned. She was witty about us.

She criticized us with a freedom and pub-

licity that made her funnier to us than

we were funny to her. It \\as not an

endearing thing to do or a very intelli-

gent one. It was, in fact, rather antipa-

thetic."

"Antip— I call it the actions of a hug!"

"You can see how it all left Gerald.

The Violet he cared for was obviously no

more. Worse than that, she had probably

never been."

"I shoulil think he would just despise

her, and shake it off, and forget lier as

she deserves."

"Your simple ilexice. dear Aurora, is
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the one he adopted. But to have an empty

hollow where your beautiful hoard of

pure gold was stored is a thing it takes

time to grow used to. He is not an un-

happy lover now, certainly ; but he is a

man who has been robbed, and he has

fallen into the habit of low spirits. It is

a thousand pities his poor mother and sis-

ter could not have been spared to make a

home for him. Being too much alone is

bad for any one. He shuts himself in

with his blues, and they are growing more

and more confirmed. Love is a curious

thing." Leslie said the latter separately

and after a pause, as if from a particular

case she had been led to reviewing the

whole subject. "It complicates life so,"

she added, and rose to go.

They teased her to remain and lunch

with them. But Leslie was suddenly more

tired at the contemplation of life than she

had been when she came. The total re-

sult of her call had not been to cheer her,

for by an uncomfortable stirring within,

as soon as she had finished, she was made

to repent having talked to outsiders about

things so personal, so private, regarding

Gerald— Gerald, who was abnormally re-

served. It seemed a crime against friend-

ship. That somebody else would have

been sure to tell his story did not excuse

her.

Leslie's mood to talk A\as over for that

morning and she went home, but not be-

fore she had been forced to take a bottle

of perfume which she had carelessly

picked up off Aurora's toilet-table, sniffed,

and praised ; also, lifted out of their vase,

a bunch of orchids for her mother ; and

for Lily the box of sweets that had stood

invitingly open on the sitting-room table.

Next time Aurora saw Gerald— it was

on Viale Principe Amedeo— she waved to

him.

He did not see it. He was just aware
of a victoria coming down the middle of

the street he was preparing to cross and of

something fluttering, but that it concerned

him he did not suspect.

Then suddenly the victoria, like a huge

jack-in-the-box, shot up a figure, and he

recognized Mrs. Hawthorne standing at

full height in the moving carriage and

waving both hands, as he must suppose,

nobody else being near, to him.

He lifted his hat. He saw her reach

for the coachman and by touch make him
aware that she wished to stop. The horses

were pulled up. Mrs. Hawthorne, from

the seat into which the jerk had thrown

her, made beckoning signs to him, laugh-

ing the while, and calling. "Mr. Fane!

Mr. Fane!"

He went to stand at the carriage-step.

"I thought," said Mrs. Hawthorne,

"rhat _\ou were going to come and take us

sight-seeing."

"I thought 1 was," said Gerald, with

that scant smile of his; "but I was not so

fortunate as to find j'ou at home."

It was true that he had gone to her

door one afternoon, having previouslv

caught a glimpse of her in the heart of the

city, shopping.

"You mean to say you came?"

"You did not find my card?"

"No; but it 's all right. This is Miss

Madison— Mr. Fane. We are together.

What have you got to do?"

Gerald looked as if the question had

not been quite clear, and he waited for

some amplification of it before he could

answer.

"Have you got anything very impor-

tant to do? Are n't you lonesome? Don't

you want to jump in and come home with

us? Wish you would."

Gerald smiled again in his remote way,

and looked as if he knew, as any one

would know, that this was not meant to

be taken seriousl}-.

"The days are becoming \ery short, are

they not?" he said.

"Yes. Jump in and come home with

us. Tell you what we '11 do. I '11 go

down into the kitchen and make some soda

biscuits that we 11 have hot for supper^
with maple-syrup. AVe 've had a big box

of sugar come."

Gerald again smiled his ci\il. but joy-

less, smile, and after another vague head-

shake that thanked, but eluded the ques-

tion, he said: "Thev are ver\' indigestible;
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hot bread is not good for the health. At

least, that is what they tell us over here.

We keep our bread two days before eating

it, or longer. But I am afraid I am de-

taining you."

The horses were jingling their bits,

frisking their docked tails. The driver,

checking their restless attempts to start,

was giving them smothered thunder in

Italian. Gerald withdrew by a step from

the danger to his shins.

"Oh, jump in!" said Mrs. Hawthorne

for the third time. And because his choice

lay between saying curtly, "Impossible!"

and letting the impatient horses proceed,

or else obeying, Gerald, who hated being

rude to women, found himself irresolutely

climbing in, just long enough, as he in-

tended, to explain that he could not and

must not go home with them to the liot

biscuits and syrup.

The little third seat liad been let down
for him ; his knees were snugly wedged in

between those of the ladies. Aurora was

beaming over at him ; Estelle was beam-

ing, too. Aurora's smile was a blandish-

ment; Estelle's was a light. The horses

were flying toward the Lungarno. And
he gave up ; he helplessly gave up trying

to find an excuse for asking to be set down
again and allowed to go his lonely way.

It might be entertaining, he tried to

think, to see what they had done to the

Hermitage. But, no ! That was very

sure to be revolting. If the evening was
to afford entertainment, it must be found

in watching this healthy and unhampered
being who, just as certain fishes color the

water around them, seemed to affect the

air in such a way that, coming near

enough, >ou were forced to like her with-

out ceasing to think her the most impossi-

ble person that had ever found her way
into cultivated society.

The carriage-wheels crunched gravel

;

the horses' hoofs rang on the pavement of

a columned portico ; the door was opened

by a man in blue livery.

P^ntering the wide hall, they faced a

wide double staircase, between the con-

verging flights of which stood, closed, a

great stately white-and-gold door.
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Gerald, as bidden, followed the ladies

up the stairs to the cozier sitting-room,

where a fire, they hoped, had been kept

up. In the beginning dimness of an early

twilight he first saw the big red flowers

and green, green leaves. He was left a

moment alone while the ladies took off

their hats, and he sent his eyes traveling

around him, prepared really for something

worse than they found, though the pic-

tures on the wall called from him the ges-

ture of trying to sweep away an unpleas-

ant dream.

Aurora reappeared from her room in a

businesslike white apron.

"Now I 'm going down to make the

biscuit. Oh, no trouble. No trouble at

all. I want them myself. I 'm homesick

for some food that tastes like home. Es-

telle will entertain you while I 'm gone.

I sha'n't be but a minute."

Estelle sat in a low arm-chair close to

the fire.

Gerald, to whom it did not seem cold

enough for a fire, took a seat nearer the

windows, whence he could watch the fad-

ing sunset-end beyond garden and street,

river and hill.

He would have cared less, no doubt, to

make himself not too dull company for

this stranger, had he known that there,

before that fireplace, a few days before,

she had been placed in possession of the

most intimate facts of his humiliating des-

tiny. Unsuspecting, in a mood rather

more amiable than usual, he asked, by

way of entering into conversation, whether

she and her friend were not New-Eng-

landers. It established the sense of a bond,

however light, to find that they and he

were almost townsmen. He had been

born in Boston, or, at least, near it. His

parents had owned a house in Charles-

town, where he had lived till he \\as ten

years old. They talked of Boston.

A maid brought in a lighted lamp, and,

as is the pleasant custom of the country,

wished them a happy evening.

Very soon after it came Aurora, with a

dab of flour on one cheek, which the kit-

chen fire had warmed to a deeper pink.

"There," she said, "they 're in the
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oven. When we took the house, all the

stove we had was a big stone block thing

with little square holes. The cook fanned

them with a turkey-wing. But now we

've got a range. Don't )'0u want me to

show you over the house? There '11 be

just time before supper."

"I 'm afraid it 's all dark," said Estelle.

"Let me ring and have them light up.

Think of a city house without gas!"

"No, they 'd be too long. I can take a

lamp."

She went for it to her dressing-room,

and came back with one easy to carry, long

in the stem and small in the tank, from

which, to make it brighter, she had lifted

off the shade. Gerald reached to take it

from her, but she refused his help.

"The weight 's nothing. I want you

to be free to look around. Coming, Es-

telle?"

"I '11 join you in a minute."

They went down the wide stairs side

by side. She led through a door, at the

right, as you entered the house, of the

main door.

"Here 's one of the parlors. We have

four on this floor, between big and little.

Four parlors and a dining-room. Does n't

that seem a good many for two lone wo-

men?"
The unshaded lamplight showed a

crowd of furniture, modern, muffled, ex-

pensive, the lack of simplicity in design of

which was further rendered dreadful to

the artist by every device to make it still

less simple: embroidered scarfs thrown

over chair-backs, ^•aricolored textiles de-

pending from the mantel-shelf, drooping

over the mirror ; down pillows of every

shape and tint piled in sofa-corners. Noth-

ing was left undecorated. The waste-bas-

ket even wore a fat satin bow, like a pet

poodle. Every horizontal surface was en-

cumbered with knickknacks.

"This is where we have people come
when we don't know them very well," said

Mrs. Hawthorne, hardly concealing her

pride. "We could n't ask the minister to

come right up-stairs, as we did you. How
do you— "

"Mrs. Hawthorne," came hurriedlv

from (lerald, "I beg you will not ask me
how I like it! It is a peculiarity like— like

not liking oysters. I can't bear to be

asked how 1 like things."

"How funny! But, then, }ou 're dif-

ferent from other people, are n't you?

That 's what makes you so interesting."

She preceded him into the next room,

which was not so bad as the first for the

reason that, she explained, "they had n't

yet finished with it." He seized the occa-

sion almost eagerly to praise the chairs.

"We found them here when we came,"

she informed him. "There was a good lot

of furniture of this big, bare sort; clumsy,

I call it. We stored some of it in the top

rooms, but Leslie Foss begged me so to

let these stay that we just had the seats

covered over with something new and left

them."

When she opened the next door and

stepped into the space beyond it seemed as

if her lamp had dwindled to a taper, the

room was so vast. It had nine great win-

dows, five in an unbroken row on tlie

front of the house, the entire width of

which it occupied. Aurora's light was

faintly reflected in a polished floor ; it

twinkled in the myriad motionless drops

of two great crystal chandeliers.

"Ah," exclaimed Gerald in a long sigh,

"this is superb
!"

"Yes," she said, "but you might as well

try to furnish all outdoors. You see that

we have n't done anything beyond puttnig

up curtains. We never use it. All those

chairs along the \\alls are going to be

regilded when we can get them to come

and fetch them. Things move awfully

slowly over here, don't they, even if you

're willing to pa}
."

"What a ball-room!"

"Yes. Wish we could give a ball: but

we only know about a dozen people.

We 've got to wait till we know enough

at least for two sets of a quadrille."

She was moving across the wide floor,

holding her torch-like lamp high the bet-

ter to illumine the great pale, silent empti-

ness. No longer hearing his footsteps

echoing behind hers, she looked over her

shoulder; whereupon he hurriedl.\ joined
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;pL'iexpiaininher, without

lagged.

"This," she said, as turning to the left

they passed from the ball-room into a

small oval room the domed ceiling of

which was all tenderly bepainted with

Cupids and garlands— "this is almost my
favorite."

She set down her lamp on a table of

rose-tinged marble, and dropped for a

minute on to a little rococo settee.

"The things in here we found just as

you see them."

"So I imagined."

"All but the ornaments on the mantel."

"\^ery astute in me; I divined that,

too."

"We liked it, so we left it. Prett\-.

ain't it? Oh, beg pardon !" She blushed

and looked at him sidelong, laughing.

"That was a bad break! That came

mighty near to being the forbidden ques-

tion how you like it. All the same, it is

pretty, is if not:^"

"Extremely. Extremely pretty."

"There are going to be some tapestries

presently. Oh, don't be afraid! Not

those old worsted things full of maggots,

but beautiful new ones, painted by hand,

all in these same delicate colors. A story

in four scenes, one for each panel. The
'Fountain of Love' is the subject. It

sounds to me like something Biblical, Sun-

day-schoolish ; but Mr. Hunt says no, //

is not."

"Mr. Hunt—"
"The nephew, Charlie. You know

him, don't you? He 's getting them done

for me. He 's a great friend of mine.

He 's helped me a lot to buy things."

"Did he help you to buy the pictures?"

"Yes. He knows the dealers, and gets

them to make fair prices. I think it per-

fectly wonderful how cheap everything is

over here. He helped me to buy these,

too." She lifted the chain of pink corals,

graduated from the size of a pea to that of

a hazelnut, which with their delicate li\-

ing color brightened her winter dress. "1

can't say, though," she dropped, "that I

found these particularly cheap. Hush!"

she broke off. "It 's Hat! Quick!" she
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\\\\y he had whispered, "let 's get behind the door and

say 'Boo!' as she comes in."

Amazingly, incredibly to him, this

grown woman appeared about to ensconce

herself.

"But won't it make her jump?'' he

asked, supposing it to be Miss Madison

for whom the little surprise was intended.

"Of course it '11 make her jump. No
matter how often I do it, she jumps.

That 's the fun."

"Mrs. Hawthorne, please!" he begged

nervousl}'. "As a very special favor to

me, don't! It would make me jump, too

— horribly."

She stood listening while the footsteps

turned away and faded fruitlessly. With
a look of disappointment, as at opportu-

nity missed, she took up her lamp and

moved on.

"And here," she said, leaving the oval

room by the door opposite to the one they

had come through, "is the dining-room.

Which takes us back to the hall and com-

pletes the circle."

This room, of a fine new Pompeian red,

was lighted. The table was set, and a

butler busy at the sideboard. Gerald's

eye was caught by the brightness of a

china basket piled high with sumptuous

fruit, and similarly caught the next mo-

ment by the pattern of the curtains, in

which the same rampant red lion was in-

numerably repeated on a ground of wide-

meshed lace.

"Would n't it be a lo\ely liouse to gi\e

a party in?" she asked him. "Is n't it

exactly right to give a party in? There
are two big spare chambers up-stairs at

the back that would do, one for gentle-

men, one for ladies, to lay off their things

in. x\o use; we shall ha\e to give a

party."

Having returned up-stairs, he was with-

out any false delicacy shown her bedroom
and her friend's bedroom and their dress-

ing-rooms, as well as given a peep into the

two spare rooms, as yet incompletely fur-

nished, that he might get an idea how
beautiful these were going to be when
finally industry and good taste had been

brought to bear on them.
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At dinner, which Mrs. Hawthorne

seemed to have a fixed preference for call-

ing supper, it was Gerald who did most of

the talking. The ladies abandoned the

lead to him, and listened with Battering

attention while he called into use his not

too sadly rusted social gifts.

Whenever he stopped there was silence,

which he hastened again to break.

"You talk like Leslie," suddenly re-

marked Mrs. Hawthorne.

But now came the hot biscuits and the

syrup, borne in by the mystified butler at

the same time as the more conventional

dessert prepared by the cook.

Aurora smiled at the biscuits' beautiful

brown and, having broken one to test its

lightness, nodded in self-approval.

"They 're all right. Now you want to

put on lots of butter," she said. "Here,

that 's not near enough," she reproved

him. She reached over, took his biscuit,

buttered it as she thought it should be

buttered, and returned it to his plate

;

then, while eating, watched him eat with

eyes that expressed her simple love of

feeding up any one, man or animal, as

lean as he.

There had been shining in Aurora's

eyes all this evening, when they rested on

him, a look of great kindness, the conse-

quence of knowing how badly life had

treated him, and desiring that compensa-

tion should be made. He could not fail to

feel that w\irm ray playing over his bleak

surface. He could not but think what

nice eyes Mrs. Hawthorne had.

When he asked her if she knew how to

make many other such delicious things, it

became her turn to talk. Estelle here

joined in, and they exalted the fare of

home, affecting the fiction of having found

nothing but frogs' legs, cocks' combs, and

snails to feed upon since they struck Italy.

Blueberry-pie— did Mr. Fane remember

it? Fried oysters! Buckwheat cakes

!

He said he remembered, but did not

confess to any great emotion.

"You wait till Thursday," said Aurora.

"It 's Thanksgiving. We 're going to

have chicken-pie, roast turkey, mince-pie,

squash-pie, everything but cranberry

sauce. We can't get the cranberries. Will

>ou come?"

In haste and confusion he said, alas! it

would be impossible, wholly impossible,

intimating that he was a man of a thou-

sand engagements and occupations.

But after an interval, and talk of other

things, he inquired, with an effect of enor-

mous discretion, whether he might without

too great impertinence ask who was com-

ing to eat that wonderful Thanksgiving

dinner which her own hands, he must sup-

pose, would largely have to prepare.

"Just the Fosses. All the Fosses."

"Ah, Mr. Foss will feel agreeably like

the Great Turk."

"You mean he '11 be the only man? I

guess he can stand it. We thought of ask-

ing Charlie Hunt, too, but he 's English

and would seem an outsider at this par-

ticular gathering. Wish you 'd come.

You 're such a friend of theirs. Come on,

come!"

"Mrs. Hawthorne, you are so very un-

usually kind. If you would leave it open,

and then when the day arrives, if I should

find I could do so without—without— "

"Oh, yes. Come if you can. And be

sure, now, 3 ou come!"

They were still sitting at the table— din-

ner had been retarded by the circumstan-

tial round of the house—when music

resounding through the echoing rooms

stopped the talk.

It was the piano across the hall that had

been briskly and powerfully attacked.

The "Royal March" of Italy was played,

first baldly, then with manifold clinging

and wreathing variations.

Aurora signed to the servant to open

the dining-room door. All three at the

table sat in silence till the end of the piece.

Gerald wondered \\hat the evening

caller could be who made the moments of

waiting light to himself in this fanciful

manner.

"It 's Italo," said Mrs. Hawthorne,

rising. "I call him Italo because I never

can remember his other name. Come,

let 's go into the parlor."

It was all rosily lighted. Candles set
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on the piano at each side of the music-rest

enkindled glossy high lights on the nose-

bump and forehead bosses of Signor Cec-

cherelli, who at Mrs. Hawthorne's

appearance sprang up to salute. She

reached him her hand, over which he

deeply bowed.

"You 're to pla\' all those lovely things

I 'm so fond of," she directed him. " 'The

Swallow and the Prisoner,' 'The Butter-

flies,' 'The Cascade of Pearls.' And don't

forget the 'Souvenir of Saint Helena.'

Then the one of the soldiers marching off

and the soldiers coming home again. All

our favorites. Mr. Fane— are you ac-

quainted with each other? Italo—you '11

have to tell him your name yourself. All

I can think of is Checkerberry."

"Yes, yes, we are acquainted," said

Gerald, hurriedly. "We have seen each

other many times. Come staf"

"Oh, he can speak English."

"A leetle." Ceccherelli modestl\ ad-

mitted.

''He understands exerything I say. ^Ve

have great conversations. He comes every

evening when he is n't engaged to play

somewhere else."

She went to sit on the gorgeous brocade

sofa, arranging herself amid the multitude

of cushions so as to listen long and hap-

pil\-. Estelle preferring a straight-backed

chair, Gerald took the other corner of

Aurora's sofa. Immediately Ceccherelli

opened with "Souvenir de Sainte-Helene."

Aurora, respectful to the artist, talked in

a whisper.

'"He 's so talented! You simply could

n't count the pieces he can play. We do

enjoy it so! We have n't anything in

particular to do evenings if no one calls.

We don't often go out. We have n't been

here long enough to know many people.

And aside from his magnificent playing,

the little man is such good company ! We
do have fun! There, I must n't talk. I 'm

keeping \ou from listening."

Gerald settled back, too, as if to listen,

but to do the contrary was his fixed pur-

pose, even though the pianist, at last ap-

preciated, put into his plaj ing much feel-

ing and force. Gerald's eyes went \\an-

dering among the clutter of bric-a-brac,

from a green bronze lizard to a mosaic

picture of Roman peasants, from a leaning

tower of Pisa to a Sorrento box. Then
his eyes rose to the paintings. He closed

them.

The music was describing a hero's

death-bed, besieged by dreams of battle,

at moments so noisy that Gerald had to

open his eyes again for a look of curiosity

at the person who could produce so much
sound. As he watched him and his nose,

which was like the magnified beak of a

hen,— the nose of a man who loves to talk,

— he tried a little to imagine those merry

evenings spoken of by Aurora. The fellow

looked almost ludicrously solemn at this

moment. He took himself and his art

right seriously, there could be no doubt of

it. His face was a map of the emotions

expressed by the music, and wore, besides,

according to his conception of the part, the

look of a great man unacclaimed by his

own generation.

Diof what an ugly little man!

Gerald closed his eyes again.

He was dimly troubled, knowing that

there is no hope of an Italian ever really

understanding the ways of being and do-

ing of American women, and especially an

Italian of that class. But then it would

be equally difficult to make this American

woman understand just how the Italian

might misunderstand her.

He permitted himself a direct look at

her, where she rested among the cushions,

with ej'es closed again and a smile diffused

all over her face; her whole person, in-

deed, permeated with the essence of a

smile. Extraordinary that, loving music

so much, one could so much love such mu-

sic.

She surprised him by opening her eyes

and whispering

:

"Don't _\ou want tt) smoke?" showing

that for a moment at least she had not

been thinking of music. "\'ou can, if

\ou want to. Here, we '\e got some.

Don't go and tliink, now, that Estelle and

I have taken to smoking. Heavens above!

We sent out for them the other night

when Ciiarlie Hunt was here."
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She reached across the table near her

and handed him a box of cigarettes.

He was very glad to light one. To
smoke is soothing, and he felt the need of

it. Added to his vague distress at the

spectacle of such familiarity from these

ladies to that impossible little Italian, a

ferment of resentment was disquieting him

apropos of Hunt— those works of art of

which Hunt had facilitated the purchase.

Hunt, of a truth, ever since the first

mention of him that evening had been like

a fishbone in Gerald's throat.

He checked his thoughts, recognizing

that it is not sane or safe to permit oneself

to interpret the conduct of a person whom
one does not like. The chances of being

misled are too great. He uprooted a sus-

picion dishonoring to both.

Let it be taken for assured, then, that

Hunt had in this case no interest to for-

ward beyond his love for making himself

important. After all, if the ladies liked

bad pictures! Yet it was a shame that he

should frequent their house, be accepted

as their friend, invited by them, made
much of in their innocent and generous

way, then should make fun of them, as

Gerald felt that Hunt w'as doing.

Singularly, when next the music

stopped, Mrs. Hawthorne, after she with

true politeness had taken the box of ciga-

rettes to the other of her guests, spoke of

Hunt. Perhaps her thoughts, too, had

gone straying, and mysteriously encoun-

tered some straying thought of his.

"Charlie Hunt," she said, "is coming

on Sunday morning to take us to the pic-

ture-galleries. We 're going to play

hooky from church. His work, don't you

see, keeps him at the bank on week-days

till everything of that sort is closed."

"Mrs. Hawthorne," cried Gerald, and

sat up in unaffected indignation, while

mustache, beard, hair, everything about

him appeared to bristle, "I thought / had

been engaged to take you sight-seeing! I

thought it was to be my honor and privi-

lege! Mrs. Hawthorne, my dear-friend, if

you do not wish deeply to hurt me, deeply

to hurt me, you will write to Mr. Hunt at

once, this evening, and I will post the let-

ter, that \()u ha\e thought better of that

immoral plan for Sunday morning, and

are going to church like a good Christian

woman. And to-morrow, Mrs. Haw-
thorne, at whatever time will be conve-

nient for you, I will come and take you to

the Uffizi."

CHAPTER VI

Lending her spacious front room for the

Christmas bazaar in aid of the church,

and beholding it full of bustle and bright-

ness, was the thing that brought to the

acute stage Mrs. Hawthorne's longing to

see her whole house the scene of some huge

good time : she sent out innumerable in-

^'itations to a ball. iVIrs. Foss's card was

inclosed with hers. It was a farewell party

given for Brenda, w^hose day of sailing was

very near. The frequent inquiry how
Brenda should be crossing the ocean so

late in the year met with the answer that

her traveling companions had a brother

whose wedding had been timed thus awk-

wardly for them.

On the morning of the day before the

ball Gerald came to see Mrs. Hawthorne.

He was still intrusting the servant with

his message when Aurora, leaning over the

railing of the hallway above, called down
to him, "Come right up-stairs!"

He was aware of unusual activities all

around—workmen, the sound of hammer-

ing, housemaids plying brooms and brushes.

Leslie Foss, with her hat on, looked from

the dining-room and said, "Hello, Ger-

ald 1" too busy for anything more. Frau-

lein seemed to be with her, helping at

something.

The great central white-and-gold door,

to-day open, permitted a glimpse, as he

started up the stairs, of a man on a step-

ladder fitting tall wax-candles into one of

the great chandeliers. From unseen quar-

ters floated Estelle's voice, saying, "Ploo

hah! No/Iff, ploo hoe.'"

Mrs. Hawthorne met him at the head

of the stairs. The slight disorder of her

hair, usually so tidy, pointed to unusual

exertions on her part, also. Her face was

flushed with excitement and, to judge by

her \\reathing smiles, with happiness.
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"I saw you coming," she greeted him.

"Rlverisco! Beata Lei! Mamma mia!

And do you know how I saw you ? Come
here."

She led the way to the back, where the

windows-door stood open on to the roof of

the portico, which formed a terrace.

"See? I 've had it glassed in for to-

morrow night. We could n't say we had

n't plenty of rooms before, and plenty of

room in them. That 's just the trouble:

there are n't any nooks in this big, square

house. So I 've made one. This is Flirta-

tion Alcove."

"You are very busy, I am afraid, Mrs.

Hawthorne. I ought not to take your

time."

"Can't you sit down a minute?"

"I have come to ask a favor."

"I guess I can say it 's granted even be-

fore you ask."

"I should like to retract my refusal of

30ur very kind invitation for to-morrow

evening. I have explained to you my
weak avoidance of crowds. I have deter-

mined to overcome it in this case, and I

want your permission to bring a friend

with me."

"That? How can you ask? Bring ten!

liring twenty ! Bring as many as you 've

got ! As for coming yourself, I 'm tickled

to death that 3'ou 've reconsidered."

"It 's not quite as simple as it seems,

Mrs. Hawthorne. I shall ha\'e to tell you

more."

At her indication, he took the other half

of the little dumpling sofa which had

seemed to her an appropriate piece of fur-

niture for Flirtation Alcove, and which,

with a rug on the floor, formed so far its

only decoration. In the clear, bare morn-

ing light of outdoors, which bathed them,

she still looked triumphantly fresh, but he

looked tired.

"It is Lieutenant Giglioli for whom I

have come to beg an invitation. \'ou per-

haps know whom I mean."

"Let me see. I can't tell. Quite a few

ofl^cers have been introduced, but I ne\'er

can get their names."

"Has n't Mrs. Foss or Leslie ever

spoken of him ?"

"Not so far as I can remember. In

what way do you mean?"

"They evidently have not." He seemed

to be given pause by this and need to

gather force from reflection before going

on, as he did after a moment, overcoming

his repugnance. "He is the reason for poor

Brenda being packed off to America."

"Oh, is that it?"

"He came to see me last evening and

spent most of the night talking of her.

We were barely acquainted before ; but he

knew I am a close friend of the Fosses,

and in that necessity to ease their hearts

with talk which Italians seem to feel he

chose me. I felt sorry for him."

"She 's turned him down?"

"No; she loves him."

Again Gerald stopped, as after making

a communication of great gravity. Mrs.

Hawthorne, listening with breathless in-

terest, made no sound that urged him to

go on.

"But he has nothing beside his officer's

pa\ ," Gerald went on when the surprise

of his revelation had been allowed time to

pass, "and she on her side has nothing

but wliat her parents might give her, who,

\ou probably know, have no great abun-

dance. His proposals were made to them,

as is the custom in this country, and ha\e

been formally declined."

"They are both too poor. I see," saitl

Mrs. Hawthorne; but added quickly, as if

she had not really seen, "It seems sort of

funny, though, does n't it, to let that keep

them, if they 're fond of each other?"

"Oh, it 's not that. However fond, they

could n't marry without her bringing her

husband a fixed portion. It is the law in

this country, in the case of officers of the

army, to keep up the dignity of that im-

pressive body, you understand. In the case

of a lieutenant the doie. or dowry, must be

forty thousand francs. I learned the ex-

act sum for the first time last night."

"How much is that? Let me see,— "

Mrs. Hawthorne did mental arithmetic

rather quickly for a woman,— "eight thou-

sand dollars. And the Fosses can't give

it."

"Of their ability to give it if they
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wished to I am no judge. But they are

not convinced that the sacrifice ought to

be made." He frowned at the pattern on

the rug, and suddenly cut at it impatiently

with his stick. "It is a singular story, in

which everybody is right and the result

wrong, horribly wrong!"

"Oh, dear me!" sighed Mrs. Haw-
thorne, feeling with him even before un-

derstanding.

"I ought perhaps to say," he corrected,

"everybody is good and well-meaning, but

has been unwise. And everybody now has

to pay."

"I 've thought right along that the

Fosses had some reason for not being very

happy," said Mrs. Hawthorne, "and I

guessed it was something about Brenda.

But they never said anything, and I did

n"t try to make out. Brenda does n't take

to me, somehow, as the others do. I 'm

not her kind, of course; but I do adore

her from afar. She 's so beautiful ! She "s

like a person in a story-book, who at the

end dies, looking at the sunset over the

sea, or else marries the prince."

"Yes, Brenda is wonderful."

"I never should take her for an Amer-

ican."

"She 's not like one, and yet she is. She

has grown up in this country and breathed

in its ideas and feelings till she even looks

Italian. Her parents are the sort of

Americans that fifty years of foreign

countries would n't budge; but they be-

gan later. Still, it is because Brenda is

American, after all, that cruelties are be-

ing committed. Her family have taken it

for granted that one of them could n't

really be in love with an Italian, least of

all that joke, a dapper and decorative

Italian officer that a girl buys at a fixed

price for her husband. And Brenda can't

say to them : 'But I am. I am in love with

just 'such a man. The happiness of my
life depends upon your finding the vulgar

sum of money with which to buy him for

me.' Because of the American-ness all

round, Brenda can't say that to them,

and because she does n't say it, they are

in doubt, they only half apprehend, they

d(jn't understand. The one tiling the\ are

sure of is that to marry a foreigner is a

mistake. And the one safe thing they see

to do, when Brenda's face, combined with

her entire reserve toward them, has be-

gun to torment them seriously, is to send

her away, where, if the truth be that she

mj-steriously is 'interested in' an Italian,

the change of scene may help to put him

out of her head."

"So that 's why the\' 're sending her

home!"

"There are no better or dearer people

in the world, kind, true, just; but—

"

Gerald held in, and showed how much he

hated to make any sort of reservation

—

"in this they have been to blame. They
bring growing girls to Italy, where, such

is their confidence in I don't know what

quality supposed to be inherent and to

produce immunity from love of Italian

men, they never dream that there may
happen to them an Italian son-in-law."

He gave her a moment to realize how
rash this was; then hurried, as if wishing

to get through as quickly as possible with

the disagreeable, if not disgraceful, task

of criticizing his friends and of gossiping:

"During the progress of the affair Mrs.

Foss lets all go on as the little affairs and

flirtations of her own youth were allowed

to go on at home. She likes her daughters

to be admired. With Mrs. Foss's know-

ledge, Brenda, during a whole summer at

the seaside, receives Giglioli's letters, writ-

ten at first, or partly, in English, which

he is learning with her help. With this

excuse of English, it is a correspondence

and courtship dans toutes les regies. Brenda

is not asked by an American mother to

show her letters or his. Giglioli, with his

traditions, could not have imagined such a

thing if the parents were unwilling to re-

ceive him as a suitor. Brenda herself

—

one will never know about Brenda, how
it began, what she thought or hoped. She

is very \()ung; no doubt she did hope.

Children seldom know much about their

parents' means. She very likely thought

hers could make her the present of a

dowry, as they had made her other pres-

ents. But when she discovered their at-

titude toward the whole matter, with dig-
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nity and delicacy she let all he as they

desired, incapable of pressing them to tax

their resources to give her a thing their

prejudice is so strongly set against."

For a moment Mrs. Hawthorne had

nothing to say, busy with pondering what
she had heard. In conclusion, "I don't

see how, if she really loves this Italian, she

could give him up so gracefully," she said.

"She has not given him up, Mrs. Haw-
thorne," said Gerald. "Believe me, she

has not. She has some plan, some dream,

for bringing about the good end in time

without aid from her parents. I am sure

of it. No, she has not given him up." He
had before him, vivid in memory, the im-

age of Brenda in the little church, and

was looking at that, though his eyes were

on \lvs. Hawthorne's friendly and atten-

tive face. "She is at the wonderful hour

of her love," he said, "when the world is

transfigured and life lifted above the

every-day into regions of poetry. When
to wait a hundred years for him would

seem no more difficult than to wait a day.

She is sure of him, the immortality of his

passion, as she is sure of herself."

"How wonderful!" breathed Mrs.

Hawthorne, after a little silence in which

Gerald had been thinking with a very

sickness of sympathy of Brenda and the

sinister propensity of the Fates for bring-

ing to nothing the most valiant dreams

and hopes; and Mrs. Hawthorne had been

thinking entirely of Gerald, whose own
heart was so much more certainly revealed

b\' what he said than could be anybody-

else s.

"Unfortunatel\-,"— he turned abruptly

to another part of his subject,— "he is not

of the same temperament. She has some
project, I imagine, for earning the money
for her dowry, poor child, by music, sing-

ing, painting. But he does not know her

\ows of fidelity, because her parents did

use their authority so far as gently to re-

quest her not to write to him or see him ;

and she promised, and a promise with
Brenda is binding. And he has felt his

honor involved in not writing or meeting
her. But, though separated, they have

been in the same city ; they could hope to

catch a glimpse of each other now and

then. I dare say, too, he cherished the

hope of some miracle,— it is so natural to

hope. But now they are sending her

awa\-, and it seems to him the black end

of everything."

"I see. And what you want is
—

"

"To be driven half a world apart for

indefinite periods, more than probably for-

ever, without one look, one word of leave-

taking, is truly too much. Granted that

they are not to have each other, they ought

not to be torn in two like a bleeding bod\

.

Let them have to remember a few last

beautiful moments!"

Mrs. Hawthorne had become pensive.

He watched her sidewise, trying to divine

what turn her thoughts were taking. Her
prolonged silence made him uneasy.

"It would n't be wrong, you think?"

she asked finally. "Mrs. Foss would n't

be cross with us?"

"If it is wrong, my dear iVIrs. Haw-
thorne, let it be wrong!" he cried impetu-

ousl}-. "If any one is cross, we will bow
our heads meekly— after having done

what we regarded as merciful. Let us

not permit a cruelty it was in our power

to prevent!"

But Mrs. Hawthorne continued to dis-

quiet him by hesitating, while her face

suggested the travels of her thought all

around and in and out of the question un-

der consideration.

"You don't think it would perhaps be

cruel to Brenda?" she laid before him an-

other difficulty in the way of making up

her mind. "Might n't it just ruin the

evening for her, with the painfulness of

good-bys ? Or, if she does n't in the least

expect him. the shock of the surprise?"

"If I know that beautiful girl, passion-

ate as an Italian under her American self-

control, it wnll be the blessed shock of an

answered prayer."

He was growing afraid of the calm

common sense that tried to see the thing

from every side and weigh the merits of

each person's point of view. Feeling it

intolerable to be refused, he suddenly ap-

pealed to her pity, away from her justice.

"O Mrs. Hawthorne, life is so unkind,
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and to be always wise simply deadly ! A
few memories to treasure is all the good

we finally have of our miserable days, and

to catch at a moment of gold without

care that it will have to be paid for is the

only way to have in our hands in all our

lives anything but copper and lead
;

yes,

dull lead, common copper." He covered

his face and pressed his eyes in a way he

had when the world seemed too hopeless

and baffling ; then as suddenly straightened

out, remarking more quietly, "The Fosses

are too wise."

"They have my sympathy, I must sa\

,

Mr. Fane." Mrs. Hawthorne hurriedly

defended herself against being moved. "I

should be just as much afraid as they to

have my daughter marry a foreigner."

"Mrs. Hawthorne, you ought to be

afraid to have your daughter marry any-

body." He gathered heat again and vehe-

mence. "As regards Italians, we are all

one mass of superstitions. We are alwaj s

comparing our best with their bad. As a

matter of truth, our best and their best

and the best the world over are one as

good as the other, and our worst can't be

exceeded by anything Italy can show. If

you make the difficulty that we are differ-

ent, our point of view different, I object

that Brenda's is not so different. The
international marriages that turn out well

make no noise, but there are plenty of

them. I have seen any number in the or-

dinary middle classes. No, parents are

twice as old as their children ; that is the

trouble and always will be. The older

people by prudence secure a certain thing,

but it 's not the thing youth wanted. The
older see a certain thing as preferable, be-

cause they are old ; but the young were

right for themselves, for a time, at least,

until they, too, grew old and saw a long

peace and comfort as superior to a brief

love and rapture. Brenda is not shallow

or changeable ; it may be her one chance

of happiness that her parents in their anx-

ious affection are trying to remove her

from, and which she will cling to with

every invisible fiber of her being until she

conquers, or turns into a dismal old

maid."

"You seem to like him. Is he such a

fine man really?"

"I don't know a finer, in his way."

"Good looking?"

"Mrs. Hawthorne, what a frivolous

question! But he He is one of the

most completely handsome men I know.

Rather short, that 's all."

"Oh, what a pity!"

"But, if you must insist on that sort of

symmetry, Brenda is not tall. He is a

kind of Italian, more common than one

thinks, that does n't get into literature,

having nothing exciting, mysterious,

wicked, or even conspicuously picturesque

about him. After being a good son,

—

they are very often good sons,— he will

be a good husband and a good father, like

his own father before him. He is without

vanity, while looking like a square-built,

stocky, responsible Romeo. Devoted to

duty, passionate for order, absolutely

punctilious in matters of honor and cour-

tesy, he is a good citizen, a good soldier.

He belongs to excellent people, I gathered,

whose fortune, once larger, is very small.

They live in the Abruzzi, I think he said.

He is the eldest son and hope of the house.

His gratitude to them comes first of all,

he made me understand. He would be

an indegno, unworthy of esteem and love,

if that were not so. He had never cared

for pleasures, he told me ; even in the time

not demanded by the service he studied.

He wished to be useful to his country ; he

looked for the advancement to be gained

by solid capacity in military things. But

he had friends, for he is of a manly, mod-

est sort. One evening during Carnival

last year certain of these friends dropped

in on their way to a dance, a costume-

party at the house of Americans, and see-

ing him so absorbed by duties and studies,

thought it a lark to tempt him from these

and take him along. And he. to astonish

them for once, he says, let it happen, they

assuring him that he would be well re-

ceived if presented as their friend. One
of them had on two costumes, one on top

of the other, of which he lent him one, a

monk's frock and cowl. So they went.

At the ball was Brenda as the Snow-
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queen. And the fatal thing happened at

very first sight of her. It is a repetition of

Romeo and Juliet, as you see. These

things he told me with actual tears in the

finest dark eyes I have perhaps ever seen,

and without seeming any the less manly

for them. He told me, and I believed him.

He came to me, poor fellow, because it

was the nearest he could come to Brenda,

and he trusted, I suppose, that I would

tell her he had been."

Mrs. Hawthorne looked soft and sym-

pathetic, but far away, and when he

stopped, did not speak, engrossed, it was

to be hoped, by the story just told.

He continued, though discouraged

:

"He wanted to know if I thought he

would be guilty of an impardonable

breach should he ask permission to write

her one letter before she left. This part-

ing without farewell is the last bitter

touch to his tragedy. Brenda, when it had

been decided that she should leave, sent

word to him by that little pianist who
comes here. Again through the same chan-

nel he received word that the day of de-

parture w^as fixed. Can you think what

it means, Mrs. Hawthorne? Have you

in j'our experience or imagination the

wherewith to form any conception, dear

Mrs. Hawthorne, of what it means?"

"All right, I\Ir. Fane; bring him!" she

said in haste. "You 've made me want to

cry. I must n't let myself cry; it makes my
nose red. What did you say his name is?"

"Giglioli."

"Spell it. Gig— no, it 's no use. What 's

the other part of his name?"
"Manlio."

"That 's a little better. I guess he '11

have to be Manlio to me. Bring him

along, whatever happens, and then let 's

pray hard to have everything happen

right."

Not much later on the same day IVIrs.

Hawthorne's brougham might have been

seen climbing Viale dei Colli, with the

lady inside, alone, engaged in meditation.

"It would be a pity," she was thinking,

as she alighted before Villa Foss, "that a

little matter of eight thousand dollars

should stand in the way of perfect bliss!"

CHAPTER VII

So many forces had been enlisted, into so

many hands the white card given, to make
Mrs. Hawthorne's ball a success, that it

could hardly fail to be somewhat splendid.

On a platform raised in one corner of the

ball-room sat the little orchestra assem-

bled and conducted by Signer Ceccherelli,

who, from his mien, might have been the

creator of these musicians and originator

of all music.

Charlie Hunt was floor-master, and

busy enough. Another might perhaps

have done as much and not appeared so

busy. The cotillion especially gave him

a great deal to do. Ever) body understood

that he had planned all the figures and

bought the favors. Some received an im-

pression that the ball was entirely man-

aged by him, who was such a very great

friend of the hostess. Some even carried

home an idea that the hostess never did

anything without consulting him, and

more often than not besought him to do

it for her.

Mrs. Foss stood near the central door

with Mrs. Hawthorne, receiving. She

had not omitted from her list one ac-

quaintance in Florence of the suitable

class. Everybody was there ; the style of

invitation-card sent had suggested a grand

occasion.

All the persons she had seen at the

Fosses' on the first Friday evening at their

house Mrs. Hawthorne saw again, and

many more. Balm de Breze, with a gal-

lantry of old style, bent his black-lacquer

mustache over her glove. The dark Lan-

dini pressed her hand with a pinch the

warmth of which pricked her attention,

and she found his eyes fixed on her with

more the air of seeing her than is common
at a first meeting.

Suddenly her heart thumped like a

school-girl's. Gerald was coming, and

with him an officer who must surely be

Manlio. She tried to keep down her emo-

tion, but the pink of her face deepened, a

trembling seized her smile.

The Italian was as white as paper, his

mustache and brows made spots of ink on
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it ; his eyes were as deep and still as wells

in the night. She could hardly douht

that his heart was in a tumult, but he

spoke without disaster to his voice, thank-

ing her in a formal phrase. She perceived,

from a distinct advantage over him in

height, how faultlessly handsome he was

in a quiet, unmagnetic way. Never had

she seen anything to equal the whiteness

of his teeth except her pearls in their black

velvet case.

After having paid his duty to her, he

remained for some minutes speaking with

Mrs. Foss, who appeared as kind, while

he appeared as calm and natural, as if

time had moved back, and they were still

at last spring and the beginning of his

visits. Of all concerned Aurora was the

least collected.

"I can't help it!" she murmured to

Gerald, while the other two were talking

together. "I 'm all of a tremble. I feel

as if I were Brenda ; and at the same time

I feel as if I were him— or he."

Mrs. Foss turned to them to say she

believed everybody had arrived, and with

Giglioli moved away from the door. Ger-

ald asked Mrs. Hawthorne if they should

waltz, but she refused, because she ought

to be looking after the people who were

not dancing and seeing that every one had

a good time. She should dance only once

that evening, she told him, and it should

be with Mr. Foss, who had promised to

dance at her party if she would promise

to dance with him.

Gerald sent his eyes around the room

to see if any one was free whom it would
be a sort of duty to ask to dance. In a

doorway, and not quite as festive in looks

as the majority, which gave to the room

the effect of an animated flower-bed, he

perceived a figure in snuff-brown silk, just

in front of which, soberly watching the

dancers, was a little girl in a short dress

of embroidered white, a blue hair-ribbon,

and blue enamel locket. At once drop-

ping his search for a partner. Gerald went
to join this pair.

"O Gerald!"— the little girl snatched

his hand without ceasing for more than a

second to watch the ball-room Hoor.— "I

have promised to go home willingly at ten

o'clock!" It was spoken in a gentle wail.

"My child," said Friiulein, "you must

begin to prepare, for I fear it cannot be

far from ten."

"O Fraulein, don't keep talking about

it! Please!"

"When you leave this pleasure, Lili,

remember there will be still that other

pleasure of the long ride home in the night

and the moonlight."

"Yes." Lily, glad again, turned wholly

to Gerald, the music having stopped,

"Mrs. Hawthorne told mother that if she

would let me come I should be taken

home in her own carriage, with all the

furs around us and a hot water-box for

our feet, so that we never could catch

cold. Was n't it sweet of her? And we
've both already had ices and cakes, before

anybody else, because she said we must.

Don't you think she 's sweet, Gerald?"

"Sweet as honey," he said.

"O Gerald,"— Lily's tone was fairly

lamentable,— "have you seen the baskets

of favors that are going to be given away

by and by? And I have to go home will-

ingly, cheerfully, promptly, at ten

o'clock!"

"Lily, if any lady is so good and so

misguided as to honor me with a favor, I

will bring it to you in my pocket to-mor-

row or soon after, I promise."

"What hour is it, Herr Fane?" asked

Fraulein over Lily's head.

Gerald drew out his watch and hesi-

tated, sincerely sorry.

"To be exact, it is tliree minutes and

three quarters to ten," he said.

Lily's mouth dropped open, and out of

the small dark hollow one could fear for

a second that a cry of protest or revolt

might come ; but the very next moment it

was seen that Lily had returned to be the

best child in the world and the most hon-

orable.

"Good night, Gerald !" she said, with a

wistfully willing, cheerful, ready face.

"You won't forget?"

"Fhe ball had been raging, if one may

so express. it, for several hours, the feast

was at its height, when Aurora, confused
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with the richness and nuiltiplicity of her

impressions, and aware of a happy fatigue,

withdrew from her guests to be for a few

minutes just a quiet looker-on.

She could see a little way into tlie ball-

room, where certain younger couples, mad
for dancing, were making the most of the

time when the floor was relatively empty,

the supper-room being proportionately

full. Supper over, the cotillion would be-

gin. She could hear the merry sound

of spoons and glasses, and knew what

good things were being consumed. All

the house was involved in festivity, and

resounding with it. In the up-stairs sit-

ting-room were card-tables. In the im-

provised conservatory opposite to it one

large dim lantern glowed softly amid

palms and flow^ers.

All evening it had seemed to her rather

as if she walked in a dream. More than

ever now, as she stopped to take account

of all the wonderfulness surrounding her,

it felt to her like a dream ; so that she said

to herself, "This is I, Nell— is it possi-

ble? Is it possible that this is I— Nell?"

And no doubt because she had been too

excitedly happy and was tired, and the

time had come for some degree of reac-

tion, her joy fell, withered like a child's

collapsing balloon, when, contrasting the

present with the past for the sake of see-

ing the things before her as more rarely

full of wonder and charm, she saw those

other things. Memories she did not will-

ingly call up rose of themselves, and

forced her to give them her attention in

the midst of that scene of flowers, light,

music. The brightness, the flavor, went
out of these as if under an unkind magic.

"It 's a wonder," she thought, "that I

can ever be as happy as I am. I do won-
der at myself how I can do it to rejoice."

But the next minute she was smiling

again, sweetly, heart-wholly, forgetfully.

She had caught sight of Gerald looking at

her as if about to approach.

"Who are you going to dance the co-

tillion with?" she asked gaih'.

"You, Mrs. Hawthorne, with your

kind consent."

"No, I could n't do it. I onlv dance a
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little bit, just what Estelle lias taugiit me
since we 've been here. 1 don't keep step

very well ; I walk all over my partner's

feet. Besides, it would n't do, because

I 've already refused to dance with Mr.
Landini."

"Sit it out with me, then, I beg you

will, if \()u positi\el\- do not wish to

dance."

"Oh, but you must dance! I want you

to. I want to behold you all stuck over

with favors."

"It 's true that I must have a few fa-

vors for Lily ; but could n't a good fairy

arrange it, and then we let the others heat

themselves while we keep cool and rest?

I feared a moment ago that j-ou were feel-

ing tired, Mrs. Hawthorne."

"Look!" she whispered, interrupting

him.

He imperceptibly turned in the direc-

tion of her stolen glance. Two figures

were ascending the opposite flight of

stairs, looking at each other while they in-

audibly talked : Brenda, in filmy white

diversified by a thread of silver; Manlio,

carrying over his arm, and in his absorp-

tion letting trail a little, a white scarf

beautiful with silver embroideries, in his

hand a white pearl fan. Slowly the pair

mounted and were lost to sight.

Neither Gerald nor Mrs. Hawthorne
made any comment. Gerald, after a si-

lence, spoke of Lily's increasing resem-

blance to her sister. Mrs. Hawthorne
was reminded that they must go and se-

lect some favors for Lily, and led the way.

They sat together through the cotillion,

and Gerald more than usual tried to be a

sympathetic companion, easy to talk to,

easy to get on with. Because he had seen

the shadow of sadness on Mrs. Haw-
thorne's face. He was always quick to

see such things.

No trace of it remained. Her dimples

were in full play, but he found it accord-

ing to his humor to continue uncritical,

inexpressively tender, toward this big,

bonny child who never curbed the ex-

pression of a complete kindness toward

himself.

More interesting to them than any
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other dancers were naturally Brenda and

Manlio, partners for the cotillion. Cer-

tainly the plot for giving those two a few

beautiful last hours together was proving

a success. Brenda was calmly, collectedly

luminous; Manlio, uplifted to the point

of not quite knowing what he did. Radi-

ant and desperate, he looked to Gerald,

who found his state explained by the

facts as he knew them.

He had been glad to find the Fosses

sharing his point of view that to forbid

Giglioli a sight of Brenda before the long

parting would have been unnecessarily

cruel. Mrs. Hawthorne, it seemed to him,

had lost sight of what was to follow. She

was exclusively delighted with their joy

of the evening, she gave no thought to

their misery next day. It was amazing to

him, the extent to which she had forgot-

ten.

So he said aloud, "Poor things! Poor

dears!" and discovered that it was not

forgetfulness exactly in Mrs. Hawthorne,

but that general optimism which insists

on believing in a loophole of possibility

through which things can slip and some-

how turn out right after all.

The party was over. The last half-

dozen people were standing and laughing

with Mrs. Hawthorne and Miss Madi-
son around Percy Lavin while he told a

final good story, when one of the guests

who had departed some time before re-

turned.

Mrs. Hawthorne caught sight of the

figure in closed coat, tall hat, and white

silk muffler as soon as it entered the house,

for the group of laughers stood near the

ball-room door, and this was only sepa-

rated from the inner house door by the

wide hall. Without waiting for the end

of the comic story Mrs. Hawthorne hur-

ried to the guest, whose reason for return-

ing she naturally wished to know, though

it easily might have been only his forgot-

ten cane.

Tluit it was nothing of tlie kind she at

once perceived. He looked upset.

"May I speak with you a moment?" he

asked at once.

They stepped into the nearest room,

still brightly lighted, but deserted.

"What 's the matter?" she inquired,

prepared by his face for news of trouble,

"Mrs. Hawthorne, we 've done it!"

said Gerald. "Giglioli tells me that he 's

giving up the army, and Brenda has prom-

ised to marry him!" He was on the

verge of laughing hysterically.

"Oh!" Mrs. Hawthorne paused to

watch him, and wonder why they should

not without further to-do rejoice and tri-

umph. "Well? What 's wrong with

that?"

"O Mrs. Hawthorne, it 's deadl\ !" he

exclaimed with conviction. "If it were a

simple solution, why should n't it have

been suggested before?"

"It did suggest itself to me, in the quiet

of my inside, you know."

"But you, dear lady, can't be supposed

to understand. Oh, it 's either too, too

beautiful, or else too, too bad ! And in

this dear world of ours the probability is

that it 's too bad. He was taken off his

feet by his emotion ; he offered her what
he will feel later he had no right to offer

— a good deal more than his life. But it

shows, does n't it, that he does immensely

love her. To throw into the balance

everything— his career, his family, his

country— and offer them up! "Eo cut his

throat for a kiss."

"You 're quite right; I can't under-

stand," she hurried in. "What makes

you say 'cut his throat' ? Could n't he go

into some other business just as well as

the army?"

"All in the world he 's fitted for is the

army. Do you see that beautiful fellow

going to America, for instance, and earn-

ing a living as a teacher of Italian, or as

the representative of some tobacco inter-

est? There is no way of earning a proper

living over here, you know. Oh, I 'm

afraid he will feel, when he wakes up, like

a deserter toward his country and an in-

grate toward his family and even toward

Brenda like a misgin'der of her youtii."

"But, look here, is n't there a chance

that having each other ^\'i\[ make up to

them for everything else?"
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"That of course was their sentiment at

the moment of doing it. We did the work

so well, Mrs. Hawthorne, that their pas-

sion, raised to a beautiful madness, would

make them see anything as possible to be

done so long as it gave them to each

other, obviated the horrible necessity to

part. Oh, it is touching, but dreadful!

\Vhat were we dreaming? The thing I

so greatly fear is that when he comes to

himself he will feel dishonored, and Ital-

.

ians do not bear that easily, if at all."

"Now see here, don't you go imagining

things, and worry. And don't you let that

> oung man worn,-. He is n't leaving the

army to-morrow or the day after, is he?"

"No. In the natural course of things,

I suppose, it will take some time."

"Well, I don't at all relish, myself, the

idea of seeing that beautiful fellow, as

you say, in every-day clothes— the sort

they wear over here— after seeing him all

glorious in silver braid and stars. No, I

just can't bear to think of him giving

them up. At the same time I don't agree

with you that he had better have given up

his girl than them. And I don't believe

she will mind about his clothes one way
or the other."

"But there is his family, a thousand ob-

ligations— he spoke of them himself."

"Perhaps the Fosses, now this has hap-

pened and they see how much in earnest

the blessed creatures are, will sell some of

their stock in California gold-mines and

afford the dowry you spoke of."

"But Giglioli will blush at this forcing

of their hand."

"Now, see here, }ou keep that \oung

man cool. He has n't done anything to

be ashamed of. Brenda knows her own
mind, and I don't believe her father and

mother would stand in the way of her

marrying a tramp if he was honest and

her heart set on him. You tell that young

man, in your own way, to sit tight and

put his trust in the Lord."

Gerald's nervous laughter for a moment
got the better of him. He covered his

face to check it, then, tearing away his

hands, made the gesture of releasing a

pack of tugging hounds too strong for

him to hold. Let them be of? and at the

devil!

"I did n't come here looking for com-

fort, dear Mrs. Hawthorne. Your op-

timism is constitutional, you know, rather

than enlightened. I merely came to tell

m.y accomplice the result of our meddling

with destiny. 'Accomplice' is a manner

of speaking. Don't suppose I forget that

I alone am to blame. Good night. 1 must

go back to him where I left him, with his

head among the stars and clouds, and his

feet perhaps beginning to burn already

with the heat of the nether fire. As you

say, let 's be cheerful, let 's hope for the

best I Ha !"

( Tu be continued )

^:^i^3
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THE CARAVAX

With my own eyes I saw in the desert

That the deh'berate man outstripped him

who had hurried on.

The wind-footed steed is broken down in

his course,

While the camel-driver jogs on with his

beast to the end of the journey.

— Saui : "The Flower-Garden."

ONE of my study windows, catching

all the sun of the south, faces a nar-

row, tilted country of gardens, darkly

walled by a semicircle of mountains. One
of my bedroom windows gives me a

glimpse of sparser gardens and the clay-

colored town and the plain that dips and

rises delicately against the north. Hut

both rooms look east, into the desert.

It is the kind of desert that the

Persians call buihan. not the \ aster

and more desolate ////. Beyond ou

own, however, no garden wall ven-

tures into it. Neither house nor pop-

lar breaks the simplicity of its flowing

lines. The empty land droops away

toward the left, intercepted only by

the Musalla, that barren bluff which

archaeologists like to fancy the site of

seven-walled Ecbatana. Not quite op

posite my windows a smaller hill,

214

are and pointed like a cone, pricks

he horizon. Beyond it lies an in-

u'ble hollow, the farther edge of

which marks the limit of my \ isible

world.

Of the sights to be seen from the four

sides of our house this view offers least.

Yet because it is mine I like it, and be-

cause it is so open and solitary, and be-

cause the faithful Persian sun rarely dis-

appoints me there of his inorning miracle,

and because at night stars hang there of a

brilliancy I have never seen, and so low

that I can watch them from my bed. And
I ain new enough from the West never

to forget that those windows look into

Asia. Beyond that uneven rim of the

east lies Kum. Beyond Kum is the ////,

that great desert which has small reason

to be less renowned thaii Gobi and the

Sahara. Beyond the lut are Afghanistan,

and Kashmir, and Tibet.

\\\ the morning tlie sun looks

strange to me, because he is fresh

from I'ibet and Kashmir and Af-

ghanistan. At night the stars make

me wonder what other watchers see

them—what riders of camels, what

prowlers of the dark, what sitters b\

red embers. How many times have

1 made in imagination that journey

eastward from m\ window, across
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wastes of salt and saiiJ and poisoned

water, through forests and ghiciers that

prop the sky, into valleys the wildest

and most secret of the earth, that jour-

ney which no man of the West could

make alone or undisguised and come alive

into the uplands of China. And if he

did, no man of all he met could un-

derstand the reason of his coming. They
have no curiosity about us. the lands we
live in, the things we live for. Why
have we so continuing a curiosity about

them ? Is it that in those distant and si-

lent places we would not once hear a fac-

tory whistle or see a railroad track? Is

it the lure of their jealous seclusion ? Of
their cloudy antiquity? Is it a simple

astonishment that men can be content

with so little, find the sight of the sun

enough, and the sound of known voices?

Who knows but there might be in it some

vague ancestral stirring of nostalgia or a

secret question of our own unrest? What
if, after all, they of the East see the end

from the beginning, and live a life more
intense than we? But even there whis-

tles begin to sound. Nearer and nearer

creep the rails that thread the ends of the

\\orld. And what then ? I could never

tell all I see in the desert at night.

In the daytime I am more concerned

with what passes between our garden wall

and the crumpled rim of the horizon.

There is no great passing on that tawny

slope save of light and shadow, for

the highways all march out of the

town in other directions. Runnels of

water flash in the sun at their seasons. In

the autumn and in the spring oxen tickle

the earth with the little wooden plow of

Asia. There is a time when I watch the

rippling of wheat like a lake. That is also

the time when I may hear, heightened by

distance, a melancholy singing. Peasants

occasionally pass, with russet rags flapping

about bare knees. A rare horseman gal-

lops afar, his dark mantle eddying behind

him. Mules and donkeys are less rare,

tinkling from nowhere to nowhere.

Silence is so much the note of the place

that I was astonished one winter after-

noon to hear a new sound, a jingle-jangle

that grew louder as I listened. I was the

more astonished because snow was deep

on the ground, and passers had been fewer

than ever. I went to the window to look.

Camels! Out of the crack between Mu-
salla and the town they came, the dark

line of them lengthening obliquely across

the snow till it reached the corner of the

garden above ours. I am a child about

camels. I shall never see enough of them.

It is not only their strangeness, however,

which for us of the West makes them the

symbol of Asia. They are immensely

decorative in themselves, though they are

so much the color of the lands they live

in that they have a curious power of in-

visibility, for creatures so large, unless you

catch them against the sky. But the snow

i^^ brought eut the silhouettes of these the

more fantastically because of the

loads lashed on each side of their

humps. I caught glimpses of sad-
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die-cloths and big saddle-bags woven like

the precious rugs of the country. Neck-

laces of bright beads made another touch

of color, or dangling plaques of beads,

with much blue in them to ward off

the evil eye. And the camels wore al-

most as many bells as beads. Some car-

ried them around their necks in strings.

A few beasts, bigger than the rest, had

one great copper bell slung from the sad-

dle, which rang out a slow ding-dong

amid the general jingle-jangle. It made

me think of Charpentier's "Impressions

d'ltalie," and the way he suggests the

tinkling of mule-bells. But this was some-

thing deeper and wilder, and evoked the

endless marches of the desert.

There were more camels in that cara-

van than I had ever seen before. It did

not occur to me to count them until many
of them were out of sight ; then I counted

nearly three hundred. They marched in

single file in groups of six or seven, each

group roped together like barges in a tow

and led by a man. Many of the men had

an odd Mongolian look in their little,

round fur caps, with the skin outside.

The eyes of almost all of them were in-

flamed from the glare of the sun on the

snow. Where had they come from ?

Where were they going? I had no tongue

to ask, nor could I have understood if

they told me. They disappeared at last

among the bare gardens. But that strange,

complicated music, punctuated by the deep

notes of the big copper bells, sounded so

long in the thin winter air that I could

not be sure when it ceased to sound. In-

deed, I often hear it now at night when I

look at the low stars of the desert, and

think of Afghanistan and Kashmir and

l^ibet.

RK LOW-STAIRS

The most characteristic color of our

house, to my inquisitive eye, is imparted

by its retainers, ^'ou

of the effete West are

wont to the soft min-

istrations of the eter-

nal feminine. To us

of Ecbatana is permit-

ted no such luxury.

I may note, however,

the exceptional case of

firengis with young

children. A lady of

the land may then risk

her reputation by en-

tering the presence of

corrupt Christian men.

She does so barefooted,

in full trousers of a fig-

ured red print, loosely

swathed in a length of

black or white cloth

covering her head and

held for decency's sake

in front of her mouth.

Custom, of course, will

make her less metic-

ulous ; but when a

stranger is present and

her duties require the

use of both her hands,

it is astonishing how
ingenious she is in hold-

ing her veil in her teeth

and in keeping her back

on the quarter of peril.

There is another exceptional case to be

noted of a country where laundresses are

more than likely to have smallpox in their

houses. They answer to the most roman-

tic names: Deer, Sugar, Angel, Peacock,

Parrot. To you, however, they are ge-

nerically known as Sister, The\- carry

on their operations in big blue-glazed

bowls, preferably set on the ground near

the clothes-lines, beside which they squat

on their heels. I remember one of them

who sent us one week a substitute. In-

quiring into the matter, the khaniiin ( that

is. the mistress of the house) was told:

"She makes a petition : she will ha\'e a

child. But she will come next week."

And she (h'd.

li\\Q milking of a cow is one more ex-
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ceptional case, since such duties are too

ignoble for man. Here again a blue-

glazed bowl comes into use, being held

.between the knees of the aperator. I

might add that for the complete success

of the operation it is considered necessary

for the calf to be tied in sight of the cow.

Otherwise the sacred fount infallibly goes

dry. We had the greatest trouble to in-

duce our underlings even to try the ex-

periment of milking when no calf was in

sight. That, I suppose, is why the Per-

sians are so unwilling to sell or to kill a

calf, and why they are so tender of the

little creatures. The first time the stork

visited our stable, a small animal wrapped

up against the cold in green felt was

brought blinking into the dining-room for

us to admire. And we learned that the

calf spent its first night with the

servants in their quarters.

These, I hasten to add, are not

in the house. While there are,

especially in Persia, very solid

advantages in having servants out

of the house at

night, there are

also disadvan-

tages, as will ap-

pear most plainly

onawintermorn-

ing after a party.

We then have the choice

of walking a long way
through the snow to

bang on the stable dooi

or of waiting for break-

fast. Their own break-

fast, and all their other

meals, the servants are

supposed to provide for

themselves, primarily because

a firengi is an impure being,

whose food and dishes are de-

filement to those of the faith,

and secondarily because a fi-

rengi eats meats too strange

for the palate of a Persian.

We have reason to believe, however, that

at least in our house the Persians are

not too fastidious about our purity or

our menu. They have quarters at one

end of the stable, with a fireplace of

their own, and rugs to cover the mud
floor. That is why there are so many
rugs in Persia— the mud floors. And
there is another good reason why so many
rugs are a little more or a little less than

six feet long. A do-zar (two yards) is

all that your Persian needs in the way of

a bed, and if you have such a rug that is

not brand-new, you may be sure that some
very picturesque-looking customer has

dreamed upon it the dreams of Asia. I

fear that the dreams of our dependents

are sometimes interrupted, for the roof

over their heads is a mud one, and being

new, it is leaky. After a rain or a thaw,

therefore, we hire the youth of the neigh-

borhood to play tag on it in order to pack

the mud the harder with their bare feet.

The sahib— to my unpractised

car that classic word sounds more
like sah'b—complains that he never

knows how many servants we have.

One of his diversions is to ask the

khanum how many more she has

taken on. Persia follows the rest of

Asia in this regard, though as a mat-

ter of fact we are not so dreadfully

attended as most of our neighbors.

Servants work for longer hours with

fewer outings than in America, but

each one does much less. The only

one of ours who makes us feel that

he earns every shalii of his somewhat

sketchy stipend is a youngster whose

voice just begins to crack, a labori-

ous, quick-witted, and picturesque

infant named Abbas, after the uncle

of the prophet. None of them is

much more than a boy, for that mat-

ter. It surprises me to see how
quickl}- they pick up our ways, which

to them must seem capricious and

inexplicable beyond reason. I often

wish I knew what their comments

are. We sometimes catch rumors,

however, through confidences made

__ to the masters of other servants.

^V When we go out to dinner our cook,

our butler, or both, usually go, too,

to help in the kitchen or the dining-room.

In fact, it is not good form for a person of



such consequence as a firc/u/i to

leave his door at all without

servant or two at his heels,

though I have to confess that we
rather scandalize Hamadan by our un-

readiness to conform to usage in this re-

gard. But the servants of the flrengis,

at any rate, form a society apart, and you

may be sure that among them no news

is allowed to escape. Thus it has come

to our ears that the sah'b is known to an

inner few as the Head of the Desert, be-

cause our house stands by itself outside

the town. And I have lived to learn

that I, having come to Persia without

wives, children, valets, employments, or

other visible human ties, am decorated

with the picturesque title of Prince All

Alone.

What to an alien eye is most striking

about these gentry is their dress. To be

served at dinner by a butler in bare or

stockinged feet, according to the season,

bearing upon his head a pontifical-looking

nu'ter of black or brown felt, not unlike

the tall, brimless hat of Greek monks and

Russian priests, is an experience which I

shall never live long enough in Persia to

take as a matter of course. It makes no

difference that I myself am perfectly capa-

ble of balancing upon my brow an even

more fantastic erection, eaved like a house,

shinier than satin, and garnished with a

coquettish ribbon. What catches my eye

is the extraordinary fact that any human
being can cherish a head-dress different

from my own, and account himself dis-
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graced ever to be seen without it.

Tall liats, however, are not all that

distinguish our serving-men. Be-

tween their kola and their unshod

feet flap trousers not so full as those

of the country Turk, but giving no

hint of the leg it contains, and a suc-

cession of tailed or kilted coats. Per-

sians think that firengi men dress as

indecently as fir-engi women in per-

mitting our clothes to follow closely

the lines of our bodies. The fit of

their own coats stops at the waist.

From there hangs to the knee, or be-

low, an amply pleated skirt which

even a traveled Persian unwillingly

exchanges for a Prince Albert, while

a morning or evening coat is to him

a thing of shame. Under his outer

garment, with which he usually dis-

penses indoors, he wears a shorter

and thinner one, less amply kilted,

the tight sleeves of which are slit to

the elbow, and dangle decoratively,

if inconveniently enough, when not but-

toned up or turned back. This tunic is

also more gaily hued.

. The chief virtue of Habib, our butler,

is that he possesses a beautiful emerald

undercoat in which, when there is no

company, he is sometimes good enough to

pass, and eke to break, our plates. He is

the official chief of our establishment, be-

ing technically known as the head of the

service. He always receives an order with

the words, "On my e3'e!" and when he

knows not how to answer you he will say,



"What petition shall I make?" He is a

youth of twenty or thereabouts, married

to a 30ung person of twelve or thirteen

who stays with his mother. The society

of neither of these ladies seems to interest

him too intensely. He prefers to live in

the stable with the other boys and the

calf; he also loves to harden the mouth of

the sah'l/s horse; and when the time

comes to work in the garden is he most

in his element. We finally had to hide

from him a pruning-knife we had obtained

from abroad, so vastly did he prefer that

toy to a dish-rag or a duster. I can't say

that I blame him. He is much slower

and stupider than is common in his quick-

witted race; but it takes a great deal to

ruffle his temper, and the later we keep

him up at night the better pleased he

seems to be. He it was who during a

period of interregnum spread the table for

the sah'b's first bachelor dinner-party with

one of the khanum's sheets, and not one

of the best. Later in the evening, when
supplementary refreshments were served,

I noticed that Habib had covered a tray

with one of the discarded napkins of the

dinner-table. It was not realh' dirty, he

afterward explained, and it seemed a pit\

to risk spoiling a new lace doily ! I dis-

covered, though, that he was an excel

lent hand at decorating a din-

ner-table. Without any orders

he once picked a lot of hya-

cinths to pieces and traced with

the single flowers so pretty a

pattern on the table-cloth that

ri

1 had n't the heart to affront him by

changing it, though it was a little more

feminine than I would have chosen for

bachelors' hall. So does the genius of

his race for design come out even in his

humble fingers. On the whole I ha\e

learned more from him than he from

me ; as when he will politely take the

store-room key in both hands, or cere-

moniously call one aside in consultation,

saying, "Without trouble, bring your

honor here," or on state occasions serve

tea on his knees. And he has given us

strange glimpses of the world he lives in

by speaking darkly of jinn in connection

with some one's illness, and by telling us,

when a lost watch was found in the house,

that he had burned candles for its re-

covery.

The true head of the service is Mehmet
Ali, the cook. Mehmet Ali was brought

up as a butler, and an excellent one he is,

though afflicted with a slight disfigure-

ment of the mouth and a stammering

of the tongue. But a domestic crisis

drove him into the kitchen, where he

quickly learned to make pancakes and

cakes much more complicated as well

as he did sauces and curries for pilau.

which really sounds more like pilcu.

if you will pronounce it in the Ital-

ian way. Consequently there

are times when we are moved to

call Mehmet Ali out of his kit-

chen and to say to him, with

due ceremony, "Mehmet Ali,

may your hand feel no pain." A
•Jiy
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white-capped chef or a darky Dinah might

not know how to take so cryptic a pro-

nouncement, but the black-hatted ]\Iehmet

Ah understands it for the highest possible

compliment. And being no more than

nineteen, though already old enough to

have been married and divorced, he hides

his blushes in a low bow, stammering in

reply, "May honey be to your soul." The
desire of Mehmet Ali's heart is to possess

a wrist-watch. And he serves us with a

credit that only seldom lapses for six to-

mans a month, which is a little less than

six dollars.

I am bound to add that Mehmet Ali

would be less clever than he is if he did

not make out of us considerably more than

that. For, being cook, he does the mar-

keting. I was astounded to find telephones

in Hamadan, a convenience at that time

strange to imperial Constantinople. But

\^r\ few Hamadanis hav.e one. We do

not, for instance. Neither does any

butcher, baker, or candlestick-maker with

\\'hom we deal. So there is no sitting

comfortably at home and ordering what

we want from the bazaar. Nor do peo-

ple from the bazaar peddle their wares

about the streets to any such degree as

do the people of the Mediterranean.

There is no such thing in Hamadan,

either, as a delivery-

cart. The thing to do

is to go to the bazaar

in person every

morning after break-

fast, and Mehmet
Ali is the person to

do that thing— Meh-
met Ali and his

shac/crd, or appren-

tice. This is the

youngest member of

our juvenile estab-

lishment, a round-
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faced, bright-eyed

russet-colored raga-

muffin who totes

Mehmet Ali's flexible

market-basket, peels

Mehmet Ali's pota-

toes, scours Meh-
met Ali's earthen-

M-are pots,

and eats

M e h m e t

Ali's bread.

Which is to

say that Mehmet Ali

engaged and theoreti-

cally maintains him,

though I suspect that

the urchin's face

would be neither so

round nor so rosy

were it not for the

crumbs from our in-

fidel table.

Going to the ba-

zaar is evidently the

great affair of the day.

It is amazing how long it takes Mehmet
Ali to bargain for the toasted wafers of

bread or the scarcely thicker flaps of san-

ijak which fill in the chinks between

Mehmet Ali's own white loaves; for

the eternal mutton of the country,

for the frequent hare and partridge

or francolin, for the famous melons

of Ispahan, which taste to us like a

flatter kind of squash ; for the dubi-

ous bimches of grapes, which look fit

only for the scavenger, but ha\e

merely begun to change into raisins

and, as a matter of fact, are very

good. Beef is far rarer than game,

vegetables are neither varied nor ap-

petizing unless they come out of our

own garden, while such rarities as

fish or strawberries are precious as

pounded pearls and nightingales'

tongues. Certain small fish, it is

true, are indigenous to our neigh-

borhood ; but as the Persians catch

them by the simple expedient of poi-

soning the water, and sometimes die

afterward, we think twice before in-



tlulgiiig in them. Once in a while a run-

ner brings to some member of our colony,

from a river near Kirmanshahan or from

the far-away Caspian, a real fish, which

at once becomes the foundation of a state

clinner-partN'.

Mehmet AH is so happy as to possess,

in addition to his other attainments, the

art of letters. He accordingly keeps strict

tale of his purchases, rendering an account

of them every day to the khanutn. 1 have,

however, to record a day of despair when

the khanuni temporarily shook off from

her feet the dust of Hamadan, leaving the

hapless Head of the Desert and the Prince

All Alone to shift for themselves. The
Head of the Desert, being a man of af-

fairs, therefore handed over the house-

keeping to the very incompetent hands of

the Prince All Alone. The beauty of this

arrangement was that the Prince All

Alone knew scarcely a word of Persian,

despite Habib's flattering comment that

his progress in it was so rapid as to crack

the Nevertheless I gravely pretended

to take Mehmet Ali's accounts. And
when I could n't get it through my thick

firenffi head what Mehmet Ali was driv-

ing at, IVIehmet Ali would draw little

pictures in my account-book to illustrate

his expenditures. Even then I sometimes

hesitated between an egg and a turnip or

a hen and a partridge.

It was that latter fowl of calamity

which at last ruffled our relations. The
sali'b one day brought home some par-

tridges. It so happened that Mehmet Ali

also bought partridges that day; and, lo!

the price of them was twice that of the

sah'b's partridges. My vocabular\ being

too limited to do justice to the occasion,

the sah'b took Mehmet Ali over. I don't

know whether he called upon the wash-

ers of the dead to carry Mehmet Ali out,

but he named Mehmet Ali the son of a

burned father, and he cast in Mehmet
Ali's teeth that last of all insults, "Meh-
met Ali, you have no zeal." He also

docked Mehmet Ali one toman of his pay.

which Mehmet Ali took very much to

heart. No cook in Hamadan, he stam-

mered in M'rath, bought more cheaply

than he.

It chanced that there was to be foot-

ball that afternoon,— behold the Anglo-

Saxon in foreign parts!— and after foot-

ball the neighboring fireriffis were to come

to us for tea. Cakes, therefore, were to

be made, loaves baked, samovars lighted,

china and silver set forth. When I hur-

ried home at the end of the game to re-

ceive the hungry host, not a cake did I

find, not a loaf, not even a single servant.

Your Anglo-Saxon, however, is not so

easily stumped. The firengis had their

tea, if a little late and not quite so plen-

teous as we had planned. But the subtle

Mehmet Ali, although failing to blacken

our faces to the degree we hoped, after all

made his point. He knew, and we knew,

and each of us knew the other knew, that

another cook capable of making both

pilau and pancakes was not to be picked

up in Hamadan— outside of some one

else's kitchen. For the sake of the greater

good, therefore, we that day learned the

lesson of not insisting upon a lesser. And
the next da\ Mehmet Ali treated us to
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quite the most magnificent chocolate-cake

in his repertor3^ When we looked at it

our mouths watered. When we tasted it

we sent for Mehmet Ali.

"Mehmet Ali," said the sah'b in all

gravity, "may j'our hand feel no pain."

"Sah'b" replied Mehmet Ali, "may

honey be to your soul."

Do 3'ou know, partridges grew a little

clieaper after that

!

THE TEA-GARDEN

id avai thvselfBe generous, O my friend

of iife

Before they proclaim it as an event that

such a person is not.

— Sadi: "The Flower-Garden."

The road and the river part company at

the tip of the tea-garden. A sort of wid-

ening green island is there, between a

crook of the stream and a wall of boul-

ders that would not be Persian if it were

perfectly straight. Yet the tall poplars of

the garden would not be Persian if they

were not planted in perfectly straight

lines. Transversely or obliquely, however,

the trees keep to one another no such re-

lation as they might in the West. They
stand very close together, making privacies

between aisle and aisle. This is the

quieter and roomier part of the tea-gar-

den, where men come to enjoy the leisure

of the East. A boy brings them a rug, a

samovar, a jug of water,, and some tiny

tea-glasses, and there underneath the

bough they sit hour after hour. They
generally escape my prying eye, 1 notice,

by eschewing the neighborhood of the

wall. I do not blame them, for the road

on the outer side of that low wall is fabu-

lously dusty. Who knows how many
thousand years people have passed that

way between the city and a certain happy

valley in the mountain— Darius, Xerxes

the Great, kings, the horsemen and peas-

ants of to-day, strollers from afar, like

Alexander of Macedon or me, jingling

mules, dejected donkeys, flocks and herds

that late in the afternoon or early in the

morning move to and from the town, as

it were in a pillar of cloud ?

The broken curve of the river-bank is

a more popular part of the tea-garden,

especially in the spring. Then is a short

season when a chocolate-colored torrent

foams past the place of poplars with an

uproar that we in our far-away compound

can hear across the open fields at night.

As the snow recedes toward the top of the

mountain, however, and as the mills and

gardens at its foot need more and more

water, the river becomes nothing but a

gully of sand and boulders. But a trickle

in the bottom of it seldom fails to make

an illusion of coolness, even when cool-

ness is most an illusion. The tall trees

are able to add to the illusion, and the

fields of wheat and poppy on the farther

bank, where other poplars stroll at ran-

dom with pollarded willows.

I, too, like to stroll there of a late after-

noon, admiring and envying the patrons

of the tea-garden, who sit on their rugs

along the edge of the river. What I most

envy them is a certain cabinet partirulicr

near the tea-house, carpeted with grass and

inclosed by four walls of poplar-trees.

Whether a special price is charged for this

private room I do not know, but I have

never seen more than one party in it at a

time. They always remind me, those Per-

sian tea-parties, of the gay little painted

pictures which it is now so much the fash-

ion for us fircngis to collect. The guests

do not wear quite such beautiful clothes,

it is true. The Persians dress very so-

berly compared with im-Europeanized

Turks, if with better taste and a truer

sense of color. But the green of the tea-

garden, the dark lower purple and upper

white of the mountain seen through its

trees, the miraculous ox'erarching blue,
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stniments and of the voices that accom-

pany them. Most of my readers. I fear,

would be content to have it so. That

music is of a school apart from ours. It

moves within the briefest gamut of half,

perhaps of quarter, tones, and character-

istic of Persian singing is the yodeler's

break into or out of falsetto. Most West-

erners profess to hear in it nothing but a

monotonous screech. But in the distance,

or at dusk, across the rush of the river,

there is for me something strangely dis-

turbing in those high, endless, melan-

choly songs.

The tea-house stands in the middle of

the long, narrow tea-garden, neighborly

to the road and the river. Like every

other house in Persia, it is made of mud.

cunningly shaped, whitened, and deco-

rated out of all resemblance to its native

element. On the ground floor, arcades

give upon the garden. Above, open gal-

leries survey the mountain and the river,

the gardens at its foot, the flat-topped,

tawny town, the hollow plain. Behind

the tea-house a fountain splashes on a

narrow terrace, which looks into the long

aisles between the poplar-trees of which I

have spoken. In front, approached b\ a

hospitable gap in the

wall of boulders, is a

larger terrace. Mu*.h

ot It IS pa\ed u ith H.ig-

give the picture the

characteristic Persian

liveliness. Then my tea

drinkers sit on the very rugs, m
the very posture, of portraits by

Behzad or Ustad Mohammed.
About them are grouped the

selfsame jugs and bowls, and

sometimes they play the same

quaint musical instruments.

Wherein the miniatures of a

museum fail in vividness is sug-

gesting the sound of those in-
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stones; more of it is paved with clear,

green water, set oblong between two

bands of turf and two rows of tall pop-

lars. This great pool is longer than it

is wide, but it is wide enough to hold a

picture of the arcaded tea-house and of

the slim bordering tree-trunks. The wa-

ter of the pool runs away through a little

stone channel at the farther end, pouring

into a smaller pool on a lower level. This

is where roses and cucumbers keep one

another company under apricot-trees. Be-

yond is an open stable of boulders.

Horses stamp and neigh there while their

riders sip glass after glass of tea. You
should see the magnificent saddle-cloths,

the saddles with a high pommel and a

strapped leather cushion, the bridles of

bright and jingling things. And the cruel

bits! And the shovel stirrups! And the

clouds of flies!

But the pool— that is the place. That

is where rugs make a frame for the still

water, when shadows grow long in sum-

mer. That is where, in the warm dusk,

through whole nights of

Ramazan, candles flicker

in small glass globes or

white accordion lanterns

hang, writing fanciful

things on the dark mirror

below. That is where tur-

bans and felt caps bob most

together, and where talk goes forward

that I would give—well, not quite the

world to hear, since the world does not

happen to be mine. What tales must go

about that quiet pool— of Assad, of Ha-

bib's sudden journey to Kazvin, of Fat'h

All's minx of a wife, of the governor and

his grain, of the highwayman Abbas and

that affair with the Swede! What mira-

cles must be recorded of afrit and of jinn

!

What stories told of the mad firengi!

What lies believed of Russian or English-

man, of German or Turk! But they who
believe them would never believe any-

thing so strange as that in the land of a

certain foreigner who sometimes moons

along the river there is no such thing as

a tea-house or a garden with rooms of

poplar-trees or a pool where rich and

poor may sit side by side on rugs in the

cool of the day and sip the amber of con-

tent.

I smile when I remember how in that

astonishing land the inhabitants, lacking

park benches, are driven to sit in hotel

lobbies and the waiting-rooms

of railway stations. The Latin

and the Teuton have very fair

equivalents for a tea-garden.

Why was that grain of sim-

plicity left out of the simple

Anglo-Saxon ? Is it that long

centuries of a rainv mother
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isle ha\e frightened us out of idliiiiz

in the open? To walk, to ride, to

play games, to camp, to explore, to

do a thousand energetic things out-

doors, yes: but to foregather with

our friends under the greenwood

tree and taste the taste of life,

ne\er! Speak to nie not of bar-

rooms or of tea-rooms. Both are of

dubious report. And in both the}

look blackly at you if you stay

more than ten minutes, while if

\()U proposed to spend a day or

a night they would call the po-

lice.

Still, even 1

have never sat in

one of those

•ph

the green room

by the ri\ er or

beside that perfect pool. "Fhc other

jintigis tell me that it is not a thing

to do, and unhappil\ 1 can see it. Xot
that I see why a man should n't sit

still if he wants to, or that I see too

well why East is East and AVest is

AVest. But I can see that a man must

be what he is, or else lie is nothing.

1 can see that \\ hat has been done in

this world has been done by carry-

ing on \ our own tradition. I can see

that in vain does a Lafcadio Hearn

dress himself in alien silks. I can

sec, too, that it would not please

the other patrons of the tea-garden

if I sat among them. They look

upon me as unclean, a man of no

God, sojourning among them for

reasons dark and dire. So, having

strolled at sunset in the wheat-

and poppy-fields of the farther

bank, I follow the river to a

certain bridge, or jump across

it from rock to rock, and come

down the dusty road in the twi-

light. When I reach the tip of

the tea-garden I walk as slowly

as I can, looking over the low

wall. In front of that gap in

the boulders I drop my stick or tie my
shoe, and snatch a glimpse of ghostly

turbans grouped around the pool, of pipe

bowls suddenly reddening, of sunken

lights, and one unsteady star. I catch

a rumor of water or of incomprehensible

words. And as I go home in the dark I

hear behind me the plucking of dolorous

strings, \oices uplifted like a crj- from

another world.



Marriage

By MARY CAROLYN DAVIES

BACK from the dusty churcli,

The words all said

And the strange kiss given,

We walked down the long lane of Fourteenth Street,

Our shoulders touching home-bound clerks

And shoppers, straggly shawls about their heads,

To the Hungarian restaurant where for weeks

You had courted me between the soup and steak.

To-night

The mirrors all about the w-alls seemed only

To show your face to me, and mine to you.

Wherever I might look, I found your eyes,

You mine, and as we gazed,

We quite forgot that earth held other things

Until our friendly waiter, twinkling-eyed.

As happy as if he were himself the groom.

Came bustling back, a link from heaven to earth.

Four blocks of windy street,

Four flights of stairs.

And then we stood

Before your studio door.

You turned the key.

And groping in the dark, you found a candle

And pouring tallow in a little pool

Upon the mantelpiece, you stood it there

In its tall whiteness.

There was rain outside

;

The skylight hummed and rattled with its coming.

A few faint sounds blew up from the loud distance;

The grunt of a Salvation Army's drum
Blent with the noise

Of women's voices, roughened by the night.

Singing from hearts the night has roughened, too.

And softened.

The street flung up its stones against our window,

But could not force the fortress of our thoughts

—

^'our thoughts of me and mine of \ou, old, new.

And riotous

And frightened.
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We who had always been such open comrades

Now were half afraid

To touch each other's hands,

To see each other's faces in the dim

And holy dusk.

We thought of God. I prayed to Him,

As I had prayed when first you said, "I love you.''

The same quick, breathless, little broken prayer:

'God, oh, don't let us hurt each other ever!"

The portraits you had painted were about us,

A ghostly company of friends.

Life seemed all ends

—

Ends of things finished, ends of things begun.

Ends, ends,

No safe and placid middles.

Because the silence choked from utterance

All other words, we talked of daily things:

Your order for a cartoon, and the story.

Long overdue, that I must mail to-morrow.

And then the silence

Laid its hands even on these commonplaces.

We looked at one another gravely.

Shy children that our mothers, Youth and Life,

Had brought to see each other and to play

Together.

Two startled children

Permitted by the gold ring on my hand

To stay and talk there in the dusk alone.

And for the first time not to think of clocks.

But, if we liked, watch night's dark bud bloom dawn.

The silence grew and filled the room's dark corners.

The candle on the table burned its life out,

And its flame died, and all the room was dark;

And on the skylight fell the black, loud rain

;

And in the world there was no other sound

But your breathing

And the beating of my heart.

Then in the dark

You stumbled to me
And caught me by the shoulders

And laid your mouth on mine.

And all the hunger of our lives for life.

And all my hunger for you, yours for me,

Surged up in us. Love caught us as a storm

A ship, and beat upon us ;
joy

Rose like a tossing sea and swallowed us.
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IT is of course extraordinarily difficult

to put any faith in the existence of

Ambrose Strange, but during the winter

he lived in the house in West Sixteentli

Street people besides me saw him ; more

than that, people besides me came to know
him. Of them all, however, I knew him

best, or perhaps I should amend that by

saying I knew him better than did any

other man ; for Emily Thorp's knowledge

must have gone deeper than mine. She

loved him.

Nevertheless, it was I who first saw
him and, for that matter, who last saw

him. It was I, too, who furnished him

with the name "Ambrose Strange," just as

I helped furnish him with hats and shoes,

suits and overcoats, and all those other

intimate things that a man must have on

earth even though he is an angel.

But let me tell you first of all of his

advent, for this is, I suppose, the only

suitable noun to use in describing the com-

ing of an angel.

Six hundred West Sixteenth Street (

I

am purposely using a fictitious number) is

a huge old private dwelling made over

into studio apartments. It is a most com-

fortable old place, roomy beyond belief,

with wide doorways and winding stairs,

with spacious halls and deep-set windows.

Chief of its comforts is the feeling of free-

dom that comes to you once you set foot

within its capacious white doorway; you

know you can come and go there without

question or objection from any one. This

house has never known the stigma of a

peeping lodger or a grinning hall-boy. In

making it over the renovators had left a

double row of bells and letter-boxes

within the doorway ; over each box nestled

a lodger's name. But no one except

tradesmen ever thought of using these

bells. \'isitors plunged directly from the
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sunlight of the street into the twilight of

the great hallway and, running up the

stairs, assailed the door of the person they

came to see.

It was, I know, rather a free crowd

who took refuge within those walls : men
and women who tried to give expression

to radical views in painting or writing, in

advocating one cause or another, in doing

what they could to defy the god of con-

vention. It was the last place on earth

which you would expect an angel to select

for his habitation. But, then, Ambrose

Strange was not at all the sort of creature

one expects an angel to be.

The night that he descended upon West
Sixteenth Street was one of those colorless

evenings of early autumn that lack

warmth and yet are without the vigorous

chill of autumn. It had been a gray day,

vaporous and mildly depressing, the kind

of day on which one does not notice when
the sun disappears. I had tried to shake

off the lethargy which possessed me by

walking briskly up the avenue, but the

close mistiness of the evening enshrouded

me, enervated me, and I returned home ill

prepared for the work I must do.

Shortly after twelve there came a

knock on my door, and I welcomed the

interruption with a cordial. "Come in."

The door swung open and revealed a

heroic figure, white against the darkness

of the hall. Around him was draped

loosely a garm.ent that looked as much like

a Roman toga as anything else, and on his

feet were sandals rather worn and shabby.

Apparently that was all he \\()re. 1 nuist

confess that I was astounded. I thought

he must have strayed from one of those

madcap costume-parties which are held

frequently in that neighborhood.

"What do you want?" I demanded.

With a sweep of his draperies he
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stepped abruptly into the room, closing

the door behind him.

"I have come to live here for a little

while," he announced, and he sounded

each word as if it were a note struck upon

an instrument of splendid tone, deep,

resonant, musical.

But I was not so overcome with the

beauty of his voice and the strangeness of

his appearance that I could not protest.

"Live here! In my apartment? Not

much ! I '11 give you a drink and a ciga-

lette, but further than that I sha'n't go."

And I eyed him closely, expecting to see

him lurch or otherwise betray the liquor

that was in him.

But he stood there immobile, with the

repose of a perfectly balanced statue.

"\'ou must help me," he said slowly.

"It is long since I have lived upon the

earth. I have forgotten many of the cus-

toms and habits of men. You must teach

me them. If you refuse, I can command
you,

—
" he smiled slightly, almost apolo-

getically,— and with hesitation added, "I

^I have certain powers."

Drunk or mad, which was he ? Slouched

down in my chair, I took his measure. He
would not be easy to handle. I could not

imagine myself a victor in any tussle with

him, and as for calling for help, arousing

the house at that hour, it was too ig-

nominious. Besides, there was a certain

compelling charm about him. It *s hard

to describe. He was cold, aloof, quite

beyond the reach of one's sympathies, and

yet he was magnetic. I have always con-

tended that people when called upon did

what was demanded of them. This ex-

plains heroism in many cases where other-

wise it is inexplicable. And he had that

power— of demanding things and of

obtaining them simply because he de-

manded with such an intense and tremen-

dous belief in receiving them. And he

was so— so clean! So shining! As clean

and shining as a man in an allegorical

painting, one of those supermen that some

artists are successful at depicting. And
he was handsome. Perhaps I should more
accurately call him beautiful— too beauti-

ful. Not a bit effeminate, \ou under-

stand ; simply large and white and splen-

did. He looked like a Greek god come to

life. Any minute 1 expected him to strike

the pose of .a Hermes or an Apollo. Mean-
while his gaze upon me never faltered ; he

took my scrutiny with the utmost aplomb

;

he had no decency at all about it ; he

simply threw full-beamed upon me a mild,

persuasive gaze that made me squirm— the

sort of gaze that a child sometimes fastens

upon you, steady, soft, searching, and

absolutely unwavering. Altogether it was

a most uncomfortable situation.

"Who the devil are you?" I asked

finally, and with considerable irritation.

He winced.

"An angel," he replied.

"A what?"

"An angel."

"Oh, come," I said, "let 's be sensible.

Sit down and have a drink and tell me
w^hat you really want."

He sat down in a green wicker chair

while I crossed to my tiny ice-box, mixed

him a high-ball, set it before him, anil

placed one at my own elbow.

"Here 's how!" I said, and lifted the

glass to my lips.

He watched me closeh', followed my
movements accurately; but he barely

touched his own drink, distorting his chis-

eled lips in a grimace.

E\ en so I felt more comfortable.

"Now tell me why you came here." I

urged.

"I was restless up in heaven," he began

witli never the ghost of a smile. "I was

^\hat you call bored. It was always the

same thing. They were gracious enough

to grant me six months' leave of absence.

Six months to an hour from to-night—

"

he sighed heavily— "1 must return."

Do you know, 1 felt a small chill begin

to creep over me as if some one were

touching my spine with an icy feather.

Somehow I began faintly to believe him.

realizing the while how utterly preposter-

ous it was to believe him. And of course

it was not what he said. I was not so

credulous as to be convinced by that. But

it was he himself, this strange being. ^ ou

might have no faith in a winged horse;
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but if one moved and breathed before you,

if one soared into the blue bowl of the

sky from the very ground before you,

belief would be beaten into you. So it

was with him. It was the very sight of

him that routed your common sense.

There was something heavenly about my
visitor— conventionally heavenly, if }ou

will. He looked exactly the way you

imagined an angel would look if 3011 were

e\'er given to imagining anything so out-

landish. Presently I rose, walked to the

window, and clutched at reassurance by

gazing out at the familiar street: the row

of ordinary New York houses opposite,

a lighted window showing here and there

;

the lamp-post at the corner, with a police-

man standing beneath it swinging his

night stick ; a belated taxicab limping

down the avenue. The sight of these

common things did restore me, gave me
back some calm and quietude. I turned

again to the stranger.

"Then if you are from heaven," I said

lightly, "probably you can tell me some

interesting things about it. As a child,

when I believed in heaven, I used to

wonder what it was like."

"No, I cannot speak to you of heaven.

In granting me a leave of absence, they

laid that command upon me: I must tell

nothing of heaven. It is not well for men
to know too much of the ways of the

angels."

"For fear they '11 imitate them?" I

suggested flippantly.

"No, there is no fear of that," he an-

swered a little sadly.

I flung myself in my chair again both

interested and amused.

"Why did you select this particular

spot in which to alight?" I asked.

"I descended very quickly. There was

not much time in which to select any

place. I had determined to come to New
York because here, it seemed to me, all

the races of men flow together and mingle,

and yet go their ways separately according

to their custom and nature. Here I could

best study these men of various habits and

speeches and ways of thinking." He
leaned forward, intent. "We often look

down on this country of yours and won-

der," he said, "for it is written that one

day all the races of men shall be one race,

and because of that, much strife and

hatred shall be done away with. And
here in America the first phase of that is

coming to pass."

He paused, and I sat quite breathless,

slightly choked, tingling, afraid to speak.

But when he resumed it was to say in a

more ordinary voice, if you could ever call

his voice ordinary-:

"As I descended I saw the vacant apart-

ment next to yours. I knew this house

was one where there is a great deal of

freedom, where I could best settle without

provoking comment. No one is to know
I am an angel except you. I had to have

you. You must help me in many ways."

"But how are you going to live?" I

asked impatiently. "What are >ou going

to do?"

"What do you mean?"

"One cannot live on earth without

money. Have you any money?"

He shook his head slowly, and then

again he fixed upon me that full and ex-

pectant gaze.

"One of the reasons I selected you was

that you ha\'e more money than you will

ever need."

I rose impatientl}".

"Oh, say, this is going a little bit

strong," I said. "I 'm not going to give

you enough money to last for six months.

On earth it is not considered honorable

for one man to live on another."

He did not reply; he simply sat there,

expectant, with a terrifically meek ex-

pectancy that tore at the roots of me. If

he had said something, it would have

been better. I could have argued with

him, and, arguing, convinced myself that

I must not give him any money; but I

could do nothing against his silence. I

felt as If I were standing on a bank of

sand, and the sand were rapidly slipping

away. So my resolution was slipping. I

sat down heavily.

"How much money do you want?" I

asked dully.

"1 need little," he said. "I must live
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simply and with care. Rent that vacant

apartment for me ; see that I am properly

clothed and habited to go among men—
that is all."

We sat silent. I was angry, feeling

that I had made a superlative fool of my-

self. How could I believe his impossible

story, I asked myself; and yet, cursing

myself, I believed. And I was tired, dead

tired, as if I had been engaged in some

overwhelming effort.

The angel spoke suddenly, and his voice

was deeply sympathetic.

"You are weary. Shall I go now ?

Shall I go to the vacant apartment and

stay there until morning?"

"Better stay here," I said. "You may

take the couch."

"I am not tired. I shall sit here until

daylight."

"As you will," I said with some misgiv-

ings.

He reached across and laid the full

clasp of his hand on mine for a minute,

and it had a curious effect, that touch. It

could, I imagine, have quieted a sufferer

tortured with pain or cooled one tossing

with fever.

"Believe in me," he said, "and be not

afraid."

There is a wide doorway between my
sitting-room and my bedroom, and

through it, lying on my couch, I could see

him sitting there in the chair. I awak-

ened uneasily at intervals throughout the

night, and every time I saw him in exactly

the same position, with no hint of fatigue

in his monmnental patience.

As I look back upon it, I cannot under-

stand how the angel won me so easily. It

is incredible. It rests entirely, you see,

upon something I cannot describe— the

effect he had upon me, or some power he

exercised without any visible symptom of

that power. It is not so remarkable, how-

ever, when you analyze it, that an angel

had such power when you consider the

power some men wield over others. I

awakened the next morning keen and en-

thusiastic for my angel, and I no longer

entertained a doubt of him. 1 claim that

for myself. What I gave him I gave

without stint, and I plunged willingly and

magnificently into extravagances for him.

That very morning I set out to pur-

chase him clothes and habiliments while

he awaited me in my locked rooms. I also

bought furniture for his apartment. It

was when it came to signing the lease of

the apartment that I discovered he was

nameless.

"Is a name necessary?" he asked, and

this was the first thing that seemed to

trouble him. "Is it not enough to know
people, have them know you?"

I explained how essential a name is.

"But it will be an easy matter to invent

one," I reassured him. "Why woirld n't

Strange make an appropriate surname for

you? And for a Christian name"—

I

turned to the dictionary and ran over the

list. One of the first was Ambrose, and

its meaning was given as "immortal, di-

vine." Naturally I did n't like the name
Ambrose, but what could be more fitting?

"Ambrose Strange." I sounded it to

get the effect.

"I like it," said the angel.

So it was settled.

That first day I sent him home a ready-

made suit, together with other things, and

the suit happened to fit him very well.

It changed his appearance amazingly. He
looked quite like a human being— a most

strikingly handsome human being. I be-

gan to take a keen pride in his appearance.

That night I carried him down to Eighth

Street to my favorite restaurant for din-

ner, and more than one woman's e)es

turned to follow his valiant figure. He
looked a Sir Galahad, a Parsifal, every-

thing that was chivalrous and unspoiled

and— and all-conquering. He walked

with the air of one about to fl>'. Fair prey

for the Kundries, perhaps the fairest they

had ever seen. Poor Ambrose! He did

not seem to realize his danger. He
wanted to talk to every one ; it was with

difficulty that I kept him in his seat.

"Wait till you get on to the ropes," I

said impatiently.

"The ropes?"

"Wait till you get more accustomed to
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the ways and manners of men," I trans-

lated.

"\'es, I suppose I shall ha\e to do

that," he agreed.

But when I was called out of the room

for a minute, on my return I found him

talking earnestly to a butterfly who had

been attracted to his side. She looked

rather frightened, rather aghast, and was

glad enough to escape as I approached.

"What were 3'ou saying to her?" I de-

manded.

"I was looking for her soul."

"And telling her its faults?"

"No, I could not find her soul," he an-

swered sadly. We ate our salad in

silence ; then he announced suddenly,

"There is a woman with a soul."

I followed his gaze, and saw Emily

Thorp sitting with a party of friends. She

returned my bow^ g^ily, and in her eyes

there was invitation.

"She wants to know me," said the

angel.

"Well, she can't know vou— not vet."

"Why not?"

"You don't want any one to suspect

^our identitv, do vou?"

"No."

"Then keep away from Emily Thorp
for a while. She has a tremendous talent

for learning people's secrets. She would

have your history within half an hour.''

"She is very beautiful," he said.

I looked at him sharply.

"Are angels supposed to notice whether

women are beautiful or not?" I asked.

He shook his head.

"I suppose not. It has ne\er occurred

to me before.'"

You know, doubts came to me occa-

sionally even after I had accepted Am-
brose. Ever\- little while I was harassed

by a doubt, but I took comfort in the fact

that he was giving me the most unusual

experience of my life, and the biggest.

Angel or not, that was enough to ask of

him. I don't suppose I was ever to com-

plete an unquestioning faith in him until

the ver>- end of the adventure.

Extraordinary as w^re these first few

days, he was at times rather trying. He

had no sense of humor. Henign and s\m-

pathetic as he was, he never let me forget

he was an angel. And one cannot asso-

ciate with a superior being very long with-

out some degree of irritation. Vet while

he was stolid in many ways, he also did

the most unexpected things. No guardian

with a refractory child ever had a more

arduous task than mine. Once, for in-

stance, we were walking along Fifth Ave-

nue when suddenly he said, "I should like

to ride," and he stepped directly before an

appallingly expensive motor, forced the

chauffeur to stop, and stepped into a ton-

neau full of languid women. Then, to

my amazement, the car drove on, and one

languid woman moved so that Ambrose
could sit beside her. When I saw him at

home an hour later, he was maddeningly

serene about it. "I explained to them

that I had never ridden in an automobile,"

was all he would say.

But Ambrose learned quickly. He had

more imitative ability than the cleverest

social climber, and as he learned, he

showed an aggressive desire to dismiss me
as his guide. He went foraging alone. I

found myself wondering terrifically what

he did in these forages.

"What is your mission on earth?" I

once asked him. "Have you a purpose?

Have you come to reform us?"

He shook his head vehemently.

"No! No, indeed! People should be

left to work out their own salvation. No
one should interfere. Within every man
lies the well of truth, and each must see

to it himself that the well i*^ kept clean

and pure. Every man's soul iS the guar-

dian of the w^ell, the only guardian. No
outsider can help or hinder him."

"Oh, I think )ou 're wrong." I an-

swered hotly. "Surely, if you have a base

impulse, some one else can help you to

stifle it, or, on the other hand, if you have

a noble aim, some one else can help that

aim to blossom and flower."

"Perhaps." He shrugged his shoulders.

"I do not claim to have an all-seeing wis-

dom. In heaven we are taught to be mod-

est about our prescience. But do not let

us talk of such abstract things. I have
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come to earth simply to observe and to

be amused. I have onl}^ six months,—

only five and a half now,— and there is

so much to see!"

Later on he took to disappearing for a

week or two at a time. He went to Bos-

ton, to New Orleans, to Cleveland ; he

was as restless as a tourist. One week he

spent in Atlantic City. He returned from

that sojourn quite morose and distrait.

"I cannot understand these pleasures of

the body," he confided to me, "gross eat-

ing, gross drinking, gross indulgences of a

sadder kind. Why do men not keep fine?

Why do they not look more up to the

stars? There is as much satisfaction in it,

and there is rapture, too. When the soul

enters into these pleasures, one can under-

stand, for the soul sets the body on fire,

burns it away, purifies it; but when it is

the body alone— ugh!" he shuddered.

These trips of his bring me to another

inexplicable thing about Ambrose. He
alwaj^s came back from them well sup-

plied with money. Upon whom he prac-

tised his meek and expectant gaze Heaven

alone knows. I did not dare ask him. I

think it was upon his return from Cleve-

land that he threw down a roll of hank-

notes before me.

"I shall repay you some of the money

you have given me," he said. And indeed

he did, for there were several hundred

dollars in that careless tumble of notes.

It was while Ambrose was in Atlantic

City that Emily Thorp telephoned me one

afternoon.

"I 'm giving a party at my house next

Wednesday," she said. "Will you come?"

There was an abrupt pause in the buoyant

flow of her speech ; then she plunged on

:

"Will you bring that man with whom I

saw }-ou dining in Eighth Street a little

while ago? Who is he?" I told her the

angel's name,— the name that I had in-

vented,— and she said :

"I don't know the name, but his face

was familiar. Be sure to bring him, \v\\\

you?"

I promised to do my best, and when I

spoke to the angel about it I found him

immediately eager to go.

"The woman in the restaurant!" he

exclaimed. "The woman with the soul!"

"Don't speak to her of her soul!" I

warned him.

"Why not?"

"It 's dangerous, and it is n't good form

for an angel. It 's like a millionaire talk-

ing of his money."

"I shall try to remember," he answered

M'ith docility.

I find I must explain Emily. She 's

rather remarkable. The descendant of an

old New ^'ork family, Emily had long

since, so to speak, thrown her cap over the

social windmill. Whenever there was a

fight for a reform going on, whenever the

struggle of the workers against the em-

ploying class was at its height, there you

found Emily, a picturesque and anachro-

nistic figure. For she was always dressed

according to the latest dictate of fashion
;

except for a certain fiery alertness in her

bearing she looked like one of those impos-

sibly smart illustrations in a fashion

journal, and she was slimly, fragilely

beautiful. Even her bitterest enemies, and

she had many, never tried to deny her

beauty.

She lived in her grandfather's house on

Fifth Avenue, half a block above Wash-
ington Square. There she gathered

around her a heterogeneous crew : Jewish

intellectuals from the East Side ; radical

poets and writers of varying degrees of

talent; labor leaders, gruff and burly and

loud ; a sprinkling of society people with

liberal ideas and adventurous impulses,

and there at her parties they babbled inces-

santly, without fear of God or the police,

while devouring Emily's cigarettes and

sandwiches and the Thorp punch, famous

for three generations.

We arrived that Wednesday night at

the height of the party. I pushed the

angel into tiie room before me, and a hush

fell over that hubbub. Perhaps the sight

of him, splendid, large, and uncompro-

mising, with his classic head, with its shin-

ing, close-cropped blond hair, put a little

of the fear of God in them. From a low

divan Emily arose and flew straiglit

toward us. She carrietl Ambrose away
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from me, Introducing liim to various peo-

ple, but before very long capturing him

completelj' for herself. They sat in a

far corner, Emily talking vivaciously,

rippling away at him, while the angel sat

quite still and engrossed, his hands clasped

and dropped between his knees, his eyes

never leaving her face. So I found them

all evening at every uneasy glance that I

stole at them. Once I was astounded to

see the angel throw back his head and

laugh ; I had never seen him laugh before.

I had not the courage to intervene, and

yet I was worried at this sudden intimacy

of theirs. I did not want to see Emily

fall in love with a being who was sched-

uled to evaporate in something like four

months' time.

Going home that night, in the silence of

lower Fifth Avenue, he laughed again.

His laugh rose clear and musical on the

hush of night, like a peal of deep-toned

bells, striking slowly upon the silence.

"What is it?" I asked.

"I am practising," he explained. "iVIiss

Thorp said I was too solemn. She taught

me to laugh."

Much to my annoyance, he continued

to practise the entire way home.

The next da\- Emily telephoned me
again.

"You must have tea with me." she

commanded.

At tea it was soon e\'ident why she

was so imperative.

She wanted to know all I knew about

Ambrose Strange. Her very first question

alarmed me.

"Is he as much younger than I as he

seems?" she asked vividly.

I told her with discretion what I could.

He was a comparative stranger to me ; he

had the apartment next to mine, and so

we had become acquainted.

"I would n't let myself become too

greatly interested in him," I advised

tamely.

"Why?" she asked, immediatel\- on the

defensive.

The objections I could raise against

him she dismissed contemptuously.

"He is so— absolutelv sweet!" she said.

"I know it 's an absurd word to use for a

man, but it answers better than any other

I can think of. He 's so unspoiled and

naive, and yet withal so wise— so vastly

and unpresumptuously wise."

There was nothing I could do with

Emily; naturally I could not tell her the

truth. I did not want her to think me
mad, so I decided to attack the angel. But

here I fared no better.

"You must not fall in love with Miss

Thorp," I told him as we sat in m\- room

one night.

He answered with dignity:

"I am not permitted to fall in love."

"Men fall in love whether they 're per-

mitted or not, especially when they 're

not," I said.

He grew reflective over that.

"Miss Thorp can teach me much of the

ways of modern men and w'omen," he

finally replied irrelevantly.

I eyed him coldly, and he returned my
gaze with an enigmatic smile.

"Look here, Ambrose," I cried hotly,

"there 's Miss Thorp to think of. You
're all right; you '11 have to disappear in

three months. Do you intend to leave her

puzzled and heartsick at your disappear-

ance, her faith in men smashed? If you

do, all I can say is, give me a decent man
instead of an angel. A decent man would

n't act in that way."

He leaped to his feet and walked to the

window. He did not answer me, but I

heard him sigh once or twice, sigh heavily.

The angel obviously avoided me after

that. Although "he no longer took his out-

of-town trips, I saw less of him than ever,

but I knew that he spent much time with

Emily Thorp. Of her I saw nothing till

one afternoon two months after the fatal

party. I had paused in front of the win-

dow of an expensive haberdasher on Fifth

Avenue, and as I stood there she burst

forth, stuffing a package into the hand-bag

she carried.

She gave me a quick, disconcerted nod,

made as if to hurry on, then swung im-

pulsively around and gave me her hand.

"Hello," she said blithely. "Are you

walking home?"
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was an ideal day for walking, a

crisp February day, icy-blue and icy-clear.

"I '11 be glad to walk down with you."

I replied.

We fell into step together, and rather

maliciously I asked

:

"What were \ou doing in a man's

shop?"

"Buying neckties," she volunteered.

"Who is the fortunate man?"

"Ambrose," she returned, a little de-

fiantly.

Ambrose! She used his first name, and

he had only a month more on earth.

"When a man lets a woman buy his

neckties, it "s significant. You and he

must be getting along awfully well to-

gether."

"Yes, we are. I might add, despite our

friends' efforts."

"What do you mean, Emily?"

"He told me that you had warned him

not to fall in love with me."

"I don't believe him capable of falling

in love."

She smiled.

"Don't you?' she parried.

for"Besides, I had an excellent reason

telling him what I did."

She turned her eyes, glistening angrily

upon me. "AVhat was your excellent rea-

son ?"

"I was thinking of your happiness."

"Pshaw!" she cried, and walked swiftly

along beside me, her head turned away in

a manner that suggested how much dis-

pleased she was.

"You don't know anything about the

man, Emily," I cried. "1 admit he 's ter-

ribly attractive and quite extraordinary,

but do you know he 's going away in a

month— going for good? Did he tell \ ou

that?"

"He told me he might ha\e to go," she

announced triumphantl_\ , "but that he

would move heaven and earth to stay."

"He did!" I answered, and I did not

try to conceal how surprised I was. Then
as the full significance of the phrase he

had used thrust itself upon me. I added,

"Good Lord! does he dare?"

"1 wish \ou were n't so beasth^ m\steri-

ous," she said, flashing again that angry

glance upon me.

"Has he asked you to marry him?" I

ventured.

"No, he has n't," she answered; "but

if he does n't, I shall ask him."

That evening I intercepted the angel as

he was about to leave the house.

"I want a few minutes' talk with >ou."

I demanded.

"Will it not be time enough when I

return?" he asked. "I am dining witli

Miss Thorp. I shall be back at ten."

"At ten, then, I "11 be waiting for you.

Please don't forget it."

"I am not permitted to forget a prom-

ise," he said with dignity.

I think I gave vent to some exclama-

tion of disgust. His superiority really was

becoming intolerable. But he was already

beyond hearing me.

At ten I was waiting for him in my
rooms, and I waited till eleven before he

appeared, meanwhile screwing up my reso-

lution the tighter with the waiting.

Presently he stepped into my room, and

I was glad to see that he had lost a little

of his godlike calm. The boisterous

February wind had whipped color into

his face, so that it looked less like marble

than usual ; his hair was ruffled, and for

once his large-eyed gaze was not quite as

benign as it had been. In fact. I fancied

a trace of uneasiness in his manner.

I ejed him moodily as he sat there pa-

tiently waiting for me to speak.

"\'ou know why I want to see you ?
"

I

asked at last.

He nodded.

"Yes. You ^\ant me to sa\- I shall see

no more of Emily Thorp."

P^rankly, I did not like this habit of his

of knowing \\hat I was thinking, and I

said somewhat angril\ :

"The affair must not go on an\ longer,

"^'ou '\e got to let Miss Thorp know w ho

)ou are. If you don't, I shall."

"She would believe neither you nor

me." he answered. "Have you thought of

that ? I have been on earth long enough

to know that the truth is the last thing

men accept.
"



me a man again—the man he had really been on earth
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"Don't be platitudinous," I said wear-

"Forgive me." He bowed his head,

and for a moment was silent, brooding.

He passed his hand wearily across his

forehead. When he looked at me again it

was to say quietly, "I shall never return

to heaven."

"The de\il you won't!" was forced

from me.

"The devil I won't," he repeated after

me, "and I am wondering how many
devils I shall have to combat in order to

sta}'. When I first met Emily I had no

idea
—

" he broke off suddenly— "Do men
never become involved in situations they

have not foreseen," he asked, "or is that

left to the innocence of angels?"

"Men are often invohed in unexpected

situations," I conceded.

"You know I did not realize I had

within me the capacity— to love," he said.

"And now you have discovered you

have that capacity?"

He looked at me as if bewildered.

"Yes," he whispered huskily. "And I

must stay on earth. I must be a man
again, no matter what the cost."

"But how?"
"By breaking the laws that were given

me. I have already transgressed. I had

no right to fall in love, and I have fallen."

"Are you condemned, then, to become a

mortal again?"

"I am not sure, but I shall make sure.

Do you remember that which I told you

when I first arrived ? That the strictest

order given me was not to tell anything of

heaven? Well, I shall tell. I have still

a month, but the night on which my leave

of absence expires I shall begin to talk of

heaven."

"To whom will you talk ? To e\ cry

one?"

"No; to 30U alone. I ha\e until nu'd-

night, the eighth of March. At ten

o'clock I shall begin to tell you things

about heaven ; at midnight we shall know
whether I am summoned back or whether

I stay."

"Have you no fear of the conse-

quences?"

He shrugged his shoulders.

"Yes, I have fear, but I care enough

for Emily to risk the danger. What is

the expression which she so frequently

uses? 'Take a sporting chance.' That is

what I shall do— take a sporting chance.

If I must return, well, I must. If I stay,

if I am permitted to become a man again,

— oh, but I will stay! They will never

permit me to return after I have broken

their strictest law."

"Perhaps they '11 neither permit you to

stay nor return. Perhaps you '11 be sent

direct to the devil."

He actually laughed.

"How antiquated you have become.

The de\'il reigns on earth, nowhere else."

"But then there will be no punishment

for your transgressions."

"They will think it punishment suf-

ficient to condemn me to be a man again.

They will probably take away all my
memory of heaven. And how glorious it

will be to be a man again, no scruples, no

inhibitions, how wonderfully glorious!"

I found after the conversation that I

felt quite differently toward Ambrose. I

sympathized with him. And he needed

sympathy. Lightly as he had expressed

his intentions to me, I could see that he

was worried. Often late at night I heard

him pacing his room. And once I came

across Emily and him having dinner to-

gether; they did not see me, nor any one

else, for that matter. They were utterly

absorbed in each other, and in their eyes

was that look which makes one a little

ashamed, a little sad, never to ha\ e expe-

rienced it oneself. Angel or no angel,

Ambrose was doing the decent thing b\-

Emily.

The last month of the angel's lea\e

sped by. It was signalized by onl\- one

thing. The last week in February I re-

ceived an invitation to the wedding of

Miss Emily Thorp and Mr. Ambrose

Strange. "At the home of the bride,

Fifth Avenue," I read, with a littk- niis-

gi\ing, "on Thursday, the tenth ot

Marcli." Evidently. Ambrose was not

going to lose any time after he knew that

he was permitted to become a man again.
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Meanvvliile the ni^ht of the eijjhth of

March drew near. That night 1 dined

alone in Eighth Street. I must confess 1

found myself in a highly nervous state.

What would happen to Family if Ambrose

simply disappeared? What would she ask

me? And what in the world could I

answer ? Perhaps I took a glass of wine

too much wondering and puzzling over

these questions. I found myself clutching

frantically at self-control. That morning

the angel had come to my rooms and re-

quested me to be at his apartment in the

evening sharp at ten. "I shall need some

money for my honeymoon," he said

casually.

"But if you 're here to go on that

honeymoon, }ou '11 no longer be an angel,

but a man. Perhaps then 30U '11 feel a

little reluctant about accepting money

from people in the way you have."

"Do 3'ou think I shall change as much

as that?" he asked, regarding me anx-

iously.

"Well, of course I don't know as yet

what your character will be, but it seems

to me you had better begin planning to

make \our own living in some way."

"I am planning, or, rather, Emily is.

She thinks I should take up singing. She

says I ha\e a remarkable voice. I used to

sing in the chorus up in heaven, you

know ; but I must not tell you anything

of that until to-night. Be sure to be there

at ten, will you?"

I promised faithfully.

I arrived at his rooms that night, in-

deed, exactly at ten, with the clock on the

mantel chiming my punctuality. Ambrose
took my hat and coat as if he were receiv-

ing me on some very formal occasion. He
laid them carefully upon a divan, mo-
tioned me to a chair in the middle of the

room, and sat down directly opposite me.

From a distant part of the house came the

sound of a mandolin, faintly strummed,
but otherwise it was quiet, appallingly

quiet. Except for the dim glow of a

yellow-globed light the room was dark. I

sat hushed with expectation. I felt much
as one feels at a seance where, half in

mocker), half in fear, one waits for inex-

|)licahle tilings to happen. And Ambrose
w as as quietly excited as I. I noticed that

his hands, each one clutching at a knee,

were trembling; his face was white. Even
in the dim light I could see that. It

looked more like marble than ever— like

marble carved by some great, clean-souled

sculptor with a vision of how beautiful

man could be. Then with his eye on the

clock he began in his deep, musical voice

to tell me things about heaven.

I know that I am going to disappoint

>'ou immensely, for I am not going to

repeat any of the things that Ambrose told

me that night. It does not seem quite fair

to repeat them ; furthermore, I must con-

fess a little cowardice. I do not think it

would be altogether safe.

Those two hours passed like the Hight

of a bird ; never have two hours passed so

quickly. I was amazed when Ambrose
ceased to speak, and following his gaze,

I saw that the hands of the clock pointed

to twelve.

"Now we shall see," he said quietly,

with a sigh that seemed torn from the

depths of him, and immediately the clock

began to strike.

I riveted my eyes upon him. Would
he vanish or would he stay? And as I

thought that, I could see Emily's vivid

face, her burning eyes, as if she, too, were

watching and praying.

And then the most horrible thing hap-

pened. With the clock still continuing to

strike, Ambrose began to shrink. I could

see him actually grow smaller by inches.

His splendid body became thin and small

and emaciated ; his splendid Greek head

was transformed into the head of an old

man, a meek old man with white side-

whiskers and the pallid, waxy flesh of old

age, and the eyes that gazed at me, fright-

ened, were a little furti\'e and a little

mean.

Suddenly I felt unable to stand it any

longer.

"Ambrose!" I cried in a suffocated

voice. "My God! What has happened

to you ?"

The old man, the small and mean

stranger, rose from his chair and drew
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away from me in distaste. And as he

stood up I saw that he was dressed in

curiously old-fashioned clothes such as we
see in daguerreotypes: tight-striped trou-

sers and a short black coat ; a high white

collar encircled his wrinkled neck, and a

large black silk necktie of the "puff" va-

riety covered his shirt-front. Abruptly I

realized that Ambrose had taken on mor-

tal form again. His wish had been

granted, hideously granted : he had be-

come a man again— the man he had really

been on earth.

"Ambrose," I called again, "why don't

3^ou answer me? Don't you know me?"
"Why do you yell so at me?" the old

man asked querulously in a thin, quaver-

ing voice. "Who are you? I don't know
you,"

"Are n't you Ambrose Strange?" I de-

manded.

"I don't know any Ambrose Strange,"

he replied, backing still farther away from

me, making stealthily for the door.

Suddenly he darted out of it. I leaped

after him, catching his arm, and he ut-

tered a sharp cry like the cry of a trapped

rat.

"Let me go! Let me go!" he pleaded.

"I have n't done j'ou any harm. I have

no money. Let me go!"

"First tell me what I am to say to

Emily," I said, shaking him as if that

might restore his memory.

His eyes, still frightened, remained per-

fectly blank.

"I don't know any Emily," he mut-

tered. "Let me go!"

He tore himself from my grasp, and I

lieard the swift, scurrying patter of his

feet on the wide stairway of the old house.

I made no attempt to follow him. I never

saw him again.

Emily continues to regard me with tlie

greatest suspicion, and with hatred, too.

She rather imagines, I think, that I did

away with Ambrose in some evil manner.

Therefore I wrote this complete account

of Ambrose Strange, telling all I knew
about him, all I ever hope to know. And
I sent the manuscript to Emilj'. It came

back two days later with a curt note.

"It is kind of you to try to comfort me
in such an ingenious way," she wrote.

"You have more imagination than I ever

dreamed. But as for believing it! I am
convinced that some day Ambrose will

return to me and himself clear up this

mystery, tliis awful mystery. Until that

time I can only suffer and hope and pray."

Well, perhaps Ambrose will return to

her. I find now that I am quite convinced

that anything can happen.
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Sellina Out Alaska

Bv A NAVAL EXPERT

ALASKA is an outlying possession.

L Mr. Seward bought it of Russia in

1867 for $7,200,000. He and it became

a national joke for that generation, and

further than to refer to it as "Seward's

Ice-box" it attracted but little attention.

Having more than half a million square

miles of area, it is more than ten times

larger than any State east of the ]\Iissis-

sippl, and contains mountain systems, val-

leys, and mighty rivers. Switzerland

could be lost around the base of Mount
]\IcKinley.

Seward was a statesman and held great

visions concerning the Pacific Ocean. In

his day its expanse must have appeared to

him, as to others, a vast solitude. Yet he

predicted that it was an ocean destined to

bear a traffic that would beggar all the

argosies of all the seas of all the past, and

that the islands situated therein would

form convenient stepping-stones for us to

occupy and dominate that traffic. And
only a few weeks ago we sold the last of

our ships on the Pacific! Mr. Seward's

brfadth of vision is brought out all the

sharper by remembering that at that time

our country was only emerging from the

Civil War and deeply engrossed in inter-

nal affairs. No wonder they laughed at

Seward and his dreams, so far renio\ed

from questions of reconstruction. In Eng-

land they laughed at the younger Pitt,

who, when the empire was engaged in the

back-breaking task of coping M'ith Na-

poleonic problems, they said, seemed to

think of nothing else but acquiring "sugar

islands," a term applied in a collective

sense to the hundred and odd islands in all

parts of the world that were captured or

simply annexed in that period. They
seemed to have little to do with the great

questions at home. No one, possibly ex-

cept Pitt, foresaw how valuable they

would become to the empire. It was Eng-

land's good fortune, however, to have suc-

cessors to Pitt who accepted the blazings

on his trails as guide-posts to go by. As
to us, it might appear at first as if our

successors to Seward were entirely worthy

of the class, for have we not since his day

acquired the many stepping-stones in the

Pacific? Should we not be in a position

to dominate the trade of this great ocean ?

Would that this could be asked in all

seriousness!

For us the Pacific Ocean is the great

problem of the day. But before we go to

that, let us bring Alaska up to date. At
present it is paying nine hundred per cent,

annually upon the purchase price. The
reports for the fiscal year ending with

June itemize as follows: copper leads the

list, being $26,500,000; next comes fish,

chiefly salmon, valued at $18,000,000, fol-

lowed by gold to the value of $16,000,000.

Silver mining yielded $1,000,000. All

other returns, including furs, bring the

total annual yield to $67,000,000.

It is only since Klondike days that

Alaska has at all been taken seriously, and

even from that date the development has

come slowly. For instance, the $26,000.-

000 of copper produced last year amounted

to only $4,600,000 in 1912. But the point

in all this is that Alaska has hardly been

scratched. Government experts estimate

that it contains deposits of coal worth bil-

lions of dollars, besides much tin and

petroleum. Here it is well to remember

that this is the only coal for ten thousand

miles along the Pacific Coast. It is en-

tirely within conservati\e bounds to say

that Alaska will be producing $100,000.-

000 annuall\- within ten years. A New
^'ork daily, commenting in August on the

wealth of Alaska, could find nothing more

apropos to say than to express a humorous

regret that its climate of forty degrees

below zero, or a modification of the same,

could not be imported to Manhattan at a

time when much needed. In other words,

the general reader hardly appreciates what

we have in Alaska. And as for a serious
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thought for its future safety, such a thing

must have been far from the editor's mind.

Two points come to the front now.

The first is that Alaska is the biggest prize

in the Pacific Ocean. Such fact can be

established to the satisfaction of any one

by simple comparisons. The next point

requires that we rub our eyes a little and

awaken to the fact that the cards are now
being shuffled for a mighty play as to who
is to control this expanse of water. Two
years ago it might have been difficult to

understand fully just what was meant by

the control of an ocean. Probably there

are many pacifists who do not grasp the

idea yet. But those who have followed

the war in Europe for the last two years

should have some ideas on the subject.

Again, who is shuffling the cards, and who
wants the Pacific? The answer to this is

that to statesmen there is no uncertainty

in determining a nation's probable adver-

saries within given periods of time and

spheres of locality. To them it is all a

game of chess, and the unending problem

is, What move is the other side likely to

make? When this is understood, the rea-

sons for preparedness in any given time or

place become apparent.

Let us compare such a situation with

problems in private life. Will this or that

neighbor's chickens come into the flower

garden to-morrow or next week? They
should not, for they have no right there

;

but all we can say is that they may, and so

we fence for them. Does the fence cast

suspicion on the next neighbor or on the

one twice removed ? Neither ; we fence

against them collectively. Also, against

our neighbors collectively we lock our

doors. We establish our property lines

with good and proper markings. He is a

good neighbor next door, and we know he

will never bother; nevertheless, to be pre-

pared for contingencies is good business,

and to let matters go is poor business. The
relations of nations to one another are

nothing more than this. We do not have

to imagine that this or that king of the

South Seas is going to spring at us on a

certain date. It is merely good business,

now called statesmanship, to consider and
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provide that in case he does spring the

situation will be in hand. Therefore,

when statesmen take up the map of any

given region, it is no more than part of

their training and duty to consider the

possible and probable contingencies with

reference to each and all of the neighbors

in that region.

We may now turn to a map of Alaska

and the Pacific Ocean on page 242. The
first point to notice is that it is an outlying

possession, or non-contiguous territory.

Had we really put energy into the "fifty-

four-forty or fight" political slogan of

seventy-five years ago, when the Northwest

was almost a ten-a incognita and nothing

but a little diplomatic energy was needed

for success, we would to-day be owning

right up to Alaska. But to get to Alaska

now we must go by sea. The sea is not

owned by anybody, but it can be con-

trolled, which is just the same thing.

The control of the sea is based on ships,

— that is, war-ships,— but just as im-

portant as ships is the possession of con-

trol-points where ships may ensconce

themselves in advantageous positions.

Thus, if we wish to know who controls

the Mediterranean, we consider Gibral-

tar, ]\Lalta, Cyprus, and the fortifications

at Aden lying back of the Suez Canal.

Great Britain, needless to say, has too

many trained diplomats in her govern-

ment to permit any breach of international

good taste by announcing that she owns

or controls this body of water. And in

time of peace even the hint of such a sug-

gestion would be ridiculed. War, how-

ever, unfolds the plans of peace.

Once at sea and bound for Alaska, we
have, before reaching there, to pass through

the Aleutian Islands. It is important to

notice their location on the map. Every

school-boy knows that we own them. As

can be seen, they form a curtain, or bar-

rier, stretching all the way across to Asia,

and separate the Bering Sea, which washes

Alaska, from the Pacific Ocean. This

string of islands is not much more than a

series of insignificant rocks jutting out of

the water, but as such they are dangerous

to ships, as fogs and mists surround them
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a great part of the time. In the theory of

control-points for defensive purposes they

are tremendously important in that they

compel ships to pass through certain chan-

nels. Near the most important passage

through the Aleutians on the road to

Alaska there is one of these islands that

contains an ice-free port known as Dutch
Harbor. It constitutes an excellent con-

trol-point, as Malta controls the Mediter-

ranean, or the Falkland Islands control

the route around Cape Horn.

Control-points, to be effective, must

contain gifts of nature. Their location

on the map is the first requisite ; next come

natural harbors and defensive possibilities.

But though nature gives the greater part

of a control-point, it expects that he who
would use it to its greatest advantage

would add to it by the work of man. In

this day, as ever, harbors need docks, ma-

chine-shops, fortifications, and so forth.

Dutch Harbor, out of our hands, would

be as effective a barrier against us as is

Gibraltar against Spain while out of her

hands. For the want of foresight and the

adoption of necessary measures, the other

fellow will, in war, have a good chance of

beating us to Dutch Harbor, and, putting

into effect what we ha\e neglected all

these years of our golden dividends, bar

the way to us ever after.

All this is very serious. Alaska is valu-

able, and we run great risk of losing it.

There is no question that in a struggle for

the realm of the Pacific Alaska's fate will

be just what Korea's fate was in the Man-
churian war of a decade or so ago.

But suppose Dutch Harbor is defended

and made into a naval base, what proof is

there that Alaska can be saved ? We go

to the map again. A naval force in Dutch

Harbor would be to Alaska and all its sea

approaches like a spider in the hiding-part

of his web, ready to leap upon anything

that appeared. Due to the conformation

and size of this little island, there is prob-

ably not a naval port in all the world that

could be put into a state of defense so

thoroughly and so cheaply as Dutch Har-

bor. In addition to its form, nature seems

to have picked a spot for it so that it
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should be just as far in distance from San Dutch Harbor and

Francisco as it is from Hawaii, which

greatly enhances its value as a control-

point for sea-power. In such a triangle

of forces the attacked or threatened point

can be reinforced from the other two. In

other words, the attacker, or enemj',

thinks twice before breaking into such a

combination, and probably comes to the

conclusion that it is wiser to hold off.

Geometric values, as in the triangle

Dutch Harbor, Honolulu, and San Fran-

cisco, are of immense importance in sea

problems. Suppose, wnth this triangle of

forces, that Honolulu is attacked. Forces

from San Francisco and Dutch Harbor

speed down the legs of the triangle in

equal time and converge upon the at-

tacker. This convergence of forces is

supposed to be superior to the strength of

the attacker. That is what a big navy

affords. But suppose that this triangle

was not equal, and that one point, like

Dutch Harbor, was two or three times

farther away than from Honolulu to San

Francisco. Then, in case Honolulu was

attacked, the San Francisco forces, though

they could arrive quicker, would never-

theless have to wait till the Dutch Harbor

ships arrived.

Waiting in war may cost an empire its

fate. If San Francisco sailed in without

waiting, then the enemy would be given

the opportunity of catching us with' di-

vided forces. To fight with forces divided

is the sin of all sins in war, and countless

thousands of innocent souls have gone

down into early graves because their lead-

ers erred in this principle. It was Na-

poleon's favorite trick to catch the other

fellow divided, and then proceed to de-

stroy him, first one half and then the

other.

Dutch Harbor possesses other factors

of much value and essentially important

to us that become apparent with a little

further study of the map. For the pur-

pose of stating a problem, we may suppose

that a strong hostile sea force based on

Hong-Kong or Yokohama intends an at-

tack on our coast. It would be rather

foolish for such a force to pass in between

Honolulu, with the

opportunity open to our forces to close in

behind this hostile force and surround it.

It would hardly take such risk. Also, it

would be too dangerous to go south and

around Honolulu, for, as soon as it

touched on our coast its position would be

as before.

Now we should have a point in sea-

control pictured very clearly : that the line

of Dutch Harbor and Honolulu forms a

barrier two thousand miles out in front of

our coast, and that as long as we have

more ships than are likely to assail that

line it is impregnable. If Honolulu and

Dutch Harbor did not exist, no such line

could exist, as ships cannot rest out in the

ocean indefinitely. They must have har-

bors and docks, or naval bases, where they

may lie in readiness, saving their strength

for the great moment when a naval battle

may come, and, coming, seldom lasts more

than a few hours.

In problems of sea-power the mind of

the admiral has great play for ingenuity,

ability, and skill.' In such a triangle as

we have pictured the admiral might and

might nof divide his forces among these

three points. Let us say that from the

known conditions in a war he surmised

that an attack from the Asiatic coast was
most likely. He knows where the naval

bases of the other side are located as well

as they know our bases. He expects, say,

that Yokohama will attack Honolulu, and

the scouts and wireless bring him news

that the hostile fleet is headed that way.

Had he concentrated in Dutch Harbor in

anticipation of such a course, he would

now be free to sail for Yokohama to at-

tack that place, being a thousand miles

nearer to it than Yokohama is from Hono-

lulu. The Yokohama fellow might now
be confronted with the predicament of not

being able to get back home.

If any of the readers of this article

have observed prairie-dogs and gophers

foraging away from their holes, they will

have observed how difficult, if not impos-

sible, it is to get between one and his hole.

This principle applies strongly in sea

strategy. \'ou are lost if you let the other
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fellow cut > ou off from >our base. Notice

that in the recent battle off Jutland the

opposing admirals so manceuvered that

neither was able to cut the other off his

route back home. When a force does cut

loose from its base and lets the other fel-

low intervene, as did the German Admiral

von Spee. remembered for sinking a small

British fleet under Sir Christopher Crad-

dock off the coast of Chile, such force

merely becomes a roving unit and ceases

to have any further decisive influence on

the ultimate fate of the war. In this case

Admiral von Spee was soon sunk.

If we were at peace with Yokohama,

hut at war with an enemy based on

Hong-Kong, our forces in Dutch Harbor

would still have the same thousand miles

of advantage, and their manoeuvering

would have to be for distances less than

the distance between Dutch Harbor and

Hong-Kong. In other words, the map
shows that he could not get within three

thousand miles of San Francisco. But

Manila would be easy prey for Hong-

Kong, as the distance there is only seven

hundred miles, and there would be slight

danger in keeping the road back home

safe.

Again, should Yokohama direct itself

toward Manila instead of toward our side

of the ocean, we can grant our enemy as

much acumen as we have. We see that it

would be too risky for him to go fifteen

hundred miles south and leave the road

open from Dutch Harbor unless our

strength in Manila was, as it is, so insig-

nificant that he might detach so small a

force for its conquest as not materially to

weaken him in maintaining a front against

Dutch Harbor. Cervera's fleet, sailing

from Spain for Cuba in i8q8, violated this

principle, and paid the penalty of never

getting back. No doubt the Spanish ad-

miralty understood the points involved,

but, notwithstanding, were sent out in

obedience to public opinion. This phrase

serves for purposes of excuse as well as to

cover the great fact that the directing

arms of a government are not coordinated

with its muscular, that is, military, arms.

Such a nation is like a person with loco-

motor ataxia. Its strength, being unco-

ordinated, is therefore dissipated. Or,

putting it the other way round, when

public opinion has to step in and direct a

government in critical issues, the govern-

ment is already tottering. The strength

of the governments in the present war in

F]urope is well illustrated through the

working of this principle.

But had Cervera been in greatly- supe-

rior strength, his movement from Spain to

Cuba would have been justified, and would

have opened possibilities of success against

our naval strength. Our fleet would ha\ e

avoided him ; an army could not have been

landed in Cuba without involving crazy

risks; and even if landed, would ulti-

mately have been lost. Such is the mean-

ing of a fleet, and justifies governments in

spending the last dollar in having their

fleets superior to that of a probable an-

tagonist. If the fleet is overmatched by

the enemy, it had better stay home, for it

can do but little and that with odds al-

ways against it. The handling of the

British and German fleets in the present

war plainly illustrates the point involved.

Since the war in Europe started, two

matters of great importance have occurred

that affect questions of the Pacific. Let us

turn to the map again and look at the

positions of the Caroline, Ladrone and

Marshall islands. They happen to belong

to Germany, but were promptly occupied

by Japan shortly after the war started. It

should be highly objectionable to us that

any power based on the Pacific, as is

Japan, should retain these islands. If

they are to change hands, they should go

to an European power, where, as in Ger-

many's hands, they would be as harmless

as in the old days of Spanish ownership.

This should be apparent to the reader, as

a European power. Great Britain ex-

cepted, would not control the sea-routes

between these points and her home bases.

We must always remember that metamor-

phically a fleet is a prairie-dog.

In the Marshall group Jalut Island is

the most important, with possibilities of a

base. What steps have already been taken

to con\ert it into a base we do not know.
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But even as a rendezvous it is important.

The distance from Yokohama is thirty-one

hundred miles, and it is readilv seen how

a force based on it would be in a position

to interpose on our route from Honolulu

to Manila. Jalut is just three thousand

miles east of the Philippines, and it would

be a blunder of the first magnitude in time

of peace if we permitted a base to be built

in our rear in any such location. How-
ever, no great strength could be based on

Jalut, due to the all-protecting Dutch

Harbor position and its short distance to

Yokohama. Nevertheless, it is still dan-

gerous, as no great strength would be

needed there, as we in turn would hardly

develop great strength on our Honolulu-

Manila-Guam route. They would merely

have to be just strong enough at Jalut to

overcome our light voyaging in that direc-

tion. In short, they could always be just

so strong, WMth the result that the Philip-

pines would be cut off at the very begin-

ning of hostilities.

Yap, the next island of importance,

near Guam, has also been occupied. As

can be seen from the map, it lies virtually

across the Guam-Manila route, and all

that has been said about Jalut applies in

similar force to this island. Guam and

Manila are now seen to be weak except as

they can be defended by the Dutch Har-

bor-Honolulu face. In fact, any place is

weak that projects far out on a single line.

The word "far" is referable to the practi-

cable cruising distances of modern fleets,

which, for best efficiency, prefer to hold

around two thousand miles. From Yoko-

hama to San Francisco is forty-eight hun-

dred miles, or six hundred miles less than

to Seattle. This is too great a distance to

steam and then attack at the end of such

a trip.

Dutch Harbor being onl}- a potential

base and in no sense fitted up for na\al

offense and defense, we may eliminate for

the time being. This would enable \'oko-

hama to move by easy stages first to Jalut,

which, of course, would be fitted for its

needs. From here it would move against

Honolulu, which it would attack. Hono-
lulu without Dutch Harbor is onl\ a point

now, and therefore weak. It is as Cuba
was to Spain in the Spanish War. We
might send the fleet to Honolulu and risk

a general engagement, but most likely not.

The end is that Honolulu would be left to

its fate, and after its fall the road to the

coast would be open. It is not until

Honolulu falls that the menace of an

army being landed on our coast or on the

peninsula of southern California con-

fronts us.

On the other hand, the coast might

ne\er be more than a theoretical objective

for tlie conquerors of Honolulu. It is

highly probable that after it fell, or even

before, Dutch Harbor would be moved

against, and, as it has no defense whatever,

would be simply occupied. A general en-

gagement with our fleet has not yet taken

place. Who knows but that the fleet

might be retained in the Atlantic, or, a

more likely matter, it, being inferior to

the attackers, would keep under cover

and avoid a general engagement? For the

sake of the argument we must presume

that if the enemy gets far enough to cap-

ture Honolulu he is doing so in the con-

fidence that his fleet is far superior. Thus
the meaning of a fleet is again brought

before the reader.

It is now time to recall that Alaska is

the great prize of the Pacific, and a hostile

force once in Dutch Harbor, Alaska falls

of its own weight. The reader must not

neglect the distance from Yokohama to

Dutch Harbor, and bear well in mind that

there is- very little difference in cruising

eflficiency between it and our distance from

San Francisco to Dutch Harbor. Dutch
Harbor to-day is to us what Gibraltar was
to Spain in the Armada days. Like her,

we have failed to realize potential value.

Once out of our hands, we, like Spain,

will have impressed upon us its tremen-

dous significance.

The second important matter to affect

the Pacific is the recent secret treat_\' be-

tween Japan and Russia. The natural

object "of a secret treaty is to record pqints

of agreement that outside parties should

not know. We, being such an outside

part), are of course in the dark about it.
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But in turn we draw the perfect right to

interpret such a treaty as we please, and

to our greatest disadvantage. In di-

plomacy such is the usual procedure. The
treaty in question may have an hundred

articles covering all points under the sun,

but what interests the present discussion

is that by this treaty Yokohama may have,

and likely has, secured the right to use

Petropavlovsk for war purposes. It is a

rather commodious harbor in Russian

Kamchatka, and lies about fourteen hun-

dred miles due west of Dutch Harbor,

and forms a convenient half-way point

between the latter and Yokohama. It

freezes in winter, but for a summer cam-

paign it would prove most con\enient.

Dutch Harbor and Honolulu, once in

hostile hands, would hold an offensive line

facing our coast, just as we did in the op-

posite direction when we held the line. In

such a case not only Alaska, but the

Philippines and Samoa fall without a shot,

and the strategical slate is made clear for

an attack against our coast by the landing

of troops or by just blocking us in by sea-

power. In other words, if this line falls

out of our hands, then the new owners

will own the ocean right up to the three-

mile limit of our coast. And the reader

will be only grasping at straws if he now
pictures a belated fleet coming to the

rescue by way of Panama. The distance

from Panama to Honolulu is just as far

as from Honolulu to Manila, and there-

fore too long to make with efficiency and

assurance of success after the bases at the

end of the route have been lost.

Now we come to sum up by saying that

the fact of a secret treaty, the occupation

of new control-points, and the feverish

haste with which a powerful offensive

navy is being built on this ocean is what is

meant by the sentence in the early part of

the article that the cards are now being

shuffled for a mighty pla>' to determine

who is to control the Pacific Ocean.

If this is so, why are we not at work on

Dutch Harbor, and why has not the Gov-
ernment thought out a comprehensive plan

of action that will square with the im-

portance of our future? The answer,

and only answer, is that nationall>- we are

still in the locomotor ataxia stage of un-

coordinated thought or action. We have

an army and a na\'y, to be sure. Hut the

army thinks one way, the nav_\- thinks

along some other, and, most important,

the state department, beautifully oblivious

of all, thinks about other things. As far

as getting the most of an established policy

goes, we are a sort of Spain all over again.

But with this difference : our stumbling

along is of a lucky form, and, without

much thinking, we have generally been

able in the past to compliment ourselves

that nothing succeeds like success.

An instance in point is that the present

European War is frightening us into

building a proper fleet. This will prob-

ably enable us to appear in the Pacific

with a possibly superior force just in the

nick of time. If we get our fleet built

first, and it is recognized as decidedly su-

perior, there may be no game in the Paci-

fic at all. In other words, if the other side

does not see its way clear to win, it will

not feel like playing. Such is the meaning

of sea-power and such is the insurance

that it brings.

These remarks should give an idea to

the composite everybody that it is such

matter as this that would come to be the

chief business before the "National Coun-

cil of Defense," if Congress ever comes to

enact that most important body into exist-

ence. Experts among the official classes

in the government services understand

such questions as these well enough, but

they are without the necessary prestige to

meet public opinion and have nothing to

do with establishing national policies,

without which nothing of great impor-

tance can be done.

Until such a body comes into existence

we remain only half a factor in treating

that great catalogue of questions inti-

mately connected with policy and manifest

destiny, and which can be treated properly

only by a bod\' drawn largely from the

highest political representatives of the

country, assisted and supplemented b\- the

technical and professional officials of the

Government.
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It is the only wa\' in which national

policies, as separated from the internal

affairs of the country, can become estab-

lished, and allied questions lifted out of

the maze of incoherence in which they now
float. It is to be noted, and it is highly-

gratifying, that we are attaining some

progress in this regard. For ten j'ears or

so the proposition to create a Council of

National Defense has been before Con-

gress. The Baltimore Democratic Con-

vention of 1 91 2 adopted a plank in its

platform favoring the creation of such a

body. After four years, and just as the

administration is about to close, the pres-

ent Congress brings forth a provision as a

rider to the army appropriation act. It

has nothing to do with the army, but as

that bill carried a mass of extraneous leg-

islation, it was incorporated as one of a

numerous list of riders.

The section in question prescribes that a

Council of National Defense is established

for coordination of industries and re-

sources for the national security and wel-

fare, to consist of the secretaries of war,

navy, interior, agriculture, commerce, and

labor, and to be assisted by an advisory

commission of not more than seven per-

sons, each of whom shall have special

knowledge of some industry, public util-

ity, or development of some natural

resource, or be otherwise specially quali-

fied, in the opinion of the council, for

performance of the duties provided, the

commission to ser\'e without compensa-

tion, etc.

For a Council of National Defense the

measure means nothing. Why.it was pre-

pared in this emasculated form by ^Ir.

Hay, the chairman of the military com-

mittee of the House, in whose hands it

was, is due to several reasons. The first

probable reason is that in the minds of

congressmen and our general public the

belief is strong that there is such a thing

as passive defense. Thus this new body is

authorized to study and evolve a plan how
best to munition or feed armies to repel

Asiatic hordes, if such were landed on our

Pacific coast. The reader, it seems sure,

must clearly comprehend by now that if

an enemy is so much as even able to land

on that coast he has the struggle mostly

won. The advantage of position is all

with him.

Another probable reason for the bill

taking the form it has is that Congress

may have been uncertain what such a

council might do, and so, to avoid being

embarrassed by it, first, they clipped its

wings, by taking away the Secretary of

State, whose presence is absolutely neces-

sary if this body is to have the necessary

prestige in matters of national policy ; and,

second, in limiting the functions of the

council to matters far removed from ques-

tions of policy. The reader of currentevents

of the last two years must realize how pain-

fully lacking we are in not having such a

body to furnish correlated data and to fur-

nish a plan for the harmonizing of the

departments of the Government. Not
only do we lose in prestige by not having

such, but in treasure we waste tens of

millions through each of the government

departments working in its own separate

way. Just a point for proof : the chamber

of commerce of Galveston, Texas, applied

to a congressman that the city should be

defended from sea attack, and he intro-

duced a bill for a fort to cost half a mil-

lion or more, which the war department

built and garrisoned. No other govern-

ment in the world could afford to be so

wasteful as to carry out such a measure

when the obvious solution would be to

decide that the defense of this place from

the sea rested upon the control of the

Gulf of Mexico, a matter entirely within

the keeping of the navy. But there is no

coordinating department of the Govern-

ment to make just such decision except the

President himself, who is already too over-

swamped with just such details.

The result is that where not a cent was

needed, a half a million or more was spent

because there was no other way of meeting

the matter. All this is the folly of an un-

coordinated government.
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Bv ACHMED ABDULLAH
Ilhistrations by Dalton Stevens

TO-DAY he lives In Bokhara, in the

old quarter of the desert town that

the natives call Bokhara-i-Shereef. He
has a store in a bazaar not far from the

Samarkand Gate, where he sells the gold-

threaded brocades of Khiva and the

striped Bokhariot belts that the caravan-

men exchange for brick-pressed tea across

the border in Chinese Turkestan, and

where, methodically filling his pipe with

tobacco from the carved pumpkin-shell at

his elbow, he praises the greatness of Rus-

sia and the wisdom of the czar.

There, at noon every day, his ten-year-

old son comes to him, bringing clean and

well-spiced food from the market.

"Look at him!" he says often, proudly

pinching the supple arms of the lad, and

exhibiting him as he would a pedigreed

stallion. "Sinews and muscles and a far-

seeing eye, and no nerves— none at all.

Because of which I give thanks to Allah

the Wise-judging, the opener of the door

of knowledge with the key of His mercy.

For one day my son will wear a plaited,

green coat and a tall chugerma cap of

white fur, and serve the czar. He will

learn to shoot straight, very straight, and

then," he adds, with a meaning smile, if

he happens to be speaking to one of the

three men whom he trusts,— "then he will

desert. But he will return, perhaps,"—

rapidly snapping his fingers to ward off

misfortunes,— "he will return to his regi-

ment, and he will not be very much pun-

ished."

A true Russian man he calls himself,

and his name, too, has a Russian purring

and deep ringing to it
—

"Pavel Alikhan-

ski." Also there is talk in the town that

he is in the pa}' of that great Bokharan

magnate, the kushbegi, friend of the czar,

bringing tales to him about his Highness

the ameer, and receiving milled gold for

the telling of them. And why cannot the

kushbegi be the future Ameer of Bokhara

if, indeed, the talcs be cunningly woven
and Russia willing?

But ten years ago, when I called him

friend, his name was not Alikhanski.

Then he called himself Wazir Ali-Khan

Sulaymani, that last name giving clue to

his nation and race; for "Sulaymani"

means "descendant of King Solomon,"

and it is known in half the world that the

Afghans claim this resplendent Hebrew
potentate as their breed's remote sire.

In those days he lived in a certain gray

and turbulent city not far from the north-

eastern foot-hills of the Himalayas, where

three great empires link elbows and swap

lies and intrigues and occasional murders,

and where the Afghan mist falls down
like a veil of purple-gray chiffon. In

those days neither Russia nor the czar was
on his lips, and he called himself an He-
rati, an Afghan from Herat, city-bred and

city-courteous, but with a strain of ma-

ternal blood that linked him to the moun-
tains and the sharp, red feuds of the

mountains. But citj'-bred he was, and as

such he lisped Persian, sipped coffee fla-

vored with musk, and gave soft answer

to harsh word.

He did not keep shop then, and none

knew his business, though we all tried to

find out, chiefly I, serving the Ameer of

Afghanistan in that far city, and retailing

the gossip of the inner bazaars from the

border to the rose gardens of Kabul,

where the governor sits in state and holds

durbar.

But money he had, also breeding, also

a certain winsome gentleness of spirit and

speech, a soft moving of high-veined

hands, well-kept, and finger-nails dark-

ened with henna in an effeminate man-

ner.

He spent many a day in the hills, the-

Khwadja Hills, called poetically Hill

Al2, C5, K-K67, and so forth, in the

Russian and British sur\ey-inaps. There
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he would shoot bighorns and an occasional

northern tiger that had drifted down in

the wake of the outer Mongolian snows.

This was strange, for an Afghan does not

kill for the sake of killing, the sake of

sport. He kills only for the sake of food

or of feud.

Nor could he explain even to himself

why three or four times every month he

left his comfortable town house and went

into the hills, up and down, following the

call of the wilderness; through the gut of

the deep-cleft Nadakshi Pass ; up beyond

the table-lands, pleasant with apricot- and

mulberry-trees ; still farther up to the

smoke-dimmed height of the Salt Hills,

where he stained his soft, city-bred hands

with the dirt of the tent-peg and the oily

soot of his rifle.

Once I asked him, and he laughed

gently.

"My mother came from the hills," he

replied, "and it is perhaps her blood

screaming in my veins which makes me
take to the hills, to kill bighorn and snow-

tiger instead of killing brother Afghans."

"You do not believe in feuds?" I was

astonished, for I was young in those da}s.

Again he laughed.

"I do believe in feud," he said ; "an eye

for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. A
true saying, and a wise one. But what

worth is there to me in killing my enemy

if my enemy's son will kill me in the

course of time? An unfinished feud is a

useless thing. For, tell me, can even the

fleetest horse escape its own tail ? Can the

naked tear their clothes? Can a dead
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his mother's side

hoi se eat grass

:

So month after month he went into the

hills, and he came back, his soul filled

with the sights he had seen, his spirit peo-

pled with the tales and the memories of

the hills. Often I spent the evening with

him, and he would digest his experiences

in the acrid fumes of his bamboo pipe. He
smoked opium in those days.

Then one day he came back from the

hills a married man.

She was ;i hillvvoman of the Moustaffa-

Khel tribe, and her name was Bibi Hal-

ima. She was a distant cousin of his on

and thus the marriage

proper thing, since we ofhad been a

Afghanistan do not believe in mating with

strangers.

Tall, hook-nosed, white-skinned, with

gra3^-black, flashing eyes and the build of

a lean she-panther, not unbeautiful, and

fit mother for a strong man's sons, I saw
her often. For these hillwomen despise

the customs of the sheltered towns; they

M'ill not cover their bodies with the swath-

ing farnnd]es, nor their faces with the

chnsband, the horsehair veil of the city

women.

Ali-Khan loved her. He loved her

with that love which comes to fortunate

men once in a lifetime— once and not

oftener. His spoken love was as his hands,

soft and smooth and courtly and slightly

scented. He would fill those hands with

gifts for her adornment, and he would

write poems to her in the Persian man-

ner.

And she? Did she lo\e him?

Assuredly, though she was silent. The
women of Afghanistan do not speak of

love unless they are courtezans. They
bear children,— sons, if Allah wills,— and

what else is there for woman in the eves

of woman or of Also, since love is

sacrifice, can there be greater proof of

love than the pain of giving birth ?

No, Bibi Halima did not weave words

of love, cunning and soft. Perhaps she

thought her husband's spoken love-words

in keeping with his henna-stained finger-

nails, an effeminacy of the city, smacking

of soft Persia and softer Stamboul. the

famed town of the West.

She did not speak of love, but the time

was near when she was about to give an-

swer, lusty, screaming answer. She ex-

pected a child.

"May Allah grant that it be a man-

child," she said to her husband and to her

mother, a strong-boned, hook-nosed old

hag of a hillwoman who had come down
into the city to soothe her daughter's pains

with her knowledge— "a man-child, broad-

bodied and without a blemish
!"

"Ave, bv God, the holder of the scale

.f la :hilc twirler or
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strength, a breaker of stones, a proud

stepper in the councils of fighting men !"

chimed in the old woman, using a tribal

saying of the Moustafifa-Khel.

Ali-Khan, as was his wont, snapped his

fingers rapidlj^ to ward off the winds of

misfortune. He bent over Bibi Halima's

hands, and kissed them very gently, for

you must remember that he was a soft

man, city-bred, very like a Persian.

"Let it be a man-child," he said in his

turn, and his voice was as deep and holy as

the voice of the muezzin calling the faith-

ful to prayer. "Allah, give me a son, a

little son, to complete my house, to give

meaning and strength to my life ; and to

yours, blood of my soul," he added, again

kissing Bibi Halima's hands. "And you,

beloved," he continued haltingly, for a

great fear was in his heart— "but you,

pearl tree of delight— you must live to— "

"Silence, babble-mouth!" the old

mother interrupted with a shriek. "Do
not speak aloud with naked heart and

tongue! You will bring ill luck on your

house! Of course she will live. She is

my daughter, blood of my blood and bone

of my bone. She is of the hills. And
I
—

" she laughed— "Seven sons have I

borne to my lord, and still I live." And
she pushed Ali-Khan toward the door,

mumbling bitter words about foolish men
of Persian manners sporting with the jinn

of misfortune. "Go now!"
"1 go," Ali-Khan said submissively;

and he returned, half an hour later, bear-

ing many gifts, silk and bracelets and

sweetmeats and perfume from Ispahan.

But Bibi Halima waved them aside

with a short, impatient gesture. No, no,

no, she did not want these man-made
things. She wanted him to go to the hills

to bring back to her the flowers of the

hills, purple rhododendrons, soft-colored

mimosas, and wild hibiscus smelling

strongly of summer.

"Go to the hills, O pilgrim," added the

old woman as she saw his anxious face.

"We women need no man around in the

hour of trial. Ho!" she spat out her betel

through blackened, stumpy teeth, "let wo-

men do women's business. Men in the

house are as useless as barren spinsters, fit

only to break the household pots. Go to

the hills, my lord, and bring back the

flowers of the hills. On your return, wnth

the help of Allah, there will be a little

son strengthening the house."

And so he went to the hills, his rifle in

his arm. Up to the high hills he went

to pick flowers for his beloved, a song on

his lips.

"O Peacock, cry again," I heard his

voice as he passed my house.

Early the next morning Ebrahim Asif

came to town. He also was of the Mou-
staffa-Khel, and a first cousin to Bibi

Halima, and upon the blue-misted Salt

Hills he was known as a brawler and a

swashbuckler. A year before, so I heard

afterward, following the custom of the

hills, which does not make marriage a

matter of jingling silver, he had spoken to

her of love, and had been refused. She

had married Ali-Khan instead a few
months later.

Now he came to lier house, bearing

gifts, and the old mother stood in the

doorway.

"Go away!" she shrilled; for being an

Afghan herself, she did not trust the

Afghan, her sister's son.

Ebrahim Asif laughed.

"I have come to see my cousin and Ali-

Khan. See, I have come bringing gifts."

But still the old woman was suspicious.

"Trust a snake before an Afghan," she

replied. "Ali-Khan is away to the hills.

Go away, filthy spawn of much evil!"

"Spawn of your sister's blood, >ou

mean," he replied banteringly ; and the

old woman laughed, for this was a jest

after her own heart. "Let me in!" he

continued. "Once your daughter blinded

my soul with a glance of her eye. Once
the fringe of her eyelids took me into cap-

tivity without ransom. But time and dis-

tance have set me free from the shackles of

my love. It is forgotten. Let me bring

these gifts to her."

So the old woman let him into the zen-

ana, where the windows were darkened

to shut out the strong Northern sun. Bibi

Halima ga\e him pleasant greeting from
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n the corner soon the coucl

J spoke to her with kindl

where she lay

of the room.

And he alj

words.

"Live forever, most excellent cousin!"

he said, bow-ing with clasped hands. "Live

in the shadow of happiness during the

times of day, whilst the west wind blow-

eth gently over the hills, and during the

hours of night, whilst the bird of the

tamarisk moaneth like the childless

mother!" He took a step nearer. "I

have brought you presents, dispenser of

delights."

Bibi Halima laughed, knowing of old

Ebrahim Asif's facility for turning cun-

ning words. She spoke to her mother.

"Open the blinds, Mother, and let me
see what mv cousin has brought from the

hills."

The old woman drew up the blinds,

and Bibi Halima looked.

"See, see. Mother!" she exclaimed with

delight, "see the gifts which my cousin has

brought me— gifts to adorn the house!"

"Aye, Daughter," the old w^oman re-

plied, "gifts to adorn the house." And
then she added, with the pride of age

greedy for grandchildren, "but there will

be a gift yet more fit to adorn this house

when 30U lay a man-child into your lord's

arms."

Then the terrible rage of the Afghans

rose suddenly in Ebrahim Asif's throat.

He had come in peace, bearing gifts, as I

said ; but when he heard that the woman
whom once he had loved would give birth

to a child, the other man's child, he drew

his cheray.

A slashing, downward thrust, and he

was out of the house and off to the hills

again.

The blow had struck Bibi Halima's

temple with full force. She was half

dead, but she forced back her ebbing

strength because she wanted to hold a

man-child in her arm.s before she died.

"Stop your crying!" She turned to her

mother, who had fallen into a moaning
heap at the foot of the couch. "Allah

el-Mumit—God the dispenser of justice-

will not let me die before I have laid a
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Call a doctor ofson into my lord's arms,

the English."

So the old woman came to my door,

giving word to me of what had occurred.

I hurried to the Street of the Mutton
Butchers, where the English hakim lived,

and together we went to the house of Bibi

Halima.

He examined her, dressed her wound,

and said

:

"A child will be born, but the mother

will assuredly die."

The old woman broke into a storm of

tears, but Bibi Halima silenced her with

a gesture.

"It is as God wills," she said, and the

doctor marveled at her vitality. "Let but

the child be born first, and let that child

be a man-child. The rest matters not.

And you"— she turned to me— "and you,

mv friend, go to the hills and fetch me my
lord."

I bowed assent, and went to the door.

Wait! H er voice was firm despite

her loss of blood. "If on the way you

should meet Ebrahim Asif, you must not

kill him. Let him be safe against my hus-

band's claiming."

"I shall not touch him," I promised,

though the sword at my side was whinny-

ing in its scabbard like a Balkh stallion in

the riot of young spring.

All that day and the following night,

making no halt, I traveled, crossing the

Nadakshi Pass at the lifting of dawn, and

smelling the clean snow of the higher

range the following noon. Here and

there, from mountaineers and the Afghan
ameer's rowdy soldiers, I asked if aught

had been seen of the two men, both being

well known in the land.

Yes, I asked for both men : for while I

was hurrying to my friend with the mes-

sage which was about my heart like a

heel-rope of grief, it was also in nn soul

to keep track of Ebrahim Asif. Kill him

I could not. because of the promise I had

given to Bibi Halima; but perhaps I could

reach Ali-Khan before the other had a

chance to make the rock-perched villages

of the Moustaffa-Khel, and thus compara-

tive safetv.
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It was late in the afternoon, with

the lights of the camp-fires already twin-

kling in the gut of the Nadakshi, when

I heard the noise of tent-peg speaking

to hammer-nose, and the squealing of

pack-ponies, free of their burdens, roll-

ing in the snow. It was a caravan of

Bokhara tadjiks going south to Kabul

with wool and salt and embroidered silks,

and perhaps a golden bribe for the gov-

ernor.

They had halted for a day and a night

to rest the sore feet of their animals, and

the head-man gave me ready answer.

"Yes, Pilgrim," he said ; "two men
passed here this day, both going in the

same direction," and he pointed it out to

me. "I did not know them, being myself

a stranger in these parts ; but the first was

a courteous man who was singing as he

walked. He gave us pleasant greeting,

speaking in Persian, and dipped hands in

our morning meal. Two hours later,

traveling on the trail of the first man, an-

other man passed the kafilah. a hillman,

with the manners of the hills, and the red

lust of killing in his e^es, nosing the

ground like a jackal. We did not speak

to him. for we do not hold with hillmen

and hill-feuds. We be peaceful men. trad-

ing into Kabul."

It was clear to me that the hillman in-

tended to forestall just fate by killing Ali-

Khan before the latter had heard of what

had befallen Bibi Halima. So I thanked

the tadjik, and redoubled my speed ; and

late that evening I saw Ebrahim Asif

around the bend of a stone spur in the

higher Salt Range, walking carefully,

using the shelter of each granite boulder,

like a man afraid of breech-bolt snicking

from ambush. For a mile I followed him.

and he did not see me or hear me. He
knew that his enemy was in front, and he

did not look behind. Again the sword was

whinnying at my side, and the barrel of

my rifle throbbed with desire. For Ali-

Khan was friend to me, and we of Af-

ghanistan are loyal in living, loyal also

in taking life. Thus was there a choking

rage in my heart ; the young moon above

me was bloated and crimson, like a slaugli-
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tered soul crying for vengeance ; and in

my mouth was the taste of dirt.

But there was my promise to Bibi

Halima to keep Ebrahim Asif safe against

her husband's claiming.

And I kept him safe, quite safe, by

Allah, the holder of the balance of right.

For using a short cut which I knew, hav-

ing once had a blood-feud in those very

hills, I appeared suddenly in front of

Ebrahim Asif, covering him with my rifle.

He did not show fight, for no hillman

will battle against impossible odds. Doubt-

less he thought me a robber of the high-

ways; and so, obeying my command, he

dropped his rifle and his cheray, and he

suffered me to bind his hands behind his

back with my waistband.

But when I spoke to him, when I pro-

nounced the name of Ali-Khan and Bibi

Halima, he turned as yellow as a dead

man's bones. His knees shook. The fear

of death came into his eyes, and also a

great cunning; for these Moustaffa-Khel

are gray wolves among wolves.

"Walk ahead of me, son of Shaitan and

of a she-jackal," I said, gently rubbing his

heart with the muzzle of my rifle. "To-

gether you and I shall visit Ali-Khan.

AV^alk ahead of me, son of a swine-fed ba-

zaar-woman."

He looked at me mockingly.

"Bitter words," he said casually, "and

they, too. will be washed out in blood."

"A dead jackal does not bite," I said,

and laughed ; "or do you think that per-

haps Ali-Khan will show you mercy?

Yes, }'es," I added, still laughing, "he is

a soft man, M'ith the manners of a Per-

sian. Assuredly he will show you merc\-."

"\'es," he replied, "perhaps he will

show me inerc\-." Again the cunning look

shone in his e_\ es, and a second later he

broke into riotous, high-shrilling laughter.

"Why the laughter?" I asked, aston-

ished.

"Because \ou shall behold the impossi-

ble."

"What?"
"When the impossible happens, it is

seen," he answered, using the Sufi saying:

"for eyes and ears prove the existence of
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that which cannot exist : a stone swims in

the water ; an ape sings a Kabuli love-

song—

"

"Go on!" I interrupted him impa-

tientl}^ rubbing his side with my rifle.

So we walked along, and every few sec-

onds he would break into mad laughter,

and the look of cunning would shine in

his gray eyes. Suddenly he was quiet.

Only he breathed noisily through his nos-

trils, and he rolled his head from side to

side like a man who has taken too much
bhang. And that also was strange, for,

with his hands tied behind his back, he

could not reach for his opium-box, and I

could not make it out at all.

A few minutes later we came in sight

of Ali-Khan. He was sitting on a stone

ledge near a bend of the road, flowers

about him, carefully wrapped in moist,

yellow moss so that they would keep fresh

for the longing of his beloved, and sing-

ing his old song, "O Peacock, cry again— '.'

Then he saw us, and broke off. Aston-

ishment was in his eyes, and he turned a

little pale.

"Ebrahim Asif," he stammered, "\\hat

is the meaning of this?" And then to me,

who was still covering the hillman with

my rifle: "Take away your weapon from

Ebrahim ! He is blood-cousin to Bibi

Halima, distant cousin to me."

"Ho!" Ebrahim's shout cut in as sharp

as the point of an Ulwar saber. "Ho!
ho! ho!" he shouted again and again.

Once more the mad, high-shrilling laugh-

ter, and then suddenly he broke into dron-

ing chant.

I shivered a little, and so did Ali-Khan.

We were both speechless. For it was the

epic, impromptu chanting which bubbles

to the lips of the Afghan hillmen in mo-

ments of too great emotion, the clianting

which precedes madness, which in itself is

madness— the madness of the she-wolf,

heavy with young, which has licked blood.

"Listen to the song of P'brahim Asif,

the Sulaymani, the Moustaffa-Khel," he

droned, dancing in front of us with minc-

ing steps, doubly grotesque because his

hands were tied behind his back ; "listen to

the song of Ebrahim Asif, son of Abu
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Salih Musa, grandson of Abdullah el-

Jayli, great-grandson of the Imam Hasan
Abu Talib, great-great-grandson of Abd
al-Muttalib al-i\Iahz! I have taken my
rifle and my cheray , and I have gone into

the plains to kill. I descended into the

plains like a whirlwind of destruction,

leaving behind me desolation and grief.

Blood is on my hands, blood of feud justly

taken, and therefore I praise Allah, opener

of the locks of hearts with His name,

and— "

The words died in his throat, and he

threw himself on the ground, mouthing

the dirt like a jackal hunting for a buried

corpse.

For a moment I stood aghast. Was the

man really mad ?

But no ; I remembered the cunning look

which had crept into his eyes when he had

said that perhaps Ali-Khan would show

him mercy. He was playing at being mad.

There was no other way of saving his life,

for in the hills madmen are considered

especially' beloved by Allah, and thus sac-

rosanct.

"Blood has reddened the palms of my
hands," came the droning chant as Ebra-

him Asif jumped up again from the

ground and began again his whirling

dance.

"What has happened?" Ali-Khan whis-

pered in mv ear. "Has there been kill-

ing? Where? When?"
Instead of replying, I pressed my rifle

into his hands.

"Shoot him!" I cried. "Shoot!"

He looked at me, utterly amazed.

"But why? Why should I shoot him?"

Again the droning chant of Ebrahim

rose, swelling and decreasing in turns, dy-

ing away in a thin, quavery tremolo, then

bursting forth thick and palpable.

"I give thanks to Allah the Just, the

withdrawer of the \cils of hidden things,

the raiser of the flag of beneiicence ! For

He guided my footsteps! He led me into

the plains. And there I took toll, red

toll!" There came a shriek of mad laugh-

ter, then very softly he chanted : "Once

a nightingale warbled in the villages of

the Moustaffa-Khel, and now she is dead.



The death-gongs are ringing in the city

of the plains
—

"

"Shoot him," I shouted again to Ali-

Khan, "or. by Allah, I mjself will shoot

him." And I picked up the rifle.

But he put his hand across its muzzle.

"But why, why?" he asked. "He is

blood-cousin to Bib! Halima. Also does

it seem that reason has departed his mind.

He is a madman, a man beloved by Allah.

Shall I thus burden my soul with a double

sin because of your bidding?"

"But—but
—

" I stammered. The words

choked between my lips. My duty to tell

him of what had happened in his house

while he was away picking flowers for his

beloved! My duty to dim the mirror of

his life with the breath of bitter news!

"Why should I shoot him?" he asked

again.

And then, before I found speech, the

answer came, stark, crimson, in the hill-

man's mad chant:

"Bibi Halima was her name, and she

mated with a rat of the cities, a rat of an

Herati speaking Persian. Now she is

dead. I drew my cheray, and I struck.

The blade is red with the blood of my
loved one; the death-gongs are ringing—"

Then Ali-Khan understood. He shiv-

ered and swayed like a tree cut away from

its supporting roots.

"Allah!" he shouted. And the long,

lean Afghan knife leaped to his hand like

a sentient being. "Allah!" he said again,

and a deep rattle was in his throat.

The grief in the man's eyes was horri-

ble to see. I put my hand on his arm.

"She is not dead," I said.

"Is that the truth?" he asked; then,

pitifully, as I did not reply, "we have

spoken together with naked hearts before

this. Tell me, is the tale true?"

"The child will be born," I sa-d, quot-

ing the English doctor's words, "but Bibi

Halima will assuredly die."

And then—and at the time it seemed

to me that the great sorrow had snatched

at the reins of his reason—Ali-Khan

sheathed his knife, with a little dry metal-

lic click of finality.

"It is even as AUali will?;." he said, and
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he bowed his head. "Even as Allah wills,"

he repeated. He turned toward the east,

spread out his long, narrow hands, and

continued with a low voice, speaking to

himself, alone in the presence of God, as

it were

:

"Against the blackness of the night,

when it overtaketh me, I betake me for

refuge to Allah, the lord of daybreak."

There came a long silence, the hillman

again rolling on the groimd, mouthing the

dirt after the manner of jackals.

Finally I spoke

:

"Kill him, my friend ; kill him slowly

while I hold him. Let us finish this busi-

ness, so that we may return to the city."

"Kill him?" he asked, and there was in

his voice that which resembled laughter.

"Kill a madman, a man beloved by Allah

the Just?" He walked over to Ebrahim

Asif, touching him gently with the point

of his shoe. "Kill a madman?" he re-

peated, and he smiled sweetly at the pros-

trate hillman, as a mother smiles at a

prattling babe.

"The man is not mad," I interrupted

roughly ; "he is playing at being mad."

"No! no!" Ali-Khan said with an even

voice as passionless as fate ; but there was

a light in his eyes like a high-eddying

flame. "Assuredly the man is mad—mad
by the forty-seven true saints. For who
but a madman would kill a w'oman ? And
so j'ou, being my friend, wnll take this

madman to the villages of the Moustaffa-

Khel. See him safely home. For it is not

good that harm should come to those

whom Allah lo\es. Tell the head-man of

the village, tell the priest, tell the elders,

tell everybody, that there is no feud. Tell

them that Ebrahim Asif can live out his

life in peace. Also his sons, and the sons

which the future will bring him. Safe

they are in God's keeping because of their

father's madness!"

I drew him to one side, and whispered

to him

:

""What is the meaning of this? What
— v.hat— "

He interrupted me with a gesture,

speaking close to my ear

:

"Do as I bid \ou for the sake of our
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friendship ; for it is said that the mind of

a friend is the well of trust, and the stone

of confidence sinks therein and is no more

seen." He was silent for a moment, then

he continued in 3 et lower voice: "Hold

him safe against my claimin;i? Assuredh

him and his sons— and— '" tlien suddenly.

"O Allah, send me a man-child !"

And he strode down the hill into the

purple dusk, while I, turning over his last

words in my mind, said to myself that he

was a soft man indeed : but that there is

also the softness of forged steel, which

bends to the strength of the sword-arm.

and which kills on the rebound.

So, obe\ing my friend's command, 1

went to the villages of the Moustaffa-

Khel. I delivered Ebrahim Asif safe into

the hands of the jirffalis. gi\ing them the

message with \\Iiich Ali-Khan liad in-

trusted me.

There was a little laughter, a little cut-

ting banter hard to bear, and some talk

of cowards, of cit>-bred Heratis turning

the other cheek after the manner of the

feringhees, of blind men wanting nothing

but their eyes ; but I kept my tongue safe

between my teeth. For I remembered the

softness of steel ; I remembered Ali-Khan's

love for Bibi Halima ; and thirdly I re-

membered that there is no lo\e as deep as

hate.

Four days later I knocked at the door

of Ali-Khan's house, and there was the

moaning of women, and the ringing of

the death-gong.

Ali-Khan \vas alone in his room, smok-

ing opium.

"A SQn lias been born nic, praise Al-

lah!" was his greeting.

"Praise Allah and the prophet and the

prophet's family, and peace and nian\

blessings on them all !"
I laid ni\ left

hand against his, palm to palm, and kissed

him on both cheeks.

There was no need to ask after \V\W\

Halima, for still from the inner rooms

c;une the moaning of women and the ring-

ing of the death-gong. But another ques-

tion was in my heart, and he nuist ha\e

read it. For he turned to me, snu'ling

gently, and said

:

"Heart speaks naked to heart, and the

head answers for both. And I am an

Herati and a soft man."

There was peace in his e\es, at which

I wondered, and he continued:

"Once I spoke to you of feud. I said

that an unfinished feud is a useless thing,

as useless as horns on a cat or flowers of

air. for, if I kill my enemy, my enemy's

son, knowing my name and race, will kill

me, and thus through the many genera-

tions. A life for a life, and yet again a

life for a life. And where, then, is the bal-

ancing of lives? Where, then, is the profit

to me and mine ? So I have made peace

between Ebrahim Asif and myself, cun-

ningly, declaring him a madman, beloved

by Allah, thus sacrosanct. And 1 shall

sell my house here, and take my little son

and go north to Bokhara. I shall sit un-

der the shadow of the Russian czar, and

I shall prosper exceedingly ; for I know-

central Asia and the intrigues of central

Asia, and I shall sell my knowledge to the

czar. I shall be not without honor."

"Do you, then, love the bear of the

North that \ou are willing to serve him?"

"Love is of the mind and not of the

heart,"— he flung out a bare palm,— "un-

less it.be the love of woman. And Bibi

Halima is dead.
"

"Then why serve the czar?'' For be

it remembered that in those days I served

the Ameer of Afghanistan, and that there

was talk in the bazaars of a railwa\' being

built from Bokhara to Mer\ , within strik-

ing distance of Herat.

Again he smiled.

"Because T said that lo\ e is of the mind.

What does me w eal, that 1 love and serve.

What does me harm, that 1 hate and fight.

See? ^ ears from now, if it be so writ-

ten, \w\ son, thanks to the honor which

shall be nu'ne under the shadow of the

czar, \\ ill be a soldier of the czar in the

north, in Bokhara. He will be trained

.ifter the mamier of the North, and he

will shoot as straight as a hawk's flight.

He w ill be the pride of the regiment, and

he will wear the little silver medal on a

green ribbon which is given to the best

in.irksman in the arnw. And one i\\\\ the
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j'oung soldier, bearing a Russian name,

even as will his father, will desert from

iiis regiment for a week or a month, and

the tale will be spread that he has gone

north to Moscow because of his young

blood's desire to see new sights and kiss

strange women. But He will not have

gone north at all. No, by the teeth of

(jod and mine own honor! He will have

gone south, to these very hills, and there

will be no desire in his heart but the de-

sire to kill. He will kill Ebrahim Asif

and his sons—may he have as many as

there are hairs in my beard!— and also

the women, at night, when they go to the

brook to fetch water for the evening meal.

He will kill from ambush, wasting no

shots, being a soldier trained to war. Jhi!

the carrion of the clan of Ebrahim Asif

will feed the kites of the Salt Hills, and

for many a day to come the jackals of the

Nadakshi will not feel the belly-pinch of

hunger. And the family of Ebrahim Asif

shall be no more, and thus will the feud

be stanched, if God be willing. And then

my son will return to the north, to Bo-

khara. And tracking him will be like

tracking the mists of dawn to their home.

For what is one soldier more' or less in the

great land of the czar, where there are

thousands and thousands and thousands

of them ? Also, will not the Government's

protection be his, since I, his father, too,

will be serving the czar not without

honor?"

He left the room and returned, a mo-

ment later, holding in his arms a little

bundle of silk and linen.

"Look," he said, baring carefully the

head of the new-born infant. "See the

eagle profile, the hooded brow, the creamy

skin, the black, curh' hair! An Afghan

of Afghans! And see.— he opens his right

eye,— has he not the eye of the killer?"

The child twisted and gave a little cry.

Ali-Khan took a long, lean knife from the

wall, offering its hilt to his son. The tiny

hand gripped it, while the blade, point

down, shone in the ravs of the afternoon
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THE Allies' recent economic confer-

ence at Paris is a melancholy exam-

ple of war's perverting influence upon the

intellect of man. The conference's deci-

sions fall under three main heads: (i)

measures to be taken by the Allied gov-

ernments during the war; (2) transitory

measures for the reconstruction period im-

mediately after the war; (3) permanent

measures of mutual aid and collaboration.

All these, of course, are of an economic

character.

To the first of these categories, look-

ing toward the complete economic isola-

tion of the Central Powers during the

continuance of hostilities, no logical ob-

jection can be offered, however high-

handed some of the clauses may appear to

neutrals. Before war's categorical im-

perative all other considerations must bow,

and many things intolerable in times of

peace become natural and even inevitable

with the first clash of arms.

But with the other two categories the

situation is quite different. These meas-

ures aim at nothing less than a permanent

economic combine of the Allied nations,

directed specifically against the Central

Powers, yet unpleasanth- hinting at possi-

ble discrimination against neutrals. Here

at last we have official indorsement of all

that war-after-the-war talk freely in-

dulged in by publicists of both sides ; a

truly alarming encouragement to those

who would crystallize present enmities

past all hope of reconciliation, split tiie

world permanently asunder, and open up

a vista of chronic war fatal to modern

civilization.

Weighty as are these latter objections,

however, we w ill exclude all such humani-

tarian considerations from our present dis-

cussion and will confine ourselves to the

strictly economic aspect of the question.

Fortunately for man's future, the pro-

iected Allied combine seems doomed to

failure as flying squarely in the face of the

most elementary principles of economic

theorj and practice. The pity of it is that

it should be even tried, for it will cer-

tainly work much mischief during its

short and stormy existence. Many of the

wisest voices in the Allied camp itself are

to-day protesting against the attempt.

Financial organs like the London "Econ-

omist," commercial leaders like the presi-

dents of the Moscow bourse and the Paris

chamber of commerce, and statesmen

like Lord Brycc, dissent vigorously from

the scheme. But the myopia of fear and

passion has so blinded the warring peo-

ples that the plan seems certain to be tried.

Such being the case, it remains for us only

to analyze the project's elements of

strength and weakness.

Seen upon a IMercator's projection map
of the world, the Allied combine certainly

does look formidable enough. England.

France, Russia, Italy, Japan, and Portu-

gal, with all their vast colonial possessions,

not to mention Belgium, Serbia, and Mon-
tenegro, together produce every conceiva-

ble variety of raw material or manufac-

tured article, and might theoretically form

a perfectly self-sufficient economic whole.

But they could do so only by a thorough-

going division of hibor which would revo-

lutionize every one of their economic lives.

And this is just where the trouble will

begin, for none of these nations is pre-

pared to make the necessary sacrifices to

the common cause. History is strewn

\\ith the wrecks of attempts to subordi-

nate economic realities to political desires,

but no such Utopian concept as the pres-

ent lias e\ er yet seriously engaged the mind

of man. E\ery known t> pe of economic

system is represented in this strange fel-

lowship, from free-trade England to rock-

ribbed protectionist France, infant-indus-

try protectionist Russia, and monopolistic

ja]->aii. The onl\ c()ncci\ able method of
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really overcoming these divergencies

would be the institution of mutual free

trade between all the Allied nations. This

would certainly involve no change in Eng-

land's economic system. But would any

of the other parties assent to the arrange-

ment? Let us see.

Russia might, at first sight, appear

amenable to conversion. A \ast countr\-

of almost limitless agricultural possibili-

ties, she is capable of feeding all western

Europe with her cereals. Indeed, her

grain-trade is her economic life, and the

stoppage of that trade since the beginning

of the war to-day threatens her with eco-

nomic strangulation. Yet who in 191

4

was her best customer? Germany, who
took one third of all Russia's exports. If

Russia now enters upon permanent eco-

nomic war with the Central Powers, she

must resign herself to the loss of this Ger-

man market, not to mention those of Aus-

tria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Ottoman

Empire. How will Russia recoup her-

self? Obviously she must find new mar-

kets equal to the old, and that right speed-

ily, for her financial condition is to-day so

bad that failure to keep up her exports

will mean bankruptcy. The answer is

self-evident : her allies must find her these

new markets by opening their own doors

to her grain, timber, and other staple

products.

This is just wliat the Russians are now
demanding in no uncertain terms. "In

agreeing to fight Germany," recently

wrote M. Bublikov, a member of the

Duma and one of Russia's most eminent

financial specialists, "we must demand of

our allies the assurance that our interests

will be respected, and that this struggle

against the recovery of Germany will not

be conducted at the price of our own im-

poverishment." Another noted Russian

economist. Professor IVIiguline, in a spe-

cial report to the Russian minister of

finance, complains strongly of the prohibi-

tory French and Italian tariffs on food-

stuffs and lumber, and asserts categori-

cally that such barriers must be lowered

before Russia can think of committing

herself to an economic war with the Teu-

tonic empires. Before the Russian agri-

cultural congress held last March, M.
Boradaievski, the grain-trade expert, de-

clared flatly that unless the Allies took

care of Russia's cereal exports she would
ha\e to make a commercial treaty with

(jcrmany containing even a most-favored-

nation clause. Indeed, M. Rostovtsev,

member of the Duma committee on com-

merce, demands nothing short of a de

facto monopoly for Russian cereals on the

British market, to the exclusion even of

Canada, and also asks similar favors in

all the Allied markets for Russian lum-

ber, to the exclusion of such competitors

as Canada and the Scandinavian coun-

tries.

Such are Russia's demands, ^'et what

possible chance have they of being acceded

to? Would England, to-day, obviously

veering toward "imperial preference,"

dare thus to flout her great overseas do-

minions? As to France, agriculturally

self-sufficient, thanks to high protection,

let any one who knows the temper and

political power of the French peasant im-

agine a French ministry venturing to sac-

rifice Jacques Bonhomme in such ca\alier

fashion

!

But this is only the beginning of the

story. For poor and backward Russia it

is not sufficient to sell dearly ; she must

buy cheaply as well. The outstanding

feature in Russian economic life to-day is

the frightful rise in the cost of living.

Russian economists are seriously alarmed

on this score, and many draw therefrom

the gloomiest deductions. Before the war
German goods virtually dominated the

Russian market. In part this was due to

the favorable Russo-German commercial

treaty of 1 904, but Russian economic \\ ri-

tcrs themselves admit that other prime

causes were geographical proximity, ease

of intercommunication, and Teutonic abil-

ity to meet Russian wants. "However
desirable may be the commercial boycot-

ting of Germany after the war," remarks

M. Bublikov, "we must not overlook the

difficult situation in which Russia would

thereby be placed. Why did Russia buy

so much from Cjerman\ ? E\identl\- be-
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cause she could get things cheaper or on

better terms from German}' than from

England or France. It is therefore clear

that the cessation of commercial relations

with Germany would mean for Russian

consumers a rise in the cost of living and

a tightening of credits. Can weak Russia

hear such a burden? There can be but

one answer to that question." And M.
Titov, an influential member of the Duma
and editor of the Petrograd "Financial

Gazette," admits frankly that unless these

difficulties are solved, "the old economic

relations will be reestablished, however

undesirable that might be from the politi-

cal point of view."

And even this is not all. Granting for the

sake of argument that the Western Allies

would throw open their markets to Rus-

sian produce and that they could manage

to supply Russian needs as cheaply and ad-

\ antageously as the Germans, would Rus-

sia resign herself to play the part of farmer

and lumberman to the Allied economic

combine? Certainly not. Russia has long

yearned to become economically a second

United States, to supplement her agricul-

tural existence by a flourishing industrial

life. About twenty years ago the late

Count Witte took the first step in this

direction by the institution of a higli

protective tariff. Behind the shelter of

this tariff wall a vast industrial edifice has

arisen, absorbing billions of capital and

supporting millions of workers. Most of

these undertakings have not, however, as

>et emerged from the infant-industry

stage of economic development, and with-

out the present tariff protection they could

not maintain themsehes against the older

and more efficient industrial systems of the

West. It is obvious that if England,

France, and Italy were to make the

requisite concessions to Russian agricul-

ture, Russia would have to grant corre-

sponding privileges to her allies' manufac-

tured products. Docs any one imagine

that Russia would e\ er bring herself thus

^irLually to scrap her hard-earneil indus-

trial system? Most assuredly not. On
the contrary, never before have Russians

been so determined to strengthen and ex-

pand their industrial life. The terrible

lessons of the war have driven home into

their minds the perils of industrial back-

wardness, and they are resolved to free

themselves from economic dependence

upon any nation whatsoever as soon as it

is humanly possible to do so.

Far-sighted persons in western Europe

see this clearly. "What the predominant

interests in Russia want," recently re-

marked the London "Economist," "is

more capital in order to acquire what is

called industrial independence. To at-

tract capital it is quite possible that the

already high Russian tariff will be raised

after the war." The Russians themselves

make no bones of the matter. Says the

Petrograd "Bourse Gazette," "The aims

of French and English commercialism

have nothing whatever to do with those

of Germany, but from a purely economic

point of view there is no difference be-

tween them." And M. Krestovnikov,

member of the Council of the Empire and

president of the Moscow stock exchange,

declares significantly, "We must take care

to defend ourselves not only against our

enemies, but also against our friends."

All this will give some idea of the diffi-

culties involved in bringing Russia solidly

into line on any such permanent economic

foundation as the Paris conference has

laid down. And of course, with Russia

recalcitrant, the whole affair would be-

come a mockery. It would be another

case of "Hamlet" with Hamlet left out.

Turning to France, we find cognate

difficulties. For many decades France (in-

cluding, of course, her extensive colonies)

has lived under a system of all-round higli

protection, and the throwing down of

these tariff walls would involve a revolu-

tion in her whole economic life intolerable

to the cautious, routine business sense of

the French people. We have already

noted the acute opposition which the

French rural elements would ofifer to an\

diminution of their present protected

status. But a like opposition would be

awakened among her industrial classes

were the Frencli markets to be opened to,

say, the \ast flood of English commodities.
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especially since the terrible losses and de-

vastations which France's leading indus-

trial districts have suffered in the present

war must leave French industry weak and

hypersensitive to foreign competition for

many years to come.

Furthermore, economic war with Ger-

many would impose upon France much

greater sacrifices than are generally

known. Despite all current talk about

Germany's "commercial conquest" of

France, statistics show that up to the last

few years the balance of Franco-German

trade stood in France's favor. This was

uninterruptedly true for the twenty-j'ear

period from 1889 to igog. Only in 19 10

did the balance swing over to Germany,

and even so, for the entire twenty-five-

year period from 1889 to 19 1 4, the net

trade balance still runs in France's favor.

Germany has, in fact, averaged France's

third best customer. Not to mention Ger-

many's allies, where will France find

markets to replace the German market

destined to be lost?

France's prospective sacrifices show-

even more clearly when we remember that

she has been vitally dependent upon cer-

tain German products, notably coal and

dye-stuffs. How France could surmount

the coal difficulty it is almost impossible

to see. At present she is getting her coal

from England, but while as a war meas-

ure this may suffice, the cost of carriage

is so high that, if long persisted in, it

would fatally raise producing costs and

threaten the whole fabric of French in-

dustry with ruin. The same is in lesser

degree true of the dye-stuff problem. The
Lyons chamber of commerce recently in-

vestigated the causes of German suprem-

acy in this field, and its verdict is, "The

causes are purely economic." Of course

France can henceforth manufacture her

own dye-stuffs, but she will thereby raise

production costs in her most vital export

industries and thus handicap them in the

markets of the world.

What have France's allies to oft'er in

return for all these sacrifices which she

must make if the projected economic com-

bine is to become a realit\ ? ^Vill not

France, repeating the words of the Rus-

sian economist previously quoted, say

frankly: "We must demand of our allies

the assurance that our interests will be

respected and that this struggle against

the recovery of Germany will not be con-

ducted at the price of our own impover-

ishment" ? But what can France expect

in the way of special favors? From Rus-

sia, as we have seen, not very much. From
rising industrial Italy, fast becoming more

a rival than a client, still less. From dis-

tant and monopolistic Japan nothing at

all.

There remains the British Empire.

The British Isles have long been France's

best customer, taking French exports to

the value of one and one half milliards of

francs in the year 19 13. But everything

points to the probability that after the

war Great Britain will have rather less

to offer her allies than she did before.

England is at present a free-trade coun-

try, but to-day, for several reasons, she

appears to be drifting fast toward protec-

tion.

First among these stands the movement

for "imperial preference." The splendid

loyalty of the dominions in the present

war, and the unstinted sacrifices of blood

and treasure offered up on the altar of the

empire, make it absolutely certain that the

colonies will henceforth have an impor-

tant say in all imperial affairs, and also

that the fabric of the empire will be much
closer knit than heretofore. This will

probably react upon the economic quite as

much as upon the political sphere. The
result will be perhaps not a regular im-

perial "Zollverein," or customs-union, but

at the very least a complicated system of

preferential tariff agreements between the

various parts of the empire. But since

in any such system England must give as

well as take, she will automatically cease

to be a free-trade area, because preferential

tariffs patently cannot go with free trade.

Undoubtedl_\" large portions of British

public opinion will oppose the change,

but the tide is plainly running against

them. E\en before the war the par-

tizans of protection and imperial pref-
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erence were gaining ground. To-day the

protectionist dominions sit in the high

places of the empire, and their voices,

added to those of Englishmen converted

by the lessons of the war, must soon turn

the scale. Unless all the omens are at

fault, the British Empire will emerge

from the present struggle an economic as

well as a political entity.

But how must all this react upon Brit-

ain's allies? They will obviously expect

England to grant them favors commensu-

rate with the sacrifices which they must

make for the success of the common cause.

Yet how can Britain fulfil their expecta-

tions and those of her colonies at one and

the same time? How square, for exam-

ple, M. Rostovtsev's demand for a de facto

monopoly for Russian grain and lumber

on the British market, to the detriment

even of Canada, with Canada's demand

for British preference of these same com-

modities as against the whole world ? The
thing simply cannot be done. But unless

it is done, England is faced with the di-

lemma of offending either her allies or

her colonies or possibly both.

By this time we can see pretty clearly

that free trade between the various par-

ties to the projected Allied economic com-

bine is impossible. What will doubtless

happen will be a complicated series of

reciprocal tariff agreements, half-measures

involving endless dickering and pregnant

with the germs of possible tariff conflicts.

Certainly that is not a pleasant prospect

for the future.

Another unfortunate result of tlie Paris

conference is the encouragement it \\ill

afford to the analogous mo\ement de\ el-

oping an^.ong the Central Powers, the

movement best exemplified by the German
Friedrich Naumann's recent book, "Mit-

teleuropa." This counterblast to tlie Al-

lied scheme looks to the formation of an

economic block embracing Germany, Aus-

tria-Hungary. Bulgaria., and l\irke\-.

avowedly at economic wnv with the Allied

nations. The Teutonic project is thus in-

spired by the same motives of fear and

passion as the Allies' projected dispensa-

tion. It also reposes upon equally gra\ e

economic fallacies. Space forbids any de-

tailed analysis of the special perplexities

for each of the respecti\e parties to such

a mid-European combine. Suffice it to

say that the scheme is cursed by one in-

superable difficulty: the ground-plan is

too small for the house. Even if Austrian

manufactures could be induced to immo-

late themselves upon the altar of German
industry, the whole economic area is still

not nearly large enough to support the

huge economic superstructure which Ger-

many has raised during the last two gen-

erations. A "Mitteleuropa" attempting

to be permanently self-sufficing would be

like a man trying to lift himself by his

boot-straps. The unfortunate inhabitants

would ultimately ha\ e to emulate the

fabled shipwrecked sailors on the desert

island who sustained life by eating each

other up.

As a matter of fact, if these rival eco-

nomic Frankensteins ever do actually take

practical shape, it will not be long before

they both begin to suffer from their con-

genital defects. And right here is where

the most dangerous possibilities may be

expected to develop. In their desperation

both will concentrate upon the neutrals and

will exert every possible means of entice-

ment or coercion to drag the neutrals into

the fray. It is even possible that to this

pressure the minor European states and

perhaps China may succumb.

But neither combine can long endure if

those vast economic areas, the United

States and Latin America, stand resolutely

aloof. And they must so stand. Such

monstrosities as the proposed combines,

based as they are upon vicious economic

fallacies and inspired by the sinister con-

cepts of permanent hatreds and chronic

warfare, are a menace to both the material

and moral future of mankind. A high

dut\' rests upon the Americas not to pro-

long the existence of such inimical or-

ganisms by a single day. No matter how
unpleasant things may be made for us. we
must hold out.

There need be no fear of the result.

If we do our duty, the time of trial will

be short. Should the Allied combine pe-
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nalize us in their markets, we must tortti-

with retaliate in kind. They will suffer

more than we, for in tariff wars the pro-

ducer of manufactured goods is always hit

harder than the exporter of raw materials.

If the Central Powers attempt to swamp
our markets by a combination of cartel-

ism and "dumping," we must instantly

clamp down the flood-gates by strict anti-

dumping and anti-subsidy regulations such

as have already- been proposed by our pres-

ent administration. Above all, we must

resist inflexibly any attempt to coerce our

Latin-American neighbors. We have the

weapon ready to our hand. The very ex-

istence of these rival combines presupposes

a readiness to supplement economic by

military warfare if changed conditions

should make either party reasonably cer-

tain of success. Should, therefore, either

tlie Central Powers or tlie Allies venture

to threaten coercion in this hemisphere,

all we should have to do would be to give

the offending party to understand that

such conduct would be answered by the

swinging over of the United Americas

into the opposite camp. The knowledge

that we meant what we said would settle

the matter. Neither combine would dare

to drive virtually the whole Western
World into the ranks of its enemies.

Such are the possibilities disclosed by

the economic conference of Paris and the

correlati\e scheme now germinating

among the mid-Iuiropean nations. The
prospects are not pleasant, but they will he

e\anescent if the neutrals, particularly the

Americas, do their duty.

'Z^^J
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The Floor-walker

By ROBERT GILBERT WELSH

TO himself he seems essentially elegant,

\ et ordinar\- persons with little percepipersons

Call him a mere floor-walker.

perception

Thev are wrong.

Once on a never-to-be-forgotten afternoon

He attended the wedding of the boss's daughter.

And as he watched the slim young men
In tail coats, immaculate gray gloves.

And perfect cravats and shoes

Guiding the wedding guests to appropriate places

With unquestionable urbanity.

He knew at once that their efforts ^\•ere like his.

E\er since he has tliought of himself as an usher,

And as, with unquestionable urbanit\

.

He directs the seething customers

Through the long aisles of the big emporium,

He sees himself as one giu'ding happy guests

Down the aisles of a temple.



" It was a poor

season when his

rifle liid not earn at

least one fox-pelt
"

Mince-pie

By WILLIAM MERRIAM ROUSE
Author of "Little Pig Pork," etc.

Illustrations by T- R- Shaver

WHEN Sam Woodruff was alive

there was always a barrel of flour

in the pantry. One 3xar he stored fifty

bushels of potatoes in the cellar, grown on

his patch of land. Not a winter passed

without a string of traps along the river,

and it was a poor season when his rifle did

not earn at least one fox-pelt. All this

was in the last fragment of life, when age

clogged his steps and sapped his arm. Be-

fore that he had been young and conquer-

ing.

Now there was corn-meal and salt in

the pantry. Deb, widow of Sam, sat in

the kitchen smoking her clay pipe and

thinking of the contrast. She was not

mourning. There was no probability that

she would starve. Pretty soon somebody

would come after her to do a day's scnib-

2GG

bing or a week's nursing. The woodshed

was full, and she was warm despite De-

cember.

Two things irked her to-day, and set

her mouth watering at the memory of

Sam's lifetime. She had a long-accumu-

lated and increasing desire for something

sweet, and she was faced by the arrival of

one of those moments when she must bor-

row or try to borrow. There was no

kerosene oil, and she could not buy any

imtil work came. That meant darkness

that evening or borrowing of Martha

Griggs, her only near neighbor. These

were the inexorable alternatives, for the

fierce pride she had learned from Sam for-

bade her to borrow of any but the poor.

Borrowing from the well-off might look

like begging. Stealing was luiwise merely
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because of the risk; begj^in"; was impossible

because of itself. Certainly it was a bad

day.

"I s'pose I 'd oughter be thankful I got

tobacker." Deb rose, and knocked out

her pipe, adding, as a kind of precaution,

•I be."

In a closet she found an empt\ quart

bottle. She put on an old coat and a cap

that had once been worn by Sam, and

stepped out into a world of beauty. Snow

hid all the ugliness that had been done b\

men. The valley was like a white bo\\l

with a blue border, Deb thought as she

shaded her eyes and swung her glance

around the encompassing ranges of mighty

mountains. She did that every time she

went out, because Sam had done it.

From the winter sunlight and the keen

filled

with the ghosts of long-gone meals.

Martha Griggs, whose pale-red hair was

drawn straight back from a pale and puck-

ered face, looked with frank suspicion at

the bottle. She was paring potatoes. She

motioned toward a chair with her knife.

"Mornin"," greeted Deb as she sat

down. "How be you all?"

"Lem "s to work, and 1 "m to work, and

Petey 's gettin' \vorse about the same as

usual."

"Huh!" Deb pondered. It would be

wiser to see Petey and express sympathy

before mentioning the oil. "^Vorse, hey?

Can I see him?"

''If }ou want t(j," answered Martha,

without interest. "He "s in there."

Deb moved into what had been the

parlor before they put Petey in there to

die. The half-grown son of Lem and

I s'l^ose I 'd oughter be thankful I L,'ot tobacker'
'
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Martha Griggs lay on a sofa, propped up

b\- pillows. Deb, who had seen- the gray

coming of death many times, knew that

it was drawing close to that place.

Petey's parents had done what they

thought best for him. Since September

the windows had been nailed down, in

order that no breath of deadly fresh air

might reach his affected lungs. With the

door leading to the kitchen closed, his

room was virtually sealed. A wood-stove

kept it at a varying, but always high,

temperature. Here he slept and lived in

as much neatness as Martha Griggs could

spare tim.e to provide. Nevertheless, the

end marched upon him.

"Feelin' anv better?" asked Deb.

"No; I feci bad, Mis' Woodruff." His

skeleton fingers worked among the knots

of the home-made comfortable that was

spread over him.

"Huh !" Deb appraised him with an

experienced e3e. He might last a week or

he might go at any hour. The funeral

would be a big expense for people like the

Griggses, not poor enough to let the town
bury him and too poor to afford it them-

selves.

"I want something good to eat," he

whispered. "Seems as though if I could

liave a piece of mince-pie I 'd get some

strength into me."

Mince-pie! Deb brightened. Now she

knew that the taste of mince-pie was the

elusive sa\or that had been haunting her

palate for days— mince-pie with lots of

sugar in it. She licked her lips and swal-

lowed.

"I 'd walk five mile' for a piece of

mince-pie, myself," she said.

"I don't s'pose ma would let me have

it," whispered the boy.

"Prob'ly not," answered Deb, cau-

tioush'. It was none of her business. She

rose to go.

"You ask

listen to me.
'

"Aw right.

ma about the pie ; she won't

Snow liid all the iiL^liness that had he-en done by men



Got enoujjh to eat, ain't vou ? ' demanded Del

"He 's askin' for mince-pie," she began

tentatively. She hoped, against virtual

certainty, that Martha Griggs would

make some. If she did, perhaps—
" 'T would upset his stummick," re-

plied Mrs. Griggs, firmly.

"Shucks! He 's so far gone it don't

make no difference."

"Well," Martha Griggs sighed, "I

ain't got the mince-meat, anyway.''

"Huh!" So Deb had thought. She

rattled her bottle against the floor.

"You got any oil to spare till I can send

to the village for some?"

"No, 1 ain't." It was a peevish out-

burst. "There 's only enough for to-

night; have to keep a lamp burning all

night in Petey's room now, because he 's

afraid. It takes all Lem can earn to keep

things going here, I can tell you. Funeral

expenses coming on, too, most likely. I

don't know how we 11 manage."

"Got enough to eat, ain't \ou?" de-

manded Deb. She knew that the Griggses'

five-gallon oil-can had gone to the village

two days before.

"Yes; but I don't know how long we
\\ ill have," snapped Martha.

"That 's what I thought," said Deb,

calmly. She went out, swinging her bot-

tle. "Fhe desires of the old resemble those

of children. Deb was little interested in

the oil now ; what she wanted was mince-

pie. She could smell it as she stepped

into her own kitchen— smell the delicious

richness of it floating to her from that

o\ en of her sto\e in which many a mince-

pie liad been baked before Sam died. It

was not likely that the oven would ever

hake another.

She must find something to do and

forget her craving. It came to her mem-
ory that this was churning-day at the

Sanders farm, across the valley. Butter-

milk was invariably gi\en away, and

therefore it was no disgrace to ask for it.
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It would take the place of tea with her

corn-meal mush. She could have bor-

rowed oil there without difficulty save that

the code of Sam forbade it. The Sanders

were well-off and higher caste than the

Woodruffs and the Griggses.

It was a two-mile walk each way over

roads not well broken out, but Deb
thought of this as no hardship. It was

because circumstances forced her to take

such walks that she lived on and on in

steady health. She thought it was because

her pipe kept disease away.

All during the trip to the Sanders place

the memories of past mince-pies tormented

her. She visualized them and smelled and

tasted them, and she was mumbling to

herself about their goodness as she kicked

the snow from her feet and stamped into

the Sanders kitchen. Mrs. Sanders, fat,

kindly, and permanently flurried, greeted

her with a cheerful voice.

"Hello, Deb! I s'pose you come for

buttermilk."

"You bet I did." Deb held out her

pail. "How be you?"

"Goodness!" Mrs. Sanders puffed into

the pantry and talked from there. "I 'm

all upset with churning. First it 's one

thing and then it 's another. Say, don't

you want some sour milk for cookin' ?"

"I don't care," answered Deb, mean-

ing, in the vernacular, friendly acceptance.

She had nothing to cook with sour milk,

but the years had taught her never to

refuse anything. Moreover, she did not

want to get the Sanderses out of the habit

of giving her things. When they butch-

ered they always gave her a piece of meat.

A voluntary gift could be accepted, as

from one neighbor to another.

"There!" Mrs. Sandei forth.

breathing as though she had achieved a

gigantic task. "There 's your butter-

milk, and there 's the sour milk. Don't

forget to bring back my pail the next time

>ou come over after buttermilk."

"I won't. Mis' Sanders. Much obliged

to you."

Deb took the two pails and started

homeward, still tantalized by the mince-

pies of the decades of her life. She real-

ized that she must get such thoughts out

of her mind, for her small earnings would

never be more than enough to keep her in

flour and tobacco, tea and fire-wood,

potatoes and salt. She might, indeed,

meet with mince-pie at her next place of

" She liflfd it oiil

Mu\ nrcsse-.l th

, llaky cni^t Willi ;i
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employment, but that was uiKeitaiii, aiul

it was also uncertain whether the mince-

pie would be good. The vague prospect

served in no smallest particular to miti-

gate her desire for the sweet toothsome-

ness of one of those pies she had baked for

Sam.

She reached home. She turned the but-

termilk out into a pitcher and pried the

cover from the other pail.

Deb, who seldom mo\ed quickly,

started back. Was it one of her ancient

memories, or was it a real mince-turnover

that she smelled and saw. resting on a

plate in the bottom of the pail ? She lifted

it out, and pressed the flak} crust with an

inquiring finger. It was real. She sat

down to contemplate that epitome of

deliciousness, from which brown juices

had broken forth here and there. Her

jaws and tongue moved in anticipatory

tastings. This was one of Mrs. Sanders's

jokes, like the time she said she was giv-

ing Deb a pail of soft soap, which turned

out to be pork sparerib. Deb drew in a

breath of admiration for the turno\er and

gratitude toward her M'ho had given it.

Then, as a cloud moves before the sun,

came the gray-white face of Petey Griggs

between Deb and her pie. She was

stunned. The meaning of that swift pic-

ture, flung up by her memory, was \in-

mistakable. She thought the idea o\ er

for a long time with increasing bitterness.

"He 's as good as dead, anyway." she

argued. "I ain't. Not yet."

It was a good argument; good until she

remembered that Sam had wanted ice-

cream all the last Aveek of his life. He
had wanted it the day he died. Ice-

cream ! Who e\ er heard of sucii a fool

idea for a dying man ! Yet she remem-

bered, also, that she had walked to the

village and borrowed a freezer, only to

learn, upon her return home, that the

Sanderses' supply of ice had been used, to

the last cake. Sam had died without his

ice-cream.

Sam had been her own folks ; the

Griggs brat was nothing to her. Well

she remembered how, five years ago come

summer, he had stoned her hen and chick-

ens out of the (jriggs garden. His mother

had put him up to it, of course. Martha

Griggs was as mean then as she was now.

Only enough oil for Petey's lamp ! Some

folks might believe that, maybe.

"He '11 be in heaven or the other place

in a day or two, and he won't care a sour

apple about pie. Me— I got to live."

Deb got up and busied herself about

unnecessary work. The w^iste of giving

him that pie would be wicked. If mince-

pie could cure him, it would be another

matter. But neither mince-pies nor doc-

tors nor any other earthly thing could

change the number of his hours now.

Gray death was marching.

Suddenly she walked fiercely up to the

kitchen table and seized the turnover.

"Take the dam' pie!" she growled, and

went out of doors.

Martha Griggs was doing her never-

finished housework when Deb entered the

Griggs kitchen for the second time that

day.

"What you got?' she asked suspiciously.

In silence the old woman opened

Petey's door and walked into his room.

She saw his features twitch ; light shone

from his half-opened eyes. His hands rose

from the comfortable and fell quickly

hack.

"Mince-pie!" he whispered.

Deb nodded as she put the turnover on

a chair beside him.

"There it is." she barked : "now eat it!"

"Ma! Ma!" The boy raised his whis-

per to a hoarse cry. "Get me a knife

quick
!"

Mrs. Griggs peered into the room,

withdrew, and entered, bearing a steel

knife.

"Mince-turnover!" She sniffed at it.

"Where did you get mince-turnover?"

"Found it growin' on a fence-post," an-

swered Deb, reaching out to take the knife

from Petey's strengthless grasp. She cut

the turnover into small squares of a size

to fit the human mouth. The odors of

the luscious, brown mince-meat filled her

nose. Her eyes filmed. She turned away

and moved toward the door, unable to see

another eat that pie.
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good to me, \Us"You 're awful

Woodruff!"

His whisper followed her, but she did

not go back. Her path led straight to

her own kitchen, where she could sit down
and smoke. She had n't been ffoo^^l to

him ; he had nagged her into it. She filled

her pipe and lighted it, drawing in drafts

of bitterness. It was unlikely that ]\Irs.

Sanders would ever think to give her an-

other mince-turno\er. Little dainty, de-

lightful wisps of its smell lingered in the

kitchen.

So Deb sat through the hours, her corn-

meal mush forgotten, thinking only to

refill the stove and her pipe at intervals,

and this mechanically. She was far back

in that year when Sam Woodruff, with

no more possessions than a muzzle-loading

rifle and a handful of bullets, had come

down from the mountains. He licked

both the Jenkins boAS, bullies of the val-

ley, at a dance, and the next day he mar-

ried her.

She reached toward the sto\e to knock

out her pipe, and paused with arm in mid-

air. Somebody was screaming. Was it

the Jenkins boys' sister, running out of old

Pete Abare's kitchen to try to stop the

fight ? No ; it sounded as though it might

come from the Griggs house. Deb got

up, and went leisurely out to the back

steps.

Martha Griggs stood in the doorway of

her own kitchen, frantically pinnping her

arms up and down.

"He 's gone!" she shrieked. "Petey 's

gone!"

"Aw right," called Deb. "I '11 be over

there in a minute."

She had answered many cries of that

kind, more than she could remember, and

there was nothing to get excited about.

She went into the house and carefully

closed the drafts in the stove.

"I 'm darned glad I give him that pie,"

she mumbled, but with the trembling of

sincerity in her old voice. "Them that 's

dead is almighty dead; you can't do

nothin' for 'em no more."

Pedometer

By CHRISTOPHER MORLEY

M^'
thoughts beat out in sonnets while I walk,

And every evening on the homeward street

I find the rhythm of my marching feet

Throbs into verses (though the rhyme may balk).

I think the sonneteers were walking men.

The form is dour and rigid, like a clamp

;

But with the swing of legs the ttyunp. train p. tnunp

Of s\llables begins to thud, and then,

Lo ! while \ou seek a rhyme for hook or crook,

\'anished your shabby coat, and you are kitli

To all great walk-and-singers— Meredith,

And Shakspere, Wordsworth, Keats, and Rupert Brooke.

Free verse is poor for walking, but a soiuiet,

()h, mar\elous to stride and brood upon it!
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The New Farmer and his

New Water-supply

By J. RUSSELL SMITH
Author of "Two-story Farming," "The Dry Farmers of Rome," etc.

SWEET are the rains of heaven, a

great blessing, and quite indispensable
;

yet they have ever harassed us. In the

time of Noah they came too thick and

fast, and in the time of Joseph they were

too few and far between ; nor have they •

changed their habits one iota since those

ancient days. In an age of science they

obey none of our laws, and the would-be

rain-maker is a jest. Always at some place

arise the lament of drought and the prayer

for rain, while in some other place poor

man bewails the wetness of the soil and

the flood.

Some sunshiny morning the man in

Boston or San Francisco gives a moment's

attention to the head-line narrative of

water in city streets and the drowning of

a dozen men or more in a distant State,

along with the loss of millions of property

.

In times of stunning calamity such as

befell Johnstown in 1889 and Dayton in

1913 we think about the matter for sev-

eral days, and give some money to relieve

the sufferers for a week or two ; but the

river rolls on.

The episode has passed, but the prob-

lem remains quite untouched, increased,

indeed, by the works of man. A great

river in flood is the most appalling prob-

lem that man has yet essayed to conquer,

and thus far he has not conquered it ; at

best he has made only poor and temporary

truce. Wc are failing at flood control be-

cause of our almost complete dependence

upon mere structures, engineering con-

structions. This is a' great oversight, for

flood control is in large part an agricul-

tural question. Fortimately, some yet

little-known discoveries in agriculture

give an easy and at the same time a

profitable solution.

The engineers offer only two devices

and two serious recommendations : one,

the building of levees to hold the water in

bank, and the other the building of reser-

voirs on head-water streams to hold the

water back for a time. Both are most dis-



couraging, for both contain the essence of

failure, and at times display the fact of

failure convincingly.

The levee is the most tempting, yet the

worse of these two devices. It is doubly

bad in that the longer it succeeds, the

worse it fails. Man builds up the bank

of the river to keep it from overflowing

the wide, rich lowlands. The river ac-

cepts the challenge, and as the banks rise

it builds up its bottom by dropping mud
and sand. The race is on. Man builds.

The river builds. The river-bottom piles

up naturally as the river-bank is built up

by sweat and toil. If man lasts a century,

the river lasts one hundred and one years.

If man lasts a millennium, the river is

certainly good for two. There is little

that is new about this device of man.

Julius Caesar was familiar with it. and on

some of the rivers of Lombardy it has

been kept up since his time, with the re-

sult that the beds of the streams are higher

than the tops of the houses alongside.

These inverted rivers can be seen from

afar as mysterious low ridges stretching

across a flat flood plain. China, too, has

tried it, with results that are crystallized

in the name "China's Sorrow," applied

to the great river Hvvang-ho. At intervals

this muddy river breaks out of its high-

•27i

walled prison and spreads itself over the

rich plain, thick with the homes of men
whom it drowns by hundreds of thousands

and even by millions. This has occurred

nine times during the Christian era. Some-

times the river flows far to the northwMrd

of the Shan-tung Peninsula into the Gulf

of Petchili, near Peking. Sometimes it

reaches the ocean level on the shore of the

Yellow Sea, hundreds of miles to the

south.

Our great Mississippi flood plain, un-

like that of the Hwang-ho, is mostly un-

drained and unsettled, but drainage and

settlement are beginning. With this in-

cipient empire at stake, and with the Chi-

nese object-lesson before us, the United

States Government and various States are

calmly spending millions every year in

building levees from Illinois to the Gulf

of Mexico, and on many of the branch

streams. This action is probably in response

to that impulse which makes us, when

we are in pain, do something, regardless

of whether the thing done helps or hin-

ders. Certainly the Mississippi does flood :

certainly we must do something; certainly

the levee will hold the water back for a

while. So we go with our thousands of

men and our millions of money to build a

levee, although we know that tiie ever-



winding river will sooner or later eat

under the levee, causing it to fall into the

river. Even though we have the second

levee already prepared, like the second

trench of an army, we know that if floods

keep coming down, in the future, as in

the past, they will break through at times

and flood areas bigger than many Ameri-

can States. The more this plain along

the Mississippi is settled, the greater be-

comes the flood menace, and levee-build-

ing man is only a calamity-preparer.

Levee-building, as a sole dependence, is

quite irrational, a kind of frenzy, a pe-

culiar dependence in an age of science.

Meanwhile Pittsburgh calls for reser-

voirs to hold back the waters. Upon the

occasion of a recent hard March rain a

Pittsburgh flood reached the unprece-

dented height of thirty-five feet above

danger-line, destroying lives and millions

of property. The citizens felt that some-

thing must be done, for the floods are in-

creasing both in frequency and height,

owing chiefly to deforestation and bad

farming. A flood commission was ap-

pointed, money was given, and engineers

went to work seeking knowledge. After

many months of work they reported that

the floods could be so tamed as to be made

liarmless— as harmless as steam In a

boiler. There are defiles in the Appa-

lachians along the head-waters of the

streams that pass Pittsburgh. Some of

these defiles are in West Virginia, some

in Maryland, some in New York, some

in Pennsylvania. The engineers reported

that the building of dams across forty-

three of these defiles, and turning the

forty-three \ alleys above these forty-three

dams into forty-three reservoirs, would

create storage space sufficient to hold the

surplus water until the hour of danger

had passed and the flood menace was over.

These forty-three reservoirs recom-

mended by the flood commission are esti-

mated to cost $34,000,000, and since every

cit}- and farm along the whole river sys-

tem clear down to the Gulf of Mexico

\\ould also benefit, Pittsburgh hesitates

about building the reservoirs even if she

had an enabling act from Congress that

will permit her to bury farms, villages,

towns, highways, and railroads beneath

the waters of a series of artificial lakes

scattered over several States. Plainly it is

a national enterprise ; but will it succeed ?

As now planned, it will not be a per-

manent cure. The engineers forget the

little rills. The reservoirs will fill up

with mud, and things will be as they are

now.

Nearly all of us have taken a walk

along some Eastern stream and noted the
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series of small mill-dams filled or filling

with mud. These little mill-dams, with

their rapidly moving water, are very poor

mud-catchers indeed in comparison with

the fine, large, still-water reservoirs of

the flood commissioners. In a few decades

a fine reservoir system built by the French

in Algeria has become worthless because

the reservoirs became level plains of

washed-in earth. The same thing has

already happened in some of our Southern

States, and it will happen on any stream

along which farmers expose considerable

areas of bare, sloping fields to that great

dirt-carrier, the American thunder-storm.

Unfortunately for soil conservation and

river control by res-

ervoirs, we have in

America two factors

strange to Europe,

whence most of our

reservoir philosophy

comes. One is the

bare, tilled field re-

quired for our mon-

opoly crops of corn,

cotton, and tobacco,

and the other is the

torrential downpour

of the thunder-

shower, which remo\es from these bare

fields astounding amounts of soil. In the

United States we cannot put our hills to

the plow and then with levees and storage

reservoirs cure the flood problem by deal-

ing with the streams as streams.

Fortunately, relief is to be had from

an agricultural invention which is bene-

ficial alike to the farmer, to the farm, and

to the great river. The rain can be kept

where it falls in little "water-pockets," or

field reservoirs. They can be made

twenty or one hundred to the acre, ac-

cording to the needs of agriculture, and

the water made to do us its greatest pos-

sible service at the same time that it is

made harmless. Before it ever gets to a

stream it will have done three things:

watered the plants that are near, entered

the subsoil to increase the supply of wells

and springs, and enriched the moisture

supply of the air by direct evaporation.

How hillsides should be treated. The diagonal

lines represent furrows, the water-pockets

beinc; built at their intersections

and indirectly through the expiration of

the better-watered plants. This is not a

dream, nor can it be dismissed as a pretty

theory. I have found it working in three

places as widely separated as Minnesota,

Pennsylvania, and northern Africa.

At Susa, in northeastern Tunis, where

the uncertain rainfall averages only fifteen

inches a year, and where the sirocco blows

out of the Sahara, the Arab has had abun-

dant opportunity these last thousand .years

to observe closely the value of an inch or

two of rain. He knows that one or two

good rains at a critical time make all the

difference between olives and no olives,

barley and no barley. If water is so valu-

able, why let it run

away? There is no

answer but "Don't,"

and he does not.

There are plots- of

ground near Susa

from which it is prob-

ably true that there

has been no surface

run-oft' for several

centuries. Such is the

belief of agricultural

scientists who have

given the matter

some investigation. This economical end

is attained by the very simple device of pil-

ing up a ridge of earth a foot high around

a plat of nearly level ground. Often the

plat is about the size of a tennis-court,

with an olive-tree or two standing in the

nu'ddle. As no water can flow over the

little embankment, it must lie within the

inclosure imtil it soaks into the hard-

baked desert earth, and the olive-tree gets

a chance at every drop of it. This is a

great contrast to the swift run-off ami

surprising flood that often accompany the

(lashing rainfall of the desert's edge, when

it falls on soil as (Ir\- as dust, but as hard

as a pavement.

It is plain that a flood or e\en a gully

is impossible where such a water-pocket

system is in u.se. Centuries of experience

prove it to be a good farm practice in

Tunis, and I suspect from glimpses I have

had from car-windows and from chance
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passages in books that this practice will be

found in many foreign countries. After

all, it is only a kind of irrigation. For-

tunately, the American people have evi-

dence at home— good evidence, and well

tried.

Thirty years ago a physician, Dr. J. H.

Mayer of Lancaster County, Pennsyl-

vania, turned his attention to farming,

and planted an orchard on a gullied hill-

side. In the fight with these gullies he

built barriers across them. At times water

stood behind these barriers, and the phy-

sician-farmer observed that the near-by

trees grew better than their neighbors.

The reason was simple. The doctor took

the hint, and made more of these water-

pockets in the gullies. The trees con-

tinued to wave green leaves and long

shoots in appreciation, and finally the

doctor adopted the policy of putting his

men at digging "water-pots," as he calls

them, all over his hillsides. He uses it as

a kind of knitting job for his labor force

whenever there is nothing else to do.

The further he goes, the more enthu-

siastic he becomes. In the dry year of

1 91 4 a survey of the orchard convinced

Dr. Mayer that if he had had the proper

number of water-pots on all of it, there

would have been a thousand bushels more

of fruit on his peach- and apple-trees.

The soil is a micaceous clay, and "many

of the water-pots retain water a week or

ten days after a rain. Most of the water-

pots are on a rather steep hillside,

and we think we can easily notice the

effects of the retained water-supply upon

trees thirty, sixty, and even a hundred feet

or more below the pots. We have failed

to note any injury to any trees, although

the pots in some cases happen to be within

a few feet of the trees and are as much as

two and a half feet deep."

In Minnesota, more than a thousand

miles from Dr. Mayer, and entirely un-

known to him, another man. Colonel

Freeman Thorp, a portrait-painter with

an interest in the earth, has adopted simi-

lar methods of water conservation, and

attained similar results— a great increase

in productivity- of the soil by so shaping

the earth that water must sta\ upon it and

soak into it rather than run away to

waste, to flood, and to destroy.

This water-pocket system is fine for

pasture, fine for trees, but open to ques-

tion as a feasible device for the grain crops

on some soils and under some conditions.

Its excellence and adaptation to trees, how-

ever, make a strong argument for the de-

velopment of a tree-crop agriculture, by
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which we may utilize this new power.

We do not have to depend solely upon

grains. It is merely the accident of an

early start that we improved the wild

grains rather than the wild trees. Colonel

Thorp finds by experiment that acorns

fed to swine are eighty per cent, as Aalu-

able as corn. The swine knew this before

Noah led them into the ark. It is only

man that is slow. Colonel Thorp's ex-

periments convince him further that he

can grow a hundred bushels of acorns to

the acre on Minnesota sandy soil that will

not naturally make twenty bushels of corn

per acre. One of his experiments with

oaks is most suggestive. He took two

acorns from the same black oak-tree

{Quercus velutina) and planted them fifty

feet apart on a hillside. One took its

natural course, and the other had a water-

pocket to hold for it all the rain that fell

on a few square rods. In seventeen years

the natural one was six inches in diameter,

the other twelve. This means virtually

four times as great in cross section or

wood content per foot of trunk, and a

total wood content about six times that of

the smaller and shorter tree. The natural

tree produced acorns in fourteen years.

The water-conservation tree produced at

seven years one half bushel of acorns: at
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ne water-pot and another is visible to the

ten years, one bushel ; at seventeen years,

two and one half bushels. Pigs, goats,

and sheep are glad to harvest such a crop

at no expense whatever, a process which

in its economic aspect bears so close a

resemblance to perpetual motion as to be

decidedly interesting. It suggests the need

of developing more forage and food-yield-

ing trees. It gi\es a new vision for the

hills. Instead of burned slopes, gullies,

poor corn-fields, bare pastures, unprosper-

ous cabins, and an outrush of flood waters

to desolate two thousand miles of needed

valley, I see the hills green with spreading

and fruitful black walnut-trees, hickory-

trees, pecan-trees, Japanese walnut-trees,

Persian walnut-trees, hazelnut-trees, ap-

ple-trees, peach-trees, cherry-trees, mul-

berry-trees, persimmon-trees, oak-trees

(many varieties), honej-locusts, and trees

of many other varieties, each one of a

selected strain producing a food crop for

man or his beasts, or some raw material to

send off to market. Near the bases of

these trees are the basins, or water-pock-

ets, that double their growth by prevent-

ing loss of rain-water. This removes the

necessity of cultivation, prevents soil de-

struction, and wipes out floods so far as

that particular tract of land is concerned.

Forty-eight thousand five hundred
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square miles of land with water-pockets

capable of holding the water of a two-inch

rain would store an amount equal to all

the water above danger-line in the worst

flood the Ohio River ever had at Cincin-

nati. That flood occurred in 1884, and

lasted for nineteen days.

The conventional reservoirs of the en-

gineers would not fill up if the watersheds

above them were in forest, or water-

pocket tree crops. Thus the field water-

pocket system gives new lease of life to

the storage reservoir, and probably dupli-

cates it as a storage factor, because it not

only holds water, but also sends it into

the earth to come out months later in

springs. With field or forest water-

pockets or both, and with storage reser-

voirs along the upper courses, the Missis-

sippi would never break its levees, for it is

the second half of the flood rush that does

the damage. With such a water-pocket

system stuffing water into the earth, the

upland springs would have water to dis-

charge long after rains had ceased, and

the disastrous low stages of our rivers

would be of the past.

In an hour you can make an experi-

mental water-pocket with a pick and

shovel or a plow. It is good exercise and

an interesting experiment. I have one in

my side yard, where I can watch it from

the window. It is surprising how it sends

water into the subsoil. As a serious ex-

periment I commend it to every agricul-

tural experiment station, to every forester,

and to the thinkers of every city that suf-

fers from flood or water shortage.

The Hopeless Passion

By BERTON BRALEY

WANTON and cheat and liar.

Wrecker of rosy schemes.

Balking my heart's desire,

Spoiling my fondest dreams,

Bringing, with woe and sorrow,

Little of jo)- to bless.

Promising for the morrow
Less

;

False as an empty vision,

Harsh as a cruel spell,

Vou with the face elysian,

You with the heart of hell.

Jade, I am sickened of you.

Maker of pain and strife,

Nevertheless I love vou.

Life!



Japan and the Open Door

Bv K. K. KAWAKAMl

TO understand Japan's course of ac-

tion in China, it is of the utmost

importance to remember that the island

empire endeavored for years to keep her-

self free from European entanglements

o\er the Chinese question. As earl}- as

1884 France offered her hand to Japan

and proposed that the two nations should

enter into an alliance with a \kw to co-

ercing China. The Japanese politely de-

clined the overture. They had long been

imbued with the idea that their relations

with the "celestials" were, to use a Chi-

nese metaphor, the "relations of the lips

to the teeth." Destroy the lips, and the

teeth are cold. To strengthen this tra-

ditional belief, General Ulysses S. Grant

in 1879 advised the mikado to beware of

European intrigues and to foster friendl\-

relations with the court at Peking. In

those days it was Japan's sincere desire to

cement friendship with China, and, if

possible, to declare the doctrine of "Asia

for Asiatics."

Fate, however, decreed that the two

nations should come to blows over the dis-

position of Korea, the country which

China had been scheming to annex. Ja-

pan regarded the independence of Korea,

lying within gunshot of her archipelago,

as essential to her own existence. At any

rate, she went to war with the conviction

that China was the aggressor, and that

she was forced to fight a war of self-de-

fense against a foe believed by the world

to be far more powerful than herself.

When Japan brought China to her knees,

the Government at Peking unfortunately

invited European interference with the

peace terms which it had been negotiating

with the victorious foe. The result \\'as

the triple interference of Germany, Rus-

sia, and France, compelling Japan to aban-

don the Liao-tung Peninsula, which she

had just secured from China as the chief

spoils of war. For the time being Chi-

nese diplomacy seemed to have won. I'he
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glamour of its victory, however, soon

vanished, and in the course of a few years

China's blunder in having invited Euro-

pean interference became obvious. When,
toward the end of the nineties, the powers

of Europe began to vie with one another

in establishing footholds in China, Japan's

traditional policy of aloofness became no

longer feasible. The doctrine of "Asia

for Asiatics," which she had once dreamed

of enunciating, was no longer practica-

ble. The only course open to her was to

cooperate with such European powers as

might be friendly to her, and thus pre-

serve the balance of power against the in-

truders of Europe. In plain language,

Japan had to play the game as Europe

played it. The result was the Anglo-

Japanese alliance.

The record of European intrusion upon

China is indeed appalling. We may be-

gin with the classic event of the British

annexation of Hong-Kong in 1841 as the

result of the Opivmi War. In i860, Rus-

sia swindled China out of the vast mari-

time territory lying to the north of the

Amur River. In the same year the allied

forces of England and France pillaged

Peking and laid the magnificent Summer
Palace in ashes. In 1874, France wrested

Annam from China, and in 1885, Ton-
quin was also taken by the same power.

In 1887 even Portugal cut Macao out of

the huge pie.

All this was alarming enough to the

Japanese, but tiie infant nation, having

just been lifted out of the cradle of se-

clusion, was still directing its unsteady

steps along untried roads, and was in no

position to raise a voice against Western

encroachment upon China.

With the German seizure of Kiao-chau

in No\ember, 1897, the political horizon

of China assumed an aspect more menac-

ing to the Japanese. This ominous mo\ e

on the part of Germany was followed by

the Russian occupation of Port Arthur in
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December, 1897 ; the British lease of Wei-

hai-wei on April 3, i8g8 ; the French lease

of Kwan-chow Bay on April 10, 1898;

and the British lease of Kau-lung Penin-

sula on June 3, 1898. Even Italy de-

manded, on February 28, 1899, the lease

of San-mun Bay, on the coast of Che-

kiang province, as a coaling-station and

naval base, as well as the right to con-

struct a railway from San-mun Bay to

Po-yang-hu Lake.

In this international rivalry for the

establishment of spheres of influence, the

outstanding fact is that the European

powers were actuated by sheer lust for

territory. They had no real grievance to

justify their action in China. Toward
them China never assumed an aggressive

attitude, as she did toward Japan over the

Korean dispute. Situated thousands of

miles away from the far East, these Eu-

ropean countries could not possibly con-

tend, as Japan reasonably could, that the

unstable condition in China was a menace

to them. The plain fact is that they took

advantage of China's weakness and were

bent upon exploiting the country to sat-

isfy their own greed. Had Japan been

strong enough to call a halt to them, she

would have unequivocally enunciated an

Asiatic IVIonroe Doctrine before Europe's

scramble for Chinese territory began. But

Japan was weak, and when she at last

began to awaken to the consciousness

of her prowess she found European na-

tions already firmly fortified in Chinese

territory.

After the German seizure of Kiao-chau

it was no secret that the chancelleries of

Europe began seriously to talk of the

break-up of China. Not satisfied witli

obtaining leases of territory on the Chi-

nese coast, they immediately entered into

sharp competition for railway, mining,

and various other concessions. China was
divided into various spheres of interest or

influence, and the huge empire seemed

quivering upon the verge of disruption.

Confronted by this ominous situation, Sec-

retary Hay addressed, in September, 1899.

a circular note to the leading powers, set-

ting forth the American attitude toward
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China, whicli has come to be known as tiie

"open-door" policy.

It may be unpleasant for the Americans

to learn, but it is well to admit, that it

was not Secretary Hay's note which pre-

\ented the disruption of Chinese territory

and the closing of the open door. My
knowledge of far-Eastern diplomacy in

the last score of years leads me to the con-

clusion that it was not the American Go\-

ernment. but Japan, which made earnest

efforts to enforce Mr. Hay's doctrine of

the open door. But before attempting to

prove this contention, let us define the

meaning of this celebrated doctrine.

The term "open door" has become the

slogan and watchword of writers on the

Chinese situation. Strangely enough, few

have attempted to define it. Even so dis-

tinguished an authority on China as Mr.

George Bronson Rea has failed to give the

American public a clear definition of the

term. Mr. Hay issued two different cir-

cular notes on two different occasions.

The first was dated September 8, 1899,

and the second July 3, 1 900. In the first

note Mr. Hay's aim was simply to secure

equal commercial opportunities for all na-

tions. In his own language the so-called

open door was defined as follows:

First. "That no power will in any

way interfere with any treaty port or

\ ested interest within any so-called sphere

of influence or interest or leased territory

it may ha\e in China."

Second. "That the Chinese treaty tar-

iff of the time being shall apply to all mer-

chandise landed or shipped to all such

ports as are within said sphere of influ-

ence (unless they be free ports), no mat-

ter to what nationality it may belong, and

that duties leviable shall be collected by

the Chinese Government.
"

Third. "That no power shall levy any

higher harbor dues on vessels of another

nationality frequenting any port in such

sphere than shall be levied on vessels of

its own nationality, or any higher rail-

road charges over lines built, controlled,

or operated within its sphere, on merchan-

dise belonging to citizens or subjects of

other nationalities transported through
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such sphere than shall be levied on similar

merchandise belonging to its own nation-

als transported over equal distances."

In the second note, dated Juh' 3, 1900,

however, Mr. Ha}' enlarged the scope of

the first note and came out squarely for

the maintenance of the territorial integ-

rity of China. The principles enunciated

both in the first note and in the second are

just and incontrovertible, but the Ameri-

can public must not permit itself to be

flattered into believing that these notes of

Secretary Hay's really accomplished the

purpose for which they were written. To
one European power— Russia— at least,

the American notes were not worth the

paper on which they were written. Upon
receipt of Secretary Hay's first note Rus-

sia not only expressed herself in favor of

reserving for herself the right to levy cus-

toms duties on foreign imports in her

sphere, but demurred upon the American

proposal with regard to harbor duties and

railway charges. With characteristic au-

dacity she hoisted, on August 4, 1 900, the

Russian flag over the Chinese custom-

house in New-Chwang. She poured her

troops into Manchuria, and was prepar-

ing her way for the immediate absorption

of a territory of 363,700 square miles.

Russia, in short, completely ignored Mr.
Hay's open-door note.

Alarmed by this critical situation, Ja-

pan, in the early spring of 1901, ap-

proached Germany, England, and tiie

United States with a view to securing

their cooperation in checkmating the Rus-

sian absorption of Manchuria, but none

would render any assistance to Japan.

Even the United States, the very sponsor

of the "open-door" policy, declined to help

her. It is the old story: to the living in

their need we measure out neglect, re-

serving our praises for the dead, who arc

beyond our charity. So Japan earned after

the Manchurian war more aspersions than

praises mainly because she did not perish

a martyr in the herculean struggle with

Russia. Yet the world must admit that

had it not been for Japan's determination

to fight Russia single-handed, the much-

heralded open-door proclamation would

have become a "scrap of paper." Had this

come to pass, other European powers
would immediately have followed Rus-

sia's suit, and sliced for themselves large

sections of China. In challenging Russia

in 1904, Japan, therefore, fought not only

for her own existence, but for the integ-

rity of China and for the open-door doc-

trine of America.

It must, however, be frankly admitted,

what the Japanese are reluctant to admit,

that the prowess of Japanese arms failed

to attain the end for which it was em-

ployed against Russia. Blinded by the

successive victories they had scored on

land and sea, the Japanese entertained an

exaggerated idea of their military suc-

cesses and believed that they had effec-

tively shielded the open door. This was a

great delusion. When the smoke cleared

away from the fields of battle, they found

Russia just as strongly intrenched in

Manchuria as before the war. Although

in Korea they succeeded in destroying

Russian domination, in Manchuria they

were too weak to cope with the Northern

colossus. It had been their avowed pur-

pose to drive Russia from Manchuria, and

thus realize the open door in China; but

before they had reached anywhere near

the goal their resources were exhausted,

with no nation pledged to the open door

coming to their rescue.

In diplomatic language Japan succeeded

in maintaining against Russian intrusion

the open door and the integrity of China;

in reality her efforts were a failure. After

the signing of the peace treaty of Ports-

mouth no one realized this more keenly

than Japanese statesmen. They saw Rus-

sia not only occupying by far the largest

portion of Manchuria, but scheming to

include Mongolia in her sphere of influ-

ence. Far from abandoning her empire

sclieme in the far East, Russia only di-

\crted her acti\itics into Mongolia,

rli rough which she hoped to reach and

dominate Peking. After the sacrifice of a

hundred thousand lives and $100,000,000

in the titanic struggle that had just ended,

Japan's position with regard to Russia ap-

peared as precarious as ever. Especially
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The sphere* of in

were the militarists, who had faced the

hrunt of the Russian onslaught in Man-
churia, fearful of the Muscovite revenge,

which they thought not only possible, but

probable. What could Japan do but ac-

cept the inevitable, and strengthen her

foothold in Manchuria to prepare herself

against Russia's fresh aggression ? To-

day not only has Russia strengthened her

position in ^lanchuria, but she has be-

come the virtual mistress of Mongolia,

measuring a million square miles. Her
activities in the khanates began immedi-

ately after the war with Japan, and in the

Chinese Revolution of 191 1 she saw a

golden opportunity to push her interests

in that country. The result was the

Russo-Mongolian treaty of October 3.

1912, establishing a Russian suzerainty

over Mongolia.

England, ever on the alert to counter-

act the Russian advance, at once took ac-

tion in Tibet. Beginning with Colonel

^ ounghusband's spectacular expedition to

Lhasa in 1905, she was busy fostering her

influence in Tibet, and by 1912 there

fluence in China

were stationed in that country at least

five thousand British troops. In the same

year she entered into a secret agreement

with Russia, the two countries di\iding

Mongolia and Tibet as their respective

spheres of influence. In February, 191 3,

England persuaded the Dalai Lama to

borrow ten million dollars from her and

to purchase from her manufacturers all

the arms and ammunition Tibet might

need. The Lama also agreed to confer

upon British capitalists the exclusive right

to exploit the mining and other natural

resources in Tibet.

In the meantime China, rent by revolu-

tion, was powerless to safeguard her in-

terests in her outlying territories. She

made only a feint of protest, which was.

of course, completely ignored. Here it

must be emphasized once more that nei-

ther England nor Russia had any con-

ceivable pretext for utilizing China's in-

ternal trouble and establishing a suze-

rainty over Tibet or Mongolia. Their

only reason was their greed. And yet the

press of America and Europe was virtu-
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ally silent on the British and Russian in-

trusion upon China. Can it be that Chris-

tian Europe can do no wrong? To our

benighted souls it is a puzzle that Euro-

pean powers may perpetrate any crime in

Asia with impunity, while an Asiatic na-

tion must be execrated and condemned

for taking the necessary steps to prepare

itself against their further encroachment

upon its backward neighbors.

To know something of the portentous

possibilities of the British and Russian

policies in China, one need only think of

the vastness of the territories which they

have staked out for themselves. Russia

claims as her sphere of influence outer

Mongolia (1,000,000 square miles), Sin-

kiang (548,000 square miles), and more

than three fourths of Manchuria (273,-

000 square miles). These total an area

of 1,821,000 square miles. On the other

hand, Great Britain claims Tibet (533,-

000 square miles), Szechuen (218,000

square miles), Kwantung (86,800 square

miles), and the provinces along the lower

reaches of the Yang-tse River (about 362,-

000 square miles), making a total of

1,199,800 square miles for the British

sphere of influence. In the south, France

claims Yunnan (146,700 square miles) as

her sphere of interest. Before the war
Germany claimed Shan-tung (55,900

square miles), whence she was scheming

to expand in various directions.

The chief source of misconception on

the part of Americans concerning far-

Eastern affairs lies in their ignorance of

Chinese geography. Open the map of

China, mark out the spheres of influence

established by European powers, and com-

pare them with the Japanese sphere.

Then you will begin to wonder why it is

you make so much ado about Japan's ac-

tivities in China. As against England's

1,199,800 square miles and Russia's

1,821,000 square miles, Japan's sphere of

influence, consisting of southern Man-
churia (90,000 square miles), eastern in-

ner Mongolia (50,000 square miles),

Fu-kien (46,000 square miles), and a por-

tion of Shan-tung (18,600 square miles),

totals 204,600 square miles. Remember

that it was not Japan that originated the

idea of sphere of influence. It was be-

cause European powers were bent upon

dividing China into so many spheres of

influence that Japan was obliged to step

in and take such measures as might be

necessary to safeguard her position in the

far East against any emergency that might

arise from the unhappy condition of

China.

We have seen that Japan's war with

Russia failed, or, at any rate, only partly

succeeded, to enforce the open door, if we
understand by that term the maintenance

of China's territorial integrit3^ On the

other hand, if the open door means equal

commercial opportunities for all nations,

as defined in Secretary Hay's first note,

Japan has not only compelled Russia to

observe the doctrine, but has herself

strictly adhered to it. In the light of

Mr. Hay's definition we have already

quoted, it is difficult to see how Western

critics can accuse Japan of closing the

open door. In her spheres of influence

she has never interfered with any "treaty

port or vested interest," never "levied

higher harbor dues" or "charged higher

railway rates" on foreign ships or mer-

chandise, and has never interfered with

the "treaty tarifF" of China. What more

do Western critics expect from Japan ?

Do they mean something different from

Secretary Hay's definition when they

speak of the open door?

Considering that every inch of Man-
churian soil was soaked with Japanese

blood and that their coffers were left

sadly depleted by the war, it would not

have been surprising had the Japanese, in

the wake of the great conflict, been

tempted to regard Manchuria as their

own territory by right of conquest, and to

adopt there discriminatory measures cal-

culated to advance their trade. Yet, on

the whole, they showed themselves re-

markably considerate in dealing with for-

eign commercial interests. As soon as

military rule was withdrawn, foreign

merchants were freely admitted into

Manchuria, and the Japanese railways

there carried all goods at the same rates.
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True, Japan was loath to see foreign capi-

tal construct railways in southern Man-
churia, but here again she was simply fol-

lowing the example set by other powers.

Germany, for instance, reserved the fol-

lowing right with regard to Shan-tung

:

"The Chinese Government binds itself,

in all cases where foreign assistance, in

persons, capital, or material, may be

needed for any purpose whatever within

the province of Shan-timg, to offer the

said work or supplying of materials in the

first instance to German manufacturers

and merchants engaged in the undertak-

ings of the kind in question."

Nor is this peculiar to Germany. Simi-

lar provisions are found in all treaties of

concession which the Occidental powers

had wrested from China long before the

Japanese debut in Manchuria. That this

was a bad example is no reason why Ja-

pan alone should be made a target of cen-

sure for following it.

Professor Jeremiah W. Jenks is au-

thority for the widely circulated state-

ment that "goods entering China over the

Japanese railway through Korea enjoy a

preference of one third of the customs

charges." Unfortunately. Professor Jenks

does not tell the whole story, and is, there-

fore, misleading. True, a preferential

tariff is applied to the goods entering

Manchuria from the Korean border, but

this privilege is extended to all trading

nations. Moreover, Japan was not the

nation which initiated this special arrange-

ment. As early as 1862, Russia obliged

China to sign the "Convention for the

Land Trade between China and Russia."

in virtue of which no duties were levied

within the limit of thirty miles on either

side of the Chino-Siberian boundary-line.

In October, 1907, Russia secured a new
convention enlarging the scope of the con-

vention of 1862. By this new agreement

goods transported by rail into Manchuria
were to pay only two thirds of regular

import duty as long as such goods re-

mained within the prescribed area around

the railway station. At Harbin, Russia's

Manchurian metropolis, this special area

extends to all points within a radius of
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three miles from the station. At other

minor stations the area extends to a ra-

dius of a mile or a mile and a half. In

October, 1910, Russia secured further ad-

\ antage by completely exempting from

duty almost all important merchandise ex-

ported to Manchuria through the Siberian

border. In such circumstances the Jap-

anese traders in Manchuria had been rest-

ive and had been urging the Government
at Tokio to take the necessary steps to

protect their interests against Russia's un-

fair competition. As a consequence, Ja-

pan in 1 91 3 at last persuaded China to

extend a preference of one third of the

customs charges to goods entering Man-
churia by rail from the Korean border.

She was. however, considerate enough not

to demand, as Russia had demanded, im-

munity from duty for any of her exports

to Manchuria. Now, the important thing

we must remember is that the above pri\i-

lege is not exclusive to Japanese and Rus-

sian goods. All goods, no matter from

what country, enjoy the same privilege if

brought by rail across the Korean or Si-

berian border. If Russia and Japan de-

rive any special advantage from the abo\e

arrangement, it is due only to the fact

that Russian and Japanese goods make up

b\' far the largest portion of import that

pass across the Siberian and Korean boun-

daries.

Another misconception prevailing

among Americans relates to a certain rail-

way schedule in Manchuria temporarily

adopted by Japan. In March, 19 1 4, the

Japanese Railway Bureau, in conference

with the Korean Railway and the South

Manchuria Railwa\-. adopted a measure

by which all goods, Japanese and foreign,

entering Manchuria via the Antung-Muk-

den line, were to be carried at rates thirty

per cent, less than the regular rates. The
underlying motive was to make the Ko-

rean and the Antung-Mukden railways

the main artery of trade and communica-

tion between Japan and Manchuria, and

thus bring the two countries into closer

touch. When this schedule for the An-

tung-Mukden route became applicable,

American cotton merchants complained a
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great deal not because the new rates were

not applicable to their goods, but because

American goods, on account of more con-

venient steamship service, were accus-

tomed to enter Manchuria through the

port of Dairen, and not through Korea,

and thence by the Antung-Mukden rail-

way. The Japanese railway authorities

argued that the new schedule did not dis-

criminate against American merchandise,

and that it was through no fault of theirs

that the Americans could not avail them-

selves of the advantages equally offered to

all traders. Yet the Americans continued

to protest, urging that the South Man-
churia Railway should adopt the same low

rates for the Dairen-Mukden line, so that

American cottons, preferring to enter

^lanchuria through Dairen, would not

be brought to unfair competition with

Japanese cottons transported over the An-

tung-Mukden line. After much parley

the American merchants, in March, 19 15,

finally won the point, and to-day there

exists no cause of complaint for American

merchants.

As an example of the effect of Japanese

influence upon American trade, we may
point to Korean commerce. Soon after the

advent of the Japanese regime in Korea,

there was a plethora of literature charg-

ing Japan with the closing of the doors of

the peninsula. Yet what were the facts?

Prior to the establishment of the Japanese

protectorate American export to Korea

was insignificant, that for 1903 having

amounted to only $199,188. In the fol-

lowing year, with the advent of Japanese

rule, American exports to the country

suddenly swelled to $906,557. Since then

the progress of American exports to Korea

has been both steady and rapid, until in

1 91 3 it reached the handsome figures of

$3,924,811. In other words, American

trade increased tM^enty times in the decade

from 1903 to 191 3. This is all the more

remarkable when we consider that Amer-
ica buys virtually nothing from Korea.

Turning to Manchuria, we have a

somewhat different story to tell, for here

tlie Am.erican cotton trade has suffered

considerably. Yet its decline was due to

no unfair competition on the part of the'

Japanese. As Mr. Robert P. Porter of

the London "Times," in his recent book,

"The New World Power," says:

Japan has fulfilled all her obligations,

and continues to do so, in the development

of Manchuria, and woe betide the day if

the country comes under Russian influence

or if it is handed back to the control of

China. . . . The conveniences and facilities

afforded by the Japanese to one and all in

regard to banking institutions, railway com-

munications, postal and telegraph services,

are far and away superior to those afforded

by the Russian and the Chinese institutions.

In her rivalry with America in Man-
churia she has benefited herself simply by

taking advantage of natural laws of trade.

Japan's geographical situation, the abun-

dant supply of cheap labor at her disposal,

her familiarity with the use of the JMan-

churian pulse, a certain similarity between

the Chinese language and her own— these

are the conditions which have been instru-

mental in the advancement of Japanese

trade in Manchuria.

From the fact that American cottons

have lost their supremacy in Manchuria it

does not follow that America as a whole

has been a loser, for the raw material that

feeds Japan's spinning factories is im-

ported from the cotton-fields of America.

Moreover, America has sold no small

amount of railway material to the Japan-

ese railway company in Manchuria. Prior

to the war Russia built her Manchurian
railways mostly with her own material,

Avhile the imperial railways of northern

China used exclusively British material.

Hut in the reconstruction of the Dairen-

Chanchung line and its branches (500
miles), in the building of the Antung-
Mukden line (186 miles), and of the

Kirin-Chanchung line (90 miles), Japan
used exclusively American rails and roll-

ing stock. The other leading American

exports to Manchuria— flour, kerosene,

and tobacco— are still holding their own
against the competition offered by other

countries.
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Taking it b\ and large, we can see no

reason why America should complain of

tlie trade situation in .Manchuria. As no

other than Mr. George Bronson Rea once

fitly admitted, the real cause of Japan's

commercial success in Manchuria lies in

the operation of the fundamental eco-

nomic law that the country consuming the

major portion of the exports of another

country holds the most advantageous posi-

tion in supplying its necessary imports.

Now, Japan has for many years been the

almost sole consumer of Manchuria's prin-

cipal exports, beans and bean-cake. In

Mr. Rea's own language:

Under these conditions the foreign mer-

chants and their agents in the interior were

placed at a disadvantage from the outset.

As they could not penetrate into the interior

and purchase beans by an exchange of com-

modities, they were reduced to selling their

wares for cash—the one thing the natives

were short on. The decadence of American

and European imports followed as a natural

consequence. A few venturesome American

and British piece-goods agents established

themselves in the interior. firml\ determined

to win back their lost trade; but acting

solely as sellers and unable to reciprocate by

purchasing the products of the farmers, re-

sults were discouraging, and they finally

had to abandon the field as unprofitable.

This, in short, is the real reason for Japan's

success in Manchuria.

Americans, with the furor created by

the Japanese demands upon China last

year still ringing in their ears, may be

reluctant to accept the conclusions I have

reached in the foregoing passages. But

have they ever stopped to think what those

demands really meant ? The trouble with

the average American is that he permits

the non-essential details of Japan's recent

diplomatic negotiations with China to

obscure the main point upon which

Japan's policy hinges. That point is her

desire to become the dominant factor in

the molding of China's destiny. Call it

an Asiatic super-Monroe Doctrine if you

will. The name is immaterial. The im-

portant thing is that Japan, the only

Asiatic nation efficient enough to escape

the yoke of European domination, is

aspiring to the leadership of other Asiatic

nations. To me this is a laudable ambi-

tion, with which America, whose tradi-

tional polic\ has been to keep Europe at

arm's-length, must sympathize. Once this

jioint is frankly conceded, even the appar-

ently obnoxious group five of the Japanese

demands is easily understood.

The Avays of diplomacy, no matter of

what power, are always devious. In sub-

mitting the now celebrated twenty-one

demands to China in January last year,

Japan resorted to the usual methods of

dickering. The so-called group five was

included in the demands unquestionably

for the purpose of driving the best bar-

gain. The evidence of this is foimd in the

following instruction which Foreign Min-

ister Baron Kato handed to Eki Hioki,

the Japanese minister at Peking, on De-

cember 3. 19 1 4, that is, forty-six days

before the submission of the demands to

the Chinese Government:

As regards the proposals contained in the

fifth group, they are presented as the wishes

of the Imperial Government. The matters

which are dealt with luider this category

are entirely different In character from

those which are included in the first four

groups. An adjustment, at this time, of

these matters, some of which have been

pending between the two countries, being

nevertheless highly desirable for the ad-

\ ancement of the friendly relations between

Japan and China as well as for safeguard-

ing their common interests, you are also re-

quested to exercise your best efforts to ha\e

our wishes carried out.

Even if group five were not "wishes,"

but real "demands," I see no cause for

excitement. Take, for instance, the propo-

sition concerning the supply of arms.

China's urgent need to-day is not only an

efficient civil administration, but an effec-

tive system of defense. In the organiza-

tion of an effective military power the

unification of arms is as essential as the
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training of officers and men. Can we not

understand why Japan expressed her w^sh

for the establishment of Chino-Japanese

arsenals or the purchase of Japanese arms?

Japan believes that China's military or-

ganization, if not guided and rehabilitated

by her, will eventually be controlled by

some European nation by no means con-

genial to her. Signs of this unhappy ten-

dency were clearly discernible before the

outbreak of the European War. Germany
had established an arsenal not far from

Peking, and German officers were increas-

ingly employed by the Chinese army.

Again, the employment of foreign ad-

visers is unmistakably one of China's

sovereign rights, which under normal con-

ditions does not permit of foreign inter-

ference. But when a nation proves so

wayward in the management of its own
afifairs as to jeopardize the welfare and

safety of its neighbors, it becomes the right

and duty of the neighbors to urge upon

that nation such measures as will remove

the cause of such embarrassment. Did

not the United States play an important

part in the secession of Panama from

Colombia? Has she not assumed the con-

trol of the finances and police power of

Haiti when Haiti has become troublesome

to h( And are not Americans urging

their Government to deal rigorously with

Mexico? With the Monroe Doctrine

firmly established, and endowed with

enormous potential power to back that

doctrine, the United States may remain

equanimous with regard to Mexico, while

Japan, enjoying no such advantage, is

compelled to act promptly and decisively

in China.

It is obvious that China, left to her own
resources, will e\'entually become the

Turkey of the far East, if it has not al-

ready become such. Students of near-

Eastern affairs all know what a hotbed of

plots and intrigues the Turkish capital lias

been in the last half-century. Russia,

Germany, England, France, Austria, and

Italy all played more or less important

parts in the great tragi-comedy staged for

the alien control of the Ottoman Empire.

In their zeal to push their selfish interests

they disregarded all decency in their

diplomacy. They employed women of

dubious character, bribed eunuchs, cor-

rupted officials, and spread over the whole

country a network of espionage. In this

rivalry for the control of the Sublime

Porte Germany proved a winner. What
is the result? Not only has the Turkish

Government become a tool in the hands

of Germany, but the Turkish army and

navy have been dominated by the kaiser's

officers. The fate of Constantinople is a

vivid lesson to China and to Japan,

To Americans, unable to understand

Japan's singular position in the far East,

it perhaps makes but little difference

whether China is dominated by England,

Germany, France, Russia, or Japan,

From the Japanese point of view it is

different. With the history of European

diplomacy in the near and far East before

them, the Japanese cannot but shudder to

think of the day when China shall be held

fast in the grip of Europe. To-day she

employs 1 105 Englishmen as advisers and

niinor officials, 1003 Frenchmen, 530 Ger-

mans, 463 Russians, and 174 Americans,

Japan, whose destiny is intricately in-

terwoven with that of China, has only

207 advisers and officials employed by the

Chinese Government.

The substance of the Chino-Japanese

agreement of last year is briefly told.

Japan agreed to return Kiao-chau to

China pro\ idcd tlie powers will, after the

war, pernu't Japan to dispose of it in this

manner. In eastern inner Mongolia

Japan, in order to offset the Russian

domination of outer INIongolia, proposes

to establish a foothold. In southern Man-
churia Japan secured tlie extension of the

lease nf Port Arthur and of the conces-

sion of the South Manchuria Railway.

She has also obtained for Japanese sub-

ic'cts tlie pri\ilege to tra\el, reside, and

engage in agricultural and commercial

pursuits in an\' part of southern Man-
churia. This will greatly facilitate the

industrial development of Manchuria,

With all the limitations she had to con-

tend with in the past, the Japanese have

already created in Manchuria a vast new
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industry, the bean industr}-, benefiting not

onl_\- the natives of IVIanchuria, but tens

of thousands of coolies of Shan-tung

province. Where ten jears ago Man-
churian farmers barely eked out a living,

they are to-day exporting $40,000,000

worth of beans and bean-cake. This in-

creased prosperity- is entirely due to Japan-

ese enterprise.

One may find an objectionable feature

in the provision that the Chinese police

regulations and Chinese taxation measures

in Manchuria to be applied to the Japan-

ese must be approved by the Japanese

consul. This is a penalty which a back-

ward nation A\ith no efficient modern law

or administration must usually pay.

With regard to Fu-kien province, close

to the Japanese island of Formosa, China

engages not to grant any foreign power
the right to build any shipyard or military

or naval station. Finally, China promises

to safeguard the Japanese investment,

amounting to more than $10,000,000, in

the Han-yeh-ping Company, and not to

contract for it any foreign loan other than

Japanese.

This, then, is the sum total of the new
privileges which Japan secured from

China. The demands as a whole are

modest rather than extravagant. What
Japan was trying to do in China was to

prepare herself against any emergency

that might at any moment arise in that

agitated country. Armageddon in Europe

has for the time being stopped the powers'

onslaught upon China. After the vv-ar,

however, a sharp international rivalry

will be resumed for the control of China,

both politically and commercially. Which-
ever side may win in the war, I cannot but

apprehend that China will be the next

bone of contention among the European

powers. It was, therefore, both wise and

necessary that Japan should attempt to

intrench herself in China at the moment
when such a move was most effective. In

the light of Europe's past dealings with

China, this was not only justifiable, but

imperative.

m
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By NANCY BYRD TURNER

"OILENCE" they post upon the lintel here,

^ Yet surely speech is rife. Loud in the hush.

Who listens marks a pentecostal rush

Of fervent tongues lost to the common ear.

To-day, to-morrow, yesterday have word

:

Love in an ancient tale of chivalry
;

Clamor of coast to coast ; far prophecy

;

Din of old bugles ; trumpets newly stirred
;

A bell rung slow at sea on a strange ship

;

\Vinds on an aching desert, hot and spare;

Cheers for a breathless runner near his goal;

And at each shoulder, finger mute to lip,

A sentinel angel, each man imaware.

In a timiultuous silence with his soul.
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A Rag-time Hero

By GILHERT FRANKAU

Illustrations bv Ndnuan Price

ADJUTANTS are the curse of the

l\ new armies, artillery adjutants be-

ing the rule rather than the exception.

It is a legend that in the days before

war, when the army was still "the ser-

\ice," the adjutant was an imposing and

eflficient soldier at whose frown subalterns

quaked and even regimental sergeant ma-

jors trembled ; but this is only a legend.

Now, at any rate, the adjutant is known

as the "colonel's head clerk," which, al-

though not entirely accurate, the colonel's

clerk being usually an honest corporal

who does all the work for which the adju-

tant draws the pay, is nevertheless suffi-

ciently apt.

Lieutenant and Adjutant John Eger-

ton Molesworthy, R. F. A., had occupied

a "cushy" corner of France nearly four

months ; he had played a long-distance

role in one minor operation, written

"Passed to 30U for immediate action,

please," not fewer than four thousand

times, and procured fish for his colonel's

dinner at least once a fortnight. Er^o et

propter hoc, he was the first subaltern in

the 777th Brigade to be granted leave.

Isobel Gracefield, before she married

and took a retiring maisonette in Bright-

mouth-on-Sea, had been— but this is a

short story, not a problem no\el. She icas

an auburn-haired attraction with a talent

for letter-writing and a genius for the fox-

trot. In the happy days when neither

horses nor guns yet marred the tranquil-

lity of its existence, the 777th Brigade bil-

leted in Brightmouth ; and there John
Egerton, in the glossiest of unserviceable

field-boots, had esquired Isobel more than

once to the leading hotel. The rest, from

the first "Dear boy, 1 can hardly realize

you are out there and in danger" to the

penultimate "And I am really going to

see you again in ten days?" underlined,

had been accomplished through the Arni\

Postal Corps. As a result, John Egerton

Alolesworth} 's Iea\e came to its official

end in a Hampshire village on the last

day of December, and his father gave him

a check, and his mother said, "They might

at least have let him see New-year in

with me," and Isobel Gracefield took an

Embankment suite at a great hotel. All

of which was, it is sincerely to be hoped,

much more innocent than It really ap-

peared to be.

JoHx Egertox Molesworthy was still

young enough at twenty-two to take tea

in the lounge of the hotel, and to take it

in khaki.

"Tell me," murmured Isobel as her slim,

white hands played with the china cups—
"tell me all your adventures, dear boy."

John Egerton told her, modestly as be-

fits a hero, fully as befits a lover. Fired

by the spark of his lady's eyes, shells

hurled through his sentences, bullets punc-

tuated each disingenuous paragraph. Un-

der the glamour of her admiration the

"cook's cart" wnth which he fetched the

colonel's fish and vegetables became a gun
;

the ambling remount, a galloping team;

the quiet pnvc road, a blood-red pathway

to death or glory.

"And you must go back— to that!"

The violet eyes darkled, the low ^'oice

trembled on the practised minor thirds.

"It is my duty," said the hero.

They dined early, laughed through a

revue. In the taxi their hands met; she

said

:

"Dearest boy, you ought n't to." It

is possible that she had read "Phrynette's

Letters to Lonely Soldiers." And so tiiey

came to supper-time.

Isobel had taken a prominent table, and

Isobel was staying in the hotel. So dis-

gruntled parties, in the no-man's-land

north of the glass screen where the band

plays, caught the glint of a gold-foiled

bottle among the flowers, and complained

1'91
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fruitlcssl}^ over their orange-cups. John

Egerton's ejes met his lady-love's across

the bubbles of real wine. He was glazed,

white-waistcoated, glorious ; she, radiant

in clinging ecru, short-skirted for the

dance. War economy was rampant

around them ; from the windows over-

looking the Embankment to the revolving-

doors where the motors hummed cease-

lessly the hotel was crammed. England

had gathered there her beauty and her

chivalry, and England's capital, as Eng-

land's income, flowed golden from their

idle fingers. In single file, between the

packed tables, khaki and crepe de chine

edged their way danceward to the strain

of an Austrian waltz.

"You must miss all this so dreadfully out

there!" she said.

"One remembers sometimes." He was
stoical. "But it will he harder now, Iso-

bel."

She saw the pain in his young eyes ; had

she not read a thousand war-stories ?

"I know, dear," she whispered, and

then: "Let us go and dance. It will help

you to forget."

Her hand on his arm, the sheen of her

throat where the pearls nestled, the wine

he had drunk, were as fire to John Eger-

ton's dreams. As they slid through the

clumsier dancers to the beat and tap of

the rag-time he knew himself a hero. He
had been out there; to-morrow he was
going back again—back to the daily risk,

the fret, and the grind of it all, to the mud
and the shells. The colonel's fish and the

colonel's type-writer faded gloriously from

his imagination. He held Isobel closer,

whispered "Darling!" as the last thump
proclaimed the end of the dance.

It was almost midnight when they came
back to their chill coffee, their cigarettes.

"More wine?" asked the soldier; and

when Isobel demurred prettily, drank the

last glass in the bottle himself.

"Let 's wander," he said, and led her

proudly through the foyer, up the stair-

case. The lights went out as her foot

touched the top step. Then came the

blare of bagpipes; laughter rang out, and

confetti were showered. They kissed un-

seen as New-year broke ; their hands

clung to "Auld Lang Syne." Wine and

the touch of Isobel's lips had made John
Egerton a demigod : he knew himself a

demigod as the lights blazed again, and

he leaned against the rails, her hand

through his arm, gazing down at the

cheering throng below. To him this was
life, and he stood above life, a stern,

strong deity in a confetti heaven. Isobel,

looking up at the brown hair brushed back

from his unwrinkled forehead, sighed for

her lost youth and the bitterness of things

;

for even many magazine stories had left

her fairly human.

Suddenly the bandsmen rose, laughter

was hushed ; the first bars of the national

anthem lifted the revelers to their feet.

Lieutenant and Adjutant John Egerton

IVIolesworthy, R. F. A., sprang to atten-

tion. Even in mufti, he prided himself,

every one must know him for a soldier.

He stood there stiffly, fingering an imagi-

nary sword, his heart thrilling to the

many voices. Loyalty or swank, the ef-

fect was there, held him taut.

But it is not easy to stand at attention

when a supper crowd insists on singing

"God Save the King" through all its

verses; John Egerton's eyes wandered,

even as his thoughts. He saw Isobel, very

desirable, looking up at him ; smiled at

her, dreamed of her whiteness, the thrill

of her lips. He turned ever so slightly to

watch the singing throng below. How
gorgeous it all was! And then he thought

of himself, of his heroism ; of how, in a

few hours, he would be back on the firing-

line, a fighter, while all these shirkers and

home-service officers, all these flappers and

super-flappers, would go on enjoying

themselves, dancing and singing. And
then, out of the tail of his eye, he glimpsed

sacrilege unspeakable. Scarcely believing,

he turned right round, took in tiie stupen-

dous insult of it all.

A man—was it a man?— a civilian old

man in a black evening coat was slinking

out of the hotel ivith his hat on. John

Egerton's eyes blazed ; his blood throbbed
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in his temples. It was a German ; it must

be a German. And was he, an officer and

a gentleman who had been through Hell,

with a big H, out there—was he going to

stand by and permit this outrage? Isobel,

his dreams, the Widow Clicquot shrieked.

"No!"
Meanwhile others had noticed the little

gray man. A girl called, "Take your hat

off!" A man's voice took up the cry,

"Take your hat oft"!" "Hat off!" they

chorused. The man stopped. He knew,

as the deaf know, that they were trying

to say something; cursed for the hun-

dredth time in a weary month the eight-

inch shell that had sent him back to a si-

lent world where dumb people danced and

gorged and did n't give a tinker's damn
for what went on "out there." Then he

walked on.

Into John Egerton's mind flashed an-

other scene: Paris, the night of Reveillon,

himself crying, "Chapeau! chapeau!" at

every one who dared come in with his hat

on, shying peaches, crackers, confetti at

the offending toppers.

It was all done in a second ; three swift

steps, a sweep of the arm, and the silk

cylinder was sailing through the air, roll-

ing ungainly among the confetti on the

scarlet carpet.

The gray man swung round ; the boy

faced him in the expectant ring of chorus

girls and their cavaliers. He was rather

flushed, very pleased with himself. He
heard voices saying, "Bravo, sir!" "Well

done!" a bejeweled hand patted him on

the back.

"What do you mean by knocking my
hat off, sir?" The gray man's voice was

quiet, as quiet as the gray world to which

the stretcher-bearers had brought him

back ; only the tiniest flame of anger

lighted in his steady eyes.

"And what the devil do you mean, sir,"

— the boy spoke loudly ; he w^as missing no

chance of publicity,— "what do you mean,

sir, by keeping your hat on during the

national anthem?" They were good

words, and John Egerton repeated them

to the gathering crowd. Somehow they

made their wa\ to the other man's brain.
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"Did I do that?" he said slowly, and

stooped to pick up his ruffled hat. Then
as he turned to go, "I 'm sorry," for Ma-
jor Henderson happened to be both an

officer and a gentleman.

But John Egerton Molesworthy, who
was not of the school which takes its wine

and its women separately, preened himself

ecstatically among the cheering supper-

cats.

"How splendid of 30U !'' whispered Iso-

bel as they went back for the last dance.

LiEUTENAXT and Adjutant John Eger-

ton Molesworthy sank back in his seat as

the leave-train rolled out of Victoria Sta-

tion. His tired mind played languidly

round the glories of his last day in Eng-

land. It had all been wonderful, Isobel,

the dance, that dim sitting-room above the

Embankment ; but best of all was the rec-

ollection of his triumphant moment in the

foyer. How they had cheered him ! That

girl who patted him on the back, now, she

was good-looking, if you like, prettier than

Isobel, younger, with pale hair and dark

eyes with a laugh in their depths. John

Egerton slept.

He told the story of his New-year's

eve to an infantry officer he met on the

boat, told it again at the officers' club

;

repeated it interminably on interminable

railway journeys, for his division was on

the move, and none knew whither. There

were rumors of Verdun, of Salonica. Three

days he chased the fugitives, pestered and

cursed uncaring transport officers, was de-

canted shivering on empty platforms to

wait for supply-trains that never materi-

alized. At last in a village where rumors

of war came scarcely and A. S. C. offi-

cers led lives of ease and plenty, he struck

trail, and waited seven hours in a warm
estaminet, gossiping with two almost clean

maidens, for the only train of the day.

The following morning, at a darkling two

A.M., he groped his wa>' through blinded

streets to his last real night of rest, his

last morning bath.

There are places on the firing-line

where even gunner adjutants live in dug-

outs, ha\e shells for their daily portion.
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It was in such a place, in the very City

of Fear itself, that John Egerton found

his brigade. Gone were the pleasant

morning canters round the hidden bat-

teries; gone the afternoon rides in search

of provender ; gone the dreamless slum-

bers between linen sheets. Here the

horses lived seven perilous miles awa\-

:

h.ere the telephone bu/zed ceaselessh

through the throbbing night.

John Egerton Molesworthy was no

more a coward than a hundred thousand

others, only he had been brought up to

rag-time. His very patriotism had been

tiie product of it, a quick plant blossom-

ing at the touch of flappers' fingers. He

had outgrown flappers; he had not out-

grown rag-time. And the city is no place

of drawn swords, of gallant heroes lead-

ing galloping guns against a panic foe.

No applauding chorus girls cheered John

Egerton as he hurried through the bat-

tered streets; only, the whirring shells

buzzed overhead ; the roaring salvos

crashed in the deserted squares. In six

weeks even the boy's vanity, which might

have served him for courage, began to

wear thin. He caught himself thinking

at night in his sodden dug-out of wounds,

ugly wounds, and of how much they hurt

:

of death and what might come after.

It was all horrible to him, but worst of

;tll was the long road between the scarred

poplars, the road whereon endless trans-

port-wheels clink in the gloaming, and

terror grins in every shadow, and knees

tighten instinctively on the saddle-flap to

the least whistle of the wind through the

hare branches.

The Bosche was shelling that road the

first time John Egerton came into the

City of Fear, and ever afterward the

memory of black fountains spurting death,

of a horse kicking convulsively, of the

headless rider beneath it, and the blood on

the l^avc, was with him, sleeping or wak-

ing. It stood at his shoulder, leering, as

he wrote to Isobel Gracefield of dangers

faced unafraid, of discomforts iincom-

Iilainingly endured.

On the very day he had decided, come
what might, to tell his colonel he could

bear things no longer, a fortunate splinter

in the right shoulder sent him back to

pjigland.

Mrs. Grackfii:i.d swished into the Port-

land Place nursing-home. She looked an

angel ; she had not forgotten to bring

lilies.

"Oh, you poor dear!" she said when the

nurse left them alone. "Was it dreadfully

painful?"

"Not \ery," the pale boy with the ban-

daged arm said, and smiled back at her.

Already the memory of his fears, of the

"nervous breakdown" he had planped for

himself, was fading. And as she talked,

made invalid love to him, wounded vanity

began to heal even as wounded shoulder.

The recollection of his self-contempt— so

much worse than the recollection of the

little pain he had suffered— receded into

that vague world wherein real men did

real jobs, the world to which he did not

belong. He stretched a thin, white hand

from the bed-clothes, raised Isobel's fin-

gers to his lips. She bent over him; the

perfume and the lace of her drove away

the last clouds from his young sky. He
was a hero again ! For it takes more than

six weeks in the City of Fear and a shrap-

nel splinter in the right shoulder to cure

youth of rag-time.

"You must come down to Brightmouth,

Jack. The air is so wonderful down
there, and I will nurse you," Isobel said

as she kissed him good-by.

But John Egerton's people decreed dif-

ferently : he was whisked away to Hamp-
shire, to dinner-parties and tea-parties and

admiring maidens in brogued shoes and

tailor-made skirts. It was not even of his

asking that a far-seeing medical board de-

creed "light duty," and a kindly War Of-

fice sent him to 14 C Reserve Brigade,

Brightmouth-on-Sea.

It was the old John Egerton Moleswor-

thy who left his \alise at Brightmouth

Station, hailed a taxi languidl) , and

purred up the hill to Isobel's maisonette.

He was on light duty, and the reserve bri-

gade could wait his presence until after
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tea-time. It was the old John Egerton

who lingered till the sun was nearly at

the rim of the sea, holding Isobel's hand,

kissing the white ear nestling among the

auburn curls. It was the old John Eger-

ton, in the old unserviceable field-boots,

who tapped at the orderly-room door,

clicked spurred heels, saluted his new colo-

nel. The colonel looked up from his

writing, rose, shook hands.

"So you 're for light duty, Aloleswor-

thy. Hope the wound 's better. Let me see,

you 're an adjutant, are n't you? I could

have help in the orderly-room."

But .John Egerton could scarcely' an-

swer. He was seeing not the be-ribboned

colonel, but another little gray man, in

undistinguished evening dress, picking up

a ruffled top hat

!

He was seeing himself, rather flushed,

standing triumphantly among his cheering

supper-cats. Could it be true? And just

when life looked rosiest, too ; when every-

thing was going his way! The fear of

being found out, which is deeper than the

fear of death, held him almost dumb. The
steady eyes frightened him. Was it the

same man? Was it? All the pleasure of

coming back to England, to Brightmouth,

to Isobel, lay withered. He heard a half-

remembered voice saying

:

"So that 's settled then, ^'ou '11 re-

port here at nine to-morrow," and cauglit

himself forgetting to salute.

John Egerton Molesworthy, R. F. A.,

is still lieutenant and adjutant, but there

is no happiness in him. In the bare or-

derly-room of 14 C Reserve Brigade, on

the windy cemented gun-park, at mess, or

church parade, the gray figure of his com-

manding officer is an accusation, a menace.

In the midst of some thrilling story, told

joyously to the newly joined, who have

never been "out there," he catches those

steady eyes at the end of the long table,

and the story dies tamely on his lips. As
he sits writing "passed to you" on endless

slips of buff paper, he sees that gray head

bent over the littered table, and the pen

shake the very man only

an amazing likeness? He does not know,

he cannot be certain. The discreetest

questions fail to help him. But always he

is haunted by the fear— the fear of being

found out. If indeed his colonel is the

man whose hat he smote off in the mad-

ness of that memorable evening, and if his

colonel remembers, what will happen to

Lieutenant and Adjutant John Egerton

IMolesworthy ? W^ere it not better to

escape before the deluge, even if escape

means the front and all the horrors of that

long road between the scarred poplars?

Or is it all only a dream, the figment of a

nervous brain ?

Isobel believes, but then Isobel would

believe almost anything. Has she not

read a thousand war-stories?



The Last Rally

By JOHN GOULD FLETCHER

(Under England's new Conscription Act, the last of the married

men joined her colors on June 24. 191b.)

IN the midnight, in the rain.

That drenches every sooty roof and licks each window-pane,

The bugles blow for the last rally

Once again.

Through the horror of the night,

Where glimmers yet northwestward one ghostl_\' strip of white,

Squelching with heavy boots through the untrodden plovvlands,

The troops set out. Eyes right

!

These are the last who go because they must,

Who toiled for years at something leveled now in dust;

Men of thirty, married, settled, who had built up walls of comfort

That crumbled at a thrust.

Now they have naked steel.

And the heavy, sopping rain that the clammy skin can feel,

And the leaden weight of rifle and the pack that grinds the entrails,

Wrestling with a half-cooked meal.

And there are oaths and blows,

The mud that sticks and flows.

The bad and smoky billet, and the aching legs at morning.

And the frost that numbs the toes

;

And the senseless, changeless grind.

And the pettifogging mass of orders muddling every mind,

And the dull-red smudge of mutiny half rising up and burning.

Till they choke and stagger blind.

But for them no bugle flares

;

No bright flags leap, no gay horizon glares

;

They are conscripts, middle-aged, rheumatic, cautious, wear}'.

With slowly thinning hairs:

Only for one to-night

A woman weeps and moans and tries to smite

Her head against a table, and another rocks a cradle,

And another laughs with flashing eyes, sitting bolt upright.



Shakspere and the Movies

Bv BRIAN HOOKER

AMONG many revenges brought in by

lY. the whirligig of time, not least sur-

prising is the similarity of form and struc-

ture between the plays of Shakspere and

the modern photodrama. To some read-

ers there may even seem a shade of blas-

phemy in the comparison ; almost deifying

the Poet of Avon, they will not readily so

far let down their brows as to accord the

three reels' traffic of the screen the place

and title of art. But letting pass this in-

congruity, as the great Elizabethan him-

self would have been the first to do, cer-

tainly no two arts could at first sight ap-

pear more opposite. In Shakspere the

spoken poetry is all, the visual action and

setting are almost eliminated ; whereas the

moving-picture by its very name eliminates

the spoken word and tells its tale in pan-

tomime. The one dramatizes for the ear,

the other for the e\e ; yet the two ne\'er-

theless attain their end by strangely simi-

lar means, through a form and structure

and svstem of technical devices closely

parallel in each, and sharply in contrast

with the methods of the modern stage.

The theater of our time, through the

development of scenic construction and the

use of the electric light, has arrived at a

high degree of realism. The illusion of a

given setting is almost perfect ; but sucli

an illusion takes time and money to pro-

duce. The audience must wait while

scenes are shifted, the management must

l^ay for scenerj^ ; and the play is accord-

ingly constructed in three or four acts,

with no more changes of scene than arc

necessary. The story is told in a few-

solid blocks of action, each v\irh a climax

of its own and each carrying forwaid h\

one stride the major action of the piece

;

each one, moreovei', such as may reason-

ably be supposed to happen continuously

and in the same place. Shakspere and the

jiliotoplaw on the other hand, construct

not in acts, but in scenes; in short and

freely shifted episodes, as many ami as
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diverse as may be, and strung together

along the narrative thread of the story

rather than focused fanwise into one dra-

matic knot. Both alike are free from the

limitations of stage mechanism, and both

alike derive from originals essentially nar-

rative— Shakspere from the old moralities,

in which the whole story must be acted out

unaltered because of its Biblical sacred-

ncss, and the photoplay from the earlier

representations of actual events, the primi-

tive "moving-pictures," which were

thrown upon the screen unmodified for

sheer interes.t in the mechanical reproduc-

tion. Shakspere makes a kaleidoscope of

the unities, and shifts his scene when and

where he will because he has no scenery to

shift. The photoplay does the like be-

cause its scenes are photographed any-

where and beforehand, to flash upon the

screen at will.

Perhaps the simplest ilkrstration of tliis

kind of structure is the device, known in

moving-picture parlance as the "cut-back."

A burglar, for example, is shown ap-

proaching a house; the scene shifts to a

bedchamber within, showing the sleeper

there ; and then cuts back to the burglar

outside, in the act of breaking open a win-

dow ; then to the sleeper hearing the noise

and arousing. Thus two simultaneous

lines of action may be shown converging

to a climax by means of alternating scenes.

It is of course a favorite device with Shak-

spere: the whole last act of "Macbeth,"
for instance, is developed in tb.is way.

First, the sleep-walking scene; then the

country near Duijsinane, w here the Scot-

tish insurgents are marclu'ng to join the

English force :it Birnam; then a cut-back

to Dunsinane C'astlo, where Macbeth is

ad\ised of the approach of Ju's enemies, but

defies fate until the prophecy shall be ful-

filled ; then the cut-back to the insurgent

army near l^irnam \\'o()(l— "Let every

soldier hew him down a bough"; anotiier

cut-back to t!ie castle, where Mmhith
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Neither this scene nur the three following would be possible un the stage

learns of the Queen's death, and immedi-

ately afterward of the approach of the

moving forest. And so the act proceeds,

alternating from Macbeth to his enemies

and back again, until the two are brought

to grips, and the concluding battle is

shown in a rapid succession of short scenes

here and there about the field. For the

modern theater these scenes would be col-

lected and combined, the locality changed

only once or twice, and the device of alter-

nation minimized. Shakspere develops it

to a maximum, and the camera would

show the act as he made it, because it is

typically photoplay structure. Nor is this

an unusual, as it is a striking, case of

structural correspondence between the

two forms. To reduce almost any play of

Shakspere to a brief scenario is to make

the same similarity appear. The scene of

Fortinbras and his army on the march, the

third act of "Lear," the opening of

"Twelfth Night," the forest scenes in "As
^'ou Like It" are notable examples. One
must remember, indeed, that the familiar

division into acts and scenes was not made

by Shakspere, but by his editors. To him-

self, his plays were continuous action,

sometimes not localized at all, but with

instantaneous change of locality at conve-

nience. And here again we recognize the

characteristic form of the photoplay.

But the likeness does not end with the

strategy of the forms, the ordering of the

story into a certain series of scenes ; it is a

matter of tactics also, equally noticeable in

the nature of the individual scenes them-

selves. Of the wandering action in the

forest of Arden and the battle at the close

of "^Lacbeth" I have already spoken. The
latter, like nearly all of Shakspere's battle-

scenes, corresponds closely to the practice

of representing a wide-spread action by

moving the camera from place to place,

giving a detail here and an episode there.

Upon the modern stage these alarums and

excursions are inevitably trivial and inef-

fective: the verisimilitude of so huge and

extended an event is not to be achieved by

off-stage noises and the shouts and bustle

1299
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of a few shambling supernumeraries. We
may imagine that Shakspere did better by

mere suggestion, -without attempting real-

ism ; certainly his audience approved, or

he would not have made so many of these

scenes. And the parallel is no further to

seek than the nearest set of war-films.

From actual battle, indeed, the extreme

\ illainy of our saltpeter bids the camera

keep its distance; but fictitious warfare is

quite presentable. So with that essentially

narrative material the action of which

physically moves along as it proceeds: the

scene of pedestrians upon the street, way-

farers riding a journe\ , ships at sea. or the

like. Such action was the original mate-

rial of the moving-picture, and remains

peculiarly suited to it; and of such action,

avoided by the theater of to-day, the Eliz-

abethans made free use. The wayside en-

counters of Katharina and Petruchio dur-

ing their return to Padua, the procession

in "Jvdius C;esar." the hunting of the

drunken conspirators by Arid and his elfin

hounds, and the street scenes in "The

Comedy of Errors" are only a few out of

many cases. Shakspere could do these

things because the convention of his stage

demanded no visual illusion ; the photo-

play possesses the one means whereby the

\ isual illusion of these things can be pro-

duced.

So also \\'\x\\ scenes the unfitness of

which for presentation on the stage is

no mere matter of locality, but of the na-

ture of the scene itself. The eye of Shak-

spere in its range over earth and heaven

bodied forth many imaginations too large

for any theater to encompass and too fan-

ciful for any theatric devices at our com-

mand to present with such verisimilitude

as our audiences require. He will sug-

gest a whole battle-field by a series of

alarums and excursions, but the actual

clash of arms no drama can more than

suggest. Plighting upon tlie stage becomes

grotesque the moment it exceeds tiie di-

mensions of the duel. Upon tlie screen,

men can smite hideously with harmless

weapons, topple from towering battle-
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merits into safe nets five feet below, or

drown to admiration in shallow water.

The reason is, of course, that the camera

does not discriminate : it accepts and ren-

ders alike whatever is presented to it un-

der its own optical laws; and the credulit>'

of the machine in turn deceives the eye.

The shipwreck in "The Tempest," the

thunder-smitten wandering of Lear, the

apparitions in "Macbeth" and "Hamlet"
and "Julius C^sar," the dainty fantasies

of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," are

so difficult of theatrical accomplishment

that Maeterlinck protests against their be-

ing enacted at all. For him and the me-

ticulous like of him it is better to read and

to imagine than to suffer the intrusion of

mechanism, the subconsciousness of literal

and visible make-believe, between his

fancy and the poet's vision. Certainly

these things in their original presentation

must have depended largely upon the im-

agination of the audience; but all such

matters in the photoplay succeed precisely

because of the lack of imagination in the

camera. There is no speculation in its

eye; wherefore even the ironic modern,

gazing upon the retina of that innocent

Cyclops, forbears to speculate.

And the parallel between the forms car-

ries out curiously into some of their lesser

details and devices. The soliloquy has dis-

appeared from the theater together with the

aside, and the kindred practices of reading

letters needlessly aloud and confiding in

friends for the information of the audi-

ence are fast following them. In Shak-

spere's time audiences had not learned any

disfavor of these simplicities, nor had the

general management of the stage grown

so realistic as to make them incongruous

;

they w^ere therefore frankly accepted as

conventions. In very similar case is the

photoplay device of throwing words upon

the screen, technically known as an "in-

sert." Audiences do not object to being

informed in this way of the contents of

documents or of what is passing in the

minds of the characters; and as a means

of visualizing spoken words, wiiich. except

3U1
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to lip-readers, the camera cannot other-

wise represent, it is wholl\^ congruous with

the technic of the art as a whole. Artists

in this form, accordingly, do not even at-

tempt to avoid it altogether, but rather to

employ it effectively. And this is just

what Shakspere did with the soliloquy.

Lsed constructive!}^ to explain or to fore-

cast action, as in the famous speeches of

Hamlet and Macbeth and Iago, the Shak-

sperian soliloquy corresponds to the "in-

sert." Used for the display of character,

to apprise the audience of a character's un-

spoken thought, it corresponds more

closely to another familiar device of the

l)hotoplay, the "close-up "

: that is. the tem-

porary placing of the camera close to the

actors in order that intimacies of gesture

or expression ma\ be clearh' seen. Ophe-

lia's mad scene, Othello's dying speech,

and the tirades of Romeo and Juliet in the

tomb, are of this latter kind. And yet

another practice of Shakspere and his con-

temporaries which finds curiously its

counterpart in the photoplay is the nota-
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ble use of descriptixe passages. What he

achieves in O heron's

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,

in Hamlet's lines about his father's por-

trait, or in the gorgeous account of Cleo-

patra's barge, the wordless drama answers

by those interpolations of ordinary mo-

tionless photographs called in its own ar-

got "stills." Each gets an effect quite for-

eign to the nature of his art, and long

since relinquished by the theater. The
old dramatist drops for a moment into

sheer unacted poetry, and the moving-pic-

ture displays a picture that does not move;

in both cases the object is pure description.

Now it must be that under so minute a

parallel between the most and the least lit-

erary of dramatic forms there lies some

deeper and more fundamental likeness

conditioning all these minor similarities.

Coincidence has a long arm, it is true, but

hardly so many fingers. And that funda-

mental likeness is not far to seek. The
moiiern dramatist nuist conceixe his story
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more or less in terms of the modern thea-

ter : he must see it compressed naturally

into simple and unbroken action, close to

the old unities of time and place, capable

of effective and illusive preparation by the-

atrical means, and, at best, of actually tak-

ing place within the three walls of the

stage. Both Shakspere and the photoplay

writer, on the other hand, conceive their

stories in terms of actuality, as happening

where and how they would have happened

had their fictions been literally true. Shak-

spere knew that he could not make the

hoards of the Globe look like the battle-

ments of Elsinore ; he had no optical

means for producing to the eyes of the

groundlings the mystic illusion of a ghost

;

and the impossibility absolves him from

the attempt. He thinks not of these

things, but of the very ghost itself, seen

through the startled eyes of Harnlet and

his friends. For him "The Tempest" is

enacted upon the veritable island of Pros-

pero; under the green and sunlit arches of

Arden do Rosalind and Orlando weave

their arabesque of merry l()\es ; and Flori-

acbeth " j)hotoplay

zcl discovers Pcrdita in a desert country

by the sea. It is a local habitation that he

gives to his imaginings, not an habitation

enforced within the possibilities of the

playhouse. And having so envisaged them,

he trusts his art of poetry to make an

audience not unaccustomed to the task im-

agine likewn'se. He works for a mental

illusion, being without power or desire of

a visual one ; and in so doing, makes a pro-

fusion of images which the modern thea-

ter, with all its magic of mechanism, la-

bors in vain to visualize. His frank inac-

curacies of time and costume and local

color in general do but prove the point

;

for he creates within his knowledge, care-

less of even what visible accuracies he

knows. He did not think that there were

British clowns in Athens, or fairies in

Greek mythology ; but for the purposes of

his art, he did not care, and he did so

imagine them.

Shakspere conceives his action as liter-

ally taking place, and brings it home to

his audience by sheer writing; the maker

of photoplays in like manner conceives his

303
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story literall\-, and brings it home upon

the screen by photography. There is no

restriction of time or space within the lim-

its of the theater: scenes which have been

presented months or miles apart may be

represented in a moment and together.

There is no limitation of visual illusion,

for a scene may be enacted at will wher-

ever it is supposed to happen. The prac-

tical stage becomes all out of doors, the

actuality of the episode a mere matter of

expediency ; and whether it is done in fact

or played in the studio depends only upon

whether it is easier to deceive the camera

or to bring it into the presence of the thing

itself. The theatrical producer cannot

burn down a house upon the stage: with

difficulty can he pretend to do so decep-

tively enough to satisfy his audience ; and

this laborious and expensive pretense must

be repeated at every performance. The
producer of a photoplay can burn a real

house if he chooses ; it may well be worth

his while, since he need do it hut once for

any number of representations; or, if he

elects a simulated conflagration, that may
be done by any means and upon any scale,

once for all, and before a single spectator

mechanically incapable of doubt, whose in-

evitable illusion will appear to audiences

precisely like the fact. It is this which

brings back upon the screen the lost scope

and freedom of the old literary drama.

The action may leap in a flash from

Broadway to Borneo and back again

;

horsemen may gallop across country, or

ships plow leagues of foam, and the spec-

tator in his chair will follow every foot

of the way ; storm or battle-field, the

crowded street or the elaborate spectacle,

may be brought in for momentary empha-

sis and cast aside ; Troy may be taken or

Pompeii overwhelmed. Nor need impos-

sibility itself impose any narrower bounds

than fact or fiction ; magic and the super-

natural, always balancing at the edge of

absurdity upon the stage, are here no less

than visible since very fact can be no more.

The visitation of Joan by angels, the turn-

ing of a pumpkin into Cinderella's coach,

appear equally veritable with John Smith

h'ghting a cigar; for the machine which

turns all substances to shadows will show

as readil\- any shadow for the substance.

And a public grown slowly dull to verbal

suggestion remains easily suggestible by

sight. The Elizabethan audience was

trained to imagine what it heard ; the mod-

ern audience is accustomed to believe its

e\es.

Hyphen-bearers

Bv NEWELL MARTIN

WITH deep interest I have been

studying an old Telephone Direc-

tory to learn what sort of people make

the greatness of New York. Our chau-

vinists should do the same, and learn

something about the newest Americans.

At every stage of our progress, narrow-

minded people and crooked-minded peo-

ple have had much to say against the

latest arrivals. Some profound student

of social movements has always stepped

forward, with the air of a scientific dis-

coverer, to say, "The immigrants of fifty

years ago enriched the nation, but these

new immigrants are imdesirable." There

are also, always, evervwhere, ardent e\-

clusionists. and expulsionists. One well-

known magazine has hinted that someway
should be found to induce German-Amer-
icans to go back to their old home after

the war, and it is obvious that some of our

prominent publicists are of the same opin-

ion. In London, Herbert Samuel, a pros-

perous Hebrew, threatens to send back to

Russia some thousands of less fortunate

Hebrews.

But, aware as T am of the shortcomings

of our new competitors, I suspect that it

is a fallacy to pretend that our immigra-

tion is falling off in quality. Study of the

recondite sources of information that lie

before me indicates that imnu'grants of
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late years are of better stock than we used

to get.

It is true that in my grandfather's time

there were among us descendants of pa-

triots who had left England for lack of

liberty, or who had been exiled from Ire-

land, or who had fled from Continental

Europe to get away from the Inquisition

or the Holy Alliance ; but we used to im-

port great numbers of negro slaves and

transported convicts. Now among the im-

migrants who come to us are descendants

of the Italians, who built up the civil law,

of the Jews, who founded all our re-

ligions, and of the Turks, who set

Constantinople free from the effete Byzan-

tines.

AVe used to be as insular as our English

founders. In my college class there was

not one student whose name indicated an

ancestry from outside of the British

Islands. The New York Directory of

1850 was a slim, shabby little book, full

of English names. But we have gloriously

ceased to be provincial. I turn to the

Telephone Directory for Alay, with its

850 pages and 350,000 addresses, and see

that New York is no longer an English

colony. I open it at random, and read

two dozen names in succession, one from

the head of each column, and find this

:

Runkle, Ruskay, Russell, Russian Vol-

imteer Fleet, Ruton, Ryan, Rybakoff, S. &
S. Delicatessen, Saccoccio, Sackin, Saffer-

stone and Salb, St. Andrew's Society, St.

\"incent Ferrer Literary Society, Salinger,

Salomon, Saltzseider, Samberg, Samson,

Samuels, Sand, Sanders, Sanes. Only two

of those names are English.

Turning now to the "Times," I find

among the advertisements the official list

of the dazzling boys and girls who took

the highest marks this summer in gradu-

ating from the high schools of New York

and its suburbs, and are qualified for col-

lege scholarships from the treasury of one

hundred dollars a year. There are more

than three hundred of these marvels, five

columns of these wonder-children, bat-

talions of intellect. Louisa Viggeani is

the foremost of them all, with the impres-

sive mark of 95.99. The first girl after

iier has 94.92. Of course seven of the

first ten are girls. Twenty of the first

twenty-five are German-Americans, He-

brew-Americans, Irish-Americans, Italian-

Americans. They have all risen to the

dizzy height of a mark of over 90. Here

are their names, and of such is the king-

dom of this world

:

Louisa Viggeani

A. Greenberg

Melanie Rohrcr

Ruth Harr

P^lsie Hoertel

Jacob Kabak

Bertha Shoenherg

S. B. Fishkind

Helen Meyer
\'ictorine K. Ma\er

I. S. Orlianskv

C. H. Tobias

L\dia Felder

b'. Mack
Hermina Schaff

F. M. Sommerfield

Kllen Ahern

A. F. A. Ziegler

Sam Saretskv

M. M. Polsenski

I turn to the ;

winners and read :

Bertha Silberberg

Julia Keegan

Rose Sperber

Morris Bunsis

M. W. Feinberg

^lary B. Cowley

Nora Mulvey

Kathryn Noone

Susette Burns

Ada Isaacs

Herman Zazeele

Soph

econd column of prize-

Jonas Massims

Naum Shamroy

Marie Zadoorian

Ruth Biegeleisen

Rebecca Shub

John Hanselman
Louis Holl

S\dney Heimer

F. H. \"illaume

Florence Flvnn

M. Skolnik'

ie Sachatoff

T\\e Telephone Directory is itself a sort

of prize-list. The submerged nine tenths

do not hire telephones.

And as to the school-list, every child on

that list is one out of a thousand, a sur-

vivor from the competition of myriads.

On that last list all but two are hyphen-

bearers, Hebrew-Americans, German-

Americans. French-Americans, Irish-

Americans, Syro-Americans, Armenian-

Americans. Among these boys and girls

are governors and governesses, mayors and

alderwomen, of the near future. When
you see an editorial about the "Inefficiency

of the Melting-pot," or "America for the

Americans," remember this list of honors

and be glad that the stream of the elect

has not ceased to flow westward.
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With Stevenson at Grez

Bv EIRGE HARRISON

IT was a memorable day for Stevenson

when tlie Ciyanttc and the Jnthusd

niooied at the foot of the narrow- little

garden whicli leads from the shores of the

Loing tip to the old Pension Chevillon at

Grez. Could he have foreseen that the

apparentl\ simple act of tying his canoe-

rope to the landing-post that morning

was to make of him a world-wanderer,

that it would cut him off defin'itely from

his beloved Scotland and all that Scotland

meant to him, that it would lead him as an

"Amateur Immigrant" to California, that

it would start him on that year-long cruise

of the Pacific, and waft him at last, like a

piece of driftwood, to far-off Samoa—
couhl he have foreseen all this, would he,

1 wonder, ha\e set foot ashore that warm
sununer morning, or, turning his prow

once more to the current, paddled on

down-stream to Paris and the sea? TruJN

I believe that he would have landeti only

the more joyously, for Ste\ enson A\as

nothing if not a true sport. Despite a

frail physique, he sought adventure

eagerly and stood always read\- to meet

it more than lialf-way. Nothing e\er

daunted him, and nothing so roused him

to anger as any suggestion that his own
health should be allowed to weigli in the

balance when there was question of adven-

ture by flood or b\' field. As a matter of

fact, and as time pro\ed, he possessed an

astonishing reser\e of nervous energy, and

in certain cases M'here otlier stronger men

went to pieces, his high spirits seemed to

ser\e him adequately in lieu of jihysical

strength.

But he well knew, and lias himself said,

that the great ad\enture is not that which

we go forth to seek in far places, but tliat

^\•hich comes to seek us by the h reside.

And this was more than half true in his

own case, for it was not upon any business

of his own that he came to (jrez, but

rather because our tellow-art-student and

comrade Willie Simpson was a brother to

Sir ^Valter Simpson, ^vho was the Cujar-
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ette of Stevenson's "An Inland X'oyage'
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and his present companion.

It was a gay, picturesque, and genuinel\-

Bohemian community in \\hich he found

himself at Grez, and it has seemed to me

that it might be well worth while to

describe it in some detail, in view of the

fact that it was destined to form the back-

ground of Ste\enson's life for many

months to come.

The nucleus of tlie colony A\as Anglo-

Saxon, and the majority of its members

were either English or Americans; but

there was a sufficient sprinkling of French

and Scandinavians to give a cosmopolitan

quality to the gathering, and an occasional

Spaniard or Italian added a touch of

Southern color. All of its members were

either artists, artists' models en villcgi-

aturc. or students of art in painting and

sculpture, or in music, literature, or the

drama.

The one who always stands out most

vividly in my own mind and memory is

my beloved chum and studio-companion

Theodore Robinson, who is now taking

his place beside Inness, Wyant, and Wins-

low Homer as one of our American old

masters. Robinson, like Stevenson, was a

semi-invalid, a great sufferer from asthma,

^\'hich never gave him a moment's respite;

but, like Stevenson again, he never al-

lowed his weakness to interfere in any

way with the main business of life or to

intrude itself upon others. His infectious

laugh I can hear to this da\-, and the sub-

dued chuckle with whicli he met the little

daily contretemps of existence was a tonic

and an inspiration to those about him.

Robinson was far from handsome in the

classic sense. An enormous head, with

goggle-eyes and a whopper-jaw, was bal-

anced on a frail body by means of a neck

of extreme tenuity ; and stooping shoul-

ders, with a long, slouching gait, did not

add anything of grace or of beauty to his

general appearance. But when one of the

French comrades threw an arm about his

shoulders, and casting a sidewise and puz-

zled glance upon him remarked, "Tu es

vilain, Robinson ; mais je t'aime," we all

understood, for out of those goggle-eves

shone the courage of a Ba\ard, and in

their depths brooded the soul of a poet

and dreamer, while his whole person radi-

ated a delightful and ineffable sense of

humor. Stevenson and he at once became

bosom friends and companions, for they

were hewn out of the same block.

I shall not forget Stevenson's joy at the

manner in which Robinson once put an

end to a rather tiresome rainy-day discus-

sion on the subject of genealogy, during

which Ave had been treated to more or less

colorful accounts of the distinguished

lineage of most of those present.

Robinson had remained silent through-

out the discussion, with only an occasional

subterranean chuckle to indicate that he

was listening to the conversation. Finally

some one called out

:

"Bobbie, we have not yet heard from

you. Who were your noble ancestors,

anyway?"

With a subdued twinkle he replied :

"Well, if you really wish to know, I

A\ill tell you. My father Avas a farmer,

and my grandparents were both very re-

spectable and deserving domestic servants.

I have never carried my investigation any

further up the family-tree."

There Avas a short, someA\-hat embar-

rassed silence, and then Stevenson threw

his arms about Robinson's shoulders Avith

a shout of joy.

"Tu es vilain, Robinson," he cried;

"mais je t'aime."

It has always been a source of regret

to me that no one of us painter-men ever

thought of making a double portrait of

the pair in that pose, for, if successful, it

would ha\'e been a psychological document

of surpassing interest. It Avould have been

a failure indeed did it not demonstrate the

profound fact that mere physical ugliness

is no bar to the expression of spiritual

beauty in the human countenance; for the

almost Gothic mask of Robinson's features

could and did radiate SAAeetness and light

as readily as the nearly classic beauty of

Stevenson's own profile.

Another member of our little colony

Avho has left an indelible mark upon my
memor\- is Robert Mowbrav Stevenson,
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Louis's cousin, the Bob of the ''Wiilima

Letters," who came down from Paris

shortly after Stevenson's own arrival.

Years later, as professor of art at Oxford

and as the author of a remarkable mono-

graph upon Velasquez, he was destined

to become widely known throughout the

world. At that time, however, he was

endeavoring to demonstrate to himself

and to others his right to be ranked seri-

ously as a landscape-painter, and wast-

ing considerable quantities of perfecth

good pigment in the effort, which before

many months he was frankly to abandon

as a mistake. But although his talent did

not lie in the direction of pictorial expres-

sion. Bob Stevenson was, more nearly than

any other mortal I have ever met, a genius

in the true sense of the word ; unfortu-

nately for himself, however, and still more

unfortunately for the world at large, his

genius could expand only under conditions

which precluded its finding permanent

expression. Just as those of us who have

heard Edwin Booth play Hatnlct know
that there never was or never could be

such another Hamlet, so those of us who
have heard Bob Stevenson converse know
that, in this generation at least, there

never has been or could be such another

talker. But for its fullest and best ex-

pression, his special talent demanded an

interlocutor, or at least the figment of an

opponent in the scintillating monologue

which he was pleased to style a discussion.

If it comes to a mere question of genius

pure and simple, no one who knew the two

cousins intimately would have hesitated

for an instant to award the primacy to

Bob, and Louis himself would have been

the first to concur in the justice of this

decision. When the after-dinner coffee

was on the table in the old salle a mangtr.

it was Louis's custom to stir up a discus-

sion upon some subject connected with

ethics or morals or the general conduct of

life, and then, if he succeeded in getting

Bob started, to sit hack and enjoy the

intellectual feast whicli was sure to fol-

low, just dropping in a word of dissent

now and then in order to kee]-) the stream

flowing.
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On these occasions Bob's flights of

imagination were not only brilliant to a

degree, but they were often humorous and

most entertaining. Not infrequently they

took the form of a story, with a compli-

cated plot evolved on the spur of the mo-

ment, and with characters who by their

acts and words gave living form to the

abstraction which he had set out to ride to

earth. Louis, being the artist that he was,

made notes, and several of the stories

which later appeared in the "New Ara-

bian Nights" and are there duly accredited

to "my cousin Robert Mowbray Steven-

son," were thrown off by the latter dur-

ing one of these impromptu symposia.

First among these was the famous "Sui-

cide Club," to which, however, Stevenson

himself added what was perhaps the most

original and telling touch— the incident

of the young man with the cream tarts.

The gruesome idea of the main story grew

out of an indignant protest on the part of

Bob to an opinion set forth by his cousin

to the effect that in the domain of morals

men were in no sense free agents, and that

no man had the right to dispose of his own
life any more than he had the right to

dispose of the life of his friend or neighbor.

Bob in reply quoted the verse from Omar

:

What, without asking, hither hurried

Whence?

And, without asking, uJiitlier hurried hence!

Ah! contrite heaven endowed us with the

vine

To drug the memory of that insoUMice!

contending hotly that inasmuch as we had

not been consulted when we were thus

rudely and without our own consent

dumped into life, the ojition was sureh'

ours as to tlie time and the manner of

leaving it.

Then followed the inevitable mono-

logue, which gradually dexeloped into the

plot of the "Suicide Club" as printed in

the "New Arabian Nights," and in w hich

Bob set forth his own ideas as to the most

agreeable mode of shuffling off this mortal

coil. Hut not quite content w ith his first

effort, he pioceeded to evohe an alternate
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plot, which, while not so dramatic as the

original, was at least not quite so distress-

ing. In this second story the device of the

executioner who is selected by chance is

replaced by a train which is scheduled to

start once a month at midnight from

Charing Cross, and is to carry all those

who during the month have decided that

life has no further attractions for them.

The train is to be the last word in modern

luxury, with a dancing-car for those who
would dance and a dining-car for those

who would dine, furnished with the most

dainty and delectable dishes, and provided

with champagne and fine liqueurs of the

most expensive brands. The track is to be

cleared, and the train started, without an

engineer or a train crew, direct for the

cliff of Dover, over which it is supposed

to plunge at a moment unknown to any of

the passengers, and when the re\elry is at

its height.

The mutual admiration of the two Ste-

vensons was a delight to see, and that it

w.is destined to be a lifelong affection is

shown by the long series of "V^ailima Let-

ters" addressed to Bob. Fundamentally,

of course, their mutual attraction for each

other was due to the fact that both were

true men ; but it was doubtless partly at-

tributable to the added fact that the qual-

ity of their genius was as different as was
their outward appearance. Louis, as we
all know, was of the blond, appealing

Northern type, but Bob was as black and

as fiery as an Andalusian. One could not

help feeling that one of his ancestors at

least must have been a Spaniard— one of

those Spanish adventurers perchance who
were wrecked upon the coast of Scotland

:it the time when the last ships of the

Spanish Armada were dispersed in that

historic storm which, with the assistance

of Lord Howard and Drake, saved Eng-
land. Legend has it that the daughters

of the isles were kind to the handsome and

unfortunate waifs from the sea, and that

the black Highlanders of the Scottish

Hebrides have more than a little Spanish

blood in their veins.

At this time Stevenson was publishing

a series of studies of men and things in

"The Cornhill Magazine," and he was

also engaged upon "An Inland V^oyage"

and parts of the "New Arabian Nights."

As if this were not suflficient to satisf\-

the cravings of the greediest of workers,

he was also writing various stories and

essays which he called "Studies," but

which lie afterward destroyed.

I ha\c a vivid recollection of a most

interesting shop-talk with him about tliis

time which occurred during a long walk

to Fontainebleau. As we tramped along

under the shade of the tall poplars, he out-

lined to me the writer's ir({Io as he knew
it, and explained his own methods of

\\ork.

"\'ou painter-chaps make lots of studies,

don't you?" he exclaimed. "And you

don't frame them all and send them to the

Salon, do you? You just stick them up

on the studio wall for a bit, and presently

you tear them up and make more. And
you copy Velasquez and Rembrandt and

Vandyke and Corot; and from each you

learn some little trick of the brush, some

obscure little point in technic. And you

know damn well that it is the knowledge

thus acquired that will enable you later on

to deliver your own message with a fine

and confident bravado. You are simply

learning your metier; and believe me, mon
cher, an artist in any line without the

metier is just a blind man with a stick.

Now, in the literary line I am simply

doing what you painter-men are doing in

the pictorial line— learning the metier."

"Yes, but how do you work the game?"
I inquired. "AVe artists use paint and

canvas and brushes precisely as the masters

did."

"Well, I use pen and ink and paper pre-

cisely as did the masters of the pen,'"

laughed Stevenson, "only a pencil is quite

good enough for me at present. Just now
I am making a story a la Balzac, with a

French plot, French local color, and every

little touch and detail as close to the old

boy as I can possibly make it. And is n't

he a wizard ! Look at 'Cousine Bette' and

'Peau de chagrin' and the 'Medecin de

campagne;' Are n't they just marvels of

literary perfection! Really. I belie\e that
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Balzac held up to nature a more ^\onder-

ful mirror than even the great W. S. him-

self. And dear old Pere Goriot, don't you

just know him better even than if you had

met him right here on the grande route

and had an hour's chat with him? I like

to swallow a great master whole as it were,

to read everything he 's written at one go,

and then have a try myself at something in

his manner. The only way to become a

master is to study the masters, take my
word for it. It 's all one whether it 's in

paint or clay or words. And then, if you

are humble enough and keep an open mind

and have something of your own to say,

you may one of these long days learn how

to say it. I ha\e at \'arious periods thus

sat at the feet of Sir Walter Scott and

Smollett and Fielding and Dickens and

Poe and Baudelaire, and the number of

things which I ha\e written in the style

of .each would fill a clothes-basket."

I have since occasionally regretted that

some of the contents of this basket had not

been rescued and given to us in a discreet

little sub-rosa book, if only for an example

to future students of art and of literature.

Yet the master probably knew best, and

pursued the wise course in destroying his

tentative experiments. Upon another oc-

casion, certainly, it befell me to regret

still more poignantly that the studies of a

great master had not been destroyed, for

they stood like a blurring mist between

the public and the finished masterpieces of

the greatest sculptor of modern times.

Among the regular members of our art-

ist band I remember Henley, a brother of

the poet; !Metcalf
; Joe Heseltine; En-

field ; Weldon Hawkins; and Walter Ull-

man, all English ; Frank O'Meara, the

handsome, debonair young Irishman who
was to die before his great talent as a

painter made its mark; Carl Larson and

Shredswig, both now famous abroad as

well as in their natixe Sweden; Will

Low ; Bentz ; Walter Palmer ; and Jame-

son, a young Scotch painter of talent, and

a brother of Dr. Jameson of Kimberly,

South Africa, who, as the author of tlie

Jameson Raid, caused some little trouble

in South Africa later on. This reminds

me tliat one day the young doctor turned

up at the Pension Che\illon with the

statement that, with the help and ad\ice of

a certain Cecil Rhodes, who was a chum
of his down there, he had cleaned up the

sum of two thousand pounds sterling,

which sum he had brought back with him

to defray the expenses of a Continental

trip, he having neglected to do tlie grand

tour before going to South Africa. He
kindly in\ited the whole colony to join

liim as guests in the proposed round of

Europe, promising that everything should

be first-class, and that no wine more plebe-

ian than champagne should be ser\ed on

the trip. Accordingly, after a symposium

which lasted from daylight to dayliglu, a

gay band of a dozen young and bra\e men
started off upon this first Jameson Raid,

which has hitherto been unchronicled and

unknown to fame. Stevenson was not of

the party, he having at the time other

interests in Grez which were of a more

absorbing nature and of which more anon.

Perhaps it was just as well, on the whole,

that he remained behind, for something

under a month later a hollow-exed, worn,

bedraggled band limped into Grez, ex-

plaining that their condition was due to

the fact that they had ended up the tour

three davs previously by climbing Mont
Blanc!

One of the most picturesque and at the

same time one of the most mysterious

members of our group was a joung

Frenchman named Salis, who thre^v him-

self upon our mercy by explaining that he

was an escaped con\ict, and that he did

not dare return to his old haunts in Paris

or e\'en \enture to live among French

people elsewhere, knowing full A\ell that

he would be apprehended and sent back

hot-foot to New Caledonia. He had been

a conniiunard, it appeared, in fact the edi-

tor of a conuiiiinard journal in Paris,

w hence he had been deported for advocat-

ing too strenuously the cause of "Libertc.

cgiditc, fraternitc." He was certainly an

entertaining chap, and Stevenson, ever on

the elert for the picturesque in human
form, became his principal friend and com-

panion among the Anglo-S<i.\on group.
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eral amnesty was passed, and Salis was

once more free to return to his beloved

Paris. But, alas! he had nothing to return

to. Communism was no longer a profes-

sion that paid a living wage, and to return

to Paris without a profession meant cer-

tain starvation. So Stevenson called a

special meeting of the colony to consider

the "Question Salis." and to devise ways

and means h.\ which the owner of the

name could li\e and thrive reasonably

once more in Paris. He elected himself

chairman of the meeting, and in the open-

ing address stated that there was only one

sure and never-failing method by which

one could always and anywhere be certain

of making money, and that was by the sale

of drink. In England, where drink is

dispensed at the "pub," it was not a par-

ticularly cleanly or attractive profession,

to be sure ; but in Paris it was different,

he said. For what could be neater or

more appealing than the little white-

marble tables outside a boulevard cafe,

with the prim little hedge of arbor-vit;e

dividing of^ its special strip of sidewalk

from the area pertaining to the adjoining

shop ? Moreover, a cafe could be of any

desired character, musical, artistic, or lit-

erary. The Cafe Salis should be all three

of these in one. Right here we had the

painters who would co\er the walls with

their pictures, the poets who would recite

their own poetry of evenings, and the mu-

sicians who W'Ould be only too pleased to

discourse sweet sound for the price of a

bock or a fine that was not charged up.

The bourgeois would repay, what? But

the Cafe Salis needed a name. Neither a

book nor a picture was quite sure of suc-

cess without a taking title, and this was

still more true of a cafe.

Just at this time it happened that Haw-
kins, one of our group, had sent to the

Salon a picture which had achieved a

considerable success despite the fact that

its subject was most lugubrious— nothing

less than a forlorn orphan weeping at the

grave of her mother. One day as Haw-
kins was working on his nearly completed

canvas in the village cemetery it chanced
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that a black cat went slinking along the

stone wall in the background, arching its

back and resting occasionally to survey

the landscape. Suddenly it occurred to

the artist that this little bit of life in the

canvas might egayer his picture a bit.

while the sable color of the creature wcjuld

keep it fairly \\ithin the scheme.

"How about Hawkins's black cat?"

cried one of the committee. "Stamped out

of black iron it would make a bully sign

to swing over the door."

The suggestion was carried by acclama-

tion, and the "Cafe of the Black Cat,"

which was opened in the Quartier des

Batignolles that autumn, had an immedi-

ate and bewildering success ; so much so

indeed that presently its proprietor, grown

prosperous and sleek, the communard ut-

terly submerged in the successful bour-

geois, was swept into the French senate

on the tide of his prosperity. Before leav-

ing Grez, Salis rowed up to the house of

a murderous miller, a sinister person who
was known positively to have killed his old

mother in cold blood, although the crime

could ne\er be fastened upon him, and

calling him to the door of his mill, recited

in stentorian tones and with much dra-

matic gesticulation Victor Hugo's "Assas-

sin." Taken all in all, a picturesque per-

son was Rodolfe Salis.

This little incident was \ery character-

istic of Stevenson, and it illustrates what

always seemed to me the most salient anti

dominating force in his nature— an in-

tense interest in the human drama which

was being enacted about him, the artist's

ability to see it as a drama, and an un-

controllable desire to mix in the fray him-

self and, playing the part of a kindly dcus

ex machina, to bring the fifth act of the

play to a happy or an artistic conclusion.

I do not think that in those early da\s

he appeared to any of us as specificall\ a

genius, an exceptional man set apart for

great accomplishments. Indeed, had we
been solemnly assured that he would share

the honor, with only one or two possible

competitors, of being the foremost English

writer of the latter half of the nineteenth

centurv. we would certainlv have recei\ed
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the assurance with a smile. AVhat ! Louis!

so simple, kindly, natural; so all-round

a good fellow ; so like all the rest of us,

only nicer!

And I am quite sure that in his inmost

heart at this period he could ne\er reall\

ha\e looked forward to or expected the

fame which later came to him, and which

grows and expands as time gives us the

perspective wherewith to view it in all its

roundness and bigness and essential sim-

plicitw In fact, in introducing himself to

me, he remarked simply that he was ''a

writer-chap," or hoped to be one.

I was told of another rainy afternoon

"blague party," at which I did not chance

to be present, during which Bob Steven-

son amused himself by forecasting the fu-

ture careers of those present. When lie

came to his cousin he remarked witli a

satirical little smile: "There sits Louis, as

smug and complacent as any old type dc

bourgeois. I have not the least doubt that

he fondly imagines that one of these days

they will be publishing all of his dinky,

private correspondence— 'the letters of R.

L. S.'— in boards." And Louis joined as

heartily as any one in the laugh which tlie

sally raised. Bob, at least, did live to see

the publication of the "Vailima Letters,"

and I have often wondered if he remem-

bered this little incident as lie thumbed

their leaves.

But I would not give the impression

that the artist colony of Grez during that

memorable summer was wholly masculine

in its make-up, for this was far indeed

from being the case, and most of the \m-

forgetable dramatic quality of the place

and the time would ha\e been lacking but

for the presence of a \ery fair proportion

of the female element. There was a cer-

tain return to primitive standards in the

relation between the sexes, but primitive

standards, nevertheless, in which honor

and a regard for the square deal held a

high place. In matters of morals Steven-

son himself was the least censorious of

judges, providing there was no infringe-

ment of the law of nature or the law of

friendship; though perhaps it would be

truer to say that he entered no judgment

either for or against the accused, pre-

ferring to leave the decision in such mat-

ters to the Maker of all laws.

But if he heard of anything mean or

underhand, any tricky blow beneath the

belt, he was a very firebrand, flaming with

a fury which nothing could quell. I re-

member one case in which he forced two

V ery imwilling opponents to accept a duel

as the only possible solution of an en-

tanglement involving an unmanly act on

the part of one of the pair. Fortunately

the duel was never fought, the chief of-

fender considering discretion the better

part of valor and deciding that the woods

about Barbison at that particular season of

the year offered better material for the

painter than the river at Grez.

I Avould not, however, by any means

lia\e it vmderstood that there was in the

colony no sense of decency or morality in

the ordinary acceptance of those terms, for

that would be a misstatement as manifestly

unfair and imtrue as to claim a standard

of rigid Puritanism for the whole region.

If there was a fair sprinkling of the gri-

sette and the model element, which had

followed the painters down from Paris,

there were also a certain number of very

serious women-painters who were study-

ing hard, and some of whom were destined

to make an enviable place for themselves

later on. Among these I may mention

Miles. Loestadt and Lilienthal, Swedisli

painters of genuine talent, and more par-

ticularly the lady "Trusty, dusky, vivid,

and true" 'to Avhom Robert Louis Steven-

son inscribed the most beautiful love-song

of our time, and who later on was destined

to become his wife. Mrs. Osbourne could

not at the time have been more than

tliirty-five years of age, a grave and re-

markable type of womanhood, with eyes

of a depth and a somber beauty which 1

have never seen equaled— eyes, neverthe-

less, that upon occasion could sparkle ^vith

humor and brim over with laughter. \'et

upon the whole Mrs. Osbourne impressed

me as first of all a woman of profound

character and serious judgment, who
could, if occasion called, have been the I
leader in some great movement. But she
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belonged to tlie quattrocento rather than

to the end of the nineteenth century. Had

she been born a Medici, she would ha\e

held rank as one of the remarkable women
of all time.

That she was a woman of intellectual

attainments is proved by the fact that she

was already a magazine writer of recog-

nized ability, and that at tlie moment

when Stevenson first came itito lier life

she was making a living for herself and

lier two children with her pen. But this,

after all. is a more or less ordinary accom-

plishment, and Mrs. Osbourne was in no

sense ordinary. Indeed, she was gifted

with a mysterious sort of over-intelligence

which is almost impossible to describe, but

\\hich impressed itself upon every one who
came within the radius of her influence.

Napoleon had much of this; likewise his

arch-enemy the great Duke of "Welling-

ton ; and among Avomen Catharine of Rus-

sia and perhaps Elizabeth of England.

She was therefore both physically and

mentally the very antithesis of the gay,

liilarious, open-minded, and open-hearted

Stevenson, and for that \ ery reason, per-

haps, the woman in all the world best

fitted to be his life-comrade and helpmate.

At any rate, we may well ask ourselves if

an^-where else he would have found the

kind of understanding and devotion which

she gave him from the day of their first

meeting at Grez until the day of his death

in far-away Samoa ; if anywhere else there

was a woman of equal attainments who
would \\illingly, nay, gladlw throw aside

all of the pleasures and comforts of ci\ i-

lization to live among savages, and the still

rougher whites of the South Pacific, in

order that her husband might have just a

little more oxygen for his failing lungs, a

little more chance for a respite and an

extension of his shortening years? Prob-

ably no one ever better deserved than she

the noble tribute of verse which her hus-

band gave her, and from \\hich I ha\e

quoted the opening line.

Both she and her daughter Isobel had

been studying art in Paris through the

winter, and had joined the regular Anglo-

Saxon migration to Grez in the early sum-

mer. The latter, then a hew itcliing girl

of se\enteen, later became widely known
as Mrs. Strong, Stexenson's amrmnensis

and biographer.

The last time that I e\ er saw Stevenson

was a year or two later and in semi-tragic

circumstances. 'l"he Osbournes had re-

turned to their native California, whither

Stevenson had journeyed some little time

later as "An Amateur Immigrant," and

where he had li\ed for a space as "The
Siherado Squatter."' In the early spring

of the following year, liowever, lie and

Mrs. Stevenson returned once more to

their old haunts about the forest of Fon-

tainebleau. In the meantime I had been

to Ital\ , whence I had just brought back

to Paris the usual six-by-ten-foot Salon

can\as. Ha\'ing seen this precious work
of art duly delivered at the doors of the

Palais de I'lndustrie, I hastened to join

the gay and care-free cavalcade which at

that season always makes for the woods,

generally toward Barbison or Fontaine-

bleau. This time our own band of half

a dozen, including my brother Alexander

Harrison, the marine-painter, and Ruger

Donoho, the landscape-man, were headed

for Barbison and the Pension Siron, where

we arrived late one evening, only to be in-

formed that all sleeping accommodations

were taken, and that the best we might

expect \\as a row of cots in the bare loft

of the annex, on the opposite side of the

village street. This was no hardship, how-

ever, and as an excellent late souper was

soon steaming on the table, we accepted

the situation gaily enough, smoking a pipe

after supper in the still aisles of the forest .

before retiring for the night.

It was only at the very earliest peep of

dawn that the disadvantages of our com-

munal sleeping-apartment became appar-

ent. One of our party woke between

three and four o'clock a.m., and, after

lying with open eyes for half an hour or

so, decided that this sort of thing was not

fair play. Whereupon he rose silentl\-,

seized a pillow, and moving from cot to

cot, delivered to the occupant of each an

impartial and sounding thwack.

Instantl)' there was pandemonium \\\
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that attic, and a pillow-fight of unusual

proportions immediately developed. As

is usual on such occasions, sides were soon

formed, and one side quickly demonstrated

its superiority over the other, the defeated

party being driven gradually down three

flights of stairs, and up the village street

from end to end. Finally, overcome with

laughter and with the unwontedly early

exercise, the combatants called a truce, and

returned amicably to their night's quarters

in search of more ample raiment, for the

early morning air from the forest was

chill, and nightgowns and pajamas af-

forded but meager protection. Having

clothed ourselves at leisure we strolled

across the street to the common sallc a

manger for the matutinal rolls and coffee.

The first man whom I met in the court-

yard was Stevenson, who, I thought,

looked rather hollow-eyed and weary. It

appeared that he and Mrs. Stevenson had

passed the night in the chamber directly

beneath the one occupied by our hilarious

band. The early morning bombardment

to which they had been subjected can

therefore be readily imagined.

"I had forgotten, Harrison," he said,

with a wan smile, "that we were e\'er such

reptiles."

With the unfailing instinct of the true

artist Stevenson made a mental note of

this incident, and he used it later in one

of the most interesting chapters of "The
Wrecker."

The duration of the Stevensons' stay in

France during this, their last visit to the

Old World, was comparatively short, and

before many weeks they had returned once

more to San Francisco, and thence to the

South Seas and Samoa. Some years later

chance sent me also to the South Pacific,

but several attempts to arrange a meeting

were unsuccessful. The Fates were

against me, and I never saw Stevenson

again.

The Ten , tlie center of tlie .irtist colonv at Grez



IX LIGHTER VKIN

Nothing but Uppers To-night

Bv FRE])KRICK Ll'.WIS ALLEN

I
REVEL in sleepin«z:-cais. I like to

think of the original Air. PuUman, or

whoever it was whose mind first conceived

the modern sleeping-car, as a philanthro-

jMst, a missionary who had a vision of the

joy of life, and labored to bring it into our

prosy existence. He looked upon his fel-

low-men, and found them civilized. Be-

cause some savage, gloriously dirty, had

had the temerity to take a bath and had

relished the sensation of cleanliness, clean-

liness had become a convention of our

century-. Because another savage, a little

later, had encircled his neck witii a

starched collar and had enjoyed the esteem

which this invention drew from the col-

larless plebeians, he found the people of

our enlightened age slaves to collars and

all that collars stand for.

Now, he knew in his heart that his

friend Jones would once in a while like to

dispense with shaving, let his hair grow,

and march to his office, unbathed, in his

pajamas. Instead of satisfying this hu-

man cra\ing for change in such a pleas-

antly normal way, Jones waited for his

two-weeks' vacation, and then hied him-

self to the woods, where, with fishing or

hunting or communion with nature as a

pretext, he could be dirty and uncivilized

to his heart's content.

But vacations, reasoned Mr. Pullman,

are fleeting. And then he slapped his

thigh and cried, "Eureka!
"1 shall conventionalize discomfort,"' he

said. "Everybody has to travel by night

sometimes
;
lones often does. I shall de-

vise a form of tra\el utterly uncomforta-

ble and barbarian. 1 shall invent a car in

which there are no beds, but shehes

reached only by a step-ladder or g\mnas-

tics. In it there shall be a wash-room in

which washing is a difficult adventure and

shaving a gamble with death. I shall man
it with porters who leave the lights on

and waken one at the wrong stations ; I

shall ha\e the whole car in constant vi-

bration, and shaken up like a medicine-

bottle once every hour ; sleep will thus be-

come as impossible as it is to the camper-

out on his bed of pointed balsam-twigs.

When the traveler arrives at his destina-

tion he will feel as if he had n't slept or

washed or consorted with the civilized

for a fortnight. He will sing in his bath

once more, and put on his starched collar

with a thankful heart."

So Mr. Pullman drew his plans: and

he looked upon the car of his makiiiLT, and

it was uncomfortable.

Those who travel in sleeping-cars may
be divided into two classes: people with

foresight and people without it. The for-

mer engage their accommodations two

days in advance and are assigned lower

berths, which have, for those resigned to

wakefulness, a \iew. Members of this

class tell me that to raise one's head from

the pillow and see the moonlit country fly

by. or to pass a train-yard and see the

locomotives tossing their plumes of steam

:igainst the blackness of the sk\ , or to fol-

low the progress of the dawn in an end-

lessl}- \'arying motion-picture, is a joy so
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exquisite that it would drive poets to

rhapsodies. But the poets belong to the

second class ; they are on their uppers.

On a sleeper, if at no other time, I fall

in the same category with the poets. I

never get to the ticket-office until the day

of departure, and the answer is always

the same.

"A lower on the midnight to New
York," I say, just as if I expected to get

it. The clerk consults a chart.

"Nothing but uppers to-night," he says.

It is as inevitable as the tides.

But as I climb to my exalted place I

have this consolation: I am one of the

vagabond class, the army of the care-free

and improvident. Those whose hats nod

to the jolting of the train on the hooks

about me are people like myself, who
never can keep their accounts up, and

never pack their trunks till the last mo-

ment, and know what it is to eat a whole

restaurant dinner and then find they left

their money in their other trousers. Be-

low us the prudent lie behind their petti-

coat-curtains; we belong to the fellowsliip

of unpreparedness.

The ascent to an upper is an art in it-

self ; and as one would expect of an art,

it is long. I do not mean the ascent by

step-ladder. There are those who climb

mountains by railroad, who let minions

put on their bait, who require caddies to

tee their golf-balls, w^ho hunt with beaters

to drive the game toward them ; there are

also those who reach their uppers on car-

peted steps. Yet the heroic breed, thank

Roosevelt, is not extinct. Luxury has not

yet completely sapped our national viril-

ity. Some of us are made of sterner stuff.

We climb unassisted and alone.

The porter leads us down the green al-

ley to our place. We open our bag. and

select those articles which we shall need

on our adventure. These we throw into

the berth. The porter pushes our bag far

into the twilight recesses behind the spit-

toon and the suitcase of the gentleman in

the lower and the golf-bag of the gentle-

man in the next bertli. We are ready

for the adventure.

What follows hapjiens \-ery quietly.

There are no heroics. No rope is used in

the ascent ; no guides help us over the dif-

ficult places. There is even nothing dis-

tinctive about our attire to catch the casual

eye : we wear a simple gray climbing-suit,

stout, black climbing-shoes, an unostenta-

tious climbing-collar, and a useful climb-

ing-necktie. Quietly we bid good-by to

our trusty guide.

"Nonsense, man," \\e say heartily,

"there will be no accident. Still, if any-

thing should go wrong, perhaps it would
be easier for you to bear if you had some-

thing to remember us by." Tenderly wt
take off our shoes and hand them to him.

His eyes fill with tears. "Keep these un-

til we return. Carry them off with you

to your little room; and if in the long

night watches you should ever think of us,

take out >'Our little brush and black them.

Farewell."

We are off. Quickly we assume posi-

tion A, with both hands grasping the hori-

zontal bar and with our right foot firmly

planted on the chest of the old gentleman

in the lower. We push off vigorously. If

the old gentleman's chest be of a proper

iirmness and resiliency, this push brings

us to position B, with the left knee in the

sharp knee-hold on the edge of the upper

berth and the right leg at large. The
right leg is then brought convulsively up-

ward and forward and laid carefully in

the upper berth, and the left leg is at lib-

erty to follow it. From this point on all

is plain squirming.

Perfect technic under proper climatic

conditions will now have brought us to

position C, that is, balancing on the ninth

\ertebra, with the feet waving gently

above us. We have arrived. We are at

liberty to enjoy the unrivaled scenic ef-

fects which our fatiguing journey has

enabled us to secure. And then—we dis-

cover that we have left behind :ui impor-

tant half of our pajamas.

Let us pass hurriedly o\er the humilia-

tion of our descent and reascent. Let us

modestly draw the curtains— and button

them— over the busy scene which follows.

Let us suppose the battle ended; the vic-

tor prone \ipon his berth, panting with
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triiinipli : the clctcateil uiuKtw i-ar hanjiin^

limply in their little hanuuock. Now he-

jrins the true joy of the Pullnian life.

Sleep? Bless you, no, I don't mean

that. Sleep is too prosaic. \\'h\ . at liome

\ou can sleep any nitrht in a ci\ ih'/ed hed :

ainbody who woulil want to sK-ep on a

sh'eper would he a stupiil. 1 mean 1\ in*:

\\ itl) the liiiht shining; in \(nir e\ es and

teehiiii yourself qui\er like a clioeolate

hhinc-maniie with the \ ihration of tin-

car. 1 mean listening to tiie person in the

next upper, who made the ascent in his

e\enin^ cK)rhes, i^asp with the exertion of

tryinji to throw the claw-hammer without

stepping out of the circle. I mean poking

your head out through the curtain like an

African dodger and watching the porter

make up a berth, which reminds \()u of

that h'ttle game where you say, "Think

of a number, and add so-and-so to it, and

subtract so-and-so, and add so-and-so, and

subtract the number \ou first thought of,

and that leaves 5" (Cheers, and cries of,

"1 lion't see how he does it. Do you, Mr.

Nesbit?'"). The porter starts with all the

bhuikets and things in one berth, and

transfers virtually all of them to the other,

ami then transfers \irtuall\ all of them

back again, and so on indefinitely ; and tne

answer is two beds. I mean tasting the e.\-

citement of the trainmen's car-shunting

gymkhana, w hich takes place at e\er\ sta-

tion along the journey, and the object of

w hicli is to see which can be more success-

ful in waking the porter whom the lady in

Upper 12 has been ringing for steadily

during fifteen minutes: Team A, which

draws off its locomoti\ e to a distance and

then charges .\our car, rel\ ing for its suc-

cess on one prodigious bump; or Team H,

which attaches its locomoti\e to \()ur car

stealthily, ami then yanks repeatedly :md

une\pectedl\ . At the end of fifteen min-

utes the contest is usuall\ declared a draw,

and passengers are permitted to tlo/e

while the train proceeds to the next shunt-

ing-ground.

Later, \\ hen morning comes, you w ill

take scientific interest in the revelations

of the wash-room, in arrangements ami

abbreviations of attire which, like the bro-

mide's sunsets, you wouKl n't believe if

you saw them in a picture. ^ Ou w ill find

a brisk excitement in washing your face

with cold water from the hot-water faucet

between two shavers who are \ irtuallv

certain to commit either suicide or man-

slaughter when the car hits the next curve.

^ ou will be moved to pity and terror bv

the sight of the banker in Lower 4 trying

to heave himself into his trousers without

divesting himself of his protecting curtains

or entirely losing sight of the berth In-

started in. Globe-trotters tell me that tin-

struggles of a semi-submerged whale un-

der the harpoon are, if anything, more

stupendous; but, then, these globe-trotters

are notoriously big talkers : vou hav e to

take them with a grain of salt.

Iln- train arrives. Dirty, mussy, sleepy,

covered with a fine cinder-dust that tin-

porter has brushed to and fro, but not

removed, you go to your club. What a

soul-satisfying shave ! Hot-water faucets

that gi\ e hot water : real soap, instead of

the kind that squirts; a porcelain basin

that _\ou 're not in danger of falling into

bodilv. "iOur bath is entrancing: e:ich

clean garment vou put on w ith ;i sejiar:ite

delight. Ami ;is \ou go to breakfast you

offer a little prayer of thanks to the good

Mr. Pullman, who put Ixick the s;ivor in

the salt of civilization.



Two Jurassic Episodes

Drawn by GEORGE MORROW

The Little Bat-like Beast: " I hear there is to be a grand procession

to-morrow. Are you going ?
"

DiPLODOCrs: "Am I going? Why, I am the procession."

ffc>t o /—>o «,•».<. ^ .^vt. =-c,-jt-

'I'liE Stecos.-vl'rus, to his friends, who have been com]->limenting

him on his striking appearance: "Despite all you say, I am not to

be envied. Alas! I find it almost impossible to lead that life of

ol)scurity and peaceful retirement which 1 have always ardi-ntly desired."



FINANCK AND BANKING
The Foreign Loans

Bv H. \\ CANN

THKRF miVlit ha\e been no war if

F.uropean jj;o\ernments and diplo-

mats could have foreseen how great and

jiermanent would be the material gains in

America from the waste in Europe.

The new conditions have transferred

across the Atlantic an enormous amount

of w^ealth, and rapidly created in the

United States enough surplus capital to

place its bankers in the forefront of the

world's international money-lenders.

Since the autumn of 191 4 loans aggre-

gating nearly seventeen hundred million

dollars have been negotiated here by

European governments, syndicates of

hankers, Latin-American countries, the

Dominion of Canada, and a number of its

provinces and municipalities. These loans

were made in various forms; on secured

and unsecured bonds, special credits, and

short-term notes. A few were current less

than one year, but the usual terms were

from one to five years, excepting several

issues of municipal bonds.

The largest debtor is the United King-

dom, with France a close second, fol-

lowed, in the order of indebtedness, by

Canada, Russia, Argentina, Italy, Ger-

many, Switzerland, Yucatan, Norway,

Greece, Chile, Sweden, Panama. Bolivia,

and Uruguay.

A broad public market for foreign se-

curities has not yet developed here, but a

certain volume of trading is carried on,

and prices of the leading issues are pub-

lished dail\. It is probable that in time

the flotation of foreign loans will become

a matter of course, and then underwriters

will reacli a larger market among private

investors. Great blocks of Anglo-French

bonds were taken by two industrial corpo-

rations engaged in the manufacture of

war-supplies. One of these companies

originated an able policy by distributing

the bonds to shareholders in lieu of cash

dividends.

Probably not more than two thirds of

the whole seventeen hundred millions was

outstanding at any one time, as a number

of the shorter loans have already been

liquidated. Ninety per cent, of tiic

amount current will mature and likel\ re-

quire long-term refimding within the next

five years.

In nearly every case where loans were

granted to neutral borrowers the>' had

turned to this market for the reason tliat

old connections in Europe w^ere no longer

in a position to svipply the need. The
time was most opportune for America

:

with its new banking system, greatly in-

creased fluid capital, and expanding in-

dustries, at least temporary leadership in

exports and foreign loans was easily as-

sumed. These terms are almost synony-

mous, for it is the common experience of

all creditor nations that borrowers coming

from other countries want goods, not

money. If the goods are not produced in

the country to which the borrower applies,

but must be purchased in a third countr\

.

the problem is the same, with an additional

angle. The source of foreign loans is al-

ways traceable to exports of goods, no

matter how indirect and unrelated trans-

actions may appear. This elementary fact

is very clearly ilhistrated by statistics of

American banking and exports for the last

two years. A glance at these will show a

great foreign loan account built up with-

out sending money abroad. Late in 1914,

before any of the seventeen hundred mil-

lions had been loaned, the gold holdings

in the United States amounted to $1,835.-

000,000. Now, after making the loans,

besides paying several billions for things

imported and buying back American se-

curities, the gold stock stands at $2,548,-

c^oo,ooo, or an increase of more than seven

hundred million dollars. Had the loans

been made in money, \irtually no gold

would be left in the countrw On the
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other hand, had gold been brought in for

the value of all goods exported since the

war began, no coin or bars would be left

In the outside world.

Any great excess balance of exports over

imports must take the form of foreign

loans, as the surplus capital of a creditor

nation invested abroad on interest. Eng-

land has enjoyed a great income of this

kind for two generations, but it is a new
item in the American balance-sheet, grown

rapidly under conditions which made the

accumulations of two years greater than

might have been expected in one or two

decades of normal growth. The tangible

evidences of this prosperity and the power

they represent in international financial

affairs will increase or decrease in close

ratio to the rise or fall of foreign trade.

The varieties and distribution of ex-

ported goods are broadening every day.

but the Allies are still the principal buy-

ers. Last year they bought a large per-

centage of the total exports in the form of

a comparatively few articles, a narrow and

abnormal demand that will cease when
the war is over. Manufacturers and ex-

porters will strive to replace that loss of

business by trade in other goods.

Individual mercantile or banking enter-

prises are more substantial and permanent

if dealing with many customers of moder-

ate size rather than with a few of large

size; so it is with a nation's export trade.

A few years ago It was estimated that

England's exports were well distribtited

among fifty countries, only one of whicli,

India, received over ten pei"* cent, of tlie

whole.

People in all tiie great exporting coun-

tries are planning ways and means to ex-

tend trade, frankly proposing combines,

special banks, and tariffs, and considering

all methods likely to help themselves and

hurt competitors in a trade war. The
quickly won surplus capital in the United

States will have a powerful influence in

such a competition. A less sordid view,

perhaps more appropriate for expression in

a Christmas magazine, is that, when used

internationally, the capital may do much
to mend the war-crippled finances of other

countries. The United States has greatly

enlarged its industrial equipment and ship-

ping facilities ; its workmen were never so

prosperous and independent. This very

condition, however, may fail to produce

the kind of effort that will be put forth by

the workmen of Europe striving under

the spur of poverty. On the other hand,

none of the war-worn countries can mobil-

ize such an industrial army as there is in

America, where nearly eleven million

people are engaged in mechanical and in-

dustrial occupations, creating labor values

estimated at ten billion dollars per annum.

England began to win her position as a

creditor nation on a great scale in the

decades of hard work and retrenchment

which were forced upon her by the Na-

poleonic Wars. All Europe may be moved

to similar efforts by the sharper trials and

discipline endured in this war. Neverthe-

less, the United States has advantages

which cannot be gainsaid, being virtually

free from debt, with great natural re-

sources In mines and soil, possessing the

control of raw cotton and the w^orld's

largest stores of fixed and fluid wealth

and twice as much gold as any other coun-

try. Depleted gold holdings in Europe

must be applied as reserves against enor-

mous issues of paper currency, while ex-

cess stocks of the metal here may be used

to upbuild the system of production for

the domestic and foreign markets.

The strong financial position of this

country has attracted deposits from for-

eigners to American banks— deposits

which will probably grow larger when
the great losses and inflation in Europe

are more generally realized. A year or so

ago some enthusiasts were predicting that

New York would become the new money-

center of the world. Leaders of opinion

deprecated such ideas, but, as things keep

going in the world, if Americans them-

selves could agree that New York should

be a dominant money-center, those predic-

tions might not be far from the truth.
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Christmas-time at Faneuil Hall Market, Boston
From a puintliig made for 'I'm-; Cknturv by

Lester G. Hornby
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Mrs. Fiske Punctures the Repertory Idea

A Conversation Recorded by

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT

TTEDDA GABLER sat just across

JL J. the table from me at supper after

the play. It was all very well for Grant

Allen, in his day, to say that Hedda was

"nothing more or less than the girl we
take down to dinner in London nineteen

times out of twenty." Certainly she was

something more this time, for Tess of the

D'LWbervilles— not Hardy's Tess, perhaps',

but ours— sat there, too. I was at sup-

per with Hedda and Tess and Becky

Sharp, for surely that was Becky's red

hair that could be glimpsed in the shadow

of the big hat and voluminous veil. That

erect figure, vital, alert, indefatigable, elo-

quently animate, surely that was Becky.

There was something of Becky, also, in the

mutinous, gleaming humor, and a little

something of Cynthia Karslake, stepping

forth briskly from the pages of Langdon

Mitchell's glittering comedy. Then there

was my dear friend Mis. Buinpstead-

Leigh, or at least her unmistakable lor-

gnette, not wielded now for the abashed

discomfiture of others, but flirted and

brandished, like the fan and the morsel of

a handkerchief, just to enforce a few of

the more fervent gestures— those vivid, ar-

resting gestures which so emphasize and

underscore a speech that, when you wish

to repeat it in black and white, you must

needs out-Brisbane Brisbane in your des-

perate recourse to capitals or italics. In

the utter self-effacement of these enthusi-

asms of opinion, as we talked of the thea-

ter, there were the accents of great Lona
Hessel, and in the deep conviction, the all-

persuasive conviction, something of Re-

becca West and Salvation Nell, sweet

Nell of old Cherry Hill. It was not

merely that j'ou could not choose but

hear: you could not choose but believe.

She could say "Bosh!" for instance, with

simply devastating effect. In fact, she did.

"Bosh!" said Mrs. Fiske, for of course

it icas ]\Irs. Fiske, "do not talk to me
about the repertory idea. It is an out-

worn, needless, impossible, harmful

scheme."

"I gather," I- answered brightly, "that

you are opposed to repertory."

"I am, I am indeed. In all my days in

the theater I have never encountered such

a preposterous will-o'-the-wisp. This,

my friend, is an age of specialization, and

in such an age the repertory theater is an

anachronism, a ludicrous anachronism."

"But i\Ir. Granville Barker— and he is

really a great man—

"

"Ah, yes," she assented cheerfully, and

yet wnth a faintly perceptible undertone

of reservation in her voice.
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"Well, Mr. Barker not only carried

out the repertory idea in his season at

Wallack's, but admitted then that he

could conceive of no other kind of thea-

ter."

"Exactly," said Mrs. Fiske, in triumph.

Indeed, she quite pounced on Mr. Barker

and on me. I suspect she had been wait-

ing for us. "And let me tell you that

nothing more harmful has happened in the

American theater in years than the Bar-

ker season at Wallack's."

Harmful ? One heard many unkind

things said of Mr. Barker at the time,

but there never had been the suggestion

that he worked an evil spell. Those who
rejoiced over his "Man with a Dumb
Wife" never suspected him later of doing

harm in the theater.

"Harmful," said Mrs. Fiske,— "harmful

and pernicious. One play, 'Androcles and

the Lion,' !Mr. Barker produced per-

fectly. It was a beautiful achievement,

and what followed was all the more tragic

because he had already shown himself a

master of his art. A master. He had

shown us how splendidly he could shine

as a producer if only he would be a spe-

cialist— a specialist like several of our

own, though of the greatest value to us

all because the loftier literature of the

theater would have no terrors for Gran-

ville Barker. But he put the same com-

pany through the paces of a quite different

play for which it was grotesquely unfitted.

That is the essence and the evil of the

repertory idea. He slaughtered 'The Doc-

tor's Dilemma'— slaughtered a capital

play before our very eyes beyond all hope

of a resuscitation in this generation."

In particular, as she recalled that eve-

ning, Mrs. Fiske saw the beautiful role of

the wife so atrociously played that she

wanted to rush from the theater and for-

get that it had ever happened. And what

specially depressed her was the evidence

of the very harm she feared having its

deadly effect on her own ingenuous com-

panion, an earnest "student of the drama,"

who was applauding conscientiously at the

end of each act.

"Why the applause?" asked Mrs. Fiske,
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coldly, and when her awestruck guest

murmured something about Granville

Barker, it was more than she could bear.

She had told me this much when she

paused, as if amused and a little scandal-

ized by one of her own memories. But

what her reply had been there is no tell-

ing now, for she wanted to explain clearly

just why she felt that Mr. Barker's activi-

ties had worked "direct mischief."

"Mr. Barker's unfortunate influence

was the direct result, you see, of the im-

portance of his position, of the fact that

he was supposed to stand for what was
good in the theater. When an ordinary

manager"— she named one, but the reader

can fill in to suit himself, for the range of

choice is large— "when an ordinary man-

ager produces a play badly, even very

badly, he works no great harm. He has

made no pretensions to what is idealistic

in the theater. We have not taken him

seriously. But Mr. Barker is not an or-

dinary manager. When he opened the

doors of W^allack's the public was invited

to come and see something fine and true,

something representative of the best. We
were told that here was something at least

approaching the realization of a certain

ideal. We were told that we would be

safe in regarding the ofiFerings of the Bar-

ker system as offerings in good art, things

real, vital, progressive; things to set the

intellectual pace; something like a stand-

ard, a model, something to measure by.

"Now, all of us who know the theater

know that even the m.ost highly intelli-

gent and cultivated people are for the

most part mere children there. People

whose understanding and taste in litera-

ture, painting, and music are beyond ques-

tion are, for the most part, ignorant of

what is good or bad art in the theater.

This is strange, but true; and it always

has been true. I shall never forget the

first time I saw Duse in 'La Locandiera.'
"

Mrs. Fiske's eyes shone as they al\va3S

shine whert she names the greatest lady of

them all. "There, my friend, was proba-

bly the most perfect and utterly beautiful

example of delicate comedy in all tiie

world of acting in our day, yet I saw the
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performance in the company of a highly

cultivated woman who was excessively

bored and who missed completely the mar-

velous spirit and the astounding revelation

of technical fluency in that matchless per-

formance."

"But 'The Doctor's Dilemma,' "
I ven-

tured.

"Why," said Mrs. Fiske, "the public,

always so easily misled in the theater, had

been led this time to believe the Barker

production good

art, whereas in

truth it was bad

art, very bad. That
several of the parts

were beautifully

acted could not for

a moment excuse

the fact that, con-

sidered as a whole,

the performance

was atrocious. Yet

how could it be

otherwise when the

two leading parts,

Jennifer Dubedat

and the title role,

were completely

misrepresented ?

Furthermore, en-

tire scenes in the

play were out of

key and out of

tempo. Now what
should we say of

an opera in which

the leading roles were abominably sung

and in which whole passages were out

of key and out of tempo? Your audi-

ence, trained to music, would immedi-

ately recognize the extraordinary defi-

ciency and condemn it. In the case of

'The Doctor's Dilemma,' however, the

audience, for the most part untrained

in dramatic criticism, accepted as an ex-

ample of good art the misrepresentation,

the mutilation of a splendid play. So the

mischief was worked, and, because of the

very conspicuousness of Mr. Barker, igno-

rance and bad taste were encouraged, f^or

Mr. Barker was more than an ordinarv

Minnie Maddern Fi

manager: he was a movement. And I

have never known a 'movement' in the

theater that did not work direct and seri-

ous harm. Indeed, I have sometimes felt

that the very people associated with vari-

ous 'uplifting' activities in the theater are

people who are astoundingly lacking in

idealism."

I could not help luxuriating then in the

thought of certain very vocal persons over-

hearing that remark. But we were not

done with Mr. Bar-

ker.

"He was a move-

ment," I prompted.

"But how many
knew he was a

movement in the

wrong direction?"

There was the

point. How many
knew? We were

agreed, then, that

all growth in the

theater is just prog-

ress in the recog-

nition of what is

good and what is

bad, of what is

right and what is

wrong. The rec-

ognition by the

playgoers, that is,

as well as by the

workers on the

other side of the

footlights. It is

slow upbuilding of a public for goodthe

art.

"So 30U see, my friend, we have had

nothing so harmful and pernicious befall

our theater in years as Granville Barker's

season—unless—" and here ]\Irs. Fiske

resorted to the whisper used by those in

imminent danger of being shot for trea-

son— "unless it was the New Theater."

This was a leap; and yet it was natural

to move from the sorry, dismantled Wal-
lack's to the sumptuous temple that over-

looks Central Park from the west, the

mausoleum which sheltered at first and

for a little time the most ambitious at-
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tempt to endow drama ever made in

America. It is no longer the temple of

the drama, but the temple of the chorus

girl. The New Theater has become a

music hall.

"Whatever the fine idealism, the un-

selfishness, the splendid and genuine phi-

lanthropy that launched the New Thea-

ter," said Mrs. Fiske, "it was headed from

the first for shipwreck."

"Even had the building been right and

the people within it right?"

"Even then," she went on. "There

was one factor bound to wreck it."

"And that one factor—

"

"Repertory."

This is worth underscoring, because

there is little reason to believe that many

of those who benevolently launched the

New Theater yet recognize this diagnosis

of the ills of which that endeavor per-

ished. It is certain that four years after

the New Theater closed its doors these

same men were ready to endow virtually

the same scheme under the directorship of

Mr. Barker, the great producer from

overseas. It is equally certain that even

after Mr. Barker's first season they were

ready to establish him here, and it should

be kept in mind that this project failed of

fulfilment for entirely adventitious and

personal reasons. It would be neither

tactful nor chivalrous to set these forth at

this time. Besides, it does not matter.

It is important to remember only that if

Mr. Barker is not now the head of a lav-

ishly endowed theater in New York, it is

not because of any recognized flaws in his

theory of the theater. And his theory of

the theater is repertory. That theory is

apparently still in favor. You are sure

to hear it expounded at every luncheon

given by the Society for the Gracious Pat-

ronage of the Drama. The very word is

one to conjure with among all the little

putterers in the theater.

They dream of an American Comcdic

Frangaise. They yearn for an institu-

tional playhouse which shall have a fairly

fixed company for alternating perform-

ances of good plays, that shall provide

change and freshness and much experience

for the actor, while it gives deserved, but

unexpected, longevity to masterpieces too

frail and precious, perhaps, to fill the au-

ditorium eight times a week, and yet well

worth nursing along in repertory. This

was the theory of the New Theater; this

is Mr. Barker's theory of the theater. It

is not Mrs. Fiske's.

Her heretical and quite unfashionable

sentiments on the subject were expressed

over the supper-table one snowy evening.

It was after the performance of "Erst-

while Susan" at a theater "somewhere in

the United States," and this is only the

memory of that conversation. From such

memories alone— mine and others'— is

there any prospect of spreading before the

reader her theory of the theater; for in

all the years she has worked in it she has

written no solemn treatises, spoken sel-

dom, given forth few, if any, interviews,

and, having precious little enthusiasm for

the past, indulged in no reminiscences.

This has probably been due to no settled

policy of stately silence, but rather to the

overwhelming impulse of evasion every

time an opportunity has arisen. It has

been due a little, I imagine, to a feeling

that as long as she would stage and play

a piece, no more could be asked of her ; a

little, too, to her alert consciousness of the

absurd, her lively horror of seeming to

take herself too seriously. There it is—

the deep-seated aversion to appearing in

any degree oracular. Some time ago, as

a matter of fact, there had been a vague

suggestion of a dignified outgiving in

which I was to conspire; but by the time

I reached the place appointed the impulse

had passed and left merely a disarming,

but impenetrable, smile.

"Who am I to talk about the theater?"

she asked that time, quite as though I had

suggested it. "How can I, who in twenty

years have done upon the stage so much of

which I cannot approve, speak now as

producer, as stage-director, or as actress?

Ah, but the saving grace is that Mr. Fiske

and I have made no pretensions, though

it is maddeningly true in the theater that

because you do a thing people will insist
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on assuming that 30U vouch for it. Why,
I have occasionally acted in plays which

I could not possibly respect— played night

after night, too, when every night to go

to the theater was a wearing, aging task.

Of course I should have refused to go on.

I should have. That v/ould have been the

right thing to do. I should have sailed

out of the stifling theater, head up and

free. I thought, to be sure, that each time

I had good rea-

sons for going on

;

but," she added

ruefully, "I dare

say there never

is a good reason

for doing wrong.

"Of course,"

she resumed with

more cheerful-

ness, "while it is

quite out of the

question to speak

as actress or pro-

ducer,— I place

no false estimate

on my career in

those capacities,

— I might say

something as a

dramatic critic.

I think I am a

safe critic, and in

my time have

been a bit of a

playgoer myself.

But, no,"— this

with a dismaying

access of firmness,— "after all, there is

nothing to talk about."

Thus ended that project, and thus, I

rather imagine, has ended many another

earlier project of the same nature. Mrs.

Fiske's theory of the theater, then, must

be gathered largely from the memories of

unguarded conversations—such memories

as these.

So this—one of several I must recall and

put on paper for the reader—was a con-

versation across a platter that contained,

as I remember, an omelet, which refection

Mr. Barker is not an ordinary manager

and the repertory idea we proceeded to

demolish at some length and with great

gusto. We approved the former and were
scornful of the latter as an impossible

scheme, quite impossible.

"A lovely dream, perhaps?"

"A lovely dream that cannot come
true. In the first place, no single com-

pany, even thougli it had years and years

in which to prepare, could give five en-

tirely different

plays and give

them all properly.

By all the laws

of chance a com-

pany suitable for

one would de-

stroy the other

four. It is gran-

diose presump-

tion to pretend

that a repertory

theater can com-

pete artistically

with such a pro-

duction as Mr.
Belasco could

make with a spe-

cially selected

cast, such a pro-

duction, by the

w^Y, as he came

close to making

for'MarieOdile.'

Ihere were only

two false notes

in 'Marie Odile.'

For the rest, an

ideal was realized perfectly.

"And it is no easy task. Let me tell

you that only once in twenty years have

Mr. Fiske and I succeeded in achieving

what to me was an absolutely perfect per-

formance. Think of that—only once in

twenty years! We have, I think, several

times approached close to the ideal, as did

Mr. Belasco with 'Marie Odile' ; but only

once has my own personal critical sense

been completely satisfied in our own per-

sonal effort.

"That satisfaction came to me in our

first production of 'Salvation Nell.' A
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distinguished critic at the time said that

it was 'incredibly' well acted. He was

right. I can hardly tell you what an ef-

fort it represented. I cannot begin to tell

you how many times Mr. Fiske and I vir-

tually dismissed an entire company; how
over and over again members of the cast

were weeded out and others engaged ; how
over and over again we would start with

an almost entirely new company, until

every part, from Holbrook Blinn's down
to the very tiniest, was perfectly realized

;

how much there was of private rehearsal

;

of the virtual opening of a dramatic

conservatory ; how much of the most ex-

quisite care before 'Salvation Nell' was

ready."

So you may guess that when Mrs. Fiske

is out in the provinces and sees a play ad-

vertised to be given "with the original

cast," she is a little taken aback. What?
They have made no improvements since

they began ? And then, encouraged by

the suspicion that the poster is mendacious

from sheer force of habit, she throws off

her fears and goes to the play.

"I think," she went on, "that 'Erst-

while Susan' is excellently done, and that

we had fairly approached perfection in

'Leah Kleschna' and 'The New York
Idea.' So far as the impression upon the

public and the critics went, these last two

were far more important achievements

than 'Salvation Nell.'
"

"At least," I agreed, "the impression of

the acting in 'Kleschna' and the Mitchell

comedy was far more brilliant. Certainly

it was praised much m.ore highly than the

acting in 'Salvation Nell.'
"

"Whereas," said Mrs. Fiske, "the truth

is that in neither of them was the ideal in

acting realized with such absolute perfec-

tion as it was in the play by Edward Shel-

don. In each there was one tiny false

note— a note the casual observer would

never hear, that only the most astute critic

would be aware of. Yet a production is

either right or it is not, and for me these

little false notes spoiled the ideal. The
ideal was spoiled in 'The New York
Idea,' where, nevertheless, you had Mr.
Arliss playing a part that Mr. Mitchell

had written expressly for him and that

therefore fitted him as, in the ordinary

course of events, he could not hope to be

fitted again. Mr. Arliss was perfect.

There was John Mason at his splendid

best, and there was Marian Lea. Dear

me, what weeks and months we spent per-

suading her to return to the stage just for

this! And yet I should have to go far

back to recall anything so exquisite in

high comedy as Marian Lea's perform-

ance in her husband's glittering play.

"And by the way," she added, smiling,

"right here is a very pretty illustration of

the virtual impossibility of safety in this

precious repertory system you are all so

fond of. In 'The New York Idea' the

only false note was sounded by an actor

whose performance in 'Leah Kleschna'

had been superb. Repertory, indeed!"

It was evident by this time that a pro-

ducer must find for every play its own
particular cast or die in the attempt. But

even a company miraculously fitted to

half a dozen plays would, she argued,

scarcely be able to give half, let alone all,

of them in a single season.

"To play an important new role in one

play by Ibsen or by any of the great mod-

erns would take an actor all of a year,"

Mrs. Fiske confessed. "I could not pos-

sibly do two in a season and do either of

them well. And so it is with most of the

players I know. I remember Mr. Arliss

saying that it took him six months to per-

fect a part, but I suspect he was under-

estimating. I remember asking Madame
Janauschek— there was a great actress,

my friend, a heroic creature, the last of a

race of giants— I asked her one day how
long she needed to master a part, and she,

who had had her training in the quick

changes at the court theater, said that two

months was the very least she must have.

I simply cannot understand the hardi-

hood of those who suggest that any com-

pany should undertake such a staggering

program as the repertory advocates in-

variably propose."

You see, Mrs. Fiske is obdurate. Stories

of repertory's success in Europe leave her

unmoved. What may be good for France
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or Germany is not necessarily good for us.

Perhaps, she will admit, it is more feasible

in a country where a long-developed art

sense is stronger among the playgoers,

who can thereby discard what is bad and

recognize immediately what is good, in a

country where the theater itself has been

subjected for generations to such a shak-

ing-down and weeding-out process as we
need so badly here.

"We need it, even though we lost

ninety per cent, of our actors," said IVIrs.

Fiske, with the greatest cheerfulness.

"Though, mind you, such a weeding-out

should not be done too hastily."

And she told then the story of a charm-

ing genius who once played with her for

a little time in "Becky Sharp." He never

learned any of his lines, but he was en-

tirely honorable about it, for by some mys-

terious system of his own he did manage

to learn his cues, so that his fellow-players

were not left stranded in the middle of a

dialogue. At last it was necessary to give

him notice, and this was no sooner served

than he gave a performance so perfected

and so striking that every audience was

thrilled, and Airs. Fiske herself fairly up-

lifted. And she had already engaged an-

other actor for the part ! It was too deso-

lating.

"You. see, we must not weed out too

hastily. For example, they say William

Gillette was quite too impossible when he

first went upon the stage, yet it would have

been a pity to have weeded him out."

Unabashed by the Continent, Mrs.

Fiske will certainly not quail when the

repertory enthusiast brandishes the Met-
ropolitan to confound her. What may
work well enough in the opera-house will

not settle the more subtle and complex

problems of the theater.

"Besides," she said, "there they have all

the greatest artists of the world under one

roof. I admit it might be rather inter-

esting to see a repertory theater that

boasted a Duse and an Irving and a Terry

and a Rejane and a few more like them

all in one great, flexible company. This

company the opera has. They seem will-

ing enough to endow opera on such a

scale, but I take it that the most multitu-

dinous Maecenas— all Wall Street, no less

.327
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attempt to endow such—would not

theater."

And, as I learned, it does no good to

remind her of the repertory ventures witli

which she herself has been identified, nota-

bly, of course, in the first season of her

return to the stage as Mrs. Fiske and

then, years before, when she was a child in

the Middle West and would be drafted

for the children's roles if some such "vis-

iting" star as John McCullough or Mary
Anderson passed that way.

"And they thought nothing of giving

a different play every night," she said,

with a smile for the days of labor so ti-

tanic that if 5'ou even suggested the like to

one of our actors to-day, he would swoon.

"But that was long ago, and I told you

that repertory was outworn. Besides, I 'm

not aware any one ever pretended it was

the best way, the artistic way. Then
it was the only possible way. And, in

any case," she added with perfect final-

ity, "you can scarcely expect me to ap-

prove my own career in the theater. I do

not approve it."

Nor was she moved by a reminder that

^Ir. Irving and Miss Terry, or, for that

matter, that Duse, had brought repertories

of plays to this country.

"It is true," she said, "that Henry Irv-

ing would bring us a large repertory of

noble plays, almost perfectly produced.

But not one of them at first had its place

in a repertory. Each was a highly special-

ized offering, each the result of months of

concentrated thought, sttidy, preparation,

and development.

"Perhaps," she admitted, "your reper-

tory theater ivould nurse along a fragile

piece, but its effect on strong plays would

be disastrous. Even if by some miracle

they were played well, they would be

played intermittently and comparatively

seldom. Comparatively few would sec

them, and this process simply burns up the

literature of the stage. Suppose that 'The

Great Divide' had been done at the New
Theater. Think of that

!"

What I did think of was Charles Froh-

man's gallant experiment with the reper-

tory idea in London, when, abetted by the

same Granville Barker, he sank a king's

ransom in the production of many fine

plays, among them "Justice," which, for

all its silken playing, knew only a dozen

performances and did not come into its

own until a specialist gave Galsworthy

his due five years later in New York.

"But badly played," Mrs. Fiske re-

sumed, after this interruption, "such plays

are simply slaughtered. Like the poor

'Doctor's Dilemma.' Or like Masefield's

'Tragedy of Nan,' which demands the

most subtle treatment, and Arnold Ben-

nett's 'The Honeymoon,' each of which

the Stage Society killed in a single night.

That exquisite little play of Mr. Ben-

nett's had been close to my heart for

a long time. For years Mr. Fiske and I

searched in vain for just the right actor

to play the part of the aviator. We
searched for him in this country and we
searched for him in England. When we
found him, it was our intention to secure

the play, if possible, and to produce it.

But we never found the ideal actor for the

part. And so a plan which I had greatly

cherished had to be abandoned.

"But the Stage Society had no hesi-

tancy in the matter of casting this delicate

play— this play that could be crushed as

easily as the wings of a butterfly. Thus
was the lovely 'Honeymoon' killed and

thrown away."

So a comedy that, with a brilliant Be-

lasco production, might have flourished

like the green bay-tree or "The Boomer-

ang," was simply destroyed. Yet it did

seem a little unfair to the already sorely

beset repertory idea to make it shoulder

the sins of such audible, but vague and in-

efFectual, idealists as the Stage Society and

its like.

"Perhaps it is unfair," Mrs. Fisl;e

agreed reluctantly, "and > ct it seems all

of a piece to me. The itch of the \ague

idealist to get his, or more often her,

liands on the theater, sometimes, I suspect,

just the long-thwarted ambition of the

stage-struck girl to get behind the scenes,

invariably takes the form of a demand for

repertory. It always has taken this form,

even back to the days when I was a girl
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and there was a great clatter about the

Theater of Arts and Letters. The uplift

societies are never content to destroy one

play: they must needs destroy three or

four.

"These enthusiasts all cr\- out the while

portunity merely to witness one perfect

performance would give him more of

strength and guidance than would his own
playing of twenty parts in more or less

imperfect productions. He could see such

performances at such a national theater as

Mrs. Fiske as Tci

for the perfect thing in the theater, quite

regardless of the fact that we have had it

often, or at least come as close to it from

time to time as in my opinion we ever

shall. Mr. Palmer, Mr. Daly. Mr. Be-

lasco many times closely approached the

ideal. And what an illumination and in-

spiration such an approach is! How it

uplifts and educates! To the actor in the

making what a solid help it is! The op-

we might lia\e if— But that is another

story. We '11 come back to it one of these

days.

"And, after all, the disposition of the

more clamorous repertory enthusiasts to

ignore these achievements is merely irri-

tating. My real objection to their theory

of the theater is that it is destructive of

valuable theatrical property. That is it:

it destroys property."
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Whereupon I retreated hastil}% and at-

tempted to consolidate my position on that

last firm stand the defenders of repertory

always take, the good of the actor. Now,
one who will admit that repertory is un-

necessary in such a city as New York,

which, with its great variety of plays, is

itself a repertory theatre; who wnll admit

that no one company can hope to embody
perfectly the marked divergences of sev-

eral modern plays ; that that author is best

need the shifting programs of the reper-

tory theater? Else how shall we train

the Duses, the Irvings, the Mrs. Fiskes,

the Forbes-Robertsons of 1930?
"Is it not necessary, then, for the train-

ing of the actor?"

Mrs. Fiske laughed immoderately.

"To educate the actor at the expense of

the public and dramatic literature!" she

exclaimed in great amusement. "Bless

you, that will never do. It might be fairly

The first act of " SaK a

succeeded

' -,1 i.K^u'^; ' DiKi lu twenty years ha\ l .Mi

achieving an absolutely/tv/ivT' performance' "

served who has the whole wide world to

draw on for each specialized cast, will

still cling to the scheme in behalf of the

actor. Winthrop Ames, emerging from

the wreck of the New Theater, can see

this one excuse for repertory, the actor's

interest. Does it not stunt the actor's

growth to play one role month after

month, maybe year after year? Surely

you remember that moment in the current

Follies where the bogus Jane Cowl chokes

back her sobs long enough to give voice to

the actor's lament: "They gave me a cry-

ing part in 'Within the Law,' and oh, my
God, it was a success!" For freshness,

change, experience, does not the actor

safe If they would say: 'Here w^e are giv-

ing imperfect and inadequate perform-

ances. They are not good art, but they

will help train our actors.' Not that I am
sure it would train them, mind j'ou, and

I am quite certain it 's a needless extrava-

gance.

"1 do not know who started the pre-

cious notion that an actor needs half a

dozen parts a season in order to develop

his art. Some very lazy fellow, I suspect.

If he has one role that amoimts to any-

thing, that has some substance and inspi-

ration, he simply cannot exhaust its pos-

sibilities in less than a year. He cannot.

Probably he cannot even play it perfectly
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for the first time before the end of the

first season. And if his parts are empty

and unnourishing, I cannot for the life of

me see how the mere fact of having six

instead of one in a season will avail him

anything. Then suppose the director is

the young actor's apprenticeship if, ad-

vised by her, he would keep reminding

himself: "This is all wrong, wrong,

wrong. I cannot play Stnith while I am
memorizing Brmun. This does not teach

me acting. It teaches me tricks. I am

l'1
Mrs. Fibke as Bcr/.y Sharp. "Vital, al

eloquently animate''

indelatisrablt

incompetent. Directors usually are, you

know. And, under incompetent direction,

is not your actor in the making better off

if he need play only one part badly rather

than six parts badly?"

Then how is the young actor to be

trained? Mrs. Fiske is not entirely ob-

durate against the provincial stock com-

panies, and yet she is a little afraid of

them. They might serve their purpose in

getting a certain ease and facility, but it

is all zi'Kong."

But will he keep this in mind ? Will

he not rather gain confidence and nothing

else? She shudders at the consequences

which she has seen so often.

"He starts with the firm touch on the

wrong note, and as he grows more and

more confident, the touch becomes firmer

and firmer. To our great dismay, the
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false step is taken then with a new and

disconcerting air of sureness and author-

it}^ In all the theater, my friend, there is

nothing quite so deadly as this firmer and

firmer touch on the wrong note."

So suppose he accepts an engagement in

New York and has just one part that lasts

and lasts and lasts. I wanted to know
about him.

"If at the end of the season he has ex-

hausted it," Mrs. Fiske advised, "let him

resist all inducements to continue. And if

during that first season his part does not

stimulate, nourish, and tax him, let him

study. He may have only one role in the

theater, but he may have a dozen in his

room. A violinist will have an immense

repertory before he makes even his first

appearance in public. A singer's studies

are never done, and I am sure that, if you

inquired, you would find such artists as

Melba and Caruso still working with

their teachers. It should be so in the thea-

ter. It should be. Our actors fret if

they have to play one role month after

month, but that is no proof that they are

ambitious. They are lazy. Why. should

there be all this talk of training actors,

anyway? If an actor is an artist, he will

train himself."

This invoked visions of a deserted

Lambs' Club and the great player of to-

morrow doing his present fretting before

the mirror .in a hall bedroom. It pro-

voked a few doubts.

"And if he is n't an artist?"

"Ah, if he is not an artist? Well, in

that case does it matter much what be-

comes of him? The sooner he departs

from the theater the better."

So we ceased to worry about the

wretched fellow and abandoned him to

his fate. The supper was over.

As we stood outside on the steps the

whole city was buried in sleet. The trol-

ley-wires crackled overhead and in a

near-by avenue lighted up the sky with a

fitful, blue-green glare. Mrs. Fiske af-

fected surprise.

"What," she asked, "is Mr. Belasco

doing over there ?"

We were all for going over then to hiss

when her attention was caught by a horse

that had fallen between the shafts in the

slippery street. A lumbering driver was

trying to kick him to his feet. This was

too much. Mr. Belasco was forgotten,

and from the curb the voice of Becky

Sharp made protest. The driver desisted,

and gravely studied her from a distance.

Then he spoke.

"Mind your own business— lady," he

said, and at this baffling blend of manners

Airs. Fiske laughed all the way home.

(Next ith bring Mrs. Fiske's account of her great adventures with Ibsen.)
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No. 17 Washington Square,

Monday morning, 8 '.30.

Sarah dear:

"I have no time to waste, I must be

making haste! This is my— " working

morning!

I 've battered down all resistance and

surmounted every obstacle, broken the old

home ties, established myself here in the

right sort of room in the right sort of

house, with a window overlooking the

delectable old square ; I have an elderly,

but still spry, think-mobile, with only a

slight inclination to stutter, and a pom-

pous eraser, with a fringe of black

whiskers on its chin. I was up at six-

thirty, had a cold tub and a man's size

breakfast and a three-mile tramp, and now

I 'm going to ivrite.

The first job on the calendar is a vaude-

ville sketch— a one-act play, you know.

I did one last year at long distance, and

it 's running still on the circuit ; but this

time I 'm to have the fun of really "put-

ting it over" myself.

It 's breaking my iron schedule to write

a letter in business hours, but I knew

you 'd love to think of me here, launched

at last, gleefully clicking off dollars and

fame, and you, poor lamb, pegging away

at the piano. Sally dear, I do wish there

was the fun in your work that there is in

mine. There must be something so deadly

monotonous about music. Well, I must

flvatit.

Jane.
Busilv,

The w^j:/ Monday morning!

I rend my garments, Sarah, and pour

ashes on my head. That fatuous note I

sent you last week was a thin crust of

bluff over an abyss of fright. I have sat

here for eight solid days, with a fine, fat

box of extra-special paper untouched and

334

the keyboard leering at me, and not a line,

not a word, have I written ! The hor-

rible, hideous time when one is just begin-

ning to begin! I imagine it 's like the

tense, terrible moment in a foot-ball game
just before the kick-off, only those lucky

wretches are pushed and prodded into

violent action, willy-nilly. I wish a

whistle would blow or a pistol crack for

me. Harrison told the truth, but not the

whole truth, about this thing in "Angela's

Business," when he speaks of "that alac-

rity with which a true writer habitually

welcomes an interruption" ; but he does n't

dilate upon the woes of shivering on the

brink or the feverish clutch at anything,

anything, which will put ofF the inevitable

instant.

I have come sharply to realize that the

most dangerous thing for a writer to have

is uninterrupted leisure. I know now why
Harriet Beecher Stowe could write "Uncle

Tom's Cabin" with poverty and sickness

and a debilitating climate and seven chil-

dren. So could I. It 's the awful quiet

and isolation of this orderly room, and

the jeering complacency of Washington

Square looking up at me and saying,

"What, here you are in my midst at last,

my throbbing, thrilling midst, with a slice

of life cut off for you, and you are hard

aground!"

I made moan of it to Michael Daragh,

— everybody moans to Michael; it 's what

he 's for,— and I think he privately has

little patience with smug young women
who sit safely aloof from life and try to

tell about it. "Come with me to the East

Side," he said, "and I '11 be showing you

tales you '11 dip your pen in blood and

tears to tell."

I 've simulated a mad busy-ness. I 've

answered every letter I 've owed for

years; I 've put my bureau and chiffonnier



I have sat here for eight solid days, . . .
:^

and closet into sickeninjz; order ;
I 've

mended every scrap of clothing I possess,

and reinforced all my buttons and run

in miles of ribbon ; I 've even hired the

maid to embezzle me Michael's socks to

darn,—he '11 never notice the difference,

being always absent from the body and

present with the Lord,— and I 've called

on sick friends and even been to the den-

tist's. You know, I really ought to die just

before I start a new job. At no other

period are my small affairs in such ex-

quisite shape, my house of life in such

spotless order.

Sarah, did I say something nit-witted

about music in my last letter ? As Wetona

says, "I beg your apology." It was only

green envy wrong side out. Lucky you,

who can simply sit down and spill out

3'our soul in something thoughtfully ar-

ranged for that very purpose by Mr.

Chopin or Mr. Tschaikovsky ! While I,

"out of senseless nothing to evoke
—

" oh,

for something nice and definite like music

or plain sewing! If I don't start soon

I "11 sell the working-girl's piano and put

id not a line, not a word, have I written!
"

out a modest sign, "Mending and Nursing

and Going Out by the Day Taken in

Here." I must preserve my self-respect.

Sarah, the painted ship upon the painted

ocean is a beehive of activity compared

with me.
j^j,^j,_

Sarah dear!

'Sh-h! I 'm off!

]\Ionday noon.

J.

Wednesday, more than midnight.

Dearest S.

:

I 'm a dying woman, but my sketch is

done! I 've lived on board the type-

writer since twelve o'clock on Monday,

coming briefly ashore for a snatch of food

or sleep; but it 's done, and I adore it!

The mad, heavenly haste of the acttial

doing makes up for all the starting

agonies. It restores the years that the

locusts have eaten. I 'm perished with

weariness, but I '11 tell you about it to-

morrow.
Drowsily. j^^^

5.3.-)
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Thursday.

I would n't thank King George to be

my uncle to-day, Sally dear. I don't be-

lieve there is anything in the world more

perfectly satisfying than pounding out the

word CURTAIN.
Want to hear about it? You must;

you can't elude me.

Well, I 've called it "One Crowded

Hour."

Scene, a lonely telegraph station on the

desert.

Time, the present.

Characters :

The Girl,

The Brother,

The Man.
The setting discloses the front room of

the telegraph station, crude and rough

and bare, little furniture beyond the in-

strument, table, and chairs, yet with a

pathetic attempt at softening the ugliness

;

a bunch of dried grasses, magazine pic-

tures pinned to the wall, bows here and

there on the clumsy chairs.

At rise of curtain Girl discovered alone,

sewing. She is a faintly, quaintly pretty

New England type, spare and prim ; no

longer young, yet with a pathetic, per-

sistent girlishness about her. A faint

whistle is heard. She rises, goes to door

of back room, calls to Brother that the

train has whistled for the bend. The two

events of their deadly days, the west-

bound and the east-bound trains. She

brings Brother from back room, leading

him, her arm about him. He is younger

than his sister, frail, despondent. She

seats him at the instrument, brings him a

cup of hot broth, and stands over him till

he drains the cup. In brief dialogue the

necessary exposition : he has been sent

West for his cough, has become so weak

he is unable to do his work, has taught

her, and she in reality carries on all the

affairs of the lonely station. He keeps his

bed nearly all the time, merely dragging

himself up for the passing of the two

trains, so that the trainmen will not guess

their secret.

The noise of the approaching limited

grows louder and louder until it arrives

with clangor at their door. She runs out

with the orders, and her voice is heard

explaining that Brother is staying in to-

day on account of the wind. The train

pulls noisily out again, and she returns,

and is about to help him back to bed when
the instrument begins to click. Instantly

they are electrified with interest.

"The Hawk," the daring hold-up man
who has baffled justice for a year, has

made off with the Bar K. pay-sack, and

posses are forming at all the ranches.

The new sheriff has sworn to take him
single-handed. Brother excitedly asserts

that he can do it ; a wonderful fellow,

that new sheriff! Regrets that Sister had

gone to see a far-away neighbor the time

he called. She 'd have liked him fine.

They discuss excitedly the possibility of

the bandit's coming their way. Just

beyond their station is the famous "pass"

through which many rogues have ridden

to safety. In feverish haste Brother gets

out old pistol and loads it, to her timid

distress. He talks glowingly of the sheriff.

Instrument clicks again. Sheriff wires

that he will take up his station there.

Brother becomes so wrought up that he

brings on a spell of coughing, and she

makes him go back to bed.

Left alone again in the front room, she

tries to settle down to her sewing, singing,

as she rocks

:

" In days of old,

When knights were bold.

And barons held their sway."

Childishh, half-shamefacedly, she be-

gins to "pretend." She snatches off a

gaudy table-cover, drapes it about herself,

and ringing in the crude furniture for

moats and drawbridges and castle walls,

she plays that she is a captive maiden, held

by a robber chief, flinging herself into her

fantasy with such abandon that she does

n't hear approaching hoof-beats. At the

pinnacle of her big speech the door is

wrenched open, and The Man stands

there, a pistol in each hand, demanding:

"Who 's here?"

For an instant she is dazed, it has fitted
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in so perfectly with her pretending; then

she recovers herself with a little gasp, and

says:

"Why, Mister Sheriff, we are n't hid-

ing 'the Hawk'
!"

The Man, who is, of course, the bandit,

instantly catches his cue and casts himself

for the role of sheriff. She asks him if she

may send messages for him; then, real-

izing that she has betrayed the secret,

throws herself on his mercy and tells of

her brother's failing health. He has her

send messages for him in the sheriff's

name, saying that he will guard the pass.

From his expression as he speaks the

name, the audience will gather that he

has good and sinister reason to know that

the sheriff will not arrive.

Brother, roused by voices, comes silently

to door. Their backs are toward him,

and they do not see him. Brother hears

her call him "Mister Sheriff," stares,

takes in situation, his face speaking his

horror. After an instant's hesitation he

softly pulls door to and disappears.

Girl asks Man to walk out and see the

gallant little garden she is raising in the

desert. They go out, and as they pass the

window Brother creeps out, stumbles to

table, waits for them to get out of ear-shot,

sends a feverish message, and then, at the

door, which they have left open, reaches

carefully out, unties Man's horse, gives it

a vicious jab with scissors snatched from

her work-basket. The horse is heard to

snort with pain ; there is a scurry of hoofs,

and he is off. Brother staggers back to

bed, closing door. Horse makes for the

pass.

Man and G/r/ rush in, T/u- ^l/r^« aghast,

then grim. She wants to wire for a horse

for him, but he says he will take the east-

bound train, due in twenty minutes, and

go on to the next ranch.

Then there is a pretty scene between

them, when she confesses to her pity for

"the Hawk" and her wicked hope that he

may get away.

"I can't even bear to iiave things

hunted, let alone a human."

Touched, he tells her that he knows
what a rotten hard-luck life the bandit

has had ; that there 's a straight streak in

him, among all the yellow. Under this

slice of vivid life her cheeks are burning

and her eyes bright. She tells him of her

home "back East," of how glad she was

to come to the big, wonderful West, of

how she thinks "one crowded hour of

glorious life" worth a whole leaden exist-

ence. Shyly, she shows him her old

graduating essay, tied, of course, with a

long streamer of baby-blue ribbon. He
tells her she is the gentlest thing he ever

saw. There is a beautiful, w^ordless mo-

ment for her, touched as she is by magic

into girlhood again. Then there are

shouts and galloping hoofs, and The Man
springs to his feet, his hand on his gun.

Brother, in the inner doorway, his old

pistol describing w^avering circles in his

shaking hand, cries hoarsely:

"Harriet Mary, you come here to me!

That is n't the sheriff! He 's 'the

Hawk'!"

The Man, with a gentle word to her,

pulls his gun and says he will never be

taken alive; he 's sorry her "crowded

hour" ends so.

The Girl, who at the moment of revela-

tion seemed turned to stone, turns to a

\eritable fury of resolution. The train

whistles. There is still a chance, if she

can get him on board. The men ride

nearer. She makes Man hide under cur-

tain covering her dresses.

Brother starts toward the door, but she

seizes him roughly, pushing him back into

the inner room.

"Harriet Mar\ ," he gasps, "that 's 'the

Hawk'
!"

"I don't care! I don't care! I don't

care! You hush! You keep still!" She

pushes him so violently that he falls,

coughing horribly, to the floor. A fleet-

ing look of horror crosses her face, but she

bangs and bolts the door. She draws the

curtain more carefully over The Man,
flings open the front door, and screams

above the clamor of oncoming east-bound

train

:

"He 's gone! We tried to keep him!

Quick! The pass! Hie pass! Don't

you see the hoof-prints 1''"
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The posse wheels and thunders away.

The train roars in. The Man, coming

out from under the curtain, snatches up

her thin hand, kisses it, dashes out. She

stands in strained, breathless expectancy.

The train pulls out. Little by little her

dreadful tension relaxes. The magic robe

of youth renewed falls from her. At a

sound from the inner room she gasps,

clutches her hands together on her breast,

with eyes wide with terror and remorse,

and starts running to her brother.

Curtain

Do I make you see it, Sally ? Do > ou

think it will "get across"? Much you

know about it, meek baa lamb that you

are, on your moated grange of music, far

from the madding vaudeville world

!

Now I 'm off to the booking offices,

with my frenzied labors, neatly done into

black and scarlet type, with a demure

gray cover, under my arm, and hope in

my heart.
Jauntily, ,
-" •

Jane.

Friday.
My Dear:

They were quite wonderful to me,

which is to say they pronounced it "not

bad," and will cast it at once. They talk

dimly of a lot of changes, but say it can

be "licked into shape" at rehearsals.

I started to say I preferred not to have

any alterations, but thought it might be

more tactful to wait and see.

Sarah, if you could have seen the for-

lorn wretches in the waiting-room ! Some

of them, I suppose, had been there for

hours, and when I was taken in at once,

and they looked at me with their mourn-

ful, made-up eyes, I felt as if my wicked

French heels were on their necks. I noticed

one girl particularly; there was something

so gallant about her cracked, polished

shoes, her mended gloves, her collar,

laundered almost to a cobweb
; yes, and

about the impossible sea-shell pink in her

hollow cheeks. She had a sort of eager,

sharpened sweetness in her face, and a

regular Burne-Jones jaw. She might be

a wonderful model, I should think, in-

stead of one of the thousand idle acts, due

to the war. Later in the afternoon I saw

her again. She was standing outside one

of the white and shining "Cafes des En-

fants," watching the man turn the muf-

fins, and she opened a collapsed little purse

and poked about in it an instant, and then

shut it and turned away. Before I real-

ized I heard myself saying

:

"Hello! I saw you just now at the

United Time, did n't I? I wish you 'd

come in and have some coffee and butter

cakes. I detest eating alone."

Sally, how that poor thing ate ! I have

her name and address, and I 'm going to

keep in touch with her. Perhaps, if all

goes well, I can help her to find some-

thing. TT M^ Happdy, ^Jane.

Friday,
oaran dear

:

It just happened that they were short

on sketches, so they cast "One Crowded

Hour" at once, and we 've been rehears-

ing.

Brother is excellent, a slim, wistful-

eyed, shabby youth who is going to do a

fme bit. He is almost too realistic with

his coughing; I 'm afraid he '11 irritate his

throat. Oh, but The Girl! My quaint

New England spinster is gone, and with

her all the point of my playlet. They 've

given it to a blooming, buoyant, down-to-

the-minute young person, late of a musical

comedy chorus and frankly contemptuous

of her role. And The il/c/w
— "the Hawk"

— is a fair-haired canary, a shade shorter

than she is ! And they quarrel fiendishly,

scold about each other's number of "sides,"

and refuse to play up to each other. I

am heart-sick. The producer says it

would be utterly impossible to get by with

the character as I wrote it. He was very

mild about it, but every day some fresh

degree of coyness or kittenishness was
added. As an elixir of youth, I recom-

mend him.

She patronizes me till I 'm ready to

fling m\self on the floor and squeal with

rage. "Listen, girlie," she sa}s; "don't



•' 'Listen, girlie,' she sa) s ;
' don't you worry about tliis act I You leave it to me 1

I '11 put the pep in it yet'
''
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you worry about this act! You leave it to

me! I '11 put the pep in it yet."

I must just grit my teeth and bear it. I

must capitulate now, I suppose, until I

have won a footing ; then I shall not allow

a comma to be changed.

Brother is a dear. He opened his heart

and gave me a five-act play of his to read.

The stage business is as interesting' as the

dialogue. After a melting moment he has,

"Exeunt Mother." Mother was clearly

beside herself

!

Jane.Wearih

Tuesday.

We open Thursday afternoon, my dear.

at a weird little theater 'way down-town.

I am like to perish of weariness and ex-

asperation. Girl and Man have been

fighting like Kilkenny cats. Yesterday she

said, "Deary, God is my witness he uses

me like I was the dirt under his feet!"

The brother of Brother, a nice, lean, clean-

looking chap, lounges about at rehearsals

and comforts me vastly with his under-

the-breath comments on them.

She has worked up the bit before The

Man arrives—when she is pretending,

you know— into a screaming comedy,

which she cordially assures me will "knock

'em off their seats." And they have in-

troduced a dance! He shows her "the

coyote lope." I 'm telling you the solemn

truth, Sarah. Do you wonder that I 'm

an old woman before my time?

And as if I did n't have enough to an-

noy me, Michael 's been quite super-

fluously horrid. He was interested in it

when I read it to him first, and talked a

lot about how the public really wants the

best, if only the managers will present it

;

and now when I told him about the

changes and the comedy and the dance

and the jokes they 'd put in. he just sat

and looked at me and looked at me as if

he 'd caught me vivisecting a pet Persian.

And I could n't help being impatient with

his density.

"Good gracious! Michael Daragh," I

said, "you don't suppose I like it this way?

But I 've got to get a footing. It has to

be written down to the audience's level,

that 's all. It 's simply what they call

'putting it over.'
"

And he said: "I should be qalling it

'putting it under.' " and stalked away.

Excuse a cross letter. So am I.

JAXE.

p. s. Just for which I sha'n't even tell

him when or where the try-out will be.

Thursday night.

Well. Sally, they say it went fairly

well. It was simply the most harrowing

thing I ever underwent. Brother was a

gem, but Girl and Man messed up their

lines and gave an opposite interpretation

to everything. How I hated that au-

dience for roaring at her common comedy 1

They howled with delight when she

pushed Brother over. And the "coyote

lope" got the biggest hand of the day. I

was behind the scenes, holding the 'script.

Oh, but it 's ugly and grim back there!

I was sick with dread for fear some one

would get stuck, and I should be too

paralyzed with fright to make myself

heard. My only other dramatic experi-

ence, you know, was when I played

"Voice of Mother. of¥ stage," at a school

farce.

After it was over she gave me a kindly

pat and said:

"Did n't I tell you I 'd see you through,

girlie? Leave it to me!"

Unbelievably, Heaven knows why, we
are to open for a week at the Palace next

Monday! We play two more perform-

ances down-town, and then rehearse night

and day to smooth over the rough edges.

I know I ought to be thankful, but I 'm

not, some way. I doubt if I go on with

the vaudeville work after this.

ladedlv.
Jane.

Fridav night.

My Dear:

Something made me think of that idle-

acts girl, and I hunted her up to-day.

Sarah, she was almost starving! I stuffed

her like a Christmas turkey and brought

her home, because her room rent was long

overdue, and her landlady a demon, and
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coaxed Mrs. Hills to put a cot in m\ sit-

ting-room. Her Burne-Jones jaw is

sharper than ever, but she has the mourn-

fully grateful e^'es of a friendlj' setter.

She 's sleeping as if she could never sleep

enough ; just thirstil_v drinking up sleep,

if you know what I mean. Performance

no better to-day. Terrific rehearsing

starts early to-morrow morning.

Hastily,

Jane.

Sunday morning.
Dearest S.

:

Rehearsal was called for nine sharp yes-

terday. Brother and his brother were

waiting. Girl and Man appeared at ten-

ten. She said

:

"Deary, I hate to tell you, but I got

bad news for you." Then, turning to

him, she said compassionately, "Say, you

tell her! I have n't got the h^art."

"Why," said the blond bandit, cheer-

fully, "what she means is this. She got a

chance to go on tour with 'Oh, you Baby-

Doll !' and she felt like she had n't ought

to turn it down ; it 's more her line, you

know." Saying which, he departed in

search of certain personal effects used in

the playlet.

I counted ten slowly, and then I said

:

"Very well. I dare say Mr.
knows of some one who is a quick study,

and with his help can get up in the part

for Monday."
She stared, and then began to giggle.

"Say, girlie, I 'm the limit! Did n't I

tell you? I married the boy!" At my
gasp she went on confidentially, linking

her arm in mine. "Yes, deary, you see,

it 's like this. I got to have somebody,

really, to look after luggage, and anyhow,

you know what this life is. A girl has to

have protection."

When they were gone I turned to look

at Brother. I thought he was actualh

going to cry, and he began to cough, just

as he does in the sketch.

"Oh, please," I said, "don't keep doing

that! We are n't rehearsing now!" And
he stopped and said :

"That 's just it. I 'm not rehearsing.

It 's— that 's how it is with me. That 's

why I thought I could get by with the

part. 1 thought majbe if we got good

bookings, why, 1 'd be fixed to take a good

long lay-off, out on the desert, you know,

or up in the snow. It 's not bad yet.

They say I 've got a great chance. That 's

why it kind of gets me to ha\'e it fall

through."

Then the nice, lean, silent brother said

:

"I don't suppose you 'd give me a

whack at it, would you? I 've learned

every side of the 'script, watching and

listening here every day. And I can do

it. I don't think he ever had your idea of

it. Look, that part where he tells her,

'The Hawk 's always had such a rotten

deal,' is n't this more the wav vou meant

it^"

And Brother's brother dropped into a

chair, took a knee between his lean, brown

hands, looked off into the dark, empty

spaces of the theater for a moment, and

read the lines as I 'd written them.

Suddenly, Sally, in the midst of all my
dismay, I felt happier than I had since I

tore the last page out of the type-writer

and visualized it as I thought it w\as to be.

"If only we had a girl!" Brother was

saying worriedly. "We ought to get

somebody. She need n't be so much of a

looker, jou know, and w-e could cut out

the dance and the horse-play in the begin-

ning. Why, it 's actress proof, that part

;

all she 's got to do is walk through. Good
Lord ! there must be a dozen women cry-

ing for the chance to get up in it in a day.

with all the idle acts— "

And then, quite comfortably and se-

renely, I knew what I was going to do.

And I knew that, sink or swim, never

again was I going to "put it under." I

told them I had some one in mind, and to

wait for me. I taxied opulently home,

and found my Preraphaelite girl curled

up in my kimono, feeding my fan-tailed

goldfish. "Come on," I said briskly, "you

're keeping the rehearsal waiting. You 're

going to open in my sketch on Monday."

While she was making a bewildered

toilet, her soft eyes more like a kindly-

setter's than ever, I dug out the old 'script
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and carbons, before any changes had been

made. On the way back I told her the

story. She had n't put on the sea-shell

tint, and the little hollows in her cheeks

filled up with color while I talked. When
I walked in with her the men grinned

with joy and heaved gusty, relieved sighs.

We rehearsed all day and most of the

night. We have n't told the office a word

about the defection of the two vaude-vil-

lains. The printing is out, of course, and

the old names will stand. She is stiff with

fright, and not really physically fit for the

strain, but she 's trying heart, soul, mind,

and body.

We will work all day, and up to the

ultimate moment to-morrow.
Jane.

Three-fifteen a.m., Monday.

Sarah, I feel like Guido Reni— remem-

ber?—when he stabbed his servant in

order to get the right expression of agony

for his "Ecce Homo." She fainted in the

middle of her big speech an hour ago. I

have tucked her in bed, after an alcohol

rub and hot milk, and she is to sleep until

twelve o'clock. Brother's brother did n't

get through a single speech without

prompting.

I wish I had n't asked Michael Daragh
to come to the matinee. I must stop. I

feel as if I could fall into a Rip Fan
ffinkle. ,

c ,, , , Mondav night.
Sally dear! ^

I don't know how or where to begin.

I '11 r/iake myself start with the morning.

I slipped out without wakening my girl,

leaving a note for her. I took the bus to

Grant's Tomb, and walked back along the

river to Seventy-second Street. It was the

most marvelous blue-and-gold morning.

Copper-colored leaves crackled crisply un-

der foot, and eiderdown clouds sailed in

the sky; I speeded myself into a glow on

shady paths, and sat steeping in the sun.

I held happy converse with reserved and

haughty babies and democratic dogs, but

even so I found myself with a panicky

margin on my hands. I bethought myself

of a never-failing remedy for troublesome

thoughts, and went joyously forth like a

he-goat on the mountains and bought a

AUThurt. \siii,ir .A-ws. 'brd-^wisi

"Come on,' I said brisklv<



ruinous pair of proud shoes

gloating over them would leave me small

room for forebodings. Is n't it feeble-

minded of me? But I 've always been so.

When I was little they called me "Goody-

Two-Shoes." These are cunningly con-

trived things which make my No. four

triple A's look like twos. I walked upon

air to the Palace, and all the way I made
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hpa\enly thing ofmyself repeat that

Gelett Burgess's:

My feet they haul me round the house

They hoist me up the stairs;

I only have to steer them, and

They ride me everywheres!

I purchased an

iquired carelessly

keeping ihe rehearsal w:

orchestra seat and

what time "One
Crowded Hour" went

on. I found we were

sandwiched neatly in

between the tramp jug-

gler and the trained

seals. I went behind

and found my gallant

"little company of big

hearts," made up too

soon, waiting in awful

quiet, with strained, de-

termined smiles. The
h'ne of the Burne-Jones

jaw was set, and when
she relaxed it for a

moment I heard the

chattering of her teeth.

1 patted and petted

them all round and

basely ran away. I

cast an agitated e>e

over the set and prop-

erties, and a grimy

young stage-hand re-

arranged a bit to suit

me with a languid, not

unkind contempt. I

went out in front and

took my place while

the orchestra rollicked

through the overture,

and ushers slid down
the aisles, snapping seats

into place, and people

poured in. I looked

and looked at them. I

studied their faces, as a

gladiator might have

done in the arena.

Thumbs up ? Thumbs
down ? A row behind

me, across the aisle, sat

Michael Daragh, but
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he did not see me.

girls
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Two petulantlj- pretty

sank into the vacant seats beyond

me, and a rotund, white-spatted gentle-

man, with a subduedly elegant waistcoat,

took the one on the end.

The annunciator flashed A, and a pair

of forlorn black-face comedians "opened

the show." They did not get it very far

open, however, for crowds continued to

come, the aisles were congested, and el-

bows were lifted in silhouette against the

light. The tragic comedy was doggedly

plugged away; they fired one crude wit-

ticism after another, making determined

capital even of the silences, but through

my glasses I could see the strained anxiety

of their eyes. They strutted off presently,

— only grit kept them from slinking,— and

the trained seals were with us, lovely

things, like gentle, tidy, sleek-headed little

girls. My heart was going like a metro-

nome set for a tarantella; my wrist watch

ticked breathlessly, "Coming, coming,

coming!"

If only we were Z instead of C!
"Funny thing, you know," said the

plump occupant of the aisle seat, conver-

sationally; "they 're easier to train than

any other animal in the world except a

pig. Fact."

He had a genial face, rosy wattled and

creased into jolly patterns, and my heart

warmed to him suddenly-, and to the girls

and the old lady in front and to Michael

Daragh. It seemed certain that they must

want clean things, real things, ring-true

things.

I took out a pencil to make notes for

corrections, but the annunciator said "D."

A Venus-like lady ran out attired as

Cupid, and the house rocked with ap-

proval. If hat had happened back there?

Had Brother's brother fled in stage-fright?

Had my poor starveling fainted again?

Cold with conjecture, I sat through the

sprightly numbers until "C!" said the

electric lights! The orchestra was playing

In days of old.

When knights were bold.

The curtain lifted on the telegraph sta-

tion, on my thin spinster in her rocking-

chair. It was a lean vision for eyes lately

ravished with the V^enus lady's charms;

lyograms rattled. The tramp 'juggler

was to follow. Her flat chest was rising

and falling jerkily with her frightened

breathing, and her hands shook so that she

could hardly hold her sewing. From
somewhere aloft came the loud guffaw that

speaks the vacant mind, and a girl near

me giggled in echo. Something went
through my waif: the Burne':Jones jaw
was taut ; she got liold of herself, and lit-

tle by little, steadil}', surely, she got hold

of the house. The man next me, who had

slouched down in his seat, straightened

up; the girls stopped whispering. Brother

came on, and Brother's brother; the tempo

was perfect, the acceleration was blood-

quickening. Laughs came at unexpected

places, friendly, cordial chuckles. She

played her part like a melody in low tones,

warming and kindling and coloring; she

built up her climax cunningly, patiently,

like a coral island. "By gad !" said my
neighbor, "you know, the old girl can of/.'"

The old lady in front lifted a frank hand-

kerchief. Now the big momentwas arrived.

Her voice, before a mothering coo, was
harsh and strident. She had seemed the

gentlest of living creatures; now she was
a fury, pitiless, obsessed. All the starved

romance, all the pinched poverty of her

life, all the lean and lonely years that she

had known cried out in hunger, not to be

denied ; she was a tigress doing battle for

her mate.

And then, when the rattle and roar of

the train died away, Brother's hacking

cough sounded from behind the closed

door, and stark reality laid hold on her

again. Her thin hands went together on

her breast and then fell limply at her sides.

She seemed visibly to shrink and shrivel.

The glow died out of her; it was like

snufling a lantern's flame. Racked and

spent with her one crowded hour, she

looked out into the bleak and empty vista

of the years. 1 was in the aisle before the

curtain fell, speeding past the beautiful,

kind, understanding people, past the bene-

diction of Michael Daragh's lifted look.

I wanted to reach her, to hold her, to
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hug her. The applause loUovvcd me. It

was n't a "riot," like the buxom Cupid;

we were n't "stopping the show." It was

a solid, genuine, hearty wave of "we 're

with you!"

I sped round the corner to the stage-

door, and I heard hurrying feet hcliind

me. I guessed, but I would n't turn.

In the dim, orderly chaos behind the

scenes I saw my gallant little band of

fighting »hope coming toward me with

morning faces and on buoyant feet. IMy

stern St. Michael was beside me, bending

his liead to speak, with the light in his

c\es that always makes me think of the

sun behind a stained-glass window.
"I 'm so high with pride for you," he

said, "and so low with shame for me, that

I could be doubting, even for
—

"

Hut a grimy young stage-hand barred

the wa\'.

"Say,"— he held out a dark and hearty

paw,— "I guess that 's poor! Say, I guess

maybe that 's not puttin' it over!"

Jubilantly,

Jane.

Portrait of a Boy

By STEPHEN VINCENT BENET

A FTER the whipping he crawled into bed,

1\- Accepting the harsh fact with no great weeping.

How funny uncle's hat had looked striped red

!

He chuckled silently. The moon came, sweeping

A black, frayed rag of tattered cloud before

In scorning; very pure and pale she seemed.

Flooding his bed with radiance. On the floor

Fat motes danced. He sobbed, closed his eyes, and dreamed.

Warm sand flowed round him. Blurts of crimson light

Splashed the white grains like blood. Past the cave's mouth
Shone with a large, fierce splendor, w'ildly bright.

The crooked constellations of the South

;

Here the Cross swung; and there, affronting Mars,

The Centaur stormed aside a froth of stars.

Within, great casks, like wattled aldermen.

Sighed of enormous feasts, and cloth of gold

Glowed on the walls like hot desire. Again,

Beside webbed purples from some galleon's hold,

A black chest bore the skull and bones in white

Above a scrawled "Gunpowder!" By the flames,

Decked out in crimson, gemmed with syenite.

Hailing their fellows with outrageous names,

The pirates sat and diced. Their eyes were moons.

'Doubloons!" they said. The words crashed gold. "Doubloons!"



This Matter of the Eight-hour Day

By IVIARY ALDEN HOPKINS

THE eight-hour day has changed in

popular estimation from a Utopian

dream to a disconcerting reality. Yet the

Adamson bill is only an incident in the

long history of the eight-hour movement.

A hundred years ago a good day's work

was often eighteen hours long. The
gradual shortening has proceeded so qui-

etly that it has attracted little attention.

The eight-hour day has been accepted by

some employers for twenty-five years.

Thousands of men and women are now
working on that basis. The change has

come through legal process, through

strikes, and through voluntary action by

employers.

All national employees, like census-

takers, postmen, and departmental clerks,

are limited by law to an eight-hour day.

So also are factory inspectors, road-makers,

and other employees of twenty-seven

States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico.

All work done in private businesses for the

National Government, for the state gov-

ernments of twenty-six States, and for the

three dependencies, whether it is building

dreadnoughts or hauling granite or sewing

mail-sacks, comes into this limitation.

Dangerous trades are more or less lim-

ited. jNIiners may work only eight hours

in thirteen States and in Alaska. Em-
ployees in smelters and reduction works

fall into the same class in eight States and

Alaska. Electric-light and power plants,

coke-ovens, blast-furnaces, plaster and ce-

ment mills, plate-glass works, rolling-

mills, tunnels, air-pressure and irrigation

plants must be conducted on the same

basis in certain of the States. Most inter-

esting in the present railway controversy

is the fact that railroad telegraph and tele-

phone operators, despatchers, and signal-

men, upon whose condition tlie safety of

the public obviously depends, are under an

eight-hour law in Arkansas, Connecticut,

Maryland, Nevada, New York, Texas,

West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

34G

Pri\ate businesses employ more men and

women on the eight-hour basis than do the

governments. The bulletins of the. United

States Bureau of Labor show, during the

last twenty-five years of increasing pro-

duction, a growing number of Anployees,

rising wages, and falling hours of labor.

The tail of the day has been sliced off in

hunks during the last two years. Muni-
tion factories in wholesale numbers have

conceded the eight-hour shift. Neighbor-

ing factories succumbed. One hundred

and twenty-eight concerns, reported by the

International Association of Machinists,

resolved to blow their whistles at the end

of eight hours, thus sacrificing in most

cases seven hours a week. This report cov-

ers only the last five months of 191 5. The
products of the factories ranged from car-

tridges to candy, and included tools, cor-

sets, automobiles, playing-cards, electrical

goods, copper, brass, silver, bronze, and

lead goods, printing-presses, different kinds

of machinery, all sorts of motors, and

every xariety of ammunition.

These converts of the last year are too

recent to register actual results. Those

who give their impressions in the matter

vary from forebodings that efficiency will

vanish, costs pile up, and workmen regret

the change, to prophecies of an industrial

millennium. The midway statements are

of a temporary drop in output, gradually

returning to normal.

Accurate information, covering a long

period and based on time-cards and pay-

rolls, has been obtained from luigland,

France, Germany, Switzerland, Austral-

asia, New Zealand, and Belgium. All

this is gathered together in "The Case

for the Shorter Working Day," a brief

prepared by Louis D. Brandeis and Jose-

phine Goldmark, publication secretary of

the National Consumers' League. I'his

thousand-page brief was written before

Mr. Brandeis was elected to the Supreme

Court, and was presented to that body to
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uphold the legality of the Oregon law

limiting the length of a day's work. With
this collected testimony before us, the af-

fair moves out of the realm of speculation

into the actual business world. American

employers want to know about the effect

of the eight-hour day upon output. Work-
men inquire if it lowers wages. The gen-

eral public is nervous concerning the cost

of living. The experience of a hundred

years answers them.

The employers' expectation of lessened

production under shortened hours is logi-

cal. In childhood we all learned in the

old arithmetic:

"If a man can dig 3 feet of ditch in i

hour, in 8 hours he can dig 8x3 feet, or

24 feet. In 10 hours, 30 feet."

If this reasoning were as true in the

factory as it is between the covers of a

book, the shortening of the hours from

ten to eight would mean a loss of one

fifth the output. Fortunately, it is not

true.

When you have a flesh-and-blood man
with a spade in his hand, you find that he

digs less than three feet the first hour,

while the second hour he digs more than

three feet. He is at his maximum the

second hour. From then on he digs at a

slowly diminishing rate until, if you keep

him at it long enough, he can dig nothing

at all.

The familiar building-a-stone-wall prob-

lem and the running-hare-and-hound

problem contain the same fallacy. The
stone wall advances more and more slowly

as the day draws near its close. The real

hare sometimes drops dead at the moment
when, according to mathematics, she is

showing a pair of clean heels to the

hounds. The old arithmetic never in-

cluded the toxin of fatigue in its reckon-

ing.

A tired man is a poisoned man. He
has poisoned his brain, he has poisoned his

muscles, he has poisoned his nerves and

glands. This poison is a toxin which dur-

ing over-exertion is manufactured in too

great quantities to be carried of¥ in the

natural manner. To work till one is tired

and rest till one is refreshed is the way

of life. But when a man manufactures

more fatigue poison in his body during

his working period than he can eliminate

during his rest period, he has reduced his

efficiency.

Mosso, the great Italian physiologist,

showed the presence of this toxin by an

enlightening experiment with two dogs.

One he left sleeping at home. The other

he tired out by a long run. Then he

anesthetized both and transferred the

blood of each to the veins of the other.

When they awoke, the jaunting dog was

as fresh as a daisy while the home-keeping

dog was almost too tired to yawn. An-
other scientist fatigued a frog's hind leg

with a series of tiny shocks till it was

too weary to kick. He removed the toxin

by running a saline solution through the

veins, and the leg was ready to start in

kicking again. Hundreds of laboratory

tests have proved the presence of the toxin

of fatigue in fatigued bodies.

If it were practicable to inject the blood

of a refreshed laborer into the veins of a

tired one or wipe out human weariness

with a saline solution, a man might work

day and night indefinitely. Since this can-

not be done, the alternative is to substitute

a fresh worker when the tired one's energy

flags to the extent of impeding the work.

The balance point changes year by year.

The twelve-hour day was once considered

dangerously radical. To-day most office

employees work seven hours.

Lord Shaftesbury initiated the shorter-

day movement when he put through Par-

liament the act of 1833, limiting the hours

of labor for children in textile mills to

twelve a day. When the English public

found that the mills did not fail and that

the children did not become idle and law-

less in their increased leisure, the pro-

visions of the act were extended to include

women. Later their day was restricted

to ten hours.

Shortening the day for women and chil-

dren always has had the indirect effect of

shortening it for men also. Soon mill-

owners were struggling with the paradox

that the less the men worked the more

they produced. In the dusty files of the
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British sessional papers one may find their

wonder formally recorded.

"John," demanded a bewildered man-

ager of one of his men, "will you tell me
how it is that you can do more work in

eleven hours than you did in twelve?"

"Why," replied John, "we can lay to in

eleven hours a day better than we could

in twelve because we get more rest at

night and we are in better spirits all the

day through, and besides the afternoons

are not so long."

Add to the "better spirits" the addi-

tional assistance of modern machinery,

close supervision, and careful schedules,

and one obtains a result that one has to

get up before breakfast to believe. Try
this, for example:

Feb., 1913, 16,000 men, working 10 hours,

produced 16,000 Ford cars.

Feb., 1914, 15,800 men, working 8 hours,

produced 26,000 Ford cars.

Put in the old arithmetic form this

reads

:

"Where a man- working 10 hours a day

produced 1 car a month, a man working

8 hours a day produced i^ cars a month.

Proved by the time-books of an automo-

bile company in the West."

Consider, too, the output of the bitu-

minous coal-mines before and after the

miners won the eight-hour day in 1896

and 1897.

Average output. per man, per day, in short tons

Year Ohio Penn. 111. Utah

1895 3.08 3-43 2.63 3-47

1900 3-19 3-56 3.1

1

3-54

The output varied from year to year,

but showed a steady tendency to increase.

A part of the gain was due to the further

introduction of machine mining, although

in Illinois the proportion mined by ma-
chinery altered hardly at all. In Utah the

change was from twelve hours to eight,

yet the business more than held its own.
The same story of increased production

with decreased hours is told by The Engis

Chemical Works, Belgium, after twelve

years' experience ; TheSalford Iron Works,

England ; The Commonwealth Steel Com-
pany, United States; The Solway Process

Company, Syracuse, United States ; The
Zeiss Optical Works, Germany ; and

other companies.

Now that we have had this preliminary

practice in believing the unbelievable, it

might be well to tell how I\Ir. William

Allan of the Allan and Company Scotia

Engine Works compelled his lazy work-

men to give him an honest day's labor.

I thought of his expedient many times

during a recent trip to Maine. The em-

ployers of small labor there told me that

while in the good old days a man worked

cheerfully from sun-up to dark, the pres-

ent generation of workmen were a worth-

less lot, thinking only of themselves. I

heard of a carpenter who sorted six nails

for six minutes by the watch, a glazier

who rolled a ball of putty in his palms the

entire length of a tarif? discussion, and a

plumber who charged up to the house-

holder whose cook he married all the

hours of his courtship. The employers of

the nail-sorter and the putty-roller and

the lover were not soothed by my sugges-

tion that it is physically impossible for a

man to idle as much in eight hours as he

could in nine.

Now this is what Mr. Allan did. His

factory day began, in accordance with a

passing English custom, at six in the morn-

ing. The men worked till eight-thirty

and then went home for breakfast. That

is, they were supposed to work, but really

they merely transferred the business of

sleeping from their beds to snug nooks be-

hind the engines. They slept turn and

turn about. They were incorrigible.

"Thinking over the whole question and

the best mode of overcoming these irregu-

larities," says Mr. Allan, "I came to the

conclusion that an eight-hour day would

be more satisfactory to myself as well as

to the men. Men who worked overtime

could not be expected to keep regular time

in the morning. Growing lads who went

to night classes or places of amusement

could not be expected to turn out in the

early morning."

So Mr. Allan installed the eight-hour
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day, beginning at half-past seven. The
men agreed to give up five per cent, of

their wages. This was to be returned to

them if the experiment succeeded. It did

succeed. No diminution of the output un-

der the new regime occurred. The cost

of turning out an engine remained the

same. The deducted five per cent, of the

wages was restored. Later Mr. Allan

advanced their paj' another five per cent.

When the work performed can be mea-

sured by the ton or yard or gross, the su-

periority of the short-day output is clearly

shown. It is more difficult to calculate

the value of a driver, a bookkeeper, or a

street-car conductor. Railway employees

are among those whose accomplishment

cannot be weighed or counted. When I

was crossing the continent a few years

ago, our train was stalled for hours in

the desert. The engineer had been run-

ning his engine a shockingly long time,

and he refused to go farther until he had

slept. He said that it was not safe for a

man half dead with sleep to be responsible

for the lives of hundreds of passengers. We
waited there in the desert till another en-

gineer could be brought to us. The entire

"plant" stood idle because of bad manage-

ment. The wages of conductors, porters,

and brakemen went right on while the

train stood still. The road would have

saved money by employing more engineers.

You will notice, if you are interested,

that engineers who have accidents have

often been working overtime. Whether

the railroad men aim at the shorter hours

they demand or at the overtime pay which

will result if schedules are not revised, the

public should see to it that it is the shorter

hours which they get.

The railway arrangement of hours is

more difficult than the factory arrange-

ment, because the factory shifts come and

go while the work is stationary. The
railroad must drop and pick up its crews

at relay stations. But the fundamental

principle of scientific management is the

same for both. The freight-trains must

be speeded and their long delays on sid-

ings cut out, just as in the factories new
machines have been invented and econ-

omies of time devised. Shortening hours

is one way of sharing with the working-

man the additional wealth conferred by

efficiency engineering.

Many workers oppose shorter hours.

Part of this is due to the fear of ofifending

the employer. A woman who had ap-

peared before a state legislature to testify

to the overlong hours required in the fac-

tory where she worked told me that the

very spinners who denied her statements

when questioned by the boss would, when
they met her alone, say gratefully, "It was

a good day's work you did for us that day

at the capital."

But most of the opposition comes from

fear that shorter days will result in thin-

ner pay-envelops. They, too, were taught

by the old arithmetic.

The pay-roll shows a different figuring.

The Zeiss Optical Works in Germany
changed from nine hours to eight hours.

Under the new system, the 233 employees

earned eighteen cents an hour in place of

fifteen cents. The difference more than

compensated for the deduction of time.

Workmen in other well-managed fac-

tories have the same experience. At The
Engis Chemical Works in Belgium the

founder and managing director, Mr. Fro-

mont, in 1906, after twelve years' experi-

ence said

:

The workmen were at first opposed to

the new system, seeing in the shorter hours

a diminished output and consequently low-

ered wages. Patience and strict discipline

were necessary to enforce ample trial. At

first they began to realize the benefit to

their health and vigor. Almost impercepti-

bly the daily output increased, and in less

than six months from the beginning of the

new time-scale the men had succeeded in

producing in seven and a half hours of ac-

tual work as much as they had formerly

turned out in ten.

The loss by the temporary drop in pro-

duction sometimes has been borne by the

employer, sometimes by the workers, and

sometimes divided. A well-known talk-

ing-machine company, which recently has
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voluntaril}' instituted the eight-hour day

for seventy-five hundred employees with-

out reduction of wages, expects to be re-

paid by the better quality of the work.

The general public wants to know if

the change will raise prices. Let the gen-

eral public consider a well-known auto-

mobile company and be wise. The men's

hours have been reduced from ten to eight.

Their wages have been raised to a five-

dollar minimum. By every rule of the

dog-eared arithmetic the price of its car

should have advanced. Has it? Well,

no. It has dropped ninety-five dollars.

And the company is not losing any money,

either.

The public has another interest, less

clearly discerned. A democracy depends

for its welfare upon the intelligence of

its citizens. How can a man vote wisely

if he has no time to read and discuss the

questions of the day? How can he be a

soldier if his body is drained of vitality?

We provide night schools in nearly all of

our cities. Of what good are they to the

man who comes home dog-tired from the

coal-mine, the textile mill, or the steel

works ?

Thirteen million Americans over ten

j'ears of age were foreign-born, according

to the 19 lO census. Some three million

of them could not speak English. No one

can be naturalized until he has the Eng-

lish language. One particular member of

these three million I myself know. The
circumstances of his ignorance are signifi-

cant. He came from a Slavic country.

He worked ten years in a chair factory in

New York City. He learned a new lan-

guage in that time, but it was not Eng-
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lish. He learned the language which he

heard spoken from ten to fifteen hours' a

day by the other immigrants in the work-

room—German. English he heard only

by chance on his way to and from u'ork.

His working hours were ill defined.

Very often he took chairs home at night.

He dared not refuse to do home work lest

he lose his job. How, speaking no Eng-
lish, could he find another? The wife

and children finished the chair-caning in

the early hours of the morning while he

snatched a few hours' sleep before return-

ing to the factory.

In ten years of this terrible labor he

saved enough money to make the first pay-

ment on a Connecticut farm. He is an

ambitious man. In the three years he has

been on the land he has cleared almost

enough to pay ofi the mortgage. But liv-

ing in the country, a mile from neighbors,

he has not yet learned to speak English.

He cannot be naturalized. He cannot

make his excellent contribution to our

Government. He is one of three million.

The history of the shorter-hour move-

ment shows that long hours result in a

predisposition to nervous and infectious

disease, general injury to health, strain

from the speed and monotony of modern
industry, cumulative fatigue, and acci-

dents. The spread of the eight-hour day,

on the other hand, has resulted in better

quality and larger quantity of work, in-

creased temperance, education, and gen-

eral welfare. Life is more than work.

The laborer and the employer alike should

have their free hours between toil and

sleep,

costlv

Work performed by tired men
to society.



New York, the National Stepmother

By ROLL IN LYNDK HARTT
Author of "New England, the National Wallflower," etc.

likistiations bv Lester G. Hornby

WE call New York the metropolis—
metropolis, mother-city— and a

charming picture it suggests for the lobby

of some hotel overlooking Broadway

:

New York caressing Chicago with one

affectionate arm, fondling Pittsburgh with

the other, and murmuring, "These are

my jewels."

It is very affecting, theoretically ; hut

practically one may question if even Mr.
Blashfield at his best could "get it over."

For visitors from Chicago and Pittsburgh

have had experience.

"O unmotherliest of mothers!" one

cries, though unfairly, since we have

thrust upon New "^'ork a rank she neither

seeks nor merits. Mother-cities—Athens,

say, or Rome, or London— sent out colo-

nists. New York hales them in. She re-

verses the familiar process, the traditional

attitude. Not unnaturally, she ignores

the age-long sentiment of mother-cities to-

ward their young. What, then, is New
York? The national stepmother.

Other nations have stepmothers. There

is Berlin ; there is Paris. Yet never had

nation a stepmother so amazing. The im-

perial city, though not the capital ; the

center, on a continent's edge; ancient,

though still in her freckled pigtailhood

;

gigantic, though too frolicsome to deserve

the custody of the children, she both

spanks and bewitches them. Tact she has

none. Said a New-Yorker in Minneapo-

lis: "Pretty place, growing; but I can't

say it looks much like a city." Said an-

other in down-town Topeka: "Hello!

Where 's the business part?" Said a third

to a Bostonian: "If you live in Boston,

you can go to New York. If you live in

New York, where can you go?" Yet no

one talks back ; or, if a few attempt to,

their eyes gainsay their lips.

"Jewtown, Woptown—we detest it!"

cry some, and twinkle. "It 's a fine place

to visit, but we 'd hate to live there," say

others, and long for jobs in Manhattan.

Everywhere a kind of glamour haloes the

man just home from the metropolis. In

quest of that glamour, plus high jinks, a

hundred thousand fascinated provincials

throng the metropolitan hotels. A nurse

of m\' acquaintance "trained" in New
^'ork."

"Tell me," I asked. "A nurse lasts

only ten years. Girls understand that.

Then what can induce them to train ?

Scientific interest? The pay? Sheer com-

passion ?" She answered

:

"To get to New York."

Now, of all human relationships, what

more delicate than this of stepmother-

hood ? In condemnation of this homage

to New York, our philosophers pull a

long, sad face and grumble: "Bad taste,

children ; worse judgment. You betray

the crudity that mistakes bigness for

greatness, glitter for glow, novelty for

romance." Such chidings might disturb

me were I myself less skilled at running

down New York. I can do it from mem-
ory. As open confession is good for the

soul, let me extract from my lumber-

room of discarded diatribes a few samples,

some half-truths, some raw facts; the resi-

due statistical, and all misleading.

"A tragic city," I had protested. "In

her Potter's Field New-Yorkers lie buried

three deep. Thirty fires a day she has.

Each year her burglars steal between fif-

teen and twenty million dollars. To
know the lives a sky-scraper cost, count

the stories. To guess, vaguely at least,

the horror of 'maiden tribute to modern

Babylon,' consult her music-hall ditty, 'A

Broken Heart for Every Light on Broad-

way.' A godless city, moreover. Find,

if you can, her churches: Trinity, an un-

351
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successful periscope, the others mere bric-

a-brac, while gratuitous mock sanctities

add emphasis to her grim and soulless sec-

ularism. She has niches for saints at an

office-building's entrance. She has cata-

combs for tunnel passengers from 'Jersej'

to shop in. In a waiting-room outrivaling

half the cathedrals an orotund voice in-

tones the trains with such prayerlike sanc-

tity that memory adds, 'And all the roy-al

family.' An ugly metropolis, too, inhar-

monious, unsuggestive, unsympathetic,

brand-new, and wholly impermanent.

Nothing endures but eternal change ; in

Manhattan ten years are a century. Fi-

nally, a town overflowing with architec-

tural plagiarisms: chateaux, campaniles,

hotels-de-ville, Strozzi palaces, and Gi-

ralda towers, begged, borrowed, or stolen.

What is an architect? A man who buys

a penny carte-postale in Europe and sells

it in New York for eighty-eight thousand

dollars." All this and more I said in my
haste.

At a luncheon Ian Maclaren had been

denouncing Scottish bigotry: "In England

the national sport is fox-hunting; in Scot-

land it is heresy-hunting." But. on seeing

his wife's disapproval, he cut short the

tirade, and remarked, to my delight,

"Bad 's all out, dear; nothing left but

good." So here. I adore New York.

She is magnificent ; she is romantic ; she is

joyous, original, courageous, an intellec-

tual stimulus and an ethical bracer.

Happy America, with such a stepmother!

Much, of course, depends on the chil-

dren. Possessing a gift no philosopher can

quite tolerate in children,— namely, child-

ishness,— they worship New York for her

outward show. This, again, reflects

credit on the stepmother. How spectacu-

larly she poses! From Montmartre you

merely look across Paris. From the cu-

pola of St. Peter's you merely look down
on Rome. Whereas New York, unlike

all other great cities, looms erect. Full

in the face you behold her, and not from

one vantage-point only. Miles you can

stroll along sky-high bridges. At every

step the view changes. From the deck of

a sound steamer it changes with well-nigh

cinematographic rapidity. And what a

view ! Alpine, almost. You could fancy

it of volcanic origin. Topping Wall
Street's Stromboli, lo ! a plume of telltale

white vapor

!

It is inharmonious, all that. Granted.

Our municipal beauty-doctors itch to get

at Manhattan. As if Haussmann ever

hewed a canon comparable with lower

Broadway or conceived vistas comparable

with Fifth Avenue and the Riverside

Drive. Or as if uniformity could do

other than blight the inspiration in this

half-finished sketch we call New York

or wreck its poetry. For poetry it has.

Late on a winter afternoon see those mys-

terious, lighted sky-scrapers hanging in air

and the Woolworth miracle a pillar of un-

troubled flame. At four on a summer
morning see the bridges bathed in rosy

mist. Enchanting, exquisite; and yet the

supreme poetry of New York is not in

this. It is in remembering what made
New York. Here converge the energies

of a people. Here focus its loves and

hates, its struggles, its dreads, and golden

hopes, so that the "sights" of New York,

those baldly prosaic office-buildings, rail-

way stations, hotels, and engineering feats,

take on a glory of high romance.

True, the children miss the ivied, age-

worn charm that hallows Europe. But it

is not time alone that weaves romance.

There is romance in the stroke of a fairy

wand. There is as much in the might of

a nation still toiling. Even Europeans

acknowledge it. "Ah, that Woolworth
pile!" exclaims my friend Descher. "To
think that one man, in his lifetime, could

achieve all that, when it took generations

to build Notre Dame and generations

more to build the Louvre!" New York,

and not Rossetti or Burne-Jones, has ful-

filled a dream dear to Preraphaelite aspira-

tion— brought to pass in our day "the

renascence of wonder."

\'et no one suggests, "See New York
and die." It would be like running out

in the middle of the biggest and best show

ever staged. You go to New York, you

get home, you tell your tale, the family

gasp, and then along comes a fellow who
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left by the next train after yours and

spoils the whole story. Some newer mar-

vel he saw, sprung up since you left.

Just this makes New York the heaven

of architects and their purgatory. It

never drizzles commissions ; it pours. But
nothing lasts. Masterpieces share with

architectural pranks the same swift doom,

less because the stepmother lacks con-

stancy than because unpredicted necessities

enforce change, eternally revising, anno-

tating, and blue-penciling New York. It

is not a city. It is a dissolving view.

Newspaper Row is dispersing. The fidg-

ety Rialto, after trekking from Fourteenth

Street to Twenty-third, from Twenty-

third to Thirty-fourth, and from Thirty-

fourth to Forty-second, yearns to trek

again. The little that stays put anywhere

generally loses character. For instance,

Castle Garden, a fortress, an auditorium,

an immigrant station, and now an aqua-

rium. Although the Bowery is still the

Fifth Avenue of the East Side, they no

longer "do such things" or "say such

things in the Bowery."

But this changefulness in the step-

mother, although a grief to antiquarians,

only increases her fascination for the chil-

dren. If one astonisher vanishes, another

bursts into fame. And such fame!

Hordes of artists and authors camp out in

New York to be near publishers. There

they draw and write New York. Pub-

lishers, conceiving of America as New
York's back yard, believe it agog with

impassioned interest. Provincial newspa-

pers, similarly obsessed, do likewise. Is

there a new hotel in Gotham? A new
office-building? A new liner? It receives

not merely "space next reading matter,"

but space inside it. Hence it is without

exception the most stupendously over-ad-

vertised city on earth.

So there are Americans who seek the

stepmother for the dazzling renown she

sheds. Reclame, if nothing else, requires

business to afford a New York office. So-

cial upstarts flock to New York, where

success yields country-wide celebrity.

Here and there a provincial "captain of

industry" erects his palace in Fifth Ave-

nue, which, with its sight-seeing automo-
biles and its megaphoned publicity, is the

billboard of a continent.

New York is always impersonating her-

self, and never more amusingly than along
the Great White Way, where by many an
artifice she defends her reputation for

gaiety. In old geographies you will read

that the French are "a frivolous people,

fond of dancing and light wines," and the

children see in New-Yorkers a like pro-

pensity, or imagine they do, so elifectual is

the humbug. "No one goes to bed before

daybreak," they report. "How we sigh

for a life in New York!"
To tell the truth. New York is gay,

but, bless you! not in that style. From
Peoria, Philadelphia, Chicago, Pittsburgh,

and frivolous Boston come those small-

hour throngs in Broadway, naively sitting

up nights for cabaret shows not good
enough to sit up for and certainly not bad
enough, naively gulled by hired spon-

taneities, naively entranced by sky-signs

which, to be reckoned with properly,

should be seen at dawn. Oh, how sick

they look then ! the huge bird still opening

and shutting its bill, Roman chariot-horses

still galloping! Not from gaiety, no.

Purely from bondage to contract, so many
hours, so many dollars.

But the children are the same readily

deceived innocents who mistake Mont-
martre for Paris, though in Broadway the

illusion is more convincing. While Pa-

risians shun "la tournee des grands dues,"

at reasonably discreet hours you meet

New-Yorkers by the thousand along

Broadway, partly because the best thea-

ters and the worst, the decentest resorts

and the wildest, are strangely intermin-

gled there, and partly because Broadway
is itself the circus and music-hall of a

hemisphere, and especially on a midsum-

mer evening. Those gasolene grand stands

on wheels, off for "Coney" or hung with

paper lanterns and placarded "China-

town" ; those crowds around a socialist,

a suffragette, or some turbaned quack

from Bombay ; that endless, swelling river

of rollicking humanity— what a sight!
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Still, New-Yorkers rarely eat their sup-

per in the morning. But if the children

hesitate to settle in New York, it is less

on that account than because of a certain

alleged condescension, even arrogance, to

be noticed in New-Yorkers. This "pos-

ture of heaven-anointed superiority,"

whence came it ?

From a notion that the imperial city

must of course be peopled by a superior

race? Then watch. In apartment-

houses, though paying imperial rents for

"no more privacy than a goldfish," they

cannot appoint their own iceman or their

own milkman. The janitor does that,

and "gets a rake-off," They cannot select

their own serving-maids. A negro hall-

boy does that, and the maids tip the boy.

A switch-board girl down-stairs expects

frequent dollars; you balk, your friends

learn that you "use' ta live here, but

moved." On .the trolley-cars tyranny

reigns; said Weber to Fields, "What we
need is not more civil engineers, but more

civil conductors."

Here and there one finds a provincial

attributing the disdainfulness of New
York to her astounding dimensions.

Thrice the area of London, she has ten

times the area of Paris, with four hun-

dred miles of docks as against Liverpool's

hundred. Her transit system carries more

than two thirds again as many passengers

as all our railroads. For sheer bigness she

leads the world. But does this confer

effulgence upon the individual New-
Yorker? On the contrary, there remains

nothing in the least distinguished about

being a metropolitan. And if New York

takes pride in her size, let her note that

the recognized authorities in that branch

of esthetics, Messrs. Potash and Perlmut-

ter, prefer a "perfect thirty-six."

And yet, frankly, seriously, is it true

that the New-Yorker is arrogant? One
must admit that newspaper witlings in

New York poke fun at other cities. To
them Topeka, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Phila-

delphia, and Boston are worth a month's

board every year. Now and then a metro-

politan playfully pokes fun at outsiders in

New York. But except toward Brook-

Ij n, a bedroom about the size of Berlin,

he feels no contempt. Indeed, it is won-
derful that he can despise anything; for

save only in the sense that exceptions

prove the rule he does not exist. Although

many a truth lurks silent in New York
City, one at least cries aloud : she is a

city without New-Yorkers. "I have

searched," says a keen observer. "I have

lived here sixteen years and never found

one," meaning, of course, no "born" New-
Yorker. New-Yorkers, unlike poets, are

made, not born.

Between metropolitans talk runs thus

:

"New-Yorkers?"

"Yes."

"Where from?"

From somewhere in America, perhaps;

as likely from somewhere outside it. Only
the German capital has more Germans,

only Naples more Italians. Jerusalem in

its glory was less replete with Jews. A
million strong, they own Manhattan.

Through Manhattan they influence all

America. Pretty Jewesses pose to our il-

lustrators or revise our ideals of chorus-

girl beauty, while Americans from coast

to coast cram their hats down over their

ears in the Jewish fashion. New York
likes her Jews, on the whole. She ap-

plauds the vigor, the brilliancy, and the

indomitable earnestness of Jewish genius.

The Bowery, and not Broadwa3^ furnishes

the most stimulating plays. In the Canal

Street cafes talk corruscates. At New
York University nine undergraduates in

every ten are Jews. I knew a Jew once

who traveled all the way from South

Africa to breathe the scholarly and artis-

tic atmosphere of Manhattan's Ghetto.

Now, warding off pogroms while gob-

bling a metropolis takes character. Jews
have captured whole industries— the cloth-

ing business, the theatrical business. They
invade the civil service. Some are fire-

men, a few policemen. Yet scarcely any

disabilities have been meted out to the

chosen people, largely because they behave

as such. The Jew docs his part, New
York does hers. Only toward "wops" is

she intolerant, and this will mend. Says

the dean at Columbia: "Our most inter-
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esting students are now

the Italians. They out-

shine even the Jews."

To the children, of

course, it remains as-

tonishing to find New
\ork so foreign. Barely

twenty-three citizens to

the hundred are Amer-

ican. But reflect. Our
most American towns

everywhere are also our

most cosmopolitan, and

in New York Ameri-

cans have endowed the

city with its leading

virtue, a huge and in-

satiable friendliness.

Random visitors, I

know, declare New
Y ork has no heart. The
"frost-like glisten," the

vastness, the roar, the

monotony of numbered

streets— all these and

the torrent of strangers

repel them. Whereas,

no other city so prizes

good-fellowship or be-

stows it so wantonly.

All are strangers. All

abhor loneliness. All

have a common, burn-

ing interest— New-

York. Step out into

Washington Square. It

is the best club in Amer-

ica. In three minutes you have a friend :

in six minutes, twenty. From the ends of

the land they come, from the ends of the

earth, even. The wild and woolly has

vanished ; to-day New York is the fron-

tier.

"And cares only for dollars?" We
have often heard this accusation. On the

contrary, New York throws them away.

1 he "el" hires one man to sell me a ticket,

another to destroy it instantly ; business

liouses waste floor-space, which is rent,

which is money. IMetropolitans pay colos-

sal salaries without blinking. Some, hav-

il^rf^^p,!^
^

\ congestion of thirty-story obelisks

; ing paid colossal salaries to themselves,

now live abroad. Thanks to the general

contempt for cash, mere editors grow rich.

And yet it is true that literary prowess

depends on its earning power; let your

agent start rumors of seventeen cents a

word, and the magazines wait in line out-

side your door. So in journalism. 1 o

accept less than a hundred a week is to

accept undying shame.

Naturally, not every New-Yorker wal-

lows in opulence, but all shrewd begin-

ners pretend to, asserting, "The maddest

extravagance is economy," and spending
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like lords where it shows. But their aim

is not dollars, really; it is the triumph the

dollars betoken. In the great American

game they are determined to "win out."

According to legend, they have never a

moment to lose.

Whereas, behold the amazing metro-

politan capacity for leisure: movies

thronged during business hours. Polo

Grounds reverberant with cheers for base-

ball from thousands of lusty "fans," and

innumerable volunteer inspectors patiently

overseeing the subway excavations that

have given New York its fame as "the

biggest mining-camp on earth."

At times, however, the "rush" is real.

With a three-story street and a three-

" The wretches who have slept out on benches

Story river attempting to carry off simul-

taneous Aryan hordes from a congestion

of thirty-story obelisks, what frenzies! It

is war, and it is magnificent. But it is

not New York. On the average, the city

runs six stories high. With their "els,"

their subways, their trolley-cars, their

bridges and tunnels, New-Yorkers trav-

erse New York as serenely as Bostonians

traverse Boston, though it takes a lot

longer. Hence additional leisure, well

spent. Where a Bostonian nibbles one

editorial page, a metropolitan digests four.

And whereas a Bostonian "beguiles odd

moments by brushing up his Greek," the

daily discipline of transportation enables

many a New-Yorker to read Pidgin-Ger-

man in Hebrew letters

prowling from right to

left, with the vowels

omitted, or to engage in

agreeable, and perhaps

splendidly productive,

meditation. No one ac-

cuses the Rockefeller In-

stitute of thoughtlessness

or Columbia University

of shallowness, yet their

savants all take part in

"that brain-dizzying,

nerve-wrecking, soul-de-

stroying New York
rush," which becomes

second nature, uncon-

scious because automatic.

In fact, the faces that

show strain are those

beautiful, wan faces one

observes along Peacock

Row in the "church

parade"— faces of wo-

men who never venture

below Twenty-third

Street, and ride always

in their own liinousines.

Mr. Wenzell has pic-

tured them to the life-

languor, weariness, mag-

nificence, and all.

Outsiders remark,

"How disappointing ex-

istence must be in the
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metropolis— weariness at

such a price!" Which
would he a sapient re-

flection were not Gotham
at once so buoyant and

so cheap. The outsider

pays four dollars for his

breakfast and a small

fortune for an under-

sized state-room fifteen

Hights up. He gets what

he seeks, viceregal pre-

tense, while just around

the corner a spacious,

quiet, in\iting chamber

would cost him a dollar

a night. In any one of

a dozen neighboring res-

taurants he would find a

toothsome and soul-fill-

ing French or Italian

luncheon at forty cents,

wine included. Although

rent comes relatively

high in New York, every-

thing else comes rela-

tively low. Bargains

abound, phenomenal bar-

gains, bargains unheard

of. I shall not describe

them ; I am reluctant

to depopulate Topeka,

Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Philadelphia, and Bos-

ton, or to hasten the all

too rapid growth of the

metropolis. Every ^ear

New York adds to itself multitudes equal-

ing the entire population of New Haven,

Connecticut.

They stay. The women fret or become

a little hardened, a little sharpened, and

secretly, if not openly, worship New
"^ ork. The men take root. They never

feel at home in New York until they have

a house in the country. E\en then they

never say, ''fVe do thus and so" ; they

say, "New York does." But it is a life-

sentence, for all that, and a welcome one.

If a man tried to escape, no train can

bring him back fast enough. To the

end he mav share with William Watson

An Italian lunclieon

a doubt "whether guest or prisoner I," yet

he is always aware of somehow belonging

and of doing his bit. To put it more
precisely, he is aware of aiding and abet-

ting the national stepmother, who makes

opinion, socially and politically, estheti-

cally and intellectually, for all America.

AVhile she avoids extravagant outbursts of

affection and remembers that at best she

is only a stepmother, she is bringing the

children up. They imitate "mother."

They will not resent my calling them

a brood of toddling, babbling, miniature

New Yorks. They glory in it. Small

gain if they did not, for the stepmotlier
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rules. Art, music, letters, the stage, and

even the movies are hers. She censors

our films. Her opera— tw^enty-six v^^eeks

of it, with Christendom's best virtuosi

—

forms our musical taste. Her actors lead,

sometimes securing their "one hundred

nights on Broadway" by letting in "dead-

heads," sometimes by sheer merit. With
her Metropolitan Museum, her public

monuments, and her world-renowned pic-

ture-mart, she trains our eye for beauty.

With only three exceptions, all the na-

tionally influential magazines are hers.

She plays hostess to our Associated Press.

Her newspapers dominate the country.

By rewriting, by reprinting, or by direct

syndication, provincial journalism echoes

and reechoes New York. Many a pro-

vincial reads the stepmother in the orig-

inal text.

New York's literary efforts display a re-

markable versatility, I confess. Quoth a

fair New-Yorker, "I do enjoy writing for

'Pugslie's'— they want nothing whole-

some." Yet New York goes in furiously

for wholesomeness, as a rule, and the

children wonder at times if she is in a

position to pound the pulpit-cushions so

canonically.

I recall the definition, "Character:

what you are in the dark," and its para-

phrase, "Character: what you are in

New York." Yet what impresses me in

New York is not her frivolity. It is her

decency, her courage, her kindness. Of all

great cities New York is by far the most

moral outwardlj^ and who will fail to

recognize the social value of even outward

morality? Of all great cities she is by

far the pluckiest. She breeds fighters like

Riis and Rainsford, Abbott and Potter,

Jerome, Roosevelt, and Hughes. She has

tamed her police. She has taken a long,

long stride toward abolishing the feudal

system that centers in Tammany Hall.

Big business behaves, or pretends to.

Gamblers have ceased collecting art-treas-

ures. District attorneys have outgrown

the habit of bowing themselves in through

the ceiling. Graft dwindles. Official

complicity with Satan is both difUcult and

dangerous. The tenement has improved.

So has "Coney." Every advance costs a

battle, and the end is not yet. New York
realizes it. What with explosions,

plagues, holocausts, "race wars," "crime

waves," and strikes, there are warnings in

abundance of more fights coming. Tam-
many's striped beast is not dead. It

sleeps. The underworld is not banished

;

every few days a sociologist unearths new
miseries. And, mind you, this same New
York surmounted her Municipal Building

with a statue of Civic Pride. She does

not like the recrudescence of evil. But,

such is her pluck, she takes it as a chal-

lenge, and retorts: "After a hundred

fights, the hundred and first? Then lead

me to it!"

And the pluck of individual New-
Yorkers! Some fail, and keep smiling.

Aged business men, broken down and now
doing office-boys' work, show a cheerful-

ness never to be observed elsewhere. In

summer the whole metropolis is parboiled.

On a torrid morning in July question the

wretches who have slept out on benches.

They chuckle. Or ask Avenue A's opin-

ion of Avenue A. "Fine," you hear,

"though it 's cooler on Blackwell's Island,

and we pay too much rent. But move
away Leave little old New Yorki

Never!"

Parisians love Paris, though not in any

such way as that. Half the Londoners

hate London. In the British metropolis,

as in the French, life is stationary. The
submerged remain submerged. People at

the surface are not climbing higher.

Whereas in New York the superb phe-

nomenon is this: millions helping more

millions up, and themselves, too, and the

whole community. To those above it

brings a thrill of jo3'Ous satisfaction. To
those below it brings faith in the active,

aggressive kindness of their city.

Faith, I say, for onl)'' faith discerns a

city's soul. And faith depends on mood.

In a dismal mood one may see the squalor

of New York, her misery, her shame.

They are real. But it is something of an

art to be dismal there. The more than

crystalline brilliancy of the atmosphere,
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the soaring towers, the exuberance of life,

and the glitter and reverberance and "go"

combine to exhilarate. One catches the

New York spirit, and then it is all up

with pessimism. One sees the best, revels

in it, applauds it, and calls that New
York. Rightly, I think.

She launched the first floating-hospital,

was the first to assail cruelty to children

and to animals. She has stamped out a

traffic in babies that still flourishes in

Massachusetts. She befriends the fallen.

Her Night Court, with all its tragedy, is

compassionate in principle. She has

stopped hounding the ex-convict. Her

municipal philanthropies amount to a ten-

million dollar largess every year. At her

College of the City of New York tuition

is free. Her churches reach out affec-

tionately toward curmudgeons, strangers,
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and purse-proud worldlings. By night, in

sordid districts, bright crosses burn against

the sky. Scamps bent on wickedness have

seen them and turned back. In the

busiest thoroughfares one reads the notice,

"Come in and rest and pray." Trinity,

amid sky-scrapers, just opposite the en-

trance to "Mammon Street," has three

services every week-day morning in sum-

mer. "New York is the graveyard of

ministerial reputations," clergymen say

quite properly. In the provinces good

works bring fame. In New York they are

lost among numberless others.

A poetic soul no doubt was the founder

of Philadelphia. He gave it a beautiful

name, at once melodious and endearing,

but spoke too suddenly. The City of

Brotherly Love in excelsis is not Phila-

delphia. It is New York.

Resurrection

By HERMANN HAGEDORN

NOT long did we lie on the torn, red field of pain.

We fell, we lay, we slumbered, we took rest,

With the wild nerves quiet at last, and the vexed brain

Cleared of the winged nightmares, and the breast

Freed of the heavy dreams of hearts afar.

We rose at last under the morning star.

We rose, and greeted our brothers, and welcomed our foes.

We rose ; like the wheat when the wind is over, we rose.

With shouts we rose, with gasps and incredulous cries,

With bursts of singing, and silence, and awestruck eyes,

With broken laughter, half tears, we rose from the sod.

With welling tears and with glad lips, whispering, "God."

Like babes, refreshed from sleep, like children, we rose,

Brimming with deep content, from our dreamless repose.

And, "What do you call it?" asked one. "I thought I was dead."

'You are," cried another. "We 're all of us dead and flat."

"I 'm alive as a cricket. There 's something wrong with your head.

They stretched their limbs and argued it out where they sat.

And over the wide field friend and foe

Spoke of small things, remembering not old woe

Of war and hunger, hatred and fierce words.

They sat and listened to the brooks and birds.

And watched the starlight perish in pale flame.

Wondering what God would look like when He came.



Great Britain in the Sudan

By HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS
Author of " The New Map of Africa,"' etc.

AFTER the failure of the Khartum re-

-<l\. lief expedition and the death of

General Gordon, the British Government

ordered Egypt and the British army to

drop the Sudan. During the decade that

followed the shameful fiasco of 1884. the

Gordon legend alone was in the mind of

the Britisher w^ho never left his tight little

island, and who considered that fact a

kind of virtue. The Mahdi reigned su-

preme in the Sudan, and after his death,

his successor, the Khalifa, continued to

exterminate the tribes of the upper tribu-

taries of the Nile. For all British cabi-

nets and the British public seemed to care,

the dervishes were welcome to keep the

Sudan, and the early eighties were "past

history."

But some Englishmen did care and did

not forget. In fact, there was never a

moment that the thought of the eventual

reconquest of the Sudan and of the re-

trieving of the honor of British arms was

not before them. They had the vision.

They lived with eyes fixed on the goal.

The battle of Omdurman on September

2, 1898, which made possible the recon-

quest and redemption of the Anglo-Egyp-

tian Sudan and the foundation of its pres-

ent splendid government, was the culmi-

nating event of more than ten years of

herculean effort on the part of a handful

of men whose enthusiasm was fortunately

matched by their foresight, patience, and

ability. The victory won at Omdurman
was the beginning of a new era for the

British Empire in Africa and throughout

the world. History will give to those

who worked for it and those who won it

credit for far more than the rehabilitation

of the Sudan.

British colonial administrators have suc-

ceeded in building an empire despite,

rather than with the help of, their Gov-

ernment and the great mass of their fel-

low-countrymen. Problems confronting
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them in their field of action have never

been more difficult than the problem of

getting and keeping support from home.

London is the bete noire of the English

official overseas. Cablegrams from home
cause more trouble than native uprisings.

In regard to foreign policy, Conservative

and Liberal cabinets are very much the

same. They are guided by the fears and

the hopes of general elections, and they

hate like poison to spend the British tax-

payers' money overseas, to sanction any

policy that is likely to cause fighting in

which British troops must be engaged,

to offend the nonconformist conscience.

Colonial administrators who keep in

mind constantly these three points, and

who plan to get results without coming

into conflict with the Government on any

one of them, succeed in making for them-

selves great careers, and gain honors, if

not peace of mind. Those who do not

keep these points in mind never get very

far in a colonial career.

The reconquest of the Sudan needed a

decade of preparation. There was never

any hope at all of convincing the British

public of the necessity of pouring out

blood and treasure to get back to Khar-

tum. Unwillingness to pay the price had

been the cause of the debacle of 1 884.

The only other possible way of accom-

plishing what they had in mind was to

put Egypt upon a sound financial basis,

and to create an Egyptian army that knew
how to fight and that would fight. The
invasion of the Sudan, culminating in tiie

victory of Omdurman, was possible only

because Lord Cromer made Egypt's rev-

enues exceed her expenditures, and be-

cause Lord Kitchener got an Egyptian

army into good fighting shape. When
this was accomplished, and not before, it

was pointed out to London that Egypt

could contribute both in men and money

very substantially to an expedition against
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the Khalifa. There had also to be an

appeal to public opinion in England, and

in particular to the nonconformist con-

science. So for years one can read in Lord

Cromer's annual reports a skilfully intro-

duced and skilfully emphasized Leitnio-

tivj the necessity to Egypt of the reclama-

tion of the Sudan. There never could be

security in upper Egypt until the dervishes

were crushed.
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Never lid

irrigation proj-

ects on a large

scale be justi-

fiable or possi-

ble until the

head-waters of

the Nile were

under Anglo-

Egyptian con-

trol. Never

would the Af-

rican slave-

traffic be

stopped until

the region

from the equa-

tor to Wady-
Halfa was po-

liced by Euro-

peans. Com-
mon humanity

and moral re-

spo nsibility

also demanded

the reconquest

of the Sudan,

for the native

population was
rapidly dying out everywhere because of

the dervish cruelties and mismanagement.

Last of all, from the point of European

prestige, the Italian defeat at Adowa must

be counteracted.^

Since Egyptian money and Eg>'ptian

lives were largely instrumental in the re-

conquest of the Sudan, and since the legal

rights to the territories it would comprise

rested wholly in the Ottoman Empire and

the Egyptian khedives, it was impossible,

1 At Adowa, not far from the Sudan border, the Ital-

ians were disastrously defeated by the Abyssinians in I 896.
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though it would have been desirable, to

establish an English colony or a distinct

protectorate under direct British control.

Then, too, the Sudan was going to look

for an indeterminable period to the Egyp-

tian army and the Egyptian budget for

soldiers and money to hold, to rehabili-

tate, and to develop the vast regions which

Mahdism had cruelly oppressed and

ruined. And
was not the

principal rea-

son for recon-

quest the po-

litical security

and the eco-

nomic advan-

tages to Egypt

through pos-

sessing the

head-waters of

the Nile? Ow-
ing to Great

Britain's
anomalous po-

sition in Egj'pt,

the problem

was exceed-

ingly delicate

both from the

international

and the Otto-

man point of

view.

A conven-

tion signed at

Cairo on Jan-

uary 19, 1899,

by the British

and Egyptian governments stated that the

territory south of the twenty-second paral-

lel of latitude was to be administered by a

governor-general appointed by Egypt with

the assent of Great Britain. The British

and Egyptian flags were to be used to-

gether. No duties were to be levied on

imports from Egj'pt, and duties on im-

ports from other countries, by way of the

Red Sea, were not to exceed the Eg>'ptian

tariffs. As long as it should be necessary,

Egypt was to make good the deficit in the

Sudan budget. But the monev invested
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The late Lord Kitchener as he appeared when he
\vas sirdar of the Sudan

in the Sudan by Egypt would be consid-

ered a loan, upon which interest was to

be paid as soon as possible. A portion of

the Egyptian army should serve in the

Sudan, under the command of the gov-

ernor-general, a British officer of the

Egyptian army with the rank of sirdar.

So long as the nations that enjoyed the

privileges of a capitulatory regime in

Egypt did not demand the extension of

the capitulations to the Sudan, and so long

as Egypt remained under effective British

control, such an arrangement, paradoxical

as it seemed, was workable. It has worked
out all right. But it is important to note

that the exact status of the Sudan, both

from the international and the Egyptian

point of view, has not yet been deter-

mined. It will come up for settlement in

the peace conference, when the affairs of

the Ottoman Empire are liqui-

dated, and international sanc-

tion is asked for the British

protectorate proclaimed over

Egypt since the opening of the

European War.
Once the Sudan was recon-

quered, Cromer and Kitchener

still held to the policy of

"sound financial basis" that had

made the conquest possible; for

they knew that the British Gov-

ernment would take little in-

terest in, and do nothing for,

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan un-

less it was demonstrated to

tliem that the country could

pay its way. Immediate use

could be made of almost un-

limited sums of money. The
temptation was great to enter

upon, and urge London and

Cairo to cooperate in, ambi-

tious development schemes.

Cromer and Kitchener were in

complete accord in not falling

into this trap, and when Kit-

chener was suddenly called

away to South Africa, Lord

Cromer was fortunate in find-

ing in his successor. Sir Regi-

nald Wingate.an administrator

full\- aware of the danger of grandiose

schemes of rehabilitation and rapid devel-

opment. The initial financial policy laid

down by Lord Cromer in his address to

the Sudanese chiefs at Khartum in De-

cember, 1900, to the effect that taxes were

not to be made burdensome, even if com-

munications and developments had to

wait, has been faithfully and consistentlj'

carried out. To it more than to anything

else is due the marvelous success of the

Sudan administration. For the Sudanese

have had from the beginning the contrast

of the equitable taxation of the British

with that which ground them down and

ruined them imder the Mahdi and the

Khalifa; and the British Government has

not been made weary and prejudiced

against the Sudan by imreasonable de-

mands for financial support.
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And yet money had to be found im-

mediately for railways, river trans-

port, and irrigation. The pacification

of the country and the rehabilitation

of its inhabitants depended upon

means of transportation and the culti-

vation of the land. Everything had

been destroyed or had fallen into de-

cay during the years of anarchy, so all

kinds of public works needed a sub-

stantial budget. Popular education

had to be thought of, and the expenses

of the civil administration and a con-

siderable militar}^ establishment pro-

vided for. Though the financial task

looked so formidable as to be almost

hopeless, it was successfully faced and

shouldered, and the country saved

from concession-hunters and insol-

vency by the adoption and mainte-

nance of the conservative policy of

"go slow and pay as you go."

In 1 910, Sir Reginald Wingate

was able to report that the civil ad-

ministration was paying its way ; the

only deficit was in the military bud-

get. Three years later there was a

surplus of two hundred thousand dol-

lars. The Sudan had made good. A
few^ months ago I had the privilege of

spending several hours with Colonel

Bernard, financial secretary of the

Sudan. He explained to me the con-

sistent policy that had been followed

since Lord Kitchener had asked him

to undertake the business management
of the Government more than a dec-

ade ago. He spoke with the enthusi-

asm and keenness and understanding

of an American captain of industry.

Colonel Bernard is a type of officer

one finds only in the British army. If

he were a Frenchman, he would never

have left Paris. If he were an American,

he would have a yacht and a summer
home at Newport or Bar Harbor, and be

wondering what to do with his money.

We occasionally get in our army and navy

men with a genius for business, but they

do not stay. It may be partly due to the

fact that until the Spanish War there

were no tasks to challenge this type of
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Sir Reginald Wingate, the sirdar, has recently been

appointed high commissioner for Egypt

man, but it is mostly due to the fact that

our social system is wholly different from

that of Great Britain. The British Co-

lonial Empire was built and is being run

by men who have gone into government

service for reasons of caste. No matter

how remarkable his aptitude for business,

the upper-class Britisher never dreams of

a business career. He is willing to leave
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home and friends, to spend the best years

of his life in exile, and be content with an

occasional visit to England and little or

no money, if there be no career open to

him at home in which he may preserve his

caste. This is the secret of Great Brit-

ain's world empire. Only Great Britain

railway service was established from
Khartum to Wady-Halfa. As the politi-

cal success of the reconquest was wholly

dependent upon its proving a financial

success, and as serious economic de\elop-

ment was out of the question so long as

the route through Egypt was the onl\- exit

is able to recruit for her army and na\y

and colonial civil service the best blooded

and the best trained of the nation.

Without the railway across the desert

from Wady-Halfa to Atbara, Kitchener's

task against the dervishes would have been

tenfold more difficult, and the victory of

doubtful permanent value. As the in-

vaders proceeded to Khartum, it was es-

sential to lay ties and rails with unflagging

haste. Only did the reoccupation seem a

reality and worth while when through

from the country, the iirst task of the

Government was to connect the Nile witli

the Red Sea by railuaw In 1902, Lord

Cromer pointed this out in his annual re-

port, and the following year he succeeded

in getting the Egyptian Government to

furnish the money. After untold difficul-

ties with labor, and the construction of a

bridge over the Atbara River, the junc-

tion was completed in 1907. Suakim was

abandoned as the terminus on the Red

Sea, and a harbor built some miles farther
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north at a hamlet which was renamed

Port Sudan. The Atbara railway shops

were increased and improved, and the Su-

dan Government itself bore part of the

expense of remaking the line from Khar-

tum to Atbara. In 1908 telegraphic com-

munication was completed with Gondo-

koro, on the White Nile, two weeks by

steamer south of Khartum. The Blue

Nile was bridged at Khartum for a rail-

way into the Gezira district between the

two rivers. El-Obeid, the terminus of this

southern railway extension, was reached

in 1913. A glance at the map is neces-

sary to realize what tremendous territory

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan covers, and

how impossible it is for the administrators

of the country to pacify the country, much

less to develop its resources completely

and to civilize it, until more railways arc

built, reaching into the heart of all the

different provinces.

The greatest appeal to the imagination

of the British public in connection with

the reconquest of the Sudan was the ful-

filment of the task for which it was gen-

erally believed that Gordon had given his

life, the suppression of the slave-trade.

Although the difficulties seemed insur-

mountable in so far as slavery within the

tribes was concerned. Lord Cromer felt it

incumbent on him to mention in his re-

port almost every year the progress of the

slave-suppression crusade. In 1903 he

confessed his disappointment that slave-

trade was not extinct; in 1904 he an-

nounced a marked decrease in slave-trade

;

in 1905 he said that it w^as difficult to

check slave-traffic in the Kordofan prov-

ince; in igo6 he believed that there would

still be great difficulty in suppressing the

slave-trade; and in 1907 he attributed

most of the trouble in Kordofan to tlic

anti-slavery policy to which the Govern-

ment was committed. The road to abo-

lition, he remarked in his last report, "is

a very long road, and it will take years to

1 Lord Kitchener did not return in five years, as he

hoped. But he visited Khartum again in 1910, and was

promising himself a long tour, after he went batk to

Cairo as his Majesty's agent and consul-general, when the

present war broke out. Sir Reginald Wingate, writing to

me from Khartum in June, said

:

"... I think it fell to few to get to know him as

get to the end of it." Improved com-

munications, however, and the advance of

colonial enterprise in British, German,

Belgian, and Erench equatorial colonies,

helped to put a stop to long-distance slave-

running. The area of operations of slave

merchants has been gradually circum-

scribed until in 1914 the official report an-

nounced that slave-traffic was "almost im-

possible" in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.

British officials who have to deal with

slavery at close range, especially the

judges, consider this statement a bit too

optimistic. Slave-traffic can be detected

and frequently punished when it is car-

ried on from district to district ; but

within tribal limits, especially if the tribes

be Moslem, legal evidence is hard to ob-

tain even where moral certainty of defi-

nite cases of slavery exists. Where slavery

is as established an institution as polyg-

amy, decrees bind only those who dare or

who want to take advantage of them.

There are cases without number, also,

where the slaves are ignorant of the abo-

lition of the decree, and even if it were

explained to them, they would not know
what it meant. Education is a necessary

prerequisite to the functioning and enjoy-

ing of Occidental social and political in-

stitutions. Enthusiasts and sentimental-

ists forget the fact that our ancestors did

not evolve, support, and use these institu-

tions until we conceived and desired them

as a result of education.

Lord Kitchener's first visit to the Su-

dan after the Boer War was to open Gor-

don College, in 1902, when he was on his

way to India. In his address he asserted

his entire sympathy with the objects of

the college on the lines originally con-

cci\'ed, although he admitted the necessity

of using public funds for the advance-

ment of primary teaching. He expressed

the hope that he would be able to return

in five years and find that higher educa-

tion was being given at Gordon College.^

intimately as I did. Under his cold exterior beat a very

warm and kind heart, but he was most successful in

keeping this from the world. To this country he is a

great loss, for I know his heart was in it, and he was

almost worshiped by the people, from whom I have

had hundreds of telegrams and letters of condolence and

sympathy.'"
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Although Gordon College is not as yet

in a position to offer courses such as are

given in Robert College at Constantino-

ple, the Syrian Protestant College at Bei-

rut, and several Indian and Chinese uni-

versities, it is far ahead of any institution

of learning in Africa or Asia in the ex-

tension of research laboratories and in the

cooperation it gives to the Government

for the development of the resources of

the country, the betterment of public

health, and ethnological investigation.

Gordon College is a state institution,

which works with and for the Govern-

ment. I wish it were possible to speak

here of the wonderful things that are be-

ing done by Dr. Chalmers and others in

the Wellcome Research Laboratories. It

is a revelation of the ability and the de-

votion of the scientists to whom the mani-

fold problems of the Anglo-Egyptian Su-

dan have been a challenge sufficiently en-

grossing to keep them far from the great

world and yet develop their genius so

strikingly that the great world's attention

is continually called to what they are do-

ing and discovering. But it is more than

that. A visit to Gordon College and the

Wellcome Laboratories opens one's eyes

to the methods that are being pursued by

Sir Reginald Wingate and his associates,

and the goal they have before them.

There is no highly civilized country in the

world where more constant attention is

paid to means of developing resources and

better ability is invested in the study than

in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. In addi-

tion to the research work of Gordon Col-

lege, the department of education has

established a central research farm at

Khartum North. Here field experiments

in growing what the Sudan might pro-

duce are tried out, and practical work is

done in horticulture and forestry. At

Gordon College and in three cities indus-

trial workshops teach boys trades.

The criticism has frequently been made

against the British administration in the

Sudan, as in Egypt, that educational fa-

cilities are not so fully extended as they

ought to be, and that the British have

neglected the moral factor and emphasized

the material in building up the country.

This raises one of the most thorny prob-

lems that confront those who are en-

gaged in bringing Africa and Asia under

European control. On the one hand, in

Egj'pt and the Sudan, it can be argued

that there must be money before ambi-

tious schemes of universal popular educa-

tion are undertaken. Before the money
can be found, the country must be devel-

oped economically. It is not that public

works and material benefits are more es-

sential than education, but that education

for all is so tremendously costly that only

a country the resources of which are fully

developed can maintain schools for its

population. It is pointed out, moreover,

that even if there were money, teachers

would be lacking, and that it takes a

whole generation to train enough teachers

to meet even a portion of the needs of the

next generation. On the other hand, espe-

cially in view of what we have said about

the necessity of education before Occiden-

tal social and political institutions can be

wanted, understood, and taken advantage

of by natives, is it not true that primary

education is necessary to a country's devel-

opment, and that if the people are to bene-

fit by material prosperity, they must have

a moral preparation?

Although I have taught for several

years in educational institutions in the

near East, and have seen this problem at

close range in half a dozen countries, I do

not profess to offer a solution. But we
must make a wide and determined start in

primary education, and that demands

teachers. To get the teachers higher in-

stitutions are necessary. When we put

boys through the colleges, few of them

want to teach or do teach. They become

dissatisfied, as they have every reason to

be, with existing conditions; but their pa-

triotism does not inspire in them the will

to make the sacrifice and to take up the

cross individually in order that their peo-

ple may be brought to enlightenment. Far

from following the only possible way they

have of serving their country wisely, they

agitate for European institutions, for so-

cial and political recognition, judging the
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Irrigating Egypt : the feat cIlliu ut Abbuan, a mile and loo 2;

feeling and need of the race solely by their

own exotic condition. The curse of West-

ern education upon Orientals is that we
try to build where there is no foundation

of character. Instead, then, of having

wood that takes a polish, we get a veneer

that cracks at the first test. Missionaries

and educators have success only with boys

whom they take away from their families

and bring under their home influence very

early in life. But they turn out yoimg

men who are foreigners to their own peo-

ple, and who have no desire or ability to

go l)ack among their own people and im-

part what has been given to them. Good
farmers and goatherds and blacksmiths

and cobblers are spoiled to make imitation

"gentlemen." The educated Oriental

will not work even if ht is star\ ing.'

1 Several years ago I was preaching in a small inland

city of Pennsylvania. The local department-store pro-

prietor told me that a Christian Arab boy from "a college

somewhere out in Turkey" was in town, and that he had

somehow been unable to give the boy work. He was

puzzled, for the boy seemed to be strong and husky. He

Educating boys in trades, as the Sudan

education department has started to do.

is an excellent thing. But it ought to be

done much more widely than is being

done. And money ought to be spent more
freely than is being spent in primary edu-

cation. The Sudan boasts of fifteen hun-

dred miles of railway in fifteen years, two
thousand miles of regular river steamship

service, and five thousand miles of tele-

graph wires. But fewer than five thousand

Sudanese in schools of all grades, primary

to college, is not a very good showing,

despite the difficulties.

After- the Cairo Convention was ar-

ranged between Egypt and Great Britain

in January, 1899, the British Foreign Of-

fice was in a position to treat with other

nations and other British colonies con-

brought him to me after church. I thumped the fellow

on the chest and back, and, turning to the merchant, said:

" Put him in your packing department."

"Oh, no, sire," the boy cried out agonizingly, "1

could not. I do not want handful work ; I want mindful
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cerning the boundaries of the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan. The Anglo-French Con-

vention of 1899 settled the local difficul-

ties raised by the Marchand expedition to

Fashoda. When French obstruction and

ill will, which stood in the way during

the first few years of reconstruction, were

removed by the epoch-making Anglo-

French Agreement of 1904, the frontier

with Ab3'ssinia and the Italian colony of

Eritrea was arranged by several succes-

sive agreements.

Soon after the British and Egyptian

went back into the Sudan, the problem of

irrigation began to be studied. In 1901,

Sir William Garstin reported on the pos-

sibility of using the equatorial lakes as

reservoirs. Lake Victoria Nyanza was re-

jected because a rise in its level would
flood shores that were thickly populated,

and half of which was German territory.

Although the German factor may now be

eliminated, the lake has become far more

important than at the time of this report

through the wonderful development of

the colonies on its shores. It is hardly

possible to believe that the opinion of Sir

William Garstin will be revised. For the

colonies bordering the lake would never

consent to having the level raised and low-

ered for the convenience of the Nile terri-

tories. Lake Albert Nyanza presented

similar difficulties, for Belgium owns the

western shore. Then, too, the utility of

irrigating the White Nile Valley is at the

best questionable, for it passes through un-

reclaimable swamp-lands for hundreds of

miles. Irrigation in the Blue Nile Val-

ley, and the freer navigation of that river

resulting from a control of the water-

supply, would bring a rich return. Lake

Tana, in northern Abyssinia, on the west-

ern side of Mount Guma, would make,

according to Sir William Garstin, an ideal



The results of irrigation :

reservoir. The surrounding country is

uninhabited, and engineering difficulties

are much fewer than in the case of Lake

Victoria or Lake Albert.

By her treaties with Abyssinia, France,

and Italy, Great Britain becaine ten years

ago politically in a position to carry

through the Garstin scheme. It lias not

jet been done. Reports on the Sudan

have emphasized year after year the ne-

cessity and value of irrigation, and in 191,^

the imperial Parliainent guaranteed a

loan, part of which was to be spent in irri-

gating the Gezira district, on the west

bank of the Blue Nile south of Khartum.

The success of the Tayiba demonstration

station, in this district, in raising fine staple

cotton proved, just before the European

War broke out, that the irrigation scheme

was financially a sound proposition. A
wonderful development in cotton-growing

may be expected after the plan is carried

through, and cotton may before long sur-

pass the gum of the Kordofan forests as

the premier export article of the Sudan.

In this necessarily incomplete survey of

the Sudan I have saved the political aspect

of Sir Reginald Wingate's problem to the

last not because the task of pacification

has been any less difficult or less impor-

tant than the solution of the financial

problem, but because the extension of civil

administration through military opera-

tlie IS it loo

tions had to follow rather than to go hand

in hand with economic development.

After the battle of September 2, 1898,

the Khalifa escaped from Omdurman, and

had to be pursued and put out of harm's

way. AVhen Sir Reginald Wingate suc-

ceeded in killing the Khalifa- and his com-

panions a }ear later, Mahdism as a mili-

tary menace disappeared. But the coun-

try was vast, and could not be penetrated

in a few months or even a few years. The
only policy with any chance of success was

to direct the efforts of the Government

toward the speedy amelioration of the un-

fortunate victims of the dervish rule, and

to win their allegiance through lending

them a helping hand. Their memory of

Egyptian rule was hardly of the nature to

recommend the new Government, and

Egyptian soldiers were not looked upon

as redeemers, even from Mahdism, to

\\hich many of the most influential sheiks

remained profoundly attached as a reli-

gious dogma. The British administration

had to make itself known not b\- force,

but by winning confidence through re-

fraining from exploiting the people and

giving them as much material benefit as

possible in as short a time as possible.

This was Sir Reginald Wingate's policy,

and I have been able to see with my own

eyes the magic that it has worked upon

people who are fanatical only if \ou pro-

','11 o
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voke them to fanaticism, and savage only

if you give them reason to be. From the

very beginning of the new administration

at Khartum the process of pacification has

been disturbed only by the ineluctable ne-

cessity of enforcing prematurely a too

drastic anti-slavery policy.

Not often during the fifteen years from

the death of the Khalifa to the outbreak

of the European War has Sir Reginald

been compelled to show the mailed fist.

In 1903 a new Mahdi arose in southern

Kordofan. He was immediately pursued,

captured, and hanged at El-Obeid. The
criticism from England against his sum-

mary execution was very hard to bear,

even though it was inspired by sentimen-

tality and total ignorance of the problem

with which the officials in the Sudan had

to deal. From 1884 to 1898, Mahdism
had meant the extinction of nearly six mil-

lion lives. ^ The only way to prevent a

return to the most intolerable and cruel

despotism the valleys of the upper Nile

tributaries had ever known was to snuff

out at the beginning every pretender to

the Mahdi's succession. In 1908 a body

of ex-dervishes attacked and killed the

deputy inspector of the Blue Nile prov-

ince. This was just at the time the

"Young Egypt" party was beginning to

grow formidable, and their emissaries

were working everywhere in the Sudan.

A punitive expedition resulted in twelve

death-sentences, which were commuted to

life imprisonment.

The pessimism of Sir Eldon Gorst's re-

port for 1909 extended to his remarks on

the Sudan. He declared that the tenth

year of the reoccupation was full of tribal

unrest, and that ]\Iahdism was not extin-

guished as a faith, and had to be watched

carefully and checked at every turn.

There was much lawlessness along the

Abyssinian border. The most dangerous

1 The population of the Egyptian Sudan was believed to

be between eight and nine millions at the beginning ot

the Mahdi's reign. Five years after the reconquest it

was still /ess than livo millions. In the last decade the

increase has been very rapid, so that, despite sleeping-sick-

ness in the south, it now exceeds three millions. The
steady increase in population is the most striking proof of

the benefit of British rule. Intertribal warfare has ceased.

Security from raiding, and government aid in combating

districts were so unhealthy that the only

means of maintaining order was to in-

crease the Sudanese battalions. In igi2

there was an expedition into Mongalla

and an outbreak in southern Kordofan.

There were nine distinct military opera-

tions during 191 4. If one had only re-

ports to go by, he would gather that the

fifteen years of Anglo-Egyptian occupa-

tion had not brought peace to the Sudan.

But one has to consider the enormous ex-

tent of the country and the difficulties of

communication. Punitive expeditions and

local uprisings stand out, for they are

news. When one reads in the newspapers

only reports of divorces, does he argue

that marriages are generally unhappy?

Sir Reginald Wingate was home on a

vacation when the European War began.

He hurried back to his post, and there

were many who said that he had danger-

ous days before him. The entry of Tur-
key into the war was expected by the Ger-

mans to have serious consequences

throughout northern Africa; but espe-

cially did they hope for trouble in the

Sudan. When I was in Berlin, in De-

cember, 191 4, the collapse of British

power in the Moslem portion of Africa

and Asia was confidently predicted. There
was faith in the fetish of Panislamism. A
year later, when Germany seemed to be

planning the invasion of Egypt and the

newspapers were full of alarming reports,

I traveled all over Egypt, and went to

Khartum to see how matters stood in the

Sudan. Although the Turks were her-

alded to be moving for the second, and

this time serious, attempt against the Suez

Canal, and fighting was going on with the

Senussi in the west, my journey of four

days by rail and steamer from Cairo was

exactly as in peace days.

I found that no insurrectional move-

ment was anticipated or feared by the

disease, make cattle-raising once more profitable. There

has been immigration from Abyssinia and from western

Africa.

Only about four thousand Europeans are in the Sudan

Aside from the officials and their families, the mission-

aries and a very few Europeans interested in development

schemes and archa-ology, the foreigners are Greeks and

Syrians, who lend money, engage in petty commerce, and

sell spirits. In Khartum street signs are in Greek.
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Sudan Government. One fourth of the

British militar}- and civil staff— there

were fewer than four hundred in all— had

been allowed to return home to rejoin

regiments or to volunteer. No increase

in the British effectives had been asked for

or was contemplated. For nearl\ a mil-

lion square miles there were fewer than a

thousand British soldiers. At the begin-

ning of the entrance of Turkey into the

war the sirdar received telegrams and let-

ters from the principal chiefs of the Su-

dan, condemning the action of the Young
Turks and expressing whole-hearted loj-

alty to the British Empire. Of all who
came forward at that time with declara-

tions of sympathy and loyalty only two

have since been put under formal restraint

for political intrigue with the enemy.

Seeing is believing. The Egyptians are

so unwarlike a race and so lacking in per-

sonal courage that it was easy enough to

discount the German stories of the storm

that was going to break in Cairo. I did

not have to go to Egypt to reassure myself

on this point. But the Sudanese, from the

blackest of blacks to the most chocolate-

colored of Arabs, have no fear of death,

and are heroes of many a charge that sur-

passes Balaklava. The Sudanese, too, are

fanatical Moslems, with the zeal and en-

thusiasm of primitive races and neophytes.

I had been living for years in an atmo-

sphere where Panislamism was the absorb-

ing topic of conversation and the night-

mare of my British official friends. So I

needed to go to Khartum.

By pure chance the trip into the Sudan
was well timed. I was there for the two
important fetes of the year, the birthday

of the prophet {muled-el-Nebi) and the

anniversary of the visit of the King and

Queen of England, who had stopped at

Port Sudan on the way back from India,

and had held a review at Sinkat, on Janu-
ary 17, 19 1 2. King's day was celebrated

by an impressive service at the Khartum"
Cathedral. The garrison stood on parade,

and the sirdar read a cablegram from the

king. It was a stirring sight to see these

few hundred British soldiers, the only

military evidence of British power in the

midst of war in one of the largest Moslem
regions of Africa.

After dinner, on the evening of King's

day. Sir Reginald took me down into the

palace garden to see the Sudanese band

that had been playing during the meal.

We passed through the circle around the

conductor, and stood among them while

they played the N\ am-Nyam marches. The
sirdar was in full-dress uniform and bare-

headed. A couple of torches gave light.

The black faces and weird music made

me feel that I was certainly surrounded

by savages in the heart of Africa. But

they were savages whose affection for their

big chief was evident in the way they

looked at him and the vim with which

they played. I thought back a year, and

I was in the Vaterland Cafe in Berlin.

There was music, too, and I was listening

to an authority on the near East.

"The Sudanese, you know," he said,

"are certainly coming in with us when

they realize that the sultan has raised the

green standard. They are devils, and the

black pagan tribes will readily follow the

Moslems. They really hate the British

rule. What happened to Gordon will

seem little beside this approaching tragedy,

just as the Sepoy Mutiny will seem little

compared with what is going to happen

in India."

Sir Reginald Wingate asked me to ac-

company him to Omdurman to the der-

vish celebration of the prophet's birthday.

We were a party of about thirty. We
left the palace steps at nine o'clock in the

evening for the trip on the Blue Nile to

Omdurman. Our steamer was the Elfin.

which was used by Gordon more than

thirty years ago.

At the landing-stage, about half a mile

from the city walls, a great crowd of

white-robed dervishes was waiting to form

the guard of honor. Each held a flaming

torch. The Sudan women, harking back

to the jungle days, greeted the sirdar with

a shrill cry, which they made tremolo by

pressing fingers on their lips. Into the

city, past the Mahdi's tomb and the Kha-

lifa's ruined palace, we rode to a large

open space, where hundreds of gay tents
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were dressed for the celebration. The
Omdurman municipality, the important

omdehs (head-men) of the neighboring

villages and tribes, and the sheiks of many
religious orders had their separate tents.

With untiring physical energy and good

humor and capacity for a sort of "pink

lemonade" of the good old circus variety,

which was forced on us in everj' tent, Sir

Reginald led us from place to place. No
tent was too humble to be omitted, no

sheik too insignificant to be passed over.

One leader, who received the sirdar as an

equal, is a cook in private life. "And a

good cook, too," the sirdar told me.

When Sir Reginald Wingate explained

to the sheiks who I was and what I had

come to the Sudan for, they nodded their

heads with satisfaction and laughed.

"Tell him to write what he sees," they

declared. "We are glad that he came to

our feast, for he can give London a good

report of us."

The last tent we visited was the most

important, and around it were gathered

all the people of Omdurman and of the

tribes who had come into the city for the

festivities. Thousands of white-robed

howling dervishes were dancing and bark-

We sat sipping coffee in the midst of a

crowd of sixty thousand Moslems who
had been followers of the Mahdi and be-

lievers in the Khalifa. The sirdar's guard

of honor was four mounted Sudanese

lancers. There were no troops, Egyptian

or British. None of our party was armed.

The people of Omdurman, at the moment
of the greatest religious exaltation of the

year, had in their power the governor-

general and the chief representatives of

British military and civil authority in the

Sudan.

I know the feeling of IMoslem fanati-

cism in an Oriental crowd. I have ex-

perienced it more than once when I knew
that I was facing death. That feeling

was not here. There was real love for the

sirdar, and no hostility to the rest of us.

As we were leaving the tent, one of the

turbaned dervish chieftains who had fol-

lowed the sirdar to the entrance, put his

left hand on my shoulder as he shook

hands, and said

:

"I hope you have enjoyed the feast at

Omdurman and will come again."

"Who is that sheik?" I asked Sir Regi-

nald.

"One of the Mahdi's sons," he an-

ing, and had reached the point of frenzy. swered.

(Dr. Gibbons's next article in his series on the problems of reconstruction in Europe will answer the

question "Constantinople : Principle or Pawn ? ")



"Mr. Valentine Mott,

scowling ferociously,

made a fierce gesture

''If you don't Mind my Telling you''
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MR. VALENTINE MOTT, scowl-

ing ferociously, made a fierce ges-

ture toward his wife, five miles distant,

and removed the hand which he had fitted

over the transmitter' as soon as the men
in the nearest locker unit had begun to

sing "How Dry I am!" in close and

execrable harmony. Mr. Mott leaned in

utter impatience against the wall, and

glowered mercilessly at his distant wife,

and forthwith interrupted her in a voice

freighted with glucose and saccharin.

"Well, I 'm awfully sorry," he said.

"Yes, I knozu I promised to come bagk

for lunch ; I know all that— I certainly

did intend to come back, but— Well,

you know how it is; I met this man, and

he 's a good customer of ours and he wants

me to play another round with him. I

was just getting ready to change my
clothes when he— Oh, I could, but I

don't like to offend a man ; these buyers

are so touchy you would n't— Well, of

course; but it 's the little personal atten-

tions that count. It 's a real opportunity

to get solid with him. I don't see how I

can get out of it now; he 's waiting for

me at the first tee this minute. I hope

you don't think I 'm enjoying it; it 's a

cold-blooded business proposition ; we 're

not really paying any attention to golf ; he

just sort of w^ants to walk around for the

exercise and talk between shots. Well,

I ivould bring him home, but he wants the

exercise.—Oh, absolutely! Why, I '11

take you an3'where you say; I had n't

planned anything for to-morrow— Not

to-night, dear; I cant go out anywhere

to-night. Yes, to-morrow, and any night

next week, too. I certainly don't! I did

n't even expect to play this afternoon, and

to-morrow I '11 drive you anjwhere you—
Oh, it might easily mean a thousand dol-

lars to me. Yes, a thousand. Just as

soon as we finish— Oh, no, I would n't

do that! The greens committee does n't

like to have women on the course on Sat-

urdays. I '11 start home the minute we
finish. All right ; I 'm just as sorry as

you are. Good-by!"

Mr. Mott hung up the receiver, ex-

haled in an abandon of relief, and smartly
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accosted
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a cadaverous friend, who hap-

pened to be passing through the locker-

rcom

:

"Oh, Smithson! Made up }'et for the

afternoon?" Smithson paused.

"I 've got to go home, Val. Where 's

the crowd you had this morning?"

"The)^ had to go home, too," said Mr.

Mott, implying unutterable weakness on

the part of the henpecked miscreants.

"How in thunder do 3'ou do it?" asked

the cadaverous one in frank envy and in-

jured righteousness. "If I ever managed

to get in thirty-six holes just once—"

Mr. Mott waved the hand which had

recently done duty as a silencer.

"Easiest thing in the world. Mrs.

Mott would n't any more think of spoiling

my Saturdays than— well, she just would

n't think of it. She knows I 'm working

like a dog all the week; a man 's got to

have some recreation."

"That 's so; but I can't e\er seem to

get it o\er. Well, how were 30U shoot-

ing?"

"Pretty fair— for me." Air. Mott
nodded, moved off in the direction of the

grill, and halted on the outskirts of a

group which was actively engaged in filing

demurrers and replications. "Everybody

made up?" he inquired genially.

"I am. How 's j'our game?"

"Not bad— that is, for me," said Mr.
Mott. "Anybody looking for an extra

man ?"

"My foursome 's complete. Say, there 's

a special competition on for the afternoon ;

heard about it?"

"No." said Mr. Mott. alert. "I

thought it was only morning. What is it?"

"Straight medal-play."

"Is that so? I '11 have to see about it.

Well, how 're you hitting 'em?"

There was a choral response from the

group:

"Vile!"

"Never shot worse in my life!"

"Don't speak of it!"

Mr. Mott shook his head in profound

sympathy, and went on to the bulletin-

board, where he delayed for a moment to

inspect the current handicap-list. As he

stood there, sniffing contemptuously at his

own modest rating, a trio of late arrivals

burst through the side door, and bore

down upon him, laughing and talking and

forecasting the future with that incor-

rigible golfing optimism w^hich is Phcenix-

born every day out of the black ashes of

yesterday's sodden facts. Mr. Mott knew
all three, and he hailed them cheerfully.

"Hello! Looking for a fourth man?"
"No; somebody 's waiting for us.

What 's the event?"

"Two of 'em, morning and afternoon,

both straight medal-play," said Mr. Mott.

"Don't 3'ou fellows ever read the an-

nouncements?"

"Now and then. How were you going

tliis morning?"

"Oh, pretty fair— for me, of course."

The trio hurried away, and Mr. Mott,

lingering only to make sure that the

tabular results of the competition for the

treasurer's cup still remained on the

board,—he had n't been put out until the

semi-finals, and liked to see his name in

the bracket,— strolled into the grill, and

cast about him for companionship.

The low-studded room, as Mr. Mott
entered it, echoed the mad confusion of a

political convention crossed with a dairy

restaurant. Crockery clattered against

wooden surfaces, plated silver clattered

against crockery, tumblers clinked to

tumblers, and hobnails grated on the red-

tiled floor. Men in knickerbockers and

men in flannels huddled close to the round

tables and bawled statistics at one an-

other; men in street clothes dragged rat-

tling cadd3'-bags through from tht ofKce

;

men flushed and perspiring stamped in

from the eighteenth green, and clamored

loudly at the bar. Disheveled waiters

dodged aimlessly about in answer to the

insistence of a dozen members simul-

taneously. Half a hundred voices swelled

in extenuation, alibi, defense; half a hun-

dred voices rang clear in joyous prophecy.

Drifting clouds of light-gray smoke clung

like a canopy to the ceiling. The atmo-

sphere was surcharged with excitement,

and Mr. Mott's nostrils dilated as he

scented it. The air tnii\ered to the \\x\-
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'The atmosphere was surcharged with excitement, and Mr. Mott's

nostrils dilated as he scented it"

godly tumult, and I\Ir. Mott's ear-drums ''I had a putt tor a fort3'-seven coming

vibrated as he heard it. in; without that nine on the tenth I "d

"Waiter! Hang that waiter! Here, have had a putt for a forty-one
—

"

you! I— " "Come on; make it a ball Nassau— "
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"Why should / you a

Here 's my suggestion—

"

"All right! All right! Count it up

yourself! 5. 7, 4, g, 6, 6, 8— "

"Hey, Jim! I had a par five—

"

"Waiter! Waiter! I did n't order

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE
stroke?

soup I"

"That 's ground under repair. It sa}S

so on the card— "

"Oh, I could n't hit a balloon."

"If A'ou start us one up on each nine

and— "

"Confound it! / did n't make the

rules! It costs you two strokes!"

"Telephone! Telephone for Mr.
Smithson ! Mrs. Smithson calling— "

"Well, my handicap 's too low. He 's

been under ninety twice this year, and

still I 've got to give him three strokes— "

"JVaiter! Hurry along that club sand-

wich, will you ?"

"If 5^ou 'd just keep that left slioulder

down, Bill, and remember to follow

through
—

"

"I '11 bet you I break no—"
"Oh, if I could putt, I 'd be all right."

"Chick Evans did a seventy-three—

"

"Here, give me that check! Oh. come

now, that 's not right— "

"Then I went all to pieces—"

•Whu du 1 d

"Well, if I 'd been playing my game—

"

"Honest, I have n't touched a club since

June— "

"Oh, I was (nvftil! How about you?"

"IVaiter!"

yir. Mott smiled happily, and button-

holed the chairman of the handicap com-

mittee.

"Made up yet?"

"Yes. How 'd you come out this

morning?"

"Rotten!" said Mr. Mott, promptly.

"Tore up my card; I was fierce. Know
anybody that 's looking for a match?"

"Yes, there 's a man out by the caddy-

house. Don't know who he is, but he 's

alone."

"Thanks." Mr. Mott edged his way
to the outer door, bellowed over his shoid-

der to one who had bellowed a question

at liim the answer, "Pretty fair— for

me," and emerged to the gravel walk. At

this hour the first tee was deserted, but

before the professional's tiny house Mr.
Mott saw a lanky stranger in an attitude

of longing; Mr. Mott drew near and

grinned. The stranger grinned in return.

"Waiting for somebodv?" asked Mr.

Mott.

said the stranger. "Just taking

my chances ; I 'm a new mem-
ber."

"Indeed ! Myname'sMott."
"Chapman 's mine."

They shook hands.

"I 'm alone, too. Suppose

we tr)' it?"

"I 'd be glad to. ^'our name
up?"

"Not yet."

"I '11 put it up,'' volunteered

Mr. Mott. In the top space

on the ruled sheet tacked to

the score-board he scrawled his

own patronymic, and added

his stroke allowance. "What 's

your handicap?"

"They ha\e n't gi\en me
one yet."

"ff'cll." said Mr. Mott, un-

certainly, "then you can't very

well compete— "

"No,'
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"Oh, I 'm not going to.

I 'm not strong for tourna-

ments, anyway. I '11 just at-

test your round."

"All right." Mr. Mott
dusted his hands, and stepped

over to the caddy-master.

"A couple of boys ready?

Who do I draw? This one?

My bag there? Now, son,

your job is to ivatch the ball.

You remember that, will

you? Let 'shave the driver."

He strode within the fatal

inclosure, and swung the club

experimentally at a trespass-

ing cigarette stub. The stub

leaped forward a yard, ac-

curately on the line. "What
do you play around in ?"

"Oh, I 'm erratic," said '-'Stam

Chapman, watching intently.

"Suppose you go ahead— take the honor."

"Well, if you say so." He teed an

almost new ball, and took his stance ; wag-

gled, hesitated, stooped, glanced at his

caddy, and glared at him. "Another ball,"

he said shortly. "Red-line Silver King
out of the pocket." The caddy, over-

whelmed with guilt, furnished it. It was
of the same brand, the same marking, the

same weight, and showed the same degree

of wear and tear as the original choice

;

but Mr. Mott, for reasons comprehended

only by golfers, regarded it with far

greater satisfaction. It was the ball with

which he had made the last hole in a par

five on the morning round. It was, so to

speak, already broken in, trained, bid-

dable. Mr. Mott teed it, and after swing-

ing once or twice in exaggeratedly correct

form, lunged downward savagely.

"Good ball!" approved Chapman.
"Too high," said Mr. Mott, with

meretricious disgust. It was the longest

drive he had made from the first tee in six

months.

The stranger hit a prodigious slice out

of bounds. On his second attempt the

slice was less pronounced ; he was in the

rough. The two players set out frater-

nally on their journey.

1 still, will you? Stop rattling those clubs! '"

"Been playing much lately?" inquired

Mr. Mott.

"Not a great deal."

"You 've got a fine follow through,

though."

"It did n't seem to help that last shot,"

deprecated Chapman. He selected a

spoon, and was hole-high to the left of the

green.

"Beautiful! Just a trifle ofF," com-

mented Mr. Mott. With the sole of his

club he patted down a worm-cast ; with his

heel he deleted a tuft of grass from the

complications of his lie. He made his ef-

fort, and after it he held himself rooted

to the spot until he had verified, by three

swings at vacancy, his unexpressed opinion

that, given another opportunity, he would

have split the flag. "I can't keep my
head down," he lamented. "Oh, well

—

"

He turned suddenly to his caddy, and sent

a bolt of lightning at him. "Watch this

one!" he ordered. And the caddy obe-

diently watched it hobble sixty feet, and

disappear in the leaves of a dry trench.

As Mr. Mott. looking aggrievedly at a

pair which had come up behind him and

were yelling "Fore!" at the top of their

lungs, stood on the first green and noted

his score, he was impelled to quote history.
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"I had this morninc;, he

sighed. "It 's a tricky green, is n t it?

"Very," agreed his partner. "You

keep the honor all the way, will you?

You 're in the tournament, and I 'm not."

"Just as you say. On this one you

want to aim pretty well to the left of the

mound." Mr, Mott drove thirty yards

to the right of it. "Doggone it!" he ex-

claimed, with his hands on his hips, "that

club 's no earthly good; I can't hit the

broad side of a barn with it! It is n't

balanced, or something. Further to the

left, Mr. Chapman." Here Chapman
sent forth a towering drive which at least

was out of trouble. "That 's safe!

^'ou 're lucky."

'.'I 'm not kicking," said Chapman.

"But I 'm afraid you 're in the pit."

"I see," said I\Ir. Mott, getting into

his stride, "that that fourteen-year-old

boy at Merion finally got beaten. Well,

I 'm glad he did. He 's too young to have

all that success ; it might have spoiled him.

Besides, the national 's no place for a boy

like thjit."

"He made a seventy-four." saul Chap-

man, "and a seventy-six and a seventy-

seven—"
"Oh, that 's not so very remarkable.

You take these caddies; they watch good

players, and get hold of a good swing, and

they 're not bothered with nerves
—

"

"Pardon me, but I think you 're back

there about ten ^•ards, Mr. Mott."

"So I Much obliged! Fore!"

Within a quarter of a mile there was

no one who might conceivably ha\e been

endangered by Mr, Mott's recovery from

the sand-pits, but his warning cr}- was

both mechanical and peremptory. He
eyed the flag, three hundred yards in ad-

vance, and with his eye still on it he

played the mashj'-niblick in the stroke

which made Edward Ray internationally

famous. It made ]\Ir. Mott apoplectic.

Thenceforward he progressed by slow and

circuitous stages to the terraced green, and

upon his arrival he was too perturbed to

sympathize with Chapman, whose iron

shot had found a trap, and whose ap-

proach was beyond the hole. To be sure,

the sinking of a long putt did much to

salve the irritation in Mr. Mott's bosom,

and although Chapman also holed a

twenty-footer, Mr. Mott secretly felt, and

generously withheld the statement, that

Chapman had been excessively fortunate

in the roll of the green.

The third hole was short; that is, it

was short for scratch-players. Mr, Mott
had seen Carrigan, the club professional,

play it with a mashy ; he had seen Ander-

ton, the club champion, over-play it with

a mid-iron. Therefore Mr. Mott, who, if

he could have reached the pin with a full

brassy once out of three trials, would have

owed sacrifices to the gods and blessings

to a beam wind, chose a mid-iron.

"I 'm not generally as bad as this," he

explained when the ball had found cover

in a growth of underbrush. "I 'm not

getting my wrists into it, that 's all. I

don't know what 's the matter with me
to-day. It makes a difference of ten

strokes a round."

"Easily," said Chapman. He, too, was
off the line, but he was near enough to use

a putter while Mr. ]\Iott was still flailing

at the tmderbrush, and he was down in

four to Mr. Mott's six.

"Now for a long one," complained Mr.
Mott, climbing the eminence to the fourth

tec. "Well, I suppose I '11 have to take

that dri\er of Carrigan's again. If I had

an\- sense I 'd drive with an iron. Well,

ne\ cr mind. I believe in playing the right

club. \Vatch it, boy!" He hit a scream-

ing liner down the alley for more than

two hundred precious yards, and posed

diligentl}' and motionlessly, as in the pho-

tographs of Vardon, until the ball had not

only come to rest, but had also lain qui-

escent for sc\eral seconds. He regarded

the club-head in gentle perplexity. He
tested the spring of tlic shaft. He
breathed deeply, and made way for Chap-

man ; hut e\en after Chapman had failed

b\ a full ic)(I to equal that tremendous

drive, he relentlessly fought down the

smile which struggled for its outlet. In-

deed, he was rather astonishingly severe

and unemotional for a man who had just

accomplished a praiseworthy feat.
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"You 've just joined the club, Mr.

Chapman?"
"Only a week ago, Mr. Mott."

"Pretty nice course, don't you think?

It 's very hard. It 's harder by three

strokes than any other course in the met-

ropolitan district, and the fairway 's a bit

ragged, and the greens are pretty nearly

hopeless; but you wait five years! I tell

you, a man 's got to keep out of the rough

on this course or he 's dished. I like a

stiff course; it 's the only kind to have.

Where did you play formerly?"

"Over in Boston— Kenilworth."

"Oh ! Do you know George Horton ?"

"Massachusetts' amateur champion? I

should say I do! Do you know George

Horton?"

"Well, not exactly," said Mr. Mott,

with some haste; "I 've heard about him.

If he ever learned to putt, he 'd be a

wizard, would n't he? Fore!"

"You 're in the pit!" shrilled Mr.

Mott's caddy.

"Well, don't tell me about it now!"

roared Mr. Mott. "Excuse me, I thought

you 'd played. Well, of all the—" He
saw Chapman's stinging brassy, which had

threatened to sail into a grove of pines to

westward, suddenly veer to the east, and

drop lazily abaft the green.

"Pretty lucky," said Chapman.

"Lucky! I wish I had half your luck!

I 'd be playing Chick Evans in the finals.

See my ball anywhere, caddy?"

"It bounced over."

"Humph!" said Mr. Mott. "Well,

why don't you watch it, boy? Tell me
it 's in the pit, and then— Stand still,

will you? Stop rattling those clubs! Say,

I did n't see it at all."

"Neither did I," said Chapman. "It

was against the sun. It sounded like a

clean hit, too."

Mr. Mott shifted the responsibility to

his faithful retainer, who was noncha-

lantly chewing gum.

"Did 3'ou mark it, caddy?"

"No, sir; could n't see it drop. Sun 's

in my eyes."

Mr. Mott snorted, and tossed his cleik

to the ground.

"Good Lord !" he snapped. "What d'

you think you 're being paid for? D' you

think I hire you to lose balls? Anybody

can carry the clubs
;
your job is to watch

the ball! Why did n't j'ou mark it?

That '11 make three I 've lost to-day, and

you— "

"It 's on," stated the caddy, chewing

rapidly.

"On! Where?"
"Over by the sprinkler."

Mr. Mott coughed daintily, and looked

at Chapman under his lashes. Chapman
was n't on ; Chapman was n't on by a

good ten yards, but Mr. Mott was on in

three, and the hole was a par five.

"I Ve got a chance for a birdie," he

w^hispered to himself, "a chance for a four.

It 's five hundred and ten yards, and I 've

got a chance for a four. Good shot!"

Chapman had clipped up neatly.

Mr. Mott took his putter, and made an

awkward jab at the ball. It fled at a dis-

concerting angle. Mr. Mott flushed, and

jabbed again. He lifted himself erect, and

poured out into the world the offscourings

of his innermost soul. He reviled himself,

the Silver King golf-ball, the Vaile put-

ter, the greenskeeper, the turf, the contour

of the land, the Scotch who had invented

the game, and the promoters who had or-

ganized the club. As an afterthought, he

hurled the putter into a convenient haz-

ard, and, seizing the first weapon which

came to hand,— a niblick,— struck so fair

and true that the ball went down for a

six, one over par.

"Too bad!" said Chapman. "I missed

an easy one, myself."

"I had a chance for a four," declared

Mr. Mott, loudly. "Of all the rotten

putting I ever saw in my life that was the

worst. On the green in three, and three

putts! These greens are rotten! Where
's my driver? Hurry up, there

!"

While his mood was of grim resolution,

and he concentrated rigidly upon the act.

he drove off in excellent form and with

highly creditable results.

"There!" he ejaculated. "Noiv I 'm

getting back on my game. That old war-

club certainly does poke 'em out when I
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hit 'em right. But three putts, and only

one over par at that! If our greens were

as good as they 've got at Sleepy Hol-

low— "

He observed that his companion had

again sliced, and by virtue of his own su-

periority of direction lie was vastly ex-

hilarated. The second shots, too, filled

him with passionate glory, for he was

safely over the brook, while Chapman had

sliced into tall grass. Mr. ^lott sidled

toward his partner, and made diplomatic

overtures of assistance.

"If you don't mind my telling you," he

said, "you stand too far in front of the

ball. You can't help slicing when you do

that. You pull the face of the club right

across the ball. You 're getting good dis-

tance, but you slice all the time. Stand

farther ahead, and you '11 be all right."

"I certainly am slicing 'em," acknow-

ledged the lanky man.

"Well, if you don't mind my telling

you— "

"Not a bit!"

"More like this," said Mr. Mott, illus-

trating. "Go back slower, and let go with

your right hand at the top of the swing.

And follow through more. Now, j'ou

take that last shot of mine ; I hit three

inches behind the ball, and the follow

through saved it. It went as straight as

a die. Say, are those people going to stay

on that green all night? Fore!"

"Oh, they have n't holed out 5^et."

"Yes, they have ; they 're counting their

scores. Some people don't realize there 's

such a thing as etiquette in this game.

Fore!"

He topped into the brook.

"Fore!" said Air. Mott, waving his

niblick.

He hammered the ball into a bank of

yielding clay.

"Fore!" rasped Mr. Mott, setting his

teeth.

He essayed a pitching stroke, a lofting

stroke, an extricating stroke, and two

shoveling strokes, and the last of these

brought him to solid earth.

"Fore!" shouted Mr. Mott, wild-eyed.

green and panted violently. "Four—and
I 'm on in five," said Mr. Mott, utterly

innocent. "Where 'd you go?"

"Just off— o\er by the water-pipe."

"That is n't had. One of you boys

take the flag. Good work!"

"Sink it now," urged Chapman.
Mr. Mott tried to sink it, and missed

by an inch.

"Throw that back here!" he ordered.

The second endeavor was flawless. Le-

gally, ]\lr. Mott had taken two putts;

morally, he had taken one. It was this

consciousness of innate ability, this realiza-

tion that if he had aimed a hair's-breadth

farther to the left he would have sunk the

first attempt that cheered and inspired

liim. And Chapman missed a two-footer!

"If you don't mind my telling you,"

said Mr. Mott, with admirable restraint,

"you can putt a whole lot better if you

turn the face of your putter over toward

the hole. It puts a drag on it. It makes

the ball run close to the ground. I had

a six; no, seven. That first one should

have gone down. Seven."

"Twelve," said his caddy, fearfully.

"Tivelve! What in thunder are you

talking about? Five on the green— "

"No, sir, ten— "

"Listen! Three in the brook,— " !Mr.

]\Iott's mouth opened slowly, and his jaw

fell,
—

"three in the brook," he repeated in

horror, "and— "

"And nine out, sir. 'V ou yc

and counted five-"

"Give me the mid-iron,
"

Mott, abruptly. "Get down
mark this shot!

the scene of h

tions. "Three in the brook, four, five

'lied 'Fore!'

said Mr.
there and

He wheeled to gaze at

recent dredging opera-

six,

- Hey! Stop swinging those dubs!

I said it was seven ! Three in the

se\'en

Well,

brook— "

"Your honor, Mr. Mott."

"Thank you." He teed for the short

sixth across a threatening ravine. "Caddy,

wake up there!" He turned to his part-

ner with a gesture of Christian resigna-

tion. "Don't you wish," he asked, "tliat

just once in a while you 'd find a caddy

He ran an approach to the edge of the that showed some interest in the game,
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The sixth hole was a trifling matter of a

hundred and fifty yards; but to render it

attractive to experts, there were mental,

physical, and psychological hazards cun-

ningly placed by nature, aided and abetted

385

few occasions of his attack, upon this hole

he had hooked over the stone wall, and he

wondered dumbly how to prevent a repe-

tition of the error. Instinct warned him

to go for the hole, and play with assur-

If you don't mind my telling you"

by Donald Ross. As Mr. Mott wavered

on the tee, he saw a deep gully, weed-

infested and spotted with frowning rocks

;

he saw pits bounding and guarding the

green ; he saw trees and excavations and a

stone wall. Upon its mound of sand he

saw the Silver King waiting resignedly for

its certain punishment. He saw his mid-

iron, broad bladed and heavy, a club capa-

ble of propelling thirty pennyweight of

rubber and silk an eighth of a mile if

properly handled. Yet Mr. Mott dis-

counted the inherent qualities of that iron,

just as he discounted the elasticity of the

golf-ball and the power of his wrists and
forearms. He recalled that on the last

ance ; but for several minutes he had n't

been on good terms with his instinct. He
struggled to revive the warnings of those

who have written text-books, to remember

what Haultain or Braid or Vaile has pre-

scribed as antidotes for hooking tee-shots.

"Stop talking!" he growled at the caddies.

"How d' you think I can drive when you

're talking!" Out of the obscurity of

printed words a phrase flashed to his

brain, and he was aware that he was about

to pivot on the head of the left thigh-bone,

working in the cotyloidal cavity of the os

uinominatum. He placed the mid-iron in

position, and told himself that upon his

life he was n't to move his right eastroc-
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nemlus or sartorius except torsionally.

He rehearsed, in one mad instant, plati-

tudes affecting the right elbow, the eyes,

the left knee, the interlocking grip, and

the distribution of weight. He lifted the

club stiffly, and brought it down again.

Too cramped ! He settled himself more

comfortably, and peered at the stone wall.

The green, half bathed in golden sun-

shine, half purplish in dense shadow,

seemed to reach out yearning arms to

draw the Silver King to its broad bosom.

A hundred and fifty yards, par three. Mr.
Mott caught his breath in a quick intake,

and hooked viciously into the stone wall.

"Oh, tough!" said Chapman.

But the features of Mr. Mott ex-

pressed no rage. On the contrary, he was

smiling placidly, as a parent smiles at a

wayward child. The crisis had come

and gone; the most difficult obstacle of the

entire round was now a matter of indif-

ference to him ; he had known positively

that he was destined to hook into the stone

wall, and he had done it. Even so, he

did n't begrudge his partner that arching

shot which spanned the ravine, and lacked

not more than a yard or two of carrying

the green ; on the contrary, he was glad

that Chapman had done so well.

"I ahvays dub this hole," he said cheer-

fully. "I got a two on it last July, but

ordinarily I 'm satisfied if I get a four.

You 're well up there ; still a tiny bit of a

slice, though."

"I 'm working hard enough to

straighten 'em out," deprecated Chapman.

"Well, if you take a nice, easy swing,

and don't pull your body round, you '11

get good results. I hope you don't mind

my telling you."

"Far from it," said Chapman, humbly.

Mr. Mott's caddy pointed to the ball,

which was virtually unplayable among the

stones. Mr. Mott, now that he had

crossed his Rubicon, was suddenly dogged

and determined. It was all well enough

to flub the drive, but this approach was

serious business. He broke off a reed or

two that interfered with his stance ; he

commandeered both caddies to assist him

in the removal of sundry large rocks; he

bent the grasses so that he had a fighting

chance to smash through with his deep-

faced mashy. Down on the green Chap-
man was watching earnestly. On the

sixth tee a fast-moving foursome was
emitting comments which blew across the

ravine, and caused the muscles of Mr.
Mott's jaw to tighten significantly. Duf-
fer, was he ! He 'd show 'em whether he

was a duffer or not! He focused on the

flag, and swung the mashy in a wide

ellipse.

Mr. Mott, by operation of that mysteri-

ous and extraordinary sense with which

some men are sometimes gifted, had

known with utter privity of knowledge

that he was sure to recover from the

rough. What he had n't known, or re-

motely suspected, was that he would cover

sixty yards with that vicious swipe, and

lose his ball in the wilderness of the adja-

cent jungle. And even in that moment
when he most concerned himself with the

faultiness of the club and the defects of

the ball he was n't nearly so much tor-

tured by the necessity of playing three,

still from among the stones, as he was by

the necessity of allowing that cynical four-

some to go through. His gorge rose at

the mere conception of being passed ; in

match-play he would have conceded the

hole instanter rather than suffer the ig-

nominy of signaling a foursome to take

precedence ; but in medal-play he must fin-

ish every hole and hole every putt ; so that

he fretted impatiently for five long min-

utes, spoke to his caddy in curt monosyl-

lables, and majestically expelled from the

course, as a thief and a pirate, a soiled and

tattered renegade who leaned over the

wall and offered to sell him two second-

hand floaters for a quarter. In days gone

by Mr. Mott had bought perhaps a gross

of balls from that same urchin, that boy

who wearily spent the long summer eve-

nings in beating thicket and brush for

abandoned gutties ; but to-day he looked

mercilessly upon the scoundrel, and saw

him for what he was, a trafficker in illicit

wares, a golf-hound outlawed and thrice

condemned. Besides, only yesterday Mr.
Mott had. purchased four balls from him.
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and two of them were balls that Mr.

Mott himself had lost last Sunday.

The foursome, completing their routine

with incredible speed and skill, disappeared

in the middle distance. Mr. Mott played

three, and Mr. Mott played four, and if

he had n't kept superhuman control over

lu's temper, he would have dumped his

clubs in the nearest pit, brained his caddy

with a patent putter, and started inco-

herently for Bloomingdale. As it was, he

merely confirmed the theory that the ter-

minology of masculine hysteria is limited

to four suffixes, and played five without

caring whether he found the hole or the

Hudson River. As a matter of fact, he

found the hole.

"Bully!" said Chapman. "I made mine,

too ; thought we 'd better save time."

Mr. Mott, red and perspiring, shook his

head sadly.

"I ought to have had a four," he main-

tained. "I wasted a shot. That 's eight

strokes I 've absolutely thrown away this

round. I ought to have had a four easy.

If you don't mind my telling you, you 'd

better play straight for the big tree. Then
your slice '11 make it come around into

the fair." Whereupon Mr. Mott hit a

very high, very short hook, and as he pos-

tured in the guise of Ajax,—save that

Ajax presumably had no such costume and

no such implement to intensify the dra-

matic value of his gestures,—he fervently

apostrophized the wind, which had taken

a perfectly straight ball and blown it into

a trap. He was n't influenced in his de-

cision by the sight of -a marker-flag droop-

ing lazily on its staff, nor by the circum-

stance that Chapman's drive, which at-

tained almost equal height, came to earth

M'ithout a single degree of deviation from

the line of shortest distance.

"The wind took it right around !" flamed

Mr. Mott, snatching his niblick. "Foi-e!"

It was a good out, and Mr. Mott
played a goodly third. His fourth, how-

ever, was abortive, although the divot flew

gracefully. Mr. Mott withheld his analy-

sis until Chapman had curved a half-slice

within striking distance of the green, and

then his finer sensibilities prompted him

to disregard himself and to tutcjr Chap-

man.

"That was a nice ball," he began sin-

cerely, "but you 're still slicing. Why
don't you try addressing it with the toe

of the club? That makes you reach out

after it. You try that, and see what it

does. And I 've noticed you go back too

fast. You can't do that and keep your

balance unless you 're a good player. Slow

back, and crook your left knee more. Like

this!" He foundered an approach which

rolled and rolled until it trickled on to

the green and stopped dead. "Well, that 's

the idea, but I did n't get it up enough,"

said Mr. Mott with modest reserve. Sub-

sequently they each used the putter twice.

The eighth was a sinecure, and they

halved it in four. On the ninth tee, to the

frank annoyance of another foursome

which had overtaken them, Mr. Mott re-

fused to drive until the quartet ahead had

left the green, two hundred and twenty-

two yards away, uphill.

"A good wallop '11 carry that far some-

times," he explained with dignity. "They

're off now, anyway." Before proceeding

to the shot, he condescended to lighten the

situation with a ray of humor. "I 'd hate

to kill anybody," he said, and topped not

more than a mallet's length into the tall

grass.

From the restive foursome a gruff voice

struck harshly upon Mr. Mott's sensitive

ears:

"Well, that was a damn' humane im-

pulse all right
!"

With a medal score of sixty-three for the

first nine, Mr. Mott bade farewell to all

thought of a silver trophy for his library,

and devoted himself to a keen study of

ballistics as exemplified by his partner's

chronic slice. For two holes he fairly

exuded advice and encouragement, but at

the twelfth tee he was staggered to dis-

cover that he had counseled an ingrate.

Without question, Chapman was improv-

ing steadily ; the slice was appreciably less,

and Mr. Mott had merely said, with the

kindest of motives, that Chapman %vas im-

proving, and that if he 'd only remember
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to stare while he counted three at the spot

where the ball had rested before he hit it,

he 'd do even better. And Chapman,

hardly smiling, replied in a tone which

was cousin to insult:

"Perhaps if you play your game, Mr.

Mott, and let me play mine, we '11 get

along well enough as it is."

Mr. Mott would n't have been human
if he had n't taken seven on the next hole,

and he would n't have been human if he

had n't experienced a thrill of primitive

triumph when Chapman not only sliced

his drive, but also his full mid-iron.

Granted that his approach was moder-

ately efficient, Chapman deserved nothing

better than a seven, or possibly a six, with

divine aid ; but when he putted wretchedly

off direction, and the ball, deflected by the

agency of an unseen slope, curled sharply

in toward the cup, and tottered to the lip

of it, and dropped, Mr. Mott compressed

his lips and said nothing. He realized that

comment was superfluous; when a man
had that sort of luck, which simply com-

pensated for two earlier mistakes, there

was nothing for a righteously indignant

opponent to say.

But when Chapman achieved a perfect

drive on the thirteenth Mr. Mott bunt

with information.

"That 's the queerest thing I ever saw

in my life!"

"What is?"

"Why, that ball was straight as a die

!

And you stood for a slice!"

"No!" said Chapman.

"But—why, certainly you did. I 'd

have told you, but you 'd begun your

swing, and I was afraid of spoiling your

shot. It 's the funniest thing. Where am
I, caddy?"

"In the pit," said the ruminating caddy.

By the time he got out, he perceived

that his companion had finished, and was
sitting on the bench in the shade. Highly

offended at the discourtesy, Mr. Mott
whistled to demonstrate his independence,

and utilized an unconscionable length of

time in his study of topography. To do

him justice, he was n't seeking to retali-

ate: he was resolved that bv his own ex-

cellence in the short game he would dis-

play his lack of nerves and his imperturba-

bility in a trying moment. The man
whose partner has played out rather than

to wait politely while sand-pits are under

exploration is subject to an adjustment of

poise; and although Mr. Mott had the

satisfaction of leaving no loophole for crit-

icism, he was nevertheless too fundamen-

tally introspective to drive well on the

dog-leg fourteenth.

Furthermore, although the region im-

mediately surrounding his ball was n't

placarded as ground under repair when
Mr. Mott began his onslaught upon the

turf, it was indubitably in need of repair

when Mr. Mott got through with it. He
quarried out a blanket of gravelly soil at

each of four desperate offensives, and

when he toiled wearily up the hillside to

the green he had three putts for an eleven,

and he was aware that Chapman, whether

befriended or betrayed by fortune, slice or

no slice, had beaten him by a margin of

many strokes.

But the sun was setting, the end was

near, and Chapman was a new member.

Mr. Mott relaxed somewhat, tore his

score-card to bits, and scattered them on

the grass.

"No use keeping that any more," he

said. "/ can't putt on these plowed fields

they call greens. They 're a disgrace to

the club, that 's what they are. Now,
this is what I call a beautiful hole. Four

hundred and thirty—over beyond the

farthest line of trees. Par five; it ought

to be par six."

"Why?"
Mr. Mott was mildly astonished.

"Because it 's a hard hole."

"But par 's arbitrary, Mr. Mott."

"Yes, but the greens committee—"

"The greens committee has n't anything

to do with it. Any hole up to 225 yards

is par three, from 226 to 425 is par four,

from 426 to 600 is par five. If this is 430
yards, it has to be par five."

Mr. Mott blinked at the sun,

"What makes you think that?"

"I know it."

"Well, I may be wrong, but my impres-



But to-day he looked mercilessly upon the scoundrel, and saw hi

for what he was, a trafficker in illicit wares
"'

sion is that the greens committee fixes the "Tommy Carrigan made that driver

par for the different holes. Anyway, here for me," he said. "It 's a pippin. As soon

goes!" as I swing I can feel I 'm going to hit it

"Nice ball!" said Chapman. clean. I beg your pardon! Did I take

Mr. Mott srniled conciliatingly. your mind off jour shot?"
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"Not at all. I 'm out there about

where you are."

"It was a screamer," said Mr. Mott,

unaware of the inference to be drawn

from the compliment. "As good a drive

as I Ve seen in a month."

To his immense gratification, he was

hole-high on his second shot, and home on

his third. He compelled himself to plan

for two putts, to insure himself a par five

instead of risking all on a bold steal which

might prove, by metamorphosis, to be a

gift to the devil. In consequence he very

nearly holed out, and he was far too en-

raptured to care what Chapman got.

Chapman had manhandled his chip shot,

and Mr. Mott had n't noticed the others.

Let Chapman account for himself. Par

five!

According to the custom duly laid down
in such cases, Mr. Mott took many prac-

tice swings on the sixteenth tee. Tempo-

rarily, he had struck his head upon the

stars, and with the pride of a champion

he swung with a champion's ease and free-

dom. Par five! Mr. Mott, with the

image of the Vardon statue hovering be-

fore his eyes, clipped bits of turf from the

scarred tee and ogled the green. Carrigan

had overdriven it; it was n't much more

than three hundred yards. And the

morass directly before the tee, the trap to

the left, and the rough to the right, w^hat

were they? Who but novices were to be

alarmed by the puny hazards such as

these? Surely not one who has made the

long fifteenth in a par five!

Mr. Mott drove magnificently, and

started hastily over the foot-bridge, then

halted at the pleasant laughter of his com-

panion, and shamefacedly stood aside. He
never looked to see where Chapman
drove ; his consciousness was riveted upon

a small white object far up on the slope.

And since, during his walk, he told him-

self exactly how he should play his ap-

proach, how he should stand, how he

should swing, he later stood and swung

without destructive uncertainty, and so

pitched prettily to the pin.

"Three!" whispered Mr. Mott to him-

self. "One under par! One under par

for two holes! Gosh! If I had n't been

so rotten up to the fifteenth I 'd have had

a chance!" Aloud, he said: "Par four 's

too much for this hole. It ought to be

three. What was yours ?"

"Four," said Chapman. "Your ap-

proach was too good; it was a wonder."

"Pure wrist shot. Notice how I took

the club back? Sort of scoop the ball up

— pick it up clean? That 's what I 've

been working for— pick 'em up clean with

lots of back spin. You get that by sort of

sliding under the ball. Well, two more
to go!"

"Let 's make 'em good!" adjured Chap-

man.

"One under par for two holes," thought

Mr. Mott, slashing a low drive to the

open. "Say, I guess Chick Evans would

n't turn up his nose at that, eh? A five

and a three! I was— let 's see— thirt_v-

eight for five holes, and a five and a three

make forty-six. Oh, I beg your pardon
!"

He was wool-gathering squarely in front

of Chapman, who presently put a sliced

ball somewhat beyond Mr. Mott's.

"Gosh, what a wonderful day for golf!"

said Mr. Mott, enthusiastically. "Not a

breath of wind, not too hot, just right."

"Suits me. You got a nice drive there."

"Too high," said Mr. Mott, judgmati-

cally. He played a jumping shot which

ran briskly over the shallow pit guarding

the green, and came to a standstill not

twenty feet from the cup. He putted,

and was dead. He holed out with neat-

ness and precision, and knew that he had

beaten Chapman by a stroke. "Gad, what

a green!" said Mr. Mott, pop-eyed.

"Like a billiard-table. We 've got an

English greenskeeper ; he 's a wonder.

Sleepy Hollow and Pine Valley have noth-

ing on us."

"You 're finishing strong, Mr. Mott.

Go to it!"

"One under par for three holes,"

shouted Mr. Mott's dual personality to

Mr. Mott. "And—how many am I to

here?" To Chapman he said, "I 'm try-

ing to remember—what did I have on the

tenth?"

"Six," said Chapman.
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"Why, are you sure?"

"Positive."

"Well, I thought I remembered it was

six,— I 've been countinij up,—but—"

It was a screamer

"I can name every stroke you 've played

since you started," said Chapman. "It

fjets to be second nature after a while. I

know every shot we 've both played."

Mr. Mott looked doubtful.

"What was my fourth shot on the

fourth hole?"

"Brassy to the green," said

Chapman. "You got a six."

"Well, I '11 be-what did I

make on the seventh hole?"

"Seven."

"Well, what was my third shot

on the tenth ?"

"Just a minute—why, a topped

mashy into the trap. You were

on in four and down in six."

Mr. Mott prepared to drive.

"Do you always remember
scores like that?"

"Alwaj's."

Mr. Mott drove far down the fairway.

Exalted and emboldened, he ventured to

explain briefly just how he had done it.

Then when Chapman had hit a long, low
ball which developed a faint slice as it

dipped to the hollows, Mr. Mott was con-

strained to offer condolence.

"If you just get that kink out of your

shots you '11 play under a hundred," he

stated flatly.

"Well, I hope so."

"Nothing in the world but slow wrist

action. Look ! You don't see me slicing

many balls, do you? Watch how I get

my wrists into this one!" He was un-

erringly on the line, and Chapman nodded

understandingly.

"You could n't ask anything better

than that."

"And the best of it is," said Mr. Mott,

glowing, "that I always know what 's the

matter with me. I know just how you

feel. Now go after this one! Easy— and
follow through! Oh— too bad!"

"It 's safe, is n't it?"

"Yes, it 's almost up to the brook; but

if you 'd gone into the woods, it would

have been a lost ball. This way!" Mr.
Mott illustrated once more. "Here she

goes!" And he made his third consecu-

tive shot which was without reproach.
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Chapman, however, sliced even with his

full mashy, which was barely off the

green, and Mr. Mott sighed for him.

For himself, he ran up alongside. If he

could go down in two more, he would

have played the last four holes in par!

Mr. Mott reached for his putter, and took

it tremblingly. He bent over the ball,

and observed that it was smaller than he

had suspected. The hole, too, was impos-

sibly small. Mr. Mott's lips formed the

word "Fore!" and he tapped impotently.

The ball rolled in, swerved, struck a tran-

sient leaf, and Mr. Mott, his mind erased

of any conception of a partner, or of the

etiquette of the links, dashed forward.

Two feet to the cup, two feet for a six,

and the last four holes in par! Fifty-six

for the last nine— his record! Mr. Mott,

gasping, clutched the putter, and struck

blindly, and heard the click of the con-

tact, and saw a yawning gulf, lined with

zinc, open wide to receive the Silver King.

He stood up, choked with emotion.

"The— the last four holes in— in par!"

he faltered.

"Hold the flag, boy!" said Chapman.

Mr. Mott watched, fascinated. In-

wardly he knew, before Chapman putted,

that the stroke was too light; and as the

lanky stranger strolled up for further

trial, Mr. Mott, in his terrific success,

blurted out his final charge.

"If you don't mind my telling j^ou,"

he said, "rest your right hand on your

knee, and— "

The ball rattled into the cup. From a

camp-chair under the awning, Anderton,

the club champion, rose and sauntered to-

ward them.

"Mr. Chapman!" said Mr. Mott.

"Thank you, Mr. Mott." They shook

hands.

"I was par for the last four holes!

Listen! If vou did n't slice so much— "

"Yes?"

"Well, you saw what / did. I came

back in fiftj^-six, and the last four in par!

Why, if you can play an even game with

me nozv— "

"Hello, Chap," said Anderton, at his

elbow. "How was it going?"

"Fine!" said Mr. Mott. "If he only

did n't slice so much ! How did we come

out? I was 119, and you
—

"

"Seventy-nine," said Chapman.

"Islo! You could n't have been as bad

as that! Why— "

"Seventj'-nine for eighteen holes," said

Chapman, quietly.

Mr. Mott's eyes widened. His mouth

sagged. A spot of color appeared above

his cheek-bones.

"Why, that 's impossible. That 's—

"

"Thirt3^-five for first nine, and forty

for the last."

Mr. Mott shook as though with palsy,

and the putter fell from his hands.

"Why, I thought we were about even."

"Count 'em up," said Chapman, soberly.

"5, 5, 4, 5, 5, 2, 4. 4, 5; is n't that 39?

5, 4, 4, 2, 6, 5, 4, 5, 5 ; is n't that 40?"

"You—you did n't get— a tzvo on the

thirteenth
!"

"I holed out while you were in the pit."

It occurred to Mr. Mott that on only

one or two holes had he taken heed of

Chapman's shots except to note that the

majority of them were sliced. Now that

he flogged his memory for the facts, he

seemed dimly to recognize that even those

swerving shots had gone off smoothly, and

that Chapman had approached sweetly,

and putted with distinction. But seventj^-

nine ! And he had volunteered to coach

this man ; he had showed him in detail

how various shots should be made ; he had

claimed the privilege of instructing a

stranger who had hit hardly a straight

ball, and still scored under eighty.

"Wh—what 's your handicap?" he

stammered.

Anderton put his arm over the shoul-

ders of the lanky stranger.

"He had three in New England," he

said, "but in the Met. I suppose they '11

give him four. How were you going, Mr.
Mott?"
"Oh, pretty fair— for me," said Mr.

Mott, feebly.

But as he left the club-house his heart was

again proud and high. He had dismissed

from his mind all thought of his partner's
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thousand dollars for you, Val, to stay

away all this afternoon ?"

"Every cent of it!" cried Mr. Mott,

hilariously. "Say, let 's motor up the road

performance ; he was sustained and

soothed by the remembrance of the last

nine holes in fifty-six, and the last four

in par. He felt a sturdy manhood, con-

fident and unafraid. To-day he had

scored 119; to-morrow it might be that

he, too, should play the full round as he

had played the last four holes to-day

;

upon such dreams are founded the wealth

of the athletic outfitters. The fear of

hazards had gone from him. Timidity on

the greens was a thing of the past. If he

could lower his average to 1 10 by the end

of the season,—and with four holes in par

he could conceivably do five next Satur-

day, or six or seven,—he might get down
to, say, ninety by next year. And par for

the course was a mere seventy-three. If a

fourteen-year-old boy could do it, why not

Mr. Mott? If a chronic slicer could

crack eighty, why not Mr. Mott ? He saw

roseate visions of himself at scratch ; Wal-
ter Travis was middle-aged before he

took up the game.

"The last four in par!" whispered Mr.
Mott as he went up the steps of his house.

"IVell," said Mrs. Mott, pathetically,

as she came to greet him, "was it worth a

somewhere ; want to :

out! Here, I know!

Let 's have dinner

We '11 run up to

Tumble Inn. Get the Smithsons, and we
'11 have a party."

"I thought you could n't go out to-

night!"

"Rot! Call the Smithsons, will you?'

"It must have been worth while, youi

staying," said Mrs. Mott, brightening.

"Well, it was," said Mr. Mott. "And
I got the last four holes in par! Hurry
up and telephone!"

And as he waited for her report, the

man who had played 119 stood before the

long mirror in the hallway, and gripped

an imaginary club, and swung it, and fin-

ished gloriously, with the body well

twisted and the hands close to the neck,

and grinned happily at the reflection of

another Vardon in the making. For this

is at once the faith and the hope, the

Credo and the Te Deum of the golfer of

all time and of whatever ability. Thank
God for to-morrow

!



The Potter's Park'

By HORTENSE FLEXNER

THE men who lay in potter's field

Slept well in borrowed graves;

A world of souls that death had healed,

A thousand worthless knaves,

The unclaimed poor, laid row on row,

Close in their naked bed,

Rested in peace and did not know

A debt may bind the dead.

In ease they slept, the thief, the drone

Who starved upon his feet

;

The quaking beggar and the crone

Found in the public street

;

The laggard, shadow folk who passed,

Or shivered as they stood,

Stumbled into a bed at last

For which they chopped no wood.

And as they slept, they little knew

How in the sun's gold grace

The eager city pushed and grew.

And claimed their resting-place,

Until— they would have laughed, these men,

Dumb in the crowded dark—
A weighty council and a pen

Made potter's field a park.

A park with benches, shade, and moss,

Green in the traffic din,

A spot for happy feet to cross—

The city bade them in.

Yet strange it was to see who came.

And sat beneath the trees,

Gray men, with leaden eyes the same,

And hands upon their knees.

A laggard, shadow host they stole

Across the friendly lawn,
,

2 As they were tethered by the soul, J^
i Nor knew why they were drawn

;

X
X But sat them down— the spent, the lean, 1

t Alone, yet side by side,iA potter's field, in gold and green.

I
I'There is a public park in New York City on the site

jf the old potter's held.



Aurora the Magnificent

By GERTRUDE HALL
Author of " The Truth about Camilla," etc.

Illustrations by Gerald Leake

Synopsis of Chapters I-VII—Two young American women, Mrs. Aurora Hawthorne

and Miss Estelle Madison, appear in Florence, Italy, and beg the good offices of Mr. Foss,

the American consul, in setting up an expensive establishment in the city. They have

money, no culture, but Aurora especially has a vast fund of kindliness, and the consul's wife

and eldest daughter assist them in their plans and introduce them into society. At a ball at

the house of the consul, Gerald Fane, an unsuccessful young American artist, long a resi-

dent of Italy, much against his own wish is drawn by the consul into offering to guide

Aurora about Florence. It is clear from their conversation in private that Aurora and

Estelle are charming social impostors, and have not disclosed their true names and

origin.

Meanwhile Gerald does not appear, and Aurora, learning that he has been disappointed

in love, ascribes his remissness solely to his personal unhappiness. Therefore, meeting him

on the street, she forces him to drive home with her. He continues to return to her house,

and from him Aurora learns that Brenda, the consul's second daughter, is to be sent back

to America because of an unhappy love-affair with an Italian officer who is too poor to

marry without a dot.

On the eve of her departure Aurora gives a great ball, to which, with Aurora's consent,

Gerald brings the young officer. At its close they learn that the lovers have taken their

fate into their own hands and have engaged themselves, the Italian announcing his inten-

tion of giving up the army.

Chapter VIII

BRENDA, reaching home after the

ball, had asked her parents to hear a

thing she must tell them, and, very pale,

informed them of the manner in which

she had taken the direction of her life into

her own hands. At sight of their faces

something had melted within her; she had

trusted to them at last all that was in her

heart, so that father and mother, greatly

moved, felt as if they had found their

child again rather than lost her. At the

almost incredible spectacle of tears in her

father's eyes Brenda had crept into his

arms, against his breast, and lain there so

still, so silent, that it seemed unnatural.

They perceived that she had fainted.

She left for America on the date that

had been set, but a term was fixed for her

visit; April was to see her back in Flor-

ence.

Her engagement was not announced.

Mr. Foss, talking of it with his wife, ex-

pressed liking and respect for their pro-

spective son-in-law. His confidence in the

man had been increased by an action that

seemed to him quite in the American

spirit. No doubt Giglioli would prove

a good business man, just as he had been

a good soldier, the chief requisites in all

walks of life being a clear head, a heart in

its place, and the will to work.

Mrs. Foss was secretly unhappy during

these conversations. The model wife had

never before kept anything from her hus-

band or taken any step without his sanc-

tion, and she was ashamed now of the

duplicity she was forced to practise. She

strengthened herself by the assurance that

by so doing she was really sparing Jerome,

saving him possible moments of indecision

or conflict with himself. She was saving

Brenda from the same troubles, if not

worse ; such perhaps as seeing her brilliant

hero made into an unsuccessful struggle-

395
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for-lifer. She, the mother, would swallow

by her single self all the mental discom-

forts that might have been the general

portion, and, nobody being any the wiser,

shoulder hardily for their sakes the con-

sciousness of an obligation which might to

the others have poisoned a gift, if not

made it impossible to accept. No member

of her family, it seemed to Mrs. Foss,

knew quite as well as she how simple, na-

tive, and without self-conceit was Aurora

Hawthorne's generosity ; so that taking

from her was hardly difierent, in a sense,

from giving her something. One did not

have to pay with gratitude. One paid,

first and last and all the time, with affec-

tion.

Gerald, who had seen as beset with dif-

ficulty the role of friend which he might

be called upon to play, heard with relief

that Giglioli had obtained leave of ab-

sence and gone to see his family. Brenda

over the seas, Manlio in the Abruzzi,

the subject of their attachment and future

could fall a little into the background,

crowded out by the nearer things.

The fact became of some consequence

to Gerald that in his relation to Mrs.

Hawthorne he was so largely a taker. He
did not count as any return for her hos-

pitalities the time he gave to sight-seeing

with her and her friend ; he was modest

with regard to his own contributions.

He had in truth not desired to fall into

Mrs. Hawthorne's debt. He would have

liked best to avoid her, but Fate, likewise

character, set snares for him. After he

had stayed away for a certain length of

time, the thought would rise to trouble

him, "She will feel hurt," and all against

the voice of good sense, such a reason as

that had power with Gerald. He would

then call, and her welcome would be so

kind, her I.eartiness so warming, that he

would stay to dinner, and promise to go

somewhere with them on the following

(hiy, after which he would dine with them

again.

It was eleven wlien one morning he

rang at Mrs. Hawthorne's door. He had

hardly finished asking the servant whetlier

the signora was at home when he heard

her voice up-stairs, singing behind closed

doors.

She had said so many times, when he

went through the formality of having

himself announced and waiting for per-

mission to present himself, "Why did n't

you come right up?" that this morning he

said to the servant: "It imports not to

advise her. I shall mount." Did the

servant look faintly ironical, or did Ger-

ald mistakenly imagine it?

The tune she sang sounded familiar. It

must be a hymn, he thought, but could

not remember what hymn, or even be sure

it was one he had heard before, hymns are

so much alike. He stopped at the sitting-

room door and waited, listening to the big,

free, untrained velvet voice, true through-

out the low and medium registers, flat on

the upper notes, the singer having care-

lessly pitched her hymn too high. He
could hear the lines now, given with a

swing that made them curl over at the

ends, and with a punch on certain of the

syllables, irrespective of their meaning:

'Teed me ivitfi—the heavenly manna

In this ba>-r—en wilderness;

Be my shield, my sword, my banner.

Be the Lord—my righteous/u\?^.'"

When she came presently to the words,

"Death of death and hell's destruction,"

a bang and rattling ensued, as if some

one were taking a practical hand in that

work. The heavenly ferryman was there-

upon besought with vigor to land her safe

on Canaan's side, and the singing ceased.

Gerald stood waiting, if perchance

there might be another verse, and won-

dered, while waiting, at the sounds he

heard in the room, easy to recognize, but

difficult to explain. When it seemed cer-

tain that the music was at an end, he,

after hesitating for some minutes longer,

gently tapped.

"Oh, come in!" was shouted from in-

side. "Kntrez, will you? Avnnti!"

He discreetly opened the door a little

wav, and just put in his head, ready to
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draw it back at once should he see his

morning call as befalling inopportunely.

Aurora was so far from expecting him

that for a second or two she actually did

not recognize him, and waited to under-

stand what was wanted of her. Her head

was tied in a white cloth, her sleeves were

turned back, she had on an apron, and

she held a broom. The furniture was

pushed together out of the corners, some

of it covered with sheets; the windows

were open. No mistake possible : Aurora

was sweeping the floor.

A burst of laughter rang; the broom-

handle knocked on the floor.

"Yes, I 'm sweeping," she cried. "Come
right in ! You find me practising one of

my accomplishments. I can't play the

piano, I can't speak languages, I can't

paint bunches of flowers on black velvet

;

but I can sweep, I can cook, I can wash

dishes— or babies, one just as well as the

other, and I can nurse the sick."

"I am afraid I have come at an incon-

venient moment."

"Not at all. I 'm glad to see you. I

was 'most through, anyhow."

She had pulled the cloth off her head,

and was patting her hair before the glass.

She turned down her cuffs, untied her

apron, and came to shake hands, smiling

as usual.

"You caught me," she said. "When I

feel a certain way, I 've got to work off

steam, and there 's nothing that does it

like sweeping."

"I beg of you— I beg of you to let me
close those windows for you!"

"All right. I 'm awfully hot, but I

guess the room 's cold. We can have a

fire in a minute. Everything 's there to

make it."

"I beg you will not trouble! I shall

only remain a moment and lea\ e you to

finish."

"No, now, no; don't go and leave me.

I was only sweeping to be doing some-

thing. To clean the room was n't my
real object. I took their work from Zaira

and Vitale, who are the ones to do it

usually, in a way that 's new to me, with

damp sawdust. It 's nearly finished, any-

how. All I 've got to do is fold the sheets

and push things back into their places."

"() Mrs. Hawthorne, please, please, al-

low me!"

He tried to help her, waking to the fact

that she was as strong as he, if not

stronger.

The room in a minute looked as usual,

and she knelt in front of the hearth, piling

up a kindling of pine-cones and little fag-

ots, on which she laid a picturesque old

root of olive-wood.

"You seem to be alone," he remarked.

"Yes; Estelle 's gone out." The men-

tion of Estelle seemed to change the color

of Mrs. Hawthorne's thoughts, casting a

shadow over them. "Estelle and I

had a spat this morning," she thereupon

told him.

"Oh!"
"That 's why I was sweeping and why

she 's gone for a walk by herself."

"I 'm so sorry!" was all he found to

say.

"It does n't amount to anything," she

cheered him. "We 've had times of quar-

reling all our lives, and we 've known
each other since we were children. Her
aunt and my grandmother had houses side

by side in the country; there was just a

fence between our yards. That 's how we
first came to be friends. All our lives

we 've had the way of sometimes saying

what the other does n't like. And do you

know what 's always at the bottom of it?

That each one thinks she knows what

would be most for the other's good to do.

We get so mad because the other won't

do what we ourself think would be best

for her! Just as some people abuse you

because you 're a pig, we as likely as not

abuse the other because she is n't a pig.

One of the biggest fights we ever had \vas

because once late at night, when she was

dead tired, tired as a yellow dog, I wanted

her to sit still and let me pack for her,

or, anyhow, let me help her pack. And
she said I was as tired as she,— as if that

was possible,— and if I did n't go to bed

and get some rest myself and let her alone

to get through her packing as she pleased

if it was daylight before she finished, she
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would have a fit. And from one thing to

another we went on getting madder and

madder till we said things you would have

thought made it impossible for us ever to

speak to each other again. But the first

thing next morning, when we opened our

eyes, we just looked at each other and be-

gan to laugh. Another time we fought

like cats and dogs because I wanted to

give her something and she refused to let

me."

"I don't call those quarrels, Mrs. Haw-
thorne."

"You would if you could hear us; you

would have if you could have heard us

this morning. And it was only a little

one. You see, two people are n't best

friends for nothing. It gives you a sort

of freedom
;
you are n't a bit afraid. And

when you know it 's only the other's good

you have at heart, it makes you awfully

firm and fast-set in your point of view.

I don't mind telling you that I 'm always

the one in the wrong."

"Are you?"

"Of course I am. But I like to have

my way, even if it 's wrong. Hear me
talk ! How that does sound ! And I was

brought up so strict! But it 's so. I want

to do as I please. I want to have fun.

It began this morning with Hat saying I

spent too much money."

"Did she say that? How unreasonable,

how far-fetched!"

" 'What 's the good of having it,' I

said, 'if I can't spend it?'

" 'You 'd buy anything,' she said, 'that

anybody wanted you to buy, if it was a

mang>' stuffed monkey. It is n't gener-

osity,' she said; 'it 's just weakness.'

"'Oh, suck an orange!' I said. 'Chew
gum! It 's anything you choose to call

it. But when a thing takes my fancy,

I 'm going right on to buy it. And if it

enables a greasy little Italian to buy him-

self and his children more garlic' I said.

'that 's not going to stop me,' I said. I

don't mind showing you— " she dropped

her selections from the morning's dialogue
— "the thing I bought which started our

little discussion. The artist who made it

brought it himself to show me."
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She went to take the object referred to

from her desk, and held it before him,

examining it at the same time as he did.

"Do you see what it is? Can you tell

at once?"

"H-m, I 'm not sure. Is it intended

for a portrait of Queen Margherita?"

"Right you are! Of course that 's what

it is. It 's a picture of the queen, done by

hand with pen and ink; but that 's not

all. If you should take a magnifying-

glass, you would see that every line is a

line of writing— fine, fine pen-writing, the

very finest possible, and if you begin read-

ing at this pearl of her crown, and just

follow through all the querligiggles and

everything to the end, you will have read

the whole history of Italy in a condensed

form ! Is n't it wonderful ? Don't j'ou

think it extraordinary, a real curiosity?

Don't you think I was right to buy it?"

"My opinion on that point, dear Mrs.

Hawthorne, would rather depend on

what you paid for it."

"Oh, would it?" She lost impetus, and

gave a moment to reflection. "Well, I

shall never know, then, for I 'm not go-

ing to tell you. One 's enough blaming

me for extravagance."

"My dear Mrs. Hawthorne, pray don't

suppose me bold enough to
—

"

"Oh. you 're bold enough, my friend.

But while I like my friends to speak their

minds, I 've had just enough of it for one

day, d' you see? I 've had enough, in

fact, to make me sort of homesick."

She looked it, and not as far as could

be from tears. The small vexation of his

failure to think her treasure worth any-

thing she might have paid for it, the in-

timation that he might join the camp of

the enemy in finding her extravagant, had

acted apparently as a last straw.

"Oh, Mrs. Hawthorne, I beg of you

not to feel homesick!" he cried, compunc-

tious and really eager. "It 's such a poor

compliment to Florence and to us, you

know, us Florentines, who owe you so

much for bringing among us this winter

your splendid laugiiter and good spirits

and the dimples which it does us so much

good to see."
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"No," she said ruefully, "you can't rub

me the riglit way till I 'm contented here

as I was yesterday. Florence is all right,

and the Florentines are mighty polite;

but
—

" She looked at the fire a moment,

while he tried, and failed, to find some-

thing effectively soothing to say. "In the

State of Massachusetts there 's a sort of

spit running into the sea, and on a sand-

hill of this there 's a little shingled house

never had a touch of paint outside it, nor

of plumbing inside. And there, Geral-

dino, is where Auroretta would like to

be."

He had the impulse to reach out and

touch the ends of his fingers to her hand,

fondly, as one might do to a child, but he

prudently refrained. His ej^es, however,

dwelt on her with a smile that conveyed

sympathy. He said, after her, amusedly:

"Auroretta!"

She brightened.

"After I 've been bad," she said, "I

always am blue."

But within the hour he had come near

quarreling with her, he also, and on more

than one score.

It began with his making a pleasant re-

mark upon her voice, which seemed to

him worth cultivating. She brushed aside

the idea of devoting study to the art of

singing.

"But," she said, "Italo has brought me
some songs. He plays them over and

shows me how to sing them. We have

lots of fun." To give him an example,

she broke forth, adapting her peculiarly

American pronunciation to Ceccherelli's

peculiarly Italian intonations, " 'Non so

resistere, sei troppo bella!'
"

Gerald winced and darkened.

"Then there 's this one," she went on,

"'Mia piccirella, deh, vieni alio mare I'

Do you want to hear me sing it like Miss

Felixson, together with her dog, which

always bursts out how^ling before she 's

done? I 've heard them three times, and

can do the couple of them to a T."

"Please don't!" he hurriedly requested.

"I hope," he added doubtfully, "that you

won't do it to amuse any of your other

friends, either." As she did not quickly

assure him that she neither had done, nor

ever would dream of doing, such a low

thing, he went on, with the liberty of

speech that amazingly prevailed between

them: "Extraordinary as it seems, you

would be perfectly capable of it. And it

would be a grave mistake."

"I 've done it for Italo when he was

playing my accompaniment. For nobody

else."

Gerald was reminded that since Christ-

mas Ceccherelli had been wearing, instead

of his silver turnip, a fine gold watch,

her overt gift and his frank boast, which

he conspicuously extracted from its cham-

ois-skin case every time he needed to know
the hour.

"Mrs. Hawthorne," said Gerald, "you

have repeatedly said that you have what

you call lots of fun with Ceccherelli.

Would you mind giving me an idea of

what the fun consists in? I wish to have

light— that I may do the man justice.

Left to myself, I should judge him to be

the dullest, commonest, cheapest of inex-

pressibly vulgar, insignificant, pretentious,

ugly, and probably dishonest little men."

The adjectives came rolling out irre-

pressibly.

"Perhaps he is," Aurora said serenely;

"but have n't you noticed, Stickly-prickly,

that about some things you and I don't

feel alike? Italo plays the piano in a way
that perfectly delights me, he 's good-

hearted, and he makes me laugh. Is n't

that enough? Do you happen to know

Itaio's sister Clotilde?"

"I have not that advantage, no."

"You soon will have, if you care for it,

for she 's coming to live with us."

He stared.

"Yes, she 's coming to keep house. She

speaks English quite well, because she 's

had so much to do with English and

Americans, being a teacher of Italian and

French. It began with Italo wanting us

to take lessons of her. But, bless you. I

don't want to study! I can pick up all I

need without. We said, however, 'Bring

her to see us.' And he did. She 's real

nice."

"Does she resemble her brother?"
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"In some ways. I 've an idea, though,

that you 'd like her better than you seem

to do him. I believe we shall be very

well satisfied with her, and shall save

money. Since we seem to have got on to

the subject of money to-day, Luigi, the

butler, who has everything under him

now, Estelle says is a caution to snakes,

the way he robs us. Now, we 're easy-

going and, I dare say, fools; but not

darn, darn fools. It 's a mistake to think

we would n't see a thing big 's a moun-

tain, and that you could cheat us the way
that handsome, fine-mannered, dignified

villain Loo-ee-gy thinks he can. So we 're

going to put in his place a nice woman
who is, in part, our friend, and will care

to see that we 're dealt fairly with. Clo-

tilde does n't seem to mind giving up her

lessons to come and be a sort of elegant

housekeeper for us."

"I understand."

"Charlie Hunt is disgusted about it,

because when we complained of Luigi be-

fore him, he said he would find us exactly

the right person to take his place. But,

you see, we did n't wait. I don't see that

we were bound to. What do you think?"

"It is a case, dear Mrs. Hawthorne,

where I must not allow myself to say

what I think."

"Personally, I must say I was rather

glad to have Clotilde step in as she did,

because I don't mind telling you— you

won't tell anybody else?— I find just the

least little bit of a disposition in that

young man Charlie to run things in this

house. D' you know what I mean? I

suppose it 's the way he 's made. He has

been awfully kind, and helped a lot in all

sorts of ways, and I like him ever so

much; but I was glad to check him just a

little, and put who I pleased over my own
servants, and then go on just as good

friends with him as ever."

"Mrs. Hawthorne, why don't you make
Mrs. Foss your adviser in all such mat-

ters? She is so kind always and of such

good counsel. It would be so much the

safest thing."

"Of course; but it was she who found

Luigi for us, you see. She can't always

know. As far as Charlie Hunt is con-

cerned, I don't want you to think that

we think any less of him than before.

He 's good and kind as can be, and does

ever so many nice things for us. We were

at his apartment the other day, where he

had a tea-party expressly for us, with his

cousins there, and Mr. Landini and two

or three others. And then when he heard

me say I like dogs he promised to give me
a dog, one of those lovely clown dogs,

—

poodles,—with their hair cut in a fancy

pattern, when he can lay his hand on a

real beauty."

"Mrs. Hawthorne,"— Gerald almosL

lifted himself off his seat with the empha-

sis of his cry,
— "don't let him give you a

dog!"

She looked at him in amazement.

"Why, what 's wrong?"

"Don't! don't! Can't you see that you

must not let him give you a dog?"

"No, I can't. Why on earth— "

"After what you said a few minutes

ago," he stammered, feeling blindly for

reasons, "which shows that you have

something to complain of in his conduct

toward you, j'ou ought not to allow him

to give you a dog. A dog—you don't un-

derstand, and I can't make you. It will

be too awful!"

"You surely are the queerest man I

have ever known," she said sincerely.

To which he did not reply.

He restrained himself from blurting

out that Charlie Hunt, for such and such

reasons, could never deserve the extreme

privilege of giving her a dog.

Mrs. Hawthorne was looking at him,

trying to make him out. She could not.

One thing, however, was plain, and it be-

ing so plain simplified all. He felt actual

pain because Charlie Hunt was going to

give her a dog. The wherefore it was

vain to seek. But she had no desire to

give pain of any kind, even by way of

teasing him, to this funnily sensitive fel-

low whose shoulders looked so sharp un-

der his coat.

"All right," she said. "If he says any-

thing more about it, I '11 tell him I 've

changed my mind and don't want a dog.



With hands thrust in his pockets he took a purposeless half-turn in the

room, then came back to her side"
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Are you satisfied ? And then if you won't

tell me what the objection is to my hav-

ing one, I shall have to sit down and try

to guess."

Gerald, upon obtaining so easily what

he had wanted apparently to the point of

tragedy, looked sheepish, ashamed of him-

self. His thanks were given in a slowly

returning smile.

"I should n't think it would be so dif-

ficult," he said.

CHAPTER IX

The house where Gerald lived was the

same one he had lived in since the days

of Boston and Charlestown. His mother,

coming to Florence with her two children,

a boy of ten, a girl of seven, had needed

to look for a modest corner in which to

build their nest. The income of which

she found herself possessed after settling

up her husband's affairs, even when sup-

plemented by the allowance made her by

his family, so little permitted of extrava-

gance that she chose the topmost story of

the house in Borgo Pinti, with those long,

long stairs that perhaps had contributed

to keep Gerald's legs thin.

Its street door was. narrow, its en-

trance-hall dark; the stone stairs climbed

from darkness into semi-darkness, reach-

ing the daylight when they likewise

reached the Fanes' landing. But the old

house was not without dignity; all three

loved it.

As you entered the Fanes', there was
another dark hall, very long, running to

right and left. One small window oppo-

site, on an inner court, was all that lighted

it. This hall grew darker still, as well as

narrower, after turning a corner to the

left; then it turned to the right, and was
lighter. At the end of it was a window
from which, if you bent out, j^ou saw
far below you a garden.

The rooms, without being lofty and

vaulted, like those on the ground and first

floors, were pleasantly high, and paved

with brick tiles. From the one large in-

terior room a window-door opened on to

a terrace in the court— a deep brick ter-

race with a broad ledge on which stood a

row of flower-pots. When water was
wanted, you opened a little door in the

kitchen wall and let your copper urn

down, down, down into mossy-smelling

blackness; you heard a splash and gurgle,

and after proper exertions got it back

brimming.

The Italianness of it all captivated the

mother, who had been drawn to this dot

on the map, where she was told one could

live well at less expense than in the United

States, by the lure of the idea of Italy.

She was very humbly an artist. She had

given drawing lessons to young ladies in

an elegant seminary, and, when approach-

ing middle age, married the father of one

of these, a troubled, conscientious man
whom the cares of an entangled and dis-

integrating business kept awake at night.

When his need for feminine sympathy

ceased, and administrators settled in their

summary way the questions that had fur-

rowed his brow, his widow's wish to start

life anew far from the scene of her wor-

ries had led to the balmy thought of Italy

— Italy, where were all the wonders

which had most glamour for her fancy.

She had loved it in an undiminished

way to the end, had never really de-

sired to go home, though she spoke of it

sometimes when the chill of the stone

floors and walls shook her fortitude, and

the remembrance of furnace heat, gas-

light, hot water on tap, glowed as rosy as

a promise of eternal summer. The chil-

dren, however, were taught in their re-

spective schools that artificial heat is in-

salubrious; they had Italian ideas and

chilblains, and not on account of any crea-

ture comfort that they missed would Flor-

ence have been changed back for Charles-

town.

In her picturing of days far ahead Mrs.

Fane certainly saw Lucile, an accom-

plished j'oung lady, receiving tributes of

attention in the drawing-rooms of home;

and Gerald, a young man of parts, finding

recognition and fortune among his coun-

trymen. To go home eventually was

among her cloudy plans.

But Lucile died at sixteen, without ade-
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quate cause, one almost would have said.

She merely had not the rugj^edness, the

resistance, needed to go on living among

the rough winds of this world. The

mother, a creature of old-fashioned gen-

tleness and profound affections, survived

her bj' only a few years.

A business matter then obliged Gerald

to go to America, and had he liked the

place, he might have taken up his abode

there. It affected him like vinegar

dropped in a wound, like street din heard

from a hospital bed. He turned back, and

the long stairs to his empty dwelling were

dear to him on the day of his return.

This, then, had remained his home. His

needs were simple, and he could live with-

out applying himself to uncongenial work,

though the allowance had been stopped,

and the income, as Leslie had said, was

incredibly small. The good Giovanna,

who had been his mother's servant, stayed

on with her signorino, and economized for

him : the wages of an Italian servant were

in those days no extravagance. He had

no pleasures that cost money; he neither

traveled nor went to fine restaurants. He
wore neat, old, well-brushed clothes, went

afoot, gave to the poor single coppers.

But he had liberty, worked when he

pleased and as he pleased ; he was con-

tent to be poor so long as his poverty did

not reach the point where it involves cut-

ting a poor figure. Giovanna, prouder

than her master, disliked the thought of

for cattiva figura even more than did he,

and was careful in her household manage-

ment to keep up a certain style, never for-

getting the sprig of parsley on the platter

beside the single bracioUna.

At one period he had contemplated a

change in his mode of living, had dreamed

of entering the contest for laurels and

gold, so as to afford a more appropriate

setting for the beauty of his charmer.

The charmer had attained without need

of him the setting she craved, and Gerald

went on climbing his long stairs, painting

in his personal and unpopular way, and at

night reading by light of a solitary lamp

the choice and subtle masterpieces of

many literatures.

"My land ! shall we ever get to the top ?"

whispered Aurora to Estelle as, one be-

hind the other, sliding their hands along

the wall, they felt with their feet for the

steps that led to Gerald's door. "He told

us they were long, and he warned us they

were dark, but this! I wonder why they

don't have a lamp going, or something."

"Because there is n't any image of the

Virgin," said Estelle, lightly. "It 's our

just having come in from the sunshine

makes it seem dark. It 's getting lighter.

Cheer up! It 's good for you."

"It '11 make me lose three pounds, I

should n't wonder."

They spoke in whispers, because when
they had pulled the bell-knob and the door

had swung open, a voice from incalculable

altitudes had shouted, "Chi e?" They
had answered, as instructed, "Jinici,"

and now they pictured somebody listening

to their shuffling ascent.

At the top, in fact, stood Giovanna, who
regarded them with an eye the color of

strong black coffee and said, "R'werisco!"

The small old woman had a thin,

bronze, Dantesque face, molded by a thou-

sand indignations— all directed against

proper objects of indignation— to a settled

severity ; a face of narrow, concentrated

passions and perfect fidelity and a prefer-

ence for few words. The friendly smiles

of Aurora and Estelle produced in her a

relenting, Courtesy here demanded a

pleasant look, and Giovanna was always

courteous. She stood aside for Gerald,

who came to the very door to welcome

these ladies.

The guests were now assembled. One
of them was staying with Gerald—Abbe

Johns, who had come for a few days from

Leghorn, where he lived. The others

were Mrs. Foss and ]\liss Seymour.

What had been in Mrs. Fane's time the

drawing-room had since become also a

studio.

The result of removing, first, many of

the things that made the room a drawing-

room, then, most of the things that made
it a studio, left the place rather bare. It

was according to Gerald's taste: few

things in it, each having the merit of
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either beauty or interest, else the excuse of

utility.

Aurora had come in from the sunshine

and cold with January roses in her cheeks

and exhilaration in her blood. At sight of

her beloved Mrs. Foss she laughed for joy.

She rejoiced also to see Miss Seymour,

who was one of her "likes," and she was

immensely interested to meet the abbe,

whom she knew to be Gerald's best friend,

just as Estelie was hers. She loved Ger-

ald for having just these people to meet

them at tea, the ones he himself thought

most of. She felt sweetly flattered at be-

ing made one of a company so choicely

wise and good.

But the result was not exactly fortu-

nate for the gaiety of the little party, if

Aurora's laugh had been counted upon to

enliven it. Far from shy though she was,

she developed a disinclination to-day to

speak. She was impressed by the abbe, for

whom her conversation did not seem to

her good enough.

The young priest, a convert to Catholi-

cism, was Gerald's age, and had it not

been for his collar, the cut of his coat,

would have looked like a not at all un-

usual Englishman with blue eyes, curly,

black hair, a touch of warm color in his

shaven cheeks. Unless you sat across the

tea-table from him and now and then,

while he quietly and unassumingly talked,

met his eyes.

He was talking with Estelie like any

other young man whose conversation

did not contain the faintest element of gal-

lantry, and in return Estelie was talking

to him with an ease that Aurora greatly

marveled at.

Mrs. Foss, who had been talking of the

Carnival now beginning, telling Aurora

about corsi and coriandoU of the past as

compared with the poor remnants of these

customs, and describing the still-undimin-

ished glories of a veglione, perceiving

finally that the usually merry lady was on

her best behavior to the point of almost

complete taciturnity, from necessity ad-

dressed herself more directly to Miss Sey-

mour, who shared the sofa with her ; and

from talking of vcglioiii the two slid into
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sonal.

The task of entertaining Mrs. Haw-
thorne thus devolving upon Gerald, he

took it up in a way that flatteringly pre-

supposed in her an interest in general

questions. His manner seemed to her very

formal. She forgot^ that, innocent as their

relations were, he yet could not before peo-

ple speak to her with the lack of ceremony

that in private made her feel they were

real good friends.

As he was going on, in language that

reminded her of a book, she interrupted

him

:

"Don't you want to show me your

house?"

"I was going to suggest it," he said at

once. "There are several things I should

like to show you. Will you come?"
She rose to follow, losing some of her

constraint.

"It 's what we always do on the cape.

When any one comes for the first time,

we show them all over our house."

When they were outside the drawing-

room door, she felt more like herself.

"Oh, I 'm so glad I can't tell you to see

the place where you live!" she expanded.

They went down the long corridor,

past a closed door which he disappoint-

ingly did not open.

"It 's a dark room we use to store

things in," he explained. Neither did he

open the door at the end of the hall.

"It 's Vincent's room," he said.

They turned into the darker, narrower

corridor, bent again, and went toward the

little window high over somebody else's

garden. He ushered Mrs. Hawthorne
into the kitchen, for here, near the ceiling,

was the door-bell, and on it the well-

known coat of arms, crown and cannon-

balls, which testified to the age and aris-

tocracy of the house.

While he sought to interest her in this

curiosity, Aurora was looking at every-

thing besides; for Giovanna was making
preparations for dinner, and Aurora's

thoughts were busy with the fowl she saw
run on a long spit and waiting to be

roasted before a bundle of sticks at the
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back of the sort of masonry counter that

served as kitchen stove.

"They do have the queerest ways of

doing things!" she murmured.

He took her across the passage and into

the dining-room. He wished to show her

an old china tea-set, quaintly embellished

with noble palaces and parks, that had

been his great-grandmother's. There

again she looked but casually at the thing

he accounted fit for her examination, and

carefully, if surreptitiouslj-, at all the rest.

Last he showed her into the great,

square interior room with the glass door

on to the terrace over the court, the room

which had been his mother's and was now
his own, and where hung a portrait of his

mother. On this Aurora fixed attentive

and serious eyes, and had no need to feign

feeling, for appropriate feelings welled in

her heart.

"How gentle she looks!" she said softl_\'.

"And how much you must miss her!"

She stood for some time really trying to

make acquaintance wnth the vanished wo-

man through that faded pastel likeness of

her in youth which Gerald kept where it

had hung in her day, the portrait of her-

self which she womanishly preferred be-

cause, as she did not conceal, it flattered

her.

"She looks like one of those persons you

would have just loved to lift the burdens

off and make everything smooth for," Au-

rora said ; "and yet she looks like one of

those persons who spend their whole lives

trying to make things smooth for others."

"Yes," said Gerald to that artless de-

scription of the feminine woman his

mother had been, and stood beside his

guest, looking pensively up at the portrait.

All at once Aurora felt like crying. It

had been increasing, the oppression to her

spirits, ever since she entered this house

to which she had come filled with gay

anticipation and innocent curiosity. It

had struck her from the first moment as

gloomy, and it was undoubtedly cold,

with its three sticks of wood ceremoniously

smoking in the unaccustomed chimney-

place. Its esthetic bareness had affected her

like the meagerness of poverty. And now

it seemed to her sad, horribly so, haunted

by the gentle ghosts of that mother and

sister who had known and touched all

these things, sat in the chairs, looked

through the windows, and who conceiv-

ably came back in the twilight to flit over

the uncarpeted floor and peer in the dim

mirrors to see how much the grave had

changed them. She shivered. Yes, cold

and bare and sad seemed Gerald's dwell-

ing. And Gerald, whose very bearing

was a dignified denial that anything about

himself or his circumstances could call for

compassion— Gerald, thin and without

color, looked to her cold-pinched and un-

der-nourished. She had a sense of his

long evenings alone, drearily without

fire, his solitary meals in that dining-room

so unsuggestive of good cheer ; she thought

of that single candle on the night-table

burning in this cold, large room where he

went to bed in that bed of iron, laying his

head on that small hair pillow, to dream

bitter dreams of a fair girl's treachery.

She wanted to turn to him protesting:

"Oh, I can't stand it! What makes 30U

do it?"

His next words changed the current of

her thoughts.

"I have another portrait of my mother,"

he said; "one I painted, which I will show
you if you care to see it."

She cheered up.

"Do! do!" she urged heartily. "I 'm

crazy to see something you 've painted."

"You won't care for my painting," he

pronounced without hesitation; "but the

portrait gives a good idea of my mother,

I think, when she was older than this."

They returned to the drawing-room,

where their friends were in the same way
engaged as when they left them. One pair

was looking at a large illustrated book

:

the other two sat leaning toward each

other talking in undertones.

Gerald and Aurora crossed the room

unbailed and entered the room beyond,

where dusty canvases, many deep, stood

face to the wall.

He found the unframed painting of his

mother and placed it on the easel. The
short winter day was waning, but near
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the window where the easel stood there

was still light enough to see by.

Aurora looked a long time without sav-

ing anything; neither did Gerald speak.

After the length of time one allows for

the examination of a picture, he took

away that one and put another in its

place; and so on until he had shown her

a dozen.

"I don't know what to say," she finally

got out, as if from under a crushing bur-

den of difficulty to express herself.

'Tlease don't try!" he begged quickly.

"And please don't care a bit if you don't

like them."

She let out her breath as at the easing

of a strain. He heard it.

"I won't be so offensive," he went on,

"as to say that in not liking them you

merely add j'ourself to the majority, nor

yet that my feelings are in no wise hurt by

your failure to like them. But I do wish

you to know that I think it a sin and a

shame to get a person like you, who can't

pretend a bit, before a lot of beastly can-

vases inevitably repugnant to your mood
and temperament, and make you uncom-

fortable with the feeling that compliments

are expected."

"All right, then; I won't tell any lies."

She added in a sigh, "I did want so much
to like them!"

And he would never know what shin-

ing bubble burst there. She had wanted

so much, as she said, to like them, and, as

she did not say, to buy some of them, a

great many of them, and make him rich

with her gold.

He replied to her sigh :

"You are very kind."

After a moment spent gazing at the

last painting placed on the easel, as if she

hoped tardily to discover some merit in it,

she said:

"I don't know a thing about painting,

so nothing I could say about your way of

doing it could matter one way or the

other. But I have eyes to see the way
things and people look. Tell me, now,

honest Injun, do they look that way to

you— the way you paint them?"

He laughed.

"Mrs. Hawthorne, no! Emphatically

no. And emphatically yes. When I look

at them as you do, in the street, across the

table, they look to me probably just as they

do to you ; but when I sit down, to paint

them— yes, they look to me as I have

shown them looking in these portraits."

"But they 're so sad! So sad it 's

cruel !" she objected.

"Oh, no," he objected to her objection

;

"it 's not quite as bad as that."

"They make me perfectly miserable."

He whipped the canvas off the easel,

saying dryly

:

"Don't think of them again!"

It looked like impatience. With hands

thrust in his pockets he took a purposeless

half-turn in the room, then came back to

her side.

"If you totally detest them, I am sorry,"

he said mildly. "I had wanted to offer

you one, a little, unobtrusive one to stick

in some corner, a token of the artist's re-

gard."

"Oh, do! do!" she grasped at his

friendly tender. "Find a cheerful little

one, if you can. I shall love to have it."

He selected a small panel of a single

tall, palely expanding garden poppy, more
gray than violet, against a background of

shade. Flower though it was, it still af-

fected one like the portrait of a lady

wronged and suffering.

In the drawing-room to which they re-

turned Giovanna had lighted a lamp. The
fire had properly caught and was burning

more brightly; the place looked rosy and

warm, after the winter twilight filling the

other room and the chill that reigned

there.

Aurora returned to the tea-table; with

a disengaged air she reached for plum-

cake. She ascertained with comfort that

Mrs. Foss did not look sad or Estelle ill

used ; that the abbe was as serene as ever

and Miss Seymour, after her talk with

Mrs. Foss, rather serener than usual.

Gerald was far jollier than any of his

portraits. To make sure that she was no

depressing object herself, she smiled the

warmest, sunniest smile she was capable

of.
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"Do come and talk a little bit with me

before I have to go home!" she unexpect-

edly called out to the abbe.

CHAPTER X
When Gerald asked Mrs. Hawthorne to

sit for him, she stared in his face without

a word.

"Don't be afraid," he hastened to re-

assure her; "I engage to paint a portrait

you will like."

She felt herself blush for the dismay she

had not been able to conceal, and to hide

this embarrassment she lifted to her face

not the handkerchief or the bouquet w'ith

which beauty is wont to cover the telltale

signal in the cheek, but a wee dog. as

white as a handkerchief and no less sweet

than a bouquet. She rubbed her nose

fondlingly in the soft silk of his breast,

while, tickled, he tried, with baby growls

and an exposure of sharp pin teeth, to get

a bite at it.

Gerald looked on with simple pleasure.

Because he had given Aurora that dog.

On the day of making a scene because she

was to receive a dog from Hunt he had

set to work to find one for her himself,

the prior possession of which would make

it natural to decline Charlie's, if, as Ger-

ald doubted, Charlie's offer had been any-

thing more than facile compliment. And

now, instead of the torment to his nerves

of seeing her fondle and kiss a brute of

Charlie's, he had the not disagreeable

spectacle of her pressing to her warm
and rosy face an animal that related her

caresses, even if loosely and distantly, to a

less unworthy object. Sour and sad, dried

up and done with women, a man still has

feelings.

It would be unfair not to add that

something better than primeval jealousy

actuated Gerald, at the same time as, no

doubt, some tincture of that. A sort of

impersonal delicacy made the idea dis-

agreeable to him of a dear, nice woman
cherishing with the foolish fondness such

persons bestow on their pets the gift of a

friend whom she, in taking his loyalty for

granted, overrated, as he thought.

The dog he had selected to present to

her belonged to a breed for which he had

respect as well as affection, crediting to

Maltese terriers, besides all the sterling

dog virtues, a discretion, a fineness of feel-

ing rare enough among humans. That

Gerald kept no dog was due to the fact

that he was still under the impression of

the illness and death of his last, Lucile's

pet and his mother's, who had been his

companion until a year or two before, a

senile, self-controlled little personage of

the Maltese variety.

Having decided to give Mrs. Haw-
thorne a dog, Gerald had spent some hours

watching the several components of one

litter as they disported themselves in the

flagged court of a peasant house, and had

fixed upon one dusty ball of fluff rather

than another upon solid indications of

character.

Snowy after strenuous purifications at

the hands of Giovanna, sweet-smelling

from the pinch of orris powder rubbed in

his fur, and brave with a cherry ribbon,

he was taken from the breast of Gerald's

overcoat and deposited in the hands of

Aurora, whose delight expressed itself in

sounds suggestive of an ogreish craving to

eat the little beast. Estelle did the same.

There was no difference in the affection

the two instantly bestowed on this dog.

When Gerald encouraged Mrs. Haw-
thorne to decide for herself how she should

like to be painted, she decided first of all

to have Busteretto on her lap; but that

was afterward given up: he wiggled.

Then her white ostrich fan in her hand,

her pearls around her neck, her diamond

stars in her hair, a cluster of roses at her

corsage, her best dress on, and an opera-

cloak thrown over the back of her chair.

Catching, as she thought, a look of irony

on Gerald's face, she had a return of sus-

picion.

"See here," she said, observing him nar-

rowly, "there 's no trick about this, is

there?"

"Not the shadow of one. Please trust

me, Mrs. Hawthorne. This is to be a

portrait entirely satisfactory as well as

entirely resembling. It is like you to de-
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sire to be painted with your plumes and

pearls and roses, and they are very be-

coming. I shall put them in with plea-

sure. I know you do not believe I can

paint a portrait to suit you. Very well.

Grant me the favor of a chance to try.

We shall see."

It was true that she did not believe it,

but she was so willing to hope. One of

the up-stairs rooms at the back was chosen

for the sittings because the light through

its windows was less variable. The neces-

sary artist's baggage was brought over

from Gerald's, and the work began.

Charcoal in hand, he regarded Mrs.

Hawthorne quietly and lengthily through

half-closed eyes.

"You have not one good feature," he

said, as if thinking aloud.

"Oh!"—she started out of the pose they

had after much experimenting decided

upon
—

"oh! is that the way you 're going

to pay me for keeping still on a chair by

the hour?"

"You have no eyebrows to speak of."

"What do you mean ? Yes, I have, too ;

lots of them ; lovely ones. Only they don't

show. They 're fair, to match my hair."

"You are undershot."

"What 's that?"

"Your lower jaw closes outside of your

upper."

"Oh, but so little! Just enough to take

the curse off an otherwise too perfect

beauty."

As she curled up the corners of her

mouth in an affected smirk, he quickly

shifted his glance, with a horrible suspi-

cion that she was crossing her eyes.

"Faultless features," he went on after a

time, in commentary on his earlier remark,

"do not by any means always make a

beautiful face," politely leading her to sup-

pose he meant that to be without them

was no great misfortune.

Estelle came into the room for company.

She brought her sewing, one of those ele-

gant pieces of handiwork that give to idle-

ness a good conscience. Gerald felt her

delicately try to get acquainted with him.

She was not as altogether void of intellec-

tual curiosity as her friend. She would

seem to care about discovering further

what sort of man he was mentally, what
his ideas were on a variety of subjects.

Also, but even more delicately, to interest

him, just a little bit, in her own self and

ideas.

He was grateful to her, and did what

he could to show himself responsive. With
the portrait began the period of a less per-

functory relation between them. They
had talks sometimes that Aurora declared,

without trace of envy, were 'way above

her head.

Gerald now made the acquaintance of

a new member of the household. She

came into the room bearing a small tray

with a hot-water pot and a cup. She took

this to Aurora, who helped herself to plain

hot water, explaining:

"I am trying to 'redooce.' This is good

for what ails me, they say. But I could

never in the world think of it. Clotilde

thinks of it for me, and she 's that punc-

tual! Clotilde, you 're too punctual with

this stuff. You don't suppose I like it?"

"But think, Madame, of the sylph's

form that it will give you!" replied Clo-

tilde, in respectably good English.

"I do think of it. Give me another

cup. Mr. Fane, this is Miss— no, I won't

launch on that name. It 's Italo's sister,

who has saved our lives and become our

greatest blessing."

Clotilde exposed in smiling a fine array

of white teeth. She was not at all like

her brother, but well-grown, white and

pink beneath her neat head-dress of crisp

black hair. She impressed Gerald as be-

longing to a different and better class. If

she was vulgar, it was at least not in the

same way. She appeared like that paradox,

a lady of the working-class, with a dis-

tinguishing air of capability, good humor,

and openness. The latter Gerald was not

disposed absolutely to trust, but he was

glad to trust all the rest.

One day Mrs. Hawthorne asked:

"Is n't that picture far enough along

for you to let me see it?"

"No, Mrs. Hawthorne."

"Will you let me see it when it 's far

enough along?"



Aurora, clasping her hands in a delight that could find no words to express it,

made a sound like the coo of a dove
"'
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"No."

"I think you 're real mean. How much

longer will it take to finish it?"

"Does sitting bore you so much?"

"Land, no! Bore me? I perfectly love

it! It 's like taking a sea-voyage with a

person. You see more of them in a w^eek

or two than you would in the same num-

ber of years on land. I 'm getting to feel

I know you quite well."

"Was n't it clever of me to think of the

portrait ?"

"Go 'way! D' you see anything green

in my eye ? As I was saying, I 'm getting

to know you pretty well. You get mad
awful' easy, don't j^ou? But you don't

hate people, really, nearly as much as I

do, that it takes a lot to make mad. There

are people in this world that I hate— oh,

how I hate 'em! I hate 'em so I could

almost put their eyes out. But you,

Sticklj'-prickly, when it comes right to it,

I notice you make a lot of allowance for

people. Do you know, when it comes

right to it, you 're one of the patientest

persons I know. I 'd take my chances

with you for a judge a lot sooner than I 'd

like to Avith loads of people who are n't

half so ready to call you a blame' fool."

"While you have been making these

valuable discoveries in character, what do

you suppose I have been doing, Mrs.

Hawthorne?" asked Gerald, after the time

it would take to bow ceremoniously in

acknowledgment of a compliment.

"Oh, finding out things about me, I

suppose."

"Not things. One thing. I had known
you for some length of time before my fe-

licitous invention of the portrait, you re-

member, and as you are barely more elu-

sive than the primary colors, or more in-

tricate than the three virtues, I did not

suppose I had anything more to learn.

But I had. It can't be said I did n't sus-

pect it. I had seen signs of it. I smelled

it, as it were. But I had no idea of its

extent, its magnitude, its importance. It

is simply amazing, bewildering— funny."

"For goodness' sake, what?" she cried,

breathless with interest.

"I can't tell you. It would ill become

me to say. The least mention of it on

my part would be the height of imperti-

nence. The thing is none of my business.

Be so kind as to resume the pose, Mrs.

Hawthorne, and to keep very, very still,

like a good girl. Do not speak, please, for

some time ; I am working on your mouth."

Gerald had indeed been astonished,

amused, appalled. He had in a general

way known that Mrs. Hawthorne was

prodigal, the impression one received of

her at first sight prepared one to find her

generous ; but he had formed no idea of

the ease and magnificence with which she

got rid of money.

In the time so far devoted to painting

her he had grown quite accustomed to a

little scene that almost daily repeated

itself— a scene which he, busy at his side

of the room, was presumably not sup-

posed to see, or, if he saw it, to think any-

thing about.

Clotilde would come in with a look of

great discretion, a smile of great modesty,

and stand hesitating, like a person with a

communication to make, but not sufficient

boldness to interrupt. Aurora, always

glad to drop the pose, would excuse her-

self to Gerald and ask what Clotilde

wanted. Clotilde would then approach

and speak low, not so low, however, but

that despite him messages and meanings

were telegraphed to Gerald's brain. The
look itself of the unsealed envelop in Clo-

tilde's hand was to Gerald's eye full of

information. She would sometimes ex-

tract and unfold a document for Aurora
to look at; but Aurora would wave it

aside with a careless, "You know I could

n't read it if I wanted to." At the end of

the murmured conference Aurora would
say, "Will you go and get my pocket-book ?

It 's in my top drawer." and when this

had been brought, her dimpled hand

would take from it and gi\e to Clotilde

hills of twenty, of fift}-, of a hundred

francs, hardly appearing to count. Some-
times she would say: "I 'm afraid I ha\e

n't enough. I shall ha\e to make out a

check."

(lerald's flair, and knowledge of his

Florence, enabled him perfectly to dixine
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what was in question. He was only puz-

zled as to why these transactions should

not have taken place at a more private

hour, and acutely observed that they took

place when they could, this bein^ when

Estelle was out of the way. Clotilde also

had flair.

After Clotilde had retired, Aurora one

morning, having imperfectly understood

what her money was wanted for, puckered

her brows over the letters that, through an

oversight, had remained in her hands. She

held one out to Gerald to translate. It

was from the united chorus-singers of

Florence, a simple, direct, and ingenuous

appeal for a gratuity. Another letter was

from a poor young girl who wished for

money to buy her wedding outfit. An-

other from a poor man out of work.

Gerald could have laughed. But he

did not, nor made any remark. He did

not dislike seeing those voracious maws
stuffed with a fat morsel. He knew as

much of the real poverty in Florence as

of the innocent impudence of many poor,

with their lingering medieval outlook

upon the relations of the poor and the

rich. He sided with those against these.

Singularly, perhaps, he regarded himself

as belonging among the latter, the rich.

He was glad the chorus-singers and the

sposina and the worried padre di famiglia

were going to be made glad by rich

crumbs from Aurora's board; but he

could not help uneasiness for the future,

when the famished locusts, still approach-

ing single scout, should precipitate them-

selves in battalions, when the whole of

Florence should have got the glad tidings

and gathered impetus.

Well, Clotilde was there. Clotilde

would know pertinent discourses to hold

to the brazen beggars when their shame-

lessness passed bounds. Meanwhile Ger-

ald could see that she enjoyed this distrib-

uting of good things among her fellow-

citizens. Not that she was strongly dis-

posed to charity. He did not believe she

gave away anything of her own ; but she

loved to see Aurora give. After a life

spent in a home where the lumps of sugar

were counted and the cof¥ee-beans kept

under lock and key, it attracted her like

wild, incredible romance.

It would have hurt her to behold this

unproductive output, no doubt, had it not

been a mere foreigner who lost what her

own people gained, money, besides, that

could never have benefited her, and that

came nearer to benefiting her when spent

in that manner than in another. Clotilde,

loyal in service, giving more than good

measure, offering, besides, all the pleasant

fruits of a visible devotion, could yet not

be expected to have, or, to state it more

fairly, was not supposed by Gerald to

have, any real bowels for this outsider,

who might for one thing be drawing from

bottomless gold-mines, or, if she were not,

would suffer a ruin she had richly de-

served. And might it not in aftertimes

profit her, Clotilde, to have been instru-

mental to this person and that in obtain-

ing money from the millionaire? The
shops recognized such a title to reward,

and offered it regularly to such private

middlemen as herself for a careful guiding

of the dispensing hand, and this without

the feeling on any side that it was the

payment of the unjust steward.

Gerald did not in the least despise Clo-

tilde, poor Clotilde, with her nose like a

little white trumpet between her downy
pink and white cheeks, for this businesslike

outlook and use of her position. It would

have been different if she had been a

friend and gentleman.

The portrait did not progress rapidly.

Gerald was not hurrying. On Gerald's

lips as he painted there played an ambigu-

ous smile, privately derisive of his work
and the fun he was having.

He would come from the winter world

into the room which the American kept

enervatingly warm, a pernicious practice.

One could not deny, however, that the

body relaxed in it with a sense of well-

being, after steeling itself to resist the in-

sidious Italian cold, exuding from damp
pavements and blown on the sharp tra-

montana ; that cold which is never, if

measured by the thermometer, severe, but

against which clothing seems ineffectual.
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The blood does not react against it; the

blood shrinks away, and stagnates around

the heart.

He would change his coat for a vel-

veteen jacket, not in order to be pictur-

esque, but to keep his coat-cuffs clean. He
was as particular as an old maid, Aurora

told him, before he had been caught ab-

sent-mindedly wiping paint off on his hair.

The fair model would get her chair-

legs into correspondence with certain

chalk-marks on the carpet, be helped to

find her pose, and having made herself

comfortable, turn on him blue eyes, with

a faint brown shadow under them— blue

eyes that wore a sheepish look until she

presently forgot she was sitting for her

picture. She was pressed to keep her

opera-cloak over her shoulders, lest she

take cold in her decollete ; the high fur

collar made an effective background for

her face. Then he would suddenly fall

to painting, and the hours of the forenoon

would fly.

An amiable woman would now and

then make a remark, easily jocular. An-
other amiable woman— soothing presences,

both—would answer. Or he would an-

swer; there would be an interlude of fa-

miliar talk, rest and laughing and throw-

ing a ball for a scampering puppy. At
noon an end to labor. He would remain

for lunch, that meal of cheery luxury, im-

morally abundant. After it he would still

linger in this house, bright and warm with

fires, smoking cigarettes in a chair as luxu-

riously soft as those curling clouds on

which are seen throning the gods in ceiling

frescos, and grow further day by day into

the intimacy of the amiable women. In

full afternoon they would ask him if he

would go out with them in their carriage,

take an airing, and return for dinner; or,

if he obstinately declined, might they set

him down somewhere. He would make a

point of not accepting, and hurry off afoot

with his damp umbrella.

Although Gerald had enlightened con-

tempt for the sensuous comfort he was
taking in the fleshpots of the Hermitage,

there was in it one element which he did

not analyze merely to despise.

He was aware of it most often after

Estelle had left the room. He settled

down then for a time of heightened well-

being. It was observable that the sitter

also took on a faintly different air. Often

at that moment she would vaguely, pur-

poselessly, smile over to him, and he would

smile in absolute reciprocity. They would

not seize the opportunity for more per-

sonal exchange of talk. All would go on

as before. He had nothing to say to

Aurora or she to him that could not have

been said before an army of witnesses.

Yet it was to him as if a touch of magic

had removed an impediment, and the mys-

terious effluvium which made the vicinity

of Mrs. Hawthorne calming, healing to

him, had a chance to flow and steep his

nerves in a blessed quiet, a quiet which

—

one hardly knows how to describe such a

thing—was at the same time also an

excitement.

Mrs. Hawthorne in talk was cheap as

echoes of a traveling-circus tent : you had

the simple fooling of the clown, the plain

good sense of the farmer's wife, the chil-

dren's ebullient joy in the show. But

Mrs. Hawthorne in silence and abstrac-

tion was allied to things august and m3's-

terious, things far removed from her own
thoughts. These, while she sat in her

foolish jewels, unsuitable by day, were

very likely busy with her house, her dress-

maker, the doings of her little set, gossip,

the personal affairs—who knows?— of the

painter painting her. But, profounder

than words or thoughts, Mrs. Haw-
thorne's essential manner of being related

her to those forces of the world which the

ancient mind figured in the shapes of wo-

men. There was something present in her

of the basic kindness of old Earth, who
wants to feed everybody, is ready to gi\'e

lier breast to all the children.

Her robust joyousness reposed, one felt,

on a reality, some great fact that made
angers and anxieties irrational.

The student of faces could not have

maintained that he got these impressions

of his sitter through his eyes. It was

more, after all, like a reflection received

on the sensitive plate of his heart.
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One day Gerald began to hurry. He
had had enough of it. The portrait was

finished in a few hours. The ladies were

not permitted to see it. They were made

to wait until it was varnished and framed

in one of the great, bright Florentine

frames of which they were fond.

Gerald, while they took their first long,

rapt look, stood at one side, with a smile

like a faun's when a faun is Mephisto-

phelian.

Aurora, clasping her hands in a delight

that could find no words to express it,

made a sound like the coo of a dove.

Estelle echoed this exclamation, but her

charmed surprise did not ring so true, if

any one had been watchful enough to seize

the shade of difference. Because, not hav-

ing been made to give a promise, she had

from time to time taken a look privately

at the painting during its progress. Au-

rora had known of this and been sorely

tempted to do the same, but had resisted

the temptation, afraid of Gerald's bad

opinion.

"My soul!" she murmured, really much

moved.

Of course she knew that the portrait

flattered her; but she felt as Lauras and

Leonoras and Lucastas no doubt felt

when their poets celebrated them under

ideal forms in which their friends and

families would have had trouble to recog-

nize them. The pride of having inspired

an immortal masterpiece must have stirred

their hearts to gratitude toward the gifted

beings able to see them disencumbered

from their faults, and fix them for the

contemplation of their own e)'es and their

neighbors' as they had been at the best

moment of their brightest hour.

In the days when La Grande Made-
moiselle was painted as Minerva, Au-

rora's portrait might have been called

"Mrs. Hawthorne as Venus." The ex-

pression of her face was as void of history

as the fair goddess's. The tender beam

of pleasure lighting it suggested that she

might that moment have been awarded

the apple. The portrait was, neverthe-

less, in a way, "Aurora all over," as Estelle

pronounced it, but an Aurora whose im-

perfections had been smoothed out of exis-

tence, and with them her humor ; an Au-
rora whose good working complexion, as

she called it, had been turned to lilies and

roses, her hair of mortal gold to immortal

sunshine, and those sagacious orbs of blue,

which made friends for her by their twin-

kle, into melting azure stars.

The painter had, besides, glorified

every detail of the setting,, the rich fabric

of the dress, the creamy feathers of the

fan, even the roses of the breast-knot.

The pearls and diamonds he had amused

himself with making larger than they

were, and filled these with a winking fire,

those with a lambent luster. But Gerald

had no mind when he indulged in satire to

be gross. The whole was dainty, as shim-

mering as a soap-bubble, and of a fineness

that rightly commended it to lovers of

beautiful surfaces.

"I don't care," burst from Aurora, as

if in reply to an inaudible criticism, "I

just love it! I don't care if ft is flat-

tered. I could hug you for it, Gerald

Fane. I think it 's perfectly lovely. It 's

going to be a solid satisfaction. By and

by, when my double chin has caught up

with me, and I 'm a homely old thing, and

nobody knows what I did look like in my
prime, I '11 have this to show them. B\-

that time, with my brain weakening, I

hope I shall have come to thinking it was

as like me as two peas. There 's some

reason for living now."

Every caller was taken to see the por-

trait, and heard Mrs. Hawthorne's opin-

ion of the talented artist. The majority

of visitors candidly shared her admiration,

though not one woman among them can

have failed to say to herself that the por-

trait was flattered. But with a portrait

of oneself to have executed, who would

not prefer the brush that makes beautiful?

Interest spread in the painter, whose

work few even of the Florentines knew

except from hearsay. No one who saw

Mrs. Haw^thorne's portrait was very

clearly aware— such is fame!— that it was

for Fane a departure. Until, of course, it

came to Leslie. She stood a long time

before the painting, then exclaimed

:
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"What a joke!"

But she was inclined to take the same

view as Mrs. Hawthorne, that when he

could paint like that it was a pity Gerald

should not do it oftener, to build up a

reputation and fill his purse. She only

would have advised him not to go quite so

far another time in the same direction.

As Gerald, the portrait finished, came no

more to the house, fairly as if modesty

could not have endured the compliments

showered upon him, Aurora with a com-

munication to make had to square herself

before her desk in the room of the red

flowers and painstakingly pen a note.

Aurora, when taking pains, wrote the

cleanest, clearest, mos': characterless hand

that was ever seen outside of a school

copy-book, and took pride in it. Aurora's

language, when she applied herself to

composition, lost the last vestige of color

and life. She wrote

:

My dear Mr. Fane:

You have not been to see us for a long

time, and so I am obliged to write what I

have to say. It is that our friends cannot

say enough in praise of your portrait of me,

and Mrs. Bixby, an American who is stay-

ing at the Pension Trollope, wants to have

one just like it—one, of course, I mean, as

much like her as that is like me, but not a

bit more. But before she decides she wants

to know what it will cost. And that brings

me to the question. What is the price of my
picture? Please, let me beg j'ou to make it

a figure I shall not blush to pay for such a

fine piece of wor-k. Make it a price that

agrees with my estimate of the picture

rather than your very modest one. I shall

be glad, you ought to know, to pay anything

you say. You could n't, if you tried, make
it seem too much for me to pay for such a

fine piece of work. I have got up in the

middle of the night and gone down to look
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to sneeze, I like it so much, though I know
it 's too good-looking. So please set a good

price on it and not make me feel mean tak-

ing it. Then I '11 tell Mrs. Bixby what I

paid. She 's got plenty of money, and even

if she beats you down, it will be better if

she knows I paid a big price. You have

such a wonderful talent it ought to make
your fortune, and so it will by and by.

Don't forget that we are always glad to see

you and that you have n't been for quite

a while.
.

Yours smcerely,

Aurora Hawthorke.

p.s. What do you think Busteretto did?

He saw me pouring some water into a bowl

and imagined I was going to give him a

bath. So he went to hide under the grate.

Then of course he had to have a bath,

which he would n't have had to otherwise.

He sends much love.

Another p.s. I meant to tell you we have

got a box for the veglione (I hope that is

the way to spell it), on the last night of the

Carnival. We have only asked the Fosses

so far, and we want you to be sure to save

that night to come with us.

Gerald, having read, sat down and

wrote, with a disregard to the delicacy of

his hair-lines and the shading of his down-
strokes that would have furnished a poor

example to anybody

:

The portrait, my dear Mrs. Hawthorne,

is a gift, for which I will not even accept

thanks, as it is, your kind opinion notwith-

standing, absolutely without value. One
sole point of interest it has, that of a future

curiosity—the only thing of the kind that

will have been painted in his whole lifetime

by

Your devoted friend,

G. F.

Shall I find you at home this e\ening?

itinued)



Hays seated before an Andean hotel

Human Nature in the Andes
Four episodes of a walking trip from Bogota to Quito

By HARRY A. FRANCK
Author of "A Vagabond Journey around the World," "Tramping through Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras," etc.

MAILING A NOTE-BOOK

IF my knowledge of Cartago, Colombia,

is meager, it is because I spent most of

my days there in mailing a note-book.

The post-office was the lower-corner room

of a compressed-mud building cornering

on the plaza, with heavy wooden doors

studded with immense spike-heads, and se-

curely bolted when I first made my ap-

pearance.

"Is the correo closed to-day?" I asked

a lounger-by.

"Si, Seiior ; the mails came in yesterday.

But you can knock, and perhaps—"

But knocking brought no result. An
hour or more later I tried again, with no

better luck. At last, early the next after-

noon, I found my way in by an inner door

of the courtyard, though the place was

still officially closed.

The two dried-mud rooms looked much

like a garret, but by no means like a post-

office. Scattered everywhere, over floor

and baked-mud window-seats, on decrepit

chairs and crippled tables, lay fat, gorged

mail-bags from the chief countries of the

globe, all stout, new bags. The outgoing

Colombian mail was already packed in

aged grain-sacks. The mail-train had ar-

rived barely forty-eight hours before,

hence few of the incoming bags had yet

been opened. Pieces of mail of all sizes

littered the entire two rooms, fully half

of it from the United States, and that

mostly pamphlets and packages from pat-

ent-medicine houses. Four men between

the ages of forty and fifty, dressed with

great dignity and in Cartago's most cor-

rect attire, their gloves and canes laid on

chairs beside them, were seated around a

table smoking cigarettes. Apparently they

were deceiving themselves and one an-

other into the notion that the\- were work-
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ing. I handed them the wrapped note-

book. It passed slowly from hand to

hand, each feeling of it, not so much out

of curiosity, though that was by no means

lacking, as absent-mindedly striving to

bring their attention down to it. Then
all four of them fell to perusing a postal-

union rate-sheet, but found everything ex-

cept what they were looking for. Finally

one of them rose and referred the matter

with great respect to a man, evidently a

superior, seated in state at a corner table.

The rate was found to be one peso for

every fifty grams. One of the officials

took the package again and wandered for

some time about the two rooms, feeling

the parcel inch by inch, turning it over

and over, scratching his head, and striving

in vain to recall what he had set out to

look for.

He found it at last, the ancient pair of

scales, tried them, found them too small,

tried another pair, and spent five minutes

juggling with the odds and ends that

served as weights before he computed the

balance. Then he drifted languidly back

to his companions in inefficiency, opened

his mouth as if to speak, closed it again,

and wandered back across the room to the

scales. He had forgotten the weight!

The second time he took no chances, but

announced the figures aloud and wrote

them on the package, "320 grams." He
who does not know the South-American

will have difficulty in believing that the

division of this by fifty, without troubling

for fractions, presented a real problem to

a post-office force. Each and all of' the four

began penciling long lines of figures on as

many sheets of paper. A long minute passed

before one of them ventured to show his

result; the others compared theirs, and

amid a sage shaking of heads they an-

nounced the result of their lucubrations,

"Seven cents, Senor." All four gazed

dreamily at me, as if they were wonder-

ing whether I would weather the shock of

so great an expense.

"And registered, seventeen cents?" I

suggested, for I did not care to have the

package lie about the earth floor of Car-

tago's post-office a month or two, or find

its final resting-place in the back yard of

one of the quartet overcome by cupidity

or curiosity as to its mysterious contents.

When the suggestion had penetrated to

whatever deep-seated nook of their flabby

anatomies governed their actions, one of

them sat down to enter the grave transac-

tion in a large ledger. I still needed a

two-cent stamp. Another of the four

moved to the opposite side of the table.

A typical posl-oftlce. The weekly mail-train unlDatling
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sat down, adjusted his legs, and slowly

pulled out a draw^er stuffed with every

manner of rubbish,— tobacco, rolled ciga-

rettes, half-empty vials of patent medicine,

everything that may come by mail,— and

finally dug out a dog-eared pasteboard

box that had once held thread. From this

he fished out a small sheet of two-peso

stamps, carefully tore off one at the per-

foration, first on one side then on the

other, put the sheet back in the thread-

box, the thread-box back in the drawer,

carefully closed the latter, and finally

handed me the stamp. I tossed before him
a silver ten-cent piece. Slowly he opened

the drawer again, dug out of a far corner

a wad of those ragged, germ-infested one-

cent bills indigenous to Colombia, counted

out eight of them, counted them a second

time, sat staring at them a long minute

while his attention went on furlough,

asked one of his colleagues to count them,

which he also did twice at the same ver-

tiginous speed, and finally pushed them to-

ward me with a hesitating movement, as

if he was sure he w\as losing somewhere
on the transaction, but could not exactly

figure out where.

Meanwhile he of the ledger arose from
dotting the last i of an entry that stretched

in nicely shaded, copy-book letters entirely

across the double page, begged me with

great courtesy to be seated, dipped the

clumsy steel pen carefully into the dusty

ink-well, and, with a wealth of politeness

that I could more easily have excused had

it left him time to groom his finger-nails,

requested me to sign the ledger. When 1

had signed and risen, he gazed long and

dreamily at the ledger, longer still at space

in general, and finally put the package

carefully away in a drawer with neither

stamp nor mark of identification upon it,

"But," I protested, "do I get no re-

ceipt for registered mail ?"

Great excitement arose among the offi-

cials and the half dozen persons who had

been waiting ostensibly to buy a one-cent

stamp. A long conference ensued.

"It is, Senor," said the postmaster him-

self, rising and turning to me with regal

courtesy, "that no blank receipts have

been sent from Bogota yet this year.

However—

"

He called aside the custodian of the

precious ledger and gave him long and

whispered instructions. The latter hunted

up a sheet of foolscap, stamped it care-

fully with the office seal, and wrote out

with long, regal flourishes— for penman-

ship is still an art in Colombia— a receipt

for the package. This he tore off and
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carried across to the postmaster, who,

carefully preparing another pen, signed it

with his full name in great flourishes, not

forgetting to add the rubric beneath it.

Then he read the document carefully over

once more, seemed dissatisfied with some-

thing about it, and finally called the at-

tention of the secretary to the rough edge

he had left in tearing it off, instructing

him to lay it under a ruler and trim the

edge with a sharp knife. He of the ledger

did so, and at last delivered to me a me-

mento I still have in my possession.

Through it all the entire office force looked

on without even offering to attend to the

unpressing wants of their as curious fel-

low-townsmen.

To one unacquainted with Latin-Amer-

ican ways the episode may seem over-

drawn. I have told it, however, entirely

without exaggeration. From the moment
I handed over the package until I emerged,

receipt in hand, there had elapsed one

hour and twenty minutes.

Nor is such a scene in the least unusual.

From the Rio Grande southward govern-

ment offices are filled with just such hu-

man driftwood, and it is common experi-

ence to see several staid and pompous men
in frock-coats spend more than an hour
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doing what an average American boy

would do in two minutes. It is not even

confined to "the provinces." The old

stamp-seller in the main post-office of Bo-

gota tears of¥ a stamp and sells it in a

manner to suggest he is writing his last

will and testament.

LODGINGS BY FLATTERY

One afternoon Hays and I descended the

slope of an Andean ridge to a place called

Tochecito, with a river and several huts

all cut off from the wind, an excellent

spot in which to spend the night. But

none of the huts scattered along the way
admitted itself to be an inn. One after

another each gave us the time-worn Span-

ish answer, "Mas arriba," and pointed

away up the face of a perpendicular rocky

and wooded mountain before us. There

being no escape, we took to zigzagging up

it, gasping for breath, and cheered on by

the information that there was a good

posada somewhere far above. Not that we
were over-hopeful, for it had too often been

our experience that the beneficence of such

places consisted in doubtful permission to

sleep on the earth floor or a table, even with

the none-too-likely luck of talking over the

keeper, or more probably the keeper's wife,
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and of reaching it before its advantages

were already bulging with other travelers.

An hour of still steeper ascent brought to

view "Volcancito," an unusually large

building on a bleak slope, having at a dis-

tance the appearance of a cut-stone struc-

ture, but which we well knew was only

sun-baked mud.

It was verging on night when we en-

tered the dining-room, which was also the

back yard, overrun by a large family of

small girls each in a single thin cotton

garment, knee-high, despite the wintry

mountain air. Chickens, dogs, and

gaunt, self-assertive pigs wandered every-

where without restraint. A rotund wo-

man of slovenly figure slouched in a cor-

ner sewing garments too small for the

smallest child in sight. Our plea for

lodging she treated with scorn. "Vol-

cancito" was a posada, not a hotel, the

difference between the two in Spanish-

America being that in a hotel the traveler

is pennitted to expect certain conveniences

while in a posada he accepts with a smile

of gratitude whatever fortune chooses to

furnish hiin.

"We have but two guest-rooms," she

snapped when we persisted, as if the mere

giving of the information was an unusual

favor. "One this senor and his wife and

baby have, and the other belongs to the

arrieros."

The more successful guest, much over-

dressed for such a journej% with a remark-

ably beautiful young wife, was a hand-

some joung fellow, an actor on his way
from the Cauca to Bogota.

"But there are five rooms on this side

of the house," I suggested.

"Family rooms," snapped the woman.
"But this little room in the corner?"

"Belongs to the servant," she mumbled,

projecting her lips toward a slatternly

young female who was at that inoment

pursuing a thieving pig from the dungeon-

like kitchen.

"Anything will do," sighed Hays, gaz-

ing abstractedly after the servant.

But the landlady was not then in a

mood for crude jests.

"There is a fine house with rooms and

beds just ionr cuadras farther on," she lied,

with that fluent indifference common to

Spanish-speaking countries as to what be-

comes of an importunate guest so long as he

can be got rid of quickly and without an-

noyance. Fortunately, this was by no means

my first experience with the race, or we
might have tramped about all night on the

mountain-top in a cold as penetrating as

January in our own land. I slipped from
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under my bundles, and took on the suave

manner that is the last resort with the

apathetic people of the Andes. We had

resolved to spend the night there, though

it be only in walking the floor, but noth-

ing is more fatal than to appear anxious

in such situations. We affected a cheery

IndifiFerence and a pretense of having ac-

cepted her verdict.

What fine, red-cheeked little girls she

had, so pretty and healthy ! Indeed, they

looked like Irish children. Was she not

from the Cauca Valley? She was. Ah,

the splendid Cauca, the most beautiful-

She was soon lost in a panegj'ric of her

native valley as she shuffled from kitchen

to sewing-machine and back again.

'Tine, indeed," I agreed, "and in only

a day or two we shall be there. So what

matters a night or two of freezing in the

mountains? By the way, la sehora can

perhaps sell us a bit of coffee and a bite

to eat before we set out to tramp in the

mountains all night?"

She grunted assent, and half an hour

later we were seated before a plentiful, if

not epicurean, meal. Before we had fin-

ished she remarked casually that we might

"arrange ourselves" in the room with the

arrieros. The mule-driver is seldom a

pleasant bedfellow, but compared with a

night out of doors, probably with rain, at

two miles above sea-level, any arrange-

ment was welcome.

We had fancied lodging had been re-

fused us because we were foreigners, but

soon after supper we were undeceived.

Out of the darkness came the sound of

horses' feet, and as it ceased there burst

in upon us a handsome, fluent young Co-

lombian of somewhat dissolute appear-

ance, in the ruana, false trousers, ringing

cart-wheel spurs, and all the hundred and

one articles the rules of society require of

a Colombian of the gente decente who
travels ahorse. In the explosive speech of

his class he gave greeting and requested

lodging.

"No hay," answered the woman in the

same cold, indifferent voice she had used

to us. The traveler began dancing on air,

waving about him in his excitement his

delicate, ladylike hands, on which gleamed

several rings, Latin eloquence worthy

a world congress pouring from his lips,

his eyes seeming to spurt fire.

"No hay," repeated the woman in the

same monotonous voice.

"But, Seiiora, It imperative! I have

a lady with me !" A striking young thing,

too, we noted by a glance through the

doorway. "Anything will do, such as

these rooms
—

"

"Family," grunted the caucana.

"But your guest-rooms?"

"One this seiior and wife and baby

have. The other belongs to the arrieros,

and also," jerking her head slightly to-

ward us, "to these two caballeros."

"But what am I to do," shrieked the

Colombian, "and a lady with me?"
The woman continued her sewing with-

out looking up, mumbled a "Quien sabe?"

with a careless shrug of the shoulders that

said as plainly as words, "Why, you can

go to the devil, or lie down in the road

and die, or anything else that is conve-

nient, so far as I am concerned," and after

a last vain oration the Colombian dashed

away, fire blazing from his eyes, his horse-

back garments standing out at excited an-

gles, and, joining his party, rode away
into the night the way he had come, to-

ward better luck, perhaps, among the huts

at the bottom of the valley.

It was bedtime, which comes at about

seven in the evening in these wintry, fire-

less, lightless regions, when the landlady,

now thoroughly softened toward us, broke

off some story of the wonders of the Cauca
to say:

"Next to the room of the arrieros is a

harness-room where you can be alone.

Many Ingleses [for all light-haired for-

eigners are Englishmen to the rural Co-

lombian] have slept in it."

Why had she not offered us this upon

our arrival ? Lack of confidence, perhaps,

which is as common to these simple peo-

ple as the good-heartedness that can be

unearthed by a few simple wiles and flat-

teries. The room was narrow, but long

and high, strewn with the aparejo of

mules and the crude implements of hus-
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bandry, with harnesses, pack-saddles, and

a wilderness of trappings, but with room

left to spread on the earth floor several

tar-cloth wrappings of mule-loads. More-

over, the woman soon sent a thick white

woolly blanket and a candle, and a little

later a boy entered with a little round,

hard pillow, which he delivered with a

speech apologetic with diminutives, such

as the people of the Andes always use

when doing a favor, "Aqui tiene uste' una

almohadita para poner la cabecita."

I slipped out into the wild, raging, bot-

tomless night to where a long stream of

water fell from a rock above and washed

in a wind that cut through me as a rapier

through a man of straw. A night out of

doors here would have been far distant

from the infernal regions, yet near them.

The heavy door I slammed as I dashed in

again had many chinks in it, as had also

the walls and ceiling, and cakes of ice

seemed to touch me on every side as I

stripped to dress in my night garments,

standing in my shoes like a tight-rope

walker. For whatever his burden of bag-

gage, the foot-traveler who would sleep

well must never turn in with the same

garments worn by day. I would not have

been without the night-garb many a tramp

scorns even had it been necessary to make

two trips to fetch them.

Yet for all our unusual luxuries, I can

hardly say that we slept well. There

were few moments that I was not dis-

tinctly aware of my whereabouts, and the

entire night was a half-conscious battle

for the cobija that covered us alternately.

Before an hour had passed a polar winter

began to creep up through the earth floor,

through the tarred cloth, through our

flesh and bones, and Mdiat with the aching

of hip-bones and other salient points that

fitted the floor poorly, the night passed in

an endless series of dream-fights against

death in the polar seas. As my legs grew

cold beyond endurance I found a pair of

the false trousers of impervious cloth worn

by horsemen of the region, but my glee

quickly evaporated, for they proved to be

only of the size for a half-grown boy.

Humboldt spent ten days in crossing the

Quindio; let us hope that he was well

supplied with blankets, even though he

made his journey in a better season.

For once we felt no anger when a roos-

ter at last raucously greeted the first gray-

ing of the darkness. With creaking legs
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I stepped out into the ice-house dawn, still

gray-black, with vast seas of half-seen mist

in the bottomless chasms round about.

But far away to the east, where the dawn
and the warmth come from, was a trian-

gular patch of sky, low down between two

ranges and roofed by black clouds, in

which the brilliant sunshine of the tierra

caliente was already blazing red. One of

the bravest acts of my life was the chang-

ing to road garb, after which we joined

the family and our fellow-guests, huddled

under shawls and blankets, with folds of

woolen cloth about their throats and over

their noses.

Only the land-

lady was still

abed, and is-

sued orders

from within

to her bare-

legged girls

and the ser-

vant. One of

these threw

into a pot of

boiling water

a mud-ball of

native choco-

late, swirled it

a bit with a

stick, and

served it to us with a dough-cake mixture

of mashed corn and rice. It was no homeo-

pathic food, but none lasts long in this

thin, exhilarating air while climbing steep

mountain-flanks. When we inquired for

our bill the woman announced from her

bed that we owed twenty cents each, and

bade us God-speed to her beloved Cauca.

A COLOMBIAN SCHOOL

Ibague, capital of the province of To-
lima, claims 2300 "souls," but the count

takes much for granted. It is a square-

cornered town of almost wholly thatched

one-story buildings, its wide streets atro-

ciously cobbled and its few sidewalks worn
perilously slippery and barely wide enough

for two feet at once. A stream of crystal-

clear water gurgles down every street

through cobbled gutters, lulling the trav-

Skull and bones to warn the illiterate

hio;h-tension electric static

el-weary to sleep and furnishing a conve-

nient means of washing photographic

films. We drank less often, however,

after we had strolled up to the edge of the

mountain and found three none-too-hand-

some ladies bathing in the reservoir. It is

a peaceful, roomy place, where every one

has unlimited space on the grassy, gentle

slope to put up his little chalky, straw-

roofed cottage, yet all toe the street line

as if fearful of missing anything that

might unexpectedly pass. Foreigners

seemed to be a great novelty, and I could

find no satisfactory reason why so many
Ibaguenos
were blind, un-

less they had

overindulged

themselves in

the national

game of star-

ing.

On a corner

of thebig grass-

grown plaza

^ - the sons of

Jorge Isaacs,

greatest of

Col o mb i a's
""^^

novelists, run

a clothing

store, but it

was our luck to find them out of town.

On another corner I made my way up

a dismal old stone stairway of one of

the rare two-story buildings into the

alcalde's office. It was lined with dog-

eared documents, all hand-written, and

each batch marked with a year, before

which lounged clerks incessantly rolling

cigarettes. When he had read our gov-

ernment paper in a stage-whisper, the

youthful mayor at once put the town en-

tirely at my disposal. I suggested schools.

"Setior Ministro de Instruccion Piib-

lica!" he called out, with long oratorical

cadences.

Instantly there tiptoed into the room a

long, tremulous man of fifty, almost shab-

bily dressed, though of course with what

had once been a white collar. He had the

usual ingrown pedagogical face, and a
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chill barely an inch below his lower lip.

He bowed low at the alcalde's orders, and

answered that the matter would be at-

tended to at once— maiiana.

That evening three men in frock-coats

and the manners of prime ministers called

at the hotel and announced themselves as

newspaper editors. They had only an

hour or two to spare, however, and by the

time fonnalities were over, bowed them-

selves out, announcing that they would

come and interview us— also manana.

The minister of public instruction, who
had evidently washed his collar during the

night, left a long line of people waiting,

shut up shop, and set off with me toward

ten next morning.

"They are only teachers waiting to get

their appointments or salary," he an-

nounced in explanation.

We halted before a large building. The
minister knocked meekly with his cane

on the heavy zaguan, the door to the

patio, and w\as finally admitted by a

square-faced, muscular, unshaven priest,

who listened to our request at some

length, and finally led us to an older

churchman, suave, slender, ostensibly

effusive, and of that perfectly polished

exterior that marks the Jesuit. He was

also French. When time enough to give

warning of our coming had passed, he led

the way into a room of first-grade pupils,

all boys of about six except two full-

grown Indian youths from the country.

An exceedingly young priest, giving an ex-

cellent imitation of surprise at our ap-

pearance, snapped a sort of patent wooden

clapper he held in one hand, and the en-

tire class of fifty or more rose to their feet

and bowed profoundl}'. Some other for-

mality was imminent, when I begged the

teacher to go on with the lesson just as if

we were not there. He exchanged a glance

with his superior at this extraordinary

gringo request, then lined the class up in

military ranks and set them to reading

aloud. The theme was strictly religious

in nature, and most of the words were of

four or five syllables. The boys changed

to "next" as often as the clapper sounded,

and read with such fluent rapidity that

only the tail-end of a phrase here and

there was intelligible. The priest made

no corrections or criticisms whatever,

"taught," indeed, as he might have sawed

wood. I fancied the pupils well-trained

indeed for their age until I strolled down
the room, to the evident horror of the

adults, and noted that many did not even

have the book open at the page they were

"reading."
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In a higher-grade room I was asked to

choose the lesson, and suggested geogra-

phy. A youth passed swiftly over the map
with a pointer, spinning off a description

of the principal cities, learned by rote, the

priest in charge lifting him back on the

track as often as he forgot the exact lan-

guage of the original and came to a word-

less halt. Little helpful hints accompa-

nied every question. A youth stood be-

fore the map of Colombia, on which the

capital was printed in enormous letters,

when the priest asked

:

"What citv did Quesada found in

1538?"

Blank silence from the youth.

The priest:

"Bo—Bogo—

"

The youth, \vith great wisdom

:

"Bogota."

"Excellent!" murmured my fellow-

visitors.

"And what place is this?" quizzed the

teacher, pointing to an isthmus that cur\'ed

up into a corner of the map like a tail.

"Pa-Pana—

"

"Panama!" shrieked the youth, "a prov-

ince of Colombia which is now in rebel-

lion. The-"
He was evidently going on with more

startling and fluent information when an

all-but-imperceptible twitching of an eye

of the Jesuit superior turned the pointer

to other climes.

The teacher never lost an opportunity

to give a religious twist to the proceedings,

A boy whose pointer hovered about the

Mediterranean mumbled

:

"And another of the cities is Nicca
—

"

The priest:

"Ah, what celebrated event in the his-

tory of mankind took place in Nicea?"

"The great council of the church in

which
—

" began the youth, and rattled on

as glibly as if he had been there in person.

When we had turned out into the street

alone, the shabby little minister became

confidential, explaining that the colegio

toward which w^e were headed had once

held a large student body, but now, owing
to political changes, Senor— Later he

became even more frank, and complained

that the priests kept him bound hand and

foot.

"I had an excellent, experienced normal

graduate in charge of that first class," he

sighed, "and now we have that boy in a

cassock! Bah!"

THE BARBER OF SAX PABLO

We were startled to have the first boy we
met in San Pablo admit that posada could

be had. His own mother had a room to

rent. He laid aside the hat he was weav-

ing and, taking up a bunch of enormous

keys, started across the cobbled street to-

ward an adobe building. But at that mo-
ment a patched and bare-foot, though elo-

quent, man rushed down upon us, like-

wise offering us posada. For a time it

looked as if for once, instead of having to

fight for lodging, lodgings were going to

tight for us. We settled the dispute by the

simple expedient of asking each his price.

"One real," answered the boy, defi-

antly.

"In my oficina de peluqueria," said the

man, haughtily, "it will cost you nothing.

Moreover, all foreigners alwaj'S lodge

there,"

Behind his bravado he seemed so nearly

on the point of weeping that we should

no doubt have chosen his "office of barber-

ing" even had there been no such vast

gulf between the rival prices. He thanked

us for the favor and, producing an enor-

mous key, unlocked one of those unruly

shop doors indigenous to rural South

America, above which projected a shingle

bearing on one side the information "Pelu-

queria Civica" and on the other the name

of our host, Santiago Munoz, The key-

hole M^as in the shape of a swan ; others in

the town, and all through Narifio, have

the form of a man, horse, goose, and a

dozen other ludicrous shapes. These

home-made doors of Andean villages

never fit easily, and their locks have al-

ways some peculiar idiosyncrasy of their

own, so that by the time the traveler

learns to unlock the door of his lodging

without native assistance he is ready to

move on.

Santiago let us into the usual white-
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washed mud room, with a tile floor fur-

nished as a Colombian barber shop, which

means that it was chiefl}^ empty and by

no means immaculate, with two wooden
benches, two tin basins, and a water

pitcher, also empty or soiled ; two home-

made, or San Pablo-made, chairs, a lame

table littered with newspapers from a j^ear

to two months old, a scanty supply of open

razors, strops, Florida water, soap, and

brushes scattered promiscuously about, a

couple of once white gowns of "Mother
Hubbard" form for customers, and in one

corner a heap of human hair, chiefly black

and coarse. Then there were the luxuries

of a home-made candlestick, with some

six inches of candle, and a lace curtain,

worked with red and blue flowers, to cut

off the gaze of the curious, except those

who were bold enough frankly to push it

aside and stare in upon us. Windows, to

say nothing of glass, are unknown in these

towns of the Andes. The barber gave us

full possession, key and all,—we had to

toss a coin to see who should burden him-

self with it when we went out,— and in-

formed us that a woman next to the

church supplied meals to travelers on de-

mand.

The benches were only fourteen inches

wide, but they were of soft wood, and so

delighted were we to find accommodations

so plentiful that I was about to inake a

similar suggestion when Hays yawned

:

"Let 's hang over here to-morrow."

Late the next morning Santiago wan-
dered in upon us.

"Last }-ear another Meestear"— in the

rural Andes the native forin of this word
is used as a common noun to designate not

only Americans and Englishmen, but Ger-

mans, Swedes, Frenchmen, and even Span-

iards— "stopped here," he began. "You
perhaps know him. His name was Mees-

tear Giuseppe."

We doubted it.

"But surely you must know him," per-

sisted the barber, "for he was a foreigner

also."

The rural Colombian conceives of the

world as made up of two countries, his

own, the chief one, and a smaller one,

perhaps only a city, that lies outside its

boundaries.

As he talked, the barber kept fingering

a letter, and bit by bit he half betrayed,

half admitted that he gave free lodging

to estranjeros because he wished to keep

on good terms with this outside world in

general and in particular because he

wished to find some means of sending six

dollars to that little place beyond the na-

tional boundaries. When he had explained

himself at length he turned the letter over

to us.

It was in correct Spanish, mimeo-
graphed to resemble a type-written per-

sonal communication, and told in several
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pages of flower}- language what I can per-

haps condense within reasonable limits:

Chirological College of California,

Inspiration Point,

Echo Park,

Los Angeles,

Cal., U. S. A.
Muj' seiior mio:

With great pleasure we send jou a pam-

phlet on "Secret Force," because we know

that it contains information which will be

of vast importance to you as a means of

being able to obtain that secret knowledge

of the human character and of personal in-

fluence permitting you in a moment to know

and understand the life of all other persons,

to know their desires and their intentions,

their habits and deficiencies, their plans, and

all that can be prejudicial to you. Follow-

ing our system, you can read the character

of persons as an open book; if you possess

the system "Natajara," there will be no one

who can deceive you ; by means of it you

can know beforehand in all circumstances

all that others intend to do, and direct them

to your own entire satisfaction. By means

of the system "Natajara" you can know

exactly how much progress, how much

health, how much love, and how much hap-

piness the future has reserved for 3fou, and

if it does not reserve for you as much as you

desire, you can make it change its course to

come out in accordance with your ambitions.

Never, either in the present century or in

those past, has there been given a more

potent knowledge to the world. It teaches

precisely how and when to use the magic

force by means of which one obtains the

realization of all desires; it places those who

possess it in a sphere superior to that of the

generality of humanity, makes them masters

of destiny. ... I do not dare tell you all

the advantages you can have with this know-

ledge, but I assure you it is what j'ou need

that your life convert itself into a true suc-

cess. I beg you to read letter by letter all

the "Secret Force" says and to send for the

system "Natajara." There is nothing so

powerful as this system, nothing that equals

it. Remember that the sending to you of

the system for a mere $6 is only a special

offer that we make, and if you wish to have

the privilege of being the first in your local-

ity to possess these great secrets, you ought

to send this very day.

Without further particulars, etc., I take

great pleasure in signing myself

Your grateful and affectionate servant,

[signed] A. Victor Segno,

President per Sec.

Dictated to No. i S.

There was no doubt that Santiago had

followed the injunction to read the accom-

panying pamphlet letter by letter. Thanks
to his Colombian schooling, that was the

only way he could read it. But how
was he to send the "mere $6" to "Inspira-

tion Point" without his fellow-townsmen

knowing it and perhaps forestalling his

anxious desire to be the first in his local-

ity to possess the powerful secret? There

is no postal-order system between Colom-

bia and the United States. He dared not

send the cash, well knowing that it would

not get beyond the local post-office, even

if so large an amount in Nariiio silver

could be made up into a package the post

would carry. So he had hidden the letter

away and had patiently lain in wait for

every rare foreigner that drifted into San

Pablo.

While we read the letter he sat on one

of our beds, to wit, a wooden bench, ner-

\ously fingering the toes of his never-shod

feet. When we had finished he begged us

to find some way of sending the money,

and implored us, on our hopes of eternity,

not to whisper a word of the secret to his

fellow-townsmen. We promised to think

the matter over as he rose to go.

"When are you going to open the shop

this morning?" asked Hays.

"Oh, I shall not trouble to open to-

day," said the barber in a sad and weary

voice, and wandered away with the air of

a man who sees no need of common toil

when he is on the point of becoming the

dictator of fate in all his localit}^

We hatched a scheme against his re-

turn. If we fancied he might perhaps

forget the matter, we were deceived.

Nothing else seemed to be weighing on his
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mind when he turned up again in the

evening, dejected and worried. To have

tried to explain the truth to him would

have been merely to convince him that

we were agents of some rival house or of

sonal check against it for six dollars, and

3'ou can mail it to tlie Chirological Col-

lege."

"Mdgnifico!" cried the barber, in-

stantly transformed from the depths of

A religiuus pr

some enemy, sent down here purposely to

ruin his chances of imposing his will upon

San Pablo. There was nothing left but

to trot out the scheme.

"If you feel you must have this sys-

tem," I began, "I '11 tell you what I '11

do. I have some money in a bank in the

Estados Unidos, and I will give you a per-

gloom to the loftiest summits of glee. "A
thousand thanks. And that will be six

hundred dollars in billetes of Colombia.

I will get it at once—

"

"It will be simpler," I said, "to wait

until you hear the check has arrived, and

then send it to me. Naturally I am run-

ning no risk in trusting the most import-
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ant character of San Pablo, and, anyway,

it would only be in payment for our lodg-

ings."

The Colombian never needs much urg-

ing to accept a favor, and his formal pro-

tests soon died away. I sat down to write

out the check:

The Fake Bank, 920 iioth Street,

New York, U. S. A.

Pay to the order of the Chirologlcal Col-

lege of Los Angeles, Cal., the sum of six

dollars ($6).

Baron MiJNCHHAUSEN.

The barber carefully folded the valu-

able document, and hid it away in his gar-

ments, promising to send it at the very

first opportunity, in a plain envelop, un-

registered.

"For," he explained, confiding to us a

nation-wide secret, "the post-office officials

always steal any letter they think has any-

thing valuable in it, and to register it

makes them sure it has."

The treatment was cruel, perhaps, but

we could think of no better. No doubt

Santiago waited many anxious months for

the arrival of the sj'stem, but certainly

no longer than he would have waited had

he managed to send real money. Mean-
while, as the enthusiasm of a Latin-Amer-

ican shrinks rapidly, it may be that he

grew resigned to his failure to become the

secret ruler of San Pablo, and took up

again the shaving of its faces and the cut-

ting of its coarse, black hair.



A Finger and a Huge, Thick Thumb
(A Ballad of the Trenches)

By JAMES NORMAN HALL

IT was nearly twelve o'clock by the sergeant's watch

;

The moon was three hours high.

The long grass growing on the parapet

Rustled as the wind went by.

Hoar-frost glistened on the bayonets

Of the rifles in the rifle-rack.

Suddenly I heard a faint, weird call

And an answering call come back.

We were standing in the corner by the Alaxim gun,

In the shadow, and the sergeant said.

As he gripped my arm, ''Did you hear it?"

I could only nod my head.

Looking down the length of the moonlit trench,

I saw the sleeping men
Huddled on the floor; but no one stirred.

Silently we listened again.

A second time it came, still dim and strange,

A far "Halloo-o-o! Halloo-o-o!"

I would n't have believed such a ghostly cry

Could sound so clearly, too.

The sentries standing to the right and left

Neither spoke nor stirred.

They stood like stone. Can it be, I thought,

That nobody else has heard ?

Then closer at hand, "Halloo-o-o! Halloo-o-o!"

Again the answering call.

"Quick!" said the sergeant as he pulled me down
In the shadow, close to the wall.
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I dropped in a heap and none too soon
;

For scarcely a rifle-length awa}^

A man stood silent on the parados

;

His face was a ghastly gray.

He carried a queer, old muzzle-loading gun
;

The bayonet was dim with rust.

His top-boots were muddy, and his red uniform

Covered with blood and dust.

He waited for a moment, then waved liis hand,

And they came in twos and threes

:

Englishmen, Dutchmen, French cuirassiers,

Highlanders with great bare knees:

Pikemen, archers with huge crossbows,

Lancers and grenadiers;

Men in rusty armor, with battle-dented shields,

With axes and swords and spears.

Great blond giants with long, flowing hair

And limbs of enormous girth
;

Yellow men with bludgeons, black men with knives,

From the w^ild, w"aste lands of the earth.

The one with the queer, old muzzle-loading gun

Jumped down with a light, quick leap.

He was head and shoulders higher than the parapet.

Though the trench was six feet deep.

The sentries stood like men in a dream,

With their faces to the German line.

He felt of their arms, their bodies, and their legs.

But they made no sound or sign.

He beckoned to the others, and three jumped in.

I was shaking like a man with a chill

;

But I could n't help smiling when the sergeant said

Through his chattering teeth, "K-k-k-keep s-s-s-still
!'

A hairy-armed giant, with rings in his ears.

Stood looking down the dugout stair,

Hands on his knees. Slowly he turned.

And saw us lying there

!

With a iiuge forefinger and a huge, thick thumb

He felt us over, limb by limb.

The two of us togetlier would not ha\e made

One man the size of liim.

I could see his scorn, and my face burned hot.

Though my body was cold and numb,

When he spanned my chest so disdainfully

With onlv a finger and a thumb.
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Suddenly the chatter of the sergeant's teeth

Stopped. He was angry, too
;

And he whispered : "Are you game? Get the Maxim gun !"

I hugged him. "It will scare them blue."

Slowly, very slowly, we rose to our feet;

I was conscious of my knocking knees.

The murmur of their voices was an eery sound

Like wind in wintry trees.

I saw them staring from the tail of my eye

As the tripod legs we set.

We lifted the gun and clamped it on.

With the muzzle at the parapet.

Nervously I pushed in the tag of the belt;

The sergeant loaded and laid

Quietly, deftly; the click of the lock

Was the only sound he made.

"Ready!" he nodded. I turned my head

And nearly collapsed with fright.

Four of them were standing at my shoulder,

The others to the left and right.

Then, "Fire !" I shouted, and the gun leaped up

With a roar and a spurt of flame.

The sergeant gripped the handles while the belt ran through.

Never stopping to correct his aim.

Fearfully I turned, then jumped to my feet.

Forgetting all about the feed.

They were running like the wind up a long, steep hill,

With the thumb-and-finger man in the lead

!

And high above the rattle and roar of the gun

I heard a despairing jtII,

As Englishmen, Dutchmen, pikemen, bowmen,

Vanished in the night, pell-mell.

The men who were sleeping in the moonlit trench

Sat up and rubbed their eyes

;

And one of them muttered in a drowsy voice,

"Wot to blazes is the row, 5'ou guys?"

The sergeant said : "That '11 do ! That '11 do
!"

But he whispered to me, "Keep mum!"
They would n't have believed that the row was all about

A finger and a huge, thick thumb.
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American Women in Sculpture

By ADA RAINEY
Author of "A New Note in Art," etc.

SCULPTURE has never been thought

a medium particularly feminine; that

so many women should recently have

chosen it for their ovv^n is significant.

Form, the chief appeal of sculpture, has

formerly been considered the weakest

part of woman's artistic equipment ; while

she has been accorded a feeling for color,

the most emotional element in art, her

feeling for form has previously lain in

abeyance. But it now seems that the vital
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changes that are taking place in ideals, in

thought, and in mode of living are being

reflected in the quality of work accom-

plished by women. As surely as the old

shackles are being cast off, a new creative-

ness is to be discerned in their artistic

work. Freedom, the creative impulse, and

joy are always of divine heritage; they

are the essentials of great art. That
women sculptors are now blazing this

path can clearl\' be seen, I think.
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A joyous exuberance is the dominating

quality ; the tragic note, the eccentric, the

pessimistic, is seldom the inspiration of

their modeling. Instead, the outcome of

woman's mental emancipation is expressed

in figures dancing with joy in new-found

freedom, piping in sheltered nooks of a

shady garden, or, stretched in quiet con-

tentment, musing with an unwonted se-

riousness. The subjects are nearly always

of youth ; they are creatures of joyous

imagination and superb vitality. Women
are growing out of their somewhat re-

stricted preoccupation with sweet domestic

cares, childhood and its innocent happen-

ings, and are reaching forward to a differ-

ent point of vision, from which they see

that new worlds await them—worlds of

exhilarating atmosphere, of beauty of a

rarer order, and of a serenity that comes

not from sheltered protection, but from

a vigorous spirit that has dared venture

forth into the unknown, and has con-

quered by its own strength.

The fountains of Janet Scudder have

become widely known. "The Little Lady
of the Sea," purchased by Robert Hunt-

ington for his Pasadena estate, is a really

delightful conception. It is a fountain-

figure, standing with dripping seaweed

held high above her head, reveling in

the glistening water that streams upon

her lithe body. So lovely is this little lady

that Mr. Trask, the art director of the

Panama-Pacific Exposition, requested the

loan of it, together with a group of sev-

eral others of Miss Scudder's fountain-

figures and terra-cotta heads, to fill an

entire room in the Fine Arts Building at

San Francisco. Perhaps never before had

the sculpture of one woman been accorded

so much space in an exposition. It was an

unusual honor, and came unsought.

Miss Scudder is an Indiana woman
who, after receiving her preliminary train-

ing in this country, studied for several

3'ears in Paris under MacMonnies. She

has been living in Ville-d'Avray, near

Paris, where she has a studio. Out in the

walled garden, in the brilliant sunlight.

Detail from Fountain," by Edith Woodnum burroughs
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the models are posed, so that the artist

may work in the surroundings in which

the sculpture will be placed when the

fountain is completed. Miss Scudder's

fountains are filled with the pagan joy of

life ; her children and young maidens are

sylvan spirits that overflow with joy and

vitality.

Edith Woodman Burroughs has

achieved distinction in her two large

fountains for the Panama-Pacific Exposi-

tion. One, "The Fountain of Youth,"

which was in the Court of Flowers, shows

a figure of a young girl treated with the

utmost simplicity and sympathy. The en-

tire architectural arrangement— the foun-

tain is a mural one— is happy, and over-

flows with the spirit of youth. "The Ara-

bian Nights Fountain" is redolent with

imagination of "The Thousand and One
Nights." There are fancy, humor, naivete,

and the youthful love of story-telling,
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which are a delight to old and young alike,

in this most unusual group. Mrs. Bur-

roughs is another artist who is a mother,

with numerous interests in the economic

life of the town in which she lives as well

as in her home; }'et she recently held an

exhibition of her work that numbered

about thirty pieces in bronze, all executed

within about three years, including por-

trait busts and life-sized figures, as well as

many small pieces in bronze. The works

are characterized by a rare simplicity of

treatment, and show a trace of the mod-

ern French sculpture that is seen now and

again in the most advanced of our Amer-

ican artists.
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Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney is another

woman who has found opportunity to be

mentally creative although a mother of

children. Mrs. Whitney did not take up

modeling until after the birth of her

daughter. She began her studies in art at

the Art Students' League in New York,

and has continued them under Daniel

Chester French, James E. Eraser, and

the Association of Women Painters and

Sculptors for an effectively strong caryatid

foimtain. The memorial to be erected

in the City of Washington to commemo-
rate the chivalry of the men who perished

in the Titanic disaster was won by com-

petition, and is a daring expression of

self-sacrifice, typified by the figure of a

man with arms outstretched in the form

Wave group by Anna V. Hyatt

Rodin. Mrs. Whitney was one of the

three or four women chosen to design

fountains for the Panama-Pacific Expo-

sition. Her 'Tountain of Eldorado"

aroused much enthusiastic interest, espe-

cially for the modeling of the figures in

the relief, which seek with straining

nerves the magic fountain that lies hidden

behind the half-closed doors, the access to

which is barred by two guarding figures.

The idea of the design is original, the tech-

nic of the eager figures remarkable. Mrs.

Whitney has won an honorable mention

in the Paris Salon and the first prize at

of a cross. The money for the memorial

was contributed in sums of ten cents each

by American women as a tribute to the

daring men who did not hesitate to give

their lives to save the women.
Miss Evelyn Longman is a third wo-

man who contributed a fountain to the

San Francisco exposition. The group

"L'Amour," exhibited not long ago at

the Gorham gallery, is one of the purest

and most idealized expressions of the love

of a man and a woman known to the

writer. Miss Longman has recently won
by competition the design for the new
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Western Union Telegraph Building. The
requirement was for a sitting hgure repre-

senting telegraphy. The artist disregarded

the requirement, and won the competi-

tion. Instances like this are proving that

the creative ability in women is a factor

to be reckoned with, for they are compet-

ing on an equal

footing with

men in the

arts, and win-

ning the lau-

rels. Miss

Longman is a

young woman,

a-pupil of Isi-

dore Konti and

Daniel Ches-

ter French,

and has done

some impres-

sive work in

her short artis-

tic career. She

designed the

doors of the

chapel at the

United States

Naval Acad-

emy at Annap-

olis, and was

awarded a sil-

ver medal at

the St. Louis

exposition.

Miss Anna
Vaughn Hy-
att is unique

among Amer-

ican women
sculptors, be-

cause she deals

almost entirely with expression of animal

life. She has an instinctive understanding

of animals that has been equaled by few

modern sculptors. The peculiar charac-

teristic of each is seized by her mind and

portrayed convincingly. She understands

what lies behind the outward form, and

effectively expresses it. Her equestrian

statue of Jeanne d'Arc, when first exhib-

Study of a Great Dane, by Anna V. Hyatt

ited at the Salon in Paris, won an honor-

able mention. The jury remarked that if

they had been convinced that it was the

work of a woman and that a man did not

do the actual work, they would have given

it the first prize. It was a significant il-

lustration of the attitude of the French

mind toward

woman's crea-

tive ability. It

was, however,

a proved fact

that no sculp-

tor had en-

tered Miss

Hyatt's studio

during the

time she was
at work upon

the group, in

order to guard

against any

possible misun-

derstanding or

misrepresen-

tation. This

same design,

enlarged and

improved, has

been erected

on Riverside

Drive in New
York. Miss

Hyatt's work
is remarkable

foritsstrength,

spirited hand-

ling of subject,

and truth to the

scientific fact

of underlying

structure.

The fountains of Edith Baretto Parsons

are original, spontaneous, delicious expres-

sions of cliarming fancy. Mrs. Parsons

is also a niotlier, and tliinks that a wo-

man's freedom from the burden of bread-

winning is an opportunity for a broader,

happier spirit in artistic work untainted

by pessimism. It is an interesting concep-

tion of woman's power in creative work.



Portrait of My Uncle

By MAY SINCLAIR
Author of "The Divine Kire," "The Creators," etc.

YES, it looks like a commission ; that 's

why I keep it stuck up there. But

it is n't a commission ; it 's a portrait of

my uncle. Colonel Simpson— Simpson of

Chitral.

No, he did n't. Does he look as if

he 'd sit for anybody for five minutes?

Does // look as if he 'd sat? You don't

get portraiture like that out of sittings or

out of any possible series of sittings, be-

cause, in the first place, you don't get the

candor, the naivete, the self-revelation.

Of course I might have made an Academy

thing of him, painted him in scarlet and

crimson, with his decorations, or in khaki

and a solar topi, if I 'd wanted Simpson

of Chitral. But I did n't want him.

Simpson of Chitral was only part of my
uncle, and this— this is all my uncle.

Like the portraits of Strindberg, did

you say? But he was like them. He teas

Strindberg. He had the same scored and

crumpled face, the same twisted, tor-

mented eyebrows, the same irritable, iras-

cible scowl and glare. He had every bit

of Strindberg's face except its genius and

its great, square, bulging forehead. My
uncle's forehead was rather like a lion's

or a tiger's, straight and a little receding.

But the torment 's the thing, and the tor-

ment 's there.

He was worth painting as an instance

of conjugal fidelity carried to excess, car-

ried beyond the bounds of reason. This

is a composite portrait: it 's my uncle

and my aunt. You could n't separate

their two faces. They could n't separate

them themselves. It was not simply that

they 'd lived so long together that they

grew like each other ; it was because they

behaved like each other to each other.

They said the same things to each other,

they irritated each other, they tore at each

other's nerves, the same nerves, in the

same way. They devastated each other's

faces with the same remarkable results.

I 've no clear recollection of my uncle's

face before my aunt got to work on it, but

there 's a family tradition of Uncle Roly

as a pink and chubby subaltern, and his

regimental nickname was "The Cherub."

He must have been home on his first leave

somewhere in the later eighties. I remem-
ber him because of the model steam-engine

he gave me. He always gave you inter-

esting and expensive presents, and I never

knew him tip you less than a sovereign.

He was chubby even then, and absolutely

uncrumpled, so it could n't have been

India altogether. I think he 'd been en-

gaged to her for ages, for he married her

as soon as he got his captaincy, and took

her out with him.

Then for a time w^e lost track of him.

India seems to have swallowed them up.

They were two years in a lonely up-coun-

try station in Bengal where the heat was
awful. The other men had left their

wives up in the hills or sent them home,

so he never saw any European women ex-

cept my aunt. Fancy that through the

hot season and for two blessed years!

Their first child was born there.

The heat seems to have had no effect

whatever on my aunt. She was out five

—six )^ears. She simply would n't come

home, and he— that 's the odd thing— did

n't want her to. I 've told you conjugal

fidelity was a perfect vice with him. It

was her vice, too. After Bengal it was
Bombay— Poona— and another baby. She

was told they 'd lose both their children

if they did n't send them home, and she

shilly-shallied. She did n't want to send

them with strangers, and she did n't want

to go with them herself. Her place, she

said, was at her husband's side. She shill\ -

shallied into another hot season, and the

children died. That, you see, was where

the vice came in.

It was n't till the death of the babies

that they began to feel the devilishness of
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the climate. Then it went suddenly for

my uncle's liver, while my aunt was down
with dysentery. I got all this from old

Lumby, who was my uncle's subaltern.

He says she must have taken to nagging

him long before, perhaps in their honey-

moon, to be so expert at it, but that it

was n't till my uncle's nerves gave way

that he nagged back. You gathered that

she was fairly decent in public, but what

goes on in a bungalow leaks out sooner or

later into cantonments. Then came Chit-

ral. Lumby says he does n't know what

would have happened to my uncle if it

had n't come. It saved him.

As long as there was trouble on the

frontier he was all right. He would have

sent her home then, but she would n't go.

She said if there was to be fighting, her

place was more than ever at his side, or

within reasonable distance of his side.

Their one chance was to separate, and

they would n't take it. And when it was

all over and he was Simpson of Chitral,

she nagged him out of the service. He
might have been anything after Chitral,

but my aunt insisted on his retiring. She

would n't leave him another year in India

alone, and another year would have killed

her. As it was, he thought she was dying,

and he flung up his career and brought

her back to England.

They used to come up to London for

the season, and when it was over, he went

to Harrogate to recover from it, and on

to Scotland for the shooting, staying in

people's houses. They were glad to have

him; after all, he was Simpson of Chitral,

and just at first he really had some social

success. But not for long, because wher-

ever he went, my aunt went with him.

He would n't have gone without her;

that would have been against his ideas of

faithfulness and common decency. I can

see him lugging her about with him on

all his visits and nagging at her as he did

it. They 'd quarrel about any mortal

thing, the cab-fares and the trains and the

hours of their arrival and departure and

the time it took to catch them and about

the porters' tips. Lumby said they were

simply awful to travel with.

And then people got shy of asking them.

He could have got on all right by him-

self,— to his friends he was always "good

old Roly," and to outsiders he was Simp-

son of Chitral,—but wherever they went

she was only Mrs. Simpson, the woman
who had nagged him out of the service

and wrecked a brilliant career. Other

women did n't care about her, and when
he had rubbed it into them that they could

n't have him without her, they were n't

so particularly keen on him. He was
shelved, anyhow, when he left the service.

Besides, people used to hear them quarrel-

ing in their bedroom.

So gradually they dropped out of

things. I don't think either of them

minded. She was afraid of society— of

what he might do if he fairly got into it;

and he, poor beggar, may have been afraid

of himself.

And yet, no, I don't think he really

was afraid. Fidelity seems to have come

easy to him, and the changes in my aunt's

face were so gradual it 's quite possible

he did n't notice them.

They left London and went to live in

Cheltenham and then in Bath. They
nagged each other out of all these places

in succession. And then they nagged

each other into taking a rather large

house at Tunbridge Wells. My people

made me go and stay with them there.

The old boy had a sort of sneaking affec-

tion for me because they 'd called me after

him.

I found them quarreling in the kitchen

garden. He wanted strawberry beds and,

I think, asparagus, and she wanted a her-

baceous border, with delphiniums in it. I

remember her saying to me: "Your uncle

does n't care about anything he can't eat.

If he could eat delphiniums, he 'd plant

them fast enough." And he said she 'd

got the whole place to grow her delphini-

ums in, and he would n't have 'em in his

kitchen garden.

I can see it all, I can feel the hot sun

baking the beds, I can smell the hot

peaches ripening, I can hear my uncle's

voice and my aunt's voice rising in a cres-

cendo of irritation; I can see their poor
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middle-aged faces twitching and getting

more and more heated, and the little

twists and lines of annoyance and resent-

ment showing through the heat like a pat-

tern. They must have been going at it

hammer and tongs before I arrived, for

my uncle was looking quite tired and

crumpled then. And they kept it up a

long time after, for I remember the gar-

den was cool again before they 'd done.

They quarreled all the time I stayed

with them. They quarreled about

whether I had enough to eat or not and

about what room I was to have and about

the time I was to be called in the morning

and about the places I was to be taken to

see. In the evenings we went to the Pan-

tiles to hear the band play, and they quar-

reled about whether we were to sit or to

walk up and down. Every evening ex-

cept Sunday they went to the Pantiles to

hear the band play, and every evening they

quarreled about whether they should sit

or walk up and down. On Sunday they

seemed to call a truce ; anyhow, they

agreed that I was to go to church, which

was the one thing I did n't want to do.

But when it was all over, after evening

service, they quarreled worse than ever

because of the restraint they 'd put on

themselves all day.

The odd thing was that they were nei-

ther of them naturally cantankerous, and

they never quarreled or even disagreed

with other people. It was marvelous to

watch the automatic rapidity with which

my aunt's face untied itself to expand to

you, and my uncle could be positively

suave. The phenomenon of irritability

seemed to be related solely to the tie that

bound them. It increased with the tight-

ening of the tie.

Finally they nagged each other out of

the house at Tunbridge Wells and into a

flat in Talbot Road, Bayswater.

It was about this time that my aunt's

cousin and trustee mislaid my uncle's pri-

vate income. She had nagged him into

the arrangements that had made it pos-

sible. And odder still, now that he really

had a grievance, he never uttered a single

word of reproach or even of annoyance.

He simply sold the Tunbridge Wells
house, cut down expenses, and declined on

Baj'swater and his pension. The cousin

could n't touch the house and furniture or

the pension. And that 's how I came to

know him— really know him.

Lumby used to go to see them fairly

often; but I 'm afraid I did n't, at least

not so often as I might have done. It was
brutal of me, because I 'd every reason to

believe that their only happy moments
were when either Lumby or I w^as with

them. Their lives could n't have been

worth living when they were shut up

alone together in that awful little flat.

They were desperate— I mean spiritually

desperate—now, and you felt that they

snatched at }^ou as they 'd have snatched

at any straw; and I was afraid, mortally

afraid, of being sucked under. Still, I

went. I was interested in their faces.

The first time, I remember, they made
me stay to dinner, and my uncle flew into

a passion because the servant had n't put

any chillies or any green gherkins into the

curry. He said my aunt ought never to

have engaged her; she might have seen by

the woman's face that she could n't make
a curr}^ My aunt said he 'd better go

into the kitchen and make it himself, if he

was so particular; and he said he 'd be

driven to it, and that the cat could make
a better curry. They were always quar-

reling about curn^ and 5'et my uncle

icould have it. That 's nothing in itself;

I 've never seen the Anglo-Indian yet that

was n't sensitive about curry. Still, I

sometimes think he had it on purpose. As
for the servant, I 'm quite sure my aunt

engaged her as an agent provocateur.

Then— I don't know which of them be-

gan it— they took to playing chess in the

evenings to wile away the frightful hours,

and that was horrible. You 'd come upon

them there, in the little stuffy, shabby sit-

ting-room, cramped together over the

chess-board, my aunt's hand, poised with

her pawn, hovering, shifting, and hover-

ing again, and her poor old head shaking

in a perfect palsy of indecision, while my
uncle, horribly close, sat and glared at her

in torment and in hatred till he could n't
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bear it any longer, and he 'd shout at her:

'Tut that pawn down, for God's sake!

You

—

you— " He was always trembling

on the verge of some terrific epithet that

he could never bring himself actually to

use. "Your bishop can take my queen in

two moves. Do you think I 'm going to

sit up all night?"

And they quarreled everlastingly about

the flat. My aunt had chosen Bayswater,

and he was responsible for the flat itself,

it being the only one he could afford. He
would call upon Heaven to explain to him

why she had brought him to that God-

forsaken place. She would declare that

nobody but an inhabitant of Bedlam

would have expected her to live in a mis-

erable hole like that, where there was n't

room to turn round. And he would roar,

"Who wants to turn round ?" and point

out that my aunt was not a whirling der-

vish and that there 'd be room enough in

the flat if she did n't fill it with the sound

of her voice.

There was no refuge for him there,

—

he could n't escape on to another floor,

—

so he used to take sanctuary in my studio.

He called it taking a constitutional. It

was after I 'd moved up from the Vale

into Edwardes Square, and he 'd walk all

the way from Bayswater across Kensing-

ton Gardens. I think his ingenuity was

pretty severely taxed in concealing these

visits from my aunt; all his genuine ex-

cuses—his important appointments, his

club, his tailor—had gone from him with

his income. In these later years I can see

him wearing with a great air of distinc-

tion the same shabby suit all the time.

He 'd come in and collapse on the divan

and talk to me. He seemed to find relief

in this communion. I 've known him pour

out his soul— all that was left of it. The
revelations were stupendous.

Not, mind you, that he ever said a word
against my aunt. He never mentioned

her except to say that she would wonder

where he was and that he must be getting

back to her. He simply sat there, saying

what a fool he 'd been and what a mess

he 'd made of his life and how he wished

to God—he was always wishing to God—

he 'd never left the service. That, he

said, was where he 'd made his grand mis-

take. But you saw—however much he

wrapped it up you saw— that they 'd

come, both of them, to the end of their

tether. Their only chance was for one of

them to die. It was as if he knew it.

After a while they gave up playing

chess. They were getting older and they

could n't stand the nervous strain of it.

They took to playing patience, by them-

selves, in separate corners. Even that

M'as n't very successful, because in that

room, wherever they sat, they were always

opposite each other, and if either of them

moved or sneezed or anything, it put the

other out.

But it did n't last long. I strolled in

one evening and found my uncle doing

nothing, just sitting in his place opposite

my aunt and shading his ej'es with one

hand. He said the light bothered him.

I asked him why he was n't playing pa-

tience, and he let out in a whisper, so that

my aunt should n't hear him, that he

could n't see the cards. His eyes were

bothering him. He was worried about

his eyes.

But he would n't go to see an oculist.

He 'd always hated doctors, and he owned
to a fear, a positive craven fear, of ocu-

lists. I suppose he was afraid of what
they might tell him. Then suddenly one

day his sight went altogether. He could

n't see a thing, not even large objects like

the sideboard or my aunt. I took him

then in a taxi to an oculist, to several ocu-

lists.

Thc}^ all said the same thing. It was
quite clear that my uncle could n't see;

and yet, on examination, they could find

nothing the matter with his eyes. The
optic nerve, the whole apparatus of seeing,

was intact. There was no reason why he

should n't see except that he did n't. And
they could n't cure him. The fault, we
could only suppose, was in my uncle's

brain. There he was, stone-blind, poor

devil, and none of them could cure him.

But I dare n't take him to an alienist;

he 'd never have consented to that. Then

Lumby got hold of him.
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What comes next, the really remarka-

ble part, was told me by Peters— Peters,

the man who used to run that place that

Lumby was secretary of, the Home for

Nervous Diseases, in Gordon Square.

Lumby sent us to Peters.

Peters had set up as a psychotherapist.

He 'd studied in Vienna and Berlin and

all sorts of places, and he went in strong

for what he called psychoanalysis.

Peters started to experiment on my
poor old uncle's psyche. He was awfully

excited about what we 'd told him. He
said he 'd try psychoanalyzing him first,

using the word-association test, so as to

get, he said, at his "complexes." But he

told us that was n't a bit of good. He
could n't get the old gentleman to "col-

laborate." He would n't play the game.

It 's a sort of game, you know ; the other

chap reels off whole lists of words, and

you answer each one, slick, with the first

thing that comes into your head. He says

"Knife!" and you say "Fork!" or ought

to, if there 's nothing the matter with

you. If you hesitate you 're lost. Peters

says he fired off two hundred words at

my uncle, and he would n't answer any

one of them. Simply would n't. He was

so desperately afraid of giving himself

away. He simply sat there dumb, staring

at Peters and not seeing him—with a per-

fect picture of Peters engraved on his

retina all the time— and blinking.

So Peters had to hypnotize him. He
put him on a couch in an empty room

with a dark-blue light in it. He says he

got him off most beautifully. And when
he was once off he answered all the test-

words like a lamb. Peters seems to have

known by instinct what would draw him,

for presently he tried him with "Face."

He asked my uncle what that word sug-

gested to him, and my uncle said:

"Take it away ! Take it away ! I don't

want to see it again. Take it away!"

Peters said

:

"Whose face is it? Your father's face

or your mother's face or your wife's face?"

And my uncle said

:

"Wife's face. Take it away!"

Peters explained it all scientifically on

some theory of the subconscious. It seems

that Freud or Jung or Morton Prince or

one of those Johnnies had a case exactly

like my uncle's. He said my uncle could

n't see and did n't see because he did n't

ivant to see. His blindness was the ex-

pression of a strong subconscious wish

never to see his wife again— a wish which,

of course, his conscious self had very prop-

erly suppressed. On the one side it was
a laudable effort at self-preservation on

the part of my uncle's psyche. On the

other side, of course, it was just a morbid

obsession and could be easily removed.

He removed it. Doctors do these

things.

I ought to tell you that about the time

of my uncle's blindness, that blessed illu-

sion which Peters deprived him of, my
aunt had a series of remarkable dreams.

She kept on dreaming that she saw my
uncle lying dead, laid out on the big dou-

ble bed in the little room they slept in.

"Laid out, Roly, not properly, but some-

times in his uniform, and sometimes in

evening dress, as they do on the Conti-

nent. A most distressing dream, Roly."

There was no doubt about the distress.

Each time she woke herself with crying.

She told these dreams to Lumby, and

Lumby told them to Peters, and Peters

said my aunt's dreams were the same

thing as my uncle's blindness, the dis-

guised expression of her subconscious wish

that, as Peters put it, he "was n't there."

And when Lumby said, "But the distress,

Peters, the distress!" Peters said that was
where the disguise came in. My aunt's

psyche was n't going to let on, if it could

help it, what was the matter with her,

and when the subconscious let the cat out

of the bag it covered it up. There was

no end to the little hypocrisies of the

psyche.

Lumby said he thought this was aw-

fully far-fetched of Peters, and he told

him so. Then Peters said that if you

fetched it far enough you could trace the

whole business back to unhappy love-af-

fairs of my aunt and uncle when they

were two years old. He washed he could

get hold of them both to psychoanalyze
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them. He 'd like to have another try at

my uncle.

I said I thought Peters had done quite

enough mischief as it was. He 'd be stop-

ping my aunt's dreams next. Her dreams

were probably a comfort to her, poor soul.

Lumby was sincerely attached to my
uncle, and he confided to me that he did

n't like those dreams. He said he was n't

superstitious, but they made him uneasy.

Quite evidently he 'd got it into his head

that they were premonitory of my uncle's

death.

So that neither Lumby nor I was pre-

pared for the letter we got from him a

day or two after, telling us that my aunt

had had a severe stroke, nor for the wire

that followed it, announcing her death.

Somehow it had never occurred to any of

us that my aunt could die.

My uncle wrote to thank me for the

wreath I sent him. I noticed that his let-

ter was rather remarkably free from pious

and conventional expressions of bereave-

ment. My mother, I know, was a little

shocked by it. She said it sounded callous.

The flowers might have been sent for the

dinner-table; there was hardly any refer-

ence to his loss. She was even more

shocked when I told her I respected my
uncle's honesty.

It did n't prevent him from turning an

awfully queer color at the funeral. But

he bore up well. Better, Lumby said,

than he had expected. He shook hands

with us when it was all over, looking us

straight in the face almost defiantly,— he

looked like Simpson of Chitral.,— then he

squared his shoulders and walked out of

the churchyard briskly

—

too briskly, my
mother said.

I did n't see him for about five weeks

after. He was not at home the three

times that I called. Then one evening he

turned up at my studio. He looked

sprucer and younger than he 'd done for

long enough. That might have been the

effect of his black suit, the first new one

he 'd had for years. Also of his slender-

ness. He had thinned considerably, and

it improved him. His face was dragged

a little with this shrinkage, but it was no

longer tortured. I could have sworn that

at last he realized that he was free.

He collapsed on the divan there just as

he used to do when he 'd found sanctuary.

For a long time he said nothing. He told

me to go on painting and take no notice

of him. And then after a bit he began to

talk to me.

He said he had n't been able to come

and see me before. To tell the truth, he

had n't felt up to it. He had n't felt up

'to anything lately. Somehow he 'd lost

his grip of things— lost all care and inter-

est.

I asked him,—God forgive me!—what

was wrong with him. And he said one

thing was n't more wrong than another.

It was just a general break-up of the

whole machine. He did n't think he could

hold out much longer. He was done for.

I said all the encouraging things I could

think of. It seemed to me that he was

simply suffering from the shock of a too

sudden liberation. He could n't realize

his blessedness. Of course I did n't tell

him so, but I did tell him that sixty was

no sort of age to crumple up at, and that

with the family constitution he had a long

life still to look forward to.

He looked at me gravely.

"If I thought that'' he said, "I 'd—
blow—my— brains out." He looked up

at me again— another look. "The fact

is, Roly, I can't get over your aunt's

death."

He did n't get over it. He died on the •

same day of the month exactly one year

after.
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The Sinistrees of France

By MARY HEATON VORSE
Author of "The Highest Power," etc.

IT is a smiling, fruitful country over the

surface of which graves are every-

w^here scattered,—men died fast along this

country lane,— in the grain are crosses,

in the doorj^ards of what once were peas-

ants' houses are more crosses. Here and

there in the pleasant wood trees have been

mown down as by a scythe, and when the

road leads to a town, heaps of brick, tor-

tured ironwork, and shapeless mounds of

stone confront one, and in strange con-

trast to the general desolation, scattered

seemingly at random, are occasional

wooden houses, temporary dwellings

which the English Quakers in cooperation

with the French Government have been

building in what is aptly named "the

devastated areas."

In these districts, over which the full

fury of war passed, they will tell one, as

they do in Paris, that "things are more

normal now." In these areas of destroyed

towns and grave-strewn fields live the sin-

istrees, a sinister name for those war vic-

tims. These, again, are divided into three

classes: the refugees, the burned, and the

pillaged.

It is strange and terrible to visit Paris,

— and no one can be happy,— but to one

who has loved France it is far worse to

visit the lovely Northern country. There

is here a sense of emptiness, as if terror

still hushed the normal cheerful noises of

mankind. The people of these regions

have lost everything: their houses are

burned ; their animals, even the rabbits,

are gone ; their farm implements are

shapeless pieces of grotesquely melted iron.

They live in temporary, patched shelters

and in the houses built by the Society of

Friends, or mass themselves in some near-

by village that escaped destruction at the

hands of the crown prince's retreating

army. After a time in this silent country

one gets the sense that destruction is nor-

mal, and tears start to one's eyes at the

sight of an undestroyed French village

smiling in the sun. So changed are all

values that I could feel nothing strange

in the words of the woman who told me,

"Fortunately, my husband is a hunch-

back."

Then through the empty country-side

come a few soldiers, or a band of wounded
men stagger and grope their way on their

first walk forth from the hospital gates;

and the thought comes to one that in the

world there are always devastated areas

and men wounded in battle.

It is in the devastated areas, from the

sinistrees themselves, that one will learn

how simple women feel toward war. It is

there one will hear more fully expressed

the thought that I had already heard in

different languages and in different coun-

tries.

"We do not live in the w'orld in which

we believed that we were living. None
of us thought that it could happen to us,

in our time, to the lands we knew, to our

husbands and our sons. No one could be-

lieve that the world was like this and

continue to bear children. And all the

time, like some hideous growing plant,

war was preparing; it was there waiting

for us a few years away, a few months

away, a few days away, and no woman be-

lieved it could be.

"Then came the horror that we re-

fused to believe in: war came."

War held up a hand and said, "Stop!"

Civilization stood still. Suddenly men
and women went separate ways; common
life was cleft in two by war.

When war called all the able-bodied

men to the blood-stained ditches and bur-

rows that rend France from the channel

to Alsace and gave the command, "De-

stroy!" it also said to the women: "Go
your fruitful way, bear more children,

bind up your men's wounds, bind up the

wounds of the country. See, beside your

i45
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own work of children and home, I give

into your hands the families of a million

refugees. Bind up the wounds of their

spirits, put hope into the hearts of the old,

save the lives of the little children, put

together those countless families that have

been torn apart ; then the work that your

man has left I give to you to do, and

later I may come and destroy the fruitful

fields you have planted, and in a day undo

the work of careful centuries. I will kill

your men and your old people and little

children, and when I have done this, you

must again rise up and again bear children

and again repair the ruin I have

wrought."

A well-known writer who has had un-

usual opportunities for observation has

searched almost in vain among the

wounded and among those men who have

suffered most in war for men who hated

it, and has found discouragingly few. Had
the search been among w^omen, he would

have had a different story.

The simple man accepts war as he ac-

cepts birth and death. It does not show

its face to him as a monstrous and bleed-

ing horror. Among the many wounded

men I talked with, the emotion I found

often was a na'ive self-congratulation that

they had been through so much. They,

too, when they were old, could tell of

their adventures in the great war.

No woman in France could speak this

way, but the women of the devastated dis-

tricts, educated or simple, have a special

loathing of war and a bitter and intelli-

gent hatred of the conditions which make

war possible. As they talk about it, one

feels that there has surged into their fruit-

ful, painstaking lives a hideous monster

having no connection with the civilization

of M'hich they were a part, a terrible and

indecent anachronism, as though from

some hidden place of slimy ooze some

primeval creature had reared its head and

come forth to ravage a country-side.

It is in the quiet of the devastated areas,

where from one week's end to another you

will see no young man, that you will find

the sharpest contrasts between women's

and men's parts of the world's work in

war-time. In the foremost ranks of what
one might call mobilized women have

been the schoolmistresses. In one little

village, which is recorded as totally de-

stroyed, one house has been rebuilt. This

one house serves as school-house and

inairie. The schoolmistress was a youngish

woman, frail and delicate, with lines of

sorrow and overwork on her intelligent

face. She and an assistant teacher in-

structed eighty children. It w^as her en-

ergy and resourcefulness that caused the

reconstruction of this one house.

She also acts as mayor of the village.

The maj'or himself is of course mobilized

;

so is the cure. This means that she takes

upon herself much of the relief work that

the cure would naturally have performed.

The acting mayor is an old man who
comes from a village at some distance as

infrequently as possible, only to sign the

papers necessary for giving receipts for

money from the Government, etc. ; for

the French Government gives to all sinis-

trces twenty-five cents a day for every

grown person and ten cents for all chil-

dren under sixteen years of age. The dis-

tribution of this fund, as well as the pri-

vate charities, falls, therefore, into her

hands. She sat there in her little office

and talked about the various sides of her

work, and said in a tone of apology:

"You see, there is really more to do

than I can do well. There are eighty

children to care for, and their families,

and I have an immense correspondence."

She motioned to some vast portfolios.

"Two thousand French soldiers fell on

the battle-field over there,"—she nodded

out of the open window,
—

"and I am of

course still answering the inquiries of their

families."

She was of coiu'se still answering the

inquiries of their families, and she was of

course teaching eighty children; she was

of course doing all manner of relief work;

slie was of course giving all sorts of com-

fort and kindness, making a circle of light

in the desolation in which she lived. And
as I looked at her, I realized that there

were hundreds of women like her who
were of course doing the same thing
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through all the vast, desolated country of

the north of France, merely standing by

their posts as the telephone and telegraph

girls had done during the invasion, un-

witting heroines performing their tasks of

incredible difficulty. This woman did not

mention that she was merely doing her

duty ; there comes a pressure in human
affairs where one ceases to think in terms

of duty for one's self, where one works

to the limit of endurance and then beyond

that limit.

During the war there have been thrown

to the surface extraordinary women like

the "Mayor of Soissons," but even more

characteristic of the spirit of the people

are the unusual qualities that have been

called up in those who are merely the na-

tion's ordinary women.

I looked out of the window. Here in-

deed was the biblical word fulfilled,

"There shall not be left one stone upon

another." What had been an orderly and

sweet French village was a nameless heap

of stones and rubble, only rearing their

heads, gaunt and fireless amid the general

destruction, were the chimneys and the

hearthstones, as though the foyer, the

hearth, of France, refused to be destroyed.

Pompeii, beside it, was habitable. It

looked as if some great natural calamity,

known as an act of God, had passed over

it. So it seemed.

Then came to me the intolerable

thought, Man did this thing. No incred-

ible cataclysm of nature, but man, more

relentless than the sea in his hideous self-

destruction.

I looked from this work of man to the

toil-burdened schoolmistress who in the

midst of this desolation had assembled

her children together, and contrasted her

work with that for which the men of

Europe had been preparing, and one na-

tion so supremely well and with such lov-

ing care. The careful Germans had

brought with them petroleum cans, solid

and German, with which to burn the vil-

lages through which they passed. An old

man, standing in his flowering garden,

showed me a can that had escaped in the

general conflagration; he called it his "lit-

tle souvenir which the Prussians had left

him." They even brought with them par-

affin with which to burn the manure-

heaps, so that, in case they should not hold

the land, the civil population might suffer

to the utmost, as they have indeed suf-

fered, but with what unshakable gallantry

it is impossible to express.

This unquenchable spirit was forever

being interpreted to me by some person

like an old woman whom I found work-

ing in her flower garden. No dwelling of

man was now near that garden, only the

shapeless ruins of what had once been

houses. All about was the quiet of the

country and fields, fields studded with

graves— graves and ruins, and there was

that garden, bright with peonies and other

flowering things, and the old woman
working it. She looked up from her weed-

ing to offer me flowers.

"Of course my garden is not what it

may be another year," she told me, "for

I have walked eight miles to get here, and

I cannot always come ; but I cannot bear

the thought of losing them altogether.

Flowers, you know, require cultivation."

This blooming garden in the midst of

the unspeakable desolation of a ruined

village was a part of this old woman's

contribution toward reestablishing order.

Whether there has been war or not, the

education of the little children must go on,

and flower gardens must go on, and all

the blooming, graceful things of French

life must go on, as much as they can.

Among all the sinistrees, only once did

I come across the suggestion from any

woman that there was no use in going on.

This woman had lost all her sons in battle,

and her husband had been ill all the win-

ter as the result of exposure. She sat with

hands folded in her lap; when a woman
from the Society of Friends asked her if

she did not wish to put in an application

for a temporary house, she said

:

"There is no use in it for us."

Her husband, beaten by illness and the

loss of his sons, sat there as though still

stunned by the immensity of his misfor-

tunes. These two people were so apa-

thetic, so detached from life, that they
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seemed to be onl_v waiting for death ; and

it came to me that they were the first I

had seen whom the Germans had beaten.

But I had reckoned without their eight-

year-old daughter Rose.

"Madame," she said as we were leav-

ing, "they want this house." She came

forward, her face flushed. She stood there

before us, her little head erect, her eyes

shining, the embodiment of the courage

of the w^omen of France. "I will go with

you," she said, "to the rnairic, and we will

put in our application."

She knew what she wanted ; she knew

the cost of the house; she knew the busi-

ness details connected with it. "For I

can read," she said ; "I have been reading

about these houses upon the posters."

She had sat there amidst her mother's

tears, her father's dumb despair; she had

watched them relax their hold on life,

and, baby though she was, there had come

into her heart the resolve of a woman : she

would have their little house; she would

reestablish their family.

And now, at this writing, Rose's house

will already have been built, and her par-

ents will again be re-awakening to life.

For such a heroic child they can do noth-

ing else.

I left the country of the sinistrees with

the words of a friend of mine echoing in

my heart

:

"I have seen so much beauty, so much

mutual aid, so much self-sacrifice since the

beginning of this war that I can never

distrust human nature again."

But above this thought is another one.

Must heroic and great qualities of men
and women be organized forever only for

war and for repairing the destruction that

war causes?

There is an oflfice through which passes

a procession of dark-clothed men and

women, where all day long the words,

"We regret there' is as yet no news," are

heard. Once this had been a language

school ; to-day it houses the Bureau dc

Renseignements pour les Families Dis-

persees. This is one of the thousands of

familiar places in Paris that war has

changed to its uses.

The red cross floats o\er the place

where there had been a club for girl stu-

dents ; a favorite restaurant houses a work-

shop. The reception-rooms of hotels are

turned into vestiaires; schools house the

most miserable of all sinistrees, the

refugees. The altered use of public and

private buildings is the outward sign

which tells you that all through France

the thought of anything except war has

ceased. Life in its ordinary course has

ceased. People get up and go to bed, pur-

sue their various businesses, as in a vac-

uum. The ordinary business of life has

no longer any meaning ; nothing has mean-

ing except that unnatural and ghastly

work of killing; nothing counts that is not

connected with this work of destruction.

The complete spiritual isolation of a

whole nation from all subjects that do

not concern killing and being killed, or the

contemplation of the destruction attendant

on war, is another of war's least negligible

by-products.

In the strange and nightmare country

of the trenches where the men of France

live, the real lives of the women of France

are passed.

There is not a single little family on the

remote border of France whose eyes are

not fixed on that long, narrow strip of

blood-stained country, that tormented and

tortured country of barb-wire, of mitrail-

leuses, of shell, of great guns and trenches.

The state of soul of a nation which has

subordinated the fruitful industries of life

to the subject of killing and being killed

is a strange thing. The spirit of a nation

which sees its young manhood and its

youth surge up to the country of death

and then ebb back wounded and dead is

strange and grave; so strange and so

grave that, if you had lived there before,

the unfamiliarity of its familiar aspect is

a terrifying thing.

As I went about among my friends, I

became aware of the overpowering sense

of something that was almost more poign-

ant than grief; a nerve-racking spiritual

discomfort overwhelmed me, outsider

though I was; and presently the meaning
of this discomfort translated itself into
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words: suspense was what brooded o\'er

all the men and women whom I met.

They were waiting; they gave the effect

of a whole nation listening to invisible

voices; and while the surface of conversa-

tion was as normal as it could be, since it

dealt with such abnormal things as war

and the lamentable by-products of war,

they were all of them waiting, waiting,

for news from the front, waiting to learn

if sons and husbands were still alive, wait-

ing for the end of the war.

Suspense was everywhere, but it brooded

more closely in that office where once

people went to learn languages and where

they now go to wait for tidings of their

mothers, of their children, lost years ago,

in the time when the German army over-

ran France and created the army of the

sinist7-ces.

In the vast confusion that occurred

when the German army swept down upon

Paris— a confusion which affected a civil

population of millions of people, members

of families lost one another. In the vast

card-catalogues of the Bureau de Ren-

seignement les F'amilles Dispersees is

concentrated the suspense and anguish of

a nation.

Of this vast suspense, this anguished

searching of mothers for children, of

daughters for mothers, of fathers, of sons

for all their families, nothing is heard in

the outside world. This calamity of the

tearing asunder of thousands upon thou-

sands of families, which, had it come at

another time, as the result of some cata-

ch'sm of nature, would have caused the

pity of the whole civilized world to stream

forth, is now only a little incident for the

world at large, an incident for every one

except those concerned in its hideous trag-

edy.

There are many little children in

France, tiny youngsters, babies so young

that they cannot speak, who have strayed

on the roads, and of whose parents no

trace has j'et been heard.

The newspapers in France also contain

advertisements of fathers searching for

their children, and wives for their hus-

bands, and soldiers for their families.

So to-day when I think of France, I

cannot think merely in the terms of a

country invaded. Another great, shad-

owy army fills my mind— the army of

mothers searching for their children, of

daughters searching for their old parents,

waiting day by day for news of those

whom they love, wondering among what

strangers they are living, and then, per-

haps mercifully and perhaps sadly, after

months, again united. My mind reverts

to this group of women searching con-

tinuously for the lost, and helping to

reunite the members of those families.

War, which had welded the men of the

country into an engine of destruction, had

sent its women forth on countless works

of mercy and reconstruction, and this

work I had come to France to witness. As

I went about on this strange and heart-

breaking sight-seeing, as I visited barracks

in which not wounded soldiers, but

wounded families, lived and ate, saw

workshops, hospitals, there came to me a

vision of what a total disorganization war

meant to the civil population.

Day by day among the sinistrees I

heard stories of flight from burning vil-

lages, until such a flight seemed a usual

experience. I heard tales of lost relatives.

I saw families cut in half by war. I saw

women searching for old mothers. I saw

refugees who had lost little children. I

listened to the dreadful prattle of children

who talked of killing. I saw listless, sad-

eyed young girls who had witnessed the

death of all dear to them. I saw women
sitting with folded hands, their means of

livelihood gone, their husbands gone, their

reason for living gone.

I saw little children below the age of

speech, who had been found wandering

on the roads by soldiers, and two Belgian

children who had been found in the very

trenches where they had fled terrified dur-

ing the bombardment. No one can ever

know who they are; their mothers will

never see them again.

I saw women, in deepest grief over the

loss of their sons, stay by their posts un-

flinching, never stopping in their work,

and evervwhere I saw beautv and un-
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quenchable courage, even though many

walked with the weary air of those whose

illusions have been killed and with them

their inner reason for living. High and

low worked with the desperate activity of

ants whose ant-hill had been stepped on.

I looked and listened until I was drowned

by what I saw, until I could see no more

and hear no more.

And as I saw these things, all the vast,

restless stirring of women, which, when

it is self-conscious, we call feminism,

seemed to me to have supremely gained in

significance; it seemed that its very roots

lay in women's age-old mute protest

against war.

I had, in the weeks that preceded my
journey into France, heard a great deal

of talk concerning the basic racial and

economic causes of war. Here is the con-

tribution to these reasons of a very simple

woman, and it seems to me that in it

there is a very profound truth.

The name of this woman is Mme.
Etienne, and she was once my concierge.

I always go to see her when I am in Paris,

for I love her homely wit and her gaiety.

Her three boys had been almost young

men when I had last seen her, and I won-

dered if she had joined the women in

mourning. She met me drj'-eyed. She

seemed, indeed, as if turned to stone, for

she told me in a hard and steady voice:

"They are all dead, all. All three died

within six weeks. Since then I have read

no papers. There is no victory for me.

There can be no victory for those whose

sons are dead."

From the streets came the sound of sing-

ing, cabs rattled by decorated with Italian

flags. War had called to something deep

in the hearts of these men, and found

there a response. We watched them in

silence a moment. Then Mme. Etienne

stretched out her hand toward them and

cried

:

"As long as men love war like that,

there will be war, and when they hate it

as we hate it, there will be no more war."

And at her words the oppression that

had followed me since the beginning of

the war found its meaning. She had said

the thing that I had seen since I had real-

ized to the full the terrific cleavage war
had brought between men's affairs and

our affairs, but had not wished to put into

words.

Since the war, even the men at home
had turned to me the faces of strangers.

They thought negligible what women
thought important. The things we asked

one another as we talked about the war

held no interest for them. The sense of

men's strangeness has bred a fear in me
that had no name and no face. Now
at last I saw the reason with terrible

clearness.

Now I knew why even the men of my
own country had seemed .so alien to me,

and the reason is that the difference be-

tween men and women is the difference

between birth and death. I had thought

that the profound differences between men
and women became trivial in the face of

their still profounder similarity. But

now it seems to me that our deepest expe-

rience is giving life and their intensest

moment is when they are called on by war

to go out and destroy the lives for which

we have risked our own.

Man plays a very small part in the su-

preme adventure of birth. When a woman
goes down to death to give life she goes

alone. Man is nothing to her then. Her
husband, the father of the child to be

born, cannot share in her pain. Her in-

tensest moment she lives by herself. The
great miracle of birth is no concern of his,

and he can only shrink back, a frightened

witness, and wait and wait interminably

and pray that all is well. The great ex-

perience for her, and for him only the

permission to wait.

When men go out to fight they, too,

go alone. We cannot go with them ; we
only wait while they risk their lives that

other men may die. Men and women go

alone to their supreme adventures.
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Writing the

j love-leiier

The Appeal of the Unpretentious

A Study of a Play and its Audience

Bv E. R. LIPSETT

THERE ne\er was an}' truth in the

statement that real art cannot be

popular. It is the invention of minds too

small to take the correct measurements of

other minds. Most caterers in esthetic

pleasures have no understanding of their

publics.

Real public taste is not to be con-

founded with the popularity of the tone

concoctions of an unlettered East-Side

boy or the ten-thousand-dollar-prize sce-

nario of the little village stenographer. It

is true, though, that these deformities

strike more surely the popular mood. The
things they stand for are the things the

popular mind dreams of. It is like run-

ning across some old friends from home
or those of one's own blood. One warms
up to them, taking them for what they

are, and asking no questions. But one

does not necessarily say that they are the

finest in the world and that there could

be no wish for anything better.

The fortunes of "L'Enfant Prodigue"

the Little Theater York
will prove whether the public knows a

really good thing -when it sees it. At

the moment of writing it is not possi-

ble to gage these. Still, seeing that

the play had had a run of one hundred

and fifty nights in London, one may
venture to forecast for it a still longer

run here. This, of course, is tantamount

to saying that New York's audiences, or

spectators, one would rather sa\- in the

matter of "Pierrot the Prodigal." stand

on a higher level than London's. That is

true. The mentality of a public is known

by the magazines it reads, and the English

magazines are almost as far behind ours

as ours are behind what they might be.

But let us dispense with criterions and

comparisons. Here we have for basic

facts that the audiences at the Little The-

ater know precisely when art is art and

not burlesque. In certain situations there

is less than a step between the two. The
mind does not have to wander anywhere
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from the one to the other. It is all in the

eye; it is just how 3'ou look. You see

what you look for, and thereby will j'ou

be judged. Now, the houses at "Pierrot"

have proved that audiences know how to

look for the right thing in the right place

at the right moment.

Miss Marjory Patterson as Pierrot

Pierrot sits down to write a love-letter.

He throws up his head, and with quill in

mouth sits and thinks and thinks. He
puts the quill to paper, but only for a

moment; back the thing goes to his mouth,

and he thinks again. Three or four times

this is repeated. Then lie lets himself go.

The pen travels over the paper at a furi-

ous rate ; the arm works straight from the

shoulder, the head and body joining in

rhythmic motion. Presently the writing-

table also goes. It moves away from un-

der the writer's hand. He hastens after

it, continuing to write all the time. Again

the table moves away, and again he chases

it, without a break in the writing. And
now comes the marvel of marvels: there

is not a titter from the audience. They sit

inspired with a rare reverence. They see

it all. They know that it is not done for

the sake of making the table move, but

that the table cannot help moving under

the tremendous impetus, the onrush of

thought and emotion. They see it all very

clearly, and they sit with bated breath.

It holds them in a spell. Here was not

only just one more young lover writing

just one more love-letter, but it was young
love writing the love-letter. It was the

love-letter visualized. Perhaps it would
be said that the fine music accompanying

the action helped the people to understand

it. Let that be so, by all means. It dou-

bly confirms the truth that there is a ready

public for real art. It is clear that a pub-

lic that can be talked to in music must

needs have a decent understanding of art

values.

Another scene of large significance, and

equally running the risk of being turned

into a cheap laugh where it fails of appre-

ciation, occurs in the second act, when
Pierrot and his Phrynette are settled in

their dove-cote in the big city. The bills

begin to come in after a time in the form

of great strips of paper of the size of par-

lor rugs. No items are mentioned, no fig-

ures are Haunted to the eye, so many hun-

dred francs for a dress, so many for a hat;

but it is the visualization of a woman's
extravagance, a thing of all time and every

clime. And this scene again was duly

honored by the house. They understood

it ; they never laughed.

Here, then, in "Pierrot the Prodigal"

we have true art in that it deals not only

with things, but with the significance of

them. We had so learned to center our

admiration on photographic minuteness of

externals and adjuncts, as exemplified by

the Belasco stagings, that we had forgot-

ten what art was, forgotten that there was
art. A writer in a medical journal finds a

flaw in "The Boomerang," because in the
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doctor's office in that play he cannot see a

sphygmomanometer.

The poignancy and largeness of the art

in "Pierrot the Prodigal" lie, of course,

in the fact that it is a pantomime. It is

the delight of art to dispense with labels,

as it is of the goddess to dispense with

linen. Venus petticoated could not be

herself. Art under labels could not be

art. In "Pierrot the Prodigal," in which

not a word is spoken or a voice ever once

raised, art is wholly itself all the way. It

is art untrammeled, and such is its wiz-

ardry that by bare suggestion it calls

things into being, together with the soul

of things, or, as Herder and Carlyle

would say it, the divine idea underlying

them. A look, a pose, and we have a whole

character, a whole story, and a big one.

We know at once it is a love-sick youth

when Pierrot rises from the meal he can-

not eat to look out through the window,

on the alert for the sight of somebody.

Presently, when that somebody comes in,

in the person of the dainty little laundry

maid, we know from the poise of her head

and the roll of her eye as Pierrot kneels at

her feet in supplication what a heartless,

supercilious jade she is. And there never

was such a tale of parental sorrow for an

erring youth as we get from the father

and mother of Pierrot over their evening

meal after he had stolen their savings and

run away with that worthless coquette.

They cannot eat. There is no room for

food, with so many tears choking them.

And then the most powerful presentation

comes in the scene toward the end, when,

disillusioned, dishonored, ragged, and be-

draggled, Pierrot crawls back home to

seek the forgiveness of his parents. As

the youthful figure kneels, with head bent

and arms outstretched into space, while

the stern and unyielding father stands

with his back turned, there is the very em-

bodiment of penitence, grief, and longing.

These emotions are not merely expressed,

but they are there themselves. In that

pose, at least, Miss Marjory Patterson,

who plays the part of Pierrot, approaches

the heights trodden by the Russian dan-

cers.

Hut our business is with the people who
look on. Throughout tlie three acts there

was not a movement of significance lost

on them. And what is more, on the di-

rect statement of the manager, the people

who come to see the play deprecate, and

often resent, the sj nopsis of the story

Pierrot and the rose

gi\'en with the program. They do not

need the words. They see in that prox i-

dential accommodation a reflection on

their intelligence, in the first instance, and

then it mars the pleasure of their own in-

telligent following of the play.

And now to forget for a moment that

"L'Enfant Prodigue" is the creation of a

fine French mind, to forget that it is dif-

ferent from all other plays in that it is a

pantomime, and to lake it only by its stor\-

values, we get at still another truth. And
that is, that it is not alwa\s the preten-
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tious that makes appeal to the public. as simple and as primitive as a passage

Here in "Pierrot the Prodigal" we see the from the gospel, as free from sophistry as

appeal of the unpretentious. The story is a child's prayer.



The Immoral Reformation of Billy Lunt
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ONE morning in January, Captain

Amos Cosgro\e met Billy Lunt on

the Shore Road, and drew him in under

the lee of the rigging-loft, out of the

wind.

"Billy," he said, coming at once to the

point, "th' ain't no two ways about it

—

you 've got to reform."

Startled, Billy looked up.

"Reform?" he repeated blankly.

"That 's what I said," replied Captain

Amos, with great firmness; "an', what 's

more, you ain't got no time to lose. I

ain't goin' to set by in silence an' see no

foreigner run of¥ with one of our best

girls if I can help it. You git busy."

Billy was a young sailor, home for the

winter, with the understanding that he

was to become master of his father's

barque when she returned to port in the

spring, and he had utilized his holiday by

falling under the spell of Lydia Bascom.

a niece whom Captain Amos's house-

keeper, Mrs. Bascom, had invited over

from Mount Horeb for a long visit. All

had gone well until late in December,

when a youag man named Harding had

come into port in charge of Captain Aza-

riah Baker's big schooner. He had re-

mained, finding in Blackwater. with

Lydia, an attractiveness that far outshone

the rest of the habitable globe. To Cap-

tain Amos the situation seemed ominous.

Billy was a clean-minded, good-looking

young man whom every one liked, and to

most people, as to Billy himself, the idea

of reformation in connection with him

would have seemed ridiculous ; but Cap-

tain Amos had his own ideas of life, and

no one had ever doubted his shrewdness.

"It does beat all nation," he went on

musingly, "how good, nice-minded young

girls will pass the straight sticks by an'

pick up the crooked ones. You can see

with half an eve that them tall \arns that

Harding tells kind o' take Lydia's im-

agination, an' she 's set him up on a pin-

nacle, so to speak, for bein' what any man
would know he ain't. He 's just a plain,

common liar, Billy, an' a man that 's that

is hopeless. I 'm some worried. Now,
that 's the p'int I 'm makin' now : jou 've

got to beat him at his own game—be a

leetle mite more of a bad man than him.

You can't split tacks with that sort o'

critter when it comes to women : you got

to beat 'em tack for tack. So I say you 've

got to reform."

"That 's what I 'd call reforming back-

ward," said Billy, with a doleful smile,

"if I 've got to brag and lie about things

I 've never done or seen."

"Jus' so," replied Captain Amos, coolly

;

"you 've got my p'int exact'." For half

an hour he explained his brilliant idea in

detail, and at the close added : "Now,
mind: be open 's the day, an' don't hide

nothin' "—he smiled slightly— " 'T won't

hurt you none. Jus' beat him at his own
game, like I said. You can do it; you

ain't got no facts to hamper you. Of
course you don't have to lie outright

;

jus' hint at some things an' be pretty fa-

miliar with others. It 11 come easy when

you git in the swing of it. An' I "11 work

one end. an' kind o' lead you on. Come
up to-night, an' le' 's see how it works."

There was about Bill> a new and un-

familiar air when he entered Captain

Amos's living-room that evening— a sug-

gestion of swagger that was wholly unlike

his usual quiet demeanor. He greeted

Harding, who was already there, with a

heartiness that surprised that young gen-

tleman and made him vaguely uneasy, ac-

customed as he was to Billy's ordinarily

cool manner. Captain Amos was leaning

back in a chair, with his feet on the stove,

and Mrs. Bascom, Lvdia, and her friend
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Martha Carter were gasping over some-

thing that Harding was saying as Billy

entered the room.

Captain Amos broke in upon the pause

that followed Billy's entrance by turning

to Harding and saying:

"Well, you must 'a' be'n some scart

when you woke up an' saw that feller

standin' over you with a pistol p'inted at

you." He explained to Billy: "Mr. Har-

ding was a-tellin' about a mutiny aboard

once. He did n't know anything was

wrong till he saw that sailorman standin'

over him like that. Well,"—he turned

back to Harding,
—

"well, I guess you sus-

picioned something was up then," he said.

"Yes," assented Harding; "but I kept

my wits about me, pretending I was half

asleep and thought it was the second mate

come to call me. So when I yawned and

stretched, and he stooped over to shake

me again, I let one fist fly in his face and

dou'^led him up in a heap. The game

was soon up then."

But he told it all in detail, and as he

finished, Captain Amos glanced mean-

ingly at Billy, and that misguided young

gentleman plunged boldly into the con-

test. Some of his tales were received with

such marked silence as to hint at unbelief

;

and at the last were so marvelous that

Captain Amos fell to raking the stove

with such vigor that speech was impossi-

ble. He also tried to change the current

of talk by abruptly asking Martha if she

had heard that Mr. Paddleford had an-

nounced his intention of preaching a series

of sermons to sailors. If he did, he sup-

posed he 'd have to go, he added.

The captain's choice of a safe subject

seemed unfortunate, for it gave Lydia the

opportunity to remark musingly to no one

in particular that she thought it an ex-

cellent idea, and would suggest some of

the Ten Commandments as suitable texts.

In the painful pause that followed, Har-

ding cheerfully harked back to the pre-

vious subject of conversation. He still

found it interesting.

"Well, it 's a hard life at best," he said,

"and no wonder a sailor goes in for a

good time when he gets ashore in some

out-of-the-way port. I remember once in

Callao
—

"

Billy was now past all hope. A red

spot, like high fever, burned on each

cheek, and he obstinately, almost gaily,

met the challenge.

"Do you know Gringo Mike's In Cal-

lao?" he interrupted eagerly. "If you 're

ever looking for trouble or fun in Callao,

don't pass Mike's by. Every cutthroat

and beachcomber on the West Coast turns

up there, ready for anything."

"I think I remember the place," an-

swered Harding.

"Think!" retorted Billy. "You 'd

know Gringo Mike's— a long, low, ram-

bling, thick-walled place, with a great

patio filled at night with donkey and

llama trains, and the drivers sleeping on

the ground, rolled up in their ponchos, or

cooking their own suppers at the big fire-

places in the long room. And Pepita

—

you 'd remember Pepita, the pretty, black-

eyed little senorita who used to play the

tambourine and dance. Why, she"—he

stopped in confusion— "why, you 'd know
the place if you 'd been there," he ended

lamely.

"I guess I don't know it," replied Har-

ding, dryly.

Billy was looking down at his feet,

smiling reminiscently. Suddenly he

laughed.

"One night she was looking unusually

pretty, and seemed a little sad, and I

guess that moved some of us; for when
she came skipping down toward me—

"

"Any you folks feel too warm?" broke

in Captain Amos, hurriedly, with becom-

ing solicitude for the welfare of his guests.

"Seems to me the weather 's moderatin',

or else I 'm carryin' on too much sail on

this here stove, one." He rose noisily,

closed the draft, and, ambling to the win-

dow, looked out. "Stars is kind o' dim,"

he continued. "How 'd it look when ye

come in, boys? Like moderatin'?"

"Yes," replied Billy. He turned to

Harding. "So when she
—

"

"We was just a-speakin' of Cap'n Dave
Harlow before ye come in," interposed

Captain Amos. "Martliy says his folks
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is gittin' anxious about him. He 's comin'

from some'rs down there— Callao or some

sich place. Ye made me think of it," he

added, with a labored effort at guileless-

ness.

"From Para," corrected Billy, "a long

ways from Callao, anyway jou put it.

But no one knows when Cap'n Dave left,

and there has n't been any bad weather.

He 's safe enough. But, as I was say-

ing—"
"They tell me the current 's pretty

strong in the river down there at Para,"

said Captain Amos, hastily. "Is that so?

Well, they can talk about them foreign

anchorages all they please, but I don't be-

lieve they find any to lay over the North

River— off Bedloes Island, say—on the

half-tide some cold night in February,

when the ice is runnin' out an' a nor'-

wester 's drawin' down through the Pali-

sades like a chimbley. When that there

ice goes grindin' along by your head out-

side the plankin', ye ain't goin' to need

nobody to nudge ye to keep ye awake.

Not much." Then at last Billy was si-

lenced.

Silence, indeed, had fallen upon the

company generally. Now and then, it is

true, Harding leaned forward to finger

the fancj^-work upon which Ljdia was

engaged, remarking on its beauty in a low

voice, a proceeding that naturally was not

recognized by the others as an incentive

to general conversation. Martha openly

yawned, and at last rose to go. Harding,

too, rose to his feet with an air of finality

in the process, and, after a momentary
hesitation, Billy also prepared to depart.

He had one arm in the sleeve of his over-

coat before he saw that Harding had

merely risen to take his position on the

other side of the table. The new plan

had its drawbacks, Billy was forced to

confess as he walked homeward by the

side of the silent Martha.

He was seated on the steps of Palmer's

store the next morning when Captain

Amos came into view. The weather had

moderated, as the captain had surmised.

The sun was almost springlike, the day

windless, A cat dozed on the sunny door-

step, and from a neighboring yard came

the cheerful singing of fowl.

As Captain Amos seated himself by the

young man's side, he nodded thoughtfully,

with an absent-minded "Well, Billy," by

way of salutation, and then relapsed into

a silence so unusual that his companion

turned and looked at him.

"Well, Captain Amos, I suppose I

made a mess of it," he began. "I started

in by hinting at things as you advised,

but they rather got away from me."

"They sure did," replied Captain Amos,

thoughtfully; "you ain't no natural liar,

Billy. Some o' them yarns was ruther

overdone. The plague of it was, the

worse things sounded natural. That Pe-

pita, now—kind o' seems as if she was sort

o' drug in by the heels, so to speak. I

ruther wish you 'd left her out."

"Well, I guess I was a little mad,"

confessed Billy, "and so got reckless.

That thing Lydia said about the Ten
Commandments—why, she might as well

have told me to my face that I was a liar.

After that I did n't seem to care, but just

took the bit in my teeth."

"More like the whole halter," corrected

the captain. "My land! when you went

off home I was plumb tired out tryin' to

head you off. I felt some relieved when
the door shut behind ye. That don't

sound polite, I guess, but j'ou understand."

"Oh, I suppose it was a failure, any-

way you look at it," said Billy.

"Well, some plans work, an' some

don't," replied Captain Amos, with easy

philosophy. "They 're like human crit-

ters in that: ye can't see why one ain't

good 's another till ye try 'em on a job."

He paused for an embarrassed moment,

then added with a keen realization of the

difficulty of his position : "An', Billy,

mebbe 't would be 'bout as well to keep

away from the house for a spell. That
there Pepita—

"

"Oh, I understand," Billy interposed.

"She kind o' worked 'em up," con-

cluded the captain.

Billy's face fell, but he looked deter-

mined.

"Well, I 'm going to keep it up," he
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declared. "To tell the truth, I rather en-

joyed it when I got started. I '11 have the

fun of shocking people even if I lose in

the end. I did n't have much show as

things were going; I might as well run

to the finish."

"That 's right," agreed Captain Amos,
heartily. "Give the plan a fair trial.

I '11 help you all I carv, though I 'm trust-

in' more to women's contrariness now
than to my own judgment. I guess it 's

safer in the long run."

For a week Billy lived in the unreal

world of his imagination, and he took no

pains to keep it to himself. It seemed to

him that he walked the streets of his na-

tive town in an atmosphere heavily

charged with suspicion and disapproval.

On Friday he met Mr. Paddleford, the

pastor of the Second Church, and instead

of the cordial hand-clasp and the pleasant

word with which he had grown familiar.

he received only a preoccupied nod and a

sad "Good afternoon" in greeting.

He was to learn, too, that when a man
begins to go down-hill, Fate stands ready

to assist. A sailor whom he had often

befriended, then lying ill at Black Jim's

low resort on Meadow Street, having

called him in to see him on Saturday

afternoon, Billy was leaving the saloon

at dusk just as Deacon Armstrong was
passing. The deacon sadly confided the

fact to his friends. He added that he

would not have believed it if he had not

seen it with his own eyes. Naturally, he

was now quite prepared to believe the

things that his eyes had not seen.

A day or two later Captain Amos met
Billy on the Shore Road.

"See here, boy," he said, "ain't you git-

tin' deeper in the mire 'n you was in the

muck? Now, when I thought up that

little piece of play-actin', I did n't sup-

pose you was goin' to carry it on to King-
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dom Come. Seems to me you 're ruther

overdoin' it."

"You said keep it up—not back down,"

Billy replied, with an obstinate look.

"Yes, I guess that 's so," Captain Amos
acknowledged. "That 's so; but if you

want to mistrust my judgment, don't

mind sayin' so. I ain't so blame' sure of

it mj'self." Then suddenly he burst forth

irritably: "Consarn women-folks, any-

way! They ain't reliable, Billy. They
certainly ain't. Now, why don't you

come up to the house to-night an' make

a clean breast of the whole business?

Lydia can see the p'int of a joke quick 's

any one; an' I '11 shoulder the blame."

"No, sir," replied Billy, obstinately.

"If she takes me now, she 's got to take

me just as I am."

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE
"You mean just as you ain't, don't

you?" corrected Captain Amos.

"Yes," agreed Billy—"what she thinks

I am. Lord knows what that is. Well,

I 'm going to Mr. Paddleford's donation

to-morrow night, and I '11 try again. I 've

learned something since that first trial."

"What }^ou goin' to do?" asked Captain

Amos, in alarm.

Billy laughed.

"Oh, I '11 just wait around for a chance

for an opening," he said, "and give the

plan another trial,"

On the night of the donation Billy passed

the brilliantly lighted parsonage several

times before summoning sufficient courage

to enter; but when at last, through sheer

shame, he went up the path, and, opening

He received only a i)ieuccupitil nod ;md a sad

'Good afternoon' in "leetinii"
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the door without knocking, after the casu-

ally cheerful custom of that festival dedi-

cated to the gods of hospitality, stepped

into the hall, it was only to rail at his

folly for coming. Though he could de-

tect no flaw in the greetings of Mr. Pad-

dleford and his wife, he was sensitively

alive even to the supposed lifting of an

eyebrow: it seemed to him that Mr. Pad-

dleford showed that slight measure of

surprise. Its effect was to make him

obstinately shy.

For a moment he paused to glance into

the sitting-room, now temporarily used

for supper. About the long tables the

older guests were sitting, and as Billy

caught sight of Captain Amos, he stepped

back, dreading a too public greeting. As
he turned, he caught a momentary glimpse

of the parlor, filled apparently with those

of his own age. He passed up the stairs

to one of the dressing-rooms, in and out

of which, and through the hall, girls and

boys, in couples, tramped steadily, sing-

ing the old game:

"It rains and hails, it 's cold, stormy

weather;

In comes the farmer, drinking cider.

Who '11 go reaper, who '11 go binder?

I 've lost my true love, and I can't find

her."
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As he returned to the hall, crowding

past the players, and approached the

stairs, up and down which younger chil-

dren raced, a sudden feeling of diffidence

came to him at the thought of the possi-

bility of meeting Lydia in the parlor, with

inquisitive eyes looking on. The door of

the minister's study in the "extension"

stood open, and the empty room looked in-

viting. Glad for a momentary retreat, he

passed in, and idly began to scan the backs

of the books that lined the walls just as

Deacon Armstrong's wife came up the

stairs. Being a careful woman, with a

keen sense of responsibility, the thought

came to her that the children racing

through the halls might enter the study

and disturb the minister's papers and

books. She softly closed the door, and,

turning the key, passed on.

At the sound of the closing door, Billy

turned and caught sight of Lydia on the

far side of the room, lifting her eyes from

a book.

"Oh, good evening," he said. "I did n't

see j'ou."

"Good evening," she replied. "I don't

see why you shut the door," she added

coldl^^ "I wish you 'd open it."

"Why, I did n't do it," he replied. "It

was the children, I suppose."

He stepped to the door, and, seizing the

knob, turned it angrily, but of course

without effect.

"It is locked!" he exclaimed.

"Well, then ask them to unlock it,"

she commanded, and dropped her eyes to

her book, turning her back upon him.

It was only after much calling and

sharp knocking that he heard children's

voices outside.

"Say," he called, "do you hear mc ?

Unlock the door, somebody."

Hands fumbled at the key, but there

was no responsive click of the lock, and

he thumped again angrily. Perspiration

gathered on his brow as he heard Lydia

sharply close her book.

"Come, hurry!" he called sharpl>-.

From the outside drifted a child's plain-

tive voice:

"It won't turn. It just wiggles."

"Turn harder," he encouraged.

Apparentlj' a new hand was at the key,

for it rattled vigorously, and the door was
thumped, evidently with the laudable in-

tention of loosening something; but noth-

ing happened, and the eft'orts ceased. A
boy called

:

"It won't unlock."

Billy imagined he detected a note of

exultant pleasure in the voice, and the

blood rushed to his face. In desperation

he knocked for attention.

"Tell Mr. Paddleford to come up and

unlock the door," he called slowly and

distinctly. "It 's his door." This expla-

nation was made to Lydia.

His order w^as generously obeyed, for

he heard the whole troop of children rush

to the stair-rail and unitedly scream Mr.
Paddleford's name.

"Oh,

Lydia.

how
"They

ridiculous!' :laimed

have everybody up!'

With a muttered word, Billy pounded

on the door.

"See here," he snapped, "one of you go

down and icfiispcr to ^Ir. Paddleford to

come up. You don't need to raise^the

dead."

But ]VIr. Paddleford was already flying

up the stairs, with half the company at his

heels. The general impression was that

some one had knocked over a lamp and

the house was afire. Billy heard the agi-

tated voice of the minister crying as he ap-

proached :

"Where Where is it

,

The
next instant he had caught the knob, and

was shouting: "Open the door! Open it

instantly!"

"Oh, Lord !" groaned Billy. He put

his head close to the door and called witli

forced calmness: "The key is on— the out-

side. Somebody locked it. Please turn

it, will you?"

"Who are you?" demanded Mr. Pad-

dleford. He had now become impressed

with the notion that thieves were in the

room.

"Mr. Lunt," called Billy.

There was relief in the minister's audi-

ble "Oh," and Billy's spirits rose.

"I strolled in here to look at the books,"
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he explained, "and somebody locked the

door. I suppose they thought it was a

joke," he added sarcastically. Then he

blushed, for it occurred to him that such

an explanation brought Lydia into promi-

"Oh, come," exclaimed Billy, "won't

somebody open this door?"

Mr. Paddleford fumbled at the key.

"We never lock it," he now explained

helplessly; "it 's apt to catch. I think

'See here,' called the now desperate Billy,

'there 's a lady in here, too'"

nence, and he called again, "I mean some-

body did it accidentally."

Through the barrier the voice of Cap-

tain Amos came to him, asking:

"Is that you, Billy?"

"It is," snapped Billy.

He heard the captain's voice break as he

said:

"Why, you need n't have been scart,

you know. Nobody wants to hurt ye."

something is wrong with the lock." He
tried a feeble joke. "I think j'ou '11 have

to spend the night there, Mr. Lunt, un-

less we can find Jacob sober. He opened

it once before when we first came to the

house." Jacob was a convivial Dutch

locksmith, and Mr. Paddleford's remark

showed his accurate knowledge of social

conditions in the town, for Jacob was

rarely sober after nightfall.
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"Then I guess you might as well make

up your mind to spend the night, Billy.

You might read some of the dominie's

tracts. Seems to me he 's got ye where he

wants ye," came the voice of Jehiel Dace.

"See here," called the now desperate

Billy, "there 's a lady in here, too."

Then he heard the sound of a concerted

giggle outside, and some one called

:

"Who is she?"

"Don't you tell!" hissed Lydia.

"She says I must n't tell," replied Billy,

and there was another giggle heard.

"Oh, how silly!" cried Lydia, hotly.

Billy turned upon her.

"Well, I could n't keep it a secret,

could I ?" he demanded.

"You might have pretended not to

hear," she retorted.

For reply, Billy stalked to the window

at the end of the room, and threw it up

with a slam; but the voice of Mr. Pad-

dleford called out in alarm:

"What are you going to do?"

"Drop out of the window," Billy called

back. "I 'm going to unlock that door."

"Don't! don't!" begged the minister.

"It 's on the slope, and high, and the

grape-arbor is under it, and that 's rotten.

It would never hold j^ou, and you 'd fall

in the stone areaway below. You 'd be

killed. Can't you get out the front win-

dows?"

Billy glanced toward them. They were

low attic windows.

"They 're too small," he called. "I

could never squeeze through."

He turned and looked at Lydia. She

was watching him curiously; but at his

glance she wheeled, with a despairing lit-

tle gesture.

"Oh," she exclaimed, "it 's too ridicu-

lous! I '11 never hear the last of this—
never!" She was near to tears.

He stepped quickly to her side.

"There 's one way to turn the joke on

them, Lydia," he said gravely.

She stared at him.

"You call it a joke!" Then her curios-

ity arose, and she added, "What—how—

"

"Why," he explained eagerly, "when
they come in and try to he funny— why,

we '11 just let 'em see how things are

—

that we care for each other, you know.

We '11 stand together in this affair, dear.

You know I 'd die for you ; and can't you

care a little for me?"
"For a man like you— of your charac-

ter!" she cried. "No, indeed."

"I '11 never do a thing j^ou would n't

want me to, dear, never," he protested.

"Can't you believe it?"

"I did like you," she confessed through

fast-falling tears, "you seemed so different

—so nice and good; but when—j^ou— oh,

if you 'd only reform, and I
—

"

He caught her hand.

"I '11 do anything," he whispered—
"anything. And perhaps I am not so—"
At that moment, with a sharp click, the

lock yielded, and the door flew open.

Later in the evening Captain Amos
came up to the two as they stood alone in

a corner of the parlor.

"Well, I take it you two young folks

have settled things between yourselves,"

he said genially, "though I must say it

was pretty public." He sniggered, but

added: "Well, it 's all right, but I kind

o' wish Billy had n't sich a big crop of

wild oats to explain as I 've be'n hearin'

about for weeks. Seems to me—

"

"He 's promised me to reform, Cap'n

Amos," interposed Lydia, eagerly.

Captain Amos shook his head.

"That ain't enough," he declared.

"Seems to me he ought to clinch it. Now.
I 'd be better satisfied if we could git him

out to the protracted meetin's an' stand

up like a man an' openly confess all them

faults. 'A sin confessed is a sin undone,'

as my old mother used to say. Then I 'd

feel safer about him."

"Oh, if he only would !" sighed Lydia.

looking appealingly up into Billy's face.

"Well, we '11 keep at him till he does,"

said Captain Amos as he moved away.

And Billy, smiling uneasily, looked

blankly into the future, and saw the Nem-
esis of his immoral reformation forever

hovering near; for in his heart he felt that

the sensitive pride of Lydia would never

brook the truth.

"Confound C;ip'n Amos!" he muttered.



The Irish Grievance

The Case for the Anti-English Party

By J. F. BYRNE

TWENTY-EIGHT of the thirty-

two counties in Ireland have clam-

ored for Home Rule, have often fought

and bled for it. Four counties do not

want it. Not merely do they not want it

for themselves, but, being a grossly ar-

rogant and bigoted minority, they are

determined to thwart the heart-wish of

the majority of their fellow-countrymen.

Home Rule, they declare, would be dis-

astrous not alone to Ulster, but to the

whole of Ireland ; and so they bind them-

selves in a solemn covenant to use all

necessary means to defeat the conspiracy

to set up a "destructive" and "perilous"

Home Rule parliament in Ireland.

Here is the proximate cause of the re-

bellion in Ireland ; its remote causes drag

a lengthening chain through centuries.

The Covenanters of Ulster, banded and

vivified by Sir Edward Carson early in

1912, and acting under his leadership,

were then the only body of armed men in

Ireland. For more than a year after that

time they continued to drill and to pro-

cure arms, mainly, be it noted, from

Germany. They waxed in numbers and

in strength, and their arrogance grew pro-

portionately ; and always they acted with

what amounted to the covert connivance

of the British War Office, which made
no real effort to prevent the Ulstermen

from acquiring arms, and enacted no spe-

cial legislation to restrict them.

In November, 1913, Irish Nationalists,

spurred into activity by the Ulster menace

to the attainment of their ideals, founded

the Irish Volunteers, who pledged them-

selves "to secure and maintain the rights

and liberties common to all the people of

Ireland." The Irish Volunteers, as Sir

Roger Casement stated in his speech from

the dock, had no quarrel with the Ulster

Covenanters as such, "but against the men
who misused and misdirected the courage,

sincerity, and local patriotism of the men
of the North of Ireland."

Promptly on the formation of the Irish

Volunteers the British Government dis-

played its exquisite capacity for discrimi-

nate impartiality by issuing the Arms
Proclamation of December, 191 3. The
Covenanters had had more than a year in

which to secure arms without hindrance,

and the aim of the proclamation was not

to deprive them of the arms they had al-

ready secured, but to prevent the arming

of any rival organization.

Despite this benevolent aim on the part

of the British Government, despite the

vigilance of gunboats patrolling the east,

south, and west coasts of Ireland, the

Irish Volunteers succeeded in smuggling

small arms into the country in consider-

able quantities, and these arms were de-

livered for cash by English firms.

But the smuggling on the part of the

Volunteers was always attended with real

risk. Several attempts at landing arms

were frustrated, quantities of arms and

ammunition were seized, and many ar-

rests made. Always there was the pos-

sibility of an open clash between the

people and the forces of the crown—

a

clash which came at last on July 26, 191 4.

in the famous gun-running incident at

Howth, which ended that evening in the

massacre by the military at Bachelor's

Walk, Dublin, in which two women, a

boy, and a man were killed.

Meanwhile, the Home-Rule bill was

plodding its weary way through the

House of Parliament, and, when finally

it was about to pass that house for the

third consecutive time, the opposition to

it from the Orange minority in Ireland,

backed by British Unionists, grew in in-

tensity'. The strongest government in

modern times, as was then the British

Government, stood dismayed at the bitter

4G;j
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and concentrated hostility to the enact-

ment of Home Rule. The Home-Rule

issue developed into a thunderbolt which

threatened to split the very shield of Bri-

tannia. The "Curragh Revolt" under

General Gough, in which he was sup-

ported by both French and Roberts, re-

vealed a military conspiracy which had its

root in the War Office and ramified to

the rank and file, and made it clear to the

Government that it could not rely on its

own military forces to suppress armed

opposition by the Covenanters to the es-

tablishment of a Home-Rule parliament

in Ireland. The full extent of this con-

spiracy has not yet become known, but it

is certain that it was an important factor

in the development of the European prob-

lem. It reached even to the throne of

England, as was disclosed about Novem-
ber, 1915, by Mr. John Dillon, M.P.,

who stated publicly in Armagh that King

George ultimately signed the Home-Rule

bill "in spite of threats," and that "many

men in the House of Commons thought

for several days that the army might come

down, turn them out of the House, and

lock the doors" to defeat Home Rule!

In introducing the Home-Rule bill of

191 2, Premier Asquith, in the peroration

to his speech, amid the howls and heckling

of prominent members of the opposition,

some of whom are his coadjutors in the

present Coalition Cabinet, said

:

"Have you any answer to the demand of

Ireland beyond the naked veto of an irrec-

oncilable minority, and the promise of a

freer and more copious outflow to Ireland

of imperial doles? There are at this mo-

ment between twenty and thirty self-gov-

erning legislatures under the allegiance of

the crown. They have solved, under every

diversity of conditions, economic, racial, and

religious, the problem of reconciling local

autonomy with imperial unity. Are we going

to break up the empire by adding one more?

The claim comes this time not from remote,

outlying quarters, but from a people close

to our own doors, associated to us by every

tie of kindred, of interest, of social and in-

dustrial intercourse, who have borne and

are bearing their share, and a noble share it

has been, in the building up and holding to-

gether of the greatest empire in history."

It may be well briefly to recapitulate

here a few facts: after more than a cen-

tury of strenuous effort by Irish National-

ists to wring some measure of redress by

constitutional means from Great Britain,

it became obvious that so long as the per-

manent veto remained vested in the House

of Lords, so long would the achievement

of such redress be impossible. A succes-

sion of Home-Rule and other bills cal-

culated to ameliorate conditions in Ireland

had foundered through the decades on the

adamantine rock of hereditary landlord-

ism and plutocracy composing the upper

chamber of the British Parliament. To
make the passage of a Home-Rule bill pos-

sible, it was necessary to wrest the veto

from this house of landlords, and this radi-

cal change in the British Constitution was

accomplished finally by Lloyd-George.

Between that time and the year 19 14

the Liberal government appealed three

several times to the electorate of Great

Britain on the Home-Rule issue, and were

three times successful. In defiance of this

fact, the "irreconcilable minority" suc-

ceeded in shaking the foundations of the

country and in violating its parliamentary

institutions. The Liberal government, a

colossus clay-footed and weak-kneed,

lacked the moral courage to do its plain

duty, and the ultimate admission of the

Home-Rule bill even to the limbo of the

statute-book was secured only on a public

statement by Asquith that the "coercion

of Ulster was unthinkable," and his prom-

ise that an amending measure would be

passed.

Such was the situation at the outbreak

of the European War. Home Rule for Ire-

land, with certain trimmings and amend-

ments, was an accomplished fact, not

in College Green, but on the statute-book.

John Redmond, after a lifetime of strug-

gle, after years of doglike fidelity to a

Liberal party which had sometimes fed,

sometimes whipped, him, was hypnotized

by a bauble which appeared nearly within
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his grasp. Had he insisted, as he could

and should have insisted, on the Home-
Rule act becoming immediatelj^ operative;

had he even returned with his followers to

Ireland to take counsel with his fellow-

countrjmen as to his line of action, all

might have been well. Redmond's posi-

tion then was stronger than it had ever

been before, stronger than it ever will be

again, having at his back in Ireland the

serried ranks of one hundred thousand

\^olunteers. What did he do? Laboring

under an hypnotic trance, and in a fine

frenzy at the violation of the rights of a

small nation by Germany, he decided on

his own initiative to waive the more ur-

gent rights of the small nation which had

intrusted him with their keeping; he

pledged the economic and military support

of Ireland in a war that was none of Ire-

land's making, and w'ithin a few daj's of

the beginning of hostilities he opened

negotiations with the British War Office

about delivering the Irish Volunteers,

without even deigning to consult the Vol-

unteer executive committee on his action.

The result of this and similar efforts on

the part of Redmond to cause the Irish

\^olunteers to break their pledges and be-

come an imperial organization was that

the original executive of the Volunteers

turned the Redmondite whipper-ins off the

committee, and locked and guarded the

doors of the A'olunteer offices against

them.

From this time forward the story of

Ireland is one of aggravated oppressions

and intimidation. The Defense of the

Realm act was used as an arbitrary engine

of terrorism. Houses, public and private,

were broken into by minions of the police

and military, in many cases without any

shadow of warrant or authority. The
offices of almost all the periodicals which

took a national stand were raided ; the

machines and type smashed, and publica-

tion suppressed. Many men, chiefly those

connected with the Volunteer movement,

were imprisoned or deported without

any charge being brought against them.

Others, who had no connection with the

Volunteers or with anv armed bodv in Ire-

land, but who sympathized in a general

way with the national spirit and move-

ment, were similarly treated.

So far as Ireland is concerned, she is

overtaxed not merely relatively with Great

Britain, but absolutely. To continue to

drag Ireland at the scut of Britannia's

war-chariot; to force Ireland to sit in and

take a hand in the most extravagant war
gamble the world has ever known ; to

compel her to keep up her end and put up

her stake pari passu with a bloatedly rich

country like England, would not merely

impoverish her absolutely, but would

bleed her to death.

And I beg the reader to realize that this

is no mere rhetoric. Already before the

war the Emerald Isle was undergoing a

gradual process of etiolation. Not merely

in point of finance was Ireland decadent,

but in point of population. In regard to

all the states of Europe, whether sover-

eign or subject, one fact stands out in bold

relief : they all show an increase in popula-

tion. In the case of Ireland alone does

the ghastly truth stand forth that she has

been denuded of fifty per cent, of her

population in two generations. Just be-

fore the famine in 1847 the population of

Ireland was more than eight millions; to-

day it is only four millions, and yet there

are those who prate glibly of the prosper-

ity of Ireland.

Up to the autumn of 19 15, England

had always sedulously encouraged and

promoted emigration from Ireland. When
the British Government last year deter-

mined to introduce conscription into

Great Britain, Irish emigration was for-

bidden. Why? Because although the

British Government was avowedly afraid

to force conscription on Ireland, yet it

calculated on pressing some Irish recruits

into the army by putting on the small

farmers and laborers of Ireland the eco-

nomic thumb-screws of want and hunger.

Let us see how the thumb-screw is applied.

In Ireland, as in Great Britain, not

merely is there the imposition of direct

imperial taxation, but there is the more

crushing indirect taxation due to enor-

mous increases in the prices of the neces-
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The Irish worker has to pay one hundred

per cent, more for his beer and for his

tea than he paid immediately before the

war. For his tobacco he pays seventy-five

per cent, more ; for his meat, flour, and

vegetables from seventy-five to one hun-

dred per cent, more, and for his sugar

about two hundred per cent. more. As I

have said, these increases are common to

Great Britain and Ireland, but the car-

dinal feature of the situation is that,

whereas the British tradesman or laborer

is financially better off than he was before

the war, owing to a more than propor-

tionate increase in wages, the poor Irish-

man has to meet the extra cost of living

without any increase in his earning ca-

pacity. In Great Britain untold millions

are being spent for industrial and muni-

tion work ; in Ireland hardly a penny. In

these circumstances the Irishman is faced

with three alternatives:

He may stay at home with his family

and enjoy, in common with his wife and

children, the privilege of slowly starving

to death.

He may join the army, and so secure

for his family the tempting allowances

promised by the military authorities.

He may go to Great Britain to sell his

labor at the high rates prevailing there

;

but in this case he will be held to have

taken up his residence in Great Britain,

and will be promptly conscripted.

Is it any wonder that Irishmen, with

their very existence at stake, should chafe

under the mountains of injustice piled

upon them?

To redress the wrongs of Ireland and

to preserve her indefeasible rights was the

sole purpose for which the Irish Volun-

teers organized, drilled, and armed.

Neither they nor their spokesman, Eoin

MacNeill, were imbued at any time with

a feeling of animosity toward their Ulster

brethren. Against the people of Great
Britain they held no bitterness in their

hearts, and, most important of all, they

labored under no illusions as far as Ger-
many or things German were concerned.

I remember once being told by a good old

Irish patriot priest, Father E S
,

one of the few surviving founders of the

Clan na Gael, and well known in the

United States, that he had said one time

on a public platform in this country that

if the devil himself were to offer his help

in freeing Ireland from the tyranny of

England, he would accept the offer. Be
that as it may, I want to emphasize the

fact that the great majority of the Irish

Volunteers had no desire to exchange one

form of vassalage for another, and that

Pro-Germanism, in the commonly ac-

cepted meaning of the term, did not exist

among them. To illustrate this, I quote

a passage written by Eoin MacNeill in his

own paper, "The Irish Volunteer," in

September, 191 5 :

If most Irishmen are not absolutely and

recklessly Pro-German or Pro-Turkish, it

is not the fault of English domination up to

date. Our country has been depopulated,

our people degraded, our industries de-

stroyed. An incredible plunder, amounting

to thousands of millions sterling, has been

extorted from us. We have been set at

each other's throats. If Hell itself were to

turn against English policy, as it is known

to us, we might be pardoned for taking the

side of Hell. Those Irishmen who sur-

render to the prospect that the world must

remain at the mercy of militarism, may
believe that Ireland, like Deirdre, has no

choice except between two masters, and

such people, if experience has forbidden

them to be Pro-English, will naturally at

present be Pro-German. But there is a

saner belief abroad in Ireland, and a

sounder purpose; and we may thank God
that Ireland, amid this present orgy of mili-

tarism, is shaping her resolve to be no

master's bondmaid and no empire's gateway.

MacNeill is a man of extraordinary

erudition and ability. He is informed

with a crystal soul. 1 know the man for

many years and hold him in the highest

esteem. I know that he had no Pro-Cier-

man leanings. I know that his single pur-

pose in his public activities was for the

welfare of Ireland. In and out of season,
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in print and on the platform, he has al-

ways been consistent. His only object

was to defend the rights of Ireland, to

stem the swelling tide of the British op-

pression. He was chairman of the Irish

Volunteers; he knew their strength and

also their weakness. He realized that in

a show-down of actual strength Ireland

would never be able to make a successful

stand against the superior numbers and

resources of England, and on that account

his consistent policy was to refrain from

taking the initiative in armed conflict with

Great Britain.

But there were some with whom this

Fabian policy of MacNeill's did not find

favor. There were some in Ireland, prin-

cipally in Dublin, who for a long time

were open and avowed advocates of the

insurgent policy of immediate action. Let

me repeat the words open and avoivcd;

for, notwithstanding the professed ig-

norance of the British Government, of the

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland; of Mr. Bir-

rell, the chief secretary for Ireland ; of

General Friend, commander of the forces

in Ireland ; and of John Redmond, leader

of the Irish parliamentary party, concern-

ing the real situation in Ireland and the

imminence of an uprising, it is a fact that

there was almost nothing secret in either

the sayings or the doings of the rebel lead-

ers. For months they had urged their

views openly and in print. Not only did

they make no secret of their intentions, but

they outlined even the very methods they

intended to adopt and which ultimately

they did employ.

The head and front of this group was

James Connolly. I met Connolly for the

first time toward the end of IVIarch in the

headquarters of the Irish Citizen Army,
Liberty Hall. He was about forty years

of age, of stocky build, obviously a hard

worker, earnest, bullet-headed, and deter-

mined to the degree of obstinacy. He
spoke with a pronounced accent which

might be north of Ireland, but seemed to

me like Scotch. A short time previously

the Countess Marckievitz had declared

his chief characteristic was unflinching

tenacity to an idea, and that was my opin-

ion of the man. I\Iy visit to Liberty Hall

was made a few days after the military

had raided the offices of several Nation-

alist publications and had suppressed

them. At the time Connolly feared they

would next turn their attention to the

"Workers' Republic," which he edited,

and which was printed in an annex to the

hall. To forestall this, he had sent out a

hurried call to the Citizen Army to pro-

tect their headquarters and their paper.

His call met with a quick and willing re-

sponse, and for more than a week Liberty

Hall was guarded day and night. In

going through the entrance, along the hall,

and up the stairway, I passed through two

lines of men garbed in the uniform of the

Citizen Army, standing guard with rifles

and fixed bayonets. I was introduced by

a common friend to Connolly and two

others in his inner sanctum. Of the five

of us in that little room four were shot

within the next few weeks.

I knew that Connolly was making every

effort to force an immediate issue. Within

the executive ring of the Volunteers there

was another ring which sympathized with

Connolly's views and supported them cov-

ertly. One of the members of this ring

was P. H. Pearse, head-master of St.

Enda's College, Rathfarnham, where he

had for months been preaching to the boys

that this generation of Irishmen ought to

consider itself disgraced because it was the

only generation in history that had not

struck a blow for freedom.

It is a fact, an amazing one, no doubt,

that Eoin MacNeill, the chairman of the

Irish Volunteers, was unaware of the full

extent of the activities of this inner ring.

From time to time his attention had been

drawn to some matters which for the mo-

ment need not be detailed. It is true that

these incidents might have caused him to

exercise more vigilance, and to exert his

personal authority in greater measure, but

the multiplicity of his responsibilities and

activities forced him to delegate secondary

administrative details to his associates on

the executive. Certain resolutions were

passed, and passed unanimously, by the

executive, which, had thev been observed.



would have prevented the outbreak. One
of these resolutions forbade the issuance of

any order, whether merely local or gen-

eral, without that order being counter-

signed by MacNeill. These resolutions

were not observed, and when the minute-

books of the executive again see the light

of day (for they are at present in safe

keeping), it will be found as I have said.

With Connolly as their chief figure and

dominant personality, the advocates of im-

mediate action had for their motto, "Eng-

land's difficulty is Ireland's opportunity."

Their aim was the very excellent one of

achieving the absolute independence of

Ireland; their method was to strike a

quick, decisive blow, and they argued that

even if they should fall short in their aim,

they would succeed, at any rate, in lifting

the Irish question to an international

plane, on a level with that of Belgium.

That Germany would lend a helping

hand some of them, especially Connolly,

felt certain ; but even he, when closely

questioned, could give no reasonable

grounds for his confidence on this score,
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neither could he name definitely what

form he thought the expected aid would

take. Another miscalculation which I

know was made by some of the leaders,

and conveyed by them to the rank and file

acting under them, was that if they held

the field for three days they would be re-

garded as belligerents and treated as such.

The reader can see the real situation as

it existed in Ireland in the last week of

March, igi6. It is clear that the camel's

bade was loaded to such an extent that it

required only the imposition of a straw to

break it; or, to use another figure of

speech, the pyre was ready for the torch,

and the torch was near at hand.

A few days afterward, on April lo,

some copies of a document which had just

come into the possession of one of the rebel

leaders were given to me. In its original

form the document purported to be a ver-

batim and unpunctuated copy of a secret-

cipher order stolen from Dublin Castle.

It contained details of precautionary meas-

ures which had been "sanctioned by the

Irish Office on the recommendation of
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the General Officer Commanding the

Forces in Ireland," and it recommended

the wholesale arrest of all the leaders of

the various Irish organizations, including

"All members of the Sinn Fein National

Council ; the Central Executive Irish Sinn

Fein Volunteers; County Board Irish

Sinn Fein Volunteers ; Coisde Gnotha

Committee Gaelic League," and further

recommended the occupation of all office

buildings and headquarters, and the isola-

tion of various other premises, including

the archbishop's palace, Drumcondra.

Copies of this document were sent to all

the persons interested, and to many of the

Irish hierarchy. The contents of this

cipher order first became known by the

public when it was read at a meeting of

the Dublin corporation by Alderman Tom
Kelly on Spy Wednesday. The following

day the military authorities denounced the

document as an absolute fabrication, but

the military authorities did not tell the

truth. To the appearance of this docu-

ment at such a time, more than to any

other cause, was due the partial failure of

MacNeill to keep his war-dogs on the

leash.

On Monday, April 17, I went to

Woodtown Park, Rathfarnham, the resi-

dence of Eoln jMacNeill, and learned that

he was in attendance at a prolonged execu-

tive session in the Volunteer headquarters.

On my way back to Dublin I met Mac-
Neill and had a brief talk with him. He
told me that matters had been looking

bad ; that there had been a long and

stormy meeting of the executive commit-

tee ; that calmer counsels had prevailed in

the end, and that he was satisfied the

worst of the storm had blown over. That
evening I crossed over to London to at-

tend to one or two things, and returned

to Dublin on Good Friday morning.

At midnight on Good Friday an auto-

mobile drew up outside MacNeill's resi-

dence. Three members of the \^olunteer

executive stepped out of the car and

aroused their chairman from his bed to

tell him that all preparations had been

made for the rising to take place on the

following Sunda\-. They urged Mac-
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Neill to fall into line, and boldly told him

that if he was not prepared to do so, he

should step aside and let matters take their

course. Things had progressed to such an

extent, they stated, that he was now pow-

erless to prevent an outbreak, and if he

could not see his way to give his active

support and cooperation, he could with-

draw from the movement and remain

aloof.

This was the first time that the real

character of the operations conducted in

secret by men who were bound to him by

every tie of allegiance became known to

MacNeill, so, having listened to the repre-

sentations of his three junior officers until

two o'clock in the morning, and being

now thoroughly on his mettle, he drove

over to the residence of P. H. Pearse to

find out at first hand what had been done.

Pearse admitted the truth of the state-

ments made to MacNeill by his midnight

visitors, and took his stand with them at

that time. But later in that day there

was another prolonged and exciting ses-

sion of the executive, and when it was

over, MacNeill was again hopeful that he

would be able to ward off the impending

blow. He published an official notice in

the Sunday press canceling all arrange-

ments for the parades in Dublin on that

Easter Sunday, and sent special delegates

to various parts of Ireland to prevent con-

tingents from the outlying and less easily

accessible districts from setting out for the

capital. DeValera was one of the dele-

gates; another was James MacNeill, a

brother of the chairman, who got out of a

sick bed and traveled in his own automo-

bile all night from Dublin to Cork, dis-

seminating the news of the order of

cancelation as he went. As a result of

these eleventh-hour efforts, the parade in

Dublin on Easter Sunday, the day orig-

inally fixed for the rising, was attended by

only a very small proportion of those who
had been called upon. Notwithstanding

this, the rebel leaders in Dublin, although

they had been deprived of almost all sup-

port, in a spirit of reckless, magnificent

daring started the insurrection on Mon-
day with a bare handful of followers.

Most of the events of the ensuing week
are known all over the world, but there

are two incidents to which I will refer

briefly. The first is the case of Eoin Mac-
Neill.

On Tuesday, April 25, the insurrection-

ists had taken up their various strategic

positions, and had occupied several public

buildings in the city, but very little blood

had been shed. That day MacNeill ten-

dered his good offices to General Maxwell,

commander of the forces in Ireland, to

stop the development of the outbreak and

prevent further bloodshed. Maxwell
replied, inviting MacNeill to a parley,

and from that parley MacNeill never re-

turned. He was promptly arrested, locked

in close confinement, tried after some

weeks by secret court-martial, and sen-

tenced to penal servitude for life. Not
one of the twelve counts on which he was
tried and found guilty connected him in

any way with the rebellion or with trea-

sonable conduct. Each of the twelve

counts could have been brought against

him two years before that time. He was

charged solely on his written and spoken

record as chairman of the Irish Volun-

teers and on his activities in that capacity.

The Irish Volunteers were a legal organi-

zation, just as the Covenanters of the

North were a legal body. MacNeill was

acting within his legal rights at least as

closely as Sir Edward Carson had acted

within his, but Carson is at present a free

man and a power not alone in Ireland, but

in Great Britain, while Eoin MacNeill is

breaking stones in Dartmoor under a life-

sentence of penal servitude. Just one

more example of the discriminate impar-

tiality of perfidious Albion.

About six o'clock in the evening of

Tuesday, April 25, Sheehy Skeffington

was returning home. As he was crossing

Portobello Bridge he was arrested, un-

armed and unresisting. Later that eve-

ning he was marched out as a hostage with

a military raiding-party, the subaltern in

command of this party being under orders

to shoot Skeffington if a single rebel shot

was fired. The following morning, by the

order of Captain Bowen-Colthurst, Skef-
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fington, with two others, was lined up in

the barrack-yard and murdered in cold

blood. He was murdered without any

form of a trial. He was refused spiritual

assistance. He was not allowed to send a

message to his wife, who was wholly ig-

norant of his predicament ; and, worst of

all, he was not only murdered, but tor-

tured to death. Two hours after the

firing-party had done their dirty work,

Skeffington was seen to be alive and writh-

ing on the ground in the barrack-yard, and

a second firing-squad was ordered out to

despatch him where he lay. Colthurst was
tried by court-martial and found guilty of

murder,— a signal triumph for the plucky

determination of Skeffington's widow,
who, almost single-handed, had worked
up the case for the prosecution,— but held

to be insane, one more example of the

Sassenach's keen sense of discriminate im-

partiality.

I met Skeffington for the first time

about twenty years ago, in University Col-

lege, Dublin, and grew to know him in-

timately. I would call him a pacifist, but

to do that would be to classify him, and

you could not classify Skeffington. Cer-

tainly, so far as the rising in Dublin is

concerned, he was a pacifist in this sense

that he deprecated militancy and bore no

arms, and only a few days before his

death I heard him reiterate a statement

he had often made, that he would rather

be shot than shoot at any one. All his life

he was a close observer of men and affairs

and an enthusiastic student of politics, in-

ternational as well as domestic. Always
he kept his ear to the ground, and often

he heard the murmur of the dim shadows
nestling in the lap of the gods. That he

knew the situation in Ireland is shown in

a letter written by him on April 7 to the

"New Statesman," in which he said in

part

:

The situation in Ireland is extremely

grave. Thanks to the silence of the daily

press, the military authorities are pursuing

their Prussian plans in Ireland unobserved

by the British public; and, when the explo-

sion which they have provoked occurs, they

will endeavour to delude the British public

as to where the responsibility lies. If Gen-
eral Friend and his subordinate militarists

proceed either to disarm the Volunteers or

to raid the Labor press, it can only be be-

cause they want bloodshed—because they

want to provoke another '98, and to get an

excuse for a machine-gun massacre. Irish

pacifists who have watched the situation

closely are convinced that this is precisely

what the militarists do want. The younger

English officers in Dublin make no secret of

their eagerness to "have a whack at the Sinn

Feiners"; they would much rather fight

them than the Germans.

On the Tuesday Skeffington was ar-

rested he had promulgated a notice calling

public-spirited civilians, both men and

women, to a meeting in the Westmore-
land Chambers with a view to prevent

"such spasmodic looting" as had taken

place. Mrs. Skeffington parted from her

husband in the Westmoreland Building

that evening; she never saw him again.

Of her subsequent crosses I will say no

more here, but I pay a tribute to her

fortitude and magnificent courage in

prosecuting her fight for her husband's

vindication. Alone she fought against a

host of mighty and subtle influences,

which were working, and are still at

work, to prevent the exposure of this case

in all its horrible details.
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SHE had won. She had succeeded in

putting the "other woman" out of his

life. The way she did it was to show him

such writhing, despairing, menacing suf-

fering that he was completely crumpled.

He never could endure pain. He was

born for happiness. Nature, sitting off to

one side, and musing on her handiwork,

might have said of him: "What 's the use

of a dimple like that if not to be shown ?

Let those without dimples look solemn."

Intellectually, he always welcomed strug-

gle, and his bill for books far exceeded all

others. But emotionally, while suscepti-

ble, and hungering for far more than his

disappointingly empty marriage had given

him, he shrank from stress, and he dipped

into life rather lightly. He did it very

charmingly, too, and with a fair degree

of pleasure for himself when things went

smoothly, but he was not geared for

trouble.

So when it came, he followed the line

of least resistance, that being to relieve

her suffering, which was apparently greater

than his in giving up the "other woman."

And as for the "other, woman," he knew

he could count on her not to let her own
suffering show, and anything he did n't

have to see he knew he could endure. It

was n't easy for him to do this, but it was

easier than any alternative he could pic-

ture.

Therefore he lied his way back to a

situation which he conscientiously pre-

pared, tended, and labeled "her happi-

ness." She pathetically smiled her grati-

tude and said, "Just give me time."

He was immensely assisted and com-

pensated in this effort by the fact that he

had recently become vividly aware of the

overwhelming charm of his little daugli-

ter, who inherited his keen, rather playful

attitude toward life, likewise his dimple.

He realized that any upheaval involving

the "other woman" would doubtless de-

prive him of this new joy. 'So he found
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himself held fast by a combination of love

for his daughter, gallantry for his wife,

and his own dread of witnessing pain.

Both worked hard at the undertaken

task of her happiness, he whenever it con-

fronted him apart from his work, his

books, his many interests, connections, ac-

quaintances, the various forms of emo-

tional stimulation which he still enjoyed,

and his daughter; and she 'every hour in

the twenty-four, of all the days of every

month, for many years, tensely, tearfully,

patiently, gratefully. But always there

could be seen in the depths of her hungry

eyes a fear.

Whenever the fear surged up big and

portentous, and threatened to engulf her

whole being, she worked the more fever-

ishly over everything that concerned the

daughter's welfare, giving almost prayer-

ful devotion to ever>' smallest detail of her

health, her clothing, her education, her

amusements. Such work felt real to her.

It gave her a sense of being needed, and.

besides, it was all for his daughter.

Sometimes she could nearly still the fear

by telephoning to him in his office, and it

helped to shorten the long days, too. Oc-

casionally his voice indicated that he was
busy and found it difficult to say just the

needed thing, but often he sounded splen-

didly reassuring, and at such times the

fear melted down, down to almost noth-

ing, and momentarily she basked in the

relief as a tired convalescent does in the

sun. \'et it never wholly disappeared.

It ne\er left her so she could sink into a

peaceful sleep and wake to find it gone.

It was the one thing she knew was utterly

and inevitably her own.

He did his best, and was always sorry

when his efforts were uneven. He vi-

brated between states of nervous depres-

sion and an incorrigible, inappropriate

buoyancy. He told her of the various

problems in his business, which he loved ;

he described the different interesting per-
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sonalities of those with whom he lunched

(or most of them; all except those he

thought would increase her fear) ; he

brought all manner of'clever people home

to dinner ; he talked of the books he read
;

he took her to the theater, to meetings, so

she could be in touch with all the isms of

the day; and, what was really the longest

reach for him, he listened while she told

the whole story of what filled the days

for her while he was at the office. He
was a good deal of an artist, and often

these endeavors of his gave him real de-

light. He described people and episodes

with the humor and verve of a skilled

writer, and he often felt a glow of achieve-

ment that was not all due to her grati-

tude.

She envied him his ability and his obvi-

ous happiness in the exercise of it. Some-

how this man whom she had won for the

second time, and who was hers (at least

he did n't belong to another now), was as

unconfinable as an odor. He was close

to her, but far away. He was faithful,

affectionate, devoted, even passionate at

times, but yet remote. He had given her

everything; he had done as he had prom-

ised, had wiped out the past (the "other

woman"), had built again with her. But

what was it that was built? Where was

it? She would get to it if she could only

see the way. But all that showed to her

anxious eves was a crisscross of roads, with

a mist clouding every one, and at every

turn that same old haunting fear.

As to the "other woman," she had

helped him keep his promise to give her

up (that was part of loving him), and

had gone her way, not, of course, rejoic-

ing at first, but finally. She had learned

somewhat about doing a hard thing like

that when she had pulled away from the

wreck of her own marriage a few years

before, and she knew now as then that her

children needed and deserved a happy

mother. As she put it: "A heartbroken

woman is of no particular use to herself

or the world; so why be one? And be-

sides, what happiness I have known can't

be lost. It 's mine, and nothing can hurt

it. And perhaps some day, somehow,

things will be arranged so there will be

room for all the choked-off happinesses to

blossom freely, each without sapping the

life of another. Meanwhile, there 's a

deal of interesting work to be done, and

more than one kind of joy to be had. And
then, too,"— this she said very softly to

herself as a sort of postscript to her con-

clusions,— "he and I might not have kept

the flame alive, either. We might have

found ourselves just going through the

motions like most of the others. It may
be better as it is."

This story has no ending. It is still

going on, and she who had won is getting

what she asked for— time.

Ord er

By PAUL SCOTT MOWRER

IT is half-past eight on the blossomy bush;

The petals are spread for a sunning;

The little gold fly is scrubbing his face

;

The spider is nervously running

To fasten a thread ; the night-going moth

Is folding his velvet perfection ;

And presently over the clover will come

The bee on a tour of inspection.
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The Chinese Philosopher and the European War
By STACY AUMONIER

IT may seem a remarkable fact that in

the World War in which nearly all

nations are engaged, the oldest, wisest,

and greatest nation is not only not par-

ticipating, but is apparently looked upon

as a negligible quantity by the belligerent

powers. Surely no greater tribute could

be paid to the wisdom and the greatness

of the Chinese.

Some one has said that "No man was

ever so wise as some Chinamen look."

But will not these cataclysmal European

happenings demonstrate a denial of this

statement? Will they not prove that

some one is as wise as some Chinamen

look, and that person the Chinaman ? In

his rock garden near Peking the Chinese

philosopher sits fanning himself. His

mind communes with the spirits of his

ancestors, and meditates upon the unfor-

getable wisdom of the Lord Confucius.

He recalls how a few idle centuries ago

the continuity of these peaceful medita-

tions was disturbed by the sudden arrival

of restless infidels on his shores. Even

now he can see their strained, feverish

faces. To the trained eye they differed

from one another; they spoke different

languages, wore different clothes, had dif-

ferent casts of countenance, but to the

all-seeing eye they were fundamentally

the same. They preached the same doc-

trine— a doctrine they labeled "progress,

civilization." They professed several

mushroom faiths, the dominant one being

called "Cliristianity," concerning which
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they differed profoundly, and split up into

many subdivisions. The Chinese philos-

opher recalls the faces of their emissaries

who came to him and said

:

"Wake! You must advance, you must

bestir yourself!" He can almost recall

the tones of mild remonstrance of his own
voice.

"To what end?"

"To progress. To become civilized, to

enter into the great world competition."

They hardly stayed to listen to the

serene philosophy which his master would

have inspired him to instil into them if

they had stayed to listen, they were in so

restless a hurry. They said :

"If you do not do this, we will destroy

you."

They were off again to struggle with

one another for good positions on his

shores, there to carr}^ on their strange and

unaccountable practices of buying and

selling, and distributing soul-destroying

spirits to the undisciplined, and to erect

tin temples to their parvenu- Gods. He
saw their fussy gunboats on his rivers de-

stroying human life.

Some there were who were disturbed by

these actions, and came to him and said

:

"What shall we do concerning this?

Shall China stretch forth her hand ?"

And he had answered :

"China is linked to the sun and moon

by immemorial ties. Look into your

heart, nw children, and read the words

of the All-Wise."
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And then, as the centuries rolled by, he

observed that it was not China they de-

stroyed ; it was one another. The wind

bells tinkle under the eaves of the pagoda.

Soon in all her glory the sun will be set-

ting. A messenger enters and kneels in

low obeisance.

"Excellency, the Western World is at

war. Already ten million men have fallen

by the sword."

"Ai-e-e!" He draws the wind through

his teeth with a whistling inflection.

"What Western World is this?" he asked

at length.

"They who enunciate the doctrine of

progress, civilization, culture, O Excel-

lency!"

"Ai-e-e!"

He meditates upon this for some time.

He harbors no feelings of animosity

against these people who had threatened

to destroy him ; only his heart is filled

with a strange, pitying misgiving that

there should be so much lack of culture,

so little appreciation of the value of inner

progress, and so exaggerated a sense of

the value of outer progress.

Wood-pigeons are cooing in their cot

above the temple, and the sound, mingling

with the low chanting of a priest, tends to

emphasize the tranquillity of the evening.

Ten million men ! It is very sad, very

deplorable ; but he banishes these melan-

choly thoughts, for he knows that his

mind must be occupied with far more im-

portant matters. It is the hour when, in

strict accordance with immemorial pre-

cepts, he must look into his own soul.

Making the Human Machine Efficient

By RICHARD E. CONNELL

Illustrations by E. L. Barron

EFFICIENCY-that 's the word

nowadays ; but is n't it odd, ineffi-

cient even, that the man who kisses his

wife, reaches for his hat, and opens the

front door with just two scientific move-

ments, who eats his two-minute egg every

morning with six studied motions, and

who shaves himself in eight and one quar-

ter seconds by the Taylor System, has n't

thought what a comparatively inefficient

machine his body is?

Man is an adaptive mechanism ; no

doubt about it. In the good old cave days,

and before, when he used to swing from

tree to tree with his toes, man had toes to

swing from tree to tree with.

Later, swinging from tree to tree being

considered out of place in a drawing-

room, and nimble prehensile toes being

of but little practical assistance to the

modern business man, toes became static,

so to speak. Their only known use to the

efficient man at present is to fill the ends

of shoes.

It is obvious, therefore, that with a lit-

tle patience other changes can be made in

the human body to adapt it better to the

modern age of efficiency.

A noted efficiency engineer, who asks

that his name for the present be withheld,

has gone over the human machine with,

in the manner of speaking, a fine-tooth

comb. He has made the following sug-

gestions for improving it, based on ap-

proved efficiency principles.

1. It is ridiculous for bones to be made

out of bone. Reinforced concrete, with

steel hinges at the joints, would be more

serviceable.

2. White is not a good color for skin,

and skin is a poor material for skin to be

made of. A skin of pale-green rubber or

leather would be pleasing to the eye,

would n't show the dirt, and would last

a lifetime.

3. It is absurd to have two eyes in

front when one would do. One eye should

be placed in the back of the head. Better

still, a third eye could easily be developed.

If a man tried constantly to see with the

back of his head, in a few generations a

third eye would undoubtedly sprout there.
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4- At present the head can turn only

part way round. It would be much more

efficient if worked on a swivel, like an

office-chair. Then it could be revolved

rapidly. Also, it could be unscrewed and

detached. The hair could then be sham-

pooed much more easily. Also, if one had

a headache, he could unscrew his head

and leave it home until the headache was

over. An extra head could be conve-

niently carried in a Gladstone-bag or a

mandolin-case.
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and could be used, like the door of a fur-

nace, for the introduction of fuel. The
mouth would not lose its talking func-

5. The human machine is the only ma-

chine that has to be cut open before it can

be repaired. The top of the head could

easily be arranged so it could be un-

screwed, like the cover of a pickle-jar.

Thus the brains could be dusted regularly,

and old-fashioned ideas removed en masse.

6. It would be more efficient to have

the chest on a hinge, so it could be swung
open like the bonnet of a motor-car or the

door of a refrigerator. The heart, which,

of course, should be made of rubber, and

the other organs, several of which, by the

way, might be omitted entirely, could

then be examined and repaired, just as

your motor-car or your watch can be.

Your physician could keep tlie key to your

chest.

7. The mouth is too far from the stom-

ach. Food gets all worn out traveling

through the canals, tubes, etc. A better

place for the mouth would be the small

of the back. It would be out of the way,

tion entirely. It could shout warnings to

persons about to tread on one's heels.

8. When the mouth had been relegated

to a lower position, the problem of talk-

ing might seem a big one. But to an effi-

ciency engineer it is simplicity itself. By
a little perseverance any man could learn

to talk through his ears and his nose.

Thus he could converse constantly at din-

ner. He would not have to pause for the

insertion of food. And he could talk to

three persons at once, one on his right, one

on his left, and the hostess.

9. The feet should be made of rubber,

and the toes cast e?i bloc. If the feet were

made of rubber, the expression a "bounc-

ing baby" would then have a real mean-

ing.

10. AH limbs should he detachable, so

that they could be removed at night and

placed on a shelf or stood up in an um-

brella-stand. This would make it possi-
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ble to effect a great saving in the size of

beds. Also, in case any limb, or part of

a limb, as, for example, the funny-bone,

were injured, the limb could be sent to

the doctor to be repaired without laying

up the entire machine.

These are only a few of the suggestions

the eminent efficiency expert made. All

that remains to be done now, he says, is

to figure out a way of installing these im-

provements in the human machine. He is

working on the problem.

The Educational Ideal

Ode to Doctor Abraham Flexner

( F>07n the A't-w York ' 'Evenhig Post"
)

JUST after the Board had brought the

schools up to date,

To prepare you for j'our Life Work
Without teaching one superfluous thing,

Jim Reilly presented himself to be

educated.

He wanted to be a bricklayer.

So they taught him to be a perfect brick-

layer

And nothing more.

He knew so much about bricklaying that

the contractor made him a foreman.

But he knew nothing about being a

foreman.

So he spoke to the School Board about it.

And they put in a night course for him

On how to be a foreman

And nothing more.

He became so excellent a foreman that the

contractor made him a partner.

But he knew nothing about figuring costs,

Nor about bookkeeping,

Nor about real estate.

And he was too proud to go back to night

school.

So he hired a tutor, who taught him these

things.

Prospering at last, and meeting other men
as wealthy as he.

Whenever the conversation started, he 'd

say to himself:

I '11 lie low till it comes my way

—

Then I '11 show 'em!"

But they never mentioned bricklaying.

Nor the art of being a foreman,

Nor the whole duty of being a contractor.

Nor figuring costs.

Nor real estate;

So Jim never said anything.

But he sent his son to college.

John Erskine.
New York, April lo.

Ode to Professor John Erskine

(In allusion to his Ode to Doctor Abraham Flexner)

I
From the Xeu' York "Evening Posf

)

JIM REILLY'S son Tom did n't

know what he wanted to do.

So he took Latin and Mathematics and

hoped they 'd discipline his mind.

And prepare him for sharing in polite

intercourse.

After three years he knew that two
straight lines perpendicular to the

same plane

Are parallel to each other.

And for a short time he could say what

were both sine and cosecant;

But a month after the examination he

unhappily forgot which was which.

He had learned a list of diminutives;

only culum and bulum remained to

him—
So sweet was their euphony.

He knew the mute with 1 or r played a

mystic role in the higher life.

Which in moments of depression he felt

he did n't grasp.

An old book by an old man for the old

Tightened the reins of his youthful spirit.

When he reached the two gates of

slumber at the end of Lib. VI
They gave him ready exit, and he never

began Lib. VII.

But he had the elements of a liberal

education, and.

Like his philistine father before him,
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\Vhenever the conversation started he M
say to himself:

"1 '11 lie low till it comes my way

—

Then I '11 show 'em."

But the)'^ never mentioned the caesural

pause,

And rarely the first Archilochian strophe,

Nor Vercingetorix, nor the mute with

1 or r.

He had never got far enough to meet a

reflection of Horace's

About those on whose cradles

Melpomene smiles.

But he knew he could n't play an

Isthmian game as well as T. R.

Father Jim took him into the office.

He did not seem the worse for disci-

plining his mind.

He could make a deal unice securus.

however disadvantageous to the

buyer,

And knew the difference betwixt a

Martini and a Bronx,

And appreciated the roundness of a

maiden's arm,

Without the help of Horace.

J. H. R.

New York, April i6.

Ode to Professor James Harvey Robinson

WHEN Tom Reilly had grown to

elderly prosperity,

So that he rode down-town in his limou-

sine at ten a.m., preceded by six

inches of cigar,

He said to his son George

:

"George, college did worlds for me.

I don't remember a darned thing I

learned there, but

The fellows I played round with are

now my fellow-directors,

And my intimacy with them is profitable.

Which college do you prefer?"

And George said,

"Thank you. Father,"

And selected the college that had just

made a clean sweep in major sports.

So George went.

He learned lots of things.

Although he did n't catch the sort of cul-

tivation to which occasional contact

with the faculty exposed him.

He learned that the most important

thing in life

Is that the score on November 20 should

be 16-0 and not 0-16.

And the next most important thing is to

get by with a C in at least three out

of five courses.

He learned what loyalty to an educa-

tional institution is,

To smoke cigarettes on the bleachers and

yell at last practice.

He learned that the first and great

commandment is,

Thou shalt bet on thy teams and refrain

from independent thinking and look

with a skeptic eye on Phi Beta

Kappa.

Thus did college instil in George a sense

of proportion,

A sense of permanent values.

So he went out into the world.

And he said, "I '11 lie low till it comes

my way,

Then I '11 show 'em."

And it came his way.

He could talk sports and stocks and

drinks and motor-cars with the best

of the brokers,

And he got promoted in the bank because

he had belonged to Beta \ eta Delta

and played left tackle.

To-day he has three limousines to his

father's one.

And a town house

And a yacht

And a place at Tuxedo
And a camp in the Adirondacks with

twenty guest-rooms and thirty baths.

And when the application blanks for the

boat-race come around

He puts fifty dollars on the crew,

And with the words,

'It is n't the studies that count in college,

It 's the college life,"

He thanks his father's memory for his

education.

F. L. A.
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The Brothers

By THOMAS BEER

Illustrations by W. M. Berger

"A brother offended is harder to be won

than a strong city; and their contentions are

like the bars of a castle."

Prov. xviii, 19.

EBEN and Judson Harland were the

sons of that Captain Harland who

was shot, it is not forgotten, by a progres-

sive Filipino gentleman of Manila in Oc-

tober, 1898. His widow did not hear of

this disaster. She died before the War
Department found time to inform her,

and left the twins to the care of Edgar

Harland. He had no experience in pa-

ternal duties even of a vicarious sort, but

he shrugged his thin shoulders, adminis-

tered his brother's estate, and put his

charges in a highly recommended school

for boys under fourteen near Philadelphia.

The estate yielded exactly four thousand

dollars a year, quite ample provision for

the twins, and the school seemed to please

them. Edgar testified to his relief by

despatching a twelve-pound box of choco-

lates, and went abroad. He lived abroad

as much as possible, collecting books and

curious prints. In New York his friends

were principally women. He did not care

for men; they were apt to require re-

sponse and a warmth he was not able to

feign. Consistently, he rather disliked his
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wards, who were egregiously male. How-
ever, he treated them with an impartial

courtesy during their holidays, sent them

to such matinees as seemed suitable, and

hired, from their income, a healthy young

tutor who looked after their summer di-

versions at Edgar's agreeable cottage close

to Gloucester. Edgar was an excellent

guardian to this extent.

As an observer of life, he noted the

twins from time to time, in no inquisitive

manner, but with calm amusement at the

faithful repetition of the human^ comedy

they were enacting. Eben, the one-hour

precursor of Judson, was, he saw, the less

variable of the two and a trifle the more

perceptive. He made friends slowly, lost

them slowly, clung to Judson with a

methodical devotion in times of trouble,

and possessed a vague talent for drawing,

which Mr. Chase, the tutor, encouraged.

His behavior was entirely normal save

that he inclined toward silence.

Judson was talkative, mildly mischiev-

ous, easily fickle in social relations, and

a wretched mathematician. He had a

loudly expressed desire to be a soldier,

and was full of interest in Captain Har-

land's honorable career. He had a few

physical tricks which differentiated him

from his twin brother, a certain grace

;TUr.Y Co. X\\ rigliti reserved.
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in motion, and an odd habit of smiling

when he was most angry, with the per-

fect smile of pleased childhood. Also he

had a small mole on his left shoulder,

which identified him as the cadet.

For the boys were minutely similar in

every other way. Seen in bed, no one

could tell them apart ; but as they were

perpetually together, it did not afflict their

acquaintance. They could be addressed

collectively as "Twin" if one was not

sure as to which was Ben or Jud. Their

devotion entertained Edgar. They loved

each other with what he regarded as a

foolish fervor. He considered them

drugged in mirrored self-admiration.

Eben believed Judson the most charming

society earth afforded, and Judson's Mo-
saic law was contained in the phrase "Ben

says."

Given a wet summer day, they would

isolate themselves in some corner and con-

verse or drowse peaceably for the complete

period between meal and meal. They
never quarreled, they seldom argued, they

defended each other against the world with

savage simplicity. Edgar profited by this

state; it got him a quiet house, a reputa-

tion for domestic mastery. Handsome
ladies consulted him as to their offspring

and the vagaries of infancy. He replied

in scented English modeled upon that of

Walter Pater, his particular idol, of

whose works he possessed a complete first

edition, bound in peacock leather by Ri-

viere. It somewhat fretted his spirit that

the twins admired his books. He would

have preferred an entire barbarism.

Time passed. They agonized his ears

one summer by a cacophony of changing

throats. Young Chase called his attention

to the fact of growth, and kissed them
good-by in September with ludicrous, hon-

est tears. He was going to Alaska.

"They 're more to me than any one but

my mother," he told Edgar. Edgar noted

that the twins excited love. They emerged
from Philadelphia at Christmas with

pleasant barytone voices, and demanded
long trousers. Next autumn he sent them
to St. Paul's School. An old classmate,

now an instructor in that place, wrote

Edgar a letter of fervid enthusiasm, and

the twins' bedroom became decorated with

photographs of athletic groups. They
liked St. Paul's. Several ladies rather

gushed to Edgar about his splendid

nephews. He assumed that the juxtaposi-

tion of sea-gray eyes and curling bronze

hair drew the female soul. Personally

these embellishments did not retrieve, for

him, jaws that were somewhat heavy and

noses a trifle too short. The long, com-

pact bodies he conceded, and the clear

smooth skins were all he could ask. He
was a very ugly man, but he did not envy

these belongings, since they cloaked a

spirit so obsolescent.

Time passed. He did not endeavor to

deflect their purpose from Yale. He be-

lieved that the alleged crudities of that

university would suit their lack of temper-

ament. They played foot-ball, he under-

stood, with some success and rowed in the

Shattuck Club crews. Eben began to pro-

duce drawings that were not free of merit.

Judson's deficiencies in mathematics were

recorded in letters to Edgar, who wrote

the lad, civilly advising application. He
fancied that the failing would correct

itself. They became seventeen in April.

In June the head-master of St. Paul's

informed Edgar that since the school could

not possibly recommend Judson for the

Yale entrance examinatio.is in second al-

gebra or even plane geometry, the head-

master feared that it would also be impos-

sible to graduate him. Eldgar went im-

mediately abroad and returned in late Au-

gust, to avoid possible unpleasantness.

The twins, however, did not worry him

with their patent tragedy. The head-

master of St. Paul's declined to allow

Eben an idle year with his brother. Eben

had selected a substitute room-mate for

him at Yale, Arthur Letellier of St. Louis.

He told Edgar this in a subdued manner

when Judson was elsewhere, and added

miserably:

"Perhaps it 's a little better this way. I

can sort of help Jud along next year— ad-

vice and that sort of thing."

"Quite possibly," said Edgar, observing

the droop of the too wide mouth.



'Judson, wlio lounj^ed on the table, clad in a dry bath-suit"

B'tit the boys' reticence angered the cold

depth of his heart. He wanted a display

of emotional stupidity and went hunting

for it. Thin references got him nothing;

he grew sarcastic.

"One might think," he remarked to

Judson, "that Ben could be fearfully

wroth with you, disgusted."

Judson glanced at Eben across the din-

ner-table and went on paring a late peach.

"He 's got a right to be," he said curtly.

"Just so. He could regard it as a spe-

cies of disloyalty, what?"

Judson lifted his head and stared at

Edgar out of eyes contracted to blackness.

His big hands shook a little, and the blood

receded froin his lips. Presently he smiled,

precisely as if he were closing an enjoyed

book. The smile produced a faint sensa-

tion of needles in Edgar's stomach. After
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this he said no more about the mathemati-

cal episode.

Summer drew to a close. The neigh-

boring cottages shut one by one. The
crescent beach emptied of brown-shoul-

dered lads, and the day of Eben's going

appeared on the calendar piteously near.

The twins swam and played tennis stoic-

ally. Edgar watched their tall figures

dwindle down the lane, arm in arm, after

meals and heard their slow voices by night.

He kept out of their path with delicate

zeal. The smile remained in his thought.

He had seen it before, but never turned on

himself. Now that Judson stood sixty-

nine inches barefoot, the oddity was not

amusing. He did not pretend even to wo-

men that he was a brave man. The last

night of the united existence Edgar went

to his up-stairs library after dinner and

read "Tess of the D'Urbervilles." He
reveled in high emotions, printed.

Eben sat by the table of the white-and-

yellow living-room, adorned with Gillray

cartoons, doing a sketch of Judson, who
lounged on the table, clad in a dry bath-

suit. Under the clean candle-light he was
very good to look at, and Eben ached as

he sketched. They could find nothing to

say except weary repetitions. The matches

lit by Edgar above for his French cigar-

ettes were quite audible, and the lunge of

surf on the rocks.

"Will you start smokin' now?" Judson

asked.

"Guess not. Not for a while, anyhow.

Hold your head up a little. Brother."

'Does Arthur smoke?'

Iv"Yes. His people let him. I 'm

done. It 's pretty rotten."

The old cook came in with a plate of

hot and sugary doughnuts for excuse,

really to see Eben's picture. She planted

her burden at Judson's elbow and with-

drew, after cackling. Judson ate a dough-

nut mournfully. He had always been

fond of pastry.

"They say the grub at New Haven 's

awful," said Eben, finishing his work of

art, which was extremely well done, and

taking a doughnut in turn. He said this

to cheer Judson.

"Better than havin' to eat with a bunch
of left-overs and fifth-formers all winter,"

grunted Judson, selecting his second.

"Oh, shucks! Won't be so awful.

There 's Walter and Colin and Mark
Dines, anyhow. They 're all right. So 's

Hollister. Brace up, Jud. 'T won't be

so long and— "

"Algebra, geom, algebra, geom. No;
that '11 be slick!"

"All you 've got to do is swallow the

stuff and get it over with. You can as

well as any one," Eben argued.

"Can't teach a cow the violin. I 'm a

dub at math, always was, always will be,"

wailed Judson through his third dough-

nut, his chin powdered with sugar.

"I know you are," said Eben, with all

kindness, "but you can do it, as I did

Greek. Oh, I 've said all this before."

He flung the half-circle of sweetness into

the warm night. He was in dreadful

pain. There seemed no excitement, less

pleasure, in the new adventure without

Jud to share it.

"Don't talk about it," muttered Judson,

who was in pain quite as mordant, "or

I '11 cry or somethin'."

Eben sat up and watched Judson eat

the fourth doughnut. He was aware that

the sheen of the model's eyes was not natu-

ral. By and by Judson wiped his mouth

and spat an appalling oath.

"When I think of hearin' Mutrie say:

'This is one of the simpler problems.

Angle A is'— it makes me sick."

He clutched the fifth doughnut, the

beautiful muscles of his arm contracting.

And he smiled, tilting back his round

head, staring at the sheer curtains of the

hall, his body stiff with wrath. Then he

chuckled drearily and began to eat.

"You '11 make yourself sick if you go

on eating those," said Eben, anxiously.

They had excellent apparatus in their lean

abdomens, but five large doughnuts

seemed enough.

"Well, there 's one left. Might as well

finish the lot."

"I would n't. Brother."

"Watch me. Compliment to Maggie."

He engulfed the thing in the manner



of a young anaconda and

table.

"It 's eleven, an' your train goes at

nine. Let 's go to bed."

Eben flinched. They had slept in one

room for seventeen years, for the first

seven in one bed, and passing Edgar's

cigarette-oozing door, it beat upon him

that they had but one kinsman, no friend

of theirs.

Night passed. A sea-gull yelled and

woke Judson into a pitifully bright morn-

ing, cool and clear. He lay, getting his

fogged brain to work, leaden between the

sheets. The string of his pajama breeches

hurt acutely, caught somehow, but he was

too dull to loosen it. Sorrow smote him.

half roused, and weighted his breathing

as he scowled at the flowered ceiling. The
gay tints darted at his hot eyes, and his

head buzzed. His mouth was full of sour-

ness that rose from his deeper being, and

he felt decayed inside, unclean outside, a

pariah, a martyr, an imbecile, and a butt

of the coarse universe. He closed his eye-

lids to analyze these feelings and heard

Eben getting up, the slump of falling

night-gear, the pad of bare feet pausing

beside him a second, the splutter of the

shower-bath, the click of a tooth-brush on

an enamel stand. He could see Eben go-

ing the round of the bath-room, alert and

methodical, collecting his sponge, his

tooth-paste, his nail-brush, an ancient

friendly bottle. They would be gone when
he went to bathe at night, and Eben also,

leaving him, leaving him, leaving him

!

The continuing sea-gull made a refrain

of this, and it seemed to echo back on the

pit of Judson's stomach like the bump of

a boxing-glove. He opened his eyes, but

the flowers stabbed him, and he relapsed

into red shadow, a great rage hardening

his gorge. Desolations of chalky black-

board, eons of lonely bedtime, snow-chilled

morning, plangent hockey hours with no

Eben, the naked shells in spring, and no

brother to powder his sun-scarred back.

Eben was leaving him, was dressing now
in a duplicate blue serge that would cover

him that night in the tumult of York
Street, in a shirt that only fat, nonchalant
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lid off the
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Arthur Letellier would see him strip. To
new life, new friends, new tables. Leav-

ing him ! Going off, not glad perhaps,

but thrilled, expectant, sure to succeed,

—

Eben must,— to come back in quiet tri-

umph, to be a new Eben. The phantasm

swelled and wavered, spurring his rage.

He hated all men ; he hated himself. He
sat up and felt sicker still.

Eben, entirely clad, was selecting his

ties from the cord stretched between their

dressers. He had several on his wrist, and

was looking at the plentiful fringe with

fixed attention ; so he did not hear Jud-

son's movement, did not turn. Judson

felt hurt. He wanted that consolatory

morning grin. Then Eben put his hand

on a green striped scarf and lifted it into

the light, whistling gently the just-arrived

"Merry Widow Waltz." It was ghastly

that Eben should whistle looking at a tie,

his tie.

"Here," said Judson, "that 's mine!"

Eben looked round with a frown. He
had not heard Judson sit up. It bothered

his misery that he should have neglected

this. He wanted to be normal, casual,

kinder than ever. But the tie was his.

"Why, no it is n't, Juddy."

"That? It certainly is." Judson got

out of bed, his intestines like hot metal,

dizzv, mad.

'This thing? Brace up! He the

tear from that rotten pin Mrs. Alin gave

me," said Eben, lightly, patting the silk.

"Get out! I 've worn that three years.

You 've got enough of your ov/n ; let alone

mine," gasped Judson. "Brace up, your-

self ! You 've been telling me to brace up

all summer!" The hypnotism of wrath

was upon him ; the room danced. " 'Brace

up ! Be a good kid an' go back to school

an' study algebra an' geom,' and you go

off to college ! You get the fun out o+ the

thing. Damn you!"

Breath failed him. The blood called in

his ears like high surf. He could not see

Eben's horror, begotten of that smile. He
could hear him say

:

"Why, Juddy, you never spoke to me
that way before!"

Judson's rage shriveled, the surf ceased.
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He grew cold, then hot, in an effort to

control his throat. Now he tried to smile

a supplication.

"No," he gasped; "I— "

His throat shut. He tried to smile for

a stay of rebuke. In a moment he would

be able to explain.

"There 's the tie," said Eben, gently.

He waited a moment, blinking at the

rigid, familiar face, his heart full of

agony; then dropped the scarf and went

out. Jud would be himself in a moment

;

it was impossible that any of this could be

real. He walked slowly down-stairs,

glancing back, his eyes full of tears.

Judson heard the door close and writhed

in dismay, his knees bending. He opened

his eyes and saw, amid dancing arabesques

of nausea, the green scarf, knelt and picked

it up in fingers as large as gate-posts. It

was not even his ! Another thing to beg

pardon for! Sweat ran down his face as

he struggled up ; but he was too ill to fol-

low.

"Where 's Jud?" asked Edgar, watch-

ing Eben's hands flutter over his melon.

"Dressin'," said Eben, huskily.

"He 'd better hurry. It 's half-past

eight."

"Plenty of time, sir."

"Ten minutes to the station. Does he

know how late it is?" Edgar wanted to

witness the entraining of Eben. Since

Judson's silent smile he had grown to

loathe him.

"Late, yes," said Eben, at a loss. He
ate food automatically. Edgar must not

see the state of things. Poor Jud was wild

with grief ; that was it. He would be

d«wn in a moment.

"Really," said Edgar, "he 's cutting it

fine. It 's quarter of."

"I '11 go call him, sir," said the butler.

"Oh, he '11 be down," Eben protested.

The poor kid might be crying. It would
n't do for Simon to see that. He swal-

lowed his coffee. Edgar lit a cigarette,

staring at his wrist watch.

"Thirteen."

"I '11 go up," said Eben. He stopped

in the hall to seize his hat and trampled

up-stairs, then paused in the corridor.

Suppose Jud still stood there smiling, still

mad? He did not want to see that.

"Jud!" he called. "Hi, Juddy!"
Edgar's voice cut into the silence, whip

fashion.

" "Come, Ben, you can't stop for that!"

"Jud!"

Then he turned and stumbled down-

stairs so wretched that he did not care if

Edgar saw it, the green lawn a sea of

smiles.

A maid was clearing the used dishes

when Judson, his bath-robe flapping, got

to the dining-room. She stared politely.

"They— they have n't gone?"

"Why, it 's five of nine, sir. Master

Ben's train was nine."

Quite gone, wordless, offended! Jud-

son pressed his hands on his eyes.

"You must 'ave hoverslept, sir," said

the maid, cheerfully.

" 'Fraid so," said Judson. The scent

of food was making him sick again. He
left the dining-room, and threw himself

on the living-room window-seat, cold and

quivering, as the far train whistled. Then
he w^ept simply as a child weeps for his

great treachery and a sorrow that was

plowed by shame.

In the afternoon he sat on the veranda

and wrote his letter carefully. It would

be in New Haven next day, and that must

serve. He wrote

:

It was not the tie. I was sicker than I

ever want to be again. I suppose it was

those rotten doughnuts. I woke up so sick

I could not think straight and about crazy

over your going away. I did think it was

my tie, but the whole thing got mixed up in

my head, and I went crazy. I have no idea

what I said, but I did not mean any of it.

I know I hurt you like the devil. I heard

what you said, but I could not say anything

then. This sounds footless, but it is per-

fectly true. I was sick, and angry at my
luck, that was all, and until you write me

it is all right I shall be crazy. Please for-

give me. It was bad enough before. I

shall be here until Tuesday.

He addressed this
'

Station, New Haven

'Eben Harland, Yale

Conn.," and took it
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to the little post-office. Then he waited,

trying to remember what he had said to

Ben, and magnifying every chance-brought

word into foul insults.

The letters of Yale are assorted in the

special post-office under Fayerweather

Hall. It is not too well lighted, and

shadows from the passers-by make the

clerks' task less easy than they wish. Mr.

Eden Hursland, a member of the senior

class, unlocked his mail-box next morning

and found Judson's letter, glanced at the

address, tore open the envelop, and was

joined by a friend who had a story to tell.

They walked across Elm Street to morn-

ing service, and Mr. Hursland, excited by

the anecdote, crumpled the envelop in his

hand and dropped it on the steps of Bat-

tell Chapel. In his seat he recalled the

letter, and read it with amazement sev-

eral times. Then he searched his pockets

for the envelop. It does him credit to say

that he missed a recitation hunting for the

clue across Elm Street. He was a decent,

well-meaning fellow, and here was an un-

signed letter, rather pathetic in its brevity,

that might mean a great deal to some one.

At last he went back to the post-office.

"I 've got a letter. It was addressed

Hursland ; at least it looked all right, but

it 's not to me. What other Hurslands

are there?"

The clerk said there was none. He had

no imagination and no list of the fresh-

man class.

Mr. Hursland was equally destitute.

He worried over the matter for a day or

two, read the letter once or twice, and

forgot it before Eben was done with the

early bruises of freshman foot-ball prac-

tice.

Eben waited for that letter in the midst

of his new world. It might take Jud a

day or two to get over his fit, to see that

things could n't be helped. Then he be-

gan to worry. He reviewed the summer
in gross and detail. Had he lorded it over

Jud, criticized him unduly, swaggered ?

He fretted, rubbing his bruises, and slept

ill, wasted a good deal of note-paper be-
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ginning letters that he could not finish.

He was in shadowy pain, novel and impos-

sible to combat, untinctured by anger.

This endured a week, while his foot-ball

reputation grev\' and freshmen sought his

acquaintance. At the week's end he was

visiting the rooms of another St. Paul

foot-ball-player and there met a tall,

thin being, ex-Hotchkiss, who professed

many odd beliefs in a slow, shrill exhala-

tion permeated with cigarette smoke.

"There is n't any such thing as friend-

ship," he said amiably. "You like a man?
All right. Wait till you have a row with

him. Does n't matter who 's in the right.

You 're both wrong usually. Then it 's

a toss up if he does n't drop you. Un-

less
—

" he shrugged
—

"unless he can get

something out of you by coming round.

Whose deal?"

Several lads laughed, but a couple of

eighteen-year-old cynics wagged their

heads.

"Pretty near true," said one.

"One real row," said the other, "and

the beans are spilled."

"Oh, bunk!" cried their host. "S'pose

I have a row with my old man, huh ? You
mean we 're never goin' to get together

again? My foot!"

"What did I say?" yawned the expo-

nent. ""V'ou 've got something to get out

of him, he out of you. Spades."

"Thank you," the host remarked, with

a hot edge in his voice. The thin youth

shifted the subject neatly. Eben swal-

lowed hard, the pips of his cards melting

into the image of that smile ; and after a

while he gave his place to some one else.

That night he did not sleep well. Next

day, coming back at noon from English,

he caught up with Bradley, strolling

around the corner of York Street. The
elm-studded way was full of freshmen,

swirled into groups based on school alli-

ances, or solitary, self-conscious figures.

Boys were yelling to one another from the

lofty, hideous front of Pierson Hall and

the expensive private dormitories. The
October sun dripped upon youth its mild

benediction.

"What were vou saving about friends
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last night?" he stammered, after common-
places.

Bradle}'^ sent back his memory in some

haste. He was the child of a suffragist by

a clergyman, and his upbringing had

taught him to talk for results. He recol-

lected his remarks clearly enough and

nodded.

"Yes, I 'm afraid I rather offended

Martin."

"Well, but—how did you find that out?

I mean, get the idea?"

"Oh," said Bradley, with grandeur,

"I Ve lived in a lot of places; been to

three schools, you know."

"I see; but
—

"

Bradley studied the handsome big lad

sidelong, and saw that he had done some

damage here. His conscience wriggled,

but he was making a reputation as a sage

of sorts and wanted to progress.

"I would n't bother about it. 'T is n't

worth bothering about," he said kindly.

"The thing is, have a good time with a

fellow as long as he lasts, then forget

about him."

He wondered for some weeks as to just

what Eben had thought, and then, like

Mr. Hursland, forgot about it. During
those weeks the victim squirmed on the

stake with such gory results that he began

to distrust his sanity, except when the

turf tingled through his cleated soles and

he could jar against fugitive flesh. In-

sidiously the thing worked. He grew
somber rather than silent. It ceased to

surprise him when no letter lay on his

table. He said nothing.

Edgar went to Paris in early Novem-
ber. There was a sale at Villequier's that

he wished to attend. There was a lady

who wished to see him. They started

back from an inn near Suresne one wet
night, in the lady's motor. She chose to

drive. This resulted in a collision with a

beer-van at the corner of the Rue Caulain-

court ; Edgar took six days to die. He
regulated all his affairs perfectly, left lega-

cies to twenty women, and the residue of

his estate to the twins, with directions

that everything be sold and that he be

buried in Paris. His lawj'er, Mr. Ed-

wardson, happened to be in the supposedly

gay city and attended to these details. He
duly wrote the twins and invited them to

spend Christmas with him. He was very

fond of them. Both accepted. He found

their letters on his arrival in New York
toward mid-December, and looked for-

ward to seeing them with great pleasure.

Meanwhile Eben had been mentioned

by a self-designated arbiter of foot-ball as

a rising star. The journals even showed

a bad picture of him, taken during the

Yale-Princeton freshman game. His

class forgave him his quiet gloom, and ad-

mired his sketches loudly. "The Yale

Record" published several of these, and

the director of the Yale Art School, seeing

one, invited him to dinner. A foot-ball-

player who could draw interested him.

He did not find Eben very entertaining,

but supposed that the death of his uncle

w\as afflicting the boy, who looked ex-

tremely well in black.

"What does Jud say about school?"

asked Arthur Letellier.

"Nothing much," said Eben.

"Both of you come out to St. Louis for

Christmas?"

"Thanks a lot. We 're going to our

lawyer's."

"Think it over," Arthur begged. He
would have rolled naked in hot coals for

Eben. Judson he did not care for so

greatly. He repeated his invitation sev-

eral times, but Eben was submerged in a

new wave of feeling.

The autumn was done. He had waited

for Jud to write, even grown to believe

that Judson did not trouble over their ter-

rible scene. But the approach of reunion

cured all this. At the worst, one touch,

one grin, and the ugly edifice of grief

would clatter down ; they would laugh at

it together. He avoided Bradley, and

walked a good deal in the misty evenings

alone, smiling happily at the stark trees.

His heart swelled toward his brother; he

became gay, and his classmates liked him

much more than before. It came to the

day of departure, and he made the after-

noon journey to New York with Arthur
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in a sort of royal state, wandering up the

train to see if Judson was on it.

"I 'm going to be in town till noon to-

morrow," said Arthur. "\'ou see Jud and

fix it up to come on out with me."

"Don't see how we could. It 's mighty

good of you," Eben assured him, staring

into the violet-lit suburbs of New York.

At the ramshackle, confused station of

that year he lost Arthur by the baggage

counter and found Bradley. They walked

through the wooden passages chatting

about nothing, and came to a chilly flight

of six steps, where they slowed while a

crowd melted up ahead of them under a

frosty arc light. Near the foot of the

steps one man remained, lagging to look

at his watch, and the gold flash took

Eben's eye as he approached. Then he

saw that it was Judson.

His suitcase swung against a man and

made him swerve. His breath stopped

with sheer gladness. He halted. Judson

put away his watch, and, somehow at-

tracted, looked at Eben. His hands paused

on the buttons of his overcoat. He turned

the least bit white ; then he tilted back his

head and smiled. He smiled, and Eben's

feet moved of themselves. He followed

Bradley on, wondering if his heart would

stop entirely.

"What were you sayin'?" he asked. "I

did n't get it."

Jud hated him ; he knew this surely

now. For a miserable necktie and a word
or two of advice Jud could turn on him
that horrible childish smile. He left Brad-

ley and walked, rain falling on him, to a

hotel near the station, using only that

part of his brain that told him small nec-

essary things to ask for a room and bath

and fee the page. Then he wrote a co-

herent letter to Mr. Edwardson explain-

ing that he had accepted Arthur's invita-

tion, forgotten it, and that the Letelliers

were deeply offended. After this he lay

on the ornate hotel bed and wished that he

could cry himself to sleep.

Next morning he went to St. Louis

with Arthur, saying nothing. The Le-

telliers had a spacious, comfortable house

on Lindell Boulevard. They were in

half-mourning, which did not forbid them
to give pleasant little dinners, and Eben,

resolved to forget Judson forever, tried

to be an obliging guest. He made sketches

on bridge-scores and dinner-cards. He
talked to strange girls about all things,

and practised the new form of waltz with

]\Larie Letellier. He managed to get out

of the room when Arthur's small, lame

brother came to be told good night. He
developed a liking for claret, and won-
dered, being seventeen, if it was worth
while to drink himself to death.

"You 're changing pretty rapidly," said

Mr. Edwardson on an afternoon in May
when he had come up to see him.

"Ami? Into— "

"A man, I suppose. You 're pretty old

for a boy without a solitary whisker on his

face. You the E. Harland who had a

cartoon in 'Life' last week?"

"Yes. I sent it on a bet," said Eben,

dryly, so that Mr. Edwardson did not

continue the topic.

"Where are you going this summer?"
he asked instead.

"England and France with some friends

from the West."

"This is a funny dodge of'Juddy's,"

said the trustee, "changing to Princeton.

Can't you stop it?"

After Eben had controlled his muscles

he shook his head.

"I 'm afraid not. When Jud wants to

do anything he goes ahead and does it.

We 'd better go get some dinner."

When he had seen Mr. Edwardson on

the train he went back to his rooms and

began a letter, but did not go very far.

Pride made the pen heavy, and sorrow

spoiled the sheet. Let Jud go his way, he

said at last ; if he wanted Princeton, utter

separation, let him have it. Eben had been

reading "Cyrano," and a phrase rang out

of it— "Poor Lazarus at the feast of

Love." He could not beg, as he might

have done six months ago. He tore up the

letter, and went to sing in the garden be-

hind his lodgings.

In the autumn he played foot-ball up to

the Princeton game and was used steadily

on the universitv team. He was not a
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brilliant player, but so reliable that

coaches and trainers spoke of him as a

possible future captain, and two fraterni-

ties waited on his choice with smiles more

than inviting.

"What 's Jud's address at Princeton?"

Arthur asked when the great gala was

near. "I 'm going to have lunch here in

these rooms the day of the game."

"Huh? Oh, just Princeton '11 get him."

"It might n't. I 've sent letters there

before."

Eben took his eyes off the sketch he was

filling in and looked at Arthur wearily.

"I might as well tell you the truth, Let.

I don't know his address. We 've not

spoken or met in over a year— a year and

two months. He does n't care about me

any more."

He glanced around their red burlap

sitting-room and went on charcoaling the

paper, shuddering before the advent of

questions.

"I ought to have known," said Arthur.

"All right, Ben; I won't say "anything."

After this, and while Eben lay in the

infirmary with the broken shoulder he got

during the last second of play, Arthur

gave him a new and far-seeing kindness

that compensated a little for many things.

The Letelliers had been driven to moving

East. They now owned a house at Ma-
maroneck, and Eben spent Christmas

there. He met a girl who had encoun-

tered Judson at Pasadena the previous

summer as a friend of one Alan Kay.

Eben resigned her to Arthur for the rest

of his dance, and haunted Marie Letel-

lier's wake for the remainder of the party.

She was a gentle, timid girl a month
younger than himself, and Eben grew very

fond of her, to Arthur's delight.

He knew gradually that Mr. Edward-
son realized a breach, and was sorry, si-

lently. As time passed the St. Paul's

coterie in his class forgot about Judson

except when his name appeared on the list

of the Princeton base-ball team the ensu-

ing year, filling Eben with pride. His

foot-ball career was done ; the surgeons in-

sisted on that. He took to spasmodic run-

ning and left-handed tennis. But all the

glory of open field, the thunder of crowds,

he wanted for Judson. He never saw him

play, avoided the games, quite certain that

in some way he must come near his be-

loved and get that horrible smile to burn

him again, to render nights odious. He
was drawing with regularity for several

magazines, and people spoke of his happy

treatment of boys or young athletes. He
got sizable checks before his graduation,

and could give Marie a large cluster of

diamonds as a wedding present. They
were married three days after his com-

mencement, and lived for eight months in

Paris, while he studied under Roll.

Marie's uncle, a Mr. Rand, was at-

tached to the American embassy, and had

a house in the Avenue Frangois Premier.

He asked the couple to Christmas lunch-

eon, and there, entering the drawing-room,

Eben was hailed from the fireside as "Jud"
in a broken young voice. This had over-

taken him before, but never so poignantly.

It was a thin fellow of twenty or so, with

a lambent, doomed face, who hurried over,

pausing only as Eben colored.

"I 'm not Jud. I 'm his brother," he

said swiftly.

"Oh, yes, the other twin? I 'm so

sorry. I 'm rather a friend of his—Alan

Kay. Perhaps you 've heard him speak of

me?" he said wistfully, coughing.

"You—you live in Pasadena?" Eben

remembered.

The consumptive beamed.

"Yes. I— I 'ni on my way to San

Moritz. Had a little throat trouble. Jud
saw me of¥."

"How awfull)' stupid of me!" said Mrs.

Rand. "Here Alan 's been writing me
ever since he was a freshman

—

"

"Before, Aunt Jess," coughed Alan.

"Met him out home."
"— about his wonderful Jud Harland,

and I never thought to ask. Sit down,

Alan dear. This is your Jud's sister-in-

law."

Marie murmured ; Eben could see her

olive face quiver, and wondered how much
she felt while he grinned at Jud's poor

friend. He sat down beside the boy and

sought a bitter Christmas gift.
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"How is Jud?" he asked deliberately.

Jud was wonderful, the whole orange-

and-black world worshiped him. He was

the abnet of the Princeton hierarchy, the

Sangrael of Nassau. It was the uncon-

trived outpouring of frailty to kind

strength. It lasted until lunch, and

among the courses Eben heard Marie re-

grieved for some one who had given Jud

a beautiful thing.

They rode to their apartment under the

mauve night of Paris. Eben lounged in

his corner, seeing Judson perched on a

table of some Princeton club central to a

group of dim faces, pitching for practice

in some gray-flint quadrangle, charging up

" Then he saw that it was Judson"

galed by anecdotes of the brother-in-law

she had never mentioned to her husband.

He was bathed in the torturing flame for

five hours ; then Alan was ordered to bed.

"When j^ou write Jud," he said at part-

ing, "say I was n't looking so awfully bad.

He was worried about me. And I am
glad I met you."

"So am I," said Eben, for it was true.

Alan coughed his loyal soul out in the En-

gadine express, and when Eben heard of

it by the infernal French telephone he

the gracious steps of that old, new, noble

tower after a triumphant raid.

"Ever been at Princeton, Ria?" he

asked her, idly.

"Yes, dear. I went to a dance there, at

Mrs. Tree's last winter."

"It 's a corking place, Princeton."

Then he felt her breathing fast, and was

driven to question with all the throbs it

might bring on him, "Did you meet

Juddy?"
"Yes, dear," said Marie, weakly.
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"Did he—"
"No, Ben."

She watched him undress in their staid

bedroom later, and cringed from his white

face. She had the tenderness which seeks

an alleviation of any wound and at any

risk.

"Ben dear," she whispered, "I don't

know anything; but he sent me a pearl

pendant, such a lovely one, when we were

married. It must have been he. It came

from Princeton. It 's in that japanned

box."

Eben bent over the toilet-table, and she

saw the muscles of his chest slide and

bulge as he stared. Then he gave a soft

cry and flung himself down, shaking the

little b^d and their unborn child.

"He could have written, he could have

come!" She heard so much, then she

pulled his head to her breast, and hated

Judson so that her teeth clenched from

jealousy.

"Tell me," she said.

"I can't. I think of it every day; I '11

die thinking of it."

So she knew why he had turned so fast

from the altar and stared out over the

perfumed church, and why his face at the

wedding breakfast had frightened her.

And she loved him, illogically, more than

ever, racked for some hidden hour.

Their boy was born at Mamaroneck,

and fat Arthur came out next day with

an expensive coral teething-ring.

"Oh, gorgeous!" said Eben. "Jud '11 be

crazy over it. Take it vip an' see if he

yells."

Arthur shifted from foot to foot and

twisted his mustache.

"I wrote Jud," he said.

Eben looked up from the ring and out

past Arthur down the melting lawn to the

roof of the church where the boy would
be christened.

"Thank you. I 'd— let 's go up-stairs."

But Eben and his heir were the only

Harlands at the christening. Marie put

a jeweler's box and its cup away in her

father's safe, saying nothing, and left it

there when they moved to an apartment

off Park Avenue.

Time passed. Men nodded to Eben in

the streets and apologized, saying how
much he looked like a young chap at their

broker's down-town. He declined invita-

tions to dinners at the Princeton Club.

He avoided Wall Street, this easily

enough. He had a sweetly painful morn-

ing when Marie bore him twin sons, and

he was plagued by curly heads seen across

theaters, wide shoulders that swung by in

the twilight. He bought back Edgar's

house near Gloucester, and wheeled little

Jud along the crescent beach. His name
went into "Who 's Who" before Europe

took to war, and he had bad nights re-

membering Jud's military passion. A
great broker smirked to him at a dinner

party over his brother.

"Travels for me. Customers think he 's

the best ever."

"He is," said Eben, proudly.

They had many friends, dull and inter-

esting, and the babies had the proper dis-

eases of babies, and Eben allowed a pastel

of little Jud to appear in a Sunday edition,

hoping that the smile for this would have

no hate behind it. The daily pain gave

birth to a deep ambition. Judson need

not despise him. Art harpies shrugged

and said he had no "temperament." His

studio was as ascetic as a sick ward. Pop-

ular actors sent their valets to price por-

traits, ladies adjured him to give them

some little thing for the Belgian relief.

"And I wish you 'd be in the tableaux,"

said one, "in the Greek scene. Your

brother is, and the pair of you—"
"I 'm so sorry," Eben said.

He did not see the Greek scene. Marie

did. He knew she would, and that night

managed to look asleep when she came

home. The photograph in the Sunday

paper he laid carefully away in a desk of

his studio. No dust gathered on it,

"A man would think you were twenty-

six hundred 'stead of twenty-six," Arthur

complained. "Why won't you go to the

Marengo?"
"Such a jam," said Eben.

It would be hideous to meet Judson in

a crowd. But he began to feel that he

could endure this for the sake of knowing
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that his brother's skin was still whitely

smooth and his arms as full of grace. The
spring sent his soul wandering, and he

dreamed of his brother. They were no

longer boys, and love had outlasted the

old nearness; it might still leap a gate. In

his dream he said to Judson: "You don't

hate me. You can't." And Judson

changed the smile to a brother's grin.

"What makes you so restless?" asked

Marie.

"Oh, I don't know. The rotten

weather, this iNIexican row. Remember
I was born in Texas."

Marie wiped milk off young Arthur's

chin.

"I 've often thought what a fine soldier

you 'd make, dear. You 're so self-con-

trolled and you 'd look so splendid. And
your men would do anything for \ou."

Eben blushed. He was perpetually sur-

prised that she could love him at all, a

man his own brother hated, a man who
could lie in her breast and long for an

49;^
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hour of mere talk with that brother

kissed her humbly.

"If there is a row I sha'n't go," he said,

"I 'd worry about the kids an' you so I 'd

forget to shoot and get court-martialed."

"You never forget anything, Ben."

"No," Eben said; "I don't." Presently,

because he would not dishonor her with a

lie, he said

:

"And it 's worse than ever right now,

my not forgetting. It 's that that 's mak-

ing me so miserable. I can't help it, Ria."

"He 's in this new thing," said Marie,

"the armored motor battalion. Sid Wa-
ters told me."

How splendid he must look in khaki

!

Eben thought. Then all his imagination

glittered to a scene of dusty cactus and the

smile fixed on approaching death, the fair

body.

"O Ben," cried his wife, "I should n't

have told you!"

That night the newsboys had a fresh sur-

prising bellow from the wire, and the next

day a man in Washington called on the

militia of the several States to protect the

border.

"By gosh !" said Arthur, "do you see me
sweating under a cactus-tree? Let 's go

to a revue to-night."

Eben assented. His girl model was

sniffling for a brother in the Sixty-ninth,

and Marie's eyes were gleaming at his

face. He was in hell, sending out hourly

for the extras that might tell him what
regiments were under arms; and in the

rainy glare of Broadway he saw Judson

through their taxicab window, glorious in

his khaki service cap on the guard of an

open car splashed with uniforms. And he

sat until dawn, his arms gripped under his

knees, glaring at the dark.

"I can't work," he told Marie. "Have
'em tell the models to go to blazes."

The streets showed spurts of mustard

cloth while he tramped, and he met men
he knew, savagely irritated, uplifted, awk-
ward in stiff belts. In his imagination he

heard the trailed notes of the dead march

;

the volley of a burial squad came back

from the shadow of Fort Leavenworth.
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He 'Judson Harland, son of the late Captain

Eben Harland, killed in action." It

jerked before him on the rainfalls.

"He 's nearly mad," said Marie to her

brother later.

"So am I," Arthur said, his eyes scarred

under with black. "If Jud goes and gets

killed he '11 never— You never saw them

together. Don't say a word."

"Is he ordered?"

"Can't say. How can a man go on lov-

ing a fool that won't even come to his

wedding? The—

"

"He does. Let it go,

sternly.

id Maarie,

Eben woke with a lucid

He belonged

The next noon

mind and a perfect resolve.

to Marie, to his sons, not to Judson, who
had cast him away for a word or so, for a

dollar's worth of green striped silk. It

seemed quite clear. He must go on loving

Judson, bear unconquered to the verge of

being that high and holy warmth, guard

it, cherish it, and protect it. He bathed in

icy water and sat down at his desk.

"Dear Jud," he wrote, "I am sending

this to your office as I can't find you in the

telephone-book. Since this order to the

militia was published I have been in a

horrible state of mind. Come and see me
before you go if you can bring yourself to

it. I have never stopped thinking of you

as my best and dearest friend, and nothing

has altered my feeling for j^ou. If you

hate me so much that you cannot do this,

I-"
A cloud passed over his brain, the pen

broke in his fingers.

"O Lord!" he said, "he might n't even

read it." He wrote: "I will put up with

it the best I can, but I think more of you

than of any one else in the world, Ben,"

He addressed the envelop carefully, and

put a special-delivery stamp upon it. His

brain had become confused once more, and

in cure of this he walked into the nursery

before luncheon. Young Juddy was play-

ing with a large red elephant, the twins

were engrossed in their noontime orange-

juice, and the Yankee nurse told Eben she

thought it was real dreadful about this
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war. Her brother was in the Seventy-

first.

"Oh," said Eben, "that 's just down
here at Thirty-fourth Street, the ar-

mory."

She was going down to see her brother,

it appeared. Eben gave her his letter to

post, and carried Juddy, plus the elephant,

into the dining-room. He would have

taken the twins also had

that been sensible. He
wanted anything dear

about him for chains to

his feet.

Mr. Letellier was

lunching with them, and

he began at once upon

the war.

"By Jove!" he said,

"Wilson can't get out

of it now! No. We 're

in for it, dirty, ugly

business."

"What kind of cock-

tail do you want, sir?"

gasped Eben by the side-

board.

"Martini. Gives an

old man quite a thrill,

the boys down by the

armory ; and, by Jove! I

had a turn. Come here,

Grandson."

"What sort of turn,

Dad ?" asked Marie.

"Saw a young chap

going into a hotel near,

artillery clothes, big,

strapping fellow. I

thought it was Ben for a minute ; dead

age of him. That was why I asked

if he was here when I came in."

"That must have been Judson," said

Eben, spilling gin on the Portuguese em-

broidery.

"Oh, yes, your brother. Well, you

must be pretty worried," said Mr. Letel-

lier, heartily.

"My name 's Judson," said Judson,

reverting to his father's knee. "Why 'm

I named Judson?"

"For your uncle, of course," Mr. Le-
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the red elephanttellier stated, steering

among the table covers.

"Yes, but why?" Juddy persisted, with-

out interest.

Eben bent his lips on the soft head.

"Because he 's the finest man alive," he

said softly. "Will you excuse me, sir?

I 'd forgotten to

He descended

•Jud

phone some one."

into Park Avenue and

turned down the wide,

rain-pooled street. It

was quite empty ; only

shuttered windows

looked upon his going.

The June sun had

burned throwgh the oily

clouds of the morning

and lit the drenched

flag of the armory

tower. Even so far oH
he could see a mustard

uniform on the steps be-

fore the arched grill,

and the wet granite

beckoned him. People

strolled or scurried from

the pausing trolleys. No
one passed Eben as he

walked, cursing him-

self, down the pleasant,

wealthy street, and he

reasoned that New
York, the world, would

be like this vacancy

with Jud gone from it,

a stolid desolation, a

sunny tomb.

He came to the last

block of the east side,

at the armory corner in a

fenced, with almost rural

I faded Tudor house, inept

residue of some less urban day. Eben

kept his eyes on the armory tower, stupidly

archaic, crushing the vista of further com-

merce, and brushed his hand on the pickets

of the iron fence. A man in uniform cut

obliquely from the subway stairs and came

toward him. The color brought his gaze

down, and he saw Judson, his artillery

cap a little pushed from his brow, the

trim coat lining his unchanged splendor.

hand
nag:esture

"

im- which ends

you lawn. iron

shrubs and
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the smile of contentment on

six feet awa.v.

All Eben's love and desperation broke

into a sound. He clutched the square bar

of the fence until it seemed hot.

"Damn you ! That 's right, go on smil-

ing! Go on hating me all you like, Juddy!

But I 'm coming, too."

The smile was gone before he said so

much, and Judson raised his hand in a

gesture as if he thrust something away.

He stared at Eben with black eyes.

"Hated you, Ben? Hate? I don't know
—what do you mean?" His cap slid off,

and he stooped to pick it up ; held it, shak-

ing, in one hand, put it on again, still star-

ing. "I don't understand. I w^rote you,

and you did n't answer me. I waited—
I 'd been waiting for 3^ou hours in the sta-

tion that day, and you cut me. I don't

know what you mean."

"You wrote me! No, Juddv, you did

n't!"

"I did! I did!" cried Judson, beating

his fist on the iron. "I did! That after-

noon ! I posted it myself. I can tell you

what I wrote. And you never said you 'd

forgive me ; that you saw how it was. And
}'ou cut me! Could n't you see? I was
crazy that morning .in Gloucester. You
were going away, and I was sick, sick as a

dog. It was those damned doughnuts."

Eben shook his head because seeing

Jud's face tore him, and hearing Jud speak

washed him of years.

"I never got any letter, Juddy. You 've

got to believe that. And seeing you smile

that way in the station, -I thought you

were done with me. What did j^ou say?"

Judson shut his eyes and bit his lip.

Two tears" had run down his cheeks, and

the drying path of them gleamed.

"Just a sec. I can tell you exactly every

word. Just a minute, Ben. It went

—

this way."

Eben listened as the voice dropped word
after word, nodding to the throb of it.

"I never got it, Juddy. Why did you

smile at me that day in the station? I 'd

been waiting all fall. I was going to try

to— soften you down somehow and show

you I was all right— get \ou back—

"
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his mouth. "Get me back! / was going to get you

back. You mean to say you were n't an-

gry? I don't see how you were n't. How
could I help smiling? I 'd been waiting

hours."

His eyes were gray now, and the

smile came back, bringing no shudder

with it.

"And I," Eben put in quickly, "was go-

ing down to enlist so I could be some-

where near you, see j'ou maybe ; not come

back if you did n't. I Avrote j'ou just

now, asking you to come to see me. It 's

gone to your office, Jud. You don't think

was ever angry ! I

For a moment Judson was in heaven

;

then he groaned.

"You 're not coming to ^Mexico? No!
for God's sake— Ben, if you do still love

me, stay home. It won't be long. Noth-

ing '11 happen to me. I 'm as strong as a

horse, and you 've got 3^our wife and kids

and your shoulder. Yes, I know. I know
all about you. I 've kept people busy

finding out about you. Ben, I 'phoned

your place just now, and your wife told

me you 'd be back directly. I was just

walking up; I swear I was."

He had surged in so close to Eben that

their sleeves touched.

"You come along home with me, Juddy,

and eat lunch. Ria's father 's there. No.

I won't go to Mexico. It may not be

anything, anyhow. I' 've treated you like

a dog. I won't hurt you again, ever. You
have n't had lunch, have you?"

"I don't know. No, I have n't. I 've

got to be at the armory at ten."

"Well," said Eben, "it 's not two yet.

And—when do jou go?"

"Search me. I fixed up my will in

case—" He got into step with Eben, turn-

kig north. "Gave it to young Jud. He
looks like us, does n't he? I saw a pic-

ture. But he won't get it for a long time.

By George! it 's raining again!"

They began to chatter, with proud side-

wise glances to be sure of reality. But

Eben, marching along, could not be quite

sure. By and by his hand slipped into the

crook of Judson 's elbow and clung there

as they walked up the quiet street.



France and America, Partners

By JULES BO IS

Author of "L'Eve nouvelle," "La Douler d'aimer," etc.

THE great European War has al-

ready' lasted long; it may still last

long. Save for some unforeseen event,

unhappily it can be brought to a close—

and the fault is not ours— only through an

increase of destruction.

But the world does not come to an end

:

it is simply transformed. Death is only

one aspect of eternal life; destruction is

only the troubled sleep of resurrections.

Let us turn our eyes for a moment from

this wild crisis. We know that it will

end in the triumph of right. Let us try

from now on not to picture in mind a

theoretical renascence of the dreams of

visionaries, but to correct the balance-

sheet of our deficits, to face our difficul-

ties like men, and, recognizing our mis-

takes and meditating on our faults, strive

to escape their recurrence. Let us seek the

remedies that exist for all ills.

But how reconstruct? Reconstruct the

body and the soul? It is not too early to

consider all this, because it will demand
much time and attention. We must de-

liberate, discuss, exercise our critical fac-

ulties, cultivate enthusiasm, coordinate our

endeavors. During peace Germany had

prepared for war ; we must not await the

end of w^ar to prepare for peace.

When the husbandman sees his fields laid

waste by hail, storm, drought, or fire, if he

is wise he does not wring his hands, curse

the heavens, or collapse in fruitless despair
;

but he turns to his granaries, where in

years of abundance he has put aside a re-

serve store of wheat and provender, and

at once prepares for a new sowing and a

new harvest. In just such a sense Europe

has a granary— a granary that has made
itself. America is that granary.

For several centuries certain men, fired

by the love of adventure or impatient at

the restraint imposed on them by old laws

or too constricted territory, have crossed

the Atlantic to form themselves into a new
nation, freer, more energetic, more idealis-

tic, and at the same time more practical,

settling there in an immense land the de-

generate natives of which, in their igno-

rance of any way to turn it to the best

account, had left barren of man's cultiva-

tion.

Sometimes these hardy pioneers had

sought unknown regions under the spur

of persecution ; sometimes they had gone

through a longing for adventure, drawn
to the New World by the great expecta-

tions it held out. They were not exiled

;

they uprooted themselves from their coun-

try's soil, impelled by that migratory im-

pulse that in the past as v,'ell as to-day has

always been the point of departure of new
civilizations.

Now, these men, after having won their

independence through a foreign war, and

cemented their different racial tendencies

and aspirations by civil war, have enjoyed

and continue to enjoy a security and pros-

perity that their native lands no longer

know. But although they are Americans

and only Americans, they cannot forget,

and ought not forget, that their ancestors

were Europeans. Most certainly they

have worked out their own destiny in the

New World: they have cleared the land

and peopled the wilderness, with their

own hands they have built opulent and

flourishing cities that rival the most fa-

mous cities of ancient times ; but this stu-

pendous economical and moral develop-

ment they have accomplished well through

the European training and culture that

they carried with them, and which have

brought forth results wholly unexpected.

497
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Americans do not deny this debt to the

Old World. Of their own free will many
have devoted themselves and their wealth

to Europe. Moreover, they have been

able to separate the wheat from the chaff.

They have given their sympathy and their

cooperation to those nations that they rec-

ognized as being especially loyal to the

cause of liberty, consecrated with justice

and blood— to England and to France,

and particularly to France, whose help in

their own hour of danger and deliverance

they have not forgotten.

This has come about naturally through

the keen vision of popular instinct, which

outstrips the subtle interpretations of di-

plomacy and the explanations of govern-

ments. When Lafayette hurried to the

assistance of America, young then and

eager for self-government, it was the spirit

of France that led him, not the will of a

monarch or statesman. He was impelled

by a principle, the right of the people, and

by that true love of liberty that always

leavens France, and to-day is leading her

to sacrifice herself not alone for self, but

for civilization. In the same way those

Americans who are fighting in our ranks

and are giving their lives to care for our

wounded are moved by no selfish purpose

;

they desire to show their gratitude and

serve the ideal of justice and liberty. I

am sure that if there existed an instru-

ment that could measure the quality of

emotions, it would undoubtedly show a

strong likeness between the splendid exal-

tation of your young aviators hovering

above our lines and the big-hearted de-

cision of Lafayette. One of our moralists

has said, "The heart has reasons that rea-

son itself cannot understand." However
that may be, in this case I believe the heart

is right.

Even our enemies realize that America

and France are linked together by a

strong, though subtle and yet scarcely con-

scious, bond— a bond largely made up of

sentiment. This war, in affirming it,

strengthening it, proving it to be logical,

now gives it historically a new brightness.

One discovers one's friends in the hour of

suffering. The traditional and spontane-

ous affection that America has for us is

real, vital, and has no need of treaties and

agreements. France to-day responds to it,

and will respond more and more. But

the realization of this friendship, now an

established fact, must become clearer in

order that we may cultivate it and make
it more fruitful until it yields the two na-

tions the rich harvest of its promise. The
plan is too vast for us even to attempt to

sketch. We must content ourselves with

giving a little advice, making a few sug-

gestions. The best way to bring the two

peoples together is to show them their

common characteristics, to define their

common interests, and to enumerate the

ideas and sentiments that they share. The
rest will take care of itself. We ought not

to force that which should come about in

accordance with the rules of common sense

and natural attractions.

Despite certain very marked external dif-

ferences, there are profound likenesses in

the genius of the two nations that will

work in harmony because they are funda-

mental and are based upon character and

spirit. Though the constitutions of the

two republics differ in certain respects and

their customs have their individual pecu-

liarities, the two democracies nevertheless

follow the same impulses and respond to

the same principles. As Frenchmen and

Americans, we have the same national and

international ideals. There is also a more

nearly indefinable likeness.

While I am well-rooted in my French

and Latin soil, I have traveled far through

the world, and one may believe me when
I say that I have found no city that more

resembles Paris in its ways and the char-

acteristics of its inhabitants than New
York. Even London, admirable as it is,

is more apart. This is not to say that

New York is not profoundly original, but

that between it and Paris there are paral-

lel originalities. The gaiety of the streets;

already certain aspects of picturesque an-

tiquity; the atmosphere of welcoming; the

vivacious spirit, cordial hospitality, and

disinterested enthusiasm for talent, merit,

or novelty; a certain quickness to adopt
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and to discard ideas, art movements, and

people ; a restlessness at times too feverisli

;

a love of pleasure, elegance, and luxury;

a tendency to respond instantly and as one

man to any great and international event

— all this is what makes of Paris and New
York, each in its own particular way, with

its little faults and grand qualities, the

two most sympathetic, the most "electric"

capitals of the civilized world.

The manner in which France slowl\

formed herself through the centuries re-

calls the manner— and this has never been

sufficiently remarked— in which the United

States came into being and was developed.

To so great an e.xtent is this true that one

might call France a solidly traditionalized

America, and America a France that is

magnificently improvising herself.

The geographical position of France

and the attraction that she has always ex-

ercised have, by a peculiar process, slowly

developed her from many crossed races

into a homogeneous people. She is not

wholly Latin, like Italy; or Celtic, like

the country of the Gauls; or Norse, like

Scandinavia or Scotland and a part of

England. Far from being a peninsula

like Spain, almost isolated from European

influences, she is made up of a series of

alluvial deposits: in the north, the Bretons,

the Normans, the Angles, and the Flem-

ish; in the middle and the east, the

Franks, the Gauls, the Arvernians, the

Burgundians, the Lorrainers, and the Alsa-

tians; in the southeast and the south, the

Latins, the Italians, and the Greeks; and

in the southwest, the Basques and the

Iberians, with not a little trace of English

blood, especially in the region of Bordeaux.

And yet a Frenchman is nothing more

than a Frenchman, whatever the province

from which he comes, and despite certain

differences of accent, manner, or appear-

ance. Our soul is one. The same inter-

ests, the same ideal, and, though the hori-

zons are varied, a like harmony that is at

once both moderate and refined, have

molded and remolded the people of that

country the natural boundaries of which

are the Rhine, the Pyrenees, and the Alps.

Add to all this the constantly repulsed

menace of barbarians— a menace that did

not begin in 191 4, and which has continu-

ally brought us together as a united force.

Royalty, welding together its feudal

forces; the First Republic, with its hu-

manitarian and national gospel ; and Na-

poleon, with his centralized system of ad-

ministration, so skilfully made of all these

provinces a coherent economic and politi-

cal organism that without any danger or

any weakening of the inalterable identity

of the united country the people of the

several provinces may display their racial

characteristics and varied origins.

America will not lose sight of such an

example not of uniformity, but of group-

ing, so blended together, so impossible to

be made to crumble or to dissolve, that the

world can find therein a reason for our

growing victory. It has been said in the

Holy Word that "if a kingdom be divided

against itself, that kingdom cannot stand."

The United States ought also to desire to

become more and more united in purpose.

They are already united ; they can be, and

ought to be, even more united.

Nevertheless, we should be slow to deny

an encountered peril, and one that may re-

appear— the settling among us of hostile

and unassimilated foreigners. We, too,

have our problem of "hyphens." To be

exposed to the same risks is only another

form of resemblance between the two

countries.

To-day France has become aware of her

vitality and power; but she realizes that

she has remained France only by not per-

mitting herself to be weakened in times

of peace as in times of war by malevolent

aliens. A nation exhausts itself and is not

enriched when it nourishes elements that

cannot be assimilated, because they in

their disloyalty are wont to attempt to

alter its customs and national character-

istics for their personal gain.

Paris had become too incongruous, too

cosmopolitan. Though a certain number
of the select few congregated there, in far

greater numbers the frothy elements of so-

ciety came in floods: inimical spies, brew-

ers of questionable affairs, idlers who
sought to amuse themselves at any cost,
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taking advantage of our ready welcome to

lead among us a sophisticated and un-

wholesome existence that they thereupon

called "Parisian life." This setting was

unhappy both for our home and foreign

politics, which it disturbed, and for our

art and culture. Our theaters of late

years, for example, no longer reflected

French manners, but the manners of ad-

venturers, roues, and intriguers, who came

from the ends of the earth and posed

among us as masters of the house and ar-

biters of a taste that they made less pure.

Especially is it true that our neighbors

beyond the Rhine, attracted by our cities

and our country, began secretly to colo-

nize among us.

All this we saw at the outbreak of the

war, but unfortunately too late. The ma-

jority of these were spies, w^orking for the

advantage of their fatherland and prepar-

ing for an invasion that this time was to

be armed. They strove, moreover, to

blacken the fair name of France. Their

noisy eccentricities, their brutal character-

istics, and their hypocritical plots had the

effect of giving to foreigners the impres-

sion that we were undergoing a moral

relaxation. It was a false and regrettable

impression, an appearance of frivolity that

was mainly exotic. We had not taken

sufficient pains to impress upon those

whose naturalization we had too readily

accepted the necessity of adaptability.

This is always a danger that threatens

those people among whom foreigners who
are not of the best type delight to sojourn.

Because of her mixture of races, her

freedom, and her inheritance of certain

European characteristics, the baneful vi-

brations of which have been felt across the

ocean during the course of this war, Amer-
ica has been brought face to face with the

necessity of keeping close watch over those

parasites who establish themselves in a

country, live upon it, yet turn against it

when they believe that their interests de-

mand such a course.

In France the remedy for this evil has

been national unity, already very ancient,

and which this recent virus had not yet

weakened— a unity of those who agree to
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submit themselves to the most costly pa-

triotic duties, even the complete sacrifice,

if necessary, of the individual to the com-

monwealth, a firmness necessary for the

elimination of the baneful and the useless.

In short, safety lies first in oneself be-

fore one has recourse to laws, which, how-

ever, must not be overlooked. If a great

and varied population is fermenting in the

vast American vat, it holds an excellent

dissolvent for uniting conflicting elements,

provided they are healthy. The character

and physical and moral vigor that you in-

herit from your forefathers, your idealism,

which the egotistical pretensions of new-

comers have not overwhelmed, make a

mold where are cast nationalities and in-

dividualities seemingly irreconcilable. I

am confident that you will suffer no break

to appear in this marvelous crucible. Your
firmness is never tyrannical. On the con-

trary, it wins every one by its tolerance.

The descendants and followers of the

great men who created America, its

wealth, and its spirit have sufficient keen-

ness and enterprise to impress upon late-

comers, when brought into contact with

them, these homogeneous qualities: self-

control, love of toil, respect for the point

of view of others, honest ambition, gen-

erous aspirations, fidelity to the starry flag.

Those who do not accept these duties,

sources of vast good, are unworthy of j'ou.

You may calmly reject them.

Thus will be averted treason to a coun-

try which opens its arms wide to all loyal

good-will, and which is by a providential

mission a redeemer. The country of Lin-

coln and Emerson is the country of man-

kind. In this America bears another re-

semblance to France, which has been

called the second country of all men.

One of our sociologists has declared

that national likenesses and attractions are

closely connected with destinies. The
sympathy that exists between France and

America certainly inclines them toward

cooperation. Being an intellectual, I view

this cooperation especially in its most pro-

found and freest aspect— the aspect of or-

ganized friendship.
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So far you have remained faithful to

that "splendid isolation" that England has

abandoned. But one who lives wholly for

himself and alone does not lead a full

life. A friend completes us less by his

personal contribution than by all that he

calls forth in us that was already there.

From the fact that intercourse between

races is increasing to-day, whether through

greater and more rapid means of travel or

through the intellectual vibrations of

minds, which also have their wireless

telegraphy, the world is gradually form-

ing for itself a single conscience. I feel

indeed that this unified conscience is de-

veloping itself more particularly here.

America therefore has national and hu-

manitarian reasons for turning to Europe

and thus singling out those nations more

capable of working with her for the bene-

fit of the whole world.

If even before the war we practised a

system of national agreements,— it was

necessary in order to counterbalance the

warlike Triple Alliance,^we French

were too ignorant of other countries.

France and England, though near neigh-

bors, began to know each other and esteem

each other's value only when they became

brothers in arms. We French had become

a little apathetic with the prosperity that

came to us through a favorable climate,

the wealth brought into the country by

visitors, and the frugality of our race

—

from one point of view a virtue, from an-

other a fault ; for economy, while heaping

up capital, diminishes initiative and leads

one to become satisfied with too little.

To-day, awakened, with much of her

soil under the heel of her foe, France must

gather herself together for the rebound.

For her life to-morrow will be hard and

rough. "When the cannon are at last

stilled, we shall have to think of intellec-

tual and economic wars. We shall have

to furbish up the weapons of our inborn

and acquired ;gifts, and especially those

gifts that before our awakening were

drugged by habit or made sterile by neg-

lect. Our industrial life, our commerce,

our literature must rise in a new flight if

they are to escape decay. We ought to be

more ambitious, less timid, have a greater

love for risks, learn to allow our children

to expatriate themselves in order to be bet-

ter known to other lands and in turn to

know them better. All this should be

done for our own profit and for the bene-

fit of all. In this America will aid us.

It is therefore well for us to visit each

other more ; for it is in talk together, in

living and working together, that the

strongest ties are made. Before the war
we did not spend time enough with 3'ou,

and since its outbreak necessity has brought

home a still larger number of French. I

am sure that, aside from the patriotic du-

ties that engaged them, they must have

found pleasure and profit in your com-

pany. I hope that this state of affairs

may last and even develop itself when
peace again comes. Indeed, I was the in-

stigator of commercial exchanges, in order

that the young prizemen of our chambers

of commerce and syndicate chambers

might travel in America.

Just as artists, sculptors, painters, and

architects receive from our Government
the means that permit them to study in

the cities of the splendid past like Athens

and Rome, so it would be to our interest

for our young business men to visit New
York or the more industrial cities of Amer-
ica in order to "study the future," gain a

familiarity with the mechanism of great

enterprises, stimulate their practical capa-

bilities, and increase their initiative. The-

oretical courses in universities are not so

imperative for our 3'oung students as

terms in the offices of your great financiers

and your most important industrial cen-

ters. These students will later become

the interpreters of the economic culture

of the United States. Our writers and

artists might also gain an advantage by

contact with your people and institutions.

I have been assured that at one time

you feared that the commercial agreement

between the Allies to resist our enemies

after the war in their attempts to seize

the markets of the world might prove dis-

astrous to your interests. But authorita-

tive voices, like that of jour ambassador

at Paris, quickly undeceived you. In our
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plans for the future there is nothing harm-

ful to your interests. On the contrary,

we shall have more and more need of your

raw material, your machinery, your prod-

ucts. Even in the past we often had re-

course to these. Is it necessary to recall,

for example, that at the end of the last

century, when we had to combat phyllox-

era, we imported some of your youngest

and most robust vines? In this manner

strengthening our vineyards, we were en-

abled to destroy the epidemic. But what

is phylloxera compared with the plague of

war? But I leave it for specialists to in-

dicate more precisely and completely the

economic assistance that you will be able

to give us, and which cannot but be of

profit to your people.

I hasten to touch upon the subject of

intellectual commerce, according to the

expression current in the eighteenth cen-

tury when speaking of matters that re-

lated to the mind. The exchange of pro-

fessors between our universities is not suf-

ficient. Our whole modes of thought,

when examined carefully, will disclose

certain results that will be for our com-

mon advantage. For example, modern

French philosophy has unquestionably

been afifected first by the spirit of Emerson

and recently by that of William James.

The American who has fundamentally a

taste for adventure, travel, action, and

business afifairs should place character and

insight in the first rank. Emerson was
the philosopher of character, William

James of insight and intuition. Even be-

fore the war the prophets of American

force were increasing in France, and our

moralists, abandoning the field of abstrac-

tion and criticism, were allying themselves

in a practical way with that phase of in-

tellectual activity that the celebrated Bos-

tonian called "the conduct of life." More-
over, the most popular of our speculative

thinkers, M. Bergson, at the prompting
of William James, took the side of intel-

lectual reason and reinstated instinct.

Many of his disciples, and perhaps he him-

self, are what you choose to call "prag-

matists."

Do you fully realize to what an extent

3'ou revived the inspiration and even the

esthetics of our poets? Your great Walt
Whitman did much to change our verse

form, which with you has led to "free

verse." Moreover he brought to our lit-

erature a breath of nature, both rustic and

friendly, and a rugged sincerity which at-

tracted us yesterday and will undoubtedly

prevail to-morrow. Certain French lyric

poets like Stuart Merrill, who was born

in America, have been highly considered

and have formed a school.

On the other hand, apart from the thea-

ter, and our milliners and dressmakers,

indeed, French influence has not been

strongly felt by any of your people except

those who have come to our shores. Up
to the present only English and German,

and perhaps Slavic, influences have pene-

trated into your universities and literary

groups. Yet I feel that our individualis-

tic and humanitarian spirit, both in its

critical and constructive aspects, would be

of service to j'ou. I know indeed that a

choice few among you do not ignore us;

but geniuses like Voltaire, Renan, and

Taine— to name only the dead—merit as

much popularity with you as a British

Carlyle or a Prussian Nietzsche. We
also have our Emerson, Michelet, who
would charm, and stimulate you. Your
novelists, with few exceptions, are still at

the first stage. The maturity of ours

would not be useless to them in develop-

ing the art of construction and the psy-

chology of character portrayal.

You are a young people, thanks to the

renewal brought about by new geographi-

cal surroundings and the fusion of many
races. But youth, which is the most precious

of gifts, turns too credulous eyes toward

life. It becomes enthusiastic over mere

appearances, and is easily deceived ; it is

wont to be infatuated with immediate and

easily won successes. For it a certain sur-

face audacity makes up for the lack of the

finer mental qualities that are either

wholly absent or are replaced by facility,

chance, or bluff. Through contact with

intellectual France, which possesses certain

well-defined characteristics that are more

in accord with your own traits than are
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Germany's, j'Oii would profit by our ear-

lier arrival on the field of ideas and aspira-

tions, and your judgment, already pene-

trating, would increase until you reached

that point where you would forge the

final world culture.

Through its destruction of men and

monuments the war has given to surviving

Europeans more ruggedness and firmer

character and a realization of the fact that

it is dangerous to bury oneself in a past

that the present has set about abolishing,

and that a settled state of mind tends to

form prejudices, and to become old faster

than the nation itself. But there remain

to us a sufficient number of traces of our

ancient glory— traces sometimes painfully

shattered and for that reason all the more

precious— to permit us to find in the past

a criterion and a point of comparison for

our new enterprises. The deserted cot-

tage is loved all the more when we return

to it. The field that has been made bar-

ren by a thunderous rain of steel will be

cultivated with even more perseverance

for its having been for a time a waste.

The mutilated cathedrals predispose one

to a firmer faith. On visiting our battle-

fields and sojourning in our shattered

cities, which recovery will quickly make
more prosperous, you will. better under-

stand what good fruit lies in traditions

that upheld and comforted us when the

present appeared to hold only ruin and

disaster. In all this there is still another

reason for intercourse between America

and France: on one side a kind of sorting

out the debris of past ages ; on the other a

feverishness for the future, which con-

stantly increases with us, and which you

will be able to enrich with your habits of

work and system. Ah, American system

!

I shall not cease to advise its adoption by

Europe and specially France.

You accomplish things quickly and you

do them in a big way. You work much,

with a vivacious readiness and a kind of

intoxication, but you also have a proper

desire for rest. You know how to shorten

the hours of business precisely because you

have made them more intense. With us.

despite our impulsive natures, our clear

vision, our ability to shift for ourselves,

work lengthens out and drags; and it en-

croaches on our rest just as our rest en-

croaches on our work. You know and

practise the law of relaxation through

frequent changes; this our stay-at-home

workers and business men, too ^faithful to

the homes of their ancestors, ignore.

And how much might be said of your

technic, your marvelous mechanism! You
not only freed the negro through war and

legislation
;
you have freed yourself to the

greatest possible extent through machin-

ery. You have found new slaves in the

elements, and have disciplined them by

your inventiveness. You have lifted from

man's shoulders every burden and care

and weighty obligation that can be per-

formed by material agents. I know that

your workmen become more and more ex-

acting and that servants are hard to ob-

tain ; but does not the dignity of man gain

by this? With the arms used less and the

secondary faculties of intelligence relieved

of all unnecessary strain, there is a possi-

bility for the higher forms of intelligence

to assert themselves. In the society of the

future it will be possible for all men to

think, to love, to amuse themselves be-

cause they will have more leisure.

Your method, your methods, to be more

exact, please us for still other reasons.

They are superior to German organiza-

tion inasmuch as they use and develop the

initiative of individual men instead of de-

stroying it. It is for this reason that they

are better adapted to our intelligence and

sensibilities than passive obedience, the

state of deaf-and-blind mechanical action

to which the controlling powers beyond

the Rhine wished to reduce mankind. The
American, like the Frenchman and the

Englishman, consents to submit to the reg-

ulations of the social hive ; but first he

wishes to know what he is doing and

why he is doing it. Thus he does it bet-

ter. His consent is free, and thus every

day he toils for the perfection of an or-

ganization of which he is a conscious mem-
ber. Your workshops are not barracks.

In them one breathes equality, indepen-

dence, mutual helpfulness, cooperation of
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effort, a tendency to escape, to ascend, If

I dare say it. And this is no light jest on

the rapidity of your elevators. I see in it

an undeniable truth, that of the open door

for all, the possibility of quickly becom-

ing wealthy, of "climbing," of broadening.

This transformation of France in which

you will cooperate must naturally be a

normal evolution of the forces and values

that she has at her command. The old

Germany, in becoming a powerful empire,

modified herself not only at the expense of

neighbors near and far, but also, as we

begin to see, at the expense of her own

happiness. Formerly she appeared to be

pacific, domestic, thoughtful, bourgeois,

although dreamy. Was she really all this?

I no longer dare affirm it. In any case,

she wished to surpass herself. She sub-

mitted to the ascendency of Prussia, whose

ethnic origin is mixed, being both military

and predatory. In consequence she lost

the character that she had or that she de-

sired to have. She became quarrelsome,

turbulent, aggressive, conquering, su-

preme. The feeling for liberty for herself

and for others became vitiated by a long-

ing for power— tyranny within and be-

yond her borders. Providence and our

common sense, the Gallic-Latin civiliza-

tion with which we are impregnated and

which has always molded us, will keep us

from committing errors which are also

faults. There is among us no more than

among you a military caste, nor do we

possess a warlike province that would im-

pose on our other provinces their rancors

and their hatreds. We know what we

desire, and no one can make plans for us

that are opposed to our nature or ideal.

Moreover, a people that governs itself, a

republic, a democracy,—Americans know

this, and need to be told it by no one,— is

always pacific; and it understands fully

the English saying which you have so well

practised, and which is ours also, "Live

and let live."

Therefore the development of France

cannot be other than gracious and harmo-

nious. It is likewise true of yours. This

is why, I repeat, we can advance together,
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work together. The union will be at the

expense of no one ; and this friendship can

be dangerous only to those- self-centered

peoples and castes who are promoters of

warfare.

Nevertheless, we must be on guard

against other dangers. Becoming less sed-

entary, and coming more into contact with

other races, with new horizons, we French

must learn to conserve our scrupulous, re-

fined culture, our moderation, our critical

faculty, our common sense, our well-bal-

anced feeling for the beautiful, our firm

good taste. And you Americans, pioneers

of a world civilization, and now at the

height of your prosperity and opulence,

must cherish your spirituality.

The spirituality of America is the salt

of the world. You will bear in mind, as

did your ancestors, that the aim of life for

individual men and communities is not

success, fortune, or even the supremacy of

intelligence and action. ]\Ian has been

placed on this earth to demonstrate the

superiority of the spirit over material in-

stincts and blind forces. And when I use

the word "spirit" it is. with the same

meaning that you give to it. Spirit in

man is the purified heart; it is the soul

wholly mistress of itself. Intelligence has

its snares even as the senses have their fol-

lies. We become truly great only when
we have triumphed over these tests. We
believe in the spirituality of America, and

we are not of those who think of her only

as the "country of dollars." A dollar is

worth only what it stands for, the power

of doing good that it possesses, and noth-

ing as the procurer of immediate and

gross satisfactions. For the fact that your

banks are overflowing with wealth I give

you great credit; but for the fact that

your souls are rich I admire you far more.

Since my travels in America I have felt

not only an increase of initiative and en-

ergy, but the consciousness of great hu-

man duties. My own land had already

revealed this to me, but it was yours that

showed me on a vaster scale the possibili-

ties that lie in the pursuit of the ideal.

You, the most practical men on earth,

never lose sight of your flag, whereon ap-
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pear the stars of the heavens. One who
would go far must look high. It has been

said that "England thinks of life as a

sport, Germany as a system, France as an

art, and America as a business." I accept

the formula ; but there is not alone com-

mercial business, industrial or financial

:

there is also the great business that con-

cerns the whole of humanity, the problem

of mankind in the world, the victory of

the soul over self-interest and instinct. To
Americans we look for the working out

of this problem. It is, if I may venture

to call it, the "business of spirituality,"

which the cynical barbarity of other days

or the hypocritical barbarity of the pres-

ent has always menaced.

France, who has fought, who has suf-

fered, who has sacrificed herself, the

France of the Marne and Verdun, faith-

ful to her past and desirous of a still fairer

future, stretches out her hands across the

ocean to you. It is as much a gesture of

hope as an expression of gratitude. We
shall not forget, as you have not forgotten,

Lafayette and Rochambeau. But we ought

to accomplish still more. The principles

of our French Revolution and your Decla-

ration of Independence should be the new
gospel of the world.

T

About Mexico
(To H. A. F.)

By GRACE HAZARD CONKLING

HEY call it a surly country.

But I have seen the bristling plains lit with yucca blooms;

They write of choking sand.

And I remember the crouching dunes, the endless levels golden as a tiger-skin.

Dust! they cry, dust!

And I watch it blow by like smoke.

Waiting for the transparent air unveiled—
Brittle air that breaks on the cactus thorns

And falls in crystal splinters.

I think of the od\'sseys of humming-birds,

All the incidents of their voyages down the long yellow land

:

I think of roads I traveled,

And of you, splendid wanderer.

Following the devious ways of romance

With your knapsack full of stories.

Breathlessly I listen to 3^ou,

For you talk of a land I know

;

But withal you leave me wistful.

Jealous, it may be, for the barren North country.

Somehow you let the train carry }ou past Los Alamos, with its cottonwoods an.

peacocks,

And the ranch of Pardo, with its thousand villagers thronging through the

soft night by torch-light.

Chanting some strange fiesta,

Crowding the old clay church.

Scaring the sleepy pigeons.

Did you never happen upon April am.ong the rocks of pallid hills.'

And when you visited the seething market-place of San Luis Potosi,

That market-place you found so sordid,

I wonder if you saw Lorenzo

With the gardenia stuck behind his ear?



" ' As if I have n't all I can stand now! '
"

One Hundred Dollars

By GERTRUDE NAPE

Illustrations by Oscar Frederick Howard

COLE BALKING'S fingers twitched

as he grasped the draft for a hun-

dred dollars. A hundred dollars! It was

more than his month's salary. It was

absolutely unexpected, and it was his and

his alone. Unexpected money had never

come to him before, probably never would

again. His salary was so very much ex-

pected, every penny so planned for before

it came, that he had never looked at it in

a lump as he looked at this.

The strange, little old man for whom
his father had named him was dead, then.

His memory gave him a very faint pic-

ture of the poor old fellow. He had had

little to leave, but this hundred dollars

had been taken out to give to Cole.

Cole fingered it again. He needed it

— needed it more than any one else could,

and it was his. His sensitive mouth quiv-

ered, and his eyes looked hunted ; he drew

the money through his long fingers as

eagerly as a miser might. It meant a

chance— a chance for—

He picked it up firmly, and put it care-
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fully awa\' in his pocket. He must go to

dinner. It was very warm, and he was

tired. Usually he hated this midday

meal. The women said it made the work

easier about the house, so they had dinner

at noon. Usually he ate little of the stew

or hash ; they could not afford expensive

meals. To-day he ate well, not knowing

that he ate. His younger brother and

sister and his niother were at the table.

They had begun eating when the meal

was ready. No one thought of waiting for

him or for the older sister, who had not

yet come.

He caught his mother's voice through

his thoughts, and then his brother answer-

ing.

"Well, if I could get to Chicago." he

said, "he told n^ie he could get it for me—
ten a week more than I make here. Of
course it costs more to live there, but 'not

that much more. Gee ! would n't it be

great!"

"Well, you can't get there," his mother

snapped. "I guess the fare from here to



there is a lot more thr

together."

She was sorry that he could not have

the better phice, glad that he would not

be leaving home, but she knew no way of

talking to her children except with an ex-

aggerated snap.

"Gee! to think what a hundred dol-

lars would do!" his brother went on.

Cole held himself quiet. He could n't

and would n't. He needed it himself

more than Dan could understand. He
kept still, his lips tightly pressed together.

He ate no more. Elinor, his sister, broke

in

:
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'A hundred dolh Less the that

would give me everything I want. If I

could have just four or five lessons of

Schmidt! He 's here just now for a few

weeks, taking his summer vacation. Ten
dollars a lesson ! Why not dream of the

moon ?"

Every one looked drearily impatient.

"It would even be good business," she

went on, dreaming. "The people of this

little town don't know much, still, a pupil

of Herr Schmidt could get about twice as

many pupils. And think what it would

mean to me!"

"That 's it," said her mother; "it 's

always that way. I try to give you enough

music so that you can teach, and then you

must have more— always more."

Dan broke out desperately

:

"Sometimes I 've thought I 'd

borrow the money to

get to Chicago."

All of them stared

at him in horror. They
had just succeeded in

paying off the debt on

the miserable little

house they lived in— a

debt of seven hundred

dollars left by their fa-

ther's long illness be-

fore his death. The
struggle to pay that

had left scars and burns

on every soul. Every

dollar had meant giv-

ing up sufficient nour-

ishing food ; it had meant a sacrifice of

happiness or pride, a sacrifice of health.

It had meant doing without the little

pleasures that make youth what it is.

Every dollar of it had been torn from

them as a rack might have torn it.

"Where will you get it?" sneered Cole.

He sneered because he was afraid his

brother could get it in some way.

"Debt!" shrieked the mother. "You 'd

go into debt again! You 'd get sick and

fail some way, and then we 'd have it to

pay. As if I have n't all I can stand now

!

It 's little enough I ask you to do for me
but staying out of debt."

Dan's face was hard. He knew he

could not borrow. He was not sure he

would have confidence enough to try even

if the people at home had wished him to.

His mother looked at his face and mis-

"Jennycame in without spirit"
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understood. Her usual complaining tone

stopped. There was desperation in her.

"If you borrow," she said, and her tone

was cold bitterness, "I shall kill myself."

The passion on her face lighted the same

look on the faces of her children. They
could not borrow money. Not knowing

that she had made her point, she declared

shrilly, through her tears, that she had

worked her fingers to the bone for un-

grateful children. Her children looked

at her with an exasperated dreariness, yet

Cole ached with the knowledge that the

fear of a dependent old age was always

upon her.

"I won't," said Dan, quietly. Then his

exasperation at the world broke forth

:

"I '11 stay here, I suppose, in this little

one-horse town, at a little one-horse job,

and starve along forever. I could do that

work; I know I could do it. But I '11

never see money enough to take me there."

Cole could not stand the hurt. Half

consciously he started to take the money
from his pocket.

Then Elinor's voice came through the

silence

:

"Think of the class I dd he

could soon pay the money all back, easily

If I could only get it! But wnat s the

She got up and went to her piano. As
Cole opened the door he heard her begin

a gay little song. On the third note her

voice broke.

' I 've got a hundred dollars, and it

got to do the work of about five' "

On the porch stood his brother, sul-

lenly gazing down the street.

"See here. Cole," he began suddenly,

"I 'm going to get married. I know about

mother ; I '11 try to do something for her,

too." He hesitated. He knew how little

he could do with his present wages if he

married. "But," he added, and his eyes

were dogged, "I 'm going to get married."

Cole saw his brother's eyes. Dan's face

was thin and tired. Cole looked down the

street. He knew he would see her com-

ing. She was what Dan was waiting for.

They met on a corner only a block away.

Cole had seen her every day for a year or

more, but he looked at her to-day as if he

had never seen her. A thin thing she

was, with a way of gnawing her under

lip.

As he looked at them suddenly a great

ache filled him, a bitterness and a sadness

and a strange, grim joy. Dan must have

his chance. He must have the other job

;

then he could send for the girl. And they

would do well enough, so that if anything

should happen to him his mother would

have a home. He put his hand into his

pocket and touched the hundred.

Then Elinor's voice came through the

window singing the gay little song. Cole

knew that Dan must have the money, that

he could n't keep it from him ; and then

Elinor's voice broke again.

He felt a sudden rage at her for sing-

ing, for wanting to have more, for exist-

ing at all. And he knew that his anger

at her was a certain passion of tenderness.

She inust have the money he had.

All afternoon he puzzled vaguely over

it, knowing it must be solved, not know-

ing how. He went home to supper, still

not knowing how.

At last he heard his mother again:

"Jenny was n't here at all at noon, and

she 's late now. She might let me know
when she 's going to do such a thing.

Here I waited and waited to clear off the

table."

"It 's the first time she ever did that,"

said Cole, worried.

"Well, here she comes at last," re-

turned his mother, grudgingly.
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off her faded jacket slowly.

"I was so tired, I just lay down on the

sofa at the office at noon," was her expla-

nation ; "and I was so slow this afternoon

that I could n't get the work done till

now."

Her mother poured out a cup of tea.

"You 'd have shown more sense to come

home and eat. Hurry and get something

now."

Then Jenny did the first unusual thing

of her life: she caught hold of a chair sud-

denly, and fell into it, fainting. All the

blood in Cole's body stopped for a mo-

ment. He thought she might be dead. Then
he heard the bitter things his mother said

:

"What can you expect? Goes without

her meals, then, of course, she tumbles

over. Now I suppose she '11 think she

can't go back to the office to-morrow, and

we '11 have to have a doctor. Always
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She even had a new waist to wear wi

her shabby suit

"

somewhere to put money— the money we
have n't got." She shook Jenny with ex-

asperation and anxiety strangely mingled,

holding a cup of tea for her to drink as

she came to herself.

Cole could n't blame her. It was not

only that she did not care greatly for

Jenny. Dan was the only one whom she

had had time to love. But Jenny's wages
helped keep the little house running. His

mother's anger was the desperation of an

animal on which the trap has closed.

The doctor came, and Cole listened

gravely to his diagnosis. Then, under

cover of seeing the doctor to the door, he

put on his hat and overcoat and went out

into the night air.

Overwork. Of course. They did n't

have to pay two dollars to hear that. She

had worked six years at this one place

without a vacation, long hours, hating the

work. They could have told the doctor

what it was. Cole walked the streets in

a dull distress that seemed to him like

hatred. What did people do when every-

thing happened at once? And things were

always happening at once. Especially

when they were all poor and sick and un-

prepared to get a living. How could he

manage it?

How did men manage who were the

fathers of families? How would it seem

if he were responsible for Dan and Elinor

being in the world, and yet not being able

to live— to live in any real sense, to find

themselves and their work, and to be able

to do it? And Jenny— There he stopped.

He walked the streets for nearly an hour

before he found himself in any coherent

train of thought.

Why were human beings brought into

the world who were not even going to

have the chance to be human ? Oddly, the

figure of the girl who walked down the

street with Dan haunted him as much that

night as did his brother and sisters. He
could almost see her in front of him, thin,

and with her teeth gnawing her under lip.

How could they stand it? Was this

the reason men robbed? Why should n't

he stop a man on the street? What if

Dan should commit crimes? Yet most
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men, caught so, did not. Finallj' he set-

tled down to walk steadily, figuring it

out. An hour later he opened the house

door. His mother was crying.

"Here we all are in such trouble," she

began bitterly, "and you don't care enough

even to stay at home. A lot of interest

j'ou take in anything! And Jenny will be

out of the office two or three da^'s and

maybe more. And what we '11 do with-

out her salary I don't know, specially wnth

the two dollars for the doctor to-night."

Cole hardly heard. He was trying to

straighten out a way. The next morning

he Caught Dan.

"I 've got a hundred dollars, and it 's

got to do the work of about five, as near

as I can calculate it."

Dan stared, speechless.

"It will take about twenty-five dollars

to give Jenny a chance to gt) away and

take a week's rest, even if she goes to that

cheap little place the girls were talking

about. She '11 spend fifteen, and eight to

mother for the week she 's not earning

anything, and two to the doctor."

Dan stood in weary, discouraged lines.

At the next word he stood straight.

"You can take the other seventy-five.

It '11 just take you to Chicago and pay for

one week's board and room. If you don't

get your job, you '11 be pushed right oflE

the jumping-ofif place, because I won't

have a red cent to send you, you know."

Dan's white face turned whiter.

"You mean you '11 send me to Chi-

cago?" he gasped. "You can't!"

"Yes, I can. But there 's just one

thing I want. This leaves Nell out in

the cold. She ain't going to be left. You
've got to promise to begin sending the

money back as soon as you get a job—
every bit you can."

"I will, if I starve for it."

"And"— Cole paused a moment— "that

seventy-five has got to be back here be-

fore you 're married."

Dan looked at him.

"Every cent," he said slowlj'. "And
I '11 never forget j^ou, Cole."

The next thing was to persuade Jenny
as well as his mother. She protested that

she really did n't need it, that she would

be at the office in a day or so.

Cole argued that she must. Then she

turned sullen and became impossible to

manage. If Cole had been aware of any

particular affection for Jenny, this might

have stopped him. As it was, he had a

cold conviction that they could not afford

to have Jenny break down. He argued

on that line, the only argument that could

have broken Jenny's suUenness. The plain

truth was that she was afraid of any new
departure, and had no idea how she would

go about it to have a holiday. It embar-

rassed her, and she made bitter remarks.

He got her ofi at last. She even had a

new waist to wear with her shabby suit.

Elinor had seen to that.

"You 're a good kid," said Cole to Eli-

nor, awkwardly, when he saw it.

"She don't get much," answered Elinor,

as awkwardly.

He wanted to tell her that he was plan-

ning to give her a chance, too, but a fear

of air the things that might happen to

prevent it kept hmi back.

Dan told his mother good-by the next

day. Her tears and reproaches weakened

him nearly to the point of staying, but not

quite. Horrible fear gnawed at her. He
was taking a chance, and the chance had

usually turned out wrong in her life. And
she was hungry for even a little surety of

safety even in the poorest and most

wretched way of living.

Dan dfd not understand her passion as

he left, though he felt dimly that her af-

fection for him had something to do with

it.

Cole began to wait for a letter when
Dan had been gone a day. He imagined

everything gone wrong. Then he tried

to plan things going well. It was harder

work ; he found his imagination not

trained along that line. On the fourth

day he got a letter from Dan. It read

:

Dear Cole: I got the job. Twenty-two
a week. Living here will be about four a

week higher, so I ought really to be able to

count on eight a week over.

His shock of relief made him laugh.
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After all, he reasoned with himself, he

need not have been so surprised. Dan had

been promised the job. If he had not been,

there was n't courage enough in the whole

family to chance it, Cole thought bitterly.

Courage! Well, was it courage to

chance mother and Nell and Jenny ? And
Dan had to think of the thin girl who had

walked down the street with him. He
found himself picturing Dan sick in Chi-

cago, Dan not capable of holding his job.

And then he jerked his mind

loose again. ,., i-

Jenny came home stronger f '^i

than she had been She staited

to work agam

They had held

her place for her

,

he had wondered

if they would

She now seemed

much stronger,

yet now and then

she had strangch

irritable spclK

That was iku

like Jenn>

Then came the day that he got another

letter from Dan. He tore it open with

the strange, sick fear he often had now-
adays. Dan inclosed a monej^-order for

ten dollars. Things whirled around Cole

for a moment, and he caught at a picket-

fence to stand straight. In some way he

knew that he had never expected it to turn

out as he had reasoned it. But there were
the ten dollars, and Dan's letter said that

he thought that, barring accidents, he

could do it every w^eek.

Then Cole went home and ar-

ranged with Elinor, and she went
to tike her first lesson that day,

with Dan's ten dol-

lars in her glove.

"You 're to get

all the pupils you

can, of course," Cole

told her, "and any

that come after you

begin taking lessons

of Schmidt are to

count in paying me
back this seventy-

five. I need it right

away ; I '11 tell you

straight."

"I 'm sure I can,"

Elinor said. Her
eyeschanged swiftly.

How could she think

of pupils or of money
when she was going

to have an opportu-

nity like that! She

jumped suddenly

from her seat ; then

she stopped. She

Then she stopped. She wanted to kiss Cole,

but she hardly dared. They had not been

accustomed to such demonstrations "
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wanted to kiss Cole, but she hardly dared.

They had not been accustomed to such

demonstrations. So she patted his arm

awkwardly enough, and hurried to her

room.

Dan's next money-order was for twelve

dollars. Cole wondered, but judged that

Dan could get enough to eat on what he

had left. His next was for fifteen.

Then Cole remembered that Dan had a

reason for hurrying with his payments,

and he toolc to watching the thin girl

when now and then she passed his office

window. She went fast. The autumn

was getting on into winter, and her clothes

hardly looked heavy enough. Her teeth

fairly fastened themselves into that lip of

hers. He had an uneasy sense that her

sharp gaze was looking, despite herself,

up and down the street for Dan. He
caught himself looking for Dan once in a

while.

Dan's next was for ten. He had had

to get a pair of shoes. But Elinor had

two more pupils. Two at a dollar an

hour does not go far toward helping pay

for lessons at ten an hour. A little stern-

ness began to come into Elinor's face,

rather like Cole's own, if he had known.

But she gained pupils, two more. The
little local paper published an item about

her, and she got four more. Cole won-

dered how she had managed it, but he did

not ask.

Once he reassured her.

"Your lessons are an investment, Nell,"

he said. "One does n't expect an invest-

ment to yield a hundred per cent, in a

year,"

"That depends," she answered briefly.

The sixth week Dan's letter did not

come, and the day that Cole had been to

the post-office for it he met the thin girl

walking with another man. He raged

inwardly all day. So this, too, was what
Dan was risking by waiting to pay back.

He nearly sat down to write him to send

for the girl now. Then he set his jaw
grimly.

Dan's letter came in three days. He
had been ill two days of that week. He
sent six dollars, but the next week he sent

fifteen, and Elinor got another pupil.

Then Dan missed a week, entirely, and

then sent his last seven dollars. Exactly

five weeks after that Dan wrote that he

was married. Cole knew that the thin

girl had left town a week before. After

this Cole's eyes stopped searching the

streets for Dan.

Elinor's class came on well. Schmidt

left town, as his vacation was over. She

sang at the piano in the evenings, and her

voice did not break as it had on the eve-

ning that Cole remembered.

It was nearing Christmas. Elinor had

paid almost all the money she owed Cole.

Wulley, a j'oung man in the office, was

talking to Cole about the beauty of large

families. Cole assented lazily.

"I often tell my wife," Wulley went

on, "that I hope we '11 have half a dozen.

I was an only child. Of course there is

n't quite so much money to go around, but

then— Now, take you and your brother

Dan. You like each other a whole lot

;

any one can see that."

"Did you say j'ou were married?" asked

Cole, abruptly. "Have you any chil-

dren?"

"One little fellow," said Wulley, hap-

pily. "The wife says one 's about enough

on our salary, or maybe one more; but I

tell her—"
"Well, don't tell her anything," said

Cole. His tone was utterly grim, cold.

"The proper thing for you to say to me
is, 'What a nice thing a big family is!'

and the proper answer for me is, 'Sure!'

But if you 're at all likely, being an only

child, to fall for that line of guff, why,

I '11 tell you straight. A big family, un-

less one 's richer than any of us are likeh'

to be, is just the regular shipwrecked

crew you hear tell about in yarns. They
just eat each other to keep alive, and the

one they take the first slice out of is the

one that has the best chance to be left out

in the wind-up."

Young Mr. Wulley stared at Cole out-

right.

"Say, you must have a good deal of a

grouch on to-day," he remarked finally.
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" She sang at the piano in the evenings, and
her voice did not break as it had on the

evening that Cole remembered "

"I have," said Cole. "I 'm enjoying a

permanent grouch. Still, you might look

around you a little bit before you 're the

father of half a dozen."

Cole seemed to be right about his "per-

manent grouch." It grew violently worse

about the New-year.

Sometime in February, Cole accosted

Jenny roughly one evening.

"Say, you 're crosser than the dickens

all the tiine. What do you want, money?"
"Yes," she answered sullenly; "and a

lot of good it will do me to want it, won't

it?"

"You can have the seventy-five I 've

got," he said briefly.

She looked at him with an irritating air

of doubt and exasperation

:

"You are n't fooling?"

"No," he said; "I '11 give it to you to-

morrow."

She stopped a

moment, looked

suddenly fright-

ened, and hur-

ried out of the

room.

In a week or two more
he learned that she had

planned to go visiting to a neigh-

boring little town. She was get-

ting clothes. His mother was bit-

terly indignant at her for the

clothes and at him for helping her

to get them.

It was now that Cole began to

think that Jenny reminded him of

some one whom he had known.

She had been reminding him of

some one for a long time. He
wondered uneasily who it was, but

could not remember.

She went away nearly a month later,

and came back in three weeks. He had

never seen her look so well. Maybe she

would stop dragging around in that way
she had had before.

Finally Elinor told him that Jenny was

engaged to be married. He stared at her.

"Jenny?"

"Don't look that way!" she said.

"Jenny is really a pretty girl; only she

never had any decent clothes, you know.

And, then, you helped her out. She met

him last summer when you gave her that

week off. But he lives in Fairton, and

the other girl he liked, too, last summer,

was in Fairton. But when j^ou gave

Jenny that money, she just wrote Alma
Conny that she wanted to come and visit

her. She did n't know her very well, but

Alma was awfully nice to her, and she '11

do something for Alma some day. Jenny

is n't the kind to forget her obligations.

She 's going to pay you and get come money

for her wedding-clothes, and then she '11

be married."

This seemed to Cole the strangest thing

that had ever happened in his life. Jenny!

And for Elinor to be telling it so easily

!

"Who is he? What kind of fellow is

he? What does he do?"

Elinor knew details.
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"Name 's Frank Lane," she said. "He
"11 come over this week to see her, so we

can decide what we think of him. He
\-/()rks in a hank. Jenny likes him aw-

fully. She 'd marry him if she had to 1

support him herself." 1

Cole g:nmted. He had some persona

interest in not having Jenny's affections

put to that test.

Frank Lane appeared, and Cole, to his

great surprise, liked him. The only thing

that struck him as odd was that Lane

seemed to think that Jenny was remarka-

ble. Why, Jenny

—

Cole inquired of one or two people in

Fairton, and heard Lane's praises sung.

It really seemed that Jenny had done very

well for herself. Odd ! Jenny !

He watched her for a week wnth the

new idea in mind. She was growing

prettier, but he could n't reconcile any of

it with Jenny. At last, one evening, he

suddenly knew who it was she had been

reminding him of. Of course it was the

thin girl who had gone to Chicago to

marry Dan.

The idea came to him with a sudden

shock that felt almost like shame. He
went out into the April evening and

walked. As he neared the house he met

Jenny, who had been walking, too. They

turned away together, and he said

:

"When are you going to be married?'

"When I 've saved enough to pay you

back and get my wedding-clothes."

"Don't bother about me; get

duds."

Jenny looked up at him in the d.i

"\ou ought to get your mone\

And 1 don't want you to think I 'n

just getting out of helping here.

1 told Frank that I would al-

ways have to help take care

of niothei-, and he said he \1

he glad to. His mother 's

got a little propert)
,

}()u

know, and is

Cole grunted ; tiien he spoke thouiiht-

fully:

"^'ou 're a trump, Jenny. And Dan
has sent mother some money ever since

e 's been married. He can do that with

his new position, and he will. He 's a

good kid. And Elinor has doubled her

class."

"She 's been getting lots of things for

mother," said Jenny, reflectively, "and

she 's been good to me, too."

"Mother '11 never get over being mad
at me because Dan married. She thinks

he would n't have married if he had n't

got the new job. But he would, though.

I figure this family has just all moved up

one step for life. Think of doing it on

a hundred dollars! I figure I 'm some

manager." He laughed. The laugh did

not sound very happy. He was thinking

of another night when he had walked the

streets. "I guess I '11 always know why
people do some pretty low-down things

for money."

Jenny did not understand.

"You would n't ever do anything

wrong for money," she said. "But," she

added, coming down to every-day affairs

again, "you must ha\e your money back.

I know 30U need it for something jour-

comfortable. He
told niotlicM-

he 'd be glad

toha\ e her cunie

to us."

/ /'

ithes
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"I did," he admitted, "but last Christ-

mas, when I got it back, it was too late

for what I wanted. I 'm not pretending

to be generous. If I had n't known it

was too late for me, I would n't have

thin, white line around Cole's lips. For

a moment Jenny seemed to come closer

—

closer than she had ever been or would be

again, although all she said was:

"I 'm just awfully sorry, Cole."

'I 'm just awfully sorry, Cole' "

given it to you. I made that money work
pretty hard, but you can't do everything

at once."

They had entered the shabby, badly

lighted little hall. The smell of the last

three or four meals always hung in the

air. Jenny, looking up suddenly, saw a

"Don't be," he reassured her. "We did

an awfully good job with that money. In

as tight a squeeze as that it is n't so aw-

fully funny that somebody's fingers got

pinched."

Then they went on into the sitting-

room together.
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FOR several years, during the preciovis

months that I was able to spend in

Paris between trips, 1 pursued a liobliy

that did not put money into my purse or

fresh air into my luntis. But the spell of

it held me even after the outbreak of war.

Residence and travel in the near East had

awakened interest in the history of the

Ottoman Empire and Constantinople.

There was not the leisure to wander

through centuries, so I chose the period

wlien the Osmanlis, a new race in history,

spread their power through the Balkans

and closed in upon the capital of the By-

zantine Empire. In the Bibliotheque Na-

lionale, from nine in the morning until

four in the afternoon, I lived in the four-

teenth century. Events since 1914 are

strikingly reminiscent of that period: the

anxiety of Europe as to what was going

on at Constantinople ; ambassadors at the

Sublime Porte striving, for the sake of

keeping open or cutting off the Black Sea,

to win to their side the nation that held

the key to the straits; the occupation of

Tenedos b\- the maritime power that

would brook no rival ; the effort to reacii

Constantinople by way of Gallipoli Penin-

sula ; and the seizure of Salonica to in-

duce the Greeks to march on the side of

tlie sei/.er. Two days before France mo-

bilized for the Great War. 1 ordered from

ni\ ( icrman bookseller in Paris the latest

book on the question of the succession to

Constantinople. It was by the. Rumanian

nu'nister to Belgium. i\E Djuvara de-

scribed one hundred and one schemes that

had been conceived and elaborated in Eu-

rope during the last four centuries to take

Constantinople from the Turks and to

put the Bosporus and the Dardanelles un-

der P^uropean control.

From the Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji

in 1774 to the Treaty of Berlin in 1H7H,

Russia was the powerful claimant to Con-

stantinople. She fought three wars to at-

tain her goal. Against Russian preten-

sions stood the two Occidental powers.

Great Britain was the consistent defender

of the Turks; France maintained a hos-

tile attitude to Russian aspirations. Even

when Napoleon, at the height of his

power, was planning to divide the world

with Alexander of Russia he could not

reconcile himself to the idea of Muscovite

domination at the place where Europe and

Asia meet.

Since 1878 new defenders of Ottoman

integrity against the Russians have arisen.

The central European powers— I tah'.

Austria, and Germany— achieved their na-

tional unity in the two decades preceding

the Treaty of Berlin. Hemmed in on the

west by Great Britain and France and on

the east by Russia, born too late to extend

their political sovereignty over vast colo-

nial domains, and unable, if only for lack

of coaling-stations, to develop sea-power

greater than that of their rivals, nothing

was more natural than the German ami

Austro- Hungarian conception of a Dnituj

nach Ostcn through the Balkan Penin-

sula, o\er the bridge of Constantinople,

into the markets of Asia. The geographi-

cal position of the central European states

made as inevitable a penetration policy

into the Balkans and Turkey as the geo-

graphical position of England made in-

evitable the development of an overseas

empire. British foreign policy has changed

J Or Cibboiiii has departed from the anii'juiKeil order ot his articles on the problems ol reconstruction in Eii

in order to bring ont at the earliest possible moment this stirring appeal to the Allied nations. Next

nionlh lie will discuss the dirticidt on^hlfm of the r:'h,il)ilitacion nf France.—Thk Kpiior.
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since Lord Beaconsfield forced the Treaty

of Berlin upon Russia by a threat of war.

The integrity of the Ottoman Empire be-

came of secondary interest to the British

from the moment they gained control of

Egypt and realized what the Suez Canal

meant to them. Gradually Germany and

Austria-Hungary have drifted into the

position of protectors of Turkey ; for

France made an alliance with Russia, the

traditional enemy of Turkey, and it be-

came increasingly evident, especially since

the Anglo-Russian agreement of 1907,

that British statesmen, despite the pledge

implied in the occupation of Cyprus, no

longer held as sacrosanct the policy of the

maintenance of Ottoman integrity.

Since the Treaty of Berlin another com-

plication has developed in the question of

Constantinople. The Balkan Christian

states, created to be dependent upon the

great powers, asserted their independence.

Rumania increased in population and

wealth. Bulgaria and Greece ignored the

limitations imposed upon them territori-

ally and politically by the Treaty of Ber-

lin. Little Montenegro on more than one

occasion defied all the powers. Serbia,

with Russian backing, began to make trou-

ble for Austria-Hungary, and Serbian and

Italian irredentism clashed on the Adri-

atic littoral. At the mouth of the Adri-

atic Greek aspirations were irreconcilable

with those of Italy. The war that lib-

erated the Christians of the Balkans from

the bondage reimposed upon them by the

Treaty of Berlin would have defeated

both Austro-Hungarian and Russian am-

bitions had not war broken out over the

partition of the conquered territory. By
refusing to allow Greece and Serbia and

Montenegro to divide Albania, the great

powers were directly responsible for the

second Balkan War. Had Serbia been

permitted to retain the outlet to the Adri-

atic that she conquered by arms, she would

not have broken her treaty with Bulgaria,

and Macedonian territorial claims could

have been adjusted. By listening to the

remonstrances of Vienna and Rome, the

conference of ambassadors at London

thought they would avoid a European

war. On the contrary, they made it in-

evitable.

No impartial student of the diplomatic

correspondence during the momentous
twelve days that precipitated the war can

fail to attach the responsibility for the out-

break of hostilities to Berlin and Vienna.

The evidence published by the central

powers alone, their official documents put

forth in the form of special pleading, are

all one wants to refute the laborious de-

fense that has been attempted by the Ger-

man polemicists. Why, then, do I speak

of the war as inevitable? It is because the

explanation of the developments of the

twelve days and the precipitation of the

crisis must be sought in events that pre-

ceded the Sarajevo assassination. War
does not arise from technicalities and from

the ill will and bad faith of certain dip-

lomats during a few days. Let us throw

aside the defense of the German and Aus-

tro-Hungarian foreign offices during the

twelve days, a defense weak to the point

of absurdity. Had the statesmen of the

central powers justification for adopting,

perhaps unconsciously, the uncompromis-

ing attitude that Russia must not interfere

in the Austrian punishment of Serbia, and

that if Russia did interfere, and the Great

War was precipitated, it would come bet-

ter now than later, since it had to come?

The central powers maintained that Ser-

bia was a foyer of Panslavic propaganda,

which, if unchecked, would menace the in-

tegrity of the Austro-Hungarian Empire

and destroy the power of Teutonic Eu-

rope to keep open the path to the East and

to defend the Ottoman Empire against

Russia. Were they right, or were their

fears groundless? We cannot answer this

question yet, for its answer depends upon

whether the Entente powers regard Con-

stantinople in the light of principle or as

a pawn.

In the early part of the nineteenth cen-

tury the Ottoman Empire would have

gone the way of all other empires the

world has known had it not been for the

rivalry of those who coveted the inheri-

tance. Since the Congress of Vienna,

Turkey has been a constant source of fric-
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tion in Kuropeaii International iflations.

Hecause of Turkey, wars have been fouj^ht

and alliances formed and shifted that in-

fluenced the destinies of nations which had

no interest directly or indirectly in the

fate of Turkey. Statesmen in European

capitals, in the endeavor to solve the ques-

tion of the Orient to what they believed

was the advantage of their own nation

and to prevent its solution to what the}

believed was the advantage of another na-

tion, have not hesitated to play navies and

armies on the diplomatic chess-board, to

excite ill feeling among peoples who had

no reason to be enemies of one another,

and to use cynically the force behind them

for the purpose of keeping in slavery the

small Christian races of the Balkan Penin-

sula and Asiatic Turkey.

One would hesitate to assert that pub-

lic opinion in any European nation know-

ingly sanctioned the crimes and knowingly

supported the blunders of the diplomats.

Governments have been sustained in their

fratricidal strife over the Turkish succes-

sion because the public has been kept in

ignorance or misinformed. One is aston-

ished at the lack of knowledge shown by

the people who create governments in the

questions their representatives are called

upon to face and solve. Parliaments also

are not cognizant of the most vital issues

and agreements of international diplo-

macy. One almost despairs of the work-

ing of democracy when he studies Euro-

pean diplomatic history since the days of

universal su^rage. The men elevated to

power are just as irresponsible and as re-

bellious to democratic control as were
kings.

One can go beyond the statement of an

ignorant and misinformed electorate to set

forth the ignorance and misinformation of

the elected. A striking illustration of this

is the action of the British cabinet when
the Russians imposed upon Turkey the

Treaty of San Stefano. To destroy this

treaty, the British were willing to allow

themselves to be led into a war as foolish

and as futile as the Crimean War had

proved to be less than a quarter of a cen-

tur\ betore. Beaconsiield and Salisbur\

declared that the\ hail come hack trom
iierlin bringing peace witli honor: >et it

was not long until Salisbury confessed that

they had "backed the wrong horse"

!

Freycinet took upon himself the responsi-

bility of depriving France, by a decision

formed from imperfect knowledge and

without consultation, of the work of two
generations in Egypt and the fruits of the

vision of the builder and backers of the

Suez Canal. Ever since the Treaty of

Berlin, France and Great Britain have

been badly served by their foreign offices

and their diplomatic representatives in the

Ottoman Empire and the Balkans.

From the outbreak of the Great "War

up to the moment of this writing Anglo-

French diplomacy in the near East has

revealed a lack of brains and knowledge

that is jeopardizing seriously the fortunes

of the Entente powers. The aftermath of

recrimination of the stubbornness of the

Serbians, the "breaking with tradition" of

Turkey, the "felony" of Bulgaria, the

cowardice of Greece, and the lack of mili-

tary virtues of Rumania, are not at all to

the point. Nor is the military impotence

of the Entente powers in the face of the

bold, masterful strategy' of the German
general staff the reason of the unfavorable

Balkan situation. The whole trouble,

from the very beginning, is that the ter-

ritorial ambitions of Russia and Italy, al-

lies of France and Great Britain, are in

conflict with the interests of the Balkan

nations and with the principles upon which

the Entente powers have asked for Balkan

and neutral sympathy and support.

On October 23, 1916, Lord Grey.

at a luncheon of the foreign newspaper

correspondents in London, said

:

"In what spirit is the war being conducted

by the Allies? We shall struggle until we
have established the supremacy of right over

force and until we have assured the free de-

velopment in conditions of equality and con-

formity to their own genius of all the states,

large and small, who constitute ci\ ilized hu-

manity. . . . We shall continue our sacri-

fices iMitil we have assured the future peace

of the whole European continent."
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Although the application of the princi-

ple of nationality is extremely difficult in

countries where the population is mixed,

and where the most numerous element has

neither the wealth nor the education of

the minority, nor the minority's bond of

attachment with a neighboring larger

state, it is manifest that if an equitable and

durable peace is to be secured the major-

ity must be considered. Only thus can

the settlement be regarded as the triumph

of right over force. Otherwise national-

ity will remain as it has been in the past

and as it is now— a principle to be applied

where it is to the interest of the dominant

group of belligerents to apply it, and to

be disregarded where it is to the interest

of the victorious powers to disregard it.

If the new map of Europe is to be made

by right and not by force, as Lord Grey

and all other French and British states-

men have asserted, the same principle

must be applied everywhere. Not only

will it be a mockery of justice, but it will

be an impugnment of the good faith of the

Entente powers before history and the

leaving of questions unsettled for another

test of arms, if the aspirations of all the

belligerent powers are not decided upon

the same principle.

Liberal public opinion in France and

Great Britain needs to be enlightened con-

cerning the Balkan and Turkish settle-

ments. If the press continues to be muz-

zled by the censorship after the armistice

is signed, and if the delegates who go to

the peace conference are bound by agree-

ments contracted during the war for the

sake of expediency, and are uncontrolled

by the democracies they represent, will not

the sacrifices of this terrible war have been

made in vain ? The happiness of the na-

tions of the Balkan Peninsula and of the

races of the Ottoman Empire is not going

to be secured by the division of the terri-

tories in which they live among the vic-

tors. The worst blunder made by Allied

diplomacy since the beginning of the war
in regard to the near East was the public

statement by M. Delcasse that Constanti-

nople was promised to Russia. Who prom-

ised Constantinople to Russia, and why?

What fair-minded man can blame Bul-

garians and Greeks and Turks for not re-

garding the Russian menace as less for-

midable than the German menace? The
Balkan States do not w^ant Austria-Hun-

gary in Albania. But neither do they

want Italy there. It would be disastrous

for them to_ have Germany in Constanti-

nople, but it would be equally disastrous

for them to have Russia there. If the

principle of nationality calls Rumania to

free Transylvania from the Hungarians,

it calls her with equal force to free Bessa-

rabia from the Russians. If Rumania's

act in joining t^e Entente powers, follow-

ing a similar act in similar circumstances

and for similar reasons by Italy, was glori-

ous and noble and self-sacrificing, why
should Bulgaria's analogous act be treason

and felony? What benefit would the

Greeks derive from the possession of

Smyrna., across the sea from their own
mainland and with a large hinterland to

be defended, if they wxre to have the Ital-

ians in Epirus and the Russians in Thrace?

Greece was offered overseas territory at

the expense of seeing great powers in-

stalled in contiguous territory with splen-

did naval bases.

There are two arguments for giving

Constantinople to Russia: Russia must be

rewarded for her help in crushing Ger-

many and the Turks must be punished for

joining the Germans; Russia is hemmed in

on all sides, and has a right to control her

sole and natural outlet to the w^orld. Both

of these arguments regard Constantinople

as a pawn, and both reveal what has been

consistently held up to us as the typically

Prussian point of view. The mental at-

titude is detestable, for it is a selfish one,

and does not take into consideration at all

the feelings or the rights or the interests

of others. The reasoning is inadmissible,

for it attacks the foundation of interna-

tional morality and the only possible basis

of a stable world peace.

If the Turks went into the war because

they were wrongly led by a few men

whom Germany bribed, they are to be

pitied instead of punished. The way to

correct the evil is to get after the men of
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whom the Turkish nation were the dupes,

and not to put the Turks in subjection to

Russia. If the Turks went into the war

because they felt that their national ex-

istence was imperiled by Russian schemes

of aggrandizement, they had as much
right to take up arms as France had, and

the only reason for depriving them of lib-

erty would be right of conquest, which up

to this time has been the justification for

holding alien races in political bondage.

The prevalence of this reasoning in the

peace conference would mean that this

war will go down to posterity as others of

history— a struggle for booty, which the

victors shared. If Russia ought to have

Constantinople because she helped to de-

feat Germany, the war is not being fought

in the spirit described by Lord Grey or

for the ends claimed by Lord Grey. A
very keen Frenchman recently said to me

:

"You do not realize that Russia is a

vital factor in our hope and determination

to crush Germany. Therefore we must

keep quiet about Poland, and we must

agree to Russia's demands in the near

East. Our one thought is the safety, now
and in the future, of France, and the ne-

cessities of the situation alone guide the

near Eastern policy of the Entente pow-

ers."

"But is not this the Notwendigkeit ar-

gument of Bethmann-Hollweg?" I re-

monstrated. He smiled sadly.

"It always comes to that in war," was
his answer.

The second argument for the Russian

occupation of Constantinople— and this is

presented most strongly to the French and

British public— is that Russia must con-

trol her southern outlet to the sea. The
Pacific outlet is thousands of miles across

the continent of Asia. The Arctic outlet

is ice-bound during the greater part of the

year. The Baltic outlet is at the mercy

of Germany. The lessons of the present

war are used to demonstrate the peril of

Russia's wnndpipe being held by a hostile

power. It is argued that Russia is push-

ing her way seaward by irresistible eco-

nomic forces, and that if she does not get

now under her control the path to the sea,

she will inevitably disturb the world's

peace later. A prominent liberal and in-

dependent review in England recently

published an article which proves, to the

satisfaction of its writer, that a few mil-

lion people in the way of a great and

growing nation must not be allowed to

disturb the bonds uniting the British and

Russian peoples. The Balkan and Otto-

man races must be made to understand

that they cannot block the way to the re-

construction of Europe along the lines de-

termined by the Entente powers. Their

geographical position makes necessary sub-

jection to Russia. One can find no dif-

ference between this reasoning and that of

the German Weltpolitik champions. It

bears the stamp of Berlin and Leipsic and

Jena. It is the kind of argument by which

the Germans justified in 1864 the con-

quest of Schleswig-Holstein, and plead to-

day for the permanent inclusion of Bel-

gium in the German Empire. It is the

underlying motive of the Austro-Hunga-

rian conquest of Serbia. The weak must

stand aside for the strong.

If the economic-outlet-to-the-]\Iediter-

ranean argument is a justifiable reason for

subjugating alien races and bringing them

under a government they abhor, and if a

few millions must bow before a hundred

millions, the retention of Trieste and Fi-

ume by Austrians and Hungarians is also

a necessity, and the Bosnia-Herzegovina

annexation of igo8 was a wise policy, in-

spired by the desire to assure the peace of

Europe! Advocates of allowing Russia

to take Constantinople declare that they

are backing Russia because they sincerely

desire to reconstruct Europe along lines

that take into account economic necessities

and that are laid down in the view of

avoiding another cataclysm for the next

generation to face and suffer from. Very

good. But how, then, can they logically

support the Adriatic pretensions of Italy

and the disappearance of German influ-

ence in the Balkans? If they do support

both Russian and Italian claims, they are

either insincere or are suffering through

the bitter passions of the moment from a

loss of the power of clear thinking.
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The arguments against the Russian oc-

cupation of Constantinople are unanswer-

able. Only those who adopt the German
mental attitude, or who are so anxious to

defend the Russian point of view that they

forget they are at the same time pleading

for the German point of view, can combat

them. Since the war began no article has

been written advocating Russia at Con-

stantinople which has not furnished ma-

terial for German polemicists and weap-

ons for German diplomats. The harm

done to the cause of the Entente powers

in the Balkans by thoughtless writers in

Paris and London, who saw only one

move in the great game, and believed they

were helping the common cause by en-

couraging Russian aspirations, has been

incalculable.

Too much writing about Constantino-

ple and too little writing about Poland is

giving the German propaganda in eastern

and southeastern Europe the chance to in-

stil doubt of the good faith of France and

Great Britain. Did not the statesmen of

the Occidental powers tell the world that

they took up the sword in defense of small

nationalities? It is because I am in per-

fect sympathy with the ideal clearly and

unequivocally set forth by Lord Grey that

I regard the arguments against the Rus-

sian occupation of Constantinople as unan-

swerable. Lord Grey said, "We shall

struggle until we have established the su-

premacy of right over force and until we
have assured the free development, in con-

ditions of equality and conformity to their

own genius, of all the states, large and

small, who constitute civilized humanity."

Unless Lord Grey believes that the Bal-

kan States and the Ottoman subject races

do not form a part of "civilized huuT^n-

ity," he, and all who have applauded his

beautiful and soul-stirring setting forth

of the cause of the Entente powers, must
agree that the arguments against the Rus-

sian occupation of Constantinople are un-

answerable.

Here are tlie arguments. 1 speak not

from books, but from intimate personal

knowledge gained by years of travel ami

residence in the near East.

(
I ) There is not a single element. Chris-

tian or Moslem, among those that make
up the population of the Balkans and of

the Ottoman Empire that desires Russian

sovereignty, and there is no Russian ele-

ment at all in Constantinople or anywhere

around the straits. Pro-Russians do not

exist in the near East, especially in Con-

stantinople. In virtually every other de-

batable or contested territory in Europe I

have found partizans of the power or

powers that were ambitious of overthrow-

ing the existing political status to their

advantage. Considerations that make par-

tizans are religious, political, and eco-

nomic. Some point of contact is found

and fostered by the outside propaganda.

But Russia has no local support in Con-

stantinople. None feels that his particu-

lar political, religious, or economic inter-

ests would be benefited in any way by

Russian occupation.

On the contrary, the most bitter ene-

mies of the Turks, and those who have

suffered most at the hands of the Turks,

never hesitate to tell you frankly that they

prefer the status quo to a change in favor

of Russia. The reasons for this are easily

set forth. The Turks are occasional op-

pressors. While they can be, and some-

times are, annoying and harmful through

arrogance and inefficiency and maladminis-

tration, for the most part and for most of

the time they allow Christian subjects and

foreigners as much liberty to carry on

their business and amass wealth as they

would have anywhere else in the world.

The British and French residents are of

this opinion.^ In Constantinople and along

the shores of the Bosporus, the Sea of

Marmora, and the Dardanelles are proba-

bly as many people as in Serbia. Just as

strongly as the Serbians do not want Aus-

tro-Hungarian domination, these people

do not want Russian domination. I'he

Entente powers are fighting to free Serbia.

1 It is possible to find at the present moment former

Const.intinopolitans of P'rench and British nationality who
declare that Russia must have Constantinople. They do

this from the mistaken notion that the interest of their

nations demands this sacrifice, and they are looking at the

problem from the point of view of Paris and London.

The statement in no way represents their real opinion as

Constantinopolit.iii.-.
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We applaud and second the efforts of the

liberators. By the same token Turks and

Greeks and Jews and Armenians of Con-

stantinople and the straits can cite the

ideal of the Entente powers, and claim

our sympathy and support in their com-

mon determination not to undergo the

Russian yoke.

If we consider the vital interests of the

people of Asia Minor and the Balkans,

who are equally unanimous in their oppo-

sition to Russia at Constantinople, the two

millions increase to a formidable number

of perhaps thirty millions. Rumania's

only outlet to the world is through the

straits, and Bulgaria's principal outlet is

through the straits. The commerce of the

Greeks is largely dependent upon the

straits. These Balkan States have every

bit as much reason for not wanting to see

Russia at Constantinople as the British

have for not wanting to see Germany at

Antwerp. Who would dare to assert that

Russian control of the straits would "as-

sure the free development, in conditions

of equality and conformity to their own
genius," of the Balkan States?

(2) Russia at Constantinople would

make impossible a logical and equitable,

and hence a durable, establishment of

world peace. In the admirable discourses

of MM. Viviani, Briand, Poincare,, Lord

Grey, and Messrs. Asquith and Lloyd-

George, there is a plea that has won for

the Entente powers world-wide sympathy.

We are taken to the mountain-tops and

shown a new era of world history, in

which right rules in the place of force.

We have not regarded the discourses as

the rhetoric of polemicists and the ideal as

impracticable; for we believe in the sin-

cerity of the speakers and in the soundness

of the program set forth by them as a

means of attaining the goal for which the

nations they represent are fighting. The
peace they intend to give the world will

be durable, because it is to be logical and
equitable. Therefore we do not consider

the question of granting Constantinople

to Russia from the point of view of mili-

tary reward or expediency or Russia's own
interest. It is a matter primarily of Bal-

kan and Ottoman interest and secondar-

ily of world interest. Is a peace that

means Russian sovereignty of Constanti-

nople logical? Is it equitable?

It is not logical. The sequels of past

international treaties clearly indicate the

fallacy of artificial settlements made at the

point of the bayonet. When a nation ac-

cepts a peace dictated by victorious ene-

mies according to the particular interests

of the victors, it is simply a matter of

yielding to force majeure. The prepara-

tion for the day of revenge begins imme-

diately. Let us not forget that the war
broke out over the question of Serbian in-

dependence. What is the issue between

. the Entente powers and Germany in re-

gard to Constantinople? If the Entente

powders are fighting Germany to prevent

Constantinople from falling into Ger-

many's hands and to save the Balkan

States and the Ottoman Empire from sub-

jugation to Germany, they are justified in

their action from the world's point of

view, and are contributing to the world's

peace, only if they refrain from using their

victory to do exactly what they fought to

prevent Germany from doing. The allies

of Russia in the near-Eastern theater of

the war are under the imperative neces-

sity of persuading Russia to declare her

disinterestedness in Constantinople. Other-

wise their contention that they are fighting

for a durable peace breaks down. There

is no durable peace for the near East in

shutting out Germans, Austrians, and

Hungarians to let in Russians. There is

no durable peace for the world in increas-

ing the Muscovite powxr in Europe. We
have dreams of a regenerated, democratic,

civilized Russia. The w^orld needs that

sort of Russia. But can we expect it after

a triumphant war has added to the em-

pire, already so large that its democratic

evolution is seriously handicapped, terri-

tories inhabited by hostile aliens? If we
do, we are believers in chimeras, and deny

the general experience of mankind.

It is not equitable. Unless we are going

to see disappear from the Great War the

glamour of idealism, then principle, not

expediency and national interest, must be
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kept steadily in view as the goal of the

struggle. The statesmen of the Entente

powers interpret the spirit in which their

nations are fighting and the spirit in which

they envisage the problems of peace as that

of right and justice. They have set out

to overthrow militarism, to disprove the

obnoxious axiom that might goes before

right. They are not fighting for them-

selves, but for humanity. They are the

defenders of small nationalities. Very

well, then. In their agreement not to sign

a separate peace the Entente powers must

have laid down as the basis of the peace

the right of every nation, once freed from

the German yoke and the German men-

ace, to decide its own destinies.

France and Great Britain are the splen-

did examples of nations that have devel-

oped to their present degree of civilization

and enlightenment because they have

evolved through many generations into

democracies. By arms the two peoples

have overthrown their autocrats and de-

fended their soil from alien domination.

They have frequently had ,to repel in-

vaders. Each has tried to conquer the

otlier. Within the memory of the present

generation they have been on the verge of

war. They have gone through a laborious

period of interior assimilation, civil wars,

anarchy, that extended through centuries.

For Frenchmen and Englishmen to cite the

antagonism between the Balkan races and

the events of the last thirty years since the

power of Turkey was weakened in the

Balkan Peninsula as reasons for putting

the Balkan States under foreign domina-

tion, or "protection," is illogical and un-

fair. Do they expect babies to become men
without passing through the period of

childhood, and then, forgetting their own
slow, painful, uncertain development, are

they going to declare the right of others

to potential manhood forfeited because of

the faults of childhood? Great Britain

could never have become what she is to-

day if France had controlled her destinies.

Nor could France ha\ e become what she

is under l^ritish guichuice. Do French

and British beliexe that it is cf/uitfihlc to

attempt to ft)rce Russian ilomination upon

the races of the near East ? Certainly not.

I can hear now Premier Viviani's ringing

words, "Every small nation has the right

to live its ow^n life, and it is the glory of

France that we are going into this war to

defend Serbia and Belgiiun from the Ger-

man covetousness" ; and Mr. Asquith,

"We shall not lay dow^n the sword until

we have established a just peace on the

basis of the liberty of small nations."

In the reconstruction of Europe, if Con-

stantinople is to be regarded in the light

of principle and not as a pawn, the great

powers, when they come to the peace con-

ference, will adopt the formula of Lord

Grey in dealing with the Balkans and the

» Ottoman Empire, just as they will adopt

that formula in dealing with Belgium,

Poland,- and the Slavic elements of Aus-

tria-Hungary. Heretofore, in every in-

ternational conference since the Congress

of Vienna set the example of the strong

using the weak as pawns, unfortunate sub-

ject races have seen their national aspira-

tions discussed and decided wholly on

grounds of expediency and of the interest

of the big fellows who acted on the prin-

ciple that might was right. The great

powers, after each war, have remade the

map of Europe without the slightest re-

gard for the principle of the "free devel-

opmeryt, in conditions of equality and con-

formity to their own genius, of all the

states, large and small." Poles and Finns,

Czechs and Croatians, Serbians and Bul-

garians, Greeks and Rumanians, Turks
and Arabs, Armenians and Syrians, have

seen the lands in which they live and their

national aspirations used as pawns. Dip-

lomats have put them forward to block

the game of other diplomats, and sacrificed

them without compunction, when they

thought there was any advantage in doing

so. With the exception of AVaddington,

the French representative at the Congress

of Berlin, there has not been in a hundred

years a representative of a great power at

a peace conference who, in action as well

as in «ord, was ii>;pired in the slightest

degree with the spirit Loril Grey has set

fortli as tliat which imbues the Entente

powers in the present war. l\Ian\ iliplo-
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mats, even at peace conferences, have

spoken beautiful words about the little

fellows, but their vote has invariably

shown cynical and deliberately calculated

selfishness.

If there is to be any change in the spirit

and in the result of the next peace confer-

ence, it will come through the adoption of

Lord Grey's noble ideal as a basis of set-

tlement. The great nations will consider

the interests of the little nations as they

consider their own interests, and they will

regard national aspirations and national

revendications in the light of principle,

judging all alike, and refuse to play weaker

nations as pawns. This is idealism, this

is humanitarianism, this is self-abnegation
;

and I suppose many who read these lines

will laugh at what they call my naivete.

But I have a right to view the near-East-

ern question from the idealistic point of

view, for the Entente powers have struck

that key-note. They must hold to it and

not be carried away by the lust of con-

quest. Otherwise their children and ours

will weep the bitter tears we are weeping

to-day, and bear anew the grievous bur-

dens of the present generation.

An exiled Napoleon, and the destruc-

tion of a military machine about which

things were felt and written a hundred

years ago curiously like what is being felt

and written to-day, did not bring peace

and harmony to Europe. No more will

an exiled kaiser and the collapse of the

Prussian militarism bring peace in our era.

Far be it from me to discount the indig-

nation that demands chastisement and rep-

aration for what has happened since 191 4;

for I have lived in the midst of the suffer-

ing since the first day of the war, and

know what it means. But the violation

of Belgian neutrality and the brutal reign

of terror visited upon an unoffending peo-

ple through the German invasion were

not to me, as to most of those who saw

and wrote, unprecedented events in con-

temporary annals, and the beginning of

the horrible precipitation of Europe into

hell. It was not a new story. It was

another chapter in a story that had been

unfolding for years, and of which I have

been an eye-witness. Only those were sur-

prised and shocked who did not know
about the earlier chapters. In 1909, in

one city of Asia Minor, I saw within a

few days more civilians butchered than

have been killed in all of Belgium during

two years of war. The Armenians were

just as much under the treaty protection

of the European powers as were the Bel-

gians. Not a single power that had signed

the Treaty of Berlin made an official pro-

test to Turkey. From 1909 to 19 14 the

near East was in a turmoil. What was

the attitude of European diplomacy ? Dis-

regard of the legitimate aspirations of

small nations, indifference to human suf-

fering through war and oppression, the

making of every move in negotiations for

the advantage of the movers and with

never a thought of the interest of the

moved. Students of history in the face

of a world war must adopt the attitude

of physicians in the face of an epidemic.

If physicians limit their attention to spe-

cific cases, and think only of curing the

disease when it manifests itself, they keep

getting new cases. To stamp out the dis-

ease they must hunt for the germs. ' A
regenerated Germany or a chastised and

powerless Germany will in no way de-

stroy the germs that make for war. In-

ternational diplomacy must be born again

in the spirit of Lord Grey's program. In-

ternational diplomacy must renounce the

spirit of self-seeking, and remake Europe

in such a way as to "assure the free de-

velopment, in conditions of equality and

conformity to their own genius, of all na-

tions, great and small."

I have confined myself to discussing the

principle to be applied in dealing with the

question of Constantinople. One is rash

who would attempt to set forth a specific

solution of the problem that has baffled

Europe for a hundred and fifty j'ears. If

the Armenians, to whom Europe collec-

tively owes a debt, are gathered into one

or the other of their historic lands, be-

tween Turks and Russians and Persians,

or between Turks and Arabs, their "free

development, in conditions of equality and

conformity to their own genius." can be
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assured b}' the collective guaranty of Eu-

rope. The Arabic-speaking peoples of

Mesopotamia, S_vria, and Arabia, freed

from Turkish domination, and put tem-

porarily under European guidance, will

evolve in time into an empire of their own.

The Turks, limited to Constantinople and

Asia Minor, will have more hope of po-

litical and economic regeneration than in

the past, Avhen they held an amorphous

and disorganized empire, and Were the

victims of rival European ambitions. The
states of the Balkan Peninsula should be

left to work out their own salvation, as

the rest of Europe has done. Is not this

the application of the avowed policy of the

Entente powers toward small nations?

As in the case of Poland, so in the case

of the Balkans and the Ottoman Empire.

The Entente powers in the third year of

the Great War have come to the parting

of the wa^s. If they stick by their origi-

nal program, and hold fast to the ideals

that have made their cause precious to

lovers of humanity throughout the world,

there is glorious hope for the future, and

they can expect to keep and increase the

sympathy and support of neutral nations

— a sympathy and support that grow more
precious, invaluable indeed, as the Euro-

pean conflict reaches its climax. But if,

on the other hand, they are tempted by

lust of conquest engendered in the heat of

conflict, or if they yield to expediency, so

easily confused with right when every

nerve is strained to win, the durable peace

becomes a castle in Spain. Lovers of

France and the advocates of Anglo-Saxon

solidarity ought to urge with all their

heart and soul that Constantinople be con-

sidered in the light of principle and not

as a pawn. It is only one of several issues

where a choice has to be made ; but Con-

stantinople is in its potentialities the most

important issue, and in its unmistakable

clearness the test issue.



The Secret

FREDERICK FAUST

THEY drew the blinds down, and the house was old

With shadows, and so cold,

Filled up with shuddery silence like held breath.

And when I grew quite bold

And asked them why, they said that this was death.

They walked tiptoe about the house that day

And turned their heads away

Each time I passed. I sat down in surprise

And quite forgot to play.

Seeing them pass with wonder in their eyes.

My mother came into my room that night

Holding a shaded light

Above my face till she was sure I slept ;

But I lay still with fright,

Hearing her breath, and knowing that she wept.

And afterward, with not a one to see,

I got up quietly

And tried each step I made with my bare feet

Until it seemed to me
That all the air grew sorrowful and sweet.



So without breathing I went down the stair,

In the light chilly air,

[nto the parlor, where the perfumes led.

T lit ni>- candle there

And held it a long time above my head.

There was an oblong box, and at its base

Grew lilies in a vase

As white as they. I thought them very tall

In such a listening place,

And thev threw fearful shadows on the wall.

I tiptoed to the box, then, silently,

1\) look what death could be

;

And then I smiled, for it was father who
Was sleeping quietly.

He dreamed, I think, for he was smiling, too.

And all at once I knew death is a thing

That stoops down, whispering

A dear, forgotten secret in your ear

Such as the winds can sing.

And then you sleep and dream and have no fear.

Perhaps the winds have told the dream to flowers

On nights of lonely hours;

Perhaps we, too, could learn if we could seek

The wind in his watch-towers

;

Perhaps the lilies knew, but could not speak.



The conlessiun scene "Erstwhile Susan." (See juige 538)

Mrs. Fiske on Ibsen the Popular

A conversation recorded by ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT

WE talked of many things, Mrs.

Fiske and I, as we sat at tea on

a wide veranda one afternoon last sum-

mer. It looked out lazily across a sunlit

valley, the coziest valley in New Jersey.

A huge dog that lay sprawled at her feet

was unspeakably bored by the proceed-

ings. He was a recruit from the Bide-a-

wee Home, this fellow, a great Dane with

just enough of other strains in his blood

to remind him that, like the Danes at

Mr. Wopsle's Elsinore, he had but re-

cently come up from the people. It kept

him modest, anxious to please, polite.

So Zak rarely interrupted, save when at

times he would suggestively extract his

rubber ball from the pocket of her knitted

jacket and thus artfully invite her to a

mad game on the lawn.

We talked of many things— of Duse
and St. Teresa and Eva Booth and Ibsen.

AV^hen we were speaking casually and

quite idly of Ibsen, I chancetl to voice

the prevailing idea that, even with the

least popular of his plays, she had always

had, at all events, the satisfaction of a

great succes d'estime. I could have told

merely by the way her extraordinarily

eloquent fan came into play at that mo-

ment that the conversation was no longer

idle.

"Succes d'estime!" she exclaimed, with

fine scorn. "Stuff and nonsense! Stuff,

my friend, and nonsense!"

And we were off.

"I have always been enibarrossed by the

apparently general disposition to speak

of our many seasons with Ibsen as an

heroic adventure, as a series of heroic ad-

ventures, just as though we had suffered

all the woes of pioneers in carrying his

plays to the uttermost reaches of the con-

tinent. This is a charming light to cast

upon us, but it is quite unfair to a great

genius who has given us money as well as

inexhaustible inspiration. It is unfair to

5ii9
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Ibsen. I was really quite taken aback not

long ago when the editor of a Western

paper wrote of the fortune we had lost in

introducing the Norwegian to America.

I wish I knew some way to shatter forever

this monstrous idea. Save for the first

season of 'A Doll's House,' many years

ago, our Ibsen seasons have invariably

been profitable. Now and then, it is

true, the engagement of an Ibsen play in

this city or that would be unprofitable,

but never since the first have we known
an unprofitable Ibsen year.

"When I listen, as I have often had

to listen, to the ill-considered comments of

the unthinking and the uninformed, when
I listen to airily expressed opinions based

on no real knowledge of Ibsen's history in

this country, no real understanding what-

ever, I am silent; but I like to recall a

certain final matinee of 'Rosmersholm' at

the huge Grand Opera House in Chicago,

when the audience crowded the theater

from pit to dome, when the stairways

were literally packed with people standing,

and when every space in the aisles was
filled with chairs, for at that time chairs

were allowed in the aisles. And I like to

remember the quality of that great audi-

ence. It was the sort of audience one

would find at a symphony concert, an

audience silent and absorbed, an over-

whelming rebuke to the flippant scoffers

who are altogether ignorant of the ever-

increasing power of the great theater icon-

oclast."

And so quite by accident I discovered

that, just as you have only to whisper

Chatterton's old heresy, "Shakspere

spells ruin," to move William Winter to

the immediate composition of three im-

passioned articles, so you have only to

question the breadth of Ibsen's appeal to

bring Mrs. Fiske rallying to his defense.

Then she, who has a baffling way of for-

getting the theater's very existence and

would always far rather talk of saints or

dogs or the breathless magic of Adiron-

dack nights, will return to the stage. So

it happened that that afternoon over the

tea-cups we went back over the many sea-

sons of "A Doll's House," "Hedda Ga-

bler," "Rosmersholm," and "The Pillars

of Society."

"As I say," she explained, " 'A Doll's

House' in its first season was not profit-

able; but, then, that was my own first

season as Mrs. Fiske, and it was only one

of a number of plays in a financially un-

successful repertory. And even that, I

suppose, w^as, from the shrewdest busi-

ness point of view, a sound investment in

reputation. It was a wise thing to do.

But the real disaster was predicted by

every one for 'Rosmersholm.' There was

the most somber and most complex

tragedy of its period. No one would go

to see thatj they said, and I am still exas-

perated from time to time by finding evi-

dences of a hazy notion that it did not

prosper. 'Rosmersholm' was played— and

not particularly well played, either— for

one hundred and ninety-nine consecutive

performances at a profit of $40,000. I

am never greatly interested in figures, but

I had the curiosity to make sure of these.

Of course that is a total of many profit-

able weeks and some unprofitable ones, and

of course it is not an overpowering reward

for a half-season in the theater. In tell-

ing you that Ibsen may be profitable in a

money sense I am not so mad as to say

other things may not be far more profit-

able. But $40,000 profit scarcely spells

ruin.

"And I tell you all this because it is so

discouraging to the Ibsen enthusiasts to

have the baseless, the false idea persist

that he and the box-office are at odds.

Sensibly projected in the theater
—

"

"Instead," I suggested, "of being played

by strange people at still stranger mati-

nees— "

"Of course. Rightly projected in the

theater, Ibsen always has paid and always

will. And that is worth shouting from

the housetops, because sensibly and rightly

projected in the theater, the fine thing

alwaj's does pay. Oh, I have no patience

with those who descend upon a great play,

produce it without understanding, and

then, because disaster overtakes it, throw

up their hands and say there is no public

for fine art. How absurd ! In New
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York alone there are two universities, a

college or two, and no end of schools.

What more responsive public could our

producers ask ? But let us remember that

the greater the play, the more carefully

must it be directed and acted, and that for

•gaiety, his infinite humanity," said Mrs.

Fiske, her eyes sparkling. "When will

the real book of Ibsen criticism find its

way to the shelf? How can we persuade

people to turn back to the plays and re-

read them for the color, the romance, the

Mrs. Fiske as Hedda

every production in the theater there is

a psychologically right moment. Move
wisely in these things, and the public will

not fail."

For many false, but wide-spread, im-

pressions of Ibsen we were inclined to

blame somewhat the reams of nonsense

that have been written and rewritten

about him, the innumerable little essays

on his gloom.

"And none at all on his warmth, his

Uje there is in them? Where in all the

world of modern drama, for instance, is

there a comedy so buoyant, so dazzlingly

joyous as 'An Enemy of the People'?"

"They say he is parochial," I ventured.

"Let them say. They said it of Hedda.

but that poor, empty, little Norwegian

neurotic has been recognized all over the

world. The trouble with Hedda is not

that she is parochial, but that she is poor

and emptv. She was fascinating to play.
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and I suppose that every actress goes

through the phase of being especiallj' at-

tracted bj' such characters— a part of the

phase when the eagerness to 'study life'

takes the form of an interest in the eccen-

tric, abnormal, distorted, the perverted

aspects of life. As a role, Hedda is a mar-

velous portrait ; as a person, she is empty,

and, after all, the empty, evil, selfish per-

sons are not worth our time, either yours

or mine, in the theater any more than^ in

life. They do not matter. They do not

count. They are enormously unimportant.

On the highway of life the Hedda Ga-

blers are just so much impedimenta."

"Do you recall," I inquired, "that that

is the very word Caesar used for 'bag-

gage' ?"

Whereat Mrs. Fiske smiled so approv-

ingly that I knew poor Hedda would be

impedimenta to the end of the chapter,

"But she is universal," said Mrs. Fiske,

suddenly remembering that some one had

dared to call Ibsen parochial. "She was
recognized all over the world. London

saw her at every dinner-table, and I have

watched a great auditorium in the far

West— a place as large as our Metropoli-

tan—held enthralled by that brilliant

comedy."

"Which I myself have seen played as

tragedy."

"Of course you have," she answered in

triumph. "And that is precisely the

trouble. When you think how shockingly

Ibsen has been misinterpreted and man-

gled, it is scarcely surprising that there

are not a dozen of his plays occupying

theaters in New York at this time. It

is only surprising that he has lived to tell

the tale. Small wonder he has been

roundly abused."

I mentioned one performance of "John

Gabriel Borkman" in which only the

central figure was adequately played and

which moved one of the newspaper scribes

to an outburst against, not the players, but

against Ibsen as the "sick man of the thea-

ter."

"Exactly," said Mrs. Fiske. "And so

it has always gone. Ibsen's plays are too

majestic and too complex to be so mal-

treated. To read 'Borkman' in the light

of some knowledge of life is to marvel

at the blending of human insight and

poetic feeling. How beautiful, how won-
derful is that last walk with Ella through

the But played without under-

standing, this and the others are less

than nothing at all. Yet, with the pub-

lished texts in every book-store, there is

no excuse for any of us blaming the out-

rage on Ibsen. We would not attend a

high-school orchestra's performance of a

Wagnerian score and blame the result

on Wagner. Or would we? We would
have once."

And we paused to recall how curiously

alike had been the advent and develop-

ment of these two giants as irresistible

forces.

"It was not so very long ago," said

Mrs. Fiske, with great satisfaction, "that

a goodly number of well-meaning people

dismissed Wagner with tolerant smiles.

There is a goodly number of the same

sort of people who still wave Ibsen away.

Extraordinary questions are still asked

with regard to him. The same sort of

dazing questions, I suppose, were once

asked about Wagner. I myself have been

asked, 'Why do you like Ibsen?' And
to such a question, after the first stagger-

ing moment, one perhaps finds voice to

ask in return, 'Why do you like the

ocean?' Or, 'Why do you like a sunrise

above the mountain peak?' Or, possibly,

'What do you find interesting in Ni-

agara?'

"But, then, the key is given in those

delightful letters after 'An Enemy of the

People.' You remember Ibsen admitted

there that his abhorred 'compact majority'

eventually gathered and stood behind each

of his drama-messages, but the trouble was

that by the time it did arrive he himself

was away on ahead, somewhere else."

And we went back with considerable

enjoyment to the days when Ibsen was a

new thing outside Germany and his own
Scandinavia, when his influence had not

yet transformed the entire theater of the

Western world, remodeling its very archi-

tecture and reaching so far that never a
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pnt-hoiliiifz pl;iy\vri«;ht in America t()-da\'

but writes differently than he would have

written if Ibsen, or an Ibsen, had not

written first. Then we moved gaily on to

the Manhattan Theater in the da\s when

'Six. Fiske has been my artistic backbone. . .

him I should have been obliterated

the Fiskes first assumed control. It seems

that on that occasion Mr. Fiske consulted

one of the most distinguished writers on

the American theater for suggestions as

to the plays that might well be included

in Mrs. Fiske's program. And the answer,

after making several suggestions, wound
up by expressing the hope that, at all

c\'ents, the\- woidd ha\e nothing tf) do

with "the imspeakable Mr. Ibsen."

And so at the first night (jf 'TIcdda

Gabler"— that brilliant first night which

Mrs. Fiske always recalls as literally an

ovation for William B. Mack
and Carlotta Nilsson, eleventh-

liour choices both, there was

nothing for the aforesaid writer

to do but to stand in the lobby

and mutter unprintable noth-

ings about the taste, personal

appearance, and moral charac-

ter of those who were misguid-

edh' crowding to the doors. But

what had he ivantcd her to

play? The recollection was

quite too much for Mrs. Fiske.

"You '11 never believe me,"

she said amid her laughter, "but

he suggested Adricniie Lccoii-

vreur, Mrs. Haller. and P/iu-

line in 'The Lady of Lyons.'
"

A good deal of water has

passed under the bridge since

then, but even when the Fiskes

came to give "Rosmersholm,"

there was enough lingering her-

esy to make them want to give

that most difficult of them all a

production so perfect that none

could miss its meaning or escape

its spell.

"I had set my heart on it," she

said sadly. "It was to have been

our great work. I was bound

that 'Rosmersholm' should be

right if we had to go to the

ends of the earth for our cast.

Mr. Fiske agreed. I do not

know what other manager there

has been in our time from whom
I could have had such whole-

hearted cooperation in the quest

of the fine thing. Mr. Fiske has been my
artistic backbone. His theater knowledge,

taste, and culture, his steadiness, have bal-

anced my own carelessness. Without him

I should have been obliterated long ago.

"Well. I\Ir. Fiske and I selected Fuller

Mellish for Kroll in 'Rosmersholm.' He
was perfect. For Brendcl we wanted

Without
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Tyrone Power, who, because Brendel ap-

pears in only two scenes, could not recog-

nize the great importance of the role.

That is a way actors have. So Mr.

Arliss was Brendel. But we had wanted

Mr. Arliss for Mortensgard, and of

course as Mortensgard he would have

been superb. And then there was Rosmer.

Spiritual, noble, the great idealist, for

Rosmer of Rosmersholm we had but one

choice: it must be Forbes-Robertson. I

sought Forbes-Robertson. But I suspect

he thought I was quite mad. I suspect he

had the British notion that Ibsen should

be given only on Friday afternoons in

January. I dare say he could not con-

ceive of a successful production of 'Ros-

mersholm' in the commercial theater."

"It flourished, though."

"Yes, and it was fairly good; but it

was not perfect, it was not right. The
company was composed of fine actors,

who were, however, not all properly cast.

So it did not measure up to my ideal, and

I was not satisfied. It drew, as Ibsen al-

ways draws, on the middle-class support.

It packed the balconies, to a great extent,

I imagine, with Germans and Scandina-

vians. It pleased the Ibsen enthusiasts, but,

then, I am not an Ibsen enthusiast."

This was a little startling.

"Or, rather, have not always been," she

hastened to add. "For that you must

know him thoroughly, and such knowledge

comes only after an acquaintance of many
j^ears, I have not always understood

him. I might as well admit," she said,

"that I once wrote a preposterous article

on Ibsen the pessimist, Ibsen the kill-

joy, an impulsive, scatter-brained article

which I would read now with a cer-

tain detached wonder, feeling as you feel

when you are confronted with some in-

credible love-letter of long ago. And
just when I think it has been forgotten,

buried forever in the dust of some old

magazine file, some one like Mr. Hune-
ker, whom nothing escapes, is sure to res-

urrect it and twit me good-humoredly."

"That acquaintance—when did it first

begin?" I asked.

"Years ago," said Mrs. Fiske. "It was

when I was a young girl and given to

playing all manner of things all over the

country. We were all imitating delight-

ful Lotta in those days. You would never

guess who sent it to me. Lawrence Bar-

rett. Not, I think, with any idea that I

would play it, for I was far too )'oung

then even for Nora. But here was the

great, strange play every one was talking

about, and it was his kindly thought, I

imagine, that I should be put in touch

with the new ideas. Of course it seemed

very curious to me, so different from

everything I had known, so utterly lack-

ing in all we had been taught to consider

important in the theater. It was not un-

til later that I played Nora, emerged

from my retirement to play it at a benefit

at the Empire.

"No, there was no special ardor of en-

thusiasm then. I came to play the other

parts because, really, there was nothing

else. Shakspere was not for me, nor

the standard repertory of the day. I did

act Froufrou and I cannot begin to tell

you how dreadful I was as Froufrou.

But I did not play Camille. As a matter

of fact, I could not."

There had to be an explanation of this.

Mrs. Fiske whispered it.

"I cannot play a love-scene," she con-

fessed. "I never could."

So it was from such alternatives that

she turned to the great Ibsen roles— roles

with such depths of feeling, such vistas

of life, as must inspire and exact the best

from any plajer anywhere in the world.

"And now to play smaller pieces seems

a little petty, like drawing toy trains

along little tin tracks. No work for a

grown-up. And if now I speak much of

Ibsen, it is because he has been my in-

spiration, because I have found in his

plays that life-sized work that other play-

ers tell us they have found in the plays of

Shakspere."

Life-sized work. We thought of Ir-

ving, fixing twenty years as a decent mini-

mum of time in which a man of talent

could be expected to "present to the pub-

lic a series of characters acted almost to

perfection." We spoke of Macready
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fourth act of " Rosmersholm "

Standing sadly in his dressing-room after

his memorable last performance as the

Prince of Den?nark. "Good-night, sweet

Prince," he murmured as he laid aside the

velvet mantle for good and all, and then,

turning to his friend, exclaimed, "Ah, I

am just beginning to realize the sweetness,

the tenderness, the gentleness of this dear

Hamlet." So we spoke of all the years

of devotion Shakspere had inspired in

the players of yesterday and the day be-

fore— "inexhaustible inspiration," such

inspiration, Mrs. Fiske said, as awaits the

thoughtful actor in the great roles of

Ibsen, She found it in Nora and Lona
and Hedda and Rebecca IVest, and in

other characters we have never seen her

play and never shall see her play.

"There are," she said, "such limitless

depths to be explored. Many a play is

like a painted back-drop, something to be

looked at from the front. An Ibsen play

is like a black forest, something you can

enter, something you can walk about in.

There you can lose 3'ourself
;
you can lose

yourself. And once inside," she added,

"you find such wonderful glades, such

beautiful, sunlit places ! And what makes

each one at once so difficult to play and so

fascinating to study is that Ibsen for the

most part gives us only the last hours."

"Ibsen gives us only the last hours." It

was putting in a sentence the distinguish-

ing factor, the substance of chapters of

Ibsen criticism. Here were set forth in a

few words the Norwegian's subtle and

complex harmonies that weave together a

drama of the present and a drama of the

past. As in certain plays of the great

Greeks, as in "Q^^dipus Tyrannus," for

instance, so in the masterpieces of the

great modern you watch the race not in

an observation train, but from the vantage-

point of one posted near the goal. \'o\xy

first glance into one of these forbidding

households shows only a serene surface. It

is the calm before the storm—what Mrs.

Fiske likes to call "the ominous calm."

Then rapidly, as the play unfolds, the past

overtakes these people. You meet the

scheming Hedda on the day of her return

from her wedding-trip. In little more

than twenty-four hours all she has ever

been makes her kill herself. An ironic

story of twenty-years' accumulation comes

to its climax in as many hours. You have

arrived just in time to witness the end.

"Back of these Ibsen men and women,"
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I put in tentatively, "there are dancing

shadows on the wall that plaj' an accom-

paniment to the unfolding of the play."

"A nightmare accompaniment," Mrs.

Fiske assented. "Often he gives us only

the last hours, and that, my friend, is why,

in the study of Ibsen, I had to devise what

was for me a new method. To learn

what Hedda was, I had to imagine all

that she had ever been. By the keys he

provides you can unlock her past. He
gives us the last hours; we must recreate

all that have gone before.

"It soon dawned on me that studying

Hedda would mean more than merely

memorizing the lines. I had a whole sum-

mer for the work— a summer my cousin

and I spent in all the odd corners of

Europe. And so, at even odder moments,

in out-of-the-way places, I set my imagina-

tion to the task of recreating the life of

Hedda Gabler. In my imagination I

lived the scenes of her girlhood with her

father. I toyed with the shining pistols—"

"Those pistols that somehow symbol-

ize so perfectly the dangers this little

coward would merely play with," I in-

terrupted. "How much he sa3S in how
little!"

Whereupon Mrs. Fiske shook hands

with me. She is an enthusiast.

"I staged in my own ghost theater,"

she went on, "her first meeting with

Eilert Lovborg, whom Hedda loved, as

so many women love, not with her heart,

but with her nerves. I staged their first

meeting and all the other meetings that

packed his mind and hers with imperish-

able memories all the rest of their days.

I staged them as we sat in funny little

German chapels or sailed down the Rhine.

I spent the summer with Hedda Gabler,

and when it came time to sail for home I

knew her as well as I knew myself.

There was nothing about her I did not

know, nothing she could do that I could

not guess, no genuine play about her,

Ibsen's or another's, that would not play

itself without invention. I had lived

Hedda Gabler."

"It must have been pleasant for Miss

Stevens," I hazarded.

Mrs. Fiske laughed gaily.

"Poor Cousin Emily!" she said. "I

remember how biting she was one after-

noon after she had been kept waiting an

hour outside a little Swiss hotel while I

was locked in the parlor, pacing up and

down in the midst of a stormy scene with

Lovborg.

"And so," she went on, "if Hedda, and,

better still, if both Hedda and Lovborg

have been studied in this way, the mo-

ment in the second act when these two

come face to face after all their years of

separation is for each player a tremen-

dous moment. To Hedda, the very sight

of Lovborg standing there on the thresh-

old of her drawing-room brings a flood

of old memories crowding close. It must

not show on the surface. That is not

Ibsen's way. There are others— alien

spirits— present, and Hedda is the personi-

fication of fastidious self-control. She has

sacrificed everything for that. No, it may
not show on the surface, but if the actress

has lived through Hedda's past and so real-

ized her present, that moment is electrical.

Her blood quickens, her voice deepens,

her eyes shine. A curious magnetic some-

thing passes between her and Lovborg.

And the playgoer, though he has but dimly

guessed all that Hedda and Lovborg have

meant to each other, is touched by that

current. For him, too, the moment is

electrical."

"Taking," I suggested, "its significance,

its beauty, its dramatic force from all

that has gone before."

"From all the untold hours," said Mrs.

Fiske. "And see how wonderfully it

sharpens the brilliant comedy of that scene

where Hedda and Lovborg are whispering

cryptically across the photograph-album

while the others chatter unconsciously

about them. Think how significant every

tone and glance and gesture becomes if

these two have in their mental back-

grounds those old afternoons when Gen-

eral Gabler would fall asleep over his

newspaper and he and she would be left

to talk together in the old parlor.

"And I must admit," she added, with a

twinkle, "that in those recreations Lov-
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horg was sometimes quite unmanageable.

He would behave very badly."

"Like Colonel Newcome!" I exclaimed.

"Not at all like Colonel Newcome.

What do you mean ?"

"Exactly like," I went on enthusiastic-

ally. "Do you remember that time when,

in the days Thackeray was deep in 'The

Newcomes,' his hostess at breakfast asked

him cheerily if he had had a good night?

A good night!

'How could I,'

he answered,

'with Colo-

nel Newcome
making such a

fool of him-

self?' 'But

why do you

let him ?' asked

his bewildered

hostess. 'Oh,

it was in him

to do it. He
must.'

"

"Thackeray

understood,"

Mrs. Fiske

agreed. "But

I wonder if he

really thought

the death-scene

— the 'Adsum'

scene— intrin-

sically beauti-

ful."

"I suspect

so," I said. "It

was the only part of the book he could not

dictate. He had to write that alone. Any-

way, Mr. Saintsbury thinks that Lear's is

the only death-scene that surpasses it in

literature."

"Yet is it not so beautiful and so touch-

ing because of all that has gone before,

because of all the affection for dear

Colonel Newcome you have acquired in

a thousand pages of sympathy ? So it is, at

least, with the great scenes in Ibsen,

meaningless, valueless except in the light

of what has gone before. He gives us the

last hours. Behind each is a lifetime.

Carlotta Nilsson, eleventh-hour choice for y)/;-j-. Elvsted

in "Hedda Gabler," who woke next day

to find herself famous

"And think how valuable is such a

method of study in a play like 'Rosmers-

holm,' how impossible for one to play

Rebecca until one has lived through the

years with the dead Beata. Rosmer's wife

has already passed on before the first cur-

tain rises, but from then on, nevertheless,

she plays an intense role. She lives in the

minds of those at Rosmersholm, in the very

hearts of those who play the tragedy.

"And how
crucially im-

portant it is

that the Re-

becca should

have thought

out . all her

past with Dr.

West! It is

the illumina-

tion of that

past which she

comes upon

unexpectedly

in a truth let

fall by the

unconscious
iTro//— a truth

so significant

that it shat-

ters her ambi-

tions, sends her

great house of

cards toppling

about her ears,

touches the

spring of her

confession, and

brings the tragedy to its swift, inevitable

conclusion. Now, unless an actress be one

of those rare artists who can put on and

take off their emotions like so many bon-

nets, I do not see how she could make this

scene intelligible unless she had perceived

and felt its hidden meaning, nor how, hav-

ing perceived and felt it, she could help

playing it well. If her own response is

right, the playgoer will be carried along

without himself having quite understood

the reason for her confession.

"This is curious, but it is true. I am
sure of it. For, as a matter of fact, few
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hm'c caught the half-revealed meaning of

that scene between Rebecca and KroU.

It is one of the inexplicable stenches that

do rise occasionally from Ibsen's play,

like another in the otherwise beautiful

'Lady from the Sea.' It assailed me so

directly that for a long time I hesitated to

produce 'Rosmersholm' at all.

"But if the actress has not searched

Rebecca's past, the key to the scene is

missing. The actress must knoiv, and,

knowing, her performance will take care

of itself."

And it occurred to me that probably

that delightful confession of Erstivhile

Susan's in her present play— that harrow-

ing return to the closed chapter back in

the op'ry-house at Cedar Centre, when the

faithless Bert Budsaic had deserted her

at the altar—had probably crept into the

comedy during Mrs. Fiske's own quest of

a background for the lady elocutionist. I

tried to find out, but she gave only an in-

scrutable smile.

"If it is a real part in a real play."

she said, "that is the way to study

it."

"And that," I said, "is the method you

would recommend to young players?"

"Indeed, indeed it is," said Mrs. Fiske,

with great conviction. "I should urge, I

should inspire, mj' students to follow it if

ever I had a dramatic school."

A dramatic school, Mrs. Fiske's dra-

matic school. But that is another story—

the next, in fact.
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HIS name was the greatest of the lit-

erature of the three Scandinavian

countries. The intellectual life of three

centuries culminated in him. And he was,

during the last 3'ears of his life, the domi-

nating personality of the literature of both

Europe and America.

It is, as a rule, a curse for an author to

be born in a small country. It is easier

for a third-rate talent who commands a

world language to win general renown

than it is for a mind of the highest tj'pe

dependent upon translations. And this

does not apply to poetry only.

Besides, when a man's works are trans-

lated, it is often found that while ad-

mirably adapted to his own community,

they are out of harmony with the great

world. His works have been molded to

suit his surroundings ; they abound in ref-

erences, allusions, mannerisms which the

outside world does not appreciate or un-

derstand.

If Ibsen surmounted all such obstacles,

and despite everything set his stamp on

the literature and thought of the world, it

is first of all because his plays are written

in prose, in sharp, crisp, meaty dialogue,

of which not too much is lost in transla-

tion. And secondly, because as Ibsen de-

veloped and unfolded his art, he ceased

writing for the North alone, but worked

with the public of the world in mind. At
times this brought him in conflict with

actual facts : to enforce the dramatic effect

of "Rosmersholm," for instance, he sets

Rosmersholm Castle on the stage, al-

though there is no such edifice in Norway.

And lastly, his renown sprang from the

way in which he rendered and crjstallized

the modern spirit in his works. The most

highly reputed German authors, as Fried-

rich Hebbel, for instance, appear like mere

forerunners compared with him. French

dramatists like Alexandre Dumas and

Emile Augier, who ruled in Ibsen's youth,

grew old, and their methods seemed theat-

rical in comparison with his art.

Compare a French intrigue play, even

the most recent ones, with a play by Ib-

sen, and notice how much that is artificial

there is in the intrigue play. Virtually all

are built on the same principle : the author

sets out with a formula, and the charac-

ters are created to live up to it, and react

accordingly. They have no life.

How different is Ibsen's method! He
lays bare the character's very soul. The
curtain rises, and the character's personal-

ity is displaj'ed. Another cover is lifted,

as it were, and we get a view of his past.

Another, and we see his environment, the

factors which have made him what he is.

All Ibsen's main characters have a depth

of perspective which is greater than that

shown by any other modern poet, and it

is portrayed naturally, without effort.

And Ibsen's technic is new. He uses no

asides, no monologues,— Dumas and Au-
gier have both,— the spectator must make
an effort to understand, just as in life.

According to the dramatic ideal of Ib-

sen's time, the hero was supposed to be a

man of one purpose, even if this meant

artificiality and one-sidedness. Compare
this idea with Ibsen's. Take Solness, for

instance. What a powerful type he is,

and yet how decidedly individual ! Solness

is both a symbol— that of genius growing

old and afraid of the strength of youth—
and a person with innumerable facets to

his character.
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It is Impossible for dramatists who come

after Ibsen to write as one wrote before

him. He set the demands of dramatic

technic and characterization so high that

they cannot be lowered to what they were

before his works.

German literature has undoubtedly re-

ceived the strongest imprint of Ibsen's

influence. If the Germans were slow in

recognizing Ibsen,— in 1880 "A Doll's

House" failed miserably in Berlin,— they

have passionately made up for lost time.

He impressed them first as a realist, and

as such was honored, in the eighties, to-

gether with Tolstoy and Zola. This was

at a time when the old idealism a la Schil-

ler was in disfavor, and before people had

begun to awaken to the new idealism of

Ibsen.

On account of his faith in the minority,

Ibsen impressed the general German read-

ing public as an individualist, and then

again, on account of the revolutionary

undercurrent in his works, as a socialist.

In Austria, as well as in Germany, Ib-

sen, at the time of his death, was read,

acted, and studied as much as any native

author, and admired and appreciated more.

How much the younger generation has

learned from him cannot be measured.

Especially has he influenced dramatic lit-

erature, from Richard Voss to Herman
Bahr, Sudermann, and Hauptmann. "Be-

fore Sunrise" shows the influence of

"Ghosts" as well as of Tolstoy's "The
Power of Darkness." "The Sunken Bell"

reminds one of "Brand" and "Bygmester

Solness" at the same time.

His influence on English-speaking coun-

tries has been less marked. In America

his plays have been acted considerably,

without meeting with any real under-

standing. In England, Edmund Gosse,

William Archer, and to a certain extent

Bernard Shaw have worked to spread his

renown. As a dramatist the latter is also,

in a measure, his disciple. Curiously

enough, in England, at the outset, Ibsen

was not only attacked as incomprehensible,

but as a materialist. He was admired, in

the main, as a psychologist.

But if Ibsen was hailed as a materialist

in England, and a realist in Germany, he

impressed France, ten years later, as a

symbolist and an anarchist, when the sym-

bolistic movement first began to spread.

The foremost French dramatists, like

Fran(;ois de Curel, show his influence. Ib-

sen's mysticism,— the white horses in "Ros-

mersholm," the stranger in "The Lady
from the Sea,"— particularly appealed to

the French. Frequently he was accepted

as an anarchist. "An Enemy of the Peo-

ple" was taken as a protest against society.

The Latin races, on the whole, have

been slow in accepting Ibsen,— Italy, for

instance, has never grasped "Rosmers-

holm" or "The Wild Duck,"—but the

Slavonic and Hungarian peoples, with

their keen impressionability and brilliant

adaptability, welcomed him with enthu-

siasm and unbounded admiration. In Pe-

trograd, Warsaw, Prague, and Budapest

he has been honored magnificently.

Of Ibsen's greatness nothing, perhaps,

is better proof than the fact that in Nor-

way he was first hailed as a conservative,

then as a radical ; in Germany as a realist

and a socialist ; in France as an anarchist

and a symbolist. Each country had eyes

for only one side of his personality and

genius, and in this way proved how rich

and many sided that genius was.

About three years before his death I

saw Ibsen for the last time. The pleasure

of being with him was accompanied with

sadness, for all work had grown impos-

sible for him after a stroke of apoplexy.

His mind was as brilliant as ever; an ex-

traordinary mildness pervaded his manner,

supplanting his former sternness; his

charm had grown, while his distinction of

manner was the same as ever. Yet the

general impression was one of weakness.

After that, Ibsen lost strength. What
he suffered! He, to whom work was

everything, who made Osivald, in

"Ghosts" exclaim: "Never to be able to

work again! Never, never.—To be dead

and yet alive! Mother, can you imagine

anything more horrible?" And this was

Ibsen's fate for six long years.

I knew him a long time. In April,
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1866, I received his first letter, and it is

more than fifty years since I first met him.

"Brand" had at that time just startled

Norway. But Ibsen was not yet appre-

ciated; indeed, he was scarcely considered

an author or a poet worth speaking of.

The one critic in Norway who had any

authority felt, upon the publication of

"Brand," impelled to write a few words

about it, and he finished his review with

the words, "Would you call this poetry?"

But the condescension and even animos-

ity of his surroundings only helped to crj'S-

tallize Ibsen's self-confidence. When he

read in the papers, "Mr. Ibsen is an emp-

ty-headed nobody," or, "Air. Ibsen is In-

no means endowed with what one might

call genius ; he possesses a slight talent and

some literary ability," he reacted, and felt

lifted above it all by a conviction that he

did belong to the chosen, even if no one

recognized it.

Ibsen's printed letters give but little

idea of his personality. In them he ap-

pears almost exclusively interested in car-

ing for his material interests. As a matter

of fact, these were rather indifferent to

him. In his letters there are few traces

of lu's proud, uncompromising spirit.

He was never satisfied with looking at

the surface of things ; he groped below it,

seeking to find the problems and causes

which underlie those that are obviously

apparent. He delved always deeper and

deeper into his own soul, and consequently

into his characters.

The one question which Ibsen always

returned to is that of human responsibility.

To what extent has a person right to un-

trammeled development? How far should

he be allowed to follow his own beliefs,

purposes, or nature? Responsibility is the

problem of Jidianus in "Catilina," of

Hehner and Nora in "A Doll's House,"

of J'andel in "The Lady from the Sea,"

of Allnwrs and Asts in "Little Eyolf," of

Solness and Hilda in "The Master
Builder." It is the dominant problem of

those characters who wreak destruction,

like Captain Alving or Borkman, or of

those who try to reform the world, like

Jf%'rlr or Dr. S/orh/uiri.

Bjornson, Ibsen's contemporary, was
frankly a moralist when he preached for

or against a tangible question. Ibsen

never preached. He set a problem before

us, and made us think.

The way in which Ibsen embodied cer-

tain minor details and facts in his plays,

transforming them or incarnating them in

his characters, may be of interest. In

some cases I happen to know either the

originals or else the original traits that

Ibsen later embodied in his characters.

There are many models back of Peer

Gynt, and among them a young Dane.

Ibsen met the young man frequently in

Italy. He was a peculiarly conceited and

affected young bluffer. He used to tell

the Italian girls at Ischia and Capri that

his father, a school-teacher in reality, was
the best friend of the King of Denmark
and that he himself was one of the great-

est men in Denmark. To prove this, he

often appeared in entire suits of white

satin. He called himself a poet, but could

find poetical inspiration only in the wil-

derness or in desolate, dreary spots. He
once went to Crete to write, he said, a

great drama or tragedy. He returned,

however, without having accomplished his

purpose. He averred that he could feel

tragic emotion only in the mountains, and

lived in self-delusion and illusion.

Some of his characteristics have passed

into Peer Gynt. Otherwise Peer Gynt
is supposed to be an incarnation of Nor-

wegian foibles. Peer's lies are not really

falsehoods, if this implies the intention to

deceive others. Tiiey are rather self-de-

ceptions.
.
Peer Gynt has something in

common with Cervantes's Don Quixote,

and is more closely related to Daudet's

Tartarin.

The germ of "A Doll's House"— that

is to say, Nora's character— is found in

"The League of the Young." In this play

Selina complains that she is kept away

from everything vital, that she has no

share in the responsibilities of the home,

but is being treated like a doll. In 18O9

I remarked in a criticism of the work that

the character did not have room for de-

\'eh)i>iiK'nt in this iil:i\', Init in her relation
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to her family there was material for a

whole drama. Ten years later Ibsen

wrote this play.

At the time Ibsen had a slight acquain-

tance with a young woman who, on the

whole, resembled Nora. She used now
and then to write to Ibsen, and in her let-

ters she often referred to her troubles and

anxieties without ever going into details.

With that interest characteristic of Ib-

sen's attitude in regard to the psychology

of others, he began to speculate as to what

these troubles might be. One day he an-

nounced, with the poet's elation at having

found a plausible solution of the problem,

"She is worried over money matters."

This turned out to be the fact. A news-

paper clipping revealed that the lady, like

Nora, had obtained money by forgery,

though for a less worthy purpose, it is

true— not in order to save her husband's

life, but in order to beautify her home.

Her husband is said to have been furious

when he found it out.

This ordinary affair of every-day life

sufficed to stimulate Ibsen's imagination

and to create a masterpiece, "A Doll's

House." He widened the scope of the

play, however, so as to make it almost a

program for the new ideas of woman's
emancipation, which had been distasteful

to him, to begin with, and especially a plea

for the right of a person to live his or her

own life, even if a wife.

I can prove by another example how his

personal experiences helped him to create

his characters. A young man of letters,

whom I shall call Holm, was a great ad-

mirer of Ibsen and considered it the great-

est joy of his life to have the privilege of

knowing the master personally. And Ib-

sen, too, rather liked the young man. One
day, in Munich, Ibsen received a package

from Holm. He opened it, and a bundle

of letters from Ibsen to his young friend,

together wnth a photograph of Ibsen, fell

into his lap. Not a word of explanation

was attached to the package.

Ibsen began to ponder. Why did Holm
return his letters? He must have lost his

mind. But even if he had lost his mind,

why return the letters and the picture?

Only lovers do this, or engaged people,

when they quarrel. Ibsen's solution was
that in his insanity he must have mistaken

Ibsen for some one else whom he also

liked. But who could that be? A wo-
man ? He had once spoken to Ibsen, with

a show of feeling, about a lady. He must
have offended her in some way, and her

father or her brother must have requested

Holm to return her letters and picture.

But why should he go insane?

A certain time elapsed. One morning
the young man visited Ibsen. He seemed

wholly normal. After a few indifferent

remarks, Ibsen said:

"Why did you return my letters?"

"I 've never returned your letters,"

Holm replied.

"Were n't you in correspondence with

Miss ?" Ibsen asked.

The young man, very much surprised,

answered

:

"Yes. Why?"
"And were n't you requested to return

her letters?"

"How do you know?"
"I gathered that you must have mixed

us up in some way because you are fond

of both of us."

Otherwise the young man seemed

wholly sane. But Ibsen had no peace of

mind until he found out what ailed the

young man. He went to his hotel in Mu-
nich and asked the clerk to tell him some-

thing about Holm. The clerk replied

:

"We make it a rule never to give out

any information concerning our guests,

but as you, Herr Doctor, are an old

Miinchener, you have a right to ask.

When Dr. Holm wakes up, he orders a

bottle of port; at lunch a bottle of wine;

at dinner a bottle of red wine ; and in the

evening another bottle or two of port."

The character of Eilert Lovborg in

"Hedda Gabler" thus took form in Ib-

sen's mind. As Holm was really gifted,

combining erudition with imagination,

while being absolutely without pedantry,

he grew into Eilert Lovborg, with "vine

leaves in his hair." The young man, by

the way, was so delighted at recognizing

himself that for a long time he signed all
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his writings in this way. Incidentally,

Ibsen learned that one night, after several

bottles of port with some friends, Holm
had lost a manuscript he had been working

on. This, too, was transferred to "Hcdda
Gabler."

Some time afterward, Ibsen again re-

ceived a parcel from Holm. This time it

was his will. Ibsen was named as sole

beneficiary. The will contained not a few

codicils, however, in regard to sums which

Ibsen was to distribute to girls with whom
Holm had been on terms of intimacy.

The sums were considerable.

Being a practical man, Ibsen added up

the amounts bequeathed to the ladies, and

found that the total was greater than

the entire sum left by the will. He
therefore politely declined to accept the

honor. It is quite possible that Red
Diana in "Hedda Gabler" was one of

these ladies.

It is also probable that at about this

time Ibsen heard that the wife of a cele-

brated Norwegian composer burned a sym-

phony her husband had just composed be-

cause he came home later than she thought

he ought. Hedda, for other reasons,

burned Lovborg's manuscript.

So from many small and insignificant

details was wrought a well-linked and

profound whole.

Essays on Ibsen and his works may be

had everywhere, but rarely has he been

described as he was in daily life. In his

younger days he was animated, brilliant,

and observing, cordial and at the same

time caustic, but never what one might

call good natured even when most cordial.

If alone with one or two friends, he was
spontaneous, communicative, and frank,

an excellent listener as well as a remark-

able talker; but at social functions or

among many people, he was silent, easily

embarrassed, and slightly peevish.

It did not take much to put him out of

humor or to arouse his suspicion. If he

thought any one was trying to force his

way to see him, he would draw liimself

quite into his shell, as it were.

In 1 89 1 I was spending the summer
with some friends— artists and writers—

at a little watering-place near Christiania.

One day I remarked :

"Poor Ibsen! He must be lonely, all

alone at his hotel. Let 's have him for

dinner."

"But who would dare ask him?" I was

asked.

"I will," I replied. "I often see him;

I 'm lunching with him to-morrow."

"Some friends of mine, mostly artists

and writers, would like to invite you to

a little dinner any day convenient to you,"

I said the next day,

"How many, and who are they?" asked

Ibsen.

I gave the names, and said there were

nine.

"I never go to dinners," he replied. "It

is one of my rules. I never do it."

I reminded him that it was not very

long since he had attended a huge banquet

held in his honor in Budapest, and I man-

aged to surmount his objections, and was

allowed to arrange the little party. In

order to inconvenience him as little as pos-

sible, I arranged to have the dinner served

in a private dining-room at Ibsen's hotel,

and had him set the hour himself.

But as the rumor spread that I was ar-

ranging a dinner for Ibsen, who had long

been away from Norway, I was besieged

on all sides by people who wished to join

the party. It was very hard for me to draw

the line, especially to turn away many who
had been courteous to me. I therefore

tried to break the news gradually, and

confessed to Ibsen that a lady liad asked

to be allowed to join.

"Don't allow it," he answered. "Most
certainly not."

"But she 's such a nice stout, jolly little

married woman."
"I dislike stout and jolly little married

women."

"I am told, howe\er, that you were once

interested in her aunt." I gave the name.

He became suddenly interested.

"In that case, let her come," he said.

This lady, however, made the number

of guests only ten, and in the meantime

we had grown to twenty-two. I had rea-

son to fear an explosion.
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On the day and time set I knocked at

the door of his room. He looked at me in

surprise, and, already rather peevisii, re-

marked :

"\'ou are in evening dress."

"\ es, and you in shirt-sleeves."

"So I am, because I am dressing; but I

have no evening clothes along."

"What a calamity, when all of us, with

the sweet faith of childhood, had been

counting on seeing Ibsen in full dress!"

I replied. "Now we must resign ourselves

to seeing him in a frock-coat!"

"Is the lady there?" he asked.

"Yes, and a couple of others."

"How many are you?"

"Twenty-two."
" This is treason. You said you would

be nine. I refuse to go."

Only by the most insistent persuasion

was I able to make him relent.

An expectant silence reigned in the

room as he entered. His gruff manner
did not tend to relieve it. The beginning

of the dinner was painful, to say the least.

In order to try to lighten the atmosphere

we served champagne with the fish course

and started the speeches. I rose.

"Dear Ibsen," I said, "you have gradu-

ally become so inhumanly celebrated that

it is now very hard to praise you. The
foreigners have spoiled you. But still you

admit, do you not, that we Northerners

understand you better than the foreigners

—we who appreciated you and your works
from the very first hour, whereas the for-

eigners came in only on the eleventh. It

is true that it says in the Bible that those

who come in the eleventh hour have the

same merit as those who come in the first;

still, I always interpreted the paragraph

to mean that those who came first were a

trifle superior." ^

Ibsen interrupted me.

"By no means," he said.

I told him to keep his objections until

I had finished, and then I praised him in

1 Ibsen, by the way, could never forget the cold recep-

tion his works met with in Norway, and lie never ceased

feeling his indebtedness to foreign countries, where he was
understood long before his own countrymen appreciated

him. Brandes was the only Scandinavian critic who al-

ways understood him.

—

The L.oitok.

all seriousness, and, ui jest, comparmg him

with the sun, said: "it is possible that

Sirius is greater than the sun; still, it is

the sun that ripens our corn."

All to no avail. Ibsen merely remarked :

"Many objections could be made
against that speech,

make them."

"Please do, Ibsen

;

but I prefer not to

it would be so much

make them," he in-

more jolly," I said.

"I prefer not to

sisted.

An editor who had at his riglit the

beautiful and talented actress, Coijstance

Brun, rose and said :

"Miss Brun asks me to bring Dr. Ibsen

the grateful thanks of the ladies of Chris-

tiania Theater and to assure him that

there are no parts they would rather play

than those written by Dr. Ibsen, and none

from which they learn so much."

Ibsen replied

:

"May I be allowed to remark that in

all my life I have never written 'parts,'

but that I merely try to draw human be-

ings? I have never written a play with

an actor or an actress in mind. Of course

it may be a pleasure to make the acquain-

tance of a charming lady later on."

Constance Brun had the courage to re-

ply that not for a moment had she implied

he had thought of her, since he met her

then for the first time, but that by the

unfortunate word "parts" she meant pre-

cisely the same as he.

Ibsen did not realize that his manner
acted as a damper on the spirits of the

guests; for as we rose from the table he

thanked me heartily for having arranged

the dinner, and added naively, "It was a

very successful party."

There are many e.xamples of his gruft-

ness, but how many memories have I not

of his cordiality, his thoughtfulness, his

gentleness

!

I remember him in Dresden, long ago,

our walks in the outskirts of the city,

when Ibsen explained the German temper-

ament as he understood it after years of

residence in Germany, or when he criti-

cized Schiller's dramas, the rhetoric of

which he did not like, and Runeber^i's
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poems, which did not appeal to him be-

cause they were written in hexameters.

Always he was on his post against the

artificial, the pedantic, against whatever

was out of touch with life. In the end

verse, as such, grew distasteful to him.

We would go into a restaurant ; seeing

the rosette in Ibsen's buttonhole, the wait-

ers would hasten to bring what we or-

dered. Until late into the night we would

then sit at the little table while Ibsen un-

folded his ideas and plans, or questioned,

with his bright eyes shining behind his

glasses, When he agreed with and wished

to praise something that had just been

said, he would invariably say, "That re-

mark impresses me as a work of art."

I remember him, too, in his home in

Munich. He had then won considerable

renown, although he was not yet exactly

what one might call celebrated. The way
in which he received and handled those

who came to his home— statesmen, politi-

cians, writers, artists—stamped him as a

man of the world who knew how to meet

people and treat them all differently, but

correctly.

I remember his later visits to Copen-

hagen, when he was honored like a king.

The host would feel almost weak with

pleasure if he accepted an invitation, al-

though his laconicism or even silence at

large gatherings would, as a rule, cause

astonishment. He no longer spoke with

bitterness about Norway, but merely com-

plained about its slow development. Nor-

wegian ideas and theories seemed old-fash-

ioned and out of date to him.

And then I remember Ibsen from many
of my longer or shorter visits to Norway.
We usually met either for or right after

luncheon, and he, alwaj^s a trifle ahead of

time, would be waiting for me at the door-

step. We would go for a walk or look

at an exhibition. Or, when I was invited

to his home for dinner, he would rub his

hands and say: "Let 's be happy to-day.

We 've good food, good wine, and plenty

of it. Let 's enjoy ourselves." And then,

as his face lighted with a satirical smile,

he would tell a story, true, but extraordi-

nary, in which a generally revered "pillar

of society" was shown up as the comical

sinner he really was.

I think of him, also, on a quiet evening

spent in the open, after dining on the ter-

race of one of the Norwegian country res-

taurants. The candles on the table had

been taken away, as the night— the Nor-

wegian summer night—was sufficiently

light. Ibsen's whole being, and especially

the powerful forehead, with its crown of

hair, seemed to melt into the dreamy land-

scape and the magical mellowness of the

light. And as darkness crept on, only the

sparkle in his glasses as he moved and the

movements of his mouth as he talked were

visible. He spoke in a low voice, took a

sip from his glass now and then, told

stories, and joked.

We had had lamb for dinner ; I said

:

"You may say what you will, but lamb

remains the choicest game."

"Quite so, quite so," said Ibsen. "I

once thought I would write a play about

a lamb. A man is dying ; he can be saved

only by having new blood injected into

his veins. No human being is willing to

risk his life to save the man, and so a

lamb is sacrificed ; its blood is transfused

into the man. After that the man always

dreams about the lamb— dreams about

meeting it again. He owes his life to it.

He finds it at last in the shape of a wo-

man. He loves her. Must n't he love

her?"

"Of course. But in real life one so sel-

dom meets with a woman who is a lamb."

"Once in a while it does happen." He
nodded, and the conversation merged into

a smile.

He who knew Ibsen personally, who
came in contact, through friendship, with

his decidedly powerful individuality, which

radiated outside his art as much as in his

works, cannot crjstallize his impression of

Ibsen into warm or cold admiration. He
remembers spoken or written phrases that

set decisive thoughts working in his own
mind, and for Ibsen's strong personality

and works of genius his feelings can only

be suffused and dominated by an immeasu-

rable gratitude.
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THE allied arts, as we are aware, hold

much in common with one another,

since one spirit pervades them all. The
writer paints us pictures with his pen, the

artist gives us symphonies with his brush,

the musician builds us orchestrations of

color; while architecture has been likened

to frozen music, painting has been called

silent poetry, and poetry, speaking paint-

ing. There is much in engraving, taken

as a reproductive art, that is analogous

to these when we consider its technic.

Though not, as these, shining with a light

of its own, but reflecting, like the moon, a

borrowed light, it has yielded, and is still

contributing in a quiet way, some light to

the world which is certainly not all moon-

shine. The uninitiated person, the lay-

man, assuming he is a man of taste, likes

this or that engraving in preference to

another not because of any deference to

the lines in either, but primarily for the

subject. A poor engraving from a great

subject is to him of more account than a

good rendering of an indifferent or bad

work of art. We can find no fault with

this attitude of the outsider, for it is right

and as it should be, since engraving is a

means to an end and not an end in itself.

Enough for the engraver if, as Walt
Whitman exxlaims, "the art is to the ar-

tist, and comes back most to him" ; so the

engraving is to the engraver, and comes

back most to him.

No one values an engraving merely for

its lines except, perhaps, the engraver. As
a medium of reproduction, an engraving,

if it is to be of any lasting value, must, in

the first place, be a faithful transcript of

a great work of art, and, in the second

place, it must be well enj!;ra\ed. The

lines, or technic, must be expressive of the

thought in its original and must supple-

ment its intent ; and they must be, above

all things, printable. Otherwise, what do

they amount to?

Any account of engraving leads us natu-

rally to the consideration of lines, cross-

hatching, and stipples. These are the

three elements constituting its technic.

By combining and elaborating these, bring-

ing together coarse and fine, thick and

thin, rough and smooth, equal and un-

equal, and, further, by bringing a smooth

tint in conjunction with a rough one,— as

in a beautiful face upon a stippled or

hatched background,— or by setting off a

bold, brilliant treatment by a close, opaque

one, thereby enhancing the qualities in

each, the engraver is enabled to create a

pleasing and expressive variety in the sur-

face of his block or plate. So in painting

there are three primary colors, and the

painter who is skilled in their manipula-

tion may immensely enrich his canvas

thereby. Like the engraver, through his

medium he will discriminate between the

textures of, say, hair and flesh, sky, foliage,

and water, giving to everything a technical

manipulation appropriate to its distinctive

quality, independent of its character, but

underlying it or superimposed upon it, as

it were. The excellence of a beautiful

engraving is primarily in the employment

of these resources (stipples, lines, and

cross-hatchings, with their juxtapositions)

to exhibit the qualities of the original

painting with delight to the eye in the

method of translation. Ruskin tells us

that "the language of engraving, when

once you begin to understand it, is in these

respects su fertile, so ingenious, so inef-

.047
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fably subtle and severe in its grammar,

that you might quite easily make it the

subject of your life's investigation, as you

would the scholarship of a lovely litera-

ture." The modern engraver, dealing as

he does with textures and values, in reality

paints with his burin.

The beginning of engraving as well as

of painting was linear in character. It

was formerly assumed by the English

school that the invention of engraving

came from Tubal Cain. They relied, in

support of their claim, upon the text in

Gen. iv, 22: "And Zillah, she also bare

Tubal-cain, an instructer of every arti-

ficer in brass and iron : and the sister of

Tubal-cain was Naamah." It is good to

see the sister mentioned, for possibly from

her burin has descended the "line of

beauty," which Hogarth arrogantly claims

to have discovered, but of which he never

exhibited an example in all his works,

wonderful as they are in other respects.

We have in our Museum of Natural His-

tory copies of examples of the earliest

known attempts at engraving by men of

the Stone Age, perhaps fifty thousand or

more jears ago, in the engraved outline

decorations of the rock-caverns of that

period, fine and often spirited delineations

of wild animals of the chase ; for primitive

man was an artist as well as a hunter.

Man began to occupy caverns and rock

shelters from fifty to three hundred thou-

sand years ago, according to various au-

thorities, which was the era par excellence

of the cave-dweller. In the security of

these rocky fastnesses the arts of sculpture,

engraving, and fresco w^ere born, and here

were they nurtured. For those men of

primitive times were elevated above sav-

ages,— savages properly belong to our own
particular age of Kultur,— and as garne

of every description was not so scarce as to

demand any struggle for existence such as

curses our present times, they had the

leisure necessary to the cultivation of the

arts, and the examples we have of their

works exhibit an executive power and re-

finement uncommon at any time in the

world's history.

Ruskin tells us that "the value of hue in
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periods depends primarily on the expe-

dients used to make the colors palpitate

and fluctuate, inequality of brilliancy

being the condition of brilliancy, just as

inequality of accent is the condition of

power and loveliness in sound." In music

we have the discord, giving a keener value

and delight in its resolution to the con-

cord. The inequality of stitch in hand-

made lace is one of its beauties; the in-

equality in speech, its high and low pitch

and swift and slow utterance, constitutes

one of the conditions of expressiveness in

oratory, charging it with life ; the inequal-

ity of stones in a well-built wall makes its

surface beautiful to look upon (we never

appreciated this fact so much before the

advent of the cheap, mechanical cement

block) ; similarly pen-work and etching as

well as engraving are alive and instinct

with this quality. We are beginning to

apprehend this now that "process," with

its cheap, mechanical, dead surface, is

upon us.

I once met a sculptor of prominence in

Florence who thought he could make a

more beautiful physiognomy than that of

the Venus of Melos. So he made one half

of a lovely face and cast it, adding the

duplicate thus obtained to the other side,

and thereby making the two halves exactly

alike. The result was a cold, mechanical,

and expressionless countenance. It was

an experiment, and furnished a demonstra-

tion that the perfection of beauty is owing

in part to its imperfection. "There is a

crack in everything that God has made."

Where 's the face

One would meet in every place?

exclaims Keats. Happily we never meet

it, or it would appal us, because the con-

ditions are always different. The inequal-

ity in faces makes them supportable, and

in addition they are constantly varied by

thoughts and emotions and the ever-

changing effects of lights and shades flit-

ting over them like clouds drifting over

the face of the sky.

Fortunately for artists and for art-

dealers, we all have emotions even if we



Lady Hamilton as "Nature," bv George Romney

Engraved by Timothy Cole from the original, owned by Mr. Henry C. Frick

'Bringing a smooth tint in conjunction with a rough one,— as in a beautiful face upon a 'tippled or hatched background'
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do not have thoughts. We can rarely ex-

plain why a thing charms us. It is gener-

ally the beautiful, hardly the ugly, that

does so. There are so many elements

entering into the construction of the beau-

tiful that it surpasses our power to appre-

hend them all. The ringing of a bell

evokes another sound— a harmonic one

—

in the air. A few bold, black lines printed

upon white paper will cause their white

interspaces to glisten, and give a luminous

quality to the tint. The black lines evoke

this effect. Gray the black lines, and the

luminosity is reduced.

One thing is certain : technic is at the

base of art, and technic differs as the ma-

terial or matter of each art differs, and

without matter there is no giving "to airy

nothing a local habitation and a name,"

no stuff in which imagination may create

an image. Moreover, any difference that

may exist between the material bases of

the arts exacts a corresponding difference

between the qualities of temperament and

imagination in the artists who practise

them. R. A. M. Stevenson, in his eloquent

work on Velasquez, speaking of "the dig-

nity of technic," says:

It is not the lover of pictures, but the

devotee of his own spiritual emotions who
needs to be told that technique is art; that

it is as inseparable from art as features from

facial expression, as body from soul in a

world where force and matter seem inex-

tricably entangled. In fact the man who has

no interest in technical questions has no in-

terest in art; he loves it as those love you

who profess only love for your soul. . . .

Technique is not hateful, but only the

point of view it expresses. There is a

silly, unimpassioned mind which looks on

nature without choice between things, which

seems choked with trifles, which possesses

no touchstone in its emotions wherewith to

distinguish the important from the foolish.

There may be such a thing as mere tech-

nique, but it is not what the vituperator of

realism would have it. In words, it is non-

sense verses; in paint, mere decorative con-

sistency, without the meaning or emotion of

truth to nature.

And I might add, from the engraver's

point of view, mere technic is dealing with

the superficies of an original and thus

missing its inner meaning, breadth of

tone, softness, and ensemble; nosing into

a painting with an eye as unsparing as that

of the camera, a trait which called forth

Rembrandt's indignation when he told

such a trifler that "pictures were not made
to be smelled."

Now, technic is the very life and soul

of engraving. To the engraver nothing is

truer than Francois Millet's saying that

"art is a calculation." Take the calcula-

tion involved in the art of making a lady's

dress, a thing of beauty, though but a

fleeting joy, as all joys are. The value of

contrasted textures is here well displayed.

The modiste has a host of materials from

which to choose, but knowing the value of

restraint, she is wisely sparing and judi-

cious in their use. Say it is a creamy white

robe ; the mellow glow of satin or silk

upon a setting of soft merino or serge en-

hances by their opposition the qualities of

each. A necklace of pearls in juxtaposi-

tion with cloudy tulle or delicate lace

gleams with a distinguished radiance,

while the shadows beneath the brows and

nose, softened by the reflection from the

light material, are much less pronounced

than they otherwise would be, and the

eyes, catching up the light, sparkle with a

greater brilliancy. If there are any wrin-

kles in the face, they disappear; or, if not,

they are greatly modified, and the face

assumes a fairer and more youthful aspect.

I have seen a narrow strip of black velvet

ribbon encircling the neck of one whose

face would, without this startling device,

have shown deep lines, as in ladies of char-

acter and experience; but by this artful

contrivance the wrinkles vanish ! How is

it possible to discover the w^rinkles when

this far deeper wrinkle holds the eye?

Millet counsels the artist to hide his art

behind his canvas. So the engraver hides

his behind his block, but the feminine arts

are past finding out ; no one knows where

they are hidden.

Referring again to the value of inequal-

ities of brilliancy as being the condition of



The Countess Leccari, by Vandyke

Kngraved by Timothy Cole from the original, owned by Mr. David T. Watson

Illustrating again the conjunctiun of sinuoth treatment in tlie face, ant] rougli in the background



Madame Mercier, by Jean-Baptiste Greuze

Engraved by Timothy Cole from the ori£;;inal, in the collection of the late Sir William Van Home

"Setting uff a bold, brilliant treatment by a close, opaque one"



The Countess of Oxford, by John Hoppner

Engraved by Timothy Cole from the original, in the National Gallery, London

"A few bold, black lines printed upon white paper will caii?;e their white interspaces

to glisten, and give a luminous quality to the tint"
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brilliancy in painted glass, the analog}' we
have to this in engraving in the contrast-

ing of brilliant and opaque qualities is

clear enough. It is evident that a tint

made with a series of coarse or bold lines

is distinct from one made with extremely

fine lines, though the actual value of the

tint as a shade is nothing different. These,

then, constitute differences without dis-

tinctions. This is exactly paralleled in

painting, where we have distinctions of

color, in the way of pigment, without dif-

ferences in value of light and shade when
reduced by photography to black and

white, but the brilliancy or opacity of

which may be indicated in engraving, in

the interpretation of these colors into their

light and shade values.

Linton, who was a prominent engraver

on wood of the last century, held that

"there is a perspective in lines." Cer-

tainly the lines in the foreground of a

landscape, for instance, are more accen-

tuated than those of the middle distance,

and lose themselves by gentle gradations

into the background. But Linton had

reference not to these large lines of char-

acter, but rather to the technic of en-

graved ones.

My disagreement with him here is

rather in the nature of a distinction with-

out a difference. I should not be ready to

lay down any arbitrary dictum in this

matter of lines. It is true that bold lines

give a sparkle and brilliancy to a tint, and

fine ones an opposite effect, and that, as a

natural consequence, the former are more

suited to the foreground, where the painter

generally gathers his more brilliant colors,

and the latter belong more naturally to

the background, where, owing to the at-

mosphere, the colors are less pronounced.

But suppose the engraver had a glowing

sunset or conflagration to translate, where

the light fills the eye, blinding it to every-

thing else." The foreground would, in

consequence, swim in a penumbra of mys-

tery. It would then manifestly be out of

harmony with the quality of such shade to

translate it with a bold line merely be-

cause of its propinquity. Shield the eye

from the glare that fills it, and immedi-
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ately the foreground will assume another

quality and will then admit of a different

treatment.

It would be very easy to multiply in-

stances where bold lines would be inappli-

cable to the rendering of foreground ob-

jects. Such will suggest themselves to any

engraver, though it is not easy to imagine

an instance where they are admissible in

the extreme distance. In this matter of

lines no hard-and-fast rule could or should

govern the engraver. On this subject

Blake retorted to the engravers of his day,

who twitted him as to his lines,— they

adhering to Hogarth's dictum in his line

of beauty,
—"You say there are no straight

lines in nature ; I say there are all kinds

of lines in nature." And Blake undoubt-

edly is right. There are all kinds of lines

in nature, the rough and smooth, the

winding and straight, the angular and

round. Nature has for the most part

mingled her inferior and nobler elements

as she mingles sunshine and shade. Ho-
garth's line of beauty was the serpentine

figure of the letter S. He painted it upon

his palette in his portrait which hangs in

the National Gallery of London, probably

as indicative of his devotion to it. But the

serpentine line palls upon us by its too

frequent use. Beauty will not be confined

merely to flowing lines. All lines are

tributary to it, and it in turn is beholden

to them all. Beauty deprived of its proper

foils and adjuncts ceases to be enjoyed as

beauty, just as light deprived of all shadow

ceases to be discerned as light. An unin-

terrupted succession of beautiful lines fails

to produce the effect of beauty.

This may have been one reason for the

revolt of the Cubists. But the Cubists

went to the opposite extreme, and became

all angles: too many angles are like acid

to the teeth. We do not want to be

pickled in vinegar any more than to be

cloyed with jellies and jams. Wisdom is

in the golden mean. To Hogarth's ser-

pentine line should be added the straight

line, as in our dollar-sign. Our dollar-

sign is the golden mean. The dollar-sign

is beauty's line, thougli, I hasten to add,

wisdom will suggest to our beauties the

I
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propriety of not following

devotedly.

To continue our analogy between en-

graving and painting; art is a calculation,

a matter of selection, an arrangement, a

combination, a reduction, an abridgment,

a spiritual activity, in short a synthesis of

nature, and of course something more. As

Emerson says

:

What is that abridgment and selection we

behold in all spiritual activity but itself the

creative impulse? For it is the inlet of that

higher illumination which teaches to convey

a larger sense by simpler symbols. What is

man but nature's finer success in self-expli-

cation? What is man but a finer, compacter

landscape than the horizon figures— nature's

eclecticism? And what is his speech, his love

of painting, love of nature, but a still finer

success? All the weary miles and tons of

space and bulk left out, and the spirit or

moral of it contracted into a musical word,

or the most cunning stroke of the pencil?

The engraver's work illustrates this ; it

is a synthesis of his original, as the artist's

is of nature. It is a reduction, an abridg-

ment, and as he cannot give all in his orig-

inal, he must endeavor to select its salient

features. Upon this subject George de

Forest Brush once wrote me many years

ago when I had an engraving to make

from a photograph of one of his pictures.

The original was in America, but I was

in Europe, engaged upon the old masters.

He wanted to explain to me how I could

simplify matters in the management of his

picture, which was in effect the course I

was pursuing in the treatment of the old

masters. He said

:

When you lay a sheet of tracing-paper

upon the photograph, a thousand little ac-

cents disappear; also many darks are equal-

ized and become one; and yet the beauty of

the work is none the less, but, on the con-

trary, is enhanced. So one is reminded how

much that is in the original can be dispensed

with, and to what advantage on the human

side; that is, if we can turn the problem of

values into three or four instead of fifty, the

expression will surely gain. . . . My point
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this line too of view is that engraving and painting are

very much alike: the richness and depth of

nature the painter can never come very

near; much less can the engraver come near

the depth of tone in a painting. Therefore,

by putting aside more or less the aim to do

that which we cannot do, we throw all our

force upon those points wherein our arts are

not limited; for instance, in engraving the

fingers can be made round and the joints in

their right places to perfection; but that is

what we rarely see.

The worst evil attending the reduction

of a large painting to the dimensions of

an engraving for a magazine page is the

loss of the breadth and largeness upon

which its decorative features depend ; as

a decoration it becomes petite, mean, and

ineffective, and the grandeur which it had

embodied has suffered. Letters, for in-

stance, which in the large could be clearly

read are now so diminutive as scarcely to

be legible. Thirty or more years ago,

when photography was beginning to re-

place drawing on wood. La Farge once

complained to me despairingly of this evil

attending the reduction of his works, and

for this reason he much preferred to draw

his subjects on the wood for purposes of

engraving. It becomes the art of the en-

graver to restore as far as possible the

largeness of the original by subduing many

half-tints in the lights, thus strengthening

their volume and power, and by equalizing

the darks, thus increasing their weight,

and by these means to compass somewhat

the repose and effectiveness of his original.

Emerson deducts from the artist and

his work all that belongs to nature and

convention, explaining how much he owes

to the style of his day and the thought and

language of his generation, and showing

"how nature paints the best part of the

picture, carves the best part of the statue,

builds the best part of the house, and

iks the best part of the oration," and

advantages to which he adverts "are

1 as the artist did not consciously pro-

He relied on their aid and put him-

self in the way to receive help from them,

for he saw that his planting and watering

spe:
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waited for the sunlight of nature, or were

in vain." How reliant, for instance, is

the wood-engraver upon the quality of his

wood and the skill with which the wood-

man prepares it! Upon photography and

the skill of the photographer in making

him a careful copy upon his block ! Of
what consequence his days of toil if his

subject is of little merit ? And how much
is he beholden to his printer for an artistic

impression, to the Japanese for their won-

derful paper, and to his tools for their

tempers— also to his publisher and art edi-

tor for their tempers when he demands an

occasional check, a hundred dollars or so

thito fire up his wanmg enthusiasm

!

The analogies which exist in all the arts

would seem to exhibit one mind working

in and through many materials to tempo-

rary ends. To quote again from our be-

loved Emerson

:

The artist who is to produce a work

which is to be admired not by his friends or

his townspeople or his contemporaries only,

but by all men, and which is to be more

beautiful to the eye in proportion to its cul-

ture, must dis-individualize himself and be

a man of no party and no manner and no

age, but one through whom the soul of all

men circulates as the common air through

his lungs. He must work in the spirit in

which we conceive a prophet to speak or

an angel of the Lord to act; that is, he is

not to speak his own words or do his own
works or think his own thoughts, but he is

to be an organ through which the universal

mind acts. His aim is to hinder his indi-

viduality from acting.

He must, as Leonardo da Vinci recom-

mends, study well his own physiognomy

that he may keep it out of his pictures.

"So much as we can shove aside our ego-

tism, our prejudice, and will, and bring

the omniscience of reason upon the sub-

ject before us, so perfect is the work."

Precisely analogous to this is the attitude

of the engraver before his great original,
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and this of Emerson could not be more de-

scriptive of it than if penned by the philos-

opher specially to present his case.

Must the engraver knuckle down, then,

to a slavish copy of his original? Why,
yes ; but, as we have already seen, he is a

realist in the sense that Velasquez was
when he vowed he would paint nothing

without strict adherence to the facts of his

great original— nature ; and there is no

other way to accomplish this except by in-

terpretation. In its infancy the line was
the nurse to art, but in its prime it is, in

its technic, the slave of the higher arts,

servile both in mechanism and the labor of

it, and in its function of interpreting the

schools of painting, as superior to itself.

The engraver interprets. He is a slave to

those large lines of character on which the

subtlety of expression depends, and by

which one man's work is distinguished

from another's or one man's face across

the road from another's. He will dig and

slave over a tint to secure its proper grada-

tion and flatness, and will give heed jeal-

ously to the subtle contours of objects that

they melt into the background according

to their just degrees of softness and atmo-

spheric effect.

Above all he is a slave to the ensemble

of his original. He knows too well the

hidden pitfalls that lie concealed beneath

the suave surface of, say, a Velasquez, or a

Carriere, to touch any one of the lines of

which too firmly or miss the nuancing of

their ineffably delicate accents, tightening

a detail of face or costume, would be to

cause a shrieking definition to startle him
like a Jack-in-the-box. These are his ex-

citements in the quiet of his tranquil den

as he slavishly plies his burin with its nose

glued to his block. But slavery is not the

word. As we have seen, his is a free man's

work in the liberty he takes with his origi-

nal. The fact is he is both bondman and

free, as we all are when we get the right

attitude toward existence, or, in other

words, when we have acquired the technic

of that greatest of all arts, the art of life.
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SHE had forgotten that she had put

his picture there at all until it tum-

bled out of the pages. Once interleaved

with tenderest deliberation next to "Do-

ver Beach," because he and she had read

that poem together on a beach in Maine,

it now fell into the waste-basket when she

v/as looking for the grocer's bill. She had

hastily tucked the bill in there yesterday,

because Matthew Arnold's poems were

the handiest thing to keep it from blowing

away. She was in a hurry to find the bill,

because the grocer's boy was whistling

impatiently in the kitchen, and a fellow-

committeeman was waiting in the room

on the opposite side of the hall and had

begun to cough. The affair of the school

addition needed immediate considering.

Besides, she had a pie to bake for the com-

munity supper, and the vice-president of

the Historical Society was morally certain

to call sometime that afternoon, and had

already telephoned to know where he

could find a copy of the old by-laws.

It would not, after all, hurt the com-

mitteeman to wait a few moments or to

let the grocer's boy go on whistling, either.

She had rescued the kodak picture from

the waste-basket, set it up against a can-

dlestick on the table, and had taken a long

look at it even v^^hile with the other hand

she had reached into the table drawer for

her pocket-book, and somewhere in the

back of her mind was cogitating whether

the grocer had n't charged her twice for

the same half-bushel of potatoes. It was
an excellent photograph, exactly Charles.

All the old idealism, humor, reserve, lova-

ble considerateness, obstinate sincerity, and

singularly unaffected personal modesty

were there in the upstanding, light hair,

the dark-lashed, gray eyes, the sensitive,

nice mouth. She kissed it. A direct ph\si-

cal thrill and recoil went through her,

with overwhelming implications of that

summer night when they had kissed for

the first and last time, and her body had

all seemed transparent to her soul.

"Charles, good-by; I '11 be back in a

minute. I 've got to pay the grocer and

see Mr. Bakington." Mr. Bakington was

pacing the floor on the opposite side of the

hall ; the great candelabra on the mantel

shook, and their priceless prisms clashed

together. He coughed.

"Miss Wayne," the grocer's boy called

hoarsely up the back stairs, "I can't wait

any longer. I got 'o go."

"In a minute, Fred. Good-by, Charles;

I '11 be back. Or— no." She unbuttoned

the watch-pocket on her tailored shirt-

waist and slid the picture in. It was a

very small kodak. It showed a little

through the thin madras waist, as she saw

in the looking-glass at the back of the hall

as she hurried out to the kitchen. It gave

her keen secret pleasure to keep his dark

coat thus visible, yet unsuspected, confi-

dentially beside her.

Such a white moment, such an uprush

of memory, had not happened to her for

years, and she was far too hungry after

so long a fast to leave the banquet for all

the Mr. Bakingtons in New England.

Mr. Bakington had a scheme for the

school addition. He explained it to her

with his usual careful, polite, contemptu-

ous minutiffi. Words familiar to her from

childhood were mispronounced and then

explained by him, with his favorite for-

mula, "What we call the acoustics— let

me explain that to you. Miss Wayne.

The thrust may be affected— oh, excuse

me. What we call the thrust is merely

another name, a more technical name, for

the pressure— " Elizabeth Wajne en-
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dured it with joy. She felt that Charles

was hearing it with her. Charles and she

would have a good laugh the moment Mr.

Hakington and his pomposity and his pat-

ronage were out of the door. "What a

joke, Charles! Just listen to him now,

calling a hatchway a pergola!"

His whole scheme imfolded, explained

with meticulous kindness and patience, he

took himself oH. Elizabeth took a few

steps of a slow old-fashioned waltz. She

thus crossed the hall, and established her-

self in her own private little office, the

crowded desk of which was to her the

most homelike spot in all the homelike lit-

tle house where she had been born, and

now had lived for a dozen humming,

cheerful, useful years alone. There was

a row of books above, a row of pigeon-

holes below, a crammed space behind, and

an encroached-upon slant lid open in

front. It was impossible to shut this lid,

for papers crowded out over the hinges

of the desk and protruded on each side

half a foot into the scanty space between

the windows.

Here were the suffrage leaflets for the

meeting on Wednesday night, the His-

torical Society incorporation blanks, the

questionnaire for the schools, the party

referenda about the militarist measures in

Congress and the national prohibition

amendment; and a pile of letters to be

answered from the Pageant Association,

the Community Chautauqua, and the

Anti-Tuberculosis League, with a fresh

lot of the vivisection investigation pam-

phlets so sad that they had not yet been

carefully read.

All these Elizabeth Wayne pushed

aside, as she did the thought of the neces-

sary pie and her own supper, for the sake

of Charles Rawdon's picture, which she

now drew out of her pocket and set up

against the crowded pigeonholes. She

folded her arms, leaned forward, and low-

ered her level, dark brows to his. She be-

gan to talk to him.
'

"You were really a modern man.

Charles. You were pretty well enlight-

ened, even though you ivere born in the

late se\ enties ; fairlv v.cU convinced that

women are people, and fairly

the sentimental notion that
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free from

" 'T is woman's whole existence

to fall in love. You were ready to laugh

as loudly as a woman herself could at that

old idea of the masterful male picking up

a woman's mind and putting it into one

pocket, and picking up her conscience and

putting it into another, for safe-keeping.

God bless you! They uoidd be safe with

you, Charles. I 'd let you keep 'em just

because you never offered to
—

"

The knocker on the side door was

loudly manipulated, and an overwhelm-

ingly cheerful voice called through the

dining-room and pantry.

"Hello, recording secretary of the His-

torical Society! what about those by-laws?

Did you find 'em?"

"Bother, Charles! Yes, oh, yes, Mr.

Manley, I 'm coming."

"Don't disturb yourself now, Miss

'Lizabeth. I 'II come rigtt in."

"Oh, no, don't trouble. I '11 come

right out, Mr. Manley."

It was too late. Mr. Manley had come

in. and was drawing up the biggest chair

in the office, and deliberately lifting out.

by instalments, the pile of newspapers

which occupied it. He sat down, his

enormous bulk straining his enormous, but

not quite adequate, clothes. His one-but-

toned waistcoat strained into a crease

across his chest, and his trousers strained

and stretched over his dome-like knees.

He had only come for the by-laws, he said,

and could n't stay a minute; but beseemed

to feel more than usually required to talk

in his favorite ponderously fond and pet-

ting tone, as of a verbal chuck under the

chin benevolently bestowed on a forlorn,

though agreeable, lady. He had more

than ever the air. in doing so, of supply-

ing a long-felt want. Yet what an excel-

lent vice-president he made for the His-

torical Society ! All the time he was talk-

ing Miss Elizabeth considered his fitness

for the presidency itself. She considered

it with increasing conviction. The trifling

fact that he was personally absurd and

repugnant to her weighed very little in
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her mind ; and yet she could almost hear

Charles snickering from under the pile of

suffrage leaflets where she had thrust him

to escape Mr. Manley's unwieldy jocos-

ities,

"Ah, Miss Elizabeth, if I were a

younger man, now! If I were a bache-

lor!"

She kept back her shouts of laughter

by talking inwardly to Charles.

"Just wait till he goes, Charles! He
won't stay much longer now."

He did at length heave himself up out

of his chair, and ponderously returned the

pile of newspapers to it by instalments.

He was off at last, with some ton-footed

pleasantry about his wife seeking him

about among "these 3'oung girls," at which

Charles almost snickered out loud, and the

kitchen clock struck five. Too late to

bake the pie. One from the baker's would

have to do for the community supper.

"Come, Charles, do let 's sit down to-

gether again for a few minutes. It 's very

seldom I 'm in this happy sort of mood,

and I have n't seen this picture of you for

years. Do }'0u know, I 'd actually for-

gotten where I 'd put it!

"And when I think how I used to have

you with me everywhere I went ! You 've

walked down to market with me thou-

sands of times since I saw you in the flesh.

It used to be every day of my life,— at

different times of day it would come on,

—that feeling of your being here. For

an hour or more at a time! I 'd go down
to breakfast, and you 'd sit there with me,

talking that charming, whimsical talk of

yours; or else it would come on toward

the end of the afternoon, and you 'd come

out in the pantry and help me get supper.

"But is n't it strange I never dream of

you any more! I have n't dreamed -of

you for years, though I used to have the

most heartrendingly happy dreams about

you every night of my life when you were

first married. There was n't any reason

why I should n't dream about you. No
harm in that. All the. less if I did n't—

and I did n't, Charles— let myself think

about you but very little— just as little as

I possibly could. I 've often wished in

the old days I could begin dreaming about

you again. At first, perhaps, I 'd be a

little rusty. I could n't get the hang of

it, perhaps, and step right out of all these

affairs I 'm in so deep, committees and so-

cieties and things; but after a while I 'd

get back into practice, and have my Ara-

bian Nights again. I 'd like to give an

order for two dreams a month about you,

on the first and third Sunday nights, \ve

'11 say.

"What about your wife, Charles? You
never gave me any real idea of her. You
never even sent me her picture to look at

and send back. What were you afraid of ?

Did you think I 'd throw vitriol on it?

Which of us did you love? In all those

early years, when I used to talk to you

like this, I could imagine all sorts of things

you 'd say on other subjects, but I never

could imagine you answering that.

"But I can imagine your wife ver>^

well, and I can imagine how you fell in

love with her. Hush ! Yes, I 'm sure

she 's got one of those lovely, red-haired

complexions, with a few big, pale freckles

over the most peach-rose cheeks; does her

hair low ; and I believe she 's thin, rather

thin. And simply dressed, artistically

plain. I don't believe she 's a radical, but

she follows your ideas because she 's a

great deal too sweet and yielding to be

wholesome. Don't let me hear you say,

Charles Rawdon, that you wonder some-

times how you 'd have got along with a

strong-minded wife

!

"You would have got along very well,

I can tell you, because I was very much

in love with you. I would have done any-

thing for you— ah

!

" I loved thee, Atthis, dearly,

A long time ago."

She relapsed into a staring depth of

thought, from which the side-doorknocker

roused her with a loud clap, and the young '

girl who came at noon on Tuesdays and

Fridays to wash windows came in with a

card.

"Mr. Charles Raleigh Rawdon, ma'am."

"Where—what— did jou pick up this

card accidentally, somewhere, Statia?"
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"No, ma'am. He 's in the parlor."

"In the parlor?"
" 'S, ma'am."

"Well- 1 '11- I '11 be right in. I '11 be

— I '11 be there in a few moments."

Statia took the message to the parlor.

"Charles, is this your ghost?" thought

Elizabeth, shivering a little.

Half-way across the hall she stopped.

"I must be prepared to find him fat."

She laughed under her breath. "Perhaps

he is prepared to find me fat ; but I 'm not

— not very fat."

She took another step, and stopped.

"Where is his wife? But I must go

in."

She was glad afterward that she had

said, "How do you do, Charles?" as she

went in, before she saw him, and had thus

been enabled to say it not unnaturally.

He was very much changed. He was fat,

and altogether grown and swelled : he had

side-whiskers like Mr. Manley. His

clothes drew and strained over him like

Mr. Manley's clothes. He said :

"This is fortunate, Elizabeth, finding

you at home on this lovely day." The
voice was the unforgotten voice of Charles,

but the banal words and the banal bow
and, worst of all, the patronizing amia-

bility which streamed out of his smile and

rayed upon her from the coruscating

crow's-feet at the corners of his eyes could

only be the bitter fruit of age and pros-

perity on that bright and free spirit she

had known. Then might not age and

prosperity have done this to Mr. Manley?
To any man? Had they, perhaps, been

in their youth charming, like Charles?

But this was more than she could con-

sider without a sick revolt against Charles

and an enforced but loathing kindness to-

ward Mr. Manley.

"Elizabeth, Mrs. Rawdon— Miss

Wayne. Mrs. Rawdon has been antici-

pating this pleasure— "

Pale Mrs. Rawdon, with a company

laugh, sat down, and Charles magnifi-

cently disposed himself on the ottoman,

blotting out, with each broad boot, one

pattern of the carpet. It was the otto-

man on which Mr. Bakington had sat in

the morning. Charles drummed with his

fingers on the edge of the marble-topped

table, while Mrs. Rawdon said that it was
cooler and the humidity seemed to be less.

With a wave of the sense of nightmare,

which, however, passed off almost imme-
diately, Elizabeth realized that Mr. Bak-

ington, after his impatient wait for her,

had drummed on the edge of the table at

intervals during his call.

"Mrs. Rawdon and I were motoring

through," said Charles, and his unforget-

able voice was heard through his words

like a strain of music through a rumble of

coal pouring into a bin. "We felt that

we could n't pass you entirely by. Mrs.

Rawdon was anxious to meet you ; and

I— " He bowed, with a saccharine smile.

Elizabeth clutched the arms of her

chair, for the sense of nightmare went

over her again as Charles rolled his eyes

toward her. It was the roll of Mr. Man-
ley's eyes.

She endeavored to talk to Mrs. Raw-
don ; but Mrs. Rawdon, with hesitations

and glances, indicated Charles. She was

evidently a colorless somebody. Elizabeth

could almost imagine, as she looked at

Mrs. Rawdon sitting there in the high-

backed chair, with the gncient portrait be-

hind her in the corner, draped by its burn-

ing India shawl, that the portrait was
alive, and Mrs. Rawdon was a poor litho-

graph left lying about in a chair by some-

body.

Charles's voice recalled her. Its be-

loved familiarity just kept her head above

water when he talked; but when he was

momentarily silent the strange, wild, icy

waters closed in over her.

"You are very little changed, Elizabeth.

Do you prefer that I should call 5^ou Miss

Wayne, ah?"

"No! no!" cried Elizabeth, horrified at

the resemblance of his "IVIiss Wayne" to

the pottering condescension of Mr. Bak-

ington. "Don't— don't call me Miss

Wayne, Charles!"

"We-e-ell, we-e-ell. I won't, then," said

Charles, soothingly and indulgently, turn-

ing Mr. Manley's gallant look toward

her. Surely his eyes had not been so prom-
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inent as this in the old days? But stores

of love and tenderness struggled up and

made her say

:

"You have n't changed a bit, Charles,

either." She endeavored to add to Mrs.

Rawdon, "Your husband is just the same

that he was at twenty-five" ; but the repe-

tition of the monstrous lie, though formu-

lated in her mind and dictated by her will,

would not pass her weak and frozen lips.

Away in the back of her mind a wander-

ing thought passed by; namely, that both

Mr. Manley and Mr. Bakington had

grown so literally loathsome since Charles

had called that she could never work again

on the same committee with either of

them, and a wispy ghost of regret that

this was so, and that the work of some

organizations or other—what were they?

—would suffer, just crossed the periphery

of her consciousness.

For by this time all her hopes and en-

ergies were concentrated on surviving this

call. Could she but live to bow to Charles

and his wife as they drove away, she

would feel that a most complicated g>^m-

nastic had been concluded with dancing-

school perfection.

This brought a fresh terror into her

mind. Doubtless they expected some re-

freshment. If not supper, then at least

ginger-ale; but she must ask them to sup-

per. She first formulated in her mind the

exact sentence she would say, and then by

main strength uttered it:

"Charles, you and Mrs. Rawdon will

stay and have a bite of supper?"

"Thank you, thank you, Elizabeth ; a

very kind thought, indeed. I am sorry to

decline it; but when I explain [Could

it be Charles's voice pronouncing "ex-

plain" with those identical pedagogical

implications?]—when I explain to you,"

Charles said, "that we are traveling on

schedule, you will see yourself that it will

be quite impossible to gratify j'our— to

gratify our— ourselves—

"

He took out his watch.

"Ginger-ale, then. There 's always a

bottle in the ice-box. Excuse me," Eliza-

beth said, trying to hasten, finding her
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dress caught in the cane seat of her chair,

and tearing it viciously as she twitched it

out.

"No, no, Elizabeth," Charles said with

kind firmness, and the air of carefully de-

taching the paw of an affectionate dog.

"Very kindly thought of, but when I ex-

plain to you
—

"

"You 're not going yet?"

"You will see that it is impossible, quite

impossible. As I said, we must be in Ben-

nington by seven-thirty. Our schedule

has been very carefully planned ; there is

to be nothing fortuitous about it. I mean
by that that nothing is to be left to

chance."

"Did you plan to call— to call on me?
or was that— fortuitous?"

"In a way, yes, we planned it. From
the beginning we thought of it," said

Charles in his lovely voice, and with all

the beaming gallantry and all the elephan-

tine patronage he had shown by turns now
gathered up in one aspect. "We would

both have felt that something really essen-

tial was lacking in our little trip. We
would have been distinctly disappointed

!"

With sinking sensations, as in the rise

of an elevator, Elizabeth saw him cock his

fat head on one side as he rose and began

his adieus. He shook her hand, crunch-

ing her one ring painfully into the flesh

of three fingers as he did so. She choked

back a nervous scream, and opened the top

of the front door, which was Dutch. The
warm, but fresh, outside air rushed over

and revived her. Mrs. Rawdon mur-

mured something about "interesting old

house," but without ceasing to rub the

wrinkles of her silk gloves upward over

her wrists, as she had been doing inces-

santly throughout the call. Her fussy

dress of chiffon and crepe de chine was at

last outside, her dim personality faded

down the path, Charles's rubicund, genial

stare and hardware smile at last were

turned away, when the church bell began

to toll as if for a funeral or a fire. Yes,

a funeral, a fire, an early love was being

buried or cremated, and the chief mourner

was without even the luxury of tears.



The Social Revolution in England

By ARTHUR GLEASON
Author of "Golden Lads," etc.

THE opinion has been wide-spread

among social workers in America

that the war has crushed liberalism in

England. They have formed this opin-

ion because social work has been post-

poned, trade-union rules have been abro-

gated, dissenters like Bertrand A.W. Rus-

sell silenced, Russian revolutionary centers

in London suppressed. But it is a charac-

teristic of experts working in details to

miss the main currents of tendency. No
friend of radical democracy need be wor-

ried by the results of the last two years.

The blood spilled by the working-classes

at the front has been justified by the pro-

found modifications wrought in English

consciousness. A nation mobilized and

under arms is a rich field for radical ideas.

Blood fertilizes the soil for change. Those

of the school of Curzon and Gwynne,
who believed that the good old days of

special privilege would be restored by

conscription, are doomed to an awakening

more thorough than befell the French re-

actionaries of 1790. For this is not an

affair of a few noble heads. It is the re-

making of a nation.

England is taking strides toward co-

operative socialism. For the first time in

their history, the English are thinking in

terms of a state
—

"a modern state, in all

its complexity, with scientific laws and

regulations." This is a view "utterly

strange to English thought, steeped as it

always had been in empiricism, and only

inclined to such piecemeal legislation as a

particular grievance or a particular occa-

sion might demand." I am quoting a gov-

ernment investigator. These tendencies

were already in operation before the war

;

but w^hat might have required twenty-five

years to bring to a head, the war has ac-

celerated, intensified, and even altered.

It is a misreading of English character

to think that anything remotely resem-

bling the state socialism of Germany, the

card-indexing of the community for voca-

tional training, the regimenting of the

intellectual life into a body of state-con-

trolled professors, will result from the

present English revolution. The social

change in England is not coming with any

such over-emphasized nationalism. The
Englishman wants to be let alone for all

his personal choices. He wants to dis-

agree with official statements. He will

not be coerced even for "his good," as

that good is seen by another. Nor will

the change come as an indeterminate,

spreading internationalism, such as has in-

fected radical thought for half a century.

It will be English, inside an English en-

vironment.

There are two truths so plain that we
wonder it required a hundred years to find

them out. It is the war that has finally

revealed them to our blind eyes. The
first truth is that high wages give high

productiveness. A well-fed, self-respect-

ing, healthy workman can do more' work
than an under-nourished, servile workman.

If the employer wants a good product and

plenty of it, he must pay a living wage.

The second truth is that workmen must

work efficiently if they wish high wages.

If they cut down productiveness there

is no money to pay them. The war has

smoked the workers out. Their sacred

secret processes which required hours to

work have turned out as simple as build-

ing-blocks. It is public knowledge now.

the time it takes to do a piece of factory

work. For years the worker has been

limiting his output. A manufacturer of

marine engines states that where thirteen

565
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rivets were turned out before the war,

seventy are now being made by the same

number of workers. The worker is mak-

ing the same fight here that he made when
he broke the first machines. The ma-

chines were robbing him of his living, he

thought. Instead of that, they have given

more men a better living. Of late years

the worker has been fighting his own pro-

ductivity. How is shrinking wealth to

give him an expanding wage? Where is

the money to come from? As a method

in a given emer,gency, sabotage and limita-

tion of output are effective ; but as a

nation-wide policy they are instruments

that cut the hands of the user. The trade-

unions surrender their hard-won regula-

tions, and suddenly production leaps up as

if it had been released from a dead-weight.

They are still insisting on government

guarantees that the old restrictions will be

handed back to them after the war. It

would be flattering to write that it is by

labor that the constructive thinking is

being done, but it would be untrue. There

is absence of patient thought, lack of a

constructive program, the muddle of a

helpless creature caught unawares in a

tidal wave.

It was the making of shells that taught

England the new synthesis of capital and

labor. Suddenly she was forced to turn

out huge quantities of a product in order

to save the lives of her people. Under
that tragic pressure she had to learn over-

night how to get a large product. She

began in the manner dear to ruling

classes: she started an old-time "personal-

morality" campaign of the evangelistic

sort, and her most gifted exhorter, Lloyd-

George, went out to down drink. She

then preached thrift to the factory-worker.

But she soon dropped that way of getting

at it; she stopped lecturing the laboring-

man for his bad habits.

And swiftly she found the solution. It

is this:

State ownership of some factories; state

control of many factories ; state oversight

of an ever-increasing number of factories

;

a conscription of abnormal profits for the

community; a living wage; decent work-

ing conditions; limited hours of labor; no

restriction of output; no sabotage; no dis-

crimination by workers against workers,

but all to be employed, union and non-

union, male and female; efficiency; the

use of machinery up to its capacity instead

of dribbling a process through a day where

a half-day of proper handling would have

completed the product.

There are broken planks all along the

length of this platform. But every sag

has meant decreased output, a longer war,

more young men killed in battle. And
once England had settled the main ques-

tion with a measure of honesty, she found

that some other things were added unto

her. When she paid a living wage to peo-

ple who had never had it before, and put

before them a national ideal instead of a

benefit for another class, she found that

two million persons joined her national

savings fund, thereby breaking an im-

memorial British habit. She found that

her prisons had fewer inmates, that the

personal morality of her inhabitants was

in the main improved. She found that

her school children in factory communities

were better nourished than they had been

in the memory of the examining physi-

cians. She found that Ker woman question

solved itself. The very suffragette lead-

ers, such as Mrs. Drummond and Mrs.

Pankhurst, who had put gray hairs on

Lloyd-George's head and lines of worry

into his face, recruited soldiers, explained

the national need to the men miners of the

north counties, assisted in organizing

masses of "unemployable" women into

industrial workers, and were welcomed by

Lloyd-George and the Government as

efficient helpers in unifying the nation.

And, far more important than the co-

operation of a handful of leaders, the un-

rest and discontent of large numbers of

women became transformed into energy.

While it is true that only half a million

women have entered industry, that figure

is only a fraction of the number of women
who have transferred their activity from

domestic service and the parasitic trades

into the main channels of industry. In

munitions alone four hundred thousand
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women have stepped over from unregu-

lated hours and low wages to sharply

defined hours and comparatively high

wages. These women, and several hun-

dred thousand others in factory processes,

in railway, tram-car, and omnibus work,

and in business superintendence, have

"tasted blood." By that I mean they have

won an increased freedom and indepen-

dence, however imperfect even yet, and a

higher wage. To send them "home" will

prove a task larger than the paper resolu-

tions of any men's trade-union that wo-

men workers must give up their jobs.

It is one more of time's ironic revenges

that it is the entrance of women upon the

scene which has precipitated social ques-

tions to solution, where before they were

seething in separate, repellent elements.

Woman's long campaign for the vote sup-

plied the needed intellectual criticism of

plural voting and of suffrage restricted to

a property qualification. "Manhood" suf-

frage will be granted. It is not possible

for a nation to deny a vote to men who
have been ready to die for that nation.

This manhood suffrage will include votes

for women, for the w^omen have mobilized

with an equal loyalty.

Woman's irritating presence in industry

has emphasized the demand for proper

working conditions. It has sharpened the

wage controversy, and it has revealed the

need of far-reaching measures to deal with

the unemployment situation that the na-

tion will face on the day of peace. Wo-
men are not going to enter industry.

They have already entered it, and half a

million fresh workers have been added. It

is clear that increasing the number of

workers does not lessen the problem of a

living wage. There is only one answer

to the violently acute situation which has

been forced by these women, and which

will come to a crisis when six million men
hang their khaki in the closet. The areas

of production must be widened not ten-

derly and with the imperceptible gradual-

ness of a natural process, but swifth-.

( I ) The land must be broken up into

small holdings. Cooperation in produce

and marketing must be practised among

the peasant proprietors. Ireland has

blazed the way here.

(2) The state must institute fields of

activity at home, helping to establish new
industries, such as dye-works. It must

make use of an immense amount of new
automatic machinery, installed to make

shells, and adapted to an expansion of gen-

eral engineering work and to the creation

of new industries. The head of a motor-

car company told me that two thirds of his

present machinery has been created since

the war. The report of the British Asso-

ciation states, "For the first time in the

history of the west of Scotland engineer-

ing shops had been filled with modern ma-

chine tools." This enormous investment

cannot be scrapped.

(,0 The state must greatly extend its

sphere of activities throughout the empire

in cattle-raising, in developing raw lands,

in producing commodities from the land.

These methods will be used to meet the

unemployment situation by furnishing new
jobs, and to meet the burden of increased

taxation by giving an increased income.

The larger program will of course be

postponed till its advocates are more nu-

merous and better organized. Such a

program will include:

( 1 ) An extension of transportation fa-

cilities, a greatly enlarged use of water-

way's, the building of new and better

roads.

(2) Improved housing. The foul

slums of great cities and towns, the vile

homes of agricultural laborers, will have

to be razed by as drastic a plan as that by

which Haussmann drew his blue pencil

down through the jungle of Paris. New
dwellings in the place of the "lung blocks"

must be built.

(3) Afforestation. If it proves true

that there are several million acres in the

British Isles that are unfit for intensive

agriculture, this area affords an oppor-

tunity for forest de\elopment, which in

eighty years would offer rich returns to

the state.

Under such an extension of enterprise

there would be plenty of work after the

war, and therefore plenty of jobs. The
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problem is how to obtain the money with

which to finance the work. The war has

shown how to get the money. The con-

scription of profits, death duties, and the

taxation of incomes have availed, with

new areas of production, to give a more

wide-spread, better-distributed prosperity

to England than she enjoyed before the

war. It is the line of solution that will

be enforced after the war. The exact

pressure that will enforce it is the demand

for a continuation of the present high

wages.

This program is being postponed as long

as possible. Its items will be applied un-

evenly, and parts will go neglected. Com-

mittees of Parliament are sure to bring in

ingenious little outlines for legislation,

which will af¥ect a few thousand workers,

while the army will demobilize at the rate

of five thousand a day. But for every

failure in boldness and energy, for every

lag in execution, the nation will pay in

decreased exports, falling wages, the pres-

sure of taxation, and a wrangle between

masters and men. The new order of life

is still badly delayed at many points. The
lot of the agricultural laborer is miserable.

The "East Ends" of the industrial cities

remain sodden. An immense number of

workers are being underpaid, for the rise

in wages has reached only a fraction. A
ministry of commerce and a ministry of

labor are needed at once, and in the min-

istry of labor there should be a depart-

ment for women's work, conducted by wo-

men under-secretaries.

Wages and hours remain the heart of

the social movement. The emphasis wnll

not shift from wages and hours. But a

new demand has been added to these "old

timers." It is the demand by labor for a

voice in the control of their working con-

ditions. Mr. Lloyd-George responded to

this demand by greatly increasing the

scope of welfare work in factories.

Through the famous manufacturer and

social worker, Seebohm Rowntree, he has

put protective agencies at work in muni-

tion factories which affect the lives of half

a million persons who were not safe-

guarded to the same extent formerly.
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This safeguarding is done by welfare sec-

retaries, whose duty it is to study the

health, home conditions, and sanitary ap-

pliances of women. Grievances of work-

ers are laid before these secretaries. Wel-

fare secretaries are not a new arrival in

British industry, but there were few of

them in relation to the immense numbers

of factories and workers. This movement

toward conducting industry in its social

relationship from the point of view of the

worker is in its beginning. Labor will

press on for an increasing recognition of

its right to be heard in management in

workshop adjustments, the speed of ma-

chinery, rest-times, hours of work, details

of discipline, and the grading of labor.

As this tide of reform rises higher, there

is a back wash. Class education, land

monopoly, a state church, persist down to

our own day. England has continued in a

modified, far less harsh form those special

privileges of a ruling class that in France

led to the overthrow of the nobility and

the clergy. The industrial revolution of

a century ago suddenly altered the texture

of feudal English life, just as it would

have altered P>ance without the French

Revolution. It added a new upper layer

to the pressure from overhead on the

manual worker in agriculture and indus-

try at the same time that it gave an ever-

increasing population a share in the means

of production. But the coming of ma-

chinery, creating a new world, was power-

less in England to disturb the big land

holdings, the church, and restricted edu-

cation. They have continued to govern

the conditions of life. The best defense

of the class system which I have recently

seen is that given in lectures to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania by Geoffrey But-

ler under the title of "The Tory Tradi-

tion." He clearly shows the contribution

which has been made by the Tory rejec-

tion of a utilitarian standard, their distrust

of sectional control, their insistence on the

organic conception of the state, their belief

in the power of tradition and the ancient

processes of government, their emphasis on

national duties, and therefore on a far-
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sighted foreign policy. He says, "Our
system of classes represents the effect of

selection by the capacity to govern." And
again, "Heredity is no Tory invention,

but a scientific fact."

In any analysis of unseemly class pre-

ponderance the honest student of English

conditions has to qualify the downright

statement. Thus the landed gentry have

often exercised a personal care for their

tenants and the village community that

the modern Liberal captain of industry

has sometimes neglected to exercise toward

his employees. But the land monopoly

has prevented England from being self-

supporting and from relieving the pres-

sure on industry of an overcrowded

labor supply. It has robbed her of a

sturdy land-owning peasantry like the

French, and has given her in their place a

city-bred, undersized, intellectually feeble,

morally infirm lower class.

The intellectuals of the public schools

and of Oxford and Cambridge have sup-

plied a poise and dignity to modern life

that a mediocre democracy lacks. Their

graduates have given honest leadership in

the Government. Recently their young

men have gone gallantly to a service from

which there is no returning. But much of

the defense for the rigid medieval class

system, in so far as it possesses an intel-

lectual basis, has been supplied by public

school and university men. They are liv-

ing in the home of lost causes.

The belated Tory Church of England

clergy have continued to be an ameliorat-

ing influence in their communities. Their

sane manner of living, their personal kind-

liness, their patient absorption in the hum-

ble lives about them— all these make a

contribution we overlook in our easy gen-

eralizations on the decayed church. And
there are abounding elements inside the

established church itself that are as lib-

eral as any elements in modern life. That
church still has w'ise leaders, like Dean
Welldon of Manchester and a dozen

others. The sacramental view of life has

profound and permanent values for cer-

tain persons. But when all has been said.

it remains true that the church, with its

compromised theolog\^ its indifference to

social injustice, its ignorance of where the

modern fight for righteousness is being

waged, its land holding, its taxation, its

absence of intellectual force in seeking

truth, has acted as a deterrent in the

emancipation of the masses. A state re-

ligion has been a soporific, drugging the

laborer to believe that his lot in life was

a part of the scheme of things. As an

institution the^church, and as a body the

clergy, have not sought equality for their

communities. The present National Mis-

sion of Repentance and Hope, the most

ambitious crusade the church has launched

in many years, has been swung over into

an evangelistic campaign against the per-

sonal vices of drink and sexual indulgence,

and into an old-fashioned appeal for per-

sonal righteousness and the deepening of

the religious life. The majority of the

bishops remain blind to the demand of

the workers for an economic underpinning

to their lives. The workers believe that

the way to a proper life is by taking a

hand in the control of industry, by a living

wage, and by few^er hours of work. They
are frankly uninterested in the restriction

of public houses and a more diligent at-

tendance in places of worship till they

see that their larder and their leisure are

guaranteed.

These, then, are the forces of reaction

tightening themselves for the struggle.

These great estates of the landed gentry,

the clergy, and the public school and uni-

versity men will die hard in defense of

the class system. They will be powerfully

supported by the individualistic capitalist,

avid for his profits, and by the timid, un-

intelligent middle class, fearful of its nar-

row income from rents, stock-holding, and

small investment.

But the same quick action that turned out

shells by the acre will be enforced by the

return of a nation in arms. It is not that

they will use the rifle to shoot. It is that

their strength has been compacted where

their eye can see it, their organization

readj'-made for them, their service to the

nation acknowledged. Soldiers and work-
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ers are the same men, inside the small area

of an island. At one stroke war won

those things for which in peace a portion

of the English people seek in vain : proper

food, correct conditions for efficiency, a

pension for dependents, high honor for

service, a common sacrifice, and, embrac-

ing all like a climate, a favoring public

opinion, a great universal equality. They

will demand that the same humanity be

let loose into their daily life of the fac-

tories. Is the basic work of peace less

worthy than trench routine?

There has been a certain vital force in

new countries that England has lacked in

recent years. Some of that living element

went out to America and the colonies. It

founded free institutions, established a

wider equality, liberated a play for indi-

vidual initiative. It left England grayer

and heavier than in its great epochs. Next

to the sleeping strength of the Russian

peasantry, the English mass is the slowest-

moving force in the modern European

world.

Observers of England have written

down this slackening of effort as laziness.

But "laziness" and "drink" and "thrift-

lessness" are the invariable resort of an

imperfect analysis. What was the cause

of that laziness? I believe that we have

the answer in the weakness that sets in

when an organism gets out of touch with

its environment. All the conditions of

modern life were changing rapidly, and

England revealed little adaptability in fit-

ting herself to the change. What the war

has made clear is that England was losing

her stride in the modern world. She was

lagging in agriculture, industrv', and ap-

plied science. To put the matter clearly

and frankly, an anemia had spread over

English life in recent generations.

Through lack of vocational training, the

working-man had lost ambition, and his

power of production had lost pace with

German and American workers. The
huddled, sheltered, unproductive lives of

middle-class people were often without

direction and purpose because they were

untrained. The upper class had lost

power of constructi\e leadership in the

traditions of an education unrelated to the

realities of modern life.

This war has wakened England. It has

made the working-man work at full-tilt

for the first time in his life. He has been

willing to do it, because the product served

a national purpose instead of the profit of

another person. He has been physically

able to do it, because an increased wage
gave him better food. He has discovered

how to do it, because the pressure of ne-

cessity has unlocked brain cells which in

ordinary times would have required a term

of education to coordinate. The war has

turned the middle-class home inside out,

and freed the respectable unemployed into

usefulness. It has given new and more

active forms of emplo3'ment to women
caught in domestic service and the para-

sitic trades of "refined" dressmaking, mil-

linery, and candy manufacture. Finally,

the war has given a career to upper-class

Englishmen. For the first time in their

lives they feel they have found something

active to do through noble sacrifice. The
sigh of relief that went up at the discovery

that life was at last worth living, if only

because of its brevity, was echoed in the

poetry of officers as it drifted back from

the trenches.

The key to the present situation is the

sudden enormous release of energy. Male
labor has felt it, and has responded with

increased production. Women have felt

it, and have transferred their activities

from low-pressure drudgery and parasitic

employments to the main channels of in-

dustry. The directors and capitalists have

felt it, and have sanctioned new areas of

production, new automatic machinery, and

more liberal terms for their workers. The
state has felt it, and has taken a direct

hand in the encouragement and control of

industry. An incredible amount of en-

ergy has been let loose in England which

before was lying latent in underpaid, un-

dernourished working-men, in individual-

istic business men, in imimaginative gov-

ernment officials, in extra daughters in the

household, and in attached women of a

moderate income and no profession.

A spiritual transformation would come
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to pass if atoms were dissociated and the

latent energy in matter released into a

torpid world. What coal and electricity

and radium accomplish in burning through

obstruction and speeding up life would be

transcended by that new amazing release

of force. But that very thing took place

in the social organism. Industrial labor

and the home were each an "indestructible

atom," the final unit that could not be

pried open, or separated into parts. And
suddenly it was broken up, and an im-

mense energy set going in the community.

To maintain this increased activity after

the war will require an enlarged system

of state education. Vocational training

must be given to the 3'oung in place of the

present laissez-faire policy, which lets chil-

dren slip out from control, at the age of

fourteen and even younger, into "blind-

alley" pursuits. England will have to be

remodeled or else lose her place among the

nations.

If she fails to take action in accelerat-

ing industrial democracy, she will see her

surviving )'oung men sailing in droves for

Canada and Australia. The colonies are

far-sighted, and their propaganda in Eng-

land is continuous, and has greatly in-

creased since the beginning of the war.

Show-windows on the Strand and King's

Road, and like strategic points of great

cities, are filled with the genial products

of the soil and the mines,— ears of grain

and slags of metal,— and the background a

gay painting of an overseas city, with its

hospitable harbor. Pleasant-voiced and

energetic gentlemen inside the roomy,

prosperous ofHces tell you what you can

make of your life if you pull up stakes

and come with them to the new lands. If

England fails, she will be stripped of men,

and will become a feminist nation. But
she will not fail. The penalty is too

severe.

It would be easy to play the role of a

prophet here, and ride a radical gallop

through the coming England. But I have

consistently limited this outline to the

tendencies already under way, to the cur-

rents already running. I have struck out

the minimum of social remodeling, as rec-

ognized by middle-of-the-way publicists. I

can quote "The Saturday Review" on a

minimum wage for agricultural labor,

"The Times" on the idea of national

syndication, the Government on the "pig-

sty" in which the farm-laborer has been

forced to live, and Mr. Asquith on wo-
man's claim to a vote on the basis of her

war work.

To suppose that these changes are going

through gracefully is to dream in the day-

light. They are coming jerkily, unevenly.

Nothing will be granted except as it is

forced. I have heard talk by persons in

well-to-do homes about the new brother-

hood of the trenches. One of the most

distinguished English writers said to me:
"Do you think working-men will ever

feel bitterly again, now that they have

seen their officers leading them and dying

for them?"

It did not occur to her to inquire how
gallantry in an infantry charge would

prove a substitute for a living wage.

There will be brotherhood after the war
if the privileged classes pay a living wage

;

but from what some of their representa-

tives have said to me I gather that broth-

erhood is to be practised by the workers

in ceasing to agitate for the basic condi-

tions of a decent life.

Not much of this emancipation is being

made in love. It has largely come by the

clever use of force, and what it brings will

be like the gains of war for territory-

areas soaked with human tears, breeding-

places of fresh dissension. The eternal

questions will beat in again after the new
order is established. Is a living wage the

final answer to the homesickness of the

human spirit? Does a materialistic con-

ception of life satisfy the longing of the

heart? Are the claims of beauty met by

uniform rows of neat little dwellings and

by sanitary factories? Have we really

crossed the great divide and arrived finally

in the sunshine? One doubts it. The
life of the spirit is not so easily satisfied.

But as in the present war of arms political

differences are buried, art and poetry for-

gotten, and all the national will focused
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on this one thing to do, so in this greater

struggle the vast complexities of life are

overlooked for the sake of a working pro-

gram of action and a sharp summary.

Happiness and morality, beauty and re-

ligion, are left to take care of themselves.

It is not from brotherly love that an

increased cooperation between the direc-

tors and the workers is being established,

but because without cooperation the pro-

duction of wealth is lessened, capital is

diminished, and wages are decreased. That

cooperation is not secured by telling the

laborer to "be good," to remember the na-

tion, and to forget his wage. The capital-

ist of the past has been indifferent to the

welfare of his workers. He has had his

mind on individual profit, not on national

wealth. If he acts in the future as he has

in the past, extracting an immediate high

profit at the expense of the worker, and

therefore of the national wealth, the con-

trol will be taken from him, and will

pass over automatically into the hands of

the democracy. It rests with the capi-

talists themselves whether they and their

system will survive or whether their func-

tion will be taken over by the industrial

group and the state. Capital and labor

are a permanent institution ; but the capi-

talist, unlike the laborer, is by no means

an indispensable unit in the institution. If

the capitalist will handle himself in rela-

tion to his employees as the French officer

does in relation to his men, he can post-

pone his extinction indefinitely. If he

develops a democracy of spirit and atti-

tude, taking less profits and paying higher

wages, exercising leadership by intelli-

gence and sympathy, and permitting labor

a voice in working conditions, he will re-

main in partial control of a diminished

realm for the immediate future at least.

As fast as he fails he will be ousted.

Discipline and responsibility are the es-

sentials for the new life just beginning,

and they rest with equal weight on em-
ployer and employee. They are two
words which had become unpopular in our

recent philosophy of life, because the qual-

ities themselves were out of favor. But
the war has revealed their ancient worth

under the cake of modernism.

The faults of the English, as I see

them, are an almost incorrigible mental

torpidness, which is slow to see a new
situation and obstinate to move even when
seeing it ; a deep-rooted belief in the class

system ; an unconscious arrogance ; and a

suppression of the emotional life. As the

result of these limitations in insight and

sympathy, the English race has been back-

ward in the betterment of its own people.

It has overworked and underpaid its own
sons and daughters till a portion of its

population rots in foul slums.

A silent, slow-moving, but determined

will, a constancy of purpose, a standard

of conduct, often fallen short of, but

rather consistently aimed at, are, I think,

the saving characteristics of English char-

acter. By reason of these virtues,— and

they are supreme virtues,—when the Eng-

lish race starts to right a wrong, it goes

through with the work to the end. It has

now set itself to give justice to its work-

ers. The social movement is more surely

on its way in England than in any other

country of Europe.

Human history has moved in cj'cles,

and war has often marked the cesura. The
French Revolution, the Napoleonic wars,

and the invention of machinery altered the

face of the world and refashioned its inner

life. We are to-day in the presence of an

industrial revolution as vast as that of a

century ago. We in America shall be

wise if we, like England, practise prepar-

edness not only in the obvious surface re-

quirements of dreadnoughts and citizen

armies, but in the profound modifications

of the social structure and consciousness.
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Fair Play for the Railroads

By HAROLD KELLOCK
Author of "Warburg, the Revolutionist," etc.

THE year 191 7 promises to be one of

the greatest significance in relation

to the future of the railroads of the United

States. At the suggestion of President

Wilson, the whole question of railroad

regulation has been put under investiga-

tion by a joint committee of the Senate

and the House of Representatives. The
committee will also look into the question

of government ownership. By the time

this article is printed, the investigation

should be well under way. In addition,

the so-called eight-hour law, which is vir-

tually a minimum-wage law for certain

classes of railroad-workers, is to be tried

out for six months under a special com-

mission.

The railroad problem is one of the most

urgent and serious problems confronting

the nation to-day. According to Presi-

dent Wilson, it "lies at the very founda-

tion of our efficiency as a people." In

reality it is not one problem, but many.

On their solution depends in large measure

our whole commercial future. In case of

war our efficiency in railroad transporta-

tion is likely to sway the balance between

victory and defeat. It is a primary factor

in preparedness.

Any discussion of the Adamson law

would be futile at this time, when the trial

period under its provisions is already un-

der way. A much more important matter

is the investigation into the whole subject

of railroad regulation. It is apparent that

radical changes must be made in the pres-

ent system. As it is, the railroads are not

keeping abreast of our commercial ad-

vancement. We have no national rail-

road policy.

It is over ten years since President

Roosevelt whirled his big stick and his

party reluctantly passed a railroad-regu-

lation law, considerably amended through

the vigorous opposition of the railroads.

The proponents of the law intimated that

it brought in the golden age of railroad-

ing. The railroads were to flourish like

the green bay-tree, the shippers' troubles

were to be taken care of, scandalous fi-

nancial malpractices were to end. Unfor-

tunately, none of these predictions has

been fulfilled. Instead of the golden age,

we have had a very dark age indeed.

The trouble is that the Hepburn law

precipitated a veritable orgj' of regulation.

In addition to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, over forty state commissions

have put their fingers into the railroad

pie, to say nothing of direct action by state

legislatures and the courts. Everything

about railroads has been regulated by the

States, from issues of bonds and stocks

down to locomotive-bells and window-

screens and cuspidors. A railroad passing

through twelve States has to submit to

twelve different and often contradictory

kinds of state regulation, in addition to

the mandates of the national commission.

In the last five years nearly five hundred

laws affecting railroad operation have

been passed by the States and the nation.

About ten times that number have been

introduced in the various legislatures.

During the preceding five j'ears the num-
ber of new railroad statutes ran into the

thousands.

The result has been waste, confusion,

and virtual stagnation in railroad develop-

ment. In the year ending June 30, 19 16,

despite general business expansion and

prosperity, only 719 miles of railroad were

constructed in the United States. This

is less than any year since 1848, with the

exception of the first year of the Civil
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War. In the decade ending with igoy,

before the era of state regulation set in,

our new railroad construction averaged

annually nearly 5000 miles.

Over forty thousand miles of our rail-

roads, representing about a sixth of the

total mileage and a total capitalization of

two and a quarter billion dollars, are rep-

resented by bankrupt roads in the hands

of receivers. Freight congestion, due to

lack of facilities, has reached a point

where it is a distinct menace to both pro-

ducer and consumer. As this is written,

the price of coal has just jumped fifty per

cent, in New York, primarily because of

railroad congestion. According to well-

informed railroad men, the transportation

problem now seriously affects not only the

banker, the investor, and the shipper, but

the welfare of every citizen.

According to information gathered by

the Interstate Commerce Commission

Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce of the House of Representa-

tives, it will require an expenditure of

from five to fifteen billion dollars to sup-

ply the railroads of the country with side-

tracks, warehouses, terminal facilities, and

the other equipments and improvements

necessary to handle the transportation

business of the country in the near future.

"Fo raise such a sum under present condi-

tions seems to railroad men like an Ara-

bian Nights dream. For four years one

of the biggest banking houses in New
England has been consistently advising its

clients against investing in any railroad

securities whatsoever. Many New York
bankers have pursued a similar course.

Before our transportation needs can be

met, railroad credit must be built up to

such a point that stocks can be issued in-

stead of bonds, that the public will be

willing to invest in railroad securities as

partners rather than as creditors. Under
present conditions this is impossible. Since

January i, igi6, in a period when our

national wealth has increased to an un-

precedented degree and capital seeking in-

vestment has been available as never be-

fore in our history, not a single share of

new railroad capital stock has been listed

on the New York Stock-Exchange. Many
state charters forbid the railroads to sell

stock under par. At the present writing

the common stock of only a dozen Ameri-

can railroads is being dealt in on the New
\'ork Stock-Exchange above par.

A little over a decade ago the railroads

were fighting hard against national regu-

lation. To-day their attitude shows a com-

plete reversal. Virtually every railroad

manager in the country recognizes that

regulation has come to stay. They are

reconciled to it, and they are advocating

more thorough national control. In fact,

they go far bejond the measures proposed

by the advocates of the Hepburn statute,

now the basis of our national railroad law,

which was considered radical teii years

ago. "The people want regulation," say

railroad managers. "Let 's help make it

efficient."

Railroad managers are substantially

agreed upon the following program to end

the present railroad muddle:

Federal incorporation of all interstate

carriers.

Federal supervision and regulation ex-

clusively for all carriers of interstate com-

merce, this supervision to include federal

regulation of all securities.

Increasing the size of the Interstate

Commerce Commission and dividing it

regionally, so that regional bodies, as un-

der the Federal Reserve Board, will con-

duct investigations on the ground in the

different traffic districts and present their

findings to the central body at Washing-

ton, which need review only exceptions to

such findings.

Distributing the functions of the com-

mission so that the same body does not act

as judge, jury, and prosecutor.

At the root of railroad inefficiency lies the

present system of forty-nine varieties of

regulation. Until radical steps are taken

to remedy this grotesque policy, our rail-

roads will remain in an imhealthy condi-

tion, and the taint of their ill health will

be felt through all the channels of indus-

try. We cannot have a constructive na-

tional railroad policy until we abolish
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state lines in transportation, as we have

in every other business and throughout

our social life generall}'. Before the

Union was formed the various States con-

ducted an active commercial war against

one another by means of tariff duties, em-

bargoes, etc. Under state regulation the

States still carry on industrial warfare

through the railroads. In railroad mat-

ters, after nearly a hundred and thirty

years of union, we are still a nation of

independent, squabbling colonies.

A curious light was thrown on this con-

dition in connection with the Shreveport

rate case. Texas, in order to keep Louisi-

ana merchants from competing in its mar-

kets, had fixed a number of rates within

the State applying between points of pro-

duction and jobbing centers and markets

in the direction of the Louisiana line.

These rates were substantially lower than

the interstate rates from Shreveport,

Louisiana, to the same Texas points of

consumption. The United States Su-

preme Court sustained the Interstate

Commerce Commission in raising the

Texas rates so that Louisiana business

men could get a square deal.

Thereafter Senator Shepard of Texas

introduced a bill in the Senate to abolish

the doctrine of the Shreveport case. In a

hearing on this bill it developed that while

Louisiana was protesting against rate dis-

crimination on the part of Texas, the city

of Natchez, in Mississippi, was making a

similar protest against the action of Loui-

siana in fixing rates which excluded the

business men of Natchez from the Louisi-

ana markets. Moreover, one of those who
appeared in favor of the bill was Judge

Prentice, chairman of the Virginia rail-

road commission, which was at that time

complaining that the state rate-fixers in

North Carolina had discriminated against

Virginia cities.

In short, an appalling condition of in-

terstate warfare was revealed that was

hurting business generally and killing rail-

road development.

Nineteen States have laws regulating

the issue of securities of all railroads do-

ing business in the State. The first stock-

and-bond law was passed in Wisconsin.

At first the Wisconsin law imposed a fee

of a dollar a thousand on all new capitali-

zation. This was changed to a nominal

fee to cover the expenses of the state com-

mission in properly passing on applica-

tions. Illinois adopted a law based on the

Wisconsin statute, but retaining the dol-

lar-a'-thousand fee. Missouri, meanwhile,

adopted a sliding scale ranging from a

dollar down.

In 1914 and 191 5 the St. Paul Com-
pany, a Wisconsin railroad corporation,

had to pay out in such fees to the State

of Illinois $125,000. On a single issue

of thirty million dollars, to be spent prin-

cipally in improvements in other States,

the company w^as forced to pay $30,000

to Illinois and $10,500 to Missouri. If

the twelve States through which the St.

Paul road runs had laws similar to Illi-

nois, the road would have had to pay

$1,500,000 in two 3'ears for the privilege

of making necessary improvements and

extensions.

In 1914 the New York Central Com-
pany consolidated the securities of all its

lines, a rearrangement involving $300,-

000,000. Before effecting this consolida-

tion the road was compelled to pay a fee

of $300,000 to the State of Illinois, un-

der the dollar-a-thousand law, though no

new capital was involved in the matter,

and of the 3700 miles of New York Cen-

tral lines only 141 miles lie within Illi-

nois. But the exaction did not stop there.

As soon as the new arrangement went into

effect, the Central was ordered to pay, un-

der a law passed in 191 3, an additional

sum of $250,000 for all stock securities

authorized. The railroad sought an in-

junction against this double tax, and the

matter is still in litigation. Virtualh' the

levy is a tax of $3900 a mile on the Cen-

tral's line in Illinois.

In addition to the amount assessed in

Illinois, the Central was compelled to pay

$300,000 each to Ohio and Indiana, in

connection with the reorganization, and

$150,000 to Michigan. Its little adven-

ture in rearranging its securities cost the

railroad upward of a million dollars
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merely to secure the approval of these

four States.

In 1914 the Southern Pacific attempted

to put out an issue of two-year notes. To
do this it had to get permission in five

States, California, Arizona, New Mexico,

Texas, and Louisiana. Arizona refused

to grant permission unless the road agreed

to spend a certain amount of the money

in the State. This the railroad could not

do. After a long delay the road gave up,

and issued one-year notes, for which it did

not require permission under the Arizona

law. The change was made at a loss of

$2 so,ooo.

In Texas repressive laws have killed all

railroad development. Most of the roads

are hankrupt. The state valuation act

has resulted in values fixed by the state

commission, which, in the words of one

railroad man, "are so decollete that no

decent citizen can view them without

blushing." Instances are cited of roads,

costing $60,000 a mile to build, valued at

$40,000 and $45,000. The Texas rail-

road commission has ruled that no rail-

road may issue new securities if the total

value of its stocks and bonds exceeds "the

approved valuation of the completed rail-

road." It is little wonder that Texas is

a railroad graveyard.

A few years ago the Wabash road at-

tempted an issue of preferred stock. For

this, under the constitution of Missouri,

the unanimous consent of all stockholders

was required. Through this provision a

single stockholder, with recently acquired

shares, was able to hold up the issue and

prevent the whole plan of financial reor-

ganization.

The rate muddle with forty-nine States

indulging in rate-fixing, competing with

one another and conflicting with the rate-

fixing powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, is productive of some of the

most vexatious and costly litigation the

railroads have to bear. In some States

railroad managers complain that they have

to spend from a quarter to over a half of

their working hours in court or appearing

liefore various commissions. In some
States railroad agents have been arrested

because they would not accept rates estab-

lished by the state legislature, which had

been enjoined b\- a Federal Court. In

other States, in similar circumstances, in-

dictments have been brought against the

railroad seeking the injunction. Alabama
reduced rates and thereafter decreed that

any railroad operating in the State which

sought to question in court proceedings

the acts of the legislature or the state-

railroad commission should thereupon for-

feit its license to operate in the State.

An example of freakish legislation is

that which requires the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas Railroad to maintain general of-

fices, open for business, with transfer-

books, etc., in each of the three States in

which it operates. This useless triplica-

tion costs the railroad, which happens to

be bankrupt, half a million dollars a year.

An old law of 1872 requires the Pough-

keepsie Bridge Railroad Company to keep

a tug on the Hudson River to assist tows.

Under this hoary statute the New Haven
Road, which now controls the bridge, is

compelled to spend $450 a month to char-

ter a tug which wanders about with noth-

ing to do. Some States have blue laws

forbidding the movement of freight on

Sunday, with the exception of solid

through trains and a few emergency classi-

fications.

The state laws affecting equipment and

operation are another source of waste and

confusion. Thirty-seven States have di-

verse laws regulating locomotive bells,

thirty-five have laws about whistles, thir-

ty-two have headlight laws. The bells

required range from twenty to thirty-five

pounds, and one State insists on an auto-

matic bell-ringing device. The five-hun-

dred-candle-power headlights that are

good enough for Virginia may be used

across the border in Kentucky, but not in

North Carolina, which will not permit

lights under fifteen-hundred candle-power,

or in South Carolina, which holds out for

ten-thousand candle-power or a light

strong enough to discern a man at eight

hundred feet. In Ohio and Michigan

headlights must reveal objects not less
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than three hundred and fifty feet away,

hut in Nevada they must show at a thou-

sand ffet. Other States fix their require-

ments in watts merely.

The harmless, necessary caboose has

come in for a great deal of contradictory

regulation. Most States are content with

two-wheel trucks on cabooses, but fifteen

require four-wheel trucks. Though many
cabooses are eighteen feet long, thirteen

States have passed laws fixing a minimum
length of twent}^-four feet, while Mis-

souri insists that they be twenty-eight feet

long, and Maine twenty-nine feet. Eight

States have fixed the requisite width of

caboose platforms at twenty-four Inches,

but Illinois and Missouri require thirty

inches, while in Iowa and Nebraska re-

spectively eighteen and twenty inches are

sufficient. In some of the States cabooses

must be equal in constructive strength to

a 40,000-pound capacity freight-car ; in

others to a 100,000-capacity freight-car.

One State has solemnly decreed that

there must be a cuspidor between every

two seats on passenger-trains; an adjacent

State forbids cuspidors as vulgar and un-

sanitary. One State requires screens in

the windows of passenger-coaches, and an

adjoining State forbids screens.

Such instances could be multiplied.

There is just as much diversity in the laws

affecting operation as in those on equip-

ment. For instance, five States require

extra brakemen on freight-trains of over

fifty cars, two on trains of over forty cars.

in three States the train length is fixed at

thirty cars, and in three at twenty-five

cars. In Illinois and IVIichigan no extra

men are required, but in Indiana they are.

The Michigan Central has to carry its

extra brakemen a short distance in Indi-

ana to the Michigan or Illinois state-line,

and there they are dropped with nothing

else to do.

An instance in point are the so-called

full-crew laws passed by the States. Any
discussion of the full crew, or, as the rail-

roads call it, the extra-crew principle, is

not germane to this article. But it is plain

that tin's is a question that should be in-

vestigated thoroughly and decided on a na-

tional basis. Up to the present time

twenty States have adopted full-crew laws

and twenty-one have rejected them. Com-
pliance with the laws enacted costs the

railroads over four million dollars a year.

The burden of this expense falls not only

on the traffic of the twenty States that

have enacted full-crew laws, but on all

States served by the railroads that also

serve the twenty States.

Full-crew laws, for example, cost the

Pennsylvania Railroad $550,000 a year in

Pennsylvania, $180,000 in New Jersey,

and $120,000 in New York. The aggre-

gate amount, $850,000, representing five

per cent, on $17,000,000 of capital, af-

fects the Pennsylvania's service in every

State in which it runs westward to the

Mississippi River. It can readily be seen

that such an arrangement is distinctly un-

fair and discriminatory.

Fifteen States have laws designed to

secure preferential treatment for their

freight by prescribing a minimum move-

ment for freight-cars. Several of these

require a minimum movement of fifty

miles a day, though the average dally

movement throughout the nation Is only

twenty-six miles. One State imposes a

penalty of ten dollars an hour for the for-

bidden delay. Though under the Federal

law there is no demurrage penalty for

failure to furnish cars to a shipper, several

States have penalties running from one

dollar to five dollars per car per day. The
result is that the railroads are compelled

to discriminate against interstate com-

merce and against commerce in the States

that have no demurrage penalties.

One by-product of all this chaotic regu-

lation has been an Increase in ten years of

eighty-seven per cent, in the number of

general office clerks employed by the rail-

roads and an Increase of nearly 120 per

cent, (over $40,000,000) in the annual

wages paid to them. During this period

the gross earnings of the roads Increased

only fifty per cent. In the fiscal year of

1915 the railroads were compelled to fur-

nish to the national and state conunisslon

and other bodies over two million sepa-

rate reports, and if duplicates are in-
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eluded, the total is swelled to three mil-

lion.

The cost of state regvilation to the rail-

roads, to the shippers, to the public gen-

erally, is a staggering sum. It runs into

iuindreds of millions of dollars a year.

The expense of merely maintaining the

various state railroad commissions must

be close to $50,000,000 annually.

It is apparent from these details that the

present scheme of multiform regulation

has reached a point where it is productive

of grave economic disabilities. The situ-

ation calls imperative!)' for careful reca-

pitulation and wise national action. Un-
less there is a radical improvement, far-

sighted railroad men declare that we must

drift rapidly toward government owner-

ship.

In France government ownership with

private operation seems to have worked

rather poorly. In Germany governnient

ownership and operation seems to have

worked rather well. But our system of

changing political preferment has not jet

secured for the government service a high

degree of business efficiency such as dis-

tinguishes the German bureaucracy. The
German Government has been taking over

private businesses on a large scale for the

last half-century. It controls virtually all

the sources of communication and distri-

bution. The individual states have gone

in heavily for socialistic enterprises. The
municipalities manage all sorts of com-

mercial activities, from laundries and res-

taurants and opera-houses to great real-

estate developments and timber-lands.

Our Government has had nothing like

tin's long and varied business experience.

There is no evidence to indicate that it

could now take over the railroads and

run them better than the present private

management. Moreover, the idea of a

congressional railroad pork-barrel is ap-

palling. •

A hopeful sign in the present situation

is the attitude of the railroads themselves.

A decade ago they were at loggerheads

with the Government over regulation.

To-day they show a commendable willing-

ness to cooperate with the Government to

find a solution of the present muddle.

"We will do anything to help, provided

you emancipate us from the States," was

the railroad plea to Congress, made some

months ago.

Ten years of regulation ha\e greatly

chastened railroad managers. They are

not all angels of light, but unquestionably

the great majority of them would prefer

to make money by running their railroads

than by stock jobbing and manipulations.

In the long run there is less profit in the

latter plan and more danger. There is

no doubt they would welcome a copper-

riveted national law that would make im-

possible any repetitions of the Rock Island

or the New Haven affair, if only it is

made possible to conduct the railroad busi-

ness on a national basis.

Both political parties are committed to

the policy of railroad regulation. Presi-

dent Wilson has said that "there must be

no backward step," and the temper of the

people generally indorses this dictum.

The problem is to secure a distinct for-

ward step in the direction of common-
sense efficiencv.



Aurora the Magnificent
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Synopsis of Chapters I-X—Two young American women, Mrs. Aurora Hawthorne

and Miss Estelle Madison, appear in Florence, Italy, and beg the good offices of Mr. Foss,

the American consul, in setting up an expensive establishment in the city. They have

money, no culture, but Aurora especially has a vast fund of kindliness, and the consul's wife

and eldest daughter assist them in their plans and introduce them into society. At a ball at

the house of the consul, Gerald Fane, an unsuccessful young American artist, long a resi-

dent of Italy, much against his own wish is drawn by the consul into offering to guide

Aurora about Florence. It is clear from their conversation in private that Aurora and

Estelle are charming social impostors, and have not disclosed their true names and origin.

Meanwhile Gerald and Aurora advance slowly toward friendship. She has not cared

for his work, but on his expressing a desire to paint her portrait she gives him sittings.

The portrait he paints is not in his usual manner,, and it delights her.

Chapter XI

NO festivity has quite the vast and

varied glitter of a vcglione. It takes

a whole city to make a party so big and

bright. And the last vcglione of the sea-

son is rather brighter than the rest, as if

the spirit of revelry, inexhausted at the

end of Carnival, made haste to use itself

up In fireworks before the cold dawn of

Ash Wednesday.

The opera-house is cleared of its rows

of seats, the stage united to the parquet

by a sloping floor. Every one of the

boxes, rising tier above tier in a jeweled

horseshoe, offers the sight of a merry sup-

per-party, with spread table, twinkling

candelabra, flowers, gala display.

Crowding floor and stage and lobbies,

swarm the maskers. In the center of the

great floor the corps de ballet, regiment of

sylphs in tulle petticoats and pale-pink

tights, performs its characteristic evolu-

tions to the pulsating strains of the opera

orchestra. The public dances in the re-

maining space— dances, promenades, and

pla>s pranks, the special diversion of the

evening being to ''intrigue" some one.

584

When a lady wishes to descend among
the crowd, in the darkness at the back of

the box she slips a domino over her ball

dress, a mask over her features, and goes

forth unknown to all save the cavalier on

whose arm she leans.

The only uncovered faces belong to

gentlemen. These look often a little fool-

ish, a little bored, because the uncovered

faces are the natural objects of the mask-

ers' impertinences, their part the rather

barren amusement of trying to divine who
it is endeavoring to intrigue, or puzzle,

them, and wittily to parry personalities

often more pointed than the drawing-

room permits.

The party in Aurora's box was large for

the size of the box. She had gone on in-

viting people, then brought hampers and

hampers of good things with which to feed

them. There were the Fosses, Ciuirlie

with all the Hunt girls, Landini, Lavin,

the American doctor, the American den-

tist, and Gerald.

Also Manlio. The Fosses had brought

him. He had returned from furlough
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some time before. It was known now to

everybody that .he was the fidanzato of

Brenda Foss. There was no talk of his

leaving the army ; on the contrary, he was

rumored to have prospects of early ad-

vancement to the grade of captain ; where-

fore the general public took it for granted

that the bride's parents were providing the

indispensable marriage portion.

Aurora's eyes, at a moment when Man-
lio's attention was elsewhere, rested on

him with a brooding, shining look. The
symptoms of a great happiness, though

modestly muffled, were plain in his face.

The Beautiful One was coming back in

the spring, which was already near, to

marry him.

Aurora's aiifectionate look was just

tinged with regret. She had suffered a

disappointment in connection with ]\Ian-

lio. An obstinate and uncompromising

woman beyond the ocean, when invited to

join in a harmless conspiracy, had pre-

ferred to do actually, to the tune of eight

thousand dollars, what the grasping crea-

ture should have been satisfied with

merely appearing to do. The happiness

that pierced through Manlio's calm, like

a strong light through pale marble, came

to him from the bride elect's aunt, and

Aurora felt robbed.

But Mrs. Foss's hand found hers under

the table and gave it a warm squeeze,

whereupon Aurora's heart swelled in a

way it had of doing.

Every one was done with eating; all

were in haste to go down on to the floor

and find amusement, perhaps adventure,

amid the fluctuating, fascinating crowd.

The box was fairlj- deserted when the

door opened again, and the eyes of those

left in it, turning to see who entered, were

met by two unknown maskers.

One wore the costume of a bravo of old

times, picturesque, disreputable, an oper-

atic SparafucUe in tattered mantle and

ragged plume. The other was in a black

satin domino, and had the face of a crow,

a great black beak projecting from a black

mask.

They stood a little way inside of the

door as if waiting to be addressed. There

was silence for a moment, while the others

waited likewise. Within the eye-holes of

their masks the eyes of the intruders glit-

tered in the glassy, baffling way of eyes

behind masks.

Aurora, unused to the mode of proced-

ure at a vcglione, asked helplessly in a

whisper of Landini:

"What shall I say to them?"
He spoke for her then, in Italian, be-

cause he thought it probable that these

were Florentines who had come into a

strange box for a lark.

"Good evening," he said. "Will you

speak or sing, and let us know what we
can do for j^our service?"

The bravo, lifting two long hands in

loose and torn black gloves, rapidly made
signs, like the deaf and dumb.

"You speak too loud," said Gerald.

"We are deafened. Let the lady speak."

The black domino, with a shrug of the

shoulders and a gesture of black-gloved

hands e.xcusing the limitations of a bird,

answered by a simple caw.

Aurora now found her tongue and her

cue:

"And is it yourselves?" she burst in rol-

lickingly. "Proud to meet you! Will you

partake?"

With a hospitable sweep of the arm, in-

telligible to speakers of any language, she

made them free of her supper-table, where

the candles still twinkled over an appe-

tizing abundance.

Gerald watched sharply, saying to him-

self. "If they accept, we shall at least see

their chins."

But upon the invitation Sparafucilf.

with farcical demonstrations of greed,

reached forth his long fingers in the flap-

ping gloves, seized cakes, white grapes,

mandarins, nuts, and stuffed them into

his wide pockets; while the black domino

grasped the neck of a bottle of champagne

and possessed herself of a glass. A caw of

thanks issued from the black beak, and

from the bravo, as with their booty the

two retreated to the door, there proceeded,

as unexpected as upsetting, a whoop of re-

joicing so loud that those near him fell

back as if from the danger of an exphi-
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sion. In the midst of this consternation "Ah, don't trj'

the maskers were gone.

"My land! did you hear that?" cried

Aurora. "Who d' you suppose they

talk ! It

Landini lost not another minute before

asking Mrs. Hawthorne if they should go

down together for a turn.

Gerald had been on the point of asking

the same thing. He felt a sharp prick of

annoyance with himself for not having

been quicker, as much as w ith Landini for

having been so quick. With the expres-

sion of courteous mournfulness proper in

an outrivaled cavalier, he made the ges-

ture silently of having been at the lady's

service— he, too.

He seated himself, to wait for their re-

turn. Only Manlio was left in the box

besides himself. Manlio, consecrated to

the worship of one afar, cared little to

mix with the profane and noisy multitude.

Gerald was beginning to think that Lan-

dini kept Mrs. Hawthorne rather longer

than was fair when the door opened to

let them in, with Estelle and Leslie and

Percy and Doctor Baldwin, all laughing

together.

"Well, have you intrigued any one?"

Gerald asked Aurora.

"Me? Oh, / would n't be up to any

such pranks," she said. "Has any one

been intriguing you?"

"I have n't been down, Mrs. Haw-
thorne. I have stayed quietly here, hop-

ing to go down with you, if j'ou will be

so good ; merely intriguing myself mean-

while
—

" he dropped his voice so as to be

heard of her only
—

"with wondering what
kept you so awfully long."

"Interesting company, funny sights."

"Are you too tired to come down again

and give me a dance?"

"Bless your soul, I 'm not tired ; but

I 'm going home."

"Going home?"
'Man, do you know wiiat tune it isi

"I know, of course,

mean you are going home
But you can't

You only came
at midnight, and it 's less than half-past

two. Hosts of people stay until the big

chandelier goes out."

time I sought my downy if I want to get

up in the morning. We 're going to begin

Lent like good girls, Estelle and I, by

going to church."

Gerald was certain these excuses were

hollow. It was obvious, at the same time,

that Mrs. Hawthorne was bent on leav-

ing. He was vexed. He wondered what

her real reason was, as men so often do,

after women have taken pains to give

them in detail their reasons, and tried,

ignoring what she said, to get some light

from her face.

It looked to him excited in a smothered

way. He at once connected this repressed

excitement with Landini ; but, then, the

face was mirthful, too, in the same lurking

manner, and the proposals of a serious

man could hardly affect even the most

frivolous quite like a comic valentine.

He finally preferred the simplest inter-

pretation: she had seen as much as she

wanted to ; she was prosaically sleepy and

going home to bed.

"Good night," she said. "Come soon to

see us. Adieu ; no, ory-vwaw."

"Am I not permitted to take you to

your carriage?"

After seeing them tucked in their snug

coupe and hearing this wheel off, Gerald

returned to the great hall. He without

question would remain until the big light

was extinguished. Colors, forms, sparkle,

golden haze— a painter must indeed be

dead or a duffer to leave before the gay

glory of it faded and was dispersed in the

gray dawn.

The ball was taking a slightly rougher,

noisier character as it approached the end.

Some of the boxes were darkened, but tlie

floor was full, even after the tired cory-

phees had been permitted by the manage-

ment to go home.

Gerald himself now became one of the

slightly bored-looking men he had ob-

served earlier, strolling about, claque un-

der arm, in the rigid black and white,

which took on an effect of austerity amid

the blossom-colors of the costumes. He
sincerely hoped no one would approacli

him to intrigue him, and the hope found
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expression, more than he knew, in his

countenance. He felt unable to meet

such an adventure in a manner that would

satisfy his own taste. It marked a fun-

damental difference between him, at bot-

tom a New-Enjjlander, and his friends of

Latin blood, he thought, that he had not

the limberness, the laisser-aller, the lack

of self-consciousness and stupid shame,

which enabled them so good-humoredly to

take the chance of appearing fools. And
so before this romance he was only a

reader; they were it— the romance.

He could deplore his own gray role,

but not change it ; he therefore wished

anew every time a merry masker looked as

though she might intend accosting him

that she would think better of it and leave

him in deserved neglect. He had his

wish : in the whole evening he M^as teased

by nobod>' w'hatever.

His eyes, straying over the crowd,

sought for known faces. All Florence had

turned out for the occasion, but some of

it had by this time gone home. Most of

the men he knew had women on their

arms, and from their silence or talkative-

ness one might without undue cynicism

determine whether these were their own
wives and daughters or wives and daugh-

ters of others.

A tall, gray-whiskered old gentleman in

uniform passed him. General Costanzi.who

was trying to retain all his dignity while

beset by two frolicsome little creatures

looking like the chorus in 'Taust," who,

suspended one on each of his arms, were

trying to win from him a promise to take

them to supper. He sent tow^ard Gerald

a look of comical long-suffering, to which

Gerald replied by a nod vaguely congratu-

latory, and a smile that courteously wished

him luck in that lottery.

Carlo Guerra, like him alone, stopped

to chat with him. Guerra, a pleasant fig-

ure in Anglo-American as well as Floren-

tine circles, with his fine head of a monk
whom circumstances had rendered

worldly, had, before inheriting his com-

fortable income, been a journalist. He
still enjoyed above all things the exercise

of the critical faculty, and bad much to

say tin's evening about a recent exhibition

of paintings.

Gerald was hearing it with proper in-

terest when some part of his attention was
drawn away by a sound across the house.

It was, softened by distance, that species

of lion's roar, incredibly large as issuing

from a human throat, and comical from

such a disproportion, wdiich had startled

the audience several times already that

evening. Gerald turned, without much
thinking, to look off in the direction

whence it came and single out the figure

with which it was associated, w^hen he was

surprised to find the figure he sought al-

most under his nose. Not more than six

feet from him were to be seen the tattered

mantle and ragged plume of SparnfucUe

:

likewise the thick crow's-beak of the black

domino.

The two were looking at him and, his

impression w^as, laughing. He fancied

they were on the point of speaking to him.

—he had thought earlier in the evening

when they came into the box that they

might be acquaintances,—but the crow

suddenly pressed tittering against the ban-

dit, pushing and pulling him away. In a

moment they were lost among the crowd.

Who, then, had been accountable for

the roar at the other end of the house?

An imitator? A double? Gerald sus-

pected a masked-ball device intended to

intrigue. He gave it no more thought,

but proceeded, started on that line by the

episode, to reflect on the singularity, yes.

the crassness, of Mrs. Hawthorne's deter-

mination to leave the ball early. The
secret of it was, of course, that she had

no imagination, no education of the imagi-

nation. .\ veglione was caviar to her.

This wonderful scene, beheld for the first

time, perhaps the only time in life— and

she had had to go to bed just as if they had

been in Boston or Charlestown! If one

must go to church in such a case, it was

Gerald's opinion, one does not go to bed at

all. But she belonged to the class of peo-

ple who would miss the last act of an

opera rather than miss a train or allow

the beans to burn.

He here perceived that he had entirely
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lost the thread of Guerra's talk, and that

Guerra, probably aware of it, had moved

to another subject. It was hearing the

name Hawthorne that had startled him to

attention.

"I saw you earlier in the evening in a

box with Mrs. Hawthorne," Guerra said,

'»whom, you remember, I had the pleasure

of meeting at Mrs. Grangeon's."

Earlier in the j^ear Gerald had taken

Mrs. Hawthorne to an afternoon recep-

tion given by Mrs. Grangeon, more

widely known as Antonia, the authoress,

— a tea-party remembered by Aurora with

more amusement than pain, but with more

pain than amusement by Gerald : for his

old friend Antonia had permitted herself

on that occasion to treat his new friend,

whose clothes, conversation, dimples, and

general demeanor for no good reason ex-

asperated her, to a royal snubbing. The
mention of her now caused a faint dark-

ening of Gerald's face, which cleared

again Avhen Guerra, referring to Aurora,

nodded with a half-smile and pronounced

in the tone of an impartial critic, "Sim-

patitaf" After considering a moment, he

nodded again. "Ha gli occhi dt donna

buona'' he said, which means, or nearly,

"She has good eyes." And Gerald's es-

teem for Guerra was immensely raised, for

while thinking very well of him, he would

yet not have expected a man like Guerra

to have so much discernment at a first

meeting.

Still lingering in desultory talk, the

former journalist now asked

:

"Have you seen the Grangeon?"

"No," said Gerald. "Is she here?"

"Yes; she is with Princess Rostopchine,

in a box of the third order." He looked up

and around to find the box with his eyes,

and after a moment indicated it to Ger-

ald. "There ! Do
Rostopchine in pale purple, and the Gran-

geon in an Indian thing all incrusted with

green beetle-wings, a thing for a museum.

They are talking with a uniform whom
I do not know. She was speaking of you

this evening—Antonia, asking me what
you are doing. She has great faith in

\(tur talent."
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Gerald's lip curled a little sourly, and

he stood looking upward without reply.

Turning to look down through her

jeweled lorgnette and running her ej^es

over the crowd, Antonia now saw him.

Recognition lighted her face to unex-

pected liveliness. She fluttered her hand

to him demonstratively.

After bowing and smiling, he stood

quietly, with face upturned, receiving her

showered greetings.

He had a certain knowledge of An-
tonia. She was capable of entirely drop-

ping the remembrance of her bad treat-

ment of him when he visited her with

Aurora, perhaps forgetting it really, but

likelier choosing merely that he should

forget it. She permitted herself the ca-

prices of a spoiled beauty.

Her lips framed the words, "Come up

!

Come up!" while her hand made the

equivalent signs.

He nodded assent, and with Guerra

walking beside him started on his way.

Guerra under the central box excused

himself and turned back, having already

paid his respects. Gerald, once out in the

lobby, advanced more uncertainly, finally

hesitated and stopped.

He was not sure he wished to see An-
tonia in circumstances which would not

allow him to express his resentment of her

behavior toward the friend whom with

her formal permission he had brought to

her house. It was owed to Mrs. Haw-
thorne not to let the incident pass. He
had ceased to be furious at Antonia; he

had not written in cold blood the wrath-

ful, finishing letter planned in heat of

brain. That, after all, was Antonia as

he had always known her and been her

friend : Antonia, capable of heroisms and

generosities, fineness and insight, density

and petulance. One could not drop the

great woman into the waste-basket because

on one occasion more she had been per-

verse and the sufferer happened to be

oneself. But the great woman, thought

Gerald, needed a sober word spoken to her.

In conclusion, he would not go to see her,

no, until lie could have it out with her.

And so instead of seeking Antonia in

vou see tnem The



With a hospitable sweep of the arm . . . she made them free uf her supper-table
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her box, Gerald cut short his difficulty by

going home. It was high time; it had

been Lent for hours. If Antonia were

intrigata at his failure to appear, it would

only be in keeping with the fanciful cir-

cumstances of the hour and place.

CHAPTER XII

Early in Lent the weather treated Flor-

ence to what Aurora and Estelle called a

cold snap. Their surprise and indignation

were extreme. That Italy, sunny Italy,

should feel herself free to have these al-

pine or polar fancies

!

The little monthly roses, shivering, but

brave, blooming still, or blooming already,

out in the garden, bore witness, after all,

to the clemency of the winter, and upheld

the city's title to its name. The garden

altogether was nearly as green as ever.

Against alaternus, ivy, myrtle, laurustine

the season could not prevail. Aurora de-

cided that the blame for their discomfort

rested with the house ; she planned drastic

and fundamental improvements which it

was quite certain the noble landlord

would not permit her to carry out.

What with Estelle being half sick and

herself, as she claimed, half frozen, Au-
rora at the end of a day during which the

sun had not lighted the world by one

feeblest ray, and the night had closed

down thick and damp, was just a little

disposed to low spirits. She had not been

out, and nobody had come to see her. She

felt the weariness that follows for certain

sociable natures upon a long stretch of

hours without renewal from outside.

She sensibly reacted against it by mak-
ing the sitting-room as cozy as she could,

drawing close the crushed-strawberry cur-

tains, piling wood on the fire, placing a

screen so that it shielded her chair and

table from the draft; and, seated in her

chimney-corner, took up a piece of knit-

ting.

But wind and rain against the win-

dows made too poor company, and Au-
rora, suddenly sick of staying up to be

1)1 ue, wound her yarn to start for bed.

Hut first, for just a moment, slie would

go down-stairs, she thought, and have a

look at her portrait, for that was the most

comforting thing to do that she could

think of. She loved her portrait as a child

loves its favorite toy.

This she was intending when the sound

of the door-bell at once stopped and

cheered her by the possibility it held out

of some diversion. Vitale entered with a

package.

Catching in what he said the name
Gaetano, Aurora took it to mean that

Gaetano had brought the package. He
was waiting below, she did not doubt.

Gaetano was Giovanna's nephew, and had

more than once come on errands from

Gerald. Saying, "Aspettare!" she has-

tened into her room for the porte-monnaie

which resided in her top drawer. From
this she drew a reward that should make

the journey through night and rain from

Gerald's house to hers seem no hardship.

Her blues had vanished.

Before removing the rain-splashed'

newspaper, she gazed for a moment at the

package, trying to guess what it could be.

It was square, flat, about a foot and a half

one way by a foot the other. What was

Gerald Fane sending her like that without

any enlightening missive? A note might

be inside. She cut the string, took oH the

newspaper, to find a second wrapper of

clean white drawing-paper. After touch-

ing and pinching, she guessed the object to

be a picture-frame and picture. Filled

with curiosity, she pulled off the last

wrapping, and with a face at first very

blank stared before her. It was a paint-

ing, one of the kind slie had seen at Ger-

ald's studio and not liked.

Different though it was from the por-

trait down-stairs,— as different as poverty

from riches, as twilight from day,— she

could yet see that this also was meant for

a portrait of herself. She remembered

tying that blue neckerchief over her head

and under her chin one evening, trying to

look like an Italian in her [yezzola, to

make the others laugh.

She stood the picture on the chair

which she had pulled up before her so

;is to rest her feet on the runir, off tlic
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stone floor, still to be felt, she Imagined,

throufz:h the rug. Of course it was she:

but how disappointing— disappointing

enough to shed tears over— to have this

held up to her after that lovely being

down-stairs ! How unkind of her friend

Gerald

!

Unfair, too, for although this, in not

being a beaut)% was obviously more like

her than the other, she could not admit

that it was any truer. She could not be-

lieve that she ever really looked like this,

though she knew that it was the way she

sometimes felt. How had Gerald known
she ever felt like this?

That she was a person who ate well,

slept well, felt well, loved fun, was giving

and gay— that was all most people knew,

or were entitled to know, of her; all she

knew of herself a good deal of the time.

Such things could never be the whole of

any person, of course. Every one has had

something to overcome. Some persons

have had to overcome and overcome and

overcome one thing after another, one

thing after another, that has tried to drag

and keep them down. She had had—
probably because, as her mother often told

her, she was born with such a lot of the

devil In her~a great many trials sent to

her, for her discipline, no doubt, her

cleansing; but she had come out of them

still unreduced, still eager for a good time.

Aurora sat lost in reflection, staring

the while at her portrait. The face look-

ing back from the canvas was ver5' like

her, had she but known it, at this exact

moment, while the thoughts produced, the

memories wakened, by it substituted for

her ordinary hardiness the delicate look of

a capacity for pain.

As she gazed at the portrait longer she

liked it better; from minute to minute she

became more reconciled, and found herself

finally almost attracted. Something from

it penetrated her for which she had no

definition. It was perhaps the dignity of

humanity confronting her in that strong

and simple face framed by the kerchief,

like a woman of the people's,— her own
face, but not certainly as she saw it in the

mirror.— a humanitv that out of the com-

mon materials offered to it day by da_\ had

rejected all tliat was mean and contrived

to build up nobleness.

Half perceiving that this portrait in its

different way flattered her as much as, if

not more than, the portrait down-stairs,

she, while modestly refusing to be fooled by

the compliment, yet felt a motion of affec-

tionate gratitude toward Gerald for the

sympathy which had enabled him to pierce

beneath the surface and see that Bouncing
Betsy had her feelings, too, her histor\s'

yes, her bitter tragedy.

While continuing with her eyes on the

picture, she from time to time wiped them,

and when the door-bell rang again, aware

of being "a sight," took the precaution of

retiring to her bedroom, so that if Vitale

should come to announce a visit,^ it was
not yet nine o'clock,— she could the bet-

ter make him understand that he must

excuse her to the visitor ; she was going

to bed.

But learning from the servant that Sig-

nor Fane was below, she changed her

mind, and chose unhesitatingly from her

stock of useful infinitives the appropriate

two, "Dire venire."

Gerald found her by the fire, her fur

cloak over her shoulders, her woolly af-

ghan in her hands, and the picture on the

chair before her.

"Well?" he asked expectantly, looking

at it, too, after they had shaken hands.

"You 've made me feel sorry for myself.

What 's the use?" she answered in a little

sigh, keeping her reddened eyes turned

away from him. "Hush! Wait a mo-

ment! I was forgetting," she added, in

comedy anticlimax, like a housewife who
in the midst of a scene of sentiment smells

the dinner scorching. She jumped up. and

went without the least noise to close the

door to' Estelle's room, returning from

which she illogically fell to talking in a

whisper.

"Estelle 's gone to bed with a cold.

I 've rubbed her chest with liniment, and

tied up her throat in a compress, and given

her hot lemonade, and let 's hope she "11

feel better in the morning."

"Let 's hope, indeed. I am very sorry
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to hear she is ill. I hope you have n't a

cold, too, Mrs. Hawthorne. You almost

look," he said innocentl_v, "as if you had.

This weather is dreadful. You have n't,

have you, dear friend ?"

"No ; I guess what you see is just that

I 've been crying. Don't say anything

about it. Don't notice it. Never mind.

Come and sit down by the fire and get

warm. Your hand was like ice."

"It is very bad out, and not much bet-

ter in, except here by your generous fire-

side. I have n't been warm all day."

"Why did n't you come before? It

is n't what I call balmy here, but I expect

it 's balmier than at your place."

With her kindly unconstraint she

reached for one of his hands, to test its

temperature. With a little cry of "Mercy

me!" she closed his numb fingers between

her palms to warm them, as if the blaze

could not have accomplished this end so

well.

He let it be, not with the same uncon-

sciousness in the matter as she, but hoping

that the soft, warm infolding would some-

how do him good. He had come in the

rather desperate hope of being done good

to. As he had been about to start out,

having intended, when he sent the por-

trait, to follow close upon it, he had found

himself feeling so ill— feeling, at the end

of the dismal day so indescribably bur-

dened and ill and apprehensive of worse

things— that he had been on the point of

giving it up. But then the wish itself to

escape from his bad feelings had impelled

him forth toward the spot glowing warmer
and cheerier in his thoughts than any

other, where, if he could forget how ill he

felt, he would naturally feel better. Au-

rora's house during the days of painting

the first portrait had come to feel remark-

ably like home to him.

So when Aurora released his hand, say-

ing, "Let 's have the other," he docilely

gave it to her, though the fire had already

partly thawed it. Gratefully, with the

hand set free, he covered both her kind

hands, which loved so much to warm
things and feed things and pet things and

give away mone\.

"So you are all alone this evening?" he

asked in the voice that makes whatever is

said seem affectionate and comforting.

"Yes. I have n't even Busteretto. I

let Estelle keep him on the foot of her

bed. It 's been a mean sort of day, has

n't it? I have n't set foot outside. I was
already feeling kind of blue and making

up my mind to go to bed when Gaetano

came with your present."

There was an intimation in her glance

that this event had not made the world

appear any rosier.

Both turned to look at the picture.

Their hands loosened naturally ; they sat

apart.

"Can't you see why I had to paint it,

Mrs. Hawthorne?" he asked, speaking

eagerly, and as if pressing his defense.

"How could I endure to have that thing

down-stairs stand as my idea, my sole idea,

of you? And how could I bear to make

you a gift, a sole gift, of a piece of work

I do not respect ? This may be worth no

more,— I think differently,—but it is at

least the best I can produce. It has my
sanction. You, too, believe me, w\\\ pre-

fer it to the other after a while."

She shook her head a little disconso-

lately.

"The other you can, if you must," he

went on, reversing their parts and trying

to induce in her a lighter humor, "keep in

your drawing-room to make an agreeable

spot of color; it has that perfectly legiti-

mate use. This one you will keep out

of sight, but will look at now and then, if

you please; and I quite trust you, with

time, to recognize that it was painted by

some one who understood and honored

you more than there was any evidence of

his doing when he perpetrated, for a joke,

that bonbon-box subject down-stairs."

Mrs. Hawthorne, with soft and sad-

dened eyes fixed on the portrait, again

shook her head, sighing, "Poor thing!"

"Not a bit!" he protested almost pee-

vishh. "Please not to suggest by pitying

her that I have not represented there a

fine, big, strong thing, built to stand up

under anything!"

"What 1 meant," she explained, "was
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all the thinjjs that have {2;one wrong with

me in my whole life. \'ou could n't have

painted this picture if you had n't sus-

pected those thinjj;s, and, honest, I don't

see how you could Siispect them. Ever

since I came over here I 've been so jolly.

Hut I 've not been spared my troubles,

Cieraldino
;
you were right there."

At this reference to many sorrows, he

found a thing to do more expressive than

words. Sitting near each other as they

were, he could reach her without rising;

he bent forward and touched his lips com-

miseratingly to her hand.

He might have known that it would

bring her story, but he had not schemed

for this, and, unwilling, yet eager, to hear,

was a prey to compunctions on more than

one ground when, after a little gulp and

sniff, she burst forth

:

"I 've seen perfectly dreadful times,

Geraldino. Some of them were the sort

of thing you can get over, but some of

them— upon my word, I wonder at myself

how I '\e got over them as I have. The
queer thing is— I have n't, in a way. It

will come over me sometimes, in the

queerest places, at the oddest moments,

that I am still that woman to whom such

awful things happened."

"I know," murmured Gerald, and took

her plump hands steadyingly between his

hard, thin ones.

"I '\e never had any sense," she let

herself go. "Anybody can see that; and

when I was jounger I had even less,

naturally, than I have now. Alwaj's, al-

ways, I wanted so to be happy ! I wanted

to have a good time. I was born M^anting

to have a good time. And everything was

against it. But I managed somehow. One
way or another, I got to the circus 'most

every time. My mother used to wonder

what my finish would be, and try to lick

the Old Boy out of me. But it could n't

be done. I 'm just like my father, my
dear old pa, who was a sinner. He let

ma have her way in everything, as he

thought it right to do. Not, I guess, be-

cause he always liked her way, but because

after mv sister, who was a beautiful child.
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died in such a terrible way that I can't

even bear to mention it,— She caught

fire I" Aurora hurriedly interjected,—

"ma came so near going out of her senses

that pa humored her in everything. He
thought the world of her; so did we all,

but it could n't be called a happy home.

There were three boys, besides me,— I

was the last,— and we were all such ever-

lastingly lively young ones, and ma was so

strict! Pa was away most of the time

getting a living. My pa, you know, was

a pilot. It was n't a fat living for so

many of us, but that would n't have mat-

tered, long as we had enough to eat. But

ma, poor soul, because of that twist her

mind had taken through sorrow, was al-

ways seeing something wrong in every-

thing we did ; she never could be quiet or

contented. The boys did n't get so much

of it. They were off out of doors ami

later at their trades; but me, T was kept

in to help with the housework, and kept

in for company, and kept in for no other

reason, I guess, than because my wicked

heart longed so to go out and play with

the girls and boys. I dare say it was good

for me. Ma meant all right, that I know,

but ma was all along a sick woman. We
realized later that though she was round

and about, busy every minute, she was sick

for years with the trouble that finally took

her away. I don't want you to think I

did n't have a real good mother, for I did

— a first-rate mother who did her honest

best to make a good woman of me."

"I know, I know." By a reminding

pressure of her hands he begged she would

trust him not to misunderstand.

"But my pa—you should have known
my pa." Aurora's face brightened im-

mensely. "He took me with him once in a

while. Golly, those were good times, if

you please! Free as air, all the peanuts I

could eat. He was as good a seaman, my
pa was, as any in East Boston, but he was

n't a hustler. But there, if he 'd been a

hustler, he would n't have been my pa.

Would n't for a house with a brownstone

front have had my pa any different from

what he was. Grandma was just the

same sort. God bless her! easy-going, jolly.
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come a day, go a day, do as she please

and let you do as you please. I used to

have such lovely times at her house, sum-

mers, down on the cape, before my sister

died!

"It was there I first knew Hattie— Es-

telle. Her aunt's house was next to my
grandma's. I used to think her the lucki-

est child that ever was born. Seemed to

me she had just about everything— a gold

locket and chain, bronze boots, and paper

dolls by the dozen. We used to play

together, day in and day out, one of those

plays that last all the time, where j^ou

pretend you 're some one else and act it

out in all you do. We kept it up for

years. I don't see that we 've changed

much with growing up. Seems to me we
were pretty near the same then as we are

now, having our spats, but having lots of

fun, and wanting to share everything. Es-

telle lived in East Boston, too, and was

going to be a school-teacher. It seemed

to me that to be a school-teacher was just

about the finest thing anybody could do.

That would have been my ambition, to be

a school-teacher. But I never got beyond

the grammar school ; I was needed at home

to help mother. Then my poor pa died,

—

an accident down in the docks,— " Aurora,

lowering her voice, began to hurry and

condense,— "then Ben, then Joe, then

—

will you believe it?— Charlie, that I loved

best. They all had the same delicate con-

stitution as ma, it turned out, and a pre-

disposition to the same trouble. Then
finally, after going through with so much,

my poor mother went, too, and for that I

could only be thankful. And I had taken

care of them all. I was n't twenty-three

when I was the last left. Does n't it

seem strange! I sometimes can't believe it

even now."

This rapid enumeration of calamities

so great robbed them of terror and pathos,

yet Gerald had somewhat the startled,

shocked feeling of a man who knows he

has been struck by a bullet, though his

nerves have not yet announced it by suf-

fering.

Aurora, after the passing of years, could

think of these things without tears, yet in
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speaking of them to a sympathetic hearer

had obvious difficulty in keeping a stiff

upper lip. Gerald turned away his eyes

while with her hand she covered and tried

to stop her mouth's trembling.

"Poor child!" he said, with a sincerity

which saved the words from insignificance.

"Yes," she half laughed. "Would n't

one think it enough to sort of subdue any-

body, take the starch out of them for

some time? When I came out of that

house of sickness I could n't think of any-

thing else but sickness and death. It stuck

to me like the smell of disinfectants after

you 've been in a hospital. I could n't

think of anything but that it would take

me next. I supposed I must be affected,

too. But the doctor examined me, and do

you know what he said? 'Sound as a

trout,' he said. 'You 're so sound,' he

said, 'you 're so healthy, that we '11 have

to shoot you to get you to the resurrec-

tion.' Then I felt better. He was a new

doctor that we 'd called in toward the end.

He knew how I was situated, and as he

seemed to think I 'd make a good nurse,

he got me a chance in the city hospital,

where I could get my training. And Hat-

tie, dear Hattie, what a friend she 's been !

She and her ma and pa made me come

and make my home with them. It 's

since then that we 've been like sisters."

At the sound, appositely occurring, of

a cough in the neighboring room, Aurora

stopped and listened.

"Dear me!" she whispered; "d' you

suppose she 's lying awake?"

"She may be coughing in her sleep," he

suggested.

"Yes," Aurora said dubiously, after

further listening, and hearing nothing

more. "And if I should go in to see, I

might wake her. The bell-rope is right

at the head of her bed ; all she has to do

is pull it if she wants somebody to come.

I was entertaining jou with the story of

my life, was n't I? Where had I got to?

Oh, yes. There in the hospital I just

loved it. Perhaps you can't see how I

could. I just did. I had lots of hard

work. The training was sort of thrown

in in my case with other duties, but there
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were the other nurses and the house-doc-

tors ; I grew chummy with them all. I

had fun with the patients, too. You don't

know how much good it does you to watch

anybody get well ; the majority get well.

It 's good for them, besides, to have ^ou

jolly."

"Your gaiety of heart makes me think

of the grass, Aurora, the blessed ineradi-

cable grass, that will grow anywhere, that

you see pushing up between the paving-

stones of the hard city, and finding a foot-

hold on the blank of the rock, and fring-

ing the top of the ruined castle, and hid-

ing the new-made graves."

Aurora, alwayssimple-mindedly charmed

with a compliment, paused long enough to

investigate Gerald's comparison, then re-

sumed, with the effect of taking a plunge

into deep waters

:

"But it was there I met the fellow who
did me the worst turn of any.

"They brought him in with broken ribs

one rainy night after he 'd been knocked

down in the street by a team and kicked

by the horses. I was n't his regular nurse,

but I was in and out of his room, and if he

rang while his regular nurse was at her

meals, I 'd go. Everybody knows that

when a man 's sick he 's liable to get sweet

on this or that one of his nurses.

"How I could have been mistaken in

Jim Barton I can't see now. Since know-

ing him, if I ever see anybody that looks

a bit like him, I shun them like poison,

because I know as well as I need to that

however nice they may appear, you can't

depend upon them. But before I knew
him I 'd never stop to distrust anybody.

"It began with our setting up jokes to-

gether; he could be awfully funny even

when he was swearing like a pirate about

his luck landing him in a hospital. Bad
language did n't seem so awful coming from

him, because he was so light-complexioned

and boyish-looking. He was only passing

through the city, in an awful hurry to get

West, when he got hurt, and he was mad-
der than a hornet at the delay. But after

a while he quieted down, because he 'd

got som&thing else to think about, which
was getting me to go along with him to

California, where he 'd bought a share in

a mine. And me, star idiot of the world,

it seemed the grandest thing that had ever

happened. I 'd never had anybody in

love with me that way before. The- boys

had always liked me, but I 'd been like

another fellow among them, and I 'd

never more than just been silly for a week
or two at a time over one fellow and an-

other at a distance. And here was a solid

offer from a perfectly splendid man who
had everything, money included. They 'd

found several thousand dollars on him

when he was picked up, and the yarns he

told about gold-mines! But it was n't

that, it was n't the gold-mines, it was 'the

way with him' that caught me. I guess

when you 're in love you 're no judge of

your man. We two, I tell you, seemed

made for each other. He was as fond of

a good time as I, and he loved fun like

me. We were going to California to

make our everlasting fortune. You 'd

have thought there was no more doubt

about it than the Gospels being true. And
the good times we were going to have

while doing it were nothing to the good

times we 'd have after, when I 'd have my
diamonds and he 'd have his horses and

things. As I said, the diamonds were n't

needed ; I 'd have gone with him any-

where just for the fun of being together.

I could n't see what I 'd done to deserve

my blessings. I guess he was in love, too,

as far as it was in him to be; I 'II do him

that justice.

"Hattie and her ma, while they had

nothing to say against Jim, wanted me to

wait awhile. But Jim could n't wait.

The moment he was well enough he

wanted to be ofi. And I did n't care

much about waiting either.. I felt as if

I 'd known him all my life. So they said

nothing more, and gave us a perfectly

lovely wedding from their house. They

did n't see through him any niore than I

did, and in a way it was n't strange, be-

cause he was n't hiding anything in par-

ticular or misrepresenting anything. He
believed all he said about the big money

he was going to make and the grand times

we should have. He was born with the
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sort of nature that always believes things

are going to turn out right without labor

and perseverance on your part. He was

n't fond of work, that 's sure. What we
ought to have done was find out some-

thing about his past; but even that, I

guess, would n't have opened our eyes,

with him before us looking like one of

ourselves. And it was n't a very long

past; he was young. He came of good

folks, I guess. I never saw them, but

there are ways of telling. Good folks, but

not wealthy, and so as to get rich easily

he had tried one thing after another. He
was quick' discouraged, and the moment
the thing did n't look so big or easy he

wanted to throw it over and try some-

thing else. Then I 've come to the con-

clusion he loved change for its own sake

—go somewhere else, take a new name,

and start a new business, talking big. It

came out after he died that he 'd been

known under half a dozen names in as

many States. There simply was n't any-

thing to him. I don't believe he meant to

act like a skunk, but, then, he had n't any

principles either to keep him from acting

like a skunk, or meaner than a skunk,

when it came to getting himself out of

difficulty. And I, for my sins, had to

marry such a fellow as that! It was like

there had stood right before me in the body

the good times I 'd alwaj's wanted, and

I took them for better, for worse, and got

what my ma said I deserved to get when
she tried to cure me of my fancy for good

times!"

"Don't!" protested Gerald, softly.

"Don't regard as wrong what was so nat-

ural. All who have the benefit of know-
ing you must thank the stars which per-

mitted your beautiful love of life to sur-

vive the dreadfulness of which you have

given me a glimpse."

"The dreadfulness, Geraldino! I have

n't told you anything yet of the dreadful-

ness. I have n't come to it. I have n't

come to what makes her
—

" she nodded
toward the portrait— "look like that."

"Then tell me," he encouraged her.

"It is n't Jim. When I think of Jim,

it only makes me mad. I\Iy heart is hard

as stone toward him." She clenched her

jaws and looked, in fact, rather grim.

"That he 's dead does n't change it. I

hope I forgive him as a Christian ought

to who asks forgiveness for her own tres-

passes. I know I don't feel revengeful.

There was n't enough to Jim for me to

wish him punished in hell. But if you

think I have any sentiment because I used

to love him, or that I was sorry I woke
up from my fool dream when I once had

seen it was a dream— Not a bit of it.

There was a time, though, when I first

began to suspect and understand, that

makes me rather sick to think of even

now. I was so far from home, you see.

I had n't a friend, andT would n't for

worlds have written back to my old

friends that I 'd made a bad bargain

—

not while I was n't dead sure. And I

kept on hoping.

"At first we had a real good time. We
lived in a miner's cottage ; but that seemed

sort of jolly. I 'd been used to hard work
all my life, so I did n't mind that, and I

wanted him to have as nice a home as any

man could on the same money. I wanted

him to be pleased with me and proud

among the other men. But pretty soon I

found I did n't care to make acquaint-

ances, because I was ashamed of the way
Jim did. He kept putting all his money
into the mine, sending good money after

bad, and let me keep house on nothing,

and then was in a worse and worse tem-

per because the mine did n't pan out and

things were n't more comfortable at home.

I began to wake up in the night and lie

there in a cold sweat, clean scairt. I have

n't told you that we were looking for an

addition to the family. That 's one rea-

son I was so scairt. But I shut my teeth,

and said I to myself, 'This baby 's going

to have a chance if his mother can give it

to him by not getting excited or letting

things prey on her mind.' So I kept a

hold on myself and did n't let anything

count except guarding that baby. I

seemed to care more about it than all the

rest of the world put together. Oh, I

can't begin to tell you how much more

than for all the rest of the world put to-
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gether. I don't know that a man would

understand."

"Yes. he would ; of course he would,"

spoke Cjerald, gently reverent, _vet a little

impatient ; then he qualified his assertion

:

"He could imagine, I mean to say, how
you would have felt that way."

"Well, that matter was going to be put

safely through, no matter what. The
mistake I made was not making friends

with my women neighbors, so that every-

body in Elsinore supposed that Jim's wife

was the same stripe as he,— or that 's what

I thought they supposecl,— and when I

needed friends I could n't think of any to

turn to except those at home. The other

mistake I made was not to write them at

home and tell them the truth and then

wait for them to send me money to come.

But I guess my mind stopped working

when the shock came."

Aurora appeared to brace herself, while

decently considering how to minimize to

her audience the brutality of her next rev-

elation.

"Jim cleared out one night while I was

asleep, taking every cent we 'd got and

every last thing he could hope to turn into

a cent," she said, hardening her voice and

lips. Gerald was given a moment in which

to visualize the situation, before she went

on: "I guess, as I said before, that I was

n't in my right mind for a spell ; all I

could think of was getting home to my
own folks, and I was going to do it some-

how, though I had n't a cent. I had n't

even my wedding-ring. I 'd put it off be-

cause my finger had grown fatter, and

he 'd taken even that to go and try his

luck somewhere else. What do you think

of it?" she mechanically added.

She was pale, remembering these things.

Gerald drew in a long, unsteady' breath,

oppressed.

"I was going to get home somehow,"

Aurora repeated*, "and I was n't going to

waste time waiting for anything. And
how was I going to do it? I don't sup-

pose I really thought; I followed instinct

like an animal. I hid in a freight-car go-

ing East."

A definite difficulty here stopped Au-

rora. While she felt for words in which

to clothe what followed, the images in

her mind made her ejes, which were not

seeing the things actually before them,

more descriptive of the anguish of remem-
bered scenes than her words were likely

to be.

"I 'm going to skip all that, Gerald."

With a gesture, she suddenly rolled up a

part of her story and threw it aside. "But

when I came to see and understand rightly

again, weeks after, in a hospital at Den-

ver, I cried, oh! how I cried, and did n't

care what became of me. Because I 'd

lost him; they had n't succeeded in saving

him. He had lived, mind you," she em-

phasized with pride; "he had lived a lit-

tle while, he was all right, perfect in every

way— a son."

His due of tears was not withheld from

the wee frustrated god. Aurora gave up

talking, so as to have her cry in quietness.

Gerald, holding back a sound of dis-

tress, twisted on his chair, not daring to

recall himself to Aurora's notice either by

speaking or touching her.

"I 'm plain sorry for myself," she ex-

plained her tears while trying to stop

them. "You can't be sorry, for their own
sakes, for the little children who go back

to God without knowing anything of this

life's troubles. It 's for myself I 'm sorry.

I never can bring up those times without

the feeling of them coming over me again,

and then, as I tell you, I 'm sorry for that

poor fool in her empty house, and then in

the thundering freight-car, and then in

the hospital. I see her outside of me just

as plain as I would another person. Then,

too.
—

" she dried her eyes as if this time

for good,
—

"I feel a burning here—" she

touched her breast
—

"like anger. Angry.

I feel angry at being robbed in a way I

never seem to get over. To think I might

have had him all my life, like millions of

other women, and I never even saw him!

And he was as real to me all those months

before! I don't see how I could have

loved him more than I did, I 'm hungry

for him sometimes, just as I might be for

food. And then I 'm angry and rebel-

lious. But I could n't tell you against
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who. It is n't God, certainly. He 's our

best friend, all we 've got to rely on. And

He 's been mighty good to me. There in

Denver, when I had n't a friend or a

penny, He raised up friends for me and

gave me the most wonderful luck.

"I staj^ed right there in Denver till less

than a year ago. I guess you 've heard

me speak of the judge. The doctor in the

hospital where they carried me was his

son; that 's how it all came about—

friends, good luck, money, everything.

When I say I found friends, let me men-

tion that I found enemies, too, the mean-

est, the bitterest! I—but there,"— she in-

terrupted herself as, on the very verge of

further confidences, a change of mind was

effected in her by sudden weariness or by

a deterrent thought, or both,— "I guess

I 've talked enough about myself for one

evening. I did n't have a soft time of it

there in Denver," she summed up the re-

mainder of her story, "but I 'd got back

to being my old self. You 'd never have

known what I 'd been through. I was

just about as you 've known me here.

Funny, is n't it,
— " Aurora paused an

instant, seemingly almost ashamed, apolo-

getic,
—"how the disposition you 're born

with hangs on?"

"Golden disposition," Gerald com-

mented soothingly. Timid about looking

directly at her just 3-et, he looked instead

at the portrait, whereon lay the shadow

of the events just related.

After a little period of thought in si-

lence Aurora said, with the shamefaced

air she took when venturing to talk of

high things:

"I heard a sermon once on the text,

'Mary kept all these things in her heart.'

The minister said that it was n't only

Mary who did this, but ordinary women,

so often. And I know from myself how true

it is. You see a woman all dressed up at

a party, laughing with the others, dancing

perhaps, and she '11 be saying inside of

herself, 'If baby had lived, he 'd have been

three years old.' Or thirteen or thirty.

I 've no doubt it goes on as long as she

lives. And she can see him before her,

just as plain, as he would have been.

My baby would have been five last Oc-

tober."

Gerald remembered how sweet he had

always thought it of her to wish to stop

and fondle little children, often wee beg-

gars, stuffing little grimy fists with pen-

nies, not avoiding to touch soiled little

cheeks with her clean gloves. He had at-

tributed this propensity to a simple wo-

manly talent for motherliness.

"I 've got this to be thankful for," she

came out again from silence, further down

along the line of her meditations, "that he

did li\e for a few'liours. I 've got a son

just as much as if he 'd grown to be a

man." She was drj^-eyed, almost joyful

in this.

"Yes, yes," hurried Gerald, consolingly;

"that 's what you must always think of

—

that and not the other things. You must

lay hold of that thought and feel rich in

it. But hear me, dear friend—me, try-

ing to suggest ways to you of being brave

and cheerful ! You, who do from God-

given temperament what I can see only

as a right aim of aspiration, by light of a

certain philosophy arrived at in my own
way, through my own experiences. Phi-

losophy is not the right word, either; the

feeling I have is mainly esthetic. In or-

der not to be too unhappy in this world,

in order to have a little serenity, we must

forgive everything, Aurora; that is what

I have clearly seen. It 's the only way.

We must forgive events just as we for-

give persons. And we must love life. I

who so much of the time hate life, yet

know better. We must love it as we must

love our enemies. The wherefore is a

mystery, but peace of heart and beauty of

life are involved with doing it."

"You, too, Gerald, poor boy," was Au-

rora's simple reply
—

"you, too, have had

lots to try you."

He swept aside with a gesture the sub-

ject of his trials, removed it altogether

from the horizon, unwilling really that

the interest be shifted from her to him.

She was equally determined, now that he

had sympathized with her, to sympathize

with him.

"I know vou have," she insisted; "I
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know you 've had lots to try you, just as

you knew that I 'd had lots. And you 're

so high-strung, so sensitive; I never knew
anybody like you. But there are good

times coming for you ; I 'm sure of it."

"I don't in the least expect them." He
laughed a little harshly. He had winced

at her description of him as sensitive,

high-strung.

She was all cheering smiles and dim-

ples again.

"Be sure you remember now," she said,

holding up a finger and shaking it to mark

her bidding, "to say to yourself when they

come, 'Aurora told me so !'
"

It was a pity almost that Gerald should

not have gone home at that point. He
would have left with undividedly fond

and approving feelings ; he would have

left tied to Aurora by a thousand sweet

humanities in common, as well as im-

pressed afresh with the depth and mys-

teriousness of woman. But, forgetting or

disregarding the hour, he stayed on, to be

rudely jarred presently out of his basking

contentment in her society.

"Aurora,"—she was after this evening

Mrs. Hawthorne to him only in the hear-

ing of others,
—

"Aurora, I want to ask a

favor, a great favor," he said.

"Go ahead. I guess it 's granted."

"I wish I felt sure; but I 'm afraid.

Say you will not take part in the amateur

variety show at mi-carhne."

"Sakes!" cried Aurora, staring at him

with round eyes. "Ask me something easy

!

Ask me something else! I can't do that."

"You can. Of course you can, if you

wish to. You have only to give some ex-

cuse."

"An excuse? Not for a farm! I don't

want to. I 've bound myself. They expect

me as much as anything. I could n't back

out. It 's so near the time, too. Why, it 's

to make money for the Convalescents'

Home. I 'm a big feature of the show."

"I know you are, and I have a perfect

horror of what you may do. I can't bear

to think of the public sitting there gaping

at you and laughing."

"The public will be composed of

friends. It 's all private. Give it up?
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Not much ! You 've never seen, Geral-

dino, how funny I can be. You '11 see

that night."

"The voice runs that you 're going to

appear as a nigger mammy and sing plan-

tation-songs."

"Oh, does it? Well, that seems inno-

cent. What objection do you see to that?"

"I did not call my request reasonable,

dearest Aurora. I begged a personal fa-

vor."

She laughed, but would not yield; she

treated his proposition like a spoiled child's

demand for the moon, and, after conde-

scending to tease like a boy, he woke sud-

denly to the fact of being ridiculous. He
dropped the subject with the abruptness

that causes the opponent nearly to topple

over in surprise.

He had sat for a long moment in si-

lence w^hen, realizing that this appeared

ill-humored and a piece of effrontery, he

started in haste to talk again, choosing the

first subject that came into his mind,

which was a thing he had meant to tell

Aurora this evening, but had not remem-

bered until this moment. The wide dis-

tance between the subject he dropped and

the subject he took up would show, it

was hoped, how definitely he washed his

hands of her doings.

"If you have wished for revenge on our

friend Antonia," he said, "you can be sat-

isfied. She is in the most singular sort of

difficulty."

"Oh, is she? I 'm sorry," said Au-
rora. "Bless you! I never wished her any

harm."

"I went to see her yesterday. I had

saved up my grievance and felt the need

to lay it before her. I think one should

give an old friend who has behaved badly

the chance to make reparation, don't you?

Being angry as you saw me, I yet did

not want to break with her. She was

very kind to me when I was young. At
the same time I could not let her rudeness

to you pass. But I found her in such

trouble already when I went to see her

yesterday that I said not one word of my
grievance. It will have to wait."

"You need n't think you must pick her
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up on my account. I don't care. But

what was the matter?"

"Two of her oldest friends, through an

unaccountable mistake, turned into ene-

mies. Both insist that under cover of a

mask at the last veglione she insulted

them. Unfortunately, her best friends are

not kept by their actual knowledge of her

from thinking it just possible she might

desire to amuse herself with getting a claw

into them. But Antonia swore to me
that she was innocent, and begged me to

convince De Breze. The villa she lives in

is his property, and he has requested her

to vacate it. The other aggrieved one,

General Costanzi, she fears may succeed

in preventing the publication of her next

novel by threat of a libel suit."

"Well, that sounds bad. But what do

they say she 's done ?"

"The poor woman does n't even know
what she is supposed to have said ; insulted

them is all she can gather. Both maintain

that though she tried to alter her voice

they recognized her, and will not accept

her word for it that she wore no such dis-

guise as they describe. Which reminds

me that the offender, or the offender's

double, for I have an idea there were two

masked alike, came into your box early in

the evening with a companion. You have

not forgotten— that black domino with

the crow's beak ?"

Aurora jumped on her seat with a cry

of "Goodness gracious!"

"What is it?" he asked, looking at her

more attentively. She appeared aghast.

She did not answer at once, tensely try-

ing to think.

"Well," she finally exclaimed, relaxing

into limpness, "I 've been and gone and

done it! I guess I did that insulting,"

she added, and wiped her brow.

He thought for a moment that she

might be acting out a joke, but in the next

accepted her perturbation as genuine.

"Can't j'ou see through it even now
that I 've told you?" she asked.

He shook his head.

"Did you suppose I did n't really know
those two who came into the box, the one

who roared and the one who cawed ?

Well, I 'm a better actress than I sup-

posed."

"But—"
"And did you really suppose I was go-

ing home to bed just as the fun was at its

height ? There again you 're simpler than

I thought. Land! Don't I wish now
that I had gone home!"

"And you
—

"

"We 'd heard so much from everybody

of the pranks they play at these vegliones

of yours that we wanted to play one, too

—we wanted to intrigue you and a lot of

other people. The trouble seems to be

we did it too well. Land ! I wish I had

n't done it! We hatched it all up with

Italo and Clotilde."

"Italo and Clotilde!"

"They were the two who came into the

box and did n't say a word, for fear of

being known by their voices. Then, after

you had so politely seen us off, Estelle and

I in the carriage put on black dominos and

crows' beaks, and after driving round a

couple of blocks came back and found

Italo and Clotilde waiting for us. Clo-

tilde had put off her black domino in the

dressing-room ; she was dressed under it

exactly like her brother. D' jou see now
how we worked it? Estelle took Clo-

tilde's arm, and I took Italo's; we sepa-

rated and kept apart, and it was as if

there had only been one couple, the same

as there had been since the beginning of

the evening."

"I see."

"I 've been dying to tell you about it

ever since, but I just have n't. I had

the greatest time, bad cess to it! talk-

ing to some people I knew and to a

lot that I did n't. Italo would whisper

to me beforehand what to say, and I 'd

say it. I did n't always know what it was

about, but nothing was further from my
mind than to wish to insult anybody. I

went up to Charlie Hunt and spoke to

him. I put a flea in his ear, and I 'm

positive from his face that he did n't know

me. I came near going up to you when

you were talking with that Mr. Guerra,

but I was too much afraid you 'd recog-

nize me; you 're so sharp, and, then, you
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're the one most particularly who has

heard me talk with my English accent,

which I put on on the night of the veg-

lione so as not to be known."

"Your English accent? That explains."

"What?"
"Your English accent is a caricature of-

Antonia's."

"I don't have to tell you, I suppose,

that I had no idea of personating An-

tonia."

"The very difference between the origi-

nal and your imitation might seem the

result of an efFort on her part to disguise

her speech."

"I 've been a fool, of course, and some

of the blame is mine ; but just let me get

hold of Italo and watch me shake the

teeth out of his confounded little head. I

remember perfectly speaking to the old

general that we saw at Antonia's that day

and to the old viscount who came to mv
ball."

"Do you remember what you said?"

"Not exactly, but in both cases it

seemed harmless. I would n't have said it

if it had n't seemed harmless. To the

general it was something about a horse."

Gerald gave a sound of raging disgust.

Aurora waited, watching him.

"Was it very bad?" she asked finally,

and held her breath for his answer.

"Just as bad as possible. Ceccherelli

deserves to be flayed. And what, may I

ask, did you say to De Breze?"

"I only remember it was something

about ermine. I forgot until this moment
that I meant to ask Italo what the joke

was about ermine. Was that too verv

bad?"

"Just as bad as possible. No, rather

worse. Both relate to ancient bits of scan-

dal that no one would dare refer to— that

would place a man referring to them in

the necessity to fight a duel."

"Well, I do seem to have put my foot

in it. But the thing is simple, is n't it?

All I have to do is write to Antonia and

tell her I was the black crow, or, if you

advise, write to the two gentlemen I 've

offended."

"Heavens, no! jou can't do that!"

"Why can't I?"

"You can't; that 's all. You can't ad-

mit that that little vermin is on terms of

intimacy with you, permitting his prompt-

ing your Carnival witticisms, and you

can't hope to make any one in Florence

believe you did n't understand what you

were saying."

"Yes, I can, my friend ; I can make
them believe. I can speak the truth. I

can, at all events, prove that Antonia had

nothing whatever to do with it."

"No, no, no, I tell you! You can do

nothing whatever about it. Your name
must not be allowed to appear in the mat-

ter at all. It would serve Ceccherelli

right that his part in the disgraceful busi-

ness should be known, dangerous little

beast that he is. He would receive a les-

son, and an excellent thing it would be

;

but that, again, might involve you."

"You leave him to me! He roared his

throat to a frazzle the other night, and

can't make a sound, but he '11 come round

as soon as he 's better, and then if I don't

give it to him ! But I 'm to blame, too,

Gerald. You told me over and over that

I ought n't to encourage him to gossip as

I did, but I went right on doing it be-

cause it was as good as a play to hear him

tell his queer stories in his queer English.

I '11 settle him, trust mc. and I '11 write

to Antonia, and I '11 write the two gen-

tlemen, if you '11 just tell me where to

write."

"Must I tell you again that you are

above all things to do nothing of the

kind ? Not certainly if you think of con-

tinuing to live in Florence. Leave the

matter to me. I am well acquainted with

everybody in question and shall be able to

satisfy them, I hope, while leaving them

completely in the dark as to the real cul-

prit."

Mrs. Hawthorne appeared to hesitate.

"I really should feel better if 1 could

confess," she said. "It would take a whole

load of-f my chest. You see, I don't know

your ways of doing over here; that would

be my way. They might all forgive me
and say I was just a fool. But if they did

n't, and, as \ou seem to fear, made Flor-
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ence too unpleasant to hold me, luckily,

I 'm not tied down. I 'm free."

"The delightful independence of riches!

The grandeur and detachment of your

point of view!" he spoke in a flare of ex-

cited bitterness. "What you have said is

equivalent to saying that your friends of

Florence are a matter of complete indif-

ference to you
!"

"I love my friends of Florence, and you

know it, Gerald Fane! And I don't be-

lieve they 'd ever turn against me, no mat-

ter what trouble I 'd made for myself at

that confounded veglione. But it 's aston-

ishing to me, dear boy, how ready you are

to get mad at me. When you know me
so well, too. You ought to be ashamed."

"I am, dear. It '& my temper that 's

bad. And you 're so kind," he meekly

subsided. "May I count, upon you at

least to leave entirely to me the matter of

exculpating Antonia to General Costanzi

and De Breze?"

"Oh, very well, if you think best."

(To be

"Will you promise solemnly to be si-

lent on the whole matter?"

"All right, I promise."

"Good night!" he said. "I dare n't

look at my watch. I 'm afraid I 've kept

3'ou shockingly late."

The night, when Gerald went out into

it, was quieter and drier. The streets

were altogether empty. He had quite for-

gotten having felt ill earlier in the eve-

ning. A thing he did remember, as he

took out the large iron key to the door of

home, was that after all Helen Aurora's

telling him her story, he did not know-

how she came to be Mrs. Hawthorne.

There must have been a second marriage.

The second husband, whoever he was, had

clearly not been important, and he was

dead, for Mrs. Foss had told him explic-

itly that Aurora was a real, and not what

is called in America a grass, wndow.

From this second husband it must have

been that she derived her wealth.

Lincoln and Peter Cartwright

By J. B. MERWIN

ABRAHAM LINCOLN had a dra-

l\. matic and amusing clash with Peter

Cartwright, the pioneer Methodist minis-

ter, that has escaped the thoroughgoing

rakes of the biographers, w-ho have not

missed much of anything worth narrating.

Lincoln told the story to me one day at

his office in Springfield. I think his en-

joyment in the telling was a little height-

ened by the fact that I was an ordained

Congregational minister and that he had

bested one of the cloth.

In the various biographies of Lincoln

very little is told of his congressional cam-

paign in 1846, when the Democrats ran

Peter Cartwright against him. Cart-

wright, who enjoyed great popularity, had

beaten Lincoln in 1832 when Lincoln

was a candidate on the Whig ticket for

the Illinois legislature. That was the

onlv time he was ever defeated for an

elective office. When the Whigs nomi-

nated Lincoln for Congress in 1846 in the

Springfield district, the Democrats, hop-

ing to repeat their triumph of 1832, chose

Peter Cartwright as their nominee. One
of the issues of this campaign was reli-

gious orthodoxy. Lincoln was looked

upon with suspicion because he would not

subscribe to creeds. The Democrats

thought they could beat him by injecting

the religious issue. What Lincoln told

me of the campaign warrants the assump-

tion that there was nothing dull about it.

Joshua F. Speed, Lincoln's friend, took a

keen interest in Lincoln's fight and went

about with him to various points in the

district. Lincoln appointed a meeting for

Cartwright's home town.

"Abe," said Speed, "you 'd better stay

away from there. That town is a Cart-

wright town. Cartwright's friends will
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take it as an affront if you go there to

speak."

"I 've got as many friends there as

Cartwright has," replied Lincoln, "and

I 'm going out there to talk -to them."

As soon as the Lincoln afternoon meet-

ing was advertised, Cartwright, not to be

overshadowed, advertised a religious re-

vival meeting for the same evening. Lin-

coln's meeting was very largely attended.

Lincoln mixed with the people in charac-

teristic fashion, and made a winning im-

pression with his address.

"Speed," said he to his friend, "I want

to hear what Dominie Cartwright has got

to say to-night. I think he '11 light into

me. I 'm going to stay over to the meet-

ing to-night."

"Don't do it," cautioned Speed. "The
old preacher is a fighter. Your presence at

his revival meeting, after what he has said

about your lack of religious regularity,

wmII make it seem as if you were looking

for trouble. Stay away from the meeting."

But Lincoln was determined to attend,

and go he did. He sat in a rear seat, and

probably his presence cast a depression

over the meeting. Cartwright spoke poxv-

erfully along evangelistic lines, warning

the unregenerate of their danger. Finally

he gave the invitation about as follows:

"All who desire to lead a new life, to

give their hearts to God, and go to heaven,

will stand."

A sprinkling of men, women, and chil-

dren rose. After they were seated the

preacher went on

:

"All who do not wish to go to hell will

stand."

All the audience responded to this invi-

tation with the exception of Lincoln.

Whereupon every one expected something

would happen ; and it did.

"Sit down," said the preacher.
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"I observe," he continued when all was

again still, "that many responded to the

first invitation to give their hearts to God
and go to heaven. And I further observe

that all of 5'ou save one indicated that you

did not desire to go to hell. The sole ex-

ception," continued the preacher, his voice

growing more impressive, "is Mr. Lin-

coln, who did not respond to either invi-

tation. May I inquire of you, Mr. Lin-

coln," said Cartwright, with great ear-

nestness and in a loud voice, "where you

arc going?"

The tall form of Lincoln rose to its full

height, and he replied

:

"I came here as a respectful listener. I

did not know that I was to be singled out

by Brother Cartwright. I believe in treat-

ing religious matters with due solemnity.

I admit that the questions propounded by

Brother Cartwright are of great impor-

tance. I did not feel called upon to an-

swer as the rest of j'ou did. Brother Cart-

wright asks me directly where I am going?

I desire to reply with equal directness:

/ am going to Congress."

The reply was so unexpected that it up-

set the meeting. The people did not know
whether to laugh or not. They held in

as long as they could, and then Lincoln's

admirers burst out in hearty laughter,

very much to the chagrin of Cartwright,

who soon dismissed the meeting, The
popular verdict among the people was

that Cartwright had exceeded the proprie-

ties in directly addressing Lincoln, and

that Lincoln, as he almost invariably did,

turned the tables on his adversary.

In connection with this congressional

campaign, Lincoln told me that the only

money expenditure he made in that can-

vass was twenty-five cents for the care of

his horse while he attended the Cart-

wright meeting.



Can a Democratic Government

Control Prices?

An Interview with Joseph E. Davies of the Federal Trade Commission

Formerly U. S. Commissioner of Corporations

By GEORGE CREEL
Author of " Wilson and the Issues," etc.

THE wonderful natural resources of

the United States and the American

genius for organization and industry make

it possible for the population to live in

comfort, health, and security. Instead of

that, the great majority work in fear of

to-morrow, and life itself is poisoned for

the many by the sheer extortions of liv-

ing. Not only does this leaping cost of

the necessities of existence concern the

happiness of millions, but it has equally

vital bearing on the permanence of demo-

cratic institutions.

The government that permits such con-

ditions is not a government that can or

should endure. That there is full appre-

ciation of the gravity -of the problem is

shown by the various investigations and

innumerable laws that Congress is con-

sidering in connection with this thing

called the "high cost of living." The so-

lution, however, does not rest entirely

with the President and the lawmakers;

for fundamental action, after all, is largely

dependent upon an enlightened, aggressive

public opinion.

Mr. Joseph E. Davies has been a mem-
ber of the Federal Trade Commission

from its creation. Before that he was a

leader in the great democratic movement
in Wisconsin, the new type of lawyer,

eager to be of social service, thinking in

terms of the present, and refusing to be

bound by every musty tradition of the

past. By virtue of training and position,

as well as by the bold, yet sanely construc-

tive, trend of his thought, he is as able as

any man in public life to speak with au-

thority on this question that terrifies

Am.erica to-day.

What I asked of him was some big

sweep that would take in the problem as

a whole, breaking up cr3stallizations of

thought and freeing the popular mind for

original, independent thinking. Old ways

have failed
;
people must break loose from

habit and prepare for the new and un-

tried.

"It is true," said Mr. Davies, when the

general discussion had been concluded,

"that even prior to the European War the

advance of prices in the United States

placed them almost one third higher than

anywhere else in the world. For twenty

years the purchasing power of American

money has been diminishing steadily.

What we got for a dollar in 1900 costs

one dollar and fifty-four cents to-day.

"It is a mistake, however, to assume

that unrestricted greed is entirely to

blame, for certain natural causes have

been at work. An increase in the volume

of money, and in the use of credit as

money, has necessarily raised prices.

Then, too, there is the European War.
It is not possible to withdraw thirty mil-

lion men from the business of production

without diminishing the supply, and on

top of this there is an added demand for

supplies, for investigations prove that the

armies in the field are consuming more

than the same men consumed when the

nations were at peace.

"Nor is it fair for the people of the

United States to imagine that they are

alone in their misery. The average in-
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crease in the price of food-stuffs in Eng-

land on September I, 191 6, as compared

with Jul.v, 19 14, was 65 per cent.; in

Berlin, for the same period, it was 117

per cent.; in Vienna. 149 per cent.; in

Norway, 71 per cent.; in Switzerland,

40 per cent.; in Canada, 15 per cent.,

while in France, what could have been

bought by a family for $1 93-77 cents in

1914 now costs $292. In March, 1916,

the American consul in Sweden reported

that of twenty-nine articles of ordinary

household consumption, twenty-six showed

an increase in price ranging from 3 to

125 per cent.

"As for the United States," he con-

tinued, "the average retail prices of food

have shown a steady increase by months.

Taking one hundred in 1915 as a basis,

the prices charged in May, 191 6, were

$1.07, July, $1.09, August, $1.12, and

September, $1.16. In plain terms, what

could be bought for one dollar in 19 15

cost $1.16 in September, 19 16.

"Money wages, it is true, have gone

up, but the increase has not been as rapid

as the increase in the cost of living, so

that, as a matter of fact, real wages have

decreased. It must be borne in mind also

that these money-wage increases have been

secured by the better class of workers, who,

through combined effort, have been able

to compel. Those unskilled and not

united, constituting the majority of labor,

have had the smallest increase ; so that in

two ways the load of higher prices has

fallen squarely on those shoulders in the

nation that are least able to bear it."

"Is n't it out of just such conditions

that revolutions have always come?" I

interrupted.

"No question about that," he assented

quickly; "and never think that the dan-

ger is n't realized. Governments all over

the world are making more adequate pro-

tection for the consumer a first task. Even

before the war the problem was acute in

Europe, and in Germany and England

particularly effort was being made to

solve it. Unemployment and sick insur-

ance, old-age pensions, cooperative ven-

tures, and home building by nuuiicipali-

ties— all had as their object the increase

of real wages by giving something through

the agency of the state that would other-

wise have taken money out of the money

wage.

"Since 1914 both the belligerent and

the neutral nations of Europe have been

compelled to adopt a more direct ap-

proacli. Generally speaking, these gov-

ernment activities have been developed

along five different lines.

"First, an attempt to fix by law the

maximum price of articles. Germany took

the lead in this method. France, Greece,

Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, and Spain

followed the German example, making

provision that municipal authorities alone,

or else in cooperation with the military

authorities, might fix maximum prices. In

Egypt this power was delegated to a com-

mission. Denmark fixed by law a maxi-

mum price for flour. Turkey passed laws

setting fixed prices for petroleum, sugar,

and flour. The home secretary of the

British Government met with representa-

tives of retail federations, and a standing

committee was appointed to advise as to

the maximum retail prices of food-stuff's.

Bulgaria empowered municipalities to

place maximum prices on all table and

other living necessities. The difficulties

entailed in such a scheme are of course

the great diversity of conditions in differ-

ent localities and the tremendous detail in

administration to compel performance.

"Second, the direct entrance of the gov-

ernment into the business of producing in

order to provide competition and to con-

trol prices in some degree. Certain of tlie

states of Australia and New Zealand ha\e

engaged in the baking of bread, the

slaughtering of cattle, and the furnishing

of meats to their respective communities.

Gieat success is claimed for this method.

"Third, government control of the

processes of distribution by \\ay of elimi-

nating the profits of the middlemen.

Great Britain bought large quantities of

meat and sugar, and now proposes to pur-

chase flour and wheat for direct sale to

the consumer. By royal decree Italian

officials were empowered to acquire foods
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of which there was a scarcity either by

requisitioning the foods or the factories

in which they were produced. The Dutch

Government took possession of the whole

stock of wheat and handled its distribu-

tion. Switzerland ground and sold rye

flour. Germany and Australia authorized

the regulation of food supplies, providing

for government seizure, and sale at fair

prices. France took similar action.

"Fourth, tariffs and embargoes. Den-

mark, Great Britain, Egypt, Italy, Rus-

sia, Spain, and Turkey have removed all

customs duties on certain food-stuffs and

have passed an embargo on other exports.

Holland refuses to let butter and cheese

go out of the country, and Norway and

Sweden also adopted limited embargoes.

"Fifth, the Canadian method. On No-

vember 10, 1916, the Dominion Govern-

ment entered an order in council 'that

struck at the root of the artificial condi-

tions that jump prices. It provides that

no persons shall combine or conspire to

limit the production or distribution, or to

enhance the price, of any necessity of life,

also that no person shall accumulate, or

withhold from sale, any necessity of life

beyond that required for the consumption

of his own household or that the ordinary

uses of his business require.

"If such business is a commission busi-

ness, only so much can be stored as may
reasonably be required, and the excess

must be sold at prices that are fair and

just. The minister of labor is empow-
ered to procure from all cold-storage,

packing, or similar plants full information

with reference to quantities held therein,

for whom held, and the prices paid there-

for. Each municipality is clothed with

power similarly to investigate any local

combinations or conditions affecting prices,

and it is up to the attorney-general to

prosecute. Violation of the act is a fel-

ony," he said significantly.

"Well and good," I exclaimed. "We
know now what the rest of the world is

doing. Just how far are these various

remedies applicable to the United States?"

"Well," Mr. Davies answered, "as I

have tried to point out, some of the high

cost of living is due to natural causes that

cannot be legislated away. But govern-

ment can take action against the human
greed and selfishness. As I see it, the

principal evil is the waste in our distribu-

tive system and our failure to smash the

exorbitant profits of the middleman. Of
course there are honest middlemen, and

there may also be combinations among
producers or manufacturers that raise

prices; but, generally speaking, producers

and manufacturers are receiving only fair

returns. It is the distributor who is get-

ting the money."

"Does that idea of a food dictator ap-

peal to you?" I asked.

"No, I can't say that it does. It may
work for a while under the stimulus of a

great national necessity, but as a continu-

ing force it breaks down. During the

French Revolution they tried to fix maxi-

mum prices by law; but even though the

penalty was death, the scheme would n't

work. Germany's food dictatorship works
through the municipalities and small local

bodies, and is backed up by a practical in-

ventory of all the food-stuffs in the em-

pire, and, furthermore, by limiting the

purchase through an individual ticket sys-

tem. Even with the most highly efficient

bureaucracy in the world and military rule,

Germany is having a mighty hard time

making the system work.

"No,"—he shook his head again de-

cidedly,
—

"that plan would never do in

the United States. Our efforts must be

along the line of preventing the erection

of artificial barriers in the natural chan-

nels of trade."

"What about warehousing?"

"It has come to be as important as pro-

duction itself," Mr. Davies agreed. "As
an unregulated agency, warehousing is a

menace. The business is vested with a

public interest, and it has got to be

brought under public control. For my-

self, I like the Canadian law. Take the

case of that Chicago man who bought

seventy-two million eggs at twenty-two

cents a dozen, and then hoarded them in

storage until he could extort a price of

fifty or seventy-fi\e cents a dozen. 'What
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are you going to do about it

manded, and his smiling insolence went

unpunished. In Canada he would have

been sent to prison. What federal and

state authorities should do at once is to

'find out just what the warehouses of the

country contain, so that people and law-

makers may know the exact extent to

which food is being cornered in storage.'

"If combinations that jump the prices

of food, whether reasonable or unreason-

able, were made a felony, and if vigorous

federal prosecutions sent some of the gen-

tlemen to the penitentiary, would n't that

go a long way toward solving the prob-

lem ?"

"Undoubtedly. The experience of Can-

ada proves it."

Mr. Davies then went on to discuss the

formation of cooperative societies by pro-

ducers. He told how the cheese-makers

of Wisconsin organized to sell directly to

the consumer, and how the creamery men

and fruit-growers in other States had

formed their own selling agencies, thereby

eliminating the wastes and the extortions

of the middleman.

"And the parcel-post sj'Stem ought to

be brought into larger play," he said.

"The service between cities and rural com-

munities should be enlarged so that farm-

ers and consumers can do business by

mail. Rates must be reduced, of course,

and the size of the food-stuffs basket-par-

cel raised above the present fifty-pounds

limit. Also every city ought to have its

municipal markets, not as a sudden adven-

ture now and then, but as a fixed part of

the city's business."

"Meyer London, the Socialist member
of Congress," I said, "is on record with

the suggestion that the Federal Govern-

ment should issue bonds, purchase foods,

control granaries, build warehouses, and

establish markets. What do you think of

that?"

"I don't reject it, by any means. If

other methods fail, certainly we shall come

to it. In the past we have quarreled over

means until we forgot the end itself.

Somehow I feel that we have come to a

point in the United States where it is the
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he de- goal that is going to count. The world

is moving too fast, and governments are

doing too many things for people, for old

prejudices to have much weight. A noted

London bishop said recently, 'A year ago

I abhorred Socialism, but we are all So-

cialists now.' The essential thing, how-

ever, is first to exhaust all individualistic

efforts, and prove them to be failures, be-

fore we change the course of democracy.

"But is n't it rather a vicious concep-

tion of individualism that permits a per-

son to prosper at the expense of society?".

I urged. "Has n't our fear of Socialism

driven us right into the hands of greed

and rapacity? After all, is n't there a

happy medium that will permit govern-

ment to get down to earth with people

instead of sitting up on a perch, idle and

blindfolded?"

"Certainly." His assent was instant.

"One of the first things we 've got to do

is to realize that America is at the rear

of the procession when it comes to practical

application of governmental forces to the

business of living. In many ways the

Government of the United States is fur-

ther away from the people, less able to

do things for people, than that of any

other free country in the world.

"The trouble with us"— he smiled,

swinging back in his chair
—

"is that in

many matters we have made law an end

instead of merely means to the end. A
constitution, for instance, must be a liv-

mg, growing organism ; otherwise it be-

comes ossified and brittle, and is apt to

break under the strain of the social forces

that it tries to check."

"You spoke of New Zealand and Aus-

tralia going into the business of bread-

baking and cattle-slaughtering. There

is n't anything very new in that, is there?

Germany, for years before the war, got

fortj'-eight per cent, of her revenue from

government ownership of all sorts of en-

terprises. Why is n't it possible, Mr.
Davies, for the LTnited States to take some

such step? As a iriatter of fact, is n't that

the very thing that Secretary Daniels has

been doing? When he began to manufac-

ture smokeless powder for thirty-four
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cents a pound, the trust quit charging

from eighty cents to one dollar a pound.

Same way with torpedoes, mines, etc.,

while the minute the bill for an armor-

plate plant became a law, the trust cut

its prices. Why is n't it feasible to adopt

the same course with regard to food?"

"It is feasible, and many American

cities have done it already. A parliamen-

tary committee of the English board of

trade, by the way, recently recommended

the establishment by the Government of

retail stores in order to introduce a com-

petitive factor that would prevent the

charging of extortionate prices.

"But did you ever stop to think." he

continued, "that one fundamental remedy

is to jjicrease the food-supply? We may
talk as we please about this or that law,

but the fact remains that complete relief

will not come, and cannot come, until we
strike the land with some rod that will

bring forth its full richness. More farm-

ing and hitter farming is the big thing.

"As it is to-day, only twenty-seven per

cent, of the tillable land of the United

States is luuler cultivation. Out of 1,501,-

000,000 acres that ought to be yielding

harvests, just ,511,000,000 acres are being

tilled. Thousands of these acres, incredi-

bly fertile, wait only for the magic touch

of water. Private control of reclamation

projects has proved slow, while the natu-

ral desire for large profits has made the

original cost to the settler almost prohibi-

tive.

"It seems to me," he declared, "that

the Federal Government must assume this

task in increasing degree, first carrying

water to the land, then getting people to

the land. Other countries are working

out the problem. Elngland, for instance,

bought up the large estates in Ireland

owned by absentee landlords, purchasing

at actual value plus a ten per cent, bonus,

riien the estates were divided into small

parcels and sold to individual farmers on

an amortization plan that provided for

small annual payments over a seventy-

year period. In addition, the Govern-

ment loaned money for the purchase of

stock and !in|ilniients, all at tliree jier

cent., and further furnished the various

districts with scientific agriculturists.

"In 1910 there were thirty-seven ten-

ant-operated farms in every hundred

farms in the United States as compared

with twenty-eight in 1890. And here are

some more disagreeable facts," he went

on. "Farms of a thousand acres or more,

comprising nineteen per cent, of all farm-

land in the country, are held by less than

one per cent, of owners. Of these thou-

sand-acre farms, onl\ 18.7 per cent, of

the land is cultivated, as compared with

seventy per cent, in farms from fifty to

five hundred acres. More than four fifths

of the area of the large holdings are being

kept out of active use by speculators,

while 2,500,000 farmers are struggling

for existence on farms of less than fifty

acres.

"But it is not enough to drive a plow

and drop seeds. Farming must be made
scientific. America, with the most fertile

soil in the world, is behind the world in

crop returns. Our average yield per acre

is about half of that of Euroiiean coun-

tries."

"Mr. Davies," I asked abruptly, "is n't

it true that this whole high cost of living

problem springs from one fundamental

cause, and that for it there is just one

fundamental cure? We have turned our

natural resources, meant for all people,

over to the exploitation of private profit,

and we have put the necessities of life at

the mercy of private greed. And is n't the

cure such change or changes as will re-

store ownership to the people?"

He drummed with his fingers upon the

desk for a space before replying, and then

he answered very slowly and carefully

:

"A few years ago that would have been

a startling proposition, but things have

been happening in the world. Manifes-

tations of government control in Europe

have revolutionized the American point of

view. We have seen country after coun-

try take over its industries and natural re-

sources, achieving almost instantly effi-

ciencies and economies that were never

dreamed of under private operation.

"It is a lesson that America must
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learn, for it is a competition that America

will have to meet. The only question to

be determined is when and how and to

what extent. Certainly we have reached

a point, as you say, where the necessities

of existence must be lifted above the

power of extortion. It is idle to speak of

vision, adventure, and individual initia-

tive when the struggle just to live takes

all time and all energy.

"What an absurdity it would be to turn

the air itself over to private profit, per-

mitting great corporations to fit every in-

dividual with a meter. Yet not the air

itself is more vital to life than water,

heat, light, food, and transportation."

"If you don't mind," I broke in. "I

should like to hold the discussion right

there for a few moments. Take transpor-

tation, for instance. Only recently the

Interstate Commerce Commission re-

ported on the physical valuation of two

small roads. It found that one road,

capitalized and bonded at about $99,000,-

000, could be reproduced for about $46,-

000,000, and another, capitalized at nearly

$41,000,000, could be reproduced for less

than $9,000,000. It is the story of almost

every railroad in the United States. What
of the reduction in fares and freight rates

if every railroad were to figure profits on

the real value of the property?"

"The public ownership of railroads is

fast coming to be a general demand," Mr.

Davies" agreed.

"What about coal?" I insisted. "The

Government still holds title to coal-fields

rich enough to supply the whole world

for hundreds of years, and yet we let pri-

vate capital run up coal prices until win-

ter is a time of horror for nine tenths of

the people. If we do not wish to abolish

private ownership of coal-mines, why can't

the Government begin the dexelopmcnt of

its own coal-lands?"

"Go on and finish your argument,
"

urged Mr. Davies when I paused for his

answer.

"Well, then," I persisted, "What about

our wonderful iron deposits on govern-

ment land? And our water power? Does

it not seem stupitl to give these resources

away, and then, when they have been

made into instruments of extortion, cry

to Congress for laws that will afiford re-

lief? And there is oil and gasolene, al-

most as much entitled to rank with the

necessities of life as corn or wheat. While

the greater part of our oil-land has been

given away or lost, in California alone

the Government still owns a huge acreage

rich in petroleum. A government receiver

in charge of some reclaimed oil property

in California started in to manufacture

gasolene, and after every imaginable

charge had been allowed for, he was able

to market the product at six cents a gal-

lon."

"Wait a minute," he said. "Let me
talk for a bit as an average American who
does n't like organized greed any better

than he likes organized paternalism, and

who seeks some happy medium that will

give equal justice without sacrifice of sane

individualism.

"Government monopoly— government

ownership of industry—means state So-

cialism, and the state Socialism of to-day,

to my mind, is the negation of democracy.

As human nature is now constituted, I

should be fearful that industry owned and

operated by government could be possible

only under a bureaucratic and monarchi-

cal form of government, or in a govern-

ment where altruistic instincts have

reached a much higher degree of perfec-

tion than has ever been achieved by even

a small group in the past. In plain, I

feel that Socialism, imposed upon a demo-

cratic state, would lead inevitably to

monarchy or oligarchy, and to the destruc-

tion of the form of government which

seeks to be a government of and by its

people.

"Our problem is to preser\e as large a

degree of freedom for individual oppor-

tunity and individual growth as is com-

patible with the welfare of the national

community. Cooperation may be the

agency by which democracy may preserve

itself and yet serve men. The competitive

sj'stem is the fundamental base of democ-

racy, but it is not inconsistent with co-

operation.
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"Nor should we be thrown off our base

by the big efficiencies that are induced by

governmental activities in Europe," lie

declared emphatically. "^lonarchical

governments, or governments under the

pressure of war necessities, can do certain

things effectively that a democratic govern-

ment, without the stimulus of necessity,

might go to wreck upon. It is well for

lovers of liberty to remember that too

high a price can be paid for efficiency.

"Regulated competition, fair competi-

tion, a sane degree of cooperative activity,

which still permits the forces of potential

competition to operate, and which will

still effect the big economies, may all be

worked out in a democracy. But the prin-

ciple we must not lose sight of is that the

first concern of this generation and the

generations to come in the United States

should be the preservation of a democratic

industrial state. What we must guard

against is development into a state pre-

tending to be free, but in fact controlled

by selfish groups, or else drifting through

processes of beneficent Socialism that will

destroy the rule of the people, imposing

eventually the rule of the oligarch or mon-

arch."

"Granting the truth of everything you

have said," I replied, "is it not possible to

lift the necessities of life above the rapaci-

ties of greed without the slightest menace

to democracy? As a matter of fact, if

life ceased to be a wolfish struggle just to

live, would n't competition be more sane,

and would n't individual initiative take

on a new hope, a more vigorous drive?"

"Don't misunderstand me," he ex-

claimed. "I did not mean that we should

close our minds to the fact that even in a

democracy certain activities in industry

are so connected with the welfare of the

whole people that they must be regulated

and even owned in the public interest. It

has come to many public utilities, and will

and should extend itself still further."

"It comes down to a question, then," 1

argued, "of agreeing on some honest, lim-

ited definition of the necessities of life.

You yourself mentioned air, water, light,

heat, food, and transportation. Suppose

we stop there, or, rather, that we begin

with that list ?"

"All call for regulation," he admitted.

"And if regulation fails?"

"Then public ownership is of course

the inevitable resort."

Greek Epigram for a Parisian Paper Doll

By WILLIAM ASPENVVALL BRADLEY

DOROTHY made me: with her skilful pen

She shaped my slender elegance, and then

From her inventive brain she fashioned frocks.

Taxing the wealth of her tin color-box

;

Hats, muffs, bags, fans, and all things else beside,

Till I appeared a princess in m^- pride.

Now sends me here that you once more may sec,

In the enchanted mirror,—memor\ ,

—

Above the table, with her patterns spread,

The little artist bend her f^oldeii head.



On the Altar of Friendship

By FANNY KExMBLE JOHNSON
Author of "The Persistent Little Fool," etc.

Illustratii)ns bv Edna L. Crompton

RAPUNZEL, Rapunzel, let down your

. hair,' " chanted Wirt in his cool,

laughing voice.

Minnie Bee, otherwise Mary Beatrice,

with aa obliging twist of the wrist, let

down her hair. It rippled down in the full,

silver light of the moon until it splashed

the wood of the old porch seat. Between

these dividing waves her face showed

softly childlike, with deeply fringed lids.

The ej'es were unexpectedly dark, of an

intense blue, like that sometimes to he

seen in butterfly wings.

Roddy Ivor, crowded on the step be-

low, where he had to exercise much in-

genuity to avoid crushing Minnie Bee's

widely settling blue ruffles, looked up at

her disapprovingly and admiringly. He
thought she made an awfully pretty pic-

ture in the moonlight ; but he wanted to

knock his cousin Wirt down for ordering

a girl about like that before a porchful of

laughing boys, and most of all he wished

to take Minnie Bee for a walk, and talk to

her like a brother.

Still, it was harmless enough. Even

Roddy, who had been presented to Minnie

Hco only five minutes earlier, could see

that It was merely a case of a particularly

charming flower and a cloud of nev.h

emerged butterflies. So nu'ght one con-

ceive of an over-appreciative butterfly bid-

ding a rose turn its enchanting head this

way or that. All the >'oung faces lifted to

Minnie Bee were smilingly satisiieil, as at

a pleasantly fulfilled expectation. Only
that brute Seaton had another look.

Minnie Bee, too, felt an adverse influ

ence. She flung a wide, peering glance to

where Seaton glowered on his N'ine-sniotli-

ered railing.

Wirt, who had turned about at Minnie

Bee's glance, stared, and went to the rail-

ing. Seaton had swung himself over it,

and was walking rapidly up the street in

the direction of the Green Hotel, a college

hostelry on the edge of the grove-like

campus.

"Good riddance," muttered Wirt. He
took the railing himself, gathered in Min-
nie Bee's golden-ribboned guitar, and be-

gan to strum one of those intermittent,

non-committal accompaniments which go

with an\- old— or new— thing.

"An hundred months have passed,

Lorena,"

hummed some one. A melodious buzz fol-

lowed. They began to sing it definitely.

Minnie Bee did n't know a word of the

old thing. She sat silent, softly embracing

her blue ruffles, her eyes fixed on Roddy's

slightly averted face. Roddy knew e\ery

word of the song, and he was leading the

singing in . a brilliant baritone, \ ibranr

with }outh, and deeply colored with

\f)uth's strange, emotional foreknow leilges.

All young creatures appear rapt w itli

the music they make. Roddy now hail

that look added to iiis all-rhc-riiue looks of

lordliness and gaier\ and calm lesolve.

Wirt stopped strumming. ^I'he other

\ oices died out wne b\ one, chiefl\ because

their owners had arrixed at the ends ot'

memory; but Roddy sang on, dreamily

unaware, his gaze plungeil into tlie daik of

the camjius tiees.

He suiKlenly became ;i\\aie that he

alone sang, and stopped inquiringl\,

glancing up at Minnie Bee. She clapped

softlv. Roddy colored in the moonlight.

Rodd\-, facing the door in bitlding Min-
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nie Bee a short farewell, had a glimpse of

lier stout Aunt Annie ascending the stair-

way, heavily tired after the long day, an

institution flourishing elsewhere than in

great cities. Minnie Bee's stout Uncle

Joe, owner of a small harness shop much
patronized by college men who kept

horses, came to stand for a moment in the

door, pipe in mouth.

"(^ood evening, younr gentlemen," he

said.

Tlirough an open window Rodd\" took

in a small, bright parlor, its one rock of

refuge Minnie Bee's piano, about which

swirled waves of flimsiness.

"Well," said Wirt.

They went bareheaded down the steps,

turning for a final glance at the awfulh

pretty picture of Minnie Bee with her

golden hair streaming in the moonlight.

A few yards down the street they met

another crowd bound for Minnie Bee's

front porch. Wirt indicated the silent

Roddy to them.

"Just had him to Minnie Bee's. First

time. Don't speak to him. It 's dan-

gerous to waken them suddenly."

They pretended sympathetic under-

standing, and passed, tiptoeing with exag-

gerated caution. Their laughter broke

behind the two. Beneath a street light

Roddy stopped and regarded Wirt.

"You must n't misunderstand, you

know," said Wirt in a careless tone.

"I 'm not misunderstanding the darned

insolent way you fellows have \vith her,"

said Rodd\-, scornfully. " 'Rapunzel.

Rapunzel!' I like your nerve."

"So does Minnie Bee," said Wirt.

"Why, confound you. Rod, she 's a reg-

tilar pet with us all. She 's had a crowd

of boys on that front porch ever since she

\vas fifteen. Every one of them adored

her. I adore her. So do you— what?"

"And that fellow, Seaton ?"

"Say," said Wirt, going on, "it 's a

queer thing, but, do you know, I believe

Seaton 's working himself up to the point

of asking Minnie Bee to marry him."

"That brute!" said Roddv, shorth and

hotl\.

At Ro(id\'s tone W^irt began to laugh

inniioderately, steering him the while

toward a tree-pillared lawn. Beyond the

columns of the tree-trunks appeared the

columns of the porch, rising as tall as trees

to the mansion's roof. Withdrawn in the

seclusion offered by these sat a placid

group composed of Miss Page Presley, her

mama, and her little sister Virginia.

Other boys dropped in. Miss Presley's

hair was long and black, and would have

been almost startlingly effective streaming

around her against the glimmering white

background of house front, but no one

said, "Snow White, Snow AVhite, let

down your hair."

The sturdy, graying professor of Greek,

her father, came to stand for a moment in

the door, cigar in hand.

"Good evening, young gentlemen," he

said.

As they bade the family good night

Roddy glimpsed a familiar type of inte-

rior, spacious, cool, set discreetly about

with old, valuable, rather terribly perma-

nent possessions.

"Nice girl. Page," commented Wirt as

they strolled off across the sparsely light.^"d

campus, "but slow," he added, yawning.

On the porch of Roddy's temporary

home sat the remainder of his temporary

family: Cousin Andrew Morrison, profes-

sor of Latin, peacefully asleep in his long

chair; Cousin Sally, his wife; and

Roberta, their daughter.

Berta was one of those girls who never

look girlish because they weigh ten pounds

too much and have Roman noses. There

was a kind fiction among her girl friends

to the effect that Berta disliked boys.

She considered her brother Wirt and

her cousin Roddy with suspicion which

might be characterized as serial. It was

always likely that they had been up to

something of which she would disapprove

could she find them out.

"Well, Rod 's been initiated at last,"

announced Wirt, out of a mere impish de-

sire to start something.

He gave Roddy his laughing, narrowed

look, and settled himself comfortably on

the railing. Roddy took the porch cwitig

near Bert.i.
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"That girl!" said Berta.

'If you mean Minnie Bee,'' murmured

Wirt.

"Why, Berta, I 'm sure Minnie Bee is a

very nice, sweet, young girl," put in Cou-

sin Sally, indescribably mingling patronage

of Minnie Bee with ladylike disapproval

of Berta's too violent emphasis.

"And I warn you right now, Roddy

Ivor," continued Berta, "that if I meet

you out walking with her you need n't ex-

pect me to speak to you. I don't speak to

my own brother in those circumstances.'"

A tolerant smile grew on Roddy's lips.

"Women," said Wirt. It seemed to

cover the ground for him.

"I presume," said Berta. "that you W
like me to call on Minnie Bee?"

Wirt addressed Roddy:

"That lovely, refined, talented girl is

n't good enough for Berta, here, to visit."

"Her cousins are n't lovely and refined

and talented, and you know perfectly

well, Wirt Morrison, that, while Minnie

Bee may be all you say, we girls can't pos-

sibly take her up. Heaven knows I 'm not

snobbish," said Berta; "no one can accuse

me of that. I dare say Minnie Bee is

much better looking and far cleverer than

1 am ; but my relatives are at least present-

able, and I know who my ancestors were."

A faint frown developed between

Roddy's fine brows. Minnie Bee's cousins

had been pointed out to him, vivid little

girls with big, bold eyes and noisy voices.

No harm in them, but not the girls you 'd

want your sister to be seen with
; yet Min-

nie Bee had to be seen with them. Beyond

doubt Minnie Bee's cousins were regret-

table.

"Think 1 '11 go on up," said Roddy,

rising.

"Me, too," said Wirt.

He came on into Roddy's room.

"Confound such a town as this, an\-

how!" said Wirt.

"Oh, clear out!" said Roddy. He
pulled off his coat.

"Talk about India," said Wirt, taking

out his cigarette-paper. "India 's got noth-

ing on this town when it comes to tlie

caste curse."

He sat down on the foot of Roddy's bed

and lighted up.

"Clear out, I tell 5'ou!" said Rodd\',

who wished to think about Minnie Bee in

peace.

"First," said Wirt, "there 's the mili-

tary gang."

"I '11 put you out," promised Roddy.

"The military gang," repeated Wirt,

wafting a smoke ring perfect enough to be

a fairy's bracelet, "which considers itself

just a little bit better than anything else

on earth because it has to do with the art

of bossing the earth about."

"Tell me something I don't know,"

begged Roddy.

"And the college men are nearly as bad.

Any doddering old professor of the dead-

est language there is thinks himself the

superior of the cleverest business man in

town."

"I told 30U I would," said Roddy, now
in pajamas. He started for Wirt, wlio

fended him off, laughing.

"And the larger merchants lord it over

the smaller chaps, like Minnie Bee's uncle.

Everybody 's got some one to look down
on until at length we arrive at,

— " he

nodded toward the stately colored gentle-

man who was bringing in a carafe of

drinking water,— "and even there
—

" he

broke off abruptly. "Sam," he said, "did

you see Dan Medley about hunting me up

a dog for Miss Minnie Bee?"

"Now, Mr. Wirt," said Sam, "yo' do

not want t' 'ave no doin's at all wid dat

po' white trash of a Dan Medlar. / '//

fin' yo' a pup fn' de young lady fus ihiy

I takes off."

He went out grandly, haxing settled the

matter.

"What did 1 tell you ?" deniandeil

Wirt. "Talk about India."

"Not to me," said Roddy, remo\ ing the

slenderer Wirt by main strength from tlie

bed, and shoving him doorward. "^ 011

're worse than any of them, "l ou were

quite surprised a while back because that

surly brute of a Seaton might actually ask

a beautiful girl a thousand times too good

for him actuallv to niarrv liini, d.iiiin
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Almost incoherently did Roddy thus as-

sist the shamelessl} laughing Wirt into

the hall. He retreated alone into his

room, holding the door ajar a moment to

add, "And you."

He closed the door on Wirt, dre\\- up

his one arm-chair until it faced the win-

dow, and lay back in it in all the luxur}

of pajamas and a good conscience. His

slippered feet on the window-sill tipped

him back delightfully. His clasped hands

made an absolutely comfortable pillow for

his head. His eyes dwelt dreamily on a

confused welter of small, moon-gilded

clouds as he listened to his Cousin An-

drew putting the house off to bed down-

stairs. There ensued a deep silence.

Roddy, basking in it. began at last to

think intelligently about Minnie Bee. He
concluded that what she really needed Mas

a friend.

Now, Roddy had given this matter of

friendship deep thought since a certain

disillusioning love-affair of his the pre-

vious year, and he had reached the conclu-

sion that friendship with a girl whose na-

ture was at once strong and yielding, tonic

and sweet, might be an almost ideal rela-

tion. Of course one would prefer a beau-

tiful girl. It was apparent to the most

casual observer that Minnie Bee had an

excess of adulation. It seemed clear to

Roddy that he had been told off by des-

tiny to disclose to her the soberer charms

of friendship.

In pursuance of this purpose he called

at Minnie Bee's the following afternoon.

He had to cut math to do this ; but Roddy

was not one of those who ascribe undue

importance to the academic aspect of a

college career. It did not weigh upon his

conscience in the least ; but it would have

\ exed him could he have guessed the inop-

portuneness of his call, in the early after-

noon, to a busy young woman.
When the bell rang Minnie Bee was,

in fact, nearly worn out with the difficult)

ot deciding a question of much impor-

tance. All morning she had been sitting

on the edge of her bed surrounded by

lengths of filmy white stuff which she was

converting into a dress. She was now en-

gaged in trying on the dress. It was all

concluded except the neck. She was not

satisfied with the neck. She had made a

fichu for it. Then she had decided against

the fichu. She would have the neck cut

square. It might be more becoming cut

square. So she turned it in square.

This indecision of Minnie Bee's may
seem strange to writing men whose hero-

ines always know to a shade their most

becoming color, to a line their most en-

hancing style ; but the reader may as well

know the truth, which is that a girl goes

through youth in an agony of indecision.

What if she loses her complexion and gets

gray, before ever chancing on the color

and style created for her alone? Did the

fichu look better, after all? Minnie Bee

kept her caller waiting while she tried it

on again. She twitched it off in a despair-

ing mood, and went down with the neck

square.

"Did I come too soon?" asked Roddy,

fancying surprise in her greeting ; but that

was only because she had supposed it to be

Seaton. "I thought maybe you 'd play

for me if there was n't a cro\A-d," wheedled

Roddy.

It does n't matter what Minnie Bee

plaj'ed. It was beautiful and sad, and as

she played it her face was rapt away from

little things. Roddy, leaning there, lis-

tening, had a re.sentful feeling for Minnie

Bee, as for one on whom fate had played

blundering tricks. She met his eyes ner-

\ously.

'Do you really like music?" asked Min-

nie Bee.

Rodd\ answered her with a iiuising

smile.

"Then please go sit down," said Min-

nie Bee.

Roddy went to sit in the window-seat.

Minnie Bee was a lovely profile now. Her

white throat pulsed with song. The
September breezes made serious love to

her iiair. In the filmy white dress \\\t\\

the neck cut square she looked as angelic

as the guardian saint of melody.

Her hands fluttered slowl>- into quiet

on the keys. A movement of Roddy's

maile her glance around. He was stand-
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ing up, as if to .l^o, and smiling ^i"a\ ely

down on her.

"Thank you for the music," said Roddy.

"Do you mind my saying that you looked

exactly like an angel, with all that white

stuff floating around you, and the sun in

your hair, while you w^ere singing?"

Minnie Bee looked down at the white

stuff. An impulse had its mad wav M'ith

her.

"Wait a minute," she said. In a twin-

kling she Avas running up-stairs. In an

other she was running back, trailing a

white triangle covered wnth infinitesimal

ruffles. She tossed this over one shoulder,

reached back, and coaxed it over the other.

"Now," said Minnie Bee. "I want an

\uibiased opinion."

"It sounds technical," said Roddy, "but

I '11 do my best."

"I can't decide about the neck of this

dress," said ]\Iinnie Bee. "Does it look

better this way or"— she twitclied of¥ the

"Ruffles," said Roddy, instantl\-, "am/

a rose."

One was peering in. He rewarded its

curiosity by presenting it to Minnie Bee,

who had donned the fichu again. She

placed the rose where it belonged, and en-

deavored to survey herself in a tiny oval

of purely ornamental mirror hanging be-

tween the windows. Roddy felt that it

should have been a pier-glass. He would

have liked two full-lengths of IMinnie Bee

just then. He looked at liis hat again,

smiling slightly. Perhaps he was thinking

that this again was something which could

never have happened at Pagie Presley's.

"Oh, don't go yet," said Minnie Bee.

She sat down in the window-seat and

patted the cushion beside her.

Roddy, however, took a chair, which he

drew up facing her. He leaned forward

in it, his clasped hands dropped between

his knees.

"This is my third year here," said

Roddy. "How queer that no one e\er

brought me to see you before."

Minnie Bee was n't going to tell

Roddy that some one had asked to bring

hun two years before, and that she had

said pettishly: "Another Ivor boy! No,
thank you." Nor was she going to tell

him that he had been brought now only

because she could n't very well have re-

fused his own cousin ; but how could she

have imagined this Ivor boy to be so dif-

ferent from his brothers, who were noto-

rious.

She said, rather flustered :

"I must have known your brothers,"

which was not at all what she wished to

say.

Roddy's lips twitched. He saw at once

that that explained it, though inadver-

tently.

"Come for a walk," he said suddenly,

after a reflective pause. He had not meant

to cut Greek, too.

"In this?" asked Minnie Bee.

Even a boy could see that the white ruf-

fles might not survive the climb Roddy
was contemplating. He looked vividly-

put out.

"But if you would n't mind waiting?"

"Certainly not. Run along," said

Roddy, much relieved.

She ran along, and he looked after her

approvingly. What a sensible girl now!
When Minnie Bee came back, unbe-

lievably soon, Roddy thought her less an

angel, perhaps, but the prettiest thing he

had ever seen in his life. Yet she had on

her oldest serge skirt, a far from new
blue-silk middy, and a shabby cap of Con-

federate gray that one of the cadets had

given her when she was a small girl. Her
feet in their little brown shoes literally

danced along. Something was singing it-

self in her golden head. Minnie Bee

hummed it

:

"Lo! there hath been dawning

Another blue day."

She did n't remember any more of it:

just that much was all she needed. She

continued to hum it as they went out in

the blue day. She did n't ask where the\-

were going : even when it seemed a long

way she did n't ask. Even when they be-

gan to climb and climb she did n't ask.

"I don't know whether you 've ever

been up here," said Roddw breaking a
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cheerful silence. He stopped for a mo-

ment to cram his soft hat into a pocket

of the coat which he was already carrying;.

Minnie Bee, high up among unfamiliar

hills, looked critically about her and said

that she had never been up there.

They went on, Roddy slightly in the

lead, his eyes shining with the surprise

he had in store for Minnie Bee. A riot-

ous wind was whipping his roomy shirt

about his beautiful slant of back and

shoulder. His head made a dusky glory

in the blue day. Now and again he looked

back at Minnie Bee with a smile, appre-

ciative of her prowess thus far, and en-

couraging her to further feats. Minnie

Bee, who felt lifted on wings of lightness,

always smiled back. She was a hovering

radiance in his wake. At the edge of the

highest hill Roddy said in a quiet tone of

triumph

:

"Now."
They stepped over the crest. Far, far

below, in a deep, wide cup, compacted of

the colors of the fall, lay a green valley.

In it a white town shone by a river of

gold. The cup was brimmed with sun-

shine and patterned with cloud shadows.

It offered up beauty forever.

"I came on all this of a sudden one day

last fall," said Roddy, his eyes alight.

Minnie Bee. understood. He had wished

her, too, to see it suddenly, like that, be-

cause it had been wonderful to him.

He spread his coat for her beneath a

slender locust, and threw himself down
near, among the thin, pointed little golden

leaves, already scattered in the just seared

grasses.

Minnie Bee looked at the white town.

It was very far away, so far away that it

was spanned by a spray of golden rod. She

hummed

:

"Lo! there hath been dawning

Another blue day."
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She did not

felt so happy.

"Now," said Roddy,

everything in the world

"What must we be:

Minnie Bee.

know when she had

'let us talk ;

ever

bovit

in with ?" asked

"Suppose," said Roddy, rising on his el-

bow, "we begin with friendship."

"Friendship?" asked Minnie Bee in an

odd tone, almost as if she had never heard

of such a thing.

"Friendship," said Roddy, "is the most

wonderful relation in the world. You
can't alwa5's depend on j^our lover or your

brother, but you can always depend on

your friend."

"I never had one," said Minnie Bee.

She was thinking of the girls whom she

had known in a way all her life, of the

lovely, sweet girls in the town down there

with whom she had gone to church and to

school, but among whom she had never

had a friend.

"You can have one now," said Roddy,

deliberately, "if you want him."

"You!" cried Minnie Bee. It was the

strangest exclamation.

Roddy colored furiously.

"I beg your pardon," he flashed in

clean-cut words. His quick thought was

that Minnie Bee had heard of a thing of

which it was altogether unlikely she

should have heard, a long-ago action of

his, repented in full, paid for in full, done

with forever, he had hoped, save as one

never is done with anything.

Minnie Bee put an impulsi\'e hand on

his rigid arm.

"You see. I happened just to be think-

ing of girl friends," said Minnie Bee,

somewhat shakily. "Why, I— I 'd love

to be friends with you."

He searched her with his gaze. She

offered him her hand in the sweetest man-

ner to seal their pact. Its firm, generous

pressure reassured Roddy wholly.

"I 'm glad," he said, still holding the

convincing hand, "because, when 1 met

you last evening, it was what you might

call friendship at first sight with me."

Minnie Bee, still smiling beautifully at

Roddy, took back her hand. She did not

sav what it had been at first sight with

lier.

Once more Minnie Bee and Roddy wan-

dered c)n the sheer rim of the wide cup

(if the lulls. I'^ire lia/c of Indian snninier
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obscured the land and blotted the sky. It

turned the sun to the round red-paper sun

of an astrologer's weird garment. It

brimmed the cup of the hills with a uni-

verse of bluish, faintly irradiated parti-

cles. Minnie Bee and Roddy were as

solitary as two persons in a dream. They
were closed in by a dimness that might,

for aught they could see to the contrary,

stretch away to the farthest reaches of

space and time. Wandering thus, as in an

enchantment, they came on a forest of

stickweed.

"Did vou ever," asked Roddv, "do

this?"

He broke a lance of stickweed stalk,

nicked it just so far from one end, broke

another slighter lance, and fitted an end

of that into the nick. Holding these two

lances high in air, he bent together their

free ends, and with some adroit turn of

wrist swiftly hurled the slighter one from

Iiini.

Minnie Bee exclaimed in delight and

astonishment. It seemed impossible that

the serpent of vel\ et black simulating Ho-

garth's line of beauty far above them could

be the stickweed stalk hurled by Roddy
the second before. It darted higher still.

It did not turn in descent until it had

flung itself, blazing, across the unreal face

of the sun. It fell very slowly, while

Minnie Bee held her breath. It was lost

in the haze-brimmed cup of the hills.

"Look! look!" cried Minnie Bee in a

joyous tone.

A second serpent was hurling itself

from the rim of the opposite hill. It strove

to outdo Roddy's serpent. It outdid it.

"I '11 not take that," said Roddy.

He flung a second lance. The serpent

it immediately became darted viciously to-

ward the zenith, far, far above the unreal

face of the sun. ]\Iinnie Bee's eyes spar-

kled. She might have fancied herself a

legendary princess beholding the en-

counter of rival magicians. Evidently the

unseen magician was not going to stand

that either. A fourth serpent rose; but

through some default of magic sank igno-

miniously into the deeper blue haze that

marked the hills along the horizon. In-

stantly a fifth serpent hurled itself on the

tail of the fourth.

"He 's mad," laughed Roddy, who had

just sent his answer.

The unknown's serpent suffered from

no default of magic this time. The two

met in mid-air, and strove for supremacy.

It was toss up between them straight

above Minnie Bee's upturned face when
they incredibly touched and fell slowly to-

gether, like enemies who had warily made
truce.

"Bravo!" shouted Roddy in his ferry-

call tremolo.

A return call echoed faintly, and was
drowned, as the serpents had been

drowned, in blue haze.

"Wonder who that was," said Roddy.

"Show me how!" pleaded Minnie Bee.

She did not learn the trick readily. Her
stickweed lance remained a stickweed

lance, falling stiffly close by, and ne\er

turning into a magic serpent at all.

"You have to begin doing it when \ou

are a little tad," said Roddy, exploring a

pocket. "Here, I '11 show where / learned

to throw stickweed." He took out a pack

of kodak pictures. "Let us sit down."

He made a place for her in the edge of

the stickweed forest, and stood for a mo-

ment gazing at her. Pale brown of No-
vember grasses, vague blue of forest smoke,

dim gold of withering, but still Haunting,

autumn weeds, were all about them. With
these Minnie Bee's vaguely blue dress and

sliining head made a harmony which e\en

an untrained eye could appreciate.

He flung himself beside her, resting on

his elbow, and arranging the pictures in

order on the grass. He indicated one.

"On those old hills there," said Roddy,

"right along the river. IVLary and I used

to see how far down it we could throw."

"ALar)^?"

"My sister; her name is Mary, too."

He pronounced it "Murry." He smiled

on Minnie Bee, "I 'd like you two to

meet."

Minnie Bee asked hurriedly:

"And who 's this?"

"My father," Roddy told her, pride In

his \oice.
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"He looks clever

nie Bee.

Roddy nodded agreement.

"And what do you think of this pretty

girl?"

I1ie pretty girl laughed out at Minnie

Bee from a loophole in a vine-hung lat-

tice. Minnie Bee kept on looking until

she discovered the girl to he rather ma-

ture, after all.

"It 's your mother," she guessed at a

venture.

"Right-o," applauded Roddy. -He looked

at the picture for a good while himself.

"You 'd love her," said Roddy, at last.

"And this?" asked Minnie Bee, again

rather hurriedly.

"Oh, that is Bina, my cousin who is to

be a trained nurse. T '11 tell you all about

Bina some day."

"And this beautiful, beautiful crea-

ture?"

"That," said Roddy, in a thoughtful,

but matter-of-fact, tone— "that 's Susy,

Breck's wife, you know." He looked re-

flectively at the ground before him for a

brief moment. "I dare say Wirt has told

you a lot of nonsense?" He put it to her

suddenly. She colored, and Roddy went

on: "I was fearfully in love with Susy

more than a year back, but old Breck

came home and cut me out. They ran

away together this summer and got mar-

ried. Now they live at Cedarcliff with

the rest of us. I 'm very fond of Susy,

but I 'm not the least in love with her any

more, of course. I 'm not in love with

any one. Being friends is good enough for

me," said Roddy. "Aid, by the way, I 've

a poem about being friends which I 've

been saving up in my head for you."

He began to recite, sitting up and

clasping his knees, his e^'es on the absurd

red-paper sun.

"The one thin<i; chanij;cs do not chanG;e,

The one thing mine quite to the end,

Time may not alter or estrange

Your heart, my little friend."
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kind," said Min-

He gave her

uid continued :

calm, affectionate glance

"We do not love as lovers may;

Someway one gets diviner good

From this serene companionship

And surety of mood.

"That says it," commented Roddy,

with superb certitude.

Minnie Bee had a quaint, tender feel-

ing for Roddy just then. She thought

there could n't be much to a girl, however

beautiful, who could give up a splendid

boy like Roddy for that slight, sneering,

gambling, drinking Breck Ivor. She cast

her scornfully face down, and turned to

Roddy, who had taken up another picture.

It was a lovely view of Cedarcliff, and it

was the house and grounds of Minnie

Bee's despairing dreams. She could not

keep the slow tears of longing from well-

ing. It looked so old and quiet and big

and lived in and loved ! She contemplated

it so long that Roddy glanced at her curi-

ously.

"Why, Minnie Bee!" he cried in

amazement.

"I want to be horn and grmv up in a

house like that," said Minnie Bee, ridicu-

lously. "I hate little houses. I liate little

yards. I hate little towns."

"Why, honey," said Roddy, "what 's it

all about?"

His tone was distressed and thoughtful

and more. It confessed to Minnie Bee's

attuned ear that Roddy knew very well

what it was all about.

"Is n't that a persimmon-tree, over

there?" she asked, blinking her tears away.

"Looks as if it might be," said Roddy,

cautiously following her lead.

"Please see," said Minnie Bee, calmly,

as if she had not been making an idiot

of herself a moment earlier. "I 'ui \ery

fond of persimmons—-once a year."

" 'And surety of mood,' " quoted Ri)dd\

:dl to himself, going off to throw sticks at

dangling, amber bunches of fnu't. The

persimmons came tapping down on tlie

dry, brown grasses.

"Poor little kid!" murnnired Roddy,

tenderly.

Not many had fallen, so he flung more

sticks. A la\ish shower resulted, ami.
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turning to jjo back to .Minnie Bee, he

found her by his side. He filled her

cupped hands.

"I don't believe they 've had their three

frosts yet," said Minnie Bee. She made

a childish face over a persimmon, and

tossed away the rest. They sank like

bright-colored stones in the blue haze

which filled the cup of the hills.

Continumg around the crest they en-

countered a remotely gazing figure. It

was Seaton, also making a round of the

hilltops. He glanced at Roddy.

"Was it your stickweed ?" he asked.

Roddy made a gesture of assent, and

Seaton turned to Minnie Bee, who stood

looking off into the distance with a de-

tached air.

"Well," said Seaton, smilmg down on

her, "it did n't get the better of mine, did

it?"

He lifted his hat to Minnie Bee, and

lounged off into the ubiquitous haze.

Roddy watched him from sight.

"He looks rather old to be here," he

said, turning to Minnie Bee.

She answered carelessly

:

"Oh, he finished here ages ago. He
came back to take a graduate course in

civil law, so as to be able to manage his

property intelligently, he says. His fa-

ther left him a sugar plantation in Louisi-

ana."

"And you can see," said Roddy, "that

he looks down on everybody except Adam
and Beauregard. What 's wrong?"

"This thorn vine; it 's got my hem."

"We '11 make it let go, then," said

Roddy, getting to a knee.

But it was a tenacious wretch of a

thorn vine, and held to Minnie Bee's hem
so effectually that the soft fabric was
pulled and slightly rent before the vine

was cut and coaxed away.

"I 'm afraid I 've been a clumsy duffer

over it," said Roddy, straightening up.

"It 's not your fault," said Minnie Bee:

"\ou did the best you could."

Roddy stood by Minnie Bee's bookcase,

looking over a recent number of "The
Fixed Star," their college magazine.

"This Heathcliffe , makes me dead

tired," said Roddy. He read a line aloud:

"The winter h'es before like an endless

sorrow.

"Like fun it does," said Roddy. He
glanced at Minnie Bee, expecting complete

agreement. Minnie Bee, however, was

eying him queerly from her window-seat.

"Roddy," said Minnie Bee, "do you

really mean that you are in your third

\ear here without knowing that / am
Heathcliffe?"

"You: lid Rodd) He stared at

Minnie Bee, and saw that she was in

earnest. "Are n't you ashamed of your-

self?" asked Roddy.

"Why?" cried Minnie Bee, with a

quick flare of the artistic temperament.

"Oh," conceded Roddy, "it 's good

enough ; but that only makes it worse of

you."

"Makes what worse of me?"

"The winttr lies before like an endless

sorrow,"

quoted Roddy again. "And I came to

take you sleigh-riding this morning. Here.

I '11 have this out with you presently. Go
get on your things, and wrap up well."

When she came back, though well

wrapped up, she did n't seem to suit him.

"Where are your furs?" asked Roddy.

"Oh, I don't need furs," said Minnie

Bee. Gradually faint color overspread

her face from brow to chin in a warm
pinkness. How was she to tell him that

if she could n't have good furs she would

n't have any? "This," added Minnie

Bee, flippantly, "is the South, Roddy,

where we pick flowers the year round."

Roddy smiled back at her.

"I guess the snow made me forget.

Stupid of me." He forgave himself many
more serious blunders, but he never for-

g;ave himself for asking Minnie Bee wh\

she did not wear her furs on that nipping

January morning.

"How," he asked as they drove under

an arch of enchantingly improbable white

boughs, "did you ever come to write for

'Hie P^xed Star'?"
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"Why," said Minnie Bee, "1 was al-

ways good in Knglish in high school. [\\c

hoys knew it. I hegan giving theni stuff

for the 'Star' ages ago." She laughed.

"Sometimes I used to write nearly all of

it except the ball news, and I could have

written that."

"I like their nerve," said Roddy in

tones of the deepest disgust. "A lot of

la/.y loafers letting a girl do all the work,

and the college get all the credit."

"I did n't know >'0u thought there was

nn\ ," mocked Minnie Bee.

"I did n't say it was n't good enough;

hut your Heathcliffe is a perfect demon

at a feast of woe. You 'd think he lived

in a cage, and had all the pleasures of life

spread before him and could n't get at

any of them. And here are you, a beauti-

ful girl whom every one loves, daring to

tell me that you are Heathcliffe, confound

him! Why, honestly, Minnie Bee, every

time I read a 'Fixed Star'— and it seems

to me the least a fellow can do is to take

that much interest in his magazine—

I

have a fit of the blues. I have to come to

see you before I can feel that anything is

worth going on with. Think of that, if

you please."

Minnie Bee threw back her delightful

golden head, and laughed as if she would

ne\er stop.

"Oh, Roddy, Roddy," she gurgled,

"some day I '11 put you in a story for 'The

Fixed Star.'
"

"Me?" said Roddy. He considered

over it, seeing at once, as nearly every one

does see, what an interesting and original

character he would make. But he shook

his head regretfully. "I 'd be no good to

you. I 'm too cheerful." Then he added,

"But you have n't told me yet why you

do it."

''Oh," said Minnie Bee, casualU', "ac-

cording to you, I put ;ill my blues in 'The

Fixed Star.'
"

A light stole in on Roddy.

"Still," said he, reflectively, ''does n't it

all seem rather silly— out here?" He was

using the candor of the true friend.

Minnie Bee looked about her. They
were sliding through a Christmas post-

card as large as life. Above them an azure

sky soared in purest radiance. A snowy
road sparkled beneath them. On each

Iiand were white hills, crusted with snow
as a birthday cake is crusted with frost-

ing, and trimmed with diamond-dusted

pines. It did seem rather silly out there.

"I 'd let 'The Fixed Star' go hang,"

said Roddy, relentlessly. "If I had your

talent, I 'd write for something worth

w bile. And while we 're deep in, I '11 just

go on and say that I think precious little

of those books T look into sometimes while

T 'm waiting on you to decide whether

you want it v or square. T could n't think

where you got hold of such a lot of atonic

— I got that word out of a preface to one

of them— stuff. I suppose the fellows

who call themselves literary editors un-

load it on you when they finally deprive

the town of the honor of their presence,

eh?"

]\Iinnie Bee admitted this to be a good

bit of deductive work.

"T '11 tell you what you need, Minnie

Bee," said Roddy; "you need a set of

Louisa M. Alcott."

A wistful look came to Minnie Bee's

face. Laurie had been her earliest love.

"I did n't know she wrote anything

else," said Minnie Bee.

Roddy seemed to understand. He said,

smiling at this odd ignorance in one whose

shelves showed many recondite names:

"Why, yes, a whole row." He held his

hands apart to show her.

At this careless trick the hired team

shied sharply.

"Watch out there!" called a roadside

wayfarer.

Roddy, looking thoroughly vexed with

himself, touched his hat-brim as they sped

by, and Minnie Bee flashed a radiant

smile.

"That was a fool break of mine," saiil

Roddy, turning his attention to a small

boy riding straight into them on a home-

made sled, red scarf-ends flying.

"Right of way," said Roddy. He gave

it good-humoredly.

"I 'd like to be a boy," said Minnie Bee.

R(^dd\- did not ask why. Any girl
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worth her salt always wished to be a boy.

He glanced at her sympathetically as he

turned the team about. They tore down

the four-mile descent like a streak, never

pausing until they drew up, breathless, at

Minnie Bee's home, looking small and

dreary, bereft of its gracing vines and

summer boughs.

"Why," asked Roddy, belatedly and

teasingly, "did you wish to be a boy?"

He asked it, hat off, at her door.

Minnie Bee flashed him a look. She

was dazzling with the color the wind had

whipped into her cheeks and the mad

things it had done to her golden hair.

"Oh, I don't know," said Minnie Bee,

daringly, "I suppose I wished to be a boy

so that I could make love to beautiful

girls, Roddy." She ran into the house,

laughing back at him.

"Minnie Bee," called Roddy up the

stairs after her. "you are a rascal, that 's

what you are."

"What have \ou been doing with 3'our-

self this nice spring day?" asked Roddy.

"Why," said Minnie Bee, "I 've taken

to sketching again since you made me give

up writing for 'The Fixed Star.' I was

out all morning. February is like spring

to-day, is n't it? Let me show you my
picture."

Roddy assented carelessly, and Minnie

Bee showed it to him carelessly. His

expression changed to one of astonished

interest.

"Why, you can draw!" he exclaimed.

He held it off. "Wh\ , Minnie Bee, you

are an artist!"

He continued to gaze delightedly at the

sketch. It was a slight thing, a lift of far

mountain, a stretch of near meadow, and

a dash of dark woodland between ; but the

marsh-grass of the meadow was stirred as

if by a soft spring wind, and little clouds

of springtime seemed flying across the sky.

"'J'ake it home with you," said Minnie

Bee, amused.

"May 1?" asked Roddy, eagerly. Min-
nie Bee could see that she liad offered him

a treasure.

"Minnie lice " said Rodds, "\ou are a
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wonderful girl. Do you know that you

really are a wonderful girl? You can do

anything you like."

Minnie Bee smiled at her good friend.

"Not anything," said Minnie Bee.

Laughing voices hailed them from the

porch. The noisy little cousins had walked
0-. er from the other end of town. They
came running in and encircled Alinnie

Bee with embraces. She smiled at them

affectionately ; but it was evident to Roddy
that she was a creature of finer clay, that

these embraces were in the nature of a

sacrilege.

He stopped by the book-store on his way
home to get a frame for his picture. He
was standing by his desk fitting the sketch

into this frame when Wirt sauntered in

and sat on the edge of the desk, watching.

"Are you and MinnieBee just friends?"

asked Wirt, eying Roddy curiously.

"Wirt," said Roddy,— he paused while

he straightened a tack,
— "I 'm quite over

the vanity of imagining beautiful ladies in

love with me. We are just friends."

"I think she likes \ou a lot," insisted

Wirt.

"I hope so," said Roddy, calmly.

Wirt shrugged his shoulders. "She '11

marry Seaton if he asks her."

"She 's not in love with Seaton, you

chump."

"But she '11 marry him all right, all

right, and I don't blame her, bless her

heart! If I were in her place I 'd marry

any man who would take me away from

this humbug-ridden town."

Roddy lay awake that night thinking

about Seaton and Minnie Bee for a long

time. Could it be that Wirt knew Min-

nie Bee better than he, Roddy, knevv' her?

Would she marr)' Seaton just to get

away? Was she not of finer stuff than

that? But one thing came clear to him.

He believed if Minnie Bee had the sort of

friends she yearned for she would not be

so averse to remaining in the town or so

tempted to make a loveless marriage. It

shows how young Roddy really was v. hen

he decided to get his sister Mary up to

town and spring Minnie Bee on her un-

awares.
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He thought how splendid it would be

if they could invite Minnie Bee to Cedar-

cliff for the summer. She 'd forget all

about Seaton at Cedarcliff. He lay smil-

ing in the dark, thinking how fond every

one there would get of her. Susy w^ould

be sweet to her, he knew. He drowsed

off, head on arm, thinking of Minnie Bee

and Sus\' until they merged into one in-

describably lovely girl whom he was re-

garding with the serenest affection when
the dark, sweet cloud of sleep descended.

But, after all, he did not have to use

any arts on Mary, since he found her

awaiting him in the porch swing the very

next evening.

"Murry," said Roddy, by way of greet-

ing, as he dropped to the step beside her,

"are you game for a before-breakfast walk

in the morning— to the old college?"

Mary, thinking nothing of it, said that

she was. A before-breakfast walk to the

old college was a town rite which she al-

ways observed during her visits to Aunt

Sally's. But she had never before halted

at a small house on the remote edge of the

campus and waited until a musical, and

evidently prearranged, whistle from

Roddy brought a pretty girl to its door.

There was something special about

Minnie Bee, some quality sensed instantly

b\' the yet unprejudiced Mary, who found

Roddy's little friend charming. Roddy,

well pleased, left the girls to get ac-

quainted, putting in an oar only when
Mary endeavored to discover common
friends in the town, which was worse than

talk about caste.

Their progress along cobweb-bordered

ixiths brought them at length to their ex-

cuse for a walk. Tt loomed large through

the morning haze ; but the old college Mas
only an empty shell from which Time had

thieved the kernel. They paused beneath

a tall end wall which had wrapped vines

about itself as a dimming beauty wraps

veils about her once fair face.

Minnie Bee, not knowing of Roddy's

sister, had brought sketching material.

Mary was delighted. She declared it

magical to sit there watching the deft fin-

gers as they portrayed the farther end wall

and the rim of mountain beyond it.

"Is n't she a w:onder?" asked Roddy.

Mary recognized his Bina tone, tender,

proud, brotherly, and, above all, calm.

She considered Minnie Bee with aroused

keenness of vision.

While Minnie Bee's sensitive lips had a

tender expression, her eyes, lifted by dark

blue flashes beneath those fluttering lids,

were neither sisterly nor calm.

What stupids men were, thought Mary,

despite their being so big and important-

looking. No wonder such a lot of things

went wrong, with only men running the

world.

Minnie Bee offered the sketch, though

hesitatingly, to Mary as a souvenir of

their morning stroll. Mary's action on

receipt of this gift was one rare with her.

She kissed Minnie Bee out of an impulse

which was doubtless one of pity had she

been able to define it.

"She writes, too," said Roddy, boast-

ing on ; "she 's Heathcliffe in 'The Fixed

Star.'
"

This did make Mary open her eyes.

"The Fixed Star" was always taken at

Cedarcliff on account of Breck having

once been literary editor.

"If you are as clever as all that," said

Mary, "I '11 be dreadfully afraid of you."

But Minnie Bee, blushing, and wishing

Roddy would keep quiet, did not appear

alarming.

"And play," Roddy continued to brag.

"I 'm going to take \ou to hear her play."

"Is n't he going to bring you to call on

me?" asked Marj^ of Minnie Bee.

Minnie Bee's smile might ha\e meant

anything. Mary gave it the natural sig-

nificance. But Roddy, somewhat in the

background, where he lingered to gather

Minnie Bee an early violet, colored with

annoyance. How the deuce was he to

take Minnie Bee to call on Mary at his

Cousin Sally's? They parted at the door

of Minnie Bee's still-fast-asleep little

house, making first an engagement. Roddy

was to bring Mary next day to hear Min-

nie Bee pla>'.

While walking down Main Street, just
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roused to its waking yawn, Roddy re-

sorted to unwonted subterfuge.

"I would n't mention Minnie Bee to

Berta, Murry," said he, too carelessly.

Mary instantly turned on Roddy a sus-

picious glance.

"Berta has a sort of foolish prejudice

against her," said Roddy, loftily.

"I see," said Mary. She held her head

high, and walked along stiffly by Roddy

now.

The idiot actually endeavored to con-

vert her to his point of view. They were

passing Minnie Bee's Uncle Joe's harness

shop when he thus wasted breath. Mary
turned her head, and viewed its swinging

sign.

"I thought the name seemed familiar,"

said Mary. She had kissed Minnie Bee!

"The prettiest and cleverest girl in this

confounded town," exploded Roddy. He
had got white over it. He knew now who
had invented the caste system. Women.
The vain women who must have slaves

and underlings to satiate their infernal

selfishness. Imagine a world run by them

!

Bedlam, that 's what it would be.

He lifted his hat sternly to Pagie Pres-

ley and Wirt, also returning from a be-

fore-breakfast stroll to the old college,

taken in the opposite direction, a thing

which would occur sometimes with un-

scrupulous young men in charge of the

expedition. He stood aside sternly during

the badinage which ensued. He accom-

panied Mary home, still sternly. In the

hall he offered her the sketch.

"Perhaps you had better keep it," said

Mary, hatefully.

At that moment Berta appeared with

her 'basket of housekeeping keys, noticed

the sketch, and insisted on examining it.

"One of Minnie Bee's," said Roddy, ouf
of sheer, desperate bravado.

"We picked her up on our walk," said

Mary. Her glance promised that Berta

should hear all about that later on.

Berta comprehended at once that Mary
had been the victim of a most shameful

imposition. She said warmly

:

"I did n't think you capable of an un-

derhanded trick like that, Roddy."

Her tone was extremely severe. Roddy

simply could not help feeling like a

naughty little boy. He ignored Berta en-

tirely.

"Are you going to call there with me
to-morrow?" he demanded of ]\Iary.

"Certainly not."

"Kindly inform me what excuse I am
to give."

"Any you like."

"I think you had better, in common de-

cency, go home," said Roddy, furiously.

"Oh, Roddy, you are too funny!" said

Mary. Her tone changed to one of in-

dulgence. "Certainly I have no earthly

intention of going home before I get

ready." She moved off with Berta, glanc-

ing over her shoulder to call out, "You

can say to j'our little friend that I have

toothache, if you like."

Roddy flung off to his room in the rage

of his life.

He went alone the next afternoon to

call on Minnie Bee. He looked so un-

happy when he lied and said that his sis-

ter had unexpectedly been prevented from

accompanying him, and was very sorry

indeed about it, that Minnie Bee made

herself sweeter than he had ever seen her.

There was nothing petty about Minnie

Bee. She had not the faintest inclination

to take it out on Roddy, but, all the same,

it was a turning-point. Motor-cars were

not rare in town, of course, though some

horses and persons still shied at them ; but

such a long, wicked-looking car as Seaton

brought there was extremely rare.

Minnie Bee's smoke-blue bonnet and

Seaton's rakish cap used every day to be

seen bent together while Seaton drove

Minnie Bee saunteringly along the lovely

roads of spring. When Roddy did re-

ceive a modicum of her society it seemed

to him that she was somehow different,

that a new expression, almost one of reck-

lessness, pervaded her loveliness.

He said to her once, witli a hurt feeling

at heart:

"I don't believe you care for me any

more, IVIinnie Bee."

"Don't you, dear?" asked Minnie Bee.
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She offered her hand, s\veetl\. Roddy's

face quivered. He wanted to say to her

that he couUi n't possibly help things turn-

injj; out so ; but, naturally, it was n't a

thing he could say. He stooped his head,

and kissed her hand instead ; but Minnie

Bee knew, sadly enough, that it was only

a pretty piece of boyish chivalry.

There were other reasons than the ones

made by Minnie Bee for Roddy's seeing

her less frequently. He had a lot of work
to make up. He would have felt a good

deal of dif^dence about going home if he

had failed In exams. Not that his father

attached undue importance to the academic

aspect of a college career; but he did at-

tach immense importance to Roddy's toe-

ing the mark, wherever it might happen

to be.

Roddy had to sit up nights and drink

outrageously strong coffee ; but though he

detested cramming and coffee, he felt that

but for him Minnie Bee might never have

realized the satisfactions of friendship, and

he had no regrets.

On the last day of commencement, re-

turning from a solitary stroll, undertaken

in hope of losing on the w\ay the slight

headache occasioned by burning so much
midnight electricity for wrecks on end, he

sighted Seaton's car crawling up the long

ascent. On reaching him it stopped, and

Seaton leaned out.

"I was just wishing I might chance on

you, Ivor," said he.

For the first time within Roddy's ex-

perience of him his striking, dark face

wore :in air of youthful happiness and

gaiet\-. In fact, he did not look a brute,

at all.

Roddy" glanced, puzzled, from Seaton

to Minnie Bee.

"We Ve just been married." announced

Minnie Bee in a self-possessed manner. It

was Seaton who colored. Smiling, Min-
nie Bee retied the veil-ends of a new, pink-

ish gray motoring bonnet.

Roddy continued to look at the two in

an odd silence.

"Harry," said Minnie Bee, calmly, to

Seaton, "please go and get me a bridal

bouquet from the hawthorn-tree yonder."

Seaton, with a whimsical glance at

Roddy, obeyed at once.

"Minnie Bee," said Roddy, the instant

Seaton was out of hearing, "why did you

do it?"

"Oh, I don't know," said Minnie Bee.

lightly. "Out of gratitude, perhaps,

Roddy, for my first proposal."

Roddy stared at her, astounded.

"Why, no end of fellows must have

made love to you !"

"Made love to me, ves.'" cried Minnie

Bee. So it Hamed into words at last,

though she had never meant it to.

"I— I— never
—

" Roddy halted, stam-

mering.

"No," said Minnie Bee, her eyes on the

far horizon, "you never did."

"But if I had," cried Roddy, passion-

ately, "don't you believe I 'd have asked

you to— to marry me?"
Minnie Bee turned the butterfly blue of

her eyes on Roddy for a long, long time.

"Yes," she whispered at last.

Her eyes wandered to Seaton, who
seemed about to move toward them. Her
hand closed on the edge of the car. Roddy
laid hold of it entreatingly.

"Minnie Bee," he said, "I can't believe

a wonderful girl like you would marry a

man you did n't love. I can't believe 30U

are that sort of girl."

Minnie Bee looked down. Her fingers

struggled slightly with Roddy's. A deep,

beautiful blush flowed over her face.

"You arc In love !" cried Roddy, tri-

umphantly.

All at once Minnie Bee ceased to strug-

gle. Her face flowered Into blue eyes and

whiteness. She looked up at Roddy, her

heart on her sleeve.

Roddy felt extraordinarily happ>'. She

was 71 ot that sort of girl.

"It 's so splendid of you, Minnie Bee,"

he said, "to make me quite contented

about \()u." He could let go her hand

now.

"Just a word," said Seaton at his elbow.

He filled Minnie Bee's arms with sprays

of the most heavenly fragrance as he went

on speaking.

"You 're an awful ass, Ivor; but \ou
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are a good chap, and you 've been a good

friend to my girl here, and I want to say

to you that I 'm going to spend the rest of

my life making up to her for what this

cursed town 's done to her. That 's all,

except"—he wrung Roddy's hand so that

it hurt
—

"confound you, and— bless you!"

Roddy, pardonably bewildered, moved

away a little. He stood by the flowering

hawthorn, his hat off, waving it, and

smiling affectionately at them both as the

car began to speed up the long hill.

He watched it until Minnie Bee's bon-

net was withdrawn like a whiff of rosy

cloud into the stealing evening. She was

gone. Her friendship, not, after all, his

to the end, was a thing of yesterday, and

her wistful face only a picture on Mem-
ory's wall. Strange how a person may be

your intensest present one moment and

your irrevocable past the next!

Roddy stood motionless for a long time

by the hawthorn-tree, gazing across a

mile of sunset-colored air to the town

where Minnie Bee could not be happy.

It was a fair old town of shining mem-
ories. Life had humanized it. Death had

hallowed it. War had touched it with

flaming sword. One of the greatest gen-

tlemen of all time had lived and taught

and died there. A young man could

hardly gaze across to its walls and roofs,

now golden in the rich evening light,

without being thrilled by its legend of

heroic youth. Yet Minnie Bee, having

been born out of her caste, could not be

happy there.

Vaguely, yet vividly, all this passed in

the mind of the boy standing by the haw-

thorn-tree. But it was a problem of the

ages which time itself might never find

the leisure for solving, and Roddy was not

quite twenty-one.

He let it go, and mused instead of his

friend— of the look which had confessed

her love for Seaton.

Roddy had been tremendously im-

pressed with that look of Minnie Bee's.

Some day, he hoped, a girl would love him

like that.

To One Dead

By DAVID MORTON

I
THINK that if you suddenly returned,

A little bewildered by the light and air,

But smiling secretly at all you learned.

Shaking the grave-dust from your shining hair-

I think if I should come with you to tea,

I should not find you changed or grave or sad,

But keen with talk of what there was to see,

Laughing the while in that frank way you had.

There would be stories of the shadowy host,

And sprightly comment on the things they do:

How this one was a most exclusive ghost,

Or that one was adorable in blue.

It would be good to hear the things you said

—

Your light and usual gossip— of the dead.



An Episode

Bv ROGER WRAY

THE male occupied the first-floor

room overlooking the sea ; the female

liad the room on the ground floor imme-

diately beneath his. She had arrived only

that evening, yet within a couple of hours

she knew all the main facts about him ;

that is, she knew all that Olwen could tell

her.

His name was Preston, and he had the

rooms all the year round ; he was about

forty years of age; he was a science

teacher in the local college; he had "some

o' them letters, like, after his name"; he

had "books and things" all round the

room; he had a microscope and a piano

and some old china ("as old as Adam") ;

altogether he was a "queer old stick" and

he had a club-foot. Nobody ever seemed

to come to see him. Sometimes he scarcely

spoke a word for days on end ; sometimes

he was talkative: that was when he had

"one of his piano-fits." But when he got

his nose buried in his books he "never

noticed nothing nor nobody." There was

a lonely look in his eyes at times, and

Olwen felt a strange compassion for him.

She was certain he meant no harm. It

was only his "studying ways" that made

him like that.

The female listened to Olwen's descrip-

tion with a show of sympathy. From her

window she scanned him comprehensively

as he entered the house. It confirmed

most of \\hat the maid had said. She had

him classified, as it were, and from that

moment her curiosity, being satisfied,

dropped asleep.

She slipped into his consciousness first of

all as a faint perfume. He did not know
that she was in the house. He had not

heard or seen anything that might have

given him the clue to her coming. That
perfume was the only hint of her presence.

When he went up to his bedroom he had

suspected nothing; but on going down-

stairs to his living-room a new odor had

momentarih touched his senses. It was

sweet and exquisitely subtle. Had it been

weaker, he might not have noticed it at

all; had it been more obvious, he would

doubtless have given it a chemical formula

and forgotten it. Its very elusiveness

baflled him. It was to him the unknown,

and it haunted him all evening.

It was curious how persistently his

mind reverted to that triviality. He at-

tempted to read the treatise on "Dynami-

cal Isomerism" which had been sent to

him by the author that afternoon. It had

made him eager, almost excited, when it

arrived ; but it was no use. His eyes

traveled down the pages with a scythe-like

movement without gathering the mean-

ing. It was strange, he fell to thinking,

how instinctively one associates perfume

with woman. She is essentially animal, as

animal as a male ; yet she contrives to sug-

gest, well, not exactly the spiritual, but,

at any rate, the oral. She eats beefsteak

like a man, but she appears, somehow,

ethereal. Her colors, her scents—her out-

line is an efflorescence; her petticoat is a

corolla.

He was vaguely surprised that Olwen

had not mentioned that a new visitor \\as

expected. Olwen generally reported the

affairs of the household to him when she

brought in the tea. Perhaps he had not

been in an approachable mood.

She must have gone up-stairs or come

down while he was in his bedroom. There

had been no voices, no footsteps, not a

trace of her existence. If he had seen her

face to face he would have thought no

more about her, but this perfume was

tantalizing. It was at once a luxuiy and

a mystery.

He began to be seriously annoyed with

himself. Women had never enticed his

C29
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curiosity like this. He had been far more

enthusiastic over Amoebce and Rotifera

under a microscope. He saw them dispas-

sionately and without emotion, as well-

known specimens of a familiar species of

fauna. He lived for his research. Science

has her celibates and martyrs, as religion

has. Of course he would see her and hear

her to-morrow. Was she old or young?

Was she married or single? A widow,

perhaps? Was she beautiful? At that

moment she was merely a waft of perfume

on the stairs.

He tried the piano, but after strum-

ming a few bars he closed the lid sharply

and viciously. It was exasperating. He
sat in the bay-window and looked out to

sea. The sun had set, and the water was

turning to those weird grays and blues one

sees in some of Watts's pictures. It made

him shudder. The sky-line was clearly

defined— indigo against the waning light.

He saw the summer visitors taking their

after-dinner promenade along the road

beneath him. Night after night he

watched them. He knew most of them

by sight, recognizing them in a desultory

vvay. There was the daintily stepping

French girl in her mauve frock and leg-

horn hat. There was the lady who looked

like an operatic singer, magnificent in

physique and a splendid swimmer. After

his fashion he admired them. But they

were there, visible and tangible. They
did not distract him with evasive odors

and mysterious suggestions.

The next evening Preston made his

second discovery about the female ; in fact,

he made several discoveries. First of all,

he heard the rustle of her dress. He was

in his bedroom at the time, and she ran

up-stairs and into the room adjoining his

own. Running! Evidently she was
young and active. The discovery pleased

him. She was not in her bedroom more
than half a minute, and ran down-stairs

before he had a chance of catching a

glimpse. The perfume lingered for a

little.

Through the open door he saw—he

could not help seeing— her traveling-

trunk. There was nothing impalpable

about that. It was covered with labels

—

cabin numbers, names of hotels, the care-

less scribble of customs. It was clear at

a glance that she was rich. She had been

to Cairo, Buenos Aires, New York, Paris,

Zermatt, Milan, and Mentone, He did

not intend being so curious, but the fact

remained. She was still a mystery. Why
should she want to stay in apartments

when she could afford the European

hotels?

He made a third discovery as he went

out to post. Her room door was wide

open as he passed, and he saw a box of

cigarettes on the sideboard. For a mo-

ment he felt a resentment, but he excused

her. Certainly she was young,—young

and modern,—with dashing ideas and

Parisian dresses. The cigarettes explained

all that at once.

His fourth discovery took his breath

away. He opened his door and stepped

on the dark landing just as she came rush-

ing full tilt up the stairs. She ran into

him at the corner.

"Oh, desh!" she exclaimed.

"I beg your pardon!" said Preston,

instinctively.

"I 'm awfully sorry," she added, and

was gone.

He trod out a spark on the carpet, and

distinctly observed the two odors of scent

and cigarette.

He returned to his room, and his heart

was beating. He had not seen her,— it

was too dark to see any one on that land-

ing,—but he had had a host of sensations

all in a bunch, and he wanted to sort them

out. There were her voice, her animation,

her impetuosity, her mettle.

"Oh, desh!" he repeated, but he could

not get the effect as he had heard it.

Despite the darkness he gathered that

she was tall, and also that she was dressed

in something light, some silky material

the color of which he could not even guess.

"Oh, desh!" he said again.

That pleased him best of all.

On the third evening the female had a

companion. Preston could hear talking

below him, and occasionally an outburst

of clear laughter,— a rill of sweetness, it



seemed,— and, full of irrational despon-

dency, he sat gazing at the sea.

It was stupid to be so obsessed with the

woman. Of course she was married, and

her husband was down-stairs with her

tiien. The thought caused an indefinable

melancholy to cast a shadow over him.

He felt an unfathomable solitude. The
warm things of life were not for him—
ardent odors, colored jewels, soft voices,

the sense of a bodily presence, kindnesses,

caresses.

Some one ran up-stairs. It was she

!

"Helena!" a voice shouted from below.

"Hul came trom abov

"Bring some music dow
No answer.

with you

Pres-

Yet

"Can vou hear?"

"Yes.'"'

"And bring my wrap, will ^'ou?"

"Yes."

It was not her husband, after all.

ton was relieved, immensely relieved

what difference did it make? There were

two ladies in the room beneath him, but

their husbands would be coming over any

day. Possibly they were in France.

He had made another discovery: she

was Helena. It was a noble name. She

must be fair and tall to merit such a name.

The chatter went on below, • and

the peals of laughter became more fre-

quent. It was all so high-spirited, so brim-

ful of \ italitN', that it made him feel young

again.

There was the music, too. For .some

reasons Preston wished there had been no

music. The singer had a sweet voice, a

trifle too tremulant, perhaps, but very

firm on the high notes. It had color, a

certain vividness of color, that suggested a

brilliant personality; but he wished she

had sung something better than the latest

songs. It seemed incompatible for a

Helena to be singing that stuff. She might

as well be reading penny novelettes at

once. The pianist was very poor, indeed,

but that was partly the fault of the instru-

ment. In any case, it did n't matter. It

was only Helena's companion.

Preston made no further progress in his

discoveries that night.
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There was notliing special the follow-

ing evening. Helena and her friend had

been away all day, and it was getting dusk

when they returned. They were chatter-

ing and laughing with unusual animation

in the down-stairs room, and the sound

came in at his open window, mingled with

the rhythm of the waves. He could not

distinguish what they said, yet he imag-

ined he knew the spirit of their conversa-

tion : there had been some diverting

escapade that day, due to Helena's im-

petuosity, no doubt.

Later on they went out of doors and

sat at the end of the jetty. Preston could

not see what they were like, for it was al-

most dark ; but he saw them as silhouettes

against the sea. They were still talking

with great eagerness, with swift gestures,

and emphatic shakes of the head. He be-

lieved they were quarreling. He had no

difficulty in deciding which was Helena.

Her companion was shorter and plumper,

and her temperament was less vivacious.

She did not seem the type of woman who
would, rush headlong up the stairs in the

dark. Nor would she sa\' "Oh, desh!"

when she collided with a stranger.

So many women, Preston mused, were

sedate and dignified. They took their

opinions ready-made and lived by social

regulation. Helena was not like that.

She was audacious, free-spirited, and in-

clined to please herself. Her very ges-

tures bespoke a native fund of energy and

independence. She would not care a rap

what anybody thought. She had a knack

of getting into scrapes and doing imcon-

ventional things and smashing her way out

of difficulties. He wished he could see

her face. He was sure she was beautiful.

To-morrow, perhaps, he would be able to

see her.

The next day was Sunda\ . and in the

morning Helena and her friend went into

the sea. They emerged from the house in

dressing-gowns and ran down the jetty to

the water. Helena's gown was pale blue,

and she had a blue bandana cap. Drop-

ping the gown, her bathing-dress was

navy-blue, with white braid. The sun-

light gleamed like ivor\ on her limbs.
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It was sheer joy to watch Helena take

to the water. She literally danced into

the sea, as if the very touch of the living

waves electrified her whole body. She

danced and then dived, and, emerging

with powerful side-strokes, swam out an

immense distance. Her companion was

a good swimmer, but she did not riot in

the water as Helena did. They returned

eventually, and sat on the beach, enjoying

a sun-bath. The next time Preston looked

they were in the water again, floating,

with hands locked behind the neck. But

he never saw them come indoors, and did

not see them the rest of the day. At night-

fall they sat at the end of the jetty again,

—black shapes cut out of cardboard,— and

the sound of laughter reached his ears

from afar.

Preston did not see them for several

days after that. On Wednesday, how-

ever, he saw Helena standing back to him

in a telephone-box. She had a frock of

wonderful color, like the palest of pale

carnations. He noticed her big pearl ear-

rings, which shook as she talked through

the 'phone. She seemed to be excited, and

he heard her saying:

"Look here, I want to know who told

you. . . . Are you going to tell me? . . .

I positively refuse to tell you. . . . Look
here, who told vou ? I insist on knowing.

. . . Hullo!"

He went away extraordinarily inter-

ested. The fragment of dialogue sug-

gested all sorts of possibilities. No doubt

she was in another scrape. It was just

like her.

That night they went bathing in the

moonlight. Nobody else was in the wa-
ter, and a small crowd stood watching

them. The people seemed to be apprehen-

sive for their safety, but Preston laughed.

Helena was not afraid.

Two evenings later, Olwen mentioned

Helena for the first time.

"The ladies below are leaving in the

morning," she said.

"Indeed ?"

"We '11 be a bit quieter again when
they 've gone."

"They seem pretty lively, don't they?"

"Reg'lar cautions, sir, both of them."

"Are n't they rather—well off?"

"Tons o' money, sir, but they know
how to get through it."

"Well, if they enjoy it
—

"

"Don't they just!"

Preston did not ask anything further.

Olwen would have enlightened him read-

ily enough had he prompted her, but he

felt an unaccountable reluctance. Olwen
might tell him something that might spoil

it all. He did not even know her name.

For all he knew she might be Mrs. Jen-

kins or Miss Tomlinson. He wanted to

think of her as Helena.

The thought of Helena was an elixir

to him. She exhilarated. She made him

feel romantic and adventurous. The sense

of her proximity was almost an idyll.

She was in the room below him at that

very moment. He adored her, j'et he had

never seen her face. He had made the

attempt to see her more than once. On
this last evening he felt that he never

should see her again. She would go away

as she came, a mystery.

He was intensely aware of her exist-

ence. He wondered if she had been even

dimly aware of his. She had made a

difference to him, but he could not pos-

sibly have made any difference to her. He
longed to tell her something,—something

vital and splendid,— but such emotions

never shape themselves in speech. They
are, as she was, thrilling and elusive.

He remembered his piano. He had

never opened it since the first evening she

arrived, and then he could find nothing to

play. But he wanted to play now, if only

to declare himself, to make his great affir-

mation, and bid her good-by. He looked

across the sea where the first star of eve-

ning, lovely and lustrous, was spilling

drops of light. He gazed at it in wonder;

it had never been so bewitchingly beauti-

ful before. He sat down to the piano and

played "O Star of Eve" from "Tannhiiu-

ser." Never until that hour had he felt

its passionate ecstasy and pain.

He went on without a pause, extem-

porizing. He found articulation in music.

He became aware of the beauty that leaps
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and dances, that maddens with perfumes,

and dazes with colors, the rapturous love-

h'ness of the fiesh, the glowing perception

of animal vitality, audacity, the fearless

spirit, the elusiveness of laughter, and of

his impotence and desolation.

It cannot be put into language what he

put into chords. Night fell upon the

earth and sea in deepening tones of blue,

but he still played in an ache of exultation.

The big star grew whiter and more rav-

ishing. From the room below came no

sound.

He had always despised bodily beauty

as something temporary ; he knew then

that it alone was immortal. Three things

possessed his soul : the sense of infinite

time that came from the unresting sea,

the sense of infinite space that came from

the brilliant star, the sense of illimitable

beauty and unfathomable hunger. He had

never seen her face, he had never heard

her name ; but he told her that he, too,

was a man. The male cried out to the

female— the ancient cry older than the

sea, younger than the star.

Next day she was gone.

Now at last he could give his whole

mind to the treatise on "Dynamical Isom-

erism."

One Voice

By WINIFRED WELLES

YOU were the princess of the fairy-tale

Who spoke in emeralds instead of words.

Whose laughter left an exquisite, bright trail

Of sounds as winged and visible as birds.

I never knew until yours went from me
That any voice could love my name so much.

That just to speak it made it seem to be

A fragrance and a coloc and a touch.

My days are gestures of bewilderment.

My nights are attitudes of listening,

For fear you may have whispered as you went,

And I shall lose the star-like echoing.

(i-4^^ ^V



'^Salome''
Bv HENRI REGNAULT

IF one were searching for a topical example of the art of painting in

France in the late sixties, one could find nothing more representative

than the now famous "Salome" of Henri Regnault. It epitomizes the

art of the Second Empire, the period with which his hrilliant career

ended.

Gerome had led the way to the Orient and first taught the Pari-

sians to open their eyes to the "jew^eled reproductions of the East," and

his influence was felt by several of the younger men. Regnault, while

responding to the call, departed somewhat from the accepted standards

of the day. Although he was a master of accurate design, he had at the

same time a strange sympathy with fierce, dramatic energy, a quality il-

lustrated by his "Judith and Holofernes" in the Salon of 1869 and by his

"Execution without Judgment under the Califs" in the' Salon of 1870.

In this same year appeared also the "Salome."

One's first impression in coming into the presence of this work is of

a figure in strong relief against a lighter background, and it is only after

closer study that one discovers this effect has been attained by the sub-

tlest modulations of color. Indeed, it must have been the color and pic-

torial effect that first made the appeal to Regnault, for Theophile Gau-

tier says of him, "Happily there was not in him what the philosophers

and critics call thought: he has but the ideas of a painter, and not those

of a litterateur." At first he wished to paint only the model, an Afri-

can girl. Later, after fitting accessories had been added, the picture was

called "The Favorite Slave." After two years of work upon it, Reg-

nault developed a definite purpose and gave it the title of "Salome."

The dominant note in the picture is the mass of wild, black hair placed

against the lightest part of a yellow satin curtain that forms the* back-

ground. The childlike face, with large ^eyes and parted lips, although

in shadow, is suffused with a delicate pink glow. The light falls full

on the well-rounded shoulders, which are bare, and from which fall care-

lessly bits of drapery of light yellow and pink.

'1 he "Salome" was an instant success in the Salon of 1870, and was

sold at once. A little later it was resold, and in 191 2, after most sensa-

tional bidding in which representatives of the Louvre took part, it came

Into the possession of friends of the Metropolitan Museum, and b> them

was afterward presented to that institution. A. T. Van Laer.
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To a Cow
By OLIVER HERFORD

CORN IFERGUS wet-nurse of the human race,

Cahn, comfortable cow, with placid pride

Yielding your offering at eventide

To the brown goddess who with rustic grace

Bends o'er the shining pail her knees embrace,

Clad in a simple smock and apron wide

Whose fickle folds make scant pretense to hide

The lissome lines they roguishly retrace!

Now all alone, with brimming pail, she wends
Her homeward way across the field, and now
The pathway of the meadow slope ascends.

Till gathered in the purple of its brow
Her fading shape into the twilight blends,

Leaving to me the darkness— and the cow.
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If any man can play the pipes

hi God's name lei him play)

Small Talk

By FREDERICK LEWIS ALI.EN

Illustrations by Gluyas Williams

THE other day, just as I stepped out

the front door of my office on

Fourth Avenue, intending to walk up-

town, I met Mr. Bond, also walking up-

tow^n.

Mr. Bond is an imposing man. He is

supposed to be one of the biggest export-

ers or importers or something in the city.

He looks like a whole corporation on two

legs. Whenever I meet him, which is not

often, his dignity oppresses me with the

thought that I, too, am a man of affairs

and should show by my conversation that

1 ain engaged with matters of moment.

The thought is too much for me. Usually

I see Mr. Bond some distance away and

slip quietly across the street. But this

time we met squarely.

"Hullo," he said. "Walking up-town ?"

I looked for a street-car. 'Fliere was

none in sight.

"Yes," I replied, and fell in beside him.

Immediately I cast about for something

to say. The weather? No man of af-

fairs begins with the weather. Besides,

the weather was n't anything in particu-
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lar ; it was n't too warm or too cool or too

windy or perfectly beautiful or thoroughly

nasty; it was just a gray, neutral, ordi-

nary afternoon. The news of the day? I

had been too busy to see a newspaper.

Politics? The subject frightened me; Mr.
Bond would get me beyond my depth in

no time.

We crossed Twentj-sixth Street. Mr.
Bond said nothing.

"Well," 1 began boldly, "how 's the

export business going to-day?"

"Import," he corrected. "Oh, it might

be worse."

That finished that. I groped again.

Usually, when I have nothing to say, 1

follow a simple plan. Suppose I meet X.

The last time I saw him was at Y's. 1

say, "Well, have you recovered from that

party that old Y gave?" And when he

says he has, we tell each other what a

bully chap Y is. I considered this possi-

bility. But Mr. Bond and I had last seen

each other at a small luncheon five weeks

before, and it seemed over-solicitous to as-

sure myself of his recover\-. As 1 was
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making this decision we crossed Twenty- falling
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tenth-story window.

seventh Street and approached Twenty-

eighth. The silence was unbroken.

"This is ridiculous," I thought. "Any-

thing will do. I don't have to say any-

thing important. Any remark will do."

I opened my mouth to make any remark.

I, could n't think of any remark.

Let me see—something I had been do-

ing? Rapidly I reviewed my day. A let-

ter from my family, scrambled eggs and a

baked apple for lunch, an important but-

ton missing from my favorite soft shirt-

it would be impossible to interest an ex-

porter, or, rather, importer, in any of these

matters. My life seemed devoid of inci-

dent. The silence

hung heavy about us.

Then I had an idea

—the theater. What
had I been to re-

cently? I meditated

rapidly. (Twenty-

ninth Street.) I might

ask Mr. Bond if he

had been to "Does

your Mother Know
you 're Out?" It

seemed distinctly an

importer's entertain-

ment. Again I opened my mouth.

I could not say it. If I had asked him

right off, it might have passed ; but it was

a silly question to take four blocks to work

up to. Mr. Bond probably thought a

knotty business problem filled my mind ; it

would be better to start off with some-

thing deep. Meanwhile I took a couple

of deep breaths and put on a bit of swag-

ger, to indicate that if I did n't talk much,

it was because I enjoyed walking for the

air and the exercise. (Thirtieth Street.)

Perhaps there was something about us

to call Mr. Bond's attention to—some-

thing unusual which men of the world

could discuss. A timely accident might

serve. It would be a relief to be able to

clutch my companion's arm and remark,

"By Jove! that 's the third traffic police-

man I 've seen run over this autumn ! I

tell you, the situation is becoming intol-

erable," or, "I say, just watch that chap

rhe silence was unbroken

out of the

One does n't often see that even in New
York." But Fourth Avenue was as quiet

as Sunday, Better plunge on the drama.

(Thirty-first Street.) I cast the die,

"Have you been to 'Does your Mother

Know you 're Out?'" I asked timidly.

My voice sounded weak. What a silly

question after six blocks!

"No, I have n't," Mr. Bond replied.

"How is it?"

"Pretty good."

I wanted to go on ; I had interesting

critical ideas about the show, which I was

in the habit of expressing forcibly to my
friends. But such matters would be be-

neath the notice of

Wall Street. Again

we came to a full

stop. Flight became

imperative.

We were approach-

ing Thirty-second

Street. Mr. Bond

would clearly be con-

tinuing up-town.

Probably he was

bound for the Grand
Central Station. I

held my breath till

we almost reached the curb.

"Well," I said smoothly, "I leave you

here. Glad to have seen you."

"This is my street, too, as it happens,"

said Mr, Bond,

My heart sank. "Good!" I cried.

"What a lucky chance!"

Together we turned to the left and

walked westward along Thirty-second

Street. In the next few blocks there were

actually a couple of perfunctory rallies of

talk. Mr. Bond was the server each time,

and each rally ended quickly with a clean

ace for him. I am afraid my mind was too

busy with plans for escape.

This was how I reasoned it out: Mr,
Bond was evidently bound for the Penn-

sylvania Station, not the Grand Central,

He must therefore continue straight ahead

on Thirty-second Street, I could hardly

turn off to the left; for if I did this, he

would wonder why I had stayed on
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Fourth Avenue as long as I did. If I

turned off to the right, I would have to

have a destination between Thirty-second

and Thirty-third, or else he would wonder

why I had turned off Fourth Avenue as

soon as I did. He might conclude that I

had done so to rid myself of his company.

Perish the thought! I was between two

fires. Therefore I kept a sharp eye out

for possible destinations within one block

to the right.

We crossed Madison Avenue in the

midst of a short rally on the situation in

Wall Street. I saw no plausible excuse

for turning off here. We crossed Fifth

Avenue in silence. I could not make up

mymind in time. Bet-

ter to wait and turn

off up Broadway.

"Well," I said, as

we approached the

next corner, "I 'm

afraid— "

"Not going up

Broadway!" Mr.

Bond was all hearty

astonishment, and 1

chilled as I heard

him. "Why, that 's

funny ; so am I."

It was too late to

play another card. Into the noisy north-

west we turned together.

I became reckless. There are moments

when we wish the earth would swallow

us up. This was one of them for me. I

should escape by diving into a hole in the

ground.

We approached the Hudson Tube en-

trance. 1 chose my monient, fixed my
most winning smile of farewell on my
face, and began—
Then a remarkable thing happened.

Simultaneously' to the instant, as if we
were rehearsing a speech marked All in a

play, Mr. Bond and I announced, "Well,

1 'm taking the tube here."

The laugh that we laughed was for-

lorn, and the words that we murmured
about "delightful coincidences" were fee-

ble, as we descended the steps.

Was I never going to be free of this
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f* T seemed to be doomed to go to

Simultaneously . . . Mr. Bond and 1

announced, ' Well, I 'm taking

the tube here '
"

man
Jersey with him. I did n't want to go to

Jersey. I don't like Jersey. Besides, I

must get home for dinner. But no self-

respecting man in my place, having gone

as far as I had, could keep from boarding

a Jersey train. One was about to start.

Mr. Bond and I stepped in.

After all, I said to myself, one should

at least be cheerful. Be the clouds never

so sullen, one should be sprightly and gay.

should laugh and make jokes. I looked

out the car-window, and my eye caught

the posts which support the roof of the

Thirt5'-third Street Tube Station. These

posts are numerous and fat, and as each

is marked "33" in

large figures, the

traveler is confronted

by 3's wherever he

looks. A happy wit-

ticism occurred to me.

I pointed at the

posts.

"One can't see

the woods for the

threes," I said to Mr.

Bond.

The moment I got

it off I was ashamed

of it. It was n't a

good line. It did n't mean anything at all.

But 1 could n't xmsay it now.

The train started with a griuit and a

heave.

"What?" said the importer.

Again I pointed at the window.

"You can't see the woods for the

threes," 1 repeated flatly.

Mr. Bond looked again, and as he

looked, the platform swept by and was

left behind. He considered. The train

roared on through the blackness.

"I 'ill afraid I did n't quite get that,"

he said above the uproar.

Have you ever had to repeat a fleeting

jest in a forty-two centimeter voice to a

deaf grandmother?

"It is n't important," 1 shouted at the

top of my lungs. "I only said that you

could n't see the woods for the threes.

There were lots of tlirees on the posts in
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the station, and—and the idea occurred to

me. It 's all over now. It 's gone by. It

was back in the station."

I wished to heaven Mr. Bond would

drop the subject. He merely looked puz-

zled. I knew he was asking himself what

was back in the station.

"Did vou say ivoodsf" he asked finally.

"Yes!"

A pause for further reflection.

"What woods?"

How could I explain to him that the

thing did n't make sense? Discretion had

left me.

"No woods," I yelled.

The train was just stopping for the

Twenty-eighth Street Station. The door

beside us slid open, and in a panic I

stepped out.

Mr. Bond stepped out beside me.

Two or three other people pushed by.

Then quickly, before I could make a dash

for the door again, the importer stepped

back into the car. Clearly he had merely

moved out to let the passengers by. The
door shut.

I waved to him through the window.
The train went off, carrying Mr. Bond
with it. I was free.

Whenever I get complacent nowadays

I try to imagine what Mr. Bond thinks

of a publisher who goes from Fourth Ave-

nue and Twenty-fifth Street to Sixth Ave-

nue and Twenty-eighth Street by Vvay of

Thirty-second Street and the Hudson
Tube. Then I writhe.

Sometimes, though, I wonder if Mr.
Bond was really bound for Jersey that

afternoon. I wonder if he really stepped

off the train just to let those passengers

b)'. 1 wonder wh\' he went all the way
up to Thirty-third Street to take the Hud-
son Tube. I wonder— Then I stop

writhing.

Personally. I think importers are pretty

dull talkers.

It is n't important,' I shouted. . .

only said that you could n't see

the woods for the threes '
"

Elegy Written in a Country Coal-bin

By CHRISTOPHER MORLEY

THE furnace tolls the knell of falling steam,

The coal supply is virtually done.

And at this price, indeed, it does not seem

As though we could afford another ton.

Now fades the glossy, cherished anthracite

;

The radiators lose their temperature

:

How ill avail, on such a frosty night.

The "short and simple flannels of the poor."
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Though in the ice-box, fresh and newly laid,

The rude forefathers of the omelet sleep,

No eggs for breakfast till the bill is paid :

We cannot cook again till coal is cheap.

Can Morris-chair or papier-mache bust

Revivify the failing pressure-gage?

Chop up the grand piano if j-ou must,

And burn the East Aurora parrot-cage!

Full many a can of purest kerosene

The dark unfathomed tanks of Standard ( )il

Shall furnish me, and with their aid 1 mean

To bring my morning coffee to a boil.

The village collier (flinty-hearted beast)

Who tried to hold me up in such a pinch

May soon be numbered with the dear deceased :

1 give him to the mercy of Judge Lynch.

First Classmate: "What has reduced you to these straits? Not drink, 1 hope! "

Second Classmatk: "No; faith in providence, high ideals, and trust in my fellow-men."
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The President and his Day's Work
Bv DAVID LAWRENCE

WHAT a President of the United

States can do is prescribed by the

Constitution and innumerable statutes de-

rived therefrom; what a President cannot

do is a proscription imposed by society.

The one defines his legal powers, the other

limits his personal liberty. To survey not

alone what the President must do to dis-

charge the manifold duties of his office,

but what he is by convention, custom, or

other cause prevented from doing, one

must observe from day to day his trials

and tribulations, his vexations, his tangled

problems, his unremitting labors, his op-

portunities for error, and understand

something of his public and private wor-

ries and apprehensions. These constitute

an unalluring, though fascinating, side of

the Presidency of which the general pub-

lic gets only an occasional glimpse. For

while the office is the most powerful in

the world, the paradox of it is that the

President is at the same time the most

restricted person in the country— re-

stricted as to personal liberty, and the ex-

ercise of that degree of selfishness or de-

sire for self-enjoyment, however small,

with which every man is by nature en-

dowed.

Few people ever stop to think what a

captive of convention and dignity a Presi-

dent really is. The city of Washington

is not his accustomed residence ; it is, in

fact, the home town of few, being simply

a house of transients, and in the later

years of life intimate friends are not easily

made. Therefore, unless the new Presi-

dent has previously lived amid Washing-

ton's migratory population and is accli-

mated to the city's periodic changes, he

finds himself alone in a strange environ-

ment, a cold atmosphere depressing to the

new-comer. Even after he has made
friends he cannot call upon them casually

or at random. Form, that ancient regu-

lator of Washington life, is the immediate

barrier. Discretion is another. The
President may drop in on his friends now
and then, but not too frequently. Such

visits, unless distributed with calculating

foresight, are apt to be misunderstood, and

it is difficult to discriminate. So the new
President must at once detach himself

from private life, primarily because disin-

terested men are few. Somebody is al-

w^ays wanting something from the Presi-

dent.

Mr. Taft went about Washington

freely, for he had lived there several years

before being elected to the Presidency

;

but the general criticism of him was that

he spent too much time socially, and his

defense, it will be remembered, was that

the White House was a lonesome place.

Mr. Roosevelt provided his own recrea-

tion,— boxers, wrestlers, and rough-riders,

Copyright, 1917, by THE CeNTUKY Co. All rights reseried.
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—but these were exceptional diversions,

revealing, indeed, the artificiality of a

President's position.

Though before his election to the Presi-

dency a President may have been a so-

ciable fellow, may have liked upon occa-

sion to drop in at a club, lounge in the

reading-room, or recline in an easy-chair

enveloped in smoke-rings and gossip, he

cannot now be a clubman in that sense.

Even if he so desired, he would not find

time for it and do his work conscientiously.

Mr. Wilson plays golf, for instance, but

rarely if ever stays longer at the club-

house than is necessary to pass through it

to a waiting automobile. He used to be

fond of the University Club of New
York, and frequently, as President-elect,

went there to write personal letters or to

read magazines. Doubtless he would now
like to lose himself for hours in the re-

treat of a library, but he cannot; he is

never completely alone. He is like one

under arrest, always guarded, always pro-

tected, always awkwardly aware of his

own troublesome presence.

But if the President's hours of play are

confining, it is easy enough to imagine

what must be his periods of work. The

office of chief executive of the United

States combines nowadays the tasks of the

railroad president, the department-store

manager, the financier, the pastor, the

theorist, the academician, the philosopher,

and the politician. He must know a great

deal about a great many subjects; he must

be instinctively omniscient and appercep-

tive. His is a task with almost as many
phases to it as there are special problems

in our over-complicated national life.

The American people, moreover, de-

mand efficiency. They elect a human be-

ing, but they really need a superman to

do their work. Happily some of our

Presidents virtually become supermen

;

they rise to great emergencies. It is the

essence of American vitality, this power of

integration, this energizing of a personal-

ity, this development of an aptitude for

the new problems of the day as well as the

chronic ills of a nation. And there is no

preparatory school for the Presidency ex-

cept the school of life, the daily contacts

of men with men, and a contemporaneous

use of those interpretative powers com-

monly assembled in the single phrase, un-

derstanding human nature.

In these extraordinary times an abstract

C^i.ynglu by Harris & liwin;;

Joseph P. Tumulty, who stands between the I'resident and the public
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The clerks in the White House offices who sift the President's mail

view of the Presidency can be of only

ephemeral value, for not in many )'ears

has there been such a legion of delicate

problems massed before the chief execu-

tive of the nation. Our thinking about

the Presidency is of course in terms of

such men as we have seen in the White

House in the last twenty-five years: Har-

rison, Cleveland, McKinley, Roosevelt,

Taft, and Wilson. Only the last four,

however, have actually witnessed the mar-

velous industrial and commercial expan-

sion of the United States, and the conse-

quent progressive increase of executive

problems. Recent tendency has been to-

ward centralization of power, a new na-

tionalism for efficiency's sake ; and through

force of circumstances President Wilson

has been more heavily taxed with the new
burdens of the age than any of his imme-

diate predecessors.

Mr. Wilson is on the threshold of a

second term. On him a world-wide at-

tention is hopefully fixed. He is in the

international as well as in the national

lime-light. From a domestic point of

view he has introduced many changes in

the Presidency, among them a closer co-

operation between the executive and the

legislative branches of the Government,

a new emphasis on party responsibility.

In the field of foreign affairs he has occu-

pied for two years a position conspicuously

coordinate with the rulers of the world.

To him have been borne the outcries and

heartaches of a stricken humanitj\ He is

at the head of the inost powerful nation

of the world still remaining neutral. In-

ternational coinplications have threatened

the peace of the United States. It is an

awful consciousness to have on one's mind

or in one's hands the power virtually of

war or peace, the good or ill of a hundred

millions of people.

In recent years our Government has

become essentially a one-man government.

With President Roosevelt came the

change, but President Wilson has been

even more adept in emphasizing executive

functions, especially in foreign affairs.

European monarchs rely on their cabinets

or councils to take a certain share of re-

sponsibility ; but while the President of

the United States may delegate tasks to

individual members of the cabinet, the ul-

timate responsibility for their decisions is

with him alone. Add to this, then, the

incapacity of a single cabinet officer, and

by just so much is the President's bur-

den augmented. The obvious remedy is

to substitute efficient for inefficient men in

the cabinet. This requires courage as well

G43
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as a sense of discrimination ; a man in the

Presidency must learn how to part with

his best friends. It is the severest test of

true greatness and likewise the most dis-

agreeable one. Whatever may have been

the political or other expediencies that

governed the original selection of his cabi-

net officers, Mr. Wilson's hands are now
untied. His only obligation is to the na-

tion and its posterity.

Mr. Wilson's first term must have

taught him much about his task that

should enable him to direct his own im-

provement. At the outset every man is

an amateur in the Presidency; he must

feel his way into it. The neophyte days

of Mr. Wilson, his gradual transition

from the empiricism of a novice to the

steadiness of a sure-footed administrator,

are interesting in retrospect. Many men
are born executives ; others become so in

the sudden circumstances of great respon-

sibility. Mr. Wilson has had many op-

portunities for self-instruction in the last

two years.

Take one day last August as an exam-

ple of what the President must sometimes

do to meet the demands of his office. It

was an extraordinary day, but it will il-

lustrate the scope of Presidential duty and

obligation.

Mr. Wilson rose early, breakfasted

with his family in the state dining-room,

glanced at the head-lines in the morning

newspapers, and in a few minutes was in

his study on the second floor of the White
House, the historic room where Lincoln

held his famous cabinet meetings long be-

fore the days of the new executive offices.

Mr, Wilson was attended only by Charles

Swem, his stenographer, one of the fastest

shorthand men in the world. He had

brought the mail from the executive of-

fices, where a staff of clerks had sifted the

letters and telegrams and collected the

most urgent ones. The President read

them all hastily, put aside some for a sec-

ond reading, and answered others

promptly. He dictated for half an hour

or more. He rarely has to change or re-

vise a dictated letter, for he has the rare

faculty of being able to say at once ex-

actly what he wishes to say. His style

flows on as easily in his dictated letters as

in his books or speeches. This capacity

for ready expression has been of inestima-

ble help, as it would be to an executive in

any business, public or private.

His dictation finished, the President

hurried from the White House proper to

the executive offices, passing through a

latticed corridor, screened from public

view and of course constantly guarded.

As a rule his first engagement is at ten

o'clock, but this day it was at half-past

nine. Several congressmen and senators

wished to see the President, and each said

he wished only two or three minutes, and

the secretaries at the White House had

grouped the calls in that first half-hour.

One by one Patrick McKenna, usher for

many Presidents, showed them the way to

the President's desk.

With hurried callers like these Mr.
Wilson does not sit down. In their elo-

quence they might forget all about the

clock. Some the President may keep

longer. He wishes, perhaps, to know
more about their errands. With others

he finds it necessary to arrive at a decision

on the spot. There is no time for pro-

crastination. Persons who come to see the

President, and who get an audience, usu-

ally have something of importance to sa)'.

Yet everything is important. The Presi-

dent is leader of his party as well as the

nation's executive. He must perhaps de-

termine a point of political strategy in a

doubtful State. A congressman wishes

somebody pardoned. The President prom-

ises to send for the papers in the case and

read them. A senator has an invitation

to present. If the President goes West,

the people of the senator's State wish

Mr. Wilson to stop at three cities therein.

Mr. Wilson replies that he will keep it in

mind ; he has much to keep in mind. He
makes a memorandum of the call, or the

senator leaves a copy of the invitation.

Several senators then came to consult

the President on legislative matters, and

he examined the bill they brought. What
should the committee do? What was the

administration's desire? And Mr. Wil-
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son must either decide the point at once,

— the bill may have been in conference

between the two houses,— or he must take

the question under advisement, expecting

to consult cabinet officers and others. Yet

and the railroad presidents, for it was at

the time of the impending railway strike,

and Congress was completing its work.

The closing days of a long and laborious

session were at hand. At such times it is

THE WHITE HOUSE.

WASHINOTON.

Dacecber 12, 1916

KemoranduTn for the Prooident:

Hanrj- ?/ . pindell of Peoria aaka if he

may have an opportunity to pay his respocte

to the President.

/z. as'\/

/^.

A typical memorandum prepared for the President by one
of his secretaries, showing that Mr. Pindell is in town on
December 12, and asks to pay his respects. By the time

Mr. Pindell gets the communication reporting that Mr.
Wilson cannot see him before the 21st, he has left the city

he is in such constant touch with the prog-

ress of legislation through Congress that

he is often able to express the administra-

tion's wish without delay.

All this was only the beginning of a

busy day. Ahead of the President were

conferences with the Brotherhood chiefs

necessary to exercise unusual caution, as

legislation becomes hurried, and fre-

quently is stacked with "jokers" that nul-

lify the fundamental purpose of the bills.

On that particular day the President's

engagement-list included five minutes

given over to the ceremony of signing four
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important acts of Congress: the child-

labor bill, an act granting virtual auton-

omy to the Philippines, and the two bills

authorizing the reorganization of the

army and navy and the expenditure of

The PRESIDE'

r.onday, Jul;;

.AGEMtNTS

:1f s,,;i. lisp, i'iiil'.et • ;
'

::-::• a.:;. Kep. Hacdll, - :

:3C a.n. Senator Ransoell

:»r i:.:.. Senator Thomas

:V a.;;. Secretary Redfif.3

1:-^ ',CT Folk ajd Robt. J. Coi:

BieLop Harding and Rev, !•• J. (

Executive Board of the Woiaaij'':

Democratic League - Grace Pc;

Secrfitat7

The schedule for the day which lies on the Pres

more money for troops and battle-ships

than at any other time in the history of

the nation's peace. The President's eyes

were blood-shot; his face was drawn and

haggard. He had been up most of the

night working on his message to Congress

on the railroad situation, and had already

done a day's work.

The signing of the four important meas-

ures competed for attention with a dozen

or more pressing questions, and committees

of Congress had come to witness the cere-

mony. It was brief. Mr, Wilson said a

few words, hardly ade-

quate, he admitted, to

explain the significance

of the new legislation

;

and the chairmen of

the different commit-

tees by whom the bills

had been drawn and

completed stepped for-

ward to get the pens

with which the bills

had been transformed

into law, a souvenir

habit that has run

through many admin-

istrations.

The room was clear

again, and the Presi-

dent sat down for an-

other half-hour of con-

ferences, this time with

the secretary of the

treasury and later with

the secretary of com-

merce. At noon he

was ready for another

session with the rail-

road executives whom
he had seen the night

before. Until one

o'clock he was deba-

ting, arguing, plead-

ing with them, and

finally walked over to

luncheon, mentally

worn out. One o'clock

is the luncheon-hour at

the White House, but

that day it was not a

breathing-spell. Ambassador Walter

Hines Page and Ambassador William

G. Sharp were home from London and

Paris respectively on their first fur-

loughs. They had made long cable and

mail reports, but by way of supplement

they had much to tell the President about

the war in Europe, the state of opinion

desk
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in the Allied countries, the possibilities

of peace, the new offensive of the Al-

lies, a great deal about the attitude of

the Allied governments toward the United

States, and the gossip of diplomatic cir-

cles in Europe—what

the diplomats of Eu-

rope really think about

the war in contradis-

tinction to what they

publicly say. There was

no other time on the

calendar for these am-

bassadors, so Mr. Wil-

son combined work and

luncheon.

Immediately after-

ward the Japanese am-

bassador was due to

call. He was in uni-

form, for he came to

say formal good-by,

and Mr. Wilson, at-

tended by a military

aide, received him. The
formalities were over

in a few minutes, and

the President turned to

his next callers. They
were Vance McCor-
mick, chairman of the

Democratic national

committee, and Henry

Morgenthau, chairman

of the finance commit- /

tee of the campaign

and an active political

manager ; for while

Mr. Wilson was busy " ^^

with public business, he

could not forget the i)

campaign. His oppo- •

nent was stumping the

country ; the Republi-

cans, not burdened by legislative responsi-

bilities, were working day and night in

the campaign. Mr. Wilson was consulted

about his speech of acceptance and the

general plan of campaign at Shadow
Lawn. He was with his political aides

for nearly an hour; it was his first con-

ference in weeks.

Finally he took refuge from all this

congestion of business in a motor-ride with

Mrs. Wilson. There was no time for

golf that day, but only for a cooling ride

in Rock Creek Park ; for it was midsum-

:^o ^c^., ///eT.

Mr. Wilson prepared his speeches during the campaign:

his shorthand notes for a speech in Cincinnati on

October 26. The figures refer to munitions

exports and the state of our commerce

mer, which means an -average of eighty

degrees Fahrenheit.

On the President's return, the secretary

of state was waiting with a mass of cable-

grams and diplomatic notes received from

other governinents. He made a brief com-

prehensive explanation of new develop-

ments, and together the President and he
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determined the policy of the Government.

There is not always time to wait for a

regular cabinet meeting, and Mr. Wilson

has avoided special meetings because of the

exaggerated importance that might be

given to the subject under discussion. Mr.

Lansing brings to the President's atten-

tion only a few of the matters in his de-

partment— the matters of vital impor-

tance. He doubtless had brought noxious

news from Mexico, disturbing reports

about the German submarine raids, their

slowly extending circle of operations,

which might bring into question the va-

lidity of Germany's pledges. Requests for

facts were despatched to a dozen consuls

and embassies and legations which might

be in a position to get news from surviv-

ors. Doubtless the secretary spoke also

of the disquieting situation in the far East,

the financial straits of China, and a num-

ber of other questions which in normal

times would get hours of consideration,

but now must be crowded in among mat-

tors of greater concern nearer home.

After the secretary of state had gone,

the President received Franklin K. Lane,

the secretary of the interior, whom he had

sent for to discuss the railroad situation.

Mr. Lane is the all-around man in the

cabinet, the general-utility player. He has

served on the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and was therefore of much help

in the railroad controversy. He knows
about Mexico, railroad finance, conserva-

tion, politics, and a multitude of other

problems. He was summoned specially to

go over the message which the President

had prepared to read to Congress on the

railroad situation or to examine the pro-

posals left by the railroad executives ear-

lier in the day, for in a few minutes the

President was to receive the Brotherhood

chiefs.

It was now after sunset and nearly din-

ner-time, and still the day was not ended

for the President. It was an interminable

procession of nerve-racking problems and

duties. All day the oral tasks had ab-

sorbed Mr. Wilson's attention ; now at

night, after dinner, he repaired again to

his study, there in solitary quiet to pore

over a mass of memoranda, pardon cases,

confidential reports from abroad, impor-

tant letters from prominent men in this

country and in Europe, communications

from various departments of the Govern-

ment, and reams of suggestions or ques-

tions relating to the conduct of the politi-

cal campaign. Mr. Wilson likes to have

things in writing, and almost all of the

business of the Wilson administration is

conducted in that way. The cabinet has

learned to submit virtually everything in

writing. Mr. Wilson has no stenogra-

pher with him at night. He keeps a little

type-writer beside him, and types a brief

comment or reply to each of these long

communications.

Even the President's private secretar^s

when anxious to lay before him a matter

of importance, draws up a memorandum
or brief, giving the pros and cons of the

subject. He could just as well walk a

few steps to the White House from the

executive offices or even consult the Presi-

dent when he is in his office, but ever since

he was governor of New Jersey Mr. Wil-

son has indicated that he prefers to have

important questions placed before him on

paper, so that they may be examined at

his leisure, though the very word is a mis-

nomer. No mind could retain all that is

said to the President in a single day ; so

it happens that Mr. Wilson's desk is al-

ways piled high with papers; it is a con-

stant battle against a constantly ascending

pile. Part of the mountain is made up of

official papers and commissions that merely

require the President's signature, small

bills and resolutions that have passed Con-

gress. Of the thousands upon thousands

of commissions for army and navy officers,

appointments to West Point and Annapo-

lis, commissions for postmasters and fed-

eral office-holders without number, all

must bear the signature of the President.

Writing one's name a hundred times is a

monotonous undertaking, but the Presi-

dent must do it literally thousands of

times a week. For example, requests for

autographed photographs are eternal, and

are not to be denied, for it is one of the

easiest ways to dispense Presidential favor.
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The President's mail is really volumi-

nous. Aside from his official correspon-

dence, people write to him on almost every

subject under the sun. A staff of clerks

does nothing else every day but sift the

mail. Some people have the mistaken no-

tion that religious prejudices somehow

block letters to the President. Of one

thing the public can be assured : Mr. Wil-

son has no patience with protestations

ereign. The President obeys Grayson im-

plicitly, a fact which accounts for his good

health. All work and no play would. un-

dermine a physique more robust than that

of Mr. Wilson. On Saturday afternoons,

therefore, the President steals away for a

long automobile ride. The half-holiday

is a survival of academic days, when the

Princeton professors were wont to tramp

the neighboring country with him. Mr.

:)

%-^. 7

for

At t'ne last session of
-/ /-<a -r^,

, .,ri, ,. .'. V ' yr , - > .

the pvoaiotion ^t v'ooacioi

edaoatJo I which is of lital imf

Hliole country because it r - - ,

IcSiiji nofeleotad, upon w i; i a -

trial orjijcifation of the c;

oal vo-j.rE 01 ecoaomio devo-i...

- i , too

i aau s-

early en?.ctT.ent into la«7 i

?/bicsh -af-'ept all int«!restK n

OOtfntry and r am sure tliat t

tion now pending before tuR

sa^e t'ne country awaits wi

approval or greater itrpati--:

^^\\Tn^%M^.ot in tte .a. o1

o d t d i ii s plans

I all ,;a,l-t3 of tbs

?r'r is "0 Irtisla-

An insert which the President wrote on his own type-writer, and

included in his message to Congress of December 5

about religious intrigue. All reach him,

but he has neither the time nor the in-

clination to read them. Crank letters are

ever in the mail ; a trained corps of read-

ers can spot these in an instant.

Not all the days of the year are like the

one described above, but there have been

many such since the Wilson administra-

tion began, through the long and tedious

sessions of Congress over the tariff and

currency laws. There are fortunately

also daj's of recreation. These are well-

nigh compulsory, and here Dr. Cary T.

Grayson, the President's physician, is sov-

Wilson sometimes boards the Mayflower
on a Friday night and cruises down the

Potomac to Chesapeake Bay, but he is al-

ways in communication with the White

House by wireless. He usually takes a

mass of papers with him, too. He is never

detached from his office, its anxieties, cares,

and burdens; they always pursue him.

Many an evening ]\Ir. Wilson seeks

diversion at the theater. By his order

"The Star-Spangled Banner" is not played

when he arrives, and no ceremony attends

his coming or going.

The President must alwavs be on his
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dignity ; he can never relax. He cannot

sit in the orchestra or in the balcon}^ away

from everybody's staring glances. He
cannot laugh too uproariously ; he cannot

fail to applaud. He is constantly on ex-

hibition.

Dignity, after all, is the most terrible

punishment that is inflicted on a Presi-

dent. He is constantly reminded of it

wherever he goes. When he travels, he

must appear at all the railroad stations

that he passes through lest the impression

get abroad that he is undemocratic. He
may be tired or sleepy ; it makes little dif-

ference, for he must be seen. It is not

suflEcient that the President modestly fol-

low the ways of the ordinary man ; he

finds himself hedged about by the know-

ledge that while a private citizen can walk

the streets at w^ill, gaze in the shop-win-

dows, and move about unmolested, the

President cannot go anywhere without

finding a big crowd tagging at his heels

and a number of people pressing forward

to shake hands.

This task of shaking hands is by far

the most exacting of all the physical la-

bors of the oflice. Unquestionably, the

eagerness of the people to come into inti-

mate contact with the President is appre-

ciated by him, but after shaking hands

with a few thousand people at public re-

ceptions, not only are the hands tired, but

the neck and shoulders ache all over. Mr.
Wilson has broken the precedents of pre-

vious occupants of the White House by

cutting down the number of popular re-

ceptions; but still several thousand people

shake hands with him every month. To
senators and representatives it is impor-

tant that they be able to present their con-

stituents who visit the national capital.

These are the courtesies which the Presi-

dent must not fail to observe.

Then there are the strictly social de-

mands of the Presidency. Every winter

four state dinners are given at the White
House, to the diplomatic corps, the su-

preme court, the cabinet, and the speaker

of the House, to each of which about fifty

guests are invited. Every member of the

cabinet also gives a dinner to the Presi-

dent. Four big receptions are held in the

winter months, and a series of garden par-

ties takes place in the spring. At least

two thousand persons are received at the

White House on each of these occasions.

Even the social function has in it none

of the freedom of an ordinary social af-

fair. It is like so much public business.

Secret-service men are constantly on guard,

indistinguishable from the guests. Mc-
Kinley was shot at a popular reception,

Garfield at a railroad station, and Lin-

coln at a theater. The precautions taken

to guard the President are nowadays very

elaborate. Not much is said about it in

the public prints lest more cranks become

possessed of a notion to outwit the detec-

tives. A sane man, of course, would find

it easy to break the barriers, but sane men
are not assassins. Mistakes are fre-

quently made by the secret-service men,

but they proceed on the theory that it is

best to take no chances. Yet the Presi-

dent must appear in public; he cannot be

afraid or seem afraid. President Wilson,

who is very much like Colonel Roosevelt

in this respect, is alwaj^s riding in open

automobiles or carriages, bowing conspic-

uously to the street crowds.

The secret-service men are by act of

Congress ordered to guard the life of the

President. They never leave him. They
are faithful, tireless men, companionable

fellows, silent when silence is desired, con-

versational when conversation is invited,

always, however, alert and ready for any

emergency. The secret-service men are at

his side wherever the President goes.

They shop with him, they accompany him

on the links, they sit in his limousine, they

go to the oculist with him, to church, to

the bank. And when the President ar-

rives at the bank, for instance, every one is

watching, and doubtless after he has gone

the curious know just what he has drawn

or deposited. And whenever a check goes

through a corresponding bank, the clerks

must needs examine it.

The President's private business be-

comes everybody's business. He cannot,

for example, get married without having

the whole world theoretically present, as
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the news services must have a detailed ac-

count of the event. If the President has

a slight cold, the world must be informed.

If he cancels an engagement, the reason

must be given or there is much ado among

the newspaper men. If he is simply ex-

congressmen whose support is of course

of the utmost importance recommend men
for public office in the most laudatory

terms. All the applicants are to their

sponsors' minds possessed of the necessary

qualifications, and Mr. Wilson, like many

Copyright by Harris & Ewing

The usual bill-signing tableau: the President signing several bills on August 29 in the

presence of the members of the congressional committees that framed them

hausted and wants to see no more callers

for a few days, it is announced that the

President needs a rest and a squad of

newspaper men and secret-service men go

along to help him "rest." The market

bobs up and down on reports of whether

he is only slightly ill or seriously indis-

posed. A policeman is always on guard

at the bedroom door. The President, in

short, is not a private person at any time
;

he is treated by the Government, the peo-

ple, and the press as public property.

The Presidency is regarded by many
persons as a philanthropic institution. Aid

is invoked for all manner of good causes

as well as by many private persons in dis-

tress. These are among the most difficult

of all questions to handle. Personal

friends constitute another embarrassment

of consequence. Many of them cannot

understand why the President has not

time to receive them, or why he has n't

selected them for any of the numerous

positions he must fill. All cannot be sat-

isfied. Some deserving ones are no doubt

ignored in the congestion. Senators and

another President, has neither the time

nor the facilities for checking up informa-

tion as to qualifications. ]\lost appoint-

ments, therefore, are made blindly on

somebody else's say-so. That is why many
prove unfortunate. About the only rem-

edy for this is the extension of the civil

service, so that virtually all federal office-

holders will be required to take competi-

tive examinations at stated intervals.

Perhaps the most intrinsic phase of the

Presidency is the quasi-judicial power it

subtends— the necessity for decision. If

not absorbed hours at a time in reading

an application for a pardon, court records,

etc.,— there are several of these every

week,— the President is wrestling with a

point in domestic policy that may involve

party tradition as well as party solidarity.

If he is not weighing a moot point in

neutrality, a vague zone in international

law, he is examining the rival claims of

the railroads and Brotherhoods and the in-

tricacies of railroad finance, rates, wage

schedules, and a multiplicity of detail that

he knows in his heart he cannot master in
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the short time allotted to him to deter-

mine governmental policy. If he is not

studying the cases of cadets expelled from

West Point or Annapolis,— in his hands

is the power of review, and some congress-

man or senator is always interested,— the

President is occupied with military and

naval reports on the needs of the army and

navy, a business unto themselves. Ap-

pointments galore must also be made

—

appointments to the Shipping Board, the

Tariff Board, the Federal Trade Com-
mission, the Federal Reserve Board, the

Farm Loan Board, vacancies on the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, in the

Supreme Court of the United States.

Picking the right men requires weeks

and sometimes months of persistent search,

— quiet search, too,— and then after lo-

cating the most available men, the Presi-

dent must frequently persuade them at

financial sacrifices to themselves to aban-

don their accustomed occupations for pub-

lic service. In countless matters of a simi-

lar character does the President often find

himself confronted with a beggar's choice.

Frequently he must make decisions of the

efficacy of which he cannot himself be

oversanguine. Many times he is well

aware of the fact that, whatever the

course he pursues, it will meet with severe

criticism. The Mexican problem and

questions of neutrality growing out of the

European War, the eight-hour contro-

versy and other domestic tangles, have

furnished, as we have seen, ample field for

such criticism. Hindsight is better than

foresight, and few men and few newspa-

pers are constructive in their criticisms of

the President of this or any other admin-

istration. Few point out an alternative

course at the same time that a decision is

compelling. Many are prolix when the

failure of the policy chosen is perfectly

obvious.

Bitter abuse is flung at the President

by enemies visible as well as invisible. He
is under a strain at all times. Is there

joy or satisfaction in such an eminence?

Is the intermittent applause of the popu-

lace the only recompense? Is the mental

chaos of four or eight years and its ener-

vating labor the price a President pays for

intangible fame? There must be only one

answer. The atmosphere of the Presi-

dency is uplifting and of the highest mo-

rality. The very possession of a mighty

power makes for earnestness. It inspires

a passion for service.

On the whole, our Presidents are con-

scientious men. They do exactly what is

expected of them; that is the best they

know how in the circumstances. The
American people sometimes misjudge their

man ; they raise too lofty an expectation.

This can be and is corrected on the fol-

lowing election day. In the case of Wood-
row Wilson, the majority must have felt,

no doubt, that he did as well as could

have been expected of him or of any other

man in the unusual circumstances of the

day. And if the meaning of their verdict

were to be epitomized in a single phrase,

it would be that Mr. Wilson was re-

warded, after all, for that which in sports,

in politics, and in the Presidency espe-

cially, the American people love to exalt

— an honest effort. Which is little less

than can be justly demanded of a Presi-

dent nowadays in a task that is slowly

outgrowing the mental capacity and phy-

sical energy of a single human being.
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Tyler, Sir Watson, K. C. B. ; b., Coulton,

Ont., May 24, 1870. Educ. public schools,

Univ. of Toronto, grad. 1891 ; m. Alicia

Janes, 1893. Pres. Coulton Street Ry. Co.,

Coulton Gas and Electric Co., Farmers'

Trust Co., Mechanics' Bank of Canada,

Janes Electric Auto Co., etc. Donor Coul-

ton Conservatory of Music, Mozart Hall,

etc. Founder Coulton Symphony Orches-

tra, Beethoven Choir, etc. Conservative

leader Senate 191 1. Privy Council, Minis-

ter vv^ithout portfolio, 1912. Knighted 1915

for services to the empire.—"Canada's Men
of Mark."

THE stairs which Wat descended—
he had been christened "Wat," not

"Watson"; he made it "Watson" later

(I am writing of the autumn of 1892,

when he was twenty-odd years old) — the

stairs which Wat descended on that cru-

cial Sunday morning had been designed

by an architect who had aspired to con-

ceal the fact that they were, after all,

1 [Copyright, 1917, by Harvey O'Higgins. All rights reserved.] Those curious to know how closely Mr. O'Higgins

has followed fact in this story are referred to the Centurion column in the advertising pages.

—

The Editor.
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Stairs. He had disguised them with cush-

ioned corner-seats and stained-glass win-

dows, with arches of fretwork and screens

of spindles, with niches and turns and ex-

aggerated landings, until they were al-

most wholly ornamental and honorific.

They remained, however, stairs, just as

the whole house remained a house despite

everything that had been done to make it

what the Coulton "Advertiser" called a

"prominent residence." And to Wat, that

morning, those stairs were painfully noth-

ing but stairs, leading him directly from

a bedroom which he had been reluctant

to leave down to a dining-room which he

w^as loath to enter. In the bedroom, since

daylight, he had been making up his mind

to tell his family something that must

soon be told to them. He had decided to

tell them at the breakfast-table, and lie

could have forgiven the architect if the

stairs had been a longer respite than they

were.

In a dining-room that had been made
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as peevish with decoration as the stairs he

found his father, his mother, and his two

sisters, already busy with breakfast and a

Sunday paper, which, in those early days

of Coulton, was imported across the bor-

der from Buffalo. His sisters were both

younger than he and both pertly indepen-

dent of their elders, and they did not look

up from the illustrated sections of fashion

and the drama, which they were reading

as they ate. His father seemed always to

seize on his hours of family leisure to let

his managerial brain lounge and be at

rest in the comfortable corpulence of his

body; he was stirring his coffee in a hu-

morous reflectiveness that was wholly self-

absorbed. Mrs. Tyler smiled apprehen-

sively at her son, but she did not speak.

She did not care to disturb the harmony

of the domestic silence. Both the har-

mony and the silence were rare, and pleas-

ant to her.

Wat sat down, humped himself over

his fruit, and began to eat with an evident

lack of zest. The dining-room maid came

and went rustling. Mrs. Tyler brushed

at a persistent crumb among the ribbons

on the ample bosom of her morning wrap-

per, and regarded Wat from time to time

with maternal solicitude.

He had once been a delicate, fat boy,

—

before he took a four-years' college course

in athletics,— and she had never been quite

convinced of the permanency of his con-

version to health. He had come home

late the previous night, and he looked pale

to her. His lack of appetite was unusual

enough to be alarming. He did not begin

his customary Sunday-morning dispute

with his sisters about "hogging" the pic-

ture pages of the newspaper.

His mother, watching him in silence,

broke out at last

:

"What is it, Wat? Are n't you well

this morning?"

"N-no," he stammered, taken by sur-

prise; "I 'm all right."

His sisters glanced at him. He was

unthinkingly afraid that they might see

his secret in his eyes,— they had all the

devilish penetration of the young female,

— and he looked down his nose into his

coffee-cup with an ostentatious indiffer-

ence to them as he drank.

Naturally, they accepted his manner as

a challenge to them. Millie remarked to

Ollie that he seemed thin, which was far

from true. Ollie replied, with her eyes

in her newspaper, that he was probably

going into a "decline." He pretended to

pay no attention to them; but- his mother

interfered, as his sisters had expected

her to.

"You 've no business, now, making fun

of Wat about his health," she said. "You
know he is n't strong. He 's big, but he 's

soft."

"Soft!" the girls screamed. "Paw,
Maw says Wat 's soft!"

It is incredible, but, at that day, to

everybody in the household except his

mother Sir Watson Tyler was a joke.

And it is incredible, but, despite all the

honorable traditions of convention to the

contrary, these were the family relations

in the Tyler home.

Mr. Tyler turned an amused eye on his

wife, and she appealed to him with her

usual helpless indignation

:

"Well, I think you ought to speak to

the girls, Tom. I don't think it 's very

nice of them to make fun of their mother."

"But, Maw," Millie laughed, "you say

such funny things we can't help it."

"I don't. You twist everything I say.

Wat is n't strong. You ought to be

ashamed of j'ourselves."

She scolded them in a voice that was
unconvincing, and they replied to her as

if she were an incompetent governess for

whom they had an affectionate disrespect.

Wat began to fortify himself with food

for the announcement which he had to

make. He ate nervously, determinedly,

at last even doggedly. His mother re-

tired into silence. His sisters continued

to read.

When they got to discussing some of

the society news he saw an opportunity of

leading up to his subject, ^nd when they

were talking of a girl whom they had met

during the summer at the lake-shore, he

put in

:

"Did you ever meet Miss Janes there?"
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They turned their heads without mov-

ing their shoulders.

"Lizzie Janes?"

The tone was not enthusiastic. He
cleared his throat before he answered

:

"Yes."

Milh'e said, superbly casual:

"Uh-huh. Is n't she a freak
J'^

His face showed the effort he made to

get that remark down, though he swal-

lowed it in silence. His mother came to

his rescue.

"Who is she, Wat ?"

"A girl I met this summer. I went

over there with Jack Webb."
His sisters found his manner strained.

They eyed him with suspicion. His

mother asked

:

"What is she like?"

"Well," Millie puc in, "she has about

as much stjde
!"

Wat reddened.

"She has n't your style, anyway. She

does n't look as if her clothes
—

"

He was unable to find words to de-

scribe how his sisters looked : as if their

limp garments had been poured over their

shrinking shoulders, cold, and hung drip-

ping down to their bone-thin ankles.

"I 'm glad you like her," Millie said.

"She 's a sight."

He had determined to be politic. It

was essential that he should be politic, yet

he, the future leader of a conservative

party, retorted

:

"It 'u'd do 3'ou good to know a few

girls like her. The silly crowd you go

with!"

"Lizzie Janes! That frump!"

He appealed to his mother.

"I certainly think you ought to call on

them. Mother. They 've been mighty

good to me this summer while you were

away."

"Well, Wat," she said, "if you wish

it—"

"You '11 do no such thing!" Millie

cried.

The squabble that followed did not end

in victory for Wat. It was Millie's con-

tention that they were not bound to re-

ceive every "freak" that he might "pick

up" ; and Mrs. Tyler, who in social mat-

ters was usually glad to remain in the

quiet background of the family, put her-

self forward inadequately in Wat's behalf.

She succumbed to her husband's decision

that she "had better leave it to the girls."

He ended the dispute, indifferently, by

leaving the table, and Wat realized with

desperation that he had failed in his dip-

lomatic attempt to engage the family in-

terest for Miss Janes by introducing men-

tion of her and her virtues into the table-

talk.

He went back up-stairs to his bedroom,

and locked himself in with his chagrin

and his sentimental secret. It was a secret

that showed in a sort of gloomy wistful-

ness as he stood gazing out the glass door

that opened from one angle of his room

upon a little balcony, an ornamental bal-

cony the turret top of which adorned a

corner of the Tyler roof with an aristo-

cratically useless excrescence. You will

notice it in the picture of "Sir Watson
Tyler's boyhood home" in the "Canadian

Magazine's" article about him. From the

door of this balcony, looking over the au-

tumn maples of the street through a gap

between the opposite houses, Wat could

see the top of the chimney of the Janes

house.

A remarkable pile of bricks, that chim-

ney! All about it were houses that ex-

isted only as neighbors to that one su-

preme house. And about those were still

others, less and less important, containing

the undistinguished mass of lives that

made up the city of Coulton, in which she

lived. The heart of interest in Coulton

had once been his own home ; as for exam-

ple, when he came back to it from college

for his holidays. Now, when he returned

in the evenings from his father's office, he

found himself on the circumference of a

circle of which Miss Janes's home was the

vital center. He saw his own room merely

as a window looking toward hers. And
this amazing displacement had been

achieved so imperceptibly that he had only

just become acutely aware of it himself.

His mother and his sisters had spent the

summer on the clay-lipped lake-shore that
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gave the name of "Surfholm" to the Ty-
ler cottage in the society news of the Coul-

ton "Advertiser," and Wat and his father

had remained in town from Mondays to

Saturdays to attend to the real-estate and

investment business that supplied the Ty-
ler income. (They also owned the Coul-

ton horse-car line, but it supplied no

income for them.) On a memorable Tues-

day evening Wat had "stopped in" at the

Janes's, on his way down-town with his

friend Webb, to let Webb return to Miss

Janes some music that he had borrowed.

And by a determining accident oif fate, as

they approached the lamp-lit veranda of

the Janes cottage, Alicia Janes was sitting

behind the vine-hung lattice, reading a

magazine, while her mother played the

piano.

Observe : there, was no veranda on the

Tyler "residence"; no one ever sat out-

doors there; and no one ever played any-

thing but dance-music on the Tyler piano.

Alicia Janes looked romantic, under the

yellow light, in the odor of flowers, with

the background of green leaves about her.

Her mother had more than a local repu-

tation as a teacher of music, and the mel-.

ody that poured out of the open French

windows of the parlor was eloquent, im-

passioned, uplifting. The introductions

were made in a low voice, so as not to

disturb the music, and it was in silence

that Alicia put out a frank hand to Wat
and welcomed him with the strong grasp

of a violinist's fingers.

Wat's ordinary tongue-tied diffidence

went unnoticed in these circumstances.

He was able to sit down without saying

anything confused or banal. The power-

ful music, professionally interpreted, filled

him with stately emotions, to which he

moved and sat with an effect of personal

dignity and repose.

These may seem to be details of small

importance ; but life has a way of conceal-

ing its ominous beginnings, and of being

striking only when its conclusions are al-

ready foregone. So death is more dra-

matic, but less significant, than the un-

perceived inception of the fatal incidents

that end in death. And in the seemingly

trivial circumstances of Wat's introduc-

tion to the Janes veranda there were hid-

den the germs of vital alterations for him
— alterations that were to affect the life

of the whole community of Coulton, and,

if the king's birthday list is to be believed,

were to be important even to the British

Empire.

Alicia Janes was dressed in a belted

black gown, like an art student, with a

starched Eton collar and cuffs. Instead

of the elaborate coif¥ure of the day's style,

she wore her dark hair simply parted, and

coiled low on her neck in a Rossetti mode.

Her long olive face would have been

homely if it had not been for her eyes.

They welcomed Wat with the touching

smile of a sensitive independence, and he

did not notice that her lips were thin and

her teeth prominent. In dress and man-
ner she was unlike any of the young wo-

men whom he had met in the circle of his

sisters' friends ; if she had been like them,

the memory of past embarrassments would
probably have inhibited every expression

of his mind. Her surroundings were dif-

ferent from any to which he had been ac-

customed, and, as a simple consequence,

he was quite unlike himself in his accus-

tomed surroundings. Perhaps it was the

music, most of all, that helped him. It

carried him as a good orchestra might

carry an awkward dancer, uplifted into a

sudden confident grace.

When she asked him some common-
place question in an undertone, he replied

naturally, forgetting himself. He listened

to the music, and he looked at her, seri-

ously thrilled. When Webb asked her if

she would n't play the violin, and she re-

plied that she always played badly before

strangers, Wat begged her in a voice of

genuine anxiety not to consider him a

stranger. She said, "I '11 play for you

the next time you come," and he was so

grateful for the implied invitation to come

again that his "Thank you" was sincere

beyond eloquence. He even met her

mother without embarrassment, although

Mrs. Janes was an enigmatic-looking,

dark woman with a formidable manner.

She became more friendiv when she un-
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derstood that he was the son of the Tylers

of Queen's Avenue, and he felt that he

was accepted as a person of some impor-

tance, h'ke herself. That was pleasant.

After half an hour on the veranda he

went on down-town with Webb as calm

outwardly as if he had parted from old

friends, so deeply happy in the prospect

of seeing her again that he was quite un-

aware of what had happened to him. The
following afternoon he telephoned to her,

eagerly. And that night he was back with

her for hours, in the lamplight, among the

vines, without Webb, talking, smiling,

and listening with delight while she played

the violin to her mother's piano.

Incredible the difference between Wat
on that veranda and Wat at home ! Un-
der his own roof he was a large-headed,

heavy-shouldered, apparently slow-witted,

shy youth, who read in his room, exercised

alone in a gymnasium that he had put in

his attic during a college vacation, wrote

long letters to former classmates in other

cities, and, going out to post them, mooned
ponderously around the streets till all

hours. He had never anything much to

say. Although he never met any one if

he could avoid it, and suffered horribly in

a drawing-room, he was, like most shy

men, particular to the point of effeminacy

about his appearance. He bathed and

shaved and brushed his hair and fussed

over his clothes absurdly, morning and

night. He was, in fact, in many ways ri-

diculous.

On the Janes veranda nothing of the

sort. As the son of the owner of the

Coulton street-car line and the Tyler real

estate he was a young man of social im-

portance in a home where the mother

earned a living by teaching music and the

daughter had only the prospect of doing

the same. He was a man of the practical

world, whose opinions were authoritative.

He was well dressed and rather distin-

guished-looking, with what has since been

called "a brooding forehead." He was
fond of reading, and he had the solid

knowledge of a slow student who assimi-

lated what he read. Alicia deferred to

him with an inspiring trust in his wisdom

and his experience. She deferred even to

his judgment in music, for which, it ap-

,
peared, he had an acute ear and a fresh

appreciation. She played to him as eagerly

as a painter might show his sketches to a

wealthy enthusiast who was by way of

becoming a collector. Their evenings to-

gether were full of interest, of promise, of

talk and laughter, of serious converse and

melodic emotion.

There was in Coulton in those days no

place of summer amusement to which a

young pair could make an excuse of going

in order to be together, so that Wat was
never called on to make a public parade

of his devotion. The best that he could

do was to take Alicia to her church. But

it was not his church. He was not known
there. Mrs. Janes was the church organ-

ist; Alicia often added the music of her

violin, and she always sat in the choir.

Wat, in a back pew, down-stairs, was in-

conspicuous, and not coupled with her. It

was for these reasons that his interest in

Miss Janes was not at once generally

known. That was entirely accidental.

But it was not an accident that he did

not make it known to his family. At first

he foresaw and dreaded only the amuse-

ment of his sisters. Wat "girling!" What
next ! And then he shrank from the effect

on Alicia Janes of getting the family point

of view on him. It was almost as if he

had been romanticizing about himself and

knew that his family would tell her the

truth. And finally, as guilty as if he

were leading a double life, he confronted

the problem that haunts all double lives

—

the problem of either keeping them apart

or of uniting them in any harmony. As
long as his family had been at Surfholm

it had not been necessary that they should

recognize Miss Janes; but now that they

were back in town, every day that they ig-

nored her was an insult to her and an

accusation of him. He had to tell them.

He had to put into words the beautiful

secret of his feeling for her. ("That
freak!") He had to introduce Alicia to

his home and to the shame of his belittle-

ment in his home, and let his contemptu-

ous sisters disillusion her about him.
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A horrible situation. Believe me or

not, of a life so distinguished as Sir Wat-
son's this was the most crucial point, the

most agonized moment. It is not even

hinted at in the official accounts of his

career, yet never afterward was he to be

so racked with emotion, so terrified by the

real danger of losing everything in the

world that would make the world worth

living in. And never afterward was he

forced to choose a course that meant so

much not only to himself, but to the world

in which he lived.

That is why I have chosen this autumn
Sunday of 1892 as the most notable day

to scrutinize and chronicle in a character

study of Sir Watson Tyler. I should like

to commemorate every moment of it ; but,

as the memoir-writers say when their ma-

terial is running short, space forbids. You
will have to imagine him trying to dress

in order to take Miss Janes to church:

struggling through a perspiring ecstasy of

irresolution in the choice of a necktie

;

straining into a Sunday coat that made
him look round-shouldered because of the

bulging muscularity of his back; cursing

his Jailor ; hating his hands because they

hung red and bloated below his cuffs ; hat-

ing his face, —his moon face,— his round

eyes, his pudding of a forehead, and all

those bodily characteristics that were to

mark him, to his later biographers, as a

born leader among men, "physically as

well as mentally dominant."

He never went to church, to his fam-

ily's knowledge; so he had to wait until

they had gone in order to avoid incon-

venient questions. They were always late.

He watched them, from the window of his

bedroom, till they had rounded the cir-

cular driveway and reached the street.

Five minutes later he was cutting across

the lawn, scowling under a high hat that

always pinched his forehead, on his way
to the Janes house.

He did not arrive there. He decided

that he was too late. He decided that he

could not arrive there without having first

made up his mind what to do. And he

turned aside to wander through the resi-

dential streets of Coulton, pursued by the

taunts of the church bells. He came to

the weed-grown vacant lots and the with-

ered fields of market-gardeners in a north-

ern suburb that was yet to be nicknamed

"Tylertown." He ended beside Smith's

Falls, where the Coulton River drops

twenty feet over a ridge into the Coulton

Valley, and he sat down on a rock, in the

sunshine, on the site of the present power-

house,— his power-house,—which has put

the light and heat of industrial life into

the whole community. He resolved to see

his mother privately, tell her the truth,

get her to help him with his father, and

let his sisters do their worst.

But it was not easy to see Mrs. Tyler

privately in her home on Sunday. They
had a long and solemn noon dinner that

was part of the ritual of the day, and after

dinner she always sat with her husband

and her daughters in the sitting-room up-

stairs, indulging her domestic soul in the

peace of a family reunion that seemed pos-

sible to the Tylers only on Sunday after-

noon, when they were gorged like a house-

hold of pythons. Wat retired to his bed-

room. Every twenty minutes he wan-

dered down-stairs, passed the door of the

sitting-room slowly, and returned up the

back stairs by stealth. They heard him

pacing the floor overhead. Millie listened

to him thoughtfully. The younger sister,

Ollie, was trying to write letters on note-

paper of robin's-egg blue, and she blamed

him for all the difficulties of composition

;

it was distracting to have him paddling

around like that. Finally, when his

mother heard him creaking down the

stairs for the fourth time, she called out:

"Wat! What is the matter with you?

If you 're restless, why don't 30U go for a

walk?"

He answered hastily

:

"I 'm going," and continued down to

the lower hall. Millie waited to hear the

front door shut behind him. She had just

remembered what he said at breakfast

about Jack Webb taking him to see the

Janes girl. She went at once to the li-

brary to telephone.

And she came flying back with the news

that while they had been away Wat had
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been spending almost every evening with

"Lizzie' Janes, that he had been going to

see her since their return, that Jack Webb
thought they were en-

gaged.

"And the first thing

ive know," she said,

"he '11 be married to

her."

Mr. Tyler tilted

one eyebrow. He
thought he under-

stood that there were

things that were not

in Wat.
"Well, what 's the

matter with him,

then?" Millie de-

manded. "Why has

he been hiding it, and

sneaking off to see her

and never saying a

word about it, if he is

n't ashamed of it and

afraid to tell us ? They
've roped him in.

That 's what / think.

Lizzie Janes is a reg-

ular old maid now.

If she is n't engaged

to Wat, she intends

to be. No one else

would ever marry

her. I bet they 've

been working Wat
for all they 're worth.

They 're as poor—"

Her father con-

tinued incredulous.

"Well," she cried,

"Jack Webb says

Wat 's been going to

church with her twice

a Sunday."

Wat's indolent

aversion to church-go-

ing being well known,
this was the most

damning piece of evidence

Mrs. Tyler pleaded

:

"She can't be a had girl

church twice a—"
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"What difference does that make?"
Millie demanded. "It does n't make it

any better for us, does it?"

"lie watched them, from the window of his bedroom

against him.

if she goes to

"I '11 speak to Wat," Mrs. Tyler said.

"It 's no use speaking to Wat. He has

nothing to do with it. Any one can turn

Wat around a little finger."
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"Do jou know her?" Mr. Tvler asked.

"I used to know her before she went

to—when she was at school here. She

used to wear thick stockings— and woolen

mitts."

Ollie added, as the final word of con-

demnation:

"Home-made!"
Mr. Tyler may have felt that he did

not appreciate the merit of these facts.

He made a judicial noise in his throat,

and said nothing.

"She 's older than any of us— than

Wat, too."

"Well," he said, reaching for his news-

paper, "I suppose Wat '11 do what he

likes. He 's not likely to do anything re-

markable one way or the other."

"He 's not going to marry Lizzie

Janes," Millie declared— "not if / can

help it."

"Millie," her mother scolded, "you 've

no right interfering in Wat's affairs. He 's

older than you are
—

"

"It is n't only Wat's affair. She is n't

only going to marry Wat ; we 're thrown

in with the bargain. I guess we have

something to say,"

"Tom," Mrs. Tyler protested, "if you

let her
—

"

"Well," he ruled, "Wat has n't even

taken the trouble to ask us what we
thought about it. I don't feel called on

to help him. It means more to the girls

than it does to us, in any case. They '11

have to put up with her all her life."

"I guess not!" Millie said confidently.

"Now, Millie," her mother threatened,

"if you
—

"

"If you want Lizzie Janes and her

mother in this family," Millie said, "/

don't. I guess it won't be hard to let

Wat and them know it, either. And if

you won't," she ended defiantly as she

turned away, "I will."

She went out, and Ollie followed.

Mrs. Tyler dropped back in her chair,

gazing speechlessly at her husband. He
caught her eye as he turned a page of his

paper.

"All right, now," he said. "Wait till

Wat comes."

They waited; Millie did not, not for

long. She distrusted her mother's par-

tiality for Wat, and she distrusted her fa-

ther's distaste for interfering in any house-

hold troubles. She trusted herself only,

assured that if Wat's ridiculous misalli-

ance was to be prevented, it must be pre-

vented by her; and she felt that it could

be easily prevented, because it was ridicu-

lous, because Wat was ridiculous, because

Lizzie Janes was absurd. What was

Wat's secrecy in the affair but a confession

that he was ashamed of it? What was

Lizzie Janes's sly silence but an evidence

that she had hoped to hook Wat before his

family knew what was going on ?

What, indeed? She asked it of Ollie,

and Ollie asked it of her. They had

locked themselves in Millie's bedroom to

consult together— Ollie sitting tailor-wise,

cross-legged, on the bed, and Millie ges-

ticulating up and down the room— in one

of those angry councils of war against

their elders in which they were accus-

tomed to face the cynical facts of life with

a frankness that would have amazed man-

kind.

And Wat, meantime, arrived at the

door of the Janes house because it was

impossible for him not to arrive there.

Alicia greeted him with her usual un-

changing, gentle smile. He began to ex-

plain why he had not come that morning

to take her to church: that his family—

"There 's some one here," she said, un-

heeding, "some one who wants to meet

you—my brother." And touching him

lightly on the shoulder, she turned him to-

ward the parlor; and ushered him in to

meet his future in the shape of Howard
Janes.

Janes was then a tall, gaunt, feverish-

eyed, dark enthusiast of an extraordinary

mental and physical restlessness, a man
who should have been a visionary, but had

become an electrical engineer. He had

been working on the project to develop

electrical power at Niagara Falls, and in

ten minutes he was describing to Wat the

whole theory and progress of the work,

past, present, and future.

"In ten years," he said, "Niagara power
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will be shot all through this district for

hundred miles around, and here 's Coul-

ton asleep, with one of the best power

projects in Canada right under

its nose. Where? Smith's Falls.

And here you are, with a dead

town, a dead street-car line, a

lot of dead real estate, and the

power to make the whole thing

a gold-mine running to waste

over that hill. Why, man, if it

were an oil-field, you 'd be de-

veloping it like mad. Because

it 's electricity, no one seems to

see it. And in ten years it will

be too late."

He talked to Wat as if Wat
owned the car line, the real

estate, the town itself ; and

when Wat glanced at Alicia,

she was looking at him as if he

owned them. Irresistible the

power of that look, hypnotic:

he began to listen as if he owned

them, to think as if he owned

them, to ask questions, and fi-

nally to reply as if he owned

them. Very grave, with his

eyes narrowed, silent, he be-

came a transportation mag-

nate considering a development

scheme proposed by an indus-

trial promoter.

They were interrupted by

the telephone in the hall. Alicia

answered it.

"It 's for you," she said to

Wat, looking at him signifi-

cantly. "Your sister."

He went to the telephone,

puzzled. It was Millie's voice.

"You 're to come home at

once," she said.

Wat asked

:

"What 's the matter?"

"You know what 's the mat-

ter," she snapped, "as well as I

do. You 're wanted home here at once."

And while the meaning of that was slowly

reaching him through the preoccupied

brain of the railroad magnate, still fired

by the coming of great thoughts, she added,

a "I don't wonder you were ashamed to tell

!" and slapped up the receiver.

He stood a moment at the telephone,

"He ended beside Smith's Falls"

pale; and in that moment history was

made. He went back to Alicia, face front,

head up. She looked at him expectantly.

"They want me to bring you to see

them," he said.
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It was what she had expected, he sup-

posed. Mark it as the beginning of his

great career. What she expected— there 's

the point. That 's the secret, as I see it,

of the making of Sir Watson Tyler.

After a moment's hesitation she went to

put on her hat. He said to her brother:

"Can you wait till we get back? We '11

be only a few minutes. I want to go into

this thing "with you in detail." And when
he was on the street with her, he explained

merely: "I want you to meet mother. I

don't suppose we '11 see dad. He 's always

so busy, he does n't pay much attention to

what goes on at home."

"I don't think I 've ever seen any of

your family," she said, "except your sis-

ters." She was thinking of them as she

used to see them in their school-days, in

short dresses, giggling and chewing candy

in the street-cars.

"They 're very young," Wat warned

her, "and they 've been spoiled. You must

n't mind if Millie— she"s been allowed to

do pretty much as she likes. Our life at

home is n't like yours, you know. I think

our house is too big. We seem to be—
sort of separated in our rooms."

Strange! He appeared apologetic. She

did not understand why, unless it was that

he was fearful of her criticism of his fam-

ily. She knew that they were not socially

distinguished except by newspaper notice,

but she thought she had no reverence for

social position. And he could hardly be

apologizing for their income.

The house, as they approached it, ivas

pretentious, but that was probably the

architect's fault. It was modestly with-

drawn behind its trees, its flower-beds,

and its lawns. For a moment she saw

herself, in her simple costume, coming to

be passed upon by the eyes of an alien

wealth. Wat was silent, occupied with

his own thoughts. He rang absent-mind-

edly.

A maid opened the door on a hall that

was architecturally stuffy, and not fur-

nished in the rich simplicity that Alicia

had expected ; and the sight of the draw-

ing-room was a shock. It was over-

crowded with pink-upholstered, shell-

shaped furniture that gave her a note of

overdressed bad taste. The carpet was as

richly gaudy as a hand-painted satin pin-

cushion. The bric-a-brac, of a florid cost-

liness, cluttered the mantelpieces and the

table-tops like a tradesman's display. The
pictures on the walls were the family pho-

tographs and steel engravings of an earlier

home. It was a room of undigested divi-

dends, and she began to see, she thought,

why Wat had been apologetic. To his

credit, he seemed uncomfortable in it.

"I '11 just tell them you 're here," he

said.

He left her there and went out to the

stairs. Millie was coming down to see

who had rung.

"Well," she cried from a landing above

him as he ascended resolutely, "will you

tell us what you think you 're doing with

that Lizzie Janes?"

He caught her by the arm. He said in

a voice that was new to her

:

"I 've brought her to call on mother.

Tell her she 's here."

"You 've brought her to— I '11 do

nothing of the kind. You can just take

her away again. / don't want her, and

fhey don't want her." She had begun to

raise her voice, with the evident intention

of letting any one hear who would. "If

she thinks she can— "

"That 's enough!" He stopped her,

angrily, with his hand over her mouth.

"You ought to be
—

"

She struggled with him, striking his

hand away.

"How dare you ! If you think that Liz-

zie Janes
—

"

He was afraid that Alicia might hear

it. He caught her up roughly and began

to carry her up-stairs, fighting with him,

furious at the indignity; for he had caught

her where he could, with no respect for

her body or her clothes. No one in years

had dared to lay hands on her, no matter

what she did. The sanctity of her fastidi-

ous young person was an inviolable right

to her ; and Wat's assault upon it was
brutal to her, degrading, atrocious. She

became hysterical in a clawed and tousled

passion of shame and resentment. He car-
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ried her to her room, tossed her on to her

bed, and left her, face down on her pil-

lows, sobbing, outraged. She could have

killed him or herself.

He straightened his necktie, and strode

into the sitting-room.

"Why, Wat!" his mother cried.

"What 's the matter?"

"Miss Janes," he said, "is down-stairs.

I 've brought her to call on you."

She rose, staring. His father, surprised,

looked at him over the top of his paper.

"Well," he demanded, "what 's all this

about Miss Janes, anyway?"

Wat defiantly gave him back his look.

"She 's the finest girl I 've ever met,

and I 'm going to marry her if I can."

"Oh," Mr. Tyler said, and returned to

his news.

OUie rushed out to find her sister.

Wat turned his amazing countenance

on his mother.

"Yes, Wat," she replied to it, and went
with him, obediently.

Of the interview that followed in the

drawing-room there were several conflict-

ing reports made. Ollie slipped down
quietly to hear the end of it, after a stupe-

fying account from Millie of what had

happened; but her report to Millie is

negligible. From that night both the girls

ceased to exist as factors in Wat's life ; he

saw them and heard them thereafter only

absent-mindedly.

Mrs. Tyler's report was made, in volu-

ble excitement, to her husband, who lis-

tened, frowning, over his cigar.

"And, Tom, you would n't have known
him," she said. "He was n't like— like

himself at all ! It was so pretty. They 're

so in love with each other. She 's such a

sweet girl
!"

"Well," he grumbled, "I '11 have noth-

ing to do with it. It 's in your depart-

ment. If it was one of the girls, it 'u'd

be different. I suppose Wat '11 have to

do his own marrying; he 's old enough.

1 hope she '11 make a man of him."
" 'A man of him'! She! Why, she 's

as— no, indeed ! You ought to see the

way she defers to him. She 's as proud

of him! And he 's as different!''
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He was unconvinced.

"I 'm glad to hear it

go and look after Millie,

of assault and battery."

"It serves her right. I '11 not go near

her. And, Tom," she said, "he wants to

talk to you about a plan he has for the

railway— for using electric light to run

it, or something like that."

"Huh! Who put that in his head?"

"Oh, he made it up himself. Her
brother 's an engineer, and they 've been

talking about it."

"I suppose," he said, "she '11 be work-

ing the whole Janes family in on us." He
snorted. "I 'm glad some one 's put some-

thing into his head besides eating and

sleeping."

"Now, Tom," she pleaded, "you 've

got to be fair to Wat!"
"All right, Mary," he relented. "Run

along and see Millie. I 've had enough

for one Sunday."

As for Alicia Janes, it was late at night

when she made her report, to her mother,

in a subdued tremble of excitement. She

had overheard something of Wat's scuffle

with Millie on the stairway, but she did

not speak of it except to say:

"I 'm afraid the girls are rather awful.

The youngest, Ollie, is overdressed and

silly, with the manners of a spoiled child

of ten. It 's her mother's fault. She 's

one of those helpless big women. Wat
must have got his qualities from his fa-

ther."

"Did you fuid out why they had n't

called?"

"N-o-o; but I can guess."

"Yes?"

"Well, it is n't a nice thing to say, but

I reallj- think Wat 's rather— as if he were
ashamed of them. And I don't wonder,

Mother. Their front room 's furnished

with that— oh, and such bric-a-brac!"

She paused, she hesitated, she blushed.

"Wat asked me if I 'd— You know, he

had never really spoken before, although

I knew he
—

"

Her mother said softly:

"Yes?"

She looked down at the worn carpet.
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"And I really felt so sorry for him.

The family 's awful, I know; but he 's so

— I said I would."

She had said she would. And Wat,
long after midnight, lying on his back in

bed, staring up at the darkness, felt as if

he were afloat on a current that was car-

rying him away from his old life with

more than the power of Niagara. His

mind was full of Howard Janes's plans

for harnessing Smith's Falls, of elec-

trifying the street railway, of lighting

Coulton with electricity, and turning the

vacant Tyler lots of the northern suburb

into factory sites. He was thinking of

incorporations, franchises, capitalizations,

stocks, bonds, mortgages, and loans. He
had been talking them over with Janes for

hours, on the veranda, at the supper-table,

on the street. There had been no music.

As Wat was leaving he had spoken to

Alicia hastily in the hall, asking her to

marry him, in fact; and she had said "O
Wat!" clinging to his hands as he kissed

her. He could still feel that tremulous,

confiding grasp of her strong fingers as

she surrendered her life to him, depending

on him, proud of him, humble to him.

He shivered. He was afraid.

And that was to be only the first of

many such frightened midnights. A thou-

sand times, when he was alone, he was to

ask himself:

"What am I doing? Why have I gone

into this business? It '11 kill me; it '11

worry me to death."

He had gone into it because Alicia had

expected him to; but he did not know it.

The maddest thing he ever did was— It

was when the power scheme had been suc-

cessfully floated, the street railway was
putting out long radial lines along the

country roads, and the gas company was
willing to sell out to him in order to es-

cape the inevitable clash of competition

with his electric light. The banks sud-

denly began to make trouble about carry-

ing him. He was in their debt for an ap-

palling amount. He felt that he ought to

prepare his wife for the worst.

"Well, Wat," she said reproachfully,

when she understood him, "if the banks

are going to bother you, I don't see why
you don't get a bank of your own."

It was as if she thought he could buy a

bank in a toy-shop. She expected it of

him. Miracles, nothing but miracles.

And it was the maddest thing he ever did,

but he went after the moribund Farmers'

Trust Company, got it with his father's

assistance, reorganized it, and put it on

its feet while he held up the weak-kneed

power projects and Janes talked manu-
facturers into buying power sites. The
Mechanics' Bank of Canada passed to him
later; but by that time he was running at

"Tylertown" an automobile factory, a

stone crusher, a carborundum works, and

the plant of Coulton's famous Eleco

Breakfast Food, cooked by electricity;

and the success of the whole city of Coul-

ton was so involved with his fortunes that

he simply could not be allowed to fail.

And here was the fact that made the

whole thing possible: Janes had the vision

and the daring necessary to attempt their

undertakings, but he could not have car-

ried them out; whereas Wat would never

have gone beyond the original power-

house, but with Janes talking to him and

Alicia looking at him, he moved ahead

with a stolid, conservative caution and a

painstaking care of detail that made every

move as safe and deliberate as a glacial

advance. He worked day and night,

methodically, with a ceaseless application

that would have worn out a less solid and

lethargic man. It was as if, having eaten

and slept, and nothing else, for twenty

years, he could do as he pleased about food

now and never rest at all. He was won-

derful. His mind digested everything,

like his stomach, slowly, but without dis-

tress. His shyness, now deeply concealed,

made him silent, unfathomable. He had

no friends, because he confided in no one

;

he was too diffident to do it. Behind his

inscrutable silence he studied and watched

the men with whom he had to work, mov-

ing like a quiet engineer among the ma-

chinery that he had started and the uproar

of it. And the moment he decided that a

man was wrong, he took him out and

dropped him clean, without feeling, with-
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out any friendly entanglement to deter

him, silently.

He had to go into politics to protect

his franchises, and he became the big busi-

ness interests behind the local campaigns

;

but he never made a public appearance.

He managed campaign funds, sat on ex-

ecutive committees, was consulted by the

party leaders, and passed upon policies

and candidates. The Coulton "Adver-

tiser" annoyed him, and he bought it. His

wife had gathered about her a number of

music-lovers, and they formed a stringed

orchestra that studied and played in the

music-room of Wat's new home on the

hill above Tylertown. She expected him

to be present, and he rarely failed. As a

matter of fact, he seldom heard more than

the first few bars of a composition; then,

emotionalized, his brain excited, he sat

planning, reviewing, advancing, and re-

considering his work. Music had that

effect on him. It enlivened his lumbering

mind. He became as addicted to it as if

it were alcohol.

He followed his wife into a plan for

the formation of a sj^mphony orchestra,

which he endowed. When there was no

proper building for it, he put up Mozart

Hall and gave it to the city. She wanted

to hear Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, so

the orchestra had to be supplemented with

a choir. He endowed the Coulton Con-

servatory of Music when she objected that

she could not get voices or musicians be-

cause there was no way in Coulton to

educate or train them. And .in doing

these things he brought it about that Coul-

ton won fame as a musical center. ( Lamp-

light on the veranda, and Mrs. Janes play-

ing the piano behind the open French

windows
!

)

It was the campaign against reciprocity

that put him in the Senate. He believed

that reciprocity with the United States

would ruin his factories. He headed the

committee of Canadian manufacturers

that raised the funds for the national cam-

paign against the measure. The conse-

quent defeat of the Liberal party put his

friends in power. They rewarded him

with a senatorship. He was opposed to

taking it, but his wife expected him to. A
year later he went into the cabinet as a

minister without portfolio. Inevitably.

He was the fmancial head of the party

;

they had to have him at their government

councils. When the war with Germany
broke out he gave full pay to all his em-

ployees who volunteered. He endowed a

battery of machine-guns from Coulton.

Every factory that he controlled he turned

into a munition works. He contributed

lavishly to the Red Cross. And of course

he was knighted. It is an open secret that

he will probably be made Lord Coulton

when the war ends and the readjustment

of the colonial affairs of the empire takes

him to London. He will be influential

there; he has the silent, conservative air

of ponderous authority that England

trusts. And Lady Tyler is a poistd, gra-

cious, and charming person who will be

popular socially. She of course is of no

importance to the empire. She still looks

at Wat worshipfully, without any sus-

picion that it was she who made him. Not

the slightest.

I do not know how much of the old

Wat is left in him. His silence covers

him. It is impossible to tell how greatly

the quality of his mind may have changed

under the exercise and labor of his gigan-

tic undertakings. I saw him when he was

in New York to hear the Coulton Orches-

tra and Choir give the Ninth Symphony

to the applause of the most critical.

("The scion of a noble house," one of the

papers called him.) And it certainly

seemed incredible, although I swear I be-

lieve it is true, that the solid magnificences

of the man and his achievements were all

due to the fact that when he came back

from the Janes telephone to confront the

expectancy of Alicia Janes on that Sun-

day afternoon in 1892, he said, "They

want me to bring you to see them," in-

stead of saying, "They want me home."
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I
DON'T believe I have ever seen your

face before," said the calif.

"My name is Winthrop, your High-

ness," said the young man with the gray

hair and tired eyes— "Bradford Win-

throp. I am corresponding secretary of

the Intercollegiate Society for the Acqui-

sition of Popular Tastes. If your High-

ness has only half an hour to spare
—

"

Harun-al-Rashid looked at his watch.

"If you tell your story quickly, we can

just about make it," he said. "It 's the

II :34, is n't it?" he said, turning to Gia-

far.

"It is, Serenity," said the giant negro

with the naked simitar.

"Your Highness commutes?" asked the

stranger with

the gray hair.

^
"Scarsdale,"

<Y^ said the calif.

^^_^ "I have found
-"^^

a villa which

is the nearest

thing to Bag-

dad I have

seen since I

left home.

The dancers Only, instead

of one large

swimming-pool, they have seven baths and
four showers."

The calif was in a kindly mood. He
had spent the evening at the Russian Bal-

let and had enjo3ed it, though the finer

shades of Oriental atmosphere which had
won the praise of all the newspaper crit-

ics were lost on him. He sat down on the

park bench beside the stranger with the

gray hair and beckoned to Giafar to take

his place on the other side.

"Kindly proceed with your story," he

said to the corresponding secretary of the

tiGC

Intercollegiate Society for the Acquisition

of Popular Tastes.

The latter began

:

"I was "not, O Commander of the

Faithful, always the haggard invalid

whom you see now. It is not so many

years ago that I had health, a clear con-

science, and a zest for the pleasures which

life can offer to

a man of educa-

tion, if I do say

it myself. I had

an ample in-

come and social

position. The
income and the

position I still

control, but I

can no longer

enjoy them with

the same un-

questioning ac-

ceptance of the

world that was mine three years ago. I

come of good family. We trace back

through two presidents of Yale Univer-

sity to an ancestor who either came over

in the Mayftoiuer or was sufficiently con-

temporary with the Mayfloiver to have

come over if he had chosen to.

"The Mayfloiver?" said Harun-al-

Rashid.

"A small sailing vessel, your Highness,

which reached these shores after a voyage

of more than three months and from

which America was populated."

"Another interesting variation of the

Noah legend," said the calif, nodding to

Giafar, who looked in front of him and

yawned.

"Not that I mention the circumstance

in a spirit of pride," the stranger hastened

to say; "but the fact is pertinent to my

He had spent the evening

at the Russian Ballet"
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story. The family is ancient, as we count

it here. In the course of time it acquired

a respectable place in the affairs of the

commonwealth, both secular and religious,

and culture. It was a bookish family. In

addition to the college presidents I have

mentioned, there were any number of

clergymen, newspaper editors, and several

names that have won an honored place in

American literature. But there were also

a good number of cotton-mills in the fam-

ily, and we prospered through the natural

process of careful inter-marriage. We
made use of our opportunities. We went

in for foreign travel and contact with the

treasures of European art and culture;

of course knew Madrid, Rome, Munich,

Paris."

"Ah, Paris," said Giafar, and his eyes

glistened.

"You know Paris?" said the stranger.

"The only Western capital in which"

Giafar's color was not held up against

him," said the calif. "The people cheered

him whenever we went abroad—him and

Jack Johnson."

"But as my family went in for cul-

ture," continued the stranger, "it grew

away from the main currents of the popu-

lar life in our own country. That is, I

recognize the fact now ; but my ancestors

were not aware of it, nor was I until the

great enlightenment of a few years ago.

I inherited a passion for the choicest

things in books, art, music. It was not

affectation when I turned for my reading

to Sophocles or George Meredith or the

great New-Englanders in whom the best

of the world's thought has been reflected

with more or less of the original power

and brilliancy. I was as happy in my li-

brary as a man could well expect to be.

As for the products of contemporary

American art and literature, I approached

them from the point of view of the Old
World masters. In this, as I see it now,

I was false to the essential spirit of democ-

racy."

"Democracy?" said Harun-al-Rashid.

"The principle that the life of the in-

dividual man has meaning only as it sinks

its roots into the common life."

"The doctrine of the Koran," said the

calif.

"Praised be Allah and his prophet!"

said Giafar.

"The quiet current of my life," went

on the stranger, "was disturbed by those

very men from abroad in whose work I

took delight, and to whose standard it

seemed to me that American literature

must approach as it attained its own full

growth. Mr. Arnold Bennett and other

European travelers and critics—"

"Critics?" said Harun-al-Rashid.

"Men, your Highness, whose business

it is to pass judgment on what other men
have done or to lay down.laws in advance

for other men to follow."

"Surely," said the calif, "these are func-

tions reserved to Allah only and toothless

grandfathers sunning themselves in the

bazaar."

"That is as may be," said the stranger.

"The fact remains that critics whom we
honor in this country, especially if they

come from abroad, have rejected our aspi-

rations to work after the great models of

world art and literature. Mr. Arnold

Bennett insists upon our being ourselves.

I had always supposed that we were true

to ourselves when we tried to bring Amer-

ican life into line with the great world

tradition. But no, said the foreign crit-

ics. And they told us to admire George

M. Cohan."

"And what may that be?" said Harun.

"It means democracy and success," said

the stranger. "Something immensely prof-

itable, and, as the foreign critics are ac-

customed to tell the reporters at quaran-

tine, something truly native to America,

You see, we men of culture— I say this

in no snobbish spirit— had been in the

habit of thinking that if America was to

develop a drama of her own, it would be

by outgrowing her raw youth. Sometimes

w^e thought of Moliere ; sometimes we
thought of Ibsen. That is why we or-

ganized drama leagues— I was corre-

sponding secretary of three such leagues

—

and endowed theaters. We played Ibsen,

Echegaray, Wedekind, Bjornson, Haupt-

mann, the modern Frenchmen, the modern
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Englishmen. We thought we were mak-

ing progress,—not very fast, but we were

moving ahead,— and in a way we received

encouragement. When visitors from Eu-

rope were interviewed at the hotel they

were kind enough to say that some day

we should produce an Ibsen or a Shaw.

But when the reporter asked them what
was the most significant thing in the

American theater to-day they said George
M. Cohan. It was confusing. And then

there was the question of Puritanism."

"And what would that be?" said the

calif.

"Puritanism," said the stranger, "is the

philosophy of life developed by the Puri-

tans, the men who came over in the May-
flower. They brought with them what,

I admit, was a cramped vision."

"Well, after three months in the ark,"

mused the calif, succumbing to one of

those mild jests which, emanating from

GGS

the mouth of royalty, go down in history

despite their inherent feebleness.

"They were also an intense folk, the

Puritans," said the stranger. "Such per-

sons as were unfortunate enough to dis-

agree with them in religious matters they

burned at the stake."

Giafar looked up with interest.

"But," continued the stranger, "they

were just as hard upon themselves. They
regarded the pleasures of life as evil.

They practised self-repression. And they

were potent enough to send down their

spirit through the ages, so that to-day

America, according to our critics, is hin-

dered by the spirit of puritanism from de-

veloping a great literature and art of its

own. This is all very well, but consider,

on the other hand, that if we are Puritans,

we are, and that is all there is to it. And
when the foreign critics ask us in the same

breatii to be true to ourselves and to give
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Just hung up in the air like Mohammed's

—oh, I beg your pardon."

"Not at all, not at all," said the calif,

graciously. "A very happy figure of

speech, the prophet's coffin, except that

with us it means a state of absolute cer-

tainty instead of just the opposite, as with

you."

"At any rate," said the stranger, "we

listened to Mr, Arnold Bennett and went

in for George M. Cohan. There has been

another factor impelling us in the same

direction. Men of my kind have been ac-

cused of being intellectual snobs and of

judging great art by its lack of popular

effect. I will confess that we were a little

bit inclined to think that because a book

or a play was enormously successful it was

rather low grade. You see, we had been

brought up on Milton's selling 'Paradise

Lost' for twenty-four dollars. And there

was Homer begging for his living, and

Dante eating other men's bread, and Ib-

sen maligned in his own country, and

George Meredith. So we were hardly to

blame for assuming that the finest prod-

ucts of rpan's imagination were not for the

crowd."
" 'Paradise Lost' is a long book?" said

the calif.

"Very long," said the stranger, "and it

keeps getting longer with time."

"And twenty-four dollars is a small

sum?" asked the calif.

"Very small," said the stranger.

"Though when you come to think of it,

that was the sum for which Manhattan

Island was bought from the Indians,

which indicates that prices were in gen-

eral very low about the time Milton

wrote. Now, if he had bartered Tara-

dise Lost' for Manhattan Island, he

would have been regarded as making a

very good thing put of it ; but that is all

fancy. I was saying that we did some-

what incline to look down on popular

values. Mr. Arnold Bennett taught us

better. Not to appreciate George M.
Cohan became a mark of disloyalty, of

hyphenated Americanism, so to speak. So

we set out to readjust our standards, some
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more violently than others. Not
being a college professor, I have not gone

to extremes. We organized the Intercol-

legiate Society for the Acquisition of Pop-

ular Tastes. We subscribed to the Sun-

day comic supplement. But it comes hard

;

it is a constant effort. The pitiful condi-

tion to which you now see me reduced is

the result of this struggle not to be a high-

brow, or, as we call it in Boston, a Brah-

man."

"Idolaters and accursed of Allah!" said

Giafar.

The stranger looked up in astonish-

ment.

"Not Boston? The kindliest people in

the world if you can get through the crust."

"Giafar is thinking of the infidel Brah-

mans of India," explained the calif. "And

you don't like George M. Cohan?"

"I do," said the stranger. "But some-

how I can't feel that the promise of Amer-

ica abides in him. Worse than that, I

don't feel the immediate response to him

that I ought to feel. I say to myself, Can
it be that I am not at one with my coun-

trymen, that I do not react to America as

I ought to do? I should greatly deplore

that. I am human. I do not want to be

an exotic; I want to send my roots down

into the common soil. I have tried hard,

but just when I think I have succeeded. I

experience a sudden fall from grace. I

slip away to my library. I pull down my
'CEdipus Tyrannus' "

—

"And in the original Greek, I wager,"

said the calif.

The stranger blushed furiously and

hung his head.

"Yes," he whispered. "But I have not

relapsed into the habit of carrying it about

in my pocket with me. It would be in-

viting ostracism from my friends, who are

chiefly college professors and read mild

weekly periodicals. Of course some-

times things grow easier. It has been a

great help, for instance, to learn of recent

years that Shakspere was essentially a pop-

ular dramatist. He wrote for money, of

which he made a great deal. Shakspere

the money-maker is the subject of several

recent books by professors of literature, to
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which I turn for strength whenever my
enthusiasm for George M. Cohan fails to

rise. And once you get used to the idea,

it is pleasant to think of Shakspere writing

for the crowd. It is rather fine, don't

you think, that a man could catch the

crowd with

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-

morrow,

Creeps in the petty pace from day to day.

To the last syllable of recorded time;

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death?

"I have not yet discovered," continued the

stranger, "anything in Cohan which quite

suggests this vision of life. But that is

perhaps because of the difference in meth-

ods, as my friend Professor Michael has

pointed out in his book, 'Shakspere and

the Gallery.' Nevertheless, I try very

hard to catch the message of Cohan. I

have lost twentj'-seven pounds in the proc-

ess, and have passed through no fewer

than three severe nervous crises. Some-

times I succeed. But too often, I must

confess, I succumb, and before I know it

I am reading Keats."

"And what are Keats?" said Harun-al-

Rashid.

"The question has been asked before,

your Highness," said the gray-haired

stranger. "Keats are lovely Ionic maidens

pursued by Apollo around the eternal cir-

cle of a Greek vase, or magic casements

opening up on perilous seas, always some-

thing three thousand years away or five

thousand miles away, quite far from the

common life. If I were to prefer staying

at home to-night with Keats instead of

going to the movies, I should be an es-

thetic and an alien. The movies are the

hardest of all upon people of my sort.

Take Charlie Chaplin—"
Giafar smote his huge palms on his

knees and broke into a roar of laughter.

The calif smiled indulgently.

"He 's perfectly mad on the subject,"

he whispered, pointing to the black giant.

"Do you know, I have great difficulty in

getting him out with me on our nightly

patrols in Bagdad. He '11 come in with a

cock-and-bull story about the mother of

his fifth wife being dangerously ill and

having to sit up with her. Then he sneaks

off to the picture-palace. I have traced

him there myself, and watched him laugh-

ing at Charlie Chaplin by the hour."

"By the hour, your Majesty?" said the

stranger.

Harun blushed faintly.

"It is a faithful animal, and I hate to

interfere with his amusements. At home,

they tell me, Giafar practises smashing up

chocolate cakes with his simitar, like this

man Chaplin's cane."

"So you will understand, your High-

ness," said the stranger. "The movies

bore me to extinction. But I should be an

outcast and a prig if I ventured to doubt,

among my friends, that the movies are

an art. The common people, you will ob-

serve, do not insist on calling them an art.

They go because they like the pictures.

But all my literary friends insist that the

movies are the art of the future. True,

they insist with such painful eagerness that

I sometimes suspect they are very much in

the same case as myself, trying to make up

in zeal what they lack in conviction. Still,

several college professors have written

books to show that if Shakspere were alive

to-day he would be the premier scenario-

writer. I frequently argue with mj'self.

I say to myself. This thing to which hun-

dreds of millions thrill must have its roots

in the universal emotion of mankind. So

I go to the movies to watch the great pop-

ular heart thrill. What I see is six hun-

dred people or perhaps two thousand peo-

ple sitting perfectly quiet and staring.

The automobile hurtles down a cliff.

Fine ! The wicked district-attorney re-

forms and marries the slum landlord's

daughter. Fine ! The walls of Babylon

crash down. Fine ! Banana-picking in

Guatemala. Fine! Ten-thirty. Bed for

mine. Be good.

"I don't believe you could get a cupful

of emotion out of that audience of two

thousand," continued the stranger. "I

don't believe the two thousand go there

for any other reason than that it is the

cheapest way to kill time, which has al-



'The comfort of Allah be with y

wajs been the greatest occupation of the

greatest number. But m}^ well-educated

friends insist that the movies are a great

art because it is popular, and they are los-

ing weight trying to believe it. It 's pretty

hard, j^ou know, to like George Meredith

and to give him up for the movies. And
the pity is I don't see any way out."

Harun-al-Rashid ran his fingers through

his perfumed beard.

"I do see the way out, my friend,"

he said.

"Tell me, your Highness," cried the

stranger, and the color mounted to his pal-

lid cheeks.

"Time, my friend," said the calif—
"time which cures all obsessions and

kills all fads. What you have said about

your class as snobs is true. Formerly

3'ou were what Giafar calls high-brow

snobs; now you are low-brow snobs.

The professors you mention are profes-

sional low-brows. I do not blame them

for their discontent with the thinnish cul-

ture of New England ; but the remedy is

not in George M. Cohan. What you can

borrow from him is the ingredient which

your literature has lacked : whim, gusto,

sweep, red blood, as our great poet Fir-

dausi calls it. Your New England was

too much pinched. Well, let yourself go.

You have been lacking in reality. Get
reality. But when you put an exact fac-

simile of a popular lunch-room on the

stage and fill it with people whose souls

are utterly false, you are worse ofif than

with James Russell Lowell. Your popu-

lar literature is not art. It offers you the

physical likeness of life wnth no suggestion

of a real soul behind it. The trouble is

you have no middle class."

"We are a democracy, your Highness."

"A middle class, I insist," said Harun-

.al-Rashid. "For instance, with you, if it
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is not Cohan, it is Ibsen ; if it is not Char-

lie Chaplin, it is the verse drama. There

is apparently no choice between being

amused in vaudeville and being bored in a

high cause. But if you stood on middle

ground, if you did not assume that to be

literature is to be dull, why have n't 5'ou

a James M. Barrie?"

"They are not made to order," said the

stranger.

"Perhaps not, but they may be had by

due encouragement. Only, if you got one,

you would not know where to put him.

He is not quite George M. Cohan, and he

is not quite Strindberg or Chekhoff or

Giacosa or a lot of foreign rubbish of the

kind. So you rush from one to the other.

As for the critics from abroad, do you

know why they encourage 3'ou? Out of

a certain condescension in foreigners, as

our poet Sadi has said. They come and

look you over. 'Nice, raw, unintelligent,

well-meaning people, these Americans.

Funny to see them try to do Ibsen !' And
it is funny. 'Why don't they do the only

thing a mob nation can do? The rough

stuff.' That 's what the foreigners think

in their hearts. But why should you let

Mr. Arnold Bennett tell you what the

true American expression of life is? You
intellectuals who are wasting away under

the strain of trying to be popular, why
don't you mix red blood with your intel-

lect? Look at the French, the most in-

tellectual nation on earth and full of the

devil. Why don't you act up to your

Puritan ancestors who sang hymns and

burned witches? Look at the Russian

Ballet."

"You
stranger.

in rrif
''

have been there?" said the

"Why, of course. How stupid

"I came to New York to see Bakst's

show," said the calif. "It 's good fun,

and it 's a good deal of a joke. I had some

difficulty in keeping Giafar from climb-

ing over the footlights. He was looking

for the author behind the scenes. Sche-

herazade is hardly recognizable. I know
Scheherazade. You are apt to know a

woman after she has talked to you for a

thousand and one nights. She was n't an

Oriental temptress, snaky, seductive, and

all that. The fact is, she was a quiet lit-

tle creature. Her father brought her from

the convent to marry me. She had spent

her time reading romances and studying

domestic science. How she could cook!

The author of the 'Arabian Nights' has

forgotten to mention it, but she knew
three hundred ways of preparing rice with

stewed lamb. But that is neither here nor

there. I was saying, see what Bakst has

done. He takes a child's tale and applies

mind to it. You shiver, you laugh like a

child and like an intelligent man. It 's

high-brow, but it 's thrilling and funny.

That 's your recipe."

"I think I understand," said the

stranger.

"One thing remember, above all," said

the calif. "No poetic drama. That 's

what drives people to the movies."

"I am grateful," said the stranger, and

the light of a new hope shone in his eyes.

"The comfort of Allah be with you!"

said the calif, glancing at his watch. "We
are late, Giafar ; a taxicab

!"

.^v/%'' il ilhV'i^ffef^,,;

PI**



At the Gate

Bv MYLA JO CLOSSER

A SHAGGY Airedale scented his wa.v

along the highroad. He had not

been there before, but he was guided by

the trail of his brethren who had preceded

him. He had gone unwillingly upon this

journey, yet with the perfect training of

dogs he had accepted it without complaint.

The path had been lonely, and his heart

would have failed him, traveling as he

must without his people,, had not these

traces of countless dogs before him prom-

ised companionship of a sort at the end of

the road.

The landscape had appeared arid at

first, for the translation from recent agony

into freedom from pain had been so numb-

ing in its swiftness that it was some

time before he could fully appreciate the

pleasant dog-country through which he

was passing. There were woods with

leaves upon the ground through which to

scurry, long grassy slopes for extended

runs, and lakes into which he might

plunge for sticks and bring them back to—

But he did not complete his thought, for

the boy was not with him. A little wave

of homesickness possessed him.

It made his mind easier to see far ahead

a great gate as high as the heavens, wide

enough for all. He understood that only

man built such barriers, and by straining

his eyes he fancied he could discern hu-

mans passing through to whatever lay be-

yond. He broke into a run that he might

the more quickly gain this inclosure made

beautiful by men and women ; but his

thoughts outran his pace, and he remem-

bered that he had left the family behind,

and again this lovely new compound be-

came not perfect, since it would lack the

family.

The scent of the dogs grew very strong

now, and coming nearer, he discovered, to

his astonishment, that of the myriads of

those who had arrived ahead of him thou-

sands were still gathered on the outside of

the portal. They sat in a wide circle

spreading out on each side of the entrance,

big, little, curly, handsome, mongrel, thor-

oughbred dogs of every age, complexion,

and personality. All were apparently

waiting for something, some one, and at

the pad of the Airedale's feet on the hard

road they arose and looked in his direction.

That the interest passed as soon as they

discovered the new-comer to be a dog puz-

zled him. In his former dwelling-place

a four-footed brother was greeted with

enthusiasm when he was a friend, with

suspicious diplomacy when a stranger, and

with sharp reproof when an enemy ; but

never had he been utterly ignored.

He remembered something that he had

read many times on great buildings with

lofty entrances, "Dogs not admitted,"

the signs had said, and he feared this

might be the reason for the waiting circle

outside the gate. It might be that this

noble portal stood as the dividing-line be-

tween mere dogs and humans. But he

had been a member of the family, romping

with them in the living-room, sitting at

meals with them in the dining-room, going

up-stairs at night with them, and the

thought that he was to be "kept out"

would be unendurable.

He despised the passive dogs. They
should be treating a barrier after the fash-

ion of their old country, leaping against it,

barking, and scratching the nicely painted

door. He bounded up the last little hill

to set them an example, for he was still

full of the rebellion of the world ; but he

found no door to leap against. He could

see beyond the entrance dear masses of

people, yet no dog crossed the threshold.

They continued in their patient ring, their

gaze upon the winding road.

G7:J
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He now advanced cautiously to examine

the gate. It occurred to him that it must

be fly-time in this region, and he did not

wish to make himself ridiculous before all

these strangers by trying to bolt through

an invisible mesh like the one that had

baffled him when he was a little chap.

Yet there were no screens, and despair

entered his soul. What bitter punishment

these poor beasts must have suffered before

they learned to stay on this side the arch

that led to human beings ! What had they

done on earth to merit this? Stolen bones

troubled his conscience, runaway days,

sleeping in the best chair until the key

clicked in the lock. These were sins.

At that moment an English bull-terrier,

white, with liver-colored spots and a

jaunty manner, approached him, snuffling

in a friendly way. No sooner had the

bull-terrier smelt his collar than he fell

to expressing his joy at meeting him. The
Airedale's reserve was quite thawed by

this welcome, though he did not know just

what to make of it.

"I know you! I know you!" exclaimed

the bull-terrier, adding inconsequently,

"What 's your name?"

"Tam o'Shanter. They call me
Tammy," was the answer, with a pardon-

able break in the voice.

"I know them," said the bull-terrier.

"Nice folks."

"Best ever," said the Airedale, trying to

be nonchalant, and scratching a flea which

was not there. 'T don't remember you.

When did you know them ?"

"About fourteen tags ago, when they

were first married. We keep track of

time here by the license-tags. I had four."

"This is my first and only one. You
were before my time, I guess." He felt

young and shy.

"Come for a walk, and tell me all about

them," was his new friend's invitation.

"Are n't we allowed in there?" asked

Tam, looking toward the gate.

"Sure. You can go in whenever you

want to. Some of us do at first, but we
don't stay."

"Like it better outside?"

"No, no; it is n't that."

"Then why are all you fellows hanging

around here? Any old dog can see it 's

better beyond the arch."

"You see, we 're waiting for our folks

to come."

The Airedale grasped it at once, and

nodded understandingly.

"I felt that way when I came along the

road. It would n't be what it 's supposed

to be without them. It would n't be the

perfect place."

"Not to us," said the bull-terrier.

"Fine! I 've stolen bones, but it must

be that I have been forgiven, if I 'm to

see them here again. It 's the great good

place all right. But look here," he added

as a new thought struck him, "do they

wait for us?"

The older inhabitant coughed In slight

embarrassment.

"The humans could n't do that very

well. It would n't be the thing to have

them hang around outside for just a dog

—not dignified."

"Quite right," agreed Tam." "I 'm glad

they go straight to their mansions. I 'd

—

I 'd hate to have them missing me as I am
missing them." He sighed. "But, then,

they would n't have to wait so long,"

"Oh, well, they 're getting on. Don't

be discouraged," comforted the terrier.

"And in the meantime it 's like a big hotel

in summer—watching the new arrivals.

See, there is something doing now."

All the dogs were aroused to excitement

by a little figure making its way uncer-

tainly up the last slope. Half of them

started to meet it, crowding about in a

loving, eager pack.

"Look out; don't scare it," cautioned

the older animals, while word was passed

to those farthest from the gate: "Quick!

Quick! A baby 's (fome!"

Before they had entirely assembled,

however, a gaunt yellow hound pushed

through the crowd, gave one sniff at the

small child, and with a yelp of joy

crouched at its feet. The baby embraced

the hound in recognition, and the two

moved toward the gate. Just outside the

hound stopped to speak to an aristocratic

St. Bernard who had been friendly:
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"Sorry to leave you, old fellow," he

said, "but I 'm going in to watch over the

kid. You see, I 'm all she has up here."

The bull-terrier looked at the Airedale

for appreciation.

"That 's the way we do it," he said

proudly.

"Yes, but—" the Airedale put his head

on one side in perplexity.

"Yes, but what?" asked the guide.

"The dogs that don't have any people

—

the nobodies' dogs?"

"That 's the best of all. Oh, every-

thing is thought out here. Crouch down,

—you must be tired,— and watch," said

the bull-terrier.

Soon they spied another small form

making the turn in the road. He wore a

Boy Scout's uniform, but he was a little

fearful, for all that, so new was this ad-

venture. The dogs rose again and snuf-

fled, but the better groomed of the circle

held back, and in their place a pack of

odds and ends of the company ran down

to meet him. The Boy Scout was re-

assured by their friendly attitude, and

after petting them impartially, he chose an

old-fashioned black and tan, arid the two

passed in.

.Tam looked questioningly.

"They did n't know each other!" he

exclaimed.

"But they 've always wanted to.

That 's one of the boys who used to beg

for a dog, but his father would n't let him

have one. So all our strays wait for just

such little fellows to come along. Every

boy gets a dog, and every dog gets a

master."

"I expect the boy's father would like

to know that now," commented the Aire-

dale. "No doubt he thinks quite often,

'I wish I 'd let him have a dog.'
"

The bull-terrier laughed.

"You 're pretty near the earth yet, are

n't you?"

Tam admitted it.

"I 've a lot of sympathy with fathers

and with boys, having .them both in the

family, and a mother as well."

The bull-terrier leaped up in astonish-

ment.

"You don't mean to say they keep a

boy?"

"Sure; greatest boy on earth. Ten this

year."

"Well, well, this is news! I wish

they 'd kept a boy when I was there."

The Airedale looked at his new friend

intently.

"See here, who are you ?" he demanded.

But the other hurried on

:

"I used to run away from them just to

play with a boy. They 'd punish me, and

I always wanted to tell them it was their

fault for not getting one."

"Who are you, anyway?" repeated

Tam. , "Taking all this interest in me,

too. Whose dog ivere you ?"

"You 've already guessed. I see it in

your quivering snout. I 'm the old dog

that had to leave them about ten years

ago."

"Their old dog Bully?"

"Yes, I 'm Bully." They nosed each

other with deeper affection, then strolled

about the glades shoulder to shoulder.

Bully the more eagerly pressed for news.

"Tell me, how are they getting along?"

"Very well indeed ; they 've paid for the

house."

"I— I suppose you occupy the kennel?"

"No. They said they could n't stand

it to see another dog in your old place."

Bully stopped to howl gentlv.

"That touches me. It 's generous in

you to tell it. To think they missed me!"

For a little while they went on in si-

lence, but as evening fell, and the light

from the golden streets inside of the city

gave the only glow to the scene. Bully

grew nervous and suggested that they go

back.

"We can't see so well at night, and I

like to be pretty close to the path, espe-

cially toward morning."

Tam assented.

"And I will point them out. You might

not know them just at first."

"Oh, we know them. Sometimes the

babies have so grown up they 're rather

hazy in their recollection of how we look.

They think we 're bigger than we are; but

j-ou can't fool us dogs."
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"It 's understood," Tam cunningly ar-

ranged, "that when he or she arrives

you 'II sort of make them feel at home
while I wait for the boy?"

"That 's the best plan," assented Bully,

kindly. "And if by any chance the little

fellow should come first,— there 's been a

lot of them this summer,— of course you '11

introduce me?"
"I shall be proud to do it,"

And so with muzzles sunk between their

paws, and with their eyes straining down
the pilgrims' road, they wait outside the

gate.

A Timorous Shepherd

By MORRIS BISHOP

I
AM weary of shepherding,

And I sleep not night and day,

For fear the slender wattles break.

And my little sheep frolic away;

And briers and pits and adders wait

For little sheep that stray.

These are the names of my little sheep

:

Self-Seeking, Love of Ease,

Hatred of Censure, Wantonness,

Sleep, and Desire to Please;

And Greed and Gluttony are there,

And many more than these.

Some shepherds have torn down their cotes.

Careless of adder-stings,

And followed their flocks out o\er tiie moors

On mad adventurings

;

And some are rich and happy men.

And some of them are kings.

But I— I am a timorous shepherd.

And I sleep not night and day.

And my fingers bleed with mending withes.

But I cannot watch alway

;

And the little sheep they snuff the breeze,

And the barriers crack and sway.



1 square of Bogota

The Cloistered City

Bogota, capital of Colombia

By HARRY A. FRANCK
Author of "Tramping through Mexico, Guatemala, and Hondu

WHEN we had made a "stake" as

Canal Zone policemen, Leo Hays

and I sailed for South America. The
languid two-weeks' journey up the Mag-
dalena had passed smoothly enough, but

it was not without misgiving that we
turned our faces from Girardot, in the

"hot lands" of Colombia, toward lofty

Bogota. The train descending from the

plateau the night before disgorged a

crowd heavily laden with blankets, rugs,

and overcoats, and not a native of tropical

Girardot could speak of the capital with-

out shivering as with the ague, some even

crossing themselves as often as they pro-

nounced its name.

Our train left soon after six in the

morning. By the rules of the line— the

"Ferrocarril de Girardot"—we were

obliged to check our baggage, containing

all our extra clothing. For hours we were

surrounded by mountains, but still on a

plain between them, slightly rising. Grad-

ually the mountains closed in, squeezing

us upward. At eleven we were picked up

by a mountain-climbing engine, made in

Schenectady, with the boiler well forward,

the water-tanks along the sides of the

boiler, and a small, upright coal-bin be-

hind. At noon, as we began a series of

switchbacks, I caught a breath of white

man's air for the first time in half a year,

and the taste was so delicious to the lungs

that the sensation reached clear to my
tingling toes. Passengers began to put on

overcoats, blankets, steamer rugs, ponchos,

gloves, to turn up their collars, to wrap

towels about their necks, and to turn red-

nosed.

The landscape of meadows with graz-

ing cattle, backed by towering mountains,

suggested Switzerland. Then we passed

the one tunnel on the line, and entered an

immense valley walled by row after rov/
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of blue ranges. Higher up we came to

vast, stony, bleak highlands, like a more

rugged Scotland in late October, though

cultivation was almost general and roads

were numerous. It struck us as strange

that human beings, the most ubiquitous of

the world's fauna, would shiver and toil

for a scant livelihood here when a day's

walk would bring them to perpetual sum-

mer and nature's well-filled larder. A
plant, one can understand, must remain

where it chances to be born, but whv man
also?

At three-thirty the train had finished its

task of lifting its breathless passengers into

the thin air of Facatativa and set us down
in a bleak, stony city where all who had

overcoats wore them, and scores of half-

frozen, barefoot children and adults dis-

mally wandered the streets. The blue-

nosed policeman on the corner, muffled to

the ears, assured me that it was colder here

than in Bogota, for which Hays gave fer-

vent thanks. Evidently the heat of the

tropics was still in my blood, for I still

felt comfortable.

An hour later we were speeding across

the plateau by the "Ferrocarril de la Sa-

bana," a government railroad equipped

with real trains of American cars. All the

languor and ragged indifference of the

tropics seemed to have been left behind.

The conductor was as businesslike as any

in our own land, and as light in color.

We stopped briefly at stations and towns

that had all the adjuncts of civilized life,

somehow dragged up to these lofty realms.

Here was a country built from the center

outward. The nearer we came to its capi-

tal and the farther we left the world be-

hind, the more modern and well furnished

did it become. It reminded us of fairy-

tales of men who, after toiling for weeks
through unknown wildernesses, burst

forth suddenly on an unknown valley

filled with all the splendors of an ancient

kingdom.

But we could not but wonder why, once

they had reached this lofty plateau, the

inhabitants had not built their city here

instead of marching far across it to the

inclosing mountain-range. A full thirty-
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fi\'e miles the train fled across an immense

plain that was like one of our Northern

States in early April, cut off here and

there by barbwire fences. Vast yellow

fields of mustard appeared, spread, and

disappeared behind us. Great droves of

splendid-looking cattle frisked about in

the autumn air as if to keep warm. Well-

built countr\^ dwellings sped by, stony and

bare in setting, but with huge paintings on

the walls under the veranda roofs. The
sun had barely smiled upon us since noon,

and now as the day declined I began sud-

denly to grow cold, bitterly cold, more

chilled than I had been since descending

from the Mexican plateau seven months

before. Our fellow-passengers looked

like summer excursionists suddenly caught

in their straw hats by grim, relentless win-

ter. The temperature was that in which

we of the North sneak out for the first

interurban pleasure-ride, wondering if the

buds are starting yet, and come back blow-

ing our noses and with the knowledge that

they have not; of the day on which an

unchastened street-car company puts on its

first open cars, to take them off again next

day.

Then at length, as evening was descend-

ing, the plain came to an end, and at the

back of it, at the very foot of a forbidding,

black mountain-range, spread a vast, cold

city, a smokeless city of bulking domes and

towers. We had reached at last, after

eighteen days of travel, the capital of the

land reputed to hate Americans with a

deadly hatred.

Our entrance into Bogota was not ex-

actly what we had planned or anticipated.

In the Canal Zone we had carefully

worked out a costume that seemed best

adapted to comfort and durability on the

road, and at the same time would pass

muster in the cities of the Andes. It was

of olive drab, breeches and Norfolk jack-

ets, with leather leggings and campaign

hats. But Bogota quickly demonstrated

that the cities of the Andes have stern

proprieties in the matter of costume. The
crowd that filled the station and its adja-

cent streets in honor of the thrice-weekly

linking with the outside world was dressed
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like one in an American city in February,

except that here black was more nearly

general, and choking high collars and fop-

pish canes were de rigueur. Wherefore,

seeing two men of foreign aspect suddenly

descending upon them in strange, feather-

weight uniforms, a mob surrounded our

horse-car, and veritable throngs of boys

and youths raced beside us, feasting their

eyes on us until we were swallowed up

within the portals of the recommended

hotel. Hays, who was nothing if not self-

conscious, to say nothing of tropical

blooded, lost no time in putting on every

wool garment his baggage contained, and

dived under four blankets and a pair of

quilts, vowing never again to be seen in

public.

But the hunger of the highlands soon

asserted itself. We seemed to have reached

the center of this anachronistic civilization

of the isolated fastnesses of the Andes.

Beyond the hotel patio, a garden of flow-

ers of some arctic species, lay a thick-car-

peted anteroom, which anted all the way
back to the kitchen. Our room was in

reality a suite that took up an entire sec-

ond-story corner of the building. There

were thick carpets in which even our

American feet sank half out of sight; up-

holstered easy-chairs as comfortable as

beds; sofas and divans in every corner;

tables equal to those of a French chateau

;

pier-glass mirrors; gleaming chandeliers;

excellent lamps, with double burners and

shades in addition to excellent electric

lights ; a great parlor opening on a balcony

over the street, its huge windows magnifi-

cent with lace curtains ; a bedroom with a

street balcony ; and two old-fashioned bed-

steads deep with mattresses, as inviting as

a cozy dog-house on a wintry night, their

many blankets covered by rich vicugna

hides. We seemed far indeed from the

frontiersman steamers of the Magdalena

River. When we sneaked down to the

sumptuous dining-room we found the

menu and the cooking and the service

easily equal to those of some travelers' pal-

ace on the Champs-Elysees, and the break-

fast that was placed beside our beds in the

morning would have graced a boudoir of

royalty. All this, borne to this lofty isola-

tion by methods the most primitive known

to modern days, was ours at the paltry

sum of a dollar and a half a day. Truly

the cost of high living had not yet reached

the altitude of Bogota.

C79
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It was evident that if we were to live

in Bogota as anything but public curiosi-

ties we must patronize her clothing stores.

The Zone costume was splendidly adapted

to our plan of tramping through the An-

des, but, unfortunately, to Bogotanos it

was original, and nowhere does originality

of garb cause greater stir than in Bogota.

When he had screwed up his courage to

sneak forth the next afternoon, Hays

dodged into the first tailor shop that

crossed his path, instantly agreed to take

whatever happened to be first offered him,

at any price the tailor chose to inflict, and

returned, to remain in hiding for the ensu-

ing twenty-four hours while the articles

were altered. Meanwhile I succeeded

more quickly and economically in reducing

myself to the requisite sartorial distinc-

tivelessness in a readj'-made establishment,

and sallied forth inconspicuous in a native

shirt that came near being born a pajama

and a heavy, temporarily black suit of

cashmere with a misgiving tightness across

the trousers.

On second thought it was not strange

that this far-away city of the Andes

should be exacting in dress. A backwoods

people, using the term loosely, virtually

cut ofif from the world, they were su-

premely fearful of being taken for back-

woodsmen, and to forestall that unspeak-

able misery spent much of their time and

attention in trying to look and act as their

imagination, abetted by such hints as filter

up to these isolated heights, deceived them

into believing that great outside world

habitually looked and acted. The result

is a tailors' paradise. Passing for the mo-

ment the gente del pueblo, who dress with

impunity in anything obtainable, the city

is sternly "European" in attire down to

the last waistcoat button, and somber, not

to say jet-black, in its taste. No one who
aspires to be ranked among the gente de-

cente ever dreams of permitting himself

to be seen in public lacking any detail

of equipment, from derby to patent-

leather shoes, that figures in the bogotano

mental picture of a Parisian boulevardier.

At first we took this multitude of fault-

I-essly dressed men to mean that the city

rolled in wealth ; but as time went on,

many a dandy of fashion that we had

taken for a bank president or the son of

some great financier turned out to be a

side-street barber or the keeper of a four-

by-six corner book-stall, if not indeed even

without so legitimate a source of income.

It is no doubt due to some misinterpreta-

tion of the fashion sheets that the main

street corners were habitually blocked even

long before noon by men and youths in

Prince Alberts, who spent the greater part

of the day leaning with Parisian noncha-

lance on silver-headed canes. A man can-

not have a reputation in Bogota without a

cane. In the matter of laundries there is

less insistence, since for every score of

tailor shops in the city there is by no

means one laundry. The man whose

white collar has long since lost its virgin

hue and inflexible uprightness is still in

no danger of having the air-tight doors of

the gente decente compartment closed

upon him.

Thus far, of course, I have been speak-

ing of the men. The women of the upper

class, on the other hand, are never seen

disguised as Parisians except on rare gala

occasions. At morning mass or in their

circumspect tours of shopping they appear

swathed in jet-black from head to foot,

the manto, a shawl-like thing of thin tex-

ture, being wound about head and body to

the hips, leaving only the front of the face

and a bare glimpse of their blacker hair

visible. To us the costume was pleasing

in its simplicity. Bogotanos, however,

complain that it is triste, sad, and in time

we, too, came to have that impression, as

if the sex had gone perpetually into

mourning for the ways of its male rela-

tives.

The great mass of the population of

Bogota has, as I have said, no requirements

in the matter of dress. In general the

"men of the people" wear shoddy or cot-

ton trousers of indeterminate hue, olpar-

gatas—hemp soles held in place by strips

of canvas— without socks, a Panama hat

commonly very much soiled and always

very much out of place in this climate, a

colored or invisible shirt, and, chief of all,
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the ruana, a native-woven blanket with a

hole in the middle through which to thrust

the head. Their women almost never

wear black. In very simple gowns of

some light color, especially on Sundays,

after which its whiteness decreases, they

go commonly bareheaded, often bare-

footed, and always stockingless. Now
and then one is seen in alpargatas and the

same plain straw hat as the men, but every

scene from street to cathedral is enlivened

by the bare legs of women and girls who
are often decidedly attractive in appear-

ance— to those with no great prejudice

for the bath.

Bogota is remarkable chiefly for its loca-

tion. Take it somewhere else, and it

would be much like many another city of

Spanish ancestry. Its streets are wide,

straight, and singularly alike ; a few paved

in macadam, more in rough cobbles ; some-

what grass-grown, with three streaks of

flat stones, worn smooth by the feet of

generations of carriers, running the length

of them. The chiefly two-story houses toe

.the entirely inadequate little sidewalks, on

which two can seldom pass abreast, as so

often in Spanish-speaking countries, and

there is nothing unusual in the architec-

ture to those who know Spain or her

former colonies. The streets cross one an-

other at solemn right angles, and those

which do not fade away on the plain fetch

up against the rusty-black range that backs

the city. The excellent system of street

numbering is marred by the habit of the

volatile Government of changing familiar

names as often as some new or forgotten

patriot is called to its attention. Thus the

Plaza San Augustin had been, up to a

short time before our arrival, the Plaza

Ayacucho
;
yet even before we left it be-

came the Plaza Sucre in honor of a newly

erected statue of that general. In like

manner the Plaza de Egipto was trans-

formed before our very ejes into the Plaza

de Maza. This weakness of the Colom-

bian for honoring new heroes is character-

istic of the entire country. Not only are

its provinces frequently renamed, but the

very country itself has basked under half

a dozen designations in the short century

since its independence ; namely, La Gran
Colombia, Nueva Granada, Confedera-

cion Granadina, Estados Unidos de Nueva

Granada, Estados Unidos de Colombia,

and, since 1885, Repilblica de Colombia,

and there are evidences that it is not yet

GSl
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entirely satisfied. He who can picture

every new administration in our own land

changing the names not merely of our

cities, squares, and streets, but of the

States themselves, from Jackson, Bu-

chanan, and Tilden to Johnson, Hayes,

and Parker, and quickly back again at the

next election, can imagine the attitude of

the non-governing Colombian. It is even

conceivable that a congressional degree

commanding that the country be hereafter

known as Lincolnia might arouse among

us a whisper of protest.

Bogota stands 8630 feet above the level

of the sea, at the back of a great plateau

and close under the skirts of a sheltering

range. Looking down upon it, the mis-

informed traveler might easily fancy the

broad sabana the level world of some

Northern clime, never guessing that forty

miles to the west it falls away abruptly

into the torrid zone. The vast majority

of its inhabitants are born, live, and die

here in their lofty isolation. It is small

wonder that they commonly consider the

city the chief center of the universe and

the seat of all worth-while learning.

Those who travel a little way out into the

world see nothing to compare with its

splendors. The scant minority that reach

Paris are credited with fervid imagina-

tions, if indeed the picture of what they

have seen has not been effaced during the

long, toilsome journey back to their own
beloved capital. This makes it the most

nearly of any city of to-day what a newly

discovered one must have been to the hap-

pier explorers of earlier times. About

every inhabitant hovers a glamour of ro-

mance. Either he has always lived in this

miniature world or he has at least made
the great laborious journey up to it. Shut

away by weeks of wilderness from the out-

side world, alone with its own little trials

and triumphs, it seems something long ago

left behind up here under the chilly stars

by a receding wave of civilization. At
times there comes upon the traveler the

regret that it is not entirely cut off instead

of nine tenths so, that it might have

evolved a civilization entirely its own and

not form, as it certainly forms now, merely

a rather crumpled copy of familiar world

capitals.

A recent census sets the population at

122,000. Looking down upon the city for

the first time, one feels that this must be

an under-estimation ; but gradually one

realizes that not only are its houses low,

often of a single story, but are largely

taken up by interior patios. Then, too,

there are more than a score of churches,

besides innumerable chapels, eight large

monasteries and convents, several semi-

naries, and many residences of the favor-

ites of the church. All this takes room.

Add to this the many government build-

ings, and bit by bit the traveler skeptical

from experience with Latin-American fig-

ures grows to wonder if these are not in-

flated. There is not a w^ooden building

in town. Treelessness governs the archi-

tecture, for the surrounding country has

no forests, though hundreds of imported

eucalyptus-trees are grouped here and

there in groves and line roads and patios.

Bogota is a white man's cit\\ Indeed,

there is hardly another of its size south of

the Canadian border in which the percent-

age of pure white inhabitants is higher.

Brunettes predominate, of course, but even

blondes are by no means rare. The boot-

black who served us now and then was a

decided towhead. Red cheeks are almost

the rule. Slight atmospheric pressure,

bringing the blood nearer the surface, no

doubt largely accounts for this, though

there are other evidences of general good

health. The violation of most of the rules

of sanitation is lightly punished at this

altitude. The temperature, cold enough

to be invigorating, yet not cold enough to

require our health-menacing artificial heat,

combined with the simple, placid life of

the place, makes it a town of plump, ro-

bust figures, particularly among the wo-

men, unmarked by the habits of dissipation

of the males. Many of them may frankly

be termed beautiful, even despite a wide-

spread tendency of the sex to wear dis-

tinctly noticeable black mustaches.

Unlike many places of high altitude,

this is not a "nervous" city. There are

lower places in Mexico, for instance, in
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which the nerves seem always at a tension.

Here one feels serene and unexcited all

day long, as in the first hour of awakening

from long, refreshing sleep. Unfortu-

nately, the Bogotano is not a believer in

exercise or the sjstematic caring for the

body. Scorning every unnecessary exer-

tion, he lets himself grow up haphazard,

and is notably round-shouldered and hol-

low-chested. An American long resident

in the city seriously advised us to "get a

hump into your shoulders like other peo-

ple, and you won't attract so much atten-

tion."

Even the Indians, descendants of the

Chibchas, that make up much of the pop-

ulation of the outskirts and the surround-

ing country, have a tinge of russet in their

cheeks, and are by no means so dark as our

copper-skinned aborigines. Daily they

swarm into the city that was once theirs.

Short, yet robust and muscular, carriers

and arrieros, as often female as male, pass

noiselessly and unobtrusively through the

streets with the produce of their country

patches. Girls barely ten and old women,

many of decidedly comely features despite

the encrusted filth of years, dressed in

matted rags, their feet and legs bare al-

most to the knees, besmeared with accu-

mulated evidence of barn-yard and high-

way, plod past under burdens an Ameri-

can workman could not carry a hundred

yards. Girls and boys alike are trained to

this hardy life of toil from their earliest

years, never looking forward to any other.

Of the existence of schools they have no

inkling.

The altitude of Bogota seldom fails to

impress itself upon the new-comer. Despite

a recent residence on the plateau of Mex-

ico, I found myself with the faint third

cousin of a headache and several mild

attacks of nose-bleed, a light-headedness

above the temples, and a soreness of all the

body, as if from undue pressure of the

blood. During the first days I was con-

tent to march slowly some six or eight

blocks up one of her slightly inclined

streets. Many travelers do not risk the

sudden ascent from the virtual sea-level

of Girardot to the capital in a single day,

but stop over the forty-eight hours be-

tween trains at a half-way town. Energ>'

is at its lowest ebb, and time passes on

leaden wings until the first effects wear

away. The effect on mood is as marked

as upon the character of the permanent

residents. From the moment of his arrival

the traveler feels again that foresighted,

looking-to-the-future attitude toward life

common to our temperate zone. All the
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light, ain', gay, and wasteful life of

Panama and the tropics in general fades

away like the memory of some former

existence, and it is easy to understand why
the temperament of the Bogotano of all

classes is quite different from that of the

inhabitants along the Magdalena.

"Who was that idiot who used to rave

about the perpetual spring of Bogota?"

cried Hays. "I 'd give five dollars— Co-

lombian— to have him here long enough

to make him stand out on our balcony an

hour to-night in his. night-shirt."

We had moved from our hotel to a

room in the third story of the municipal

building, on the site of the palace of the

viceroys. Down below lay the main plaza

of Colombia, with Tenerani's celebrated

statue of Bolivar. The still-unfinished

capitol building stretched along the square

on our right, on the opposite side of it we
could look in at the door of the ancient

cathedral,— and shake our fists at its con-

stantly clanging bells,—while beyond,

much of the city spread out before us, the

thatched huts of misery spilling a little

way up the foot of the dismal, black range

that filled in the rest of the picture. Well-
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dressed men in gloves and overcoats, with

derbies or silk hats, walked briskly across

the hard stone pavements on their way to

theater or the Circo Keller; women in

furs made their way to the electric street-

cars. It was strikingly like a theater

crowd of a Northern town of America in

the last days of winter before the snow

flies. Yet this was July, and we were

barely five degrees from the equator. Be-

side us lay the latest newspapers from

New York, half-way to the north pole,

bristling with such items as: "Wanted—
Nice cool rooms for the summer months."

'Tour Dead of Heat Prostration." The
air was raw even at noon except in the

actual sunshine. The wind from off the

backing range or across the plain cut

through our winter garments as if they

were cheese-cloth. By night the Bogo-

tano wears an overcoat of the greatest

obtainable thickness; he dines and goes to

the theater in a temperature that would

make outdoor New York in early Novem-
ber seem hospitable. The thermometer

falls much lower in other places, but here

artificial heat is unknown, and a more

penetrating cold it would be hard to find.

^»L^-
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Carlos Restrepo, President of Colombia, mounting the steps of the new Capitolio to open the

first session of congress. He is the man without the beard. Notice the discipline of the

soldiers. At "present arms" three of them are looking in three different directions
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Yet it is a peculiar climate, in which the

poorer people, inured to it from birth,

seem to thrive in bare legs and summer

garb. Flowers bloom perennially, and

frost is unknown, not because the temper-

ature does not warrant it, but because it

evaporates in the thin air. Once the sun

has set, nothing seems quite so attractive,

whatever the plans made by day, as to

read an hour huddled in all spare clothing,

with the windows closed, then to throw

them open, and dive into bed under as

many blankets as a Minnesota farmer in

January. The Bogotano, of course, does

not believe in open windows. Though he

scorns a fire, even if the thought of one

ever occurs to him, he has a quaking fear

of the night air, which he charges with a

score of diseases from colds to the dreaded

pneumonia of these altitudes. Those who
venture out of doors at night habitually

hold a handkerchief over mouth and nos-

trils. Yet at least this can be said, that

nowhere is sleep, if one is properly tucked

in, more sound and refreshing.

Were they less hump-shouldered, the po-

licemen of Bogota might easily be taken

for Irishinen, and an absent-minded Amer-

ican fancv himself back in the New York

of a decade ago ; for the uniform of the

day force is an exact copy of that of our

own metropolis before the helmets were

abolished. But at night the scene changes,

and on every corner spring up officers who
inight have stepped direct from the streets

of Paris, with the high cap, the long cape,

and even the short sword in place of the

daytime "night stick." They constitute a

well-disciplined body of men, little like the

childish, inefficient guardians of order fa-

miliar south of the Rio Grande. A po-

liceman of Bogota would no sooner be

seen sitting, lounging, or smoking on duty

than one in our own large cities. Though
their salary is extremely low by our stand-

ards, it is agreed that they have little or

no illicit income. "Graft," in so far as it

exists in municipal Bogota, goes directly

to those "higher up." As in all Latin-

American countries, however, the chief

drawback to a truly efficient service is the

caste system. The police are of necessity

recruited from the gente del pueblo, and

though they have no hesitancy in arresting

one of their own people, the sight of a

white collar paralyzes them with their in-

grown deference for the more powerful

class. The result is that a well-dressed
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person can commit anything short of seri-

ous crime under the very eyes of the police.

The officer may keep him under surveil-

lance, but he rarely summons up courage

actually to lay hands on him until he has

definite orders to that effect from a white-

collared superior.

The Colombian capital is a religious,

not to say a fanatical, city, as is to be ex-

pected from its isolation. Here, contrary

to common Latin custom, men as well as

women go to church. The superstition

of isolation hangs particularly heavy over

the head of the uneducated masses. An
infernal din of church bells of the tone

of suspended pans or boilers makes the

earliest morning hours hideous and con-

tinues at Intervals through the day. But

of late years the "liberals" and Masons

have grown nearly as strong as the con-

servatives, and do not hesitate to express

themselves freely even in public, knowing

that in case of attack any representative

body of the population includes fellow-

liberals who will come to their rescue.

Every such gathering is pregnant with

possibilities of an outburst between the

two divisions of society, and policemen

armed with rifles liberally sprinkle every

meeting in theater, church, or public

square. A dozen policemen and citizens

had been killed in a religious riot at the

bull-ring shortly before our arrival. It

was a bare three years since a Protestant

missionary had been stoned by the popu-

lace, but he now held his services in peace

in what, despite the lack of outward signs,

was virtually a church. The very school-

boys talk politics—which is here inextrica-

bly entangled with religion—by prefer-

ence, and the foreigner who wishes to hold

the attention of a Colombian for a con-

versation of any length must have some

knowledge, or at least a plausible pretense

of knowledge, of political questions.

A native of another part of Colombia

had assured us as far away as Panama:
"All they do in Bogota is study and

steal."

We had only to glance out of our win-

dows to find basis for the first part of the

assertion. The plaza below was always

alive with students from the local institu-

tions of higher learning marching slowly

back and forth conning the day's lessons.

The fireless houses are cold and dungeon-

like, particularly in the morning, and the

city long ago formed the habit of studying

afoot. It was a commonplace to pass in

almost any street of the town men even

past middle age strolling along with an

open book in one hand and the ubiquitous

silver-headed cane in the other.

In colonial days Bogota won the repu-

tation, if not the actual position, of "liter-

ary capital of South America." To this

day she has a considerable intellectual life,

wider, perhaps, than it is deep. Every one

writes. He is a rare public man who has

not at least published a handful of versos

in his youth. Poets, writers, painters, and

musical composers are more numerous

than in many a larger center of civiliza-

tion. The placid isolation of her life,

almost completely severed from the fever-

ish distractions of the modern world,

makes this natural. There is nothing else

to do. Then, too, lack of opportunity to

compare their work w^ith that of a wider

world no doubt gives the literatos of Bo-

gota a self-confidence that might other-

wise be slighter. The cheap local print-

ing-presses pour out a constant flood of

five-cent volumes of the local "poets,"

those same cnchacos in long-tailed coats

who lean on their canes with such Pari-

sian grace on, the principal street corners.

The youth who sees his smudged likeness

appear on the yellow tissue-paper cover of

the weekly pamphlet seethes with sup-

pressed joy at his entrance into the glori-

ous, if crowded, ranks of the intellectuales

of his native land. It is a dilettante litera-

ture, rarely of material reward and of no

visible connection with life. But a con-

siderable stream of flowery verse, languidly

melancholy in its aspect and not overbur-

dened with deep thought, flows constantly,

and the boiling down by time has left

Bogota credited with a few works of

genuine worth. Her speech, too, is the

best Castilian of America, with little of

that slovenliness general from the Rio

Grande southward.
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A lecture was given one evening at the

Jurisprudence Club on the momentous

subject of "The Necessity of a Legal Rev-

olution in Colombia." Hays renigged at

the last moment, but I accepted the invita-

tion issued to the "general public." I was

the only foreigner among the hundred

present, yet no American audience could

have been more generally white in com-

plexion. The gathering was indeed strik-

ingly like a similar one in our own country

—on a March evening when the furnace

had broken down or the janitor had gone

on strike. All wore overcoats and kept con-

stantly bundled up. The solemn whisper-

ing of the audience as it collected, the gen-

eral unattractiveness of the women pres-

ent, all of whom had left youth behind

them, the staid mien of the men in their

frock-coats, gave the scene the atmosphere

of a meeting of "high-brows" in some cor-

ner of far-away New England. But there

was superimposed a pompous solemnity

and a funereal tone native to the Latin-

American, of a race that lays more stress

on the correctness of its manner than on

the weight of its material. A misstate-

ment or a palpably erroneous fact or con-

clusion might pass muster, but not a slip

in the urbanities of society or the incorrect

knotting of a cravat.

It was a "lecture" in the French sense.

When the president had taken his plate

and all was arranged in faultless Parisian

order, the speaker set the glass of water

on his rostrum an inch farther to the

right, removed his neck-scarf, and began

solemnly to read from type-written manu-

script. He was a man in the early forties,

wearing glasses, and with the perpendicu-

lar wrinkles of close study in his brow.

A score of countries could reproduce him

ad libitum. He read in the dreary, mo-

notonous voice of his race, with constant

care never to spill over into the merely

human. The discourse based itself on the

narrow national patriotism common to

Latin-America. Yet at times he spoke

plainly and baldly, openly admitting that

Colombia is eighty-eight per cent, illiter-

ate, and that half of the twelve per cent,

left can barelv read and write. The

church he assailed bitterly for its short-

comings, yet never mentioned it directly.

In time, as every public meeting in Co-

lombia is sure to do sooner or later, he

drifted into the great national grievance,

and mourned through several pages the

"wickedness of the taking of the rebel

province of Panama away from us, a weak

and helpless country." Here I noticed

several of the audience gazing fixedly at

me, as if they fancied I had had some ac-

tive part in that debatable action.

Through all the latter part of the lecture

the church bells across the way kept up

a constant jangling that swallowed up

completely whatever conclusions he had

gained from his laborious dissertation. It

was strangely as if the voice of religion

and superstition was trying by din and

hubbub to drown that of reason and re-

flection, as it has since the first medicine-

man danced howling into the circle of

elders in conference in the stone age.

We had put it off a long while before

we gathered courage and all our woolen

garments and hurried off through the win-

try night to Bogota's main theater. As in

other restricted societies, entertainments

are frequently "gotten up" here, chiefly

with companies of local talent. It is a long

way to any other talent in Bogota, This

one was a velada in honor of a recently

deceased intellectual. The audience was

fortunately large enough to keep the

place moderately warm. Every detail,

every movement, the very toilets of the

distinctly good-looking, if mustached,

ladies in boxes and stalls, were as exact

copies as were humanly possible of a simi-

lar scene at the opera in Paris— copies in

miniature, and bearing the earmarks of

having been taken from some novel of the

boulevards. Senora la Bogotana used her

lorgnette exactly as she had read of her

Parisian counterpart doing. The men, in

evening dress down to the last white eye-

glass ribbon about the neck, struggled to

act exactly as they conceived men did on

similar occasions in the wider world.

Again all was burdened by the solemn

artificiality of the race. One after an-

other six men in faultless evening attire
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burst genteelly upon the stage and spouted

something or other in that painful, flam-

boyant ranting beloved- of the Latin. All

the cut-and-dried forms of cultivated so-

ciety were solemnly carried out. Flowers,

some one had read, were always presented

It is not true that Bogota never bathes.

Judging from the number of its bath-

houses—there are two—and their size and

general activity, at least one in every score

of her inhabitants must bathe several times

a year if he does not forget it or finds the

Rear view of the well-built penitentiary of Bogota

to the performers on such occasions, and

even the podgy, pompous old fellow who
forgot his "piece" several tifties and bog-

gled his entire performance had solemnly

thrust upon him by a stage lackey in gor-

geous livery two immense wreaths of

chilly blossoms, just as if he deserved some

reward.

In one matter at least they were at an

advantage over amateurs of other lands.

Natural declaimers and reciters from

babyhood, their tongues always itching for

utterance, utterly devoid of that bashful-

ness that works the undoing of the less-

fluent, but deeper-thinking, races, they

seemed seasoned actors wherever strictly

histrionic ability was called for. In a less

pompous theater a few nights later we saw
several comedies presented by a large com-

pany of local amateurs in which we were
astonished at the excellence of the work.

That of a few of the principals would
have won praise on any stage.

establishment closed. Ever since our ar-

rival Hays and I had been threatening to

patronize one of the places rumor had it

existed, but in a land where the tempera-

ture' rarely reaches fifty, and floors .are

tiled, it takes courage. We had been sat-

isfying ourselves and our duty to human-

ity by bravely splashing a basin of icy

water over our manly forms every morn-

ing on arising, though it suggested an

arctic explorer having a bath at his

farthest north from a hole cut in the ice,

with a tent over it. There are two bath-

houses in town with a first-class bogotano

reputation. We several times made strong

resolutions to be up at six and visit one,

and came so near keeping it that we were

actually out of bed one morning before

seven, and by eight were wandering about

the streets with towel and soap under our

arms, looking for one of those elusive casas

de banos, and stared at by all we met.

We foimd "La Violcta" at last, next door



to a blacksmith's shop and a foundry, but

after waking up the keeper, we were told

we could have a cold bath if we wanted it,

but that the sign on the front wall, "Hot

baths at all hours," was to be taken with

a bogotano meaning. We hurried back
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soon stripped. But the shower was icy

cold. I bawled my repertory of pro-

fane Spanish at the youth, who could

be seen through a hole above, pottering

with some sort of upright boiler and fire-

box, and now and tiicn peering down upon

A bill-board on which is a bulletin of ''The Chocolate Soldier'

home for our usual basin bath, as we had

foreseen from the beginning.

But the next morning we did actually

find the other establishment open. We
entered a large patio, with various build-

ings, the most striking of which was a

round, or, rather, eight-sided house, and

after some time succeeded in arousing the

establishment to the extent of bringing

down upon us a youth who was hugely ex-

cited at the appearance of a crowd of two

whole bathers at one time. It turned out

that each of the eight sides of the strange

building was theoretically a bath-room of

the shape of a slice of cake, with a frigid

tile floor and an aged porcelain tub in

which a bath cost ten dollars— Colom-

bian. At the back was a larger, though

none the less dreary, cake-shaped room

with a regadera circular, or needle show-

er-bath. The youth assured us there

was plenty of hot water, and we tossed

for the first chance. I won, and was

me. Gradually the water grew warm,

then hot, then hotter and hotter, until two

minutes after I had spoken I was scram-

bling out into the frigid atmosphere and

dancing half-scorched on the icy tiles.

The boiling-point continued for some time,

during which I sneaked nearer, and soaped

myself from crown to toe in the steam.

My eyes were tight closed when suddenly

the water began to turn cold again and

then stopped entirely. I bawled at the

youth above.

"Es que el agua caliente se acabo,"

droned the youth. ["It is that the hot

water has finished itself."]

There being no deadly weapon at hand,

I turned on the icy-cold water and, danc-

ing in and out of it, managed to get some

of the soap off and to race into the dress-

ing-room in an invigorated glow. Mean-

while Hays had all but stripped, and was

gazing at the youth through a hole in

the door.
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"Well, is n't there any more hot wa-

ter?" asked the former policeman.

"Not now, Senor ; but there will be

soon again."

"Good. How soon?"

"Early to-morrow morning, Senor."

"But I want to bathe now."

"Ah, you want to bathe?" asked the

youth, with wide-open eyes of astonish-

ment.

"No, you cross-eyed son of Spigdom, I

came over here and stripped to an under-

shirt that I might dance in my bare feet

on this tile floor in honor of Bolivar! Get

up on that roof and fire up or I 11—"

But already the youth was stoking fe-

verish armfuls of wood under the upright

boiler, and by the time I left for home

Hays was shadow-boxing to keep warm,

with a fair chance of getting a bath before

the day was done.

Of the many views of Bogota, that is

best from the top of Guadalupe, where a

bit of the backing range juts forth in two

peaks that seem almost sheer above the

city, each with an ancient little white

church on its summit. We climbed to the

higher in something more than an hour,

massed clouds breaking away now and

then to flood with sunshine the ever-

widening view of the city and its great

surrounding plain to the encircling moun-

tains, which seemed in the hazy distance

to cut off the world completely. A barely

marked path through rock-patched coarse

grass, a kind of heather, led us out on a

grassy platform where we could look

down, like the astonished conquistadores,

on the vast plain and, unlike them, on the

city they founded. We were said to be

exactly two miles above the sea.

North and south the bleak, treeless

range on which we stood stretched into the

misty, blue distance. At our feet the

mountain fell abruptly away for hundreds

of almost perpendicular feet to the subur-

ban huts of the city and her encircling

Paseo de Bolivar. Every plaza and patio,

every window and roof-tile, was plainly

visible. We could count the very panes

of glass in our own window. From end

to end of the city may be four miles. Ir-

regular enough in its outskirts, where it

breaks up on uneven ground into the houses

of laborers and the huts of poverty that

scramble a little way up the range at our

feet, its main avenues and cross streets cut

it up into exact squares.

Everything was plainly visible, though

the people were so tiny that we had to

look carefully for them, as for microbes on

a carpet, before we could make them out by

hundreds crawling along the streets and

specking the plazas. Eucalyptus-trees in

clumps and groves rose here and there.

The noises of the city came up to us

faintly, at times borne fully away on the

wind, and even the diabolic din of the

church bells reached us here almost soft

and musical. Factories being unknown,

as we understand the word, not a fleck of

smoke rose above the dull-red expanse of

the stoveless city.

But the best of the scene was that which

the conquistadores themselves saw— the

vast, unbroken plain stretching like some

sea bounded and completely shut in by a

tumbled haze of blue mountains. The
plain is unwooded, yet hundreds of clumps

of tall, slim, dark-green Australian gums
speckled it here and there and stretched

out along roads and railways. Here and

there, too, flat towns were dimly seen, and

a farm-house or a cluster of them in a

eucalyptus-grove, but these made a slight

showing against the general appearance of

one vast, treeless, houseless stretch of the

world. Six highways sallied forth from

the city, to march somewhat waveringly

across the plain, mere ribbons a bit

browner than it, and lost at last in the

tumbled surrounding ranges. Beyond all

else, at times almost lost in clouds, at

others plainly visible, lay the main range

of the Cordillera over which we must pass

on our journey southward to Quito.

Though much more than a hundred miles

away, it still bulked high in the distance

like some vast wall, with the broad, snow-

capped cone of Tolima piercing the sky.

( In his next article Mr
of {2"J't">

Francli will draw a graphic and uncompromising picture

'city of the equator," capital of Ecuador.

)



Should We Flight for Prohibition?

By ALBERT JAY NOCK

WHEN I went to Norway last sum-

mer I was immediately struck with

the high state of sobriety and temperance

prevailing among the people of that coun-

try. On landing at Bergen I noticed at

once the absence of low drinking-places

along the waterfront; in fact, it was this

phenomenon that started my curiosity con-

cerning the subject. I saw no drunken-

ness either in the cities or in a rather lei-

surely journey through several country

districts ; but not wishing to rely too much

on mere haphazard observation, I made

inquiry, and found that there is really

very little drunkenness there. Further,

to my surprise, I discovered that the per

capita consumption of" alcohol in Norway

is less than in any other European coun-

try, and only a third of what it is in the

United States.

Knowing that Norway, like Sweden

and Russia, had a very bad history of al-

coholism, the state of things as I saw it

interested me greatly. My friends gave

credit for it almost entirely to the Norwe-

gian system of excise control, which they

claimed to be the best in the world.

They had all heard of our efforts to regu-

late the liquor traffic, and apparently

shared the general European disbelief in

them. It seems that in the course of gath-

ering light on the subject Norway had

sent a government commission here a few

years ago, and this commission had made

an extremely unfavorable report of our

licensing system, our method of local op-

tion, and, above all, our experiments with

prohibition. My friends suggested that I

should study their plan for its very prac-

tical merit of success at most points where

other plans had failed, saying frankly that

they thought their experience might help

us in our future dealings with the same

social problem.

The basic difference in theory I found to

be that excise legislation in Norway aims

primarily at reform, while in America it

aims at revenue— revenue first and reform

afterward. To be more precise, perhaps,

our laws aim at only so much reform as

may not interfere with getting all the rev-

enue the traffic will bear. Undoubtedly

it is this h^'pocrisy in our excise system

that has driven many of us to conclude

that prohibition is the only effective way

to stop this immoral and shameful leech-

ing of an industry that, bad as it may be.

is never the better for this sort of treat-

ment. By the exercise of ordinary intel-

lectual honesty Norway has saved herself

this counsel of despair. One does not feel

flattered by this contrast between a small

and poor country like Norway, beset with

a temptation almost amounting to neces-

sity to get revenue wherever it can, and a

great and rich country like the United

States.

A second important difference is that

Norway looks on beverages of low alco-

holic content as useful and effective aids

to temperance, while we suppress them.

Our prohibition laws bar the sale of fer-

mented drinks as well as the products of

distillation.
" Europe as a whole recognizes

alcoholism as attributable solely to the

misuse of liquors of high alcoholic con-

tent, discriminating sharply between spir-

its and cider, hydromel, beer, common

wines, and similar beverages.^ The pro-

hibition decree in Russia, and the meas-

ures proposed for prohibition in France

1 " II est meme raisonnable de ne pas considerer

la consommation du vin, du cidre et de la biere comme

un mal necessaire et sans remede et de regarder plutot

r habitude du vin comme, pourrait-on dire, un des an-

tidotes de ralcoholisme."—Viaudand Vasnier, " La lutte

contre ralcoholisme," p. 14. This essay was awarded

the Felix de Beaujour prize in 1905 by the Academy of

Moral and Political Sciences, and is one of the very few

important additions to the literature of the subject in re-

cent years. Unfortunately, it has never been translated

into English.

691
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last December by M. Briand, applied only

to spirits and liqueurs. The wise, firm,

and ipoderate policy of the British Board

of Control recognizes the same distinction.

Even Continental prohibitionists regard

any drink carrying 2^ per cent, of alcohol

as a "hygienic," or temperance, drink. Can-

ada has exempted these in her recent dras-

tic legislation. The United States alone

has failed to make this important and,

from the point of view of reform, neces-

sary distinction except in the case of cider,

which was exempted in the early days of

prohibition politics in Maine as the price

of the farmers' vote ; and the same con-

sideration, since prohibition prevails only

in agricultural States, has kept it a free

product ever since.

My Norwegian friends told me that

the trouble they found with prohibition

was in nature's own apparent enmity to-

ward it. Nature runs so easily to alcohol

that she defeats any such hand-over-head

method. Distillation requires no skill, no

selection of material. Anything will do

from peat to potato-parings, and only

about a dollar's worth of apparatus is

needed. They had an impressive object-

lesson in the appalling experience of Swe-

den during the period of home distillation,

they had heard of the struggles of France

when she was in the grip of the bouilleurs

de cru, and what reports they got more

recently of kitchen stills and general

moonshining in prohibition districts of the

United States confirmed them in their

suspicions of this method.

The problem that confronted them,

then, was this: to find a policy of continu-

ous repression and discouragement that

would make spirits hard to get, but yet

just a hair's-breadth easier than the trou-

ble and risk of distilling them privately.

The elements of such a policy were, first,

disinterested management. This could be

had only by taking the profit out of the

business, thus abolishing competition and

the incentive to push sales, adulterate

stock, abet disorder, or evade restrictions.

The suppression of profit would also take

the business automatically out of politics.

The second element was appropriate regu-

lation, and the third was the encourage-

ment, chiefly by differential taxation, of

other beverages.

The mechanism they devised for this

policy is extremely simple. Wherever a

demand for spirits is expressed by vote, a

company of public-spirited citizens is

formed, in part appointed by the national

commission and in part elected, and the

Government confers on this company the

monopoly of the sale of spirits at retail,

under specified regulation, in that city or

town. In return for this public service

the company gets five per cent, of the net

profits; no more. The rest goes in vari-

ous percentages to certain charities and to

the state. Distillers can sell only to these

companies, and no one else may import

spirits. This is all there is to it; nothing

could be simpler.

In practice I found it came to this: in

Christiania, for instance, there are two or

three of the company's establishments,

situated inconveniently, and open for only

a short time every day,—two hours, if I

remember correctly,— and at an inconve-

nient time. There were no attractions of

any kind in these places, and no sociabil-

ity was encouraged or apparently toler-

ated. If one wanted a drink of spirits,

one could go there and get it; but one

would get it from a man who had no in-

terest whatever in selling anything, and

did not care whether he had a hundred

customers or none. One might then go

out and walk around the block, make

some change in one's appearance, come

back, and perhaps get another drink, if

the man was busy or did not notice. In

no other circumstances could, spirits be

bought in Christiania.

Thus the incidental drinking of spirits,

the worst of many evils under our system,

is abolished. One must make a deliberate

business of it, and it is a laborious task,

and few find it worth while. At the same

time the plan is fair ; if one wants spirits,

one may get them legally and aboveboard

by going to the necessary trouble. There

is no coarse and indiscriminate paternal-

ism about it. Furthermore, while it ac-

tively and continuously discourages the
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drinker, this plan does not, like prohibi-

tion, encourage private distilling and il-

licit distribution. It carries the suppres-

sion of spirits to what may be called the

margin of moonshining, and holds it there

relentlessly, but goes no further.

On the other hand, the lighter alcoholic

drinks are sold everywhere, and are very

cheap and good. "Have you tried our

tax-free beer?" my friends kept asking.

"We are very proud of it." Fermented

drinks running as low as 2J/2 per cent, of

alcohol are free of all taxes. They are

sold as cider is sold in the United States;

no license is necessary. Beverages carry-

ing a higher percentage are subject to a

graded tax that rises on a steep scale ac-

cording to alcoholic content. Beer above

five per cent, of alcohol is not allowed to

be made or sold. But so far from all this

conducing to excessive beer-drinking, the

experience of Norway has quite substan-

tially proved the efficacy of these bever-

ages as an ally to temperance. The con-

sumption of beer per capita has remained

nearly stationary from year to year for a

period of forty years, while showing a

slight actual decrease over the whole

period. Thus, in 1875, Norway drank

23.3 liters of beer per capita, 20 in 1901,

and 17.8 in 1902, while for the five-year

period between 1906-1910 the average

was 18.4 liters. Meanwhile the total con-

sumption of all intoxicants, measured in

terms of pure alcohol, has fallen to 2.37

liters, which is the least of any European

country. The corresponding figures for

Canada are 3.31, for the United States

6.89, and for the Argentine 10.21.

My purpose in writing this paper is not

to propose that the Norwegian system be

transplanted here root and branch, but

the far humbler one of suggesting that we
take account of this and other systems in a

serious attempt to find out whether our

own efforts at reform are on the right

track. It is surely a remarkable fact that

the Federal Government, while accepting

the prodigious annual dividend of $250,-

000,000 as a sleeping partner in the liquor

industry, has never offered the States and

municipalities a single guiding word for

the regulation of the traffic. In shaping

our estimate of the social effects of alco-

hol, we have been left to the propaganda

of the trade, the patter of the agitator,

and the pestilent dabbling of political

amateurs. Fanaticism, sciolism, Bour-

bonism— these are the influences that we
permit to form our opinions about this

great and inherently dangerous traffic.

Meanwhile the agitation for national

.^prohibition goes on. Since I began wri-

ting this article, the papers announce that

the House committee has reported a bill

for submitting a prohibition amendment
to the national Constitution. Doubtless

it will not pass, and is not expected to

pass ; not, however, because it is an unwise

measure, but because Congress will not

sacrifice the revenue. And even if Con-

gress, wearied by the harassments of per-

sistent agitators, should decide to "pass

the buck" to the state legislatures, these

would not ratify the amendment ; not,

again, because the amendment is unwise,

but because state prohibition has always

been conditioned on the individual citi-

zen's being able to maintain his own per-

sonal habits undisturbed, and national pro-

hibition would put a stop to this. But

while there is no great likelihood of na-

tional prohibition, the public preoccupa-

tion with alcohol has reached a point

where we ought to demand a scientific and

serious reckoning.

For my own part, I see no appropriate

agent for this purpose except the Federal

Government. The liquor traffic is one of

the largest industries in the country ; it

supplies the National Government with

about one third of its regular income.

What, then, could be niore natural than

that Mr. Redfield should ask Congress

for money enough to make a competent in-

vestigation under the department of com-

merce to ascertain whether prohibition is

really the right way to go about temper-

ance reform?

At present no one knows. We all think

we know,— I along with the rest,—but

really v»e do not. Whose word are we

taking? What influences have determined

our opinions? Whose statistics and con-
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elusions are we following, and what do

we know about their authority? We do

not know the judgment that impartial

foreign critics have passed on our experi-

ments hitherto.^ We do not know how
far those experiments were founded in

reason and logic and how far in emotion-

alism. We have not measured their legal

or social consequences or their educative

value. We do not know the constructive

courses that other nations have followed.

I dare say that the little sketch I have

here given of the Norwegian system will

have news value to nine readers out of ten.

In short, we have set about this important

1 Viaud and Vasnier say, in "La lutte contre I'al-

coholisme," p. 171, at the conclusion of a long exam-

ination of our practices, "II ne faut done pas plus se

decourager aux £tats-Unis qu'en Europe; mais nous

avons moins d'espoir dans le succes des mesures adoptees

aux Etats-Unis que dans celui des dispositions prises en

Suede, Norvege, Russie, Suisse et quelques autres etats

europeens.

"

problem without method, without intelli-

gence, and without disinterested leader-

ship.

To correct this state of things, out of

which no permanent good can possibly be

expected, I repeat, nothing would be more

effective than a departmental investiga-

tion of a most comprehensive kind, at least

equaling in scope and authority the work
of the Norwegian and Swedish commis-

sions, and I trust surpassing them by vir-

tue of the superiority of our resources over

theirs. Reform of some kind there must

be and will be ; if we do not get a wise and

real one, we shall get a stupid and nomi-

nal one. In these circumstances it seems

that the very least the Federal Govern-

ment can do is to use its superior advan-

tages in determining what reforms ought

to take place in the traffic, and how we
shall set about them.

The Invalid

By LEOLYN LOUISE EVERETT

NOW as I lie month after month so still,

The world that was so full of life, so gay

With varied joy, fades like a dream, becomes

Incredibly remote, as if a mist

Had risen up before my eyes, and far,

Oh, very far away, I saw pass by

A theater pageant where, in rags and gold.

The people agonized their hearts away
For sins and virtues that were only shams

That did not matter in themselves at all,

But might be worn like silken masks or gloves,

And so dispensed with, if they only knew.

Once had I given judgment on the play

As I partook of it, had drawn aside

From evil and praised valor; now their hue

Has met and mingled to such utter gray

I cannot separate them. With amaze.

Dismay, amusement, and a kind of ache

I see the bitter warfare that is made
By those who would so tabulate and name.

So mark in stated value, fantasy

Less real than this thin hand the sun shines through.



The Bunker Mouse

By FREDERICK STUART GREENE
Author of " Galway Intrudes," etc.

Illustrations by David C. Hutchison

LARRY WALSH slowly climbed the

^ stairs of a house near the waterfront,

in a run-down quarter of old New York.

He halted on the top floor, blinking in the

dim light that struggled through the

grime-coated window of the hallwa>.

After a time he knocked timidly on the

door before him.

There was nothing in the pleasant

"Come in" to alarm the small man ; he

started to retreat, but stopped when the

door was thrown wide.

"Then it 's yourself, Mouse ! It 's good

for the eyes just to look at you."

The woman who greeted Walsh was

in striking contrast to her shabby sur-

roundings. Everything about the old-

fashioned house, one floor of which was

her home, spoke of neglected age. This

girl, from the heavy, black braids encir-

cling her head to the soles of her shoes,

vibrated youth. Her cheeks glowed with

the color of splendid health; her blue

Irish eyes were bright with it. Friend-

liness had rung in the tones of her rich

brogue, and showed now in her smile as

she waited for her visitor to answ^er.

Larry stood before her too shy to speak.

"Is it word from Dan you 're bringin'

me?" she encouraged. "But there, now,

I 'm forgettin' me manners! Come in, an'

I '11 be makin' you a cup of tea." She

took his arm impulsively, with the frank

comradeship of a young woman for a man
much older than herself, and led him to

a chair.

Larry sat ready for flight, his cap held

stiffly across his knees. He watched every

movement of the girl, a look of pathetic

meekness in his eves.

"You 're right, Mrs. Sullivan," he said

after an effort; "Dan was askin' me to

step \n on my way to the ship."

She turned quickly from the stove.

"You 're not tellin' me now Dan ain't

comin' himself, an' the boat leavin' this

night?"

Larry was plainly uneasy.

"Well, you see— it 's—now it 's just

like I 'm tellin' you, Mrs. Sullivan; he 's

that important to the chief, is Dan, they

can't get on without him to-day at all."

"Then bad luck, I say, to the chief!

Look at the grand supper I 'm after fixin'

for Dan !"

"Oh, Mary— Mrs. Sullivan, don't be

speakin' disrespectful' of the chief, an'

him thinkin' so highly of Dan!"
Mary's blue eyes flashed.

"An' why would n't he ! It 's not every

day he '11 find the likes of Dan, with the

strong arms an' the great legs of him, not

to mention his grand looks." She crossed

to Larry, her face aglow. "Rest easy now
while you drink your tea," she urged

kindly, "an' tell me what the chief be

wantin' him for."

She drew her chair close to Larry, but

the small man turned shyly from her

searching gaze.

"Well, you see, Mrs.
—

"

"Call me Mary. It 's a year an' more

now since the first time you brought Dan-

home to me." A sudden smile lighted

her face. "Well I remember how fright-

ened you looked when first you set eyes

on me. Was you thinkin' to find Dan's

wife a slip of a girl?"

"No; he told me you was a fine, big

lass." He looked from Mary to the pic-

ture of an older woman that hung above

the mantel. "That 11 he your mother,

C95
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I 'm thinkin'." Then, with abrupt change,

"When did you leave the old country,

Mary?"
"A little more 'n a year before I mar-

ried Dan. But tell me, Mouse, about the

chief wantin' him."

"Well, you see, Dan 's that handy-

like-"

"That 's the blessed truth you 're speak-

in'," she interrupted, her face lovely with

its flush of pride. "But tell me more,

that 's a darlin'."

Larry thought rapidly before he spoke

again.

"Only the last trip I was hearin' the

chief say: 'Dan,' says he, 'it 's not long

now you '11 be swingin' the shovel. I '11

be makin' you water-tender soon.'
"

Mary leaned nearer, and caught both

of Larry's hands in hers.

"Them 's grand words you 're sayin'

;

they fair makes my heart jump." She

paused ; the gladness faded quickly from

her look. "Then the chief don't know
Dan sometimes takes a drop?"

"Ain't the chief Irish himself? Every

man on the boilers takes his dram." Her
wistful eyes spurred him on. "Sure 's

I 'm sittin' here, Dan 's the soberest of

the lot."

Mary shook her head sadly.

"Good reason I have to fear the drink;

't was that spoiled my mother's life."

Larry rose quickly.

"Your mother never drank!"

'No; the samts preserve us She

looked up in surprise at Larry's startled

face. "It was my father. I don't remem-

ber only what mother told me ; he left her

one night, ravin' drunk, an' never come

back."

Larry hastily took up his cap.

"I must be goin' back to the ship now,"

he said abruptly. "An' thank you, Mary,
for the tea." He hurried from the room.

When Larry reached the ground floor

he heard Mary's door open again.

"Can I be troublin' you. Mouse, to take

something to Dan?" She came down the

stairs, carrying a dinner-pail. "I 'd

thought to be eatin' this supper along with

him," Mary said, disappointment in her

tone. She followed Larry to the outer

landing. "It 's the true word you was

sayin', he '11 be makin' Dan water-ten-

der?"

Larry forced himself to look into her

anxious eyes.

"Sure; it 's just as I said, Mary."

"Then I '11 pray this night to the

Mother of God for that chief; for soon"

— Mary hesitated ; a light came to her face

that lifted the girl high above her squalid

surroundings
—

"the extra pay '11 be

comin' handy soon," she ended, her voice

as soft as a Killarney breeze.

Larry, as he looked at the young wife

standing between the scarred columns of

the old doorway, was stirred to the far-

thest corner of his heart.

"They only smile like that to the an-

gels," he thought. Then aloud: "Bad

cess to me ! I was forgettin' entirely

!

Dan said to leave this with you." He
pushed crumpled, coal-soiled money into

her hand, and fled down the steps.

When Larry heard the door close creak-

ily behind him, he looked back to where

Mary had stood, his eyes blinking rap-

idly. After some moments he walked

slowly on toward the wharves. In the

distance before him the spars and funnels

of ships loomed through the dusk, their

outlines rapidly fading into the sky be-

yond— a late September sky, now fast

turning to a burned-out sheet of dull gray.

Larry went aboard his ship, and, going

to the forecastle, peered into an upper

bunk.

"Your baby 's not to home. Mouse," a

voice jeered. "I saw him over to Flana-

gan's awhile ago."

A hopeless look crossed Larry's face.

"Give me a hand up the side, like a

good lad, Jim, when I come aboard

again."

A few minutes later the little man was

making his way back to the steamer, every

step of his journey harassed by derisive

shouts as he dodged between the lines of

belated trucks that jammed West Street

from curb to string-piece. He pushed a

wheelbarrow before him, his knees bend-

ing under the load it held. Across the
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barrow, legs and head dangling over the wildered, but unhurt

sides, lay an unconscious heap that when

sober answered to the name of Dan SuUi-

Larry Walsh, stoker on the coastwise

freighter San Gardo, was the butt of the

ship; every man of the crew imposed on

his good nature. He was one of those

persons "just fool enough to do what he 's

told to do." For thirty of his fifty years

he had been a seaman, and the marks of

a sailor's life were stamped hard on his

face. His weathered cheeks were plowed

by wrinkles that stretched, deep furrowed,

from his red-gray hair to the corners of

his mouth. From under scant brows he

peered out on the world with near-sighted

eyes; but whenever a smile broadened his

wide mouth, his eyes would shine with a

kindly light.

Larry's defective sight had led to his

banishment as a sailor from the decks.

During a storm off Hatteras a stoker had

fallen and died on the boiler-room plates.

"It don't take no eyes at all to see clean

to the back of a Scotch boiler," the boat-

swain had told the chief engineer. "I can

give you that little squint-eyed feller."

So, at the age of forty or thereabouts,

Larry left the cool, wind-swept deck to

take up work new to him in the super-

heated, gas-stifling air of the fire-room.

Though entered on the ship's papers as a

sailor, he had gone without complaint

down the straight ladders to the very bot-

tom of the hull. Bidden to take the dead

stoker's place, "he was just fool enough

to do what he was told to do."

Larry was made the coal-passer of that

watch, and began at once the back-break-

ing task of shoveling fuel from the bunk-

ers to the floor outside, ready for the

stokers to heave into the boilers. He had

been passing less than an hour during his

first watch when the coal ran short in the

lower bunker. He speared with a slice-

bar in the bunker above. The fuel rested

at a steeper angle than his weak eyes could

see, and his bar dislodged a wedged lump;

an instant later the new passer was half

buried under a heap (jf sliding coal. Be-

he crawled to the

boiler-room, shaking the coal from his

back and shoulders. Through dust-filled

ears he heard the general laugh at his.

plight.

"Look at the nigger Irishman!" a

stoker called.

"Irishman!" came the answer. "It 's

no man at all ; it 's a mouse you 're see-

in'— a bunker mouse."

From that moment the name Larry

Walsh was forgotten.

The San Gardo was late getting away

that night ; two bells of the evening watch

had sounded when at last she backed from

her pier into the North River and began

the first mile of her trip to Galveston.

Though she showed a full six inches of

the red paint below her water-line, the

loading of her freight had caused the de-

lay. In the hold lay many parts of saw-

mill machinery, W^hen the last of this

clumsy cargo had settled to its allotted

place, there was left an unusual void of

empty blackness below the deck hatches.

"It 's up to you now, Matie," the steve-

dore had said to the impatient first officer.

"My job 's done right, but she '11 roll her

sticks out if it 's rough outside."

"That 's nice ; hand me all the cheerful

news you have when you know they himg

out storm-warnings at noon," the officer

had growled as the stevedore went ashore.

Signs that both the Government and

the stevedore had predicted correctly be-

gan to show as soon as the vessel cleared

the Hook, The wind was blowing half

a gale from the southeast and had already

kicked up a troublesome sea. The ship,

resenting her half-filled hold, pitched with

a viciousness new to the crew.

There was unusual activity on board

the San Gardo that night. Long after

the last hatch-cover had been placed, the

boatswain continued to inspect, going over

the deck from .bow to stern to see that

every movable thing was lashed fast.

In the engine-room as well extra pre-

cautions were taken. It was Robert Nev-

ille's watch below ; he was the first of

rile three assistant en-rinccrs. Neville, a
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young man, was unique in that most un-

democratic institution, a ship's crew, for

he apparently considered the stokers un-

der him as human beings. For one of his

fire-room force he had an actual liking.

"Why do you keep that fellow they call

Bunker Mouse in your watch?" the chief

once asked.

"Because he 's willing and the handiest

man I have," Neville answered promptly.

"Well, suit yourself; but that brute

Sullivan will kill him some day, I hear."

"I don't know about that. Chief. The
Mouse is game."

"So 's a trout ; but it 's got a damn poor

show against a shark," the chief had added,

with a shrug.

Neville's watch went on duty shortly

after the twin lights above Sandy Hook
had dropped astern. The ship was then

rolling heavily enough to make walking

difficult on the oily floor of the engine-

room; in the boiler-room, lower by three

feet, to stand steady even for a moment

was impossible. Here, in this badly lighted

quarter of the ship, ill humor hung in the

air thicker than the coal-gas.

Dan Sullivan, partly sobered, fired his

boiler with sullen regularity, his whole

bearing showing ugly readiness for a fight.

Larry, stoking next to him, kept a wea-

ther-eye constantly on his fellow-laborer.

Neville's men had been on duty only a

few minutes when the engineer came to

the end of the passage and called Larry.

"That 's right," Dan growled; "run

along, you engineer's pet, leavin' your

work for me to do!"

Larry gave him no answer as he hurried

away.

"Make fast any loose thing you see

here," Neville ordered.

Larry went about the machinery-

crowded room securing every object that

a lurching ship might send flying from its

place. When he returned to the fire-

room he heard the water-tender shouting:

"Sullivan, you 're loafin' on your job!

Get more fire under that boiler!"

"An' ain't I doin' double work, with

that damn Mouse forever sneakin' up to

the engine-room?"

Larry, giving no sign that he had heard

Dan's growling answer, drove his scoop

into the coal, and with a swinging thrust

spread its heaped load evenly over the

glowing bed in the fire-box. He closed

the fire-door with a quick slam, for in a

pitching boiler-room burning coal can fall

from an open furnace as suddenly as new
coal can be thrown into it.

"So, you 're back," Dan sneered. "It 's

a wonder you would n't stay the watch

up there with your betters."

Larry went silently on with his work.

"Soft, ain't it, you jellyfish, havin' me
do your job? You eel, you

—
" Dan

poured out a stream of abusive oaths.

Still Larry did not answer.

"Dan 's ravin' mad," a man on the port

boilers said. "Will he soak the Mouse
to-night, I wonder."

"Sure," the stoker beside him answered.

"An' it 's a dirty shame for a big devil

like him to smash the little un."

"You 're new on this ship; you don't

know 'em. The Mouse is a regular

mother to that booze-fighter, an' small

thanks he gets. But wait, an' you '11 see

somethin' in a minute."

Dan's temper, however, was not yet at

fighting heat. He glared a moment longer

at Larry, then turned sullenly to his

boiler. He was none too steady on his

legs, and this, with the lurching of the

ship, made his work ragged. After a few

slipshod passes he struck the door-frame

squarely with his scoop, spilling the coal

to the floor.

"Damn your squint eyes!" he yelled.

"You done that, Mc You shoved

ag'in' me. Now scrape it all up, an' be

quick about it!"

Without a word, while his tormentor

jeered and cursed him, Larry did as he

was told.

"Ain't you got no fight at all in your

shriveled-up body ?" Dan taunted as Larry

finished. "You 're a disgrace to Ireland,

that 's what you are."

Larry, still patient, turned away. Dan
sprang to him and spun the little man
about.

"Where 's the tongue in your ugly
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mouth?" Dan was shaking with rage.

"I '11 not be havin' the likes of you fol-

lowin' me from ship to ship, an' sniflRn' at

my heels ashore. I won't stand for it no

longer, do you hear? Do you think I

need a nurse? Now say you '11 leave this

ship when we makes port, or I '11 break

every bone in you."

Dan towered above Larry, his arm

drawn back ready to strike. Every man
in the room stopped work to watch the

outcome of the row.

At the, beginning of the tirade Larry's

thin shoulders had straightened ; he raised

his head; his lower jaw, undershot, was

set hard. The light from the boiler

showed his near-sighted eyes steady on

Sullivan, unafraid.

"Get on wMth your work, an' don't be

a fool, Dan," he said quietly.

"A fool, am I
!"

Dan's knotted fist flashed to within an

inch of Larry's jaw. The Bunker Mouse
did not flinch. For a moment the big

stoker's arm quivered to strike, then

slowly fell.

"You ain't worth smashin'," Sullivan

snarled, and turned away.

"Well, what d' yer know about that!"

the new stoker cried.

"It 's that way all the time," he was

answered; "there ain't a trip Dan don't

ball the Mouse out to a fare-you-well

;

but he never lays hand to 'im. None of

us knows why."

^'You don't? Well, I do. The big

slob 's yeller, an' I '11 show 'im up." The
stoker crossed to Sullivan. "See here.

Bo, why don't you take on a man your

size?" He thrust his face close to Dan's

and shouted the answer to his question

:

"I '11 tell you why. You ain't got sand

enough."

Dan's teeth snapped closed, then parted

to grin at his challenger.

"Do you think you 're big enough?"

The joy of battle was in his growl.

"Yes, I do." The man put up his

hands.
" Instantly Dan's left broke down the

guard ; his right fist landed squarely on

the stoker's jaw, sending him reeling to
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clean knock-out.

where he fell. It was a

"Go douse your friend with a pail of

water. Mouse." Dan, still grinning,

picked up his shovel and went to work.

When Neville's watch went off duty,

Larry found the sea no rougher than on

countless other runs he had made along

the Atlantic coast. The wind had fresh-

ened to a strong gale, but he reached the

forecastle with no great difficulty.

Without marked change the San Gardo

carried the same heavy weather from Bar-

negat Light to the Virginia capes. Be-

yond Cape Henry the blow began to

stiffen and increased every hour as the

freighter plowed, steadily southward.

Bucking head seas every mile of the way,

she picked up Diamond Shoals four hours

behind schedule. As she plunged past the

tossing light-ship, Larry, squinting

through a forecastle port, wondered how
long its anchor chains would hold. The
San Gardo was of^ Jupiter by noon the

third day out, running down the Florida

coast; the wind-bent palms showed faintly

through the driving spray.

Neville's watch went on duty that

night at eight. As his men left the fore-

castle a driving rain beat against their

backs, and seas broke over the port bow
at every downward plunge of the ship.

To gain the fire-room door, they clung to

rail or stanchion to save themselves from

being swept overboard. They held on

desperately as each wave flooded the deck,

watched their chance, then sprang for the

next support. On freighters no cargo

space is wasted below decks in passage-

ways for the crew.

When Larry reached the fire-room

there was not a dry inch of cloth covering

his wiry body. He and his fellow-stokers

took up immediately the work of the men
they had relieved, and during the first

hours of their watch fired the boilers with

no more difficult^' than is usual in heav\'

weather.

At eleven o'clock the speaking-tube

whistled, and a moment later N exilic

came to the end of the passage.
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"What are you carrying?" he shouted

to the water-tender. "We 've got to

keep a full head of steam on her to-night."

"We 've got it, Mr. Neville—one hun-

dred and sixty, an' we 've held between

that and sixty-five ever since I 've been

on."

"The captain says we 've made Tortu-

gas. We lost three hours on the run from

Jupiter," Neville answered, and went

back to his engine.

During the next hour no one on deck

had to tell these men, toiling far below

the water-line, that wind and sea had

risen. They had warnings enough.

Within their steel-incased quarters every

bolt and rivet sounded the overstrain

forced upon it. In the engine-room the

oiler could no longer move from the throt-

tle. Every few minutes now, despite his

watchfulness, a jarring shiver spread

through the hull as the propeller, thrown

high, raced wildly in air before he could

shut off steam.

At eleven-thirty the indicator clanged,

and its arrow jumped to half-speed ahead.

A moment later the men below decks

"felt the rudder" as the San Gardo, aban-

doning further attempts to hold her

course, swung about to meet the seas head

on.

Eight bells—midnight—struck, mark-

ing the end of the shift ; but no one came

down the ladders to relieve Neville's

watch. The growls of the tired men rose

above the noise in the fire-room. Again

Neville came through the passage.

"The tube to the bridge is out of com-

mission," he called, "but I can raise the

chief. He says no man can live on deck

;

one 's gone overboard already. The sec-

ond watch can't get out of the forecastle.

It 's up to us, men, to keep this ship afloat,

and steam 's the only thing that '11 do it."

For the next hour and the next the

fire-room force and the two men in the

engine-room stuck doggedly to their work.

They knew that the Sati Gardo was mak-

ing a desperate struggle, that it was touch

and go whether the ship would live out

the hurricane or sink to the bottom. They

knew also, to the last man of them, that

if for a moment the ship fell off broadside

to the seas, the giant waves would roll her

over and over like an empty barrel in a

mill-race. The groaning of every rib and

plate in the hull, the crash of seas against

the sides, the thunder of waves breaking

on deck, drowned the usual noises below.

The color of the men's courage began

to show. Some kept grimly at their work,

dumb from fear. Others covered fright

with profanity, cursing the storm, the

ship, their mates, cursing themselves.

Larry, as he threw coal steadily through

his fire-doors, hummed a broken tune. He
gave no heed to Dan, who grew more sav-

age as the slow hours of overtoil dragged

by.

About four in the morning Neville

called Larry to the engine-room. On his

return Dan blazed out at him:

"Boot-lickin' Neville ag'in, was you?

I 'd lay you out, you shrimp, only I want

you to do your work."

Larry took up his shovel ; as usual his

silence enraged Sullivan.

"You chicken-livered wharf-rat, ain't

you got no spunk to answer wid?" Dan
jerked a slice-bar from the fire and hurled

it to the floor at Larry's feet. The little

man leaped in the air; the white-hot end

of the bar, bounding from the floor, missed

his legs by an inch.

Larry's jaw shot out; he turned on Sul-

livan, all meekness gone.

"Dan," he cried shrilly, "if you try that

again
—

"

"Great God ! what 's that
!"

Dan's eyes were staring; panic showed

on every face in the room. The sound of

an explosion had come from the forward

hold. Another followed, and another, a

broadside of deafening reports. The ter-

rifying sounds came racing aft. They
reached the bulkhead nearest them, and

tore through the fire-room, bringing un-

masked fear to every man of the watch.

The crew stood for a moment awed, then

broke, and, rushing for the ladder, fought

for a chance to escape this new, unknown

madness of the storm.

Only Larry kept his head.

"Stop! Come back!" His shrill voice
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carried above the terrifying noise. "It 's

the plates bucklin' between the ribs."

"Plates! Hell! we 're sinkin'!"

Neville rushed in from the engine-

room.

"Back to your fires, men, or we '11 all

drown! Steam, keep up
—

" He was

shouting at full-lung power, but his cries

were cut short. Again the deafening re-

ports started at the bows. Again, crash

after crash, the sounds came tearing aft

as if a machine-gun were raking the ves-

sel from bow to stern. At any time these

noises would bring terror to men locked

below decks; but now, in the half-filled

cargo spaces, each crashing report was like

the bursting of a ten-inch shell.

Neville went among the watch, urging,

commanding, assuring them that these

sounds meant no real danger to the ship.

He finally ended the panic by beating the

more frightened ones back to their boilers.

Then for hours, at every plunge of the

ship, the deafening boom of buckling

plates continued until the watch was

crazed by the sound.

This new terror began between four

and five in the morning, when the men
had served double time under the gruel-

ing strain. At sunrise another misery was

added to their torture: the rain increased

suddenly, and fell a steady cataract to

the decks. This deluge and the flying

spray sent gallons of water down the

stack ; striking the breeching-plates, it was

instantly turned to steam and boiling wa-

ter. As the fagged stokers bent before

the boilers, the hot water, dripping from

the breeching, washed scalding channels

through the coal-dust down their bare

backs. They hailed this new torment

with louder curses, but continued to en-

dure it for hours, while outside the hurri-

cane raged, with no end, no limit, to its

power.

Since the beginning of the watch the

bilge-pumps had had all they could do

to handle the leakage coming from the

seams of the strained hull. Twice Nev-

ille had taken the throttle and sent his

oiler to clear the suctions. The violent

lurching of the sliip had churned up every

ounce of sediment that had lain undis-

turbed beneath the floor-plates since the

vessel's launching. Sometime between

seven and eight all the bilge-pumps

clogged at the same moment, and the wa-

ter began rising at a rate that threatened

the fires. It became a question of minutes

between life and death for all hands. Nev-

ille, working frantically to clear the

pumps, yelled to the oiler to leave the

throttle and come to him. The water,

gaining fast, showed him that their com-

bined efforts were hopeless. He ran to

the boiler-room for more aid. Here the

water had risen almost to the fires; as

the ship rolled, it slushed up between the

Hoor-plates and ran in oily streams about

the men's feet. Again panic seized the

crew.

"Come on, lads!" Sullivan shouted

above the infernal din. "We '11 be

drow^ned in this hell-hole!"

In the next second he was half-way up

the ladder; below him, clinging to the

rungs like frightened apes, hung other

stokers.

"Come back, you fool !" Neville

shouted. "Open that deck-door, and you
'11 swamp the ship!"

Dan continued to climb.

"Come down or I '11 fire!'

"Shoot an' be damned to you!" Dan
called back.

The report of Neville's revolver was

lost in the noise; but the bullet, purposely

sent high, spattered against the steel plate

above Dan's head. He looked down.

Neville, swaying with the pitching floor,

was aiming true for his second shot.

Cursing at the top of his voice, Dan
scrambled down the ladder, pushing the

men below him to the floor.

"Back to your boilers!" Neville or-

dered ; but the stokers, huddled in a fright-

ened group, refused to leave the ladder.

It was only a matter of seconds now
before the fires would be drenched. Bilge-

water was splashing against the under

boiler-plates, filling the room with dense

steam. Neville left the men and raced

for the engine-room. He found f.arry

and the oiler working desperately at the
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valve-wheel of the circulating-pump. Nev-

ille grasped the wheel, and gave the best

he had to open the valve. This manifold,

connecting the pump with the bilges, was

intended only for emergency use. It had

not been opened for months, and was now

rusted tight. The three men, straining

every muscle, failed to budge the wheel.

After the third hopeless attempt, Larry

let go, and without a word bolted through

the passage to the fire-room.

"You miserable quitter!" Neville

screamed after him, and bent again to the

wheel.

As he looked up, despairing of any

chance to loosen the rusted valve, Larry

came back on the run, carrying a coal-

pick handle. He thrust it between the

spokes of the wheel.

"Now, Mr. Neville, all together!" His

Celtic jaw was set hard.

All three threw their weight against

the handle. The wheel stirred.

As they straightened for another effort,

a louder noise of hissing steam sounded

from the boilers, and the fire-room force,

mad with fright, came crowding through

the passage to the higher floor of the en-

gine-room.

"Quick! Together!" Neville gasped.

The wheel moved an inch.

"Once more! Now!"
The wheel turned and did not stop.

The three men dropped the lever, seized

the wheel, and threw the valve wide open.

"Good work, men!" Neville cried, and

fell back exhausted.

The centrifugal pump was thrown in

at the last desperate moment. When the

rusted valve finally opened, water had

risen to the lower grate-bars under every

boiler in the fire-room. But once in ac-

tion, the twelve-inch suction of the giant

pump did its work with magic swiftness.

In less than thirty seconds the last gallon

of water in the bilges had been lifted and

sent, rushing through the discharge, over-

board.

Neville faced the boiler-room crew

sternly.

"Now, you cowards, get to your fires!"

he said.

As the men slunk back thrcjugli the pas-

sage Dan growled

:

"May that man some day burn in hell!"

"Don't be wishin' him no such luck,"

an angry voice answered ; "wish him down
here wid us."

The morning dragged past; noon came,

marking the sixteenth hour that the men,

imprisoned below the sea-swept decks, had

struggled to save the ship. Sundown fol-

lowed, and the second night of their un-

broken toil began. They stuck to it, stood

up somehow under the racking grind,

their nerves quivering, their bodies crav-

ing food, their eyes gritty from the urge

of sleep, while always the hideous noises

of the gale screamed in their ears. The
machine-gun roar of buckling plates, rak-

ing the battered hull, never ceased.

With each crawling minute the men

grew more silent, more desperate. Dan
Sullivan let no chance pass to vent his

spleen on Larry. Twice during the day

his fellow-stokers, watching the familiar

scene, saw the big man reach the point of

crushing the small one ; but the ever-ex-

pected blow did not fall.

Shortly after midnight the first hope

came to the exhausted men that their fight

might not be in vain. Though the buck-

ling plates still thundered, though the

floor under their feet still pitched at crazy

angles, there was a "feel" in the fire-room

that ribs and beams and rivets were not

so near the breaking-point.

Neville came to the end of the passage.

"The hurricane 's blowing itself to

death," he shouted. "Stick to it, boys,

for an hour longer ; the second watch can

reach us by then."

The hour passed, but no relief came.

The wind had lost some force, but the

seas still broke over the bows, pouring

tons of water to the deck. The vessel

pitched as high, rolled as deep, as before.

As the men fired their boilers they

rested the filled scoops on the floor and

waited for the ship to roll down. Then a

quick jerk of the fire-door chain, a quick

heave of the shovel, and the door was

snapped shut before the floor rolled up
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again. Making one of these hurried

passes, Larry swayed on tired legs. He
managed the toss and was able to close

the door before he fell hard against Dan.

His sullen enemy instantly launched a

new tirade, fiercer, more blasphemous,

than any before. He ended a stream of

oaths, and rested the scoop read3^ for his

throw.

"I '11 learn yuh, yuh snivelin'— " The
ship rolled deep. Dan jerked the fire-door

open— "yuh snivelin' shrimp!" He glared

at Larry as he made the pass. He missed

the opening. His shovel struck hard

against the boiler front. The jar knocked

Dan to the floor, pitched that moment at

its steepest angle. He clutched desper-

ately to gain a hold on the smooth-worn

steel plates, his face distorted by fear as

he slid down to the fire.

Larry, crying a shrill warning, sprang

between Sullivan and the open furnace.

He stooped, and with all the strength he

could gather shoved the big stoker from

danger. Then above the crashing sounds

a shriek tore the steam-clouded air of the

fire-room. Larry had fallen !

As his feet struck the ash-door, the ship

rolled up. A cascade falling from Dan's

fire had buried Larry's legs to the knees

under a bed of white-hot coals. He
shrieked again the cry of the mortally hurt

as Dan dragged him too late from before

the open door.

"Moi Mouse!" H( throbbed

in Sullivan's voice. "You 're hurted bad!"

He knelt, holding Larry in his arms, while

others threw water on the blazing coals. '

"Speak, lad !" Dan pleaded. "Speak to

me!"

The fire-room force stood over them

silenced. Accident, death even, they al-

ways expected ; but to see Dan Sullivan

show pity for any living thing, and, above

all, for the Bunker Mouse

—

The lines of Larry's tortured face eased.

"It 's the last hurt I '11 be havin', Dan,"
he said before he fainted.

"Don't speak the word. Mouse, an' you
just after savin' me life!" Then the men
in the fire-room saw a miracle, for tears

filled the big stoker's eyes.

Neville had heard Larry's cry and

rushed to the boiler-room.

"For God's sake! what 's happened

now^?"

Dan pointed a shaking finger. Neville

looked once at what only a moment before

had been the legs and feet of a man. As
he turned quickly from the sight the en-

gineer's face W'as like chalk.

"Here, two of you," he called unstead-

ily, "carry him to the engine-room."

Dan threw the men roughly aside.

"Leave him be," he growled. "Don't

a one of you put hand on him !" He lifted

Larry gently and, careful of each step,

crossed the swaying floor.

"Lay him there by the dynamo," Nev-

ille ordered when they had reached the

engine-room.

Dan hesitated.

" 'T ain't fittin', sir, an' him so bad'

hurt. Let me be takin' him to the store-

room."

Neville looked doubtfully up the nar-

row stairs.

"We can't get him there with this sea

running."

Sullivan spread his legs wide, took both

of Larry's wrists in one hand, and swung
the unconscious man across his back. He
strode to the iron stairs and began to

climb. As he reached the first grating

Larry groaned. Dan stopped dead ; near

him the great cross-heads were plunging

steadily up and down.

"God, Mr. Neville, did he hit ag'in'

somethin'?" The sweat of strain and

fear covered his face.

The vessel leaped to the crest of a wave,

and dropped sheer into the trough beyond.

"No; but for God's sake, man, go on!

You '11 pitch with him to the floor if she

does that again!"

Dan, clinging to the rail with his free

hand, began climbing the second flight.

At the top grating Neville sprang past

him to the store-room door.

"Hold him a second longer," he called,

and spread an armful of cotton waste on

the vise bench.

Dan laid Larry on the bench. He
straightened his own great body for a
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then sat down on the floor anmoment
cried.

Neville, pretending not to see Dan's

distress, brought more waste. As he

placed it beneath his head Larry groaned.

Dan, still on the floor, wrung his hands,

calling on the saints and the Virgin to

lighten the pain of this man it had been

his joy to torture.

Neville turned to him.

"Get up from there!" he cried sharply.

"Go see what you can find to help him."

Dan left the room, rubbing his red-

flanneled arm across his eyes. He re-

turned quickly with a can of cylinder oil,

and poured it slowly over the horribl)

burned limbs.

"There ain't no bandages, sir; only

this." He held out a shirt belonging to

the engineer; his eyes pleaded his ques-

tion. Neville nodded, and Dan tore the

shirt in strips. When he finished the task,

strange to his clumsy hands, Larry had

regained consciousness and lay trying piti-

fully to stifle his moans.

"Does it make you feel aisier. Mouse?''

Dan leaned close to the quivering lips to

catch the answer.

"It helps fine," Larry answered, and

fainted again.

"You '11 be leavin' me stay wid him,

sir?" Dan begged. " 'T was for me he 's

come to this."

Neville gave consent, and left the two

men together.

Between four and five in the morning,

when Neville's watch had lived through

thirty-three unbroken hours of the fearful

grind, a shout that ended in a screaming

laugh ran through the fire-room. High
above the toil-crazed men a door had

opened and closed. A form, seen dimly

through the smoke and steam, was moving

backward down the ladder. Again the

door opened; another man came through.

Every shovel in the room fell to the steel

floor; every man in the room shouted or

laughed or cried.

The engine-room door, too, had opened,

admitting the chief and his assistant. Not
until he had examined each mechanical

tragedy below did the chief give time to

the human one above.

"Where 's that man that 's hurt?" he

asked as he came, slowly, from an inspec-

tion of the burned-out bearings down the

shaft alley.

Neville went with him to the store-

room. Dan, sagging under fatigue, clung

to the bench where Larry lay moaning.

"You can go now, Sullivan," Neville

told him.

Dan raised his head, remorse, entreaty,

stubbornness in his look.

"Let me be! I '11 not leave him!"

The chief turned to Neville.

"What 's come over that drunk?" he

asked.

"Ever since the Mouse got hurt, Sulli-

van 's acted queer, just like a woman."

"Get to your quarters, Sullivan," the

chief ordered. "We '11 take care of this

man."

Dan's hands closed ; for an instant he

glared rebellion from blood-shot eyes.

Then the iron law of sea discipline con-

quering, he turned to Larry.

"The blessed Virgin aise you, poor

Mouse!" he mumbled huskily and

slouched out through the door.

At midday the San Gardo's captain got a

shot at the sun. Though his vessel had

been headed steadily northeast for more

than thirty hours, the observation showed

that she had made twenty-eight miles

sternway to the southwest. By two in the

afternoon the wind had dropped to half

a gale, making a change of course possi-

ble. The captain signaled full speed

ahead, and the ship, swinging about, be-

gan limping across the gulf, headed once

more toward Galveston.

Neville, who had slept like a stone,

came on deck just before sunset. The
piled-up seas, racing along the side, had

lost their breaking crests; the ship rose

and fell with some degree of regularity.

He called the boatswain and went to the

store-room.

They found Larry in one of his con-

scious moments.

"Well, Mouse, we 're going to fix }ou
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In a better place," the enj^ineer called w itli

what heart he could show.

"Thank you kindly, sir," Larr\' man-

aged to answer; "but 't is my last voyajie,

Mr. Neville." And the grit that lay hid-

den in the man's soul showed in his pain-

twisted smile.

They carried him up the last flight of

iron stairs to the deck. Clear of the en-

gine-room, the boatswain turned toward

the bow.

"No. The other wa^-, Boson," Neville

ordered.

The chief, passing them, stopped.

"Where are you taking him, Mr. Nev-

ille?"

"The poor fellow 's d^ing, sir," Neville

answered in low voice.

"Well, where are you taking him?"

the chief persisted.

"I 'd like to put him in my room, sir."

"A stoker in officers' quarters!" The
chief frowned. "Sunday-school disci-

pline!" He disappeared through the en-

gine-room door, slamming it after him.

They did what they could, these sea-

men, for the injured man; on freighters

one of the crew has no business to get

hurt. They laid Larry in Neville's berth

and went out, leaving a sailor to watch

over him.

The sun rose the next day in a cloud-

less sky, and shone down on a brilliant

sea of tumbling, white-capped waves. Far

off the starboard bow floated a thin line

of smoke from a tug's funnel, the first

sign to the crew since the hurricane that

the world was not swept clean of ships.

Two hours later the tug was standing by,

her captain hailing the San Gardo through

a megaphone.

"Run in to New Orleans!" he shouted.

"I cleared for Galveston, and I 'm go-

ing there," the San Gardo's captain called

back.

"No you ain't neither."

"I 'd like to know why I won't."

"Because you can't,"— the answer car-

ried distinctly across the waves,— "there

ain't no such place. It 's been washed off

the earth."

The San Gardu swung farther to the

west and, with her engine poumling at

(*\ery stroke, limped on toward the Missis-

sippi.

At five o'clock a Port Kads pilot

climbed over the side, and, taking the ves-

sel through South Pass, straightened her

in the smooth, \ellow waters of the great

river for the hundred-mile run to New
Orleans.

When the sun hung low over the sugar

plantations that stretch in flat miles to the

east and west beyond the levees, when all

was quiet on land and water and ship, Nev-

ille walked slowly to the forecastle.

"Sullivan," he called, "come with me."

Dan climbed down from his bunk and

came to the door; the big stoker searched

Neville's face with a changed, sobered

look.

"I 've been wantin' all this time to go

to 'im. How 's he now, sir?"

"He 's dying, Sullivan, and has asked

for you,"

Outside Neville's quarters Dan took off

his cap and went quietly into the room.

Larry lay with closed eyes, his face omi-

nously white.

Dan crept clumsily to the berth and put

his big hand on Larry's shoulder.

"It 's me, Mouse. The\' would n't

leave me come no sooner."

Larry's head moved slightly ; his faded

eyes opened.

Dan stooped in awkward embarrass-

ment until his face was close to Larry.

"I come to ask you
—

" Dan stopped.

The muscles of his thick neck moved jerk-

ily— "to ask you. Mouse, before— to for-

git the damn mean things— I done to you,

Mouse."

Larry made no answer: he kept his fail-

ing sight fixed on Dan.

After a long wait Sullivan spoke agaui.

"An' to think you done it, Mouse, for

me!"

A light sprang to Larry's eyes, flooding

their near-sighted gaze with sudden anger.

"For you!" The cry came from his

narrow chest with jarring force. "You

!

You!" he repeated in rising voice, "It 's

always of yourself you 're thinkin', Dan
Sulli\an!" He stopped, his face twitch-
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ing in pain ; then with both hands clenched

he went on, his breast heaving at each

word hurled at Dan

:

"Do you think I followed you from

ship to ship, dragged you out of every rum-

hole in every port, for your own sake!"

He lay back exhausted, his chest rising

and falling painfully, his eyelids flutter-

ing over his burning eyes.

Dan stepped back, and, silenced, stared

at the dying man.

Larry clung to his last moments of life,

fighting for strength to finish. He strug-

gled, and raised himself on one elbow.

"For you!" he screamed. "No, for

Mary! For Mary, my own flesh and

blood— Mary, the child of the woman I

beat when I was drunk an' left to starve

when I got ready!"

Through the state-room door the sun's

flat rays struck full on Larry's inspired

face. He swayed on his elbow; his head

fell forward. By a final effort he steadied

himself. His last words came in ringing

command.

"Go back! Go— " he faltered, gasping

for breath— "go home sober to ALiry an'

the child that 's comin'!"

The fire of anger drifted slowly from

Larry's dying gaze. The little man fell

back. The Bunker Mouse went out, all

man, big at the end.

War Debts and Future Peace

By JOSEPH E. DAVIES^
Formerly United States Commissioner of Corporations, and now a member of the Federal Trade Commission

THE European War is being run on

borrowed money. That is the start-

ling fact, of which but little is thought.

In the determination of the terms of

peace, however, it may be of far-reaching

and impelling force. There are many al-

truistic and humanitarian forces addressed

to effecting permanent peace, but, power-

ful as these forces may be, they may not

be as potent in peace councils as the forces

of unrest that are being generated by the

accumulation of war debts, the interest

charges upon which future generations

will have to pay, and which will be a

heavy burden upon the incomes, and per-

haps even an overwhelming encroach-

ment upon the living wage, of the peoples

of the various governments now engaged

in war.

BOND ISSUES FINANCE MODERN INDUSTRY

AND MODERN WAR

This war is the greatest business project

of all times. Formerly men financed their

enterprises on the immediate capital which

they could gather together. That is

changed, and large modern industries are

generally projected and financed to a large

degree out of the funds derived from long-

term bonds, which are expected to remain

virtually a permanent charge upon the

property. Formerly wars were financed

out of current revenues. Napoleon, for

instance, was able to make his wars vir-

tually pay their way. Modern wars, how-

ever, are financed by modern methods,

and the money is generally raised by loans,

either direct or by paper-money issues,

which are, in fact, loans forced from the

people by the government that issues the

money.

WAR EXPENDITURE AND CURRENT
INCOME

It is easy to spend borrowed money. Un-
der such a financial arrangement neither

the Government nor the people feel -the

immediate pinch of war costs. If these

costs were paid out of the annual income

of the warring nations, the true cost

This article is the personal expression of the writer, and does not in ai

opinion of the Federal Trade Commission.

ly manner purport
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would be more nearly appreciated. The
direct cost of the war to all the bellij^erent

countries is about no million dollars a

day, as contrasted with a daily income of

approximately 130 million dollars a day.

The cost is more significant when com-

pared with the daily savings out of in-

come. The aggregate savings of all the

peoples of the warring nations have been

estimated at twenty-one million dollars a

day. In other words, the daily direct war

cost is a sum nearly five times as great as

the daily savings of these nations in peace

and in times of greatest prosperity. If

costs were to be paid out of income, every

day of the war would take the total sav-

ings of every man, woman, and child of

the warring countries, and requisition in

addition thereto the accumulated savings

of four other days. If the direct war costs

were paid out of income there would not

be enough left to provide for even the

physical minimum of subsistence.

The expedient of using borrowed money

disguises the facts, places the burden to a

large degree upon the future, relieves im-

mediate pressure, and makes possible still

greater expenditures.

INTEREST ON WAR DEBTS, TAXATION,

AND PEACE

Some day, however, these debts have to

be retired. The interest charges at least

must be paid every year. Borrowing may
go on and on, and the pressure be not

much felt. When the interest charges

themselves become burdensome, however,

then it is that statesmen and those con-

ducting wars begin to feel the limitation

of their power. For it is generally through

taxation that the money must be raised to

pay the interest charges, and there is a

limit to the taxation which any represen-

tative government may impose upon its

subjects with safety. This is especially

true in democracies, though it is also true

where governments are more autocratic.

The menace of military power, the shadow

of the man on horseback, may hold back

the social pressure arising out of the eco-

nomic unrest of burdened subjects, but

even under such conditions there is a limit

to the extent to which the burden (jf taxa-

tion may go. It is essential to the preser-

vation of government itself that in the

long run taxation must be confined within

reasonable limitations. It is a considera-

tion to which the statesmen of the war-

ring nations are giving much attention.

The per capita indebtedness of the Fed-

eral Government of the United States is

ten dollars and fifty-nine cents ($10.59).

The per capita indebtedness of the war-

ring nations at the present time will vary

from six to forty times that amount.

England's debt and her policy

OF PEACE

The Napoleonic wars lasted twenty years

and added 500 million pounds to Eng-

land's debt. In 1816 the interest charge

on the war debt of England alone ab-

sorbed more than one half of the whole

public revenues from taxation. It was

doubtless this fact that gave to English

statesmen pause, and then caused them to

give very grave consideration to the ques-

tion of the degree to which a government

could withstand the strain resulting from

the taxation that the payments of interest

on war debts necessitated. It was prob-

ably these conditions that caused Robert

Hamilton of the Universitj' of Aberdeen

to write his famous "Essay on the Na-

tional Debt." There is no doubt that the

necessity for retrenchment in public ex-

penditures was reflected in the manifest

policy which p]ngland adopted, with a re-

sult of thirty-nine years of peace.

WAR DEBTS CHARACTERIZED BY RAPID

GROWTH AND BY SLOW RETIREMENT

War debts grow with tremendous leaps

in very short periods of time; but it is

equally true that they have been retired

most slowly. Following the Revolution

of 1688, for a period of 128 years Eng-

land alternated between periods of peace

and war. During the sixty-four years of

war approximately 825 million pounds

were added to the national debt, and dur-

ing the sixty-four years of peace the debt

was reduced by only thirty million pounds.

The Crimean War, lasting twent\-se\en
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months and seven days, added thirty-three

million pounds to the public debt of Eng-

land. Thirty-three months of the Boer

War wiped out the savings of thirty-six

years that had been applied to the reduc-

tion of the national debt. England's most

brilliant statesmanship has always been

addressed to the British Exchequer and to

the retirement and reduction of the na-

tional debt, and yet the most remarkable

achievement of her fiscal statecraft did not

succeed in retiring a sum greater than

eleven million pounds in any one year.

Less than two days' expenditures of the

present war wipes out that entire amount.

All of the savings of the imperial govern-

ment of the richest country in the world,

from the Revolution of 1688 down to

191 4, a period of 226 years, would be suf-

ficient to finance only eighty days of the

present war. The taxpaj^er of Great

Britain to-day is still paying taxes to cover

the interest on the debt incurred by his

forefathers in the American Revolution,

the wars of the Napoleonic era, and

Queen Anne's War.
If the experience of England in the last

200 years in the retirement of national

debt is to be taken as a criterion, it will

probably be safe to conclude that a thou-

sand j'ears in the future the English peo-

ple will be paying taxes to meet the inter-

est on the debts now incurred.

Consideration of these facts makes

clearer the economic significance of the

present unprecedented war expenditures,

with the enormous national debts which

are now being piled up.

BURDEN OF DEBT IF PEACE WERE
NOW DECLARED

Of the total war cost of the first two
years, three fourths, or approximately

forty billion dollars, were raised by loans

of the warring nations. Upon the same
basis it may be conservatively estimated

that the combined loans of all the warring
nations at the end of this, the third year

of the war, will be at least ninety billion

dollars. To get the aggregate indebted-

ness of all the nations there would have

to be added the indebtedness of twenty-

four billion ilollars that existed at the be-

ginning of the war. It was one of the

axioms laid down by Hamilton that to the

cost of the war up to the treaty of peace

there would have to be added an addi-

tional year of expenditure to cover the

total cost of the war. If the present war,

in Europe, then, were to end within the

next six months, the total war debts of

the warring nations would probably ap-

proach the enormous sum of 130 billion

dollars.

This is a sum greater than the total na-

tional wealth of either England or Ger-

many ; it is in excess of the national wealth

of France and Italy combined. The in-

terest charge on this sum alone would ex-

ceed the total expenditures of all the

warring nations for all governmental pur-

poses, civil and military, during the last

year of peace (six billion four hundred

million dollars). If to the annual inter-

est charge which this indebtedness entails

there were to be added a sum equal to the

current expenses of the governments for

the last year of peace, it would represent

a sum to be raised by taxation which

would probably exceed one fourth of the

total gross annual money income of all the

nations engaged in the war. However,

if, in addition to this, it were necessary

to resume the same degree of military ex-

penditure as existed prior to the war, the

interest on the war debt and other gov-

ernmental charges would, in time of peace,

take twenty-five cents out of every dollar

from the income of every man, woman,
and child in the warring nations. If to

this annual sum that had to be raised by

taxation there were to be added sums in

addition for the preservation of the pres-

ent armaments or naval equipment which

would be in proportion to the present war
footing, the burden on the taxpayers of

the nations at war would be increased to

an incredible amount. Even if the arma-

ments of all the nations at war were to

be abolished by the terms of peace, the

additional cost to the governments arising

through pensions and expenditures for so-

cial amelioration would be equal annually

to, or in excess of, the sum formerly spent
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for armaments in the \ears of peace pre-

ceding the war.

The resumption of peace on the basis

of present war debts, whether on a basis

of continued armaments or not, will entail

an enormous burden upon the warring

peoples to meet current charges and in-

terest.

England's extraordinary war taxes

Of all the nations engaged in the war

England alone, apparently', is trjing to

make the war "pay its way." Germany

and the other Central Powers seek to

pay the cost of the war out of imperial

treasury loans and a moderate issue of

paper money. The total indebtedness of

Germany at the end of the second year

of the war, including her peace debt, was

a sum greater than her total war cost for

those two years. The issue of German gov-

ernment bank currency, not redeemable

in gold, has trebled since the war began.

France in a somewhat lesser degree is fol-

lowing the same policy. The paper cur-

rency in France has also greatly increased,

as has also her bonded indebtedness. Eng-

land's issue of paper currency, on the other

hand, is negligible. All of her paper cur-

rency is redeemable in gold.

England's revenue derived from taxa-

ble sources for the year ending March,

1914, was 163 million pounds; for the

year ending March, 191 5, 189 million

pounds ; and for the year ending March
I, 191 7, will be 330 million pounds.

Through the most remarkable system of

war measures the revenues from taxation

have been raised 167 million pounds over

the amount raised in the last year of peace.

Of this 167 million pounds, however,

thirty million is estimated to be a muni-

tion profit tax that will stop with the war,

leaving a net increase of income from

taxes of 137 million pounds a year.

To secure this enormous increase in

revenues from taxation in two years has

required most extraordinary war meas-

ures. The minimum income tax prior to

the war was two fifths of one per cent.

That has been raised to one per cent.

The maximum income-tax prior to the

war was thirteen per cent. That has been

raised to forty-one and one half per cent.

Nor is the significance of this alone meas-

ured by the increases in the tax rate. Of
equal or greater significance is the reduc-

tion of the exemption from 800 dollars

per person to 650 dollars. This has in-

creased in a very marked degree the num-

ber of people who are paying income taxes,

as well as the amount every taxpayer pays.

In addition thereto, of all the increases in

the profits of all businesses in Great Brit-

ain during the war, sixty per cent, has

been taken directly by the state. Taxes

have been imposed upon amusements, rail-

road tickets, matches, mineral waters, and

have been reimposed upon war profits,

motor-cars, incomes, sugar, cocoa, and

many similar commodities. Thus it would

appear that England, the wealthiest of all

the nations at war, in the white heat of

patriotism and in the midst of the great-

est of war enthusiasm, is to-day able to

raise by taxation, despite her remarkable

efforts, only one sixth of the current war

expenditures.

England's revenue and expenditures

England's daily expenditures are five

and three fourths million pounds a day, or

approximately 2 180 million pounds a >ear.

According to a recent statement made by

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the rev-

enue from all sources, including that from

taxation, for this year was estimated to

be 502 million pounds, which would leave

a deficit of 1678 millions to be covered by

loans. From the total cost of the year

there should be deducted the amount used

for civil purposes, which would probably

reduce the war expenditure to approxi-

mately 1800 millions; and it therefore ap-

pears that of the 1800 millions used for

war purposes approximately only one sixth

is paid by revenues raised from taxation.

At the present rate England is amassing

a debt at the rate of at least 1600 million

pounds a year. Thus in one year England

accumulates nearly three times the debt

that she had accumulated in the previous

227 years. At the end of the present fiscal

vear her total indebtedness for this war
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^\ill be 3500 millions, a sum that is fnt

times the debt at the beginning of the

war.

Each succeeding year of the war will

probably show an increase in cost of at

least one third over the year preceding.

Another year of war would make Eng-

land's debt approximately 5 500 million

pounds, and if peace were to come then,

we should still be obliged to apply an-

other year's expenditures, under the Ham-
ilton rule, and the total indebtedness

would approximate 7000 million pounds.

The significance of this sum translated

into dollars— 35,000,000,000— is seen

when one realizes that the total assessed

value of all real and personal property for

purposes of taxation in the entire United

States amounted, according to the last

census, to 69,452,936,000, or only about

twice the sum of this gigantic war
debt. The total levies of all property

taxes for state or local purposes in the

United States amounted, according to the

last census, to only 1,349,841,000 dollars,

a sum sufficient to pay about four per

cent, on the probable debt of Great Brit-

ain at the end of another year of warfare.

ENORMOUS BURDEN OF TAXATION

The interest upon such a debt at six per

cent, would be a sum almost twice the

total of all the revenues of Great Britain

from all sources in the last year of peace,

and the interest on this war debt alone

would exceed the enormous sum that is

now raised by taxation under these un-

usual war conditions. The entire rev-

enues from taxation would be needed to

pay the interest on the public debt alone.

If the army and navy were to be sustained

on no more extensive a scale than in the

last year of peace, the sum needed to run
the Government and pay current interest

charges would be greater than the total

amounts now obtained by taxation under
the stress of war conditions.

The expenditures on the navy during

the last year of peace were forty-nine mil-

lion pounds, and on the army twenty-eight

million pounds. The expenditures last

year, currently reported, were four times

as great for the navy, in the sum of 190

million pounds, and over twenty-five times

as great for the army, in the sum of 715
million pounds. If, with the restoration

of peace, the army cost were to be re-

duced to one fifth of its present amount,

the annual cost would be over 140 mil-

lion pounds; and if the navy expenditure

were to be reduced one half, the annual

cost would be 95 million pounds, a total

of 235 million pounds. This is a sum
forty-two million pounds in excess of the

total requirements of the Governmenf for

all purposes during the year 191 4. If

such a sum were to be required in addition

to current civil and standing expenditures

and current interest charges, the total rev-

enues required for each year of peace

would be almost double the present amount

of revenue that is raised by taxation.

BRITISH SOLVENCY UNQUESTIONED

The purpose of this estimate is not in any

way to reflect upon the solvency of Great

Britain. This computation does not in-

clude the wealth or resources of her em-

pire. It is addressed only to the British

Isles, and to indicate what the burden of

taxation may be. Astonishing as is the

present indebtedness, it is not such as to

be necessarily alarming to creditors. It is

really not so great, when the ratio of in-

debtedness to national wealth is consid-

ered, as previous debts which Great Brit-

ain has successfully sustained. The per

capita debt after twentj^-three years of the

Napoleonic wars was 226 dollars, while

the per capita wealth was 672 dollars.

The present estimated per capita wealth

of Great Britain is approximately 1900

dollars, and the indebtedness of Great

Britain could still be more than doubled

over its present condition before the same

ratio would obtain as between per capita

debt and per capita wealth that obtained

at the end of the Napoleonic wars. Eng-

land worked out her fiscal salvation from

that situation, and probably will again.

The resilience of England's finance has

been remarkable. Outside of the Bank

of England, the English banks in the first

two jears of war increased their deposits
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250 niilliun pcninds, their cash 72 milli(jn

pounds, and their investments 1O3 million

pounds. England now nominally redeems

all of her currency in gold.

The purpose of citing England in this

connection is only to illustrate the situa-

tion as to taxation and war indehtedness.

ENORMOUS FUTURE BURDENS OF TA.XA-

TION FOR ALL WARRING NATIONS

If conditions such as these obtain in the

wealthiest nation, then the conditions de-

scribed would obtain with still greater

force in the other warring countries. In-

deed, the conditions in those nations which

are making no effort to meet war expendi-

tures out of current revenues may perhaps

be still more disturbing than in a country

where such tremendous effort is being dis-

played to pay at least a part of the war
burden by means of taxation.

Every year of the war which is financed

on borrowed money will increase the debt

of the nations at war and of many neutral

nations as well. With each succeeding

year of the war not only will the interest

rates increase, but the discounts on gov-

ernment paper will be greater, and at the

same time the purchasing power of money
will be reduced.

With each succeeding year of these con-

ditions the gross annual sum which will

have to be paid for interest as fixed carry-

ing charges in time of peace will increase.

With the resumption of peace, then,

there will remain this tremendous burden

of national debt. Unless repudiation

comes, the interest will have to be met
every year. The other expenses of gov-

ernment will go on increasing as in the

past, and all these expenses must be paid

by taxation, direct or indirect, or from

other sources of government income. If

to these obligations which must be met to

preserve credit there must be added the

great expense uf sustaining arnu'es and na-

\ ies, the burdens upon governments will

he appalling, and greater than any gov-

ernments in the world have heretofore

been required to sustain.

ECONOMIC I'RESSLRi; AM)
PE.XCE PROPOSALS

It is not strange, therefore, that from the

chancelleries of Europe on both sides of

the conflict there comes the constant re-

iteration of the suggestion that the coming

peace must be a peace of a permanent

character, which will make future wars
impossible. It is possible that upon the

resumption of peace the burden of debt

alone will be sufficient to tax the capacity

of governments to meet their obligations

without the imposition of any additional

taxation to Sustain or create armaments

either to protect a present peace or to pre-

pare for a future contest. And so it may
come that the economic pressure rising out

of these conditions may be one of the most

impelling considerations in the determina-

tion of what shall constitute the terms of

peace. Armaments, of course, will have

to be sustained unless the terms of peace

are predicated upon such conditions as

will not sow the seeds for a still more

horrible war in the future.

The altruistic and humanitarian im-

pulses of humanity to prevent, if possible,

the recurrence of so horrible and awful

an experience as this war will have their

weight, but it is characteristic that con-

siderations of this kind soon fade away
into a memory. The economic considera-

tions involved in the question of national

debts and the payments of interest thereon

may be a more compelling force in the

promotion of permanent peace. For these

economic factors will continue, and their

influence will be felt for hundreds of years

to come.



Mrs. Fiske to the Actor-in-the-Making

A conversation remembered bv ALF:XANDER WOOLLCOTT

IF'
Mrs. Fiske were ever to take herself

so seriously as to write a book on the

art to which she has somewhat begriidg-

ingly given the greater part of her life, I

am sure she would call it "The Science

of Acting." Let every one else from

George Henry Lewes to Henry Irving

make utterance on "The Art of Acting" ;

hers would be on the science.

It was one glittering Sunday afternoon

last autumn that I attempted to explore

the psychology of that preference. We had

been strolling through Greenwich Village

in quest, for some mysterious and uncon-

hded reasons of her own, of beautiful fan-

lights, and quite naturally we wound up

at a small, inconspicuous Italian restau-

rant in Bleecker Street where certain

wonderful dishes, from the antepasto to

the zahaglione, may be had by the wise

for little. Mrs. Fiske had stressed the

word "science" with positive relish.

"I like it," she confessed. "I like to

remind myself that there can be, that there

is, a complete technic of acting. Great

acting, of course, is a thing of the spirit

;

in its best estate a conveyance of certain

abstract spiritual qualities, with the per-

son of the actor as medium. It is with

this medium our science deals, with its

slow, patient perfection as an instrument.

The eternal and immeasurable accident

of the theater which you call genius, that

is a matter of the soul. But with every

genius I have seen—Janauschek, Duse,

Irving, Terry— there was always the last

word in technical proficiency. The in-

born, mysterious something in these play-

ers can only inspire. It cannot be imi-

tated. No school can make a Duse. But
with such genius as hers has always gone
a supreme mastery of the science of act-

ing, a precision of performance so satisfy-

ing that it continually renews our hope
and belief that acting can be taught.

714

"The science of acting," she went on,

"is no term of mine. I first heard it used

by the last person in the world you would

ever associate with such a thought— Ellen

Terry. It may be difficult to think of her

indescribable iridescence in terms of ex-

act technic, yet the first would have gone

undiscovered without the second."

Undiscovered ? Who shall say, then, how
many mute and inglorious Duses have

passed us in the theater unobserved for

want of this very science? Mrs. Fiske

would not say. For her own part, she

had detected none.

"As soon as I suspect a fine effect is

being achieved by accident I lose interest,"

she confessed. "I am not interested, you

see, in unskilled labor. An accident— that

is it. The scientific actor is an c-ven

worker. Any one may achieve on some

rare occasion an outburst of genuine feel-

ing, a gesture of imperishable beauty, a

ringing accent of truth ; but your scientific

actor knows how he did it. He can re-

peat it again and again and again. He
can be depended on. Once he has thought

out his role and found the means to ex-

press his thought, he can always remem-

ber the means. And just as Paderewski

may play with a different fire on different

nights, but always strikes the same keys,

so the skilled actor can use himself as a

finely keyed instrument and thereon strike

what notes he will. With due allowance

for the varying mood and interest, the

hundredth performance is as good as the

first; or, for obvious reasons, far better.

Genius is the great unknown quantity.

Technic supplies a constant for the prob-

lem."

And really that is all Mrs. Fiske cares

about in the performances of others.

"Fluency, flexibility, technic, precision,

virtuosity, science— call it what vou will.

Why c-iil it anything? Watch 'Paviowa
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dance, and tlifie you ha\e it. She knows

lier business. She has carried this mastery

to such perfection that there is really no

need of watching her at all. You know

it will be all right. One glance at her,

and you are sure. On
most of our players

one keeps an appre-

hensive eye, filled

with dark suspicions

and forebodings

—

forebodings based on

sad experience. But

I told Rejane once

that a performance

of hers would no

sooner begin than I

would feel perfectly

free to go out of the

theater and take a

walk. I knew she

could be trusted. It

would be all right.

There was no need to

stay and watch."

"And how did she

bear up under that?"

I asked.

"She laughed," said

Mrs. Fiske, "and was

proud, as of course

she should have been.

What greater com-

pliment could have

been paid her?"

And it is because

of just this enthusi-

asm for the fine pre-

cision of performance

that Mrs. Fiske la-

ments the utter lack

anything approaching

vatory

Mrs. Fiske

in this country of

a national conser-

To the youngster who comes to

her hat in hand for advice she may talk

airily and optimistically of "some good

dramatic school."

"And when he reminds me that there

is none," she said, "what can I tell him?

How can I deny it? I have half a mind

to start one myself. Seriously, I may
some day. It is an old dream of mine, for

while I have never particularly' admired

my own actiiiii, I ha\e alwa\s been suc-

cessful in teaching others to act.

"And how can I give him any assur-

ance that he will encounter one of the

half-dozen scattered directors likely to do

him more good than

harm? The young

actors are pitched

into the sea, poor

children, and told to

sink or swim. Many
of them swim amaz-

ingly well. But how
many potential Ed-

win Booths go to the

bottom, unchronicled

and unsung? Though
I suppose," she added

thoughtfully, "that a

real Booth would

somehow make his

way. Of course he

would."

But surely some-

thing could be done.

In default of a real

conservatory and

much chance of a

helpful director, what

then? In order to

find out, I brought

from his place at a

near-by table an in-

gratiating, but en-

tirely hypothetical,

youth, made a place

for him at ours, and

presented him as one

who was about to go

on the stage.

"Here he is," I said, "young, promis-

ing, eager to learn this science of yours.

What have 30U to tell him? What is the

first thing to be considered?"

Mrs. Fiske eyed the imaginary new-

comer critically, afifected, with a start, to

recognize him, and then quite beamed

upon him.

"Dear child," she said, "consider your

voice; first, last, and always j'our voice.

It is the beginning and the end of acting.

Train that till it responds to your thought
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and purpose with absolute precision. Go
at once, this very evening, my child, to

some master of the voice, and, if need be,

spend a whole year with him studying the

art of speech. Learn it now, and prac-

tise it all your days in the theater."

'Tantomime," I suggested, "fencing,

riding
—

"

"All these things, to be sure," she

agreed with less ardor of conviction;

"everything that makes for health, every-

thing that makes for the fine person.

Fresh air, for instance— fresh air though

you madden to murderous fury all the

stuffy people in the coach or room with

you. But above all, the voice."

"Mr. Lewes hazards the theory that

Shakspere could not have had a good

voice," I reminded her. "Everything else

that makes the great actor we know he

had, and yet we never heard of him as

such."

"And we would have," Mrs. Fiske ap-

proved. "It must have been the voice;

it must have been. One would be tempted

to say that with the voice good and per-

fectly trained, our young friend here

might forget all the rest. It would take

care of itself," she assured him. "And
such a nicely calculated science it is! Just

let me give you an illustration. You are

to utter a cry of despair. You could do

t^iat? Are you sure it would sound per-

ceptibly different from the cry of anguish?

Do they seem alike? They are utterly

different. See, this cry of despair must

drop at the end, the inescapable sugges-

tion of finality. The cry of anguish need

not. They are entirely different sounds.

And so it goes. Does it seem mechanical ?

Do these careful calculations seem belit-

tling? They are of the science of acting.

( )nly so can you master the instrument.

And next your imagination."

"What," I asked, "must he do with his

imagination?"

"Use it," said Mrs. Fiske, with nu'ld

surprise, while the postulant for dramatic

honors eyed me scornfully. "With his

voice perfectly trained, he can then go as

far as his imagination. After all, an actor

is exactlv as liig as his imagination.

"Most of us would put the imagination

first in the actor's equipment. Miss 'Ferr>^

did, and I suppose I should. Knowledge

of life, understanding, f'w/o//— these, of

course, are his strength. By these is his

stature to be measured— by these and his

imagination. If I put the voice first, it is

a little because that is something he can

easily develop ; because it is, after all, con-

cerned with the science of acting; and be-

cause also," she added in a conspirator's

stage-whisper obviously not intended for

the imaginary ears of our young friend,

"he is likely to forget its importance, and

if we put it first, he will remember it

longer. The all-important thing, then,"

she concluded, "is the voice."

I began to chuckle.

"What," she asked, "are vou laughing

at?"

And I confessed to a vision of Mrs,

Fiske discovering Diderot at his old trick

of slipping quietly into a rear seat at the

theater, covering his ears with his hands,

and so, for his own greater enjoyment,

transforming any performance into panto-

mime.

"What would you have done," I asked,

"if you had come upon Diderot stopping

up his ears?"

"Boxed them," said Mrs. Fiske. "The
voice, then, and the imagination. And
be reflective. Think. Does this seem

so obvious as to be scarcely worth sa\ing?

Let me tell you, dear child, that an ap-

palling proportion of the young players

who pass our way cannot have spent one

really reflective hour since the stage-

door first closed behind them. I am sure

they have n't. It would have left sonic

trace. Why, the whole world ma>' be the

range of the actor's thoughts. I remem-

ber how delighted I was when I saw Duse

quoted somewhere as saying that in her

own art she had found most helpful and

suggestive her studies in Greek architec-

ture. That was so discerning and charm-

ing a thing to say that I 'm afraid she

did n't say it at all. But she should have.

"Be reflective, then, and stay away from

the theater as much as you can. Stay out

of the theatrical ^\•()^ld, out of its petty
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interests, its inbreedinji; tendencies, its

stiHinjz; atmosphere, its corroding inHu-

ence. Once become 'theatricalized,' and

3011 are lost, m_v friend
;
you are lost.

"There is a young actress I know, one

of really brilliant promise, who is losing

ground every year, and I think it is just

because she is limiting her tiioughts to all

late on his Ibsen, his Shakspere, and his

Hible, but pores greedily over every little

column of theatrical news, is a lost soul.

A club arranged so that actors can gather

together and talk, talk, talk about them-

selves might easily be dangerous to the

actor-in-the-making. Desert it. Go into

the streets, into the slums, into the fash-

Anna I'avlowa— " 'Fluency, ricxibiliiy,

virtuosity, science— call it wliat you will. . . . W;

Pavlowa dance, and there you have it '

"

the infinitesimal struggles of the green-

room, all the worthless gossip of the

—

dreadful word!— of the Rialto. Imagine

a poet occupying his mind with the man-
ners and customs of other poets, their

plans, their methods, their prospects, their

personal or professional affairs, their suc-

cesses, their failures! Dwell in this arti-

ficial world, and you will know only the

externals of acting. Never once will you

have a renewal of inspiration.

"The actor who lets the dust accumu-

ionable quarters. Go into the day courts

and the night courts. Become acquainted

with sorrow, with many kinds of sorrow.

Learn of the wonderful heroism of the

poor, of the incredible generosity of the

very poor— a generosity of which the rich

and the well to do have, for the most

part, not the faintest conception. Go into

the modest homes, into the out-of-the-

way corners, into the open country. Go
where you can find something fresh to

bring back to the stage. It is as valuable
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as \outh unspoiled, as much better than

the other thing us a lovely complexion is

better than anything the rouge-pot can

achieve.

"There should be, there must be, a win-

dow open somewhere, a current of new

air ever blowing through the theater. I

remember how earnestly I wanted to play

Ueddn Gabler, as though she had just

driven up to the stage-door and had swept

in not from the dressing-room, but out of

the frosty night on to the stage. This

you cannot do if you are forever jostling

in the theatrical crowd. There you lose

the blush of youth, the bloom of character.

If as author, producer, director, or actor

you become theatricalized, you are lost.

The chance to do the fine thing may pass

your way, but it is not for you. You can-

not do it. You have been spoiled. You
have spoiled yourself.

"It is in the irony of things that the

theater should be the most dangerous

place for the actor. But, then, after all,

the world is the worst possible place, the

most corrupting place, for the human soul.

And just as there is no escape from the

world, which follows us into the very

heart of the desert, so the actor cannot

escape the theater. And the actor who is

a dreamer need not. All of us can only

strive to remain uncontaminated. In the

world we must be unworldly ; in the thea-

ter the actor must be untheatrical.

"Stay by yourself, dear child. When
a part comes to you, establish your own
ideal for it, and, striving for that, let no

man born of woman, let nothing under

the heavens, come between it and you.

Pay no attention to the other actors un-

less they be real actors. Like Jenny ffren,

we know their tricks and their manners.

Unless it is a bitter matter of bread and

butter, pay no attention, or as little atten-

tion as possible, to the director, unless he

is a real director. The chances are that

he is wrong. The* overwhelming chances

are that he is 'theatricalized,' doing more
harm than good. Do not let yourself be

disturbed by his funny little ideas. Do
not be corrupted, then, by the director.

And above all"— and here Mrs. Fiske

summoned all her powers of gesture—
"above all, you must ignore the audience's

very existence. Above all, ignore the au-

dience."

I tried to interpret the baffled look in

the no-longer scornful eyes of our hypo-

thetical visitor.

"But can't he learn from them?" I pro-

tested in his behalf. "Can he not perfect

his work just by studying their pleasure

and their response?"

"If you do that," said Mrs. Fiske, "you

are lost forever. Then are you doomed

indeed. Audiences, my friend, are varia-

ble, now quick, now slow, now cold, now
warm. Sometimes they are like lovely

violins, a beneficent privilege. Then you

may be happy, but j'ou must not count on

it. An actor who is guided by the ca-

prices of those across the footlights is soon

in chaos. A great artist, a great pianist,

say, must command the audience; no actor

can afford to let the audience command
him. He must be able to give as true a

performance before three frigid persons

as before a house packed to the brim with

good-will. That is his business. Other-

wise he is a helpless cork tossing on the

waves.

"I distrust from long and bitter experi-

ence the person in the theater who does

all his work with one eye on the orches-

tra-circle. I could slay with pleasure the

low type of stage-director who counts his

curtain-calls like a gloating miser, and

who is in the seventh heaven if a comic

scene 'gets more laughs' to-night than it

did last night. 'Getting laughs,' for-

sooth! How appropriately vulgar! See

what an unspeakable vernacidar that

point of view employs! How demoraliz-

ing to the youth who comes to the theater

bringing with him the priceless gift of his

ideals

!

"After all, a piece of acting is not only

a thing of science, but a work of art, some-

thing to be perfected by the actor accord-

ing to the ideal that is within him—within

him. The painter does not work with his

public at his side, the author does not

write with his reader peering over his

shoulder. The great actor must have as
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complete, as splendid an isolation. 'I'he

critic who is within every artist should

be his only acknowledged audience.

"Besides," she added, "the audience

often tells you wrong. I tremble for you

if you are confirmed in your \\eakness by

popular success. Be-

ware of that. Per-

haps you have not

done your best. The
audience may forgive

you, the reviewers

may forgive you.

Both may be too le-

nient, too indulgent,

or they may not know
what your best really

is. Often that is the

case. But you can-

not forgive yourself.

You must not. It

seems to me that

.Modjeska once told

me there was noth-

ing easier in the

theater than to get

applause. Remem-
ber that, and beware

of an ovation. If

you have had a great

night, if they have

laughed and ap-

plauded and called

you again and again

before the curtain,

accept their warm-
ing kindness grate-

fully, but on your

way home that night,

as you value your ar-

tistic soul, bow your

head, look into your

heart, and ask j^ourself, 'Did I really play

well to-night?' Or, better still,"— and

here I caught Mrs. Fiske's eyes twin-

kling as if she only half meant what she

was saying, but would say it for the

}^oung man's good,— "turn to the critic

within you and ask, 'What was so very

wrong with my performance to-night?'
"

With which parting admonition we
watched our young friend betake his

thoughtful way toward the door and out

into the hubbub of Bleecker Street. Then
we devoted ourselves to a most extraor-

dinary confection, the zabaglione afore-

said. It had arrived unbidden, as a mat-

ter of course. F,\cn this could not banish

a persistent phrase,

"You must forget

the audience's very

existence." It lin-

gered in the air and

brought trooping in

a host of old memo-
ries— old memories

of Mrs. Fiske con-

fiding her emotions

to the back-drop

when it was appar-

ently no part of her

intention that those

out front should

catch the exact con-

tent of her speech,

memories of many a

critic's comment on

her diction and many
a player's fretful

complaint that some-

times he "could n't

hear a word she

said." I could not

resist singing a bit of

F. P. A.'s "bit of

deathless rhyme" at

this point.

"Time was, when first

that voice I heard,

Despite my close

and tense endeavor,

When many an

important word

Was lost and gone forever;

Though, unlike others at the play,

I never whispered, 'Wha' d'd she say?'

"Some words she runstogetherso

;

Some others are distinctly stated;

Some cometoofast and some too slow
And some are syncopated.

And yet no voice— I am sincere

—

Exists that I prefer to hear."

Madame Rejane— "'A performance of

hers would no sooner begin than I

would feel perfectly free to go out

ofthe theater and take a walk' "
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"Charming!" sa

pleased.

And did she defend herself? Not she.

Quite the reverse.

"My friend," she confessed, "that was

no part of a misguided theory of acting

;

it was simply slovenliness. For years I

had no appreciation whatever of the im-

portance of careful speech. Only of re-

cent years, after some preliminary lessons

given to me by Victor Maurel, have I

learned to use my voice. Three hours of

voice practice every day of the season—

that, properly, is the actor's chore. He
7nust have such practice at least one hour

a day. With any less time than that it is

absolutely impossible to keep the instru-

ment in proper condition, absolutely im-

possible. Without such practice the voice

will not respond instantly to every tone

requirement; yet the actor must be able

to play with his voice as Tetrazzini plays

with hers. Indeed, he must have more

than one voice. He must have at least

three— three complete registers. You
could write a book about this long, deli-

cate, mysterious, and interesting science,

a book that every actor should study.

From it he could evolve his own method.

Monsieur Maurel taught me how to teach

mj^self. The practice followed, and still

goes on. Only so, and then only in the

last few years, have I- even begun to speak

decently in the theater. Before that it

was monstrous, so dreadful that I should

not have been allowed to act at all. I

should have been wiped out. And I sus-

pect that, if the American theater had been

in a state of health, I would have been."

This confession would in all probability

surprise a good many of Mrs. Fiske's crit-

ics as well as a good many of her most

fervent admirers who have, I fancy, been

rather flattering themselves that they were
merely growing accustomed to the articu-

lation of a voice, "staccato, hurried, ner-

\()us, brisk, cascading, intermittent,

choppy," or who had vaguely accepted an

occasional moment of inaudibility as in

some way an essential of that kind of act-

ing whicli lias inspired many a chapter

headed "Restraint."

"Restraint!" said Mrs. Fiske, a little

amused at its inevitable recurrence. "I

seem to have heard that word before. But

is it anything more than normality in act-

ing, the warning from the critic that

dwells in the inner consciousness of every

artist? Is it not merely good taste con-

trolling the tumult of emotion?

"There has been a disposition in some

quarters to speak of it as a modern factor

in the actor's art, but was it ever better

expressed than in Hcunlet's immortal ad-

vice to the players? I think not. Per-

haps there has been more stress upon it in

our generation, but that was merely be-

cause it fpllowed immediately upon a gen-

eration somewhat given to violent \\ys-

teria in what they absurdly call emotional

acting, as if there was any other kind.

But that was the exception, not the rule,

a passing storm, gone, I think, for good.

"It offends us all now; I think it of-

fended some of us always. But it was
something more than an offense against

taste. The actress who used to shake the

very theater with her sobs, and sometimes

— actually, I have seen it—knock over the

lamp and tear down the curtains in the

excess of her woe, was a humiliating, de-

grading spectacle. Such acting, the hys-

terical emotionalism of a day gone by, was

ignoble, essentially ignoble.. Human be-

ings are far better than that, less selfish,

more gallant. The woman, on the stage

or off it, who wildly goes to pieces over

some purely personal, and therefore petty,

grief of her own is ignoble. 'My head is

bloody, but unbowed'

—

there is the ideal.

The quivering hand, the eyes moist, but

the upper lip stiff, the brave smile— that

is it. The brave smile in the face of ad-

versity has more of the stuf^ of tragedy

than all the outward emotionalism ever

ranted, more moving to the reflective mind,

touching far more readily the human

heart than all the-stage tears ever shed."

It was probably inevitable that the old

question of stage suffering—how much

does the actor really feel?—should arise

then. Mrs. Fiske warned me not to trust

an\ player's analysis of his own psychol-

ogy, not li(M-s or any other's.
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"I have known," I admitted, "one of

our most tear-stained actresses to give

forth gravely a long account of how she

did it; but I doubt if she really knew."

"Probably not," Mrs. Fiske agreed

"It is a little that way w-ith all of us.

Does the actor feel the grief he tries to

picture? It is different with different

players. I should say he feels an intense

sympathy. Knowledge of life and vision

Copyright hy Carl Tlieo. Kosenfeld

Eleanora Duse— " 'With such genius as hers has always

gone a supreme mastery of the science of acting '
"

Photograph by courtesy of Frederick A. King

"Often we 're the last who can really tell

how we do what we do. I remember

Rejane sitting in my dressing-room one

evening and keeping us all in gales of

laughter by telling of the long, solemn

treatises that had been written in Paris on

the significance of her way of blowing

out the candle in 'A Doll's House.' She

blew out half a dozen imaginary candles

for us then and there, and asked us

frankly what there was to that. Much
to this matter-of-fact Frenchwoman's sur-

prise, they had discovered a whole philoso-

phy of life and a whole theory of acting

in something she had happened to do un-

consciouslv.

are his stock in trade. Why, if you have

ever wept over a story or at the play you

yourself know the feeling and its extent.

But in his case, in addition to that sympa-

thy, the more poignant his expression, the

more cheering is the approval from the

critic within him. He may be sobbing his

heart out, but, such is the dual nature of

the actor, at the same time he hears the

inner voice saying: 'Well done to-night!

Well done!' And he is glad.

"And the intense suffering he may feel

in the earlier perfonnances becomes a mat-

ter of memory. He remembers the

method, the symbols, by which at first he

gave it expression. He remembers the
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means, and relying on that memory, need

not himself feel so keenly. The greater

the artist, the less keenly need he feel.

The actor with no science must keep lash-

ing his own emotions to get the effect a

master technician would know how to ex-

press with his thoughts at the other end

of the world. I suppose Paderewski does

play a little better with his mind on the

composition before him, but so skilled a

virtuoso can afford to spare his own feel-

ings."

"And you?" I suggested.

"Oh, I have found the tragic roles

wearing beyond my strength. Hannele,

Rebecca West, Tess—such racking parts

as these I shall never play again. Here-

after you will see me only in comedy.

For, let me tell you something,"— and her

voice dropped to a whisper,
—

"I have re-

tired from the stage."

As I knew perfectly well that she was at

that very time embarking lightly on some-

thing like an eighty-weeks' tour of the

country, I suppose I looked incredulous.

"That 's because no one ever withdrew

so modestly. Usually, when an actor

retires, the world knows it. I have re-

tired, but nobody knows it. I am a little

tired, and I must husband my strength.

So from now on for me only 'play' in the

theater. But this question of 'to feel or

not to feel' which actors solemnly discuss

until they are black in the face, it is all

set fprth here by a man who was not an

actor at all."

She extracted then from under my hat

on the chair beside me a little green vol-

ume which I had just been rereading.

Obviously she approved. It was George

Henry Lewes's "On Actors and the Art

of Acting." Indeed, it must have been

some chance reference to this that started

the whole conversation.

"Here we have the soundest and most

discerning treatise on the subject I have

ever read, the only good one in any lan-

guage. Every actor would agree with it,

but few could have made so searching an

analysis, and fewer still could have ex-

pressed it in such telling, clarifying

phrases. Some of it is so obvious as to
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seem scarcely worth being said, and yet

many reams of silly stuff about the stage

would never have been printed if the

writers had had these same obvious prin-

ciples as a groundwork of opinion. For

all the changing fashions, what Lewes
wrote forty years ago and more holds good

to-day. Thus fixed are the laws of sci-

ence. I think," she said, "we '11 have to

rename it 'The Science of Acting,' and

use it as a text-book for the national con-

servatory when the theater's ship comes in.

"And see here," she said, turning to the

introduction and reading aloud with tre-

mendous solemnity

:

"A change seems coming over the state of

the stage, and there are signs of a revival

of the once splendid art of the actor. To
effect this revival there must be not only

accomplished artists and an eager public;

there must be a more enlightened public.

The critical pit, filled with players who
were familiar with fine acting and had

trained judgments, has disappeared. In its

place there is a mass of amusement seekers,

not without a nucleus of intelligent specta-

tors, but of this nucleus only a small minor-

ity has very accurate ideas of what consti-

tutes good art."

"Dear man," said Mrs. Fiske as we
gathered up our things to depart, "that

might have been written yesterday or a

hundred years ago. In fact, I imagine it

was. Of course it was. I have never

known a time when a writer of the stage

was not either deploring the 'degradation

of the drama,' as Mr. Lewes does here a

little later, or else descrying on the hori-

zon the promise of a wonderful revival.

Do you know that they were uttering this

same lament in accents of peculiar melan-

choly at a time when Fielding managed

one theater, when Sheridan was writing,

and when you had only to go around the

corner to see Kemble or Garrick or Mrs.

Siddons?"

As we strolled up through Washington

Square Mrs. Fiske became a little trou-

bled about her admonitions to the imag-

inary would-be actor.

"Of course," she confided to me, "we
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were a little toplofty with that nice young

man. For his own good we said a great

deal about the need of ignoring the audi-

ence, and so forth. When he is a little

older he will understand that to try to

please the audience is to trifle with it, if

not actually to insult it. He will instinc-

tively turn for judgment to the far less

lenient critic within himself. But I wish

we had told him he must go on the stage

with love in his heart— always. He must

love his fellows back of the curtain. He
must love even the 'my-part' actor, though

he die in the attempt. He must love the

people who in his subconsciousness he

knows are 'out there.' He must love them

all, the dull, tired business man, the

(The topic of the next article will be "Mrs, Fiske Designs a National Theater

wearied critic, the fashionably dressed

men and women who sometimes (not

often) talk too loud, and thereby betray

a lack of breeding and intelligence. There

are always splendid souls 'out there.' But

most of all he will love the boys and girls,

the men and women, who sit in the cheap-

est seats, in the very last row of the top

gallery. They have given more than they

can afford to come. In the most self-

effacing spirit of fellowship they are lis-

tening to catch every word, watching to

miss no slightest gesture or expression.

To save his life the actor cannot help feel-

ing these nearest and dearest. He cannot

help wishing to do his best for thejti. He
cannot help loving them best of all."

-The Et

The Blundering in Greece

By T. LOTHROP STODDARD
Author of " Rome Rampant," " The Economic Heresy of the Allies," etc.

IT long since became a truism that in

the present war the Balkan Peninsula

has been the graveyard of Allied diplo-

matic and military reputations. From the

hour when the Goeben and the Breslau

dropped anchor in the Golden Horn down
to the latest disasters on the Rumanian

plains, the Entente powers have marched

with uncanny regularity from disaster to

disaster. Yet nowhere has this Balkan

fatality wrought a more pathetic tragedy

than in Greece. The result of Entente

ineptitude has here been the temporary

ruin of one of the most promising of Eu-

ropean races, with no commensurate gain

to the Allies themselves. How this came

to pass will appear from the melancholy

story.

When the Great War broke out in the

summer of 191 4, vthe Allies, so far as

Greece was concerned, held all the cards.

For two of the Entente powers, France

and England, the Greek people felt an al-

most filial veneration. Prime sponsors at

the Greek birth and indulgent watchers

over the rather trying crises of Hellenic

adolescence, England and France had ever

posed as Greece's best friends, and this

traditional Philhellenism the Greeks re-

quited by a warm affection for the great

powers of the West. Lord Byron was one

of Greece's national heroes, while French

culture and French ideals were vital fac-

tors in Greek intellectual and social life.

Toward Russia, it is true, Greek feeling

was by no means so cordial, and this for

many excellent reasons. Nevertheless, this

coolness toward Russia was of slight mo-

ment beside Hellenic sympathy for the

Western powers.

But Anglo-French sympathies were not

the only bonds which drew Hellas toward

the Allies. The whole Balkan political

situation as it then stood tended to range

Greece on the Entente side. The upshot

of the recent Balkan wars had been an
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alliance between Greece, Serbia, and Ru-

mania against beaten Bulgaria to avert a

Bulgarian war of revenge. Indeed, this

general agreement was supplemented by a

special Greco-Serbian insurance treaty mu-

tually guaranteeing their Macedonian pos-

many, it is true, Greece had no ill feeling.

Germany had never shown herself hostile

to Greece. On the contrary, only the year

before, the German kaiser had proved a

valuable friend in the Balkan peace negoti-

ations at Bucharest. Again, for a genera-
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sessions against Bulgarian attack. But all

this patently tended to draw Greece into

the Entente camp. For Serbia was already

fighting the Entente's battles, while Ru-

mania's strong French sympathies and in-

tense hatred of Austria-Hungary fore-

shadowed her ultimate adhesion to the

Entente cause.

Even this was not all. If Greek sym-

pathies were predominantly on the Allied

side, Greek antipathies wrought no less

powerfully to the same end. For Ger-

tion or more German ideas and methods

had been steadily permeating Greece.

Much German capital had been invested

in the country, many Greek officers had

sought their military education at Berlin,

while in Hellenic university circles Ger-

man intellectualism was fast breaking

down the former cultural monopoly of

France.

However, this growing sympathy for

the chief Teutonic power was far out-

weighed by burning antipathies toward
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Germany's actual or potential partners.

For Austria-Hungary there was felt both

aversion and fear. From the days of Met-

ternich down, Austria had shown Hellas

scant good-will, and for many decades the

goal of Austria's Balkan ambitions was

obviously Salonica, the apple of the Greek

people's eye. With regard to Germany's

probable Balkan allies, Turkey and Bul-

garia, things were even worse. To the

Greeks, heirs of the Byzantine Empire and

the Orthodox "elect," as they consider

themselves, the Turk was not merely the

hated conqueror of the Hellenic home-land,

but also the infidel usurper of Constanti-

nople and Asia Minor, both claimed by the

Greeks as integral parts of their "Great

Idea," a revived Byzantine Empire des-

tined to win back the whole near East to

Hellenism. As for the Bulgarians, the

ferocious exterminations of 191 3 were

only the modern echo of medieval wars

such as had given one Byzantine basileus

his proud title of "Bulgar-Slayer" nearly

a thousand years before.

For all these reasons it is not surprising

that the outbreak of the European War
evoked a wave of pro-Ally feeling through-

out Greece. From the first day of hostili-

ties it became evident that the hearts of

the overwhelming majority of the Greek

people were with the Allies, and this feel-

ing was patently shared by the Greek pre-

mier, Eleutherios Venizelos, a statesman

whose recent triumphs had profoundly en-

deared him to his fellow-citizens.

The opening months of the European

cataclysm had little direct effect on

Greece. Despite Turkey's adhesion to the

Teutonic side in November, 1914, the

Balkan Peninsula was relatively untroub-

led. Serbia showed herself well able to

repel all Austrian attacks, and since Bul-

garia remained quiescent, Greece could

view the situation with reasonable equa-

nimity.

It was with the Anglo-French naval

bombardment of the Dardanelles at the

end of February, 1915, that the woes of

Greece began. It was this same event

which also first clearly revealed Allied

incompetence regarding the near East.

Had the great Allied armada struck at the

very beginning of the war it might have

succeeded, since the Turkish defenses were

at that time in by no means the best of

shape. But six months' intensive work by

skilled German engineers wrought a com-

plete transformation, and in February the

forcing of the strait by a mere fleet action

had become impossible. Still, there was
just a chance if the fleet was backed by a

land army. Yet no such army was at

hand, and no preparations had even been

made for its sending.

As soon as the full strength of the Dar-

danelles became apparent, the Allies

turned to Greece. She was to furnish the

army which the Entente powers had failed

to provide. The Allied diplomats found

Premier Venizelos in a thoroughly recep-

tive mood, but their hopes w^ere quickly

dashed by the opposition of the Greek gen-

eral staff. On March 4, King Constan-

tine called a royal council, where the mat-

ter was thoroughly threshed out
; yet

despite all the prestige and eloquence of

Venizelos, the majority of Greece's sol-

diers and statesmen declared the sending

of a Greek expedition to the Dardanelles

a practical impossibility. The king ac-

cepted this majority finding, and so in-

formed the Entente powers. His reply

ran substantially as follows:

We are willing to join you on principle,

but the circumstances make it impossible.

Our general staff has long ago worked out

this problem. Here are its plans. Look at

them. You will see that the strait cannot

be taken except by the immediate despatch

of a great army. And such an army we
cannot give. We have just come out of two

wars. We are much exhausted. We need

virtually every soldier to guard against an

implacable Bulgaria ready to strike us down
at the first sign of weakness. We must

protect our lives and homes first of all.

This Greek refusal reveals clearly the

basic factor in the Hellenic attitude to-

ward the present war. Greece has often

been pictured as a nation spurred by
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boundless ambitions and insatiate land-

hunger, and this is largely true. But in

the present clashing of the Titans these

promptings are sharply restrained by the

adverse influence of a deadly, sickening

fear. • Her recent experiences in the Bal-

kan wars taught her that in that seething

caldron of elemental passions the penalty

of defeat might be nothing short of na-

tional death. To live, tiny Greece must

walk warily, with due thought for the

morrow.

And how frightful was her dilemma in

those March days of 191 5! The Allies

were, indeed, prodigal of promises. They

beckoned to the iEgean shores of Asia

Minor, where a dense Greek population

a million strong cried aloud for reunion

with the Hellenic home-land. But to the

north lay the dark cloud of Bulgaria,

backed by the incalculable forces of a

patently reviving Ottoman Empire. And
behind these, again, rose the Teutonic

powers. King Constantine and his gen-

erals were professional soldiers. Trained

in the Berlin military schools, they knew

the terrible efficiency of the German war-

machine. They did not believe that mar-

velous mechanism could be shattered. In

their opinion the war would end in some

sort of draw. By quick and competent

action, it is true, the Allies might crush

Turkey before Germany could blast

through Serbia to her aid ; but was such

Allied action to be expected ? The Dar-

danelles fiasco had profoundly shaken Hel-

lenic confidence in Entente understanding

of the near-Eastern problem. Should

Greece now throw in her lot with the

Allies and then be left unsupported at the

crucial hour, her doom was sealed. They
dared not take the risk. They must re-

main neutral and wait.

So reasoned King Constantine, the gen-

eral staff, and most of the Greek states-

men. Venizelos thought otherwise. In

his eyes the triumph of the Western pow-

ers was for Greece a matter of life and

death. Even should the Teutonic powers

win on land, England and France would
remain masters of the sea. And for

Greece, virtually an island, drawing her

very life from commerce and trade, the

favor of the sea powers must at all costs

be retained. Greece must also on no ac-

count witness the triumph of her heredi-

tary enemies, the Bulgar and the Turk.

For both these reasons Greece must there-

fore throw herself unreservedly into the

arms of the sea powers, trusting to their

gratitude to reward her devotion, and

chancing temporary risks. Thus reasoned

Venizelos and his supporters. But they

were a minority, and when their voices

did not prevail, Venizelos resigned.

The situation was rendered still more

tragic by the manner in which Greece's

refusal was interpreted by the Entente

powers. Both England and France had

hitherto considered Greece as absolutely

devoted to their cause, a sort of liquid asset

to be drawn upon whenever required.

The unexpected sequel was a blow to their

calculations. Instead, however, of recog-

nizing the natural consequences of their

own shortcomings, they gave free rein to

their angry disappointment and imputed

Greece's decision to sinister motives. In

their eyes fear of death became pro-Ger-

manism, and to London and Paris King
Constantine soon appeared the kaiser's

lackey, dragged at his wife's apron-strings.

The mental strabismus which could see in

this big, self-willed, bluff-spoken soldier,

for years past on exceedingly bad marital

terms with his Hohenzollern queen, an

uxorious puppet docile to curtain-lectures

"made in Germany," is one of the roaring

farces of the time. Unfortunately, war
dulls the sense of humor, and this absurd

misconception regarding King Constan-

tine was to cost his subjects dear.

Meanwhile the Allies were doing every-

thing possible to justify Greek doubts of

their capacity to solve the Eastern ques-

tion. After two months' delay a mixed

Anglo-French army made a land assault

upon the Dardanelles. But the Turks had

used their time well. The attack was de-

livered in exceedingly blundering fashion,

and despite the splendid heroism of the

Allied troops, it soon became evident that

the Dardanelles were impregnable. This

was just what the Greek general staff had
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prophesied at the beginning of March. It

had also pointed out the proper path— an

attack on Constantinople through Bul-

garia. To this end, therefore, Entente

diplomacy now turned, and of course

Greece was asked to join the undertaking.

The new premier, M. Gounaris, expressed

willingness on principle, but asked for cer-

tain definite guaranties. Greece, asserted

M. Gounaris, could not join the Allies

before either Bulgaria had been won over

or the Allies had furnished several hun-

dred thousand meri for the crushing of

Bulgaria and Turkey combined. M. Gou-

naris also required a definite guaranty for

the integrity of Greek territory in Europe

and a clear delimitation of the sphere

which Greece was to receive in Asia

Minor.

The Allied powers had, it will be re-

membered, held out this reward ever since

their first demand for Greek assistance in

March. Their promises were couched in

exceedingly alluring language, but exact

specifications were lacking. And Greece

did not like this, for there were two other

pressing claimants for western Asia Minor

territory, Russia and Italy. The Russian

Government's recent revelations have in-

formed us that it was about this time that

England and France made their definite

arrangements with Russia regarding Con-

stantinople and Russia's projected Asia

Minor sphere. This was also just the

period when the Entente negotiations with

Italy were approaching their conclusion.

Now, neither Russia nor Italy was on cor-

dial terms with Greece. With Italy espe-

cially Hellenic relations were distinctly

bad and showed every prospect of becom-

ing worse. It is therefore not to be won-

dered at that the Hellenic Government

should hesitate to bleed Greece white in

Entente service, with the danger of find-

ing itself after the war with mere general

promises of compensation, which might be

whittled down to the vanishing-point be-

tween an expansive Russian sphere in

northern Asia Minor and an equally ex-

pansive Italian sphere to the south. The
Greek Government's apprehensions were

certainly not allayed by their inability to

obtain any definite satisfaction on this

point.

In June, 191 5, came the parliamentary

elections. The result showed clearly the

line-up of Greek public opinion at the

time. The lines of cleavage ran sharply

according to geographical situation and

economic interest. The islands and port

towns, which were prospering greatly by

the war, yet whose prosperity was of

course entirely at the mercy of the sea

powers, voted for Venizelos. The peas-

antry everywhere showed itself averse to

fighting, and voted for continued neutral-

ity. Macedonia in particular, exposed as

it was to the full brunt of all possible for-

eign complications, went almost solid for

peace. It is true that Venizelos did not

run on an out-and-out war platform, since

he admitted that conditions had changed

since March, and asserted that, if returned

to power, he would be guided by circum-

stances. Still, his sympathies were known,

and since the Venizelists won by a slight

majority, it was evident that the Greek

people were at the moment rather in favor

of intrusting their destinies to Venizelist

hands.

Venizelos assumed office in August ; but

before his return to the premiership

Greece had been' thrown into a tumult by

a new move of the Allies. Entente diplo-

macy had long been seeking to win over

Bulgaria. Both Greece and Serbia had

warned the Entente of their belief in Bul-

garian trickery, and subsequent events

were to prove pretty conclusively that

Czar Ferdinand was even thus early

pledged to the Teutons. But the wily

"Balkan fox" played the game with con-

summate skill and fooled the Allies to the

top of their bent. The climax came when,

on August 3, the Entente powers informed

the Greek Government that they had of-

fered Bulgaria a large part of Serbian

Macedonia and the eastern portion of

Greek Macedonia in return for Bulgaria's

adhesion to the Allied cause! This as-

tounding communication fell like a bomb-

shell among the unhappy Greeks. All of.

them, without distinction of party, main-

tained that the integrity of both the Greek
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and Serbian frontiers in Macedonia was

an absolute necessity if Salonica was to be

safeguarded against the Bulgarian peril.

It was for this alone that the 191 3 insur-

ance treaty with Serbia had been made.

Yet here were the Allies, without so much

as a "By your leave," offering Bulgaria

the very things which Greece considered

vital to her existence, territories of which,

so far as Greek Macedonia was concerned,

they had not the slightest right to dispose

!

The effect on Greece can be imagined.

The worst suspicions of the Neutralists

were confirmed, and cries of rage arose

from every side. It is from this moment
that we can trace the appearance of a

genuinely anti-Ally and pro-German party

— a party carefully fostered by an exceed-

ingly clever German propaganda, estab-

lished in Greece since the beginning of the

war, but hitherto laboring with little suc-

In order to appreciate the reasons for the

Entente's conduct we must note the atti-

tudes of both the Allied governments and

Allied public opinion. The Entente lead-

ers are practical men, conducting a life-

and-death struggle, and it is a truism that

"judicial niceties" always sag beneath the

strain of war. It was therefore inevitable

that "the rights of small nations" would

bulk larger on public manifestos than in

privy-council chambers. Also, since Veni-

zelos and his followers were forever de-

claring that Greece must at all costs keep

the Allies' favor, Allied statesmen might

well imagine that, whatever they might do

to her, Greece would submit without giv-

ing serious trouble. At the same time they

might have hesitated to go to extremes but

for the radical shift of public opinion in

France and England regarding Greece.

In both those countries Philhellenism was
rapidly giving place to mingled anger and

contempt. For refusing to requite past

services Greece was held a coward, a rec-

reant, almost a traitor. Indeed, the inter-

esting theory was propounded that Greece

was not really a sovereign state at all, but

an Anglo-French protectorate, and as such

legally bound to conform her foreign pol-

icy to the good-will and pleasure of the

Allies. In fine, Western public opinion

washed its hands of the Hellenes and pre-

pared to acquiesce in whatever strong-arm

methods its statesmen might employ.

When Venizelos entered the premier-

ship -in August a crisis was patently at

hand. The great Teutonic drive into Rus-

sia had put the Muscovites temporarily out

of the running, and the Central powers

were evidently resolved to use this golden

opportunity to blast Serbia to dust and

open the vital highroad to Turkey and the

East. In face of this colossal peril, what

was Greece to do? If Venizelos had his

way, Hellas would fight. Though mo-

mentarily staggered by the Allied note of

August 3, Venizelos nevertheless remained

true to his convictions, and insisted that,

come what might, Greece must stand with

the sea powers and must run every risk

rather than sit idly by while Serbia was
crushed in the Teuton-Bulgar vise. The
crisis broke at the beginning of October,

when Serbia called upon Greece to aid her

in her hour of peril. Venizelos had al-

ready mobilized the Greek army, had per-

mitted the landing of Anglo-French troops

at Salonica, with only a paper protest

against this violation of Greek neutrality,

and now asked the king to begin military

operations. The Neutralists inveighed

furiously against this policy, and a wild

debate raged in the Greek chamber. But

Venizelos kept his party fences, and was

upheld by a majority of the deputies.

Then the king interfered. As in March,

he had consulted a council of Greek gen-

erals and statesmen, and the majority ver-

dict was against war. The general staff

was convinced that Serbia was doomed ;

that before the impact of the great Ger-

man war-machine which had just smashed

through Galicia and the heart of Poland,

aided as it now was by the Bulgarian side-

stroke, Serbia must quickly go down. The
Allies had virtually no troops in Serbia,

and no available army in sight. For

Greece to enter the war in these circum-

stances would mean simply sharing Ser-

bia's fate, and such a catastrophe King

Constantine refused to allow. Venizelos
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thereupon again resigned, the Venizelist

Chamber was soon afterward dissolved,

and a Neutralist cabinet took charge of

the country.

The Allies made the most desperate ef-

forts to remedy this disaster. England

went so far as to offer Cyprus if Greece

would enter the war, but all was to no

avail. As the Greek general staff had

foreseen, Serbia was crumbling fast, and

the weak Anglo-French reinforcements

rushed through Salonica into Serbia at the

eleventh hour were rapidly being driven

back upon the Greek frontier. At this

juncture Constantine made a last desper-

ate effort to preserve Greek Macedonia

from the horrors of war. He urged upon

the Allies a complete evacuation of the

Balkans, pointing out the uselessness of

further resistance now that Serbia was

lost, and offering to protect their peaceable

withdrawal from Teutonic pursuit. In

this effort he came wnthin an ace of suc-

cess. England was quite ready to cut her

losses and retire from the Balkans. Lord

Kitchener appears to have been of this

mind, while the most eminent British mili-

tary critics inveighed against throwing

good money after bad, and urged complete

concentration against the German lines in

the West. But France resolutely opposed

the abandonment of Salonica, Russia was

equally intractable, and England gave

way. Salonica was retained as the base

for a future Allied Balkan campaign.

But this spelt woe unspeakable to

Greece. For any such major operation,

not merely Salonica and the Vardar valley,

but all northern Greece from Kavala on

the east to the distant Adriatic seaboard on

the west, would be required. This implied

that Greece's fairest provinces might be

ground to dust beneath the shock of huge

armies battling in all the savage fury of

Balkan war. Against that fearful pros-

pect the Greek Government struggled des-

perately, while the Entente powers

wrought no less grimly to bend Hellas to

their imperious will. This is the key to

the long series of Allied aggressions and

Greek procrastinations which fill the next

half-vear.

The first Allied move was to gain com-

plete mastery of their Salonican base. The
Greek army was still fully mobilized, and

a considerable portion of it was massed at

Salonica. The retirement of these troops

was now demanded by the Allies, who
forced compliance by declaring a "com-

mercial blockade" of Greece. This hit

Greece in her te'nderest spot. A sterile,

mountainous country living largely by com-

merce and trade, Greece does not raise

enough food to feed her people. Coming
thus without warning, this mid-winter

blockade caught her with neither bread

nor coal. Accordingly, she soon capitu-

lated, and the Allies clinched their victory

by seizing control of the civil authority at

Salonica as well. On December 30, 191 5,

the foreign colonies of all the Central

powers at Salonica, including their consu-

lar representatives, were seized and ex-

pelled, while in the succeeding weeks all

Greeks known to be opposed to the Allies

were rounded up, imprisoned, or shot. By
February, 1916, the Entente hold on Sa-

lonica w^as complete.

While these events were taking place.

Allied encroachments on the Greek islands

were occurring both to east and west. It

is true that as far back as the spring of

19 1 5 the Allies had occupied certain Greek

islands off the Turkish coast as bases for

the operations against the Dardanelles

;

but now the Allied fleets began treating

both the entire i?5^gean archipelago and

Greek waters generally as their own terri-

tory. Corfu, in the Adriatic, was likewise

seized, and used as a Seub refugee training

camp. This seizure appears to have

aroused special bitterness in Greece, since

the island's perpetual neutrality had been

formally guaranteed by all the great Eu-

ropean powers.

Meanwhile, as the Allied army at Sa-

lonica grew stronger, it proceeded to en-

large its sphere of occupation. In western

Macedonia all went according to schedule,

the Greek garrisons retiring under pro-

test; but to the eastward things did not run

so smoothly. Eastern Macedonia, that long

tongue of Greek territory lying between

the Bulgarian mountains and the /Egean
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Sea, was solidl.v held by heavy Greek

forces, which refused to budge. The Al-

lies thereupon tried a local "commercial

blockade," evidenced by acts such as the

blowing up of the great Demir Hissar

bridge, the sole railroad connection with

eastern Macedonia. Virtually cut, off

from supplies as it now was, the condition

of the army in eastern Macedonia soon

became pitiable, many Greek soldiers actu-

ally dying of hunger. Nevertheless, the

Greek army obeyed orders and doggedly

stuck to its guns.

Such was the state of affairs when, at

the end of May, the Teutonic powers de-

livered their counter-stroke. On May
28, a German-Bulgar force demanded and

received the surrender of Fort Rupel, the

key of eastern Macedonia. Although

Greece uttered a formal protest, subse-

quent events showed that the whole affair

was prearranged. The fact was that the

Greek Government had been reduced to a

state of furious despair by the Allies' con-

tinual usurpations, and had good reasons

for believing that the Entente powers

meditated a general seizure of all northern

Greece as the preliminary to a grand Bal-

kan advance.

Any such advance was, however, now
dealt a crushing blow. Salonica's very

safety depends upon eastern Macedonia,

the key of which was now in Teutonic

hands. Henceforth any Allied northward
push up the Vardar valley into Serbia was
impracticable. The bulk of the Entente

forces had to be held at Salonica to guard

against asudden hostile thrust, which, if suc-

cessful, would cut the Allies' trunk-line and

doom them to absolute destruction. The
same reason precluded a violent overthrow
of the Greek Government. To overrun

Greece large Entente forces would be re-

quired, yet any depletion of the Salonica

army would be the signal for a general

Teutonic advance which might drive the

Allies into the sea. The Greek Govern-
ment's clever tactics had thus established a

balance of forces between which it might
hope to maintain itself.

The Entente powers were further de-

terred from violent counter-measures by

the disquieting attitude of the Greek peo-

ple. A year or even six months earlier, a

Bulgar irruption into passionately treas-

ured Macedonia might have roused the

Greek nation to a pitch of fury which

would have swept it into the Entente

camp regardless of ultimate consequences.

But the long series of bitter humiliations

inflicted by the Allies had so wrought

upon this proud, hypersensitive folk that

the Entente cause was fatally damaged in

large portions of Greek public opinion.

Save in Venizelist circles, the occupation

of Fort Rupel awakened only sullen sor-

row or bitter satisfaction.

However, the Allies still held one

trump-card— Venizelos. The ex-premier

had never swerved from his attitude of

whole-hearted devotion to the Entente,

and continued to call for war against the

Central powers. Furthermore, he and his

party claimed that King Constantine's dis-

solution of the Venizelist Chamber in the

preceding autumn had been a disguised

coup d'etat, and denounced the existing

Greek Government as illegal and uncon-

stitutional. This converted what had at

first been merely a dispute about foreign

policy into a quarrel over fundamental

principles, and the Greek nation was rap-

idly splitting into two irreconcilable fac-

tions, Royalists and Venizelists. As in all

such cases of internecine strife, both par-

ties were growing fanatical, and ripe for

violent measures. This gave the Allies

good hopes that they might ultimately see

the king and his followers forcibly ousted

by a Venizelist government pledged to an

Entente alliance and war. During the

summer of 1916 the Entente powers did

everything possible to undermine the Roy-

alist regime. Another twist of the "com-

mercial-blockade" screw forced Constan-

tine to demobilize his army in part, dismiss

many Royalist officials, and consent to the

establishment of an Entente foothold in

Athens itself.

The crisis came at the end of August

with' Rumania's entrance into the war.

Now if ever was Venizelos's chance to

get control of Greece, and Venizelos ap-

parently did his best. All through Sep-
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tember a furious political struggle raged

at Athens, but in the end, despite the vig-

orous backing of his Entente friends, Veni-

zelos failed. His confession of failure was
his flight from Athens and the institution

of a revolutionary movement in Crete. To
be sure, many i^^gean islands and the Sa-

lonica district, of course under Allied con-

trol, joined his standard ; but the mainland

stood unequivocally by the king. The
army in particular showed itself Royalist

to the core. It is a political axiom that

revolutions must win rapidly if at all.

Accordingly, the unshakable royalism of

continental Greece soon showed that Veni-

7-elos's revolution had miscarried. In fact,

a bare three weeks after his flight from

Athens found Venizelos at Salonica, be-

hind the bayonets of the Allies.

The failure of the Venizelist revolution

was a heavy blow to the Entente powers.

Their last hope of effective Greek co-

operation was gone, while the Greek Roy-

alists were more dangerously embittered

than before. And this was not the least

of their troubles. The whole Balkan sky

was fast growing overcast with lowering

clouds. The new Rumanian ally had al-

ready shown ominous signs of weakness,

while the Bulgars, anticipating an Allied

advance from Salonica, had burst sav-

agely in on both flanks, rendering any

rapid Entente northward push impossible.

The Greek king was openly predicting

Rumania's fall, and every war bulletin

tended to confirm his popular reputation

as a true prophet.

In these desperate circumstances the

Allies' only recourse was force. The
Greek Royalists were regarded as irrec-

oncilable foes, and in that surmise the

Entente statesmen were now undoubtedly

correct. A year ago this had not been

true, but the same political evolution

which had turned the Venizelist opposition

into reckless revolutionists had thrown the

Royalists full into the arms of the Ger-

mans. The Entente's aim was therefore

clear— the crushing of the Royalists and

the military occupation of continental

Greece. The onlv trouble was the means.

King Constantine still had nearly fifty

thousand good troops under arms, and
could readily raise this force to over a hun-

dred thousand. Should these troops strike

the Allied rear in conjunction with a Teu-
ton-Bulgar drive from the north, the

whole left wing of the Salonica army
might easily be annihilated and all Greece

laid open to the Germans.

Since Greek resistance could not be

shattered at a single stroke, it must be

sapped piecemeal. The first step to this

end was the appearance of an Allied fleet

before Piraeus, the port of Athens, bearing

an ultimatum for the instant surrender of

the Greek navy. This accomplished on

October ii, further demands were made,

involving the internment of the whole

Greek army in the Peloponnesus, the turn-

ing over of all central and northern

Greece to Allied control, and finally to the

surrender of the entire armament of the

Greek kingdom. The news of these sweep-

ing demands roused furious outbursts

among the Athenian populace, but the

Allies merely took advantage of this rioting

to occupy Pirsus and send strong marine

detachments to Athens itself. In the face

of all this Constantine feinted and sparred

for time, while to the north the great

German war-machine was steadily grind-

ing Rumania into bloody pulp and rivet-

ing upon the Balkans a grip of iron not to

be broken.

In these circumstances an open breach

was inevitable. The clash came at the

beginning of December over an Allied ul-

timatum for the immediate surrender of

the entire equipment of the Greek army.

This was a demand which the Royalists

could not accept. It meant not only hand-

ing over Greece to absolute Entente con-

trol, but also exposing their own persons

to the tender mercies of the fanatical Veni-

zelists. To any one who knows the ruth-

lessness of Balkan politics, the peril of this

latter eventuality will be patent. Pre-

cisely what happened during those early

December days we do not yet know.

Apparently, the Allied ultimatum syn-

chronized with a Venizelist plot to seize

the Government. The result was a gen-
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eral explosion. Athenian public opinion

had already been heated to the boiling-

point by the presence of three thousand

Allied marines quartered in the principal

buildings of the capital and by the En-

tente's seizure of the post-offices, tele-

graphs, and police control. At any rate,

on December 2 the Allied garrison was

overpowered after sharp fighting by the

Royalist troops while the Venizelists were

hunted down by furious Royalist mobs.

The Allies incontinently retired to Piraeus,

and could not conceal their moral defeat.

So things stood by the middle of De-

cember, when the Entente forced on King

Constantine a capitulation through the

starvation menace of another "commercial

blockade."

What the end will be is now a matter

of relatively minor importance. The Teu-

tonic conquest of Rumania has solved the

Balkan military problem, since no con-

ceivable Entente counter-stroke can hence-

forth cut the German highroad to the

East. That was the vital point at issue,

and it has now been decisively settled.

But the plight of poor Greece remains

pitiable to the last degree. However the

Balkan struggle may end, Greece has vir-

tually ceased to exist as a self-sustaining

nation. Half her territory is in foreign
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hands, and, what is even worse, her sons

are split into irreconcilable factions the

fanatical hatreds of which inhibit national

solidarity and may yet forfeit the Hellenic

race heritage.

And the saddest part of it all is that

Greece herself is little to blame. The
chief responsibility for the Greek tragedy

must unquestionably be laid at the Allies'

door. When the war broke out Greece

was their devoted friend. They could

have had her aid for the asking if they had

only shown themselves resolved to impose

their solution of the Eastern question.

Greece asked only one condition, a thor-

oughgoing diplomatic guaranty and rea-

sonable military support. But the Allies

persisted in regarding the Balkans as a

sort of side-show wherein Greece was to

take the vital risks. They refused to rec-

ognize the stern fact that self-preservation

is the first law of nations as of nature;

instead, they termed it treason, and an-

swered with recrimination and ruthless

coercion, which outraged Hellenic na-

tional honor, reduced the Greeks to de-

spair, and finally drove them into the arms

of the Teutons. The Allies stubbornly

invoked the phantom of a Germanophile

Greece; they ended by making that poor

ghost a grim reality.



His Father's Business

By ROBERT GILBERT WELSH

THEY have no shepherd now at St. Largess,

Good, easy flock;

It always keeps its fleece so white

It scarcely needs a shepherd.

You know St. Largess church,

That gray stone pile

Built by one of our best architects,

On the best site in town,

And attended only by our best citizens.

The organist comes from abroad.

From some famous cathedral.

And his choir of men and boys is an achievement,

So he says.

For any American city.

Everything at St. Largess is the best.

And everybody knows it;

So the new rector must needs be superlative

To fit into the generally excelling scheme.

At last, after many were considered.

The choice narrowed to tw^o men.

Both excellent.

Both famous.

One a stranger,

The other a native of the town

Who had won some honors elsewhere.

The stranger was chosen to-day.

Why?
If the vestry dared to tell the truth

They would say

That had they chosen the native born,

It would have been embarrassing

To point to their rector's father,

A mere tradesman here in town.

What trade does he follow?

Well, that is not important.

To put his best foot forward.

The preacher might say,

'My father is a builder";

But those who listened

Would know very well

That the rector is only a carpenter's son.



Aurora the Magnificent

By GERTRUDE HALL
Author of " The Truth about Camilla," etc.
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Synopsis of Chapters I-XII—Two young American women, Mrs. Aurora Hawthorne

and Miss Estelle Madison, appear in Florence, Italy, and beg the good offices of Mr. Foss,

the American consul, in setting up an expensive establishment in the city. They have

money, no culture, but Aurora especially has a vast fund of kindliness, and the consul's wife

and eldest daughter assist them in their plans and introduce them into society. At a ball at

the house of the consul, Gerald Fane, an unsuccessful young American artist, long a resi-

dent of Italy, much against his own wish is drawn by the consul into offering to guide

Aurora about Florence. It is clear from their conversation in private that Aurora and

Estelle are charming social impostors, and have not disclosed their true names and origin.

Meanwhile Gerald and Aurora advance slowly toward friendship. She has not cared

for his work, but on his expressing a desire to paint her portrait she gives him sittings.

The portrait he paints is not in his usual manner, and it delights her; but later he paints

another portrait of her more in accordance with his usual manner. She is at first hurt

and then attracted by this representation of herself as one who has known sorrow, and she

ends by telling him in part the story of her unhappy early life.

Chapter XIII

EVEN had Aurora been able to appre-

hend the measure and quality, the .

fine shades, of Gerald's dislike to the

thought of her doing a turn in the society

variety-show, it is more than doubtful

that she would have let it weigh against

her strong desire to take part. It is fine

to have such delicate sensibilities regard-

ing the dignity of another, but it is fool-

ishness to entertain anything of the sort

regarding your own.

"If there 's one thing I love, it 's to

dress up and play I 'm somebody else,"

Aurora had said when first the subject of

the benefit performance was discussed.

Mrs. Hawthorne was so certain to give

generously to the cause of the convales-

cents that it was felt only fair to flatter

her by seeking to enlist the service of her

talents; but apart from this, the promise

of her appearance was counted upon to

create interest. She being obviously less

restricted by conventions than other peo-
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pie, there existed a permanent curiosity as

to what she might do next; and it could

not be denied that she could, when she

chose, be funny.

Aurora felt so sure of the general

friendliness that not the smallest pang of

doubt, of deterring nervousness, assailed

her while preparing her scene; and when

she once occupied the center of the stage

the spirit of frolic so possessed, the laugh-

ter of the people so elated and spurred,

her, that she would have turned somer-

saults to amuse them, and done it with

success, no doubt, for all that Aurora did

on this occasion was funny and successful.

Aurora, intoxicated with applause, was

that night in her simple way inspired.

Her state was, in fact, dangerous. Discre-

tion deserted her, and before the end, car-

ried away by the desire to please further,

to make laugh more, she had done a fool-

ish tiling— a thing which she half knew,

even while she did it, to be foolish, per-
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haps wrong. But not having leisure to

think, she took the risk, and in time found

herself, as a result of her mistake, to have

made an enemy; yes, changed her dear

and helpful friend Charlie Hunt into a

secret enemy.

In an old palace on Via dei Bardi a

stage had been set, filling one fourth of

the vast saloon. A goodly representation

of Anglo-American society in Florence

crowded the rest. Beautifully hand-writ-

ten programs acquainted these, through

thin disguises of name, with the personali-

ties of the performers. Only one name
was really mysterious— Lew Dockstader.

After a lively overture by piano, violin,

and harp, the three Misses Hunt, in Jap-

anese costume, gave a prettily kittenish

rendering of "Three Little Maids from

School," selection from one of those Gil-

bert and Sullivan operettas latterly en-

chanting both England and America. The
tub-shaped Herr Spiegelmeyer, dressed

like a little boy and announced as an in-

fant prodigy, pla3'ed a concerto of pro-

digious difficulty and length. Lavin, of

the tenor voice rich in poetry and pros-

pects, humbled himself to sing, "There

was a Lady Loved a Swine," with

"Humph, quoth he" almost too realistic.

Then came Lew Dockstader.

Now, report had spread that Mrs.

Hawthorne was to appear as a negress;

no one was prepared to see her appear as

a negro. The surprise, when it dawned
on this one and the other that that stove-

black face with rolling eyes and big red-

and-white smile, that burly body incased

in old, bagging trousers, those shuffling

feet shod in boots a mile too large for

them and curling up at the toe, belonged

to Mrs. Hawthorne— the surprise was in

itself a success. Then, as has been said,

Aurora was undeniably in the vein that

evening.

She had seen Lew Dockstader, the ne-

gro minstrel, once in her life, but at the

impressionable age, when you see and re-

member for good. It had been the great

theatrical event of her life. "What, have

n't seen Lew Dockstader! Don't know
who he is!" thus she still would measure

a person's ignorance of what is best in

drama and song. She loved Lew. When
she impersonated him she did not try to

imitate him ; she simply felt herself to be

he.

In this character she now told a string

of those funny anecdotes which Americans

love to swap. She sang divers songs,

pitched in her big, velvety chest tones:

"Children, Keep in de Middle ob de

Road," "Fluey, Fluey," "Come, Ride dat

Golden Mule." With the clumsy nim-

bleness and innocent love of play of a

Newfoundland pup she flung out her

enormous feet in the dance.

The crimson curtains drew together

upon her retreat amid unaffected applause.

Recalled, she gave the encore prepared for

such an- event. Recalled over and over,

like singers of topical songs, to hear what
she would say next, Aurora, a little ofif

her head with the new wine of glory, ex-

hausted her bag of parlor tricks to satisfy

an audience so kind. Then it was that

she made her mistake. Recalled still

again, she invented on the spot one last

thing to do. She recited a poem indelibly

learned at public school, giving it first as

a newly landed Jewish pupil would pro-

nounce it, then a small Irishman, then a

small Italian, finally an English child. To
add the latter was her mistake, because

her caricature of the English speech was
very special.

The sound of it started an idea buzzing

in the head of one of her audience— Char-

lie Hunt, who sat well in front, and

in applauding raised his hands above

the level of his head so that actors and

audience alike might be encouraged by

seeing that he gave the patronage of his

approval.

He did not immediately connect Au-

rora's English accent with a rankling re-

membered episode, but the thing was bur-

rowing in his subconsciousness, and an ar-

row of light before long pierced his brain.

He reconsidered the conclusion upon

which he had rested with regard to the

black crow who at the veglione had put

to him an impertinent question. Could it

be that not the particular lady whom he
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had fixed upon in his mind as being fond

of Landini, consequently jealous of Mrs.

Hawthorne, had by it expressed her spite,

but that— He saw in a flash a different

possibility.

When the show was over and the per-

formers had issued from the dressing-

rooms in the clothes of saner moments,

Charlie Hunt approached Mrs. Haw-
thorne, who, flushed with excitement, was

looking almost too much like an American

Beauty rose. He paid his compliments in

a tone tinged with irony, all the while

watching her with a penetrating, inquir-

ing, ironical eye. But the irony was
wasted. She was too pleasa.ntly engrossed

to perceive it.

"Has anybody here seen Mr. Fane?"
she asked after a time, when her. glances

had vainly sought him in every corner.

Estelle told her that she had not set

eyes on him the whole evening; and,

which was more conclusive, little Lily

Foss said he had not been there.

CHAPTER XIV

Aurora, unable to see beyond the foot-

lights, had never dreamed but Gerald was
among the audience. Her capers had at

moments been definitely directed at him.

Discovering that he had kept away, she

was not so much hurt as puzzled.

"Who 'd have thought he cared enough

about it to be so mean !" she said to her-

self. "Well," she said further, "let him
alone. He '11 come round in a day or

two."

She really expected him that same day.

When he did not come, or the day after,

or the day after that, she tried to recall

passage for passage their talk on the sub-

ject of the show. She did not remember
his saying anything that amounted to giv-

ing her a choice between renouncing it or

renouncing his friendship.

Aurora did not know what to think.

From hour to hour she looked for a call,

a message, a letter, and because the time

while waiting seemed long, she neglected

to note that the actual time elapsed was
not more than Gerald had sometimes al-

lowed to pass without her attributing his

silence to offense. He had his work, he

had other friends; Abbe Johns might be

in town again visiting him. This silence,

however, had a different value, she

thought, from others. They had seemed

so much better friends after their confi-

dences that long evening over the fire, she

expected more of him than she had done

before it.

At other moments she was disposed to

find fault with herself. She supposed she

was a big, coarse thing, unable to appre-

ciate the feelings of a man who apparently

had n't as many thicknesses of skin as

other folks.

It was at such a moment, when she

made allowances for him, that she

thought of writing, making it easy for

him to drop his grouch and return. But

here Aurora felt a difficulty. Aurora

thought well, in a general way, of her

powers as a letter-writer, and she was

proud of her beautifully legible Spence-

rian hand ; but for such a letter as she

wished to send Gerald fine shades of ex-

pression were needed beyond what she

could compass. She was fond of Gerald

;

in this letter she must not be too fond, yet

she must be fond enough. What hope

that a blockhead would strike the exact

middle of so fine a line?

She could obviate the difficulty by send-

ing him a formal invitation to dinner.

But suppose she should receive formal re-

grets?

After that the whole thing must be left

to him ; the tactful letter meant to hurry

him back would no longer be possible.

"Oh, bother!" said Aurora, and formed

a better, bolder plan.

Aurora had not seen the plays, had not

read the books, where the going of the

heroine to visit the hero at his house for

whatever good reason under the sun has

such damaging results for her fair fame.

Aurora was innocent of good society's

hopeless narrowness on the subject. If

she made a secret of her plan to Estelle it

was merely because Estelle had permitted

herself wise words one day, warnings with

regard to Gerald, in whom she specifically
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did not wisli her friend to "become in-

terested."

"You 're too different," Estelle had

said. "You 're like a fish and a bird. 1

won't say I don't like him. He 's nice in

a way, but it 's not our way, Nell. You 'd

be miserable with him, first or last."

"My dear," Aurora had replied, "if

you knew the sort of things we talk about

when you 're not there you would n't

worry. If you can see Gerald Fane in the

part of my beau you must be cracked.

And if you think I 'm soft on him, you 're

only a little bit less cracked."

But not wishing to rouse any further

uneasiness in her friend, she no more after

that spoke frankly of Gerald whenever he

came into her mind. And when she de-

clined Estelle's invitation to go with her

to Mile. Durand's, where she would hear

the pupils of the latter recite Corneille

and Racine, she did not tell her what she

had planned to do instead, fully intend-

ing, however, to reveal it later.

Gerald meanwhile did not flatter him-

self imagining Aurora unhappy because he

stayed away longer than had lately been

quite usual. Time dragged with him, but

the calendar told him that just so many

days, no more, had passed. He pictured

her going her cheerful gait, occasionally

saying, perhaps, "I wonder what has be-

come of Stickly-prickly?"

He had not gone to the mid-Lent en-

tertainment as a matter of course. Au-

rora had shown small knowledge of him

when she thought he would consent to see

her disport herself before the public as a

negress. On the day after, when he

learned that she had been the star of the

evening as a negro, his frenzied disgust

itself warned him of the injustice, the

impropriety, of exhibiting it to her. He
chose to remain away until it should have

sufficiently worn down to be governable.

By that time the poor man had developed

an illness, that cold of which for some

weeks he had been carrying around in his

bones the premonition.

With reddened eyelids and thickened

nose, a sore throat and a cough, lie felt

himself no fit object for a ladj's sight.

He stayed in to take care of himself.

Giovanna knew what to do for her

signorino when he was rajfreddato. She

built a little fire in the studio; she brought

his light meals to him in his arm-chair be-

fore it. She administered remedies. All

day Gerald sat by the fire and read, some-

times dozed and dreamed, and read again.

And days passed, while his cold held on.

He thought of writing Aurora to tell

her. But if he told her, she would at once

come to see him ; of so much one could be

sure. And he did not want her to come.

The eccentric fellow did not want her to

come precisely because he wanted her to

come so much.

"This is the way it begins," he said to

himself, with horror, when he became

fully aware that his nerves, now that he

could not go to find Aurora when he

chose, were suggesting to him all the time

that the presence of Aurora was needed to

quiet that sense of want, of maladjust-.

ment to conditions, haunting him like the

desire for sleep.

Every time the door-bell rang— it was

not often, certainly— his attention was

taken from his book, and he listened. And
so, on Mile. Durand's French afternoon,

Gerald, having heard the bell, was listen-

ing, but with his face to the fire and his

back to the door. When Giovanna

knocked, "Forward!" he said, without

turning. The door opened.

"C'e quella signora" ["There is that

lady"], dubiously announced Giovanna.

Gerald turned, and beheld that lady

filling the doorway.

Then it was as if a bright trumpet-blast

of reality, breaking upon a bad dream, dis-

pelled it; or as if a fresh wind, blowing

over stagnant water, swept away the cloud

of noxious gnats. All he had latterly been

thinking and feeling seemed to Gerald in-

sane, sickly, the instant he beheld Au-

rora's comradely smile. He was ashamed ;

he found himself on the verge of stupid,

unexplainable tears.

"Well!" said Aurora.

At the sound they were placed back on

the exact footing of their last meeting,
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before thinking and conjecturing about

each other in absence had built up be-

tween them barriers of illusion.

"Well!" he said, but less pleasantly, be-

cause he was mortified by the awareness

of himself as an uninviting sight, with his

old dressing-gown, neglected beard, and

the unpicturesque manifestations of a cold.

But Aurora's face was reassuring; she

did not confuse him wMth the accidents of

his dressing-gown and beard and cold.

Aurora's face beamed, so much was she

rejoicing in her own excellent sense, which

had told her that one look at each other

would do a thousand times more to make

things right between them than innumer-

able letters could have done.

"I did n't know what to think," she

said, "so I came to find out. First I 'd

think you were m-ad at me, then I 'd

think you had gone away and written me,

and the letter had n't reached me, Gae-

tano had lost it on the road. Then I 'd

think you might be sick, and there was

nobody to let your friends know. I don't

know what I did n't think of. What
made you not send me word?"

"I did not -know you would be uneasy.

I did not rightly measure, it seems, the

depth of your kindness. I should cer-

tainly have w^ritten to you before long in

case I had continued unable to go to see

you."

"How long have j^ou been sick?"

"I am not sick, dearest lady; I only

have a cold. In order to make it go away
more quickly I have to remain in the

house. But how good, how very good, of

you to come ! Sit down, please do, and

warm yourself. I will ring for Giovanna,

and she will make us some tea."

Aurora, smiling all the time with the

pleasure she felt in not finding him angry

or estranged or in any way altered to-

ward her, took the arm-chair from which

he had just risen, while he drew a lighter

chair to the other side of the chimney-

place. His fires were not like hers. Two
half-burned sticks and a form of turf

smoldered sparingly on a mound of hot

ashes; he eagerly cast on a fagot, and

added wood with, for once, an extrava-

gant hand. Then, looking over at her,

he smiled, too.

"Now tell me all about yourself," she

commanded. "I want to know what you

're doing for this cold of yours."

"Please let us not talk about my cold,"

he at once refused. "Let us talk about

something agreeable. Tell me the news.

I have not seen any one for days."

"You say you have n't seen any one for

da^'s," she said. "Now the Fosses, for in-

stance, who are your best friends, don't

you let them know wnen you re shut

"You have no conception, evidently, of

my bearishness, dear friend. They have.

They never wonder when they do not see

me or hear from me for weeks."

They went on talking, without much
thought of what they said. It was imma-

terial, really, what they said, or even

whether they listened to each other, while

they had in common the comfort of sitting

together in front of the fire after a long

separation filled with doubts and dismays.

She told him about the Convalescents'

Home, the sum they had raised for it.

No word, prudently, was spoken by either

of her share in raising it.

Aurora's attention became closer when
Gerald related his interviews with De
Breze and Costanzi, both of whom he had

succeeded in convincing that Antonia had

Viad nothing to do with intriguing them at

the vefflione.

His attention, on the other hand, was

complete when she told him how she had

dealt with Ceccherelli; she was consider-

ate enough to-day to make the effort to

pronounce the gentleman's cognomen.

"I was savage at him, you remember,"

she said. "I was going to take his head

off. Then when it came to it, and I had

told him what I thought of him and the

disgraceful scrape he had got me into,

do you know, he cried, he felt so. He
just cried on his knees, and did n't try

to get rid of any of the blame. All he

wanted was that I should forgive him.

And what could I do? As long, particu-

larly, as I knew that a good deal of the

fault was my own. So now he comes to

the house with a look as if he 'd just been
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baptized. And he tells me only stories fit,

he says, for a convent."

Both of them were pleasantly aware of

a tray placed on the table near them, as

if descended from heaven, laden with tea-

pot, bread and butter, jam. Neither of

them really saw Giovanna, who brought

it in, or was struck by the stern expression

of her face.

Aurora turned her attention to the tray.

Gerald wished to serve her, and she first

noticed his weakness when she saw the

tea-pot tremble slightly in his hand. She

went on chattering, but she was observing

him.

''Is your carriage waiting before the

door?" he suddenly asked, after a space

during which she had suspected that he

was not attending to what she said.

Aurora's monogram, daintily executed,

adorned the door-panels of her carriage.

"Yes," she answered. "Why?"
As if he had not heard, he changed the

subject. After a while he asked, again

irrelevantly

:

"How was it that Miss Madison did

not come with you this afternoon?"

"She was going to a different tea-party."

Supposing that his question was a way of

politely desiring news of Miss Madison,

she went on to talk of her. "She '11 be

sorry to hear you 're sick. Don't say that

again, Gerald," she silenced him, letting

her anxiety at last plainly appear. "Don't

tell me you are n't sick, for I know bet-

ter. Your cough is so tight it sounds as if

it tore your lungs. Give me your hand.

It 's as hot, dear boy, and as dry! Wait,

let me feel your pulse."

He laughed at her light-headedly while

with serious concentration she counted the

beats in his wrist.

"I 'm going to stop at Dr. Gage's on

my way home," she said, letting go his

hand, and not heeding what he said.

"And I 'm going to tell him to come and

see you."

"Please do not! If I need a doctor,

there is my own, an Italian, the same for

years."

"An Italian? Do you think they 're as

good?"

"Better for my own case."

"Now, if I have any influence with

you, Gerald, if you love me one little bit,

.\'ou '11 promise to go right to bed, and

you '11 give me your doctor's address, so

that on my wa^^ home I can leave word

for him to come."

"You shall not take that trouble. I

can send Gaetano."

"You promise me you '11 do it, then?"

"I seem to have been left no choice,

dear lady."

"That 's real sweet of you. You '11 go

to bed the minute I 've gone?"

"Yes. But don't go quite yet!"

"With that temperature, I don't see

how you can care who stays or who goes,

or anything in the world but to lay your

head down on a pillow. I won't stay any

longer now. Go to bed like a good boy.

To-morrow I '11 run in and see how you

're getting along."

His last word was, after a moment of

seeming embarrassment

:

"I hope Miss Madison will be able to

come with you next time."

"Yes, yes," said Aurora, lightly, taking

it for a mere amiable message with which

he was charging her for Estelle.

Fever no doubt colored all Gerald's

dreams that night, and was in part re-

sponsible next day for his thoughts, as he

passed from languor to restlessness, and

from impatience back to the peace of the

certain knowledge that before evening he

should have visitors— fair visitors.

When it seemed to him nearly time for

them, he ordered Giovanna to make the

room of a beautiful and perfect neatness,

hiding all the medicine bottles and hum-

ble signs that one is mortal. She was di-

rected to lay across his white counterpane

that square of brocade wiiich often formed

a background for his portraits. She was

asked to brush his hair and beard, and

wrap his shoulders in an ivory-white

shawl, thick with silk embroideries, which

had been his mother's. In a little green

bronze tripod a black pastil was set burn-

ing, which sent up, slow, thin, and waver-

ing, a gray spiral of perfume.
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Keenly as he was waiting, he yet did

not know when the ladies arrived. He
opened his eyes, and they were there, shed-

ding around them a beautiful freshness of

health and the world outside. Estelle, in

a soft green velvet edged with silver fur,

held toward him an immense bunch of

flowers. Aurora, in a wine-colored cloth

bordered with bands of black fox, ten-

dered a basket heaped with fruit. Both

smiled, and had the kind look of angels.

They sat down beside his bed. They
talked with him ; all was just as usual.

They asked the old questions pertinent to

the case, he made the old answers, and by

an effort kept up for some minutes a

drawing-room conversation with them.

Then Aurora said

:

"Hush! You must n't talk any more!"

And when he thought she was going away,

he wondered to see her take off her gloves.

She stood over him ; he wondered what

she meant to do. She felt of his forehead

with her cool hand. With her palms,

which were like her voice, of a velvet not

too soft, she smoothed his forehead and

temples ; she stroked them over and over

in a way that seemed to draw the ache out

of his brain. Her fingers moved sooth-

ingly, magnetically, all around his eye-

sockets, pressing down the eyelids and

comforting them.

At first he resisted. Perversely, he

frowned, as if the thing increased his pain,

annoyed him beyond words. He all but

cried out to the well-meaning liands to

stop.

"Does n't it feel good ?" asked Aurora,

anxiously.

He relaxed. Without opening his eyes,

he nodded to thank her, and as he yielded

himself up to the hands it seemed to him

that those passes drew his spirit after them

quite out of his body.

"I don't think I '11 go up with you," Es-

telle said unexpectedly when on the next

day they stopped before the narrow yel-

low door in Borgo Pinti. "I '11 wait here

in the carriage. I 'm nervous myself to-

day. Give my best regards to Gerald. I

hope you '11 find him better."

Aurora did not take time to examine

into the possible reasons for her friend's

choice. She climbed the long stairs sturd-

ily, managing her breath so that she did

not have to stop and rest on the way.

She followed the stern Giovanna, un-

subdued by the latter's hard and jealous

looks, to the door of her master's chamber.

She went toward the bed, smiling at

the sick man over an armful of white

lilacs.

He half rose in his bed and quickly,

disconnectedly, impetuously said:

"My dear friend, this is most good of

you. I 'm sure I thank you very much.

I 'm very, very much better, as you can

see. I shall be out again in a day or two."

He was visibly trembling; his eyes flared

with excitement. "That being the case,

my dear lady, I earnestly beg you will not

trouble to come like this every day." He
stopped to choke and cough, then

wrenched himself free from strangulation.

"Aurora,"—he changed his key and tune.

"do let me bie ili m peace I H.

on my back, with a loosened grip on every-

thing, and it 's taking an unfair advantage

to invade my privacy as you do. Take
away those lilacs with you, won't you,

please? We have n't any more vases to

put them in ; they 'd have to be stuck in

a bedroom water-jug.^ Giovanna won't

let me have flowers in my room, anyhow

;

she says they are bad for me. Don't be

offended ! I know you mean nothing but

to be kind, but the thing you are doing is

devilish. What do you think I am made
of ? I don't want you to be offended, but

I have got to say what I can to keep you

from coming to this house and troubling

me in my illness. I have got to say it

plainly and fully because you, Aurora,

never understand anything that is not said

to you in so many words. I might try

and try my best to convey the same idea to

you in a gentle and gentlemanly way, and

not a scrap of good would be done. I 've

got to talk like a beast. I wish to be alone.

Is that clear? I 've just struggled and

waded my way out of one quagmire ; I do

not wish to enter another. Is that plain ?

I wish to feel free to be ill as much and
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as long as I choose. It concerns nobody.

It concerns nobody if I die. It would be

an excellent thing, saving me the trouble

later of blowing out my brains. My God.

Aurora, have you understood?" he almost

shouted.

"Yes," said Aurora in a voice that

sounded pale, even as her face looked pale.

"I have understood, and I won't come

again. Just one thing, Gerald. Put your

arms under the bedclothes and keep them

there."

"Whether he 's better or worse I truly

could n't tell you," Aurora said in answer

to Estelle's first question. After a mo-

ment she added, "I can't make him out."

Estelle saw that she was deeply trou-

bled, and, herself troubled at the sight,

did not press her for explanations.

During the drive home Aurora made

only one other remark. It was delivered

with a certain emphasis:

"One thing I know: I sha'n't go there

again in a hurry!"

Her lilacs, after wondering a moment
what to do with them, she had quietly de-

posited outside Gerald's entrance-door.

It was unimaginable, of course, that

the childhood's friend should so disregard

the rules of the game as to leave her old

playmate's curiosity long unsatisfied. Es-

telle accordingly learned before evening

that Gerald had been guilty of an attack

of nerves, in the course of which he had

said something which Aurora did not like.

What this was Aurora would not tell,

saying it seemed unfair to repeat things

Gerald had spoken while he was not him-

self and that he perhaps did not mean.

From which Estelle judged that Aurora

had already softened since she returned to

the carriage looking as grim as she was

grieved.

That Aurora had something on her

mind no observant person could fail to

see, and Estelle was not luiprepared to

hear her say as she did on the third morn-

ing at breakfast, after fidgeting a moment
with a pinch of bread :

"I 'm so uneasy 1 don't know what to

do. That boy is much sicker than he

knows," she went on to justify her dis-

quietude, "and he 's in a bad mood for

getting well. I don't believe Italian doc-

tors know much, anyhow. I 've heard

that they still put leeches on you. All he

has to take care of him, day and night, is

that old servant-woman What's-her-

name, who, he told me himself, doctors

him with herb-tea. I 'm so uneasy! The
sort of cold he has, I tell you, can turn

any minute into something jou don't

want. He 's all run down and a bad sub-

ject for pneumonia. I 'm thinking I shall

have to just go to the door and find out

how he is."

"You could send a servant to inquire,"

suggested Estelle.

Aurora appeared to reflect; she might

have been trying to find a reason for not

taking the hint, but she said frankly:

"No; I should feel better satisfied to

go myself."

At the last moment, when they were

ready to start, Estelle found Busteretto's

nose hot, and decided not to go. She

stayed at home and called a doctor. For

some days the pet had not seemed to her

in quite his usual form.

Aurora, climbing Gerald's stairs this

time, felt very uncertain and rather small.

The street door, when she had pulled the

bell-handle, had unlatched with a click,

but no voice had called down, and when
she reached the top landing the door in

front of her stood forbiddingly closed.

She waited for some minutes, wondering

whether she was doing right. Suppose

Gerald were enough better to be up again

and, Giovanna being out, should himself

come to open the door. How would she

feel, caught slinking back, after she had

been requested loudly and roundly to stay

away ?

Well, set aside how she felt, the object

of her coming would have been reached;

would n't it? She would know that he

was better. She rang and listened.

Certain, as soon as she heard them,

whose footsteps were on the other side of

the door, she held in readiness her Italian.

She counted on understanding Giovanna's

answer to her question, for she had, as she
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boasted, "quite a vocabulary." But much
more than to this she trusted to the talent

which Italians have for making their

meaning clear through pantomime and

facial expression.

As soon, in fact, as Giovanna opened

the door, and before the woman had said

a word in reply to "Come sta Signor

Fanef" Aurora had understood.

Giovanna's eyes, stained with recent

weeping, looked up at the visitor without

severity or aversion, seeking for sympa-

thy; the unintelligible account she gave of

her master's condition was broken up with

sighs.

Aurora felt her heart turn cold, and

such agitation seize her as made her reck-

less of all but one thing.

"I shall have to see for myself," she

thought.

With the haste of fear, she flew before

Giovanna down the long hallway, around

the dark corner, to the door of Gerald's

room. It was half open. Checking her-

self on the threshold, she thrust in her

head.

He was so lying in his bed that beyond

the outlined shape under the covers she

could see of him only a dark spot of hair.

And she felt she must see his face, whether

asleep or awake, to get some idea. She

tiptoed in with the least possible noise.

At once, without turning, he asked some-

thing in Italian, and speaking forced him

to cough ; and after he had finished cough-

ing, Aurora, who was near, could hear

his breathing rustle within him like wind

among dead leaves.

Giovanna had gone to the head of his

bed and whispered a communication.

Upon which he twisted sharply around,

and Aurora, moved by an overpowering

impulse, rushed to his side.

"Hush!" she said at once. "Don't try

to talk ; it makes you cough. I just wanted

to know how you were. It would be

funny, now don't you think so yourself,

if, such friends as we 've been, I should

stop caring anything about you because

you were cross the other day? I had to

come and see if there was n't something

we could do for you."

The attempt to speak choked him

again ; he had to lift himself finally quite

up from his pillow to get breath. Quicker

than Giovanna, Aurora snatched up a

gray shawl from a chair to put over his

shoulders. The room felt to her stag-

nantly cold. He stopped her hand in the

act of folding him in, and she knew that

it was not the Gerald of last time, this

one who, with an afflictive little moan,

clasped and pressed her hand.

She hushed him, every time he tried to

speak, until his breathing had quieted

down, when he came out despite her for-

bidding with a ragged, interrupted, but

obstinate eagerness:

"How can I ever thank you enough for

coming, dear, dear Aurora? I have lived

in one prolonged nightmare ever since I

saw you, know^ing I had behaved like a

blackguard, and fearing I should never

have a chance to beg your pardon. I

really thought I should never see you

again. And here vou are, so generous, so

kind!"

"Hush, Gerald! Don't make anything

of it. Of course I came. Keep quiet now

;

30U must n't try to talk."

"Dearest woman," he insisted, with his

voice full of tears, "I don't even know
what I said to you, but I know that the

whole thing was atrocious. You standing

there like a big angel, with your innocent

arms full of flowers, and I barking at you

like a cur!"

"Nothing of the sort. You were sick.

Who lays up anything against a sick

man?"
"Excuse it in me like this, Aurora, if

you can : that having such regard for you,

I had pride before you and could not en-

dure that you should see me when I felt

mjself to be a disgusting object. So, mor-

tified to the point of torture, I lost my
temper,— I 've got that bad habit, you

know,— and insanelv railed to keep vou

ol¥."

"And did n't succeed. Come, come,

what nonsense all this is! Put it out of

your mind and think of nothing but get-

ting w^ell. Now you— "

"It is not nearly so important that I
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should get well," he testily persisted, "as

that I should ask your forgiveness. It has

been weighing upon me and burning like

bedclothes of hot iron, the horror of hav-

ing so meanly and ungratefully offended

you."

"Why should you feel so bad about it

as long as I don't? Put it all out of your

mind, just as I do out of mine. There,

it 's all right. Now keep still except to

answer my questions. You 've had the

doctor?"

"Yes, dear."

"What 's he giving you?"

"You can see— there on the stand—
those bottles."

"And hot things on your chest?"

"Yes; semedilifw. I don't know what

j'ou call it in English."

"Flaxseed, I guess. How can poor old

Giovanna do everything for you ?"

"I don't know," he answered vaguely.

"She does."

Perceiving that by a reaction from his

excitement he was suddenly fatigued to

the point of no longer being able to speak

at all or even keep his eyes open, she asked

nothing more, but with a practised hand

straightened his bolster, smoothed his pil-

low, and drew the covers evenly and

snugly up to his chin.

"Don't you be afraid," he heard her say

above him, as it seemed to him a long

time after, at the same moment that he

felt her give his shoulder a little squeeze

to impress her saying: "I won't let any-

thing happen to you."

He entered a state which was neither

quite sleep nor quite waking. He was
not dreaming, yet the world within his

eyelids was peopled with creatures, and

varied by incidents, departing from the

known and foreseen. Something malevo-

lent pertained to the personalities, some-

thing disquieting to the actions; suffering

and oppression resulted from his inability

to get away from them. They came and

went, one scene melted into another,

sometimes beautiful, sometimes repulsive,

a sickly disagreeableness being common to

all, and the fatigue In\olved witli watch-
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ing the spectacle of them weighing like a

physical burden.

But yet beneath the unrest of fever

dreams there was in Gerald, after Au-

rora's visit, a substratum of quiet and

content. As a good Catholic, having con-

fessed and received absolution, would be

less troubled by either his symptoms or

any visions that might come of Satan and

his imps, so Gerald, with the weight of

his sins of brutality and ingratitude lifted

off him, could feel almost passive with

regard to the rest.

He had moments through the night of

recognizing the deceptiveness of his senses.

He knew, for instance, that the solemn

clerical gentleman in a long black coat

and tall hat, whom he saw most tiresomely

coming toward him down the street every

time he opened his eyes, was only a medi-

cine bottle, full of dark fluid, outlined

against the dim candle-shine. And he

knew that the tower of ice, solitary amid

snows, lighthouse, or tower of defense on

some arctic coast, was nothing but a glass

of water. And when it seemed to him,

late, late in the night, that Aurora was in

the room, he knew off and on that it was

Giovanna, who through one of those meta-

morphoses common in fever had taken the

likeness of Aurora. She lifted him to

make him drink, and supported him while

she held the glass to his lips, then laid him

easily back. The delusions of fever had

the sweet and foolish impossibility of

fairj'-stories: Aurora, as if it were the

most natural thing in the world, placing

upon his stiff and lacerated breast bal-

samic bandages of assuaging and benefi-

cent warmth

!

The night was full of torrid heat and

fiery light, in which everything looked

unnatural, shifting, uncertain, but day-

light, when it finally came, was of a crude

coldness ; under it everything returned to

be itself, meager and stationary, and he

knew that it was no phantasmagorical Au-
rora making preparations to wash his face.

He spoke no word to signify either

pleasure or displeasure. He let it be, like

a destiny too strong to withstand. With
this acceptance there took place in him,
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body and spirit, a relaxing, as when sup-

porting arms are felt by one who had been

fearing a fall.

Before going for her rest, Aurora always

waited to see the doctor, who made an

early visit. After they had reissued to-

gether from the sick-room, he was inter-

viewed by her with the help of an inter-

preter, Clotilde, who was in and out of

the house during all that period, making

herself useful. Estelle instead came only

for a moment daily, having a case of her

own to nurse, who was down, poor crumb,

with those measles-mumps-whooping-

cough of puppyhood, distemper.

On the day when Doctor Batoni had

agreed that with prudence there would

be nothing more to fear, the patient might

be considered as having entered conva-

lescence, Aurora covered him with a wide

and warming smile.

"Je suis son bonne amie," she trans-

lated the explanation of her unconcealed

happiness, "I 'm a good friend of. his,"

nodding at the old man with the full

sweetness of her dimples, blushing a little,

too, with the pride of addressing him di-

rectly in French.

That morning Aurora was so happy she

could not hurry ; humming an old psalm

tune she dawdled about her room, the

longer to enjoy her thoughts.

When she finally slept it was more

deeply than usual, and she woke with a

start of fear that it was past the time.

The line of sky showing between the cur-

tains retained no remembrance of the day.

It must be late, certainly. Then she heard

a faint stirring just outside her door, the

thing probably which had drawn her out

of a sound sleep. It was the rustle of

some person listening at the crack.

She bounced from her bed and went to

open. It was as she expected, Giovanna

come, she supposed, to see if she was ready

to go on duty. At Giovanna's first words,

though she did not entirely understand

them, she became uneasy, because Gio-

vanna interspersed them with sighs. Her
voice sounded as if she might have been

crying.

Aurora had grown accustomed to the

fact that those hard old eyes of Giovan-

na's took easily to tears, and that she

sighed by the thousand the moment she

was in anxiety over her signorinn. She

knew she must not take Giovanna's fears

at her own valuation. She gathered from

her comedy now, combined with her talk,

that Gerald, so quiet until to-day, had be-

come restless. Aurora, though not per-

mitting herself to be alarmed, hurried

with her dressing.

"Ain't it always so," she questioned her

own image in the glass, "that the moment
you feel safe something goes wrong?"

When she tiptoed into the big dim room

where Gerald lay, she could not at first

make out what it was that had troubled

Giovanna to the point of tears. He
seemed quiet enough. After she had taken

his pulse and temperature, her heart sub-

sided with a blessed relief.

He could not tell her, because he did

not himself know, that just because he

was better he, paradoxically, was worse.

Thoughts and responsibilities had begun

to trouble him again.

"Should you mind ver>' much," he

asked suddenly, "if I worked off my ner-

vousness by singing? I have kept still, not

to worry you, exactly as long as I can."

"Certainly," she said, "go ahead. I

never knew you were a singer. What are

you going to sing?"

"The queerest rigmarole you ever

heard!" Aurora called what followed, a

chanted Italian spelling-exercise for little

beginners. It might have been funny to

hear him, only it was disquieting, he did

it so earnestly and so obstinately kept it

up.

When he had finished, Aurora held a

sedative powder all nicely wrapped in a

wet wafer ready for him. He knew what

it was and gratefully gulped it, compos-

ing himself after it to wait in patience

and self-control for its operation. Au-

rora, reposing on the magic of drugs like

a witch on the power of incantations,

watched for the drooping of his eyelids

and relaxing of his frown.

He had lain still for so long that she
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was congratulating herself upon the re-

sult so easily obtained, when he opened

his eyes twice as wide-awake as before,

and began to talk, as if really the object

of an opiate were to rouse a man fully and

not to stupefy him. Under its influence

he was almost garrulous. His vivacity

partook of delirium. All that passed

through his mind pressed forward indis-

criminately into utterance, as if the senti-

nels placed on guard over his thoughts had

been taking a few hours off.

Aurora heard him in wonder and per-

plexity. He was not incoherent, he was

not extravagant. He was merely talka-

tive, expansive, and this in his case was

obviously pathological.

"You 're talking lots mcwe than is good

for you, Brother," she endeavored to stop

him, "Now I want you to quiet down
and give those sleepy-drops a chance to

work. Here, drink this ; this '11 help the

other to do the trick."

Slipping an arm under his neck, she

lifted him and held the glass to his mouth.

When it was empty and he turned his

head away from it, he found his cheek

resting against her shoulder.

"Now, Aurora," he said solemnly, "be

per-fect-ly still."

He was very still, too. After a mo-
ment he suddenly said

:

"Aurora, do you remember the first

evening I ever saw you ? You came down
the middle of the room all by yourself like

something in the theater when the stage

has been cleared for the principal charac-

ter to make an effect. You were a fine,

large lady in a sky-blue frock with bursts

of pink, your hair spangled with dia-

monds, a fan in one hand, a long pair of

gloves in the other. That at least is what
everybody else saw who looked at you.

But me, what I seemed to see was Amer-
ica coming toward me draped in the stars

and stripes. Now, you know how I feel

about my dear country. If I loved it,

why should I have fixed my abode once

and for all over here? And yet when I

saw it coming toward me across the room,

with your eyes and smile and look of

home, I felt like the tiredest traveler and
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exile in the whole world who wants noth-

ing, nothing but to get home again."

"Poor Geraldino!" she pitied him in the

lonely past.

"Then do you remember the first time

I went to see you, and you introduced me,

dearest woman, room by room, to the

somewhat gruesome mysteries of your

house? You walked before me with a

lamp. In the ball-room, hazy with vast-

ness, you held the lamp high, like a torch.

And I had the vision of you as America

again, or Liberty, or something, lighting

the way for me. And when at the end of

the evening I was leaving, do you remem-

ber, Aurora, wrapping in paper some

pieces of maple-sugar and forcing me to

take them home in my pocket? I felt

absurdly like a little boy, and again you

seemed like big America. Something ex-

haled frpm you that made me think of

slanting silver-gray roofs and the New
England spring of apple-blossoms and

warbling robins
; yes, and of October foli-

age intolerably bright, and Fourth of July

celebrations, not things I dote on exactly,

but things I was born to, and restful to

me after my years of chasing what is not

to be caught, wanting what is not to be

had,— restful as this heavenly shoulder on

which I have wished how many hundred

times to lay ray head like this and not

move again, or speak again, or have any-

thing e\er change. Aurora, don't say a

word, dear. Particularly, kindest Au-
rora, don't make any of your little jokes.

Keep perfectly still, like a good darling,

and let me forget everything except where

my head is, and be perfectly happy."

As seriously as if a god had commanded
it, Aurora preserved the silence and im-

mobility requested of her, only making

her shoulder as much wider and softer

and more comforting as she could by

wanting it so.

When by and by she felt him slip a lit-

tle as he began to lose himself in sleep,

she clasped her hands around him sup-

portingly and held him in place.

A single candle burned in the room,

with a book to shade it. Aurora's eyes,

fixed and starry, rested upon the little
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flame where it was reflected in a mirror

on the wall opposite, hut she did not see

it at all, so absorhed was she in her

thoughts. In her feelin<i;s, too ; in the

wonder of the hour.

Memories that moistened her eyes re-

sulted from feeling her arms full of the

breathing warmth of a beloved form.

Those defrauded maternal arms! That

other, who would have been five years old

at this time, and would have been called

little Dan, after Dan, her big father, how

she would have nursed him through his

childish ailments, how she would have

held him and rocked him! No, she should

never stop yearning over him. One must

suppose that God knows best.

Gerald's breathing was deep and quiet.

When sure that it could be done without

waking him, she let him gently down on

to the pillow.

Confident that he would want nothing

more for the rest of the night, she ar-

ranged herself in her easy-chair for a good

sleep, too.

Sitting bolstered up in bed to eat his

first real meal, he looked, with his long

hair parted in the middle and brushed

down over his hollow temples, like one of

those old masters in the Ewe-fitsy. Aurora

told him. A St. John the Baptist, she

specified.

She chipped the top off his egg and cut

finger sizes of bread for him, so that he

might have it in the way he preferred.

While he languidly ate, yet with pleas-

ure, the door softly swung inward, re-

vealing faces of women,— Estelle, Clo-

tilde, Livvy, Giovanna,— all equally kind,

all craning for the delight of a peep at

him eating his soft-boiled egg.

Because he was still weak, tears came

into his eyes, and because he could not

permit them to be seen, he waved and

haggardly smiled toward the smiling and

nodding faces without inviting them

nearer.

Women ! women 1 What a great deal

of room they had occupied in his life!

How much he owed them for affection!

Mother, sister, servant-girl, friends!

The vacuous, almost happy languor of

the sick was replaced in Gerald by an

irritable gloominess, decently repressed,

but unconcealable.

"There 's no mistake; you 're getting

well," remarked Aurora, when the un-

rest of a mind troubled by many things

expressed itself in indignation against in-

nocent inanimate objects, a drop of candle

grease for burning, an ivory paper-cutter

for snapping in his impatient hand. "You
're getting well. I guess I can go home

and feel easy about you."

And sooner than Giovanna had dared

to hope when most fervently she invoked

the Holy Mother, lo! the intruders, mis-

tress and maids, bag and baggage, had left

in their places room and silence. So much
sooner than expected that Giovanna,

clasping in her hands an incredible fee,

almost found it in herself to feel regret.

CHAPTER XV
On their last day together Gerald had

asked Aurora to find the key of a certain

desk-drawer, and to bring him the minia-

ture strong-box locked in it. He had

taken out one by one, to show her, the

little store of trinkets once belonging to

his mother, and given her from among
them the one he thought most charming,

an old silver cross studded with ame-

thysts and pearls.

Her own house, when she reentered it,

looked faintly unfamiliar, as if she had

been away much longer than she had by

actual count. But her big soft bed looked

good to her, she told Estelle, after the bed

of granite framed in iron she had latel\-

occupied.

She was in high good spirits. Gerald

out of the woods, the amethyst cross, Es-

telle and her beautiful commodious house

returned to, vistas ahead of good times

and heart satisfactions, a sense of success

and the richness of life—Aurora was in

splendid spirits.

Estelle and she slept together on the

first night, so as to be able to buzz until

morning, as they had used to do in their

young days, when one of them was al-
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lowed to go on a visit to the other and

stay overnight. There ensued a very orgy

of talk, a going over of all that had hap-

pened since their separation, quite as if

tliey had not once seen each other in the

interval.

It might have been thought, wlien their

remarks finally became far spaced, as they

did between two and three of the morn-

ing, that this happened because the streams

were running dry as well as because the

talkers were growing sleepy; but no such

thing. Each had loads more that she

might have told ; but each, as had not been

the case in the old days, was keeping back

something from the other. Each locked

in her breast a secret.

There had naturally been talk of Ger-

ald. Estelle was immensely nice about

him, and Aurora appeared immensely

frank, but yet both knew that he was to

be a delicate subject between them thence-

forward, and that thoughts relating to

him could not be exchanged without re-

serve.

There had been laughter over Estelle's

subterfuges in order not to let it be

learned from her, and this without di-

rectly lying, that Aurora was actually

living at Gerald's. "It 's a case of a cold,"

she had explained her friend's non-ap-

pearance upon one occasion, without men-

tioning whose cold.

The details of Busteretto's illness and

danger had caused him to be reached for

in the dark and kissed and cuddled anew.

"My, but it 's nice to have you back!
"

Estelle said in the morning, fixing a

bright, fond gaze upon her friend across

the little table in the bedroom, where they

sat in their wrappers eating breakfast.

"A penny for your thoughts, Nell. What
are you thinking about?"

Nell smiled rather foolishly, then, put-

ting Satan behind her in the shape of a

temptation to prevaricate, said

:

"I was thinking what they were doing

over there. Whether Gerald has had a

good night, and about Giovanna, and

what it 's all like without me. It 's hard

for me now to think of the place without

me. I miss myself there."

"I suppose you '11 be driving round to

inquire sometime in the course of the

day," Estelle said, with true generosity;

at which Aurora tried to look as if she

were not sure; she would think about it.

With arms around each other's waists

they went through all the rooms for Au-
rora to renew her pleasure in them after

absence. They came to a standstill before

her portrait in the drawing-room.

"There 's no mistake, he 's talented,"

Estelle admitted good-humoredly, after a

considerable silence. "That 's a fine por-

trait."

Aurora did not say she thought so, too.

Alone in her room later, while Estelle

was dressing to go out together, she looked

at the other portrait to see if she was
"any nearer educated up to it." It

seemed to her she was a little bit.

She started to dress. Being given to

homely rather than poetic fancies, she sub-

sequently thought of herself as having

been, during the process of making her-

self fine for the afternoon drive and call,

like some Cape Cod young one trotting

happily along with her tin pail full of

blueberries, just before a big dog sprang

out of the roadside tangle and jostled the

pail out of her hand, so that all the ber-

ries were spilled.

Even as she was buttoning her gloves

a letter came for her with a parcel. All

rosy with delight, she quickly found in

her purse a reward for Gaetano, the

bringer. Then, without too much hurry,

like a person not eager to shorten a solid

enjoyment, she opened the letter. It did

not strike her as surprising, certainly not

as ominous, that Gerald should write

when he might expect to see. her so soon.

She read:

This is the fourth letter, dearest Aurora,

that I have written you since waking, after

a very bad night, in such a black humor that

you would know I am quite myself again

and life has resumed for me its natural col-

ors. I destroyed those letters one after the

other because, although written with the

effort of my whole being to be what you

call sweet, they sounded to me insufferably
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disagreeable. And now whatever I write I

shall have to send because if I destroy this

letter also I shall not have time to write

another before you come to see me as you

promised. And the reason for my wretched

night was that I was haunted by all the

reasons there are why you should not come.

They are so difficult to put into words that

I despair, after three attempts, of doing it

in any but an offensive manner. Pity, Au-

rora, the plight of your poor patient; per-

mit him not to go into them. Just don't

come.

Alas! that cannot be all. I have the vision

of your puzzled face. Well, then, it is for

yourself, in part. I have no excuse for

profiting by a kindness that may be harmful

to you. It is my duty to regard for you the

conventions you are big-heartedly willing to*

disregard. I deplore the fact that I was

ever so weak as to forget it.

But it is also for myself, who must not

further be demoralized and spoiled.

I must not, moreover, be laid further un-

der obligations of gratitude, the less, my
dear Aurora, that gratitude is not precisely

what I feel. No. I so little dote upon life

that I should be glad if a merciful angel's

attention had not been drawn to me, and I

perhaps might have escaped the dreary pro-

longation of years. I am sorry, but so it is.

Pray do not conceive any relation between

what I have just written and the request

that follows. Will you be so kind as to

return the object belonging to me which I

miss from the little table-drawer at the

head of my bed? You had no right to take

it.

Vincent Johns is coming in a day or two.

Do not think of me, therefore, as lonely or

neglected.

I find I must hurry or be too late. This

letter is beastly and ought to be torn up like

the others. It simply cannot; it must go.

I can only pray, Aurora, that you will un-

derstand.

Aurora went back to the beginning and

read the letter a second time. Then she

turned to the accompanying parcel and

noticed that it was done up in a shabby

piece of old newspaper. It contained a

pair of fur-lined velvet shoes, a bow-knot

of blue satin ribbon, and a bottle of al-

mond milk, things of her own which

through carelessness had been left behind.

She could not know that the honest Gio-

vanna alone was responsible for this re-

turn of her property. Coming at that

moment, it formed the occasion for two

stinging tears rising to the edge of Au-
rora's eyes. She swept them away with

the back of her glove, and forbade any

more to follow. To prevent them she

took her lips between her teeth, and with

all her strength called upon her pride.

Then she read Gerald's letter over

again, really trying to understand, to be

fair, to interpret it in the high-minded

way he would wish.

"When all is said, it amounts to this,"—
she reached the end of that exercise by a

short cut,— "he wants to be let alone."

And after every allowance had been

made for him, and all due deference paid

to his excellent reasons, still it seemed to

her what she could n't call anything but

a poor return. Because his letter was

bound to hurt her, and he must ha\e

known it. His sending it, therefore,

argued a lack of any very deep affection

for her. After she had come, just from

his own words and actions, to supposing

—

"This is w^hat you get for not remem-

bering that if a person is practically a for-

eigner you can never expect to know them

except in spots," she admonished herself.

After they had driven in the Cascine

and around the Viali for the sunshine and

air, Aurora asked suddenly:

"Have n't we had enough of this?" and

ordered the coachman to go home.

"Why," exclaimed Estelle, astonished,

"I thought we were going to Gerald

Fane's to see how he 's getting along!"

"No, I guess we -won't. I think it 's

time, after living with him for three

weeks, that I began to look after my rep-

utation, don't you?" said Aurora, with a

forced lightness of rather bitter effect.

"I had a note from him, anyhow, just

before we came out," she added after a

moment. "He 's doing all right."
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After Estelle had gone to her own room

for the night, Aurora sat down to com-

pose an answer to Gerald's letter. She

had reHeeted a good deal since receiving

it, and out of confusion and complexity

singled one clear and simple thought or

two.

Gerald had of course never said or in-

timated that she had forced herself upon

him when he was too ill to help it ; but

the truth was she had done that, after all

his shying rocks at her, too, to keep her

off. Nor had Gerald suggested that one

of his reasons for wishing her not to haunt

his bedside was a fear of her becoming

inconveniently fond of him. A hint could

be found, if one chose, that he feared be-

coming too fond of her, but of the othej-,

no vestige, no shadow, or ghost of a

shadow. Yet by those two points the

spirit of Aurora's reply must be inspired.

Centuries of civilization have ground into

the female of the species one particular

lesson.

So the irascible man's nervous, hurried,

and harried scrawl, written with sputter-

ing pen that at several places tore clean

through the paper, and written under the

compulsion of his soul and his good sense,

received from the best of women an an-

swer in her calmest hand, deliberately cal-

culated to give him pain, at the same time

as to convey to him unambiguously that,

so far as she was concerned, he was freer

than the birds of the air. She wrote:

My dear friend Gerald: What I want

principally to say is just don't worry. Don't

worry for fear I '11 come, and don't worry

for fear I won't understand, and don't

worry because you think my feelings may

be hurt. And above all the rest, don't worry

about gratitude, for I don't feel you owe me
any at alL Don't you think for a moment

that I saved your life. You were not as

sick as you imagine, I guess. It was a very

light case, or how would you have got over

it so soon? You were not near as sick, ac-

cording to all accounts, as poor Busteretto,

who has been having what they call here the

cimurro. J took you in hand because / am

a nurse and I could n't keep my hands off,

just as an old fire-engine horse will start to

gallop when he hears a fire-alarm even if

he is n't on the jol).

Now about the thing I took from the

drawer of your night-stand. I am very

sorry I can't give it back, because I flung it

out in the middle of the river. That is

what I did with it, and I am not sorry

either. You know that we at home don't

look upon certain things as you apparentl)

do over here. We think it" a disgrace for a

man to kill himself. I myself am old-fash-

ioned enough to think that that door leads

to hell. I have been astonished to find that

over here it is thought quite respectable,

that some Italians look upon it as an hon-

orable way, for instance, of paying their

debts, and a natural way of getting over an

unhappy love-affair. As I know you have a

good many foreign ideas, and as you have

once or twice made a remark that showed

me you thought of that solution of difficul-

ties as a possible one, I grabbed your nasty

old pistol when I found it in the little

drawer, and it reposes now at the bottom

of the Arno. Don't get another, Gerald.

No burglars are going to enter your house

to steal your Roman tear-bottle or your

books. When you are so blue you feel like

killing yourself, say your prayers. I am
very glad your friend the abbe is going to

come and stay with you. He is a good in-

fluence, I feel sure, and a good friend,

I suppose I shall see you again some time,

even if I don't do the visiting. But don't

be in any hurry, not on my account. I hope

that in the meantime you will get back your

strength quickly.

Good-by, my dear Gerald. Please accept

the very best wishes of

Yours sincerely,

Aurora Hawthorne.

P.S. I did not write four letters and tear

three of them up, like you. I wrote one and

corrected it, and here I have copied it out

for you, hoping that in it I have made my
meaning as clear to you as you made yours

clear to me in your letter.

( To be continued )



The New York Police

An object-lesson in wise municipal government

Bv HENRY ROOD

VISITORS to New York remember

the typical New York policeman of

past days, and not so long past at that.

He might have been American by birth

and parentage, but he was n't. Occasion-

ally he was Scandinavian, sometimes he

was of German extraction, generally he

was a proud and haughty descendant of

Ireland's kings and queens. At least he

distinctly gave that impression as he lei-

surely patrolled his post or stood at the

corner, bulky of neck, which was as red

as his face, huge as to girth, ponderous as

to feet. He had gimlet-like eyes, closely

cropped hair, and an aggressive, bristling

mustache. He was appointed to the force

through the fiat of a political boss. One
of his duties, as his "bosses" taught him,

was to see that no band of visionar\^

reformers interfered with the orderly

process of government by getting out

enough votes to defeat the "organization."

His less important duties, as then under-

stood, were to impress the public with his

ornamental appearance, to catch such

thieves as were unprotected b\' powers

higher up, and to see that ordinary

"drunks," so-called, did not make too

great nuisances of themselves. When
compelled to arrest a person helplessly in-

toxicated, he would send for a patrol-

wagon if one was available ; otherwise he

would commandeer a peddler's push-cart,

load the drunken man into it, and wheel

him off to the station-house. This used

to be a common sight on the lower East

Side.

But the fat, lazy, inefficient officer has

virtually vanished from the New York
police department of to-day. In place

of such a type, made familiar to the coun-

try through comic papers, one finds an

army of eleven thousand men, most of

them at the height of their physical and

mental powers, officered by commanders
of experience ; the whole vast engine di-

rected by a commissioner filled with the

enthusiasm that comes from liking one's

work, equipped with first-hand knowledge

of police administration in most of the

American and European capitals, and un-

ceasing in his efforts to develop the finest
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force in the world. Owing to revolution-

ary changes in habits of life and methods

of business and to the enormous growth

of the city, he is solving problems which

never before confronted the police. He
is guarding life and property for a popu-

lation of more than five millions; he is

dealing with new classes of criminals, as

will be understood presently. His experi-

ences are worth careful consideration by

the taxpayers of every other city, large

or small, in the land ; for to a greater or

less extent corresponding conditions obtain

throughout this country, and the prob-

lems they present must be solved.

As in the case of an efficient army or

navy, the key-note of success for a modern

police department lies not merely in sup-

pressing disorder, but in be-

ing prepared for any one of

a score of unexpected emer-

gencies. For example, when

the bottom suddenly dropped

out of two or three blocks

in Seventh Avenue, New
York, and crashed down
into the subway then being

excavated far below, the

police force was ready.

Hundreds of men had been

blasting rock and digging

there. Picks and shovels,

compressed-air drills and

dynamite, had been tearing

a great gash in the hitherto

untroubled earth. Directly

over these busy human
moles traffic kept on as

usual : motor-cars, trucks,

delivery-wagons, and furni-

ture-vans swept up and

down without a thought of

danger; hundreds of pedes-

trians crossed and recrossed

the street heedless of un-

toward happening ; thou-

sands passed and repassed

on the sidewalks; the shops

were open for business; the great tene-

ments lining the thoroughfare were
thronged. Then suddenly, with a crash

and a roar, two or three blocks simply

Arthur Woods, Police

Commissioner

dropped out of sight, carrying down street-

cars in which a score of men and women
were riding; wagons, from which drivers

pitched head first, and wild-eyed horses

struggling to get free in that moment of

terror.

From the enveloping cloud of dust that

burst out of the yawning cavern came

sounds of smashing glass, snapping tim-

bers, screams and shrieks for help; yet al-

most before astonished spectators could

realize what had happened police were ar-

riving by squads and battalions ; lines were

formed, telephone service with headquar-

ters was established, and with a score of

hospitals, through which were despatched

orders prepared long beforehand for just

such an emergency, and a portable desk

was set down near the curb

as part of temporary police

headquarters. From com-

manding officers down to

patrolmen, clerks, operators,

messengers, every man knew

just what to do, and did it

unhesitatingly. It was a

striking example of what

may be termed systematic

completeness.

Additional reserves ar-

rived, as well as fire-com-

panies with ladders and

other rescuing equipment

;

ambulances dashed to the

scene, each one taking its

specially appointed position,

and from them sprang sur-

geons, nurses, and atten-

dants; in a jiffy a complete

electric lighting system was

introduced in the dark re-

gions below.

While the rescue-work

was at its height a news-

paper reporter came upon a

slender young man with

smooth face, smiling eyes,

and black hair showing

traces of gray here and there. Few of the

thousands by this time looking from win-

dows and crowding adjacent roofs recog-

nized him as Arthur Woods, police com-
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missioner in command of the entire force

;

but the reporter recognized him, and

asked if he was per-

sonally in command
of the situation.

"No," said the

commissioner. "You
see, I did all my work

on this accident six

months ago."

What Mr. Woods
meant was that half

a year previous he

had completed the

plans for coping with

just such a disaster.

This is an example

of what New York
to-day terms "police

preparedness." It has

caused a transforma-

tion in the New York
police department

during the last three

years, and has created

a new and far-reach-

ing vision of combined duty and service

Largely as a result of several great dis

asters, among them the wrecking of West

\ typical modern patrolman: Edward F,

Doyle, who was awarded the Rhine

lander Medal for extraordinary

courage in saving human life

ern river towns by flood and fire, the San

Francisco earthquake, and the European

War, the New York

police department is

fitting itself to deal

with any great crisis

that may arise.

Within a short time

after hostilities broke

out in the summer of

1914 it seemed possi-

ble that the United

States might be

drawn into the strug-

gle. In that event

the chances were that

a hostile fleet would

at least try to strike

an overwhelming

blow at the most

populous, most ex-

posed, and richest of

cities. New York,

The obvious thing

for an enemy to do,

after disposing of our

own fleet, would be to take position off the

Long Island shore, pouring down upon it,

upon Brooklyn, upon the lower endof Man-
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hattan Island itself, such masses of high

explosives as would devastate Long Island

towns and villages, smash Brooklyn flat to

earth, and blow to atoms hundreds of the

banks, trust companies, huge office build-

ings, churches, and structures that crowd

Manhattan Island from the Battery

northward. Of course the police would

have comparatively little to do in the way

of military defense,— that would be in the

It was a problem never before consid-

ered by the police, yet during the ensuing

two years it was worked out to the most

minute detail by a special committee of

experienced police inspectors acting in con-

ference with the war department and the

navy department. In addition to the pos-

sibility of a bombardment by an enemy's

fleet, it was necessary to consider an attack

bv hostile land forces coming toward New

The traffic officer at Fifth Avenue and h'urty-second Street is one of [he buMest men
in New York. In ten hours, according to recent count, 18, Soo vehicles and

113,780 pedestrians ]iassed his post, an average of about one veh'icle

every two jnds and three iiede.-trians a second

hands of the Federal Government,— but it

would have a tremendous task in looking

out for the civilian population of the city

and the horde of refugees. Many would

be ill or injured : many more, aged and

frail. Shelter, food, clothing, medical at-

tendance, nurses would have to be found

for them. Manhattan, already jammed
with its normal population, could not pos-

sibly care for an influx of half a million

or a million refugees. What could be

done to prepare for so colossal a calainity,

unexpected, yet one that might occur al-

most without warning?

York from the north or from near-by

points in New England. The first step

of such an enemy might be to cut New
York's water-supply ; this done, the city

would be at the mercy of the army of in-

vasion, and would capitulate.

At that time the water-supply, coming

for scores of miles up the State and as far

as the Catskill watershed, was unguarded.

It is not the case at present. During the

early winter of 19 15 I had the pleasure of

sojourning for a short time at the camp

of a detachment of engineers of the United

States army who were quietly spending a
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week here, a few da)'S there, In a carefully

planned route along the water-supply.

The country folks thought that the sol-

diers were merely out on a camping-trip.

As a matter of fact, they were not only

designating points of danger so far as

New York's water was concerned, but

were marking places where troops might

be mobilized in an emergency, gathering

accurate data as to the local food-supply

and forage for horses, mapping the rail-

way facilities, the rivers, lakes, high hills,

broad plains, all of which would be of

vital importance should military occupa-

tion ensue. It is said that this military

survey has been completed along the At-

lantic Coast from Maine southward. At
the time referred to not fewer than a

dozen out-of-the-way points were found

where a man might go by motor, plant his

dynamite bombs, and hurry away unseen,

in full confidence that suddenly New
York would find itself facing a water

famine.

According to the police, New York

City is never provisioned for more than

four days in advance. In the event of an

invasion of the coast region, the Federal

Government would virtually take control

of all means of transportation
; yet the

city must have its food, and therefore, in

connection with the army, certain rail-

road lines have been set aside for bringing

supplies to New York. Furthermore,

more than a year ago the police made pro-

visional arrangements at sources of supply

in the West and Northwest for enormous

quantities of food to be rushed to New
York when called for in a time of great

emergency, such as bombardment, inva-

sion on land, a devastating earthquake,

wide-spread floods, or a conflagration cov-

ering a large area and rendering thou-

sands homeless and dependent.

In such a crisis the single most impor-

tant thing to guard would be a system of

immediate communication, whereby police

headquarters could keep in constant touch

with every inspection district, every pre-

cinct station-house, and every outlying re-

gion, far down on Staten Island, over on

Long Island, or up in the Bronx. With-

out such communication for giving and

receiving orders the police would be pow-

erless to act as a whole. Five minutes

might be enough time to wreck completely

the police telephone system. Realizing

this. Commissioner Woods, after consul-

tation with General Leonard Wood, or-

ganized a signal squad, with a central sta-

tion on top of the Municipal Building,

and with stations for relaying signals on

the roofs of other tall buildings through-

out the city. Owing to the peculiar tone

effect of New York's sky-line atmosphere,

and its background of buildings, ordinary

signal-flags could not be used, so others

of special colors were devised.

But the Municipal Building itself

might be destroyed ; therefore, with ap-

proval of army officers, the police prepared

mobile wireless stations, which can be set

up at the intersections of streets at any

point in the city within two minutes, as

has been shown by repeated tests; and the

commanding officers of the various pre-

cincts will soon have in their station-

houses receiving-apparatus so compact that

it can be carried in an ordinary suitcase.

Should a great disaster occur, making it

necessary to remove hundreds of thou-

sands of panic-stricken men, women, and

children from one part of the city to an-

other, adequate means of conveyance must

be ready. For this purpose there are at

headquarters lists of thousands of motor-

cars, with the names and telephone ad-

dresses of their owners, location of garages

where they are kept, the types of car, car-

rying capacity, and other details. Also

there are contracts with owners of aero-

planes and hydroplanes that could be used

by the police, the location of each craft,

the name, address, and telephone number

of its pilot, and other related information.

This data is so arranged and preserved as

to keep it absolutely safe from destruc-

tion. On other cards are listed the names

and addresses of surgeons and physicians

and trained nurses; the location and floor

space of every public and private school,

hall, museum, church, or other large

building which might be turned into an

emergency hospital ; the name, location.
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A troop ot mounted police start)p ot mounted police starting on their three-hundred-mile ride to the Syracuse

fair. One object of this hike was to show the up-state farmers that the

New York police are an alert and soldierly body of men

and telephone of every wholesale and re-

tail dealer in arms and ammunition, to-

gether with the number and type of weap-

ons and explosives usually carried in stock.

In this list is included those pawnbrokers

who loan money on revolvers and guns.

One may find, on separate cards, full de-

tails as to the location, with nearest sta-

tions of subway and elevated roads, of

every valuable collection of paintings,

statuary, jewels, ivories, carvings, and tap-

estries in the city. Other drawers contain

cards giving information as to electric

lighting plants, power plants, railway and

steamship terminals, and other points

which would have to be guarded with spe-

cial care in time of emergency.

So far-reaching is the general plan of

police preparedness worked out in the last

two years that sites have been mapped in

public parks, as well as in open spaces far

out of town, where camps of refugees

might be established. Following the ad-

vice of United States army officers who
have had experience with civilian refugees

in time of flood and earthquake, the police

plans call for camps each accommodating

not more than two thousand refugees.

Water-supply systems have been plotted

for every camp ; cooking equipment has

been arranged for ; incinerating plants and

shower-baths have been decided on ; and

every detail relating to tents, camp fur-

nishings, clothing, food, hospital supplies,

cots, bedding, knives, forks, spoons, cups,

and plates has been worked out, and the

police know just where to obtain these

various articles if needed. The magnitude

of the plans may be understoqd when it is

remembered that in order to care for a

million refugees it would be necessary to

establish five hundred separate camps. Of
course the police never expect to be called

upon to care for a million refugees, or

ten thousand, for that matter; but after

repeated consultations with army officers.



The mobilization of the police: a bicycle ambulanci:

Commissioner Woods determined to get

ready for the most unexpected thing that

could possibly happen.

While the chief inspector at headquar-

ters was talking of this police preparedness

one day a question naturally suggested it-

self. The plans seemed to be methodi-

cally worked out, but how long would it

take to set any of them in motion? How
soon, in other words, could headquarters

grapple with a sudden crisis?

The chief inspector smiled.

"Take out of the vault any card you

choose," he said, "and hand it to me."

I selected a card at random ; it happened

to be one giving details as to location,

points of access, and surroundings of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art.

"Let us suppose that the museum has

just been wrecked by explosion or earth-

quake," Inspector Schmittberger con-

tinued. Then he flashed open a deep

drawer, lifted out a large portfolio, and

instantly drew forth a police order al-

ready made out for this particular emer-

gency, except that the number of police to

be despatched was not mentioned, or the

date stamped on the order, or the chief

inspector's signature affixed. Five seconds

were needed to write in a supposititious

number, such as "950" men ; three sec-

onds to stamp the date; ten for Schmitt-

berger to sign his name, which is rather

a long one; and in a few additional sec-

onds that order could have been deliv-

ered to the bureau of communications,

several floors above, whence a staf^ of ex-

pert operators would have sent it speeding

over telephone wires to commanding of-

ficers, all of whom were referred to in the

document. Within three minutes from

the time the chief inspector signed that

A fe?# # fr fL

The Sixth Precinct company of tlie Home Defense League drilling on the roof of the New York
Life Insurance I^uilding during tlie forty minutes which they are given by

tlieir employers once a week (at noon~) for this purpose
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Learning wireless telegraphy

order a regiment of police would have

been dashing at full speed to surround the

museum, to rescue the injured, to guard

its priceless contents.

In a general way it may be said that

the New York police have always been

strong enough to handle any ordinary

rioting; but as the European War devel-

oped in intensity, the wisdom of preparing

against unusual rioting, if it were started

by sympathizers with one belligerent or

another, became clear. Large numbers

of mounted police were trained to act as

cavalry units; much larger numbers of the

uniformed force were trained with mod-

ern rifles to serve as infantrymen ; war-

rant officers from the Brooklyn Navy

Yard were detailed to drill picked squads

of the harbor police in the use of machine-

guns mounted on the high-power launches

that preserve law and order throughout

more than four hundred miles of water-

ways within the city's boundaries. Ar-

rangements were completed for additional

machine-guns to be used on land, with

swift motor-trucks and experienced driv-

ers to. man them if it were necessary at

any moment to rush machine-guns and

crews from one point to another. Wide-

spread rioting was not expected, but the

at the police training-school

police department purposed to be ready

to strike swiftly and overwhelmingly

should such disorder break out. It was

ready during that week of strain follow-

ing the Lusitania horror, and to-day is

even better prepared.

It is not practicable in the space of a sin-

gle magazine article to describe even ap-

proximately the comprehensive plans of

the police for preparedness to meet grave

and extreme emergencies ; enough has been

said, however, to indicate some of the more

important steps taken. Consideration

should also be given to the reverse side

of the picture— the transformation of the

police department in its attitude toward

the individual citizen, and the citizen's at-

titude toward it. Before entering public

service Commissioner Woods was a teacher

in one of the most famous of American

schools for boys. He seems to have real-

ized long ago that ignorance lies at the

root of most forms of trouble which afflict

humanity, and determined to remove as

far as possible what apparently was a

wide-spread misunderstanding as to the

functions and duties of the police. Like

many other large cities, New York has

seen an endless stream of young offenders

coming into court year after year. Re-
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at their noon hour what they can do to prevent street accidents

formatories, workhouses, jails, and peni-

tentiaries received this element or that,

and when the prisoners had served their

terms and were discharged from custody,

it was taken for granted that a large pro-

portion of them would come back. Those

who handle criminal and semi-criminal

classes cherish few illusions; they know
that while even desperate criminals have

been truly and wholly reformed through

religious appeal or other, these are strik-

ing exceptions to the rule. Commissioner

Woods decided to follow the plan of mod-

ern medical practitioners, and institute

preventive measures. It is accepted as an

axiom that in the United States the aver-

age criminal first comes into contact with

the police at some time between the ages

of fourteen and nineteen years. The boy

who passes his twentieth birthday anni-

versary without being arrested may, of

course, commit a crime even at the age of

seventy or eighty, if he lives that long,

but he is usually safe from becoming a

professional criminal.

For many reasons the active, energetic

boy, overflowing with aniinal spirits, re-

gards the policeman not as a friend, but

760

as an enemy. This is particularly true in

congested quarters of great cities. A
mother who is weak in character and

shirks responsibility, instead of punishing

a little boy for repeated disobedience, often

threatens to "call the policeman." The
child is early impressed with the idea that

a policeman is one to be feared. Not long

ago a splendid type of policeman told me
with genuine emotion that the hardest

thing he has to bear is the sight of chil-

dren who dodge past hiin in fear.

"Those little ones have been lied to by

lazy, ignorant mothers," he said. "They

grow up to fear us, hate us, and count.it

a victory if they can steal fruit from a

stand, or commit some other minor of-

fense, and get away without being caught."

Commissioner Woods has been work-

ing enthusiastically on this end of police

business— to solve the "boy problem." He
went to many parts of the city and quietly

studied boys who were trying to play in

streets crowded with cars, motor-trucks,

horse-drawn vehicles, and pedestrians. He
sent young officers, the best examples of

the new policemen, fresh from the train-

ing school, into these districts in plain
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clotlies to be boys again and report to him

on the evils confronting the "kiddies."

One thing the commissioner did was to

order the police of a certain precinct to

set aside an entire block adjacent to a

large public school, to permit no vehicles

to pass through, to tell the boys and girls

of neighboring tenement regions that this

was to be used as their playground, and

for them to go there and have just as

good a time as they could have. At last

the miraculous had happened in New
York's child life. Last summer more than

sixty streets were thus set aside for play-

grounds, and during certain hours traffic

therein was prohibited, while in each of

these blocks children were freely per-

mitted to carry on games under the care

of a man in uniform. Alore would thus

have been used if the infantile-paralysis

epidemic had not started and compelled

the board of health to interfere. The
necessity for such playgrounds becomes

apparent when it is known that even with

sixty in operation, street accidents in the

city during the year caused the death of

290 children under the age of sixteen,

and the injury of 7386 others. Of those

killed 106 were under the age of six

years; of the injured, 2301 were less than

six.

One thing the present commissioner did

was to instruct the police of New York

not to arrest boys for pranks in the street.

A boy is warned, and if warning is not

heeded, he is told to be at home at a cer-

tain hour when his father also will be

there. At the appointed time the boy and

his father and his mother are called on by

a man in uniform who explains the situa-

tion. Boys must play somewhere, said

the commissioner, recently, but it is not

right for them to play in a crowded street.

It is n't safe for them, and it is n't a fair

deal for the policeman who is trying to

direct traffic and has his hands full in

other ways.

"Now, I don't want you to whip Tom-
my," the visiting bluecoat says, addressing

Tommy's father; "but I want you and

him to talk this over in a reasonable way,

and see if Tommy won't help me. You
know. Tommy, I 've got a boy of my
own about your age and two little girls.

I 'd feel pretty bad if they were to get

knocked down by a motor-truck or run

over by a brewery wagon. And your fa-

ther would feel just as badly if you got

hurt. But it 's up to you to help me, and

to keep the other fellows of your gang

from getting into trouble."

This is a revelation to Tommy. He
701
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learns that the man in uniform is human,

that he has a boy of his own, and that he

actually is friendly. At once Tommy feels

a new and surprising sense of responsibil-

ity; he has been invited to act as an un-

official assistant to the police of New
York. Instantly his mental attitude

changes ; he begins to see the policeman

in a new light. This is what happens in

a single instance. Multiply that call by

many others, and imagine how great is the

change as a whole. In order to grasp its

full importance, remember that during re-

cent months the police of New York have

been making five hundred such calls every

day.

One result of the experiment, which

long ago passed the experimental stage,

was the formation of the Junior Police of

the City of New York, an organization

for boys between the ages of eleven and

fifteen, who are regularly trained, drilled,

and instructed in athletic sports, civic du-

ties, and good conduct under competent

and responsible supervision. The idea did

not originate with Commissioner Woods.

It occurred first to a police captain of the

East Side— Sweeney of the Fifteenth Pre-

cinct. The commissioner and several

civilians got together with Sweeney, and

the idea was worked out. To-day the

junior "force" is well organized, with in-

spectors and captains and other young of-
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ficers, and a growing membership that will

reach five thousand and over by spring.

Uniforms are permitted, but are not in-

sisted on ; every junior, however, is en-

titled to wear a special badge, which is

never worn on the outside of coat or

jacket excepting at drills or other gather-

ings. Duties of the junior police include

the use of clean and decent language at all

times, in all places. The code continues

thus:

Never "hitch" on wagons or street-cars;

always cross the street at the corners; do

not build bonfires in the streets; do not

break windows or street lamps, or deface

buildings or sidewalks with chalk; do not

smoke cigarettes or play "craps"; see that

garbage-cans are kept covered, that garbage

and ashes and waste paper are not mixed

in cans; that cans are promptly removed

from the sidewalk after being emptied ; that

persons are requested to keep sidewalks

and areaways in front of their buildings

clean, and that they do not throw refuse in

the street.

In the performance of such duties the

junior police are forbidden to enter any

building in any circumstances. Meetings

of the various bodies of juniors are held in

public schools, public libraries, and other

buildings of the kind, and where these are

not available, in parish rooms of churches.

The inspectors and cajjtains of the Junior Police
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in armories, and in Y. I\I. C A. build-

ings, etc. In order to stimulate interest

in the movement, auxiliary organizations

of parents are formed, and in the discre-

tion of the adult local leader public meet-

ings are held, to which the people of the

precinct are invited.

This plan of replacing ignorance of the

police with knowledge as to their func-

tions has been carried still further. For

nearly two years a number of sergeants,

carefully chosen for special qualifications,

have been systematically visiting the schools

of New York, and explaining to the pupils

why the police are maintained, what they

do, how they strive to protect the children

and their fathers and mothers from harm,

and how the boys and girls can help in

this work. The talks are delivered in-

formally, and as a rule in the assembly-

room of the school. But those talks have

been most carefully prepared so as to in-

terest the audiences for which they are

intended. One of the ablest of the nine-

teen police inspectors has devoted himself

to training this staff of sergeants, and to

seeing that the lectures are effectively de-

livered. This inspector is one of the busi-

est "superintendents of education" one

might find in a long search among teach-

ers of the young.

With a view to encourage further co-

operation between the public and the po-

lice, another organization of citizens, the

Home Defense League, has been formed

in New York. This was first thought of

at a time when many persons saw the pos-

sibility of war between the United States

and a foreign nation, and the league was

created solely for purposes of defense

against invasion. Immediately upon an-

nouncement from police headquarters that

such a league was to be formed, five thou-

sand citizens sent in their names as re-

cruits. Within a year the number in-

creased to twenty-two thousand. Of this

paper strength, fifteen thousand have been

actively organized by companies in the

ninety or more police precincts of the city.

During the winter months members of

the Defense League, under supervision of

precinct captains and army drill-masters,

are given a course of instruction in police

matters and in light gymnastic work. The
men of each company choose their own
company officers. Among the important

duties these volunteers have already ren-

dered may be mentioned that of helping

to guard school-children at intersections

of traffic-crowded streets, while many of

them were gladly availed of in the sani-

tary patrol of the city during the summer
of 19 1 6, when an epidemic of infantile

paralysis for several weeks caused grave

anxiety. A provision in the constitution

of the Home Defense League specifically

mentions that its members shall not be

called upon as a body for police duty dur-

ing labor disturbance ; yet many compa-

nies permitted it to be known that they

were ready to volunteer for maintaining

law and order while the traction strike was

at its height a few months ago. The Home
Defense League is a big asset both morally

and physically to the police department.

Turn again to still another human side

of this new contact between the public

and the police. Despite numberless chari-

table, philanthropic, and religious efforts,

the population of New York includes a

multitude of children who have never seen

a Christmas-tree in all their poverty-

stricken little lives. Early last autumn

word went out from the commissioner's

office at headquarters that when the

Christmas season arrived a tree might be

set up in each precinct station-house ; that

the citizens of each precinct might, if they

desired, send to the station-house toys,

clothing, food, books, candies, and other

gifts ; and that if such gifts were sent, the

police could distribute the presents to

children who would appreciate them.

This was a new idea with a vengeance—

an idea that might make the old-time po-

liceman turn over in his grave. But the

men of the transformed police department

sprang to meet the idea half-way, and as

this is being written they are carrying it

out with enthusiasm. No citizen is asked

to contribute anything toward this great

Christmas celebration, but he is given the

privilege of doing so if he chooses to avail

himself of the opportunity.
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Imagine the psychological effect on the

plastic consciousness of scores of thousands

of boys and girls who have been taught to

regard the station-house as a place to be

feared and shunned. In this one depar-

ture Commissioner Woods may be build-

ing better than he realizes for the future

of law and order in New York. It may
be a momentous step which he is taking;

time alone can decide.

During the last decade the old-time type

of criminal has largely passed away— the

burly, desperate hold-up man, the cracks-

man of banks, the burglar as formerly

known. A number of these survive, as

may be seen by the newspapers, but .their

eliforts are sporadic. To-day society has

to deal more and more with the mental

and moral defective, especially with the

weakling poisoned by drugs that deprive

him of all moral instinct, render him pos-

sibly insane for the time being, and incite

him to commit the most vicious crimes.

In 19 1 5, through cooperation with mem-
bers of the faculty of Columbia Univer-

sity and other scientific men, the police

department set up a psychopathic labora-

tory for the purpose of studying criminals

who are feeble-minded or defective, and

separating them from those who are nor-

mal. During the first two months twenty-

nine suspected of abnormality were picked

out of a total of 409 prisoners at the daily

line-up; and when careful medical exami-

nation had been made of the twenty-nine,

it was found that twenty-one were men-

tally incompetent. Many of these, rang-

ing in age from twenty to thirty-five, were

found to have the brain development of

children of seven or eight. To-day, in-

stead of being sent to prison, where many
of them had already served terms for pre-

vious crimes, such unfortunates are taken

to insane-asylums, institutions for the fee-

ble-minded, and other places of restraint,

the incurable cases being distinguished

from those that might recover.

In rigorous effort to suppress the illegal

sale and use of habit-forming drugs the

New York police are now arresting annu-

ally about 900 persons, and securing 700

convictions. Of these fully seventy-five

per cent, have had previous police records,

which include every crime in the statutes.

This is an official statement, one of sinis-

ter portent. It means that law-abiding

society is facing a human element new
and exceedingly dangerous; so grave, in

fact, that one of the most important du-

ties of the police lies in stamping out this

traffic. The danger is by no means con-

fined to large cities like New York ; it is

probably growing in towns and villages

all over the country. . Police investiga-

tions have revealed an appalling increase

of drug-addicts; more than one half of

those confined in the city prison, the

kuuryim.-u
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Tombs, were victims. Men and women

following virtually every business, trade,

and profession were included. Even

school-children became addicted to the

habit of using these drugs.

It is with full knowledge of such oc-

currences that the police are doing every-

thing possible to stop illegal traffic in

drugs. Criminals of this class present a

problem even more difficult than the old-

time bank robber and general crook. The

police may arrest a thousand offenders an-

nually, but the problem will not be solved

until bovs and girls are taught the terrible

results which follow upon the use of

habit-forming drugs. It is at this point

that teachers of physiology and personal

h\gienc must lend powerful cooperation.

"Ehe competent policeman of to-day

should be sanitary officer, thief-chaser,

peace officer, soldier, and counselor in citi-

zenship, all rolled into one. This many-

sided man is being developed by the New
\'ork police department. The work of

the department furnishes a lesson in city

government which should be carefully

studied in every municipality in the

United States.

Ironstone

Bv PHYLLIS BOTTOME
Author of "The Dark To

MARY arranged her skirt carefully and

sat down on a patch of heather at

the edge of the cliff. She did not do this

to admire the view, though it was a singu-

larly fine view. She despised views, and

thought them the perquisites of visitors, a

despicable people.

The Cornish headland, bold and rough,

stood out into the sea like some carved

figurehead fronting a ship. Heather and

bracken and gorse flamed to the land's

edge, and the cliff, formed of black iron-

stone, dropped sheer into green waters.

Heather, sea, and clean, keen wind as

sweet as wild honey were parts of IVIary's

.existence. She never noticed them, because

she had never been without them. She

lived at Trelinnock, which has a popula-

tion of one hundred and twenty people,

sees a newspaper once a week, and gen-

erally has a post in the course of twenty-

four hours unless there should be too

heavy a gale blowing. Mary sat on the

edge of the cliff because it was a quiet,

place in which to think about David. Da-

vid was also a part of Mary's existence,

and it is not until things go wrong that

you begin to think about your existence.

It was the close of a late-summer day.

The light rested upon the world like a

spell : it held the luminous, green edges of

the sea, the single ghostlike spires of the

ling, the robust, bright heather. Mary her-

self, in her twentieth ^ear. burned brown

by the sun. in a deep-golden glow.

Marv had never heard of Giorgione,
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but Giorgione would have known in a

moment what to do with the glow. He
would have made the color of it on Mary's

heavy, brooding face shine through her

flesh as light strikes through water. He
would have got languor and pleasure and

youth into Mary, and then he would have

got the weight of a deep, mysterious sor-

row, and with that he would have left

her.

Mary sat quite still and gazed down
into the green waters ; she looked as if she

were searching for something lost. But

she did not see any green waters ; she saw-

only David.

Mary was not one of those who wish

the world to be wide. She wished it to

be much narrower; she wanted it to hold

only herself and David.

All Trelinnock had welcomed visitors

except Mary ; she had set her face against

them from the first. Trelinnock had pan-

dered to their strange tastes; it had sold

picture post-cards to them, morbid in color

and structurally impossible ; it had put up

bathing-tents on the strand, where rocks

had always done ; it had let lodgings, and

given way to unnatural instincts for hot

water at unreasonable hours.

In the first rush of their enthusiasm

over these money-bringing hordes, the in-

habitants of Trelinnock had even let out

their boats to visitors who had thought

they could sail boats, apparently under the

impression that winds were malleable and

could be kept quiet while one tried ex-

periments ; but this had proved expensive.

Trelinnock winds blew where they listed

and blew hard ; boats were lost, and inci-

dentally visitors (not enough of them,

Mary thought) were lost with them.

Boats at Trelinnock are more important

than houses, and when visitors began los-

ing boats, they were stopped hiring them

without a fisherman. They could easily,

if they wished to be drowned, bathe. A
good many visitors were drowned all

along the coast ; they seemed to expect the

sea to put itself out for them.

The sea behaved, just as Mary would
have done in its place, precisely as it was
accustomed to beliave. When it had

formed the habit of swirling round a rock

with dangerous swiftness, it swirled

round the rock, and if it carried some one

out to sea with it who did n't know that

where there is a swirl there is an under-

tow, that one was drowned (very rightly,

Mary thought) for not knowing it. The
natural laws were against visitors and on

the side of Mary.

Mary's father had a small farm. A
good deal of it w^is granite, but there was

enough grass for half a dozen cows, and

Mary was very knowing about all ani-

mals— cart-horses, cows, pigs, and poul-

try. She worked hard from early morn-

ing till the dews fell, but on Sundays she

only fed the animals, went twice to

church, and took a walk with David. The
walk with David was also a religious in-

stitution. She had walked with him for

four years ; she would walk with him for

another, and then she would marry him.

She had meant to marry him all her life.

She was only six years old when the

word "sweetheart," flung at her as a

taunt, sank burning into the bottom of her

heart. From the earliest years she and

David had shared the same pools, the same

rocks, the same punishments. The same

waves wet the same portions of their per-

sons insisted upon by parents as portions

which must, in all circumstances, be kept

dry. They went to the same school, and

wept uncomprehendingly over the same

sums.

As the years advanced, some vague, in-

vincible law stepped in and swept them

apart, but there was nothing personal or

permanent in it. It was nature's method

of keeping a sharper significance for their

companionship later on.

David retired into groups of boys and

killed whatever he could find to kill, and

Mary retired into groups of girls and gig-

gled at whatever she could find to giggle

at; behind the accomplished deaths of

small animals and the wall of feminine

laughter their attachment progressed in-

visibly, as Nature herself progresses, with-

out noise and without haste.

Theoretically David despised girls, but

knew that Mary was different; and Mary
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thought bojs nasty and rough, but made,

even while the assertion was on her lips

and her head tossed to accentuate it, a

mental reservation in favor of David.

Then Mary was confirmed, in wliite

muslin, with her hair up. This settled

David. He was seventeen, and girls sud-

denly ceased to be to him as trees walk-

ing. He knew that they were girls, and

he wanted to walk with them.

He did not know how to put it into

words; for though he was a carpenter of

quite exceptional skill for his years, words

had always evaded him. But he knew

when Mary would come home from milk-

ing the cows, and at this hour he met her

in the fields, by a gray stone covered with

golden lichen, and said:

"Hullo, Mary!"
Mary knew in an instant that she had

been waiting all her life to hear David

say just those words in just that voice,

and she replied, after a moment's pause, in

which both their hearts stood still:

"Hullo, David!"

Their hearts went on again after that,

but they went on differently; they went

on together, and they had gone on to-

gether ever since.

The golden glow faded from the cliffs.

It left Mary's face first, and little by lit-

tle the ling became more ghostly, and the

red heather burned on with a light of its

own; a shadow fell to the land's edge and

left all the color on the sea. The sinking

sun lit up the waters into fiery emerald,

and the spray flung up its white, tossed

veil, shining like drops of morning dew.

Mary shivered as she sat there, but it

was not with cold. She took a stone that

lay under her hand and let it drop over

the edge. She did not throw it; she let

it drop.

It did not fall sheer into the boiling

surf. It rattled through the heather>'

fringe, and then struck on the ironstone,

and sprang back, like something affrighted,'

into the air, and struck again lower down,

and then once more ; and Mary, leaning

over, saw the surf take it. A moment's

gap, and the waters closed again. Noth-

ing was any different. A gull, flying high

above her, came down on easy wings to

look at her more closely. It passed so

near her head that she heard the hiss of

the air cleaved by its passage.

" 'T is a gull," she said to herself,

defensively; "
't is but a gull."

The color withdrew from the waters

into the sky ; the whole arch of the hea-

vens became a deep-rose color, and beneath

its screen of fire the sea turned black and

very cold. Mary got up and went home.

The farm was a quarter of a mile from

the cliffs. It lay in a fold of moor; a

copse of small and shuddering beech-trees,

with their backs bent double by the wind,

softened the outline of its granite walls.

It was there that Mary and David

picked beechnuts together in the autumn.

Below the farm was a small wind-blown

orchard. Mary's heart contracted in sud-

den pain when her eyes fell on it. She

had meant to have her pain out on the

cliffs, but some of it was waiting for her

under the apple-trees. Last night she and

David had had words in the orchard.

They had had singularly few words, but

this is the most terrible form that words can

take. Torrents of temper burst like surf

and seldom drown, but when words are

few, meaning is deep. Mary had seen

David from the house, and had gone out

to meet him ; but she had known that he

was not there for her.

She had gone straight to him under the

small trees, noticing carefully as she went

that the apples were forward for the time

of year, and when she had reached him

she had said breathlessly and as if the

words hurt her:

" 'T is me, not her. You can't have

the two of us ; you must choose. Choose

now, David
!"

David had n't wanted to choose, and

he was taken by surprise. He had natu-

rally supposed that Mary had noticed

nothing; he was not sure how much there

was to notice. He was suddenly not sure

of anything. He said:

"Hullo, Mary, what 's wrong?"

He wanted her to put it into words, so

that he could look at it ; this was usually

the wa\ thev arranged life. But Marv
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was not arranging life now ; she was de-

stroying it. Her eyes blazed at him, and

she said

:

"You know what 's wrong well

enough."

"There 's no harm in looking at a

maid," said David, cautiously. "Her 's

difFerent."

And Mary, stung beyond endurance,

cried

:

"Then take her!" and went back as

swiftly as she had come, with the word
"dififerent" sticking in her heart like a

sword.

Of course Lizzie was different. She

was almost a visitor ; she would have been

a visitor if she had not been a relative.

She was Mary's first cousin, come from

London, a place which Mary saw vaguely

as larger than Plymouth, filled with vast

crowds of people in muslin and high-

heeled shoes, buying picture post-cards,

and drinking inordinate quantities of

ginger-beer. Lizzie had come from this

place for a holiday. She worked in a

shop in Oxford Street, and wore brown

boots every day and a silk sport-jacket.

She had several muslin frocks, left over

from sales, and she had brought large

hats, unsuitable for windy cliffs, and rib-

bons that Mary rejoiced to know would

have the color taken out of them by the sea.

Lizzie would have told you that she

meant no harm, a phrase which prepares

the conscience for an unearned repose

after the harm has happened ; but she gen-

erally did a little just to keep her hand

in, and because, if other girls want to

keep their young men, they ought to look

sharp about it.

Mary had n't looked sharp. David

came in on the evening of Lizzie's arrival.

Lizzie, who had been previously told

about David, looked at him, during the

course of an hour or two, perhaps three

times. David was an extremely good-

looking young fellow, but he did not know
that, possibly because Mary, who was
quite used to his appearance, did not know
it either. The first time Lizzie looked at

him it occurred to David that he was
handsome; the second time that Lizzie

looked at him he wondered if by any

chance he could be clever, too ; and the

third time she looked at him he hoped that

Mary had n't seen.

Mary had seen every time, but she sup-

posed that London ways might be differ-

ent and Lizzie might not mean any harm
by it. She never supposed anything at all

about David. She took for granted that

he would dislike everything in Lizzie that

differed from Trelinnock, and yet, since

she was Mary's cousin, he would consent

to overlook the objects of his dislike. They
would include, Mary supposed, an affected

voice, very movable, provocative eyes, a

great deal of wholly unnecessary conver-

sation, and an appalling ignorance of the

simplest natural laws.

When Lizzie asked David how many
tides there are in a day, Mary colored

with shame and confusion for her. She

did not dream that David was pleased at

being asked idiotic questions, or that men
in general enjoy .imparting what they

know to conversational young women
with provocative eyes, whose knowledge,

however circumscribed in one direction, is

quite sufficient in another.

But Mary learned this lesson ; she

learned very silently and reluctantly half

a dozen other lessons in the course of a

few weeks, and all she asked while she

was learning them was that neither her

father nor her mother might see the ac-

cumulation of her knowledge. The farm

was some distance out of the village, so

that the prying eyes and sharp tongues of

neighboring gossips could be kept at bay;

but those tender spies of love in her par-

ents' hearts, how long could she mislead

them by artificial laughter or hide from

them the traces of her secret tears?

David fell into the habit of bringing his

friend the blacksmith up to the farm, and

the four young people behaved as much

like visitors as Mary would consent to

behave. They went for walks on the

cliff, and made expeditions to neighboring

coves and villages. Mary had never seen

so much of the country in her life as she

saw with Lizzie, and it confirmed in her

the desire to remain at Trelinnock and
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keep everybody else out of it, including;

relatives.

Mary felt she could have borne it if

Lizzie had been worth David, but Lizzie

vi'as worth no man's love. She was as

light and cold as foam. She had told

Mary things that Mary had never

dreamed any woman thought, far less did.

Trelinnock was no better than other

places, but it was more limited, and it had

no edges. You were good or bad in Tre-

linnock, and all Trelinnock knew which

you were, and acted accordingly. Lizzie

lived upon edges, and it was in the light

of a fresh edge that she considered David.

She was going to go as far as she could

with David, and then she would return

to London and leave Mary with what was

left of David's heart. There would not

be very much left of it, and what there

was would be broken. That was the last

of the lessons Mary learned from Lizzie.

David did not come to Tremayne Farm

the evening after Mary had been on the

cliff. There was a good deal of conjec-

ture as to why he did n't come, but

Farmer Tremayne had heard that Job

Oldcastle, the most ancient fisherman at

Windyhazle, had died that morning, and

it was settled that probably David was

employed upon his coffin.

"Death," said Farmer Tremayne, with

a chuckle, "won't wait 's long as a maid.

Mind that, Mary!" And Mary, looking

across at Lizzie, minded it.

It was a day when the whole of summer

was let loose upon the air. The sea lay

stretched out under the sky, a smooth, un-

broken mirror of pale blue. The air shim-

mered and danced with the heat, and

every breath of it was filled with meadow-

sweet, honeysuckle, and the tonic wildness

of the sea.

The farm-work was over, and Lizzie

and Mary set of^ toward the cliffs. Mary
had heard that morning that her aunt was
in trouble with a sick cow ; it was a four-

mile walk to her aunt's farm.

"I reckon," she said to Lizzie, "I '11 be

back an hour after sunset."

Lizzie was going down to the strand to

bathe; Mary believed that she had a se-

cret arrangement to meet David at the

strand. Their ways parted on the edge

of the cliff.

"My," said Lizzie, "the air is just like

scent ! It is reely. I often wonder, Mary,

you don't buy any scent. Men like it.

It was only last night that David said to

me, 'You 're as sweet as a flower.' He
did reely."

Mary stood quite still at the cliff's edge.

" 'T is all sweet here," she said quietly.

"We don't need glass bottles for to hold

it. 'T is all clean sweet."

"No," said Lizzie, scornfully; "nor,

with your knowledge of the sun and the

tide, you don't need watches to tell you

the time. All the same, it 's a pretty thing

to wear on your wrist, and it pays to wear

pretty things and take a little trouble over

yourself. I only tell you for your own
good, Mary. Lor'! the strand 's a long

way off ; I never can get there in this heat.

Is n't there a shorter way down by the

cliffs? David said, if you knew them,

there was many a short cut."

"There is a way," said Mary; her voice

sounded strange and hoarse in her ears.

"There is a nearer way," she said,—and

then twenty years of conscience broke

through her reluctant lips,— "but the cliffs

are mortal' dangerous an' all."

Lizzie tossed her head.

"Who 's afraid?" she said airily. "I '11

tease David about them ; he wanted me to

promise not to try to get down without

him with me— he' did reely. But catch me
promising a man anything! As long as

you '11 not promise, they do; the moment
you begin, they stop. I know men."

Mary did not dispute her cousin's

knowledge; she took her boots off with-

out speaking, and slung them together by

their laces round her neck.

"You don't find me taking my boots

off," said Lizzie ; "my feet are n't as tough

as yours, and the Lord only knows how
I 'd get them on again. Are you coming,

too? I thought you 'd got to go and help

that aunt of yours about a sick cow. I

must say you do funny things in the coun-

try; no wonder }ou can't dress properly."
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"I '11 see you down-along," said IVIary,

briefly. She led the way by a grassy path

to the heathery verge. The slope looked

easy, and was possible for the sure-footed.

Half-way down it changed abruptly into

a sheer drop of ironstone rock; one could

not see the edge until one was upon it.

Mary began to descend very methodi-

cally and slowly. She never left a foot-

hold until she had found and tested the

one beneath it; as the slope grew- steeper,

she laid her hands lightly, without trust-

ing her weight, on bracken and heather.

She heard Lizzie laughing above her.

"Lor'!" her cousin cried, "you are a

cautious, slow cat, Mary! I shall be down
in half the time you take over it."

IVIary looked up above her at the brown

boots, with high heels, and once more her

conscience shook the words out of her.

"You 'd best take off they boots!" she

shouted up ; but even as her words left her

lips, she saw Lizzie's eyes change to

startled horror. The smooth, grassy slope

was as slippery as ice, and the brown boots

had no grip ; she found herself moving

without volition, swiftly and still more

swiftly over the short, dry grass. In a

flash she was on a level wnth Mary, and

then past her. She began to clutch wildly

at the bracken and heather; tufts of them

came off in her hands. She screamed spas-

modically, like a toy doll. She was not

really frightened at first, but she screamed

hilariously, ceaselessly.

Mary stood firm in her foothold and,

leaning forward, saw the drop beneath

and the murmurous, blue water moving to

the cliff's edge, softly back and forth, with

scarcely a ripple. Then Lizzie's scrambling

rush changed to a fall ; her body turned

right over, and she saw what was beneath

her. A sound came from her that seemed

to shake the cliffs ; it rang across from side

to side, a horrible, tormented sound.

Mary caught a glimpse of her face

turned upward. Her mouth was wide

open, and her eyes were blind with fear.

They glared up at Mary, blind blue eyes,

horribly fixed and intent. And then her

hair shone, and she turned over and over,

while her screams were shaken out of her

—short, convulsive sounds, trailing into

silence.

Mary still looked. There was a ledge

of rock before her on which she crept on

hands and knees ; from there she saw the

body tossed like a bounding stone into the

gulf, and Lizzie's waving hands, full of

grass and heather, flung up toward the

sky. Mary saw no more than that, but

she heard a muffled sound of blows when
the body struck rock— iron rock; and then

all the earth was like a pause. Even the

sea was still. Gulls circled noiselessly

over the cove. Perhaps they saw some-

thing, but Mary only saw the smooth,

blue mirror of the sea, and heard nothing

but the soft whisper of it as it lipped the

rocks beneath.

It was a great relief to Mary that there

were no more cries. She climbed up to

the summit of the cliff and turned her

back upon the sea. There was no one in

sight. She sat down on a clump of heather

and put on her boots. It seemed to her

as if she had just had a dream, a shocking,

iniquitous, involuntary dream. As soon

as she had fastened her boots she hastened

to her aunt's farm, but she need not have

hastened. Ten minutes had been enough

to cover a fallen life.

The cow was worse, and Mary boiled

the kettle and laid fomentations on the

moaning beast, and as the day darkened

slowly, she lit a lantern and hung it over

the stall.

"You 'm praperly knowledgable with

cows, Mary," said her aunt, approvingly.

"If you '11 bide to bed, I '11 watch with

her till morning," Mary promised. She

wanted to be alone with the cow. Its

agonized eyes turned to her appealingly.

The fitful light, the long, dark shadows,

the sweet-scented hay, and the dire need

of ministering to physical pain worked like

an anodyne in Mary. She no longer saw

the wavering, helpless hands in which the

heather and the earth still lay, nor heard

the screams louder and louder in her

brain, reverberating like the sound of a

deep bell when an hour has struck. The
troubled breathing of the beast beside her

eased her heart. It was alive, and she was
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helping it, and all her life until that da\-

she had been helping what was alive.

Then she heard a tap on the stable win-

dow, saw David's face in the shadow, and

heard him say:

"Where be your cousin Lizzie?" He
asked her twice before her lips would

move to answer him.

"I dun not know," said Mary, hoarsely.

"I dun not know, David."

"Where did you see her last?" asked

David. Beads of perspiration stood on his

brow, his eyes were wild and hungry.

Mary's heart beat against her side like

some plunging bird.

"I saw her last upon the cliff-side," she

said. " 'T were after work was over, and

the sun was full high ; happen 't was three

o'clock."

"God help her, then!" said David, pas-

sionately. "O Mary, I do believe her 's

over them iron cliffs! Her 's not been

seen upon the strand nor in the village

nor any gate."

"If 't is so," said Mary, slowly, "the

dawn tide will bring her in, David."

"Iss," said David, heavily. "I '11 go

down and meet the sea, Mary."

The cow cried out, and Mary turned

back to her. She could speak better to

David without looking at him.

"V'ou be a praper sorrowful man,

David," she said gently. " 'T is a dread-

ful thing that have come to 'e."

" 'T is all of that," said David, heavilw

"and 't is kind of 'e to take it so, Mary.

Happen we '11 forget them words in the

orchard?"

"Happen we '11 forget them," she re-

peated without tears; and David left her

and went down to meet the sea.

The tide brought Lizzie in at dawn,

and laid her broken and mauled and bit-

terly disfigured under the fringe of the

black rock where the surf had flung her.

David never told any one that half her

hair, half the wonderful gold plaits he had

so marveled at, was false. Even David

knew that they were false.

He buried them reverently and deepl\'

imder the heather, and there he buried

with them all his moments of romance, and
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orever to Marv and to faith-turned back

fulness.

In a year they were married, just as

they had always arranged to be. But the

village said her cousin's death had "over-

taken" Mary. She was changed from that

day. She had always been a woman of

few words, but they had come from a se-

rene and satisfied cheerfulness and they

had carried with them a sense of solid

peace; now they were fewer than ever,

and her eyes were strange while she ut-

tered them. They seemed to be looking

at something that was not there, and hear-

ing something which had no sound.

After her marriage Mary and David
went to live in Trelinnock. David was
afraid Mary would miss the cliffs and the

sea, and every Sunday he took her out to

Tremayne Farm and home by the cliffs.

]\Lary made no protest, but she went by

his side like a sleep-walker, with fixed and

sightless eyes.

Once when they sat on the edge of the

heather above a grassy slope David dis-

lodged a stone and would have thrown it

down, but Mary gave a scream and caught

his hand back. It was a strange, shrill

scream, like a wild bird's, and her face

suddenly grew white and crumpled. For
a moment David saw her youth dead in

her eyes—dead and transfixed, like a live

thing turned to stone.

"Dun not* throw it down, David!" she

gasped. "Dun not throw it down!
'T would fall into the sea.'-'

David gazed at her, and then he saitl

curiously, in a sharp, high voice:

"Mary, if 't were a body that fell, them
rocks would strike at it praperly hard.

'T would crush a human head in like an

egg-shell, if 't were struck down on they."

Mary's lips moved, and her eyes dark-

ened till they looked as black as wet iron-

stone.

"Surely 't is hard," she said, with sud-

den fierceness—" 't is mortal hard to fall

on they; but 't is not so hard, David, as

to fall on a fickle heart."

"Mary," whispered David—"Mary—

"

Then he turned his head away, and asked

her no more questions.
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Romantic Albania

By DEMETRA VAKA
Author of "She who Sowed the Seed," etc.

THE first time I visited Albania I

went with my brother, who was one

of a party of officials sent to investigate

a recent uprising. As usual, the cause had

been taxes, discussed with rifles and knives,

and as usual the outcome had been none

too favorable to Turkey. Now, to save

her face, she was resorting to that com-

monest form of useless governmental ac-

tivity, "investigating."

After the diplomatic work was over,

the intention of our party had been to

push on through central and northern Al-

bania, Montenegro, Serbia, and Bulgaria,

and so back to Constantinople by way of

the Black Sea. Unfortunately, one of our

members, a slim, fascinating Frenchman,

had brought with him an unnecessary

amount of French gallantry. The Alba-

nians took his gallantry too seriously, and

it cost him his life, although officially he

died of typhoid fever. Our mission was

to pacify, not to seek further trouble. The
incident dampened the spirit of our party.

"One must have a strong stomach to

stand the diet of Albania," one of the

Greeks remarked, with a grimace. "Mine

has always been delicate, and I have tasted

enough of this savage country to give me
indigestion for the rest of my life. I go

no farther."

The rest sided with him. They were

pampered city men, and the coarse food,

the unavoidable hardships, the constant

traveling on muleback along trails that

made them dizzy, coupled with the risk

of losing their lives should they chance to

offend the untutored Albanian sense of

propriety, were not to their taste. But

for my brother the Balkans possessed an

allurement he could never resist. As for

me, I was young and full of enthusiasm

;

my world had been made up of books, and

the mystery of the Balkans attracted me
beyond the desire for comfort.

"Oh, do let us go on!" I urged my
brother, who needed no urging. Thus our

party of many dwindled down to us two

and one zaptieh, a southern Albanian and

a good fellow, who knew how to control

the muleteers, and how to obtain what we
needed from the Albanians without get-

ting into fights with them. Moreover, he

had a good voice, and enlivened our long

rides with weird Albanian songs, which

seemed to invoke the spirits of that wild

country. The rest of the military escort

we dismissed ; for, as my brother re-

marked, it added to our danger, not to our

safety, since one could see the hair of the

Albanians rise, like the ruffs of angry dogs,

at sight of the Turkish soldiery.

Albania is not only the oldest child of

the Balkans, but the oldest country in

Europe. It is a part of ancient lUyria,

and has survived the attacks of the Ro-

mans and the Huns, the Macedonians and

the Greeks, the .Serbs and the Bulgars,

and seems likely to survive those of the

Turks. Yet it lacks the two great fun-

damentals that unite a people and make a

nation, a common language and a common
religion. Capable of resisting aggression

and of fighting fiercely and stubbornly,

the Albanians have never been able, de-

spite their great pride in, and love for,

their country, to put aside their family,

their tribal, and their religious feuds in

order to form a homogeneous whole.

We found the .southern part Greek in

speech, Greek in looks, and Greek in faith.

When we entered the mountainous region

that, after several days of arduous mule-

back riding, brought us to the plateaus of

central Albania, most of the people were

Mohammedans, though onI\' the officials,
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who came from Constantinople, spoke

Turkish. Turkish, indeed, was little

known among the Albanians except

among those who had worked in Constan-

tinople as body-guards, a career for which

their faithfulness and bravery eminently

fitted them.

These Mohammedans of central Al-

bania were despised alike by Turks and by

Christians. The fact that they had turned

Mohammedans to save their lands and to

keep on the right side of the conqueror

made them an object of contempt to the

Turks and of hatred to the Christians. It

is true that this happened in the fifteenth

century, but in the Balkans they have long

memories. Being in the majority here,

however, they are a powerful faction, and

in addition to their periodic risings against

the Turks they have fierce religious feuds

with the orthodox Albanians of the south,

and with the Albanians of the north, who
have become Catholics through Austrian

and Italian influences. Though religion

sits lightly on the shoulders of these wild

mountaineers, in its various forms it has

helped to fashion those differences which

have impeded the welding of the country

into a homogeneous whole. The only cer-

tain bond between the various tribes is

their excessive pride in Albania and their

lust for blood. Every rock, every strong-

hold, every mountain has its history, and

that history is written in blood.

Yet they compel one's sympathy, and

they compelled my admiration. If at times

they exasperated me with their boastful-

ness of being the greatest country in the

world because they were the greatest

fighters, if I became weary of hearing how
once, under Iskander Bey, they had held

millions of Turks at bay, I had to remem-

ber that they were only children in civili-

zation, and that greatness, from their point

of view, consisted in the capacity to shed

blood.

After we left the south, we did not take

our own mules with us. We reasoned

that the best way to procure guides for

the interior would be to hire mules with

their muleteers. Our reasoning proved

false. To begin with, we discovered that

the muleteers knew only the main-trav-

eled roads, if one may thus dignify the

mountain trails which connected one part

of the country with another; and in addi-

tion, since all our muleteers "owed blood,"

they had to leave us at most inconvenient

spots, since their feuds had not at all been

arranged with a view to the convenience

of travelers.

During the first three days of our jour-

ney we encountered little that was inter-

esting beyond our unexpected changing of

muleteers. The villages we passed

through, whether large or small, were

squalid and miserable. The contrast be-

tween the grandeur of the landscape and

the human misery was overpowering.

Amid these wonderful, lofty heights one

expected to see wonderful edifices and

men and women of intellect ; and one saw

only huts, women bowed under the burden

of heavy work, and men, armed to the

teeth, ready to take life. At times it

seemed to me that I could actually hear

Albania moaning, and begging for peace,

that she might end this existence of al-

ways tearing to pieces. An unfathomable

sadness settled upon me. ]\Iy smallness,

my incapacity to help, crushed my spirit.

I heard Albania call, and all I could an-

swer was: "No, Albania, I cannot help

you. No one can help you, because you

are the key to Constantinople from the

Adriatic; and all the great Christian na-

tions, pretending they are trying to pre-

serve the balance of power, have their

greedy eyes fixed on the Golden Horn and

the terrible hegemony of Europe, to which

everything else must be sacrificed. Bleed

on, Albania; for through your blood each

one hopes to wade to Constantinople."

At one of the larger villages where we
spent the night our trouble with guides

came to an end. We always made it a

point, while our tents were being pitched,

to call on the religious head of the com-

munity, whether a Mussulman, a Catho-

lic, or an Orthodox. We were always

courteously received, and since we spoke

their respective languages, we came into

direct communication with them. As a

rule they were men of simple minds, and
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although they were desirous of putting an

end to the feuds, one felt that they were

more or less imbued with the spirit of the

country. Indeed, I regret to say that we
found more animosity between the two

branches of the followers of Christ than

between the Christians and the Moham-
medans.

In this particular village there were two

flocks: the Greek, which was mostly.

Vlach, and the Mussulman. We called

on the heads of both, and both offered us

the hospitality of their houses. The Mus-
sulman had a most charming wife, so sweet

and childlike that I wished to stay with

her; and we chose fortunately, for not

only had I a delightful bed to sleep in,

but a bath, which was the most ingenious

thing I had seen in Albania. It was a

hole sunk in the floor of the kitchen, about

the size of a barrel, and made of cement

by pretty Emmene Hanoum's husband

himself. He had built it to keep vege-

tables in, but Emmene Hanoum used it as

a bath-tub.

She was a delightful and vivacious host-

ess, and waxed eloquent over the peaceful

spirit that possessed their villagers, and

the friendship that subsisted between the

Christians and Mohammedans. "We
have n't had a blood-feud or an uprising

for ever and ever so long," she declared.

Holding up two rosy fingers, she went on

impressively, "Not for more than two

years."

Her hands were pretty and well kept.

The Mussulman Albanians treat their

wives better than the Christians do, and

whenever they can afford it, they engage

Christian women to wait upon them.

Sweet Emmene had "never put her hands

into cold water," as the saying is, which

means that she had always had a maid.

She was tall and slender, and her two lit-

tle sons were always climbing in her lap

or up on her back. She could neither read

nor write, but embroidered wonderfully.

The village, she told me, was unusually

prosperous, and there were men there who
owned as many as a hundred sheep. They
were all very hospitable, and every promi-

nent citizen wished to entertain us. Those

to whose houses we could not possibly go,

for it would have taken us a month to

accept all the invitations, gave us presents

of meat, eggs, vegetables, milk, and fruit.

Indeed, provisions for several days were

thrust upon us, and the people begged us

to tell the Government what a worthy,

peace-loving community they were.

The Greek priest here was a find. He
was not only an educated, but a broad-

minded, man, and, unlike most Albanians,

he realized the fact that Albania was not

the greatest country in the world, with a

past to which the past of Greece and Rome
was as nothing. He was a southern Al-

banian, an Epirote, and his Greek was

delightful. Certainly his salary could not

have come from his small flock, and we
concluded that Greece was awakening to

the possibility of Albania's being divided,

and that the Albanians had better be pre-

pared to choose wisely. It was owing to

Father Basil that the Orthodox Christians

and the Mussulmans got along well to-

gether. These two religions, I believe,

had formed an alliance against the Catho-

lics ; for Turkey viewed the proteges of

Austria and Italy with greater disfavor

than those of little Greece. Greece only

dreams of the redemption of Constanti-

nople ; Austria planned to acquire it.

Father Basil saved us from guides and

the troubles that went with them for the

rest of our journey. He took us to his

heart; for he had seen nothing of civiliza-

tion since leaving Constantinople a few

years before, and it was really on his ac-

count that we stopped as long as we did

in that village. Holding sway over the

entire Orthodox population of that part of

Albania, he had traveled a great deal

about the country and as far up as Mon-
tenegro. He was quite aware of all the

political intrigues at work, and now and

then would close one eye and remark,

"You see how things work up here."

After he heard of our troubles with the

muleteers, he caressed his silky beard in

silence for some time.

"I wonder," he murmured at lengtii,

and again, "I wonder."

"What?" my brother asked.
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"I wonder if Acheron, the fairy's son,

would consent to go with you. He knows

all northern Albania. Moreover, he owes

no blood, and none is owed to him, and

every one likes and respects him."

"Whose son did you say he was?" my
brother asked.

"A fairy's. You see, he was found in

the woods by a Mussulman when he w^as

only a few months old. He had been

kept alive by a goat, which daily stood

over him and gave him suck."

"But what makes you think his mother

was a fairy?"

"Because the honor of Albanian women
is above reproach ; hence his mother could

only have been a fairy. And since he was

found near the river Acheron, he was

named Acheron, although the man who
found him adopted him, and brought him

up in the faith of the prophet."

"Oh, do get him for us!" I cried. Both

his origin and his Homeric name fasci-

nated me.

"I will try, though I don't say he will

come. Just now he is guarding his adopted

father's flocks in the mountains. I shall

send for him to-day."

The next evening at dusk Acheron ap-

peared. He certainly did justice to his

origin. He was the handsomest specimen

of a Greek I had seen in Albania. Tall

and well built, with classical features, he

might have been Achilles in person. He
wore the fustanelle, the starched white

kilts of the southern Albanians; and the

long blue tassel of his fez fell gracefully

on his shoulders, mingling with his hair,

which he wore rather long. He was as

different from the average unkempt shep-

herd as a thoroughbred is from a cart-

horse. His leggings, his waistcoat, his

coat were all beautifully embroidered : it

seems that the women of Albania took

pleasure in giving him handsomely em-

broidered garments to propitiate the

fairies, his kinsfolk.

Acheron liked my brother, and having

looked me up and down, said he would

go with us if the priest would get some one

else to guard his father's flocks. This

Father Basil promised to do, and at the

next daybreak we were off, the father

admonishing us not to dare offer money to

Acheron. "He will tell you what he

would like to have, and you can send it

to him," he told us.

Acheron proved to be the greatest de-

light of our journey. With all his other

good points, he was clean and loved to

bathe. How he could have acquired such

habits in Albania I cannot imagine ; hered-

ity must be very strong. Whoever his

parents were, I am sure they could have

been no common people. Although he was

a Mussulman, Acheron adored the Virgin

Mary, of whom he spoke as "the little

Christian fairy." He had also picked up

Greek as uneducated people rarely do. It

had come natural to him, as had his love

for poetry and his graceful manners. He
was Homeric in name, face, and disposi-

tion. He believed absolutely in his fairy

origin, and played the part with fervor.

Our journey became Acheron's journey.

He knew the hiding-places of birds,

snakes, and beasts, and was quite at home
with them. Had we been foUow'ing any

particular route and in a hurry, he would

have been the most exasperating of guides.

As it was, we stopped whenever he wanted

us to, and we awoke and started on when-

ever he told us to. Thus we saw the

northern part of Albania as that hand-

some, irresponsible creature knew it. It

was in the springtime, and the peaks were

yet snow-capped ; the trees were in blos-

som, and millions of wild flowers tapes-

tried the precipitous flanks of the moun-

tains. And we had Acheron to explain

everything, mingling fancies fearlessly

with facts and speaking of the fairies as

ever present.

Bathed in blood as Albania is, one

would imagine her devoid of all except the

fierce romance of armed strife; yet to-

gether with the rifles and knives and

blood-feuds live the fairies and all sorts

of woodland and mountain spirits, who,

like the millions of wild flowers, bring

beauty and charm to the wild country.

And Acheron was the embodiment of mys-

tic, romantic Albania. Even its horrors

were not horrible to him. He told of the
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killing of men with the same simplicity

with which he one day hrought me a snake

to play with, never imagining that I might

not care to touch it. To him all wild

animals were friends.

Once at dusk as we were riding along

a steep mountain-side, he walking by my
mount, suddenly he seized the reins of my
mule, bringing it to a dangerous halt, at

the same time ordering the others to stop.

As we waited breathless, not knowing

what to expect, we heard from afar the

hoofbeats of a galloping horse coming to-

ward us at full speed.

Considering that our mules had to walk

on our rocky path with the utmost cau-

tion, this was marvelous. Acheron was

greatly excited, and so were my brother,

the zaptieh, and I.

The sound came nearer and nearer, and

we strained our eyes to see the daring

rider. Yet although the sound passed

close to us in the gathering dusk, I saw

neither horse nor rider; I only saw

Acheron salute and heard him say

:

"May thy journey be of good omen!"

"Did you see the rider?" I questioned.

"No; but I know who it was."

"Who was it?"

"The bride of the mountains."

He had often spoken to me about this

particular fairy who, mounted on an in-

visible steed, galloped over the roughest

defiles of the mountains. There was not

the slightest doubt but that Acheron be-

lieved what he said, and I, being young

and in Albania, and in the deep dusk of

a towering mountain— I do not know
whether I believed it or not. At any rate,

I heard the galloping hoofs; and although

my Philistine brother explained them to

me, when we were alone, as the reverbera-

tions of some curious trick of echo among
the mountains, like the whispering gal-

leries in certain churches, his reasoning

did not wholly convince me at the time.

Before it became dark we pitched our

tents, and lighted the brilliant fire which

was to keep wild beasts away from us;

and wonderfully well 1 slept that night,

and every night in the Balkans, after

manv hours in the saddle.
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During our trip we passed many small

villages where the women, prematurely

old, worked in the fields, and at evening

we always met them returning to their

homes, carrying tremendous loads on their

heads, with little children towing from

their skirts. The women perform every

labor in Albania in order that the men

may preserve their strength for fighting.

Near many of these villages we dis-

mounted to talk WMth the women, and they

stopped their work to talk with us or to

fetch us milk or cheese or even to go home

with us and cook mutton for us. As a

rule they were absolutely uneducated, but

honest, shrewd, and capable.

After leaving one of these villages, we
came upon a place where four paths

crossed, and there, securely fastened in a

sort of sling, a baby was hanging.

"Acheron," I cried, "there is another

fairy baby like you !"

Acheron shook his head.

"No, that is an ill-omened baby, and it

is left here, where four paths meet, to

break the spell."

"What kind of spell?"

"All his brothers and sisters have died,

because the jinn have crossed the threshold

of his home ; so now they hang him here,

with three Maros [Marys] watchhig, to

break the spell." He pointed to three

women seated at the foot of a tree a little

distance off, and continued: "Every magic

requires three or seven or nine Maros.

That is why every family, whether Mus-
sulman or Christian, names one girl Maro,

after your little Christian fairy. There

was once a village where all the Maros
died. The inhabitants knew there must

be a spell over their village, so they all

left it."

The three Maros had got up, and met

us before we reached the baby. Tlie>'

asked us to say a prayer as we passed be-

neath it, to help break the spell, in order

that it might live, and not die like all its

brothers and sisters.

In the outskirts of another \illage we
came upon a group of children feasting

about what looked like a small, newly

made grave.
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"What are they doing?" I asked Ache-

ron.

"They have buried a cat," he replied.

"You know, a cat is a sacred animal, be-

cause Christ produced one from his sleeve.

When a cat dies, the children of the

household invite their friends to come and

help bury it, and then they sit about the

grave and feast."

These were Mohammedan children, but

throughout Albania we found Christian

and Mohammedan beliefs and supersti-

tions commingled almost without regard

to the particular creed of any particular

person.

On arriving at a town of some size, my
brother suggested that I wait there a few

days while Acheron and he climbed to the

summit of a certain mountain. I was in-

vited to stay in the household of the pasha

of the town. The house was more like a

fortress than a home. It was two stories

high, built around three sides of a court-

yard, and the outer wall was pierced with

windows only just wide enough to permit

the muzzle of a rifle to be poked through.

The household was tremendous. The
wife,— and in Albania most Mussulmans

are monogamous,— the sons and their

wives, the daughters and their husbands,

numerous near and distant kin, besides

guests, all lived in this one abode. The
women of the household went about un-

veiled and were permitted to talk with

men. All wore richly embroidered bloom-

ers reaching to the ankle, with an ankle-

piece of exquisite embroidery, and short

jackets, or waistcoats, with long coats of

blue and white. All evinced the greatest

interest in my journey, and especially in

the conditions we had found in those re-

gions where uprisings had occurred.

Every one wanted to do something to

make my stay as pleasant as possible. I

slept in a large room where several beds

were made up on the floor every night for

guests. Among us there was a young girl,

with an extremely attractive Oriental face,

who wore especially well embroidered

clothes. I could not make out what her

position in the household might be. At
meal-times, when we sat down, cross-

legged on the ground, around a huge,

revolving-table, she seemed to have no spe-

cial place. Despite my youth, I was placed

next the head lady. This particular girl

took any place that happened to be vacant,

yet everybody petted her, and the old

hanoum often pinched her cheek and

called her naughty and endearing names.

On the second day of my stay I chanced

to see this girl—her name was Kouze

—

sitting in a small, hidden arbor with a

young man, and he had his arm around

her waist. Knowing how the Albanians

felt about thei'r women, I was seized with

the fear that in a short time I should be

in the midst of a feud, when first this

young man, and then all his male relatives,

would have to be killed.

An hour later, when we assembled for

our evening meal, Kouze, bright-eyed and

unconcerned, came in. The more I looked

at her, the more she puzzled and attracted

me. Deviltry was in every glance of her

eye. After dinner I began to talk with

her, and her humor surprised me. As

we were parting, I said:

"Do tell them to put your bed next to

mine to-night."

She shook her head till the long, gold-

blue tassel of her fez danced.

"You have too large eyes," she an-

swered ; "they see too much." Neverthe-

less, when I went to bed, hers was next to

mine.

At dawn I was awakened by a whis-

tling in the courtyard under our win-

dows— a whistling which turned into a

soft song.

Kouze rose quietly, slipped on her

bloomers and her long coat, and crept to

the window, scrambled over the sill, and

with the dexterity of a cat sprang to the

ground.

I rushed to the window just in time

to see the arms of the same young man
encircle Kouze before the two disappeared

among the trees beyond the courtyard.

Though it was still very early, I slept no

more. Who was there that I could warn

without bringing on the catastrophe I

wished to avoid ?

At breakfast-time Kouze came in as
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debonair and impish as ever. After the

meal was over, I joined her.

"You rose very earl}^" I ventured to

say.

"So I did." There was laughter in her

eyes and on her lips. She pinched my
cheek, and, bending like a bird, gave me a

kiss that was more like a peck. "Come,

and I '11 show you some of my pretty

clothes."

From a cupboard in the room in which

we slept she brought forth an armful of

the most exquisite clothes, besides a lot of

silver brooches and bracelets. "They are

all mine," she said.

I wanted to warn her of the danger she

was running, yet somehow I could not

manage it. I felt that I should receive

only ridicule in reply.

That afternoon the mother invited me
to drive with her, and as we were return-

ing through the woods I espied Kouze, and

then made out that the young man was

again with her. Quickly I turned my
head away, afraid to look lest I should

attract attention to her. Yet it was my
hostess's laughter which made me look

again.

"Madcap children!" she murmured,

"madcap children!"

"Who are madcap?" I asked innocenth'.

She laughed again.

"Why, Kouze and her husband."

"Her husbandf" I cried. "Why, is

Kouze married?"

"Yes, she 's married to m^- youngest

son."

I gasped. \l\ tragedy had blown away
in smoke.

"Then why does she live the way she

does?" I asked.

"Because she has no cliildren. Though
she has been married a year, no child is

coming yet; so she has no standing in the

household, and must take whatever is

left."

That night when we were in bed, I

reached over and took Kouze's hand.

"I am so sorry, dear," I said. "This

afternoon your mother told me all."

Kouze dropped my hand, got up, pulled

her mattress nearer mine, and then took

my hand again in hers.

"Why are you sorry?" she asked, her

face very close to mine.

"You are treated terribly just because

you have no children."

"You," she answered, "are a simple

goose. I am as happy as a new moon,

I 'm happy as a young rose, I 'm the

happiest of olive-trees."

"Happy without being able to see your

husband ?" I cried.

"But I do see him all I want. Some-

times I go to him, and sometimes I don't,

and I make him suffer. Sometimes I let

him kiss me, and sometimes I don't, and

he is madly in love with me. It is a j'ear

we are married, yet his hand trembles in

mine. I pray to the moon and to the

stars and to all the trees that grow on

the mountains that they may withhold my
son's coming yet another j^ear. I shall

be fifteen when the frost comes in ; why
should I bother? And it is such fun, and

I am the lord of my master. We are

lovers now. When children come we
shall be old married people, and I don't

want to be old. Besides, if I had an

apartment, he could come to it as his right:

Now I hold that right, and it is as it

should be."

Jn amazement I listened. Tliat wild

Albanian child, who could hardly read and

write, was promulgating sentiments which

years later I was to hear again from the

lips of the most advanced feminists of

America.



This Distrust of Democracy
By SEYxMOUR DEMING

WE begin to repent of our democ-

racy. It is a high-class popular

tune. At the directors' table, in the

smoke-dimmed privacy of the club, in the

studious glooms of the scholar's library,

at dinner-tables agleam with silver and

snowy linen, in the mellowed shabbiness

of the author's den, beside the ash-strewn

hearth of the statesman's town house, over

the mahogany desk of the professional,

wherever men of learning most do con-

gregate, this refrain is hummed in com-

plaint against the founders of the repub-

lic: how thoughtless of them to let us in

for it! Democracy may have been well

enough in their day; in ours it is going to

be a nuisance or worse.

In a time when, by the democratization

of government, the moneyed class is losing

its money, and the intellectual aristocracy,

by the democratization of education, is

losing its prestige, is it any wonder that

the twain unite in a distrust of democ-

racy? The increased supply of these

trained minds has so whittled down their

earning power that unless their generos-

ity and idealism are equal to the stress

they resent the process which has reduced

their market price and which threatens,

unless they are willing to change from a

quasi-ruling class to the highest type of a

serving class, to push them out of the

fugue altogether.

Distrust of democracy is the class view

of a class not as yet class conscious. They
suppose their hostility to be directed

against a form of government. It is really

directed against that form of government

which would deprive them of mastery,

which form happens to be democracy.

This hostility is no more consciously rea-

soned than the policeman's when he blud-

geons a striker or the soldier's when he

shoots down a Boer farmer in behalf of

a London broker. It is automatic. He

who has been dedicated and trained to the

service of a particular class reacts to that

class. Thus it is not to be questioned that

those who distrust democracy are quite

sincere in their opinion, never having

traced it to its source. They reason, just

as oligarchs have always reasoned, that

oligarchy is better for society because it is

better for them. And they are, of course,

society. They forget that never in the

history of the world has an aristocracy

been permanently proof against the temp-

tation to betray its stewardship. With
commerce so organized that he who would

continue in trade must protect himself at

the expense of and, if need be, by the ruin

of, his rivals, we need hardly wonder that

men of business should distrust a sj'stem

which is now aiming at the rescue of the

most pitiable victims of the existing order.

With education hitherto enslaved, if not

to the theory, certainly to the practice that

its benefits were to be converted into an

increased earning-power first and an in-

creased serving-power only second, we
need hardly wonder that men of educa-

tion should distrust a sj^stem which aims

to reverse that order, and to set up in

place of an aristocracy of brains an aris-

tocracy of service.

That democracy is beset with perils is

not denied. No one is suggesting that

the millennium lies over the next rise of

land. But with prophets of ill so multi-

tudinously eloquent of these perils, it

might be well to inquire whether they are

perils of democracy or perils of those

whom democracy imperils. At the same

time, let us consider as premature the

brisk announcement that "democracy is a

failure," when democracy has never yet

been tried. Even Nietzsche admits that,

an admission which, extended quite as

justly to Christianity, might have induced

that other Pistol fury of his to abate.
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Democracy has been tried to about the

same extent that Christianity has been

tried— in spots, tentatively, a little at a

time, with a string hitched to its left leg

to yank it back again in case it waxed

frisky.

The lords wrested a share of the power

from their king. That was the meaning

of democracy for the lords. The middle

class wrested a share of the power from

their lords. That was, and is, the mean-

ing of democracy for the middle class.

And now the working-class is wresting a

share of the power from the middle class.

That will be the meaning of democracy

for the working-class. And then will

everybody be happy? Not at all. But

fewer, on the whole, will be unhappy

;

just as fewer have been unhappy since the

lords and the middle class won those liber-

ties which they now grudgingly concede

to their fellows one degree lower in the

scale.

Democracy, like water, is seeking its

lowest levels with a force as irresistible as

gravity's own. Is there sinister signifi-

cance in its downward direction? No
more sinister than the dropping of the

gentle rain from heaven, which falls first

on the stern and rugged peaks, then on

the bold and aspiring slopes, and finally

on the broad and fertile plains where the

patient millions live and earn their liv-

ings. The peaks for lonely seers, the

slopes for restless, adventuring spirits,

the great plains for that vast and kindly

human family without which the ascents

of the seers and the emprises of the adven-

turers would be meaningless, would, in-

deed, never have been inspired. For the

higher they climb; even unto the peaks,

the greater appear the plains.

Your challengers of democracy are

usually two : the frankly bitter Tory, who
cannot see why hungry people should be

so unreasonable as to complain when he

has just had a square meal himself; and

the intellectual, regretfully skeptic. For

the former, anything is good enough to

throw at the dog, whereas the mood of

your skeptic intellectual is that of the

sophomore in the memorable ode who

... set aside ideas of God
With cozy, sad negation.

He would like to believe,—he would,

dearly,— but he finds it quite out of the

question
;
quite. As thus

:

In the democratic state, the tendency is

toward wider suffrage, even to universal

suffrage, because the ruling classes find it

difficult to carry out their policies without a

greater voting power, but the masses have

begun to reflect that this power of the bal-

lot can be used for their own well-being

through the control of the governing ma-

chinery of the state. The use of such a

power is, however, fraught with a great

danger, a danger always inherent in a de-

mocracy, but in this case emphasized by the

wider activities of the state. That danger

is the possible loss of individual liberty and

the dominance of incapable and demagogic

leaders. To these are but two possible off-

sets in a state not yet socialistic; the main-

tenance of civil liberty, and the submission

of the people to rational guidance.

We conclude, you observe (like the mod-
ern symphonists, perfectly happy if they

can wind up their harmonic contortions

on a strong "C-dur Schluss"), in the in-

itial key of "Attention, children: teacher

will explain all." And what, pray, is

this "rational guidance"? It is none other

than our old friend, the democracy of

"Let us do it for you."

"But we prefer to do it ourselves."

"You would make mistakes."

"Naturally, That is how one learns."

"Your mistakes would be costly."

"Perhaps. But pardon us if we say

that willingness to stand the cost, what-

ever it may be, is not diminished by the

history of the ten or twenty' centuries of

democracy by proxy."

Sincere as these warnings often are, the

dangers of which they clamor are felt to

be exaggerated. The common objection

to democracy heard on these shores is the

risk of enfranchising "ignorant immi-

grants," a procedure which ought to have

wrecked us a century or two ago if there

had been any ground for the panic which
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has been chronic with our ante-inter-and-

post-MayfloicTK immigrants ever since

the Bay State Colony persecuted the

Quakers, and the refugees of the Irish

famine were pelted in the streets of Bos-

ton in the forties. But the masses, while

they might not, in the short run, pass

expert judgment on issues of railroad

rates, can be relied on, in the long run,

to pass expert judgment on moral issues,

and to whip knaves and impostors out of

the seats of authority; else what, in the

name of revolution, is the meaning of

history ?

The mischief-maker has been this im-

memorial notion that human progress is a

one-man show, that history is a five-foot

shelf of hero-worshiping biographies. We
have been bestridden by innumerable dy-

nasties of strong men of one sort or an-

other who, though they have thought, like

the cow-puncher who consigned the prize

bull to the treadmill, that they "done it

for the critter's own good," were, after

all, responsive to no higher conception of

leadership than its personal power. To
us of to-day, Carlyle's formula, with all

its idealism, reads sorely awry. Drovers'

persuasion. "There is the way; darn ye!

now go!" It is not so simple as hero-

mongers suppose. Chesterton feels this

same defect, and comes out with it that

Carlyle's philosophy remained "absurdly

unaware of the complexity of things; as

when he perpetually repeated (as with a

kind of flat-footed stamping) that people

ought to tell the truth; apparently sup-

posing, to quote Stevenson's phrase, that

telling the truth is as easy as blind

hookey."

Carlyle talks of leaders. He thinks of

drivers. And so does everybody else who
speaks that language. Can men be driven

into any path of salvation when the es-

sence of salvation lies in the desire to be

saved ?

There is found a better way than the

pedagogue rule, "This matter is too com-

plex for you ; leave it to your leaders." It

is felt to have been left too long to the

leaders, and with too much misleading as

the consequence. The new spirit is thus

expressed by an eminent pacifist in his

elaboration of his thesis of the economic

futility of war:

Nor is it true that the better understand-

ing of this matter Is beyond the great mass

of men; that sounder ideas depend upon the

comprehension of complex and abstruse

points. . . . Things which seem in one stage

of thought obscure and difficult are cleared

up merely b}' setting one or two crooked

facts straight. ... A schoolboy to-day

would scout the evidence which, on the

judgment of very learned men, sent thou-

sands of poor wretches to their doom in the

eighteenth century for witchcraft. These

judges would have hopelessly worsted the

19th century schoolboy in any argument on

the subject. The point is, however, that the

schoolboy would have two or three essen-

tial facts straight instead of getting them

crooked.

The least disturbing of these subterfuges

is the one propounded with the most as-

surance by those using them: that the

modern militant democracy of the work-

ing-class is out principally for the loaves

and fishes. It is. Naturally. Having

been underfed for centuries, it would be

strange if it were not. This reproach is

as if the company at a polite dinner-table

rebuked a party of beggars because they

asked for a slice from the roast instead of

an orchid from the floral center-piece.

Christ had thought this out before He
taught the disciples to pray, "Give us

this day our daily bread," and then "for-

give us our trespasses." Almost the first

piece of news brought back from the front

by the settlement-workers in the nineties

was that to talk soul-saving to a hungry

vagrant was not only waste of breath, but

a profound and elemental insult which he

simply declined to tolerate. And though

we have been, as the vaudevillians say,

rather slow in the uptake, the lesson has

begun to soak in. And it does not dis-

hearten us to put the material before the

spiritual; for we have begun to perceive

that democracy is an imperfect instrument

to achieve material good for the many in

order that spiritual good may follow.
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Meanwhile, it does not strike us as rea-

sonable to vulgarize the mob by every en-

gine of industrial oppression and then,

with upturned nose, complain that the

mob is vulgar.

But is it vulgar ? I ask not because the

point troubles me even a little, but be-

cause it appears to trouble my contempo-

raries so much. And if democracy is to

become an issue of table manners, we
must, if we would protect our finer sensi-

bilities from outrage, lose no time in be-

ginning to teach the proletariate the

proper use of the fork. This finger-bowl

test of human equality, orthodox on 8 :30

A.M. trains to the city, was propounded,

with devastating frankness, by a gentle-

man in no wise exalted above his fellows

in virtue or riches or wisdom or ability

or wit or experience, who delivered him-

self thus, "After all, you must admit that

the rank and file of humanity are mutts."

Saving, of course, you and me and our

set. Yet he and I were plain enough folks.

Seen on the opposite curbstone, there

would have been no means of distinguish-

ing either of us from "the rank and file

of humanity." At least, I hope not.

It was a view depressingly recogniza-

ble as typical of the large and influential

class of house-and-lotters, though here ex-

pressed without that gingerly discretion

of phrase which usually muffles its harsh

atrocity. Oh yes, we had met before, this

view and I. We were old acquaintances.

At the last encounter we were both in

evening clothes at a diplomat's dinner-

table ; the host was lamenting the hope-

lessness of the common people in only

slightly different language from that of

this my newest or star witness, who, by

way of clinching the point that men who
work in boiled shirts are framed of other

clay than men who work in jumpers, vol-

unteered the astounding intelligence that

"You can't make a silk purse out of a

sow's ear."

During a terrific strike which was shak-

ing the floors and rattling the windows of

many a stately town house, it appeared

impossible to convince polite acquaintances

(in said town houses) that there could be

any good in the strike-leaders. They were
self-seeking demagogues, disturbers of the

peace, desperate characters, dangerous

citizens, unscrupulous knaves, lawless agi-

tators who ought to be shot down like

mad dogs—well, the usual line— until po-

lite acquaintances were told of a certain

Yorkshire weaver, member of the strike

committee, whose task it was to distribute

relief to the destitute. His working hours

at this job were from 5 a.m. to 2 a.m. of

the following day, including two speeches

a day. He had never made a speech in

his life until two weeks previously. Life

had taken him by the scruff of his neck

and pitched him into this struggle. Also,

it appeared that in more peaceful times

he and another operative had been in the

habit of reading Burns and Walt Whit-
man aloud during the noon hour to their

comrades on the curbstone.

At this point genteel hostility, to do it

justice, invariably relaxed. I am far

from suggesting that appreciation of

Burns and Whitman affected the moral

rank of my friend Phil Andrews. It is

merely creditable to the human sympa-

thies of gentlefolk that they can conclude

from Burns and Whitman that a strike-

leader may have something human about

him, after all.

When cultivated persons cultivate

themselves out of all sympathy with ge-

nial, kindly common life, it is hardly

strange that they should betray themselves

into laying a disproportionate stress on

mere intellectual experience, and presently

find themselves denying the human equal-

ity of people who have not read the same

books that they have read.

To distrust democracy is to distrust

great nature herself, is to think ill of the

mother that bore us, is to doubt the very

soil out of which springs all this divine

and wondrous life. I am not concerned

with proving this. It is. No proof can

strengthen, no question shake it. I am
merely concerned with pointing out cer-

tain absurdities and impoverishments of

disbelief.

Who cares to maintain the proposition

that groove-trained minds are necessarily
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superior ? Even to rest the case on as sim-

ple a basis as that obvious mental agility

which we call cleverness, who shall say

who is more clever and who is less ? Jean

Sibelius commands symphonic rhythms

and epic splendors of instrumentation

which can raise harmonious seas to thun-

der against tlie rock-girt shores of North-

ern moors; but were I obliged to voyage

in a coasting-schooner from Sambro to

Glen Margaret over those actual seas of

salt water along the rock-girt shores of

reality, I would vastly prefer Captain

Tristram Cleveland at the wheel. M.
Rodin comprehends certain marvelously

subtle relations of mass to contour; but

on a coasting-schooner in a drizzling

easter, with fog, I would prefer the skip-

per on whose balanced mastery of head

and hand would depend not mere subtle-

ties of the imitation of life, but life itself

— his own and mine.

We are "clever," you see, at different

sorts of things. To suppose that any one

of us is clever at "everything really worth
while" produces that insufferable bore and

prig whom all sane men agree quite cor-

dially to detest and avoid. To assume,

likewise, that exceptional training for fi-

nance or jurisprudence or coloristic paint-

ing or a doctorate of philosophy or that

idiotic compound of idle hobbies known
as general culture constitutes any special

claim to moral advantage over— to say

nothing of capacity to legislate for—our

less-favored fellows, is virtually equiva-

lent to a voluntary abdication of the very

qualities pretended to. Besides, such an

assumption is a breech-loading barrel

which will shoot out of either end. Along
comes another and dubs us "an inferior

sort," which doubtless in some sort, not

his, we are.

Let me ask two questions on the chance

of their charting this befogged coast a lit-

tle more negotiably.

The first is, whether, after developing

that gracious virtue of personal modesty,

it would not be well to cultivate, espe-

cially among the cultivated, a still more
gracious virtue of class modesty?

And the second is like unto it: though

the class lines of bread-and-butter run

horizontally across human society, do not

the class lines of character run up and

down, from top to bottom?

The amazed testimony fetched back by

every timid first adventurer out of his

own clique and clan is his discovery of

affinities and antipathies, duplicates of

himself and of everybody he has ever

known, in each stratum from stoke-hole

to first cabin. Such being the case, if

democracy is indeed a failure, we might

as well waste no more time. Better all

run down to the nearest wharf and jump
in.

The sea-bottom of human equality lies

deeper than any sounding-lead cast by hu-

man hands. It is down there somewhere

under the dim, m}'sterious, green fathoms

of the fact that we are all in this muddle
together, and that we are, on the whole,

getting through it as creditably as we can.

Do the faces jolted along in the street

car on the seat opposite look joyless, love-

less, in a sodden stupor? Confess: most of

us have felt, in some moment of lowered

vitality, that they do. Well, what do we
know of them— their forbearances, their

renunciations, their stoic courage in the

face of an old age of certain loneliness,

neglect, and want; their patient burden-

bearing; their difficult self-conquests;

their bitterly repented faults; the bereave-

ments which have been almost as the

death of their own souls, all but robbing

the rest of their lives of any meaning; the

wrongs and misfortunes which have left

them stunned and maimed ; the hopeless

tears that have fallen in the solitude of

dark nights; the faithfully tended hearth

fire of affection, dear though fuel be,

which is all that warms and comforts

some fellow-creature to keep up the strug-

gle against the daily odds? We look on

the coarse husks. What can we know of

the precious kernel, the seed of all this

eternal life? How guess the splendid,

obscure heroisms which lie secreted under

these drab veils, deeds which, if known,

would shame us to our knees in reverence

to that which aspires under rags and igno-

rance, through sin and shame?
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Come, look at your own friend as

through the eyes of the stranger sitting op-

posite. He is a comrade known to you

for a heart of gold, tested in a hundred

furnaces. And yet you must admit that

one eye squints; that his jaw is undenia-

bly lopsided ; that his nose, even though

handsome, is large; that his hair, what

there is left of it, is just plain hair-col-

ored hair; and that just at this instant he

happens to be looking as if the ice-man

had called and found nobody home. You
know better. But how should he?

If it were possible for every one to

know as much about us as our friends

know, would we not all be as tolerant of

others' shortcomings as we are now blind

to their virtues? What is a friend but a

fellow human w^ho, knowing all there is

to know about us, the best and the worst,

still keeps coming around ? Is such a re-

lation impossible to sustain w^ith more

than two or three people in this our mor-

tal life? I say that the great saints have

got along very well by loving and pitying

and sympathizing with whomsoever they

met without troubling themselves over

how much they could expect of the lower

classes. They took a sporting chance on

humanity, on "the divine average." If

the rest of us were willing to do as much,

what would become of this distrust of

democracy ?

Or perhaps you know some one who is

not clever at all,—what a relief!—some

one whom others consider rather heavy

and inarticulate. Perhaps that some one

is vastly better than clever or distin-

guished or proficient or learned ; is for-

bearing, is loyal, is kind, and has, under a

by no means fancy exterior, a worth be-

yond all titles and rewards— a worth

known to us by some mystical sense which

teaches us the falsehood of all the stand-

ard tape-measures of human stature. In

the presence of such qualities,— and they

are universal,—what becomes of the petty

little distinctions of rank and learning on

which, in our superficial moments, we so

preen ourselves? In the presence of the

single, crushing fact of death, where are

they? In a shipwreck, creed, estate, gen-

tle breeding, where are they? Leveled all

in the great democracy of death, second

only to the great democracy of being born,

the democracy of living.

What is this talk of greater or less?

The voice that spoke comfort when we
were sick at heart, did we consider

whether it used good grammar? How
gentle those hands that soothe us at the

day's end ! Are not other hands as gentle

to others? Behold this little farthing

rushlight of human affection, kindled by

sympathy out of the fuel of suffering;

this feeble, wind-blown candle-flame in

the black, shuddering void ! How, beside

it, two lonely souls, chancing to meet,

look into each other and are comforted

for a season ! Until a rude gust puffs out

the flame, and the two sit in darkness, and

there is a sound of weeping; or one is

caught back into the void and the other

sits desolate, waiting to be snatched back

into the same murk, in the desperate hope

of there regaining its fellow.

Here for so brief a stay, is there any

time to waste in talk of greater or less?

And if another is not in any way "excep-

tional," as our prating has it, look deeper;

for there may lie the mysterious, won-
drous, most exceptional gift of all— that

of not being exceptional, but of being the

plain woman who takes the tired head in

her lap; who bears the children gladly,

without complaint; the plain man who
lifts the tired body of his brother and

staggers on under the added burden over

the stony places.

Friends, friends, think of such as these,

of the least of these my brethren, before

ye go distrusting democracy ! Take Iieed

lest ye enter not at all into this, the king-

dom of heaven, on earth.



The Story of the Eel

By EDWIN BJORKMAN

THROUGHOUT the ages, wherever

men have speared or trapped that

hard-dying, slippery eater of carrion, the

eel, it has formed the nucleus of much
superstitious lore. Until a few decades

ago even men of science admitted that the

eel embodied one of nature's most puz-

zling mysteries, because they had been ut-

terly unable to discover when or where or

how it mated and multiplied. To-day the

mystery is solved, and in its place we have

another mystery. For such are the strange,

elusive ways of life that her one reason

for permitting us to extend our knowledge

seems to be a desire to reveal still more

clearly the immensity of our ignorance. All

she does, apparently, is to tell us a fairy-

tale now and then, and we, poor children,

swell out our chests and imagine ourselves

magicians and readers of sphinxes. But

her tales are good, and one of the best as

well as newest is that which gives us the

life-story of the eel.

If on your map of the North Atlantic

you draw a triangle connecting the Fa-

roe Islands, the Azores, and Bermuda
with one another, the sides of it will pass

through the principal breeding-grounds of

the common eel. It is born far down in

those silent, cold, and bitter mid-sea deeps,

where the pressure is like that of hundreds

of steel safes piled on top of one another

;

where dwell some of the most monstrous

and some of the most exquisite organisms

known to man, and where the only light

ever seen is a pale phosphorescence that

flashes from some shadowy hunter or some

equally shadowy prey.

Down there the eel begins its life as a

tiny, transparent speck of organic matter,

one of ten million eggs dropped from the

bursting ovaries of the same mother-eel.

Who knows how many of those millions

are eaten or otherwise destroyed while

floating about in those remote and myste-

rious depths? Within those that survive

subtle changes take place as they rise little

by little into regions where an opalescent

dawn bespeaks the presence of the sun

above.

And one day the egg turns into a larva,

a little creature resembling one of those

conventionalized fishes drawn by some

early Christian on the wall of a catacomb.

It is as thin as a razor-blade, transparent,

and colorless. One might take it for a

slight condensation of the water itself. The
eyes alone show like tiny dark spots on the

head. When such larvse were first dis-

covered in the latter part of the eighteenth

century, and long before anybody sus-

pected their connection with the eel, it

was the actual and relative minuteness of

that head which caused scientists to name

them Leptocephalids, or small-heads.

By and by the larva grows to a length

of about three inches. And it grows un-

accountably, for it never takes food. Yet

it is trembling with an energy that keeps

its tail swishing incessantly. Thus it

moves steadily upward and shoreward.

For miles and miles the waters may be

teeming with such little creatures. There

are millions upon millions of them, all

urged by the same mysterious instinct to

make blindly, but inexorably, for the dis-

tant shores whence came the parent fish.

No sooner has the larva attained its full

size than another change takes place. It

begins to lose its excessive height. Soon it

looks like a ribbon. Then it begins to

shrink along its axis, too ; and at the same

time its sides begin to fill out. After a

while the miniature flounder has been

transformed into a miniature knitting-

needle, and measures and weighs about

one third less than did the larva at the

height of its growth. In that shape it has

long been known to layman and expert

alike as a glass-eel, or elver. Still it re-
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mains colorless except for the eyes; still it

refrains from taking food ; still it persists

in swimming landward.

One day the shore is reached ; but still

the search and the onward push go on,

until at last the mouth of some hospitable

river is achieved. Whether it be the Hud-

son or the Thames, the Neva or the Rhine,

the story is the same. Those fresh waters

pouring down from the uplands seem to

draw the hordes of little glass-like crea-

tures magnetically, and into those waters

they turn as if steered by some unseen

hand. Were you there to watch, you

might think that all the little fishes in the

world had dropped their eyes, and that all

those eyes were moving up the river in

endless parade. That is what, since of

old, has been called an eelfare.

It is spring then, and the eel-to-be is

about a year, old, while about eighteen

months have passed since the previous

generation came down like silvery streaks

with the autumn flow of some similar

river, bound for the breeding-grounds

abroad. During that first year of its life

as egg and larva and glass-eel it has taken

no sustenance from without (or at least

we have not been able to find any proof

of its doing so), and yet it has been dis-

charging energy uninterruptedly, as if its

minute body were stored with some radio-

active element.

But with the feel of the fresh water

comes appetite, and with the food comes

color. It creeps into the transparent body

from the tail, and appears in spots along

the flanks. At the same time a twofold

process of growth and of solidification oc-

curs, and finally we behold a young eel of

the familiar type, with its color of muddy
yellow, its pugnacious lower jaw, and its

fin crest, which lines the greater part of

its back and much of its belly.

This creature seems to live for one

thing only, to feed. To its larder the

quick and the dead are equally welcome.

It devours eggs and those that have laid

them. It pokes its spade-like head under

stones and overturns them in order to get

at the small fry hiding beneath them. It

peers into every hole in search for prey.

The night is its favorite hunting-time, and

it travels while hunting, always against

the descending waters, always farther into

the rising uplands. Through tributary

rivers, creeks, and brooks it pokes its way.

It crosses lakes and ponds and pools. It

goes squirming across fields and meadows
even, lest any well or spring remain un-

searched ; for this strange creature of pela-

gic origin can live for a long time out of

water if some emergency should so re-

quire. And as it hunts and travels it

grows in size and strength and wiles, until

it becomes the terror of the waters in

which it lives. This may go on for four

or five or six years, until the female mea-

sures from three to four feet, and the male

about twenty inches less.

Then all of a sudden, on some crisp and

windy autumn day, the secret call is heard

from the far-off, salty deeps. The eel,

wherever it be at the time, knows it and

obeys. Its mating-time has come. It

ceases to hunt. It cares no more for food.

Its snout grows narrow and peaked. Its

eyes grow large and lustrous. Its muddy
color turns into a sheen of silvery gray.

Those are the nuptial garments.

At the same time strange stirrings pass

through that lithe, glistening body. New
processes are starting up within. The
next generation is in the shaping. And
all at once the eel turns its head down-

stream and goes flashing through the fa-

voring waters as if it knew the way and

the goal beyond all doubt or misgiving.

And as it came, so it goes, not singly, but

in great companies, "hurtling with the spate

down to the sea," as one naturalist puts it.

The males go first ; then come the females,

already swelling with their burdens of new
life.

If, as may happen, the eel had traveled

three or four thousand miles to reach the

spot where it was overtaken by the mes-

sage out of the distant deep, it will travel

back that many miles. But the route

which took a year or two for its covering

in one direction, will be traversed in six

months when the direction is reversed.

There is no needless zigzagging, no tarry-

ing by the roadside, no hesitancy. Life
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has spoken, and in tliis primitive creature

there is no reason to make it question life's

command or quarrel with it. If in cap-

tivity when the message is received, the

eel will do its utmost to obej^ ; and failing,

it will die. It seems quite incapable of

reaching full sexual maturity apart from

the peculiar conditions of pressure, salin-

ity, and temperature characterizing its

birthplace.

But even if it is able to follow the mys-

tic call, it must die as soon as the goal is

reached and its mission fulfilled. For the

law of the eel is this: from the heart of

the sea to the heart of the land and back

again it may travel once, but to travel

twice in either direction it is never per-

mitted. Like a flower, it is doomed to die

in turning to fruit. Upon its return to the

destined spot there must follow some kind

of courtship, some ecstatic dance through

the darkling waters, but of all that we
know nothing.

What we do know is that no sooner has

the eel dropped its burden of milt or roe

than the mark of death is upon it. It is

as if its allotted store of vital energy had

been passed on in its entirety to the new
generation. The eel has done its duty,

and the eel can go. Decay sets in : its

bones grow soft; its flesh ulcerates; its

teeth fall out ; sight fades from its eyes.

And at last the end comes, but just how
who can tell ? The story of the eel is fin-

ished, but only to begin all over again in

everlasting reiteration.

For half a century American, Italian,

and Danish men of science have been at

work coaxing this wonderful tale from

the reluctant lips of life, taking down a

letter or a word at a time, and recon-

structing every passage a score of times

before they dared to grant it final accep-

tance. Even now the tale is not complete,

but one need have no fear; it will be fin-

ished some day— up to a certain point.



Rembrandt, a Self-Portrait

(
See fivniispiece to this number')

REMBRANDT was his own best model. From the earliest of his

self-portraits, painted when he was seventeen, to the Altman por-

trait here presented, which was one of the last, we have a most remark-

able series of human documents, illustrating every stage of his strange

career. In his first attempts he seems to have been more concerned with

the study of light and shadow and less with an accurate likeness, and at

times he posed before the mirror merely for the sake of a picturesque or

grotesque costume. As he grew older he gave more heed to the resem-

blance, even catching the mood of the moment. In them all, even in the

many etchings, we have the unmistakable features of the great painter:

the wild, bushy hair, the keen, searching eyes, the thick nose, and the

sensitive mouth barely hidden by the thin mustache.

The Altman portrait is dated 1660, when he was fifty-three years old.

This was a year of anxiety for him. He had just been declared a bank-

rupt. He saw his collection of art treasures disposed of at auction and

himself deserted by his pupils and his friends, with no studio of his own

in which to set up his easel. In this portrait we have a work of mature

years, when he brought all the skill and resources of a lifetime to its

creation. He does not hesitate to show by the wrinkled brow and the

worried expression the troubled condition of his mind. Technically this

portrait shows Rembrandt at his best. The hat, a rich black, and the

background, a warm green, are smoothly painted. The shadows in the

face are thin, warm, and transparent, while the lighter parts, as on the

cheek, are laid on with a well-loaded brush, suggesting the texture of

the flesh and made to glow with color. Over a red waistcoat Rembrandt

wears a heavy, brownish coat.

Though this great artist lived several years longer, they were years of

misery, and he painted only one more great work, "The Syndics of the

Cloth Hall," now in the Ryks Museum in Amsterdam. His great repu-

tation suffered an almost total eclipse, although to-day he is probably

the most popular painter that ever lived. Yet he never lost his courage,

and as we see him in this portrait he carries his head bravely and wears

his hat jauntily, as if in defiance of the evils that engulfed him. Here-

tofore we may have felt acquainted with Rembrandt the painter, but

now we know Rembrandt the man; for just so he must have looked to

his neighbors in the troublous ^•ear 1660. A. T. Van Laer.

J
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Turkish Dick

By THOMAS NEWELL METCALF

Illustrations by the author

FOREWORD

STERN, arbitrary fathers, who
Explode, and burst their waistcoat

buttons.

Should read this simple stor)- through.

And now, as authors put it, to

Our muttons.

Young Turkish Dick loved Sue, the child

Of Abu R. Chibouk Effendi

;

But Abu claimed Dick had too wild

A modus—AWdhl Dick was riled—
Vivendi.

'Espouse my gal you never can
;

And I may add that such a hope '11

Be furnished to none other than

The Galahad of all Constan-

Tinople."

Dick straightway, with revenge in view.

On Abu R. Chibouk a deal works

;

He fixes it so lovely Sue

And he may take a saunter through

The steel works.

Espouse my gal you never can'
"

' ller (lad exclaimed: 'Oh, what the deuc

They made a comprehensive tour

'Mid smelters steely, smelters

brassy.

"Here 's where the>- heat 'em up

for sure,"

Said Dick— his French was very

poor

—

"En massy."

One hot, immeasurable vat.

By way of denouement, he

showed her.

Insisting, "Take a squint at that,"

And in it, as you 'd drown a cat.

He th rowed her.
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When chiseled out, the lady's weight

Was equal to a bronze Apollo's.

Dick franked her dad-ward with a hate-

Ful note which we abbreviate

As follows:

'Of horror of an ill-assor-

Ted match for Sue 30U 've been about

full.

No need to fret on such a score.

That she will marry now is more

Than doubtful."

Her dad exclaimed : "Oh, what the

deuce

!

My child, by thus so heavy growing,

You 're palpably of little use

Except to keep my papers loose

From blowing."

Now, Turkish magistrates are frail

As well as venal ; so our friend Dick 's

Still unacquainted with a jail.

Or possibly he 's out on bail.

Now, Turkish matristrates are frail

Treat gently passion's tender bands.

Nor seek a lovers'-knot to sever.

Take Abu's case: his daughter stands

A heavy weight upon his hands

Forever.

On First Looking into a Subway Excavation

By CHRISTOPHER MORLEY

MUCH have I traveled, a commuter bold,

And many goodly excavations seen
;

Round many miles of planking have I been

Which wops in fealty to contractors hold.

Oft of one wide expanse had I been told

Where dynamite had swept the traffic clean.

And every passer-by must duck his bean

Or flying rocks would lay him stiff and cold.

As I was crossing Broadway, with surprise

I held my breath and improvised a prayer:

I saw the solid street before me rise

And men and trolleys leap into the air.

I gazed into the pit with doubtful eyes.

Silent upon a peak in Herald Square.



" There was a ftarful crasli

Big Game
By FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN

Illustrations by Gluvas Williams

WHEN the Robbs invited me up to

the Adirondacks for a week in Oc-

tober, I knew they meant hunting, and

was disquieted ; for m}^ experience as a

sportsman was limited. I had killed m}'

spider and my garter-snake, I had,a couple

of thousand mosquitos to my credit, and

once I had wounded a clay pipe in a

Broadway shooting-gallery; but the pur-

suit of larger game was strange to me. I

am not one to miss an opportunity, how-

ever. I accepted. And my first morning

in camp, while the crowd was still hud-

dled about the living-room fire, I took

Alice Robb aside and made confession.

"Alice," I said, "I am going to put my-

self in your hands. I know so little about

hunting that I don't know what I don't

know. Won't you introduce me to one of

your most presentable rifles, and let us get

acquainted with each other out in a big

field with a target or something in it?"

Alice is as kind as she is beautiful.

"We two are going out to get a little

target-practice," she said to the crowd

round the fire, and she took a couple of

rifles ofi some pegs on the wall. Together

we went out beyond the lesser camp-

buildings— laundries and ice-houses and

woodsheds and things— to where, between

the lake and the gorgeous October woods,

there was a stretch of tangled grass spot-

ted with black stumps. At one end a

fence inclosed a patch of withered plants

that claimed to be a vegetable garden in

summer. Over at the other end a wooden

target lay on its face in the grass. Alice

set it up against a stump. Then she re-

turned with me to an unnecessary dis-

tance and proceeded to teach me the anat-

omy of riflerj'.

"The most important thing," she began,

"is to know how to half cock the gun so

as to make it absolutely safe. Look—you
pull back the hammer, hold it hard, and

then pull the trigger, letting the hammer
gently down. Now—see?— it can't go

off, no matter what happens. Then as an

additional precaution you pull down this

thing,"— here she disconnected a loop of

metal that looked like the handle of half

a pair of shears,
—"now it 's perfectly

safe."

Whereupon she promptly made it dan-

gerous again and told me to do what she

had done.

Timidly I seized the weapon, cocked it

with a trembling finger, held hard, pulled



the trigger gradually, gentl_v. There was

a fearful crash, and the gun leaped in my
hands.

Alice gasped.

"Horrors! You put a bullet into the

ice-house! I ought to have told you to

point it the other way. You might have

killed the cook."

"So I might." I brightened at the

thought. "Fancy being photographed in

my hunting tweeds with my foot on Mag-
gie's prostrate form. Caption, 'A Proud

Moment: His First Cook.'
"

But Alice was out of hearing. She had

gone to appraise the amount of damage

done.

I ran after her.

"Think," I said, "how happy the others

will be when we come back with the vege-

tables we have shot in the ice-house re-

frigerator. 'Away, poverty !' we will cry.

Tather has been a-hunting; he has killed

a baked potato and a plate of spinach.'

Such are the exploits of the huntsman."

Alice was examining the wall of the ice-

house. "I don't see anything," she re-

ported. She stepped into its arctic interior.

I followed sheepishly. She investigated

rapidly.

"All safe," she decided. "\'ou probably

—no, here we are!"

With a little cry of triumph she pointed

to the ice-cream freezer, which stood

quietly outside the ice-house door. There

was a bullet-hole in it.

"C ruei 1 cruel ; crue1! ?1!" she cried.

"Would you like its pelt, Alice?" I

asked magnanimously. "For a muff, per-

haps, or a set of furs? 'Shot on our own
place by one of our guests, a friend of

mine ?' ",

"No," decided Alice in her most judi-

cial tone, "I think it would be just a touch

too conspicuous. We 'd better just have

him for dinner."

I nodded.

"Only we must tell them to look for

bullets in the dessert."

Alice led me out into the field again,

and the lesson went on ; a few minutes

later I was bursting my ear-drums making

practice shots toward the target, taking

great pains to walk up to it at intervals

and go through the form of looking for

holes in it. As I explained to Alice, there

would have been more of these had I been

able to tell just when the gun was going

to go off; the end of it always waved a

bit, and I never knew what part of the

wave we 'd be in when the explosion oc-

curred.

After I had qualified as a sharp-shooter

by making my second hole in the target,

we set out after deer through the golden



woods. I was filled with delight by the

warm sun on the back of my neck, the

burning red of the maples, the browns and

yellows of the oaks and beeches, the intri-

cate pattern of silvery branches and golden

leaves against a brilliant sky.

"Don't make such a noise with your

feet!" Alice said sharply. "There 's no

necessity for going fast."

"It is n't really my feet that are making

the noise," I pointed out. "It 's the leaves.

I 'm walking as spongily as can be."

Alice's warning had its effect, however.

Within the next hour I became the model

huntsman. I prowled noiselessly, rifle

eagerly clutclied in hand ; at some slightest

sound, which the uninitiated observer

would have fancied to be merely the

chuckle of a chipmunk or the rustle of a

breeze in a bush, I would stop as if frozen

into instant silence, and balance on one

foot until I satisfied myself that what I

had heard was, after all, only the chuckle

of a chipmunk or the rustle of a breeze in

a bush. It was thrilling. There is noth-

ing like stalking, with a great murderous

gun, what you imagine to be at least a

dozen caribou, only to find it is a couple

of branches rubbing together in the wind.

After a while, however, I craved re-

laxation. I stopped and stretched, and

Alice put down her gun, and we had a
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little talk. We had just got to the heart

of the Mexican situation when we heard a

scampering noise and a couple of little

thuds in the bushes behind us.

"Quick," said Alice, "there deer

now!" I caught the glimpse of a white

tail bobbing off through the trees, and

then— well, I had to think what was the

first thing to do, which was to fix the han-

dle of half a pair of shears ; and after that

I had to think what came next, which was

to cock the gun ; and by the time I was

ready, the deer was only a memory of

weaving bushes.

But I did n't give up hope. I stalked

him. I pointed like a dog; I think my
nose trembled a little as I sniffed the

breeze. Over hill and dale I picked my
way, avoiding twigs and following the di-

rection I was sure the deer had taken. I

did n't know just what he would look like

or what he would be doing when we met,

but that did n't bother me. I was all eyes.

At last, when I was deciding that the

deer had gone straight on into Canada, I

detected him. He was sitting in a dense

place in the bushes, facing me ; he was

hardly distinguishable from a stump.

Trembling, I put up my gun. Carefully

I aimed the wobbling thing. I pulled the

trigger.

Crash!

I prowled noiselessly, rifle e.igerly clutched in hand
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Silence.

The deer did not rise. I had got him.

Triumphantly I plunged through the

thicket, and came face to face with my
victim— a stump.

Disconsolately I returned to where

Alice was sitting in the path waiting for

me.

"I 've had him paged," I reported, "and

he 's not in the hotel. Do you wish to

leave a message for him, ma'am?"

Alice was not to be kept from the point.

"You missed him?"

"Don't let 's talk about it," I said.

"It was a case of mistaken identity—very

unfortunate. It seems that what we heard

in the bushes was not a deer; it was a

stump."

Alice smiled indulgently.

"Let 's go back to lunch. I 'm hungry."

The whole party were sitting in the sun

on the camp veranda when we returned,

cleaning guns and eating marshmallows

and smoking and gossiping.

"What luck?" they cried. The gun-

cleaners stopped cleaning, the eaters

stopped eating, the smokers held their

breath and awaited the communique from

the firing-line.

We laid down our guns.

"A thin morning's sport," I announced

brightl}^ "We bagged a couple of cater-

pillars ; but they were little ones, and we
threw them back."

But Alice remembered the incident of

the freezer.

"He is modest," said she. "He shot

some mousse."

"Moose!" You could have knocked

the whole crowd of them over with a

feather, supposing, for the sake of argu-

ment, that you had had one ready for the

experiment.

"Quite so. Chocolate mousse. Two
quarts of it. . We 're going to have it for

dinner to-night."

And Alice vanished, which was really

horrid of her. The joke was bad enough,

but there was something worse: I had to

explain what she meant. And any hunter

will tell you that the hardest part of hunt-

ing is making the explanations afterward.

One Who Benefits

By E. L. McKINNEY

OZLOTA LIPA, Lutzk, Peronne,

Przemysl, Ostrowa,

O Charleroi, Bapaume, Rocroi,

Dixmude, and Czenstochowa

;

O Lodz, Cracow, and Petrograd,

O Halicz, Budapest,

Tsing-Tau, Vise, Breslau, Cambrai,

Muelhausen, Bucharest."

It was a care-free man who sang,

And as he swung along

From all the houses softly rang

The echo of his song.

'And art thou from the war," I said,

"Or why this raucous rattle?"

'Me— from the war!" He shook his

head,

"I never saw a battle."

'A correspondent?" "No, indeed."

"A poet?" "Can't allow it, sir."

'A strong ally? A German?" "I—
I never saw a howitzer."

'Who are' you, then, you son of Mars,

Why gladsomely these words you

fling?"

'Dear sir, I name the parlor-cars.

And that is why I gaily sing:

'OScutari (forN.Y. C),
Soissons (D. L. &W.),

O Ypres, Chambley (for B. & A.),

These thoughts, I hope, don't trouble

you.

For years I 've struggled to keep up

;

IVIy future 's now on any map.

Good-by (Sezanne, Verdun, Louvain).

Farewell (Kuestrin, Raon-l'Etape)."

IE IJKVINNE PKESS, NEW YORK
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Part I. Chapter I

EOFFREY AMBERLEY
\\ as at an age when

did not strike

him as surpris-

ing that every-

thing should

happen exactly

as he wanted

it to happen.

Probably other

things, too, he

thought to himself, would go on happen-

ing in the same satisfactory way, though

he doubted if he should ever feel again

quite the same high pitch of satisfaction

and ecstasy.

It was n't only that he was happy.

Other young men had been fairly well

off and engaged to be married to girls

with whom they were in love ; but what

distinguished Geoffrey's happiness was

that what pleased Geoffrey should, for

the first time in his life, please the rest

of his family.

It is an isolating thing in a world of

average intelligence to be stupid ; but it is

a far more isolated position— it is even a

hostile one— to be cleverer than your own

family. Families are tolerant of their

fools; they may be proud of, but they al-

ways resent, an intellectual superior in

their bosom. Not that the Amberleys

were in the least proud of Geoffrey ; they

merely resented him. They might have

been proud of him if he had done well the

things that they cared to do, but the things

Geoffrey did well were the things no Am-
berley cared to do at all. He painted pic-

tures ; and no real Amberley would have

so taken to heart the absence of approval

of other Amberleys. They simply went

their way ; and if anybody got into it.

they knocked him down.

But Geoffrey cared intensely what his

family thought of him, and the things

that got into Geoffrey's way could n't be

knocked down. They were awkward, in-

tangible things that stuck into his heart

of hearts forever.

What he did n't like was to see any-

thing ugly; what he did like with an em-

barrassing delight was to see things that

were beautiful. The rest of his family

did n't know what was beautiful and

what was not. They had a simpler stand-

ard. If one liked pork, one killed pigs,

,
I'y The Century Co. All rights reserved.
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and there was an end of it. This indeli-

bility of fact seemed to Geoffrey sublime,

but he never reached it. He continued to

like pork and to try to prevent pigs being

killed. It w^as an attitude that made the

whole of his family suspicious of him.

Lady Amberley had a private theory that

Geoffrey was not so strong as the others,

and always urged him to take second help-

ings at meals; but Sir Thomas, with

sterner insight, felt that Geoffrey was

morally unsound.

"Mark my words," he said to his wife,

with an unaccountable flight of imagery,

"one of these days Geoffrey will put his

foot into it."

It was at Oxford that his foot first pre-

sented itself as off the proper course. He
took a very good second, but he could no

longer keep it a secret that he knew suc-

cessfully how to draw. A magazine actu-

ally took some of his illustrations.

The Amberleys bore it extremely well

from the moment they saw it was going

to pay, but they never liked it. There is

all the difference in the world between a

peculiarity that takes things off your

shoulders and- a peculiarity that is likely

to put them on ; still, even the less nox-

ious kind of peculiarity is a peculiarity.

Geoffrey's earnings took him to Paris,

and kept him there for two years with

very little assistance from a belated al-

lowance. Sir Thomas was n't stingy, but

he declined to see any necessity for Geof-

frey's going to Paris when there were

plenty of subjects to draw in England.

When he found that Geoffrey was

really getting on, he gave him an extra

hundred a year. Geoffrey did n't need it

then, and there had been earlier times

when he had needed it; but he wrote a

suitable letter of thanks, and returned to

England a few months later with a pic-

ture that had won the much-coveted Sa-

lon prize.

Sir Thomas inspected his son's work in

London ; he disliked it very much, but he

at once bought two of the least objection-

able and quietest pictures, and gave them

as wedding presents to his nieces. They

had to have something.

Sir Thomas understood both his other

sons, Tom, who helped him with the

estate and kept hounds, and Billy, who
was the fast one of the family. There

had always been a fast Amberley. Billy

spent too much money, drank too much
whisky, and liked driving unchaperoned

young ladies with big hats and uncertain

hair upon the front seat of a four-in-hand.

Sir Thomas knew there was no harm in

Billy, but a son who neither kept hounds

nor caused scandals might be up to any

trick.

Sir Thomas did not understand his

daughters, because it is not necessary to

understand girls,— they get on all right

without it,— but he was very generous to

them, and allowed each of them to keep a

dog.

Now Geoffrey looked forward to his

interview with his father for the first time

in his life. Sir Thomas might not ap-

prove of French prizes or Post-impression-

ist art, but he would be quite certain to

approve of Emily Dering. The whole

family approved of Emily. His mother

considered her a distinguished young wo-

man, and Lady Amberley did not easily

distinguish young women. She lumped

them generally into two classes, the kind

that are all right and nobody ever looks

at, and the kind that everybody looks at

and wha are not very good for one's boj's.

Emily, on the contrary, was both pleas-

ant to the eye and yet could be desired to

make one's boys wiser. Geoffrey's sisters

idolized her. She chose their Mudie

books for them and lived in London, and

yet when she came to stay with them she

walked miles and played an excellent

game of tennis. She had had four hun-

dred a year left her by her grandmother,

and would be an heiress when her parents

died. They were rather young and very

pleasant parents, and great personal friends

of Sir Thomas and Lady Amberley's;

still, there was no harm in remembering

that their death would set loose an indefi-

nite supply of remarkably good invest-

ments.

The point that filled Geoffrey with sur-

prise as well as with delight was that he
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himself liked the marriage^ liked with ar-

dor, for the first time he could remember,

what all his family would accept with

satisfaction.

He adored Emily. She was clever and

charming, and yet never gave him the im-

pression of yesterday's cigarette ashes and

insufficiently combed hair, which he had

supposed were the necessary accompani-

ments of intellectual women. Still less

did she remind him of those awful hours,

under mulberry-trees, at garden parties,

with some of his sisters' less enlightened

friends. These young women had looked

beautifully clean, but their innumerable

baths had apparently washed the color out

of their minds.

Emily was quite as clean, but she had

retained her color. She had golden-

bronze hair, blue eyes so far apart that

they gave to her bright young face an air

of noble benevolence, and a complexion

which was made up of sun and air and

very faint rose color. She would n't have

fitted into Geoffrey's idea for a portrait

;

he preferred less prosperous and more

curious types. Emily was like one of his

father's favorite works of art— a very

round, very ripe peach lying in a sunbeam.

"That," Sir Thomas had said to his

son on one occasion, brandishing his stick

within an inch of this satisfactory canvas,

"is my idea of a picture."

It had n't been Geoffrey's idea of a pic-

ture, but it had very soon become his idea

of a wife. He had asked his father for

an interview at his club, and Sir Thomas
had come up for the occasion.

"This time," Sir Thomas had said to

his wife, "there 's sure to be trouble ; if it

was n't trouble, he would say what it

was."

Sir Thomas had prepared for trouble

by a solid lunch and by reading three even

more solid leaders in the "Times." He
was still immersed in this guide to human
knowledge when he saw Geoffrey burst-

ing into the room. Geoffrey always came

into a room as if he wanted to get there,

and all the rest of the family came into

rooms as if they did n't.

"Ah," said Sir Thomas, "I was expect-

ing you." Sir Thomas liked to say he

was expecting people when they kept an

appointment which they had previously

made. It crystallized the transaction.

Geoffrey should have replied

:

"Yes, it is three o'clock." Instead of

which he said: "It 's the jolliest day in

the world ; all the trees are out in the

park. Don't you want the window open?"

Sir Thomas looked pained. Trees were

naturally out in the park,—where else,

should they be?—and he was an open-air

man who very much disliked any of it

getting into houses. He felt that Geof-

frey should have known that if he had

wanted the window open it would be

open.

"Well," he said a little briskly, shak-

ing his head toward the window, "I hope

nothing is wrong. You 'd better sit down
and tell me all about it. Your letter

asked for an interview, but you gave me
no idea what it was you wanted. You
know I am not fond of surprises."

Geoffrey did n't sit down. He moved
about the room. He was aware of his

father's pale-blue eyes following him with

disapproval. Sir Thomas never moved

about a room unless he wished to put

something down or pick something up.

"It 's not bad," Geoffrey asserted

slowly. "On the whole, I am quite sure

you '11 like it. It 's simply Emily."

Sir Thomas cleared his throat.

"Simply Emily," he repeated. "I don't

quite follow. Are you alluding to a musi-

cal comedy which you wish me to at-

tend?"

Geoffrey sighed impatiently. That was

the worst of the Amberleys. If you were

perfectly succinct and to the point, they

did n't understand what you meant, and

if you gave a subject the right amount of

expression, they understood it still less.

"I mean," he said, "that there 's noth-

ing in the world I want as much as Em-
ily, and that I 've got her. I can't explain

what she sees in me, but I suppose she

sees something. Anyhow, she 's taken me
on. It only happened yesterday— by the

Serpentine in the gardens— the wonderful

bit by the bridge."
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Sir Thomas gazed solemnly into the

space between two leather arm-chairs.

"Has Emily Dering consented to marry

you?" he asked.

Geoffrey did n't like to explain that he

and Emily had never mentioned marriage.

The understanding at which they had ar-

rived had glided grotesquely over details,

and had taken the form of their simply

seeing themselves always together, some-

where near the Serpentine, under the

trees. Geoffrey felt instinctively that this

view of an engagement would hardly ap-

peal to Sir Thomas.

"Yes, it 's all right, sir," he explained ;

"and what seems to me awfully jolly is

that you '11 like it yourself."

Geoffrey regarded his father a little

anxiously. Delighted people seldom look

so solemnly at leather arm-chairs.

"I think you extremely fortunate," said

Sir Thomas, gravely, "to have won the

affection of so charming and sensible a

person. One can only hope you will re-

tain it. You have made a very wise

choice, but one can hardly expect the Der-

ings to feel the same. I shall, however,

assist them to do so, as far as it lies in

my power, by settling two hundred a year

That,'

upon Emily when the marriage takes

place. This, with what I already give

you and your own earnings, added to

what Emily herself possesses, will bring

your income up to a thousand a year. It

is not very much, but many people have

begun married life successfully upon even

less. When is the marriage to take place ?"

"Oh, sometime, or other, I suppose,"

said Geoffrey, restlessly. Of course he

wanted to be married, but he did n't like

the idea of a marriage taking place ; it

made him think of an appointment at the

dentist's.

"I should settle the date as soon as pos-

sible if I were you," said Sir Thomas.

"This is the last of April ; June is an ex-

cellent month for a wedding. Emily will

of course fix her own date, but she will

not do so unless you urge it upon her. I

disappro\'e of long engagements. She will

be married from Campden Hill, of course;

probably, I should suppose, at St. Mary
Abbott's, Kensington."

"Oh, damn St. Mary Abbott's, Ken-

smgton ccl: ;d Geoffrey,, unexpect-

edly. Quite apart from the fact that it

sounded like a line of poetry, no Amber-

ley would have dreamed of damning a

church. They damned dogs, boot-laces,

or butlers.

Sir Thomas was seriously annoyed.

"If you are going to approach your

marriage in this tone," he said severely,

"I shall doubt its ever taking place."

"I can't think why you always do doubt

me," said Geoffrey, impetuously kicking

at a footstool. "It 's jolly unfair. You
seem to suppose I don't know my own
mind ; and yet I always have known it,

and done what I wanted with it as well."

"This is the first time," said Sir

Thomas, dryly, "that I have ever known

you wish to do a really sensible thing;

you cannot, therefore, be surprised if I

am anxious as to whether you will succeed

in doing it or not."

"If Emily were sensible, I dare say I

should n't do it," said Geoffrey, reck-

lessly. "Fortunately, she 's adorable."

Sir Thomas folded the "Times" care-

fully and laid it on the nearest table.

"You will find," he said, "in after life

that Emily is even more sensible than she

is adorable."
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CHAPTER H
Emily's house was n't in the least like

other London houses. It was half-way

up Campden Hill, and had a little red

door in the wall. If you opened the door,

there was a garden, a real lawn, with vel-

vety green turf and with trees at an agree-

able distance from the windows. A big-

ger house in a row would have been con-

siderably cheaper, but big houses in rows

have an air of five meals a day, family

prayers, and heavy balances in banks.

Emily's house never reminded any one of

an income or lent itself to the congrega-

tional use of prayer. You were quite safe

as to meals,— the cook was French and

excellent,— but they came upon you un-

awares, without the menace of a gong.

The house was full of flowers and light.

There was very little furniture, and what

there was, was unexpectedly comfortable.

It would have been incredible if the house

had not contained a good and beautiful

woman. Strictly speaking, perhaps, Em-
ily was not beautiful, but no one was ever

strict in the appreciation of Emily ; her

goodness was undeniable. She was neither

tall nor short, and it must be confessed

once and for all that she was not slim.

She paid eight guineas a pair for her stays,

and was wise to do so. She had wonder-

fully fine hair, which managed never to

appear brassy ; her nose and her mouth

were not good and never mattered.

But to whatever you attributed Emily's

charm, it was there with all the force, and

with none of the inconveniences, of an

avalanche. Her radiance penetrated the

house, which seemed like an advance-

guard of Emily's; it hung about her

clothes, which she bought with industry

and inspiration once every year in Paris.

They were the kind of clothes possible

only to people who have command of a

restrained taste and an extravagant ex-

penditure.

Emily thought it a woman's duty to

look as well as she could, and she did it

thoroughly, as she did everything she

thought was right. Human nature was

her particular hobby ; but it was notice-

"Emily's house . . . had a little red door

in tlie wall
'"

able that she generally preferred unhappy

people, for whom much could be done, to

happy people, who like to be left alone.

The unhappy people who prefer to be left

alone Emily had never had the misfortune

to meet, or if she had, she had mercifully

overlooked them. She had sufficient vi-

tality to face the victims of an earthquake,

but one could imagine her losing very

quickly her interest in the earlier stages

of the garden of Eden. When Emily was

sympathetic, and she was almost always

sympathetic, nothing could stop her. not

even the object of her sympathy.

Falling in love had not stopped her; it

had simply signaled to her as a mission

the needs of less happy lovers. She would

carry her personal happiness like a torch

into dark places, and Geoffrey would

carry his with her.

She took an enormous interest in Geof-
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frey's work; when he was n't carrying a

torch she expected him to be a great art-

ist. In the back of her mind (but Emily

did not often visit the back of her mind)

she felt that great artistic success and

torches always came from very comforta-

ble homes. She was a little hurt with

Geoffrey for coming to her on the second

evening of their engagement and saying

that he wanted to be married at once.

She felt that marriage had nothing to do

with the first principles of their future

life, and that he ought to have wanted to

lay a triumph at her feet. The Salon

prize was a triumph, but she felt, like Sir

Thomas, that she would have preferred

something more noticeable in London.

Geoffrey told her that he had n't any

principles and that he wanted to start liv-

ing.

"I can't, you see," he explained, "live

without you. I want you always, all the

time, and now."

"I see, I see," Emily murmured, gazing

with her benevolent eyes into the vista of

a redeeming future. Geoffrey, speechless

with satisfaction, watched her. It was
wonderful to be going to marry a woman
who "saw."

She was n't only all beauty ; she was all

wisdom, a kind of divine, omnipotent olive-

branch spread out over angry floods of

ordinary people to encourage them with

the hope that one day the floods would
subside and they would all cease to be or-

dinary. Geoffrey explained to her how-

she would help him with his family.

"You '11 put me right," he said with

enthusiasm. "They '11 believe in me then,

and if they believe in me, I think I can

get on with them better. I tried foot-ball

because I had a feeling that if I did well

at footer I should understand more what
they wanted me to be like at home. How-
ever, it did n't do any good. I might as

well have read Shelley."

"Darling!" said Emily, with a warmth
that involved a close embrace; but when
this had finished, Emily did not go on

with the discussion about marriage.

"I shall love making them believe in

you," she said. "It 's too stupid of them

not to. They 're dear, wonderful people,

but they 're not intelligent; they 're sim-

ply figures in the landscape. One can't

imagine Amberley without them, but still

less can one imagine Sir Thomas without

Amberley. I suppose Amberley goes to

Tom?"
"Mercifully," said Geoffrey. "I should

hate to have a place. When will 5'ou

marry me?"
Emily sighed.

"I think," she said, "we must wait a

little. After all, I 'm an only child
; 3'ou

will be in London, and we shall have such

beautiful times together. I shall help you

work this first critical year in London.

I sha'n't be in your way; I shall stand by

^'ou and watch you succeed."

Geoffrey looked uneasy. He was n't

quite sure that success followed in the

wake of being watched, and he was quite

sure it did n't follow in a year.

"And you '11 help me," Emily went on,

"about 7tiy work, won't you? I have n't

told you much about it yet,—we 've had

so little time really to talk,—but I have a

work. I try— I try to help people a little."

Geoffrey nodded. Of course she helped

people. Her existence without effort must

have simplified the lives of every one she

knew. He told her this; Emily laughed

at him. She had a distinct sense of hu-

mor when she remembered about it; but

the intensity with which she brought it to

mind sometimes took the edge off her fun.

"Oh, it 's not me!" she exclaimed.

"It 's the things I have. I try to share

—

and now this new, this greatest thing,

love! That 's my idea of life— to use all

that comes for others. If we all did it,

—

don't you see?— half the poverty and mis-

ery of the world would be healed. I want

you to help me heal it."

Geoffrey looked vaguely puzzled.

"That sounds such a tall order, Emily,"

he said
—

"the whole world ! And shall

we ever get any time together?"

"We shall be always together," said

Emily, firmly. "It seems to me the only

way of being always together."

"Oh, then you can count me in," said

Geoffrey, decisively. "But you '11 have
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to give me tips. I 've never healed any-

thing yet. You ought to talk to Marcel

Dupin,— he 's my sculptor friend, the one

I lived with in Paris,— but he would n't

have agreed with you. He had quite the

opposite idea ; he thought you had to keep

fit, and tow your line. He used always

to say to me I did n't tow it enough. He
wanted me to have experiences— all kinds

of funny ones— and use 'em in my work.

I believe he 'd have been hanged, to learn

how you feel about it, if he could have

come back and had a go at it afterward.

I 've never had theories. You '11 have to

teach me a lot."

"What I should like most," said Emily,

"is to find those who have been betrayed

and lost and ruined by human love,

—

love gone wrong,— and lift them up

again."

"Oh, don't!" said Geoffrey. "I mean,

must you? People like that are such a

confounded nuisance; and then, you know,

when they 've got as far as that, it seems

to me you may as well let 'em rip. I

don't see how you can work them in after-

ward."

"It is that attitude," said Emily,

gravely, "which makes it impossible. You
must have faith, Geoff, Human nature

has wonderful recuperative powers; the

very force with which it goes wrong can

be turned to set it right. I have seen it

happen not once, but many times, with

drunkards and the poor girls on the streets.

They can be brought back and retrieved

and made whole again ; but only by two

forces, faith and love."

Geoffrey bowed his head. He was very

much touched and concerned. He was

touched because he thought it was beauti-

ful for Emily to feel in such a way toward

the unfortunate, and he was concerned

because he knew that getting mixed up

with the unfortunate is very rarely safe.

It is not even safe for the unfortunate.

He would have seemed a brute if he said

this, but he was n't sure that Emily un-

derstood that unfortunate circumstances

do not always make unfortunate people,

and that a certain type of person will

make any circumstance, however redemp-
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tive, strikingly unfortunate. Mrs. Der-

ing came into the room and relieved him

from the necessity of stating this belief.

Geoffrey knew the Derings well, but

he had never given much thought to either

of them before. They were a pleasant,

well-bred, middle-aged pair who seemed

equally happy together or apart.

Mark my words,' he said to

Mrs. Bering was n't in the least like

Emily ; she had no charm, and she kept

remarkably still. She did not attempt to

congratulate or embrace her future son-

in-law; she simply gave him her hand, and

remarked with a faintly amused, but

kindly, smile:

"Fancy, you and Emily!"

CHAPTER HI

If there was a side of Emily's nature

which Geoffrey admired more than he ap-

preciated, it was her wonderful instinct

for assistance. Philanthropy with Geoffrey

liad never taken up much time; it had

been an affair of furtive half-crowns. But

Emily went into the question of lame dogs

with the eye and hand of the reformer.

She was at direct variance with the psalm-

ist, who suggests with cynical emphasis

that it costs too much to redeem a soul,

and that one should lea\e this particular

adventure alone forever.

Emily had an undoubted faculty for

making people stand on their own feet.
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and it was Geoffrey's fault if he did n't

care to meet them in this ameliorated atti-

tude. He thought that Emily's protegees

had had too many disasters. He could

have stood one or two, though his hours

with Emily had been curtailed on several

occasions by the time it took to relate

them; but Geoffrey felt as if people who
insisted on so many troubles had made a

habit of misfortune. He was therefore

more annoyed than interested when Emily

rang him up one afternoon to tell him of

a fresh discovery.

"I 've found her," she said through the

telephone. "O Geoff, I 've found her!

It 's too pitiful ; I never dreamed there

could be such lonely misery. It 's very

strange, too, for I was hoping that just

now I might find some one we were spe-

cially meant to help together, and I am
sure it is Fanny. She has simply been

sent to us."

"What for?" asked Geoffrey, nervously.

"I mean—who is Fanny?"

"She 's just a girl," Emily said softly,

"who has been cut to pieces by life. I

found her in a hospital— the one I always

visit. She 's had a terrible operation, but

when I came across her she was just go-

ing to be sent out, with no home or friends

to be sent to, and no money. Is n't civili-

zation awful? She 's almost a lady. I

feel as if that made it so much worse,

don't you?"

Geoffrey said he did. Generally, when
they were n't ladies, Emily saw them in

the housekeeper's room, and he had only

to hear about them afterward.

"Poor thing," Emily went on, "she 's

been literally at death's door. She wants

to give up her old way of life now and

start quite afresh. It 's been so wonder-

ful watching the new light dawn!"

"What ivas her way of life?" Geoffrey

asked a little suspiciously. Emily's voice

became vague.

"Oh, did n't I tell you?" she explained.

"She 's not been— respectable, you know.

It 's all been very dreadful, but I do wish

you 'd come and see her; we might think

of something together. I can't quite make

her out. She 's strangely reticent."

Geoffrey gave a sigh of relief. Fanny's

reticence seemed the one palliating fact in

the situation.

"Could n't your mother take up Fanny,

if she 's got to be taken up?" he feebly

suggested.

Emily's voice sounded as if something

cold and wet had been suddenly dropped

upon it.

"I think not, dear," she said patiently.

"The modern mind can deal at such a

different angle with stories like poor Fan-

ny's. Besides, mother would n't like it at

all. She 's been a little difficult as it is.

She won't let me have her to stay in the

house because of the servants. Fanny is

here now, but only in the dining-room till

tea. You will come, won't you?"

Geoffrey agreed instantly to come, but

he secretly approved of the dining-room.

Emily was very particular about Geof-

frey's work in the mornings. She never

interrupted him, but she thought his work
would naturally be over by two o'clock in

the afternoon. She always rang him up

then to find out, and if Geoff could see

Emily, his work always was over at two

o'clock.

He hastened to the Derings', and was

immediately shown up into the dining-

room. Mrs. Bering was cutting out chil-

dren's underclothes upon the dining-room

table. It was an old oak table, charm-

ingly narrow and gate-legged, which,

though a little uncomfortable at meals,

was obviously four hundred years old. It

reminded Geoff of early Renaissance pic-

tures of the last supper, and did very well

for cutting out.

Emily was sitting near the open win-

dow smoking a cigarette, a thing she did

only to put other people at their ease, for

she rather disliked smoking. She gave

Geoffrey a radiant, confident look— the

look of a woman who has received noth-

ing but happiness and security from the

hand of the man she loves.

Fanny was not smoking, but when
Geoffrey's condemnatory eyes rested upon

her, he could not have supposed that she

was otherwise than easy. Her attitude

seemed to imply that it was a great thing
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to be sitting in a comfortable arm-chair

for half an hour, and no use bothering

much about what was going to happen

afterward.

She did n't appeal to Geoffrey as a

flower that had been caught in a storm,

—

this was the way Emily described her to

him afterward,—she looked like a dam-

aged poster.

Fanny had a peculiar and rather sinis-

ter resemblance to the Sistine IVIadonna.

Her eyes and the long curved lashes which

swept he' cheeks were like a fawn's, ex-

cept thac they looked incapable of being

startled. Her features were singularly

beautiful; her mouth, a little spoiled by

ita slash of carmine, was curved with the

tilt of wings under a very short upper lip.

She had dark lines beneath her eyes, and

her cheeks were hollow and colorless, ex-

cept for the usual patches of not very mis-

leading rouge. Her hair rose over her

forehead in thick, purple-black waves. It

was altogether too glorious a covering to

sustain a battered scarlet straw hat trail-

ing an inevitable feather.

From her neck to her feet she was cov-

ered by an olive-green opera-cloak. It
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must once have been a handsome garment,

but it had now the peculiar unattractive-

ness of stained and crumpled velvet. She

w^ore no gloves, and her shoes, which had

very high heels, were shabby.

She looked at Geoffrey as women look

who have had men as the material of their

daily bread. It was a swift, apprising

look, and it enraged Geoffrey. He was

not a cruel man, but he wanted to take

Fanny by the shoulders and turn her out

into the street, where she belonged. In a

world dedicated to Emilys there was no

place for Fanny.

What had put her out of her place

could be blamed, if necessary, afterward.

Geoffrey had taken no part in any such

destruction. He was in a position to cast

a stone, and in so far as his mind went he

cast it. Emily's happiness was safe in his

hands, and Fanny's had nothing whatever

to do with him.

Perhaps Fanny herself came to this con-

clusion, for her eyes rapidly left him and

returned to the tip of her shabby brown

shoes, which she was pushing into the deep

carpet just to see how far they would go.

"This is the friend I told you about,

Fanny," said Emily in her charming, en-

couraging voice. "I thought perhaps he

could help us to think of a profession.

Men know so much about work, don't

they?"

Fanny's eyes lifted themselves again to

Geoffrey.

"Some do," she admitted; but she did

not look as if she thought Geoffrey was

one of them.

"Poor Fanny," Emily went on gently,

"has been so very ill ! We don't want to

rush her into anything, Geoffrey; we only

want to talk things over. Before we really

settle anything, I want her to have a fort-

night at the seaside. We ought to be able

to manage it."

Fanny looked at Emily this time.

"How?" she asked laconically. She

was so monosyllabic that it was difficult

to discover how much education she had

had. Her voice was low, and she did not

speak with any accent ; but it might be

worse when she was stronger.

Mrs. Bering took no part in the con-

versation ; she looked as if the only impor-

tant things in the room were the scissors

and an expanse of thick, white calico. Still,

Geoffrey was glad that she was there.

"Oh, a nice convalescent home," said

Emily. "I had rather thought you might

like Folkestone."

"The usual kind won't do for me," said

Fanny; "they told me so at the hospital.

They would n't take me."

There was a moment's pause. Emily

smoked harder; Geoffrey looked at his

boots.

"I am sure we could manage some-

thing," Emily said gently. "There are re-

ligious sisterhoods
—

"

Fanny interrupted her.

"I had better tell you first as last," she

said resolutely, "that I can't stick religion.

I don't want to be nasty about it, but I

can't stick it at any price ; that 's the way
I 'm made. Besides, I 've had it. Lots."

Emily flushed.

"Oh," she said, "I would n't dream of

thrusting religion upon you. It 's one of

my strongest theories that it must come

of itself, along the line of each person's

nature
—

"

"That 's all right, then," said Fanny,

cheerfully. "I thought I 'd better just

mention it in case you had it up your

sleeve. Most people who want to help

you have. I don't suppose you '11 find

any religion along the lines of my nature,

but you 're welcome to look for it, pro-

vided you don't want me to go to church

half a dozen times a day and bark out

prayers."

Mrs. Bering paused in her cutting out.

"I think she 'd better go into lodgings,"

she said
—

"nice, comfortable, quiet lodg-

ings. Perhaps she has some girl friend

she knows who 'd go with her."

"That," said Fanny, alert with eager-

ness, "would be nice." Then she sank

into her former listlessness. "No," she

said regretfully, "I don't think it would

do, after all. She would n't be quiet.

It 's different for me. You see, I 've been

ill."

"I know, I know," said Emily, sooth-
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ingly. "It 's a new life you want. I have

a little cottage in the country, not by the

sea; but you might go there for a fort-

night. I have a nice caretaker in it who
would look after you, and there is plenty

to read, and a cat and a dog to play with.

I 'd corne down for the week-ends and see

you myself."

Fanny said

:

"You 're very kind, IVIiss Bering. I

like animals ; they leave you alone. I

dare say I could stand the country for a

fortnight."

A faint frown showed between Emily's

arched eyebrows ; her cottage was the final

privilege of the redeemed. She was using

it up rather early on Fanny. She turned

a little less eagerly than usual to the ques-

tion of a profession. Geoffrey, helped by

the sound of rending calico, suggested

dressmaking.

"I could n't do that," said Fanny, "for

two reasons. One is, I never could sew

;

another is, there 'd surely be trouble."

"What kind of trouble?" Emily asked

a little impatiently.

"Oh, just trouble," said Fanny,

vaguely.

Mrs. Bering intervened again.

"She could n't earn her living as a

dressmaker," she objected, "unless she

knows how, and it would take two or

three years before she could be properly

taught."

"Fancy!" said Fanny, conversationally.

"And by that time we might all be dead.

You never know your luck, do you?"

Emily had one of her swift and tender

inspirations.

"My dear," she exclaimed, "how stupid

of me! I know the very thing. My
mother and I are interested in a little or-

phanage for crippled children ; you might

help us with them."

Fanny drew back as if Emily had struck

her.

"Oh, I could n't do that!" she ex-

claimed breathlessly. "It 's bad enough

for them to be orphans ; they don't want
a girl like me to look after them. You
don't understand. Miss Bering; except

for ladies who want ser\'ants cheap and

laundries there is n't much work I could

do. I 'm not strong enough for factories."

'Oh, no, no!" said Em-ily, But, my
dear Fanny, you must be wrong. You are

educated ; surely we can find something

more suitable."

Fanny shook her head.

"No, I 'm not," she said, "not properly.

We were too poor for that. I 've got

just about as much education as a Lon-

don sparrow ; about the same kind, too, I

should think! If I could get somewhere

and rest for a fortnight 1 'd be awfully

grateful ; heaps of people can't. I '11 be

all right afterward. I can look out for

myself then. When I was ill and you

came to see me it was jolly talking about

a different life. It helped me awfully

then ; it made me think I wanted to get

better. But, you see, it 's the same life

when you do get well again, is n't it?

Bon't you bother about it. Your friend

he thinks the same as I do; he thinks it 's

just about what I 'm good for. What 's

the use of thinking you can get out of

things? And if you did, how do you know

you 'd like it ? What you 've had you 're

used to, and what you have n't had you

might n't like. So there you are."

"You shall never go back to that life,"

said Emily, with intensity. "You quite

misunderstand Mr. Amberley. Boes n't

she, Geoffrey?"

Geoffrey cleared his throat. He was n't

going to admit how unmistakably Fanny

had understood him.

"Have n't you any ideas yourself?" he

suggested, addressing Fanny for the first

time. "Is n't there anything you 'd like

to do,— lighter work than you mention,

—

bookbinding or leather work, which you

could do more or less independently?"

Fanny considered this question.

"Well," she said at length, "there is

something I have thought of. There 's a

girl I used to know once; she was a model,

— for the figure, you know,— and she said

it was n't bad ; tiring, of course, but a

good deal of variety and fun in between.

It would be easier for me to stick to a

job if there was a little fun in between."

"Oh !" said Emily and Geoffrey, simul-
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taneously; but Geoffrey said it because he

could n't say "Damn!"
Mrs. Dering ripped some more calico;

it made a sound like the sudden breaking

of a squall at sea.

Then Emily said slowly:

"I do believe you could be a model,

Fanny, if Mr. Amberley can tell us of

any nice artists, and the right kind of pic-

tures for you to sit for."

"If I 'm to earn my living," said Fanny,

inexorably, "I shall have to sit to all kinds

of artists and for whatever pictures they

have in their heads. When you can start

picking and choosing it 's because you

don't need money."

Emily evaded this iron truth.

"There must," she said, appealing to

Geoffrey, "be a great many women artists

now, are n't there, Geoffrey?"

"Oh, heaps," said Geoffrey, eagerly.

"I can make a list of them, and send you

a few introductions."

"And, then," said Emily, with another

inspiration, "j^ou can paint her yourself."

"I thought," said Mrs. Dering, "that

you told me, Emily, artists had always to

choose their own subjects?"

"I have a feeling," said Emily, ear-

nestly, "that Geoffrey could paint Fanny.

Could n't you, Geoffrey?"

Quite apart from hating to resist Em-
ily's feelings, Geoffrey knew that he could.

He had seen it, solidly seen it, from the

moment he came into the room. It was n't

her beauty,— he would almost rather she

had been plain,— it was simply that she

could be almost anything you liked, and

always with that look of life in her, so

indelibly stained and marred.

All her lines were histories; in the

depths of her mysterious, hardened eyes

were crushed and drowned a hundred se-

crets. She had not been easily bad ; there

was in her none of the dullness of the

path of least resistance. She had resisted

;

perhaps she was still capable of resistance.

Life had made her what she was, and in

return had left in her firm, perfect lips,

in the chiseling of her delicate, strong

chin, some hint of her power to mold oth-

ers. She had a terrible power.

"Is he an artist?" Fanny asked indiffer-

ently. "Well, you never can tell, of

course. I should have thought he was

just an ordinary man."

( To be continued

)



The Whims of Fashion

By ROGER BOUTET DE MONVEL
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IN the countrj', in the "provinces," it is

good to come across those old albums

of fashions. One happens on them, for-

gotten in a corner of the librarj', among
the romances of Paul de Kock and the

works of Eugene Sue, near the collection

of family relics, under the plays of M.
Scribe and the poems of Mme. Desbordes-

Valmore. What does n't one find in a

country library? A thick layer of dust

covers them ; their leaves have been blown

about in the wind, and their covers have

gone through terrible ordeals. Evidently

the children of the household have amused

themselves with these old albums, and

after the children have grown up they

have been put back again in their places,

never to be disturbed again.

From their retreat I lately drew out a

volume of the "Courrier des Dames," an-

other of the "Sylphide," a third of the

"Follet"— priceless discoveries. There

one by one I saw the dresses my grand-

mother once wore, others that were the

latest thing when my mother was young,

antiquated riding-habits, waistcoats of a

superannuated cut, like those of the old

uncles who used to dance me on their

knees and who remained faithful to them

to the end of their lives. I saw once more

the organdie petticoats of the time of

Louis Philippe, the fichus a hi paysanne,

the stringed bonnets of gros de Naples,

the flowered hats of rice-straw. What
strange dresses they wore, those ladies of

the time of the citizen-king ! What wasp-

like waists men had in those dajs, what

masses of hair ! Then there were the

crinolines of the Second Empire, the

abbreviated under-petticoats brought in

by Princess Aletternich, and the bustles,

those famous bustles of the period after

1870. Whatever put it into the heads of

women to encumber themselves with such

a bizarre, superfluous piece of furniture?

As I was marveling over so remarkable
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an invention, I put my hand upon an an-

cient album of photographs, and there

passed before my eye certain celebrities of

fifty years ago: M. de Viel-Caspel in a

stove-pipe hat as big as himself ; the Due
de Gramont-Caderousse,

whose trousers were so

tight that they must have

prevented him from sit-

ting down ; and the em-

peror himself, wearing a

jacket so short that it had

the air of a jest.

Heaven knows this was

not the first time that I

had looked through an

old album of photographs

and fashion-plates going

back to Louis Philippe and Charles X.

But always on these occasions I am sur-

prised and astonished at the same time.

The fashions of the time of Louis XIV
disconcert me less, I think, than those of

our own grandparents, and I cannot get

used to the things they took it into their

heads to wear. It all seems so far away,

so out of date, so obsolete, so comic, to be

frank. What surprising, uncouth shapes

they present! And what embarrassment,

what a scandal, what a revolt there would

be if we were condemned, one of these

days, ladies and gentlemen, to put on

again those costumes that passed not so

long ago as the last word in elegance

!

But it is a mistake to feel so astounded.

After all, the fashions that charm us to-

day will appear just as extraordinary to

our grandchildren, and there is nothing at

all to prove that our grandchildren will

not return to the styles of Napoleon III.

In fact, one can even say as a certainty

that they will, since everything has already

been tried, worn, and worn again. One
can even say as a certainty that in the

twentieth century no one will be able to

boast that he has created anything abso-

lutely new. The crinolines of the Em-
press Eugenie were a reminiscence of the

panniers of Marie Antoinette, and long be-

fore her time, in the Orient, women had

conceived the idea of enlarging their skirts

by means of hoops. In IQIS— I should

say in 1912—women of fashion affected

high waists and sheath dresses; but before

them Mme. Recamier had done the same

thing, and the dresses of Mme. Recamier

were suggested by the Greeks and the

Romans. In short, like

everything else, fashion

is a part of the same ever-

lasting come-and-go. We
do not advance as we are

so prone to imagine; we
repeat our steps. In poli-

tics nations inevitably

pass from republic to

monarchy, only to become

republican once more; in

art the formulae that are

called classic replace at

almost regular intervals other formulae

that appear not to be, and so, in conform-

ity with the universal law, tight dresses

and loose dresses yield to each other in

turn. For, in their main lines, the evolu-

tions of fashion amount to nothing more,

and if full costumes triumph at one mo-
ment, the scantier style very quickly gets

the upper hand again. Questions of detail

I leave to professionals.

Considered from this point of view the

whole matter is plainly nothing if not

monotonous. What really is worth noting

is the reason that determines these changes

—changes that are ephemeral and futile,

if you like, but which, for all that, if you

consider them a little, touch the actual

customs and the history of an epoch. The
mere whim of a fashion-designer or the

fancy of a pretty woman is not enough to

explain this. The one or the other of

course can momentarily set the vogue in

this or that detail of the toilet, revive a
"

manner of dressing the hair, resuscitate a

forgotten color, launch a new fabric. But

there is no denying that where any really

important innovation is in question, if this

innovation has no connection with the ideas

and the exigencies of the moment, it never

succeeds in establishing itself at all dura-

bly. A few years ago I remember that

one of our great fashion-designers con-

ceived the unfortunate idea of wishing to

make the women of Paris wear trouser-
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skirts. Long articles were published in

the newspapers intended to pique feminine

curiosity. Balls and dinners were organ-

ized where only those women were to be

admired who dressed according to the new
rite. It finally reached the point where

trousers of an exquisite design w^ere dis-

tributed free to all those who would

promise to show them off at the races. In

vain. After a month of effort this mag-

nificent project had to be given up, and

the so-called "trouser-skirts" survived

merely as a memory or more exactly as a

myth. One was forced to suppose that

their hour had not yet come.

No, fashion has very deep roots; it is

bound up closely with our habits, our in-

timate tastes. Its variations, if we care to

note them, correspond with our changes

of humor, and these changes of humor are

themselves the result of facts great and

small, events of all sorts. That is where

the interest of the question lies, fashion

being in sum nothing but the perpetual

reflection of our tendencies and our needs.

We do not think of the costumes pictured

in the album of the "Courrier des

Dames," but of the people who wore them,

their way of living, their environment.

their furniture, their books, the knick-

knacks they loved. A coiffure, a simple col-

lar of the time of the Duchesse d'Angou-

leme can, in the strictest sense, explain a

certain state of mind which was not that of

the preceding epoch ; it can evoke the mem-
ory of a whole past age. One thinks of

the influences that determined the vogue of

such and such a feminine costume. These

influences are innumerable, complex, insig-

nificant and childish sometimes, but nev-

ertheless real. Everything is mixed up in

them : public events and minute happen-

ings of the day, the appearance of new
books, the success of a new school of paint-

ing, the appearance of a play or a ballet at

the opera, even the conditions of life itself,

and those thousand mysterious currents

which manifest themselves at the same

moment in all countries and the charm of

which we feel without being entirely

aware of them.

The subject is inexhaustible, and by

laying history under contribution we are

able in a sense to explain fashion by

tracing it back to the very remotest

epochs. But undoubtedly, as we approach

our own time, the transformations and

their causes become most apparent and
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most easily understood. Take the nine-

teenth century at its outset. One recalls

the modest finery, the pretty, unassuming

costumes one catches glimpses of in the

paintings of Boilly, the sort that women
adopted during the Revolution. Money
was scarce then, and it was the part of

prudence not to be conspicuous. The
coquettes had not forgotten to make their

charms count, but at the same time they

were mindful of the importance of saving

their heads. They dressed discreetly.

Following the Directory, a time of rela-

tive security, there was a general blossom-

ing out. People had passed through terrible

times, and they were determined to amuse

themselves again, to amuse themselves

furiously. They had to make up for lost

time. The old society found itself scat-

tered and decimated. New-comers had

taken their place, bankers, brokers, army-

contractors, all of whom, having profited

by the public ruin to accumulate sudden

fortunes, asked only for an opportunity to

throw their money to the four winds.

There was an explosion of mad holiday-

making, a debauch of senseless caprices, a

prolonged carnival. The orators of the

Convention had done nothing but invoke

Rome and the Romans; the citizen David

had exalted on his canvases Brutus and

Cato. Fashion, too, affected the an-

tique. But what a strange notion of an-

tiquity its devotees had ! For Mme.
Tallien or Josephine de Beauharnais it

was merely a pretext for going half

clothed, and nothing could have been

more extraordinary than those dinners of

Barras, where the women, dressed in float-

ing tunics so diaphanous that they were

virtually nude, really imagined that the}'

resembled the Greeks of Tanagra or the

Romans of Pompeii. After that came

General Bonaparte's expedition to Egypt,

and the turbans, the scarfs, the dresses,

along with the hangings and the walls,

were ornamented with designs and figures

reminiscent of the Pharaohs. It was alto-

gether a surprising mixture, representing

a complete and final break with the pre-

ceding age.

In iSo^, Napoleon became emperor of

the French. He had his court at the

Tuileries, his dignitaries of the crown, his

chamberlains, his ladies of honor. Fashion

immediately took its cue and turned to

pomp and decorum. The styles became

heavy and grandiose. For the newly

made duchesses it was not merely a simple

question of playing to the gallery; they

had to live up to their titles, they had to

be majestic.

This note was accentuated still further

with fresh nuances at the return of the

Bourbons. Along with Louis XVIII a

part of the old court came back to France,

and naturally the old court could not

sufficiently show its disdain for that of

Bonaparte. In the eyes of the gentlemen

of the old school there was always an

abyss between them and the newly made
nobility. They set out to show these

upstarts what good manners could be.

The women especially took particular

pains in this matter. They made a study

of correctness, of the absolute in good

form, of the comme-il-faut, the supreme

distinction of restraint, in order to react

against the rather flashy, vulgar luxury

of the imperial epoch. Imperceptible

touches were enough, it appeared, to re-

^eal at once a really well-bred person, an

intangible poise, a discreet familiarity of

manner, a fashion of speaking in a sort of

murmur, a way of placing a kiss on the

tips of the fingers, at the edge of the lips,

the use or avoidance of certain expressions,

the observance of certain epithets in vogue

that were considered as the height of good

form. And this pointed manner, this sort

of prudery, revealed itself as much in

matters of dress as in language and ideas.

Undoubtedly the mode issued directly

from that of the preceding reign, but it

seemed to have become unnatural and

strained.

One has to come to Louis Philippe to

encoimter again the languid, simpering,

nu'ncing little women whom Eugene Zann

and Derdira have represented in their en-

gravings. It was the reign of the bour-

geoisie, but also that of Romanticism, and

the new plays, poems, and romances had

an undeniable influence on fashion. From
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certain ideas conceived bj^ Victor Hugo,

designed by him, and given to the actors

in "Hernani," the couturiers and dress-

makers worked out a medieval style alto-

gether unexpected in cut and outline. It

quickly ran to exaggeration. The hair-

dresser of the Romantic period heightened,

augmented, and amplified everything his

hands touched. The female head became,

about 1835, something prodigious and

immense. Those leg-of-mutton sleeves,

also designed by Hugo after a portrait of

Francis I, which were seen in "Le roi

s'amuse," those famous crenelated toques

that were eagerly seized upon by the ladies

and are worn by opera-singers even to our

day, those beribboned bonnets, those bus-

kins, became indispensable appurtenances

of the elegant class whose artistic prefer-

ences, in contempt of the classics, were

turned toward the Middle Ages, toward

trouveres, chatelaines, and Gothic cathe-

drals.

Romanticism declined. Louis Philippe

fell, and in his turn Napoleon III mounted
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the throne. Once more Immense fortunes

had been piled up, and anxious to react

against certain parsimonious and bourgeois

ways of the preceding- reign, everybody

felt seized with an irresistible desire to

display his opulence. The sovereigns and

the court set the example. They went in

for bigness, for showy effects, for lavish-

ness in everything. At last the crinoline

appeared and imposed itself upon the

world. It was a curious phenomenon that

the larger the crinoline grew, the more

the empire dominated Europe. There was

no doubt that Paris had money, which it

used and abused. The smart world gave

itself over altogether to vanity, ostenta-

tion, enjoyment. No longer fashionable,

alas! are the great wide victorias, so sup-

ple and so airy, over which flounces and

peplum shawls spread themselves out

ravishingly, each contributing its own spe-

cial striking and varied note, from "Sol-

ferino," ".Marengo," or "sang-de-boeuf"

red, to "azuline" blue, "soleil" or "aven-

turin" yellow, and even that "Bismarck"
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shade that was the rage in the capital dur-

ing the Exposition of 1867. This was the

jear when Princess Metternich, the leader

of society, introduced basques plates, short

skirts, Polish boots, and miniature toques,

the year when the gandins and cocotes

wore those little hats falling over the eyes,

trousers of the color of mastic, and the

jackets called "pince-nez," "saute-en-

barque," or "montretout," and arrayed in

this fashion, with their chins in the air,

and their side-whiskers floating, clattered

about in their blue-and-silver cabriolets.

Certainly it was extravagant, overdone

;

but whatever one can say, it was remark-

ably droll and entertaining. All those

eccentric inventions had something unex-

pected about them, a certain military

dash, a flavor of insolence that could not

fail to amuse the eye. How engaging and

seductive that Paris of the empire, where

it was forbidden to talk politics, must have

been, how gay, how radiant, how wonder-

fully picturesque, enlivened by those fan-

ciful costumes, those little Zouave waist-

coats, those military toques adopted by

the women and recalling the smart uni-

forms of an army that had come back

victorious from Castiglione and Solferino

!

Let us not for all that decry the Paris

of our own time or the modes of to-day,

for they, too, have their charm and their

piquancy. What strikes me particularly

is the immense number of dressmakers and

couturiers, who still, it seems, go on in-

creasing. The great artists are alwaj's

there, but beside them, in their train, the

supernumeraries grow and multiph% And
each of them to a certain extent goes his

own way, obeys his own inspiration. Of
course in its main line the fashion is al-

ways the fashion, imposing its usages and

its new laws. But more and more ever}'-

one takes it upon himself to interpret

these laws in his own way, turning his

own taste to account. And also more and

more changes succeed one another with

bewildering rapidit3\ Forms and models

follow and vary like moving-picture

views. In this respect again fashion cor-
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responds with what takes place in other

fields. In literature, in painting, we have

the great schools, classic, romantic, real-

istic by turns, under the banner of which

entire generations enroll themselves. Lit-

tle groups are always being formed,

coteries of extremists and intransigents;

but they never achieve an authority that is

uncontested or even of wide influence.

If unconsciously, involuntarily, he is obe-

dient to the main currents, the tendencies

of his time, the painter or the writer en-

deavors to find an original note, to pro-

duce a work peculiarly his own ; and there

is certainly nothing wrong in that.

There is another point that deserves to

be noted in our contemporary fashions,

and for that matter in all the succeeding

fashions of the last hundred years and

more, the want of structure in so many
feminine toilets corresponding to the pov-

erty in architecture of the nineteenth cen-

tury and our own. Before the Revolution,

the most extravagant dress preserved de-

spite all a sort of harmony, resulting from

a sense of measure and proportion which

in our day seems to have completely disap-

peared. There is as little construction in

a toilet of 191 6 as there is, alas! in some

of our modern buildings or in a landscape

of Claude Monet. In default of drawing,

Monet happily possesses the gift of light

and color, which Is half the equipment

necessary for a great painter, and this

precious gift our couturiers have fallen

heir to. To be convinced of this, it is

enough to visit an exhibition of gowns at

Poiret's, the youngest and perhaps the

most ingenious of our great fashion-crea-

tors. The proportions will be sure to

astonish you ; here and there the lines will

shock you: but everything will be made
up for by the delightful display of fancy,

the undreamed of colors, the incomparably

harmonious general effects.

What dominates our tendencies of to-

day, the most characteristic trait of our

epoch, is unquestionably the retrospective

taste. I have observed that fashion never

does anything in its main line but repeat

itself, that the Directory took its inspira-

tion from the antique, that under Louis

Philippe people dreamed of nothing but

the Middle Ages, and that the crinoline

of the Second Empire had a certain affin-

ity with the panniers of Marie Antoinette.

But still in none of those periods, I think,

was there anything like such a deliberate

appeal to the past. It is no longer simply

a question of vague reminiscences, approxi-

mate, and more or less comic interpreta-

tions. No. The couturiers look up and

study with the greatest pains the modes of

former times. At a recent fashion-show

that took place in New York I saw dresses

that not merely suggested, but could have

been mistaken for, costumes contempora-

neous with Mimi Puison and the "Vie de

Boheme." There were of course certain

new and ingenious points to them, but the

tones, the style, the general effect of the

toilets were precisely those of sixty j^ears

ago. There was also a series of Spanish

dresses of the times of Velasquez and

Goya, with bead embroideries, black hair-

nets on a delicate pink ground, balloon

skirts, flat in front and back, and spread-

ing out at the hips. Connoisseurs have

been praising the Spanish painters so long

that it was inevitable the couturiers one

day or another would fall under this gen-

eral influence. For they are not by any

means satisfied to seek their inspiration in

France. The exotic every day plays a

larger part in the world. I have seen

dresses that called up in every detail the

splendors of the Italian Renaissance,

others that had come straight out of Rus-

sia, and sometimes from farther still, from

Smyrna, from Bagdad, from Teheran.

Every one knows the sensation the Rus-

sian ballets created in Paris, and the trans-

formations they have been effecting in our

decorative arts. As to these costumes, in

all of them one finds the same care for

accuracy, or, rather, the same knowledge

of the past, the same historical sense.

We must be fair and allow our epoch

to have what seems best to it. Never be-

fore have people known how to study his-

tory as in our day. It has been studied on

a grand scale and still more on a super-

ficial and conventional one. People have

never taken such microscopic pains over
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this or that period, such and such a minor

personage; they have never so penetrated

into the ways, the very life of our fore-

fathers, never so crossed the threshold of

their intimate beings. A great deal has

been written in all departments these

latter years ; but in France at least, if any-

thing remains, I think it will be these his-

torical works. As ever art and fashion

have submitted to the same influences that

have been dominant in other fields.

Is it a good thing, this taste, this really

fine and profound understanding of the

past, which reveals itself even in the form

of our clothes, or is it more than anything

else the mark of an atrophy of the creative

faculty, the sign of an impoverishment

that is against nature and life? Our great

spirits of the seventeenth century looked

upon the Gothic cathedrals as barbarous

monstrosities, bearing the evidence of a

rather limited taste. Yet, when one thinks

of it, perhaps this obliquity enabled them

to conceive Versailles and the Salon Rouge

;

I do not see that our epoch is likely to con-

ceive anything comparable to Versailles.

"1917



The Man Who Talked Backward

By CHARLES D. STEWART
Author of "The Fugitive Blacksmith," etc.

ONE morning in 1890, after inquiring

my way through several confusing

thoroughfares in the neighborhood of the

Panhandle station, I at length found my-
self on Vine Street, in the strange city of

Cincinnati. In one hand I carried a small

valise and in the other an object that

would appear to be a wall-map of the

United States, but which, upon being un-

rolled, displayed itself as a large, flexible

blackboard. The valise held a supply of

spare linen and a box of chalk which had

several times been refilled and was again

nearing depletion ; and along with these

few necessities was a copy of The Cen-
tury Magazine for July, 1890, which
I was careful to show to nobody and

equally careful not to lose. To me it was
most important.

On my way up from the station I had

bought the morning papers, and now I set

down the valise and roUed-up blackboard

while I turned to see what the press might

have to say about me. Having found the

announcements satisfactory, though in

certain regards a little disconcerting, I

put the papers in my pocket, took up my
belongings, and proceeded briskly down
Vine Street.

At the particular period in history of

which I am writing I had finally become

of age, a fact which I remember because

I had recently passed through the sore

disappointment of being four months too

young to vote for Grover Cleveland, As
it was then early in the reign of Benjamin
Harrison, I had to look ahead years and

years before I could see myself casting a

ballot for President. At that time adven-

turous grown-ups were beginning to ride

the new kind of bicycle, the States of

Washington and North and South Da-
kota were just a year old, and bangs had
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grown out so that with a little pains they

could be pinned back.

If I was four months too young accord-

ing to my theory of the universe, I had

the distinct advantage in my present voca-

tion of looking fully as young as I was, a

fact which would occasionally be obtruded

upon my attention by the newspapers

when they made mention of my boyish

appearance or went entirely out of their

way, as it seemed to me, to speak of my
"frank, open countenance." Some of these

yellowed clippings are now before me,

and I must admit that they give me a bet-

ter idea of my appearance at that time

than my own memory ever would.

Following the directions of a boy, who
told me that the object of my quest was

a short distance up the street, I soon found

myself in front of the Vine Street Dime
Museum, a large building which one

could hardly fail to recognize once he

came in sight of it.

Before going in and announcing my ar-

rival I paused to look with admiration

upon the "front." It being Monday
morning, the front was resplendent in its

weekly dress of highly imaginative pic-

tures fresh from the studio of the museum
artist. In those prosperous days of the

dime museum the larger establishments

did not depend upon such posters or side-

show pictures as the attractions might

bring with them, but had their own artists,

equipped with the scene-painter's outfit.

As they could afford to pay salaries as

high as were paid by the best lithographic

or engraving establishments, they could

frequently get men of no mean ability.

The delicate distemper colors, worked on

large stretchers with broad and fearless

draftsmanship, were far more fetching

than the painted side-show pictures; and
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in this medium the museum artist could

give rein to his wildest flights of fancy.

On this Monday morning it was evi-

dent that the artist had had to exercise

much ingenuity. On the main stretcher,

about fifteen feet long and occupying the

central position above the entrance, was

a picture of a man talking into a phono-

graph, and from the explosive flames

which burst from the machine it was evi-

dent that the sort of language that he was
using was too much for iron and steel.

In large black letters was the announce-

ment, "Stewart, The Man Who Talks

Backward." In the corner was the art-

ist's signature—Winsor McCay.
Flanking the entrance were the usual

upright stretchers devoted to the same

theme. These again bore announcements

intended to impress upon the mind of the

public the wonders of talking backward.

Inside the lobby were smaller pictures

lending new novelty to the usual grist of

fat women, bearded ladies, and tattooed

men ; and most prominent in this space

were the pictures of Charlie Howard's

New Orleans Minstrels.

One look at this front was supposed to

inform the people of Cincinnati just why
they should not miss the "curio" hall that

week. Museums, in the height of their

glory, were run on the feature system, and

the great drawing card was in the curio

hall. In addition to the more familiar

figures of the side-show, some overtopping

and unparalleled wonder was provided to

attract the hourly throngs and keep the

institution working to the limit of its ca-

pacity.

At a time when there were no "movies"

and vaudeville had not yet been invented

the dime museum was the public's sole

dependence for amusement at all hours;

it was, in fact, the original discovery in

popular-priced amusement and was con-

sequently remunerative. As the museums

in the metropolitan circuits were piling up

fortunes for their owners, and bona-fide

wonders WTre scarce, the whole world

was drawn upon to furnish the supply,

such, for instance, as Chang, the Chinese

giant, and the sober-visaged Che I\Iah,

who was as little as Chang was big.

Then, too, we had those vagaries of na-

ture: The Ossified Man; Millie Chris-

tine, the Two-headed Girl; George, the

Turtle Boy ; and others in the feature

class, the whole available supply of which

in the United States could almost be

counted on the fingers of two hands. And
inasmuch as great freaks, like poets, are

born and not made, these stood in a class

by themselves, quite apart from the snake-

charmers, the sword-swallowers, the hu-

man anvils, and others who had made
freaks of themselves. The latter could

be indefinitely duplicated at competitive

salaries, while the born freaks were the

highly paid aristocrats of the profession,

unique monopolists in a necessary line. It

was these that the people flocked in great-

est numbers to see, while they manifested

only a passing interest in the other things

that served to draw out the lecture in the

curio hall. One such was depended upon

for the weekly feature.

As I looked up at the front and took in

the significance of the artist's work it bore

itself in upon me anew that this boastful

building had rested its weight on me for

the coming week. The press-agent had

been a little daring in his claims. Not
only could I talk backward fluently and

spell backward instantly any lengthy sen-

tence or combination of words that might

be repeated to me, but I could— and here

is where I chewed the cud of bitter fancy

— I could define any word whatever, "no

matter how long, how diflScult, or how
technical," and do the same with that.

The latter part of this claim did not

suit me exactly. It is all ven,^ well to go

along and do a thing to the best of your

ability, letting the results speak for them-

selves as you have uniform and pleasing

success ; but it is quite another to proclaim

infallibility in the form of a challenge.

Pride goeth before a fall.

I cared little how far a press-agent

might go in the matter of talking back-

ward, but this claim of being a walking

cyclopedia was no work of mine. This

conception of me was always sprouting

up, and I would discourage it as being
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unnecessary. Then it would sprout up

again.

However, I had no control over the

conceptions the public and the newspaper-

men formed of me, and still less over

what the museum men might do about it.

By telegraphic advices received from other

museums in the circuit or by the latest

press-notices of one's performance, they

decided a week beforehand what one was

able to do, and they acted accordingly. I

could see that this claim was a natural

result of my doings in Chicago and Fort

Wayne, especially the latter; for besides

being considered an infallible speller and

definer, it finally got to the point where

school-children would come to me with

moot questions which "teacher" had told

them to ask me. On such occasions I al-

ways did my best, but this claim that I

was infallible struck me as going a little

too far. What if Cincinnati— and my ex-

perience in the world was sufficient to tell

me that this is just what she would do

—

should set to work and dig up a lot of

words that I had never heard before?

Then I would be an egregious failure.

In the bright lexicon of youth there is

no such word as fail. I went in and an-

nounced my arrival. The manager, who
struck me as being of a different tjpe

from any I had yet encountered, received

me with distinct cordiality. The manager

of the Vine Street Dime Museum was,

in fact, one of the ablest in his line of

business. He had formerly been man-
ager of a Cincinnati newspaper,—whether

of "The Enquirer" or "The Commercial

Gazette" I cannot recall,— and he was the

only one I ever met who would leave his

managerial sanctum on purpose to express

appreciation of any extra effort you had

made in behalf of the institution. He
kept close w^atch and was an excellent

public psychologist.

He took me up- stairs and showed me
where my station was to be. At the end

of the curio hall was a stage similar to

that used by the actors on the floor below.

Instead of sitting with the "freaks," whose
platforms were arranged around the walls,

I was to have this stage to myself, and

there would be a man to raise and lower

the curtain for me. Thus I would domi-

nate the curio hall.

Left alone in this scenic sanctum, I set

to work behind my curtain and fastened

up the blackboard on a depiction of a

corn-field which I rather fancied and

which I let down for the purpose. Then,

ensconced behind the wings of my stage,

and enjoying the first privacy I had ever

experienced within the walls of a museum,

I sat down and began to take further

thought upon my situation.

The museum-man who first got hold of

me, in Chicago, had put me on a platform

with the general run of museum attrac-

tions, being uncertain as to what he had

found except that, as he confidently re-

marked to his partner, I was "better than

the fat lady." In those first few days I

was bashful and unused to the public gaze.

When the lecturer, calling attention to

the wonder on the next platform, caused

the whole mass of people to come surging

in my direction, it was about as pleasant

an experience as being lynched. However,

with the discovery that I could do things

which excited wonder, that feeling was

gradually outgrown. In the present junc-

ture I had no such panicky premonitions,

though I was still decidedly worried about

the oncoming of those words.

Presently, warned by sounds on the

stairs leading down from the menagerie

and a thunderous scuffle coming in my
direction, I knew that the first perform-

ance was about to begin. The man ap-

peared and began working the ropes that

raised my curtain. Then, after the lec-

turer had made a few introductory re-

marks, I stepped forward and braced my-

self inwardly for intellectual combat.

The first word that came in my direc-

tion was sufficient evidence that Cincin-

nati was alive to a challenge. It sounded

like this, "Chap—i— too— lass."

I never heard a more welcome sound.

I snatched it out of the man's mouth, as

it were, and as fast as the chalk would fly

I had written on the blackboard : "Tchou-

pitoulas; a picturesque thoroughfare in

the Crescent Citv. It is evident that the
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gentleman is acquainted in New Orleans."

Stepping then to the corner of my stage

and standing with my face to the audi-

ence and my eyes tightly closed, I ran

through the string of letters backward

with special rapidity, so rapidly, in fact,

that none of them, watching the letters

on the blackboard, would be able to fol-

low me. Having done this, I reduced my
speed and did it again so as to fall within

the scope of the majority of the audience

;

and immediately I said it backward, thus:

"snaelrowennidetniauqcasinameltnegehtta-

httnedivesitiytictnecsercehtnierafhguoroht-

euqserutcipasaluotipuohct." That is to

say, if one were to pronounce this all as

one word with unhalting fluency, letting

the accents fall in their proper places, it

would be talking backward.

From a certain premonitory silence I

could see that this thing was sinking in.

To my further satisfaction, I could see

that the former newspaper manager, who
was standing at the back of the crowd to

see what would happen, was himself gaz-

ing at me with a look of astonishment.

Then came a burst of applause.

This applause, however, did not give

me the replete and perfect joy that it

would a public favorite who had scored

a triumph in his art. It is a peculiar fact

that the acrobat or avowed strong man
who fails in his go at a double somersault

or a difficult feat of lifting has the sympa-

thy of the audience on his side, and they

are all holding their breath to help him

along. His triumph is their triumph.

This is so true that acrobats purposely

fail in order to get the cooperation of the

audience and thus achieve a greater popu-

larity. And as to the worker in comedy

or tragedy, the actor who has given the

public a certain amount of pleasure can

depend upon its counting to offset any

little shortcomings.

But make a pretense to intellectual su-

periority and see what happens. The
world is against you. Depend upon it,

they will take a particular interest in get-

ting you into trouble.

Now, this brilliant success with the

very first word was just what I had been

hoping for ; at the same time I had simply

put myself under greater obligations to

perform wonders. The challenge had au-

tomatically reasserted itself; and if I fell

from this height, great would be the fall

thereof.

I now felt myself banded against

them, so to speak, and with all the assur-

ance that I had learned from the show-

men I stepped to the middle of the stage

and told them to come on with their

words. With readiness they came.

What struck me as unusual, and differ-

ent from anything I had yet encountered,

was the frequency of medical terms. I

afterward learned that it was due to the

large number of medical students in Cin-

cinnati, and they had turned their atten-

tion in my direction. They were generous

with such words as thoracic, phalanges,

metatarsal, and duodenum, and now and

then some choice specimen culled from

the realm of materia medica. In defining

these I would work in still more medical

erudition, and when I had filled the black-

board I would turn on my heel and spell

and say the whole thing backward with

malicious rapidity. And when I had made
my bow and the curtain went down I had

spelled victory for that time at least.

I now retreated into a corner behind

the wings of my stage and continued to

live unto myself alone. I felt specially

grateful to those medical students for com-

ing there and trying to make things un-

pleasant for me. Naturally, a boy who,

after quitting school at fourteen, .had

worked nine months in a drug store and

tasted everything that was not poison

would know all about materia medica.

And as to anatomy, that and civil gov-

ernment were always my stronghold. I

wished the medical students would come
back. I felt confident that I knew the

taste of more drugs than they could give

name to.

I wished that the Tchoupitoulas man
would come back, too. Naturally, a boy

who had worked on the Missouri and

Mississippi and been left to wander the

streets of New Orleans nearly all winter

on an empty stomach would be quite fa-
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miliar with all that was to be learned on

the lamp-posts.

Once every hour, when the theater be-

low was disgorging the old crowd, I

would come forth and face the new. Thus
I spent the forenoon and afternoon, re-

flecting in my corner, going out and pit-

ting myself against the crowd, and going

back to reflect again. By supper-time I

was beginning to feel a sense of mastery.

No one had "got me," but many had

tried. After a hasty meal I hurried back

with growing interest and new assurance

to face the evening jam.

And in those days there ivere jams. I

have often wondered that those big, re-

modeled buildings, with their slender sup-

ports of iron posts, ever stood up under

the weight of humanity that was some-

times put upon them. It was a menag-

erie, a domesticated side-show, and the

first beginnings of vaudeville all in one,

the complete and final adoption by the

public of Barnum's Great Moral Show.

It was replete with "scientific" interest,

and always changing for something new
— all except the bored and shop-worn lion,

the self-engaged troop of monkeys, and

the well-fed cinnamon bear. Midway be-

tween the animals on the top floor and the

entirely human actors on the ground level

were the "freaks" in the curio hall, and

it was here the polysyllabled lecturer

held forth. At a time when variety-shows

were not respectable and women could

not be taken to them, the dime museum,

with its menagerie, its curio hall, and its

continuous specialty show, offered enter-

tainment to the whole family, and was the

only recourse of the random seeker for

amusement. It drew its crowds from all

classes of people, and when something in

the curio hall, with its thin veil of "sci-

entific" interest, had caught the people's

curiosity, they came in such numbers that

the hall would be filled to suffocation be-

fore the theater below was ready for the

next consignment. And it was when
something came along that might be' con-

strued as "scientific" that the largest num-
ber of soberly respectable people came in

to be edified.

When I got back after supper I could

see that this latter had taken place. The
words were of the more or less difficult

literary variety, intermingled with others

of a less bookish nature. Sometimes a

mechanic, unschooled in such sources,

would bring one straight from the inside

of a steam-engine or dynamo, and nod
with approval to see it properly put on
the stage. The medical students, after a

few dozen trials, seemed to be taking me
for granted, and there would be only an

occasional term of that variety.

Nothing had happened to give me pause,

and at ten o'clock the day was done. As
the last man followed the tail of the pro-

cession down the stairs to the auditorium,

the living wonders rose and quit work.

Simultaneously I put my chalk into the

valise and ceased to be the man who talked

backward. As I walked out of the big

front door in company with my fellow-

workers, the fat lady, the tattooed man,
and the armless wonder, it was in the con-

sciousness of a day's work having been

well done.

On the second day things began to de-

velop. Early in the afternoon I received

a telegram offering me a hundred dollars

a week to come to Buffalo. I put it into

my pocket to think it over. The newspa-

pers, having watched developments on

their own account, now began to make
comment.

In the pleasing course of the delightful

programme of novelties at Kohl and Mid-
dleton's Dime Museum a modest, unassum-

ing young gentleman, with a frank, boyish

face appears on the Bijou stage, who, in

two minutes, establishes the fact that he is

one of the greatest psychical wonders of the

age. His mental powers are simply amaz-

ing, and his store of acquired knowledge

seems inexhaustible. His. name is Charles

D. Stewart and he is known as The Man
Who Talks Backward. Any one in the

audience may select any word, no matter

how long or difficult to pronounce it may
be, and he will spell it backward and pro-

nounce it backward with lightning rapidity

and write its definition on the blackboard.
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I read this with considerable gratification.

Then I turned to see what the next paper

might have to say. Here it was,
—"The

Ci/icinnati Enquirer," October 13.

Charles D. Stewart is one of the most

wonderful mental geniuses of the age. This

fact was amply and ably demonstrated by

the young gentleman himself in his ortho-

graphic performances before delighted and

amazed audiences at Kohl and Middleton's

Dime Museum yesterday. He is known as

the man who talks backward. Given a

word, no matter how long, how technical,

how difficult of pronunciation, he will with

lightning rapidity pronounce and spell it

backward and write it and its definition

upon the blackboard. Attempts to puzzle

him are frequent but futile. He seems to

have the whole fund of word knowledge at

his command.

There is no denying that such notices

pleased me. But (the fly in the oint-

ment) why did they pay so much atten-

tion to this impromptu defining and for-

get to say that my real business was to

talk backward? This claim of omniscience

would get me into trouble after a while.

Some day I would be stuck. But here

was another, a short one. This was bet-

ter:

If you will turn your footsteps toward

Kohl and Middleton's Dime Museum, pur-

chase a ticket, pass upward to the main

curio hall and forward to the Bijou stage,

you will hear a man talk backward. And
it does n't sound a bit awkward either. Mr.
Stewart is the only man in the world who
can spell and talk backward, and students

of language should not fail to hear him.

Charlie Howard's New Orleans Minstrels

are giving splendid shows in the auditorium.

These clippings serve to illustrate a

point in dime-museum management as

based upon public psychology of those

days. The curio hall was what drew the

crowds. I was myself, in a five-minute

performance, dominating a whole min-

strel show. But down on that other stage

we see "variety" gradually growing popu-

lar and ready to ripen into vaudeville.

It is usually considered that the old

variety-theater was the precursor of

vaudeville; but this is a mistake. Noth-

ing in the world could have popularized

the variety-show at this time, reeking in

the public mind with the fumes of bad

cigars, the seat-to-seat peddling of beer,

and the general understanding of "for

men only." It was the dime museum,
run on a plane of respectability, which

paved the way and bridged the gap by

making variety popular. The most im-

portant vaudeville circuits of to-day and

the finest vaudeville theater in Chicago

were founded by men who had made their

money with the museums; it was their

next step in the natural growth of things.

When museums were on the wane, such

of them as were left tried to prolong their

existence by sensations of an unsavory

sort, fell into bad repute, and soon passed

out.

But to continue our narrative. On the

afternoon of that day, while I still had

the telegram from Buffalo under consid-

eration and was struggling against its

temptations, the manager came and of-

fered me a second week in Cincinnati.

This was a startling revelation of the

prominence I was achieving in the "show

business." It was unusual to place depen-

dence upon a curio-hall feature for two

weeks running.

I had now a problem to solve for once

and all. Throughout my six weeks' ex-

perience, this being my seventh, I had been

telling myself that I was only doing this

temporarily, until I could save some

money and be free to do other things.

Also, in that part of my brain in which

a lot of Covenanters, dead and gone, seem

to have a good deal to say there were con-

stant murmurings of disapproval and not

the least appreciation of this sort of suc-

cess; and that sort of spoiled things for

me. And then, what was more a subject

of my own interest and concern, there

was that thing I had in my valise. But

this was a secret and had to be kept hid-

den from everybody. The whole upshot

was that even before receiving the tele-

gram I had decided to let this be my final
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week and then drop obscurely out of pub-

lic memory. The best time to put out a

fire is before it has got started.

My warm admirer on the floor below

thought I was a foolish young fellow not

to accept the Buffalo offer and then in-

vade the East, especially as I could get

two or three hundred dollars a week as

easily as one, a price that even the edu-

cated donkeys commanded. His kindly

nature was much exercised over this mis-

take of mine, and he no doubt accounted

for my strange intractability as being one

of the afflictions of genius. But, alas! I

could not explain the facts to him. They

were out of his line of thought, and he

would not understand. I could not even

tell the intelligent newspaper men; it

would only start a new line of public gos-

sip and make matters worse. The true

reason, whatever I might pretend, was

hidden away like a skeleton in a closet,

which is to say, in the flap of my valise.

In the valise was a copy of The Cen-

tury for July, 1890, and in The Cen-

tury was a contribution entitled "Reflec-

tions, by Charles D. Stewart." I had

written them when I was nineteen, and

after much casting about and final ac-

ceptance, and then a long, long wait, they

at last came out in the magazine. And
there were others yet to come.

Strange as it might seem, these two

things, the museum and the magazine,

would not get along together and agree.

Mere facts in the family of truth, they

persisted in giving each other the lie and

pretending that there was no relationship

between them. The one, blazoned on a

building and asserting itself stridently in

the press, and the other, in vestal attire

and mute reserve, did not want to be

brother and sister. Whenever they met

in my mind they passed each other by and

refused to speak; and they seemed to look

to me, whose name was stamped on both,

to give an account of myself. It was evi-

dent that I could not be the father of two
such fames. One or the other would dis-

own me. Little sister regarded big

brother as an outcast, and, to make mat-

ters worse, that lot of Covenanters, who

ought to be dead and safely buried, were

always rising up and taking her side.

For my own part, I could see no occa-

sion for any such trouble. I wished they

would consent to be congruous. But they

would n't; and every time that magazine

came out of the valise there was trouble.

Those "Reflections" were insistent think-

ers and would not down.

In short, that contribution in the maga-

zine represented my goal ; the other, the

way I was going. One whispered to me
of the East, the fabled East of my fancy,

the holy land of literature that lies up and

down the Massachusetts coast. And the

other

!

Invade the East? Shades of Whittier

and Longfellow, of Oliver Wendell

Holmes and James Russell Lowell, who,

by the way, were all living at that time,

w^hat was this thing that I should go and

do it! The Hamlet of the situation re-

garded me with accusing eyes and said,

"Look upon this picture and then on this."

And then I would have to admit that one

of them was a satyr.

The fact of the matter, dear reader,

was that literature, at least in those days,

moved in select company. She abjured

slang and had ideals. This being the case.

I had come to a pass where I had to choose

a career. It was the forks of the road

;

the Judgment of Paris had to be per-

formed. Thus it was that I cast in my
lot with the fair lady who is content with

poverty and high ideals, and I cast from

me forever the dark lady who beckoned

from Buffalo and coaxed me to come on.

One very practical and common-sense

idea occurred to me, however. As I was

already as notorious in this particular city

as I could very well become, and as it

would take no longer for two weeks to

pass into oblivion than one, I decided to

accept the manager's offer to stay another

week in Cincinnati. It was very flatter-

ing to be offered this extension ; and be-

sides, I needed the money.

And now I suppose the reader is ask-

ing. How about those words and sen-

tences? Were there any failures in the

two weeks?
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Perhaps it will be pardonable to refer

again to that mummified scrap-book, long

deposited among the family relics with an

uncle in Ohio and just recently resur-

rected. • The final paragraph contains a

record of how I was coming along. Not

to include the first part would, I think,

be a distinct loss to the literature of Amer-

ican showman ry.

"The mnemonic, orthographic, linguistic,

phonetic wonder of the age," as the press-

agent expresses it, is Mr. Charles D. Stew-

art, the accomph'shed young gentleman who

gives an entertainment on the Bijou stage

at Kohl and Middleton's Dime Museum
this week. He is a shining example of what

assiduous practice and close study of the sci-

ence of mnemonics will enable a person to

accomplish. He is known as "The Man
Who Talks Backward." He invites any one

in the audience to call out a word. It mat-

ters not how long or technical or difficult of

pronunciation the word may be. With the

rapidity of lightning • he spells and pro-

nounces it backward and then writes its defi-

nition upon the blackboard. He spells whole

sentences backward, showing his wonderful

memory.

So far no one has given him a word he

could not instantly and correctly spell back-

ward and define. He will undoubtedly at-

tract the attention of Cincinnati's educators,

and he will deserve it.

As to this "science of mnemonics" and

the "assiduous practice" it was news to

me. But things have to be accounted for

in some way, and as I was as unable to

explain how I did it as any one else would

be, I saw that I might as well let them

have any theory that suited them. ]\Iy

business was to fill the blackboard as full

as it would hold of anything the audience

might suggest, turn my back to the board,

and "rip it off" backward. And that 's

all I knew about it.

In two weeks I missed one word. And
that word was grecque. Oh, fatal

grecque ! When that word rapped on the

tympanum there was no reply from Mem-
ory's halls. I stood and waited, but noth-

ing came. It was a mere raucous sound.

Finally the benevolent-looking gentleman

in gold-rimmed glasses had to inform me
that it was a part of a coffee-pot.

To have missed that particular word
was peculiarly irritating. When as a boy

I lived a while with two lone and loving

sisters in the French Quarter of New Or-

leans, the one a widow and the other she

who had been in a convent (and to whom
I have paid a fond debt in "Partners and

Providence"), I often made and helped to

make coffee in the Creole manner in a

drip coffee-pot, and the little removable

strainer through which the coffee perco-

lates is nothing more or less than the

grecque. The realization that I had been

for weeks right where that word was, that

by some perversity of chance I had never

happened to be on hand when it was

spoken,— probably bringing in coal or put-

ting the blower on the grate,— and that

all the time it was going to be the very

word which I would need in Cincinnati

to make my record clear, was exasper-

ating. It stuck in my soul like a nettle,

and it is still able to scratch after twenty-

seven years. It was unfair and unjust.

A part of a coffee-pot, forsooth! Thus
do we search far afield for knowledge the

while its fragrant font is passing right un-

der our nose.

Now that I had settled the question of

my future I began to take a new enjoy-

ment in my present situation, the more so

as my uniform success, with the exception

of this deplorable word, showed me that

I had little to fear from the next per-

formance. Not being obliged, like the

other "curios," to sit on a platform all day

and submit to the public gaze, or like the

actors on the stage below to be confined

to my dressing-room by a make-up, I was

a peculiarly privileged member of the in-

stitution. As a citizen of two worlds I

could mingle with the crowd in the

menagerie and listen to people's comments

as they took in the show, or I could go

down behind the scenes and visit the in-

fant donkey and his fond mama, that touch

of nature that makes the whole world kin.

Again, I could go down with the crowd
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and see the show as often as I pleased, and

instead of having to pay for a seat, like

the rest of the world, I would receive an

honored smile and a bow of acknowledg-

ment as I passed scot-free. I could enjoy

the comedian's newest joke about the

"backward scholar" up-stairs; and tiring

of that, I could retire to the sanctity of

my own stage, a capacious private nook,

and lose myself in some queer volume that

I had picked up at the second-hand book-

store. Most flattering of all flatteries,

however, and one not to be denied by any

man even if he were President, was the

tribute of the newsboy, who, as I appeared

on the street, would put his hand to his

mouth and say in a whisper that could be

heard a block away, "Dere goes Stewart."

Preferably, however, I spent my idle

hours watching Winsor McCay as he

bodied forth pictorial promises for the

week to come. All who are familiar with

the altitudinous dreams of Little Nemo
and the fine color world he lived in, may

imagine what his creator was able to ac-

complish in those days when he had the

real nightmares of nature to begin with.

The regulation museum of those days

had three floors, the menagerie, the curio

hall, and the auditorium ; but some of

them had a fourth floor, and this was en-

tirely given over to the artist. Around

its walls stood the sheeted stretchers newly

sized with zinc white and waiting their

turn with the artist. Every week the old

pictures would be washed off with a

sponge, and the surface would be given a

new coat of white. The artist, in order

to reach all parts of his picture conve-

niently, stood on a platform rigged with

ropes and pulleys by which he could let

himself up and down as on a big freight-

elevator; and at the back of this, like a

long chicken-trough divided into many

compartments, was his palette wherein

the colors, beginning with white, ran the

gamut of buffs and yellows and reds and

blues and so on down to black.

In such a place an artist was in a heaven

of his own. His Bohemian temperament

was free from all commercial harassments,

and each week his latest masterpieces were

hung where all could see. Expense did

not bother him. He could buy carmine

by the pound if he wished or indulge in

solid masses of the most expensive blues;

and as to the body and hang of his brushes,

he could satisfy his most artistic whim.

Naturally such retreats attracted men of

considerable ambition, some of whom,
when the museums were on the wane,

continued their careers with credit. Of
much fame in Chicago was Melville,

whose tropical imagination had good

draftsmanship behind it. Lithographic

artists of the first class have been known
to go to the museum every Monday morn-

ing to gather ideas from the latest combi-

nations in color.

Not to be omitted from a record of

those dajs is the freak boarding-house.

If the circus or theater is a world unto

itself, the dime museum was even more

so. As these "curios," strange people

whom Nature had struck ofiF in her most

daring moods, could hardly sit around the

table with the rest of the human family,

— even the American boarding-house be-

ing too orthodox to take them in,— they

had to have stopping-places of their own.

In Chicago they all resorted to a place on

West Madison Street where a motherly

German woman received them as a mat-

ter of course,— the fat lady, the living

skeleton, the giant, and the'midget,— and

maintained a bounteous table. Here in a

world that did not gaze at them they set-

tled into homelike surroundings and were

comfortable in the atmosphere of their

own profession.

In Fort Wayne, where there was no

such metropolitan specialization, they

were boarded by the owner of the mu-
seum, and a true showman's wife made

them feel at home. As I was then inex-

perienced in hotels and generally inclined

to do as the Romans do, I always went

along with them ; and thus, from being

invited to spend the evening in the room

of the Chinese midget or the What-is-it,

or from meeting them all in a social hour

before going to bed, I became a member
of their charmed circle.

In Fort Wavne it was the custom to
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gather for a smoke and a talk in the room

of Che Mah, the Chinese JMidget, who
spoke good English, and who, perched

high on the edge of his trunk, led the

conversation, as became a man of wide ex-

perience and a philosophic cast of mind.

Che Mah was a pocket edition of a man-

darin, perfect in every detail, and with his

scanty black beard and diminutive stature

he looked as if he had just stepped off a

tea-caddy. From a wide experience with

chairs—he would have been entirely lost

in a rocker and could hardly have sat on

the edge without having it tip over on

him— he had forsworn all such contriv-

ances and made a habit of sitting on his

trunk, which was of the extra large vari-

ety and had a flat top. Once he had

climbed up here and hung his feet over

the edge, he was somewhat on a level with

the rest of humanity and had the sort of

seat that fits all sizes of men. In public

exhibition he sat on a high dais and wore

silken robes with the demeanor of a Chi-

nese aristocrat; but in his room he took

comfort in common clothes, an evening

smoke, and the top of his trunk.

As the lecturer had disappeared that

week, and I, as a man of words, was

called upon to meet the emergency,—

a

responsibility I would have declined were

it not that Che Mah was the only one in

the hall who really needed to be lectured

upon,— it was I who ascended his throne,

introduced him to the public, and pro-

nounced the hourly eulogy upon his un-

paralleled littleness. From being his lec-

turer, I became uncommonly well ac-

quainted with him, and as he was much
older than I was and widely traveled, I

was greatly edified by his words of wis-

dom. As to his size, the little girl of the

household could have picked him up and

carried him away, whiclv would have been

a most undignified proceeding in view of

his grave and reverend countenance.

As my final Saturday night in Cincin-

nati drew near, and the falling curtain of

that ten-o'clock performance which would

forever shut me from the public gaze, I

must admit that I felt a certain regret to

leave it all behind. The excitement of

travel, the exhilaration of the crowd, and

the electric thrill of meeting the instant

situation at every performance were things

well fitted to suit the spirit of youth. But

in view of the fact that once I had gone

back to the regular treadmill of life it was
a thing to be carefully forgotten, I was
already looking at it in retrospect. I have

never left anything so utterly behind; for

while it was yet to be dropped from the

record, it was already erased from the

future— a nudu/n pactum with oblivion.

I believe I could have been induced to

keep on provided there had been a way of

pursuing such a calling without attracting

any attention. One thing and another,

however, conspired from the first to push

me forward. Particularly memorable is

an incident which early in my experience

selected me from among the veterans

to make test of my "drawing power."

It was during a Saturday night jam at

the West Side Museum in Chicago.

Whenever the time approached for the

hourly performance on the variety-stage,

the people would, as usual, crowd and

push toward the head of the stairs leading

down to the auditorium in a general en-

deavor to get the best seats. Across the

opening at the top of the stairs there was
a strong wooden bar so arranged that it

could be lifted the moment the auditorium

was ready for the new crowd, and there

was a man stationed here to wait for the

word. On this Saturday night the pack

of people was unusual. There were so

many that they could not move about

freely, and when the lecturer went his

hourly round, instead of being followed

by the usual crowd, there would simply

be a jam in a different part of the mass

as he called attention to the next curios-

ity. And, as usual, a large number had

taken time by the forelock by getting

places at the head of the stairs before the

lecture was over.

When the people saw that the lecturer

was nearing the end there was a general

turning of attention toward the head of

that coveted stairway, and all the pres-

sure was brought to bear on the ones who
were jammed up against the wooden bar.
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As the theater below was just emptying,

the man at the bar could not let it up in

time to avoid this crush, because he would

be turning one crowd down on top of an-

other and there would be a dangerous

jam on the stairs. On the other hand, if

he lifted it now, provided he could have

got it up at all, the people in front, be-

ing suddenly released, would be pro-

jected pell-mell down the stairs, with the

others on top of them ; and the ones be--

hind could not be got to move back be-

cause they were held tightly in place by

the crowd still farther back. Meantime

the ones pinioned against the bar were

undergoing a painful experience and be-

coming excited ; a woman was becoming

hysterical, and the man at the bar was

trying to keep them quiet in order to avoid

anything that would start a panic.

Sitting on my platform at the other

end of the hall, I was unaware of the

seriousness of the situation till suddenly

the manager, a decisive little man who
would have made a good mate on a steam-

boat, came running back on the platforms

and jumped down in the clear space be-

hind the crowd. I heard him say "Stew-

art," and as he caught my attention he

snapped his fingers and said, "Start some-

thing." It did not take me long to gather

that there was some reason for quick ac-

tion. I jumped up and, to the best of

my ability, started a sensation in the world

of words. While I announced in sten-

torian tones the wonders I was now going

to perform, I called attention to the black-

board ; and as there was no one to pro-
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pound words to me, I propounded a few

to myself. The ones in the rear, thinking

something unusual had been missed, began

coming back ; and as I kept up my sensa-

tional demonstrations to the crowd about

me there was a general drift in my direc-

tion. The man at the head of the stairs

took the opportunity to lift up the bar,

and a large part had made their escape

down the stairs before the rest had discov-

ered the hoax.

In the Twin Cities I was not aware of

achieving anything more than museum
prominence, there being a great difference

in cities in this respect. It was when I

struck the intellectual belt at Fort Wayne,

Indiana, that I began to feel myself

spreading; and when it was seen that I

was running in successful competition

with such an attraction as Che Mah, my
fame preceded me to Cincinnati. And
there I came into that prominence which,

by making me take serious thought, drove

me out of the business.

Yes, I can still talk backward. There

have been few times, however, in the last

quarter of a century when I have done it,

which shows that I did not deserve the

credit of "assiduous practice."

The friends of those days who knew

that I did it are many of them dead, and

the rest are scattered we know not where.

The scrap-book is yellow with time, and

the papers from which the clippings came

were long ago buried deep under the daily

snow of news. Time hath a wallet

at his back, and in it is yesterday's news-

paper.
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Mr. and Mrs. William M. Chase

William M. Chase: the Man and the Artist

Bv KATHARINE METCALF ROOF

IN consideration of a painter's art two

phases are involved— its influential or

historical interest and its intrinsic value.

The first is concerned with the impress a

man has left upon his time, the direction

his personality may have given to the

trend of art ; and the other with the pleas-

ure-giving quality of the canvas itself.

William M. Chase influenced American

art profoundly as an original painter ex-

pressing himself in a new way at the time

when contemporaneous painting was in

that period of candy-box art which pro-

duced Bouguereaus and Lord Frederick

Leightons; as a teacher of an enormous

number of- pupils from all over the coun-

try; and as a juror serving upon the com-

mittees of most of the important exhibi-

tions for the last thirty-five years, forfeiting

by that unselfish allegiance to the cause

of art his own eligibility to medals and

prizes.

On the other hand, the influences that

worked upon him and went to form his

individual style are interesting not only

because of the part they played in his own
artistic destiny, but because they are con-

cerned with the great transition period of

modern art. When the talented young

American boy was a student in Piloty's

studio in Munich he painted brilliant old

masters. His particular gods then as after-

ward were Hals and Velasquez. From

that stage he passed to that significant

period when, in the language of criticism,

he "found himself." That he was deeply

influenced by the Spanish masters and by

the introduction of Eastern art in the

form of the Japanese print all painters

and students of pictures know. The influ-

833
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ence of Dutch art is noticeable in his

treatment of interior subjects; that of the

French painters VoUon and Chardin in

his still life, a form of art that he made

peculiarly his own. From Manet and

Whistler he also imbibed points of view;

but the thing that developed out of these

influences and associations, this opening

out of new vistas, was so essentially his

own that one always identifies as such not

only a real Chase, but anything in the

manner or imitation of one. More than

one pupil has never got beyond the stage

of making little Chases.

The direct influence of Japanese art

upon Chase is obvious in the decorative

use of the kimono-clad figure, the Japan-

ese arrangement, the manner of introduc-

ing Japanese color notes. The indirect

influence, in eliminations, in color compo-

sition, and in pattern, is infused into the

very fiber of his art. The Spanish sug-

gestion is less definite. In the painting of

face, hair, or figure, in the treatment of

the actual Spanish subject, in the masterly

handling of blacks and whites, one

glimpses the Velasquez lesson ; but the

trail that contact with the art of Spain

left upon the painter's imagination is

something less specific than the influence

of any one painter, however great. It is

an essence as light and elusive as the

rhythm of a Spanish dance.

The artist's material may be found any-

where ; the subject exists in the eyes of the

painter. It becomes art when he shows

us how he has seen it. The lay mind does

not imagine the ancient fish-basket to be

a paintable object; yet there is one in a

Chase can\as, allied to a pink fish and

others, proclaimed with subtle brushes of

rose and brown, that is as unforgetable

to the artist or student as a Botticelli Ma-
donna is to the sentimentalist. But fish

are of the wonders of the sea, miracles of

light and color. Few painters could dis-

cover the possibilities of the too neigh-

borly seaside cottage as a subject; yet

Chase has so treated a group of these

drearily trim little houses that they have

the light charm of a Japanese print.

In his portraits the type of the subject

or the costume often influenced the point

of view, as in the picture of his daughter

Dorothy. The old costume of rose-col-

ored satin seemed to suggest the eigh-

teenth-century pose and atmosphere. The
texture of satin is ever fascinating to the

painter. In the good modern canvas it is

often beautifully handled, crisp, clean,

sharp, and fine, with all its play of light

felt and recorded
; yet often, despite that

fact, it remains the material of the shop-

window, whereas the satin gown in a

Chase portrait has the dignity and dis-

tinction of an immemorial fabric.

Although remarks concerning the so-

called "soul" of the subject, that mysterious

thing which is supposed by picture-lovers

with the emotional and literary point of

view to be impaled upon the canvas, some-

what disturbed the serenity of Chase, he

was willing to discuss it in his suggestive

fashion with the pupil not yet free from

sentimental yearnings.

"Do not imagine that I would disre-

gard that thing that lies beneath the

mask," he said ; "but be sure that when
the outside is rightly seen, the thing that

lies under the surface will be found upon

your canvas."

The proof lies in his portraits. Less

startlingly than Sargent, but not less con-

vincingly, he was able to catch the per-

sonality of his sitter. In the portrait of

Clyde Fitch, painted from memory after

his death, in those of Emil Pauer, of the

late Dean Grosvenor, of Mr. Gwathmey,
and of Louis Windmiiller, to cite a few

examples, he has presented not only quietly

brilliant bits of virtuosity, but portraits in

the truest sense of the word.

In formulating Chase's most obvious con-

tribution to the development of art, one

would naturally state first his introduc-

tion of and emphasis upon the value of

still life as material for the painter, and

his masterly demonstration of the painting

of interior light ; more directly, with his

pupils, his reiteration of the fact that a

painter's first consideration must always

be the purely technical side of painting;

and his insistence upon what is in truth

the very spirit of Greek art— the joy of
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the creative impulse, the reflection of

which should inform the slightest sketch

as well as the finished picture. "You must

enjoy what you are doing if others are to

enjoy it with you," he often used to say

to his pupils.

In a final consideration of Chase's art

itself one must decide that this painter's

most distinguishing qualities are his style,

rarest of gifts, and his use of color, in-

cluding his painting of blacks and whites.

But essential artist that he was, he was

ever humble before the great spirit of art.

In his mind there remained always the

distance between his ideal and his achieve-

ment, a deep feeling beautifully expressed

once when, after showing a number of his

pictures to a guest, he pointed to a blank

canvas. "But that is my masterpiece," he

said
—"my unpainted picture."

In a special sense Chase belongs to

America. Born in Indiana, with real

Americans for his ancestors, except for his

student years in Europe and his frequent

visits to the Old World to gain contact

with its art and atmosphere and to pass on

the appreciation of it to his pupils, he spent

all of his life in America. He studied first

in Indianapolis with Benjamin Hayes, and

after that two years in New York with

J. O. Eaton. In St. Louis, to which he

went next, he was specially struck by the

work of an artist who had studied in

Munich, and when some interested pa-

trons furnished the opportunity for the

young painter to go to Europe, he chose

the Bavarian city.

"The best place to study is anywhere."

he remarked characteristically, adding, "I

went to Munich instead of to Paris be-

cause I could saw wood in IMunich

instead of frittering in the Latin merry-

go-round."

In Munich he immediately attracted

the attention of his master, Piloty, then

reckoned one of the greatest of living

painters, but aroused his ire when, in a

prize competition in which the subject to

be treated was Columbus, he placed the

figure of the great navigator with his back

to the spectator, which was young Chase's

manner of showing his contempt for the

popular historical subject of the time.

The picture took the prize, but Piloty

forced his pupil to make a second sketch.

In this he consented to reveal a glimpse
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of Columbus's face. Both of the sketches

are now the property of Mrs. Chase, and

give a most interesting foretaste of the

painter's characteristic quality. Piloty

was so much interested in his American

pupil that he furnished him with a studio

and all possible means for making a large,

complete picture from the Columbus

sketch ; but the inventive Chase finally

escaped the unloved task by persuading

his master that he could not properly deal

with the great subject until he had visited

Spain and seen the people in their native

environment. Before he left Munich, the
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Portrait of Piloty's son, from tlie paintinj

by William M. Chase

gifted pupil was commissioned by Piloty

to paint the portraits of his five children.

Of the painters who were Chase's com-

panions at different periods of his career,

the only one whose influence is in any way
perceptible in his art was Whistler. Of
their association, concerning which Chase

remarked that they invariably bade each

other an eternal and wrathful farewell at

night, to be reconciled and unable to part

with each other the next day, much has

been told and written. Nothing in the

annals of the career of the eccentric Whis-

tler is more entertaining than the action

and reaction of the minds of

these two wits, both painters,

upon each other.

Whistler at last became per-

manently offended with Chase

for taking up and using for exhi-

bition purposes his own epithet,

"A Monstrous Lampoon," for

the famous Chase portrait of

Whistler. Later, when an

American friend, calling upon

Whistler in London, said to

him, "Why, you have a hat like

Chase!" Whistler, with a

blank stare, replied: "Chase?

Who is Chase?"

Chase always recounted with

great relish the tale of Whis-

tler's delicately poisoned rapier-

thrusts. He was too utterly

devoid of petty vanity himself

to be disturbed by conflict with

the egotism of another artist.

When the violinist Wilhelmj

came for his first sitting at

Chase's studio he was kept

waiting a few minutes. The
artist arrived, to find the vir-

tuoso in a temperamental state

of excitement.

"Do you realize," Wilhelmj

violently demanded of the

painter, "that my time is worth

a thousand dollars a minute?"

"Indeed," replied Chase, in-

stantly, without a change of ex-

pression. "Mine is worth two

thousand."
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Although a peaceable person,

Chase had in his nature a great

capacity for righteous indigna-

tion. The demand for justice

was one of his beautiful quali-

ties. Yet his psychological

processes were such that the re-

sults of his acts were not infre-

quently in ludicrous contrast

with his eminently praisewor-

thy intentions. A typical ad-

venture of this sort befell him

in Madrid.

He had heard a great deal of

the cruelty of the Spaniard to

animals, stories to which the

painful sights of maltreated

horses and donkeys usual in

Latin countries had given cor-

roboration. One of the tales

that had particularly inflamed

him was a statement that the

Spaniards were in the habit of

giving a small quantity of poi-

son to dogs, but not sufficient

to kill, in order to amuse them-

selves with the sight of the ani-

mal's suffering. Whether true

or not, the story made a great

impression upon the artist's

mind. One day as he was pass-

ing a house in Madrid a dog,

frothing at the mouth and con-

torted in apparent agony, tumbled out of

a doorway, accompanied by a pursuing

crowd of men. The painter's humane in-

dignation being instantly aroused at this

horrid proof of the truth of the tale, he

acted swiftly. Mercy demanded that the

animal be put out of its misery at once.

He raised his cane, and with strong and

unerring aim brought its head down upon

the animal's skull, promptly ending its sup-

posed sufferings forever. But the result was

a mob, much tumult, an angry and threat-

ening babel of voices in an unknown tongue.

Upon the sea of this picturesque, but

not reassuring, mob Chase was borne

along the narrow street until they chanced

upon a circus tent. At its door stood a

ticket-man who was able to act as inter-

preter, and then it was revealed that the

Chase and his son Roland Dana Chase

dog had been suffering merely from a com-

mon fit, and however he may or may not

have been treated in life, he was now, it

seemed, passionately mourned by his out-

raged master, whose grief demanded that

Chase fight a duel with him on the spot.

A sort of truce was patched up, and the

painter w\as allowed to go home ; but that

afternoon he received an invitation to

visit a certain cafe in the evening in order

to discuss the matter further. It became

evident that the idea of vengeance still

possessed the mind of the bereaved dog-

owner.

Now, Chase was a crack shot. He ac-

cepted the invitation to the cafe, and while

they sat there in clouds of smoke, to the ac-

companiment of guitars, he amiably amused

his audience with exhibitions of his skill,
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such as cutting a thread with a shot, shoot-

ing a tiny tack suspended from a moving

string, and splitting a card placed edge-

wise in a crack in the wall. And as the

enthusiasm of his audience waxed greater,

from the tail of his eye he saw his enemy

shrivel against the wall. It was clear

that he had lost all desire for a contest of

arms with the painter. Chase heard no

more of the duel of the dog.

In Chase artist and man were engag-

ingly mingled. It was never certain which

would come uppermost, the unhuman de-

tachment of the artist or the entirely hu-

man side of the man. Those moments in

which the painter displaced the man at the

very times when man might have been

expected to remain uppermost resulted in

some extraordinary situations, as upon the

occasion of his eldest daughter's wedding,

when he decided to have the drawing-room

pictures rehung about an hour before the

ceremony. Up to the very day of the

event the painter had refused to accept

his daughter's engagement as serious,

much as he liked the young man of her

choice.

"That child to be married ! Ab-

ird! !" was his only remark

when details of the approaching ceremony

were mentioned to him. But when at the

very last the realization came that little

"Cosy" actually was to be married, the

first form that awareness took in the

painter's mind was that art's tribute to

the occasion should be impeccable. Ac-

cordingly his most severe and concentrated

attention was bestowed upon the arrange-

ment of the pictures, his own and those

of other painters. The result was dissat-

isfaction. He decided to have them all

changed. But when this imagined im-

provement was accomplished, his final ver-

dict was that they had, after all, been bet-

ter as they were. Hastily recalling his

man in the act of removing the step-lad-

der, he ordered them all replaced in their

original positions. In the ardor of this

task a pot of palms that proved to be

abnormally full of earth was overturned

upon the carpet, and a great deal of dried

Christmas green— for it was holiday-time

—was scattered upon the floor and cordu-

roy-covered furniture, where it clung

tenaciously. When the mother of the

bride, only partly forewarned by the

sounds of scratching and scraping from

below, descended the stairs to take a last

look at the drawing-room before the ar-

rival of the wedding guests, she silently

and swiftly removed her pearl-gray gloves

and spent the remaining moments in a

greater activity than she had expected.

Practicality has never been one of the

most strongly marked characteristics of

the artistic temperament. Chase was ad-

dicted to impulsive hospitality, but that

day when, having carelessly stated before

going to his class that he had invited two

students to lunch, he brought home seven-

teen was one remembered for some time

afterward by the painter's wife, for it

happened at Shinnecock, where markets

do not lie around the corner. Another

example of the artistic reaction upon the

squalid facts of life was displaj'ed at one

of those periods, usually recurrent in art-

ist's lives, when a temporary economy

seemed desirable, and it was judged wise

to part with some pictures out of his large

and valuable collection. To this martyr-

dom the painter gloomily consented. He
came home from the sale as from a funeral

and would not be comforted ; but one day

not long afterward he returned to his

family in excellent spirits. They were

not surprised when the explanation proved

to be that he had bought back several of

his choicest art treasures— at a considera-

ble advance upon the price he had sold

them for.

Chase's home life was one of special

harmony. Although an extremely ner-

vous man, he never seemed disturbed by

the presence of his children even in his

studio, perhaps because they understood

well how to keep their freedom from be-

coming intrusion. Between him and his

youngest son, Roland Dana, a peculiar

sympathy existed. Whether the boy be-

comes -a painter or not, he has had from

the first an innate understanding of art.

One time after he had been posing for

some time his father said to him, with that
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princely generosity of

artists more limitless

than that of kings,

"Now, my son, to re-

ward you for posing so

nicely, you may choose

any one of my pictures

that you want for your

very own." And the

boy, true son of his fa-

ther, chose a Vollon still

life. The painter's de-

light in his son's discrim-

ination was greater than

any disinclination he

might have felt at part-

ing with one of his most

cherished possessions.

Chase's marriage was

a peculiarly happy one.

Alice Gerson, the daugh-

ter of a family well

known to the artists and

writers of the day, be-

came the wife of the suc-

cessful painter several

years her senior when
she was a very young
girl, and surely no wo-

man ever more com-

pletely filled a man's life

than she did his. That
he valued her criticism

as he did that of no one

else is well known to

their friends, but the

countless ways in which

her devotion has contrib-

uted to his success can

never be fully enumera-

ted. That aside from

the question of human
happiness she made to a

great extent his art ex-

pression possible there

seems little dou^t. Many
times in the history of

artists has the light of

genius been obscured and expression

thwarted by an antagonistic or destruc-

tive environment. It is no reflection upon

the inevitableness of this painter's gift to
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say that his was a nature peculiarly de-

pendent upon harmonious surroundings.

In addition to the usual susceptibility of

the artist, he had a nervous organization
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that made it possible for his mood— that

mood of receptive serenity so essential to

the working of the creative spirit— to be

easily disturbed. So completely was he

aware of this psychologic fact that he used

to warn his pupils against the spirit of

controversy in art. "I would cross the

street to avoid discussing art with a man
I disagree with," he used to say. For

while no man was more broad-minded

than he in admitting the value of various

phases of art, he did not believe in argu-

ment, once the painter's own creed and

convictions were fully established. And
it seems more than probable that Chase's

art might not have come to the full and

varied expression it has had it not been

for the all-encompassing protectiveness,

the unfailing cooperation and sj^mpathy,

of his wife. She built around him a w^all

that defended, but never restricted ; a bar-

rier that he might pass at will, but

through which things hostile and antago-

nistic could not reach him. And if the

absorbed artist was often unaware of the

specific act, he was fully aware of the

atmosphere created about him, and gave

in return not only an amusingly abject

personal dependence and an unreserved

artistic deference, but an absolute and

truly romantic devotion to his wife.

When asked once why he specially singled

out a certain daughter as a subject and

companion, the painter finally replied,

after a moment's reflection : "Why, I

don't know. She very much resembles

her mother."

As a teacher Chase was extraordinary.

There are comparatively few painters who
do not actually dislike teaching, and among

those who do not the majority are men
whose gift is rather for theory and analysis

than for expression with the brush. With

Chase the case was entirely different. He
loved to teach, but his criticism was al-

ways a painter's criticism, suggestive

rather than explicit. "Try to think of it

as if it were something else," he would

say to the pupil using water-color in the

conventional, tinted water-color manner.

"Could you see as much as that?" he

asked a pupil too faithful in detail. And

to the honest young student in the mu-
seum who said she did not like the Manet
"Woman with the Parrot," his kindly,

amused remark: "No? Oh, but you will,"

was alwaj's remembered as a starting-

point. Concerning those things that can

come only with the growth of perception

he did not instruct, but left to time. To
the pupil with a tiresome literal manner
who needed a vigorous shaking-up he

spoke more incisively, but never unkindly.

The weapon of ridicule I believe he never

used. Indeed, more than one unpromising

pupil who seemed in student days utterly

lacking in the sense of art has somehow,

under his inspiring influence, become a

real painter.

The style that was the magic and se-

cret of his brush had its evanescent coun-

terpart in his wit. Some of the flavor of

his utterances may escape in print, for he

had also the actor's gift of giving point

and effect to his utterances. Much lay in

the implication and inflection, but the

point was also always there, light, keen,

and penetrating.

A neat aphorism, somewhat too quota-

ble, but none the less true, informs us that

art is the reflection of life. Perhaps more

precisely art is life seen through the me-

dium of a personality. In the case of

painting it is the exterior beauty of the

world as seen by the eyes of a painter.

Beauty, it is hardly necessary to explain

in these da^s of the eccentric, grotesque,

and decadent in art, does not mean obvi-

ous beauty. The sin of prettiness against

which William Chase revolted w^as the

vice of the Victorian age. Before he died

he came to inveigh with equal consterna-

tion against the sin of meaningless ugli-

ness and inept pretentiousness rampant in

the secession art of the hour.

"Try to queer your composition some-

how. See it in some way in which it

would never occur to you to approach it,"

he used to say to the conventionally

minded pupil, hoping to jog the routine

mind out of its rut. But such "queering"

of composition and everything else as has

run riot for the last nine years in Europe

and the last three or four in America was
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surely the farthest thing from the imagi-

nation of this intrinsically sane painter.

"I have often thought that those old

Dutch painters were fortunate in having

such ugly subjects," he would say in his

talks to students ; but that was before the

day of ladies with one eye and no mouth,

executed as with the ill-regulated brush

of the five-year-old, and solemnly or in-

sincerely signed by the mature painter.

The long list of his pupils includes

Lydia Field and Ellen G. Emmet; F.

Luis Mora ; Eugene Paul Ullman ; Dora

Wheeler Keith ; Lucia Fairchild Fuller

;

Gifford and Reynolds Beal ; Irving R.

Wiles, now one of the foremost American

painters; M. Jean McLane ; and C. W.
Hawthorne.

In addition to the help of generous

criticism. Chase has assisted pupils in

many ways that are not generally known.

He was a generous patron of the arts, buy-

ing not only the pictures of many other

artists, but those of his own pupils at the

beginning of their careers, when such rec-

ognition meant everything to them.

The debt of American art to William

M. Chase has yet to be computed in its

entirety. It will gather interest with the

years. And though it may seem that he

went before his work was finished, since

up to the last it had gained steadily in

quality, in that fact of its unimpaired ex-

cellence there is consolation. Too often

has the great master's work deteriorated

in his later years, whereas Chase's last

portraits, such as that of Mrs. Eldrege

Johnson, of Mr. Gwathmey, and of his

daughter Dorothy, are among his finest

canvases.

A few days before he died he sent for

his friend and pupil Irving R. Wiles, the

only person outside the family to see him

during his last illness. Although very

weak and near the end, he had sent to

his studio for some pictures which he re-

quested to have hung upon the wall. "I

think Wiles would like to see them," he

said. A painter in and through his inner-

most soul, that last most characteristic act

has a touching significance to those who

knew and loved him.



How Rifleman Brown Came to Valhalla

By GILBERT FRANKAU

TO the lower hall of Valhalla, to the heroes of no renown,

Relieved from his spell at the listening-post, came Rifleman Joseph Brown.

With never a rent in his khaki nor smear of blood on his face.

He flung his pack from his shoulders, and made for an empty place.

The Killer-men of Valhalla looked up from the banquet-board

At the unfouled breech of his rifle, at the unfleshed point of his sword

;

And the unsung dead of the trenches, the kings who have never a crown,

Demanded his pass to Valhalla from Rifleman Joseph Brown.

'Who comes, unhit, to the party?" A one-legged corporal spoke.

And the gashed heads nodded approval through the rings of the endless smoke.

'Who C07nes for the beer and the woodbines of the never-closed canteen.

With the barrack-shine on his bayonet and a full-charged magazine?"

Then Rifleman Brown looked round him at the nameless men of the line—

At the wounds of the shell and the bullet, at the burns of the bomb and the mine
;

At the tunics, virgin of medals, but crimson-clotted with blood

;

At the ankle-boots and the puttees, caked stiff with the Flanders mud

;

At the myriad short Lee-Enfields that crowded the rifle-rack.

Each with its blade to the sword-boss brown, and its muzzle powder-black.

And Rifleman Brown said never a word
;
yet he felt in the soul of his soul

His right to the beer of the lower hall, though he came to drink of it whole;

His right to the fags of the free canteen, to a seat at the banquet-board,

Though he came to the men who had killed their man with never a man to his sword.

'Who speaks for the stranger rifleinan, O boys of the free canteen?

Who passes the chap ivith the unj?iaimed limbs and the kit that is far too clean?"

The gashed heads eyed him above their beers, the gashed lips sucked at their smoke

;

There were three at the board of his own platoon, but not a man of them spoke.

His mouth was mad for the tankard froth and the biting whiff of a fag,

But he knew that he might not speak for himself to the dead men who do not brag.

A gun-butt crashed on the gateway, a man came staggering in

;

His head was cleft with a great red wound from the temple-bone to the chin,

His blade was dyed to the bayonet-boss with the clots that were scarcely dry;

And he cried to the men who had killed their man :

"Who passes the rifleman? I!

By the four I sleiu, by the shell I stopped, if my feet be not too late,

I speak the ivord for Rifleman Brown that a chap may speak for his mate."

The dead of lower Valhalla, the heroes of dumb renown.

They pricked their ears to a tale of the earth as they set their tankards down.
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'My mate was on sentr}' this evening when the general happened along,

And asked what he 'd do in a gas-attack. Joe told him : 'Beat on the gong.'

'What else?'

'Open fire, sir,' Joe answered.

'Good God, man,' our general said,

'By the time you 'd beaten that blood-stained gong the chances are you 'd be dead.

Just think, lad.' 'Gas helmet, of course, sir.' 'Yes, damn it, and gas helmet first.'

So Joe stood dumb to attention, and wondered why he 'd been cursed."

The gashed heads turned to the rifleman, and now it seemed that they knew
Why the face that had never a smear of blood was stained to the jawbones blue.

'He was posted again at midnight." The scarred heads craned to the voice

As the man with the blood-red bayonet spoke up for the mate of his choice.

'You know what it 's like in a listening-post, the very candles aflare.

Their bullets smacking the sand-bags, our Vickers combing your hair,

How your ears and your eyes get jumpy, till each known tuft that you scan

Moves and crawls in the shadows till you 'd almost swear it was man ;

You know how you peer and snuff at the night when the northeast gas-winds blow."

'By the One ivho made lis and maimed us," quoth lower Valhalla, "ice knoiv!"

'Sudden, out of the blackness, sudden as hell, there came

Roar and rattle of rifles, spurts of machine-gun flame;

And Joe stood up in the forward sap to try and fathom the game.

Sudden, their shells come screaming; sudden, his nostrils sniff

The sickening reek of the rotten pears, the death that kills with a whiff.

Death ! and he knows it certain, as he bangs on his cartridge-case.

With the gas-cloud's claws at his windpipe and the gas-cloud's wings on his face.

We heard his gong in our dugout, he only whacked on it twice,

We whipped our gas-bags over our heads, and manned the step in a trice

;

For the cloud would have caught us as sure as fate if he 'd taken the staff's advice."

His head was cleft with a great red wound from the chin to the temple-bone.

But his voice was as clear as a sounding gong, "I '11 be damned if I '11 drink alone.

Not even in lower Valhalla! Is he free of the free canteen,

My mate w^ho comes with the unfleshed point and the full-charged magazine?"

The gashed heads rose at the rifleman o'er the rings of the endless smoke.

And loud as the roar of a thousand guns Valhalla's answer broke,

And loud as the crash of a thousand shells their tankards clashed on the board

:

"He is free of the mess of the Killer-men, your mate of the unfleshed sword;

For zve know the worth of his deed on earth, as we knoiv the speed of the death

Which catches its man by the back of the throat and gives him water for breath :

As zve know hozv the hand at the helmet-cloth may tarry seconds too long

Hlien the very life of the front-line trench is staked on the beat of a gong.

By the four you slew, by the case he smote, by the gray gas-cloud and the green,

We pass your mate for the endless smoke and the beer of the free canteen."

In the lower hall of Valhalla, with the heroes of no renown.

With our nameless dead of the Marne and the Aisne, of Mons and of Wipers town,

With the men who killed ere they died for us, sits Rifleman Joseph Brown.



From the Life: Thomas Wales Warren'

By HARVEY O'HIGGINS
Author of " The Smoke-Eaters," " Don-a-Dreams," etc.

PEOPLE have to be governed seven

days in the week, and although this

was a Sunday, and a hot July Sunday,

Warren was at his desk. Not, however.

Justice Thomas Wales Warren of the Su-

preme Court of the United States. Not

yet. Not even Thomas W. Warren,

United States Attorney-General and

"Warwick, the King-maker" at Wash-
ington; but "Tom" Warren, attorney-

general of his native State, unknown to

the national cartoonists, obscurely engaged

in local politics, foreseeing his conspicuous

future as little as a man foresees the view

from the top of a hill which he is with

difficulty climbing.

Within twelve hours he was suddenly

to decide that he would not follow the

open road to that hilltop; that he would

make an adventurous short-cut to it over

the steepest obstructions. Of this decision

he was at the moment unaware. But it is

because of the decision and the circum-

stances impelling him to make it that I

wish to "do" him on this otherwise com-

monplace and outwardly uneventful Sun-

day. Tom Warren crossing the Rubicon

!

A historical moment, fraught, as the his-

torians say, with mighty consequences.

I do not need to describe him; he had

already the rather repellent features that

have since become familiar to the Ameri-

can people. But I should like to explain

that some of his features quite belied him.

He had not yet his famous mummified ap-

pearance, with the bony nose of a Pha-

raoh; but he had begun to look parched,

and his dark skin was dry and leathery.

This was not an indication of any moral

evil : it was due to indigestion ; poverty

had ruined his stomach in his youth. Also,

he had the deep furrow between his eye-
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brows that the caricaturists have made a

sinister feature of his face ; and he had the

weasel-mouthed, weak look that they ex-

aggerate in his lower jaw. But the fur-

row was not really sinister. In its origin

it was a harmless pretension. He had con-

tracted it at law school, listening to lec-

tures with an intense expression of atten-

tion that had been designed to impress the

lecturer with his studiousness. He had

long since ceased trying to impress any one,

— quite the opposite,— and now when he

was most attentive he looked most bland

and blank.

As for his weak lower jaw, if, as he sat

at his desk there, you could have drawn

back his lips to bare his teeth, you would

have found that the lower jaw was closed

up inside the upper one almost to the pal-

ate. And that was a malformation of the

mouth that he had unwittingly forced

upon himself in the struggles of his am-

bitious boyhood, when he had lived with

his jaws clenched, literally, dramatizing

to himself his wrestle with adversity, con-

sciously assuming a pose of determination

to succeed, and biting his jaws together as

if he were fighting physically while he

studied ; or when he was threshing around

his unheated room at night to get warm
before he went to bed ; or, in later years,

when he was facing any opposition to his

advancement. It was not a weakness in

his mouth ; it was rather a pathetic sort of

strength. It now showed chiefly when he

confronted any serious problem of policy

that had to be grappled with in the se-

crecy of his private sessions with himself.

He was already growing bald,— indi-

gestion again,—but he wore a toupee.

This toupee he had taken off because he

was hot, and it lay on his desk-blotter be-

O'Higgins. All rights reserved.
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fore him, like the scalp of an enemy. He
was apparently studying it, crouched for-

ward on the arms of his desk-chair, with

his hands clasped in a loose entanglement

of his long fingers. And his tight little

skull shone with the gloss of a coffee-col-

ored ostrich-egg in the warm gloom of his

old-fashioned library, its windows covered

with Venetian blinds that showed between

their slats the green glow of locust-trees

and sunlight outside on his lawn.

If you could have put your face down
between him and his toupee, 3'ou w^ould

have seen that his eyes were focused on

nothing nearer than the center of the

earth. He was concentrated on an invisi-

ble perplexity. And his problem was this

:

a county sheriff in the town of Middle-

burg, in the southern extremity of the

State, had telephoned to the governor that

the farmers of the district were arming to

come into ]\Iiddleburg that night to break

open the jail and lynch some negroes. The
governor was out of the State, on his way
East to a political conference, and the

sheriff's \\-arning had been sent to Warren
from the state-house. Warren, having

elected the governor on a law-enforcement

platform, was busy with a campaign to

have him nominated for the Presidency,

with the reversion to himself of a place in

the cabinet. Middleburg was the govern-

or's home town, and a lynching there might

be used by his political enemies and his

party rivals to give him "a black eye" na-

tionally.

How? W>11, if the governor was to

show himself a man of conspicuous

strength before the nation, he would
either have to prevent the lynching with

armed force— and perhaps kill some of the

embattled farmers of the county— or make
a grand-stand play of prosecuting the

lynchers vigorously after the event. By
either method he might alienate the sup-

port of his home district, for it was far

enough South to be on the border of parts

where the white voter administered lynch

law as an extra-judicial form of law en-

forcement against the black, and the solid

South might even be persuaded to turn

solidly against the governor as a nigger-

sympathizer who was playing for the Jim
Crow vote.

Some one once asked Warren, "How
did you ever think of that?" when he had

outwitted a threatening situation instantly,

without a moment's pause of hesitation.

And Warren replied, "You don't have

time to think. It has to be there, or you

can't do it." And in this case he re-

mained staring at his problem, through his

toupee and his desk-blotter, a much briefer

time than it has taken you to read of his

doing it unless you have skipped.

He pressed a call-button to summon his

secretary, put on his toupee, and began to

walk up and down his library with the

long, slow strides of a wading-bird. As
he walked, his mouth relaxed into a sort

of pout or dreamy satisfaction, and he

played with a loose button on his coat, in-

cessantly sliding his thumb under it and

around it while he mused.

That unconscious habit, and the protru-

sion of the lips which accompanied it,

make another thing about Warren that I

wish to explain. His mother had died of

privations and malnutrition before he had

been weaned, and his spinster aunt, a

dressmaker, had raised him from infancy.

His only "comforter" had been a bone

button sewed on a rag; it had been on a

button that he had cut his teeth ; even as a

growing boy he had gone to sleep sucking

a button on his night-shirt,— secretly, of

course,— and there was still for the attor-

ney-general the satisfaction of a repressed

instinct in this button play, although he

was ignorant of the reason for it or the

origin of it.

He stopped it as soon as he heard his

secretary at his door, and turning, he stood

in the center of the room and watched the

young man enter. It was characteristic of

Warren so to turn alertly to any new-

comer, and it was characteristic of him to

regard even Pritchard with a mechanical

habit of scrutiny, as he regarded every one

who came to interview him. He used to

say that he could tell if a man was going

to lie to him by the way he crossed the

room, and he was aware at once, though

his mind was on another matter, that
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there was something not quite right about

the bo}'.

To the casual glance Pritchard was

merely a good-looking youth with smooth,

black hair that may have been pomaded

;

a small, black mustache that looked

petted; long, black eyelashes; a dimpled,

plump chin ; and a dark mole on his check

that touched off his girlish complexion

like a beauty-patch. He was somewhat

flushed. As soon as he came in the door

Warren said abstractedly, "Shut that, will

you?" And Pritchard, as he closed it,

turned his back to Warren, looking down
at the handle.

Ordinarily he would have closed the

door with a hand behind him, his eyes in-

quiringly on Warren. Warren noticed

something unnatural in this difference

without really formulating what the dif-

ference was. And he had already ob-

served that Pritchard was in high color.

"Get your note-book," Warren said in

the same thoughtful tone, "and take this

down."

Pritchard went to the desk, found his

note-book, sat down in his usual chair

beside the desk, and prepared himself to

take dictation. He looked at his hands a

moment, w^aiting. And then, looking up

quickly at Warren, he watched the at-

torney-general and at the same time fur-

tively turned a ring on his finger so as to

conceal the setting.

Warren was apparently not noticing.

He was gazing meditatively ahead of

him, but out of the corner of his eye he

saw Pritchard's action with the ring.

If he had expressed the matter to him-

self, which he did not, he would have con-

cluded:

"This boy feels guilty toward me. He
has something to conceal from me. It 's

connected with a ring, which he does n't

wish me to recognize. He 's wearing that

ring instead of his seal-ring. He has

probably changed rings with some one,

and he does n't want me to know it.

Why?"
Still thoughtful, he said to Pritchard

:

"One of our detectives, Ben Teague, is

down in Middleburg on a case. He 's

probably at the ]\Iansion House there un-

der the name of Bert Todd. Make a note

of it— Bert Todd. I want to get a mes-

sage to him without disturbing his cover.

Understand?"

"Yes, sir."

"Well, go out to a telephone booth, in

the Holman Hotel, and get him on the

wire— Bert Todd, representing the Con-

solidated Farm Implement Company. Say

to him— take this down: *I have some

confidential information to give you on

behalf of the president of the company,

who is temporarily out of the State, and I

cannot give it explicitly over the tele-

phone.'—He was dictating in the tone of

a business communication.
—
'The coun-

sel of our company has just received this

information from an officer of the com-

pany whose name is Steinholtz, the same

name as the sheriff of your county there.

He informs us that a competitor by the

name of Lynch is likely to make trouble

for us in his district. You understand it 's

the president's home district, and any such

disturbance of our prestige in that locality

might seriously affect the reelection of the

company's present management by the

stock-holders. It is therefore imperative

that Mr. Lynch be headed off.

" 'Mr. Steinholtz has asked us for as-

sistance. You must make arrangements

to see him at once— instantly. There 's

not a moment to lose. As soon as you

have seen him, 'phone on his private-office

wire to our head law office. Our lawyer

will be there till you report. He '11 be

there all night if necessary. You under-

stand the importance of it. The company

depends on you.'

"That 's all. Now read that over to

me."

Pritchard read it monotonously, follow-

ing the lines of shorthand with his pencil.

Warren studied the thin gold band of the

ring on the young man's finger. He had

of course already begun to suspect that the

ring belonged to his daughter Meta.

When the reading was finished, he said :

"All right. Will. Go ahead now. I '11

be at the state-house. I '11 'phone here

for you if I want you."
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Pritchard hurried out with eager alac-

rity. Warren sat and considered him

and Meta.

Let me explain something further.

Warren, as an orphaned bo,v inadequately

supported by an underpaid sewing-wo-

man, had gone on the streets to "mooch"

and sell newspapers as soon as he was old

enough to walk. By working after school

hours, delivering newspapers, running er-

rands, doing odd furnace jobs at night,

and generally foraging like a stray cat, he

had contrived to get an elementary public-

school education. Then, at the age of

twelve, he had gone to work as an office

boy for Judge Stephen Wales, and the

judge in the end had virtually adopted

him. (Hence the "Wales" in "Thomas
Wales Warren.") He sent Warren to law

school, he took him as a partner in his

office, he even accepted him as a son-in-

law, proud of the boy and his ability.

And when the judge died, Warren and his

wife were already living in the old Wales

home as the accepted heirs.

This was Judge Wales's librar>' in

which Warren now sat thinking. It was

Judge Wales's granddaughter Meta of

whom he was sitting there to think, and

she was much more the judge's grand-

daughter to Warren than she was his own
child. She looked like a Wales; she spoke

and moved like a Wales; she had all the

high, impractical ideals of a Wales. And
Warren felt before her the same class in-

feriority that he had felt with her dead

mother. In his own mind he had always

been Tommy, the office boy, to the judge's

daughter; and still, subconsciously, he was

Tommy, the office boy, grown old, with

the judge's granddaughter. It was some

sort of arrested immaturity in him, like

his playing with the button. Neither the

mother nor the daughter had ever sus-

pected it. They had never suspected,

when they looked at Tom Warren, that

they were not looking at a husband or

a father, but at a devoted, adoring, confi-

dential servant, who understood them af-

fectionately and protected them shrewdly

from the predatory world to which he be-

longed—the world that would have de-

stroyed Judge Wales and his fine old

benevolence and his unworldly idealism if

Warren had not defended him.

Warren had now to defend the judge's

granddaughter. That was how he saw
the situation and his duty in it. He had

nothing against Pritchard except that he

was a subservient, inoffensive, secretarial

valet who would never be anything else;

no man to take care of a gentle girl and

protect her and her children from the dan-

gers of a cruelly competitive social system.

If it was she who had given Pritchard the

ring-

He first arranged the necessary ma-
chinery for finding that out. He re-

moved a paper-fastener from the corner of

a tj'pe-written report, put a box of cigars

on the edge of the top of his desk, and laid

the loose sheets of the report on the box

;

then he went to his door and called Meta.

She answered from the front room. He
returned to his desk and began to gather

up some papers. She came to the door

and stood there not quite smiling, but

with the happy recollection of an inter-

rupted smile still lingering in her face.

She was of the type of dark Southern

beauty that matures young; but she was
still girlish, and she waited in a girlish

attitude, with her hands clasped behind

her.

He said, looking for something in his

desk:

"Tell Fred to bring the car around. I

have to go to the state-house. They 're

having trouble down at Middleburg, and

I '11 have to handle it in the governor's

absence. I 'm afraid I '11 not be back till

late."

"Yes?" she said.

He had reached out as if to open the

cigar box. He upset the type-written

pages. They slid with a rustle to the

floor, and scattered, assisted by his clumsy

effort to catch them.

"There!" he said disgustedly, and made
as if to stoop.

"Let T/ie, Father." She crossed the

room with a graceful quickness, and knelt

among the papers in a whorl of white

skirts. He looked down at her hands as
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she gathered up the pages, and he saw that

her ring was gone— a little, single-ruby

ring that her dead mother had given her.

He began at once to manoeuver against

that conspiracy of events, as he had begun

to manoeuver against the menace from

Middleburg. And I wish to give his tac-

tics in these two cases because they are

typical of the man and his methods, be-

cause they can be more briefly reported

and more readily understood than the

more complicated intrigues of some of his

national manipulations, and because I be-

lieve that they were just as astute and sub-

tle in miniature as any of his later strate-

gies have been in the large.

"I 'm growing old," he said. "It makes

me dizzy to stoop." He began to pace up

and down the room rather dejectedly.

"And I 'm working too hard— at thank-

less work. People don't know how to

govern themselves, but they revolt against

any man who tries to govern them. You
have to do it without letting them know
you 're doing it. That 's what makes our

politics so hypocritical." He may have

believed that or he may not; he was not

considering the truth of what he said, but

its effect on her. He asked, as if casually,

the question to which he had been leading,

"Did you read the attack that this man
Miller is making on me— 'Wardrobe'

Miller?"

"Yes, Father," she confessed. He
never discussed politics with her. She

felt, as he intended her to feel, that he

was appealing to her for a sympathetic un-

derstanding. She did not quite know how
to give it.

"Well," he said cheerfully, "Miller's

turn will come. He '11 satisfy them for a

time with this pretense of 'letting the peo-

ple rule' with their direct primaries and

their initiative and their referendum and

all the rest of it; but there has to be a

captain to the ship, and as soon as they

find out that Miller 's the captain, they '11

mutiny against him. too, and throw him

overboard."

"Are they going to defeat you?" she

asked, distressed.

"No," he said; "not this time, I think.

But they believe they 're going to do it,

and the parasites are beginning to desert

me already and fasten themselves on Mil-

ler." And that last was the significant

statement to which all his preamble had

been directed.

"It is n't pretty, is it?" she said. She

had put back the loose sheets of type-writ-

ten manuscript on his desk, and she stood

looking at him with a wistful desire to aid

him showing in her large eyes.

"It 's a strange business," he went on,

as if philosophizing idly, walking up and

down. He never philosophized idly; he

rarely talked except with a purpose.

"When I first came into oflSce—before

you were old enough to remember— at the

head of a reform movement of business

men, we turned out the thieving politi-

cians and professional ofl'ice-holders who
were looting the treasury, and we put

them in jail—many of them. And I was
a popular hero. Your mother was very

proud that day.

"And now they 're in revolt against

our 'business administration.' They can't

say we 've not been honest; we 've given

them good government, and the State 's

been prosperous. But it 's labor that

wants to rule now, and the working-man

;

and they say I represent business and the

corporations and the trusts.

"It all amounts to this: a man is born

with the ability to rule, as he 's born with

any other ability. It happens that during

his life some one class is governing, and

he governs for them. Then another class

surges up, with a new ruler; and then an-

other. But the people never govern. They
can't, any more than an army can com-

mand and direct itself. They 're always

killing one king to put his crown on an-

other. Yesterday it was King Birth ; to-

day it 's King Money ; to-morrow it will

be King Labor."

He may have belie\ed that, too, or he

may not. He was saying it with a pur-

pose, not with a belief. He smiled at

her.

"Well, I '11 soon be out of it all, I hope,

and begin to live like a human being. I

have n't had any life—home life or any
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other. I 'm going to get a holiday. How-

would you like to go to Washington with

me?"
"Oh, I 'd like it," she said. Then her

face changed. She looked down at her

hands; she hesitated. He was afraid that

she was going to confess her affair wMth

Pritchard.

"Well," he put in hastily, "run along

and call the car. They 're probably pre-

paring their riot in Middleburg while I

chatter. That 's a very becoming dress."

"Do you like it?"

"I like it very much, my dear," he said,

"and I like you in it."

"Thank 3'ou, Father," she said shyly.

She went out in a little flutter of pleased

embarrassment. He put the type-written

report in his pocket. It was a summary
of all the direct-primary laws that had

been passed in the Western States and of

the court decisions that had confirmed or

voided those enactments.

He stood a moment in deep thought.

The girl, certainly, was not out of his

reach, and he had given her mind an im-

pulse in the direction that he wanted it to

take. He could manage her if he could

manage Pritchard.

He shut his door noiselessly. He sat

down to his desk telephone and called a

private number.

"Is that you, Robert?" he asked in a

low voice. "Know who 's speaking? It 's

Tom Warren. Can you come at once to

my office in the state-house? The side

entrance will be open. And my private

door. I '11 be alone. Yes, right away, if

you can. I 'm going right down. I have

a personal favor to ask. Yes. Thanks."

He hung up the receiver with a quick

click. The man with whom he had been

speaking was Robert Wardrup Miller, the

"W^ardrobe" Miller of whose attacks

upon him he had spoken to his daughter,

the Miller to whom the "parasites," as he

had said, were already beginning to at-

tach themselves.

He went out to the hall. She brought

him his soft felt hat. He bent to give her

his usual perfunctory kiss ; but she wished

to show her loyal sympathy with him in

the worries of political life and the defec-

tions of the parasitical, and instead of

turning her cheek, she took the caress full

on her lips, as if it had been her lover's,

avidly. Warren understood that Pritch-

ard had been kissing her. She smiled up

at him, and it was the assured smile of a

girl whose ears were full of her lover's

praises of her.

"Good-by," he said. "I '11 'phone you."

He hurried to his automobile.

"The state-house, Fred," he directed his

chauffeur.

The chauffeur nodded in the informal,

friendly manner of Warren's servants.

They always liked him and served him

and were proud of him. I mention it be-

cause his ability to obtain loyal and right-

eous support was one of the significant at-

tributes of "the most sinister figure "n our

national life," as one of his political oppo-

nents afterw-ard acclaimed him.

It was necessary, perhaps, for him to

have such an atmosphere of friendliness

and private credit in which to live. At
any rate, he had an instinct for obtaining

it. He played politics as a club gambler

plays poker, sociably, with a sympathetic

geniality, winning by any means, without

a scruple, but always as if he were more

amiably interested in his opponents than

he was in his own play. It w^as character-

istic of him that he would not openly in-

terfere between Pritchard and his daugh-

ter, as he would not openly interfere be-

tween the people and their desire for the

direct primary, the initiative, the referen-

dum, and the other reforms proposed by

the Direct Legislation League. But he

believed as confidently that he knew^ what

was best for the people of his State as he

believed that he knew what was best for

his daughter; he believed that in either

case it was imwise to arouse opposition by

asserting his superior wisdom, and he

moved against Pritchard, as he moved

against "Wardrobe" Miller and his Di-

rect Legislation League, secretly, without

showing any ill will, and without exciting

any.

I should perhaps explain that when the

"wild-eyed reformers, agitators, and
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demagogues" of the State first began to

demand measures of direct legislation, "in

order," as they said, "to destroy the mon-

eyed control of political machines and

make the elected representatives of the

community responsible to the electors,"

Warren had watched the agitation interest-

edly, wondering how the man who would

have to rule in the future would be able

to rule over a people equipped with inde-

pendent law-making powers of their own.

He had studied it as one might study a

chess problem with a dummy for oppo-

nent. When the agitators organized, he

saw the problem with an opponent sitting

behind it. He had arrived at no solu-

tion, so he took his opponent "into camp."

He insinuated machine men into the Di-

rect Legislation League ; they got control

unostentatiously of the executive commit-

tee, and the league nominated for the gov-

ernorship Mr. Robert Wardrup Miller,

whom Warren had privately chosen for

that empty honor.

Miller had accepted his nomination in

good faith. He Avas a wealthy 3'oung

idealist who had become an ardent fol-

lower of a national leader in reform, and

he knew as much about practical politics

as a nun. He was a member of the City

Club, to which Warren belonged, and it

was Warren who had encouraged him to

enter public life.

"Mr. Warren," he replied to that en-

couragement, "if I do, I shall have to op-

pose yoii." And Warren said :

"Robert, a healthy opposition is the life

of party politics. Oppose me, by all

means, and I '11 oppose you. I '11 enjoy

it, and it will be a good training for you."

Miller frowned determinedly. He felt

that he was a strong character asserting

his independence and compelling even

Warren to bend to him with assumed joc-

ularity. When he was nominated by the

Direct Legislation League, he defied the

lightning in a speech in which he named

Warren as the man most responsible for

preventing the introduction of a direct-

primary law into the last legislature. And
now, when Warren telephoned to ask him

to come to the state-house, Miller showed

his fearlessness, as Warren had hoped he

would, by accepting the invitation in-

stantly.

It was Warren, by the way, who had

had him nicknamed "Wardrobe" Miller

by privately starting the story that Miller

had three hundred and sixty-five neckties

and thirty-one pairs of trousers in the

closets of his bachelor apartments.

Warren arrived at the state-house,

passed the doorkeeper with a hasty greet-

ing, and climbed the flight of stairs to his

ofllice in long strides of two steps at a time,

taking out his kevs as he went. His tele-

phone was ringing as he entered his pri-

vate office. He caught it from his desk

and said, "Yes?"

It was the detective Teague, in ]\Iid-

dleburg; he was calling from the sheriff's

office, where he had no need of cover.

Warren's face, as he listened, settled into

its mask of concentrated impassivity. He
sat down.

"I see," he kept saying. "I see. Yes.

I see." He cleared his throat. "Are the

Sunday closing laws enforced in Middle-

burg? I thought not. Those saloons

along the river-front will be pretty well

filled, won't they? I see. Well, Teague,"

—he cleared his throat again,— "just go

down to those joints and tell all the

roughs and gunmen you can find that a

lot of rubes are coming into ]\Iiddleburg

to rough-house the town. Understand ?

Work up their natural antagonism to the

hayseeds. And tell them if this lynching

is pulled off in Middleburg, we '11 have

to start a campaign of law enforcement

that '11 end in a strict closing law and a

dry Sunday. Do you get me?
"Well, enlist as many of them as you

can, and then tell the sheriff he 's to swear

them in as deputies. Post them around

the outskirts, with orders to arrest every

farmer they see coming into town ; and

search him ; and lock him up if he 's

armed. Now listen. This is important

:

you have to do this on your own. You
must n't mention me or the governor or

any orders from here. LInderstand ?

"Yes. Yes. Report to me whenever

you can. It 's imperative that this lynch-
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ing be prevented. If the jail won't hold

them all, take their guns away from them

and turn them loose— the least dangerous-

looking of them. Yes. I '11 be here. All

night if necessary. I say I '11 be here all

night if necessary. Good-by."

He hung up the receiver hastily ; he had

heard some one at his door. He took his

type-written report from his pocket,

slipped it into a drawer, and went to the

door, looking suddenly worried. When
he was really worried, he showed no signs

of it.

"Well, Robert," he greeted Miller,

holding out his hand, "I 'm obliged to you

for coming. It 's a personal matter. I

won't bore you with politics. Sit down."

Miller was a baldish young man with a

rather intense, flat face. He was well

dressed in light-gray clothes, with a white

waistcoat. His mouth was tightened in

an expression of solemnly defensive self-

importance.

"Anything that I can do," he said, "of

a personal nature— " and he emphasized

the word "personal" invidiously.

"Yes, yes," Warren interrupted. "I

knew I could rely on you. It 's a family

matter. I have a daughter Meta. You
know her, I think?"

Miller said unnecessarily:

"A charming girl."

"Exactly. And I have a private secre-

tary named Pritchard. Know him?"

"I 've seen him—when he came to the

club for you."

"I 've just found that there 's practi-

cally an engagement between them.

Without my consent or my knowledge.

They 're not even aware that I 've heard

of it yet."

Miller looked puzzled. Warren ex-

plained apologetically:

"I have to tell you this in order to ac-

count for what I 'm going to ask you."

He had begun to walk up and down the

room. Whenever he was finessing in an

interview he moved distractingly about in

this way.

"The girl," he said, "has her mother's

spirit, and if I oppose her, I 'm afraid

« I '11 drive her into his arms. As a matter

of fact, I 'm not opposed to her marrying

any honest \oung man, such as Pritchard

seems to be, if it will make her happy.

But Pritchard has no prospects. He 's a

clever stenographer and a trustworthy pri-

\ ate secretary, and I suppose he aspires to

promotion in the public service. I like

him. I 'd be glad to trust my daughter's

future to him if his own future were n't

so uncertain." He turned abruptly. He
said, with an almost pathetic paternal dis-

tress, "I need hardly say that this— is alto-

gether confidential."

"(^h, surely. Surely," Miller replied,

embarrassed.

Warren continued pacing his carpet.

"It 's his future— that 's what worries

me. If he stays with me he '11 become a

machine politician— a practical, profes-

sional politician. He '11 have to make

compromises. Unless he 's an exception-

ally strong character he '11 become in-

volved in things that are n't— well, pretty.

You know what our sort of politics means.

I don't want my daughter to marry that

sort of politician."

He sat down and leaned forward on his

desk to look the astonished Miller straight

in the eyes.

"The future is with you men. Jf^e 're

fighting a losing fight here. I want j-ou

to give this boy a chance with you. I want

you to offer him a place as stenographer

either for the league or for you personally.

I 'd prefer the latter. I know I could

trust him with you. I have n't so much

faith in your executive committee; I know

some of those men of old. But try him.

If he 's not what I think he is, discharge

him."

Miller began:

"Well, Mr. Warren—"
"I know what you 're going to say,"

Warren interrupted, rising again to walk.

"With my influence in this city I could

find him a dozen places without Imposing

on you. But if he has any training at all.

it 's for political life. And if he 's to go

into politics, I want him to go in with

ideals, among men who have ideals. I 'm

not speaking to you as a politician now,

vou understand, but as a father. If this
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boy 's to have my daughter's future in his

hands, I want them to be clean hands.

I 'd be willing to pay his salary while he 's

with you. I know, I know; that could n't

be done without scandal. I don't propose

it. And, 5^ou understand, I can't appear

in the matter at all. I can't even let him

know that I 've asked this of you, because

I don't want to seem to interfere in their

love-affair in any way. I can't let my
daughter know. I can't tell her that I 'm

aware of her little romance without saying

either yes or no to it, which I 'm not pre-

pared to do."

"Well, Mr. Warren," Miller said, "it

can be easily arranged, I think. I can use

a good stenographer. We 're rushed with

work."

The attorney-general sat down. His

face cleared with relief.

"1 knew I could depend on you. You
see," he said, smiling benignly, "I may be

too much the anxious parent. It may be

just a passing boy-and-girl fancy due to

proximity. And if it is, it '11 solve itself

if we separate them. That 's another rea-

son why I want him to leave me. I '11

miss him. He 's a good boy. I 've con-

fided in him," This was certainly untrue.

His smile broadened playfully. "I 'm put-

ting all my secrets in your hands, Robert,

if you can get them from him."

Miller started to protest.

"No, no," Warren stopped him. "I 'm

only joking, of course. What I really

want to say is this: my daughter showed

a disposition to tell me of her engagement

this morning. That 's why I intruded on

your Sunday afternoon. I want the boy

to go before she tells me; otherwise it

would look as if I had got rid of him.

And if you '11 write him a letter, offering

him the position, and send it here by mes-

senger this afternoon, you '11 help me out

of a difficulty that has worried me more

than a campaign. Will you do it?"

"If you wish it."

"My dear boy, you put me under a

great obligation. I dare n't keep you here

any longer for fear he might come in and

see you. It makes me feel like a conspira-

tor." He rose, smiling. "I hope you '11

not avoid me at the club now that we 're

political enemies. I see you 're giving me
some sharp raps. I wish I were a good

public speaker; I 'd come back at you."

Miller held out his hand.

"Mr. Warren," he said, "I 'm free to

confess that this little affair this after-

noon has given me a better opinion of you

than perhaps I had."

Warren patted him on the shoulder.

"It has n't changed the opinion I had

of you, Robert. I 'm a pretty good judge

of character; better, perhaps, than you

are." He added at the opened door, "And
in my capacity as a judge of character let

me whisper something: 'Keep an eye on

your executive committee.'
"

Miller lifted an eyebrow. "I 'm watch-

ing them."

That was what Warren wished to

know.

"Good," he said. "Good-bv and good

luck."

When he had closed the door he re-

turned to his desk, got out the report on

direct primaries, and began at once to read

it with methodical and patient care.

Now, I do not wish to misrepresent

Warren in this matter. He had to get

rid of Pritchard or allow his daughter to

marry badly. He could not discharge the

secretary without precipitating a crisis,

which he wished to avoid. It was wiser

to provide Pritchard with a better place

to which he could go. True, he had told

his daughter that the parasites were de-

serting him to go to Miller; and if Pritch-

ard went to Miller, it would certainly

outrage the girl's ideal of loyalty. But

he was not compelling Pritchard to accept

Miller's offer. He was leaving that to

the boy's own choice. Pritchard miglit

refuse it. He might endear himself to the

girl by refusing it. He might— he might

do many things if he were not what War-
ren thought he was.

The success of the whole stratagem de-

pended, as Warren's success usually de-

pended, upon his insight into the character

of the man whom he was outwitting. And
that insight was so accurate that it was,

I think, intuitive. He knew where to
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reach a man as the wasp knows where to

sting a beetle so as to paralyze a nerve-

center that nothing but careful dissection

under a microscope would seem sufficient

to locate. He had never dissected Pritch-

ard, and it is scarcely worth while to do it

here; but to that well-dressed and good-

looking young secretarial valet the offer

of a place with the rich and "classy"

"Wardrobe" Miller would be a flattery

and a temptation hard to withstand.

As soon as Miller's letter arrived War-
ren telephoned to Pritchard, put the let-

ter in the outer office, and returned to his

work. Having absorbed the report on the

direct primary, he was engaged in draw-

ing up alternative bills, to be introduced

at the next legislature if the popular de-

mand for a direct primary became* too

clamorous. One of the bills provided for

a direct primary, with a conventioYi that

should preserve to the party machines the

control of nominations. The other was a

direct primary bill that would surely be

declared unconstitutional by the courts be-

cause it contained no provision to prevent

Republicans from voting in a Democratic

primary or vice versa. He was making

drafts of these two bills in his small, neat

handwriting, to file them for future use,

when he heard Pritchard in the outer of-

fice. He listened. Pritchard evidently

read the letter over several times. Then
he brought it in hesitatingly.

"Here 's a funny thing," he said, giving

it to Warren.

The attorney-general glanced through

it.

"Well, Will," he said, handing it back,

"I '11 be sorry to lose you, but I don't

want to stand in your way, and this salary

is much higher, to be frank with you, than

any I could get the State to allow me for

a secretary."

"It is n't the salary," Pritchard put in.

"No, I understand that, of course,"

Warren said ; "but the salary should be

considered. And added to the greater

prospects of advancement
—

"

"It 's the idea," Pritchard said, "of go-

ing over to Miller."

Warren looked surprised.

'Miller? Oh, I see. Yes, I see.
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Of
course, in a sense, we are opposed to each

other; but Mr. Miller is a man whom I

greatly respect, though we differ in our

opinions of what is wise in matters of pub-

lic policy. And I don't suppose for a mo-

ment that he had any idea, or thought that

you would lend yourself, if he had, to any

betrayal of confidence— "

"No, no, I did n't mean that," Pritch-

ard cried, in confusion.

Warren glanced at his watch.

"Have you consulted any of your fam-

ily?"

"No-o."

"You should talk it over with thein.

They 're the ones best able to decide. And
if you give me twenty-four hours' notice,

I '11 have Miss Davis relieve you until I

can find some one to take your place. I '11

be sorry to lose you, Will," he said in the

tone of an employer accepting a resigna-

tion, "but I 've long felt that* a boy of

3'our abilities should be seeking a larger

field. In a few years you '11 be thinking

of marrying. I know, of course, that it

can't have entered your mind yet."

Pritchard flushed. "You 're still too

young, and unable to support a wife. But

you must prepare for such things while

there 's time, so as not to be taken un-

awares. To marry such a girl as a boy of

your character would naturally aspire to,

you '11 have to be something more than a

stenographer." He was reaching for his

pen. "I '11 be here late, but you need n't

come back. I '11 see you in the morning."

Pritchard folded and refolded the let-

ter. "Well," he said at last.

"And put the catch on the door as you

go out," Warren dismissed him.

He knew that if Pritchard consulted his

family they would use every argument to

persuade him to accept the higher salary.

He knew, also, that Pritchard would have

to go home to dinner before he saw Meta.

That is what he had been calculating

when he glanced at his watch before ask-

ing, "Have you consulted your family?"

And if he was practising some duplicity,

remember that Pritchard had begun that

game.
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He went back to his work on the direct-

primary bills. Every now and then he

was interrupted by messages from Teague,

the detective, who telephoned to report

progress. The roughs of Middleburg had

enlisted under the sheriff eagerly.

"Say, Ben," Warren asked, "how about

that River Front gang that you 've been

after? You know them when you see

them, don't you? Then why can't you

manage things so as to have some of them

sworn in as deputies, and grab any one of

them that brings in a prisoner, and lock

him up, too? Eh?" And later, when
Teague reported not only that the rubes

were being gathered in, but that two des-

peradoes of the River Front gang had

been held on John Doe warrants, with

their prisoners, Warren chuckled. He
said: "Good work, Teague. Look out

now. Be careful, or you '11 have both par-

ties storming your jail."

He telephoned to his daughter to say

that he would not be home to dinner, and

the cheerfulness of her disappointment

seemed to betray that she was counting on

his absence for an opportunity to see

Pritchard. He telephoned again some

hours later, when he hoped that Pritchard

would be with her, and her voice was

shaken with an agitation that he under-

stood. By this time he had finished his

work on his direct-primary bills, and he

locked them away in a private drawer.

He even allowed himself a cigar, and sat

back smoking it with a misered satisfac-

tion, his eyes on the shining metal of his

telephone, waiting.

When Teague reported that the lynch-

ing had been averted, that thirty-odd of

the would-be lynchers were in jail, with

five members of the River Front gang,

and that the negroes and these five crimi-

nals were being taken out of the county

for safe-keeping, Warren replied with

great heartiness:

"Teague, you 've done a good day's

work. Have Judge Keiser hear those

cases in the morning, and have him fine

them for carrying weapons. Nothing

must be said about the attempted lynch-

ing or about your part in preventing it.

You understand me? The situation is too

delicate for publicity. Good night."

He called up his daughter immediately,

and asked her to have a late supper pre-

pared for him, and invited her to come for

him with the car. Her voice was toneless

and dejected. He went back to his cigar

and his waiting.

When he heard her knock, he threw

away the cigar, passed his handkerchief

across his lips, and opened the door in an

absent-minded manner, looking around at

his desk. She came in with a black lace

scarf on her head, holding herself stiffly

erect. He began to gather up his papers.

"Sit down a minute, my dear," he said

abstractedly.

She sat down on the edge of a chair.

She did not look at him.

"Pritchard is leaving me now," he an-

nounced. "He 's going to Miller, too."

She did not speak. He glanced at her

quickly, and appraised her set expression

as a girlish look of high tragedy. He said

with cheerfulness: "I suppose he thinks

the old ship is sinking. I imagine we '11

disappoint him there. I 'm not done yet."

"Father," she said in an unexpected

voice, "I want to go away."

He sat down. He asked

:

"What has happened?"

She replied

:

"I 'm not happy here. I want to go

away."

"Well, my dear," he temporized, with

a patronizing suavity, "you 're to do what-

ever you wish. We 're going to see that

you are happy. What 's the trouble?"

But suavity did not succeed. She shook

her head, looking away from him, as if

to evade his insincerity.

"I can't talk of it. I want to go away."

He tried another trick. He asked

:

"Are you deserting me, too?" She kept

her eyes averted. "You 're all I have,"

he said.

She did not reply. He got up from his

desk, crossed the room to her, and took

her hand paternally. His face did not

betray his gratification in feeling her miss-

ing ring on her finger. He said

:

"I don't want to ask jou anything that
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Butyou don't want me to know,

haps I could help."

She turned away from him to hide her

tears.

"No," she said, choked. "No. It does

n't matter."

"You been disappointed in some one?"

"Ye-e-es."

"Some one you were fond of?"

She nodded her head, unable to speak.

"One of your girl friends."

"No, no. I don't want to talk about

it." She wiped her eyes hastily. "I should

have told you long ago. I could n't. He
knew you would n't— approve."

"And you? You knew it?"

She said

:

"I did n't understand."

"Is that all?" he asked. "Are you con-

cealing nothing else?"

"Yes," she said, "I am. We quarreled

because he said you were n't—honest— in

politics."

"Ah!" He dropped her hand. "That's

it."

She waited, without speaking, watching

him.

He began to walk about very slowly.

Then he sat again at his desk and gazed at

her thoughtfully.

"Tell me first," he asked, "do you want

him back?"

She answered at last:

"No. He 's not what I thought he

was."

"If he had been," he said, "he would

n't have been afraid to tell me of your

engagement."

"Yes."

"You don't like cowards."

"No," she said deeply. "No."

"You 're not a coward yourself."

"I have been."

"And you want to go away because you

can't be happy here if what he says of me
is true. Is that it?"

She caught her breath. "Yes," she said.

"You 're afraid it is true."

She stared at him, her lips trembling,

white. "No."

"Don't be a coward," he said, rising to

confront her.
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She tried to swallow the catch in her

throat, and her ej-es were full of pain.

"He told you the truth," he said

harshly. He took his papers from his

pocket and tossed them on the desk.

"Now we can go away together."

"Father!"

He turned on her.

"My life here has been what the neces-

sities of my position have made it. It has

n't been honest in the sense that you mean.

And it can't be if I continue here. Very
well. Let 's be done with it, then. Let

some one else struggle and scheme and be

the scapegoat. I 've sacrificed— a great

deal. I 'm not going to sacrifice my
daughter's confidence." She had stumbled

across the room to him, weeping, with

her hands out to him. He took her in his

arms. "My dear," he said, patting her

on the shoulder, "give me a week to wind
up my office here, to get the governor to

accept my resignation, to make my plans

to go East. He 's been wanting me to take

charge of his campaign for the Presiden-

tial nomination. I '11 do it. Politics in

this State are small and corrupt. We '11

escape from them into the national field

and the larger issues. You '11 come with

me to Washington, and if you never reign

like another Dolly Madison in the White
House, at least you '11 be the friend of the

Dolly Madison who does. And jou '11

never be ashamed of your old dad."

"I 'm not ashamed of him," she sobbed.

"No," he said, "but you might have

been if I 'd stayed here. Come along now.
I 'm as hungry as if I 'd been to a fu-

neral."

And that was why Warren resigned

from the control of his native State and

went to his career in Washington. More-
over, it is why his career in Washington
followed the lines that it did. Warren
never philosophized ; he handled facts as

an artisan handles his tools. But if he

had philosophized, his theory of life would
probably have been something like this:

there is no justice, there is no morality, in

nature or in natural laws
; justice and mo-

rality are laws only of human society. But
society, national life, and all civilization
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are subject in their larger aspects to natural

laws that contradict morality and outrage

justice, and the statesman has to move

with those laws and direct his people in

accordance with them despite the lesser

by-laws of morality and justice. His

daughter abided by the bj^-laws. He had

to conceal from her that he did not abide

by them. He had to conceal it from the

public. "The American people," he once

said in confidence, "still believe in Santa

Claus. They believe that if they 're good,

and wash their faces every morning, pros-

perity and well-being will come down the

chimney to them. They don't realize that

some one has to pay for the full stocking,

and that they 're that some one."

Consequently, in his first participation

in national affairs, he kept behind the

scenes. He was the stage-director of the

convention that nominated his governor

for the Presidency, but his name was not

even on the program. After he had ac-

cepted his place as attorney-general in

Washington, he remained unknown ex-

cept to the inner and higher circle of poli-

tics. It was not until he became secretary

of state, in the third year of his President's

administration, that he grew conspicuous.

Then his daughter married the son of a

man who was certainly able to protect her

from the dangers of a competitive social

system,— the real danger was that the so-

cial sj'stem would not be able to protect

itself from him,— and Warren was at

once violently criticized and viciously lam-

pooned. It was for his daughter's sake

that he ascended from this persecution into

the perpetual felicity and peace of the

Supreme Court. Since that translation

concerning Thomas Wales Warren "noth-

ing but good." There he sits listening

benignly to an eternity of argument, with

his jaw peacefully relaxed, and with a

curious protrusion of the lips occasionally

when his mind wanders and under cover

of his judicial robe he fingers blissfully a

loose button on his coat.

My Daughter's Hair

By DOROTHY LEONARD

WHILE she is buried deep in fairy-book,

I look and brush and brush and look and look.

Hue of the lambent goldfish in their globe.

Fine as a thistle-puff, wide as a robe

;

Frisking before me all such curly things

As grapevine tendrils coiled in tiny springs,

Little ducks' tails, and bursting balsam seeds,

A shoaly river rippling over weeds.

Or all those little crinkled clouds that lie

In quiet drifts across an autumn sky.

The web is not yet broidered, gold-thread spun

Reflects so lustrously its sovereign sun.

Mornings I finger it in blissful stealth.

And feel a miser gloating unguessed wealth.
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Moving-pictures: A Critical Prophecy

By BRIAN HOOKER
Author of" Mona," " Shakspere and the Movies," etc.

WHAT is to become of the moving-

picture? Just at present nobody

seems to know, and the powers who con-

trol the immediate destinies of the new art

confess themselves as benighted as the

rest. The da3's when any sort of picture,

done in any sort of way, would return a

gambler's revenue are passing or already

past, and the industry balances precari-

ously between vast gains and overwhelming

losses in a desperate endeavor to find out

what the public wants. An exciting ques-

tion, but a futile one ; for the public itself

does not and cannot know what it wants.

It can only recognize, when confronted

therewith, what it has been wanting, and

this by some subtle instinct which it is

altogether unable either to understand or

to explain. Meanwhile we have pictures

and more pictures of every imaginable

kind. Novelties to the exhaustion of all

conceivable inventiveness and meticulous

imitations of the latest success alike mys-

teriously succeed or as mysteriously fail.

Author and dramatist and the director

risen from the ranks dispute their respec-

tive knowledge of a subject whereof each

admits his ignorance. High-brow and

Low-brow continue interminably their

katydid recriminations. The producer

tries everything until he succeeds, tries

that again until he fails, and then tries to

try something else. And the great wanton

public goes contentedly along, lavishing

blind approval and incomprehensible dis-

dain, as swift and sure in its decision as it

is unreasonable in its motives.

The moving-picture must of course re-

main in general a popular and public art,

and as such the swing of its immediate

and temporary fashion must be as puz-

zling in anticipation as to forecast to-

morrow's weather. Not even the expert

can say with certainty that we shall see
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the sun rise in the morning ; but any of us

may with a little trouble declare in what
quarter of the heavens it will eventually

appear, and plot the direction of its diur-

nal course. Just so it is quite possible to

predict not what the moving-picture will

achieve next year or at any certain place

or time, but the general and eventual di-

rection of its development. Sooner or

later it will select certain material as spe-

cially its own ; sooner or later it will pre-

fer to deal with certain forms of human
thought and action, occurring in particu-

lar environments, and represented to the

mind of the audience by certain more or

less conventional means. This it will do

by the operation of that same law which

conditions the development of any art

along its proper line of least resistance,

which is to say, in the direction of its own
strongest expression and appeal. Thus
painting and sculpture both began in the

crude drawing upon stone; since when,

although low relief survives for decora-

tive effect, and painted statues continue to

smile in our shop-windows, the two arts
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have in the main grown separate, the one

within its proper province of sheer form,

the other exploiting light and shade and

color. Thus music and poetry were once

at one in song; but now, though song re-

mains, each art has sought what it alone

can perfectly express, the one abstract, the

other concrete, emotion. Thus the novel

and the drama are in our time much more

distinct than ever heretofore, since the

crises of human life can best be repre-

sented upon the stage, whereas the devel-

opment of an action through cause and

effect may be more vividly presented to

the reader. And thus, as between forms

within a single art, the novel and the short

story, undistinguished in Boccaccio's day,

have gradually evinced a more and more

specific and diverse evolution. So far as

their conditions have been known, any of

these evolutions might have been predicted

from the first as definitely as it may be

observed in retrospect. Any intelligent

caveman, for example, might have de-

cided that the human form would come

to be carved solidly in stone, and the land-
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scape to be painted on the wall. The mo-

mentary fashion of an art may waver with

our whims; its general trend, whether we
will or no, depends upon pure reason.

Step by step the public must be the arbi-

ter, because the artist must in general

please or perish ; but in the long run the

public will inevitably come to like best

that which it finds best expressed.

Now, the moving-picture is before all

else a photograph that moves; a device,

that is, for visualizing before an audience

whatever has taken place and time before

the camera. In the beginning the mere

novelty of represented movement was in-

teresting enough ; so the first pictures were

of actual happenings, taken at haphazard:

a steamer sailing, the arrival of a train, a

bathing beach, a busy city street. Such

record of the actual survives in the news

films of the present day, but with this

difference that familiarity has long since

transferred our interest from the repre-

sentation to the thing represented : we
care to see upon the screen only what

would excite us in reality. The news film

must have a strong news value ; and where

once we wondered at a company of sol-

diers marching down the street, we now
demand to see them fighting for their lives

among the trenches. Meanwhile the ar-

tistic use of the invention, not to record

facts, but to represent an imaginary story

upon the screen, has so far outgrown its

other uses as to be here the subject of our

principal concern. And its history has

more slowly followed the same course.

While it remained interesting that a story

could by this means be told at all, any

story would do; then, with the shift of

interest from the manner to the matter of

the art, came a steadily more insistent and

The Birth of a Nation' . .

and pictorial appeal

Sherman's March to the Sea

ucceeded ... by its hi

The representation ol

torical
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more discriminating demand for improve-

ment. This was at first appeased bj' the

sheer heightening of effects: the comed}'

must be wilder, the melodrama more in-

tense. But we have approached the pos-

sible limit of hairbreadth escapes and

hilarious accidents. The technical inter-

est also was for some time restimulated

by rapid improvement ; but in this regard

we are rapidly approaching not, indeed,

the bounds of excellence, but the bounds

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE
ity instead. Just as the film of fact now
needs a news value, so in the film of fic-

tion we are coming more and more to de-

mand an art value— the value, that is to

say, of expressing vividly such ideas as it

is peculiarly fitted to express. There is

no help for it; everything has been tried,

and the moving-picture will soon have

nothing left to do save that which it can

do best.

To discover what the picture can do

••In a w.,d<l of sh

be accepted for '

Famous Players' pi

.il(i\\s, one shadow as well as another can

ery substance." Pip's dream, from The
jduction of Dickens's "Great Expectations"

of popular appreciation. The average pic-

ture is now as well photographed, as well

acted, and as well produced as the aver-

age audience can understand. Then came

the craze for novelty, which still persists

as a forlorn hope. But there is nothing

in the world so ephemeral as the appeal

to novelty alone, for it destroys itself.

Every new thrill not only leaves one nov-

elty the less, but enfeebles the power of

surprise. And the moving-picture gather-

ing draws daily closer to that of the novel

and the theater, which, having exhausted

mere invention, turns perforce to original-

best, therefore, is to predict the trend of

that development which is already well

begun. And this we may do more easily

through comparison with those other arts

by which a human story can be told— fic-

tion, that is, and the draina. A play com-

prises only such portions of a story as can

be revealed in speech and action upon the

stage within the limits of a few hours'

acting time and a few feet of acting space.

It must be imagined not as a whole story

occurring in actual place and time, but as

the external and essential sections of a

story enacted within the physical possi-
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bilities of the stage. The drama therefore

concerns itself properly with the crises of

human affairs, be they serious or sportive.

But in return for this restriction it gains

enormously in vividness and immediacy of

appeal. Neither the novel nor the picture

can compete with its living presence of

action and passion, its physical fact of hu-

man beings who laugh and weep and

struggle before our ears and eyes. The

happening anyhow or anywhere or within

any time, since the novelist may, if he

will, describe a moment at great length

or compress within a page the continuity

of years. And the picture, while inferior

in range to the novel and in realism to

the drama, combines in compensation

something of the capabilities of both. Its

moving shadow-shapes cannot so thrill us

with the human presence of the scene

;

We sliall watch Babylon fall and Rome not budded in a day." A scene from the diifht

fdm-play "Intolerance," showing how the motion -picture can achieve the spectacular

novel, on the other hand, makes no direct

appeal to any sense; but what it resigns

in vividness, it makes up by its entirely

unrestricted range. It tells the whole

story or even more ; for it may freely color

and analyze and expound the story, deal-

ing alike with outward or with inward

action, and employing thereto the whole

power of language to convey thought or

to arouse emotion, with no other limit

than the author's ability to impress the

reader. It has therefore taken all life to

be its province. It imagines the story as

but they can shadow forth a whole con-

tinuous action, changing the scene instan-

taneously and at will, in setting also be-

yond the scope of the stage, riding the

roads or sailing on the sea, remote against

the vista of broad miles and in a twin-

kling brought close before the eyes, with-

out restraint of time or space or numbers.

Again, its narrative cannot, like fiction,

transcend the horizons of sight or convey

thoughts and emotions without the inter-

mediation of a physical sense. The story

must be told in visible action, but so with
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all additional vividness that comes from

seeing the tale unfold before us; not the

outward action alone, but so much also

of thought or dream as can be translated

into action, and with all our imagination

set free from that first hard labor of vis-

ualizing, to penetrate and embellish events

which, having seen, we may most easily

believe. The art of the screen is therefore

inherently narrative in its material, and

dramatic in its presentation of that ma-

terial ; narrative, so to speak, in structure,

and dramatic in style, told in action, not

in words, but continuously, and as in the

actual environment in which it is imag-

ined to have taken place.

Now, the moving-picture is first of all

a means to visualize events as actually

happening, and there lies its chief advan-

tage over the stage. The modern theater

says the last word in realism, only to pause

perforce not far beyond the threshold of

romance. I\Ir. Belasco can realize a room

up to the point of physical fact, but he

cannot realize a mountain gorge, or the

shore foamed upon by insurgent ocean.

And so far as his scene transcends what
can be actually set upon the stage, just so

far will the contrast between his actors,

who are in truth flesh and blood, and their

environment, which is not what it seems,

but only light and paint and canvas, be-

come more patently incongruous. The
picture-producer in such a case will veri-

tably transport his players to the moun-

tains or the sea, and so, by realizing action

and environment in equal measure, will

achieve a satisfactory illusion. Wherever
the camera can follow, the action of a pic-

ture may be staged : the sweep of a battle-

field, the interior of a safe, the course of

an uninterrupted journey. Earth, air,

and water have no place too large or too

confined or too mutable, and the scale

enlarges to include the march of a distant

multitude or contracts to magnify the ex-

.s^ - -Ipk^

.M*i-

ym'

The sweep of a whole country-side." 'I'lic apinnach ot

of horsemen in the Fox film "The Honor System'
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'History will be known as never before, . . . revived before us to the very li

One of the great moments of "The Birth of a Nation," when Booth cries,

"Sic semper fyrannis,'' after assassinating Abraham Lincoln

pression of a single face. One cannot

without absurdity burn a house or wreck

a train in the theater; but such events,

having been actually recorded by the cam-

era, can readily be reproduced upon a

thousand screens. Or, where an imagined

action cannot be actually produced, it is

necessary to deceive only the unquestion-

ing lens in order to create a satisfactory

artistic illusion to the watchers. The
Ghost may walk as visibly as Hamlet, the

Fairies of "Midsummer Night" may dance

upon a kerchief's breadth of gossamer, the

JVitches may fly by night across the

blasted heath ; for all such unrealities will

appear neither more nor less real than the

genuine surroundings with which they are

instinctively compared. Imagination fol-

lows the camera; and in a world of shad-

ows, one shadow as well as another can

be accepted for very substance.

The first great trend of the moving-

picture, therefore, if not in time, yet cer-

tainly in importance, will be toward an

extraordinary development of those mate-

rials which we are accustomed to general-

ize as costume and fantasy. Experiments

in this, as in every direction, have of

course already been tried, and their suc-

cess or failure rather generally misinter-

preted. When a bad costume picture

fails, the general intelligence can be

counted upon for more or less wholesale

condemnation of costume. It happens also

that the theater outwore a fashion of his-

torical plays ten years back, and is just

now finishing a fashion of fantasy, while

the current dogma of the triviality of old

times does not encourage popular interest

in affairs beyond the memory of this gen-

eration. These temporary facts, however,

can only for a time retard the inevitable

development. The truth remains that

here is something which the picture can

do supremely well, and which, therefore,

it must eventually do. History will be

known as never before, for it will be seen

and not heard, revived before us to the

very life, and reenacted in our presence.

We shall watch Babylon fall and Rome
not builded in a day. And as with history

itself, so with the whole wonder of legend-

ary and historical story. We shall see

tall Troy burning, Robin Hood hunting
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the king's deer in Sherwood, and Lance-

lot and Tristram riding through Bro-

celiaunde; the sun shall flash on Caesar's

armor, the foam about the bows of the

Argo, and through fire as veritable as him-

self Sigurd will go to Brunhild. So with

a vividness beyond words and an illusion

beyond paint and tinsel we shall review

the wars of heroes and the loves of gods

of other days. Nor need the new field be

confined to the seriously beautiful alone

;

there will be room enough for all that is

merely fanciful and entertaining. Gods
are no better material than fairies, and

George Washington would look as well

cutting down the cherry-tree as crossing

the Delaware. If Lancelot would make

a fine figure in the pictures, so would Don
Quixote; the "Iliad" would show no bet-

ter in its kind than "The Little Mer-
maid" or "Hansel und Gretel." For the

special power of the screen is to present

more actually than the novel or the play

can represent them whatever may be won-

derful to behold. Its motto must be "see-

ing is believing," and its office is to verify

before our sight alike all history and fable

and romance.

And because romance comprises all that

the world has held "for to admire and for

to see," it follows that the development of

the picture in the realm of modern fact

will continue only second to its concern

with fancy and the past. There is most

truly a romance of here and now; second

to the romance of then and there in this

alone, that whereas our own time may be

more wonderful than any one time of old,

it still cannot contain more wonders than

all old times together. In this material

of modern marvel the picture already has

wrought much and will yet work better

and more. But in order to understand

either its present or its future choice in

this kind, we must examine precisely the

distinction between the realistic and the

romantic interest in art. We enjoy rec-

ognizing in some book or play or picture

the verity of things within our own ex-

perience ; that is the realistic interest. Or
we enjoy marveling at the verisimilitude

of things beyond our actual scope; and

that is the interest of romance. It mat-

ters nothing whether these last be fact or

fancy, past, present, future, or beyond

place and time; they have for us a news

interest, though it be news from nowhere.

For the things we have known are realism

and the things we have not known are

romance. Wisdom and wonder, science

and religion, the expert and the child.

The farmer at the fair has the one pleas-

ure in noting with an experienced eye the

points of the prize bull, and the other in

observing of the giraffe that there ain't no

such animal ; and the fact that this in-

credible creature did verily run wild in

darkest Africa remains utterly irrelevant

to his enjoyment. With the same emotions

would he envisage a dinosaur or a chi-

mera. What is new to him is news to

him, and so also romantic; and being a

simple soul, he would perhaps most of all

enjoy seeing a prize bull with two heads.

For this would set before him the marvel-

ous in terms of the familiar, and without

too strange an effort to set off the wonder

of it against the well known.

This explains in part the present de-

mand for novelty in picture stories, espe-

cially when that novelty takes the form of

an apparently new handling of some fa-

miliar plot or problem. It explains fur-

ther the present insistence upon modern

and local settings for the wildest fabrica-

tions of adventure ; as in the case of those

serials which build a Babel tower of mad
melodrama upon the foundation of such

daily life as the penny press records. The
public behold in effortless astonishment

these marvels happening to folk dressed

like themselves and performing plausibly

modern miracles amid their own ordinary

environment, imtil their souls climb gog-

gle-eyed up to the gates of heaven. One
must consider at this point that the pic-

ture public is not yet the public of the

drama or of the novel. It is rather the

old public of the circus and the county

fair, preferring the side-show to the men-

agerie as being somewhat easier to imag-

ine. It will always prefer even poor ro-

mance to good realism, in the teeth of all

uplifters; but it is rapidly educating itself
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production of "An Enemy to the King,'
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to prefer good romance to bad. So, in

dealing with modern material, the trend

of the pictures will be toward a better

development of its melodramatic and ad-

venturous aspect; romantic still, but as

Dickens made contemporary London ro-

mantic, as O. Henrj' illuminated New
York's Arabian Nights, as Kipling discov-

ers the romance of machinery and the sea.

People will seek the true portrayal of

modern life in the theater, where realism

remains supreme ; they will find its inter-

pretation in the novel ; and for the revela-

tion of its mj'stery and wonder they will

go to the moving-picture.

Thus far chiefly of material ; of the

subject-matters in which our natural in-

terest is of such a kind as the screen must

remain peculiarly able to arouse and sat-

isfy. Because the picture is competent

especially to visualize as actual occurrence

events beyond the power of the stage to

contain or of the novel to vivify, it ap-

pears that the proper province of the pic-

ture is romance. But for precisely this

same reason its romantic material calls for

the utmost realism of treatment. The
screen can show us marvelous things, but

its power to do so inheres in showing them

sharply and convincingly, in making them

meet the eye. And nowhere is it so nec-

essary to be precise as in delineating the

mysterious. In painting, for example,

some common object like a red brick may
be most roughly colored and drawn and yet

not fail of recognition ; but to portray the

dream of love upon a lovely face will tax-

very genius for the needful precision of

line and shade and hue. So also the most

careless writer may sufl'iciently express

crude animal fear of flood or fire ; whereas

to convey that vague malaria of the soul

which hung about the House of Usher

demands the subtlest accuracy of lan-

guage. And thus the moving-picture com-

pels our pleasure in the unfamiliar only

by the most meticulous actuality of detail.

Where a train can be wrecked, wrecked

it must veritably be; Juliet mourning in

the tomb dare show no substitute for ac-

tual tears ; and where a stage fight might

be harmless, the picture actors must liter-
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ally fisticuff one another. The gatherings

at moving-pictures feel this instinctively,

and will pass over the absurdly incongru-

ous in plot or character, only to pounce

upon the slightest visual incongruity.

They will believe that the heroine sold

her virtue to buy medicine for her ailing

child, but not that she entered the vil-

lain's room wearing laced boots and came

out again in buttoned ones ; and I have

seen an audience accept a bevy of mer-

maids with the utmost frankness until

swimming disclosed the unmermaidenly

stiffness of their tails. Even where the

eye is to be deceived, we must have per-

fect accuracy of illusion ; no ghost is real

unless you can see through it, and fairies

may dance upon a mushroom if only that

mushroom fits visibly into its surround-

ings. News interest in the material is the

rule, achieved through literalness in the

method of presentation ; realism in the

detail of romance.

And the same principle holds through

all questions of the structure and technic

of the production. That which the pic-

ture excels in doing must be done excel-

lently well ; whereas that for which it is

unfit will be condoned as a convention

precedent to general pleasure. Thus a

narrative rather than a dramatic handling

of the story is conditioned by the expe-

dients at hand. Because we can shift

scenes instantly and at will, following and

discovering the action wherever it natu-

rally goes ; or as easily change the scale to

include the sweep of a whole country-side

and again the gestures of a fly upon the

pane; or visualize some dream within a

dream, the imaginings of an imaginary

character in the tale ; or create an illusion

of the spectral or fantastic as convincingly

as an illusion of sheer fact— it follows that

we must do these things. Since, on the

other hand, effects of speech and color in

the pictures are perforce inferior, there is

no reason for attempting them at all. Be

the invention never so perfected, it cannot

produce an illusion of the screen compara-

ble with the actuality of the stage or in

harmony with the moving-picture as a

whole. We do not color statues, or have

novels read aloud upon the phonograph

;

for however well these might be done, we
can do better without them. And the

absence of speech and color from the

screen is an already accepted convention

of the art, compensated by worthier ad-

vantages. As regards, however, the flash-

ing of printed words upon the screen to

explain an action or to impute speech to a

character, there is a needful distinction

to be drawn between the moving-picture

and pure pantomime. The convention of

the latter is that living persons shall enact

a story without speech; in return for

which rather artificial restriction, it be-

comes amusing to see how much they can

thus silently express. The form exists

and entertains by its restriction, like walk-

ing the tight-rope or drawing in silhou-

ette. The silence of the pictures, on the

contrary, is not basic, but Incidental

:

though the tale be told only to the eye,

yet there is no presumption of telling it

without words. It is a mistake, therefore,

to suppose that pictures will or need come

to be enacted in pure pantomime, without

the use of inserts or subtitles. The sort

of picture the story of which is really told

in inserts to which the action adds merely

a moving illustration is indeed doomed as

inartistic, for it puts the cart before the

horse. The story must be told in action,

inherently emphatic and complete; but

this being done, there can be no other

objection to the accessory convenience of

unspoken words than to the illustration

of a book. It is a matter of taste and

convenience. The case of accompanying

music is much the same. It may well

focus attention on the screen by clothing

sweetly the stark fact of stillness, or even

go further and subtly enhance the appro-

priate momentary mood. But musically

to comment upon the action, or seek to

force an emotional color upon the watch-

ers, is to enter vain competition with

opera, and to defeat its own use by dis-

tracting that attention which its office Is

to concentrate. Likewise, the position of

sheer pictorial art in the moving-picture

is precisely analogous to that of sheer ver-

bal art In literature: it is the stvle, not the
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substance. And as such, whatever it adds

of beauty or of emphasis to the general

effect will be so much clear gain, pro-

vided it remains secondary to action. All

that such art can do to make the story

ncss the office of which is to please the

public it can have no concern with artistic

considerations. They hold the same opin-

ion of the modern theater. But we have

heard these people many times before, and

The things we have not known are romance." The camera

takes us to the ocean floor in the Universal Film picture

"Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea"

more compelling through imaginative

light and shade and composition is to be

desired,— it may, and does often, support

a feeble story or make a good one great,

—

but after all, the story is the thing. The
pictorial element in the moving-picture is

the most important of accessories so long

as it remains subordinate to movement.

For the screen is indeed a device for mak-

ing things appear, but chiefly for making

things appear to happen.

It will be said, of course, by sundry

superior persons that the moving-picture

is unworthy of serious consideration as an

art. Doubtless they said the same thing

about drama in the sixteenth century.

Others, by whom practice without theory

is termed practical, maintain that as a busi-

despite their mutual antagonism the world

continues to roll on. Certainly in any

concrete case the public pleasure must be

law, because the public holds the purse.

But the public in the most literal sense

of the words does not know its own mind.

Its decision will be usually quite right;

but if you ask why it has decided thus or

so, you will be answered with the wrong

reason or with unreason or with any non-

sense that comes into its many heads.

Press your inquiry, and the creature be-

comes uncomfortable, and presently re-

tires, like the cuttlefish, backward into a

cloud of its own secreting.

It is, therefore, that we must predeter-

mine upon grounds of reasonable criticism

what the public ought to like, and then
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test our induction bj- experiment. A pic-

ture succeeds or fails, but its success or

failure is commonly misinterpreted, and by

no one more often than by the producer

himself. "The Birth of a Nation," for

example, succeeded not by its story or by

its moral or as a huge, expensive specta-

cle, but by its historical and pictorial ap-

peal. It brought people into the visible

presence of the Civil War in a series of

scenes of which many v^^ere beautiful or

impressive. To have understood this at

the time might have avoided subsequent

spectacular failures.

Out of the present chaos of centrifugal

expediency comes an increasing cry for

better stories. In so far as the story is

the essential thing, this is well; yet it is

not good stories merely that are needed,

but good stories of the proper kind, not

good novels primarily, or good plays. For

the picture must be a drama of narrative, a

novel of outward action. For such tales we
shall come to look upon not as the by-prod-

uct of novelist or playwright or director,

but as the special work of men who make

the picture story their peculiar craft.

Their work will be at best and eventually

romantic in material and realistic in pres-

entation of detail; it will deal largely

with history and legend, with costume

and spectacle and fantasy; but only less

largely in those aspects of modern life the

appeal of which is to the sense of wonder,

the interest in unfamiliar sights. Of the

two, this latter vein will probably be de-

veloped first. It will be narrative in struc-

ture, dramatic in motive and action,

neither disdaining as immaterial its natu-

ral accessories of words, music, and pic-

torial art, nor exaggerating them beyond

secondary importance. It will make the

utmost ilse of that freedom of scale and

scene, that power of naturalizing events

in their local habitation and creating one

perfect illusion of fact and fancy which is

peculiarly its own. It will be neither a

picturized play nor a picturized novel, but

an art in and by itself. And it will do

all this simply because the moving-picture

is primarily a device for visualizing im-

aginary action as actually taking place.

Sleep

By JOHN HALL WHEELOCK

THE shoreless and the starless sea of night

With solemn tide of radiant moonlight flows,

And gently through the window-lattice throws

Upon your bosom checkered shade and light.

Like a cathedral, bathed in gloom and bright

With sumptuous splendor, nov\' your body shows,

In the stern marble of serene repose.

Where reigned the sovereign and supreme delight.

Hushed is your bosom's choir, and deep rest

Broods on the altar ; empty is the throne.

And silent is the answer in your breast

That but so lately echoed to my own.

Where are you fled from me, on what far quest,

In bright disdain, leaving me here alone?



What Shall England Do?
The Aftermath of the Social Revolution

By ARTHUR GLEASON
Author of " Golden Lads," etc.

ENGLAND is becoming an industrial

democracy, but the talk is all of

speeding up production and making a bet-

ter machine of the worker. The solu-

tions of reconstruction necessitate a con-

sideration of new automatic machines and

subdivisions of repetitive process. There

is talk of a still hotter war of competition

than in the old dreary factory days. All

these discussions of the British Associa-

tion and the Round Table and the Fabi-

ans and the government. reports lean in

the direction of Americanizing and Ger-

manizing England. When you have made

a good workman in that sense, you have

n't made a good man at all. You have

made a sharpened tool of production or a

narrow, concentrated huckster. I feel in

all this program something alien to the

English nature. Half the fine virtues of

a liberal life lie outside such competitive

industrial requirements.

Once the question of "wages and hours"

is settled, and that is only a detail of man-

agement which will be settled, we reach

the heart of the problem. Can the curse

be removed from machinery? Can joy

be put into work ? What of the jobs that

are monotonous? Will they lessen in

number?

The instant that joy enters into work

the problems of overtime and fatigue dis-

appear. Elasticity of spirit gives a swift

recovery. Freedom to choose one's work,

the right to arrange one's working condi-

tions, skill in doing the task, pride in the

product— these are the elements that re-

sult in "joy in work," are they not? What
promise does the future give us that this

quality of joy will enter into the work of

the masses? An eight-hour day and a

minimum wage of forty shillings a week

do not help us here at all. Will the in-

creasing control of working conditions by

the workers themselves remove this curse

of monotony, the grind of the machines

on the human spirit? Will the fact of

control alter the effect of the work, so

that automatically it will pass from a con-

dition of slavery to a condition of free-

dom ? Will the worker, in exercising his

will on the terms and conditions of his

employment, find a full release for his

powers, with the resulting sense of self-

expression and its accompaniment of joy?

Or will the increasing control of work-

ing conditions by the workers result in a

fundamental remodeling of the nature of

the work itself? If so, in what forms

will that change show itself? For in-

stance, the happiest communities of the

past were surely settled agricultural com-

munities. Will the workers in part re-

turn to the land, rendered more fertile by

modern methods of intensive agriculture?

Will there be an era of noble building

like that of the twelfth century? Will

the modern democracy find it worth while

to create beauty ?

Then there remains the use of leisure.

Are we to learn an art of living? Will

creative activities be honored? Nothing

is more striking in the last hundred years

than the fact that the poet and the saint

"do not count." They have lost control

over the channels of power. The artist

in any of the great forms has little influ-

ence to-day. It is easy to reply, "Let the

great artist come, and we will listen"

;

but to produce great persons, the heart of

the people must be turned that way. We
are not quiet enough or responsive enough

to form and nourish such growths. Not

only are the masters of modern industry
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materialistic, but the workers are materi-

alistic. The trades-union program, the

socialist platform, the reforms of the so-

cial experts— all these center about mat-

ters of physical well-being and industrial

efficiency. What has all this to do with

outlook on life, the knowledge of true

values, an understanding of the meaning

and end of existence? Outlook on life is

determined by the use of leisure— by the

pictures one sees, the music one hears, the

books one reads, the talk one shares, the

games one plays. The only education an

adult receives, apart from that of the

working-day, with its repetitive processes

for most emploj'ees, is in the recreation of

his leisure hours. School ends for most

of the human race at fourteen years of

age. The lives of modern workers are

dark with drudgery for the working shift

and spattered with cheap surface sensa-

tion in the hours of release. Fatigue and

excitement march together through our

city streets.

These are the two great questions of

our time: Can the nature of work be en-

nobled? Can spiritual values be restored

to modern life? For fifteen years these

questions of what use shall be made of life

under a true industrial democracy have

seemed to me the most important, the least

discussed questions of our day. Now that

industrial democracy is arriving in Eng-

land, I have put these questions to the

leaders of public opinion, I have talked

with Lloyd-George, experts of the Home
Office, of the work councils, with John

Burns, Seebohm Rowntree, Snowden,

Button, MacDonald, Mallon, every type

of mind in the industrial struggle. No
one person is responsible for the conclu-

sions which I give, but they seem to me a

just summary of the best English opinion.

Will industry slide over into an old-

fashioned balance between agriculture and

factory labor? Can the curse be removed

from machinery, so that the worker will

find in his day's work some of the same

lift and satisfaction which Gilbert K.

Chesterton finds in writing books, who
told me, "I have fun in writing my
books"? These questions have been wres-

tled with since machinery came in. Hate
of the machine was voiced by Ruskin and

Morris. The hope of a new and simpler

civilization has been stated by Edward
Carpenter.

The answer is clear. The present ten-

dencies of all the leading nations are alto-

gether in this one direction of more pro-

ductive power through machinery driven

by skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled

workers. Whether there is not a wholly

different sort of life possible, with a sim-

pler organization and richer values;

whether the old England of hardy sea-

men and quiet farmers and yeomen was

not a more admirable place than the mod-

ern city, is to pose an academic question

in the face of an obvious overwhelming

tendency. All the nations are becoming

Americanized and Germanized. The re-

sult is that a cheap, hasty product in un-

limited quantity, a race for new markets,

hustling and advertising are in command
of modern life. All that is fragrant and

choice and spacious in the older England

is being caught into the whirl of these

wheels. This tendency is summed up by

two words: some call it progress, and

some call it civilization. It is the judg-

ment of experienced men that the mass of

the people will never flow back to agri-

culture in an industrial country. Eng-

land will not become more like Russia.

On the contrary, Russia will become more

like England. The machine is in perma-

nent control of industrial life. New au-

tomatic appliances will be created ; new
subdivisions of process will be devised.

To offset this dead uniformity, there is

the constant demand for new goods. No
sooner has the manufacture of one article

become standardized than the demand for

something quite new arises. It is only

after this has been manufactured for a

considerable time on a large scale that its

manufacture becomes standardized. Mean-

while there is much skilled work in con-

nection with it. But the percentage of

highly skilled men who make the tools,

install them, and direct this new process is

small. There remains the vast and ever-

increasing mass of semi-skilled workers
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who perform the endlessly repeated proc-

esses. The highly skilled man finds a

measure of satisfaction in the exercise of

his craft. A certain few machines have

a delicacy of touch, and turn out a beau-

tiful product, so that those who tend them

receive a pleasure in superintending the

operation. Seebohm Rowntree told me
of a machine in his York factory which

lays down three colors at one time on

shiny paper, and does it with a finger

manipulation which seems semi-human.

The men in charge of this process thor-

oughly enjoy their silent partner. Work
for them is not monotonous. But these

workers of skill or happy processes are

few in number compared with the mil-

lions in industry. For the great majority

of workers there is little joy in their tasks

or small pride in the products. The
worker does not look on the Mauretania

and say to himself, "I built her," because

he tooled the rivets which went into the

engines, though that is exactly the thing

which the workman did say eight cen-

turies ago when he chiseled his masonic

mark on the gray stone of the cathedral.

To-day he seeks for an escape from the

monotony of a weary process in other

things than in the work itself. He re-

gards machine labor as a drudgery. The
series of motions is beginning to become

standardized. Experts go through facto-

ries distributing cards that analyze the

motions required to convert raw material

into commodities. The worker is shown

how to economize effort, how to make

fewer strokes, and how to shorten the

stroke, how to lessen the time of produc-

tion from four hours to two hours and

thirty-three minutes. This drift toward

organization and mechanical efficiency

will never be checked. It will gather mo-

mentum. The worker himself is often in

favor of the automatic labor-saving ma-

chine if his standard of living is main-

tained and raised, as against the machine

that calls for an exercise of skill. He pre-

fers to save his vitality, his mental reserve

forces, for his life outside the factory, for

the creation of social values in his neigh-

borhood.

There is a clever and aggressive school

of industrialists in England who will try

to speed up industry without winning the

cooperation of the worker. They will

seek to install a scientific piece rate based

on time study of factory operations, stand-

ardization of equipment, motion study of

the actions of the worker in performing

a piece of work, instruction-cards govern-

ing every bodily movement of every

worker, and a set of "speeders-up"— speed

boss, repair boss, shop disciplinarian. This

Americanizing of industry does not look

genial to the British workman. He will

not accept it if it precedes the installation

of work councils; that is, boards of con-

trol, in which he is represented. He will

insist on his share in workshop control.

He will obtain it. Then industrial or-

ganization will proceed along the inevita-

ble lines of efficiency and scientific man-

agement. The further this tendency goes,

the wider becomes the separation between

the handful of skilled workers who shape

the tools and set them up and the mass of

unskilled workers directed by cards, rout-

ing, and scheduling.

There will be no return to a peaceful

peasant folk. The dreams of Ruskin and

William ]\Iorris must be laid aside. The
mechanical processes of industry cannot

be humanized ; they can only be mitigated.

The relations between employer and em-

ployed can be humanized ; the Welfare

Department of the Government is hu-

manizing them. Individual employers

have long struggled to humanize them

;

but this cooperation, this kindlier atmo-

sphere, is itself only a mitigation of the

conditions of work, and cannot alter the

nature of the work. Not in the work it-

self, but in the creation of values outside

the working shift, must the mass of people

find their escape from monotony. As the

worker receives his higher wage and his

margin of leisure, he must by individual

and collective enterprise lift himself from

the machine-made mediocrity of our mod-

ern world. The worker will not become

a man till after hours. A blessing can be

wrung from the machine only on its own
terms. It is a comfort, although a stern
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comfort, to know the direction in which

we are going. Knowing that, we can gov-

ern the pace and better the road. Such if-

the answer on removing the curse from

machinery.

What of the worker's conditions after

hours? The solutions of ahnost all our

social problems are alread}' in operation

locally in patches in parts of Europe.

Denmark has solved one problem, Sweden

another, and Belgium a third. It needs

now experts to pool these solutions into a

program and apply it wholesale. Trans-

portation and housing lie at the heart of

the problem of environment. Where the

worker lives, and in what sort of home he

lives, determine the conditions that sur-

round him outside his working hours.

State action here is necessary, and state

action will be taken.

For two years prior to the outbreak of

war a committee had been sitting to con-

sider land and housing reform, and had

brought in definite and far-reaching pro-

posals. These proposals were being very

seriously considered by the Government.

It is probable that a bill covering many
of the reforms suggested would have been

introduced but for the war. There is

every reason to believe that these reforms

will come to the front as soon as the war
is over. One of these measures deals with

compulsory town-planning. Instead of

building from thirty to forty houses to

the acre, only thirteen will be allowed.

This means that every workman's house

will have its decent privacy, its bit of gar-

den. Another proposal is for a system of

general transportation by means of light

railways. Belgium has had about seventy

miles of light railways for every three and

a half miles in England. This gives a

network of cheap transportation covering

the entire area around the great industrial

centers. I used to ride into Ghent from

Zele, from Melle, from every one of the

smaller towns outside the city. Wherever
I have stayed in Belgium, whether at

Furnes, Dixmude, La Panne, Nieuport,

or Ostend, the whole country-side was

woven with tiny steam railways, carrying

passengers for a few sous. This system

gives easy transportation for the worker

from his home in the suburb to his lathe

in the factory. It means that he can live

on a little land and, with his family, carry

on light gardening, reducing his cost of

living, with an occasional sale in the mar-

ket. The combination of the two meas-

ures,— town-planning and cheap trans-

portation,— applied to England, will end

the slum by draining it dry, and by substi-

tuting a village community in pleasant

surroundings. It means a gradual, but, in

the end, complete, remaking of the en-

vironment for the workers. And an en-

vironmental change so vast will recreate

the physical life of the nation.

These measures are nothing but simple

primitive justice. They are merely ani-

mal rights. They do not deal with the

basic spiritual needs of the community.

Having won his emancipation from pov-

erty and the serf conditions of industry,

the worker must face the intellectual bar-

renness of his life. Through no fault of

his own he is poorly fitted for the role he

is now called on to play. He is unedu-

cated, unimaginative, unequipped to cre-

ate the values in life which an industrial

democracy will require in order to survive

the dreary hours of monotonous machine

work, however shortened and however

highly paid, and the increased hours of

leisure. Failing a solution for his over-

plus of vitality and for the unemployment

of his higher faculties, he will be thrown

back on rebellion as release for his un-

functioning energy.

The supreme need of English labor is

wise leadership. That leadership will not

allow this new energy, released by better

wages and shortened hours, to spend itself

in strife and rebellion. The tragedy of

the labor movement has been that its lead-

ers have often been sucked up by the Gov-

ernment, becoming official investigators,

parliamentarians, committee-men. Or the

skilled intelligent worker has passed over

into the ranks of the employer. The suc-

cession of lost leaders lias quenched the

enthusiasm of the mass of the people, less-

ened their power of vision, and made

them cynical of lifting themselves to a
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full, free life. If the shoulders of the

people are used b}' their most vital repre-

sentatives only to be climbed upon into

positions of individual prestige, the people

themselves will be little bettered by gen-

erating men of power. The labor leader

must find his career inside his class. He
must forego the easy advantages of a thou-

sand-pound government salary. There

are few wise leaders to-day inside the

ranks of the workers.

As the result, the immediately practical

next steps in the social revolution are

clearly seen, but the creative readjust-

ment that will make England into a free,

liberal community is not seen. The
worker is about to share control of his

working conditions with the "manage-

ment." His hours will be shortened, his

wages will be increased,— the increase has

already reached about one third of the in-

dustrial population,— he will have a voice

in workshop conditions, his physical en-

vironment in his leisure hours will be

ameliorated. His house will be situated

in a decent community, with space around

it for flowers and home gardening. Vo-

cational training will be given to his chil-

dren. This will come by a series of ex-

perimental measures, beginning with part-

time employment in industry for those be-

tween the ages of fourteen and eighteen.

But a greater reconstruction than all

this journeyman's work is needed. If the

workers are able to develop leaders and to

retain them, that leadership will concern

itself in part with the cultural life of the

people. There is no great future for la-

bor except through education. The Amer-

ican film, the public house, the ha'penny

newspaper, and professional foot-ball are

not sufficient of themselves to make a new
world. If English labor contents itself

with gains in the mechanic and physical

conditions of life, the form of solution

will crystallize into its own kind of neo-

Toryism. The same meaningless materi-

alism will continue to sterilize and wither

the minds of men. Now the minds of offi-

cials and experts, workers and employers,

are malleable, now the national conscious-

ness has been melted into hot and fluid

form. Now is the time to shape and fuse

that molten mass.

"We are going around to-day with a

different brain under our cap from the

brain we carried three years ago," a lead-

ing official of the Amalgamated Society

of Engineers said to nie.

This is true of him and his fellow-

workers, true of the politicians, and true

of the employers. Before that brain cools

to a new case-bound orthodoxy it must

come to grips with larger principles of so-

cial reconstruction than any it has been

dealing with in trades-union regulations.

There is no discharge in this war. We
need a new community, eager and unsatis-

fied, aiming after a nobility of life of

which the modern world has had no vi-

sion. Let labor look to its task. Time
presses. In five years England will have

cooled down, and the impulse of the war,

throwing old values into the furnace, will

have spent itself. Men will reproduce

the old world, with its barrenness of ma-
terialism, its hunt after cheap amusements,

its immense mediocrity, its spiritual dead-

ness, its nervous restlessness, its suppres-

sions of vitality, and its explosions of re-

bellion, the same old round of dirty little

intrigue, because there will be no great

purpose to which life is directed, no crea-

tive dream of the people.

And in command of the community
will be the same old gang of clever poli-

ticians feeding out materialistic catch-

words of "Peace and prosperity," the

adroit editors ministering to sensation as

a substitute for creative activity. If the

workers dodge and postpone this funda-

mental point in their emancipation, they

will give us a world little better than the

Victorian mess. They will give us some-

thing very like a prosperous American in-

dustrial city such as Detroit. The privi-

leged class, with its neat formuht of re-

stricted education and established church,

has long lost its control of the community.

The brief reign of the captains of indus-

try, contributing no ideas on ethics and

social relationship, ended in August of

19 1 4. Now comes the worker. Let him

better the management of life. Patient,
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kindly, slow, very loyal to the man and

the cause in which he believes, the Eng-

lish worker is the greatest democratic

force in the world. For our own salva-

tion we must call on him to use his brain.

He allowed the first industrial revolution

to swing in on top of him in its meanest

and most sordid form. Now that he takes

control of the second industrial revolu-

tion, he must not try to compress human-

ity into narrower terms than those which

the innumerable varieties of the human
spirit have always demanded. The mas-

ters of industry tried this, and wrecked

their world.

Into the forefront of their immediate

program of action the workers must put

the demand for an abolition of child labor

and for the creation of a general, full-time

elementary schooling up to the age of six-

teen years. There must be secondary and

continuation schools for all promising pu-

pils up to the age of eighteen. There

must be a larger number of universities,

and a democratization of all the universi-

ties. The best men among the workers

must be as thoroughly equipped in mod-

ern science, economics, and sociology as

the governing class used to be in the hu-

manities. The hope of an enlightened

democracy lies in the general extension of

state education and in the expansion of

individual initiative in such experiments

for adults as the Workers' Educational

Association.

But the workers must insist that the

education shall not be limited to voca-

tional training, to science of research and

application, to the imparting of facts.

Education must give an interpretation of

life. It must construct and impart a sys-

tem of ethics fitted to our time. A living

wage is no answer to such a tangle as that

of sex ; it is no answer to the concerns of

empire and the treatment of the colored

races. These are ethical matters, demand-
ing hard thinking and new interpretations

of old values. There are a dozen prob-

lems clamoring for an answer, and on no

one of them is there an adequate body of

recorded facts, with the tendencies de-

duced from them. Apparently, everything
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is to be solved by plunging boldly into

activity and letting results come. What
one feels the absence of in the labor move-

ment is fundamental brain-work. Here

are new processes being developed, new
areas opened, a revolutionary shifting of

the directive control of the modern world

from the little historic group of captains

to the vast army of the people themselves

;

and yet there is no realization that so

mighty a transfer of forces calls for a

philosophy and ethics of its own. If the

workers fail us in this, the patient old-

time spirit will brush aside their little

artificial structure like an empty shell and

begin building again.

The whole range of moral problems

has been left out of the reckoning.

Changed conditions have resulted in an

entire alteration of human relationship

;

but no one has stated the new ethics that

will give guidance to the plain man's de-

sire for a free, human, liberal life and for

an answer to the meaning of life. The
cry of Dostoyevsky still lifts itself in our

night: "Surely I have n't suffered simply

that I, my crimes, and my sufferings may
manure the soil of the future harmony for

somebody else. I want to be there when
every one suddenly understands what it

has all been for. All the religions of the

world are built on this longing, and I am
a believer."

What interpretation of modern life

have we had ? Not one. Frederick Tay-

lor tells us to bind every thrust of the

hand, every throb of the brain, into an

iron scheme of regularity; Tolstoy tells

us to jump out of the system altogether.

But neither they nor our other literary

and scientific prophets have faced all the

facts resolutely and thought their way
through to a synthesis. Neither peasant

mysticism nor scientific management will

put greatness into the lives that ninety out

of every hundred obscure persons must

live. We cannot hope for any saving

word from the clever manipulators who
cut the cost of production or from isolated

artists, high above the combat. The word

must come from the worker who, refusing

to be factory-bound, turns from his ma-
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chine after extracting a living wage and

becomes an interpreter for his fellows.

We wait for this word. It will be a

word made flesh, and it will dwell among

us. It will not utter itself in handicraft

communities or on the lonely farm. It

will neither flinch from the immutable

economic basis of life or try to feed the

human spirit on applied science and novel

devices of speeding-up alone. It will be

a word of faith.

Modern essayists write retrospectively

of the "age of faith" as if faith was pos-

sible only among naive men in an age of

mental darkness. But faith is the product

of a vitality that is fully expressed. It

has therefore always been the possession

of vital and efifectual men, and is found

alike in Cromwell and Walt Whitman.

It is as inevitably the sanction of whole-

some living as joy is the accompaniment

and sanction of the creative impulse in

love and art. It is not a blind belief in

what is not true. Faith is the expression

of a belief in life. The last century has

been faithless not because it was dynamic

and enlightened, but because it was dark-

ened and weary. Democracy, with all its

striving, has produced thus far only three

men of genius, JMazzini, Lincoln, and

Walt Whitman, and one of them said:

Give me, give him or her I love this

quenchless faith.

Is it a dream?

Nay, but the lack of it the dream,

And failing it life's lore and weahh a

dream.

And all the world a dream.

We moderns have side-stepped these

fundamental questions of a spiritual basis

for existence because they troubled our

surface life. Meanwhile we heaped up

the immeasurable inner forces of unan-

swered desires, unexpended spiritual vital-

ity, and frustrated impulses until they

finally came roaring through and over-

swept Europe.

There was a time when religion an-

sw^ered this need of the race for a vital

expression. It still answ'ers the need of

a part of the community. There are lib-

eral tendencies inside the church making

for a faith which does not offend men's

intellects and does not preach submission

and renunciation. A small, but influen-

tial, group of workers still govern their

lives by religious faith. But religion in

any organized form, in any terms that are

concrete and susceptible of measurement

and analysis, has ceased to exist for the

mass of the people. The old religious

penalties and sanctions have been under-

mined by modern thought. Our new,

vague social consciousness has failed as yet

to develop any stringent system of ethics

of its own, any code of relationship which

is binding. In labor a class war, in sex a

medieval suppression, were the extent of

present-day vision up to the hour of the

war. For many generations the life of

spiritual aspiration has been starved.

There is no longer any appeal made to it.

Our development is altogether in the di-

rection of a materialistic conception of

life, by legislation to conquer poverty, by

machinery to achieve happiness. It looks

on organization as the sole method of

progress, eflliciency as the end of being,

science as answering all the needs of the

human consciousness, and scientifically

directed force as the final master of hu-

man affairs. It is not that the young

or the poor go w-rong, but that we all

go wrong in our commercial civilization.

We all live for sensation, for a visible

standard of success in terms of sense-

pleasures. To make life easy, to escape

the old perils and hardships, the old disci-

plines and responsibilities, has become the

chief aim of the modern community.

England must make imperious demands

of the new democracy. We refuse to rest

satisfied with their improved housing,

easier transportation, better working con-

ditions. These are only the means to

worthy living. They do not deal with

the business of living itself. If the work-

ers of England can create a community

that "looks good," the example will be

irresistible, and civilization will respond

to it in every nation. It is only in the

creation of such communities, where the
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life of peace is a thing of joy, that we can

look for the end of wars. But in their

community they must find a place for the

life of the spirit, for faith, for the finer

values of nationality, for the rewards of

merit, energy, and initiative. Because in-

itiative in the old industrial serfdom only

bound them the tighter to the manage-

ment, they have practised "ca canny."

But when they take control, failure in

initiative will cut the tap-root and spinal

nerve of their productivity, their pros-

perity, and final well-being. They are

called on for a wholly other set of quali-

ties than those which they have developed

under the stresses of wage conflict. Every

situation now demands a different reaction

from the one produced when a profiteer-

ing employer pulled the strings. Every

new invention, every automatic machine,

every shortened process, every device for

directing muscular force that will cut the

cost of production, is working for their

benefit. But their newly used initiative

must carry further than the workshop.

It must wreak itself on the community,

and devise a wisdom of life, fulfilling the

inextinguishable longing of the human
heart, which has gone unanswered in re-

cent years till it found its answer in world

war.

Unquestionably in the last fifty years

the labor movement, reacting vigorously

against the defenses of privilege projected,

often unconsciously, by organized religion

and class education, has made a drive

against the life of the mind and the life

of the spirit. Itself a vital movement,

fighting for freedom and justice, it has

included among its enemies forces which

are themselves the very source of freedom

and justice. It has done this because

these forces had created institutions, such

as the established church and the great

universities, which had lagged in the

movement toward continuing emancipa-

tion. But labor cannot carry on a war
with intelligence and spirituality without

in the end being burned up by their fine

violet ray. No philosophy of income will

survive against the higher demands of the

human spirit. Labor must be willing to

work with these victorious forces, not

against them. In scorning the free play

of intellect in the realms of art and pure

research, and in scorning the efforts of

the spirit to find an interpretation of life

leading to spiritual peace, the labor move-

ment has hardened and strengthened the

very materialism which is its own worst

enemy. If labor holds that it is too busy

with its immediate emancipation to trou-

ble with "theoretical considerations," it

will be in the position of an army which

allows itself to be outflanked and sur-

rounded because it is concentrated on a

drive at the center. This is the gravest

issue which labor faces. It has won its

fight for a decent standard of living and

for a measure of control in industry, but

it will certainly lose the future if it con-

tinues to regard the writer, artist, and

ethical teacher as parasites, and if it con-

tinues to see them as idlers who are living

indolently on the hard work of better

men. The labor movement is itself largely

the product of a few thinkers, uncon-

nected with organization, members of no

party. It will destroy its own sources of

supply and will become dried up if it dis-

courages fresh liberations inside its own
organism. Its one outlet into the future

is its capacity for throwing out experi-

ments in the creation of new varieties, like

a plant. It must distrust its own ortho-

doxy and status quo, its own accepted

formulae and popular teachers, as it dis-

trusts the utterances of bishops and class-

bound captains of industry. Only so will

it manifest a principle of vitality charged

with unfailing impulses. Falling short

in this, it will betray itself as only a sin-

gle unrelated, short-lived impulse, cloth-

ing itself in one more limited institution,

which will become its tomb. The worker

must not only tolerate radical interpreta-

tive thinking outside his own ranks; he

must welcome it among his fellows. The
initiative of his leisure hours must lead

out into regions of which he has been shy

and suspicious. He must develop his own
teachers and prophets and artists. The
men of Ghent had already done a little

of this inside their cooperative community.
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The English worker must be as glad of

his sculptor and his poet as he is of his

labor leader. By the creative use of his

leisure he will justif_v his control over the

coming age. In place of smart revues and

sentimental plays perhaps he will give us

drama, which has been an unused literary

form for three centuries, worthy of re-

vival.

For one hundred years the world has

been silent on the meaning of life. The
masters were busy with their new de-

vices to squeeze profits, and the workers

were too heavy with their toil to think at

all. But by these unseen moral compul-

sions, by the values we create, every free

act of our life is governed. Everything

we say and do is shot through with the

color and accent of our conception of life.

If life is "playing the game," what is

the game, and what are the rules? If life

consists in making good, what is the good

we are making, and what is the method

of the making? If life is noblesse oblige,

who are the elite, and what is the nature

of their obligation?

The Christian ethics, for instance, have

never been tried. Do the workers intend

to attempt them? Will they state them

for us in modern terms? What precisely

is our moral foundation to-day ? What is

the basis of our happiness and virtue?

The suppression of the human spirit,

the soul,— that congeries of impulse, de-

sires, and memories,— has gone on under

the industrial revolution with its applied

science, its emphasis on realism, and its

mechanical detail. How faintly the life

of industry has taken hold of the human
spirit was revealed by the great burst of

released force that broke through with the

war. The nations had been gathering

steam for several generations till they

blew the lid off. All the time that the

hands were busy in repetitive processes the

secret subconscious mind was generating

its own forces. Suddenly men saw a re-

lease from modern life, an escape from

the machine, and a substitute for the ma-

terialistic conception of existence, and

seven nations went out with faith in their

hearts. The workers themselves were

among the first to go not because they were

herded and conscripted, but because ad-

venture and change and faith had re-

turned to a very flat world. There came

an almost universal exultation that at last

there was something in which to believe,

something impersonal and vast on which

the primal forces of emotion could dis-

charge themselves. The old industrial

order received its sentence then ; but un-

less the new industrial democracy wins for

us a creative peace, it, too, is doomed. It

must give us an interpretation of life

which commends itself to our nobler fac-

ulties and not alone to our body needs, or

men will again turn themselves to killing

in order to escape the greensickness of

materialistic peace.
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IT had been a raw, blustering day, the

pines showing a white light where they

tipped beneath the wind that blew across

them. November had stripped the fields,

and over the whole landscape lay only the

high serenity of earth and sky.

Gabrielle Eaton, walking across the

great meadow, lifted her face to the sky.

She had come out from faculty meeting

tired and depressed and

longing for a breath of

air. The meeting had

droned through its three

interminable hours of

detail and bickering.

Little dried-up morsels

of men had argued and

plotted and counterplot-

ted over the mental and

spiritual food that should

be served out to vigor-

ous, growing girls. And
each had voted with a

thrifty eye to the ad-

vance of his own de- •

partment. The small

minority that cared for

education as a whole and

ject in its wider relations

outvoted. To-morrow, she knew, there

would be lobbying and small factions

at work for each other and for them-

selves, and next week would see the same

miserable travesty repeated. She lifted

her face again and breathed deep. How
was one to bear a life that choked and

stifled at every turn? For twelve years

she had been teaching girls, and each year

she came to feel less certain of what was
best for them, what to give, and what to

withhold. And Professor Harben's small,
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' Little dried-up morsels of me
liad argued and plotted

''

saw the sub-

had been far

round, intelligent face in spectacles, with

its pointed beard spearing at knowledge,

flashed before her. He had no doubts as

to what was best for the young. In his

flat, thin voice he had talked for half an

hour, explaining, elaborating, systematiz-

ing ways of educating girls. And at home,

Gabrielle knew, Mrs. Harben, small and

flat-chested, with the three little Harbens

about her, was trying to

I

make two thousand dol-

lars do the work of four

in the college commu-
nity.

And men whose busi-

ness enterprises affected

a continent and involved

millions intrusted the

care of their daughters,

the discipline and nur-

ture of their minds, the

training of their bodies,

to Professor Harbens

—

to men to whom in their

business they would have

hesitated to trust the

care of office buildings.

The long, low line of mountains to the

west beckoned her. She lifted a level gaze

to them. She was a tall, thin woman,

with dark eyes and flexible, curving lips

that seemed half ready to mock at herself,

and caught themselves in a little smile.

It was the smile that gave the face a sub-

tle beauty, something on-looking, forward-

reaching, not to be denied. Suppose she

gave up the work? She walked more

slowly. A letter in the pocket of her coat

brushed against her hand as it swung idly.

Suppose she gave up her work?

The light lessened and deepened. The
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mountains caught a glow above their blue-
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ness and became mysterious. The sky

h'fted itself, vaulting, and a single star

hung out above the meadow. She walked

slowly, looking down. Why could she

not respond, give up this vexing work, and

join hands with him for the rest of life?

There was no lack of fire in the letter

thrust carelessly into her pocket. It was

the letter of a man ardently in love.

Could she give up her work for John

Fairchild, take her place in the world with

a man already distinguished, administer

his house, receive his guests, and represent

him in the world, and be at last in a home

of her own? She threw back her head,

breathing in the clean-swept November

air.

So this was what they might come to—
all her dreams! What had forced her to

put the dream aside every time it strove

to shape itself in the form of some man
and held out its hand, beckoning her?

Now she was thirty-five, and life again

was holding out what it called reality to

her. "Come away from your dreams."

The flexible lips smiled ; then the light

filled her face, and she turned back, walk-

ing slowly, her skirt touching the tall

grass on each side and bending it a little

as she went.

He was coming next week, and he had

begged her not to answer the letter. He
wanted to look in her face, he had said.

The flexible lips mocked a little. Then
the smile flooded them, and her face was

beautiful again.

W^hat had life to give a woman who
would not love, who followed a dream!

Ah, but she did love. Her heart was

filled with the ache of it, a longing that

beat upon her and set her searching every

face for the life that was her right. Why
should it come to some women, and not to

her? She saw Mrs. Harben's thin-chested

little figure breasted to the fight, her

whole life devoted to Charles and the chil-

dren. And then suddenly, deep in ]\Irs.

Harben's eyes, she caught a glimpse of

something that startled her—something
akin to this force in herself that drove her,

stripped and desolate and searching.

So some women were false to it, as a

man might be false to the vision when he

turned aside to work for money? It was

not money that had tempted Mrs. Har-

ben. She smiled a little. But there were

other things that drew one aside— re-

spectability, convention, timidity, even

curiosity. Had she not known them all!

She had shrunk from a life of unfulfil-

ment almost with a fierce repulsion. Then
her dream had shimmered, and she had

followed it. And it had no shape or color

or name; only the forward walk into the

dark.

The college buildings came in sight,

crude, ugly in line, built for use— to shel-

ter the spirits of growing girls! Almost

terrified, she gazed up at them. The
tower clock struck six, and she quickened

her steps.

When she entered the dining-room a

little later the evening hubbub was in full

swing: plates clattered, voices rose above

the clashing of knives and the rattle of

forks, and over and under it all rose and

swelled a crude, unshaped soul taking its

food. As she slipped quietly to her place

at the head of one of the long tables one

or two girls looked up and smiled. She

iiad not spoken, she seemed hardly to have

glanced down the long table; but a little

change had come to it. It was as if she

had gathered up a loose handful of threads

and held and steadied them. Her voice

'•She lifted a level gaze to them"
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could not have carried half the length of have ceased to exist,

the table had she spoken, but something

had invaded it, and traveled and touched

each chattering girl. The table seemed to

emerge from its shapelessness and

'She slipped quietly to her place"

and babble. All about it surged the cha-

otic murmur and push of voices and the

sound of dishes. It was hardly possible to

talk, to think. Three times a day, seven

times a week, one must give oneself in the

breaking of bread with them.

After dinner, when in the quiet of her

room she drew forward a round table to

the fire and arranged the drop-light, with

books at hand, and settled comfortably

into her deep chair before the fire, the

noise and clamor of college life seemed

shut away.

As she sat turning the leaves of her

book she was subtly aware of the room

about her, and happy in its quiet. The
room, glimmering in its shadow, had come

to express her as few women's homes can

express them. The pictures on the wall

were there because she had chosen them,

each for its place. And the rows upon

rows of books were not a conventional

library in any usual sense of the term.

Each was a phase of her life. Had she

suddenly been lifted from her deep chair

by the fire and transported to some other

world, she would still have remained in

the book-lined walls. Not till they had

been torn apart, distributed one by one

into other hands, would Gabrielle Eaton

The books were her

outer shell, her protection and defense

against encroachment. And within them

she dwelt, with her drop-light and easy-

chair and the scattered pieces of furniture,

each old and precious, and gleaming bits

of brass and biting green of bronze and

little pieces of rare earthenware. She

had an artist's delight in these things, and

the connoisseur's eye. All that was spuri-

ous had been rejected long since. The
portiere that shut off the narrow bedroom

just beyond was of Persian weaving; its

soft folds drew and held the eye. On the

wall across from the fireplace a Floren-

tine mirror caught the flames, and re-

flected them from its surface and its bur-

nished frame. Everything was perfect of

its kind and beautiful. The whole room

expressed and surrounded and comforted

her, and the fire purred a little on the

wide hearth. Alone, within these four

walls, she was herself. And this was the

extent of her kingdom— four walls

square! Her book fell to her lap. Her
eyes studied the flame.

All the unrest of life seemed crushing

in on her, invading the quiet room. The
books on the table beside her were sud-

denly trivial. She turned to them idly.

Butler's "Life and Habit"—how fasci-

nated she had been when she glanced into

it in the book-shop ! She gave the book a

little push aside with her finger. And
Lowes Dickinson on the war, and Bin-

yon, and Bennett's new novel, and Wells's

last essays, and Tagore. She pushed them

all aside and leaned her head on her hand,

looking into the fire.

It seemed suddenly a makeshift, this

life and the beautiful room, and all the

eager choosing and seeking for right shape

and color. It moved away in perspective

to something small and trivial. The let-

ter that had been taken from her coat-

pocket lay on the table by the drop-light.

She picked it up and opened it and spread

it on her lap. smoothing it with thought-

ful fingers.

Then she took it up and read it through

froin beginning to end. It was a long let-

ter, and all the light of the fire seemed to
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in the face under the newed by it, was her life, as narrow as the

now and

a closelv

and

and

gather and play

shading hand that stirred only

then to reach down and turn

written sheet.

A sound in the hall startled her,

she glanced up hastily at the clock

slipped the letter into its envelop.

A knock had sounded on the door.

There was a murmur of voices and laugh-

ing, drifting sounds along the hall.

"Come in!"

Her voice had a welcoming sound, and

the group of girls in the open door came

forward as if the room with the woman
sitting by the fire, her hands folded in her

lap, were a wonted and happy place.

They grouped about her, on chairs or

cushions, or on the floor by the fire, all

centering toward her with unconscious

ease. Sometimes in the physicist's labora-

tory a magnet will make pretty patterns

of the bits of steel it passes over. The
book-lined walls seemed to have lost their

almost repellent orderliness, and the sub-

dued Oriental coloring, touched with the

orange or vivid green or scarlet of sweat-

ers and scarfs in the firelight, woke from

its age-long quiet. Even the Persian por-

tiere seemed to stir slightly in the little

movement of life and color and laughter.

The voices settled into quiet discussion

;

other voices joined them, and the group

about the fire, broken only by the coming

and going, narrowed a little as the evening

went by. Except that they centered al-

ways toward Gabrielle Eaton, it might

have been difficult at times to guess from

the talk that she was the older, domina-

ting personality among them. There was

an equality, a sense of outreaching in her

mind as in theirs. For all of them the fu-

ture held a secret. They bent their heads

to catch the whisper of it, or lifted their

faces as it seemed to pass them swiftly by.

It was the rare comradeship that seems

to exist only where men or women are

sequestered for some chosen aim. And
this, too, was a perfect thing of its kind.

No more beautiful friendship could be

imagined than these young girls gave to

Gabrielle Eaton. To enter into this com-

panionship, to understand it and be re-

walls of her room, but as fresh and spring-

ing as youth itself.

It was not till they had all gone and

the clock had struck its late hour that her

fingers, dropping to a fold in the chair,

touched the letter.

She drew it out and held it a moment
thoughtfully in her fingers. Then she

bent forward and laid it on the fire, and

the flame blackened the edge and ran up

eagerly and engulfed it.

She watched it burn to a char. She

would wait till she saw him.

At first he had seemed arrogant, a

insistent. They had gone for a long

little

walk

across the meadows, and he had pointed

out all he should be able to do for her.

He could make life beautiful and care-

free. And at last he had begged her, al-

most humbly, to accept what he could give

her. She was a little touched. She knew

he was not accustomed to asking favors of

any one. It was probably years since John

Fairchild had asked any man or woman to

do a favor for him. He was accustomed

to granting favors. He was a little awk-

ward about it, almost like a boy, and slow

to take in her refusal when she tried to

of her hook'

explain to him how she felt. At the end

he had refused to go away as an ordinary

polite suitor would have done after dis-

missal. He assured her he was not an

ordinary suitor or a polite one. He had
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known her ever since they were children

together. He should stay on as a neighbor,

not as a rejected suitor. So she had ac-

quiesced with a smile, and had ordered

dinner for them in her sitting-room. The
thought of taking him into the din of

dishes and voices that made up the college

dining-room was not to be contemplated.

The little maid set out the table before

the fire and laid the cloth and brought in

the tray and disappeared ; and Gabrielle

Eaton found herself facing her suitor

across the table with a curious sense of

domestic intimacy she had not counted on.

She had put out a sign that would pre-

vent their being disturbed for the half-

hour he might stay. She had assured her-

self it could not be longer than half an

hour. She counted on his being safely out

of the way before her girls came for the

evening talk by the fire.

She was aware of a desire to free the

room of his presence. There was some-

thing disturbing in the big man who sat

so easily opposite her, looking apprecia-

tively about the room, at the book-lined

walls and the bits of soft color and the

"They had gone for a long walk"

great dish of roses in the center of the

table. He moved a hand to them.

"Wonderful color!" he said.

"Yes; one of my girls brought them.

They are really too many for this small

table." She looked at them critically.

"If you don't mind my getting up?"

He nodded with amused glance.

She brought a slender, clear-glass vase

and selected a single rose, half-blown and

firm-stemmed, and set it in the middle of

the table. The great bowl was removed

to the side of the room.

Her eyes studied the effect happily— the

single flower in its straight glass.

Suddenly she glanced at him with a

half-embarrassed smile.

"I know you think I am silly to care

about a little thing like that."

"Why should n't you care? The world

is made up of little things." He spoke

with a serene common sense, the tolerance

of a man who allows for foibles, and she

felt he had not a glimmer of understand-

ing of the feeling that had urged her. He
accepted the change courteously, as he

would accept anything she chose to do

;

but he would never know the fierce insist-

ence for perfection that had driven her to

it, that drove her always. He liked her

room, she knew. She had noted the quiet

glance he threw about him as he came in.

But he could never comprehend the se-

vere, almost religious zeal that had gone

to make it what it was, so perfect that

not a line could be altered without mar-

ring it. Sometimes, it is true, there were

even now days of upheaval ; but they had

become rare. Almost the only things that

changed from day to day were the flowers

her girls sent her, or a parcel of new books

from the shop; and even these must keep

their place for the beauty of the whole.

All this played like an undercurrent

beneath the surface of talk. She was

subtly aware of a force stirring in her

room. Something seemed to break and

give a little, and she found herself looking

anxiously behind her. All her familiar

treasures were safe in place.

They talked of life in Dalton, the home

town where they had grown up together,

and of acquaintances and friends; and the

little maid reappeared and carried away

the great tray; and still John Fairchild

had made no move to go.

Voices were sounding in the hall; they

paused outside her door, and came softly

through the closed panels.

"She 's engaged ! What a shame
!"

Then the voices drifted away, and John
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Fairchild's eye twinkled a little. His fin-

gers had barely touched the end of the

cigar that rested in his waistcoat pocket.

He glanced about him with a little shake

Selected a single rose'

of the head and settled more comfortably

in his chair.

Her quick glance noted the movement

with a look of surprise. He was evidently

expecting to stay! But the quiet restful-

ness in his face touched some chord in her,

and she moved the drop-light a little and

took up the knitting that lay beside it.

"Would you like to smoke?" she asked

casually.

"Here?" He cast a humorous glance

behind him, and she smiled.

"It is permitted," she said dryly.

"Gracious lady!" He leaned forward

with a match to the hearth, and the smoke

from his lighted cigar drifted slowly up.

It touched the books, brushing care-

lessly along the leather bindings and ob-

scuring gilt letters and titles; it circled

about Gabrielle Eaton and even seemed

to tangle itself in the needles and the light

wool that played about them in the fire-

light ; and mounting to the ceiling, it grew

tenuous and disappeared.

And John Fairchild watched it with a

quiet smile.

The drop-light shadowed her face ; but

the firelight was playing on it as it bent

above her needles.

Presently she looked up.

He nodded quietly.

"I should like to take 3'ou away from

it all," he said.

"From this!" She made a quick move-

ment, almost a gesture of protection, to-

ward the room. "I thought we had set-

tled all that." She spoke a little stiffly.

"No,"— he removed his cigar and

looked thoughtfully at the tip,
—"we did

n't settle everything, did we?"

"But you understood—" She lifted a

swift look to him.

"I understood, yes. You will not marry

me."

The fire blazed suddenly, and a crash

of sparks went scurrying up the chimney.

She leaned forward to adjust the sticks.

It surprised her to see that her hand,

reaching to the tongs, was trembling.

"Let me do it," he said.

She relinquished the tongs, and he re-

placed the wood, busying himself with

building a skilful pyre of sticks through

which the flames played. He kept the

tongs in his hands, bending forward to

the hearth, his back a little turned.

"I meant what I said," he remarked

quietlv.

"When?"
"Just now. I want to get you out of

this.''

fuUv

He was studying the fire thought-

'"She 's engaged! What a shame! '"

Her work dropped to her lap.

"What do you mean, John?"

"I don't see why I have left you here

so long," he said impatiently.
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She stared her surprise, and a little fear

of him had come into her look.

The man's strong face had turned and

was watching her. Then he seemed to

put himself and his wishes aside.

"Do you like it? Do you like all this?"

What
if Tou

He waved his hand at the self-contained

room, and the gesture seemed to include

the campus and the college world outside.

''Do j'ou like it?" he -demanded. "Does

it satisfy you ?"

She shook her head with a smile. Some-

thing that had frightened her for a mo-

ment in his face had disappeared.

"No, I don't like it— altogether ; but I

do not know anything I should like bet-

ter."

"Think!" he said. "Be a sport!

would you choose, in all the world

could have it?"

She leaned forward.

"In all the world!" she repeated softly

He nodded.

"Would you like to travel?"

"Travel? No." She

brushed it aside.

"Well, then, what?

You won't marry me,

nor any man, I suppose."

He was watching her

face. "What is it you

want?"

She moved vaguely.

"Why should I tell

you ?" she murmured.

"Because I love you,"

he retorted in a matter-

of-fact tone.

She flushed slightly.

"That is n't a rea-

son."

Again the voices hov-

ered outside her door,

with a sound of protest,

and moved away.

"You don't even have

an evening you can call your own
motioned to the closed door.

Her lips parted.

"You don't understand."

"I am trying to."

"Thev are all that makes it endurable
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She motioned to the door. "When I think

of them it seems worth while. You could

never guess the waste there is in a place

like this— the wicked waste of it!" She

caught her breath.

"Tell me," he said gently.

And while she told him he listened with

close attention, smoking thoughtfully.

And his thought ran ahead and seemed to

meet her at every turn. His comprehen-

sion startled her.

"You do understand !" she cried.

"I understand business. I know when
a plant is behind the times," he said dryly.

"And there is nothing I can do, so I

live with my girls. That at least is worth

while—what I give and receive from

them."

They were silent a little.

"You might start one of your own," he

suggested.

"One what?"

"College."

She laughed shortl)'.

"Why not? I will

Bending forward to the heartl

his back a little turned"

H(

finance it. If I cannot

have you, my money is

of no particular value.

All you can do with

money is to buy pictures

or endow a hospital or a

college. I 'd rather en-

dow you."

She gazed at the

vision a minute. Then
she shook her head.

"It would n't be fair."

"Oh, I am not alto-

gether unselfish."

She cast a swift look

at him.

"You would make

"Don't most million-

aires make terms?"

"Yes, unless they 're

dead. Sometimes they do even then," she

said regretfully.

"I '11 make only one term. Tiis insti-

tution— "

She held up her hands, protesting.

"Well, school, college, whatever you
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choose to call it, must be located in Dal-

ton."

Her breath came with a cry of pleasure.

"But I should love that!"

"So should I. So that 's settled." He
beamed on her, and she felt strangely

shaken from the things about her. She

seemed to be gazing through some win-

dow into a serene bit of country where

through the trees a little river went its

glimmering vva3^

She turned and looked at the man across

the hearth.

"You really love me, don't you?" she

said wonderingly.

"I really do," he replied in a matter-

of-fact tone. "Have you thought out

your plans? Do jou know what you

want— buildings, laboratories, and all

that?"

She seemed still wrapped in the dream.

"I don't know— yes. I was reading

something the other day—" She got up

and crossed to a stand for a book. She

knew where it lay, and her hand reached

out to it, and paused. Her back was to

the man by the fire. But as she lifted her

ej-es to the Florentine mirror above the

stand she caught a glimpse of his face

turned to her. There was hunger in it,

and a look of quick suffering; all the busi-

nesslike indifference was swept away. She

stood for a moment staring at it. Then
her glance dropped to the book in her

hand, and she stood turning the leaves

idly. Wave after wave of unknown feel-

ing swept over her, lifting her, engulfing

her. The look in his face ! She longed to

take it in her hands and smooth it away

—

all the pain and repression in it. Not one

of her girls, with eager questing for life,

had stirred her as that glimpse of a man's

face in the mirror on her wall.

She turned slowly, and faced the suc-

cessful man of business.

She crossed to him quietly.

"This is the book," she said.

He reached out a hand for it.

With new eyes she saw that it was

not quite steady as it reached to her.

"You want something like this?" he

asked absently.
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"Oh, no, not in the least like it!" she

cried.

He looked up, surprised. She caught

herself.

"It was reading it that gave me an idea.

And when I went to get it just now I had

—another idea."

"Yes?" He was feeling absently in his

pocket for a pencil.

She watched his fingers nervously.

Only the memory
of the mirror held

her. She threw

out her hands a lit-

tle impatiently,

"I did n't know
you cared— like

that!" she said.

She crossed to

her chair and sat

down, facing him

almost sternly.

He stared at her.

Then he got up

and came over

slowly.

"What do you

mean, Gabrielle?"'Caught a glimpse

of his face" He seemed very

tall as she looked

up to him. She put up a hand.

"I 'd like a school of my own better

than this,"— she moved her hand a little,

—"but more than anything in the world

I want love." She said it swiftly under

her breath.

"But I—I— love you!" He was clearly

bewildered. He held himself in check.

"I love you," he repeated. "I have n't

done anything but tell you so for the last

month."

telling !" It was a little assent"Oh-
of scorn.

Again the swift look she had seen be-

fore swept his face, and she felt the grip

of his hands on her shoulders.

She winced a little. Then she smiled,

and the grip lightened.

"I am hurting you," he cried.

"Don't you know I want to be hurt?

What is life for?"

She reached up to his face and drew it
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down to her, and all the wontedness of

life seemed breaking up. She brushed a

swift hand across her eyes.

His own searched them, unbelieving.
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foolish!" She said it with a little restful

sigh.

"So you don't want your school?" His

face was turned to her.

"You—care

She nodded.

' he said under his breath,

A little smile came to her

eyes.

"You—slow— incomprehensible crea-

ture!" she murmured.

"I! Slow! Well!" He was looking

down at her with humorous eyes as he

drew her toward him.

"And I might never have known !" she

said softly. She glanced toward the mir-

ror on the wall. "Looking-glass, looking-

glass, that hangeth on the wall—"
"Whom in the wide world do you love

best of all?" he quoted slowly. "I used

to read it to 5'ou, Gabrielle, when we were

children."

She nodded.

"All children love it. I have been so

"Of course I want it—more than ever!

We will have it together. I need you for

it." A sudden thought touched her, and

she looked at him.

"Do 3'ou know, I think I have been im-

mensely selfish," she said slowly. "I have

not for one moment thought of anything

but myself and what / want!"

His answer was not perhaps what she

expected. He bent to her and kissed her.

Then his glance traveled about the per-

fect room and he smiled.

"Now 5'ou will be selfish for me," he

said. "I may not always be able to live

up to your selfishness; but I want it."

And all the perfect room seemed a little

shocked. But Gabrielle Eaton laughed

quietly.



Hands etching, by Sir Francis Seymour Haden

The Making of an Etching

By FRANK WEITENKAMPF

HERE can be

no doubt about

the quiet, but

steady, in-

crease of in-

terest in etch-

ing. This does

not mean, how-

ever, that all

people who
look at etch-

ings without

being awed or

bored, and with an appreciable amount of

pleasure, can give an intelligent answer to

the question, "What is an etching?" In

fact, an attitude frequently encountered

even among admirers of the art is that

of diffidence before the mysteries of pro-

cesses technical.

And yet, when these processes are ex-

plained in simple, straightforward man-
ner, the public shows an interest. The
exhibition illustrating the making of an

etching, held in the print gallery of the

New York Public Library, drew thou-

sands of visitors, many of whom had ap-

parently had little or no previous know-

ledge of the subject.

This interest in methods is not only

natural, but necessary. Appreciation of

etching must be based in part on know-

ledge of the manner of production. In

an art of any kind the medium— that is,

the tool with which and the material from

which a work of art is produced—must

inevitably leave its impress on the result.

Every medium has its limits and its possi-

bilities; the artist must respect the one

and avail himself to the full extent of his

power of the other. Bracquemond once

said that a work of graphic art must bear

on its face, undisguised, the characteristics

of the technic by which it was produced.

What wide diversity of expression can

be given to one and the same medium may
be seen in the case of etching by compar-

ing the work of such men as Rembrandt

and Jacque, Whistler and Bracquemond,

Haden and Ostade, Meryon and Buhot,

Breenberg and Brangwyn, Lalanne and

Jongkind, Lepere and Zorn. Each of the

two here coupled represent strong, some-

times antipodal, differences in method, in-
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An aquatint from Goya's " Cainicl

fluences, point of view, and subject; yet

all of them understood and expressed the

nature of the medium, and all worked

fundamentally with the same materials,

copperplate, etching-needle, and acid—
materials that have been essentially the

same for three centuries.

On one side of a polished copperplate

the etcher lays a thin coat of so-called

etching-ground, which may consist of

white wax, mastic, and asphaltum. This

is smoked over, and the design is drawn
on the plate thus prepared with a steel

point— the etching-needle. As this needle

pierces the ground and lays bare the cop-

per, the lines that it traces stand out
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brightly against the solid black of the

smoked surface, which, of course, was

smoked with that purpose in view. Thus
far the copper has simply been laid bare

wherever the point has passed, and noth-

ing has been done to create a printing sur-

face. That is the work of acid. The
plate, its back protected by a coat of var-

nish, is placed in an acid bath, and wher-

ever the copper is exposed the acid makes

its attack. Furthermore, since some por-

tions of tile picture are to appear darker

and stronger than others, the plate is taken

from the acid when the lightest lines of

the picture have been bitten into the cop-

perplate by the acid, and these parts are
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then covered with "stopping-out varnish,"

which prevents further action of the acid

at that point. The plate is then again

immersed in the acid, which continues to

the action of the acid during all the con-

secutive bitings.

When the work of the acid is finished,

the ground is cleaned off, ink is applied.

An etcher's studio

From Bosse's treatise on etching, 175S edition

act on such portions as are still unpro-

tected. The process can be repeated un-

til the last biting, which adds the finishing

touch to the portions which are to appear

darkest, and which have been subjected to

and the plate, with a sheet of paper laid

over it, is made to travel between the two

rollers of a copperplate press. The great

pressure draws the ink out of the lines

bitten into the copper and transfers it to

" Nocturne— Salute," by Whistler

There are very few lines, the ett'ect being produced by manipulation of the ink ( the surface of the plate



Whistler at the press

From a photograph taken about two years before his death

the paper. The ink thus lies on the sur-

face of the paper in ridges that, where the

lines have been very deeply bitten,— as in

Haden's "Calais Pier" or in some plates

of Turner's "Liber Studiorum,"— are of

a very appreciable thickness.

Novr, in • the process itself are to be

found the reasons why etching has served

preeminently as a means for original ex-

pression as a painter art. We speak of

"painter" or "original" etching, the direct

product of the artist's intent, as distin-

guished from reproductive etching, in

which the works of other artists are re-

produced by the etcher. The needle in
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the hand of the etcher plays freely over

the plate, and to the resultant freedom

and spontaneity is added the effect of the

irregular action of the acid, which adds a

further quivering vivacity to the line.

But the artist's possibilities extend even

to the inking. Before attempting to print,

the ink that has been applied to a plate

must obviously be removed from the sur-

face, leaving only that which has lodged

in the bitten lines that form the printing

medium. There is a difference, however,

in the manner of removing the ink. It

may be taken off cleanly, so that the lines

print almost as sharply as those of a name
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on a visiting-card, or more or less of a

film of ink may be left on the surface of

the plate between the lines. Furthermore

that film may be teased with rags, or the

rags may be used in retroussage, a pecu-

liar twist which lifts some of the ink out

of the lines and deposits it on the surface

of the plate, producing an unctuous rich-

ness.

How much inking and printing may
do for a plate one may see in an etching

like Wliistler's "Nocturne— Salute," in

which there is a mere skeleton of line-

work, about which ink is built up in an

effect which will naturally vary in the

different impressions.

The importance of the final step in the

production of an etching has naturally led



" Le repos," by Charles Jacque. l''iUh state

Between the first and the fifth states the herdsman has wandered about on the plate,

and the sheep have been changed into cattle

etchers to be their own printers. Whis-

tler was photographed at the press, and

many of his prints bear in pencil, after the

signature, the letters "imp."

The texture, quality, and color of the

paper used are also factors in printing.

Note, for example, the difference in effect

between an etching b\- Meryon printed on

white paper and one on the greenish paper

that he favored, or run through some

portfolios of the work of Buhot and mark

how he experimented with various kinds

of paper. Happy is the etcher who lights

on a supply of old hand-made paper, or

893
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One of Mary Cassatt's noted "mother and child" dry-points. The plate has been canceled

by drawing lines across them, so that no more impressions can be taken

on the special kind that fits the particular

case, as when Cadwallader Washburn
printed his old Buddhist priest on gray

paper taken froin the window of a Japan-

ese temple.

Printing, however, does not necessarily

indicate coinpletion of the plate. It inay

mean simply that the artist is proving his

work. An impression (trial proof) is
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taken to see how the work already accom-

plished appears in print. The plate is

then again coated with ground, though not

smoked, and the ground, being transparent,

permits the artist to make any desired

changes. This process, of course, can be

repeated as often as the artist desires. In

reproductive etching especially, "proofs"

and "states" of a plate are at times fairly
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numerous, as one may see by referring to

the work of Bracquemond or Waltner or

Kopping.

In this description of the etcher's art

reference has been made only to pure etch-

ing, with only such aid as manipulation in

printing may give. But there are various

auxiliary processes that have served etch-

ers, though usually only to a limited ex-

tent, to give an accent here or there.

For instance, the burin, the line-engrav-

er's tool, was used by Meryon, and the

roulette, a small, toothed wheel that pro-

duced a dotted line, shows its work in the

water of Whistler's "Doorway," while in

some of Heinrich Wolff's plates it is used

independently. When the ground has not

been properly laid, and gives way in spots

before the acid, "foul biting" results,

spoiling the plate by its dots. But applied

intentionally, it gives a sort of coarse spat-

ter-work effect at the desired places.

There are also various ways of rough-

ening the surface of the plate so that it

will print a tint. It may be rasped with

a flic, corroded with powdered sulphur,

rubbed with Scotch stone (as in Mrs. M.
N. Moran's "Twilight, Easthampton")

,

brushed with acid, passed through the

press with sandpaper laid upon it, the par-

ticles of sand being forced through the

ground and opening a way for the acid.

The most familiar tint method, however,

is aquatint. In that, minute particles of

a resinous substance are deposited on a

copperplate. When the plate is placed in

a bath the acid attacks it only between the

resinous particles. Aquatint, generally

used as an auxiliary in combination with

line etching, more rarely in its pure state,

may be studied in the works of Goya, For-

tuny, Klinger, Mielatz, and many others.

In color work it is also combined at times

with soft-ground etching. In this the

ground is mixed with tallow to make it

soft. On this is laid a piece of paper on

which the drawing is made with a pencil.

Wherever the pencil touches, the ground

adheres to the paper and comes off with it.

So, again, the copper is bared for the ac-

'J'he late William M. Chase etching a pen-drawing by Robert F. Blum, photographed
on a zinc plate, and etched, S. H. Horgan superintending the process
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tion of the acid, the lines in this case being

broken, as in a pencil-drawing on grained

paper. Finally there is dry-point, which

is not etching at all, but is often employed

in combination with etching. Dry-point

indicates drawing with a needle directly

on the copper, without any ground and

without the use of acid. The "point" in

this case penetrates the surface of the

copper, and, as it passes along, throws up

ridges along the lines, as the plow throws

up the earth along the furrow. These

ridges, known as "burr," catch much ink,

and print a rich, velvety black; but they

are soon crushed down in the press, so that

the plate yields only a comparatively small

number of good impressions.

Here are plenty of aids, then, for those

of experimentative bent, a characteristic

strong in Buhot, a veritable juggler with

processes, and in Guerard, but found also

in Fortuny, Bracquemond, and in our own

J. D. Smillie and Mielatz.

Etching, like all other media, has limits

that must be understood and respected. It

has characteristics that must be felt and

expressed. To realize what possibilities

lie in copper and needle and acid, one has

only to recall some of the characteristics

of various artistic individualities that have

found expression in this art, at once in-

cisive, suave, definite, and supple. There

rise before one the big simplicity of soul,

the warmth of human sympathy, that pul-

sate in the art of Rembrandt; the fas-

tidious selectiveness, the exquisite sense of

adjustment, peculiar to Whistler; the

haunting strangeness of Meryon's trans-

lation of Paris back into its past ; the

strong mastery with which Haden ex-

pressed his affection for the beauties of his

native land.

There are, too, the bucolic charm of

Jacque; the Gallic vivacity of Buhot; the

masterly versatility of Bracquemond; the

calm, smooth sureness of Lalanne; the dis-

creet color accentsofT.F. Simon; Jacque-

mart's revelation of the beauty of inani-

mate objects ; the power, seriousness, and

refinement of Legros; the beautiful truth-

fulness of Mary Cassatt's mother-and-

child pictures. There 's no need of keep-

ing on. He who looks may find oppor-

tunity. The field is wide and varied. The
intimacy of enjoyment of prints is inten-

sified by one's understanding of the artist

back of his work ; and a student of the

process is much helped toward such an

understanding by some knowledge of the

elements of technic.



Out of the Mist

By GEORGE T. MARSH

Illustration by Cliftbrd W. Ashley

WEEL, w'at you t'ink, Loup? De
Albanee onlee leetle piece now?

We do good job to male' for de sout'

shore, eh?"

With a whine the great slate-gray

husky in the bow turned his slant eyes

from the white wall of mist enveloping the

canoe to his master's face, as if in full

agreement with the change of course.

The west coast of James Bay lay blank-

eted with fog from the drifting ice-fields

far to the north. Early that morning,

when the mist blotted out the black ribbon

of spruce edging the coast behind the

marshes of the low shore, Gaspard La-

roque had swung his canoe in from the

deep water. For hours now he had been

feeling his way alongshore toward the

maze of channels through which the Al-

bany River reached the yellow waters of

the bay.

Fifteen miles of mud-flat, sand-spit, and

scrub-grown island marked the river's

mouth, and his goal, the Hudson's Bay

Company post, Fort Albany, lay on the

easternmost thoroughfare of the delta.

There waited the dusky wife and children

he had not seen since his trip down the

coast over the sea-ice at Christmas with

the dog that now worried at the scent of

the invisible flocks of geese that rose clam-

oring through the fog ahead of the boat.

Bought when a puppy from an east-coast

Eskimo at the Bear Islands, the husky had

been his sole companion through the lonely

moons of the winter before on the white

wastes of his subarctic trapping-grounds.

"Whish you, Loup! Here we go!"

Swinging the nose of the boat well off

the flat shore, the half-breed dropped to

his knees, placed a battered brass compass

on a bag in front of him, and, following

the wavering needle at his knee, started

straight out through the smother of mist

across the delta of the many-mouthed Al-

bany. Two, three hours passed, and still

the narrow Cree blade bit into the flat

surface of the bay as though driven by an

engine rather than by human thew and

sinew, when suddenly the husky lifted his

nose, repeatedly sucking in and expelling

the baffling air. Then with a whine he

suddenly sat up, throwing the canoe off its

bottom.

"W'at you do, Loup? You crazee?

Lie down!"

But the husky did not lie down. In-

stead, his black nostrils quivered in long

sniffs as he faintly sensed the strange odor

that the moisture in the heavy air almost

obliterated. Then the hairy throat of the

great dog swelled in a low rumble as he

strained against the bow brace, peering

into the impenetrable mist.

"Ah-hah!" chuckled the Cree, inter-

ested. "W'at you t'ink you smell, eh?

No goose mak' you so cross ; mus' be seal."

In answer the hair on the dog's back

lifted from ears to tail, and raising his

nose, he broke into a long howl, a warning

which his master knew full well meant

that from somewhere out of that wilder-

ness of mist human scent had drifted to

the husky's palpitating nostrils.

Again from the dog's throat rolled the

challenge of his wolfish forebears to the

hidden enemies, and out of the fog ahead

floated the answer of a human voice.

"Quey! Quey!" called the Cree in re-

ply, and ceased paddling.

Again the voice called from the fog;

again Laroque answered, and started pad-

dling slowly in the direction of the sound.

It was a canoe from IVIoose, he surmised,

bound for Fort Albany, and he was nearer

the south shore than he had reckoned.
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Then of a sudden out of the mist ahead

broke the black mass of a ship.

The paddle of the surprised half-breed

hung suspended over the water while the

dog bellowed his rage at the mysterious

thing looming through the fog. Clearly

it was not the small company steamer

from Moose Factory, which was not due

at Albany for a month, after the fur-

brigades had arrived from the up-river

posts, but one of the big ships.

Still, what was one of the company

ships from across the big water, which

never entered the treacherous mouths of

the Moose or the Albany, but unloaded at

Charlton Island, a hundred miles east, do-

ing here? Then it flashed across the

Cree's brain that the vessel had missed the

island in the thick weather and had run

clear to the Albany flats, where she had

anchored.

"Quey! Quey!" Laroque gave the Cree

salutation to the men at the rail of the

ship as he paddled alongside. "You goin'

travel up de Albanee?" he added, with a

grin. But there came no answer to his

question.

Shortly a gold-braided cap crowning

the bearded face of an officer appeared at

the rail, and a gruff voice derrianded

:

"Where are you from and where

bound?"

"I go to Albanee; been huntin' up de

wes' coast las' long snows," replied the

Cree, while the excited dog bared his

white fangs in a snarl at the strangers

peering down at the canoe.

"Keep your dog quiet!" the officer

rasped.

Gaspard spoke to the husky.

"Now make your boat fast to the lad-

der and come aboard."

After the long months he had spent

alone with his dog, the half-breed wel-

comed the opportunity for a chat and a

meal of ship's rations with the crew of

the vessel. Furthermore, she was out of

her course, in a dangerous position, close

in on the Albany shoals, and the captain

needed the information he could give him.

So lashing his canoe to the rope ladder

dropped over the side, Laroque clambered

aboard, followed by the yelps of his de-

serted dog.

Twice Laroque had seen ships of the

Hudson's Bay Company loading furs at

Charlton Island, but he knew at once

from the looks of the long deck-house and

the size of the vessel that she was not one

of these. A group of sailors, talking to-

gether in a strange tongue, eyed with

frank curiosity the swart trapper with

gaudy Hudson's Bay sash, skinning.-knife

at belt, and sealskin moccasins as he fol-

lowed one of the crew aft. At Charlton

Island the men of the company ships spoke

English and were friendly to Cree and

Eskimo, he thought. Surely there was

something queer about this ship.

On the after-deck three men in uniform

were conversing in low tones. As he ap-

proached the group, the restless eyes of

the Cree made out, behind the officers, two

long shapes covered with tarpaulin, which

failed to conceal their heavy metal stand-

ards rising from the deck-plates. What
could these things be, he wondered. No
Hudson's Bay ship carried such strange

gear on its after-deck.

The curious eyes of Laroque were sud-

denly shifted to the bearded officer who
had hailed him from the ship by the

abrupt question

:

"What 's your name?"

The domineering manner of the speaker

and the undisguised curiosity and amuse-

ment with which the others inspected the

half-breed, from fox-skin cap to mocca-

sins, stung the trapper's pride. He had

boarded this ship to render the captain a

service. The manner of these people was

not to his taste. His face set hard as his

small eyes met those of his questioner

when he answered

:

"Gaspard Laroque."

"You are an Indian?"

The tone of the oflficer brought the

blood leaping into the face of Laroque.

He, Gaspard Laroque, who held the rec-

ord for the bitter Fort Hope winter trail

from Albany, whose prowess as canoeman

and hunter was known from the Elkwan
barrens to Rupert House, was no sailor to

be treated like a dog.
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Squaring his wide shoulders, he flung

the thick hair from his eyes with a toss

of the head and said defiantly

:

"My fader was French; my moder

Cree. But I tell you somet'ing: eef de

win' rise from de nord or eas', dees boat

land on de beach lak dat," and leaning

forward, Laroque snapped his fingers in

the captain's face.

Choking with rage, the officer stood for

a moment inarticulate. Then shaking a

fist wildly, he loosed a torrent of unin-

telligible words at the half-breed, who

watched him coolly through narrowed

eyelids.

"Answer my questions promptly," the

big sailor finally managed to sputter in

English, "or I '11 have you—" Then re-

gaining his self-control, he continued in

calmer tone

:

"You say you are bound for Fort Al-

bany?"

The Cree nodded.

"How far do you think we are off the

mouth of the fiver?"

"You are ver' close ; onlee t'ree, four

mile'. Dees ees bad place for beeg boat,

ver' bad."

The reply had a decided effect on the

officers, who conversed for some time in

low tones; then the captain turned to La-

roque.

"You know the Albany River— the

channel up to the fort?"

The secret was out : this was not a com-

pany ship. These people were strangers

to James Bay or they would know that

the treacherous river channels were un-

navigable for big boats. But what busi-

ness could a strange craft have at Albany

— a craft manned by a crew speaking a

tongue unknown to the bay, with a cap-

tain who spoke English as no skipper of

company ship or Newfoundland whaler

spoke it ?

"De channel to de fort no good for

beeg boat," replied Laroque, his swart

features, stone-hard in their immobility,

masking the thoughts which harassed his

brain.

"How deep is the channel at low tide?"

"Onlee seex, eight feet ovair de bar.

No good for beeg boat," insisted the Cree,

searching the bearded face before him for

a glimmer of the purpose behind the ques-

tion.

At the reply the captain turned to the

men beside him, and spoke rapidly in the

alien tongue, while the restless eyes of

Gaspard Laroque swept deck and rigging,

to fall again upon the shrouded shapes ris-

ing from the after-deck which first had

baffled his curiosity. His inspection was
Interrupted by

:

"How far above the mouth of the river

is the fort?"

"Feefteen mile' dey call eet."

"How large is the garrison? How
many guns have they?"

Laroque shook his head, but he was
thinking hard.

"Do 3'ou understand me?" Then the

officer articulated slowly as he added

:

"How many men are at the fort? How
many guns are there, and what size?"

For a fraction of a second the small eyes

of the Cree glowed with the light of a

dawning comprehension, but the bold fea-

tures remained set as if cut from rock.

It was clear now. This strange craft

meant danger to Fort Albany. She had

come into the bay for the furs at the posts

of the Hudson's Bay Company, and this

captain wanted to know how well those

furs were guarded.

Often, before the fire in his grand-

father's tepee, he had heard the old man
tell how long ago the French had sailed

into Hudson Bay and burned the fur-posts

of the English ; how once in these waters

the English had fought great sea-fights

with the French for the fur trade. But

that was many, many long snows ago, in

the time of his grandfather's grandfather.

For generations now the ancient foes had

been at peace. At Fort Albany, the

Christmas before, the factor had told him

that the French and the English had been

f^gliting side by side since summer, across

the big water, against a yellow-haired race

who wished to rule the world. But the

thunders of tiie (ireat War were heard but

faintly on the sliores of the far, subarctic

ba)'.
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"Answer me ! How many men are at

tlie fort?" fiercely demanded the officer,

glaring' into the face of the Cree.

The thought of the defenseless loved

ones waiting for his return at the little

unfortified fur-post, with its handful of

company men and red trappers, spurred

the active mind of Gaspard Laroque as

the flick of a whip on a raw harness sore

rouses a lagging husky. The French blood

of his father spoke in his answer.

"Ver' manee men. Beeg gun', petit gun',

all kin' gun' at de beeg fort at Albanee."

Then an inspiration led him to point to

the tarpaulin-covered shapes on the after-

deck that first had puzzled him. "Beeg,"

he cried ; "ver' much beeg dan dose gun'."

The faces of his audience palpably fell.

Calling two sailors, the captain ordered

the covering removed from one of the

guns. It was the first modern piece of

artillery Gaspard Laroque had seen,— the

obsolete cannon at Moose Factory were

relics of the Riel Rebellion,—but the fate

of Fort Albany was in his hands; so he

smiled derisively at the long steel barrel

and polished mountings of the four-inch

Krupp.

"Dat ees leetle pistol to dem beeg gun'

at de fort." He laughed, to the amaze-

ment of the officers of the German com-

merce-destroyer Elbe, then added : "An'

de men,"— the lips of the crafty Cree

moved as if he were making a mental cal-

culation,— "ah-hah!" he finally an-

noimced, "de men at de fort mus' be, las'

time I was dere, two, t'ree hunder."

The big German captain seized the arm

of the Cree.

"Three hundred men at the fort?" he

cried. "Impossible! What are thcA' there

for?"

The swart features of Laroque relaxed

in a wide grin at the discomfiture of his

enemy, but behind that grin his active

mind searched for a plausible answer. In

a flash he had it.

"Las' Chreesmas-tam dey hear ship com-

in' to de bay to tak' de fur dees summer.

Solger' travel from Canadawon de snow."

Gaspard marveled at the ease with which

he was playing the part.

It was interesting news for the officers

of the Elbe, and, from their scowling faces

and excited conversation, the Cree judged,

highly disconcerting.

The council of war continued for some

time; then the youngest of the group, a

smooth-faced boy of twenty-four, turned

to Laroque affably.

"You have a fine dog in your canoe.

We will hoist him aboard with vour

stuff."

It was a polite way of informing the

Cree that he was a prisoner; but it was

a relief to hear that his shagg\' comrade

was not to be abandoned. For next to

the wife and children at Albany Gaspard

Laroque loved the great dog down there

in the canoe worrying over the absence of

his master as he loved nothing on earth.

"T'anks," said Laroque, gratefully. "I

mak' heem good dog on ship."

The trapper followed the officer for-

ward to where the canoe lay alongside.

There was the husky, whimpering for the

return of the man who had deserted him.

"Whish 3^ou, Loup!" the Cree called

down, leaning over the rail.

The nose of the husky pointed upward

in a yelp of delight at the sound of the

beloved voice, his thick brush of a tail

switching furiously to and fro in an ecstasy

of welcome.

Calling some sailors, the lieutenant said

to the Cree:

"Go below and make your dog fast to

the tackle they lower; but remember, if

you attempt to escape, you are a dead

man."

Laroque dropped down the ladder to

the canoe, to meet the rough caresses of

two hairy paws and swift licks from a hot

tongue, while the rumble in the deep

throat of the husky voiced his joy at his

master's return.

As the nimble fingers of the Cree fash-

ioned a sling from the lowered ropes for

his protesting dog, his small eyes furtively

swept the rail above him. The muzzles

of a dozen rifles covered the canoe. To
make a break for the cover of the fog

would be suicide. They would get him

before he wet his paddle.
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Laroque first sent up his fur-pack and

bags, then made hfs husky fast to the low-

ered lines. Rubbing the slate-gray head

of the worried and perplexed dog, who
resented being trussed up in a harness of

rope, he gave the signal. Struggling to

free himself as he hung suspended, snarling

and snapping at his bonds, the infuriated

animal was hoisted to the ship's deck by

the men above.

Swiftly following by the ladder, La-

roque reached the rail to find pandemo-

nium loosed. There on the deck, sur-

rounded by shouting seamen, the mad-

dened husky rolled over and over with

two sailors in a tangle of arms, legs, and

rope, while his white fangs struck and

slashed right and left in a desperate effort

to fight himself clear.

Leaping from the rail, the Cree threw

himself upon his dog, and after a struggle

managed to separate the husky from his

tattered victims, who bled from slashes of

knife-like teeth in arm and leg, paying

dearly for their recklessness in laying

hands on a king husky from Ungava
whose dignity had been sorely outraged by

their roughness.

Clinging to the dog, whose blood boiled

with the fighting lust of a hundred wolfish

ancestors, the Cree waited with fear in

his heart for the verdict of the officer on

the conduct of his shaggy comrade. Surely

now they would shoot him or pitch him

overboard, he thought. But he looked up

with surprise into a smiling face.

"That 's a dog after my own heart,"

cried the young German, surveying with

admiring eyes the magnificent animal who,

held in the grip of his master, snarled de-

fiance at the group of murmuring sailors

well out of reach.

"De dog was scare' of de rope ; he weel

not bite dem now," urged Laroque in de-

fense of his friend, and bending over, he

poured into the pointed ears set flat on the

massive head of the dog soothing words

in Cree.

"Of course, when they hauled him on

deck, the sailors put their hands on him,

and he upset them like nine-pins. Lucky

for them he was n't loose," repfied the
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with joy.

"Cast ofif that sling and make him fast

to the ring-bolt there. He '11 cool off

soon. I 've Great Danes of my own at

home."

"How you come to dees countree?" the

Cree hazarded, for he knew the passage

through Hudson Straits at that time of

year to be a perilous one.

The German smiled.

"I don't wonder you 're surprised at

our being here," he answered. "It got

too hot for us in the north Atlantic. We
lost the English cruisers that were chasing

us in a Labrador fog. Then the captain

decided to come into Hudson Bay and do

a little fur business."

"You strike de ice in de straits?"

"Oh, yes ; we were in the floes two

weeks— nearly lost the ship. But we 're

here now, and are going to make the Eng-

lish pay for our coal in good fur."

Laroque made Loup fast with an inch

rope to the ring-bolt in the deck, and by

means of much rubbing of flattened ears

and back-scratching gradually soothed the

fret out of the dog. Then he ordered the

husky to guard the fur-pack and bags

placed beside him, for had Loup been left

alone without this responsibility, he would

have made short work of the rope with

his powerful fangs, and sought out his

master.

The Cree was then led to the captain's

cabin.

Since the first interview the manner of

the big German had undergone a surpris-

ing change. The half-breed was received

with marked cordiality. He accepted a

proffered cigar, but refused to take the

liquor pressed upon him. To the wily La-

roque the purpose of these men was too

evident. They confidently expected a half-

breed trapper to drink himself drunk at

the opportunity and betray the people of

the post, all unaware of the danger which

lurked so near in the fog ofi the river.

So overpowering a hatred of these

strangers momentarily possessed him that

it took all his self-command to keep his

hand off lu"s knife and then and there, in
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the narrow cabin, avenge this insult to his

manhood. But the knowledge that the

wit and daring of Gaspard Laroque alone

stood between the safety of the little set-

tlement at Albany and fire and pillage at

the hands of these sea-wolves brought him

to his senses.

Only the glitter in the deep-set e^es of

the Cree evidenced the fierce emotion that

had swayed him when the captain slapped

his empty glass down upon a table and

said

:

"You say they have new guns at Al-

bany. Are they mounted in earthworks

surrounding the post, or is it an old stone

fort?"

Laroque was stumped, but he caught at

the suggestion in the first part of the ques-

tion. He was playing the game through

to the bitter end, so he hazarded

:

"Oh, plentee new gun' in dirt-wall and

stone-wall. Strong place, dees Fort Al-

banee."

It was painfully evident from the sober

faces of his hearers that they were im-

pressed with the magnitude of the under-

taking before them.

For some time the officers debated in

their native tongue while the Cree smiled

inwardly at the consternation in the ene-

my's camp over the tale of a half-breed

they despised. Truly the factor, IVIac-

Gregor, would never recognize his log

buildings, with their frail dog-stockade,

from the description which the Germans
had drawn from their prisoner.

"Is the channel buoyed?" asked the

lieutenant at length.

Laroque was at a loss how to answer,

for the Germans were sure to find the

buoys when the fog lifted, unless a scheme

which had been forming in his mind

should somehow work out, a forlorn hope,

to be sure, and dependent on the fog hang-

ing a day or two longer.

"Sometam few buoy' ; but de channel

shif ev'ry year, and de buoy' no good den.

I don' know eef dey tak' buoy' up dees

year," he finally answered.

"Oh. T guess you will remember the

river well enough to take small-draft

boats up to the fort." The captain winked
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at the others and laughed loudly. And
the Cree's quick brain caught the meaning

only too well. They would put him at

the wheel of a launch, with a gun at his

head to refresh his memory of that shift-

ing Albany channel. Well, a man could

die but once. He would beach the launch

somewhere below the fort and take his

medicine, but he 'd carry one or two of

these yellow-haired fur-thieves with him
when he went. There was a chance that

they might be seen through the factor's

glasses and the warning not come too late

if the post Crees could get at the boat and

wipe out the crew. But if the launch

should get back to the ship with the in-

formation that there were no signs of guns

at the unfortified post, they would prob-

ably attack at once with the whole ship's

crew.

The council of war ceased, and La-

roque was asked

:

"Could men land below and approach

the post from the rear?"

This, most of all, was what the Cree

feared the Germans might do, for the peo-

ple at Albany would never know of their

coming until they emerged from the scrub

behind the post. The yelping of huskies

was so common at Albany that no atten-

tion would be paid to it.

"No," he answered; "beeg swamp seex

mile' long below Albanee."

Again the captain poured three fingers

of brandy into a glass.

"Come, now, you 're a good fellow."

he urged, offering the liquor to Laroque.

"The fog is wet ; a little drink will warm
you up."

Each of the officers filled a glass, wait-

ing for the Cree to take the one in the

captain's extended hand.

Gaspard Laroque grinned guilelessly

into the face of his would-be seducer.

"De water of fire eet mak' me sick."

With a grimace, he placed a sinewy hand

over his stomach.

The eyes of the Germans met in dubi-

ous glances. Here was a new breed of

barbarian, impervious to the seduction of

alcohol. It was astoimding, contrary to

all experience. Slowly the disgusted cap-
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tain returned the proffered brandy to the

table.

"Now, see here," he began, and, reach-

ing back into the drawer of his desk,

brought out a handful of gold coin, clink-

ing it in the Cree's impassive face. "You

tell me the truth and pilot the launches

up to the fort, and I '11 make you rich,

drop you anywhere you say on this

coast, and nobody will know you met

us. I '11 fill your canoe with guns, shells,

clothes, anything j^ou want. What is this

company to j'ou? You sweat, freeze, and

starve for your fur, and they cheat you

out of it. The Indian is the company's

dog. They barely keep you people from

starving so that you will hunt more fur.

Come, now, you play no tricks on us, and

we '11 fill your canoe from the ship's

stores."

The German sat back satisfied that his

appeal must have an effect on this in-

scrutable Indian.

Slowly the swart features of Gaspard

relaxed. His small eyes glittered as he

said, leaning forward eagerly:

"You geeve me all dees outfit, grub,

gun', blanket' if I show you de way up

river to Albanee ?"

"Yes, I '11 make you a rich man among
your people. No one will ever know.

When we 've got the fur at Albany, we '11

land you anywhere you say. But if you

lie to us,
— " the German, with a black

scowl, shook a huge fist In the Cree's face,

— "I '11 skin— well, you know what you '11

get."

"You fill de cano'?" asked Laroque, ig-

noring the threat.

"Yes."

"Ver' well, w'en you go?" he asked

quickly.

"When the weather clears a launch will

go up to reconnoiter."

"Ah-hah!" grinned Laroque. "I show
de way." And German and Cree wrung
each other's hands.

Laroque was assigned a bunk in the

forecastle, where he took his duffle-bag.

leaving the fur-pack on deck with Loup.
The crew left the dark-skinned barbarian

with the wicked-looking knife in his belt.

which had not been taken from him, se-

verely alone, though he met many an ugly

look from the sailors, who he knew itched

for a chance to wreak their vengeance on

the great dog who had roughly handled

two of their mates.

Although he was watched, for he was

never out of sight of a sailor, evidently the

orders were to treat the prisoner civilly.

Escape was impossible, for his canoe had

been slung on the deck-house, and to at-

tempt to reach the shore by swimming

would have been pure suicide. So he had

the freedom of the ship, for clearly his cap-

tors were desirous of his good-will.

The black night closed in on the an-

chored ship with no sign of the fog lift-

ing. Laroque obtained food from the gal-

ley, and fed his dog, fastened on the main-

deck amidships; then, lighting his pipe,

sat down on the fur-pack beside him.

Now and then a petty officer, giving the

tethered husky a wide berth, strolled by

to assure himself that the Cree had not dis-

solved into the murk.

When his vigorous puffing had turned

the pipe hot in his hand, Laroque took a

piece of wire from his pocket and thrust

one end into the bowl. For a space

he smoked hard while he toyed with the

head of the husky lying at his side. Often

the dog would open his punishing jaws

and close them gently on the hand of the

man, at the same time voicing undying

adoration in the low rumble in his deep

throat.

In a few minutes Laroque removed the

wire from his pipe, the end of which M'as

now red-hot. Then between his mocca-

sins he stretched on the deck a piece of

dressed caribou-hide a foot long by a few

inches in width. For a moment he lis-

tened for footsteps, then, striking a match,

held it close to the hide between his feet

and behind his dog's body while he burned

slowly into the skin with the hot end of

the wire a syllabic character of the Cree

tongue.

Pipe after pipe he smoked as he

crouched there in the dark on the deck

with his dog, for the wire soon cooled and

needed reheating. At the sound of foot-
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falls the Crec would snufF the match

out in his calloused hand and wait

until the sailor passed. Once the smooth-

faced lieutenant, whose watch it was,

stopped to chat with him about the North-

ern sled-dogs and his own Great Danes on

his father's place at home, but so thick

was the fog that the Cree did not deign

even to remove the wire which he was

heating in his pipe at the time.

So, slowly and with much patience,

Gaspard Laroque, working under the

kindly curtain of the thick night, was able

to cover the strip of hide with the phonetic

writing of the Cree. Then grunting into

the hairy ears of his friend, and with a

parting scratch of the ever-receptive back,

the trapper went to his bunk in the fore-

castle of the ship, which was vocal with

the snoring of strong men deep in sleep,

to dream of the burning of Fort Albany

by a shore party of Germans and the loss

of those he loved.

The following morning Gaspard La-

roque went on deck, to find the bay still

hidden by its pall of mist. No boat from

the ship would go out in that fog, and he

drew a deep breath of relief; for if the

mist held on the west coast one more day,

— and it looked like a regular July week

of thick weather,— these yellow-haired pi-

rates might yet be foiled of their prey by

a despised half-breed.

The uneventful day was drawing to its

close. Again they had had him in the

captain's cabin, and again he had refused

the brandy all but forced upon him, and

had drawn from his imagination a vivid

picture of the strength of Fort Albany in

guns and men. As to Moose and Rupert

House, he had not been there lately, he

told his eager audience, but had heard

that they had received reinforcements

from Canada and were equally prepared

for an attack from the sea.

Truly the stupidity of these strangers

was approached only by that of the porcu-

pine, he had whispered into Loup's- pointed

ears after the cross-questioning. The
fools had hardly a month to wait to get

the winter's hunt of all the James Bay

cpuntrv at Charlton Island, but they

seemed Ignorant of tlie cxistf.-nce of the

big depot.

The remainder of the day tlie Cree had

spent with his dog, feeding him in mid-

afternoon a double ration from the gal-

ley. Time and again he had sprung to

his feet from the fur-pack where he sat,

and spurred the animal into a fury of ex-

citement by speaking softly, pleadingly to

him in Cree. Over and over he had re-

peated the same words, and at each repe-

tition the husky had leaped to his feet

with a whine, ears forward, nerves on

edge, electrified ; and one of these often-

repeated words was the Cree for home.

That night the anchor-watch on the

Elbe drowsed at their posts. For an hour

the flood-tide had been sweeping past the

ship toward the Albany delta. So thick

hung the smother of mist that the single

lantern lighting the forecastle-hatchway

was drowned at thirty feet. Amidships

the husky lay curled, with his nose in his

bushy tail, beside the fur-pack.

Suddenly the animal straightened, lift-

ing his head to sniff the baffling air.

"Whish you, Loup!" came the whis-

pered words out of the blackness. The
dog sprang to his feet, ever>' muscle tense.

Murmuring in Cree followed. The tail

of the husky switched back and forth, but

the rising whine was stifled by a familiar

hand closing on his nose, while an arm of

his master encircled him.

Swiftly a collar of plaited caribou hide

was knotted on the husky's neck. At-

tached to the collar was a water-proof

pouch of sealskin containing the strip of

hide with this message in Cree characters

burned in with the wire the previous

night:

Yellow-beard ship off river-mouth. When
fog lift' they come in boats to steal fur,

burn post. I steer boat close in Whitefish

Point. Wait there. Good-by, wife, chil-

dren! The good God help you!

Gaspard Laroque.

To sever the rope which Loup had

chewed nearly through that afternoon was

a matter of seconds. Then the Cree, tak-

ing the massive head in his arms, whis-
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pered the words that had aroused the

husky during the day.

"Home!" he said.- "Go home, Loup!

Home! Out dere!"

Though the husky trembled with ex-

citement, every nerve alive, the intelligent

animal seemed to sense the necessity for

silence as the fingers of the Cree closed

again on his nostrils.

H( Home!" Laroque repeated

again and again, whispering the familiar

names of his wife and the four-year-old

boy with whom the dog had grown up

from puppyhood and whom next to his

master he loved above all others.

Then he lifted the excited Loup to the

rail, while his voice broke in a farewell,

"BojOj Loup! Home!" and sent the dog

he loved down into the black waters of

the bay.

The heavy body of the husky struck the

flat surface with a loud splash. To the

eager ears of the Cree, who hung over the

rail, peering into the blackness, came a

smothered whine of farewell as the dog

rose to the surface ; then silence.

Aroused by the noise, the sleepy watch

gave the alarm. Shots were fired blindly

into the mist. Half-wakened sailors tum-

bled out of the forecastle-hatch ; officers

hurried forward from the after-cabin.

From the bridge the search-light played

^around the ship against the impenetrable

wall of fog. But the dauntless cause of

the uproar, swept struggling past the

bilges by the strong current, had turned

with the tide, and was already straight-

ened out on his long journey for the

mouth of the Albany and home.

Meanwhile the Cree, who had glided

forward catlike, on moccasined feet, flat-

tened himself against the rail when the

first of the crew passed him, then, follow-

ing the hurrying men, showed himself to

a boatswain with a lantern, who led him

aft to an officer vainly demanding the

cause of the disturbance.

"I thought at first you had been foolish

enough to try to swim ashore," said the

young lieutenant. "I objected to putting

you under guard, so I 'm glad you 're

here."

"My husky chew de rope an' tak' to de

water," vouchsafed the Cree.

"Your dog? Too bad! He '11 never

reach shore in this fog."

The severed rope at the ring-bolt told

the story. It was evident that the husky

had taken French leave as the German
jokingly pointed out to the Cree. And
Laroque now knew that no one had seen

him steal out of the forecastle.

"I thought you said the dog would n't

leave your fur-pack."

"Weel, I guess he hungree for rabbit-

meat," replied Gaspard, lightly, but his

sick heart was out there in the black night

toward the Albany delta with his faithful

friend battling his way blindly home.

It was all a matter of luck, Laroque

told himself, as he lay in his bunk. He
had waited until the tide was running

hard before sending the dog off, and Loup
was too clever to fight the current; he

would swim with it. He had learned that

as a puppy. But, unable to see the shore

in the fog, he was more than likely to be

swept into the main channel of the river

and miss the flats to the north, where he

could find the beach. In clear weather

he would bet his life that the tireless Loup
would make the post by sunrise. Once
landed, the fifteen miles up the river shore

would be nothing to the best sled-dog on

the west coast. Loup would go directly

to the cabin, and Gaspard's wife would

see the pouch on the collar and take the

message to the factor. It all depended on

whether the husky in the scent-defying

fog could smell the shore and bush and

turn in instead of swimming blindly on

up-river with the tide until exhausted.

Then the Cree prayed to the Great Mas-

ter, whom the Oblat fathers at Albany

had taught him to reverence, for the life

of his dog and the safety of those he loved.

For another day the fog-bank hung on

the west coast ; but in the evening a fresh

northwest breeze followed the invisible

sunset, and shortly the stars were out.

The low islands of the Albany delta lay a

dark smear on the western horizon.

At daylight the Elbe was alive with ac-

tivity. An open launcli lay off her lee-
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ward beam with an evil-looking quick-

firer mounted on the bow. Other boats

still at their davits were being overhauled

and loaded with guns, ammunition, and

provisions. Laroque was given his break-

fast, then ordered to report to the captain

aft.

"You are to pilot a scouting-party in

the launch up the river. If you run the

boat aground or do not immediately obey

the orders of the officer in charge, you '11

be shot instantly. Any sign of trickery,

and you 're a dead man. If you serve us

well, I stand by my promise. You get

j'our canoe filled from the ship's stores and

a bag of gold."

As the officer snapped out the English

words in his German accent, the fingers

of the Cree itched for the handle of the

knife at his belt. His swart face went

still darker with the hate in his heart for

this yellow-beard whom he would split as

he split a dead caribou had they but stood

face to face, alone, on the beach.

In command of the first officer of the

Elbe, twenty men, armed with rifles,

crowded into the launch. The Cree was

glad that the friendly subaltern was not

detailed with the party. Laroque was

ordered to a post beside the wheel, handled

by a quartermaster. Close at his back

stood the lieutenant. Why, the Cree only

too well knew.

The run to the mouth of the Albany

was quickly made. As the launch entered

the river the heart of Gaspard Laroque

raced under the strain of uncertainty as

to what the next few miles would disclose,

for if Loup had reached the post, the

Crees would have lost no time in cutting

the channel-buoys, long spruce saplings

driven into the mud.

They rounded a sand-spit, and for miles

had a clear view of the river. Breathless,

the Cree leaned forward, shading his nar-

rowed eyes with his hand as he searched

for the first buoy marking the channel.

Quickly glancing from the east to the

west shore for the lob-stick ranges of

spruce fixing the position of the buoy, he

again looked up-stream. His heart

drummed in his chest. The sun-slare on

the water bothered his eyes, so once more
lie sought the lob-stick ranges. Again he

swept the locality where the sapling

should rise twenty feet above the water.

He sucked a great breath into his lungs

and expelled it, for he saw that the buoy
had been cut.

A thrill of pride swept Gaspard La-

roque. Loup, his Loup, had won through

out of the wilderness of that black night

to the shore and Albany. His shaggy

courier had fought his way home. The
post knew of the coming of the Germans.
The Cree turned coolly to the officer,

who held an automatic pistol pressed

against the small of the half-breed's back.

"I not see de buoy. One was dere."

He pointed in the general direction of the

channel.

"Never mind the buoys; you know the

channel. She draws only four feet. Take
her on up the river."

"Ver' weel. I can show de way, but I

lak' to see de buoy." Truly, he swore to

himself, he would show the way to these

men ; for with the buoys out of the way,

his course would not be questioned, and

the old buoy off Whitefish Point, six miles

above, was not so close to the shore by a

hundred yards as he would steer that

launch.

The tide was high, and there was little

chance of his grounding the small-draft

boat even on the flats, but as the Cree

with the pistol at his back directed the

course of the man at the wheel, he was
thinking harder than he ever had thought

in his life ; for one short hour would see

him a dead man or else— Well, it would

all be over soon.

On sped the launch past the low Al-

bany shores. Not a buoy broke the sur-

face of the wide river-mouth. The gun-

ners in the bow with the one-pounder

stood with eyes glued to their glasses.

Huddled in the cock-pit, aft of the gaso-

lene engine, the sailors sat in silence,

grasping their rifles.

As the swift craft put mile after mile

of the river behind her, the low scrub of

the shore gradually gave way to heavier

growth, and at last WTiitefish Point,
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thrusting its spruce-clad silhouette far

into the stream, opened up ahead.

Though the pulse of Gaspard Laroque

pounded like a dog-runner's, his grim fea-

tures gave no evidence of the tension un-

der which he labored. Only a mile now,

he thought.

The launch had covered half the dis-

tance when the Cree turned to the officer

at his back and pointed ahead.

"De channel swing een close to dat

point. Outside onlee t'ree, four feet wa-

ter." As he spoke, he stealthily shifted

his footing. The helmsman, ordered by

the officer, swung the launch inshore.

Shortly the Cree again protested

:

"We run on de flat. Channel ees een

shore."

Again the course of the boat was

changed.

As they neared the point, the straining

eyes of the half-breed were fixed on the

willow scrub covering the upper beach.

But suddenly his attention was attracted

to a line of barely perceptible ripples at

right angles to the channel, dead ahead.

"Ah-hah!" he breathed. "Nets!" and

every muscle in his body stiffened.

The launch was almost on the nets

when a gunner in the bow raised a shout

of warning. Like a flash the Cree dropped

to his knees, driving his knife into the body

of the officer, as the automatic exploded.

At the same instant the silence of the

shore was shattered by a volley from a

score of rifles in the willows. Again and

again, in quick succession, the thick bush

spat salvos of death on the doomed craft.

Its propeller fouled in the nets, the

launch swung helpless in the current with

its cargo of wounded and dead. At point-

blank range of fifty yards the Cree hunt-

ers and Hudson's Bay men had wasted no

shells.

Launching their hidden canoes, the

company men boarded the boat, to find

under the bodies of the dead officer and

the helmsman the insensible form of Gas-

pard Laroque with a bullet-hole in the

back.

They buried the dead on the beach,

and with the few wounded survivors of

the scouting party started for Albanj'.

Two days later his scouts reported to

^lacGregor, the factor, that the morning

following the ambush at Whitefish Point

a large launch, after twice grounding on

the flats at the river-mouth, had returned

to the Elbe, which had shortly raised an-

chor and steamed away to the north.

It was Christmas at Fort Albany. The
day previous the mail-team from Moose
had arrived with important despatches

from Ottawa. Assembled on the snow
before the log trade house, the post peo-

ple and the Crees in for the New-year

festivities faced the factor.

"Gaspard Laroque !" called the deep bass

of MacGregor. The half-breed stepped

forward from the crowd.

"In behalf of the Canadian Govern-

ment, I present you with the Military

Cross for conspicuous bravery," and the

factor pinned the bronze medal on the

embarrassed Gaspard's wide chest amid

the shouts of the Crees.

"Loup!" cried the factor. At the sound

of his name, the husky, unleashed by the

Cree's wife, trotted up to his master, ears

forward, tail in air, suspicious of the

strange proceedings.

While Laroque held the dog, Mac-
Gregor took from its wrappings a brass-

studded collar, from which hung a large

silver medal, and read the inscription

:

Presented by the Canadian Government

to Loup for distinguished conduct in carry-

ing by sea and land the message which saved

Fort Albany from the German raider Elbe,

July, 1915-

On the reverse side of the medal were

the words "For Valor."

Amid the yelping of the dogs and the

cheers of the people of Fort Albany, the

neck of the great husky was encircled with

the credentials of his nobility, and from

the factor's broad palm he received on his

shaggy shoulders the accolade of his

knighthood.



Mrs. Fiske Builds a Theater in Spain

A conversation renu-mbered by ALEXANDER WOOLECOTT

SO nomadic is the existence of the play-

ers that any one of them who has acted

for a generation in our theater has been

in nearly every town and city from Boston

to Frisco. Minnie Maddern Fiske, who

in her day traveled all the highways and

byways of this country. Speak of audi-

ences to her, and while jou in your pro-

vincial way are thinking of New York,

she is quite likely to be thinking of Ko-

iMis. Fiske

Frum a recent photograph by White Studio

made her debut without a speaking part komo or El Paso, of Calgary up in shivery

for the sufficient reason that at the time Alberta, or of Bisbee, too near the Mexi-

she had not yet learned to talk at all, has can border to be entirely happy in its

909
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mind. In all these art centers she has

played ; for that matter, she has played

the somber "Rosmersholm" in all of them.

Indeed, there are no nooks and corners of

America she has not explored, and pre-

cious few where you could be quite sure

of not finding her. Nevertheless, it was

a little surprising when, during a cross-

country tramp last summer through an

abandoned portion of Connecticut, I came

upon a morsel of a colonial farm-house

and found Mrs. Fiske surveying me with

considerable amusement from its morsel

of a veranda.

Here she was, in a pocket of the Nut-

meg hills, hiding from all the youngsters

who want to go on the stage and from all

the playwrights who feel sure her doubt

as to the value of their works is all that

stands between them and undying fame.

Here, beyond reach of the telephone and

the telegraph, she had retreated under an

assumed name, an outrageously German
name, although I doubt if the most in-

genuous yokel would really have mistaken

her for a gnddige Frau. The Irish and

the Welsh in her, the famous red hair,

and the lightning gestures— all these made
prodigious fun of that umlaut she had put

on for the summer. I was suffered to

stay to tea, and we were soon partaking

of it from an ancient table there on the

veranda— a veranda dappled by the sun-

light, which found its way down through

the foliage of a somewhat raffish elm that

seemed to be leaning nonchalantly on the

house. We had tea and a dish of her own
invention,—orange marmalade and cream,

—a confection of which she is even

prouder than of her production of "Sal-

vation Nell."

It was something more than forty-five

minutes from Broadway, but except for

the good air and the good quiet, Mrs.
Fiske was not really out of the theater.

Under her hat on the chair beside her

lay a published play that she had been

absorbing, and pretty soon we were talk-

ing of endowed theaters. It was in the

air. There were fairly audible whis-

pers in New York that certain rich men
who do for art in America what states

and cities do for it abroad were rallying

splendidly from the shock of the New
Theater's costly collapse and betraying a

certain restless desire to come forth and

endow the drama once more.

"If you had five millions?" I asked

curiously.

"Five millions?" Mrs. Fiske paused

with her cup in air and meditated. It

soon became apparent that it would take

her only a few moments to spend it.

"Well," she said, "I should give a million

to certain humanitarian cults. I should

turn over a million to Eva Booth to spend

among the poor she understands so well.

Of course I could easily spend the other

three million in one afternoon in helping

on the effort to make women see that one

of the most dreadful, shocking, dishearten-

ing sights in the world is just the sight of

a woman wearing furs. The three mil-

lion, I 'm afraid, would be a mere drop in

the bucket."

"But the theater," I protested weakly.

"Not a penny."

"Ah," I persisted with guile, "but sup-

pose you were made sole trustee of a fund

of five millions to be expended in the en-

dowment of a national theater." And
then, before she had time to embezzle this

unblushingly in behalf of her non-human

friends, I recalled as best I could the

project E. H. Sothern had sketched in the

book of his memory. This was his idea:

A national theater will continue to be a

dream until it is realized on the sane and

simple lines of supplying the standard classic

drama, Shaksperlan and others, to the poor

and uneducated at a nominal price. Three

million dollars would build a national thea-

ter in Washington. Endow it with an in-

come of an hundred thousand a year, and

enable It to produce a classic repertoire for

the benefit of the multitude at an admission

fee of from ten to fifty cents, the object be-

ing to plant broadcast an understanding and

love for the best In dramatic literature.

Mrs. Fiske's eyes twinkled mutinously.

"Broadcast?" she queried doubtfully,

and then cheering up, she went on: "It
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might refine the House of Representatives,

might n't it? But how would the}' dare

to call it a national theater?"

"Because we 're not really a nation

yet?" I asked, disconsolate at encounter-

ing this old difficulty so early in the after-

noon, the inevitable reflection on our ho-

mogeneity.

"No, I do not mean that. Let 's not

talk about the Civil War and California

and 'East is East' and all that. In a really

fine play the twain will meet. Perhaps

we are not settled enough yet to have a

theater of the nation, but we can have a

theater for the nation. Yet how would'

Mr. Sothern's project meet that test? I

suppose that most Frenchmen could get to

Paris once a year or so to the Comedie

Franqaise, and certainly a theater in the

Strand is within reach of all the people

in little England ; but neither the New^

Theater that was nor Mr. Sothern's

dream playhouse that is to be could be

called a national theater when most of

the people in the nation would never see

even the outside of it in all their days. The
national theater must go to them. Not a

resident company, but the play that moves

across the country and has its day in

El Paso as well as its month in New York
is the natural development, the natural

expression, of the American theater. Let

the founders of the national theater re-

member that it will be their task to send

not a pale carbon copy of a New York
success, but an absolutely perfect achieve-

ment in dramatic art from one end of

America to the other." Here Mrs. Fiske's

hand was raised in prophecy. "The na-

tional theater, my friend, will not be a

theater at all, but a traveling company."

We had rather good fun then in or-

ganizing it, over the tea-cups and at no

expense whatever. It might, she thought,

give two plays a year, one classic and one

new. It might, for instance, give "Cym-
beline" or "The Wild Duck" and also a

sparkling new comedy by some yet inglori-

ous Sheridan unearthed in a hall bedroom

in Greenwich V^illage. It should present

its year's work, these two plays, for a brief

engagement in New 'N'ork. and then set

forth along the road, coming to each city

at the same time each year, reaching

Philadelphia, say, with the first snowfall

and San Francisco with the first straw-

berries. It would be the best the Ameri-

can stage could do ; it would represent the

highest achievement in dramatic art. It

would inspire playwrights, enlarge actors,

and cultivate taste. It would be a stand-

ard, the standard, this national theater of

ours. And how much would it cost?

"Not a dollar," said Mrs. Fiske in tri-

umph, "not a penny, nothing at all ; it

would 7nake money."

I smiled at this, a little at the spectacle

of the thwarted millionaires, a little at the

evidence of the true theater woman's in-

stinct toward endowment—one of dis-

trust. Irving's feeling that theatrical en-

terprise must be carried on as a busiriess

or fail as art echoes through all contempo-

rary commentary, the deep suspicion that

an unprofitable theater has something

radically the matter with it.

"But the most idealistic theater can be

self-supporting, my friend. Idealistic pro-

ducing is safe. Sensibly projected in the

theater, the fine thing always does pay

and always will. It is easiest to speak

from our own experience. Mr. Fiske and

I may be said to have had a fairly respect-

able career in the theater. That is to

say, we have for the most part produced

only plays for which we had respect.

Only occasionally have we been driven for

want of material to produce plays that

were worthless as dramatic literature.

And let me tell you this: our finest plays

have always, with one exception, been the

ones that made the most money. Pursu-

ing a fairly idealistic course,— not so ideal-

istic as it should have been,—we have had

in our joint productions only one season

of pecuniary loss in twenty years. There
have been seasons of large profit, seasons

of fair profit, and seasons of scarcely any

profit at all. but only one season of loss.

Remember that.

"I do not mean that a young producer

can, with a mere wave of his ideals, estab-

lish immediately a successful national in-

stitution. He must have credit and he
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must have time. But our national theater

need not be costlj'. The best actors?

Well, the right ones, at all events; but I

doubt if they would often, if ever, be the

most expensive. Then, too, any actor

worth his salt would give his eye-teeth for

a place in such a company. For the train-

"Not that an endowment could not be

used," Mrs. Fiske was gradually willing

to admit. "There would come in time a

superb home theater, a roomy, dignified

playhouse, a theater. In the company's

long absence on tour this would be hos-

pitable to all the best dramatic endeavor

David P.elasco

Photiijjrapli by the Misses Selby

ing, for the prestige, for the fun of the

thing, he would come for almost nothing.

I am afraid few managers would tell you

so ; but, appealed to in the right way, the

players are idealistic and responsive. Of
course there are some hopeless fellows

;

but, then, for that matter, there are some

women who would go on wearing ai-

grets if they saw the live birds torn to

pieces before their very eyes. And there

are still men who will go hunting.

in New York. There could be a school to

train pupils from all over America. There

would be a workshop to which the direc-

tor could summon the master electrici-n

and the master decorator of the world.

Then at its best the endowment would

serve to reduce the price of seats within

the reach of every one. It would be

the happiest way, I think, if that part

of it was attended to by the rich men of

every city visited. Tlu'nk of it, a great
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play perfectly presented in Denver, with

the seats ranging at some performances

from fifty cents, not up, but down, and

with special trains bringing the people in

from all the country round. It would be

a joy to have a hand in such a project ; it

would be a privilege and an honor to ap-

pear in such a company. It would be no

end of fun to play before such audiences.

I 'm beginning to think," she confessed

gaily, "that we shall be able to use those

five millions, after all."

But what would be the permanent thing

in all this? What would give the project a

continuity of policy, the character of an

institution? If our national theater would

never stay in one place more than a month

at a time, would the personnel of the com-

pany remain fixed ?

"Certainly not," said Mrs. Fiske,

briskly and cheerfully dismissing several

members on the spot. "Some might con-

tinue in it from one year to the next, some,

perhaps, for several seasons. But the per-

fect company for this year's plays would,

in all probability, not be the perfect com-

pany for next year's plays, and it is the

perfect company we must have every time,

above all other considerations."

"Then," I asked, "what docs remain

fixed?"

"The director," said Mrs. Fiske. "Yes.

he is the constant in the problem. He
will be the common factor in each sea-

son's work. He would pick the plays and

stage them and follow them on their jour-

ney. I suppose he would have to return

in the early spring to set moving the prep-

arations for the season ahead, but his lieu-

tenant, his alter ego, would remain with

the company, his successor, perhaps. He
would be the watcher, for there must al-

ways be a uatcher. Let me tell you, it is

not always the company that has been de-

liberately cheapened, but the company that

has become mechanical and 'theatrical-

ized,' that offends and defrauds the cities

along the road. The three-hundredth

performance our national theater gives

in Salt Lake City must be as smooth,

as finely keyed, as careful as the first per-

formance in New York. It ought to be

better. Indeed, it would be if the watcher

was true. Really," she said with great

conviction, "you would better move out

to Salt Lake City."

So if those eager to put their wealth at

the service of the American theater were

to come to Mrs. Fiske for advice, it would

be this: "First catch your director. First

catch your ideal director, endow //////, then

leave him alone."

Of course we set forth immediately to

find this ideal director for them.

"I do not know who or where he is,"

Mrs. Fiske admitted, "but I know what
he will be like: he will be an amiable and

gifted tyrant."

"Wilde's 'cultured despot of the thea-

ter'?" I suggested.

"Exactly. He may or may not be a

college man, but it would probably be an

advantage for him to know the theater in

other lands, to know what the Russians

and Germans are doing without feeling

that it is the beginning and end of his task

to copy them. He may be a cultivated

man, but he must be of the theater. If a

man can build a bridge, we can bear up

when he afterward says, 'I done it.' And
our director must have that mysterious

sixth sense, the sense of the theater, with-

out which all is chaos, without w^hich we
often see the schemes of our dearest and

best-intentioned putterers go comically to

pieces.

"It is this sense that David Belasco

possesses to an extraordinary degree.

AVhatever the extent of his vision and

idealism, his understanding of the thea-

ter as an instrument, his craftsmanship, is

uncanny. At one time many were dis-

inclined to take Mr. Belasco seriously;

and then in his later years he has so

often confounded us with beautiful things

done so beautifully that in common de-

cency a good many supercilious words had

to be eaten. Yet again and again he has

devoted his rich resources to doing the

lesser thing perfectly. Why he has done

this, well, that is the great Belasco mys-

tery. The exalted literatures of the thea-

ter he has avoided. I vow I do not know
why. It has been through no craving for
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dinary degree, by the way, almost to an

hypnotic degree, as with all real directors,

Mr, Belasco is equipped with a talent

our ideal director must possess— the abil-

ity to teach the young to act. Even if there

is no confessed school attached to our na-

tional theater, the director will have one

in effect. That is the part of his task I

used particularly to enjoy."

"And you are never abashed when they

dust off and present to you that weather-

beaten old saying that in the theater those

who can act, act, and those who cannot,

teach acting?"

"Certainly not," she replied. "In the

first place, it 's an imbecile saying; and,

besides, I never said I could act."

And I remembered then how brilliantly

they all used to play in the brave days of

the Manhattan Company, how far more

distinguished were the performances some

of them gave then than any that they

seemed able to give in other days, under

other auspices. I remembered, too, how
one onlooker at her apparently chaotic re-

hearsals had marveled at the results when
Mrs. Fiske would lead a player off into

the corner, sit down with him, talk to

him for a while in phrases that he alone

heard, but with indescribably eloquent

gestures that fairly intrigued all eyes, and

then send him back to the stage equipped,

apparently, as he had never been before.

What was her secret ? What had she been

telling him? I wondered audibly.

"I have not the faintest idea. How
could you expect me to remember? Very

likely I was merely giving him a thor-

ough-bass for his composition. It is often

the secret of a scene, the very key to the

floundering actor's problem. For lack of

it you often see a performance expire be-

fore your very eyes. Recently I witnessed

a play wherein, early in a scene, there was
a touchingly acted, naturally moving re-

union between an anxious mother and her

wandering boy. She expressed the imme-

diate tumult nicely enough, and then took

it off and put it away like a bonnet. She

played the rest of the scene without a trace

of it. Yet had she kept in mind, as the

thorough-bass of her performance, the

fact that whatever the text and however

preoccupying and irrelevant the business,

the mother would really be saying in her

heart, 'My boy has come home, my boy

has come home,' why, it would have col-

ored her every word and warmed her

even,' glance. The quiet, inner jubilance

would have given all her performance a

tremulous overtone, the subsiding ground-

swell of the emotional climax. I suppose

that Paderewski can play superbly, if not

quite at his best, while his thoughts wan-

der to the other end of the world, or pos-

sibly busy themselves with a computation

of the receipts as he gazes out across the

auditorium. I know a great actor, a mas-

ter technician, can let his thoughts play

truant from the scene ; but we are not

speaking of masters. We are speaking of

actors-in-the-making. Let me give you an

instance. One of the several actors who
have rehearsed Barnaby Dreary in 'Erst-

while Susan' betrayed in rehearsal a per-

sistent, innate sunniness which promised

well for the humor of the part, but which

ill became the ugliness of that hard-shelled

skinflint. It was in the scene where he

was developing his precious scheme for

marrying Juliet. I told him to remember

always that he was marrying her for her

money, that with old Barnaby it was a

matter of greed, greed, greed from first to

last. I told him to keep that abstract qual-

ity—greed— constantly in mind, and trust

to it to color all his playing. He tried it,

and the missing note was sounded per-

fectly. His thorough-bass was there. It

worked. It always does.

"It is really, you see, a question of the

director's searching out the mental state,

the spiritual fact, of a scene. Once that

is found, the scene will almost take care

of itself. This is really the director's first

task, the study of the play in its spiritual

significance. It is this Interpretation he

must supply to his company, and there is

no earthly reason why he himself should

have to be an actor to be able to do it.

Let him go away into the mountains, then,

with the manuscript in his valise, and let

him stay there until he understands its
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people as if he had known them all the

days of their lives, until their salient char-

acteristics and their relation one to an-

other are fixed in his mind like the ex-

pressions of a dear friend's face, until all

the ineaning of the play is crystal clear to

him. It is this meaning that he estab-

lishes at the first reading to the actors, the

all-important first reading when he assem-

bles the company before him for the first

time. For the director interprets the play.

"Of course only a play of some depth

will reward such study; but, then, that is

the only kind of play our ideal director

will concern himself with. Once he has

mastered the play's meanings, 'he can

breeze into the rehearsals confident that

the action will suggest itself. Indeed, I

am so sure of this that my own prompt-

books are just illegible masses of— well,

of mental notes, without, I am afraid, a

single suggestion of practical business that

might serve a stranger taking them up.

You might find the word 'pensive' in the

margin without anj' suggestion that the

girl must cross to left center and gaze

sadly at the coals in the fireplace." I

could not resist stealing a glance then at

the prompt-book on which she was work-

ing, and found the margins littered with

such phrases as these concerning the vari-

ous speeches: "Soften all, make gracious,",

or, "Sudden, passionate outthrust," or,

"Brilliant contempt, independence, ardor,

bravery," or, "Free, brave, individual,"

and I amused myself with the picture of

the average New York director trying to

make use of such suggestions. "As a mat-

ter of fact," Mrs. Fiske confessed, "I have

always relied so largely on the help and

advice of Mr. Fiske that I cannot work

alone. I am colossally ignorant about the

mechanics of production. Once I was left

alone during a tour of the South to re-

hearse the company in 'The Pillars of

Society.' The tangle which I finally

achieved in the matter of 'business,' posi-

tions, exits, and entrances, and the like was

quite too wonderful. I used to survey it

from the orchestra-stalls, marveling at

the ingenuity of the snarl, and wondering

how Mr. Fiske could possibly unravel

it in the few days given to him in New
York. Of course he did succeed in re-

lieving the congestion and setting all

straight, but I remember that after the

first rehearsal he was in a cold per-

spiration. Your ideal director should

know his theater as Kreisler knows his

violin, but much of the instrument I am
absolutely ignorant of. I suppose frag-

ments of the heathenish lingo have lin-

gered in my mind. Perhaps, at a pinch, I

could rush down the aisle at a rehearsal

and command, 'A little more of the baby

on the king!' I dare say the electri-

cian would know what I meant, but I

should n't."

Whereat Mr. Fiske chuckled reminis-

cently. He had just stepped out from the

house with a handful of freshly written

letters. He paused on the little veranda

long enough to add an anecdote to the

table-talk.

"I am reminded," he said, "of the only

time Mrs. Fiske ever lost her temper in

the theater. It was the night of the first

performance of 'Salvation Nell' in New
York, and we had come to the last act,

set, if you remember, in the slums at a

Cherry Hill street-crossing. There was

a scene in which Mrs. Fiske and Mr.
Blinn were to sit on a door-step in the de-

serted street, and she had asked that the

only light should be a dismal ray, as from

some flickering gas-jet beyond the half-

open door of the tenement-house behind

them."

Mrs. Fiske paused in the consumption

of a wafer just long enough to interpo-

late:

"A very proper light for two middle-

aged actors," and then went on with her

confection.

"But the excitement of the first night

had gone to the poor electrician's head,"

said Mr. Fiske. "In one mad moment he

forgot everything that had been told him,

and squarely on that East-Side romance

he shot the whitest, brightest, most daz-

zling spot-light in the entire equipment of

the theater. After the final curtain had

fallen— that came a few moments later,

fortunately— I went back to applaud
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everybody, and found Mrs. Fiske still in-

articulate with rage. And she had been

helpless, because she had not been able to

order the correction she wanted. She could

not even tell precisely what had happened.

All she really knew about a light was

whether it was too bright or too dim."

Mrs. Fiske could keep silent no longer.

"But is n't that the entire point about

a light?"

And quite vanquished, Mr. Fiske re-

Miis Stockmann.

•iivciis, 'riioiiKis I you'i surely notWhy, goiid 1

thinking of i

Dn. Stockmann

What am 1 not thinking of?

Mas. Stockmann.

—of setting yourself up agninst your brother,

I mean.
Dit St(>(kmi(nn.

What thf devil woultl you have tne do, if not

stick to what is right and true ?

Pktha

Yes, that's what I should like to know ?

, Mils. Stockmann.

r vHiif it will 1)1- of no earthly u.se. If they won't,M ^-But it will 1)L- of noearthh
Lyfhey wo.,,. / ^^^— •

/" TV^ K ^^***^ Katnna jju^twaiti

^j/^ i" see whether 1 can'fight my I;

while, and
lUles to the end

Mus. Stockman

Yes, to the end of getting yi

is what will happen.

I)H. Snu KMANN

Well then, Ishail at any rate I

towards the publir, towards s<

ealled aii enemy of siK-iety !

Mb.s. Stimkmani

But towards your family. Thomas ? Towanls ijs ^* ^^
at t>i>iiK > Do ywi think that is doing your duty /

*^

towards tl. ,isc who are dependent on you f a,^ ^^ '^t^/*

A typical pai,'e from Mrs Fisk

/ 'r^^ ;^v^vA''*"< ' ^^z-"-.^:^^

])ronipt copy of an Ibsen jjlay

treated laughingly down the road toward

the post-office with his letters in his hand.

We returned to the manuscript. She had

been speaking of manuscripts as completed

things, whereas, of course, a new play

must often be rewritten from beginning

to end after it reaches the director's hands.

I spoke of one distinguished producer who
has a way of toiling so faithfully over a

new piece that by the time the opening

night arrives his name is quite likely to

appear on the program as co-author. I

recalled Arthur Hopkins as saying once

that any director worth his salt must be

fit and willing to take off his coat, roll up

his sleeves, and go to work on a manu-

script with the promis-

ing playwrights of his

day and country. I re-

' J membered, too, that
' *

*. Mrs. Fiske, for all her

stubborn anonymity, had

gradually accumulated

among the wiseacres a

reputation for writing

half of every play in

which she appears. I

hoped to find out about

this, but only her eyes

—

concerning the color of

which, by the way, no

two chroniclers agree

—

made answer.

"Langdon Mitchell—

"

I ventured, giving voice

tentatively to an old and

wide-spread suspicion

—

a poor thing, but not

my own— that Mrs.

Fiske had done much to

the manuscripts of the

only two considerable

successes he had had in

the theater, "Becky

Sharp" and "The New
York Idea."

"Langdon Mitchell

writes every word of his

plays," she protested,

"I do not recall that I

ever suggested a line to

him. Of course nearly

every play that is finally established in

the theater is the work of several minds.

It must be so. I imagine it always has

been so. Of the standard plays that

ha\e come down to us— Shakspere's,

^^E^^ /^Y
><4^le

^. w„i..issal; that""'^^/ ^. -^

^^ ^/*^*-

:(Ve done mv duty ^^/
ciety-I who a,„ A^>^,^

y-
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Sheridan's, Wilde's—we are apt to for-

get that what we have of them is not

the manuscript the playwright first

brought to the theater, but the thing as it

grew in conference, altered in rehearsal,

developed in performance, and finally took

form in the prompt-book. Who knows

what 'Macbeth' was like when the first

rehearsal of it was called?

"Of course the printed classics are ready

for the stage. An Ibsen play needs no

tinkering. It is not only an expression of

genius and a drama technically flawless,

but a tried and tested play, already puri-

fied by the fire of rehearsal and perform-

ance. And yet there 's really no stopping

us." Here her voice sank to a stealthy

whisper, as though she suspected every lit-

tle bit of shrubbery of concealing an alert

little dramatic critic. "Let me tell you

that once I even did a bit of rewriting on

Ibsen. In producing 'Hedda Gabler' I

transposed two of the speeches! And
what is more, no one ever caught me.

"But with the pseudo-Ibsens and the

baby Ibsens the director must sometimes

labor— labor systematically as he does

with the actor-in-the-making. They are

not always grateful ; but what does that

matter? I 've never uttered all the burn-

ing thoughts I have accumulated on the

vanity of one or two authors I have met,

and I never will. Once, it is true, I did

speak sharply to one of them. He sat

contentedly through a performance of his

play and then, at the end of the third act,

came stormily back upon the stage. He
was in a towering rage. The wonderful

final speech, he complained, had been

slaughtered, fairly slaughtered by the ac-

tor speaking it. 'Well, my dear sir,' I

said, 'bear up. You did not write it.'
"

"Ah, ha!" I observed, with the accents

of a detective.

"But that happened only once," she ex-

plained hurriedly. "Really, it is false, this

idea that I have collaborated extensively

with the authors who have written for us.

I cannot write plays. If I could, I should

write them."

I must have looked utterly unconvinced,

but she changed the subject.

"After all, why concern ourselves with

the authors' vanity when in the theater

the vanity that poisons and kills is the

vanity of the actor, the egregious vanity

of the 'my-part' actor. The director's first

business is to guard the interest, to pre-

serve the integrity, of the play. The actor

who does not work in this same spirit

should be banished. He never should have

entered the theater at all. His attitude is

ivrong. From the beginning he must have

approached it in quite the wrong spirit—
the spirit that takes, not the spirit that

gives. He should be shown the stage-door

for good and all without more ado. There

are really no terms in which one can dis-

cuss this bane of the theater. It simply

should not be. Night and day, from the

first rehearsal to the hundredth perform-

ance, the director should dedicate himself

to the utter obliteration of the 'my-part'

actor.

"The 'my-part' actor is the low crea-

ture who thinks of every scene in every

play in terms of his own role. He sacri-

fices everything to his own precious op-

portunities. What makes it so hard to

suppress him is the fact that he is forever

being encouraged. Instead of being shot

and fatally wounded by some discerning,

but irritable, plaj'goer, as likely as not he

will be rapturously applauded for his sins.

The papers next day may report that his

was the only performance that 'stood out.'

Stood out, indeed, as if that were neces-

sarily a compliment! I remember that

the most conspicuous and warmly ap-

plauded performance in 'Sumurun' was an

outrageously protruding figure that robbed

of its proper values the more shy and reti-

cent beauties of the other playing. //

'stood out' like a gaudy lithograph in-

cluded by mistake in a portfolio of etch-

ings.

"It is so easy for the unthinking to mis-

take for distinction the 'my-part' actor's

protruding from the ensemble. Not at the

first glance do we appreciate the lovely

reticence of Venice."

"Well," I offered by way of mock con-

solation, "AVilde was disappointed in the

Atlantic Ocean."
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"What a dreadful analogy! No, we
need not be supercilious. We may be

merely unimpressed by its pastel neutral-

ity. I do not know what we expect; the

brave colors of the Grand Canon, possi-

bly. So it is that we do not always appre-

ciate at first the modest beauty of pastel

playing. The lesser actor who tries hard

to protrude from the ensemble is guilty of

a misdemeanor; but, then, his sin is as

nothing compared with the felonious self-

assertion of the so-called star who not only

basks in the center of the stage at any and

all times, but sees to it that no one else in

the company shall amount to anything.

Thus are plays first twisted out of shape

and then cast on the rubbish-heap. I re-

member once attending receptively the

performance of one of our most popular

actresses in one of her most popular plays.

I was simply appalled by the quality of

the company, compared with which she

'stood out' with a vengeance. Finally I

saw a passage of exquisite light comedy

intrusted to an actor that the manager of

a fifth-rate stock-company would have

blushed to have in his employ. At the

end of that scene I rose from my seat,

made for the open air, and never returned.

"The great people of the theater have

indulged in no such degradations. Duse's

leading man, Ando, was as good as she

was or nearly as good. At least he was

the best she could find in all Italy. The
companies that came to us with Irving

and Terry were artists all."

And whatever they might say of her,

I thought, they could never say she was a

"my-part" actor who had gathered about

her such players as Mr. Mack, Mr. Arliss,

Mr. Cartwright, and Mr. Mason, to

mention only a few of those who shone in

the constellation of the old Manhattan

Company.

"Certainly," I said, "when you gave

'The Pillars of Society,' the best oppor-

tunity was Holbrook Blinn's."

"And when we gave 'Leah Kleschna,'

my role was the fifth in importance. Do
you know, the only dramatic criticism that

ever enraged me was an account of 'Mary

of Magdala' that spoke zestfully of Mr.
Tyrone Power as 'carrying away the hon-

ors of the play,' quite as though it had not

been known all along that Mr. Power

would carry away the honors of the play,

quite as if we had not realized perfectly

that the role of Judas was the role of

roles, quite as though that was not the

very reason why Mr. Power was invited

to play it. It was too obtuse, too exas-

perating, yet a common enough point of

view in the theater, Heaven knows. It is

the point of view of the actor who tries to

thrust his own role forward, and he

should be hissed from the stage. The suc-

cessful actress who seeks to have in her

company any but the very best players to

be had should be calmly and firmly wiped

out. From morning till night, from June

to September, the director must war

against the actor's vanity."

Yet how many have treated these fa-

miliar phenomena as an essential part of

the actor's nature! "If he were n't vain,

he would n't be an actor at all." That is

the time-honored way of putting it.

"Struts and frets his hour"—why, it has

always been accepted as part of the thea-

ter. Something to this effect I coun-

tered vaguely as I walked toward the run-

about which had called for me from the

livery in the village below.

"I have no patience whatever with that

ancient theory," said Mrs. Fiske. "Actors

have been coddled with it entirely too

long. They used to say," she added with

a mischievous smile
—

"they used to say

that a real newspaper man would always

be half drunk."

"Nous avons change tout Qela," I re-

plied with an accent that cannot be de-

scribed. The French of Stratford 'at-a-

boy, perhaps.

"And we must change all this," said

Mrs. Fiske, cheerfully. "What shall we

do with the 'mj^-part' actor in our na-

tional theater? What was the procedure

Mr. F 's aunt used to recommend?

Oh, yes. 'Throw 'im out of the winder.'
"

(The final article of this series will record some of Mrs. Fiske's observations on great

actors and the essence of acting.

—

The Editor.)



Can We Defend the Panama Canal

in a Crisis?

By A NAVAL EXPERT

A FOREIGN naval officer who had

been sojourning in the United States

remarked on the eve of his departure for

his own country, "Keep your eye on

America and the Panama Canal." These

words were his manner of expressing

doubt as to our ability to hold the canal

should we ever be involved in "war with

a great power.

But have n't we fortified the canal with

the most modern and largest guns in the

world? Have n't forts been erected at

both ends, with troops stationed there, and

with dry-docks and machine-shops built

and under construction? To be sure, these

potential values do exist ; but they are not

enough to enable the canal to carry out

any prolonged defense. At each end of

the canal modern forts cover the sea-ap-

proaches. This means that hostile ships

could not sail right up to the canal and

begin going through. The forts would

keep them away. The only question to

their commander is how far must his ships

keep away to be out of danger from the

forts?

Forts do not move, so the range of the

fortress artillery is the answer. The hos-

tile ships would merely take up positions

at sea just beyond this range, say perhaps

fifteen or twenty miles, where they would

lie and blockade the canal-entrances. The
next step would be to attack the canal by

land. This would be simple. Hostile

troops might land on either shore suffi-

ciently far away to be out of range of our

artillery, march inland, and proceed to

descend upon the canal somewhere about

its middle.

Roughly, the canal is about fifty miles

long. Hostile troops moving against it

could attack anywhere along this length.

The problem for our commander on the

spot would be to hold such a battle-line

fifty miles in length against attack from

one side. The line to be held would be

twice this length were the canal to be at-

tacked from both sides.

The reader knows that what we own,

or hold through lease rights, in Panama
is a ten-mile strip, five miles on each side

of the canal. In this day of modern artil-

lery this width is ridiculously narrow. It

should have been at least ten miles wide

on each side. This we could have had

for the mere asking, and had a council of

national defense existed at the time we
acquired the canal strip, endowed with

proper powers, its recommendations' in

the premises would no doubt have had a

potent influence in determining this very^

important question. A wider strip would

have enabled us to extend lines out far-

ther than the present five-mile limit.

Every reader must have gathered from the

news accounts of the present fighting in

Europe that the lines of the contending

sides have considerable flexibility. To-

day one reads that the victorious troops

of this or that country gained the enemy's

trenches for a width of three miles and a

depth of one mile. The next day or week

the side that lost makes counter-assaults,

and often regains part of the lost ground,

and so on. This bending in and out of

the lines as if they were rubber bands is,

after all, only a figure of speech. Lines

do not bend. A line— that is, a dug

trench— sta\s where it w^as dug; but by

having a series of these trenches, one after

another, and by having' plenty of troops in

the rear to man them, the equivalent to

flexibility is obtained. In other words, the

assaulting troops never reach the last
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trench ; there is always another just be-

}ond that blocks the waj'.

But in Panama, if we had to do any

heavy fighting like that in western Eu-

rope, our little five-mile strip would not

give great flexibility. In fact, we might

find our lines bent right back to the canal

in certain places. Another thing to re-

member is, that though we held a line of

trenches, any point in the rear of such line

reachable by the enemy's artillery would

certainly be destroyed. It must be re-

membered that the canal strip is clear jun-

gle, with absolutely no frontier protection

of forts except the ones at the extreme

sea-ends, these being fifty miles apart.

The major part of the Panama Canal is

a great lake made by damming the River

Chagres to a height of eighty feet above

the sea. It is imperative that no artillery-

shells fall on this dam or any of the lock-

gates, for, if these were destroyed, the

lake— and for that matter, the canal

—

would rush into the sea. The lake re-

quires more than two years to fill, and any

material damage to the canal that would

let this sheet of water flow out would

render the canal useless for the remainder

of the war.

If the navy could always be sure of get-

ting to Panama and returning to home
waters whenever it pleased, all would be

well. There would be no more need to

keep one's ej^es on Panama than for the

English to keep their eyes on the Suez

Canal. England controls the entrance to

the Mediterranean and the Red Sea with

dominant sea-power, and the canal passes

through country that in a way is her de-

pendent or far from the base of strong

enemies. The reason for this is that as a

sea route can be kept open by naval

strength only, such naval strength must

be able to defeat any force it encounters

on this route. If it can do this, the logi-

cal inference follows that it can defeat

any force at the end of its route, and thus

keep the canal open by the very fact of its

existence.

Suppose we were at war with a Pacific

power, and its objective seemed to be the

canal. Suppose in addition that some

strong European power were to take a

menacingly neutral attitude toward us, as

has grown to be fashionable in this war.

Greece's attitude toward the Entente pow-

ers, and Bulgaria's toward the Central

powers for the two years before she entered

the war, are examples. Such a power

could have an agreement with our Pacific

enemy to ply us with questions of one sort

or another just at the time that the Pacific

power was ready to launch an expedition

toward the canal, so as to cause us to be

in great doubt as to whether this Euro-

pean power was going to break with us or

not. No sane naval board would despatch

its fleet to Panama in such circumstances

;

it would be suicidal. There is no need to

multiply examples; we might be at war
with an Atlantic and Pacific power at the

same time, or with two or more Atlantic

powers. The combinations are numerous

where it would be strategically unwise to

despatch the fleet to the canal. Nor is it

ever wise to concentrate a fleet at a port

like Panama, deficient in certain resources,

with the risk of fighting a battle, unless we
are sure of having such superior strength

as to make winning a certainty.

Of course, aside from the idea of send-

ing the main fleet, there is the possibility

of stationing submarines at the canal for

its defense. But while they would give a

certain amount of protection, it is far from

settled that they could prevent hostile

landing operations. In fact, we need only

recall the Gallipoli enterprise, where an

army was landed and again embarked,

notwithstanding that Turkey had subma-

rines and Germany successfully sent addi-

tional ones, which, though they succeeded

in sinking a few Entente ships, were not

able to jeopardize in any way the main

operations. To think, therefore, that by

stationing a few submarines at the canal

its safety would be secured is indeed to

build on sand.

From this we see that the very moment
our fleet finds itself unable to reach the

canal readily Panama becomes an isolated

station or stronghold, and, if seriously at-

tacked, is doomed to fall. As a rule, a

wolf hunting far in advance of the pack
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is doomed if cut off

and surrounded by

enemies. From Port

Arthur to Hannibal

all history teaches

the same lesson

—

that isolated places

or detachments fall

when surrounded

and seriously attacked.

If the Panama Canal di-

vided a part of Florida, or

if the West Indies were not

in great part owned by foreign powers

who might intercept us, in other words,

if our young child were close to home in

the bosom of the family, we could defend

her with all our might. But now she is

to a certain extent out of reach.

But the question now naturally arises.

What is there about the canal that makes

it valuable to us or to any one else? Why
did we build it, and why do we want to

keep it?

Let us fix the geographical position of

the canal very clearly. The map on this

page shows that it separates North Amer-
ica from South America at a half-way

point on a north and south line running

not through the middle of the United

States, but far to the east on a line that

runs through Pittsburgh. The time at

Panama is the same as the New York
meridian. What this brings out is that

the entire continent of South America lies

east of North America. A north and
south line dropped from Pittsburgh cuts

through the Panama Canal and follows

along the west coast of South America.

If South America were pushed north-

ward, it would lie to the east of us and

922

fill the ocean between North America and

Europe. If a straight line is the shortest

distance between two points, then our

commercial Atlantic coast-line through

Panama holds the shortest trade route to

the west coast of South America. The
tonnage rate for sea-borne commerce, a

small fraction of a cent per ton-mile,

enables ore to be brought from the mines

of Chile to the eastern United States and

to hold its own in competition with rail-

borne ores from our West. The west
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coast of South America from the Andes

to the sea has as many potentialities as the

west coast of North America from the

Rockies to the sea. As a link between

our own Pacific and Atlantic coasts the

Panama Canal is of inestimable value both

as a commercial and as a military asset.

As a commercial proposition the collec-

tion of tonnage dues from ships that pass

through the canal is destined to become,

like the Suez, a highly profitable enter-

prise. At first this was denied, and stu-

dents of the question doubted seriously if

the canal would ever pay. They reasoned

that the main commercial routes of the

world lay from Europe to the Orient, and

with distance tables showed that from Yo-

kohama or Shanghai to London was so

nearly the same distance by either Panama
or Suez that British trade would natu-

rally choose the Suez Canal, with its many
British coaling-stations, with cheap ton-

rates scattered along the route. When
the distance to nearer ports, such as those

of India, Singapore, and so forth, was

considered, the distance was so much

shorter by the Suez route that Panama
would be barred.

The principal factors, however, are

often not the apparent, but the unfore-

seen, contingencies. Hill's railroads

through the two Dakotas were pointed to

as wild dreams in the beginning. To-day

Mr. Hill's ideas stand out as thoroughly

proved. And the so-called commercially

unsound Panama Canal, during the year

just closed, when almost every ship was

withdrawn to Europe for war purposes

and a period of slides kept the canal closed

for several months, nevertheless managed,

with its parallel railroad, almost to bal-

ance its expenditures with its income.

There is no longer any doubt as to its

place in the list of profitable commercial

enterprises. Of course its original cost

has not been earned, nor will be earned

for a great many years to come. If another

power were to take it away from us, how-

ever, its cost would not enter into the reck-

oning of such power. They would have

it for the taking, and the world power

that holds the canal in the future not only

controls one of the important trade routes

of the world, but puts a tremendous block

in any plan for the military defense of our

native land. Without the canal Uncle

Sam would be as hampered in getting

about his domain as would a house-owner

who had one of his connecting-halls taken

awav from him.
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We now come to lay down the funda-

mental principle that the canal must be

connected to the home-land by rail. Its

present isolated position makes it a Salo-

niki, whereas if it were connected to us

by land its defense would be as easy as

Florida or Maine. This requirement does

not postulate that we should own Mexico

and the Central American States; far

from it. A simple railroad to Panama

would provide for a constant flow of men

and munitions, which are indispensable if

any armed place is to hold out against

prolonged attack. Every reader remem-

bers how Port Arthur fell to the Japanese

notwithstanding the fact that it was one

of the most completely fortified places of

modern times. The matter was simple;

the Japanese surrounded and cut it off

from all communication with Russia, and

after besieging it for a certain time the

place was obliged to surrender. It is

doubtful if the Panama Canal, which in

war would in every sense become a for-

tress, is as thoroughly fortified and provi-

sioned as was Port Arthur.

The protection of the canal is much

more than a mere military desideratum.

Its building is the greatest engineering

feat of modern times, and was accom-

plished entirely by American brains and

capital. It should remain forever an

American enterprise, just as the great wall

of China and the pyramids of Egypt, the

two engineering wonders of ancient times,

are indissolubly linked to the history of

those countries.

Should the canal be taken away from

us by capture, it would be an appalling

blow to our prestige and dignity, as great

as the loss of Paris to France. A nation

does not easily recover from such mortal

thrusts. A calm resignation to the so-

called blows of fate means in reality a

degeneracy of spirit, and from this na-

tional decline sets in. History is only a

succession of chapters describing the rise

and fall of nations wherein it may be dis-

covered that the germ of decline is sub-

mission to some form of disaster. We
might as well lose New England, the

mouth of the Mississippi River, or the

State of California as to lose the Panama
Canal, for the latter is now as thoroughly

woven into the warp and woof of our na-

tional fabric as any other factor that

makes up our whole. To lose Panama
would make us the laughing-stock of the

world ; but, on the other hand, to lose a

detached entity, the Philippines, for in-

stance, would be relatively insignificant,

as the latter, partly from their geographi-

cal position, have never been accepted or

wanted in the bosom of our national fam-

ily.

The matter of a railroad to Panama
rests upon the sound principle that in the

art of war all fighting is along a line; it

may be crooked or straight or even a cir-

cle, but every front offered against an

enemy is referable to a line. This line or

front may be close to or far from home;

but wherever it is drawn, it is perpendicu-

lar to the route back home, just as the

knuckles on a school-boy's fist are at right

angles to the length of the arm.

War, like the game of chess, has so

many variables and possibilities that no

two battles are alike. Masters of the art,

and war has ever been called an art, can

therefore plan with great variety. But

however complicated and seemingly

obscure their plans may appear, this fun-

damental principle is ever in mind. The
boundaries of a country usually satisfy this

requirement very well for the reason that

the boundary, closing on itself, makes in

most instances a rough circle. Whatever

segment or part of the circle is offered as

a front, such fighting-line is perpendicu-

lar to the route back to the heart of the

country. This is nothing more than say-

ing that the chord that subtends the arc

of a circle is perpendicular to the radius.

The reason for this elementary rule of

war is the advantage it offers in being able

to withdraw this fighting-front in the di-

rection of home should defeat force it

hack. Not only can it withdraw in the

direction of the home bases, but its posi-

tion is such that it can fight again on any

number of intermediate fronts with the

same advantage that was possessed in the

beginning. From this it is seen that it is
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not the distance or the length of the line,

but its relationship to the front, that is all

Important.

In the principle under discussion the

great naval battle of Jutland gives a clear

illustration of maintaining this line to the

home base. The Germans were inferior

in strength to the British and were the

farthest they had ever been from their

base. The British in one of their sweeps

through the North Sea encountered the

German fleet to the west of the Jutland

bank, off the coast of Denmark, and en-

gaged them in the greatest naval battle in

the world's history. The Germans, un-

able to break through the front offered

them, withdrew homeward on the proper

connecting line. Had the British been

able to drive them off this line, the Ger-

man fleet, no doubt, would have been de-

stroyed. A fleet with no place to go to is

no fleet at all ; its life comes from its coal-

piles, repair-shops, and home depots.

The Russian fleet in the Russo-Japan-

ese War was sent out with the mission to

reach Vladivostok, which was to be its

future base. In this principle of warfare

under discussion the Russians really had

two lines, one leading all the way back to

Europe, the other to Vladivostok. But

once within a fighting radius of Vladivos-

tok, that became their true base, and at

the time of the battle with the Japan-

ese under Togo, the Russian admiral

was no differently situated than had he

been out from Vladivostok than were

the Germans at Jutland out from Ger-

many. But Togo was on the Russians'

line of retreat, held him, fought him,

destroyed him, and thereby brought the

war to an end in favor of Japan. It

is evident from this that the safety of

Panama is not assured if it is intrusted

only to a route leading through the Carib-

bean, which offers tempting possibilities to

a superior hostile fleet. If Panama is to

be of any value to the United States, she

must have a connecting land route to tie

it to the whole scheme of defense and af-

ford insurance against a possible naval re-

verse.

There is one more element in connec-

tion with a battle-front or line that must

be pointed out. This is that every line,

no matter if its length be one or a thou-

sand miles, is divisible into three parts.

They are the center and two ends, called

flanks. For the sake of illustration, let it

be imagined that this line is a river and

that one army is lined up along the banks

of one si'de, and a hostile army on the

banks of the other. We can give this

river any length we please; let it be two
miles. The center of this line is then at

a point where it will be just one mile to

each end. The army on each side of this

river is not evenly distributed along this

length of two miles at the rate of just so

many men to every yard. Far from it.

Possibly one half of each army might be

distributed in this manner, but the other

half would be kept at the center, ready to

be sent to help out any threatened point.

This center is the critical point at which to

keep reserves, for from this point one end of

the line can be reinforced just as quickly

as the other end, or all the line reinforced

if necessary. But if this reserve were kept

at one end of the line, the other end might

become overwhelmed before aid arrived.

If this line were the arc of a circle, then

the center or point for reserves would be

back near the center of the circle. From
this point one part of the circle could be

reached as quickly as any other part. We
see this principle at work every day in

Berlin's sending troops first to the east

front and then to the Belgian front.

When war takes on this circular form of

front the army on the inside of the circle

is said to have interior lines, and the army

that is attacking on the outside of the cir-

cle is said to have exterior lines. For in-

stance, when France or Great Britain

wishes to move troops from the western

front to Saloniki, it is very much of a

roundabout trip on exterior lines and sub-

ject to harassment and delay. On the

otiicr hand, Germany can move troops

from the French front to the Saloniki

front by the short-cut route across interior

lines in a fraction of the time. This gives

a very great advantage.

Panama is now reachable bv exterior
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lines only. The simpler, least expensive,

and most efficient way would be to reach

it by interior lines. This means an over-

land railroad route.

We have before us in the little sketch

map on page 923 the practical suggestions

for such a railway route to the canal. Not
much over a hundred miles to the south

of Vera Cruz, in the tropical and mos-

quito part of Mexico, is the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec, across which a railroad was

built and opened in 1907 by the Pearsons

of London. This company operates un-

der a partnership with the Mexican Gov-

ernment. From the day it was opened

the road did a thriving business in trans-

porting Hawaiian sugar across to the Gulf

of Mexico, where other ships awaited to

forward the cargo to Philadelphia. The
road with its business was only a little

foreign link, so to speak, in the story of

American sugar from the stalk in the Ha-

waiian Islands to the consumer's table in

the United States. It is very doubtful if

this road will pay any longer. Now that

the Panama Canal is open, ships will go

that way, as it kills all profit in sea trans-

portation to tranship cargoes, as this rail

link required.

Since the lapse of Mexico into chaos

this entire system has been idle and rap-

idly rotting away under the deteriorating

influences of a tropical climate. The re-

gion is in the hands of Zapatistas, and any

restraining or organizing influence of the

so-called Mexican Government has been

absent for several years.

The remains of this project should be

purchased by American enterprise. The
distinguished American engineer Mr.

James B. Eads, who solved the problem

of providing navigation facilities for the

mouth of the Mississippi River, received

a concession for a road over this very

route in 1881. Financial and other diffi-

culties, based to an extent on the narrow

provincial views of our moneyed men of

that day, caused the concession to lapse.

But the idea of a Pan-American railroad

that should connect North and South

America came to take root soon after rail-

roads were well established in the L^nited

States. Every now and then the project is

revived, but in some way it always goes

down before one or another form of diffi-

culty. The present project is a New Jer-

sey corporation which has actually suc-

ceeded in establishing about two hundred

and fifty miles of railroad, starting from

the Tehuantepec road, and running down
to the southern boundary of Mexico with

the plan of reaching Guatemala. There
are several strips of road in the Central

American states, principally built and con-

trolled by the United Fruit Company of

Boston. This forecasts that piece by piece

the Pan-American road will eventually

come into being.

But since the paramount problem of a

route to the canal for defensive purposes

demands immediate solution, slipshod and

"waiting-for-George-to-do-it" methods

should be cast aside, and the building of

a railroad by the Government undertaken

with the same definite precision and aim

that attended the building of the canal.

It stands as one of the imperative matters

before the Government to-day. For mili-

tary requirements the road need only ex-

tend from the canal to the Tehuantepec

system, from twelve to fifteen hundred

miles, as from there Galveston or New
Orleans, eight hundred miles north, is

easily reached by ship. This plan does away

with traversing Mexico with an addi-

tional fifteen hundred miles of road, and

makes the problem of obtaining a treaty

concession for this short Mexican strip

much easier.

But the reader may naturally ask if we
are to go by sea from Galveston or New
Orleans to Tehuantepec to reach our rail-

road, why not go by sea all the way to

Panama? Let us go to the map and con-

sider the Gulf of Mexico. We notice that

were Cuba pushed in a little closer to the

west it would serve to connect Yucatan

to Florida and make the Gulf of Mexico

into a lake, which foreign war-ships could

not reach. Of course it is not a lake at

present, but the powers and possibilities

of the modern torpedo-boat and subma-

rines for defensive purposes make the Gulf

of Mexico virtually an American lake.
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In time of war our defensive craft would

swarm in the two channels and render it

suicidal for any hostile war-ships to enter.

While at the map the reader should

notice the Caribbean Sea. Notwithstand-

ing that we have acquired the Danish

West Indies and own Porto Rico, as

well as bases in Cuba, we possess no as-

sured control of this American sea. So

many of the other islands are owned by

European powers that our prestige in these

waters is far from paramount. In any

combination of naval strength against us

these foreign-owned islands would afford

our enemies great assistance in securing

control of this sea, and thus shutting us

ofiF from the Panama Canal. To de-

pend too much on the Caribbean Sea being

kept open is to violate Napoleon's maxim
of arranging to have as many of the

chances of war on your side as possible.

Another question may be asked, Would
it not be easy for an enemy to land and

cut the railroad at some one point? For

a quick answer to this I would cite as an

illustration the present railroad from Ger-

many to Turkey. Serbia was in the way
at first, and later a big force was created

at Saloniki, the prime objective of which

is to cut this road. But it is evident that

to cut a railroad when the entire resources

of a nation are behind it is no child's play.

Let us assume that t«he enemy would land

troops at any one point for the purpose of

cutting off this route to Panama. It re-

mains for Uncle Sam to send over this

direct line only a sufficient number of

troops to overwhelm this enemy and re-

connect the road. Of course any rights

given us for this railroad would include

the privilege of military policing for the

line, as in the present Panama Canal strip.

Thus at the cost of three or four mod-

ern ships Panama would be connected

with the United States by a continuous

line capable of furnishing men, provisions,

and munitions to any degree required. And
the canal would be tied to us in the most

permanent of bonds.

The reader will notice that no mention

has been made of any plan which takes the

Pacific Ocean into account. But since w'e

have no fleet in the Pacific, this possible,

but very long, route must be disregarded.

We are a very patriotic people, and in

case of attack by a foreign foe the thought

of a million men springing to arms from

Sim to sun is a very big asset. Allow me
to quote from the French naval captain

Darrieus: "Strategically speaking, it is in-

dispensable to foresee in advance the prin-

cipal lines of action, and in consequence to

elaborate plans." He states further, "It

is scarcely possible in the whole course of

a campaign to repair errors made at the

beginning, when the armies are being con-

centrated," and goes on to point out that

in the Russo-Japanese War Russia car-

ried throughout the whole campaign the

crushing burden of strategical errors made
at the beginning.

I quote this from an accepted technical

author because it shows that in general

terms our million men springing to arms

does not amount to much unless schemes

to govern their action have been definitely

thought out beforehand, and not only

thought out by experts, but understood by

the men themselves and the nation at large.

In this way is doctrine formed, the coun-

try united, and the greatest efficiency ob-

tained.

And so it is well to ponder over the fact

that to-day the Panama Canal is only a

tempting bait to our enemies. It is to us a

prized and proud possession, but altogether

too far from the United States for family

protection.



The German-American

The German-American problem cannot be met unless it is thoroughly understood.

The Century is therefore glad to throw light upon the psychology of the German

point of view by publishing Mr. Woehlke's candid article and Professor Francke's

declaration of faith. The editor of The Century Magazine is not a citizen of the

"second-class" and does not here express opinion ; but all of us will applaud Professor

Francke's ultimate "for my oath of loyalty to this country knows of" no conditions and

no reservations."—The Editor.

I. The Confessions of a Hyphenate

Bv WALTER V. WOEHLKE

THERE are approximately a million

persons of German birth in the

United States. I am one of this million.

Do I set the interests of Germany above

those of my adopted country ? Am I less

loyal to America than I was two years

ago? Is my presence a source of weak-

ness and potential danger to the United

States? Am I wrong in my attitude to-

ward the issues raised by the European

War? Shall I, will I, allow these issues

to sway my action in the future?

During the last few months I have

often put these questions to mj'self, en-

deavoring to consider them calmly, dispas-

sionately. And I know that a great many
other German-Americans, with more or

less bitterness and resentment in their

hearts, are asking themselves the same

questions. Realizing that these inquiries

touch the very heart of the Union, its soli-

darity and unity, I shall endeavor to set

forth openly, without reserve and without

rancor, the effect of the war problems

upon the core of a hyphenated citizen hail-

ing from Germany.

During the years preceding the outbreak

of the Great War German had become al-

most a foreign language to me. Of Ger-

man journalispi, art, and progress, of Eu-

ropean and world politics, in the last ten

years I knew little more than the average

American. Like all Americans before the

war, I was interested only in those inter-

national events which had a direct bear-

ing upon the United States. Without

conscious intent I had cut all strings lead-

ing to Europe except family ties. The ex-

istence of the hyphen was almost forgot-

ten. In those remote days the possibility

of a war with Germany was never men-

tioned, and I gave it no thought. Yet I

can truthfully and sincerely say that,

should Germany have engaged in a buca-

neering expedition against the United

States, I would have considered it my duty

to volunteer at the first call for American

troops. And ninety-five per cent, of my
countrymen would have adopted the same

point of view.

Judging from what I have seen of the

ps_\ chological effect America produces upon

immigrants from western Europe, few

hyphenated citizens will prove disloyal to

the United States in a clearly unprovoked

war with the country of their birth.

"But how about your attitude now?" I

hear the reader ask. "Would you pack a

musket and shoot at your own brothers if

Hindenburg should take New York next

October?"

After careful, searching analysis of my
heart, I can truthfully reply in the affirm-

ative, always provided lliat Germany de-

liberately attacks the LTnited States.

Probably those who have so vigorously

denounced us German-Americans of late

9-29
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will decline to believe in our willingness

to take up arms against the fatherland in

anj' circumstances. And they are right in

part. A small proportion of the German-

American population probably would re-

fuse to fight even if drafted ; an infini-

tesimal part would probably give aid and

comfort to the enemy. But the immi-

grants of any other nationality would re-

act in identically the same manner in case

of war between the United States and the

land of their birth. That is one of the

disadvantages of being a melting-pot.

When the cold draft of war blows upon

the mess, the fusion process is retarded

and recrystallization takes place along the

internal lines of fracture. One part cools,

the other gets red-hot, and, presto! there

is a pronounced division.

In the main, then, I and the million

other German-Americans can be trusted

at large. Though I must confess—

I

promised to speak frankly, without re-

serve—that in wildly rebellious moods I

have indulged in day-dreams of raids

across the line to liberate the interned

Canadian hyphenates of German origin,

though I have three brothers and numer-

ous nephews on the firing-lines in Europe,

I would take no part in a conspiracy that

would hurt the United States. Despite

all assertions to the contrary, I reiterate

earnestly that I would take up arms

against any foe invading American soil

hungry for ransom and loot, even if that

foe should wear field gray and a Pickel-

haiibc. From my observations I conclude

that hundreds of thousands of other hy-

phenated citizens feel exactly as I do. Can
any country demand a greater measure of

loyalty and devotion from its stepsons?

Yet it would be foolish to deny that my
attitude toward the United States has un-

dergone subtle changes since the beginning

of the war. Eighteen months ago, for in-

stance, I often wondered impatiently why
our manufacturers did not have enter-

prise enough to wrest the home market

from the German dye, drug, and optical-

glass industries. To-day I often catch

myself subconsciously, involuntarily, hop-

ing that German manufacturers will suc-

ceed in regaining the lion's share of their

former American markets. I justify this

hope by the reflection that the United

States, with a foreign trade in manufac-

tured goods reaching, in the ante-bellum

days, barely five per cent, of the value of

its manufactures for domestic consump-

tion, will not need the outlet as sorely as

impoverished Germany, over fifty per

cent, of whose manufactures must be sold

in foreign markets if the factories are to

continue in operation.

This sneaking hope is not patriotic; it

is not loyal to my adopted country. I am
not deceiving myself on that point ; but I

dare my fellow-hyphenates of English or

French or Italian birth to reveal their in-

nermost hopes and feelings with equal

candor.

Three years ago I believed that I was

a full-fledged American, as indistinguish-

ably merged in the stream of American

life as one drop of clear water merges with

the other. I should have known better.

The experiences of my early years should

have taught me that the immigrant can no

more turn himself into a one-hundred-per-

cent. American than the rabbit can grow

a mane. Whether he be a Pole in Ger-

many, a Chinaman in Japan, an Italian in

the Argentine, or a German in America,

the immigrant will never be granted the

full rights appurtenant to the status of a

native. The immigrant must always re-

main a citizen of the second class.

The special circumstances which clearly

revealed my status as a citizen of the sec-

ond class arose soon after the outbreak of

the war. Contrary to the popular im-

pression, I, in company with thousands of

other thoughtful German-Americans, was

not violently, passionately pro-German in

the early months of the war. To me the

conflict appeared senseless, insane, without

rhyme or reason ; as vulgar, as lacking in

dignity and idealism, as a saloon drunken

brawl. Big business, the diplomats, chan-

cellors, and foreign ministers had played

with marked cards, had cheated and

bluffed and reached for the pistol once too

often. I1ie crooked game had been car-

ried too far, and the dogma of the mili-
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tarists that attack is the best defense did

the rest.

Of course I wanted Germany to win,

but neither I nor most of the German-

Americans with whom I have since dis-

cussed the subject was ready to absolve

Germany of all guilt. Like all the other

great powers, Germany had contributed

her full share of the fagots for Europe's

funeral pyre. For the doctrine of military

necessity as applied to Belgium I could

find no defense ; I coidd only plead miti-

gating circumstances. The storm of pro-

test and denunciation which followed the

invasion of Belgium roused in me only

slight antagonism. Germany had made

her bed ; let her lie in it. At least she had

the moral courage openly to acknowledge

that the act constituted a wrong.

But the thing that stuck in my craw,

that dumfounded me and all other Ger-

man-Americans, was the canonization of

those champions of democracy and de-

fenders of small nations, England, France,

Russia, and Japan.

From the deep preoccupation of the

United States with its own affairs, from

the average American's lack of interest in

and knowledge of European history, Eu-

ropean geography, and European politics,

I had adduced the idea that America

would hold coldly, impartially aloof from

the insane struggle. Because I, a native

of one of the warring countries, failed to

see one bloodless, lily-white hand among
all the belligerents, I believed that the

United States would assume a similar at-

titude toward the latest instalment of the

endless European feud that has been going

on for ages. I did not consider it possible

that Americans would swallow bodily the

British view of the war, its causes and ob-

jects, would adopt without a thorough,

critical analysis the British catch-phrases

of a war against German militarism, for

the freedom of small nations, and in de-

fense of democracy. Though I fully ap-

preciated the immense forgetting capacity

of the public's memory and the staleness

of last week's sensation, still I believed

that the mutterings of revolt in the small

nation at the verv back door of Great

Britain, the doings of the Black Hundred
in the pogroms, the rape of the Finns, the

benevolent assimilation of northern Africa,

the manhandling of Persia, the disappear-

ance of the Boer republics, and the abduc-

tion of Korea might have left some slight

impression upon the brains of American

newspaper readers and editors. I could

not then and I cannot now understand

how any unbiased person superficially ac-

quainted Mn'th historical facts could for a

moment believe that any so-called great

power would draw the sword for the sake

of anything except its own selfish interests.

A similar fixed idea of mine, shared by

my fellow-hyphenates, was the conviction

that any power, great or small, would add

to the collection of paper scraps without

hesitation if it believed that the gains re-

sulting from the scrapping outweighed the

losses. The things that happened to

China, Greece, Persia, Scandinavia, Hol-

land, and the United States during the

war have, I believe, conclusively demon-

strated that all belligerents, their home-

made halos notwithstanding, believe in the

"might,-makes-right" doctrine. To me it

is significant that out of the entire crowd

of phrase-slinging warriors only Germany
had, foolishly perhaps, the honesty to ac-

knowledge her wrong-doing in open court.

The selfishness, the emotional insanity,

the blood guilt of all the belligerents,was

so crystal clear to me that I was glad of

my status as an American, citizen of a

country which had no interest or part in

the business. So strong was this feeling

of remoteness, of repugnance even, that I

was puzzled by the mental processes of the

numerous Germans, hyphenated and plain,

who crowded into the consular offices

eager to enter the conflict. For hours I

stood watching the businesslike, precise

clerks registering the applicants. The at-

mosphere of the bureau took me back to

Germany. The talk went on in respect-

fully subdued voices. The clerks asked

terse questions, put down the answers as

mechanically impersonal as though they

were preparing a tax-list instead of a po-

tential death-roll. There was no excite-

ment, no confusion, no patriotic fervor.
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Men who were under no obligation to

serve, who had been freed from all mili-

tary duty, who were giving up families

and good positions, who even volunteered

to pay their own expenses, went through

the smooth, rapid registry process with no

more commendation than the reservist im-

migrant a year from the regimental colors.

Instinctively every one seemed to know

his place and his duty. But I had lost the

instinct. The fever and fervor of the un-

disciplined American blood had got into

my veins. I felt sorry for and superior to

those who registered their willingness to

fight for the kaiser. Why should they,

residents or citizens of a sane country

which would take no part in the crazy

war, want to rush into the scarlet orgy ?

Yet 'way down deep beneath the stra-

tum of acquired American superiority over

the obedient subjects of the kaiser spoke

the insistent, reproachful voice of the

Saxon ancestors who lost their heathen

heads rather than bow their necks to

Charlemagne and the cross.

The cool head silenced the insurgent

heart. I subscribed to the President's neu-

trality appeal. I heeded it. In my letters

to Germany I deplored the Belgium

stroke, denounced the greed, ambitions.

and intrigues of the diplomats who had

brought about the war, denied the em-

pire's assumption of innocence, and even

defended the technical legality of the

American powder-and-gun business. I be-

lieve that the quality of my citizenship

was tried in the fire and stood the test.

Since then the quality of my citizenship

has deteriorated. I am no longer as

whole-hearted an American as I was two

years ago, because America has denied me,

must, in the nature of things, always deny

its immigrants, the full rights of citizen-

ship enjoyed by the native-born.

Like the itch of the wood-tick that

grows worse the longer the insect stays,

the incessant attacks upon Germany, its

motives, methods, ambitions, and aims, got

beneath my skin. Nevertheless, I kept

still. Perhaps you remember that the Ger-

man-Americans had little to say during

the first three or four montlis of the war.
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We hoped that the storm-clouds would

blow over, that in better light the bulk of

Americans would gain a clearer, more un-

biased view of the issues. But the de-

nunciations of Germany continued, the

clouds of incense burned before the shrine

of the Allies grew denser and higher. Yet

1 expected a strong, vigorous protest, fol-

lowed perhaps by an embargo upon the in-

cipient export of shells and explosives,

when England through her admittedly il-

legal food blockade endeavored to curtail

America's neutral rights by the attempt to

starve sixty millions of German noncom-

batants, my mother and sisters among
them. The protest came, but too late.

In the meantime Germany had answered

the initial breach of international law by a

retaliatory violation of the code. The
submarine campaign began. The ammu-
nition traffic grew. The Lusitania went

down.

I do not want to fan the cooling embers

of an old controversy, but I do want to

point out that the great mass of Americans

did not consider the torpedoing of an Eng-

lish ammunition-ship sufficient reason for

a declaration of war against Germany.

Despite the high wave of revulsion and

indignation, public opinion backed the

course of the President. Many represen-

tative natives of all classes demanded that

Americans be kept off British ammunition-

ships, that belligerent liners carrying con-

traband be denied the right to carry pas-

sengers. And a good many native Ameri-

cans who could not possibly be accused of

being in the pay of Germany denounced

the powder trade as unneutral morally

and demanded an embargo on munitions

when Britain arrogated to herself the

power to supervise and regulate the neu-

tral commerce of the entire world with a

high hand.

Yet when German-Americans said these

very things, when hyphenated citizens ad-

vocated the course proposed by native

leaders of public opinion, when they en-

deavored to place the blame for the disre-

gard of international maritime law upon

the shoulders of the nation which first

broke the covenant, their utterances were
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declared to be traitorous and seditious.

They were told by a federal judge to quit

criticizing the actions and institutions of

their adopted country or get off the face

of the earth, yet native Americans were

indulging joyfully in the same pastime

without losing caste. American-born poli-

ticians and publicists became merely "paci-

fist poltroons" when they objected to the

conversion of sewing-machine factories,

into shell-shops, but the citizen with the

German hyphen was told to "go 'way

back, sit down, and stay down" when he

advocated a powder embargo.

Of course no reasonable person could

object to the Government's determined

efforts to protect the lives and the prop-

erty of those Americans making munitions

for the Allies. But the hooting of the

American press in its vicarious effort to

increase the anti-German hysteria filled

me with disgust. I did not then, and I do

not now, believe that more than five per

cent, of the sensational plot allegations

are based on real facts. Under my direct

observation I have seen at least a dozen

explosions, accidents, and fires which were

charged blatantly to German agents, even

though the managers and owners of the

plants disproved the accusations. Com-

mon sense would indicate that fires, ex-

plosions, and accidents must inevitably in-

crease in industries of a hazardous nature

working under excessive pressure with

large numbers of new, inexperienced em-

ployees; but common sense hies for the

tall timber when the American press goes

on a yellow rampage.

A big American steamer left its home

port with a record cargo and rotten boil-

ers. A thousand miles out it was disabled

and called for help. The fact that the

boilers were rotten was well known ; the

skipper in his laconic messages did not hint

at trouble with the crew by one syllable,

yet the press associations day after day

carried stories of mutinies, mysterious

bombs, plots, and German spies in irons.

When the ship finally made port it was

found that age and rust, not German
bombs, had put the boilers out of commis-

sion. A week later the manager of a press

association told me that he considered the

bomb and mutiny stories pure inventions,

but that he had to use them because a rival

association was playing them up.

Am I a disloyal citizen because I object

to wilful or foolish exaggerations which

nuist inevitably increase the tension be-

tween the United States and Germany?

Is it "un-American" on the part of a sec-

ond-class citizen to desire and work for

peace between the two countries, neither

of which, by the way, is especially proud

of him? Is it fair thoughtlessly or ma-

liciously to create a distorted picture of a

country which supplied almost a third of

the blood pulsing in American arteries?

I am bitter. I should not be. If I were

less sensitive, I would laugh. So many
features of the "German menace" de-

scribed with bated breath in current

American literature are so sublimely ri-

diculous ! There is, for instance, the hair-

raising story of the kaiser's agents who
years ago crossed the Atlantic with chests

of freshly minted gold and organized the

German-American Alliance to foster the

propaganda of pan-Germanism among

the emperor's ex-subjects.

Once upon a time I was a member of

the alliance and a delegate to one of its

central state associations. That body led

a perfunctory existence, resoluted at stated

intervals in favor of German instruction

in the public schools, held a German day

celebration or Schiller centennial every

once in a while, and meandered along in

sleepy peace until the waving white ban-

ners of the teetotalers appeared on the

horizon, headed threateningly for the cita-

del of the sacred stein. Immediately an

attack of the simon-pure furor tcutonicus

seized the alliance or its branch : guns

were unlimbered, trenches dug, "litera-

ture" was mobilized, and the banner of

"Personal Liberty or Death" unfurled to

the breeze. Behind the German-American

Alliance the keg and the barrel of those

patriotic pan-Germans, the United States

Brewers' Association, always found a safe

and strong refuge. In the councils of the

alliance I never heard of the Drang nach

Ostin. of the Germanic people's mission
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to kulturize the world, or of the German
empire's need of more sun, but rather an

appeal to rally round the keg and present

an unbroken front to the white-ribbon

hordes. And I know hundreds of repre-

sentative German-Americans who refused

to participate in the doings of the alliance

while the bung-starter rampant occupied

the place of honor on its coat-of-arms.

Politically the influence of the alliance

was noticeable chiefly for its lack of width

and depth. I believe, though, that this

influence grew considerably after the be-

ginning of the European War. The heat

engendered by the European cataclj^sm

has not only stimulated the circulation of

the foreign-language newspapers tremen-

dously, but it has also welded the loose

organizations of all hyphenated citizens

into more compact bodies. National feel-

ing among the various outlandish groups

has been immensely stimulated, especially

among the German-Americans. They
have felt that every man's hand was raised

against them.

I have written with the utmost frank-

ness. I have freely acknowledged that,

loyal as I am, devoted as I am in the

main, I am no longer as whole-heartedly

American as I was, and I have tried to

set forth the events that changed my atti-

tude, not for the purpose of gaining sym-

pathy or making converts for the German
cause, but to point out clearly the struc-

tural weaknesses of a nation which serves

as a general melting-pot in the twentieth

century. The melting-pot may be a benefi-

cent institution for those who leap into it,

— though I have my doubts even on that

point,—but it must inevitably be a source

of weakness to the nation that tries to act

as the solvent. Its work can never be

perfectly done, the process of assimilation

is never fully complete, and in times of

deep crises, when national unity and ho-

mogeneity are of paramount importance,

the danger of reversion to original types,

of sharp fissures between antagonistic ra-

cial groups, becomes greatest.

If these lines help to direct American

thought to the complex problems presented

by indiscriminate, unregulated, unsifted

immigration, they will have fulfilled their

object.

II. The Present Duty of German-Americans

By KUNO FRANCKE
Professor of the History of German Culture at Harvard University

IF I comply with the request of the edi-

tor of The Century to say a few

words about the duty of German-Ameri-

cans in the present crisis, I am fully aware

of the fact that I have no authority to

speak in the name of my fellow-citizens

of German descent, and that I have no

word of superior wisdom to offer to tbiem.

I welcome the request merely as an oppor-

tunity to make clear to myself what line

of thought and action I myself, as an

American citizen of German birth, am
morally bound to adopt. I shall therefore

address the following reflections upon con-

duct demanded by present exigencies to

myself, trusting that there may be not a

few German-Americans who feel the same

need of shedding light upon their path.

One thing seems to me evident. The
severing of diplomatic relations between

this country and Germany and the possi-

bility of war between the two countries

need not change my sympathies for Ger-

many in her gigantic struggle against all

the great military powers of Europe. But

the threatening conflict between Germany
and this country should lead me to recall

to myself with particular emphasis what

kind of country Germany is. I should re-

member that the German people before

the European War was the most effec-

tively organized people in the world not

only for war, but for every kind of

peaceful activity as well; that Prussian

militarism so-called was only one phase

and by no means the most important one
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of a national system calculated to raise a

v/hole people upon a higher level of civic

responsibility ; that nowhere in the world

was there such a persistent and systematic

effort being made for social improvement

and public welfare ; that nowhere such

widely spread contentment, orderliness,

respectability, energy, personal initiative,

and productivity were to be found as in

Germany.

A war between such a country as this

and the United States must appear to the

unprepossessed mind as something un-

thinkable. I, as a German-American, am
doubly bound to do everything in my
power to prevent such a calamity. By my
own conduct I must constantly endeavor

to give my American fellow-citizens a liv-

ing demonstration of the very best there

is in German character. I must abstain

scrupulously from any thought, word, or

act which might even faintly be suspected

as not in strict accordance with the prin-

ciples upon which the political life of

America is founded. I must eagerly par-

ticipate in every movement for the up-

building of our national strength and cul-

ture. I must by my whole life help to

dissipate the notion that German-Ameri-

cans were conspiring with the German
Government in an attempt to force our

President and our Congress into submis-

sion to German policies. And if reckless

agitators and demagogues were indeed to

launch upon such a desperate and insane

undertaking, I must openly and fearlessly

brand them as enemies both of Germany
and the United States.

On the other hand, I must do whatever

I can to secure a fair hearing for the aims

and methods of German policies before

the court of American public opinion. I

must seize every opportunity to bring

home to the American mind the funda-

mental justice and the fundamentally de-

fensive character of the German cause in

the European War. I must point out in

season and out of season that the violation

of Belgian neutrality was an act of tragic

guilt which Germany assumed in her dire

extremity, and with the conviction of the

unneutral disposition of the Belgian Gov-
ernment. I must over and over again lay

bare the manifest partiality and insincer-

ity of the atrocity-mongers who, wilfully

ignoring the essential atrociousness of all

war, try to make Americans believe that

the German army and navy, representing

the whole German people, consist of fero-

cious beasts delighting in carnage and de-

struction for its own sake. I must bring

out again and again the fact so often

brought out before, that the British block-

ade, exposing thousands of women and

children to slow starvation, is no less bru-

tal, only more insidious, than the openly

brutal German submarine warfare, expos-

ing thousands of unoffending seamen and

passengers to sudden death. And I must
not desist from urging upon all Ameri-

cans a policy which even now, after the

breaking off of diplomatic relations, would
minimize the danger of a hostile clash

with Germany; namely, the policy of

abstaining from travel or service in bel-

ligerent vessels.

Finally, I must not cease to expose and

condemn the fanaticism of the pro-Allfed

propaganda, which now for more than
* two years has done its worst to drag this

country into the European War. And I

must not cease to expose and condemn the

greed of the munition-makers who, re-

gardless of the international dangers con-

jured up by the shipment of their ghastly

output, are reaping colossal private gain

from the general ruin.

Perhaps, while I am writing this, some

fateful deed has been done or some fate-

ful accident has happened which will

iTiake war between the land of my birth

and the land of my adoption, the land of

my fathers and the land of my children,

unavoidable. // that disastrous day should

really come, then u'ill my sense of duty be

put to its supreme test; for my oath of

loyalty to this country knows of no condi-

tions and no reservations.
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Chapter XVI

WHEN subsequent occurrences had

shaken down in Aurora's mind,

Gerald's letter, which she from time to

time re-read, impressed her as a most gen-

tle and reasonable production of his pen,

while her own letter, preserved in the

original scribble, appeared to her horrid,

cutting, and uncalled for.

But there was now nothing to do about

it. The state of mind created in her by

the whole episode prepared her to wel-

come with open arms any diversion, any

event which would restore to her self-

conceit a little vitality or lay on her heart

a little balm ; and so when Dr. Thomas
Bewick surprisingly turned up in Flor-

ence, she fell on his neck quite literally,

and gave him a full, sonorous kiss.

"Tom! Tom!" she groaned for delight,

"how good it is to see you!"

This happened in her formal drawing-

room, whither she had gone on the ser-

vant's announcement that a gentleman

from America who had given no card or

name asked to see her.

Their greeting over, she ran out into

the hall, screaming joyously:

"Hat! Hat! Come down this minute!

Hurry up ! You '11 never guess who 's

here!"

In reply to which summons Estelle

came hurrying down the stairs with an

innocent, expectant air.

"If it is n't Doctor Bewick!" she ex-

claimed, without giving herself away by

one false inflection. "Why, Doctor Be-

wick, this is simply too awfully nice!

What are you doing over here? Who
ivould have expected to see you?"

"Tom," said Aurora, "I was never in
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my life so glad to see any one. I did n't

know how much I 'd missed you till I

saw you. You good old thing! I did n't

know till this minute how tired I am of

foreigners and half-foreigners and quar-

ter-foreigners and all their ways."

The man to whom this was said ab-

sorbed it with a face fixed in smiles of

pleasure. He was a big blond man, dis-

posed to corpulence, and looking some-

what like a fresh-faced, gigantic boy until

his eye met yours and gave the note of a

fine, mature intelligence, open on every

side, and unobtrusively gathering in what

it had no strong impulse afterward to give

out again in any open form of self-ex-

pression.

He looked at Aurora with smiling

scrutiny, and facially expressed a vast ap-

preciation. She looked back at him with

eyes of laughing tenderness. Avoiding to

speak directly to her the compliments ris-

ing in his mind, he turned to Estelle.

"Has n't she blossomed out!"

"Is n't she wonderful!" chimed in that

friend, enthusiastically.

Aurora, with a comedy of pride, threw

up her chin, lifted her arms, and turned

as if on a pivot, to show herself off in her

elegance.

"O Tom,"— she sank happily on the

sofa beside him,— "we 're having the time

of our lives! Just wait till you see me in

company, and hear me put on my good

Engh'sh, when, instead of calling things

lovel>' or horrid, I call them amusing or

beastly or impossible. But your turn first.

Give us the Denver news."

After dinner that evening, in the nu'dst

of halo's brilliant performance, a caller
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came, a thin, oldish, English-speaking lady

whose black dress made no pretense of

following the fashion.

Aurora had met her at Mrs. Satter-

lee's during a meeting appointed to raise

funds for the Protestant orphanage.

When this- philanthropist, after a little

talk of other things, mentioned the relict

of a mason, left with five young children,

Estelle and Dr. Bewick took it as a hint

to withdraw beyond ear-shot. The two

ladies were left talking in undertones;

after a minute they found themselves

alone in the room.

Estelle preceded Dr. Bewick across the

hall to the dining-room, deserted and or-

derly. She brought a bottle of aerated

water and a glass to set before him, she

found him an ash-tray, and seated herself

beside the table near him in such a way
as to get, through the parted half-doors,

a glimpse of the visitor when she left.

Before speaking, she exchanged with

the doctor a look of intelligence.

"You see what I mean?" she asked a

little above a whisper.

Dr. Bewick looked all around the room

with leisurely appraising eyes, then nod-

ded understanding. There was no inti-

mation that he was not ready to listen,

but he did not seem quite ready to talk.

'You 'hat I ?" she asked.

and, not expecting a regular answer, did

not wait for it. "Now, that woman won't

leave until she has secured support for the

mason's five children, and she '11 do this

without the smallest difficulty. In a day

or two some one else will come, with the

sad case of a poor father out of work who
is going to have to sell his blind daughter's

canary unless Nell steps in to relieve their

wants. And Nell will step in. And you

know. Doctor, that her circumstances

don't warrant it."

Bewick, as Estelle stopped for some

comment on his side, made a slight motion

of chin and eyelids that partly or depre-

catingly agreed with her. He took the

cigar out of his mouth, but having knocked

the ash off, replaced it, in order to listen

further.

"It 's positively funny, the things Nell

has been doing with her money," Estelle

went on in a tone that did not disguise the

fact of her glorying in this prodigality

while being justl)- frightened by it. "I was
thinking only the other day as we drove

through V^iale Lorenzo the Magnificent

that it would be appropriate for a grate-

ful city to rechristen our street Viale Au-
rora the Magnificent."

Tom Bewick laughed, nodding to him-

self with an effect of relish. He mur-
mured, "Aurora the Magnificent!"

"Aurora the Magnificent is all very

well," Estelle took up again with anima-

tion, "but she 's already spending her cap-

ital."

Bewick did not allow himself to appear

startled or troubled ; still, he was made
pensive by this. His look at Estelle in-

vited her to go on. She was leaning for-

ward, with her elbows on the table, one

hand slipping the rings on and ofiF a finger

of the other in her quick way.

"You know what her income is. It

would have provided for all this,
— " she

took in the luxury around them by a ges-

ture of the head,— "but no income can suf-

fice to set up in housekeeping all the pic-

turesque paupers in Florence. That 's

why I was so anxious for you to come,

and wrote you as I did."

Bewick, with his sensible face, looked

as if he saw justice and reason in all Miss

Madison had said to him
;
yet he did not

go on with the subject. It might be that

he felt delicate, in a masculine way, about

uttering to a lady's best friend any criti-

cism of that lady's mode of doing or being

—criticism which he might feel no diffi-

culty perhaps in voicing to herself. Es-

telle took this into consideration and, his

reticence notwithstanding, relied on him

to do his duty.

Because it was very late when Dr.

Bewick left the ladies to return to his

hotel they immediately repaired to their

respective rooms ; but before Estelle had

got to bed, Aurora, half undressed, came

strolling into her maidenly bower of tem-

perate green and white.

A vague depression of spirits had over-
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taken Aurora, reaction, perhaps, from the

excitements of the da_v, and she sought

her friend with the instinct to make her-

self feel better by talking it off.

She dropped on a chair, and in silence

continued to braid her hair for the night.

"Is n't he the nicest fellow!" began

Estelle, setting the key-note for joyous

confidences.

"Is n't he just!" replied Aurora. "I

want him to have the best time in the

three weeks he 's going to spend here.

We 've got to show him all the beauties

of Florence, and then I want him to know
all our friends. We must have some tea-

parties and some dinners. I want it to be

just as gay."

"I quite agree with 3'ou. Let 's plan."

"No, to-morrow '11 do. It 's too late.

I 'm tired." The motions of Aurora's fin-

gers were suspended among the strands

of her hair. She fell into a muse. "See-

ing Tom"—she came out of it again, and

went on braiding
—

"has brought back,

along with some things I never want to

forget, such a lot of things I don't want

to think of!"

"I suppose it would."

"His sisters, for instance, and brother-

in-law. Oh, how I hate the bunch of

them ! And I ought

You ought n't to go

enemies after you 've
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"I know, I know; you 've told me,

said Hattie, soothingly and deterringly.

n't, you know,

on hating your

ot the better of

them. If you could really know, Hat,

the cold-heartedness and wicked-minded-

ness of those people! How they ever hap-

pened in Tom's family Goodness only

knows. And such a fine father! The
judge was as good as any of those old fel-

lows in the Bible, I do believe. That pa-

tient, that considerate, and that just!

More than just ; what he did was more

than just, and those girls of his simply

could n't stand it. They could n't stand

it, after they had neglected him all

through his illness so that it was a scan-

dal, that he should treat the person who
had done their daughters' duty for them

the same as he treated them, no better and

no worse, but just the same. The things

those people did to me. Hat, the things

they said about me—

"

"The things those people did to me, and

the things they said about me," Nell,

not to be deterred, repeated intensely,

"if I 'd ever wanted to give up my share,

those things they did and said .would have

made me hold on like grim death just to

spite them. Oh,"— she broke ofF, and

flung her finished braids back over her

shoulders,— "why do I let myself think of

them ? I grow so hot
!"

The ladies of the Hermitage did the

honors of Florence with modest pride and

a certain glibness. Aurora took upon her-

self to explain Florentine society.

"There are little stories about 'most

everybody," she said, "so you have to be

pretty careful. If a certain general is

present, for instance, whom I may have

a chance to point out to you, 3'ou don't

want to talk of horses, because his fiery

steed bolted with him during an engage-

ment once, and his enemies caricatured him

running away. Then if a certain viscount

is present, whom I may have a chance to

introduce to you, you don't want to talk

of ermine, because that little animal is a

feature in his coat of arms, and his coat of

arms, along with his title of nobility, came

as a reward from a royal personage, scan-

dal says, for marrying the lady who was

his first wife. So you '11 have to look out,

Tom, or you may be called upon to fight

a duel."

The most splendid dinner that could

be planned in council with Clotilde and

the cook was prepared to honor the friend

from home. To this were bidden the

Fosses, Aurora's best friends; the Hunts,

her next best; Manlio, whom she wished

Tom to see as a truly beautiful specimen

of Italian ; and Landini, because she was

curious to know what Tom thought of

him.

Aurora had not seen the latter since the

night of the veglione. Finding that he

had not called during the interval, she had

been glad to hope that his suspected mys-

terious project for making her his own
had been dropped.
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Charlie Hunt ^he had not seen since

the variety-show. Learning that he also

had not once come during her absence,

she thought that this admitted of some

simple explanation which he would give

on the night of the dinner.

Charlie, receiving the invitation, pon-

dered a while before accepting. He con-

sidered himself to have been insulted by

Mrs. Hawthorne. Still, he could not be

absolutely sure. If, anyhow, she did not

know that he knew the black crow to have

been none other than herself, there would

be nothing in his going to her dinner-

party which laid him open to scorn. And
he felt more disposed to go than not. The
dinner would be festive, costly, succulent.

Then he desired before breaking with her

— if breach there must be, which would

depend upon the subtlest circumstances—

to persuade her that two enormous porce-

lain jars owned by a dealer of his ac-

quaintance were the very things needed in

that bare-looking ball-room of hers. So

he accepted Aurora's invitation.

The dinner was superlative, but it was

written he should leave the house finally

in a bad humor. After dinner he got his

hostess into a quiet corner for a chat.

"Where 's Gerald?" pure curiosity

made him ask, with that impertinence

which his friends were accustomed to and

took lightly, because curiosity and imper-

tinence were part and parcel of Charlie.

"Where 's Gerald?" he asked familiarly.

"Gerald is n't well enough yet to be

out," Aurora answered him, with imper-

fect candor. "You did n't know he 'd

been ill? Why, how funny! He 's been

having what you call here a 'fluxion of the

chest.'
"

This ignorance of Charlie's comforted

her by proving that the news of her nurs-

ing Gerald had not spread over the town

like wild-fire, as she had been warned it

would. Florence was not so bad or nim-

ble a gossip as she had feared. When he

spoke of the precious porcelain jars, she

cut short his appetizing description with

:

"Don't speak of it. I daresent, Charlie.

I 've been lectured so much for extrava-

gance, I daresent buy a tooth-pick. If

these jars you speak of cost nine francs in-

stead of nine hundred, I could n't, I tell

>ou. I guess Florence has got all she 's

going to out of me. I 've turned over a

new leaf."

Aurora had all evening been so entirely

her kind and jolly self that Charlie had

almost forgotten the black crow. At this

check, and the barren prospect opening

out beyond, he remembered it, and felt a

vicious little desire to pay her back for

the pin she had stuck into him under, as

she idiotically supposed, an impenetrable

disguise, rfe went away, as has been said,

in a bad humor.

CHAPTER XVII

Aurora, when she thought she could do

it without attracting the notice of the

other two, would slip from their presence

sometimes? so as to have a few minutes by

herself and stop pretending to be so ever-

lastingly light of heart. For nothing in

the world would she have had Tom know
but his visit made her happy to the point

of forgetting every subject of care or

annoyance.

When she saw how well Tom and Es-

telle got along together, she became less

timid about arranging little absences from

them; she even—such a common feminine

mind had Aurora—saw in the congenial-

ity which permitted them to remain foi"

half an hour in each other's company

without boredom the foundation of a

dream, dim and distant, it is true— the

dream of seeing Estelle one day settled in

a fine home of her own. She feared,

though, there might be bridges to cross

before that event. She dreaded the

bridges. She wished Tom might be di-

verted from what she feared was his pur-

pose.

Of all this she was somewhat discon-

nectedly thinking when she ran away

from them one night after dinner, leav-

ing him still at the table smoking his

cigar, while Estelle hunted up in a guide-

book for his benefit some little matter of

altitudes. She had gone up-stairs with

the excuse of wantintr a fan. Her fan
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had easily been found, but instead of re-

turning to her guests, she walked to the

end of the broad hallway, out through the

door that stood open on to the portico

roof.

The twilight faded, and her conscious-

ness of a heartache increased. For what is

the use of having everything money can

buy or the bounty of spring afiford if you

at the same time are troubled with a tooth-

ache? All this, her lovely house, her

lovely garden, so grand in itself, was like

a good gift wasted, as long as she was in

a state of quarrel with her friend. It was

full two weeks since their exchange of let-

ters. Two weeks of absolute silence.

Could it be possible that she would never

see or hear from Gerald again?

No, it could not, she said. It was part

of having faith in him to deny the possibil-

ity of his remaining furious forever at her

hateful letter. No, she would not believe

it of him ; she thought better of him. She

was much mistaken if he could be so

mean. She would be willing to bet

—

There, in fact, he was, at this very

moment, entering the carriage-gate.

After one mad throb of incredulous ex-

ultation, Aurora's thoughts and feelings

were' for a long minute limited to an in-

tense and immobile watchfulness. He
walked over the gravel with his eyes on

the door under the portico. You would

have thought his purpose set, and that he

would not pause until he had rung the

bell.

But you would have thought wrong.

Half-way between the gate and the house

he stood still and looked at the ground.

He was holding the slender cane one knew
so well like a weapon of defense, as if

ready to make a resolute slash with it to

vindicate his irresolution.

After a moment he turned, grinding his

heel into the earth. It was then that a voice

called out above him, "Hello, Gerald!"

He turned again and removed his straw

hat. He and the lady leaning from the

terrace looked at each other for the space

of a few heart-beats with mechanical, con-

strained smiles. Then she asked :

"Are n't you going to come in?"
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Instead of making the obvious answer

and setting about the obvious thing, he

appeared to be debating the point within

himself. At the end of his hesitation he

asked

:

"Could I prevail upon jou to give me
five minutes in the garden?"

"Why, certainly," answered Aurora,

appreciating the fact that Estelle would be

superfluous at the peace-making that must

follow.

She went very lightly down the stairs.

She could hear Estelle's and Tom's voices

still in the dining-room. Instead of going

out by the usual door, too near to their

sharp ears, she turned with soft foot into

the big ball-room and passed out through

that.

The great oval mound of flowers spread

its odoriferous carpet before the steps lead-

ing down from the house. She turned her

back upon it and followed a path bordered

with pansies and ivy till Gerald saw her

and came to take her hand, saying:

"How good of you!"

"Well!" she sighed, put by the bliss of

her relief into a mood of splendid careless-

ness as to how she, for her part, should

carry ofif the situation, looking after her

dignity and all that. "How jolly this is!

And you 're all right again, Gerald. You
're well enough to walk on your legs and

come and tell me so. Yes, you 're looking

quite yourself again. Well,"— she sighed

again heartily,
—

"it 's good for sore eyes

to see you. You 're sure now it 's all right

for you to be out of doors after sunset?

Had n't we better go in?"

"This air is like a warm bath. I must

not keep you long, anyhow."

"Oh, I have n't got a thing to do," she

precipitately assured him. "Come, we '11

walk up and down the path,— had n't we
better? as not to be standing stil

Go ahead, now; tell me all about yourself.

How do you feel ? Have you got entirely

rid of your cough? And the stitch in your

side?"

He would only speak to answer, she

soon found ; the moment she stopped talk-

ing silence fell. Had he nothing to say

to her, then? Or did he find it difficult
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somehow to talk? She was so determined

to make the atmosphere cozy, friendly,

happy, that she jabbered on like a magpie,

like a mill.

"Aurora dear," he said at last, with an

effect of mournful patience as much as of

protest, "what makes you? I am here to

beg your forgiveness, and you put me off.

Do you call it kind?"

A knot tied itself in Aurora's throat,

which she could not loosen so as to go on.

If she had tried to speak she would have

betrayed the fact that those simple words

had, like a pump, fetched the tears up

from her heart into her throat. He had

his chance now to do all the talking.

"Could n't we sit down somewhere for

a minute? Should )ou mind?" His ges-

ture vaguely designated a green inclosure,

in the midst of which were stone seats and

a table, pale among the dark laurels.

But when they were seated, he only

pressed his hands into his eye-sockets and

kept them there.

"I am ridiculous!" he muttered and

shook himself straight. After an ineffec-

tual, suffocated attempt to begin, "I am
ridiculous!" he said again, and without

further concession to weakness started in

:

"I ought to have written you, Aurora.

But I had seemed to be so unfortunate in

writing I did not dare to try it again.

Heaven knows what I wrote. I don't

;

but it must have been a prodigy of cad-

dishness to offend you so deeply. It does

n't do much good to say I am sorry."

"Your letter was all right," broke in

Aurora. "I only did n't understand at

first. Afterward I did. I tell you, that

letter ivas all right."

"It was written in a mood— a perplex-

ity, a despair, you have no means of un-

derstanding, dear Aurora. When your

answer showed me what I had done, I"

could have cut my throat, but I could not

have come to tell you I was not the mon-

ster of ingratitude I appeared to be. Not
that a man can't get out of bed, if there

is reason enough, and take himself some-

how where he wants to be, but because of

a sick man's unreasonable nerves, which

can start him ravins and make him a

thing to laugh at. I had the common
sense, thank Heaven ! to see that I must

wait. Then, as the days passed, it all

quieted down. Vincent was with me, a

tranquilizing neighborhood.

"It seemed finally as if it might be al-

most better to let things rest as they were,

to let that be the way of separating from

you. I had almost made up my mind to

do it, Aurora. Vincent has had me out

for various airings, I have gone on several

walks alone, but till to-day I avoided to

take the road toward this house. But all

at once it became too strong for me— not

the pain, or the wish to see you, but the

feeling that I could not bear to have you

thinking me ungrateful, I, who hate in-

gratitude as the blackest thing in the wide

world, to pass with you, with you, for an

ungrateful beast
!"

"Don't! don't, Gerald!" Aurora hushed

him. "I can't let you talk like that. You
know you could n't be ungrateful, nor T

could n't think it of you."

"No, I 'm not ungrateful. I 'm not,

dear," he caressingly asseverated. "I want

you to be altogether sure of it. If I did

not recognize the enormity of my debt to

you, Aurora, what a clod I must be!"

"There was nothing to be grateful for,

nothing at all," insisted Aurora.

"And so when I wrote you in that

brutal manner, dear
—

"

"That letter was all right." Aurora

vigorously snatched away from him the

turn to talk, in order to defend him from

this misery of compunction. "It was

prompted by the most gentlemanly feel-

ings, by real unselfishness and considera-

tion for me. You did n't want me talked

about on your account, and you put it as

delicately as possible. Only I was a fool;

I went off the handle, and wrote while I

was mad and hurt and wanted to hurt

back. But, bless you, I understand it all

perfectly now. You need n't say another

word. I understand the letter, Gerald,

and I understand you."

"I am afraid," he said, letting go her

hands and drawing a little apart, as if the

most complete misunderstanding, after all,

separated them— "I am afraid you do not
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entirely. But this nuich at least is clear

to you, is n't it, dear, that whatever I may

be, I am not ungrateful? I shall not come

to see you for a long time."

The astonished and acute attention of

her whole being was indefinably expressed

by the silence in which she now listened.

"I am going to keep away from you,"

he went on, "till I feel out of danger."

"Why, what 's the matter now?" she

asked, with the vehemence of her surprise

and disappointment.

"A trifle, woman dear. Oh, Lord, I

see I shall have to go into it! Have n't

you the imagination to see, you unaccount-

able person, how an unhappy mortal

might be affected by such circumstances

as destiny so lately prepared for your poor

servant's trying? Day by day, night after

night, that insidious kindness, that pene-

trating gentleness, that stupefying atmo-

sphere of a woman's care and sympathy.

Did n't you tell me once yourself—" Ger-

ald's voice stiffened, and he pulled himself

up again, discarding w^eakness
—

"did n't

you once tell me yourself that a sick man

is 'liable to fall In love with his nurse'?

And, dear girl, I will not do ft. I cate-

gorically refuse. It is too horrible. I

have finished with all that. No, not again.

I know now that in order to have a little

peace a person must not want anything.

That is the price. We must n't want any-

thing, Aurora. We must n't want any-

thing, we must n't mind anything, we
must n't care about anything, we must

submit to everything!" This counsel of

perfection came from Gerald almost in a

sob.

"You make me laugh!" exclaimed Au-

rora in a snort of simple scorn.

"And so, Aurora, I am going to keep

away from you for— I am not at the pres-

ent moment quite able to say how long."

"You 're going to do nothing of the

sort! There now!" burst from Aurora.

"I 'm not going to permit any such fool-

ishness." She firmly proceeded to pile up

a barricade against his preposterous inten-

tion. "Now, Gerald, you pay attention

to what I say, child. Can't you see for

yourself, now you 've put it into words,
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what nonsense all this is? You could no

more, in your sane and waking moments,

be sentimentally in love with me, and you

know it, than, I guess, I could with you,

fond of you as I am. No, that is n't put-

ting it strongly enough," she gallantly

amended ; "you could n't do it, it stands

to reason, even so easily as I could. What
you felt was just the result of j^ou being

so weak, all full of fever dreams and de-

lusions. And you still believe in it a little

because you are n't yet good and strong.

Now you listen to what I 've got to say.

The wisest thing you can do, young man,

instead of keeping away and having ideas

and waiting till these gradually wear oiif

— the best thing you can do, I say, is to

stay right at my side and get sobered up

by contact with things as they actually

are. Not only the best thing, but a lot

fairer to me, does n't it seem so to you?

How do you think I like to have }0u go

kiting off the moment I 've got you back

again ? When I 've missed you so ! Now,
Geraldino, rely on Auroretta. Let her

manage this case. Don't you be afraid

;

she '11 cure you in two frisks."

"It just might be, you know, that you

were right," said Gerald, dubiously, with

the modesty of tone that would beseem a

girl after a bucket of cold water had

quelled her hysterics.

"Gracious goodness!" She bounced to

her feet. "Here I was forgetting! Ger-

ald," slie said in haste, "I 'm sorry, but

we '11 have to go indoors. They '11 be

wondering where I am, and starting the

hunt for me."

"They? You have guests?"

"Only one. Come on in, Gerald. I

want you to meet him. You 've heard me
speak of Judge Bewick in Denver, where

I lived so long. Well, this is his son,

Doctor Thomas Bewick. He 's in Flor-

ence just for a visit. Come on, I want

you to know each other. You '11 be sure

to like him."

"I don't think I will. I mean that I

don't think I will go into the house with

jou, Aurora."

"Now, Gerald," she said in a warning

voice, at which black clouds of impending
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displeasure loomed over the horizon, "this

is n't the way to begin. Don't be odd

and trying. I should feel hurt, now truly,

if I had to think your regard for me was

n't equal to doing such a little thing for

me as this."

Too tired from the emotions of the eve-

ning to make any valid resistance, emptied

in fact of all feeling except a flat sort of

bewilderment, Gerald followed, like a lit-

tle boy in fear of rough-handling from his

so much bigger nurse.

They found Estelle and Tom in the

parlor.

"Well, I was wondering what had be-

fcome of you!" cried Estelle as Aurora

appeared in the doorway, and behind her

shoulder the shadowy, unexpected face of

Gerald.

"Tom," said Aurora, "this is my friend

Mr. Fane that you 've heard us talk so

much about. And this is Doctor Bewick,

Gerald."

Aurora was luminous with gladness.

Aurora was so glad that she had not the

concentration or the decency to attempt to

hide it. She did not know of the flagrant

betrayal of her feelings; she was not

guarding against it, because her delight

itself absorbed all her powers of thought.

She stood there, a monument unveiled.

And all the reason for it that one could

see was that pindling, hollow-eyed young

fellow who had entered the room in her

wake.

The two men, after conversation had

engaged between them, promoted and

helped along by the greater lingual readi-

ness of the ladies, observed each other.

This they did naturally, as if doing noth-

ing of the kind. But Estelle, as pro-

foundly uneasy as if she had foreseen al-

ready the fate of the fat to end in the

fire, was aware of it. She noted in Ger-

ald's stiflly adjusted face the unself-con-

scious eyebrows, formidably different one

from the other; she noted how Dr. Tom,
sturdy and self-collected as he was, kept

knocking the ashes of his cigar into an ink-

stand full of ink.

It struck her whimsically that she had

seen before something kindred to what

was taking place under her eyes: in a

barn-yard at home, two crimson-helmeted

champions, with neck-feathers slightly

risen on end, standing opposed, ocularly

taking each other's measure.

CHAPTER XVIII

With great frequency in these days Ger-
ald made one of four in an amiable party

devoting themselves to what Mrs. Haw-
thorne somewhat mysteriously called "do-

ing Florence."

He sometimes remained scandalously

late at her house after dining. He would
wait, with an artist's beautiful air of

time-forgetfulness, for Dr. Tom to get

up to go. He would instantly, as if re-

membering himself, get up to go, too, and

walk with the doctor as far as his hotel,

they talking together like men with re-

spect for each other's brains, apprecia-

tion of each other's character and com-

pany, no subject of contention in the

world.

Gerald pushed courtesy so far as to go

with the doctor, by themselves, on certain

visits to hospitals, to certain games of pal-

lone, certain monasteries which ladies are

not permitted to enter, Aurora rejoicing

in the opportunities to get good and ac-

quainted which she saw these two dear

friends of hers take.

Meanwhile Brenda Foss had returned

to Italy; one appropriately beautiful day

in May she was married. After the drive

back from the wedding reception, Gerald

resisted Aurora's suggestion that he enter

the house with them and remain to dine.

This he did with well-masked resentful-

ness. As it was not Dr. Bewick's last

evening, but the evening before his last,

Gerald did not see that delicacy strictly

demanded his sacrifice. But Estelle had

informed him that he was not to accept.

She had particular reasons, she darkly en-

lightened him, for the request.

Earlier than usual after dinner Estelle

retired, "to write up her diary," she an-

nounced. Tom was left to have with

Aurora that conversation which Estelle
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had besought him to have, and of which

by a significant motion of the face she had

reminded him before leaving the room.

He came to the point very soon, the sooner

to get it over.

"Nell," he said, and, leaning back, with

one arm flung along the top of the sofa,

the other offering to his lips a thick cigar,

waited long enough for her to wonder

what was coming, "you spend too much
money."

Without shadow of atteinpt at evasion,

she said

:

"Tom, I do."

"You 've got to retrench, girl ; you 've

got to be more careful."

"Yes, I suppose I 've got to."

"Let 's be practical. How are you go-

ing to do it?"

"I don't know, Tom. It 's so easy to

spend and so hard to hold on to your

money!"

"Well, I 'm glad you don't deny a bent

toward extravagance."

"I don't deny anything that means I

spend a lot of money. I have more sense.

The facts are there."

"You 've already broken into your capi-

tal, have n't j'ou?"

"Did Hattie tell you that or did you

guess? It 's true, I have; but—" she tried

to place the harm done In a harmless

light— "it is n't so bad but that if I saved

for a little while I could make it up

again."

"If! True; but are you going to, Nell?

That 's the question."

"O Tom, I never ought to have been

given any money if I was to hold on to

it!" Aurora almost groaned. "I did n't

know at first. I was pleased as Punch.

I lay awake nights just to gloat and feel

grand. I tell you, I meant to hold on to

it! I tell you, it was n't going to get

awa>' from me after that good fight we
made for it! But

—
" the effect of a men-

tal groan was repeated— "the whole thing

is n't as I thought it would be, not a bit."

She stopped, and while she tried to co-

ordinate her ideas. Dr. Tom quietly

waited for explanation or illustration of

her meaning.

"I don't like money; there 's the whole

of it." She gave hiin the sum of her at-

tempt in one cast.

Dr. Tom continued to wait, smoking.

"In fact, I hate it."

Dr. Tom continued to wait, without

interrupting, or trying to help her dis-

entangle her thought, of which he had in

truth no inkling.

"I hate it, and I love it, both. That 's

truer, I suppose. But I can't be at rest

with it."

"Never fear, girl,"— his tone was hu-

morous,— "you 'II get used to it. Just

from watching you, I should have fancied

you were pretty well used to it already."

"I somehow can't feel it right— there!

—to have more than the rest," Aurora

explained. "Come right down to it, I

feel mean in having something the rest

have n't got, and keeping it from them.

I know it is n't good common sense, or

how could rich people be so all right and

calm in their minds as they are, and have

everybody's respect? But,. Tom, I sup-

pose the amount of it is I was born poor

and I go on having the feelings of the

poor. If any one asks me for anything

and appears to need it, I 've got to give it

or feel too mean to live."

"With that view of it, of course I can

see why your money would n't last long."

"Oh, I 'm extravagant besides; I '11

own to that. That 's the real trouble. I

want to buy everything that takes my eye,

I want to make everything run smooth, like

on greased wheels, and to have all the faces

around me look pleased, and everybody

liking me. I love the feeling of luxury

and festivity, and, oh, I just love a grand

good time ! But when I 've indulged my-
self, Tom, I would n't have the face, if

I had the heart, to say no to anybody that

came along and wanted me to indulge

them, too. Now, I don't want you to go

thinking this is generosity, Tom, or a good

heart, or that I have any sneaking idea in

my own bosom that it 's anything of the

sort. When I was poor I never was gen-

erous; I never thought of it. I worked

hard for what I got; and was in the satrie

boat exactly as the rest ; I was entitled to
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orked for. But nowthe little bit I

it 's different."

"All right, Nell; all right. It 's a

perfectly understandable way of looking

at it, if it is rather far-fetched. But good-

by to the hard-earned thousands. You
won't have a smitch of them left."

"Good-by then, and good riddance!"

cried Aurora, violently, almost pettishly.

"I don't really like them, anyhow. It 's

too easy just to write your name on a

check. At first I thought I was living in

a fairy-tale; but once you 've got used to

it, it does n't compare with the fun you

get the old-fashioned way, working hard

for a thing, and planning, and going to

price it, and saving, and finally getting it,

and that proud ! People who have n't

been poor simply don't know."

"Of course I have n't the faintest right

to control your use of your money," he

began ; "but
—

"

"But of course you have, Tom,"—her

tone changed at once, and was eagerly

humble.— "every right. You can take it

away from me any moment you please.

Who has a right, I should like to know,

if not you ?"

"Well, then, Nell, I 'm going to make

a suggestion. What you have said shows

me that simple advice would be of no use

in this case. Don't think, girl, that I

don't get at your way of seeing the mat-

ter ; but I see other things to consider.

Well, then : as a promise to keep inside of

your income would apparently embitter

life to you, I won't ask for it, merely sug-

gesting the fitness of trying to observe such

a restriction. Even as regards your power

to throw it away, there '11 be a lot more of

it to throw if you respect your capital.

However, the money is yours, to do ex-

actly what you please with ; but this I

ask : empower me to turn some part of it

into an annuity, unalienable and modestly

sufficient."

"An annuity? What 's that?"

"A sum of money so fixed that you re-

ceive the interest as long as you live and

have no power over the sum itself. It 's

not yours to use or to transfer. In your

case it 's the one safe investment, the

Single way I see to keep you out of the

poorhouse."

"All right, Tom; do what you think

best. But see here. Whatever you ar-

range for me that way, you 've got to

arrange for Hattie, too, or it would n't

be fair. I won't think of it unless you '11

do the same for both. If I had n't a

penny left in the world, you know the

Carvers would take me in in a minute.

Then if you do it, don't you see," she

brought in slyly, "when I 've spent my
money, there '11 always be Hattie's for

me to fall back on. Don't let her know
you 're doing it, Tom, but fix it."

"All right. Two comfortable little an-

nuities, enough to be independent on, and

be taken care of if you 're sick."

"That 's it, Tom. Then everybody's

mind will be set at rest. And this I will

promise: I '11 try to be a good girl."

That subject being dropped, there was

silence for a minute or two, while Tom
thoughtfully smoked. At last he said

:

"I had hoped"— his utterance was slow

and heavy— "to find a different solution to

the difficulty."

Her face questioned him, and at once

looked troubled.

"I was going to try to take over all

your difficulties and bundle them up with

my own ; but," he continued, after a mo-

ment, with force, "I 'm not going to do

it."

"That 's right, Tom," she came out

eagerl}', without pretending not to under-

stand. "If I know what you mean, don't

do it! Oh, I 'm so grateful, I can't tell

you-, that you 've made up your mind that

way. Because, dear Tom, whatever you

wanted me to do, seems to me I 'd have to

do it. I don't see how I could say no to

anything you asked me. It would break

my heart, I guess, if I had to hold out

against a real wish of yours. I could n't

do it. All the same, I am certain that we
would n't make just the happiest kind of

couple."

"We are n't going to talk about it,

Nell. I told you I had given it up. But,"

he went on after a heavy moment, unable

entirely to subjugate his humanity— "but

A
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I wish now I had asked you before you

left home."

She was too oppressed with misery to

speak at once, so he amplified.

"But it seemed rather more,— I don't

want to call it by any such big word as

chivalrous,— it seemed rather whiter not

to urge it, when circumstances might have

seemed to lay a compulsion on you. Then
it seemed better to let all the talk, the

unpleasantness, in Denver die down first.

Then, too, I wanted you to see the world

;

I liked the thought of you having your

fling. But," he reiterated, "I can't help

wishing I had followed my instinct and

asked you before I let you go. Tell the

truth, Nell. Would n't you have had

me then?"

"I suppose, Tom, that I should have

you now if you asked me. But then or

now," she brought in quickly, "it would

be a mistake. I could n't love you more

dearly, Tom, than I do, good big brother

that you 've been. Dear me, all we 've

been through together! Then all the fun

we 've had ! We could n't change to

something different without all being

spoiled. You don't seem to know, but I

do, that I 'm not the woman for you in

that way. We 're too much alike, Tom.
What you want is a little dainty woman,
delicate, quick, bright-minded, something,

to find an example near at hand, like Hat-

tie Carver. A big fellow like you wants

some one to cherish and protect. How
in the world would any one go to work
protecting and cherishing a little darling

big as a moose!"

"I might have known"— Dr. Tom
made his reflections aloud—:"that a good

big husky man would n't have a chance

with any good big husky girl while a

sickly, sad-eyed, spindle-shanked son of a

gun was hanging round!"

"There 's nothing in that, I should

think you 'd know," said Aurora, quickly.

"I like him, of course, and I like to have

him round. Have n't 3'ou found him

good company yourself? But that 's just

friendship. Friendship like between a fish

and a bird, and no more prospect of a dif-

ferent ending than that. If that 's troub-

ling you, you can set your mind at rest,

Tom."
"It 's none of my business, anyhow,"

said the doctor, brusquely, flinging down
his cigar and walking away from her to

the mantelpiece, where he stood looking

up at her portrait, but thinking of that

other portrait of her, with its wizardry

and strange truth, which she had not

failed to show him.

"Tom, if I thought you could feel bit-

ter, I should die, that 's all," cried Au-
rora, jumping up and following. "You
've been such a friend to me! Do you
suppose I forget? And you know, now
don't you, Tom, that I think the whole,

whole world of you ?" Arms were clasped

around his neck, a head was pressed hard

against his shoulder. "There never could

anybody take your place with me. You 'd

only have to call over land or sea, and

I 'd come flying to serve you, to nurse

you in sickness or help you in sorrow."

"Any time there 's anything I can

do for you, anything in this world, Nell,

you know you 've only got to sing out,"

he declared in his turn.

"You '11 marry, Tom dear, by and by."

"Very well. If you say so, I '11 marry.

But what I said will hold good if I do.

It will hold good, too, if you marry, Nell.

Oh, let 's talk about something else."

CHAPTER XIX
It seemed to Gerald really rather late in

the day for him to seek an excuse to call

at the Hermitage; yet on the afternoon

following Dr. Bewick's departure he

sought for one— one having reference to

Estelle. He took with him a propitiatory

little volume containing translations of

well-known poems by one Amiel. Estelle

was regarded as being immensely inter-

ested in French ; she daily translated

themes back and forth from her own lan-

guage into that of IMoliere. These singu-

larly neat and exact productions of

Amiel's should delight— and disarm her.

When he entered the red-and-green

room, the very least bit timidly, with his

book in his hand, he perceived almost at
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once that something unusual

air.

Nothing was said at first of the cause

for Aurora's air of repressed excitement,

but at last she interrupted him in the mid-

dle of a sentence:

"Gerald, something so queer and un-

pleasant has happened
!"

He raised both eyebrows in solicitous

participation, and mutely questioned.

"It 's about Charlie Hunt. I never

would have imagined— you would n't

either."

"My imagination, dear friend, is more

far-reaching in some ways than yours," he

quickly corrected her. "But do tell me
what it is that has happened."

"Charlie Hunt! Charlie Hunt!" she

repeated, like one unable to make herself

believe a thing. "Charlie Hunt to turn

nasty toward me like that from one day

to the next!"

"To turn
—

"

"He was here to dinner just two weeks

ago and perfectly all right. We had a

nice, long chat together on the sofa. But

he did n't make his party-call quite as

soon as he usually does, so when I saw him

at Brenda's wedding I thought of course

he 'd come up and tell me how busy he 'd

been. But he did n't come near me. I

was sort of surprised, but did n't even

think enough about it to mention it to

Estelle. Well, this forenoon I went to

the bank, and when I 'd got my money, I

happened to catch sight of Charlie. I

thought I 'd like to speak to him. He 's

always wanted me to ask for him when
I went to the bank, and I 've done it more

than once. I asked for him, and then I

took a seat, and in a minute in came

Charlie, with just his usual look.

"Now, I want to tell you that I 've

never had one unpleasant word with

Charlie Hunt; I 've always liked him

real well. I put down my foot against

letting him run me and my house, but

there never was a word said about it. I

balked, but I did n't kick. All along I 've

been just as nice to him as I know how,

except just one moment, when I stuck a

little pin into him the night of the vcyli-
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was in the one, not supposing that he 'd ever know
who did it.

"Well, I was sitting there at the table

with the newspapers, and he came and

stood near, without taking a chair, as if

he had n't much time to spare. I began

to talk and joke about his cutting me dead

at the wedding, and he listened and talked

back in a common-enough way, only I

noticed that he once or twice called me
Mrs. Barton instead of Mrs. Hawthorne.

Now I must go back and tell you that

some time ago when I was at the bank he

casually asked me if I knew of any Mrs.

Helen Barton in Florence, and he showed

me two letters in the same handwriting,

one addressed to the English bank, and

the other to the American bank, Florence,

that had been there at Hunt & Landini's

for some time, and no one had called for

and they did n't know what to do with.

Now, the instant my eye lit on those let-

ters I knew w^ho 'd written them, what

was in them, and who they were meant

for. All letters for Estelle and me, you

know, are first sent to Estelle's house in

East Boston, to be forwarded to us wher-

ever we might be in Europe ; but that let-

ter had escaped. That letter was from a

queer kind of sour, unsuccessful woman
called lona Allen, who boarded once at

the same house with me on Springfield

Street, the languishing kind of critter that

I never could stand, who had n't the

gumption of a half-drowned chicken,

who 'd never stuck to anything or put any

elbow-grease into the work on hand, and

who whined all the time, and was looking

out for some one to support her. I guessed

she 'd heard of my money and was writ-

ing me a sweet letter of congratulations,

along with a hard-luck story. I 'd have

liked to get hold of her letter, but did n't

exactly see how I could. I said to Charlie.

'Let me take it; perhaps I can find the

one it 's meant for among my acquaint-

ances.' But he did n't seem to think that

could be done; so there the matter

dropped. I did n't care much. lona

Allen can look for some one nearer home
to support her.

"Well, to go back. When Charlie
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Hunt had called me Mrs. Barton for the

third time I realized from his way of

doing it that it was n't a slip of the

tongue, and I stopped him short and said

:

" 'What makes you call me Mrs. Bar-

ton all of a sudden?'

"'It 's your name, is n't it?' he said,

with a queer look.

" 'No,' . I came right out strong and

bold. And I was n't lying either. It is

n't my name. I don't really know what

my name is. It 's Hawthorne as much as

it 's anything. Jim changed his name half

a dozen times, and the name he married

me under I found out was n't his real

name.

"Charlie Hunt stood there a moment

as if thinking it over, looking at me with

the meanest grin ; then he said with that

hateful, sarcastic look of a person who
thinks he 's being smart in getting back

at you:
" 'Is that as true,' he said, 'as that you

never indulged in Carnival humor masked

as a crow ?' Then I knew he 'd somehow

got on to the truth about that night at the

veglionc. But I was n't going to give it

away.
" 'You know what you 're driving at

better than I do,' I said. And then I said

:

'What 's it all about? What 's your

game?' And he said, as if I 'd been a

common swindler that he 'd just found

out:
" 'What 's yours?' Then I felt myself

get mad.
" 'You 're a mean little pest,' I said, but

between my teeth, and not so that any one

but he could hear me. And, 'You 're an

evil-minded little scalawag,' I said. 'You

certainly don't know me if you think I 've

done anything in this world to be ashamed

of. Go ahead,' I said; 'do what you

please. Don't for one single instant think

that I 'm afraid of you or that you can do

me any harm.' And I left him standing

there, with his grin, and flounced out.

But what do you think of it, Gerald?
Why should Charlie Hunt behave like

that to me?"
"I could judge better if I knew what

you said to him" at the veglionc."

"It was n't very bad. It might provoke

him for a minute to know that it was I

who said it, but it ought n't to make him

mad enough to bite. I went up to him,

and I said close to his ear, in my good

English

:

" 'You amusing little match-maker,' I

said, 'what do you hope to get from your

dusky friend marrying that absard Amer-

ican ? How much do you know about

her?' I said. 'Are you even sure she 's as

rich as she seems?' Then he said, polite,

but stiff:

" 'You have the advantage of me.

Madam, in knowing what you 're talking

about. Pray go on with your tasteful

pleasaritries,' he said; 'I 'm thinking I 've

heard your voice before.' Upon which I

shut my mouth and dusted down the

opera-house on Italo's arm. I was crazy

that evening, I guess, with the crowd and

excitement and all. When I get to train-

ing, I can't resist the impulse. I don't

know where to stop. But that was n't

enough to make him want to stick a knife

in me, was it? It was only fun. It was

true. He had seemed to be trying to man-

age me so 's I 'd take a fancy to Landini,

and I could n't for the life of me see what

it mattered to him."

"My dear Aurora," said Gerald, ex-

cited and darkly flushed, "your little joke

would not have had to contain a sting

nearly so sharp to rouse against you such

vanity as Hunt's, unless, let me add, there

were some self-interest to keep him back.

It is known that Charlie has only some

parts and habits of a human being, not all.

He is not properly a man at all," he went

on; "he is just an insect en grand. He 's

like this: from the moment he had ceased

to get any good of frequenting your house,

even if you had not done the smallest

thing to vex him, he would pass on a bit

of gossip harmful to you for the simple

glory of appearing for one moment a little

better informed than the rest. No more

than that. He would be capable of that;

he would n't even have to hate you."

Both women sat staring at Gerald, im-

pressed by his heat.

"But what I want to know is how he
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knew your name was Barton," said Es>-

telle at last.

"I 've told you what I think. He 's

heard you call me Nell. Tom, too, called

me Nell. That may have given him the

hint. Then he simply opened lona Al-

len's letter and read it. Something was

in it, no doubt, that enabled him to put

two and two together. And Charlie

Hunt, little bunch of meanness! would

imagine he could hold over me the fact

that I was poor once, because he 'd think

I 'd be ashamed of it. But no such thing.

If I changed my name coming here, it was

n't on any such account as that. I 'm

gladder than ever now that I told Mrs.

Foss all about it. I did, Gerald, quite soon

after we first came, and she said, though it

was in a way a mistake, she did n't see any

real harm in it. As long as I 'd begun

that way, she said, better not make a sen-

sation by changing back or saying any-

thing about it. She thought my reasons

were very natural. It was n't as if I was

misleading anybody, or anybody was los-

ing money by me. I 'd have told you too,

Gerald, in a minute, as far as wanting

just to conceal anything goes. But Ger-

ald and I"— she seemed to place the mat-

ter before an invisible judge and jury—

"never talk together of ugly things, do

we, Gerald ? As I said before, I don't

know what my own real front-door name

is. I was born Goodwin. I married Bar-

ton, but Barton was n't Jim's real name.

Aurora Hawthorne is what I called my-

self when we were young ones and played

ladies. Hat and I. I came over here to

cut loose from all the bothers that had

made the last year in Denver a nightmare.

I did n't want to be connected with that

dirty mess any more in anybody's mind or

my own. I wanted it to be like taking a

bath and starting new, feeling clean.

Then, if I was Aurora Hawthorne, Hat-

tie of course had to be Estelle Madison,

which was her name in our old play-days.

Neither of us thought of anything when
we planned it but its being a grand lark.

And at first, in hotels, what did it mat-

ter? But since we 've been here and had

friends, we 've felt sorry more than once.

because it seemed like telling a lie. And
then we were afraid of things that might

come up—just like this that has, in fact.

But there was n't anything to do about it.

So, if Charlie Hunt tells—"

"I 'm not nearly as much afraid of his

telling that you are here under an as-

sumed name," said Estelle, "as that you

were the black crow, and it getting to

the ears of Antonia and Co."

"Well, what could they do?"

"Spoil Florence for us pretty thor-

oughly, I 'm afraid, Nell."

"Oh, nonsense!" cried Aurora; but

after a moment added in a tone of lessened

assurance, "Bother!" and after another

moment burst forth, with one hand

clapped to her curly front hair: "To think

that Tom was here yesterday, and this

had to happen to-day, when he 's half-way

to Paris! I wish he had n't gone. I wish

I had him here to back me up."

"Why don't you telegraph for him?"

suggested Estelle, eagerly.

"Oh, no, I would n't do that,"—Au-

rora's vehemence subsided,— "it 's not im-

portant enough for that."

"My dear Aurora," said Gerald, stop-

ping in front of her, his whole person ex-

pressing hurt and remonstrance little short

of indignation, "if your wishing for Doc-

tor Bewick signifies that you do not feel

you have friends near you on whose at-

tachment you can count, surely you do

wrong to some of us!"

Though his tone scolded Aurora sharply

for her lack of faith, Estelle's ear caught

a trembling edge to his voice expressive of

deep feeling. Estelle had the good sense

to see that Gerald must inevitably desire

to make more exposition of his allegiance,

and the good feeling to know that this

could be done better if she were not pres-

ent. Gerald, with his little peace-offer-

ing, was at the moment in favor with Es-

telle. His explicitness, his righteous vio-

lence, his entire adequacy on the subject

of Charlie Hunt, had charmed her. She

also wanted Aurora to have any comfort

the hour might afford. She on the spot

feigned to understand Busteretto's paw-

ing of her dress as an expression of desire
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to go into the garden and see the little

sparrows. She swept him up from the

floor with one hand and, tucking him un-

der her arm, slipped out of the room.

There was silence for a minute after

her departure. Then Gerald said very

stiffly, very formally:

"If you would do me the honor, dear-

est Aurora, the very great honor, of con-

senting to take my name, the right I

should have to defend you would be

—

would be— part of my great happiness."

Aurora stared at him. Beneath the

frank investigation of her eyes his own
dropped in modesty and insuperable em-

barrassment.

There was another silence before he

added

:

"I would try very much to make you

happy."

Aurora repressed the first words that

came to her lips, and set aside the next

ones that rose in her mind to sav. Silence

again reigned for a moment. Then, with

the serious face, almost invisibly rippling,

that betokened in her a secret and suc-

cessful fight against laughter, she said in

what she called her good English, faintly

reminiscent of Antonia's:

"I am aware, my dear Gerald, of the

honor, the very great honor, you do me.

I thank you— for coming up to the scratch

like a little man. But the feeling I have

that I could never be warthy of so much
honor deceydes me to declane. Gerald,"

she went on, discarding her English, "don't

say another word ! You dear, dear boy

!

The things you want to defend me against

don't amount to a row of pins, when all

I 've got to do if it comes to the pinch is

pack my grip and clear out. Thank you

all the same, you pet, for your kindness.

Don't think of it again. I am sort of glad,

though, you 've got that proposal out of

your system. Now we can go back to a

sensible life."

(To be concluded)

A Warning

By JESSICA NELSON NORTH

DRAW in the latch-string, lad, and close the door.

Lest those who faint without from toil and pain

Should rob thee of thine own too meager store.

Can one poor crust sustain these famished forms?

Can one poor shelter save them from the storms?

And surely those who wait and hope in vain

Shall turn and rend thee when thou hast no more.

So draw the latch-string in and close the door.

There was a man would fling it open wide-

But He was crucified.
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Compulsory Service in Ballygullion

Bv LYNN DOYLE

SPEAKIN' of this conscriptin' in Ire-

land," said my friend Mr. Patrick

Murph\', pressing a few burning strands

of tobacco down into his pipe with a horny

forefinger and fetching half a dozen rapid

pufifs, "it would be hard for any man to

say how it would go. An Irishman is aisy

enough to coax, but he 's a thrawn divil

if ye go to push him. There 's no rule,

though. If you 're thrying to guess what

an Irishman 'U do, the only thing ye can

be sure of is that the divil himself could

n't tell what he '11 do. If he 's put up

again' conscription he may fight again' it

or he '11 maybe fight undher it ; but, any-

way, ye may take your oath upon it he '11

fight."

"Even if he was conscripted, Pat?" I

asked.

"No matter how ye get him. Look at

the Sinn Feiners. The one half of them

went up to Dublin on Easter Monday
thinkin' it was for a day's outin's, an' yet

when the row started the same boys

fought like Trojans. I 'm tellin' ye this,"

said Mr. Murphy, with emphasis: "if ye

take fifty thousand Irish soldiers, con-

scripted or not conscripted, an' put them

down foment double as many Germans,

the lives of the same Germans won't be

safe."

"But if they were conscripts, would

they not have a grudge against the Eng-

lish, P? lid I.

"They might," admitted Mr. Murphy;
"but even so, still they 'd fight. An' I '11

tell you a story about that. My brother

Joe's son Michael is a reporter on a news-

paper, and when the rebellion broke out

in Dublin the proprietor sent him ofif to

collect news. Two days' expenses he give

him, an' tould him if he could n't pick up

as much information in the time as would
keep him writin' from that to the next re-

bellion then he ought to go back to the

farmin'.

"So there was poor IVIichael runnin'

about Dublin like a dog at a fair, thryin'

to gather as many lies in the time as he

could manage, an' gettin' as much ould

snash from the sodgers on the one side an'

the Sinn Feiners on the other as made him

wish he was a German an' could knock

the divil out of them both.

"About the middle of the first day,

when he was near asthray in the mind be-

tween writin' in his wee note-book and

duckin' bullets, an' bein' turned back out

of any safe place there was, down near the

LTlster railway station he spots a big. red-

faced, thirsty-lookin' corporal in charge of

a handful of the Fusiliers. 'That 's the

man for me,' he says to himself, an' over

he goes to him.
" 'I want to get the length of Clontarf,

Sergeant,' says he, pullin' out a two-shill-

in' bit. 'I hear there 's big fightin' out

that wav.'
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" 'Then ye can't go,' says the corporal,

puttin' the two-shillin' bit in his pocket.

" 'Could it not be managed. Sergeant?'

says Michael, wheedlin' him a bit. 'I 'm

a reporter,' says he.

" 'If ye were the Archangel Michael,'

says the corporal, 'it would be all the

same. My ordhers are too sthrict. But

if you '11 go round the corner there ye

might get through.'

" 'Who 's in charge there?' says Mi-

chael.

" 'They 're a parcel of murdherin' Eng-

lish swine come over to desthroy the da-

cent city of Dublin,' says the corporal,

very bitther. 'Bad cess to the day I ever

put their coat on my back
!'

"An' with that a Sinn Feiner in a green

tunic runs across the sthreet, an' the cor-

poral up with his rifle an' knocks him over

like a rabbit.

"An' I '11 tell you another story," went

on Mr. Murphy. "Not long afther the

war broke out, an' there was talk of con-

scriptin' then, too, I had big Barney Her-

rigan workin' for me about the yard. A
bitther pill of a Nationalist was Barney,

an' an Irish Volunteer, an' could have ate

Carson without salt. Of a night he used

to take a pride in walkin' by the police-

barracks whistlin' 'Who Fears to Speak

of 'Ninety-eight' ; an' if it had n't been

that the sergeant had no ear for music an'

took it for 'Auld Lang Syne,' Barney 'd

been in jail undher the Defense of the

Realm before the war was well started.

"Then he was promised to marry a wee
slip of a girl that lives up the road a bit

as soon as he 'd save a bit of money an'

had quit the dhrink. She was all the other

way of thinkin', a hot one for Redmond,
an' all for Barney enlistin' off his own
bat, an' not waitin' to be conscripted even.

But Barney would n't hear of it, an'

swore by this an' by that he 'd rather tight

for the Germans than for the English any

day. My own notion was that he was no

way keen on fightin' at all ; but the other

was what he give out, an' in the end he

quarreled with the girl over it.

"But the more word of conscription

there was the more Barney was disturbed

in his mind, till he got to be a common
nuisance, quittin' his work an' runnin' in-

til the kitchen when the postboy came

round with the paper just to hear was
there any more news of it.

"At the last he could thole no longer,

an' one mornin' he threw down his shovel

an' comes up the room to me in his dirty

boots.

" 'Gim me what money 's comin' to

me,' says he. *I 'm for off.'

" 'An' where are ye for in such a

hurry?' says I.

" *I 'm for America,' says he. 'I 'm

goin' to gather together my two or three

duds, an' away intil Ballygullion for my
ticket. They '11 never put a khaki coat on

7ny back,' says he.

"I was that mad at him leavin' me in

the lurch, an' the potatoes not gathered,

that I give him his wages on the spot and

tould him he could go to blazes if he

liked ; an' away he goes to Ballygullion,

not waitin' to look behind him.

"That evenin' as I was goin' up the

road who should I meet but his old girl,

an' the eyes blinded in her head with

cryin'.

" 'Have ye heard about Barney, Mis-

ther Murphy?' says she.

" 'No,' says I, lettin' on I knew nothin'.

'What about him ?'

" 'He 's joined the sodgers,' says she,

bursting out again.

" 'He 's what?' says I.

" 'He 's joined the sodgers,' says she.

'He got dhrunk in Ballygullion the day

an' took the shillin' an' is away to Ath-

lone.'
"

"And he did n't desert, Pat?" I asked.

"Desert, is it?" said Mr. Murphy.

"He 's been in the trenches this twelve-

month, an' was up in this house on leave

not very long ago with a corporal's stripes

on his arm, cursin' the Huns most lamen-

table, an' that full of loyalty he 'd poison

you. Him an' one of Carson's Volunteers

beat two Sinn Feiners all round Ballygul-

lion one night before he left for insultin'

the king's uniform."

"I suppose the girl took Barney back,"

said I.

I
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"She did not, then," said Mr. Murphy. "But if Irehuid refuses rouseription,

"Ever since the rebellion she 's turned maybe the English won't give her Home

against Redmond, wallcin' out with a Sinn Rule," said I.

Feiner, and would n't look at the side of "Do you hear me now," said Mr. Mur-

the road a sodger was on. I tell you what it phy, with a droll look: "if they make us

is, Mr. Doyle, Ireland is a queer country. all sodgers here in Ireland by conscription,

If they bring in this conscription it '11 be the question might be whether we 'd give

hard to say how things will turn out." the English Home Rule."

The White Gods

(With due apologies to Kipling's '< Feet of the Young Men")

By F. GREGORY HARTSWICK

NOW the four-track way is open, now the questing auto honks,

And we weary of the wood and hill and plain
;

Now the young men's throats are troubled for the tasting of a Bronx,

And the red gods' bubble 's pricked and burst again.

Who hath bathed in citronella? Who hath felt the wood-ticks' baiting?

Who hath lain awake and cursed the night owls' cries?

Who hath worked the shallow water where the 'skeeter-squads are waiting

And the men are jumping-crazy from the fiies?

fVe must go—yo—go aiuay from here!

Upon the avenue we 're overdue;

Send that nothing long may hold you till the city's arms infold you;

For the ivhite gods call for you!-

So for one the white foam cresting o'er the seidel's curving rim,

And for one the slip of pump-soles on the floor

;

And for one the week-end station where a lady waits for him,

And for one the cheery golfers crying "Fore!"

Who hath smelt the smells of Broadway? Who hath seen her lights :i-hii

Who is fain to spend in revelry the night?

Let him follow with the others, for the young men's feet are turning

To the camps of laundered, civilized delight.

He 7nust go—go—

Do you know the upper Thirties? Do you know that narrow street.

With the cozy little chop-house at the end,

And the bar of polished walnut where a man may take a seat

To the clicks as warring dominoes contend ?

It is there that we are going, with, our pipes and steins and chorus.

To a jolly, rosy tapster that we know

;

To a chair of age-worn leather, with the foaming mugs before us,

For the white gods call us back, and we must go

!

IJ'e must go— yo—
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Do you know that glowing ball-room where the floor is smooth and fair,

And the lights gleam out on jeweled loveliness?

Do you know the joy of waltzing to a sobbing string-wrought air

With a girl you 've known an hour or more— or less?

It is there that I am going, with a partner all-entrancing,

Just a smiling little princess that I know.

She can mingle with the others while I 'm dancing, dancing, dancing;

For the white gods call me back, and I must go!

/ must go—go—

Do you know that marble palace where the busses clang and boom?
Do you know the scent of perfume and of wine?

Do you know the velvet stillness of a palm-embowered room

Where the blazoned, bird-clad people go and dine?

It is there that I am going, where the lights are dim and pleasant.

To a gentle, suave head waiter that I know

—

To my pint of golden Medoc, to my hothouse grapes and pheasant,

For the whfte gods call me back, and I must go!

/ ?nust go—go—

Do you know the city's roof-tree? Do you know that windy height

Where the ticker's baffling tidings shift and change?

Do you know the day's excitement in the eddying market-fight,

While the stock of stocks is climbing out of range?

It is there that I am going, where the big ones egg the lamb on,

To a trusty, clever broker that I know.

I have sworn an oath, to keep it on the horns of golden Mammon,
For the white gods call me back, and I must go

!

/ must go—go —

Now the four-track way is humming, now perfecto smokes arise

—

Pleasant smokes, ere yet 'twixt play and play they choose,

Now the theaters are open, now the Joys doff all disguise.

And the young men fly to them on winged shoes.

Who shall meet them in the city? Who shall light them in the dark?

Petal-fingered, who shall guide them to their goal?

Unto each his need and pleasure, unto each his sign and mark

—

Glowing tap-room in the village, brilliant salon near the park.

And to each a maid who loves his very soul.

Poor or wealthy, young or aged, she awaits you to console her

—

Dust of auto, shriek of railroad, clack of 'plane

—

Where the lights gleam on wet asphalt, where the taxi hails the stroller,

Where the young men go to battle in pursuance of the dollar.

Where the riot runs till daylight— James! Ah, help me with my collar!

For the white gods make their medicine again!

IVe must go—go—go away from Jicrc!

Upon the avenue we 're overdue;

Send that nothing long may hold you till the city's arms infold you,

l^\jr the white gods rail for you!
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The Joys of Moving

I 've found the jam, Isabel— unless it 's the mucilage

Vers Libre Liberated

By K. L. Mc KINNEY

I
LIKE vers libre.

It seems to be a very popular diversion

Among a great minority of poets

Who have cast aspersion and made

Remarks of divers kinds about

The fettering of thought

;

So many other vapid minds have used it

When they had n't ought.

You can't spear words

And string them out in fits and starts

And starts and fits.

And think the public stands about, shouting,

Scoring them all as hits. Not they

;

They will suspect.

Your bluff, you '11 find in time, won't pass a lot.

I like vers libre.

I love the stuff; but is this it,

Or is it not?



'I'he last blraw

Elegy Written at a Country Club

By F. GREGORY HARTSWICK

THE club-house lights announce the close of day,

The lowing herd wind townward from their tea,

The caddies homeward take their chattering way,
And leave the links to darkness and to me.

Beneath that tangled hrush, those tall weeds' shade.

Where heaves the turf in many a bunkered heap,

Each in its hiding-place forever laid

The duffers' missing gutties take their sleep.
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Let not par players mock their grubbing toil,

Their awful score, their formless-swinging club;

Nor scratch men hear with a disdainful smile

The long and woeful annals of the dub.

The boast of stance and grip, the pomp of par,

And all that Ray holds, all that Vardon thinks,

Await alike the inevitable bar

:

The paths of golfing lead but to the drinks.

Full many a drive of purest arc and high

The dark, unfathomed water-hazards drown
;

Full man}- a putt is born to go awry.

And waste three strokes or so before it 's down.

And thou who, mindful of the unhonored- dub,

Canst in these lines his hapless story see.

When thou art gone, and at thy country club

Some kindred duffer shall ask after thee,

Haply some hoary-headed pro may say:

"Oft have I seen him at the peep of dawn

Tearing with hasty strokes the turf away,

Or losing balls along the upland lawn.

'One morn I missed him on the 'customed hill,

Along the fair, and near the club-house tee.

Another came; nor wading in the rill,

Nor in the pit, nor out of bounds was he.

'The next, I clipped ('t was too late by a day;

It must have been the obit-writer's fault)

These lines. Approach, O dub, and read the lay

Graved on the slab upon his Woodlawn vault":

THE EPITAPH

Here rests his head upon the earth he scarred,

A youth to Bogey and to par unknown;

Fair twos and threes ne'er blossomed on his card.

And handicappers marked him as their own.

Large was his total, but his truth was more;

The handicappers' recompense is seen:

He gave to them {'t ivas all he had) his score;

They gave to him {'t was all he asked) nineteen.

No further seek his troubles to disclose.

Nor at his many difficulties scoff

;

With him ive all this trembling hope repose:

Where'er he be. may he play better golf

!



FINANCE AND BANKING
The Federal Reserve System and the Public

Bv H. V. CANN

MORE than 7600 banks in the United

States are members of the Federal Re-

serve System. Every one of these thousands

of banks has its own group of depositors, bor-

rowers, and shareholders, altogether millions

of people, who are more or less directly bene-

fited by such membership.

Those much discussed and carefully planned

institutions, the federal reserve banks, began

business on November 16, 19 14, in a time of

great stress, when everybody was anxious about

the financial outlook, and soon became the

most important factor in the restoration of

general confidence. Their functions have been

developed with such speed that the system al-

ready fills its intended place as a strong and

dependable underpinning of the national bank-

ing structure, besides being a powerful force

behind the business machinery of the country.

f^ver since the expiration of the charter of

the second Bank of the United States in 1836

there has been general recognition of the need

for a bank of issue which would supply extraor-

dinary demands for currency and credit.

Several years stand out as memorable times

when the old banking system as a whole failed

to serve the legitimate needs of business, when
inadequate supplies of currency and scarcity of

credit resulted in wide-spread losses.

After the trying experience in 1907 a

number of the States revised their banking

laws, and the Federal Government appointed

a monetary commission to investigate bank-

ing systems at home and abroad and submit

a plan for the improvement of conditions here.

The report of that commission is the most

comprehensive work on world banking ever

compiled. It described the operations of the

great central banks of all the leading nations,

and recommended a system of banking which

formed the groundwork for a thorough dis-

cussion of the whole subject throughout the

country and in Congress.

The Government rejected the idea of one

central bank, and finally decided to establish

twelve regional reserve banks in the cities of

Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland,

Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Min-
neapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San Fran-

cisco. These banks were chartered for a term

of twenty years by the Federal Reserve Act,

the most constructive and far-reaching financial

legislation in the history of the United States,

Each bank serves its own district primarily.

Six of its nine directors are elected to rep-

resent the stockholding member banks and the

agricultural, commercial, and industrial in-

terests in that district. As the need arises,

these banks may open branches in other cities

within their districts or in foreign countries.

A branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Atlanta has already been opened in New
Orleans.

The whole system is under the guidance and

control of the Federal Reserve Board, which

is appointed by the President of the United

States and sits in Washington.

The law requires all national banks to be

members of the Federal Reserve System, and

permits state banks and trust companies to join

the system under certain restrictions. A num-
ber of important state institutions have already

taken advantage of this privilege.

To provide the capital of the reserve banks

member banks must subscribe for shares of

its stock a sum equal to six per cent, of their

capital and surplus. Payment of only one

half the subscription, or three per cent., is

called for. The stock certificates provide for

cumulative dividends thereon at the rate of

six per cent, per annum. Net earnings of a

federal reserve bank in excess of the dividend

( Coniniuecion />nge sOfo,'!,m'h,i:)
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requirements shall, according to the law, be

equally divided between the reserve bank and

the Government until the amount retained by

the bank shall have accumulated into a reserve

or surplus fund equal to forty per cent, of

its capital stock; all excess profits thereafter

are payable to the Government.

The combined capital of the twelve federal

reserve banks is $55,000,000.

Besides contributing to the capital stock of

its district federal reserve bank, every mem-

b'-r bank must deposit therein a certain per-

centage of the money which it is obliged to

carry against outstanding deposits. This per-

centage varies from five per cent, of country-

bank deposits to seven per cent, of city-bank

deposits. It is as custodians of that portion of

the legal reserves that the federal reserve banks

fulfil the duties implied by their name.

The twelve banks receive large deposits as

fiscal agents of the Government.

From all sources the funds gathered into

the federal reserve banks now exceed eight

hundred million dollars. This vast sum was

accumulated not to earn large profits for

private interests, but solely to aid commercial

banks in developing and supporting the agri-

cultural, commercial, and industrial interests

of the United States and to make general

banking conditions as sound and safe as pos-

sible.

One need not be versed in banking to ap-

preciate the great power and influence of this

new system in the economic life of the country.

Apart from its actual operations, the psycho-

logical effect of the mere existence of the new

institutions has been very apparent during the

last two years. Much distrust has been dis-

pelled, and people generally display greater

confidence in the banking situation than ever

before. Federal reserve banks have been aptly

called financial fire-engines, fed by great reser-

voirs of liquid capital, each standing ready

for local calls, and all prepared to answer a

general alarm. Most people will recall how
difficult it was during the last currency famine

to obtain money for pay-rolls or even for

ordinary daily requirements. The first work
of the Federal Reserve System was to provide

a supply of circulating notes of five, ten,

twenty, fifty, and hundred dollar bills that

would be sufficient for all emergencies, no

matter how great the demand. Over two

hundred million dollars of these fully secured

notes are now in circulation, with great ad-

ditional supplies held in the treasury at Wash-

ington ready for instant use whenever the

business of the country needs more. Currency

panics are things of the past.

It is a common experience to be subjected at

times to the uncertainty and anxiety of having

obligations to meet without the immediate

means of meeting them except through credit

with a bank. Under former conditions de-

mands might be so great that banks could not

extend loans, no matter how valuable the farm

of the prospective borrower or how sound his

mercantile business. Now, however, members

of the Federal Reserve System have the statu-

tory right to obtain loans from a federal re-

serve bank upon all good notes given for agri-

cultural or business purposes. In this way

the banks of the country are in a much stronger

position to care for the proper needs of bor-

rowers.

Instances are many where depositors, need-

lessly alarmed, started in a body to withdraw

their funds from a bank. Facing such a run

upon resources, banks have been obliged to

close their doors'. Although assets were good,

there was no place of rediscount where com-

mercial paper could quickly be converted into

cash to meet such unlooked-for ' demands.

Here, under the new conditions, the Federal

Reserve System, by making loans to tide over

the strain against the normal every-day busi-

.ness paper of the bank, can lend its powerful

protection alike to the depositors and share-

holders of banks. Many notes already re-

discounted are for less than a hundred dollars

and not a few for smaller amounts. Farmers'

notes given for agricultural purposes are taken

by the system when they have a maturity not

exceeding six months; but notes made by

people engaged in commercial business cannot

be rediscounted there if tiie\' run for longer

than ninety days.

Prior to the passage of the Federal Reserve

Act national banks could not accept bills of

{jContiiiHi'd on p'i:^c 3S)
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;
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advantageous balance.
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which not only makes available bonds suited to every legitimate purpose, but

offers the services of a properly equipped organization to assist investors in

important investment centers.
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Bisseirs

The Hail-Mark of Quality

on Cleaning Devices
There are certain names in the manufacturing
worUl wliose reputation is so well-established
that it guarantees their product w.ithout argu-
ment: they are accepted by purchasers as the
liall-mark of quality : as the standard of com-
parison by which similar merchandise may be
judged.

Thus BISSELL'S, forover 40 years,has been
the hall-mark of quality on cleaning devices.
" It's a Bissau's," women said when we an-
nounced

BISSELUS
Vacuum Sweeper

And because it is a BI.SSELL'S there is no
need to go into explanations regarding me-
chanical superiority. One exclusive feature is

the dust bag which comes out with the nozzle
in one piece, emptying from the rear. This
means that emptying this BISSELL'S is so
simple it doesn't even soil the hands.
Dust cannot accumulate in rugs and carpets

cleaned with a Bissell—they are always clean.
N'acuum Sweepers at $7.50 and $9.00. "Cyco"

Bail-Bearing Carpet Sweepers, $.^oo to $5.50.

\ trifle more in the far West, South and ni

Canada. Solii by dealers everywhere. Book-
let on request.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.

Dept. 357
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Unrivalled in service-giving capacity.

Have your specifications read:

JENKINS BROS.
VALVES

for steam heating and plumbing.

All genuine bear Diamond Trade Mark.
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exchange. This important privilege was
granted by the new law, and banks are now
empowered to accept drafts based upon the

importation or exportation of goods or sale of

merchandise within the United States. Thus
borrowers, by the use of bank acceptances, may
now finance important commercial transactions

at a rate of discount lower than their own
name alone would command.

Another service performed by the reserve

banks is the country-wide collection of checks

at par. These institutions maintain a large

central gold fund at Washington through

which, by the simple arrangement of debiting

or crediting the share in the gold fund owned
by each reserve bank, settlements of a very

considerable part of the payments between

different parts of the country are effected with-

out the expense of shipping currency or gold

Federal reserve banks are permitted by law

to purchase municipal warrants when issued

in anticipation of taxes for terms not exceed-

ing six months. This new market has already

been availed of to a considerable extent, and

its operations are of direct benefit to the public.

With the hope of developing a constant sup-

ply of bankable paper in one of the best and

most liquid forms, the federal reserve banks are

encouraging the use of drafts in place of open

accounts between sellers and buyers of goods.

In short, all the domestic and foreign busi-

ness machinery of the United States has been

improved and strengthened by the operations

and example of the Federal Reserve System.

It helps the normal every-day needs, devises

safer and cheaper methods, stabilizes rates of

discount, and provides against credit or cur-

rency panics. Member banks, their customers,

and the public generally will share in the bene-

fit as the Federal Reserve S\'stem grows in

usefulness and influence.
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I.—No person shall be allowed more than

one volume at a time, except in the case of

k'orks of fiction in several volumes, when

three will be allowed if taken and

returned together.

Two Weeks is the time

allowed for keeping books out,

excepting those marked
Seven Day Book,'" which

can be kept but one week
;

the fine in each case being

two cents for every day a

book is kept beyond the

time. Persons owing fines

forfeit the use of the Li-

brary till they are paid.

3.—All losses of books,

or injuries to them, must be

made good by the person lia-

ble, to the satisfaction of the

Library Committee.

4.—Books may be drawn for

in the Reading Room, to le

returned after such use, and the pe 1-

failure duly to return them

shall be the same as that prescribed in

Rule 2d above, for the keeping of a book

one week over the alloted time.

5.—Borrowers finding a book torn, marked,

or in any way defaced, are required to report

the matter at once to the Librarian ; other-

wise they will be held responsible for the

damage done.

Made by The Library Bureau, Boston
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